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LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

Tuesday, March 11, 1980, being the first day of the Fourth Session of the 31st Parlia-

ment of the province of Ontario for the dispatch of business pursuant to a proclamation

of the Honourable P. M. McGiblK)n, Lieutenant Governor of the province.

Tuesday, March U, 1980

The House met at 3:05 p.m.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor,

having entered the House and being seated

upon the throne, was pleased to open the

session with the following gracious speech.

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE
Hon. Mrs. McGibbon: Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker and members of the Legisla-

tive Assdmbly, as representatives and ser-

vants of Canada's most populated and pro-

gressive province, we assemble for the Fourth

Session of Ontario's 31st Parliament with a

clear mission for the new decade. Whatever
the insecurities of the international scene,

whatever the vagaries of fluctuating economic

events and trends, we must ensure with all

the instruments at our disposal the strength
and security of our economy, the self-suflB-

ciency and political independence of our

nation and the wellbeing and prosperity of

our people.

In doing so, we will not only strengthen
die great promise of Ontario's future but also

contribute immeasurably to the economic
and political integrity of Canada. Ontarians

expect that the next decade of the 1980s,
while in many ways challenging, must also

be one of assured opportunity. It must
pro-

vide enhanced industrial and social develop-
ment for communities in all parts of our

province. It must strengthen the province's

capacity to furnish her citizens with the kind

of lifestyle and freedom that comes from
sound fiscal management and compassionate
public policy.

Au cours des annees quatre-vingt, ce sera

non seulement au gouvernement mais a tous

les Ontariens de s'engager a oeuvrer en-

semble pour tirer le maximum de leurs res-

sources naturelles et humaines afin de creer

des possibilites nouvelles qui leur permettront
d'atteindre la securite recherchee.

The key to Ontario's continued prosperity
through the 1980s lies in the mobilization of

our technical strengths. My government will

direct the application of modern technology
to best advantage to build on our high

achievements and to meet the challenges of

the future in energy, transportation, com-

munications, the environment and agriculture

as essential resource sectors of the economy
and the mainstay of a quality of life that is

cherished by the people of this province.
First and foremost, my ministers believe

that our capacity to sustain economic self-

reliance for Canada, as for Ontario, will

depend in large part on Ontario's ability to

advance significantly towards greater energy

seciu-ity. As the largest consumer of energy
in Canada, our responsibility to provide lead-

ership is clear. To this end, my government
will embark on an extensive and ambitious

energy program for the 1980s, a principal

objective of which will be to reduce our

dependence on crude oil.

3:10 p.m.

The most easily achieved and quickly de-

veloped approach towards this goal is through

energy conservation. The government will,

therefore, continue to promote province-wide
conservation programs in the residential,

combnercial, industrial, agricultural and trans-

portation sectors. Individual projects will in-

volve a range of activities, from car and van

pooling to the inclusion of coonimercial energy
conservation standards in the Ontario Build-

ing Code.

With the overall Ontario energy bill for all

uses by all segments of oiu society approach-

ing $11 billion a year, making Ontario more

energy-efficient must be a shared comttnit-

ment of all Ontarians. Every resident of our

province must be part of this effort to keep
our economy and our future strong.

During this session, a number of measures

will be introduced to improve Ontario's secur-

ity of energy supply. In particular, my gov-

ernment will carry out initiatives in such

areas as energy from waste, synthetic liquid

fuel, co-generation, upgrading of heavy fuel

oil, small hydroelectric developments and the

full development of our nuclear power ca-

pacity for industrial purposes. Special activ-

ities, of which the Bruce Agripark, the Ed-

wardsburgh methanol feasibility project and

London's Victoria Hospital waste-based heat-
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ing plant can be taken as examples, will be

pursued by the Ministry of Energy. At the

same time, greater reliance will be placed on
natural gas and electricity as substitutes for

petroleum products.
The Ontario Energy Corporation will be

strengthened to implement a number of new
business ventures. Subsidiary corporations
will be established. These will focus speci-

fically on future investment in such areas as

energy resources, power sharing, energy
transportation and alternate energy.
The strategic importance of nuclear energy

to Ontario cannot be overestimated. The
superior qualities of the Candu reactor and
the experience and professionalism of On-
tario Hydro's employees have combined to

make our nuclear generating stations among
the safest and most efficient in the world.

From this firm base, Ontario will not hesitate

to expand its nuclear cai>acity to guarantee
the energy security of our people. In this

context, my government looks forward to

receiving the final report of the Porter Royal
Commission on Electric Power Planning dur-

ing this session.

The government has always placed a high
priority on developing and maintaining the

highest standards with respect to the health,

safety and environmental aspects of nuclear

energy. One of the keys to achieving these

standards is to ensure that the public is more
informed and has access to those responsible
for regulating and supervising nuclear energy.
Accordingly, Ontario will propose specific

arrangements to the federal government for

improvements in these provisions by respon-
sible agencies.

Communications and transportation tech-

nology will play a dynamic role in our en-

ergy future, as well as in our overall eco-
nomic position in the coming decade. By
1990 Ontario can be at the forefront of the
communications and telecommunications in-

dustries through efforts based on structures
and capacities already in place. Communica-
tions will replace much business travel, thus

reducing energy-intensive transportation with
energy-efficient and highly cost-e£Fective com-
munication links.

Specific measures to advance our commu-
nications technoloy will complement and en-

courage industrial initiatives. We will also
seek to ensiu-e the use of satellite commu-
nications and other forms of new technolo-

•gies for private-sector business and television

services to link vast parts of Ontario in the
media and information community of the
1980s.

It is a basic fact of life, however, that

transportation cannot easily be removed, dur-

ing the next decade, from its overwhelming
dependence on crude oil. But dejjendency
can be reduced through conservation and

specific system and technology changes. Since

the automobile will always be with us, On-
tario will seek to ensure that its redesign,

improvement and efficient use become a key
priority of manufacturers and motorists in

our province.
Further modifications to current practices

must also be pursued. Electrification of GO
train and other rail lines is being considered

in a major feasibility study. In addition, we
will proceed to apply the technology of the

Urban Transit Development Corporation to a

major transit project in the Hamilton region,
for which engineering studies have already

begun. My ministers are pleased to record

that the project has recendy been assured

federal assistance. This new and efficient

mode of transportation will also be available,

through normal capital funding terms, to

other large urban areas of the province.

Overall, we must ensure that there are

options available to the people of Ontario

during a time when the cost and availability

of oil-related energy could be a strain on our

provincial economy. For tihis reason a task

force is already in place to review the greater

potential of rail transportation in this prov-

ince, and a similar review of the potential of

water transport on our Great Lakes and sea-

way systems will soon be announced.

In summary, Ontario Avill seek to lead a

full-scale energy initiative that combines re-

sjyonsibility, resolve and resources towards en-

suring provincial and national security in the

1980s. It goes without saying that the funda-

mental changes implicit in a new energy
horizon for Ontario will necessarily be present
in the shaping of our economic future.

During last year's session, steps were taken

to establish the Employment Development
Fund to stimulate, assist and strengthen ap-

propriate industrial growth in Ontario. Signif-

icant accomplishments have already resulted

from this important government initiative, the

impact of which will be felt for many years
to come. As a result, the program will be con-

tinued in the year ahead.

Further, Ontario, will continue to give

emphasis to the considerable benefits that

can be derived from Canadians supporting
Canadians. We will continue to promote the

purchase of domestically produced goods and
services through the Shop Canadian program.
As well, particular efforts are already under

way to demonstrate the gains that can be

attained through greater harmonization of

Canadian industrial policy and interprovincial

co-operation in purchasing practices. Measures
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to encourage sudh Canadian investment and

ownership will be presented in the Ontario

budget this spring.

At the same time, Ontario will maintain its

balanced approach to investments and in-

dustrial expansion. Thus, in addition to en-

couraging Canadian investment in our future

and greater participation in all aspects of the

industrial enterprise, including managerial,
research and development activities, we will

welcome foreign investment from those who
are willing to share these objectives and to

serve the best interests of our country.
The Ontario Development Corporation will

introduce a new program which will provide
assistance to Canadian investors to purchase
the Canadian operations of foreign-owned
firms. Priority will be placed on proposed in-

vestments by management and employee
groups.

It is clear that if real economic growth and
human develojwnent are to be characteristic

of the 1980s, we must find ways and means
of combating the serious inflationary trends
that are currently under way. Since the causal

factors of these trends are national and in-

ternational in scale, corrective measures are

not, to any significant degree, within the com-

petence of this House. We must nevertheless

do our part by acting in a restrained and

fiscally responsible manner in respect of our
own spending programs, while maintaining
vigilance over the pricing of basic com-
modities and encouraging the growth of our

productive capacity.

3:20 p.m.

My government is also convinced that if

we are to prosper as a nation we must have
the courage to follow more independent eco-
nomic policies. In this regard it is becoming
increasingly evident that the overwhelming
negative effects of the federal government's
high-interest-rate policy are cancelling out
the intended benefits. Canada, we believe,
can have a more independent rate without

imperilling our economic prospects. In fact,
such a policy would enhance oiu- economic

performance and relieve the burden currently
being placed on Canadian families and small
businessmen.

Clearly, this is not an issue confined to

Ontario, nor a concern of this government
only; it is a problem which is permeating
the economic fabric of all parts of the coun-

try. My government will, therefore, urge the

federal government to re-examine its position
on this vital national concern. We are pre-

pared to participate constructively in discus-

sions aimed at developing a new, vigorous
and independent economic policy for Canada.

These steps are consistent with the real-

ization that Ontario must be prepared to

broaden and expand economic opportunities
in the 1980s. But while capital and techno-

logical resources are important elements of

our economic action program, they can never

be as important as Ontario's most valuable

resource—her people.

Proper manpower development and deploy-
ment will be of the utmost importance as

one of the cornerstones of a healthy and

growing economy in the 1980s. The key
area of focus will be to produce sufficient

numbers of skilled personnel from within our

own work force to meet the needs of the

Ontario economy. This is one of the main ob-

jectives of the recently created Ontario

Manpower Commission.

For this purpose, an amount of more than

$5 million from the Employment Develop-
ment Fund has been earmarked for the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities to boost

the employer-spK)nsored training program.
Further skill-training initiatives are planned,

drawing on the support and expertise that

already exist in the industrial sector of our

province.

Solid labour-management relations and im-

proved quality of life will be crucial to

Ontario's economic expansion in the 1980s.

Measures will be introduced to amend the

Ontario Labour Relations Act to assist in

the achievement of these goals.

There is no greater source of untapped
talent in Ontario today than that which exists

among our female popidation. While the past
decade has seen a new and sharper focus

on this issue and a number of initiatives have
been taken by both government and the

private sector to advance equality of oppor-

tunity, progress has been slower than ac-

ceptable.

Increased emphasis will be given, there-

fore, to programs to ensure that the 1980s

become a decadte of accelerated advancement
in this area. A supporting commmiications

program is planned to remind employers and

employees of their obligations and rig'hts

under existing equal pay law. The govern-
ment will set an example for the decade

through its affirmative action program for

women crown employees, which will call for

the development of yearly government-wide

targets to improve job opportunities and

specific planning targets for women in all

employment categories.

Research and development, which have

helped advance Ontario to its present position

of industrial pre-eminence in Canada, will
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be vital to building new areas of leadership
in the 1980s.

The Ontario Research Foundation remains

an important interdisciplinary tool in shaping
research-based economic opportunity for the

future. Provincial support and funding of

this organization will increase, and we will

encourage fiuther research and development
activity through measures to be presented to

this House.

In a new initiative, Ontario will establish

a working group of private- and public-sector

experts dealing with computer chip and

microelectronic technology to ensure optimal
benefit for the industries and people of

Ontario from technological developments in

this increasingly important area.

The next decade will see Ontario take

particular steps to advance economic gains

made from exporting value-added goods and
services. Measures to create an Ontario export

development corporation will be presented
to members during this session. The corpora-
tion will concentrate on the development of

export markets for areas of Ontario indus-

trial and technological leadership, including
electrical generating capability, environmental

treatment systems, urban transit, health-care

service design, telecommunications and capi-
tal equipment manufacturing.

The province will advance a sustained in-

ternational tradte development campaign
through the opening of new oflSces in the

United States and tihe Far East, expanding
the trade mission program and broadening
export support programs through the Ontario

development corporations.
A comprehensive small-business program

will be presented at this session, emphasizing
the critical role of small- and intermediate-

business development to the fabric and dur-

ability of our economic base. An important
aspect of this program will be an expanded
role for the Ontario development corpora-
tions. Increases in the loan and guarantee
Ihnits will ensure that a broad range of small-
business projects have access to adequate
financing and investment incentives.

Ontario will seek to intensify Ottawa's
efiForts to increase Canadian end-product op-
portunities among Canada's trading partners.
The province will also undertake an eight-
year GATT adjustment program to assist

Ontario manufacturing to adjust to new tarifF

and nontariff changes now being phased in.

The Ministry of Industry and Tourism will

develop approaches to assure the long-term
health of the automotive industry in relation

to the Canada-US auto pact, the shift to

lighter, fuel-efficient veldcles and import
competition.

Demographic and economic changes will

make tourism a vital and growing worldwide
industry. A program for Ontario tourism de-

velopment in the 1980s will be presented this

spring. It will feature a new focus on both
domestic marketing and promotion in the

European market.

A specific new initiative will be directed

towards the marketing of Ontario's provin-
cial parks as major tourist attractions. The

Ministry of Natural Resources will work with
the Ministry of Industry and Tourism to en-

courage vacation packages, combining the
use of local dining and accommodation facil-

ities with day visits to the parks, thus bring-

ing to many more visitors an appreciation
of the heritage and enjoyment of the recre-

ational advantages which our vast provincial

parks system has to oflFer.

Ontario North Now, a new exhibit at On-
tario Place, oflFering a showcase of the life-

style and amenities of northern Ontario, will

spark a greater awareness and sense of the
northern economic, social and cultural fabric

on the part of visitors. It will also illustrate

to residents of southern Ontario the vast

economic opportimity and strategic impor-
tance of the north for the future of this

province.

The quality of life in this province, as

reflected in part in our high environmental

standards, Imust be maintained despite the

quesrt for greater economic activity. The
1980s will be a period of further consohda-

tion and strengthening of what is already one
of the toughest environmental protection pro-

grams in North America.

3:30 p.m.

My government is proud to record the as-

sessment of a recent report by the Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment, which showed Toronto to have the

cleanest environment of any heavily indus-

trialized city in the western world. Our aim
must be to ensiu-e that similar impartial as-

sessments at the end of the decade will reflect

a high overall level of environmental protec-
tion for all residents of Ontario.

The tremendous progress and enviable

standards achieved in environmental protec-
tion in Ontario have been the result of delib-

erate government policy and the legislative

decisions of this House. Over the past two

decades, we have been eminently successful

as a province in establishing eff^ective munic-

ipal water and sewage treatment programs,
while addressing the significant challenge re-

sulting from the introduction of new complex
chemical compoimds which we have found
in our ecosystem.
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A strong foundation in our eflForts to con-

trol these chemicals and make them safe is

the eflBcient environmental laboratory facil-

ities established and operated by the govern-
ment. These operations are consistently de-

veloping new techniques for alert and analy-
sis systems to detect and render harmless
the increasing variety of new cheonicals being
introduced.

As a special initiative, a hazardous con-
taminants co-ordinating unit will be estab-

lished in the Ministry of the Environment to

co-ordinate and expand research into the

transport, storage, environmental effects and

possible health implications of contaminants
which may be present on land, in water or in

the air.

The province will also develop a major
demonstration project in glass separation and

recycling to serve as a model for community-
based recycling initiatives in the 1980s. The
details of tihis undertaking will be announced
this spring.

Educational resource programs developed
by TVOntario and the Ministry of Education
will seek to broaden the sensitivity of present
and future generations to all aspects of the

environment in which we live.

A comprehensive strategy proposal is being
prepared to be transmitted to the federal

government in the continuing efforts with En-
vironment Canada and the US Enviroimiental
Protection Agency to establish a North Ameri-
can agreement and abatement program to
deal with acid rain.

Goverrmient assistance to Ontario's pulp
and paper indxistry will maintain a high
priority on a balance between environmental
and economic considerations. Incentives will

continue to apply to essential pollution abate-
ment projects and to support needed modern-
ization and plant upgrading.
Much valuable experience has been gained

from the application of the 1975 Environ-
mental Assessment Act to appropriate pro-
jects of provincial agencies. This has proved
to be a constructive initial step towards

applying environmental assessments to all

major proposals. In keeping with the govern-
ment's commitment, and following extensive

consultation with municipalities through the

Provincial-Municipal Liaison Committee, the
act will be extended to environmentally sig-
nificant mimicipal projects. The necessary
regulations will come into e£Fect shortly.

Measures will also be proi)osed to stream-
line the hearing procedures of the Ontario

Municipal Board and the Environmental As-
sessment Board. The new procedures will

eliminate duplication and delay by allowing
a transfer of jurisdiction between these two

bodies on critical environmental and land-

use issues.

Land-use plaiming, purposefully directed

to the productive use of Ontario's vast land

resources, is of significant import to the
assurance of a secure future, and particularly
so in respect of our capacity for food pro-
duction.

The government is committed to increasing
Ontario's agricultural productivity, and will

take appropriate measures, by allowing for

sufficient flexibility in farm practices, to en-

able farmers to modify or expand operations,
to maintain viable farm enterprises and meet
future food requirements.

In the Ontario of the 1980s, food produc-
tion and distribution rank no less than energy
as vital factors in maintaining our economic

wellbeing and in sustaining our comi)etitive
economic advantages, and must be recog-
nized by all Ontarians as strategic develop-
ment tools for the benefit of present and
future generations.

Because of the strategic nature of the

agricultural resource, an up-to-date inventory
of land ownership must be maintained at all

times. Legislation providing for the monitor-

ing of foreign ownership of agricultural land

will be presented this session.

As a firm foimdation for the 1980s, On-
tario will commence a series of initiatives to

strengthen our position as the foremost agri-
cultural producing province in Canada. The
province will establish an agricultural energy
management resource centre for research and
demonstration relating specifically to energy
conservation on the farm and eflFective energy

management throughout the agricultural
sector.

The government will also establish a re-

source centre for increased agricultural pro-

ductivity. It will place particular emphasis
on research and technology transfer programs
in soil management, erosion control, drainage
and water quality. More funds will be made
available to farmers for programs that are

central to the rehabilitation and preservation
of productive land, such as tile drainage.
A special beef producers' financial protec-

tion fund will be created, in co-operation
with producers, dealers and the meat packing
industry, to bring to this key area of the

agricultural sector similar protections now
afforded to farmers in other areas of produc-
tion.

Un college de technologie agricole de

langue frangaise sera fond6 a Alfred dans
Test de I'Ontario pour donner aux jeunes
fermiers francophones de meilleures possi-

bilites de carri^re dans la collectivite agri-
cole de la province.
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With the use of modern technology to

advance agricultural productivity, rural and
small-towTi Ontario will turn increasingly to

other activities to maintain their viability.

Our small towns are, and must remain, a

vibrant option for the people of Ontario. As
a vital part of our heritage and an important

part of our future, they must continue to

attract and retain their population. This will

depend heavily on availability of economic

opportunity. Such opportimities will flow

from carefully developed initiatives in areas

related to forestry, tourism, recreation, small

business and agricultural support enterprises.
Much of this activity will be financed from

the Employment Development Fund, which

through the beginning of the decade will

continue to emphasize small-town location

among the various criteria in its incentive

measures.

As well, the province will move on meas-
lu-es to expand the Woodlands Improvement
Act to assist hardwood, sawmill and local

small-town pulp and wood industries.

Ontario's citizens, rural and urban, have

every right to believe that government will

preserve the kind of balance that sees eco-

nomic and industrial activity not as an end
in itself but as a means for achieving and

maintaining the human and social wellbeing
we expect. By the same token, social and

community values must be basic to ensuring
the kind of economic development best

suited to the people in our society.

3:40 p.m.

The 1980s will, of necessity, be a time of

greater self-reliance, more preventive rather

than remedial expenditure, and a period of

renewed importance for the structures of the
familv and the community. The challenge of

social policy will be one of ensuring that,

through greater community and individual

responsibility, cost-efficiency and innovation,
real and changing needs are eflFectively met.
Creative use of existing resources will be
crucial, in the years ahead, in protecting and
enhancing the standards aheady achieved.

Our health, education and community
services play a critical part in the quality of

life Ontarians enjoy. Provision of these serv-

ices at the highest level of excellence and
suitability is an important commitment of

government in Ontario for this decade.
The health-care delivery system from

which Ontarians continue to benefit must be,
in 10 years' time, as it is today, one of the
most comprehensive, professional and well

developed in the world. It will continue to

be a system characterized by excellence and
providing protection for the population as a

whole. As well, it will need to have sufficient

flexibility to allow it to react to the changing
conditions that it will undoubtedly encounter.

Over the next several years, the need to

continue adjusting services to provide for in-

creasing long-term care will be particularly

important. At the same time redeployment
of resoiurces will be gradual and sensitive to

other needs as they occur. An additional 600

nursing home beds will be approved this

year to achieve more effective use of our
active-treatment facilities. Special efforts will

be made to extend chronic home-care services

throughout the province over the next two
years.

In northern Ontario, medical and para-
medical programs, as well as established air

and land ambulance services, will be en-

hanced by a new jet air-ambulance and heli-

copter ambulance service, serving both the

northeast and the northwest, as a joint initia-

tive of the Ministry of Health and the Min-

istry of Northern Affairs.

London will be used as a helicopter am-
bulance referral centre serving southwestern

Ontario.

Further, the govermnent will extend med-
ical communications to connect hospitals in

smaller centres, via televised systems, to

regional referral hospitals. This will enable

doctors to consult, at short notice if required,
with colleagues and specialists about partic-

ular patients.

The government will dedicate substantial

proceeds from the Provincial lottery, over

the next five years, to maintain and support
the high quality of research work in health,

the environment and other essential fields.

Individual responsibility must play an im-

portant part in the lomr-term health of On-
tarians in the 1980s and will be encouraged

by new approaches in promoting positive

health through nutrition, non-smoking, al-

cohol moderation, physical fitness and similar

activities. Target groups will include schools,

businesses and community and service organi-

zations. In addition, it is expected that a

recently commissioned province-wide review

of amateur sport and recreation will make
an important contribution to the promotion
of greater participation in such leisure-time

activities.

In the educational sphere, the challenge
to government, teachers, local school boards

and parents will be to continue the emphasis
on elementary and secondary school standards

to maintain a firm dedication to excellence

and achievement founded on a basic, solid-

core curriculum. The province's commitment
in this regard remains fundamental to a view
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which places education at the centre of com-

munity values, social progress and stability.

Legislation will be enacted at this session

to make local school boards responsible for

the provision of special education for students

who require such attention. The program
will be phased in over a five-year period,

beginning in the 1980-81 school year.
At the post-secondary level, our univer-

sities and colleges of applied arts and tech-

nology face a challenge in the 1980s to serve

a society with ever-changing demands. That

challenge will offer significant opportunities
for education in terms of industry, culture

and other needs of the adult population.

Specifically, changing population trends and

broadening perspectives on continuing edu-
cation and skills development will provide
particular focus for Ontario post-secondary
education in the 1980s.

Our well-developed community college

system, with its tradition of adapting pro-

grams and curriculum to meet local needs,
makes us superbly equipped to compete in

the education technology market beyond our
borders. Encouraged by the success of the

colleges in this area and the ready involve-

ment of business and educational organiza-

tions, Ontario will establish a crown agency
to mobilize the province's resoiu-ces in sup-
port of these endeavovu"s.

The agency will ofi^er expertise and assist-

ance in the development of educational and

training components of private-sector tenders
on international projects, the identification

and support of such projects, and the con-

tracting provisions for delivery of services

to client organizations or countries. Close

co-operation will be maintained with the
trade development activities of the Ministry
of Industry and Tomism.

There are also significant economic benefits

which derive from what might be termed our
cultural industries. Special emphasis will be
placed on improving the economic stability
of the arts and culture in Ontario and on
achieving broader exposure for them in the

marketplace. Criteria for the small business

development corporations will be extended
to include the book publishing industry as

an ehgible area of investment.

The influence of communications tech-

nology on cultural development o£Fers sig-
nificant opportunity over the next decade.
The broadening of television and satellite

facilities will bring Ontario tremendous ex-

port and growth opportunities.

Through utilization of direct-'broadcast

satellite facilities, the government will seek
to increase TVOntario reception throughout

the province. The network will continue to

play an important role in strengthening the

cultural and identity fibres that hold our

province-wide community together, while

further consolidating the substantial market

it has gained in other jurisdictions for its

superb English and French-language pro-

gramming.
More than ever before, edlication, in the

Ontario of the 1980s, must reach out in its

broadest sense and beyond the first 18 or 25

years of our lives. For the youngest and oldest

of OUT citizens, our educational and cultural

systems must provide adequate and fulfilling

opportunities for growth, training, upgrad-
ing and intellectual achievement.

Community services are a particular area

in which the 1980s will be a time for care-

fully-targeted, flexible programs, serving
those in most genuine need, while shifting to

meet changing priorities.

My ministers believe that personal, family
and community responsibility are basic to the

direction and welfare of any free society.

Limiting the role of large institutions, sup-

porting the family, encouraging indepen-

dence, fostering volunteer community solu-

tions to community social problems—these
are the appropriate roles for government in

the 1980s.

A series of pilot projects to put unneeded
educational facilities to other community
uses, and involving the development of de-

monstration programs for senior citizens and

young people in mutually-beneficial com-

munity projects, wfll be developed as a firm

foundation for opportunities in the coming
years.

Further specific measures to advance finan-

cial security for senior citizens, in fulfilment

of govermnent commitments, will be pre-
sented in the budget.

3:50 p.m.

Amendments to the Ontario Human Rights
Code will be introduced, in consultation with

community organizations, to ensure that

handicapped! people in our society are pro-
vided with opportunities and services that

most of our citizens take for granted. Other

provisions to the code will also be intro-

duced.

Group home and conununity living accom-
modation for the handicapped and mentally
retarded will he increased over the next

decade, continuing the steady integration into

the community of those who are most in need
of the stability and rewards of active com-

munity life.

In response to rising municipal concerns

over the costs of participating in social hous-
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ing programs, my govermnent proposes to

eliminate the need for mimicipal cost-shar-

ing in rent-geared-to-income housing, eflFeo

tive April 1. This will save Ontario munic-

ipalities approximately $20 million this year.
(New initiatives will be taken to help single

mothers on social assistance prepare for and
obtain meaningful and secure employment,
as a means to future self-reliance and to en-

suring financial and personal independence
beyond their working years.
While federal government co-operation is

essential if a full program is to move ahead
rapidly, some initial steps have already been
taken, such as the introduction of a work
initiative program. This session the Ontario

government will introduce additional initia-

tives, including improvements with resfject
to support payments, expansion of counselling
and assessment services and the development
of employment projects, to provide increased

opportunities for single mothers who wish
to become self-supporting.
The government has moved

steadily ahead
with the development of integrated children's

services. The new decade will see special

programs to direct funds to prevent abuses
and diflBculties which force the community to

intervene to protect the rights of children.

Additional provisions to the Children's Law
Reform Act governing child custody and
access proceedings will be enacted at this

session. The legislation, which was given first

reading last December, is firmly based on
the principle that the best interests of the
child should be the focus of legal proceedings
in family disputes over custody.

Since the spring of 1979, the government
of Ontario has been conducting a review of
tfhe impact of population changes on every
aspect of its operation. This will result in

the release of a publication this spring on
demographic policy issues for the decade.
The peace and lawfulness of our com-

mimities and the individual rights and free-
dom of all Ontarians throughout the 1980s
will continue to depend largely on the effec-

tive enforcement of our laws and maintenance
of an orderly society. The administration of

justice, based, as it must be, on law and
order and on equality before the courts, must
also incorporate certain key principles in the
broad public interest, among them access to
the law and to legal institutions, simplicity
and, where appropriate, reform.

The reform of procedures in the civil courts
will include an important pilot project, to be
called the Provincial Court (Civil) Division,
aimed at broadening citizen access to tiie

justice system in cases involving small civil

claims.

New legislation will be presented to sim-

plify a chent's right for impartial review of a
solicitor's fees where they are thought to be
excessive.

Justice for the victims of crime will be a

particular priority in the administration of the

justice system. In recent years, in both in-

stitutional and community programs, em-
phasis has been placed on requiring offenders

to accept responsibility for their offences by
paying back the victims of their crimes, or

society generally. Many of these initiatives,

such as victim-reconciliation, restitution and

community-service orders, by which offenders

do work in the community, are being in-

creasingly successful.

The continuation of these activities will be

supported by a stepped-up program for cor-

rectional institutions to attain greater self-

sufficiency and make a broader material con-
tribution to the community around them, as

important elements of a system that would be

truly remedial.

The successful evacuation of Mississauga,
last fall, was a tribute to the people of that

community, police, fire, civil defence, health

and other public servants of the municipalities
and the province. The experience reminds us,

however, that complex societies will require

contingency planning on the part of all such

agencies, to protect life and property in the

event of similar emergencies in the future.

The province will therefore commission
the preparation of a consolidated report and
critical review of the full details of all that

transpired in Mississauga, to obtain instruc-

tion that would be helpful in any future such

incidents and to assist other jurisdictions, in

Ontario, Canada and throughout the world,
in their own contingency planning.

Exercises and programs of instruction to

increase provincial preparedness will be made
available to all municipal and regional police,

fire, environment and safety officials.

Legislation will be reintroduced for a pilot

project in Metropolitan Toronto to provide a

more satisfactory process for citizens' com-

plaints concerning police conduct.

My government believes that improved
communications between our institutions and
the citizens they serve can contribute much
towards achieving our goals for Ontario

through the 1980s. Greater openness in the

administration of government itself and in-

creased access to government by the citizen

are fundamentally important.
The completion of the work of the Royal

Commission on Freedom of Inforination and
Individual Privacy is expected this soring.
The minister responsible for regulatory
reform and freedom of information will pre-
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pare a government implementation program
following receipt and study of the report.

The government will release shortly the

second report of the agencies review com-

mittee, which will outline an integrated pro-
cess for the management and control of

special-purpose bodies. Part of this process
will call for "sunset" provisions for all ad-

visory agencies on a precise date, pending
a decision, based on their individual merits,

to reactivate them.

As part of the government's ongoing com-
mitment to share regulatory authority, in ap-

propriate circumstances, vdth responsible
business groups, the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations will develop a

plan for self-regulation of Ontario's real

estate industry. This new program will com-
bine a high level of professional capability
to serve the public with rigorous protection
of the industry's customers.

Additional investment and lending powers
and increased self-regulatory responsibility

will be extended to the credit union move-
ment.

Major attention is being given to statute

revision and codification of laws and regu-

lations, using the most advanced computer-
ized information retrieval techniques.

The government is also taking steps to

provide functional phone-book listings,

backed up by free telephone access to gov-
ernment offices across Ontario, as part of its

overall efforts to increase public access to

government services. In the wider perspec-

tive, however, the goverrmient's effectiveness

will be measured not only in terms of its

ability to communicate with its citizens and
its overall effectiveness in the management
of their affairs, but also in the capacity to

reach out beyond Ontario's boundaries to

help secure the future of our nation.

Tlie 1980s will require leadership from
Ontario in the reshaping of the Canadian
Confederation and the strengthening of

English-French relationships throughout Can-
ada. For its part, within Ontario the govern-
ment will pursue steady and responsible

progress in the provision of French-language
government services to our French-speaking
residents.

4 p.m.

In the coming year, the Ministry of the

Attorney General will designate certain small-

claims courts for bilingual trials, as well as

continue the development of French-language
court services for criminal cases, family mat-
ters and minor offences. This initiative in the

civil court, to which citizens have easiest

and most frequent access, is a major step

in the field of bilingual civil trials, as part of

the orderly development of French-language
court services provided for by recent Judica-
tiu^e Act amendments.

A change in court practice will enable sur-

rogate courts in counties and districts desig-
nated under the Judicature Act to grant
letters probate, without a translation, of wills

made in the French language.

The province of Ontario will continue to

work for the entrenchment in a new consti-

tution of guaranteed education rights, in

their own language, to French- and English-

speaking minorities throughout Canada.

Our commitment to the future of Ontario

and Canada is firm. The recent restructuring

of the Ontario Advisory Council on Multi-

culturalism and Citizenship is meant to stress

clearly that Ontario society, enriched as it is

by cultural diversity, shares a strong and

unifying pride in Canadian citizenship, its

privileges and responsibilities.

The promise of the next decade must not

be squandered through interprovincial or

federal-provincial friction, which would do
nothing but profoundly disappoint Canadians

everywhere. While Ontario continues to re-

ject such extreme solutions as are offered

in the prooosal for sovereignty-association,

it is clear that there is a growing consensus

in Canada on the types of changes required
to refashion our constitution and make it a

living instrument, capable of pulling together
the diverse people, languages and regions of

this great country.

Ontario will continue to give this crucial

issue a high priority, and will demonstrate

in the months to come that the special needs

of all Canadians, whether in the east or the

west, can indeed be accommodated within

thp" framework of a strong Canada, fully ca-

pable of meeting all the challenges that lie

ahead.

The members of this assembly will be
afforded the full opportunity of a wide-rang-

ing debate in this House on the future of

Confederation so that the view^ of the elect-

ed representatives of this province can be

clearly heard on the many important issues.

This debate will allow for constructive and

thorough examination of our governmental
institutions and practices, our fundamental

rights, the distribution of powers, the patria-

tion of our constitution and the streamlin-

ing of government services at all levels, so

that fairness, efficiency, and accountability

become the bywords of essential services to

Canadians everywhere.
Honourable members, the promise and op-

portunity of the 1980s will require Canadians
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throughout Canada to resolve to make maxi-

mum use of our pohtical, economic and social

resources to shape a decade of security and

achievement.

In Ontario, our continued prosperity can

best be realized through self-reliance, hard

vvoi^k, initiative and innovation and respon-

sibility to our fellow citizens. Government
and the private sector must work carefully

to ensure our quality of life and the eco-

nomic opportunity and social stability it

provides.

Ontario is a province where there is no
limit to the kind of achievement, progress
and security our people can earn and enjoy.
We must, therefore, take the courageous de-

cisions necessary now to preserve that over-

whelming opportunity for all our people.
From all the members of this parliament,
the people of Ontario deserve no less.

May Divine Providence guide your delib-

erations.

God bless the Queen and Canada.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that to prevent mistakes I have obtained a

copy of Her Honour's speech, which I will

now read.

Reading dispensed with.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

LIBEL AND SLANDER
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. McMurtry moved first reading
of Bill 1, An Act to amend the Libel and
Slander Act.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the speech of

the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor to

this House be taken into consideration on

Thursday next.

Motion agreed to.

HOUSE SITTINGS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that commencing
tomorrow, March 12, this House will not sit

in the chamber on Wednesdays unless other-

wise ordered.

Motion agreed to.

COMMITTEE SITTINGS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the select com-
mittee on Ontario Hydro affairs be authorized

to sit on the morning of Thursday, March 13.

Motion agreed to.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Davis, the House
adjourned at 4:10 p.m.
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APPENDIX A

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

PUBLIC SERVICE SALARIES

350. Mr. Bolan: Are there any groups of

public servants of the province of Ontnrio

inchiding provincial court judges whose aver-

age salary increments over the last four and

two thirds years have averaged less than

$860 per annum? If so, what are the groups?

(Tabled November 13, 1979. Interim answer

November 26, 1979. Approximate date infor-

mation available January 14, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McCague: Clerical services-

January 1, 1976, to January 1, 1979, $847;

office services—January 1, 1976, to January

1, 1979, $773; maintenance services—January

1, 1976, to January 1, 1979, $846; general

operational services—January 1, 1976, to Jan-

uary 1, 1979, $637.

352. Mr. Bolan: Would the minister res-

ponsible inform the House what has been the

amount of the average actual increment on an

annual basis of deputy ministers dliring the

past four and two thirds years? (Tabled
November 13, 1979. Interim answer Novem-
ber 26, 1979. Approximate date information

available January 14, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McCague:

Deputy Ministers'

Average Annual Increase

1975 No increase; salaries frozen

1976 $2,100 eff. January 1/77 4.0%
1977 $2,000 eff. October 1/77 4.0%
1978 $2,050 eff. October 1/78 3.9%

1979 $2,900 eff. April 1/79 5.4%

MULTICULTURAL POLICY

375. Mr. Dukszta: Will the Ministry of

Community and Social Services outline in

detail what initiatives, if any, it has under-

taken since May 1977 to reflect the multi-

cultural policy enunciated by the Premier at

that time? In its reply, will the ministry out-

line specific policies, programs, procedures
and appointments undertaken to recognize
that Ontario is a multicultural society? What,
if any, other initiatives are to be expected in

this fiscal year? (Tabled December 3, 1979.)

Hon. Mr. Norton: The Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services is responsible for

a broad range of programs concerned with

the wellbeing of children, of the physically
and mentally handicapped, of our senior citi-

zens, of those in financial need. These serv-

ices are offered across the wide ethnic spec-
trum of Ontario's multicultural society. In

keeping with this government's multicultural

policy, the Ministry of Community and Social

Services is striving to ensure that no one in

this province is unable to seciure access to

information or services because of cultural

or language differences.

Third-language skills: In late 1979 a prov-
ince-wide survey was completed to determine

the ability of ministry staff to communicate,

verbally and in writing, with client groups
in their own languages. We now have a list-

ing of employees working at head office, re-

gional and local levels who speak a total of

70 languages (not dialects) other than En-

glish and French—728 staff members speak
one third language and a further 170 speak
from two to five other languages.
To ensure that services are easily acces-

sible in multicultural communities, staff mem-
bers are already available or are being re-

cruited for those offices where the ethnic

chentele is sigmficant and can best be served

locally. For instance, in southwest Toronto

there are four Italian-speaking workers, one

Portuguese and one Chinese as well as

others who are fluent in Himgarian and

several Slavic languages. In southeast Tor-

onto, complete fluency is available from staff

in Filipino, Finnis'h, German, Hungarian,

Yugoslavian, Chinese and Italian.

Whenever possible, subject to lease re-

newals, offices are being located in areas

most convenient for providing information

and seivices to ethnic client groups. Where
there is a significant density of ethnic chents,

the advisability of keeping offices open in

the evening, at least once a week, is now
under study.

Third-language information material: All

correspondence sent to us in a third lan-

guage is rephed to in the same language and

all ministry news releases, as well as speeches

and statements, are automatically sent to the

ethnic media. All potential advertising and

promotional material is given careful con-

sideration in the context of the multilingual
mosaic of Ontario.

Much of our pubhc information material is

now available in French and several third

languages and a number of pamphlets and

publications are in the discussion and plan-

ning stages. For instance, we have a series of

public service announcements for television

on the child abuse program which are in

French and English; the TV commercials in

our highly successful campaign on the pre-

vention of mental retardation last fall were in

French and English; we have purdhased
radio time on CHIN radio and run spots in

Portuguese and Italian; we are at present
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involved in running an exi)erimental series on
CFMT-TV to help recruit foster parents for

children's aid societies and these are being
aired in English, French, Italian and Portu-

guese; we are working on some publications
in third languages, such as a day-care flyer

in Cantonese, and are studying the need or

demand for others.

Right now we are looking at the possibility
of preparing fact sheets concerning the min-

istry's programs and services in a variety of

third languages for distribution to and through
community information centres and ethnic

social centres, and we are exploring the use
of Canadian Scene, a Metro-based translation

and distribution service, to send designated
and feature articles to ihe ethnic media.

Discussions are now going on with the

Ontario Educational Communications Author-

ity to investigate a series of third-language
programs for province-wide use in the 1980-
81 and 1981-82 fiscal years.

French-language services: Ministry policy
mandates that general information is avail-

able in both French and English. Examples
are:

The ministry Library has initiated a

French-language section and a catalogue of

French material is being developed to pub-
licize new services.

Ministry statutory forms, claims, et cetera,
are being translated into French for publi-
cation.

Information systems, e.g., income mainten-
ance, are being reviewed so that those who
require Frendh-language commimication are
identified and subsequently receive service
in that language.
As needs have been identified and posi-

tions become available, francophone or bilin-

gual staff have been placed in appropriate
positions in the southeast and northern

ofiices; a survey will determine if any further
needs exist.

All corresi>ondence written to the ministry
in French is replied to in French.

Some ministry legislation has been trans-
lated and printed in French; the balance is

being reviewed for appropriate action.

We have a francophone public relations

oflScer in the ministry's communications
branch who deals with the French media
and gives interviews in French on the

programs of the Ministry of Community and
Social Services.

Multicultural Outreach Initiatives: The
ministry is interested in the initiatives of,

and has a representative on, the government
multicultiiral outreach group. Our represen-
tative wiU continue to liaise, as required.

with the Ontario Advisory Council on Multi-

culturalism and Citizenship.

MULTICULTURAL POLICY

381. Mr. Dukszta: Will the Ministry of

the Solicitor General outhne in detail what
initiatives, if any, it has undertaken since

May 1977 to reflect the multicultural policy
enunciated by the Premier at that time?
In its reply, will the ministry outline specific

policies, programs, procedures and appoint-
ments undertaken to recognize that Ontario
is a multicultural society? What, if any,
other initiatives are to be expected in this

fiscal year? (Tabled December 3, 1979.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The Ministry of the
Sohcitor General has tmdertaken the following
multicultural initiatives:

1. The Liaison Group on Race Relations
and Law Enforcement has been meeting since

1977 under the auspices of the Metropolitan
Toronto Social Planning Council. It has un-
dertaken pilot projects in problem areas of

Metropolitan Toronto, and provid'es a forum
for all ethnic minorities to communicate with
their police department. The liaison group
is partly funded by this ministry.

2. The Task Force on Racial and Ethnic

Implications of Police Hiring, Training, Pro-

motion and Career Development was recently
formed to provide an ongoing study for this

ministry. Further, this ministry is cognizant
of the Task Force on Policing report and has

implemented the multicultural recommen-
dations fully, or as far as practical, that are

contained therein. It is also cognizant of the

Pitman report initiated by the Metropolitan
Toronto Police Commission dealing with
racism. And in addition, the Clement com-

mission, dealing with height and weight re-

quirements, has been initiated by the Metro-

politan Toronto Police Commission.

3. An Indian policing program was ini-

tiated by this Ministry and is directed by
the Ontario Provincial Police. This program
at present provides 96 native special con-

stables who are engaged in active law en-

forcement on Indian reserves. This program
is most successful and is being examined by
other governments in Canada with respect to

implementation elsewhere. This program, it

is hoped, will be expanded in 1980-81.

4. The Ontario Police College at Aylmer
has initiated multicultural training for recruit

police officers in conjunction with the Ontario
Human Rights Commission. The training

program has expanded to in-service training
which is provided to all meml^ers of the

larger police forces in the province.
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5. This ministry forms part of the cabinet

committee on native affairs, the multicultural

outreach program, the interministerial com-

mittee On multiculturalism, and has been

actively involved in the preparation of lan-

guage pamphlets to explain to various ethnic

groups matters relating to law enforcement.

The ministry has also prepared films in order

to convey to the minorities helpful informa-

tion. One film in particular, To Help My
People, which describes the Indian i)olicing

program, has been most favourably received.

6. The Ontario Police Ck)mmission meets

regularly with the Ontario Human Rights

Commission regarding the overall importance
of race relations and is at present involved in

a study entitled Race Relations in Ontario

Policing.

LOTTERY DISTRIBUTORS

385. Mr. G. Taylor: Will the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation advise the House:

1. How many Wintario, Lottario and Pro-

vincial distributors are there whose territory

includes the riding of Simcoe Centre and who
are they?

2. Is Ray Bowes a distributor, or Ray
Bowes and Associates Incorporated a distribu-

tor for the area which includes the riding of

Simcoe Centre?

3. Is Ray Bowes and Associates Incorpo-
rated the sole distributor of provincial lottery

programs for the riding of Simcoe Centre

and if that individual or that company is the

sole distributor, what size territory dbes that

distribution area cover?

4. If there are any other distributors, pro-

vide the names of same?

5. In terms of payment by the provincial

lottery programs by way of salaries or com-
mission or otherwise, what has the provincial

lottery program pai<l to the distributor, which

includes the riding of Simcoe Centre?

6. In terms of payment by the provincial

lottery programs by way of salaries or com-

mission or otherwise, what is the average for

all provincial lottery program distributors

for areas similar in size to Simcoe Centre?

7. What are the regulations and criteria

concerning the granting of distribution con-

tracts for all provincial lottery programs and
that of subdistributor?

8. Is there a review mechanism whereby
on a regular basis the distributor's contract

with the different lotteries is re-evaluated?

9. How many distributors or subagents
are there in the area of the riding of Simcoe
Centre?

10. What is the amount of payment made
to the subdistributors by way of commission,

override or other payments of any nature for

each of the years for which one of the

lotteries carried on by the provincial gov-

ernment was in operation?

11. Is there a review mechanism for the

subdistributors or subagents' contract for the

sale of lottery tickets for all provincial lottery

programs?

12. What is the amount of override com-

mission or partial commission to a distributor

as a result of the sales of a subdistributor on

any of the lotteries for the distributor's

territory?

13. Can distributors or subdistributors

carry on or participate in the sale of other

lotteries as well as provincial lottery pro-

grams?

14. What are the criteria for the locating

of Lottario machines?

15. Has there ever been any consideration

given by the ministry to divide the areas into

smaller units when a distributor arrives at

a particular income or volume level of sales?

16. Will the Loto Canada operations be

integrated with the other provincial lotteries?

17. If so, wdll there be an increase in the

nmnber of distributing contracts? (Tabled

December 3, 1979. Interim answer Decem-

ber 17, 1979. Approximate date information

available mid-March 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Baetz: 1. There is one distribu-

tor for the territory which includes Simcoe

Centre. This distributor is Ray G. Bowes and

Associates.

2. Ray G. Bowes and Associates is the dis-

tributor for the area which includes the

riding of Simcoe Centre.

3. Ray G. Bowes and Associates is the

sole distributor of provincial lottery pro-

grams for the riding of Simcoe. This distri-

butor's territory comprises Simcoe Centre,

Simcoe East and part of Muskoka and

Dufferin-Simcoe.

4. There are no other distributors for this

area.

5. The Ontario Lottery Corporation re-

muneration to the distributor for area 15,

Ray Bowes & Associates, has been as follows:

Wintario: A commission rate of seven cents

(seven per cent) per ticket from mid-May
1975 to July 1975. From July 1975 com-

missions were red*uced to a sliding scale of

five per cent on the first 50,000 tickets, four

per cent on the second 50,000 tickets and

three and a half per cent thereafter. In May
1976, commissions were further reduced to
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the present level of two and a half per cent

on the first 100,000 tickets sold and two per
cent on sales in excess.

Provincial: A commission rate of 15 cents

(three per cent) per ticket was paid from

September 1976 to December 31, 1979. Be-

ginning January 1, 1980, commissions for the

Provincial lottery have Ijeen reduced 25 per
cent to two and a quarter per cent, or 11

cents per ticket, to reflect the launch of

Super Loto.

6. With the exception of Kenora/Rainy
River, Sault Ste. Marie/Algom and Parry

Sound/Nipissing, geographically large and

sparsely populated areas, all other distributors

in Ontario receive and have received' the same
commission rate as the territory in question.

Since no two territories are similar in terms

of population, geographic size, retail base,

industrial base, shopping mall concentration,

et cetera, each is unique and therefore not

comparable.

7. When legislation establishing the On-
tario Lottery Corporation was passed in

February 1975, the corporation entered into

an agreement with the Olympic Lottery

organization under which a common distri-

bution network would be employed, thus

achieving both time and marketplace econo-

mies. Mr. Bowes was one of the original 21

Olympic Lottery distributors.

All future recruitment and appointment of

distributors was the responsibility of the

Ontario Lottery Corporation. To this end, a

special subcommittee of the corporation's
board was charged with recommending the

appointment of distributors to the full board
of directors.

When a vacancy occurs in a territory, all

applications held on file for that area are

reviewed by the subcommittee. (There are

approximately 2,000 applications in the

corporation's files at this moment.) The sub-

committee evaluates applications on the basis

of a rating system composed of: health, rele-

vant sales, marketing or other business ex-

perience, financial stability, and availability
to actively participate in the distributorship
on a full-time basis. Those applicants rated

the highest by each of the subcommittee are

then called in for a personal interview. Then,
based on the written application and personal

interview, the recommendation for appoint-
ment is made to the board of directors.

8. Each distributor is supervised and his

performance evaluated and monitored by
members of the Ontario Lottery Corporation's
sales and distrilxition division on a regular
basis. This review mechanism has reulted in

the past in termination of some distributor-

ships which were failing to perform to the

established standards of the corporation.

9. There is one distributor—Ray G.

Bowes and Associates in the riding of Simcoe
Centre. Since we are uncertain as to whether

"sub-agent" relates to salesman (distributor's

employee calling on retailers) or retailer, we
will give two answers, (a) There are three

sales persons covering the territory on a full-

time basis, (b) There are approximately 440
retailers in the territory in question.

10. We are uncertain as to what is re-

ferred to by "sub-distributor," since it could

refer to either "retailer" or "salesman." There-

fore we are providing two answers.

1. Retailer: Retailers are paid an eight-

cent (eight per cent) commission on Wintario

and a 25-cent (five per cent) commission on
the Provincial. The approximately 20,000
Wintario/Provincial retailers in Ontario have

earned' from the sale of Wintario and Prov-

incial tickets:

Wintario 1975/76, $7,700,995; 1976/77,

$13,468,765; 1977/78, $13,084,494; 1978/79,

$11,053,762.
Provincial 1975/76, N/A; 1976/77, $2,521,-

733; 1977/78, $3,843,763; 1978/79, $3,717,-

418.

2. Salesmen: The remuneration of the

three salesx)ersons employed by Ray Bowes
and Associates Incorporated is one-cent per
Wintario ticket and seven cents per Provin-

cial ticket sold, based on commission rates

applicable at the end of December 1979.

11. While there is no contract between
retailers and the corporation, every retailer

who sells provincial lottery tickets has filled

out an application form and has received a

corporation authorization to sell. Certainly,

retailers are monitored by distributors to as-

certain that they are operating in accordance

with the rules and regulations of the

corporation. It has been necessary, in the

past, to revoke some authorizations of retail-

ers who have not met corporation business

standards.

In the case of salesmen, there is no contract

between the corporation and the individuals.

These people are employed by distributors

directly and they are supervised, con-

trolled and monitored on a daily basis by
their employer to ensure proper performance.

12. There is no override or partial com-

mission paid to a distributor by either a re-

tailer or a distributor's salesman.

13. Neither distributors nor their sales

forces may sell any other products other than

those of the corporation.
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14. The criteria for the location of Lot-

tario terminals are: existing Wintario and
Provincial sales; store hours; and number of

days open; traffic flow distributors' assess-

ments of retailer attitudes in general towards

lottery ticket sales; demographics of popula-
tion base. In smaller population centres, trad-

ing zone areas, available telecommunication

facilities, leasehold or other contractual con-

siderations are taken into consideration.

15. The sale of lottery tickets is an entre-

preneurial activity. The Ontario Lottery Cor-

poration monitors distributors and their ter-

ritories to ensure fair, but not excessive, in-

comes. On a number of occasions in the past

territorial boundaries have been realigned to

ensure this objective is achieved. Since the

distribution network originated in 1975,

boundaries have been adjusted on several

occasions and 10 additional territories have

been created bringing the total number to

46.

16. The successor to Loto Canada, which

falls under the jurisdiction of the Interpro-

vincial Lottery Corporation, will be marketed

in Ontario by the Ontario Lottery Corpora-
tion.

17. With the launching of Super Loto on

January 1, 1980, tihe Ontario Lottery Corpo-
ration has already aimounced a general com-

mission reduction and has embarked on some
territorial readjustments. A total of 35 terri-

tories will be affected and three new terri-

tories will be created bringing the total to

49.

Based on projected ticket sales, distribu-

tors' commission rates were adjusted on Janu-

ary 1, 1980, to ensure fair incomes with the

advent of the new game, Super Loto. The
Provincial and Super Loto distributor com-
mission rate is two and a quarter per cent,

or 11 cents and 22 cents per ticket, respec-

tively. Before Loto Canada was transferred

to the jurisdiction of t3ie provinces, the dis-

tributors' commission rate was nine per cent

or 90 cents per ticket. The Ontario Lottery

Corporation rate is 22 cents per ticket which
is 68 cents less. These changes represent a

commission reduction of 25 per cent on Pro-

vincial lottery ticket sales and a 75.5 per
cent decrease on Loto Canada commissions.

HALF-BACK PROGRAM

390. Mr. Grande: Will the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation table any report that

is available at this time regarding the success

or failure of the Half-back program as it

relates to movies and records? If the final

report is not yet available will the ministry

make the commitment to table it as soon as

possible? (Tabled December 4, 1979).

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Copy of news release:

More than 1,200,000 non-winning Wintario

tickets were used to piu-chase Canadian rec-

ords or tickets to Canadian feature films

under the Ontario government's 1979 Half-

Back program.
In announcing the results, the Honourable

Reuben Baetz, Minister of Culture and Rec-

reation, described Half-Back as the most

comprehensive promotion ever imdertaken in

this country on behalf of Canadian film and

recording talent.

Between May 1 and September 30, the

public could use up to four Wintario tickets

for a maximum discount of $2 on the pur-
chase of a Canadian recording or admission

to a Canadian feature film. Eight hundred

record stores and 270 movie theatres worked

with the ministry as Half-Back agents.

The public took advantage of the Half-

Back incentive to buy about 200,000 Cana-

dian recordings and pay for 200,000 admis-

sions to 38 Canadian feature films shown

during the program. The retail value of these

purchases is estimated at two million dollars.

Half-Back was designed to develop wider

public awareness of Canadian entertainers

and creative talent. During 1978, the min-

istry ran a pilot project offering discounts

on Canadian books and magazine subscrip-

tions. According to Mr. Baetz, the success of

that pilot project persuaded the Ministry to

introduce Half-Back for Canadian recordings

and films in 1979.

Despite the fact that Canadian films and

recording artists are generally not as widely
known as Canadian authors and magazines,
the total number of Wintario tickets re-

deemed by the ministry this year was slighdy

higher than last year's total. In addition,

results show that 50 per cent more individ-

uals used the discount tihan during last year's

program in which a large number of Half-

Back sales were bulk orders to public and

school libraries.

To assist participating record stores, the

ministry produced the first extensive Guide

to Canadian Recording Artists compiled in

co-operation with the recording industry. This

guide includes the names of over 2,000 in-

dividuals and groups with records currently

available.

Record retailers admitted surprise at the

number and variety of Canadian recording

artists listed in the guide. Many have urged

that it should be updated by the industry on

an ongoing basis to assist retailers in stock-

ing more Canadian products.
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Mr. Baetz had high praise for individuals,

companies and associations in both the fihn

and recording industries who worked closely
with the ministry in the planning and oper-
ation of the program.

"Half-Back was an outstanding example
of how government can co-operate with

Canadian cultural industries to develop wider

public awareness of Canadian talent and

thereby strengthen the industries themselves,"

he concluded.

The ministry is currently considering a

Half-Back incentive for the performing arts

and other areas within the mandate of Cul-

ture and Recreation.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Mr. T. P. Raid: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a

point of privilege which has, I believe, two
facets. The first one relates to events that

have taken place recently in the tabling of

some 22 public opinion polls with the Clerk

of the Legislature. Sir, these polls had been

asked for by myself over the last two or three

years and by a resolution of the pubHc
accounts committee.

The committee had asked for the public

opinion polls commissioned by the govern-
ment in the fiscal year 1978-79. The govern-
ment did finally table these polls before that

resolution could come before the House but,

in so doing, tabled two copies of each poll
with the Clerk of the House and provided

anywhere between 15 and 20 copies of these

documents to the press gallery.

My point is that there are 12 members of

the public accounts committee, there are 125

members of the assembly; insufficient copies
of this information, which bas been asked

for over a number of years, were made
available so that all members, and particu-

larly the members of the public accounts

committee, would have suflBcient copies.

The second point, sir, in regard to my
privileges: You will recall that I raised with

you last session the fact that our standing
order 26 requires the tabling of a compen-
dium of background information that led to

either legislation or a policy statement by
the government, and part of the information

we never received was some of these polls
that members of the government opposite
themselves have indicated have been used in

arriving at policy statements or budgets or

presumably government legislation. You
ruled, at that time, sir, that you could not
force the government, or you were not about
to look into the matter as to what s'hould be
tabled and what shouldn't.

I would ask your consideration of tbe sug-

gestion that now that we have one year's

polls and they do indicate that some of the

statements before the House, the budget and
so on, have used these polls as background
information, you so use your good oflBces to
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ensure that as a routine matter this infor-

mation be made available to members of tfhe

assembly.

Mr. Speaker: I have heard with great
interest the alleged point of privilege raised

by the member for Rainy River, and since

he raised-

Mr. Makarchuk: Point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I>oes it deal with the same

subject?

Mr. Makarchuk: It deals with tihe same

point.
Mr. Speaker, I wish to address myself to

the point of privilege that was raised by the

member for Rainy River. I too find it objec-

tionable that while certain members of the

media were given copies of the polls, other

members in other parts of Ontario were not

able to obtain copies of the same information.

I hox>e the Premier's office would recognize
from now on that there is more to Ontario

than just Toronto.

I also find it objectionable, as a member
of the public accounts committee, that mem-
bers of the committee were not notified that

the polls were going to be released and they
did not receive copies of the polls. I think

this is an insult to the legislative process of

this province.
It appears to me that the whole purpose of

the Legislature here is to provide a convenient

setting to manipulate public opinion and not

deal with the legislative problems that re-

late to the people of this province.

Mr. Speaker: I will take under advisement

the points raised by the member for Rainy
River and the member for Brantford.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I have

a message from the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor signed by her own
hand.

Mr. Speaker: Pauline M. McGibbon, the

Lieutenant Governor, transmits supplemen-
tary estimates of certain additional sums re-

quired for the services of the province for the

year ending March 31, 1980, and recom-

mends them to the Legislative Assembly,

Toronto, March 13, 1980.
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STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't in-

tend to respond to the point of privilege
other than to say, particularly to the member
for Brantford, that coming from Brampton
I fully appreciate that everything isn't

centred here within the mimicipality of

Metropolitan Toronto.
I am informed that three copies were filed

with the Clerk. I regret that copies were
not available, because it is a fairly difficult

task to duplicate that rather large volume.
I would assure the members that if other
material is tabled and it is wanted in such

large numbers, we will make an efi^ort to

do so.

I must say I also sense that while members
didn't get it immediately, the volume of

reading was such that perhaps they have had
a lot of time, and will have a lot of time,
to put in on the material. I know that the
member for Rainy River in particular spent
several evenings doing that instead of other

things that he could have been more pro-
ductively doing, but I understand that.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No; and I wasn't talking
to Maureen about it, either.

2:10 p.m.

DEATH OF NORMAN DePOE
Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a serious,

rather sad note, I would like to take this

opportunity to express my personal sadness
and that of the people of this province in

learning today of ihe death of one of Canada's
best-known journalists, Norman DePoe.

I guess it's fair to state that a number of
members of this House perhaps didn't know
Mr. DePoe as well as some of us who have
been involved for a longer period of time.
But for more than two decades-which is

longer than I have been involved, Mr.
Speaker-Mr. DePoe won for himself the re-

spect and admiration of his colleagues and
millions of Canadians who, through his re-

porting and commentary, followed major
events both here and abroad.

I think it's also fair to state that, as a
certain Mr. Edward Murrow won a perpetual
place in the history of the United States for
his pioneer work in the electronic age of

political reporting, Norman DePoe carved his

place in the history of Canada and in the
hearts and minds of his people.
Whether he was covering an election cam-

paign, the freedom march in Washington or
the raising of the new Canadian flag on Par-

liament Hill, Norman DePoe was there and
he is engrained in our memories as surely
as the events themselves. For his profes-
sionalism, dedication and integrity Norman
DePoe won the respect and admiration of his

colleagues and Canadians from coast to coast.

Today, we have all lost a part of our past,
and I take this opportunity to express to his

family and his many friends our most heart-

felt sympathy.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, it is only
through the words of the Premier that I

have learned of this very tragic event, and
I am quite shocked and deeply saddened.

I know all of us would want to express,
as the Premier has done, our gratitude for

the fact that Norman DePoe was with us.

He was a very colourful Canadian and a

person who lent his special presence to the
events he was reporting. It seems to me
there was a time in Canadian history, in the

1960s and late 1950s, when the events some-
how wouldn't have been the same without
Norman DePoe reporting them. There was
a special quality added which made us some-
how happier to be Canadian and a little more
distinctive.

All I can say is that we too would want
to extend our heartfelt condolences to his

family and friends, and we are grateful for

the fact that such a fine Canadian lived his

life in a time contemporary with otir own.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I want to join
in the expression of condolences to the fam-

ily and in the tributes which have been given
for Norman DePoe. As a young journalist I

joined the parliamentary press gallery in

1966 in Ottawa when Norman DePoe was
the chief correspondent for the CBC national

netwoT^k. At the time he was a legend in his

time knowm across the country for being the

epitome of the hard-bitten journalist—a per-
son who knew all, a person whose gravelly
voice was heard in every home across the

country on the 11 o'clock news.

For many of us who were working our

way up in journalism, Norman DePoe was
an example and a model of somebody who
v/as dedicated to his craft, who was prepared
to do a great deal to get a story, and who was
dedicated to the principle of freedom of in-

formation and to the public's right to know.
I know I'm not alone as a former journalist
in loo^king up to Norman DePoe. Many other

people who are active in the press gallery

today and who are active in our media across

this country today owe a great deal to what

they learned from the example of Norman
DePoe.
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OSHAWA BUS SERVICE

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, in 1979 this

House enacted Bill 123 to restructure the

municipal hydro-electric services in the re-

gional municipality of Durham. One of the

new hydro commissions created by that act

was the Oshawa Public Utilities Commission.

Section 11 of that act transferred to this

new commission the bus system, which the

former public utilities commission had been

operating for some years. That bus system
was authorized and governed by the City of

Oshawa Act, 1960. The purpose of the bill

to be introduced later this afternoon is sim-

ply to make it clear that the City of Oshawa
Act, 1960, will continue to apply to and

govern the bus system operated by that new
commission.

ONTARIO ENERGY CORPORATION

Hon. Mr. Welch: Earlier this week, the

speech from the throne announced the gov-
ernment's intention to strengthen the Ontario

Energy Corporation to permit it to increase

its effectiveness in stimulating energy-related
business activity in Ontario,

Specifically, the corporation will set up
subsidiary corporations to deal with project

investments in four areas of activity, namely,
conventional energy resoru-ces, alternative

energy, power sharing and energy trans-

portation.

Today, may I take the opportunity to out-

line some of the reasons for this particular

policy initiative and some of the implica-
tions for the corporation itself. May I say

at the outset, the government attaches great

importance to the work of the Ontario

Energy Corporation. I firmly believe it will

be a significant factor in helping Ontario

achieve the targets set out in the policy

paper released last October on Energy
Security for the Eighties.

As members will recall, the Ontario Energy
Corporation was restructured last summer
and given a mandate to become more in-

volved in the commercial development of a

wide range of new energy projects without

displacing private investment or private

initiative. The corporation was allocated

sufficient funds to undertake this phase of its

development, and private-sector directors

were added to its board of directors.

I am pleased to report that since that

time the corporation has been evaluating
and/or organizing some 30 or more separate

projects ranging across the energy industry.

It has been doing so in close co-c^eration
with private companies and with the benefit

of expert assistance and advice wherever

necessary.
The corporation is currently involved in a

number of projects that can be segregated
into the areas of activity I have just men-
tioned. These are as follows:

In the whole area of resource develop-
ment the Ontario Energy Corporation is con-

tinuing to participate in the Polar Gas project
and is currently negotiating interests in three

joint ventm-es including oil, natural gas, and

lignite exploration programs;
In the field of alternative energy the OEC

is participating in two projects involving

energy from municipal solid waste and in

feasibility studies for synthetic liquid fuels,

both both methanol and ethanol;

In the power-sharing area, which involves

waste-heat utilization and industrial elec-

tricity production, the OEC is participating
in the Bruce and Pickering AgriPark projects

and industrial cogeneration opportunities, as

well as reviewing small-scale hydro-electric

power developments;

Finally, in the transportation sector the

corporation is involved in negotiations on a

public transit-information system and is de-

veloping a proposal for a van-pool opera-
tion. As well, the corporation is examining
a number of proposals for improved auto-

mobile engines.

In total, if all of these projects were to

go ahead they could lead to a capital in-

vestment by the corporation of some $40
million within the next year. Since the cor-

poration will normally be taking a minority
interest in joint ventures with private com-

panies, total potential expenditure involved

in these projects would be in the order of

up to $200 million.

Because the scope of the corporation's
activities is broadening rapidly and because

each sector has its own particular technol-

ogies and management characteristics, it is

felt desirable to bring similar projects to-

gether under a common organizational struc-

ture that would separate their management
from projects that are vastly dissimilar.

By concentrating the efforts of the cor-

poration into four clearly defined areas so

that projects with similar features can be

better managed, I believe the Ontario

Energy Corporation will be able to develop
the high level of managerial understanding
and effectiveness necessary for the stimula-

tion of each sector. These subsidiary corpo-
rations will be wholly owned by the OEC
and will encourage private investment in

each sector through joint-venture or other

forms of participation.
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It is the intention of the government that

the OEC as a whole remain a compact
organization and that it not have as its

primary objective the expansion into direct

operations of projects. Rather, it will stim-

ulate the private sector to invest in a variety
of energy projects earher than it might
otherwise do.

The government will ensure that the OEC
has the resources necessary to achieve its

mandate. In this connection I would re-

mind members that the corporation has the

authority under its enabling legislation to

secure additional financing through a variety
of means. For example, the OEC may bor-

row funds and issue securities through con-
ventional sources, or it may borrow from
the Treasurer, as it did in 1978-79 for

supplementary financing of its Syncrude in-

vestment. As well, individual projects may
oflFer an opportunity for project financing
which the corporation could support.
The particular method and level of new

financing will, of course, depend on the cir-

cumstances at the time the funds are re-

quired, but I expect the board of directors
will want to explore all possible means avail-

able to it.

2:20 p.m.

May I conclude, Mr. Speaker, by saying it

is my expectation that the Ontario Energy
Corporation will continue to evolve and
adapt to the energy needs of Ontario in a

way tihat vdll best support the energy policy
initiatives this government is taking.

My announcement today takes tiie corpora-
tion into the next phase of its development.
I have asked the board of directors to

develop a comprehensive implementation
pkn and I would anticipate that over the

coming months tihe board will be announcing
the specific actions that it has taken to give
effect to this new policy initiative.

DEGREE-GRANTING BILL
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, later

today I shall be introducing a bill entitled
An Act to regulate the Granting of Degrees.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry to

interrupt the minister but I'm afraid I haven't
received a copy of the statement, and it does
sound as though it contains matters of
interest.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps they are being de-
livered now.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: They are being
delivered now.

Mr. Speaker: The minister may continue.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I'm delighted that

the Leader of the Opposition is keenly inter-

ested in t!his.

It has been the tradition in Ontario and in

most parliamentary systems that a charter to

grant degrees could be obtained only from
the Legislature. This tradition has served the

purpose of ensiuing that universities and
other degree-granting institutions were con-
stituted in such a fashion as to ensure sound
academic and financial governance and to

provide legal vahdation to tiie degrees
awarded by these institutions.

The boundaries of the authority to grant
degrees were defined by inclusion of this

power in a statutory charter. It has now
become apparent that there is no legal
authority to exclude other individuals and
institutions from granting degrees in Ontario.

It would serve the public interest to limit

the operation of universities and degree-
granting institutions in Ontario to those that

have charters from this Legislature or

another provincial legislature, or which have
appropriate academic accreditation from an-
other jurisdiction. Prospective students should
have the assurance that any degree program
offered in Ontario has legal and academic

credibility. Employers should be protected
from job applicants with questionable cre-

dentials. Ontario's educational reputation in

other jurisdictions should also be protected.
This bill would not encroach upon the

fundamental freedom of people to operate
educational institutions. It would, however,
ensure tihat the Legislature would have to be
convinced of the educational sotmdness of
tfhe institution before it could grant degrees.

All 16 provincial degree-granting institu-

tions and their federated or aflSliated colleges
and degree-granting institutions w'hich have

statutory authority in another province to

grant degrees would be exempted from the

provisions of this act.

As Minister of Education and Minister of

Colleges and Universities, I am dedicated to

the provision of a full range of educational

opportunities and to ensiuing they are of the

highest standard possible. Through the Edu-
cation Act and the Private Vocational Schools

Act, the Legislature has provided for educa-
tional quality in other areas. This bill would
give statutory authority to a traditional

authority exercised by the Legislature con-

cerning the granting of degrees.

PUBLIC SERVICES

Hon. Mr. Pope: Mr. Speaker, consistent
with the announced policy of the provincial
government on improving services to the

public, I am pleased to report on progress
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achieved thus far and on some of the sig-

nificant initiatives now being implemented.
As the members are aware, one of the

major thrusts of this initiative is to continue

to improve the public's access togovemment
and its services. These improvements are

being made in recognition of the need to

satisfy the rights of citizens to l)e able to

reach their members, to receive the benefits

of the programs of the provincial govern-
ment and to have available to them all in-

formation related to these programs.
There are three basic ways for a citizen to

receive services: through coming personally
to a government oflSce; by writing for in-

formation or assistance, or finally, by tele-

phone. The customer service program has

concentrated first on the telephone, since it

is the primary method of communication in

Ontario. In fact, more than 100 million

telephone calls are transacted between the

citizens of this province and their govern-
ment each year.

Six major initiatives have been developed
to make it easier for citizens to find the

information and services they require from
the government of Ontario. I am pleased to

report these initiatives have been undertaken

using the existing resources of government
without adding any further burden to the

present expenditures. This has been accom-

plished through a reallocation of resources
and through changes in methods of pro-
viding services in such a way as to free the

necessary resources for these projects.

These initiatives are as follows:

1. To bring together in one section of the

public telephone directories all government
and other public services—federal, provincial,

regional and local.

After April 1980, all directories published
in Ontario will have a separate section in

blue-coloured paper for public services. The
first partial set of listings appeared in the

Ottawa directory in January, the next major
set will appear in the Bell directory now
being delivered to Toronto homes. Others
will follow during the coming months.

In time, at the beginning of this section

will be an index to major public-sector serv-

ices. The index will use key words that

identify the major services provided by all

levels of government and public agencies.
2. To improve the listing of provincial

government services in telephone directories.

The major thi-ust of this initiative has been
to develop in plain language listings of most

frequently used key services of the govern-
ment. These functional listings are currently

being phased in in the new directories.

3. To provide toll-free access to most

frequently used provincial services. Each
ministry is in the process of providing toll-

free access for all citizens throughout the

province to its major services—through local

offices where such exist, through regional
centres, or directly to Toronto depending
upon the structure of the ministry and the
demands for its services.

4. To provide a general inquiry service.

At the end of each telephone listing of pro-
vincial services, in all directories, a general
inquiry number will be listed to offer in-

formation on services not listed separately.
This number will be called Zenith Ontario,
or a local equivalent if a long-distance call

is not involved. In southern Ontario, the

Ministry of Government Services switch-

boards, backed up by the information access

officers of the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation, will provide this information
service. In northern Ontario, Zenith Ontario
will be handled by the 29 Ministry of
Northern Affairs offices.

5. To develop a computerized data base
to ensure referrals are made to appropriate

ministry offices. This data base, designed to

assist in responding to Zenith Ontario in-

quiries, will provide the necessary linkages
within the government where the citizen is

unable to reach directly the appropriate
person w'ho can actually provide the infor-

mation or assistance the citizen is seeking.
6. To implement customer-service training

programs for all civil servants. Improving in-

formation about government services and
making it easier for the public to contact the

government will have accomplished nothing
if the staff members are not trained, in-

formed and properly motivated to provide
tfhese services. Consequently, this last initia-

tive is one of the most important elements

of the wliole program.
I am pleased to report that every ministry

is participating in these six initiatives and
that the major components of them will be

implemented by the end of 1980. Obviously,
since much of t3ie success of the program
depends on appropriate personal attitudes,

time will be required to allow these to

mature sufficiently and for everyone to be-

come fully familiar with the goals and ob-

jectives of the program.
We are confident all members of this

House will support these steps and recognize
the benefits this program, coupled with other

significant developments such as the govern-
ment's initiatives in achieving regulatory

reform, will bring to this Legislature and to

the citizens of Ontario.
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Mr. Epp: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to know
whether these statements all were cleared

with Martin Goldfarb before they were
introduced today?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

DRAINAGE AMENDMENT BILL

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Later today I will

be introducing a biU to amend the Drainage
Act.

Mr. Speaker: Is there a point of order?

Mr. Cassidy: We have just received our

copies, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The point of order has just
been cleared up.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. Just in time. I had extra copies here

just in case. These are minor amendments

designed to reduce municipal costs and to

clarify and simplify appeal procedures.

2:30 p.m.

The government has decided to adjust the

time for appeal to the Ontario Drainage
Tribunal to coincide with decision-making by
mumcipal council. We have also decided to

extend the i)Owers and role of the tribunal to

ensure easier access. Also, municipalities will

be allowed greater flexibility in maintenance
and collection procedures.
There are a number of other amendments,

Mr. Speaker, which members will find self-

explanatory.

FOOT-CARE SERVICES

Hon. Mr. TimbreU: Mr. Speaker, for some
time now my ministry has been concerned
about the provision of adequate foot-care

services for our citizens. The need for more
foot-oare services has been emphasized, and

chiropody services reconmiended—

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Be careful before you
put yours in your mouths—by the Ontario
Council of Health Report on Health C^e for

the Aged, the Ontario Advisory Conncil on
Senior Citizens and the Social Planning
Council of Metropolitan Toronto.

There is a continuing need for these

services, particularly among the elderly, the

young, the physically handicapx)ed and ex-

pectant mothers. As the proportion of senior

citizens continues to increase, the need for

these services will be greater.
The loss of mobility resulting from pain-

ful or damaged feet may precipitate the need
for institutional care. Yet we have fewer than
100 podiatrists currently practising in Ontario

and they are imable to meet the present

need. Our current supply of foot-care pro-
viders gives a provider-to-population ratio

of one to 98,700. In the United States the

ratio is one to 30,000 and in the United

Kingdom, one to 20,000.
In developing a policy for improved foot-

care services in Ontario, a number of major
consideration had to be addressed. The sig-

nificant difference between chiropody and

podiatry is that the latter includes surgical

procedures. In Ontario there are considered

to be sufficient surgeons, particularly ortho-

paedic surgeons, to provide surgical manage-
ment of foot disorders. The policy should en-

sure equitable distribution of services

throughout the province, build in mechan-
isms to control the growth and cost of these

services, and provide opportunities for Onta-

rio residents to enter this field.

To provide support for foot-care services

that addresses these concerns, my ministry

proposes to introduce a chiropody model of

service. The chiropodists will be primarily
Ontario-trained and will be employed on

salary by hospitals and other health facilities

on a community basis—for example, through
attachment to public health units.

This program will be the first of its kind

anywhere in Canada. My ministry is propos-

ing that an initial provider-to-population tar-

get of one to 30,000 be adopted. At present,
no school in Canada provides the required'
courses. To meet our target, my ministry has

begim discussions with the Ministry of Col-

leges and Universities to establish a program
for training chiropodists in one of our col-

lee:es of applied arts and technology—prob-
ably one that already offers other programs
in the health sciences. This would allow the

students to tj^ke advantage of educational re-

sources now in place and to associate with

other health-sciences students.

It is this government's intention to establish

a three-year training program, starting in tiie

fall of 1981. We expect the program will

provide training for 40 students per year.

We realize the training of chiropodists will

take time. More immediate steps are also

under consideration. One activity that would
have an early impact would be the establish-

ment of training programs in foot-care hy-

giene for registered nursing assistants and

other providers of care to the elderly. Such

programs could be mounted both quidkly and

inexpensively, and this possibility is now
being explored by my ministry.

Toronto General Hospital held such a

short foot-care training program earlier this

year. This type of foot care is designed to

maintain the mobility of the elderly, pri-
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marily by recognizing problems in need of

treatment. Minor tasks that many seniors are

unable to do for themselves, such as cutting

toenails, are also performed.
Podiatrists currently practising in Ontario,

as well as Ontario residents now training in

podiatry in the United States who wish to

practise here, will be able to practise imder
OHIP as at present.
We are in the process of developing legis-

lation to accomplish these ends, and I am
confident these actions will effectively and

efiBciently provide for the foot-care needs of

our citizens.

ORAL QUESTIONS

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, will the Pre-

mier undertake to release any public opinion

polls in the possession of his government,

paid for out of public funds, for the current

1979-80 fiscal year and the period from 1970
to 1978, and will he m^ce a specific public

policy commitment to release any future

publicly funded public opinion polls to the

Legislature as soon as they are received?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr, Speaker, actually

there are two questions on the Order Paper
standing in the name of the member for Rainy
River. As I read the Order Paper, really one

of those questions asked by the Leader of the

Opposition is on the Order Paper and, of

course, the government will respond to that in

the traditional fashion.

Mr. Breithaupt: That's what we're afraid of.

Mr. T. P. Reid: It took me three years to

get these.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What good' are they to

you? You could have made them up anyway.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am being

interrupted.

Mr. Speaker: Right, you are.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I just want to concentrate

on what I am saying.
We will deal with the questions on the

Order Paper. I say that quite sincerely to

the members opposite. The one question obvi-

ously requires a fair amount of work in terms
of the volume that may or may not be in-

volved.

With respect to the second question on the
Order Paper, we will consider that. Of course

that would take a shorter period of time. I

would say to the Leader of the Opposition,
as it relates to Cabinet OflBce, for instance.

in 1979-80, if that is the year we are talking

about, or 1978-79, the year after those that

have been released, I am not aware of any
polls generally, other than one that I have
read about. There have been no Cabinet
OfiBce polls during that period of time so that

there are none of those to table. We will

certainly pursue it just as soon as we can.

Mr. S. Smith: Supplementary: Since I did

ask a specific policy question, which was not

included on the Order Paper, about whether

any polls that would be done in the future

out of public funds would be released to the

Legislature at the same time the government
receives them, I would be grateful if the

Premier would address himself to that ques-
tion, and also if he would undertake to tell

us that if there are any ministries that have
such publicly funded polls in their possession

now, they will be released in accord'ance with

answering the question of my colleague from

Rainy River,

Hon. Mr. Davis: I did neglect to answer the

second part of the questions of the Leader
of the Opposition. I tried to make it clear in

my statement when the polls were released

that we had been anticipating, really for the

past two or three months, the report from the

Royal Commission on Freedom of Informa-
tion and Individual Privacy. I would be sur-

prised if there were not some reference to us

in that report that would have some specific

recommendations.
I think it is quite clear from the fact we

have tabled the poHs that are now approxi-

mately one year old that our concern is that

no one get the perception or intent that there

is something in terms of hiding that sort of

information.

Mr. Roy: That's exactly what you've been

doing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, with great respect,
that is not the intent.

Mr. Roy: You gave them up voluntarily,
I suppose.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mi*. Davis: As a matter of fact, we
did. In fact, not only did we give them up
voluntarily, we did it so the member for

Rainy River couldn't raise a fuss here today,
and that is really what disturbs him. He was
anxious to have a fuss here this afternoon

and when he got a letter saying the polls

were coming out on Monday, he was so taken

back he didn't have time to call the Clerk to

get a copy. He was informed before they were
tabled with the Clerk, as I understand it.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I was in Rainy River.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Of course he was in

Rainy River. I know the member can fool

some of the people.
I think it is a very fair question and one

which the government is considering.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Through the Royal Com-
mission on Freedom of Information and In-

dividual Privacy, is the Premier aware that

on page 162 of the research publication the

comment is made: "Whatever the real motive
for their use by government," i.e., public

opinion polls, "the fact they are scientifically
based research studies funded by Ontario

taxpapers is a compelling reason why they
should be made publicly accessible"?

Knowing the Premier's concern about open-
ness in government, why does he have to

wait for the full and final report? Why can't

he say to the people of Ontario: "You paid
for them. We are not going to take undue

advantage of these publicly funded polls. We
will make them available as we get them"?

2:40 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think if

the honourable member will read pages 149
to 152 in that particular report, which is a

research document as part of the commis-
sion's deliberations, he will find it does raise

some of the questions. I would just urge him
to read it. I have told him and the members
opposite, and I know he would only read the

one selective portion.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I would read it all

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know. I know what the

honourable member read to the House, but
he should read the other parts. I am saying
there are, I think, some legitimate questions
that need to be asked and discussed, but as

a matter of policy. I have taken the ques-
tion from the Leader of tfhe Opposition and
I am quite prepared to deal with it, as I say.
I had hoped we could deal vinth it at the

same time as the report of the commission

itself, where the members of the commission
will be assessing some of the questions raised

with respect to this issue.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, in view of the
fact we are talking about half a million

dollars' worth of polls involved, would the

Premier, as part of his deliberations in this

matter, offer to refund from the Conservative

Party the $400 million to $500 million in-

volved?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, in that our

party doesn't have nearly the wealth of the

Liberal Party, perhaps as a result of their

heritage dinner tonight—which I know they
are attending with enthusiasm to listen to

their leader enunciate all of those policies

that are so relevant; where he will, in the

inimitable words of the member for London
Centre (Mr. Peterson) say tonight, "Our

position is that we are prepared to face an
election if it comes, but we are not going
to promote it irresponsibly"—

Mr. Sargent: Is the answer no?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have to note the hyix)-

crisy of that observation—but that doesn't

answer the question.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am the last one to de-

fend the New Democrats.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Does the Premier

have an answer to the question or does he
even remember it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are not in a financial

position to do that.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Premier. In an interview reported
in the Globe and Mail on March 11, his

Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) stated, and I

quote the interview as reported as follows:

"Mr. Miller said yesterday that the polls

results had influenced him in drawing up his

budget," as had a number of other views of

different labour groups and so on.
"
'You

don't always follow the polls but at least you
know what is saleable and what would be

risky to do,' the Treasurer said."

How does that statement square with the

statement of the Premier's former House
leader in the House on June 11, 1979, when
the House leader at that time said there were

no government bills or government policy

statements that were based, even in part, on

any information derived from any public

opinion polls paid for by the taxpayers of

Ontario, and with his own comments that

such polls confer no partisan advantage?

Mr. Riddell: I feel misled.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am being

interrupted again. As I recall, the observa-

tions made by the members on this side of

the House related to the use of polls. I think

it was abimdantiy clear, and I would make it

abundantly dear again, that the polls that

are used, some of which I have never read,

quite frankly—and there are a number there

I think most members would agree don't

have a significant impact in terms of general

government policy —
Mr. Foulds: Why did you take polls?

Mr. T. P. Reid: This one certainly doesn't.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You can argue that. I

wo\dd say, in terms of their use in a parti-
san sense, it is kind of obvious from the
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polls that they are not the kind that can
be used for a partisan purpose.

Mr. Breithaupt: You're kidding.

Hon. Mr. Davis: All right. The honour-

able TTieimbers over there all send out ques-
tionnaires. It is a form of poll; it is done at

public expense. They all ask their constitu-

ents what they think on various issues; they
all do.

There is no question that sometimes minis-

tries, in terms of confirming the reaction of

the public to those programs they adminis-

ter, do question the members of the public
in relation to those programs. It is a func-

tion of government used by many govern-
ments in many parts of this continent and it

is one where we think we are endeavouring
to respond to some of the feelings of the

people we represent.
I was intrigued to read in some of the

headlines that government responds to the

polls. The first question I would have been
asked today if we had taken a totally

contrary position to what was being stated

in some of those polls is, **Why is govern-
ment, in fact, ignoring the wishes of the

public?" That is the contradiction one faces.

I would also point out that, if one looks
at some of the polls and at some of the

answers, it is very fair to state that govern-
ment positions (a) were taken in advance
of some of that material and (b) have not

always been consistent. I will give one ex-

ample—I haven't even read the poll—that's
a very personal example. I happened to be
there on the occasion that the Minister of
Consumer and Commercial Relations was
sworn in. I am prepared to say he hadn't
been at the ministry long enough to look
at any poll. Within 15 seconds of having
been sworn in, without consulting with his

leader or any of his cabinet colleagues, he
said, "There will be no more topless
waitresses." That was an instinctive reaction
that didn't relate at all to the polls.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr, Speaker, we must raise
the level of this debate.

The question I asked the Premier is a

reasonably serious one. I asked him to

square two statements, the one made by
his House leader at the time who said that
these polls were not used in the formation
of government policy and the one made by
the Treasurer in the Globe and Mail who
says, **You don't always follow the polls but
at least you know what is saleable and
what would be risky,"

I presume, when he means a tax or some-
thing of this kind might be risky, he is not

referring to the danger of revolution but

rather to the danger of losing votes. He
confirms this when he says, "Particularly in

a minority government situation, you are

limited by what the public believes is in

its interests, and you have to tailor your
program to match that." That plainly con-
fers an advantage to the party that knows
what the public believes as oppdsed to those
who do not have those polls and have to

react instinctively.

The question therefore is, how can the

Premier tell this House that no partisan
advantage is conferred when his own Treas-
urer says the opposite, and how can he
square his Treasurer's statement with that

of his former House leader?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the

Leader of the Opposition hasn't yet under-
stood the difference between a partisan ad-

vantage and a government responsibility, I

can't help him. The party opposite is not

prepared to take responsibility for what gov-
ernment does; even when we do something
collectively in the House and we run into

difficulty, its members are the first ones to

run and hide and say, "We had nothing to

do with it."

We have a difi^erent responsibility. I say
to the Leader of the Opposition, I have far

less difficulty in reconciling the points of

view expressed by two of my colleagues
than he will have in reconciling the many
points of view of his many colleagues on

every single issue in this province, from

energy through the whole piece. He will

never reconcile them.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:

Regarding the Premier's comments that

these polls were not used for partisan ad-

vantage, if that was the case why did he

consistently refuse to allow other members
of the Legislature to see the results of the

polls for a period of approximately three

years? Secondly, is this the type of leader-

ship we are going to get in this province,
that the Premier would need a poll to tell

him that Alberta was taking advantage of

Ontario in oil pricing; that he would need
a poll to tell him that Ontarians wanted

Quebec to stay within Confederation? Does
he need a poll to tell him that? Is that the

type of leadership he is going to give in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only

say that this government intends to provide
the leadership in this province for many
years yet to come, in spite of what the

member and his people may suggest. If the

member for Ottawa East, who still has that
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leadership aspiration—and I guess this is

why-
Mr. Roy: No way. We have a good leader

now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, come on. That's

why the member and his seatmate want an

early election.

2:50 p.m.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, come on. You know
when Stuart says it is either up or out, you
guys are saying, "Let's make it out and
then we will have a turn."

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In your heart out there,

you know it is true.

I don't need a poll to tell me what my
instincts are-

Mr. Roy: Why don't you have a poll?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and what I am saying
with respect to sovereignty-association. I

don't need a poll for that, and I never have.

Mr. Speaken I think we have spent enough
time on this one issue.

ASSISTANCE TO AUTO WORKERS
Mr. Cassidy: I have a couple of substan-

tive questions I want to raise with the

ministry, and I will start with the Premier.

Since the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Grossman) indicated to the

mayors of the automobile towns last month
that he didn't think the crisis in the auto

industry warranted provincial action, and
since he has been excluded from the action

by the federal government, I would like the
Premier to answer, first, does he not view
with alarm the fact that unemployment in

Windsor has now reached 19 per cent be-
cause of the crisis in the auto industry—a
level that is higher than in any other city
in all of Canada, in particular in view of

the fact that more layoffs are on the way
and that many of the automobile workers
have run out of their UIC benefits and the

supplementary benefits?

Will the Premier say to the House what
action will the government take to protect
the people of Windsor who are affected by
the crisis now? Specifically, will the govern-
ment undertake to participate in a transi-

tional assistance benefits program to cushion
the auto workers until the crisis in the auto-

mobile industry is resolved?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am de-

lighted to deal with—

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can be relatively ob-

jective, Mr. Speaker. I guess if one were

trying to assess which is more substantive

one from the other, then there is no ques-
tion that in the minds of the members of

the public of this province the question from
the leader of the New Democratic Party is,

without any question, one of the issues we
should be discussing.

I was in Windsor myself just a few days

ago.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I won't get carried away,
but I will tell the House this: Even if the

member for London Centre (Mr. Peterson)
wants to build statues of Karl Marx in every

place in this province, I will oppose it.

Mr. Makarchuk: That's a Liberal make-
work project.

Hon. Mr. Davis: This was the most re-

freshing part of the member's news com-
ment: "We are not going to promise to erect

statues of Karl Marx." I am delighted to

hear that.

Mr. Speaker, on a matter of personal

privilege, and I have to say this, when I look

at tlie member for London Centre I have to

have him reassure me it is the same fellow

who was here last December.

An hon. member: A stranger in the House.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, if you had to

sit here every day and look at him, you
would remove your spectacles too.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have got

to tell him that's not what his wife said.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The appearance of

the member for London Centre is not in

question. We are deahng with an automobile

problem in Windsor.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was con-

cerned they had brought in a ringer. That is

all I was concerned about.

To deal very seriously witfh the matter

raised, I was in Windsor myself and spoke

very briefly to two or three people when I

was there last Monday evening.
This is a matter of great concern not only

to this government but also, I am sure, to

the government of Canada. We are faced

with, as the member well knows, a slowdown

in the automotive industry. It is one where

most of us are optimistic that it will be ad-

justed. I can't give any guarantees with

respect to how soon this will happen.

The Treasurer has some encouraging

figures on a short-term basis. For instance,

for the month of February, when members

opposite were being a little critical in making
observations, there was a stimulus provided.
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With respect to Windsor there are two
situations. One is the slowdown of the auto-

motive industry generally, its readjustment to

smaller, lightweight vehicles, and the particu-
lar situation of Chrysler Canada.
The Minister of Industry and Tourism and

the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie) are

meeting with our federal government repre-

sentatives, in the nation's capital or some-

where, this coming week. I can assure the

leader of the New Democratic Party that as

these discussions are continued, whatever in-

formation we can share witii the members of

this House and with the public generally we
will be prepared to do so. I'm sure it is a

very real priority for all of us and one that

tfiis government is going to pursue very

aggressively.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Given the

fact that the provincial government is now
discussing the program of assistance for

Chrysler Canada, will the Premier assure the

House that this program of assistance wiU

specify a guaranteed number of jobs once

Chrysler is put back on its feet? Will tfie

government also assure the House that the

program of financial assistance will not just

be to Chrysler Canada, but that there will

also be financial assistance to help workers

over the adjustment x>€riod, either through
financial benefits or else through retraining

programs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: One reason the Minister

of Labour is joining in those discussions is to

bring these particular points of view to the

federal oflScials.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary: I'm sure

the Premier is aware there are approximately
19,500 unemployed and that the index of

unemployment is approximately 16 per cent.

Mr. Cassidy: It is 19 per cent. There are

22,000 workers out.

Mr. B. Newman: All right. Let's say 16

per cent or 19 per cent—either of the two
figures. Both are extremely serious. Would
the Premier and the Minister of Industry
nnd Tourism consider the suggestion I made
back in 1969 to the Premier, that is, to set

up skill-training programs and/or upgrading
programs so that those who are now un-

employed and may not be re-employed by
the Chrysler plant and other plants in Wind-
sor would have a skill that could be market-
able in the community to other industries?

Interjections.

Mr. Peterson: He is 10 years ahead of

you.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Just answer the ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as a matter
of personal privilege, the member for Lon-
don Centre is just giving me too many
opportunities.

Mr. Speaker: He may be, but I'm not go-
ing to.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as always
you are quite right. I would nominate you
for Speaker again tomorrow.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, they are

interrupting again. I don't recall that exact

suggestion in 1969, but I would be the last

one to say the honourable member did not

make that suggestion. I think as part of
this problem, manpower or retraining pro-
grams—and not just within the Windsor
area-are very valid suggestions. I woidd
say to hJm that in some areas this is now
happening. Whether it is happening to the

degree or extent is debatable and something
that we can meaningfully discuss, but it is

something that is taking place.
I would also say this, to answer the

general question about Windsor: When I

was there, in spite of the difficulties, I was
very encouraged by the very kind words

expressed by the mayor of that municipality
and others to this government's decision to

make sure the Ford Canada plant is located
in that part of Ontario, because it will still

be an encouraging and positive force in that

area, in terms of employment. This was ex-

pressed to me by the people of Windsor. It

wasn't something I suggested to them.

Mr. Cooke: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In the throne speech, it states: "The Minis-

try of Industry and Tourism will develop
approaches to ensiue the long-term health
of the automobile industry in relaition to

the Canada-US auto pact, the shift to lighter
fuel-efficient vehicles and import competi-
tion.'*

I would like to ask the Premier what this

new strategy is going to be. I'm glad he
has finally come around to the point of view
that this government needs to take some
action. We have been saying that for a

couple of years now.

Has the Pre'mier followed up on a report
in the Toronto Star of last week which

quotes a secret report that was published?
That report states: "The vast majority of the

new investment money for small fuel-efficient

cars has already been allocated."

The Premier knows as well as I do that

we have not got our fair share. What the

heck is he going to do for this investment,
and what is he willing to do for the 19,000
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workers in Windsor who are now un-

employed? Skill training is fine, but there
are no jobs for those people to go to even if

they had the skills.

3 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I reply to the member
for Windsor-Riverside (Mr. Cooke) that I am
delighted now to have his support, which we
didn't have a couple of years ago.
One of the major investments made by

Ford US-Ford Canada was about one quar-
ter of a mile away from where he and I

stood on a rather windy late afternoon, and
where this government—and it was the ini-

tiative of this government—is providing half
a billion dollars in capital investment for
Ford Canada to adjust to lightweight vehi-

cles, which will provide some 2,000 to 3,000
job opportunities in that community, and
which the people opposite, to be fair about
it, were not enthusiastic about supporting.
It is turning out to be one of the best deci-

sions this government has made, and I am
delighted they are now in support of it.

Mr. Mancini: Unlike the member for

Windsor-Riverside, this party is prepared to
have an election to help the people of Wind-
sor.

With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to redirect a supplementary ques-
tion to the Minister of Industry and Tourism.
I would like to ask the Minister of Industry
and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) if over the past
few months, as he has told the House, he
has had an opportunity to meet with differ-

ent types of industry in order to encourage
them to locate in the Windsor and Essex

coimty area so that this particular nart of
Ontario will not be so overly dependent for

employment on the automobile industry, and
so that the future of that particular part of
Ontario will not be so severely disrupted if

the automobile industry ever has another se-

rious downturn in the future. If the Minister
of Industry and Tourism has had these meet-
ing with different industries, could he in-

form the House of the outcome of these

meetings and how he foresees such meetings
affecting the city of Windsor and the county
of Essex?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have had sev-
eral meetings. In talking about investment,
we must compliment the efforts made by the

city of Windsor and their industrial develop-
ment commission. One of the most aggressive
efforts undertaken to attract investment is

the effort made by that particular industrial

development commission. They are very
good. That is supplementing the efforts we
are making and we have some reasonable

prospects, particularly emanating out of

some of our discussions with major auto

parts firms in the United States.

With regard to the degree of success we
are having in attracting some of that invest-

ment, may I say to the honourable member
that one of the problems we face in attract-

ing that sort of investment to shore up the
economic welfare of Essex county is the

position taken by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, whom I quote. "I do not believe Onta-
rio requires foreign investment. I state that

plainly."
I say to the honourable member, if he

wants to worry about the economic welfare

of Essex, he had better get the blessing of

his leader, who has stated quite clearly that

he doesn't want Essex or Windsor to encour-

age international investment or multinational

investment into those communities. The
member's leader doesn't want it—it's in Han-
sard^—'but we are going to try to get it for

those communities anyway. We care. He's

flag-waving. We'll create jobs.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: I might say I am rather surprised that

the member for Essex South feels that all

the people of Windsor need is a few ballots

to eat.

May I ask the Premier to ensure that the

administrator of provincial welfare in the

Ministry of Commimity and Social Services

communicates with the director of welfare

in Windsor to the extent that the provincial
funds for welfare will not be cut off if a

person is registered at Manpower and is

seeing a counsellor and, at this period of 20

per cent unemployment, has as many as

three or four job interviews? Will that be

satisfactory, rather than the present situa-

tion where the welfare administrator in

Windsor feels they still must have five job

interviews a day? This is particularly impor-
tant inasmuch as the last two months' in-

crease in unemployment has been in the

service industry, notably among restaurant

workers.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr, Speaker, I must say

I'm a little confused. When the member for

Essex South (Mr. Mancini) asked a question
of the Minister of Industry and Tourism, I

thought we were on to a new question. I

guess this is a supplementary.
I will discuss this with the minister, who is

present in the House and who has already
heard the question the member has asked.

ANAESTHETISTS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Health. Is the minister
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aware that 85 per cent of the anaesthetists in

the city of Toronto have opted out of the

Ontario Health Insurance Plan and that, at

the Mount Sinai Hospital, anaesthetists are

giving patients a sheet which says, "There is

no obligation for any doctor to accept the

OHIP schedule as payment for services

rendered or, indeed, to prenotify a patient
tliat he will not accept it"?

Given the fact that this statement by the

anaesthetists flagrantly violates the guidelines
announced by the minister in this House on
March 29—the understanding between the

Ontario Medical Association and the govern-
ment—which said the patient should be in-

formed in advance and should not have to pay
extra if not informed in advance, will the

minister act now to protect patients in the

province by requiring that no anaesthetist

can bill over the OHIP rates?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to say that of all the various branches
of medicine, the one that has the most dif-

ficulty in dealing with the question of prior
notification is anaesthesia. There's no ques-
tion that, of the complaints we've had' in the

last year, the bulk of those have been about
anaesthesia

We've been in touch vdth the hospitals

ourselves, and through the Ontario Medical

Association and the Ontario Hospital Associa-

tion, about the question of working between
the boards and their medical staffs to ensure

notice. In fact, we've recently been in touch

with them again.

One of the things we are pursuing, to

address this particular problem, is to develop
and offer an alternative to anaesthetists for

compensation to what we have at present,
which is a choice between opting in and

opting out.

Let me tell the honourable member as well

—and I'm not sure what the percentage would
be in Metropolitan Toronto, but unquestion-

ably the percentage of opted-out anaesthetists

is high—that the percentage of opted-out bills

by anaesthetists relative to the number of

physicians is much lower. In fact, when one
looks at the opted-out figures in total there

is something like 17.3 per cent of physicians

opted out at the present time, but only a

little more than eight per cent of all the bills

are opted out. That's actually the operative
number I think we should be concentrating
on.

Yes, I'm aware of the problem, and we are

taking steps to try to alleviate it. That par-
ticular one I wasn't aware of, although I had
spoken with the administrator of that hospital
several months ago and felt after that they

had put in place a means of notifying patients
so they were aware of their rights. I'll follow
that up with that particular hospital.

Mr. Cassidy: I could give the Minister of
Health a specific example. Is the minister not
c«oncerned about Crystal Reilly of Oshawa,
who had an operation at Sunnybrook Hos-
pital, here in Metro Toronto, on February 12,
1980? She asked her family doctor in tihe

hospital beforehand if everything would be
covered by OHIP and she was assured that

everything would be paid by OHIP, but she
now faces a bill for $56 from the anaes-
thetist.

Is he not concerned about that fact? What
action will he take in that particular case, or

in similar cases, where people who sought to

find out that they would be covered by
OHIP now are facing extra billing by tihe

anaesthetists? Surely the government should

step in to ensure that those people who
sought to defend their rights should not be
so (Charged.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I'm glad to have that

information. As the member knows, we have
endeavoured to direct patients and physicians
to make use of the Ontario Medical Associ-

ation's hot line and the service they have

provided. I'll be glad to give t!he member a

copy of a recent letter I've had from the

president of the OMA bringing us up to date
on the number of inquiries they've had and
the progress they've made in that regard.
3:10 p.m.

I have to say t3iat, where we're successful

in getting people to go through that service,
it seems these problems can be resolved. I

will certainly have that particular one looked

into, and I'm sure it can be resolved as all

the others have been.

Mr. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Instead of all tliis hot-line business, w^hich

may or may not work in certain instances,

does the minister not recognize—and I detect

some feeling that perhaps he does—that
anaesthesia is in a different circumstance? In

point of fact, the anaesthetist is not chosen
on a doctor-patient basis in the usual way
but is usually assigned on a rotational basis

in the 'hospital. There is very little contact in

terms of an ongoing doctor-patient rela-

tionship, and in some ways it's much more

analogous to pathology or radiology in many
cases.

Isn't the minister therefore ready to say
that the anaesthetists should be paid on a

salary basis, as are pathologists or laboratory

specialists, or on a totally opted-in basis de-

pending on how people want to go about it,

but that continuing this business of letting
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anaesthetists opt out en masse, or even indi-

vidually, probably just isn't going to work
and is going to have to be changed?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: There is no doubt in

my mind that the anaesthetists, as I indi-

cated a few minutes ago, are in a unique
position because of the fact that in many
cases, if not most cases, they don't know-
sometimes even when they go into the hos-

pital—who is going to be next on tlie table,

so to speak, that they're going to be serving.

Perhaps the honourable member didn't

hear what I said before, but we have devel-

oped and are developing an alternative pay-
ment mechanism for anesthetists which we
will be offering to anaesthetic groups and

which, basically, would take rtiem com-

pletely out of the whole question of opting
in or opting out and would, in effect, be a

contract for anaesthetic services in hospitals.

We believe this will be acceptable to anaes-

thesia groups in all respects, in terms of pro-
fessional principles, ethics and income. We
have one group in the province now on such

a contract.

The members may be familiar with the

principle in as much as it's applied in a

number of hospitals for emergency services.

I think we have about 12 now where groups
of physicians in particular hosr>ital«!, sur^ as

the Wellesley, Toronto General, Sick Kids',

the Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario,

Sunnybrook, and so forth, contract with the

ministrv to provide 24-'hour coverage for

rnedical services in emergencies. It's that

kind of a principle we are going to extend to

anaesthetists, and Fm confident it will be
well received.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Since the minister is eflFectively acknowl-

edging that there are diflBculties with

anaesthetists, and since he is sayin"f that a

payment mechanism is going to replace the

pre.sent one in cases where anaesthetists

actually agree, will he give an assurance to

the House that the effect of this payment
mechanism will be to ensure that in every
hospital in the province patients will get
universal anaesthetist care without having
to pav extra?

Will he assure this House, in other words,
that in future no patient will have to pay
extra in order to have anaesthesia when he

goes into a hospital in Ontario for an opera-
tion under the Ontario Health Insurance
Plan?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: It is certainly our in-

tent and our goal to ensure that every
patient will have access to those services at

the OHIP rates.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not universality.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: With respect, I be-

lieve it is. We believe that the process I

have just outlined is a means whereby we
can achieve that without having to use what
I think the member variously described in

1979 as Draconian measures. It's a technique
which, I think, will be to everyone's satis-

faction.

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Premier about polls,

strangely enough. While the Premier has in-

dicated that there hasn't been any partisan

advantage, I can tell him, from reading the

polls on those evenings he thought I should

be doing other things, they certainly give
the government a certain partisan advan-

tage in covering everything in Ontario, par-

ticularly the ones taken by the Ministry of

Intergovernmental Affairs and the research

report for the government of Ontario, the

Goldfarb one for $60,000-

Mr. Speaker: You said you had a question?

Mr. T. P. Reid: In the Globe and Mail

there was a report that read: "Last fall, On-
tario officials warned the Clark entourage
that, based on their polls, the federal Con-
servative government would be playing with

fire if it ignored Ontario's feelings on

energy." Which is in this report, attiongst

other comments. Can the Premier reassure

us again that the information in these polls

hasn't been used for the Conservative Party

provincially and certainly for the Conserva-
tive Party federally?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can give
Ae honourable member absolute assurance

that in neither case have they been used.

MINERAL PROCESSING

Mr. Laughren: I have a question for the

Premier—

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are other ministers

here.

Mr. Laughren: I know, but we have tried

the others in this case.

Given the government's statement often

that there is going to be more encourage-
ment of the processing of minerals in On-

tario, how can the Premier explain the

cabinet decision, through an order in council

last July, to give Falconbridge Nickel Mines
Limited a 10-year exemption on processing
its minerals here, given the fact that, if they
do export the allowed amount of 100 million

pounds per year of nickel copper matte,
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that will represent 16 per cent of Ontario's

nickel copper matte?

Before the Premier gets all his information

from the minister, I would remind him that

I did try to get a sensible answer from the

Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Auld),

but that was impossible. I would like the

Premier to tell us how he justifies that kind of

policy.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would be

quite happy to have that question directed to

the Minister of Natural Resources, who is

fully knowledgeable and who would re-

read to the honourable member the letter he
has already sent which contains a full ex-

planation of the rationale.

Mr. Laughren: Surely, on a matter of such

importance, the Premier should be able to

justify a cabinet decision of that significance,

given the number of jobs it is costing Ontario.

I would ask the Premier as well, since in

the last budget his Treasurer (Mr. F. S. MiHer)

brought into place regulations that allowed

Falconbridge to charge its Norwegian pro-

cessing costs against its Ontario profits, if the

Premier would table in this Legislatiure the

amount of money that writing ofiF those costs

against Ontario operations has cost Ontario

taxpayers.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Actually we have debated
this issue before in the House, and I don't

think we will-

Mr. Martel: Ten years ago.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right; we have de-

bated it for a number of years and there will

be a continuing difference of opinion as to

what should be done in die best economic
interests of the people that the honourable
members represent and the economy of this

province.
The answer is very simple: In the judge-

ment of the government we are doing what
is best in the interest of the people of that

part of the province and the economy gener-

ally. The honourable member can disagree
with that; I know he thinks we are wrong.
We think we are right and we are prepared to

discuss it.

The Minister of Natural Resources says he

thought he had the honourable member con-

vinced, but he is going to bring the letter

tomorrow and he is going to make a fuU state-

ment to try to explain it to him again.

Mr. Martel: Supplementary, Mr, Speaker:
The order in council granting the exemption
reads in part: "Whereas the capacity of

existing refining facilities in Canada is in-

adequate to refine the applicant's nickel

copper matte and the construction of new

facilities is presently economically unfeasi-

ble .. .

"

Can the Premier tell me when, under the

government's policy, we can expect the crea-

tion of a refinery in Sudbury; when it is going
to be economically feasible for Falconbridge,

which, by the way, is owned by Superior Oil,

a small multinational; and when he is going
to stop granting this type of exemption, which
has been going on since 1969, so that we
derive the benefit of those 2,400 jobs in the

Sudhury basin?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, that really

is part of the answer to the question the

honourable member's colleague asked just a

few moments ago. It is an important matter,
and I think it would be only wise—the Minis-

ter of Natural Resources is never reluctant

to make a statement—for him to explain it to

the members of the House tomorrow morning
at approximately 10:05.

3:20 p.m.

LAMBTON TEACHERS' STRIKE

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask a question of the Minister of Education.

In view of the fact that the teachers' strike

in Lambton county is now in its seventh week,
and given the fact that the following week is

the traditional spring break, will the minister

agree to introduce legislation to legislate the

teachers back to school in time for March 24

resumption?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I was

pleased at noon today, in the company of the

member for Samia, (Mr. Blundy) and tiie

Minister of Agriculture and Food ( Mr.

Henderson), to meet with a group of repre-

sentative students from the Lambton area and
some representatives of the Citizens' Action

Committee.

I would like first to say I took particular

pride in the quality of the students represent-

ing the Lambton area student body. They
were excellent young people who had pre-

pared a very interesting brief which they are

going to present to the external review com-
mittee studying Bill 100.

'Hiey presented their concerns very clearly,

and I explained to them that the Education

Relations Commission has, within the past 48

hours, appointed a special strike task force,

a mediation group such as was appointed in

the Peel elementary teachers' dispute and
which was so successful in that dispute. That

group is ready at this point to meet with the

teachers and the board in the Lambton area.

We should be optimistic that they will find a

solution to that problem.
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I promised them very sincerely that I

would seriously consider the concerns and

points of view which they had expressed,
their point of view specifically being that

they would like to get back to school. I

sympathize with them wholeheartedly, and
I would have to say when both sides in that

dispute are ready to assume the responsibility
which is theirs under the act, I believe that

dispute could be resolved within 24 hours.

It is my aspiration that is precisely what

they will do.

Mr. Blundy: In the event that by the end
of the spring break the mediation panel or

team has not been successful, would the

minister consider legislating them back at

that time?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: When the fate of

the young people of this province is in any
kind of situation of insecurity, then one must

always consider such possibilities. But it is

really the responsibility of those parties to

the dispute to find the solution. They have
the capability, they have all of the assistance

they need from the Education Relations Com-
mission and I think we should be urging
them to get on with it.

Mr. Sweeney: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Given the report from the Toronto secondary
school teachers' strike of a couple of years
ago which clearly showed that at this point
the grades 12 and 13 students were

negatively affected by that strike, how much
longer can the minister let this one go on?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
sure the honourable member recognizes the
fact that the Education Relations Commis-
sion is monitoring the situation and will re-

port to me as soon as it feels there is a

problem related to the educational program.
I expect to receive that report very shortly
from the Education Relations Commission.

FRENCH-LANGUAGE SCHOOL
IN PENETANGUISHENE

Mr. Samis: I have a new question for the
Minister of Education, Mr. Speaker.

Since the minister's proposal for temporary
classrooms was clearly rejected by the franco-

phone parents in Penetanguishene last night,
can the minister tell the House what she
now intends to do to resolve the long-stand-
ing problem? Can she tell us what her posi-
tion is on the proposed sharing plan adopted
by the parents last night as a temporary
compromise, and can she tell us what con-
sultations she intends to undertake with the

parents as a result of last night's meeting?
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, un-

der the Education Act the responsibility for

the provision of educational programs and
facilities is, of course, that of the board.

It is my understanding that the French-

language advisory committee of the Simcoe

county board will be meeting with the board
this evening to make a proposal to hear the

board's response to that proposal.
I shall await with interest the response of

the board to the proposals which are made
and the report of the discussion which
takes place.

Mr. Samis: Can the minister tell us if it

is still her position that she is opposed to

the idea of a distinctive separate French-

language secondary school in Penetanguishene
as the ultimate solution to the aspirations
of the francophone community?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I think the honour-
able member is misconstruing in some way
the proposal, the position and the policy of

this government, which since 1969 has been
in support of the expansion of French-

language secondary school programs.
The very clear direction which was given

on October 5 in the expansion of that kind

of program has been pursued vigorously by
a number of school boards in whose jurisdic-

tions there are mixed-language schools. We
have a fairly clear consideration of this

matter by those school boards. We have
been informed by seven boards that they
intend to move to a separate facility for a

homogeneous French-language secondary
school, and they are providing the proposals
which they are developing within that frame-
work. The response generally across the

province to that restatement of our policy
has been positive, supported widely, and is

working very well.

We have proposed in Penetanguishene a

facility which will provide the French-

language students with a French milieu,

which has been their proposal all along.
There are a number of schools within this

province—all , I have to say, English-

language schools—functioning in equal cir-

cumstances to the proposal which was made
for the Penetanguishene addition to St.

Joseph's School. It is an appropriate mech-
anism for the short term in order to de-

termine in actual fact what the size of the

student body will be in that situation.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

May I ask the minister why she would take

such a reactionary approach towards the

construction of a homogeneous French-

language school in Penetanguishene when, at

the same time, there seems to be no objec-
tion to the construction of an English-speak-

ing school in Rocfkland for fewer students?
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Why would she impose a criterion on

Penetanguishene that she would not impose
on the Rockland school? Is her policy, which
I call reactionary since she has been Min-
ister of Education, based at all on the re-

cent poll taken in early 1979, saying that

Ontarians think there is enough done for

francophones in this province?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The Ministry of

Education took no polls in 1979 or in the

last half of 1978. The Ministry of Educa-
tion has taken no polls.

Mr. Laughren: You knew about them.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am sorry, Mr.

Speaker; I withdraw that. We were part of
a Gallup poll which related to general atti-

tudes regarding education and which was
conducted through a number of provinces
and in several states. Those are the only
polls which the Ministry of Education has
been involved in. That was a national poll.

I would have to say to the honourable
member I think he is being misled some-
what by a newspaper account. The school

in Rockland is being built for approximately
285 students who have been bused for the

last several years more than 30 miles in

order to achieve an elementary education.

These are students from grades one to seven
and not secondary school students. They have
been bused for a number of years, and the

number is obviously significant. The board
in that area, along with the English-lan-

guage advisory committee, agreed that a
school was necessary, and that proposal was
supported by the Ministry of Education.

The board at Simcoe county agrees some
action needs to be taken, but it is not sure
of the numbers and feels very strongly that
we should ensure there is a provision for
the extension of a full secondary school edu-
cational program for francophone students.
It has asked for our assistance, and we have
been trying to provide that assistance.

If that position is reactionary—well I am
very disturbed to feel that would be the
kind of response that would be made.

DISTRICT OF PARRY SOUND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Epp: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of Intergovernmental Af-
fairs. I would like to know whether the min-
ister has received the motion duly passed by
the southern part of the Georgian Bay archi-

pelago and by the northern part of the

(archipelago, asking for permission to amal-

gamate the two townships into one munici-

pality? If so, what has his response been to

that request?

3:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The answer to the ques-
tion is yes, I have received a motion from
the township of Georgian Bay South

Archipelago which unanimously asked for

amalgamation of the townships and a motion
from the township of Georgian Bay North

Archipelago, on a majority vote, asking for

amalgamation. I received those quite a
number of weeks ago.

I have fully studied the matter. I have
met with the reeve of the northern town-

ship and I have listened to many people who
have given me some advice and told me
what should be done and so forth. As my
friend will recall, we also debated this

matter at great length in this House before

the turn of the year. I have now decided I

am going to sign an order to amalgamate
the two townships into one, eflFective April
1 of this year.

Mr. Epp: In view of the minister's promise
that he intends to amalgamate the two and
in view of the fact he's going to have to

fire one of the reeves duly elected by the

people of the archipelago, because there
are two townships and each of them elected
their councils and each has an elected reeve,
I would like to ask him how he reconciles
the fact these people were elected by the
local citizens for a three-year term with
the fact he's going to have to fire one of
the reeves? How does he reconcile the fact
he is going to have to give them a joint

municipality when the people elected two
separate municipal councils?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Fir^t of all, I would like

to remind my friend that this House in-

serted a clause in its legislation that pro-
vided that if a majority of the councils

after their official inaugmration asked for

amalgamation, the minister was given the

power to make an order that would pro-
vide for that amalgamation.

Mr. Epp: After the first election.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No. With great respect,
it didn't say after the first term or at any
time. It said we could make the order after

we received motions from each of those

councils. We have received duly constituted

legal motions from each of the councils

asking for this.

No one is going to be fired. The order

will make provision for the election by the

new council, which will be made up of all

the members of the councils of both of the

townships. It will provide that they may
choose between the two reeves who now
hold the position of reeve in the north and
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sotrth areas. They may choose one of those

people to be the reeve and the person not

elected as reeve will be come the deputy
reeve for the term of oflBce, which goes until

the end of November 1982. Those two

people will be able to serve in those capac-
ities. While one of them is not going to be
able to serve as a full reeve, he will be

serving as a deputy reeve of a larger com-
bined township, and all the people elected

will have the opportunity to serve the resi-

dents of that area in a way that I think the

residents wish to be served.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Ms. Bryden: I have a question for the

Premier in the absence of the Minister of

the Environment (Mr. Parrott).

In view of the fact the speech from the

throne announced that all major municipal
projects would be brought under the En-
vironmental Assessment Act by regulation

very shortly, will the Premier extend the

benefits of the throne speech promise to the

citizens of Ajax and save them the high
cost of continuing a court case on the

validity of the present hearings on the pro-
posed industrial waste disposal plant there?

Will he ask the Minister of the Environ-
ment to use his clear power under section

35 of the Environmental Assessment Act to

order the Ajax hearings to be under the

Environmental Assessment Act?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will be

delighted to discuss this with the Minister

of the Environment when he is back and
communicate to the honourable member.

Ms. Bryden: In view of the fact the court

hearings on the validity of the case will take

place tomorrow morning, if he wishes to

avoid that unnecessary court action which
will cost the citizens anywhere from $10,000
to $30,000, it is essential that the order

bringing the hearing under the Environ-
mental Assessment Act be made today.
There must be some minister who is acting
for the Minister of the Environment who
could issue that order today, just as he
issued an order yesterday declaring it under
the Environmental Protection Act. There is

a clear choice in the legislation for the
Minister of the Environment to choose either

the Environmental Protection Act or the
Environmental Assessment Act.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I must say to the hon-
OTirable member I can't give her that assur-

ance this afternoon.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired, but I will hear a supplementary

from the member for Huron-Bruce simply
because it is being taken as notice; so if you
want to put it, it can be answered with the

other two.

Mr. Gaunt: Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker. I will make it short.

Does the Premier have any idea w'hen the

regulations as set out on page 15 of the

throne speech will be coming before the

Legislature for perusal?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am not sure really that

is a supplementary, but—

Mr. Gaunt: It has to do with—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know what it has to do
with. I just wonder whether it really is a

supplementary. I woiJd assure the honour-

able member that, in the co-operative spirit

I feel coming from him, I will do my best to

get that information for him.

PETITIONS

CONDOMINIUM LEGISLATION
Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, I have a peti-

tion addressed to the Honourable the Lieu-

tenant Governor and the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario:

"We, th© undersigned, being of sound
mind"—

Interjections.

Mr. Warner: These are my constituents;

they must be of sound mind. If they weren't

of sound mind, they wouldn't vote for me.

"We, the undersigned, being of soimd
mind and owners of units within the con-

fines of York Condominium Corporation
Number 81, situated in the province of On-

tario, borough of Scarborough, 2 Glamorgan
Avenue, do hereby declare tfiat we are op-

posed to the implementation of section 56(8)
of Bill 103, Condominium Act, 1978, which
reads as follows: 'Eadh corporation shall pay
to the bureau Condominium Ontario an

annual fee in the amount prescribed by
regulation for eadh unit comprising the prop-

erty and shall file such information and
material as is prescribed by the regulations.'

"

It is signed by 186 petitioners who require

action from this government.

ONTARIO HOUSING CORPORATION

Mr. Warner: I have another petition, Mr.

Speaker. These people are also of sound
mind. This petition is also to the Honourable

the Lieutenant Governor and the Legislative

Assembly of Ontario:

"We, the undersigned, protest any change
in OHC policies which would residt in

higher rents, or people who presently qualify
for OHC being forced to move out."
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It is signed by 225 constituents of sound
mind.

REPORTS

STANDING COMMITTEE
ON RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Villeneuve from the standing com-
mittee on resources development presented
the following report and moved its adoption:
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills with certain amendments:
Bill 202, An Act respecting Occupiers'

Liabihty;
Bill 203, An Act to protect against Trespass

to Property.

Report adopted.

Mr. Speaker: Shall these bills be ordered
for third reading?

Ordered for third reading

STANDING COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. McCaffrey from the standing com-
mittee on general government presented the

following report and moved its adoption:
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:
Bill 3, An Act to amend the Employment

Standards Act, 1974.

Mr. Speaker: Shall tfhis bill be ordered for

third reading?

Ordered for committee of the whole House.

MOTION

HOUSE SITTINGS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that tomorrow,
Friday, March 14, when this House ad-

journs at 1 p.m., it stand adjourned imtil

March 24, at the regular hour.

Motion agreed to.

3:40 p.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

DRAINAGE AMENDMENT ACT
Hon. Mr. Henderson moved first reading

of Bill 2, An Act to amend the Drainage
Act, 1975.

Motion agreed to.

DEGREE-GRANTING ACT
Hon. Miss Stephenson moved first reading

of Bill 4, An Act to regulate the Granting
of Degrees.

Motion agreed to.

MUNICIPAUTY OF METROPOLITAN
TORONTO AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moved first reading of

Bill 5, An Act to amend the Municipality
of Metropohtan Toronto Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, this bill is

similar to Bill 153, which died on the Order

Paper at the end of the fall session. It, of

course, concerns the Toronto Islands and is

exactly the same as the former bill except
that several dates in the bill have been

changed.

DURHAM MUNICIPAL
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SERVICES

AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Welch moved first reading of

Bill 6, An Act to amend the Durham Mu-
nicipal Hydro-Electric Services Act, 1979.

Motion agreed to.

WELFARE UNITS REPEAL ACT

Hon. Mr. Norton moved first reading of

Bill 7, An Act to repeal the Welfare Units

Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, this bill

will repeal the Welfare Units Act, first

enacted in 1948, which provided for a form

of the delivery of welfare assistance. The
act now has become redundant since the

functions provided for in it have been as-

sumed by municipalities under the General

Welfare Assistance Act and the District

Welfare Administration Boards Act.

ONTARIO HUMAN RIGHTS
CODE AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. B. Newman moved first reading of Bill

8, An Act to amend the Ontario Human
Rights Code.

Motion agreed' to.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is to prevent discrimination on the

basis of a physical handicap where that handi-

cap does not reasonably preclude the per-

formance of a particular employment.
"Physical handicap" means a physical dis-

ability, infirmity, malformation or disfigure-

ment which is caused by bodily injury, birth

defect or illness and includes epilepsy, dia-

betes and any degree of paralysis, amputa-

tion, lack of physical co-ordination, blindness

or visual impediment, deafness or hearing im-

pediment, muteness or speech impediment or

physical reliance on a seeing-eye dog, wheel-

chair or other remedial appliance or device.
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CONSUMER PROTECTION
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. B. Newman moved first reading of

Bill 9, An Act to amend the Consumer Pro-

tection Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, this bill re-

quires that every product offered for sale by
a retailer and marked with the universal

product code must also be clearly marked
with its individual purchase price.

MORTGAGORS' RELIEF ACT

Mr. Renwick moved first reading of Bill 10,
An Act to provide Temporary Relief to

Mortgagors of Residential Property in Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to extend the validity of any resi-

dential mortgage due to expire before March

31, 1981, until that date.

CITIZENS' COMPLAINTS
PROCEDURE ACT

Mr. Warner moved first reading of Bill 11,

An Act to provide a Procedure for Reviewing
Citizens' Complaints concerning Police Con-

duct in the Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to provide a procedure for review-

ing citizens' complaints concerning police

conduct in the municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto. The bill places every police oflBcer

under a dlity to exercise his authority as a

police officer in a manner consistent with the

diligent performance of his duties and respect-
ful of the rights, liberties, inherent dignity
and reputation of every citizen.

Complaints concerning police conduct are

to be dealt with by a registrar of citizens'

complaints and a citizens' complaints tri-

bunal appointed by the council of the munic-

ipality of Metropolitan Toronto.

The bill provides for mediation concerning
a dispute or for the hearing of a complaint

by the citizens' complaint tribunal. After

holding a hearing under the act, the tribunal

will report its findings to the police chief, the

metropolitan board of commissioners of police
and the metropolitan council.

3:50 p.m.

CULT REGULATION ACT
Mr. Sweeney moved first reading of Bill 12,

An Act to monitor and regulate the activities

of Cults and Mind Development Groups.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, this is substan-

tially the same bill as Bill 191, which was
introduced in the last session, and it is being
introduced at this point in time.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
Consideration of the sjxjech of the Honour-

able the Lieutenant Governor at the opening-
of the session.

Mr. Ciu-eatz moved that a humble address

be presented to the Honourable the Lieuten-

ant Governor as follows:

To the Honourable P. M. McGibbon,
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario:

May it please Your Honour, we. Her

Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the

Legislative Assembly of the province of On-

tario, now assembled, beg leave to thank

Your Honour for the gracious speech Your
Honour has addressed to us.

Mr. Cureatz: Mr. Speaker, it is an honour
and a privilege for me to move this speech
from the throne marking the opening of the

fourth session of Ontario's 31st Parliament.

Might I say it is only fitting as well for me
to take this opportunity to express thanks

on behalf of the members of this House to

you as our Speaker. Your role is of great

importance in our procedings and you carry
it with skill and commitment to the demo-
cratic spirit behind the rules and orders

which govern our debate.

Might I digress for a moment, Mr. Speaker,
on a personal note that affects you and me?
My wife, Kathy, and I had the lovely oppor-

tunity of spending a couple of days in

Goderich, in the riding of Huron-Bnice. We
spent some time at the Benmiller Inn. a

great establishment which I would suggest
to you and other members of the House at

any time, Mr. Speaker.
For something different one evening, I

decided to turn on the television; lo and

behold, who was there but you, Mr. Speaker,
examining your rock collection. I didn't

realize you had such a large rock collection.

It looked very interesting. I thought it was
most appropriate for that part of the country,
that instead of showing some interest in

hockey games, winter Olympics, or even

our own illustrious Premier or Minister of

Energy, there was the Speaker of the House.

I must say it was an enjoyable program.

Mr. Foulds: His rocks are more interest-

ing than your comments.

Mr. Cureatz: I was going to say at first

I thought it was a comparison between your
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rock collection and your examination be-

tu'een home and coming here and examining
the members of the Legislature, hut in time

I found out it was a comparison and an
evaluation of your job. I might add I'm

sure many members here would take some
interest in that program. It was most ful-

filling and gratifying. I might say it actually

brought the odd tear to my eye. The camera

journeyed with you throughout your riding,

and you were solving many problems we all

encounter with constituents. I was most

impressed.
I might conclude by saying we're very

confident of the continuing well-done job

you'll be doing, notwithstanding that the

Leader of the Opposition is trying to pro-
mote an election.

The only other problem I have in regard
to the program is that if I were living in

your riding I must confess I would have to

think seriously about voting for you, Mr.

Speaker.
I would also like to express a word of

gratitude to Her Honour, the Lieutenant

Governor. I'm sure I speak for all the mem-
bers of this House in himibly expressing
thanks and appreciation to Her Honour for

her service to the citizens of Ontario, in par-

ticular, during the past year in which she

graciously accepted an extension of her term
of office. I jut want to add that Her Honour
has been present in my riding many times,

and, I think we could all say she has added
a degree of charm to her job; indeed, we're

very pleased that she has accepted an ex-

tension of her term of oflBce.

Let me become a little more specific, Mr.

Speaker. I'm very confident you'll be listen-

ing very closely to my remarks and you
won't be thinking about your rock collection.

Perhaps it might be said that the role of

Speaker reflects the need for self-control and
a sense of responsibility to principles and
to other people which are necessary accom-

paniments to our freedom if we are to use

it wisely and preserve it.

Surely no one in this Legislature can dis-

agree that the speech from the throne re-

flected precisely a balance of freedom and

responsibility, for example, in urging On-
tarians to adopt greater self-reliance in

response to changing energy supply, or in

asking this House to consider measures to

upgrade the province's already excellent agri-

cultural productivity.

These measures, and the many others

presented in the speech from the throne,

reflect essentially the attitude of a govern-
ment that responds to the people by leading,

wliere necessary, in the never-ending quest

to preserve our freedom. It does not pretend
that the government can do everything; far

from it. I think we all agree on that. We
have never tried to lull the people of On-
tario into a sense of unreality about their

freedoms and resporLsibilities.

I have great admiration for the leaders*hip

of this government in that it offers to help

people find a way to work out their own
destinies. It does not pretend to know, or to

try to dictate, what form the individual

destinies of our citizens ought to take. It

serves only to remind them that our fates are

determined largely by our own efforts and
our own work. How fortunate we are in On-
tario to be able to see those efforts bear fruit

that benefits all of us directly. How fortunate

we are to reaLze tihat our own efforts can

help us achieve greater self-reliance and self'

sufficiency.
We are fortunate, too, in being able to

foresee the day when our efforts will bring us

to the achievement of security of energy

supply. This is, of course, the key to ouf

economic and, thus, our political freedom.

As we move away from dependence on out-

side sources of supply, of crude oil in par*

ticular, we can anticipate a number of devel-

opments in the energy area.

It was my privilege to serve on tihe select

committee of Ontario Hydro aflFairs when it

deliberated the issue of nuclear energy. 1

am pleased to see that other members who
sat on that committee are also in attendance

here this afternoon. This province is fortunate

to be in the forefront of development of that

tremendous power source. We not only have
the proven human expertise and the facilities

in place to exploit nuclear power, but we also

have an abundant supply of the fuel source,

uranium. We must never overlook that.

In 1978 alone, the last year for which

figures are available, Ontario nuclear plants
saved us buying almost nine million metric

tonnes of coal from outside the province.
That is an annual saving in the order of

$400 million. Nuclear energy has great po-
tential to serve us. At present, it provides
about 10 per cent of the overall energv used

in Ontario. By 1995, the Minister of Energy
(Mr. Welch) expects that share to double to

nearly 20 per cent—and I know be agrees
with me, because he is sitting right here in

the House and he acknowledges that.

The Candu nuclear power stations built by
Ontario Hydro have already saved more than

$1 billion in foreign exchange which we
would have spent on oil or other fuels if

these stations did iK>t exist. By the year 1990,

a mere decade from now, that figure will

liave grown to $16 billion. That is money
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saved from the pocketbooks of every man,
woman and child in Ontario. For every one
of us, of necessity, are consumers of energy
for warmth, for transportation, for cooking,

washing and for making and delivering goods
we manufacture.

4 p.m.

Let us export this technology and know-
how across the world and show the world
how we benefit from it. We have the best
and the safest nuclear system in the world,
as reflected in the select committee's report.
Our nuclear industry's safety record is ex-

emplary. In over 60 reactor-years of opera-
tion in Ontario, no member of the public
has been injured as a result of the opera-
tion of nuclear electric plants. This is an
enviable record for any industry.
As we move towards the day when we

shall be able to depend more heavily on
our own sources of energy, I believe we can
make some real headway in more eflBciently

utilizing the energy we consume.
Some experts claim we waste up to 50

per cent of the energy we use. I am not
sure if the figin-e is really that high, but I

am glad to see that this government intends
to carry on and expand its already massive
efForts to wring every bit of power possible
out of all the energy we consume.

I am afraid that as a nation we are not

doing very well. Canadians remain among
the highest users of energy per capita in
the world. I imagine part of that consmnp-
tion can be justified by our climate but,
none the less, I am sure there is great
potential for saving and greater eflBciency.

I cannot emphasize too strongly how im-

portant it is ror government to encourage
energy conservation. We must do \ius by
our own example as well as by carefully
designed incentives. Energy conservation is

a key aspect of our advance towards greater
energy security. The more time and
manoeuvring space we can gain by con-
servation, the more flexibihty we will have.
It has been shown quite conclusively that
substantial energy savings can be brought
about by such schemes as turning down
thermostats, repairing leaky windows and
doors, closing the fireplace damper when
not in use and tuning furnaces and auto-
mobile engines.

Experience has shown, both in the facil-
ities of this government and in industry and
our homes, that simple measures can save
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of

energy. We can dramatically improve the
efficiency of houses by insulating them
be^tter. There are many other examples. We

can replace incandescent lighting with

fluorescent, where appropriate, in order to

obtain the same level of illumination with
less electricity.

An industrial example is the development
of ceramic heat exchangers to recover heat
from high-temperatiue exhaust gases from
the heating of steel billets prior to forging.
I am sure the member for Niagara Falls

(Mr. Kerrio) would appreciate that, being in

the construction industry. This process may
cut fuel consumption by as much as 75 per
cent, and it is but one of the hundreds of

examples of the sort of measures being
underitaken throughout our society.

Heat recuperators could cut fuel use by
as much as 40 per cent in such processes as

heat treating, wire drawing and the manu-
facturing of cement, glass and pottery.
Tremendous savings in fuel consimiption

are possible in the transportation sector. We
must keep in mind too that requirements for

travel may decrease as the new electronic

communications technology comes into use.

The many devices and techniques of the

office of the future will undoubtedly affect

energy utilizaition. Teleconferencing, similar

to conference calls with the telephone but

using a TV screen as well, may replace a

certain amount of travel for meetings and
conferences.

Of course, some conservation will be
stimulated by rising energy prices. Some
will result in better information and a sense

of being public-spirited. Information now is

being made available on the energy
efficiency of various appliances, building
materials, vehicles and the like. This effort

will help everyone make very wise choices.

House buyers have certainly begun to choose
in terms of how efficiently homes are being
insulated.

I am confident tfiat the government, of

which party I am proud to be a member,
will help the people of this province in

adjusting to the new energy realities that

face us today.

Developments in communications and

transportation technology have been both

rapid and intense. New breakthroughs are

being made in urban transportation, in com-
munications by optic fibres and in high-speed
rail travel. Much of the success that Ontario
has experienced is due in large part to the
effective utilization of new technology. The

development of the Candu nuclear system
is a prime example. We must not remain
static and we cannot become complacent.

Mr. Lawlor: Did the honourable member
write all those platitudes himself?
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Mr. Cureatz: I am so disappointed in the

honourable member. The Leader of the Op-
position and his colleagues are clamouring
for an election. I thought the member and
his colleagues finally saw some insight in

acknowledging that we don't want to have

an election, but now they are becoming so

vicious.

Mr. Foulds: Vicious? You haven't heard

anything yet.

Mr. Cureatz: In addition to that, I went

and bought his book. And here he is, sitting

across from me. He even signed his book

for me. Obviously, there must not be an-

other book in production or else he wouldn't

be treating me that way.
We must not remain static and we can-

not become complacent. We must take ad-

vantage of these breakthroughs and keep
Ontario an attractive place in which to live

and do business. Developing and marketing
new technology is imperative.
We often take for granted those commu-

nications capabilities we have at present.

After all, we can pick up a telephone and

call practically anywhere in the world. The
Toronto area has access to an incredible

number of radio and television stations.

There are areas in this province where we
do not have these advantages and we, as

legislators, must endeavour to rectify these

problems.
It was with a good deal of interest I

listened to the reference in the throne

speech to developing satellite communica-
tions. The Ontario government's present in-

volvement in this area should be substan-

tially expanded. There are many communi-
ties in northern Ontario which are beyond
the range of TV transmitters and cable sys-

tems. Some communities are limited to

fuzzy and indiflFerent reception, while

others can receive nothing at all. I am sure

the member for Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds)
would agree with that. I know on occasion

while visiting northern Ontario, where I

have relatives in Wawa—the member for

Algoma (Mr. Wildman) isn't here-I felt TV
reception could be increased. I am so

pleased the speech from the throne indicated

that commitment.
As energy costs rise and pollution be-

comes more of a factor in today's world, we
see new opportimities in transportation as

well, especially in urban transit. The Onta-

rio government has long been committed to

developing new ideas through the Urban

Transportation Development Corporation.

The UTDC has been responsible for improv-

ing energy conservation, reducing noise and

raising comfort levels in urban transporta-

tion design. These are products we will be

able to use not only in Canada but also

throughout the world.

The UTDC has submitted to the trans-

portation authority in London, England, a

proposal for replacement vehicles for the

London Underground subway system. This

type of active design development and mar-

keting will be a big part of Ontario's manu-

facturing sector in the 1980s.

Transportation development in urbanized

areas is important, but where this country

must improve is in transportation by rail

between urbanized areas. To this end, my
colleague from Durham West (Mr. Ashe),

who, I am confident, is listening in the back

lobby, introduced a private member's reso-

lution urging the electrification of the Wind-

sor-Quebec rail corridor. Unfortunately, it

seems we may be a long way from large-

scale electrification for a line of that length.

I do find it very encouraging to learn that

the Ontario government is participating in a

major feasibility study to examine the electri-

fication of the GO train. This type of trans-

portation innovation is viable for continu'=^

growth in Ontario. I am so pleased the

Minister of Energy and the Premier are here

because I know they will be looking forward

to the electrification of a possible GO train

to places like Oshawa and Bowmanville.

That has been increasingly asked for bv

residents of, I must confess, the riding of

Oshawa and my riding of Durham East.

I have had continued correspondence with

the Minister of Transportation and Communi-
cations. I have just written a letter to the

federal minister about the feasibility of co-

operating at the provincial and federal levels

in the utihzation of existing rail lines, if not

to a full-scale extension of the GO train

service to Oshawa and beyond, then possibly

a partial extension, as I believe is already in

existence from Toronto to Hamilton. I know
we all appreciate the kinds of constraints the

provincial government is imder at the

moment in regard to transportation, but I

am concerned that with the increasing price

of gasoline we will have to urge residents

who commute daily to leave their cars at

home.

Unfortunately, I am also a guilty party.

Quite often when the House is sitting, I

(hrive. When the House isn't sitting, I take

the train, but with the increasing cost of oil

we have to be looking more towards mass

commuter service. I think we have a very

good commuter service at present in the GO
train system. We are always going to be

encouraging the government to make strides
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with its own federal colleagues to implement
some kind of program to devise a commuter
service from the Oshawa area and beyond.

4:10 p.m.

The establishment of the Ontario task force

on provincial rail policy, chaired by my
colleague the member for St, David (Mrs.

Scrivener), will represent a large step to-

wards finding solutions for energy in trans-

portation problems. I hope so. This com-
mittee will examine both passenger and
freight transport and will report directly to

the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (Mr. Snow). This is just another
indication of how committed the provincial
government is to finding new solutions to

changing problems.
One way a government can have a greater

impact is by showing leadership and prac-
tising what it preaches. The Ontario govern-
ment's best example is in economic restraint

and good sound money management. But
there have been other areas. One of these is

a pilot pro-ect being run by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications. In
an eflFort to cut down energy consumption
and the use of the road system, the ministry
has initiated a van-pooling program for its

Downsview employees. This is where there
are some three to four vans which travel

daily from various parts of the province and
pick up employees of the ministry. In this

way, the employees are not using their own
vehicles and we are also reducing the num-
ber of vehicles on the road.

Besides the saving in gasoline, other sav-

ings are anticipated, such as eliminating
475,000 vehicle-kilometres of travel a year,
17 parking spaces and an average of $600
per year per person in direct out-of-pocket
travel expenses. What cannot be measured
is the reduction ia rush-hour traflSc con-

gestion, absenteeism, lateness and company
parking spaces.

In these programs, the Ontario govern-
ment is providing leadership in setting a

good example for private industry in the

province. If we can show added benefits in

money saving for the individual company,
the benefits for the province will naturally
follow. It makes good sense for the govern-
ment to encourage such a program as it

makes good sense for companies to initiate

similar schemes.

The ministry has established an estimate
that there are enough potential van com-
muters in Ontario to keep 1,000 of the mini-
buses active. It is felt that for every van,
7.5 cars are left at home. This will have

a very real eflPect on our efforts to meet
Ontario's energy constraints.

Transportation has always played an im-

portant role in the development of Ontario.

This is a large province, and we have one
of the most mobile populations in the world.
Because as a province we must import so
much of our energy to meet these require-
ments, we must constantly look for new
improvements.
To say that the automobile will always

be with us is only to be realistic. Those
automobiles may no longer be run on
gasoline, but we will have some form of

independent transportation. Thus, I was very
encouraged to see that this government will

seek to ensure the redesign and improve-
ment of the automobile by its (manufacturers
will receive a high priority. There is no
doubt in my mind that if the effort is

properly co-ordinated and directed, we will

see positive results. Indeed, I believe
General Motors in the city of Oshawa and
through its Detroit headquarters is at present
working on an electric car. I do hope there
will be great strides forward on that line.

The 1980s will test the mettle of business,

industry and workers in Ontario. Due to the
actions taken in the 1970s, economic strate-

gies for this decade, working conditions and
opportunities will be improved for all sectors

of the economy.
The creation of the Ontario Manpower

Commission is an important step in realign-

ing industry needs with the available man-
power requirements. By having a body com-

posed of labour, industry and education

representatives, important work can be done
to evahiate our present programs, measure
their effectiveness and determine whatever

policy or program changes are necessary.
A number of important areas will be ex-

amined by the commission. These include
adult training, career counselling and guid-
ance, mobility, job creation and the col-

lection within the nation of labour market
information. Considered efforts from all

sources should residt in major manpower
improvements during the coming decade.

What all of us must remember is that

people and skills are not mutually exclusive.

Not only do we have an obligation to up-
grade our industry by providing skilled

labour, we have an obligation to assist the

people who are at present working or who
are about to enter the work force.

I strongly believe that such initiatives

will have a long-term positive impact on
Ontario's economy. I might say, just on the

side, that continually from various boards
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of education, for example, the Durham Board
of Education, there is concern that we are

lacking in programs with regard to skilled

trades. We do hope that the government,
indu^y and labour, through labour unions,
will be able to co-ordinate some kind of

successful program to initiate skills training
in this province so that people from Ontario
will be drafted into the labour force on a

skilled nature and not on the basis of in-

dustry always going to foreign countries

and advertising for skilled labour.

Interjection.

Mr. Cureatz: I am so happy that the

Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson) is

here to listen to those remarks. She will be

getting a letter from the Durham Board of

Education in those regards, I am sure, and
I am very confident she will be able to find

the funding for such programs too.

The 1970s were a decade of change and

challenge for women in Ontario, especially
for those in die labour force. In January
1969 equal pay legislation for female em-

ployees was transferred from the Ontario

Human Ri^ts Code to the Employment
Standards Act under the jurisdiction of the

Ministry of Labour. In April 1970 the

concept of equal work was extended to cover
similar work under the legal definition. As
of Januaiy 1975 the equal pay section was
amended so that all employees would be paid
equally for, and I quote, "substantidly die

same work performed in the same establish-

ment, the performance of which requires

substantially the same skills, effort and
responsibility, and which is performed under
similar working conditions."

This is excellent legislation for all workers
in Ontario since tiiere is no need to prove
that a man's or a woman's job has to be
identical in order for them to be paid
equally. Critics of this legislation have said

that substantially similar work does not go
far enough in solving wage differentials be-
tween men and women and I would condi-

tionally agree with this. However, I do not

believe that equal value legislation is the

answer to diis problem but I am confident

that continued discussions of all parties on
various committees will strive to resolve that

difficulty.

Since the mid-1960s the government has
been working to find ways to improve con-
ditions for women, both inside and outside

the civil service. The women's bureau, the

Ontario Status of Women Council and the

women crown employees ofiice have worked
long and hard to make all Ontarians aware
of the problems faring women and practical

ways to solve those problems. They have

pointed out to us that elements of discrimina-

tion remain within almost all employment
sectors. Many employers have initiated their

own internal affirmative action programs, as

has the government.
To encourage such activity and to work

with employers, the Advisory Council on

Equal Opportunity for Women was created

in 1979 to encourage union-management co-

operation on work-related issues affecting
women. The situation is not going to change
overnight, however. It is not up to this

Legislature to legislate attitudes and opinions
about female employees; efforts have to be
made constantly at all levels in all directions.

Needless to say, continued efforts must also

be directed to women diemselves so that

their incentives and initiatives can be brought
to fruition at the individual level. How can
one attempt to assess either the positive or

negative progress of such far-reaching ideas

on the people of Ontario? There are no

easy answers and solutions to this problem
but die mere fact that people of all ages and

backgrounds are talking about women's
issues is, I think, a positive sign that people
are indeed aware of the complexity of the

problems that face working women today.

During the last week in February, the

Minister of Labour announced that 11 new
equal pay officers will be added to the field

staff of the employment standards branch.

This is a tremendous boost in addressing

equal pay discrepancies that exist at present.
Such rigorous enforcement indicates that

strong actions will help women who are

either unaware of the legislation or who have
been afraid to report pay discrepancies to

the ministry. I know that by die end of 1980
the Minister of Labour will be able to report
the successful results of the program to this

House.

The communications program that accom-

panies this activity will serve as a reminder

to all employers and employees that such

discrimination, if found, will be thoroughly

investigated and resolved by the employment
standards officer. I think this is the type of

publicity that will have repercussions in all

the employment sectors.

Another example of the government's action

is a program to improve job opportunities
within the civil service. This type of imple-
mentation gives women a chance to develop
further their supervisory and managerial
skills. Such skills are invaluable no matter

where you work today.
4:20 p.m.

There are plenty of ways by which the

wage gap between men and women can be
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reduced under our present legislation. I have
talked to several of my colleagues who sat in

on the Bill 3 hearings. They were frustrated

about the equal value questions because no
one seemed to have any definite ideas on how
it would work. Frankly, I think our present

legislation can do a lot to solve the inequities
in the job market, but I would suggest that

we see what can be done first, and in a year
or two years' time all of us should assess the
initiatives undertaken by the government. I

know that these results will be successful

and far-reaching in their efi^ects on working
women.

Let me now turn to the question of tourism
in Ontario. Like so many other aspects of

work and leisure in this province, tourism

also came in for its share of attention in the

speech from the throne. Population and eco-
nomic changes will make tourism an in-

creasingly vital and growing worldwide in-

dustry.

In 1979 tourism generated $6.6 billion in

direct receipts for Ontario, up almost $1
billion from the year before. This means
tourism represents about 6.3 per cent of

Ontario's gross provincial product, making it

our second biggest industry. Only the auto-

mobile industry is more important to Ontario
than tourism.

Tourism is also one of the largest employers
in Ontario, with some 42,000 firms direcdy
or indirectly providing jobs for the staggering
number of 542,000 Ontarians. This means 14.1

per cent of our labour force finds work in
tourism on a year-round basis, and it is

significant that in the last one and a half to
two years the number of jobs provided by
tourism has grown by over some 70,000
people.

Here indeed is a vital and growing industry.
In fact, tourism is growing so quickly that by
the year 2000 it may well be Canada's lead-

ing industry in terms of income generated,
employment and export earnings.
The Ministry of Industry and Tourism is

making great strides in dealing with the de-
ficit in the tourism balance of payments. In
1978 our deficit was $600 million. The best
estimates for 1979 are that we were able to
reduce that figure by $120 million to about
$480 million.

There are three main reasons for this pro-
gress in dealing with the problem of the
deficit. The first is that the number of tourists

travelling in Ontario is going up. Not only
are we seeing a dramatic increase in the
number of visitors from overseas, but more
Americans and, I might underline, Canadians
from other provinces are coming to Ontario

as well. Also, the number of Ontarians holi-

daying in their own province is up too.

Second, tourists in Ontario are spending
more money than ever before. Tourism
revenue is growing at a much faster rate

than the growth in the actual number of

tourists visiting Ontario.

The third reason for the improvement in

Ontario's tourism deficit is the decrease in the
number of Ontarians holidaying abroad. The
numbers of trips Ontarians made to the

United States decreased significantly by some
seven per cent. Travel to other foreign des-

tinations was down as well.

However, while the future of tourism in

Ontario seems to be distinctly rosy, this is not

to say that it is not facing certain problems.
Let us not forget that Ontario is moving into

the major leagues of internation^ tourist

competition, so that what might have been

good enough in the past may no longer be

adequate to attract the top tourist dollars.

Let me give the House an example. Cer-

tainly Ontario has no major theme park de-

velopments to compete with those springing
up all over the United States, parks ranging
in size and scale from Crystal Beach and

Fantasy Island all the way up to extrava-

ganzas like Disney World.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Like Queen's Park.

Mr. Cureatz: Yes, and like Queen's Park,
of which you are an honourable member, I

might add.

This is a gap in our tourism prodtict that

would be only partially filled' with the com-

pletion of the theme park now being de-

veloped north of Toronto near Maple, Ontario.

Too much of Ontario's tourism product is

only seasonal in natiue. Everyone knows of

tourist operations that are open only during
the summer, with hunting and fishing, and
others that are ski hills in the winter and

nothing else. Tourism is now a year-round
industry and our operators must take advan-

tage of this new and growing trend.

The "We treat you royally" program not

only made everyone aware of the vital im-

portance of tourism, but also consistently
stressed the necessity of treating tourists as

guests. Politeness and a smile can make such
a difference in satisfying our visitors. All of

us have encountered our American neigh-
bours from time to time, eitlier in the city of

Toronto or in our own rural communities,

quite often when they are lost. I know aU

members of the Legislature and tlieir families

take the initiative by giving assistance to

those tourists because we know full well that

we appreciate very much those tourist dollars.
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The most important challenge facing On-
tario's tourism industry is to upgrade our

facility. The tourism redevelopment incentive

program is designed to assist operators to

renovate old facilities or construct new ones.

The program provides $15 million in loan

guarantees and $3.5 million in direct funding
to help pay for expansion and redevelopment
in the tourism sector. The Ontario Develop-
ment Corporations are also mandated to

provide loan guarantees and other assistance

to tourist operations.

I know the new program for Ontario's

tourism development in the 1980s mentioned

by Her Honour in the throne speech will

continue to build on these fine traditions of

aid to the tourism sector. I mentioned before

that Ontario is now playing in the major
leagues of international tourism. Tourism is

indeed a worldwide business. This makes

marketing especially important here in Can-

ada, the United States and Europe.
I'm quite sure the member for Windsor-

Riverside hasn't had the opportunity of tour-

ing out in the region of Durfiam—is that

where he's from? Scarborough West—that's
where the member is from—and since his by-
election he hasn't been back out to the

wonderful region of Durham. That's the kind

of committed tourist the member is for the

province of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: That's not true; I have
been out three times since. They keep calling
me back.

Mr. Cureatz: The fastest-growing seg-
ments of our tourism market consist of On-
tarians and visitors from overseas. We are

our own best customers. Sixty-eight cents

out of every tourism dollar is spent by On-
tarians. This amount has been growing at a

rate of 19 per cent a year since 1972. Logi-
cally, then, tfhe speech from the throne was

qiiit3 correct w'hen it said both domestic

marketing and promotion in the European
market would be the twin focus in the min-
istrv's promotional campaigns in the 1980s.

Building on past trends, Ontario will be
marketed as a total vacation package. This

P'-ovince has a lot to offer. In every season

of the year we can boast of splendid natural

beauty, outdoor sports and recreation, fine

dining and accommodation, and first-rate cul-

tural events, all at a reasonable price. I want
to imderline that, because the Minister of

Enargy (Mr. Welch) isn't paying attention

to these comments about the wonderful
attributes of Ontario. If he would stop

travelling all over the Caribbean and spend
more money here, he would be paying more
attention.

Ontario has something for every tourist. It

is important for us to take full advantage of

it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Would you repeat that

please? Repeat tihat.

Mr. Cureatz: The minister had better read

Hansard. None the less, the heart and soul

of our tourism sector is the serene, unspoiled

beauty of our own provincial parks. It is all

there—the camping, canoeing, swimming,
open fires at night and the wildlife. It's what
most people think of when you mention a

vacation in Ontario.

Our provincial parks are one of our

greatest tourist resources and we will be

taking full advantage of that fact. The On-

tario North Now pavilion at Ontario Place is

another exciting new initiative that will

greatly benefit tourism, especially in northern

Ontario.

As a lawyer, I am pleased to see the con-

tinued commitment of this government to

bring the administration of justice closer to

the people. The throne speech refers to the

importance of accessibility of the law in

legal institutions. The judicial determination

of legal rights is not an abstract or academic

matter suitable only for a classroom.

The legal matters familiar to most citizens

of Ontario are the making of wills or the

buying of a house. There are, of course,

more complex legal issues involving the

criminal aspect or civil litigation in courts.

It is absolutely necessary that the people of

Ontario have ready access to the courts for

efficient and just resolution of disputes. The

government is at present conducting a pilot

project in Metro Toronto where the small

claims courts are replaced with the pro-
vincial courts civil division, with the

monetary jurisdiction extended to a maxi-

mum of $3,000.
We know the existing rules and civil pro-

cedure are not well suited to litigation in-

volving small amounts of money. Not only
are the existing procedures time-consuming,
but the expense involved in suing and get-

ting judgement is often greater than the

recovery. Indeed, of anything, I think

lawyers have the most problems when tell-

ing their clients, if they have a small debt

of $500 to $1,000, that it's not worthwhile

to go to coiu-t. People feel frustrated. They
say: "My goodness, we have lost the money.
The man is indeed responsible on this civil

matter and we can't do anything about it."

On the other side of that coin, of course,

and I'm so pleased the member for Lake-

shore (Mr. Lawlor) is listening because I

know he will appreciate this comment, I
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think we do have the worry that as the

legal process is thrown open we may be in-

fringing on other people's rights in so far

as the supposed defendant in regard to a

particular civil action is concerned. But, on
the whole, I think we have to make some
kind of e£Fort to relieve the burden of pro-
cedure in civil matters where small amounts
of money are concerned. This is not to say
how much small is, but I think $3,000 on
this trial program is a good starter.

4:30 p.m.
Mr. Lawlor: Small is beautiful anyway.
Mr. Cureatz: Well, that's right.

Procedures in the proposed court will be

simplified to achieve cost reduction for liti-

gants. The new court will be more accessible

to the public and should reduce delays in

hearing civil actions. The heavy case load
at present carried by the county court will,

I hope, be reduced.

I was pleased to note in the throne speech
the enlightened attitude of this government
towards the victims of crime and certain

oflFenders, particularly young, first-time

oflFenders. The government supports the con-
tinued use of community service orders. This
is a type of sentence whereby an offender
serves his sentence by performing a pre-
scribed number of hours of community serv-
ice. I might add that in such a cases pro-
vision must be made to ensure we avoid the

possibility of the offenders taking employ-
ment away from law-abiding citizens. I think
a happy compromise can be reached there.

It is the hope of the Ministry of Correc-
tional Services to decrease the average daily
provincial prison population. Nonviolent

petty offenders should not as a rule be sent
to prison. Young offenders should accept
some responsibility for antisocial behaviour
and be held accountable for their actions.

They should be required to pay back in

some way the community or individual they
harmed.

Restitution orders are an appropriate ve-

hicle to allow minor offenders in Ontario to

repay fully the victims of their crimes. In
view of the high cost of incarceration, sig-
nificant tax saving is possible if minor of-

fenders are employed under a controlled

system of restitution rather than being jailed.

These sentencing options available to judges
help to re-educate the offender and it is

hoped encourage responsible, socially accept-
able behaviour.

This government has not overlooked the

innocent victims of crime. Too often the vic-

tim is the forgotten person, the odd person
out in crime situations. It seems society has

turned to the interest of the offender at the

expense of the victim. At present, this gov-
ernment is involved in a trial project to help
innocent victims of crime. Volunteers help to

clean up property damage, call up the vic-

tim's friends and relatives, help out with
insurance claims and applications to the
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board and

try to collect restitution money awarded by
the court. Initiatives taken by this govern-
ment have placed this province in the fore-

front of one of the newest areas of sentenc-

ing procedures. There should be justice for

the victims of crime no less than just treat-

ment of the offenders.

I am sure the events in Mississauga last

fall, particularly the orderly and efficient

evacuation, filled us with pride and respect
for all those individuals involved.

Mr. M. N. Davison: What did you think

of the Attorney General's role?

Mr. Cureatz: I was more impressed by the

member for Simcoe Centre (Mr. G. Taylor)
when he asked the Attorney General who
was responsible for disasters. I thought that

was an appropriate question of the Attorney
General.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Yes, but you didn't

answer my question.

Mr. Cureatz: It was not possible then,
nor is it now, to say enough about the

performance of the police and fire depart-
ments, as well as the co-operation of the

citizens themselves. In order to be ade-

quately prepared in the event of a future

disaster of such a type, the province is con-

ducting a detailed review of the matter so

that contingency plans will be in existence

should they ever be needed. Ontario will

be as well prepared as any province in Can-
ada to handle such a catastrophe.

Past events in Metropolitan Toronto have
indicated the potential need for a more
satisfactory process for citizens' complaints

concerning ix>lice conduct. In response to

concern about this matter, the government
will reintroduce a bill to improve the pro-

cessing of complaints by the public against
the police. A pilot project will be estab-

lished in Toronto and a commissioner will

be appointed to review the handling of com-

plaints against the police force.

I am sure all the members of this Legisla-

ture join the government in expressing sup-

port for the police in maintaining public
order and in the protection of society. It is

trite to say that being a police officer is not

an easy job. In an increasingly complex so-

ciety, impartial enforcement of law and
order is of all importance.
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I had the opportunity to Hsten to a speech
given by the chief of police of the region
of Durham, John Jenkins, at brotherhood

community night in which he indicated that

although police do have a hard and di£Scult

mandate, he is relying on those residents of

the community about whom we hear noth-

ing, the solid citizens who are not com-

plaining about civil rights and the like, who
happen to give support quietly and subtly.

The chief commented how encouraged he

was, continually, by residents coming up
and thanking him and the police for the

kinds of jobs they perform in our society.

As an indication of this government's con-

cern that all citizens of Ontario have ready
access to the courts, I cite the advances in

the provision of French language court serv-

ices. Now, any person charged in Ontario

with an dflPence under the Criminal Code will

be entitled to be tried by a bilingual judge
or a bilingual jury, although a change of

venue may be necessary. The Attorney Gen-
eral (Mr. McMurtry) has recently appointed
a co-ordinator of French-language services

to oversee the implementation of these pro-
visions.

The statute translation branch of the Minis-

try is involved in translations of individual

Ontario vStatutes. For example, the Family
Law Reform Act, 1978, which I'm sure we're

all familiar with, is now completely trans-

lated into French. French-language proceed-
ings are now available in the provincial court,

family division, in certain designated areas

of the province. The throne speech indicated

that French-language court services are still

being expanded and that certain small claims

courts will be designated for bilingual trials.

In addition to these procedural improve-
ments, it will now be possible for certain

counties or districts to grant letters probate
without a translation of wills made in the

French language. Previously, an English
translation was required and problems some-
times arose concerning the correctness of the

translation, the intention of the deceased and
which version of the will was acceptable.

Indeed, I'm so pleased that we're making
these strides in the Attorney General's field.

I db hope the member for Simcoe Centre is

able to alleviate some of the problems he's

encountering with the French school up there.

He's had a lot of concerns, I'm sure, from

parents and constituents on both sid'es of that

proiblem.
I strongly support the measures brought

forward in the speech from the throne. This

government intends to serve its people well

during this year, and I'm sure this year will

last out, as it has served them for the entire

time it has been in office. It is a government
dedicated to the best for Ontario, to dignity,
freedom and self-reliance. Indeed, it is the

government that will ensure strong leadership.

I thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I'm confident

that the member for Oriole will further com-
ment on some aspects of the speech from the

throne.

Mr. Williams: Mr. Speaker, I'm indteed

pleased to have the privilege of seconding the

motion for endorsing the speech from the

throne today, in concert with my colleague
tlie member for Durham East.

I wish at this time to echo the sentiments

of my colleague with regard to his compli-

mentary remarks directed toward Her Honour
the Lieutenant Governor.

Further, I wish as well to compliment Mr.

Speaker and the Deputy Speaker for past
efforts in the last session of the House. I think

all members of the Legislature have indeed

been most impressed by the objective and
fair disposition of House business. At most

times, I would say, the Speaker has been able

to maintain reasonable decorum within these

chambers, and that's not always an easy

thing to accomplish. I do compliment Mr.

Speaker, and I believe I speak for all the

members of the House when I say we look

forward this session to working with Mr.

Speaker in carrying out the business of the

government.
I mean sincerely what I said when I opened

by stating I was delighted to have the op-

portunity to second the speech from the

throne. I have never been so enthused before

now about a speech from the throne as I am
about the one we have before us for con-

sideration and debate in the ensuing few

days. I think it is, indeed, one of the most

constructive, gung-ho speeches I've heard in

many years.

4:40 p.m.

My only reservation and concern is

whether I will be able to address myself to

all of the matters contained within the throne

speech by Monday, March 24. I believe

that's the date on Whidh the debate is to

wind up and I'm going to be, indeed, hard-

pressed to meet that objective but HI do my
utmost. I think it is attainable if we don't

have too many interruptions from my friends

and colleagues on the opposite side of the

chamber.

With that introductory comment I'd like

to make some general observations with

regard to the speech from the throne before

I get into some of the specific areas of par-

ticular concern and interest to myself as well
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as, I know, to many of the other members
of the Legislature.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't know how you can
contain yourself long enough to get around
to it.

Mr. Williams: It is very diflficult to contain

myself. As the member for Lakeshore can

appreciate, when we have so much substance

and material to work with, the enthusiasm

that emerges is hard to contain. I wiU try

to deal with these matters as calmly and in

as orderly a way as possible.

The initial comments I received on leaving
the chamber after Her Honour had presented
her sjjeech to the Legislature were to the

effect that it appeared, again, to set a record

for length and set out a very comprehensive

government program. There is no question it

was a lengthy speech but what I look to, and
I think what most of us really have to con-

sider, is the substance and the quality of the

speech. It's without fear of contradiction

that I say this has to be one of the most sub-

stantive and qualitative speeches ever pre-
sented in this chamber. That is why I'm so

enthused about rising this afternoon to parti-

cipate in this discussion and debate.

There is no question that the speech had

major ingredients that one cannot really

quarrel with, as has been indicated by the

leader of the third party. It was a positive

speech, one that contained constructive pro-

posals that recojEfnize and are prepared to

deal with current problems whether they be
economic or social. It was an imaginative
si)eech, there is no question about that, be-

cause it spells out very clearly initiatives diat

this government is prepared to take to re-

inforce and substantiate the programs that

have been in place for some time or that

have been newly broucjht on stream.

We will, throu^ this direction, be rein-

forcing the existing and proven programs of

this government and, of course, it's quite
clear to all members of this House and to the

public at large that the speech itself was

all-encompassing, covering the broad and
diverse social, economic and geographic areas

of this vast province.

At the same time, while the speech was
both positive and imaginative, it was also

realistic. One of the reasons, I guess, that

this government has been sustained for such

a lonsj time is because the programs it has

brought forth during its terms in office have
been programs of realistic policies, designed
to meet the fiscal limitations that are imposed
ux>on us at all times. It's very easy for mem-
bers of the opposition to be critical of the

government in not implementing programs

quickly enough. Many of the programs that

they suggest are really not new ones at all.

They are, rather, programs that the govern-
ment has indicated it will introduce in the

full passage of time, based on financial

limitations and recognizing that, as the gov-

ernment, it has the responsibihty of setting
the priorities.

I was delighted that my colleague from
Durham East, as a rural member, had high-

lights in his speech directed to the agricul-
tural initiatives that are going to be taken by
our Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.
Henderson). While I speak as an urban

member, I don't think that in any way dis-

qualifies me from making some comment on
the agricultural program, albeit it may be

general in nature.

I simply want to reinforce the comments
that have been made and highlight the fact

that this vast province of ours is among the

foremost of agricultural producing provinces
in the whole of the country. This is some-

times lost sight of by people who look at

Ontario as simply being the industrial base

of the country and feel the bread-^basket of

Canada is the exclusive domain of the west-

em provinces.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Twenty-eight per
cent is found in Ontario.

Mr. Williams: I have it on good authority

from the Minister of Agriculture and Food
that 28 per cent of the national productivity
is found in this province. Our forte, of

course, is found in our mixed agricultural

activities, rather than those limited to the

apiculture related to the production of

grain.

This is an important consideration, and I

think as an urban member I wish to be one

of the first to recognize that as goes our

agricultural community, so goes our prov-
ince. It is not necessarily based, and cer-

tainly isn't based solely on the industrial

achievements of this province but is largely

dependent on the successes in our agricul-

tural community.
I was delighted to see in the speech from

the throne the initiatives our minister will

be taking, particularly with regard to the

establishment of an agricultural energy

management resource centre, which is, I

think, a very significant move that is going
to be taken by that ministry.

We have always assumed that the ques-
tion of conserving energy and of ensuring
the security of supply of energy was largely
one that concerned the urban areas and the

industrial component of this province. Not
so. It equally affects the agricultural and
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farm coanmunity, so it is important that this

government lend assistance to establishing
a program of energy management in the

farm conmiunity. I am delighted the minis-

ter will be taking this initiative during this

coming session and beyond.
I was also delighted to see that in con-

junction with that program they will be

establishing a research centre for agricul-
tural productivity, which I think is another

way and means of saying that we want to

encourage further conservation within the

agricultural community.
It is a well-knov^oi fact that I, and cer-

tainly many of the members in the govern-
ment party, have spoken with pride about
the achievements of our farmers in this vast

province. There is no question that while
we have fewer people in the profession of

farming today, we have greater productivity
than at any other time in the history of the

province. That is a credit to all of the

farmers, individually and collectively,

throughout this fine province.
I think I can modestly state that this can

be, in large measure, attributable to the

initiatives that have been taken by this gov-
enwnent over the years in providing diverse
and necessary programs to give support to

the farm community. I believe at this point
we have in excess of 90 pieces of legislation
that are directed specifically towards ensur-

ing the foundation and strengthening of the

agricultural commimfty.
I also was delighted to see that the min-

ister wall also be establishing a college of

agricultural technology for the francophone
farm community in southeast Ontario. I am
sure it has not been taken without the great
assistance of my colleagues the members for

Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry (Mr. Villeneuve)
and Prescott and Russell (Mr. Belanger),
within whose riding the new facility will be
located in the town of Alfred, as I under-
stand it. This will be of great assistance to
the farm community in the southeastern
sector of the province.

4:50 p.m.

I do lend support on behalf of the urban
communities of Ontario to the programs the
Minister of Agriculture and' Food is carrying
out, because we recognize the success of those
programs means the continued wellbeing of
those of us who live in the urban environ-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: The sentiment of all
Canadians.

cfr^* S^"^''*'"'; Absolutely. The speech
stresses the need for greater productivity in

economic activity. There is no question of

that. That is the main thrust of the speech. It

is important this be one of our major objec-

tives and goals, particularly in light of the fact

we recognize and acknowledge within the

speech that we are still going through very
difficult economic times, and will be into the

foreseeable short-term future.

While we are stressing the need for greater

productivity in economic activity we must not

lose sicrht of the need to apply the benefits

that will flow from these attainable objectives

to higher and nobler aspirations, namely,
man's refinement and ultimate worth as

epitomized in his pursuit of culture and the

arts.

I am dtelighted to see that the Minister of

Culture and Recreation (Mr. Baetz) will be

giving new impetus in the form of financial

support to those particular pursuits. I am sure

it is welcomed by those of us in all sectors and

sections of the province.
It is important to know that automation

and other new technology are providing to

our people greater leisure-time opportunities.

To the end of this century, this is going to

be one of the major new directions this gov-

ernment must take in developing meaningful
and long-term programs wdth the resource

bases that will assist people of all ages and in

all areas of the province to participate fully

and positively in leisure-time activities. With

this in mind, I am sure the minister will be

improving the economic stability of the arts,

culture and general leisure-time activities as

a key ingredient to the continuing high stand-

ards of living in this province.
The speech shows a thrust as well in the

area of our continued policy of disengage-

ment from the private sector. It has become

quite apparent in recent years that the private

sector and the public at large have become
critical of government for the extent to which

it seems to impose itself not only on the busi-

ness community but on the rights and free-

doms of the individual. Sometimes we do

appear to be excessive in the extent to which

we endeavour to regiment and control indi-

viduals and businesses.

As an example, I have only to remind

members that in the past session this govern-
ment took the bold step of moving out of the

regulation of the general insurance industry

and has allowed that very important segment
of our service sector to engage in a self-

regulation process. We have the confidtence

of the industry, and I think the industry itself

will regain its owti confidence in being able to

self-police and regulate itself.

This speech from the throne indicates we
are going to pursue this policy of deregula-
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tion on a selective basis in attacking the prob-
lems associated with the real estate industry

and what has been considered overregulation
of that particular industry. The main thrust

of the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations will be to give the real estate in-

dustry an opportunity to self-regulate itself,

while ensuring there will be continuing gov-
ernment monitoring of its successes in this

area as there is in the general insurance in-

dustry.

We as a government will quietly and

slowly and progressively move back out of

tho picture to let these industries determine
and prove that they can clearly self-regulate
themselves without in any way impairing the

wellbeing of the public at large that they
are responsible for serving.

Another ongoing program of the govern-
ment that I have to touch on is the work
of the agencies review committee. This was
touched on in the speech from the throne.

It deals with the "sunset" provisions related

to the many boards and committees and
commissions of a special purpose and nature

that operate under the auspices and with
the authority of this government. It was
determined some time ago and continues to

be the behef of this government that there

is a need to contain and restrain our acti-

vities in this area, and to let it be proved
to us that some of these boards and agencies
that may have been set up at one point still

have a cause or purpose for continuing to

exist to serve the government and people
of Ontario.

Certainly it was the Minister of Correc-
tional Services (Mr. Walker) who took the
initiative in this field at an earlier point.. I

am delighted the government has indicated

clearly in the speech from the throne that
it will continue to monitor this situation.

We are looking forward to the report of the
committee that will be coming forward, I

believe the second report of the committee,
to indicate the progress being made in moni-
toring and reviewing the activities of these
various boards and commissions.

This is not to mean that this government
is committed to total deregulation. If that

has in any way been implied or suggested
from the comments I have made, then it is

surely not the case. I stated carefully that it

was selective deregulation we are embarking
upon. There are many areas in which this

government feels very strongly that we have
to retain control by way of very rigid regu-
lation. I can only cite as an example the

securities area, where we have a very sophis-
ticated system of controls imder the auspices

of the Ontario Securities Commission. I

don't see any softening or moderating of

our regulating and control of tliat very im-

portant and vital sector of our economy.
In the matter of transportation of goods:

as one who had the privilege of serving on
the select committee back in 1976-77 when
we were investigating the whole industry

dealing with transportation of goods, the

trucking industry in Ontario, it was found
that chaos would result if deregulation were

attempted in that particular industry. This

is one example where this is an exception
to the rule. I think it is imperative that

there be a continuing regulation of that in-

dustry.

I was also delighted to see that there was
reference in the speech from the throne to

the new initiatives that will be taken by
the Minister of Housing (Mr. Bennett). Of
course I refer to the statement issued in

conjunction with the speech from the throne

by the Minister of Housing, where it was

pointed out that his ministry will be taking

initiatives to provide that Ontario munici-

palities will no longer have to share in the

operating losses on some 94,000 Ontario

Housing Corporation subsidized rental imits.

This will mean in very real and fiscal terms

that there will be an estimated saving of

about $20.5 million annually for more than

300 municipaUties in which OHC subsidizes

rents.

5 p.m.

To my riding and within the Metro-

politan Toronto area the very immediate

beneficial impact of that policy decision wfll

be that as of April 1, Metropolitan Toronto

corporation will have approximately $12
million available that had been part of its

cost participation and sharing in the past. Up
until now it would be almost $10 million,

and I understand that for the year 1981,

were the cost sharing to continue, their ob-

ligations would be in the area of $12 million,

so I am delighted that initiative has been
taken by the government. I know it is wel-

come news for all the municipalities within

the Metropolitan Toronto corporation and

specifically in my own city of North York.

It was interesting to note in that learned

newspaper ioumal, the one that provides
such sage advice on political activities in this

community—I speak of the Toronto Sun—how
they addressed themselves to the speech from
the throne. The headline on Wednesday
following the speech was, "Ho Hummm.
Davis* Promise for Ontario: More of Same."
I consider that to be indeed a left-handed

compliment. It simply points out that the
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Premier (Mr. Davis) and this government
will continue to provide more programs
where needed in this province at all levels

and in all sectors. It is because of this that the

government has been able not only to bring
forward initiatives and programs over the

years but to have delivered these systems
which have enabled us to continue to be the

government in power, to represent the

people, to provide for their needs and to

meet their desires throughout the length and
breadth of this province.

TTiose are some general observations that

I have with regard to the speech from the

throne and I would now like to get into some
of the specifics. I would like to highlight
some of the areas that are of particular

interest and concern to me.

First, if I might, I woiJd like to turn to

the matter of education because it was

pointed out in the speech from the throne

that the quality of education in this province
at the elementary and secondary school levels

will continue to prevail, based on the basic,

solid core curriculum program that we have

in place. But in conjunction with that base

program, one of the new initiatives that will

be embarked upon this year—and I say "new"
in the sense of actually launching the pro-

gram because it's not new in concept—is the

one of responsibility for the provision of

special education being given to local school

boards.

A few months back when one of the

members of the opposition brought forward

a bill asking for omnibus introduction of

special education programs in the province,
it was presented as though they had just in-

vented the wheel, as though this was some-

thing that had never been thought of in the

past. Indeed, to the contrary; this govern-
ment has had a blueprint for special educa-

tion programs on the drawing board for some

period of time. It was clearly enunciated and

put on record by, I believe, the former Min-
ister of Education that we recognized in the

area of education the imxwrtance of special

education programs. But at the time, as a

minister of the crown and the one respon-
sible as well for finding the wherewithal in

fiscal terms, he recognized that these pro-

grams could not be implemented overnight,
as was the proposal of the opposition, and
that they had to be implemented on a phased
basis and on a priority basis.

The time has arrived and that program
will be implemented in the 1980-81 school

year. It will be a five-year program that will

be phased in on the basis of financial capa-

bility, on the basis of need, on the basis of

the areas that are most in need of the pro-

gram. The program is under way and is

undoubtedly one we would have liked to

have introduced at an earlier time. We now
feel we can wait no longer. The program
must come forward and the dollars must be
set aside for this priority program.
The changing population trends and

broadening perspectives on continuing edu-

cation and skill development wall require the

attention of the post-secondary institutions.

Certainly this government, through its Min-

istry of Education and Ministry of Colleges
and Universities, will be giving the support
and direction that the universities and col-

leges will need to meet these challenges.

It is interesting to note with regard to

the colleges that a crown agency is to be

established to ofi^er expertise and assistance

in the development of educational and train-

ing components of private-sector tenders on
international projects. It has been a fact of

life for some years now that the college sys-

tem in Ontario has taken individual initia-

tives through the individual colleges to en-

gage in these types of international pro-

grams, and has done so with considerable

success.

I believe one of the leaders in this field

is the college that is the flagship of the

system, Seneca College, which has facilities

within my own riding of Oriole. It serves

the city of North York well, as well as the

region of York. That college has shown

leadership in this particular field, and it is

with a great deal of satisfaction that I see

this government will take initiatives to give
further support to those important programs.

Speaking of education in the broadest

sense of the word, I wish to turn to two
other matters that involve the co-ordinated

efi^orts of two other ministries. One is the

Ministry of Labour, which is working with

the Ministry of Education to develop and

•strengthen the apprenticeship program that

has been under way in this province for

some time. I think the importance of the

program was clearly recognized by this gov-
ernment when in 1979 the Minister of

Labour (Mr. Elgie) saw fit to establish the

Ontario Manpower Commission. That com-
mission has been making great progress in

analysing the problems associated with the

apprenticeship program.
The commission has clearly identified

weaknesses in the program, there is no ques-

tion about it, and the government will be

the first to recognize that the program does

have to be improved upon and beefed up.

It is through the eflForts and guidance of the

manpower commission that we will accom-
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plish the objectives and goals to provide a

stronger apprenticeship program in this prov-
ince.

Towards this end, the Minister of Educa-
tion (Miss Stephenson) has recently stated

that her ministry will be allocating in excess

of $5 million to skills training and that her

ministry will be adding a staff of at least 100

people to its apprenticeship and manpower
training programs. This is an important step
and reflects the importance this government
gives to a stronger apprenticeship program
than we have had in the past.

5:10 p.m.
These ftmds will be directed towards

suonorting four initiatives. The communities
will be assisted to establish and maintain

community industrial training committees. It

is 'expected that the number of committees
will thereby increase from 40 to approxi-

mately 60. Consultative and support services

will be provided to employers. It is in this

area that this government has been working
diligently not only with industry, but also

with the labour unions, in developing a

positive attitude in response to strengthen-
ing the apprenticeship program.

I think one of the weaknesses that had
existed is identified by the fact that in a

sampling that had been taken by the On-
tario Manpower Commission it was demon-
strated from one study that of 68 companies
involved in that study with 11,000 skilled

workers, amongst those workers there were
only 297 apprentices, or a ratio of one
apprentice for every 37 journeymen. That's
not an enviable record, and the government
recognizes we have to do better in that
field.

Perhaps of equal importance, as the study
indicated, more than 70 per cent of the

journeymen were trained outside of Canada.
We have to turn that around, and we are

making great strides in doing so. The speech
from the throne clearly indicates the initia-

tives we will be taking in this area.

One of the other areas of concern in

general education is most sensitive and yet is

one again that requires the priority considera-
tion of our Ministry of Education. It relates
to the fact of life that we are at present being
confronted with a declining enrolment in the
schools. This is a most sensitive issue, and
the human equation is foremost in the con-
cerns of the ministry as to how we can resolve
these difiiculties.

I have to compliment my colleague from
the Metro riding of Armourdale (Mr. Mc-
Caffrey) who through no small effort on his

part has worked closely with the Minister of

Education (Miss Stephenson) and with the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Norton) to ensure that any school facili-

ties, any of the brick and mortar that will

prove to be redundant for direct educational

purposes by the various school boards, will

not be closed down and mothballed, but
rather wdU be utilized for other services

within the community. Again, this is a major
thrust that has been announced in the speech
from the throne. It's one I welcome and
which I think all the people in North York

welcome, as well as the people throughout
the province. We are sure that meaningful
alternative uses of these facilities will be
found that will be to the betterment of the

people of the community as a whole.

I would like to turn my direction for a few
moments to the area of health, because there

is nothing more basic or fundamental to the

wellbeing of the people of our province than
that we have a healthy community. There is

no question but that our ministry maintains

one of the finest health programs to be found

anywhere in the world. We are the envy of

our giant neighbour to the south which has

been studying our health-care programs for

some period of time. There is every indica-

tion that our American friends will embark on
a health-care program that is imiversal in

nature and in many respects wiH mirror the

programs that have been in place in this

province for some time.

It is understood and recognized that the

importance of our health-care program is

basic to Ontario. It represents about 28 per
cent of the total provincial spending. Of the

$4.1 billion spent in the past year, represent-
ing approximately $488 for each adult and
child in the province, 53 per cent has been
directed to hospital services. It is encouraging
to see that tiie Minister of Health (Mr.

Timbrell) has realistically responded to the

increasing and continuing need for providing
adequate hospital facilities throughout our
vast province. This is reflected in the an-

nouncement he made recently that there will

be increased funding for the operating needs
of the hospitals in the province of approri-
mately 7.8 per cent above last year's funding.

My own community of North York will

directly benefit from increased operating funds

being made available to its three major hos-

pitals. North York BraiLson Hospital will re-

ceive additional operating funds of approxi-

mately $2 million; York-Finch General Hos-

pital will also receive additional funding in

the order of $1 million, and North York
General Hospital will receive approximately
$2 million. This is encouraging, in that it
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recognizes the realities of the higher costs of

operating hospitals in this day and age, and
it is welcome news to the citizens of North
York and beyond.

lit is important to note that additional fund-

ing is also being made for hospital construc-

tion. This is an important consideration. In

addition to servicing existing facilities, new
facilities must be provided where there is a

demonstrated need. Funds provided' by the

minister to the hospital construction program
will be substantially beefed up by the injec-
tion of lattery proceeds over the next three

years. Hundreds of millions of dollars will

become available to give much-needed addi-

tional funding for the ongoing hospital ex-

pansion program in this province.
Not infrequently, because of pronounce-

ments made or because of statements at-

tributed to the opposition parties, some people
are left with the impression that the number
of hospital l>eds in the province is being
reduced. The fact of the matter is that it is

not a question of reducing the number of

hospital beds; it is a matter of reallocation in

the use of beds.

5:20 p.m.

For example, in this past year about 450
active-treatment beds have been converted
to chronic care. That is in keeping with tlie

thrust of the ministry in recognizing that a

greater emphasis must be given to chronic-
care and nursing-home faciiQties to look after

those who need not be in active-treatment

facilities, where the cost is so much higher
and is related more directly to dealing with
immediate and emergency types of health
needs of people. It has been made clear in

the throne speech that in this coming year
600 nursing-home beds will be made avail-

able to add to the stock of beds to serve

the people in the province.
I would like to turn for a few moments

to the matter of indtistry, technology and
research development. During the last year,

steps were taken to establish the Employ-
ment Development Fund to stimulate, assist

and strengthen appropriate industrial growth
in this province. I think the esttablishment

of that fund has proved to be an overwhelm-

ing success, as reflected in the recent initia-

tives taken by this government in the fund-

ing of some major industrial programs in

this province that will ensure the continuing
good health of the pulp and paper industry,
which is such a vital ingredient to a sound

economy in Ontario.

I simply have to refer members to the

loans that have been made as recently as

the past two weeks to the Ontario Paper

Company Limited in Thorold, where a very
substantial loan was made so that it could
revitalize and improve upon its somewhat
worn-out, if I can use that term, facilities.

That type of initiative has been comple-
mented as well by the loans that have been
mad<e to the pulp and paper industry in the

northern cities and towns of our province.
I refer specifically to the incentive loans

that were made in the amount of $22,5 mil-

lion to Abitibi-Price Incorporated in the

early part of this year to assist that company
in its almost $200-million capital works pro-

gram. That program will clearly benefit the

people of Thimder Bay, Iroquois Falls, Sault

Ste. Marie, Smooth Rock Falls and Thorold

and can only benefit the economy of the

province as a whole.

These are initiatives that have proved the

wisdom of this government in establishing

some incentives where there is a clear need
to assist industry in maintaining and

strengthening our resource bases in this prov-
ince and, at the same time, ensuring employ-
ment and expansion of job opportunities in

some of the communities where there are

one-industry towns and cities.

One of the main thrusts in this area has

been in research and development. It has

been clearly stated in the speech from the

throne that this province must add to the

research and development resources that it

makes available to industries throughout the

width and breadth of the province.

One of the mainstays of the expansion of

this program is found in our existing re-

search and development program, which is

vested at this time in the Ontario Research

Foundation. I don't think too many people

driving past the Sheridan Park research com-

munity, in the Oakville area, recognize and

appreciate the true import of that particular

facility. There we have a $60-minion re-

search and development facility, located on
some 340 acres of land, involving 14 major

corporations which carry on research in con-

jimction with the focal facility of the Ontario

Research Foundation itself,

I think it can be stated clearly, without

fear of contradiction, that there is no other

research facility on the continent that meas-

tu-es up to or surpasses our own Ontario

Research Foundation, Therefore, it is en-

couraging to see that the government has

announced, through the speech from the

throne, that further resources, financial and

otherwise, will be madte available to the

foundation to strengthen its role in providing

much-needed research and development re-

sources to industry at large, as well as to
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government at all levels, when the request
is made.

There is another area to which I'd like to

turn. There are so many, obviously, that Tm
not going to have the time to address my-
self to them all this evening. This other

area is one which my colleague touched

upon, but it is so fundamentally important
that I also feel compelled to address it. It

is the matter of energy component and the

economy of this province.

I believe it was predictable to the observer
that energy and the economy would be a

major component of the government program
as reflected in the speech from the thcrone.

This is quite clear, because the die was cast

last summer and fall with the issue of four

major policy papers.

The first, of course, was the policy paper
issued by the Premier in August, when he
came forward with Oil Pricing and Security:
A Policy Framework for Canada. That, I

think, set tihe tone for what was to come,
because this document clearly linked the

energy needs and programs of this province
with the basic economy of the province. It

couldn't be stated any better than in the

comment made by the Premier at that time
when he stated, in introducing the policy
paper, that it's the duty of this government
to represent the province of Ontario to the

best of our ability and that it can only be
responsibly and successfully undertaken by
considering the future of Canada as a whole.

It was the hope of the Premier, and this

govenmient, that what we say regarding oil

prices and development, energy security and
economic and fiscal policy, reflects national

circumstances and would be of assistance to

all parties in finding co-operative and na-
tional solutions to the energy problems. That
paper went on to outline the oil pricing

policy and programs of this government, as

we saw it, from the provincial perspective in

the energy-oonsiuning province of Ontario.

5:30 p.m.

That particular policy position was quickly
reinforced by the issuance of another im-

portant document, namely. Energy Security
for the Eighties: A Policy for Ontario, which
was issued by our Minister of Energy in

September 1979. That document simply went
on to reinforce what had been stated by the

Premier, that the need to secure energy for
this province and the wellbeing of our
economy as a whole were totally intertwined
and could no longer be segregated and con-
sidered in isolation, one from the other.

In November, the importance of this was
emphasized when two further position papers

were issued, one being the potential impact
of oil and natural gas prices on the Canadian

economy. This was introduced by the Min-
istry of Treasury and Economics and was
followed by a pricing and crude oil self-

sufiiciency paper by the Ministry of Energy.
It is quite clear that these four major

documents make up one of the major in-

gredients of the speech from the throne. It

is interesting to note that energy is one of the

major consideratioas. No greater amount of

the speec'h was devoted to any topic than to

energy. So it is apparent that this has to be
tihe number one priority in working out our
economic difiiculties in this province and

ensuring that we wiU continue to have a
high standard of living and an economy that
will ensm^ the wellbeing of the people of
this province.

It is interesting to note that, while security
of energy supply is foremost in the minds of

this government, we have to bear in mind
that while we have to conserve, as has been
indicated by my colleague from Durham
East (Mr. Cureatz), in addition to conserv-

ing we also have to find energy alternatives

ta the conventional ones with which we have
been concerned. As the speech from the
throne clearly points out, we must be con-

sidering other areas, such as energy from

waste, synthetic liquid fuel, cogeneration,

upgrading of heavy fuel oil, small hydro-
electric developments and the full develop-
ment of our nuclear power capability as well.

It has been pointed out in the speech
that there are areas where we have already
taken these directions. For instance, reference

is made to the Bruce AgriPark undertaking
w*hich has been no small success. In February
of this year, tlie Minister of Energy agreed
to finance a feasibility study to examine the

possibilities of locating a facility to produce
methanol or another form of renewable

energy in Edwardsburgh township. I am
sure the member for Carleton-Grenville (Mr.
Sterling) has played no small part in helping
to develop this type of initiative in that part
of the province.

It is interesting to note that, while the

government was setting up tiiat type of

feasibility study, the minister was also estab-

^'shing a special task force to study the role

of hydrogen in Ontario's energy future. Con-
siderable interest has been developing in the

potential of hydrogen as a fuel, especially in

tho transportation field, but also in many
other applications in Canada and aroimd the

world.

The minister has made it quite clear in

setting up this special task force study that

hydrogen is in our long-term plans for On-
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tario's energy future. The strength of that

task force can be clearly shown by virtue of

the fact that the dhairman of that study

group will be Dr. Arthur Johnson of York

University.
The objectives of the task force will be to

examine existing hydrogen energy tech-

nology, to review research, development and
demonstration requirements and to suggest
possible hydrogen development strategies for

Ontario.

In making this announcement, the minister

did point out that considerable work had
been done on hydrogen energy techology.
The federal government, through die

National Research Council, is supporting re-

search into hydrogen marketing methods and

hydrogen production by electrolysis. I would
point out that Ontario Hydro was carrying
out an assessment of the potential of hydro-
gen energy as early as 1975. In 1978,
the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications conducted a study of hydrogen's
potential as a transportation fuel. That study
was funded by the Ministry of Energy.
To show how fluent and dynamic the

whole area of energy is, while it was felt and
concluded that any major government action

with regard to development of the use of

hydrogen was not warranted at that time, at

this time—in 1979-80—there has been a

dramatic change in government thinking and
attitude based primarily on the uncertainty
of supply of conventional fuels. For this

reason the ministry has taken this new
direction in giving support to developing
these new sources of energy.

In setting up this committee, it is in-

teresting to note that Quebec also has estab-

lished a committee to investigate the impact
and use of hydrogen in transportation and

industry. That project in our sister province
is to study the Quebec market for hydrogen
use in all forms. They will be evaluating the

technical problems to be solved in the pro-
duction, storage, liquefaction, transportation
and use of liquid hydrogen as we will be

doing in this province.

They will be identifying all the human
resources with confidence in the treatment
of hydrogen-related areas and evaluating the

capability of Quebec industries, as Ontario
is doing with regard to Ontario industries,
to participate in the development and use of
the infrastructiu-e and necessary equipment.
1 think it is encouraging that we are taking
these new directions.

While one of the opposition parties has
given almost exclusive and sole support, it

would seem, to the methanol program or

the potential therein, we think, as a govern-
ment, that we should not be putting all our

eggs in one basket, but we should be looking
at all the energy alternatives. We behave
the sources of fuel of the future are not

only methanol but also hydrogen.

Recently, a paper was released by the
Leader of the Opposition's party suggesting
that the use of a hydrogen program and its

development is too remote to be looked at

realistically. In this government we disagree.
We think we should be going and looking
at the development of the use of hydrogen on
almost an emergency basis.

People ask, what is hydrogen? Why hasn't

it been used in the past? We know it is the
most powerful fuel known to man. The
energy in any fuel is measured by its heat
content per given quantity. Let's compare
hydrogen with gasoline. Gasoline contains
about 6,000 BTUs per pound, while hydro-
gen contains 51,000 BTUs. By comparison,
therefore, gasoline is a very poor fuel com-

pared with hydrogen.

5:40 p.m.

One of the major benefits of the use of

hydrogen as a fuel is that as it burns o£F it

creates nothing more than a residue of water

vapour so it is returned cleanly to the eco-

system without in any way impairing our

environment. As a nonpolluting fuel, it is

one we have to bring on stream at the

earliest opportunity, as soon as it can be
determined as being financially feasible.

I would point out, with regard to the use

of hydrogen, that while it is not an energy
source in itself, it is and has to be considered

as one of the major energy currencies of the

coming decade. It is a source of fuel that is

not really new to us. It is being used in other

jurisdictions at this time. Its availability for

powering cars, trucks, trains and, in fact, for

heating homes and for use in ind'ustry is with-

out challenge. It is a question of putting the

technology to use and refining it in such a

way that it can be economically feasible in

all of these quarters.

The technology is here. The people with

the expertise are here in this province, those

who can give the sense of direction and fulfil-

ment to this new energy source that will and
can replace the diminishing supplies of con-

ventional fuels, particularly oil.

Hydrogen is being developed as a fuel by
West Germany at this time. It is my under-

standing that in the coming year they will be

using hydrogen-powered buses as part of their

public transportation mode within the city

of Berlin.
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There are other countries that are develop-
ing programs that will also let the use of

hydrogen become part of their economic ac-

tivity, again particularly in the field of trans-

portation.

The present world production is running at

about nine billion cubic feet per year, al-

though most of it at this time is coming from

gasification of coal and is being used in

various industrial processes.

Hydrogen is a safe fuel and is one which,
if handled properly, has great advantages over

conventional gasolines. Storage admittedly
is a problem, but it is one that can be solved

by the use of hydride tanks in which the fuel

can be stored. The development of facilities

to develop hydrogen fuels, close to our hyd^ro-
electric facilities and nuclear plants, can be
attained. We have the resources; we have the

technology. There are companies in this prov-
ince that have the expertise in developing the

hydrides that are necessary to ensure the

essential storage of hydrogen.
Inco is one of the leaders in the field of

the storage of hydrogen. We have, right here
in the Metropolitan Toronto area, one of the
world's largest manufacturers of electrolysis

plants, which are an essential ingredient in
the provision of hydrogen. We do need energy
and we need electrical energy, I suggest, to
ensure that the hydrogen can be manufac-
tured to put it to use in the transportation
mode.

These are some of the important new direc-
tions we must be moving in to ensure energy
security for the people of Ontario.

At the same time, while this government
has shown positive initiatives by establishing
these feasibility studies and programs for both
methanol and hydrogen, we do recognize
there are other areas of research that will

have to be followed and pursued.
We have wind power and solar energy to

consider. Ontario Hydro has been engaged in

experimental programs involving cogeneration
of electricity. We know the development of
additional hydro-electric sites is achievable,
although they will not have the magnitude
and scoi>e of the facilities we have at Niagara
Falls. They will serve on a regional basis and
can be developed to complement our existing
programs.

I do point out, and I issue this caveat,
that While all of these new directions for

obtaining and putting alternative sources of

energy to use are encouraging, and this gov-
ernment is taking positive directions in this

regard, we must continue to rely on our

mainstay as far as sources of energy are con-
cerned in this province, namely, those pro-

vided by our conventional hydro-elecbric fa-

cilities.

I have had the privilege, as has my col-

league from Durham East, in participating in

the activities of the select committee on On-
tario Hydro aff^airs and have, in that way,
become very much aware of the nuclear pro-
gram in this province. I have been impressed,
and my convictions as to the viability and
aoceptabihty of the program have been re-

inforced in participating in these hearings by
the committee.

While I had always felt the nuclear pro-
gram in this province was one of the best
and safest in the world, those convictions
have been very much reinforced by hearing
the professional evidence that has been in-

troduced to the committee over the past
months in the committee's consideration of
the safety of Ontario's nuclear reactors.

I have been impressed by the quality of
the testimony that has been given and by
the calibre of the witnesses who have come
before the committee. The representatives
from Ontario Hydro have been exemplary
in their attendances before the committee,
leaving no question unanswered, leaving no
problem unaddressed in their objective, full

and frank presentation of the nuclear pro-
gram and the nuclear plant facilities that

we have in this province. They have laid

bare, if you will, Mr. Speaker, the full pro-
gram and have in no small measure strength-
ened the confidence of the people of this

province in the nuclear program that we
have.

To have focused the public attention on
the nuclear program in this province has

been a very important undertaking of this

committee, because there have been cynics
and sceptics who have felt the program was
one that would imperil the public safety,
one that had not been truly tested and re-

searched before being brought on stream in

the past two decades.

We are the leaders in the world in the

nuclear program, as we will continue to be,
and it is in this way that we will in no small

measure ensure the security of supply of

energy to this province. Without that secur-

ity of supply, we are going to have our

standard of living, the strength of the econ-

omy of this province, placed very much in

jeopardy.

5:50 p.m.

It may well be important for those who
challenge the viability of the system to come
forward and be critical of the agencies and
the personnel responsible for monitoring the

nuclear program. By coming forward, they
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have done a service to the province and to

the people of the province. By having chal-

lenged the people responsible for these pro-

grams and having challenged the federal

authorities in ensuring that they are apply-

ing the highest standards in the supervision
and operation of the nuclear programs in

this province, as well as throughout the rest

of the country, I think it has demonstrated

we do have a system that is first and fore-

most in the world.

The unfortunate thing I see taking place
in the committee is that when the chal-

lenges have been met by the production of

full and thorough facts and statistical in-

formation, those who seem to want to be

more than convinced that the program is

safe and are rather in principle opposed to

nuclear energy, seem out of frustration to

have to turn to innuendo and accusing the

officials of being dishonest with the public

and suggesting that the agencies, federal and

provincial, are misleading the public of

Ontario.

Surely that is an extreme measure to take

by those who are critical of the system and

who I think are themselves being dishonest

with the true role and purpose and fulfilment

of those roles by these various crown agen-
cies and corporations. I have been impressed,

as I think all the members of the committee

have been, with the integrity and quality of

the people who have testified before our com-

mittee. I have said in the public meetings

up in northern Ontario, and I will say it

here in the House and anywhere else: There

is no shred of evidence that can be produced
to show that these agencies and the people

responsible for their operation have in any

way misled the people of this province or

have in any way put their integrity behind

them to promote the nuclear program.
If they felt there were weaknesses in the

program, they were the first to address them-
selves to the problem and to acknowledge
it. I think we must be fortimate to have the

strength we do of the people that have made
OUT nuclear program what it is today. In

future sessions of this House we will be de-

bating the select committee reports. I will be

looking forward to that with a great deal of

pleasure because it is an important program
of which the public of Ontario must be made
fully aware.

There are so many diflFerent programs in

the speech from the throne I would like to

address myself to that I just don't have the

time this evening. That is regrettable, but I

have appreciated the opportunity of being
able to highlight some of the major features

and concerns I have seen in the throne

speech. I regret I have not been able to have
the opportunity to address the constitutional

issues which will be a very important con-

sideration before us and the French-language
programs as well as the multicultural pro-

grams that are again part of the strength
of the programs for the ensuing year and

beyond.
It has been a privilege and pleasure to

participate in the debate. I would like to

conclude by stating that the implementation
of this program without doubt will continue

to make this province the province of oppor-
tunity and the province within which we can
all prosper and do well. It is wdth that

positive note I conclude my remarks, Mr.

Speaker, and thank you for the opportunity.

On motion by Mr. B. Newman, the debate

was adjourned.

MOTIONS

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells moved that tomorrow the

House resolve itself into committee of sup-

ply.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that orders 3, 4, 6
and 7 on today's Order Paper be considered

simultaneously, with the question on each
order to be put at 10:15 p.m., with any
divisions to follow, with a division bell not

to exceed 10 minutes.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 13, I would like to indicate

to the House the business for the remainder

of this week and the week commencing
March 24.

Tonight we will deal with the four reports
of the procedural aff^airs committee, as we
have just discussed and showTi on today's
order of business.

Tomorrow, we will consider government
motion 1 on today's Order Paper standing in

the name of the Treasurer re interim supply,
followed by supplementary estimates for the

Ministry of Government Services, the Min-

istry of Intergovernmental AflFairs and the

Ministry of Northern Affairs.

On Monday, March 24, the address by the

official Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S.

Smith) in reply to the speech from the throne

will be followed by consideration of supple-

mentary estimates, if time provides.
On Tuesday, March 25, in the afternoon,

the leader of the New Democratic Party will

reply to the speech from the throne and, if

time permits, we will continue with consider-
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ation of the speech from the throne and in evening the interim supply motion for April
the evening consideration of the speech from 1 to June 30.

the throne. On Friday, March 28, we will continue our
On Thursday March 27, in the afternoon, consideration of the speech from the throne,

we will consider private members public
business ballot items 1 and 2; and in the The House recessed at 6 p.m.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

STANDING PROCEDURAL
AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Resumption of the adjourned debates on
the motions for adoption of the reports of

the standing procedural aflFairs committee:

Applause.

Mr. Breaugh: I wish the members would

try to restrain themselves, Mr. Speaker, and

keep this spontaneous demonstration down
to at least a humble roar.

We have before us tonight four rejK)rts

from the procedural affairs committee, and I

would beg the indulgence of the chair as I

simply run over them for us. It is my under-

standing we have an agreement that we will

be able to speak as freely as we like on the

four reports that are before the House this

evening and that we will have a vote at

10:15 p.m.
The first report before the House this

evening was presented on November 15,

1979. This report deals with the matter that

was of some concern to members having to

do with the presentation before the House of

documents that were prepared in this in-

stance on the part of the government and on
which the government wanted a debate. The
members in general, I think, were in agree-
ment that such a debate was a useful exer-

cise but were unsure of the exact procedural

techniques that should be used to get those

matters before the House, in particular with

regard to tihe matter of having annual reports
or other sessional papers presented to us in

the absence of a motion.

The committee considered this and pre-
sented what I think it is reasonable to say is

a consensus report, which does not neces-

sarily reflect everybody's point of view on the

matter but at least provides a mechanism

Whereby the House might consider such
matters and set a precedent for future de-
bates. Essentially, the recommendation is very
simple. It says:

"(a) A motion that the House discuss a
sessional paper other than a committee report

requires notice. No amendment may be made
to such a motion.

"(b) When a motion for discussion of a
sessional paper is moved, one member from
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each of the parties in the House may state

the position of his party with respect to the

motion for not more than five minutes.

"(c) If the motion passes, an order shall

be placed on the Order Paper for discussion

of the sessional paper by the House.

"(d) During the discussion, no motion re-

lating to the sessional paper may be moved."
It was the committee's feeling that it was

desirable to have some mechanism available

so that the House, in rather broad, general

terms, could discuss sessional papers and

presentations that had been made on the part
of the government or by any other party, and
that we should have in place some changes to

standing orders that would provide for that,

but do so under certain circumstances.

I am not convinced personally that this

recommendation pleases each and every
member of the House, but I think what it

does is present to the House a kind of format
that was at least agreeable in the procedural
affairs committee. It strikes us as members
of that committee, and me as chairman, that

it peAaps has not provided an ultimate

answer, but at least it has given to the House
a format under which these discussions can
take place. I think it is also reasonable to

say that none of us sees any really negative

aspects in that. It provides a forum for

debate, and that is essentially what is called

for. It means that members won't be sur-

prised by any amendments and that they get

proper notice, and it provides a mechanism
to get the business before the House.

I am not sure this provides any drastic

change. If anything, it does provide for

covering a loophole in our current standing
orders. It allows the House, at its discretion,

to deal witfi something as broad and general
as a sessional paper, an annual report or a

discussion paper of any kind.

The second recommendation was presented
on November 15, 1979. It has the appear-
ance of not recommending very

much be-

cause it simply recommends that standing
order 64(e) be deleted. This, of course, is

the standing order that says, in essence, that

a bill or resolution shall not be voted uix)n if

a petition objecting to a vote, signed by one

third of the members, is filed with t^ie

Speaker not later than 48 hours before t!he
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debate, in which case the names of the ob-

jectors filing the petition shall be recorded in

the Votes and Proceedings of the day follow-

ing the filing.

I do not recall when that particular stand-

ing order has been acted upon. The more
common one is the second part of that, which

says that 20 members must stand in their

places when the question is about to be

put and that the names of those members

objecting will be recorded in Votes and

Proceedings for that day.
We had a rather long and involved debate

in the committee on this particular recom-

mendation. I think it reasonable to say that

the majority of the members of the commit-

tee feel that when a matter is put before

this House for debate, there really ought
to be some resolution of the matter, even if

it is only considered to be, and probably is,

a simple expression of the impressions of the

members of this House; that no matter what
else might transpire, at the end of a debate

in which we set aside the business of Ontario

for a couple of hours on a Thursday after-

noon and deal with a resolution or a private
member's bill, there is a need for the House
to express an opinion, and that opinion should

not be thwarted by a blocking provision.
What this recommendation essentially does

is remove the opportunity for any 20 mem-
bers of the House to forbid the remainder
of the House from expressing its opinions.
That's perhaps a little oversimplified, but I

think in a nutshell that's what it's aH about.

We discussed this at some length in the

committee. We looked at several alterna-

tives. We came to one final conclusion, and
that is that if we're going to have a private
members' hoiu-, if we're going to give to the

individual members of this House the oppor-
tunity to prepare resolutions or legislation,
at least the House then has an obligation to

express its opinion and to do so in the form
of a vote. If there are occasions when the

government decides not to proceed or would
choose not to proceed with a piece of legis-
lation or a resolution, it may do so at some
other time; but at least if we set aside the
business of the House, the members have an

obligation to participate and an obligation
to voice an opinion. TTiat essentially Is what
this recommendation calls for.

The next recommendation was put forward
on December 6, 1979. We have reviewed the

practice of amending private members* reso-

lutions. The recommendation here is:

"Private members' opportunities for pre-

senting their views to the House for debate
are very limited. In the committee's view, it

is undesirable for amendments to a private

member's resolution to shift the entire focus

of the debate away from the original idea

proposed by the mover of the resolution. The
committee therefore recommends that a new
section be added to standing order 64 to

read: 'No amendment may be made to a

motion under this standing order.'
"

Once again this is perhaps a httle sim-

plistic, but I think it deals with the feeling

in the committee that there aren't very many
occasions when an ordinary member of this

House can propose something for the House
to consider. That's a rare occasion. In this

House we draw a ballot for the opportimity
to present such a resolution.

We discussed the matter and felt it would
be unfair on that one occasion per session,

perhaps, when a member has the opportunity
to propose something to this House, to have
that member do the background research,

prepare legislation or a resolution, put that

forward for the House to consider, have that

printed on the Order Paper, set that mechan-
ism in motion and then some Thursday after-

noon have that member get up, fully think-

ing, we hope, that he or she has the oppor-

tunity to change the laws of Ontario or to

put forward a resolution that would change
the i>olicies of the government, and five min-

utes later have some other member of this

House stand up and make an amendment to

that resolution which completely alters the

principle being discussed.

While I guess we are not unhax>py with

the notion that amendments are normally in

order, we are suggesting we set that con-

sideration aside on this one occasion, and
that when one does get one's shot at private
members' hour it is indeed that individual

member's opportunity to present something
for the consideration of this House. The

overriding concern there really is that that

member have the opportunity on that one
occasion to put an argument to the members
assembled here and that members have the

opportunity to vote.

While we don't particularly want to say
that amendments are out of order and we
don't want to take away anyone's democratic

right to move such amendments, we are

saying that on the occasion of the private
members' hour it is the singular occasion

when tfhe member may propose whatever he

or she sees as being an appropriate item for

discussion by the members of this House,

and that therefore it is not subject to amend-
ment.

8:10 p.m.

The final recommendation presented to the

House was presented on December 6, 1979.
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We considered the matter of referring private
members' public bills to committee. We
recommend as follows:

"That a new section be added to standing
order 64 to read: 'Notwithstanding standing
order 56(c), private members' public bills

given second reading shall stand referred to

the committee of the whole House unless

referred to a standing or select committee by
a majority of the House.'

"

I think it is fair to say tbjs caused some
unbappiness in the committee, but I think it

does recognize tbat there is no desire on the

part of our committee to take all of the

standing committees around this House and
fill them up with private members' bills

unless the members of this assembly deem
them to be important.

If I migbt speak as a private member for

a moment, I am a little bit imhappy with
tbis particular recommendation but I think
on balance there is a measure of fairness

about it. After all, if a resolution or a private
member's bill carries in this House, it carries

with the support of a majority of the mem-
bers. It follows then, I think somewhat logi-

cally, that if the members have deemed
something is important enough to have been
supportable in this House on a Thursday
afternoon, it is supportable to send it off to a
committee.

We are not anxious to raise people's ex-

pectations, to send something off to a com-
mittee, to spend a good deal of public money
to raise the level of awareness and therefore

the level of hope among the people of On-
tario that something will occur that isn't

necessarily going to happen, so I think what
we are saying is if the members of this as-

sembly support a motion, a resolution, a

private bill on a Thursday afternoon, the

obligation then falls on the members of the
House to say yes or no as to whether we
will continue this process on that very after-

noon.

That, in essence I think, is what might
make that particular recommendation sup-
portable. We are not attempting to thwart

debate, but it is very simply so the members
of this assembly will deal—in a rather serious

way—with those matters that come before
th^nn on Thursday afternoons. If they say,
"That is a resolution I find supportable,"

they will also say on the same afternoon that

that is a resolution the majority of the mem-
bers of this House thinks ought to go to a

particular committee, ought to be subject to

public hearings, ought to occupy the time of

one of our standing committees or select

committees of this House.

In all of these recommendations we are

making, what the procedural affairs com-
mittee was searching for was a consensus. If

I may speak as chairman of the committee, I

do not sense on that committee anybody who
wants to change all the rules of this assembly
for a short period of time. What we are

looking for is a set of rules, a procedure to

follow that will stand the test of time and
makes sense to people in every political party.

It is not that we have been able to come

up with magical solutions to the problems
the House faces from time to time, but I

think for the first time in the history of this

assembly we have a committee of the House

representing people in all jwlitical parties
which is prepared to deal with matters of

procedure.
We all recognize on that committee, at

least I do, that this isn't exactly the most
sensational piece of business we ever got
involved in. I don't recall us making the

front pages of the Globe and Mail or the

Star or even the Oshawa Times, but I do
feel the members of this committee have

attempted to reach a consensus on matters

where that was possible and have presented
to this House a new set of standing orders,

and have presented from time to time rulings
on matters that have been referred to us by
the Speaker or by other members of this

House. A good set of procedures, a good set

of standing orders, is one that most people in

here will understand and most people in this

House will feel constitutes reasonable ways
for us to carry out our business.

I wouldn't want to continue a delusion in

my own mind that most of the members go
to bed each night with a copy of the stand-

ing orders tucked under their arm and mem-
orize them. In my experience most people
don't read the standing orders until they get
into hot water and then they want to know
how to get out of it. I do feel the standing
orders of this House and these recommenda-
tions provide for the House opportunities to

change slightly the standing orders under
which we operate. These are, after all, the
rules under which debates carry on in this

House.
The recommendations presented by the

committee make some sense to me, and al-

though they are not all that I would per-

sonally want them to be, it is my opinion
that they reflect a consensus of all the

political parties that work in this House.

Though they might not be personally up to

my standards all the time, I do think work-
able solutions have been presented and I

would ask the members of this House to sup-

port these recommendations.
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Mr. Sterling: As a member of the proce-

dm-al affairs committee I welcome the oppor-

tunity to speak to the Legislature on the

report of our committee. Before getting into

specifics of the report I would like to offer

some general comments with regard to the

amendment of standing orders.

In 1976 the Morrow committee came for-

ward with a report, and again in 1978 there

were considerable revisions to the standing
orders. The rules of the House at those times

were comprehensively reviewed and amend-

ed. The final result, the 1978 version of the

standing orders, which we now have, was
arrived at through some diflBciilt negotia-
tions and compromises on all sides.

Since then, as a member of the procedural
affairs committee, I have experienced a chip-

ping away of the standing orders in a piece-
meal fashion. While I agree there are times

when immediate redress must be made to a

serious problem in terms of the orders of

the House, I must question the present ap-

proach taken in these resolutions.

By amending the standing orders rule by
rule we may be solving the specific problems,
but we can also create other problems of a

more general nature. Standing orders exist

to provide a consistent and clear framework
for our business here in the legislative as-

sembly. They also give protection to indi-

viduals and minorities in the Legislature.
Amendment of individual rules out of con-

text of the underlying principles and the

practical compromises upon which they are

based may lead to an unforeseen and un-

wanted situation.

To be «jpecific, if this process of frag-
mented revision continues, some day we will

find our procedure in this Legislature has be-

come a hotchpotch of rules, inconsistent and

lacking in any clear overall framework.

Respect for the parliamentary procedure will

break down, and in fact I feel this has al-

ready happened at the committee stage.

In my opinion committees are now ruled

by a majority of that committee without

much concern to parliamentary procediire.
Those who raise points of order in committee
are usually scoffed at as being against a par-
ticular issue, rather than directing themselves

to correct parliamentary procedure. For those

reasons I would ask the committee and the

Legislature tfhat before further revisions are

made to the rules we sit down and decide

what principle or principles we want the

standing orders to reflect and what is the

best way to implement our rules.

This leads me particularly to refer to the

second resolution, which is to omit the block-

ing procedure. In my opinion it is true that

private members' business has not worked
well in this Legislature; however, I don't feel

that problem has stemmed from the insuffi-

ciency of the rules but rather that it Hes in

an overly partisan attitude towards private
members' hour by aU political parties in this

Legislature.

Consequently it has often become a battle

of party platforms. It is no longer a discussion

of ideas and interests of private members. As
a private member of the government party I

take great exception to being forced from

time to time to take a party stance. However,
there have been signs that a change might
occur. This was exemplified in the fall

session by the passage of the bill presented

by the member for Kitchener (Mr. Breit-

haupt).
I believe private members' afternoons can

become a place where an individual may
bring his legitimate concerns before the

Legislature and have them responded to by
the government in a reasonable fashion. The
deletion of a blocking provision and the

creation of a procedure to refer bills to

committee will arrest this present tendency
towards having a true private members'

afternoon. Providing the possibility of a com-
mittee stage, with public hearings, will en-

courage private members' business to con-

tinue to become an unabashed forum for

partisan attack and partisan defence of the

government policies.

8:20 p.m.
That type of debate has its place, but it

should not be at the expense of the private

members' hour. Individual members have

little enough time now to express their own
individual ideas and opinions and to have

them debated in an intelligent way.
In essence, we should look at all the stand-

ing orders covering private members' bills

and business with a view to enhancing them,

not eliminating them, which is what in effect

this resolution does. I understand that other

jurisdictions have dealt successfully with

private members' business and have come to

a successful conclusion to promote private

members* business. Furthermore, I feel the

reference of private members' bills to com-

mittee will create other problems, some of

which were mentioned by the member for

Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh).
If public hearings are involved, as they

always seem to be in past experience, the

cost and the time that result will put a

greater burden on both the members and

overburdened committees. Perhaps more im-

portant, it misleads the public by holding out

the false expectation that the government
intends to enact a piece of legislation. It con-
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fuses the public as to what is or what is not

government poHcy,
In the past, the procedural afiFairs com-

mittee has done an honest and comprehensive
job in fulfilling its mandate. However, I now
disagree with the direction it has taken.

First, the amendments to the standing orders

should not be done in a piecemeal fashion

as shown here. Second, the amendments now
before us do not enhance the procedure for

the private members' business. In fact, they
work to the very contrary of that underlying

principle. For these reasons I cannot support
resolution 2. I have no objection to resolu-

tion 1, as it clarifies an area which is cloudy
at this present time under the standing orders.

In viewing resolution 3, I have no personal

objection to it as a private member, although
some of the other members of my party do.

Resolution 4, as argued by the member for

Oshawa, is also supportable in my view.

I urge the members opposite to consider

what will happen to the rules if this kind of

amendment is made now and at some time
in the future a majority government becomes
elected in this province.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Soeaker, please excuse

my voice as I have had something like a

cold in two diflFerent places, which seems to

keep coming back and going away and then

coming back, I don't expect I will be speak-
ing too long because my voice will probably
disappear if I stay here trying too long.
With regard to the reports before the Leg-

islature this evening and the operations of

the procedural afiFairs committee, I have been
on it for only about a year and three months.
I find it a very interesting committee. It is a
committee that does require quite a bit of

study and quite a bit of work because the
rules in my opinion are very important to
the operations of the business of the House.
One has to consider in changing rules, as
I think the previous speaker mentioned!,
whether if we change one rule without look-

ing over a number of others we can run
ourselves into some problems No doubt that
is true.

In these reports we are presenting toni^t
—putting on the four at tiie same time—in
eflFect in one rule the committee is recom-

mending that the blocking of a vote be
taken away; however, on the other hand
we are doing something I would hope the

government members would remember: that
is we are putting in that after a bill is

passed, in order for it to go in this situation
to a standing or select committee, or what-
ever the case might be—in most cases we
would hope it would be to a standing com-
mittee—it must be by a vote of the majority

of the House and not by 20 members in the

way other bills can be sent to a committee by
20 members.

I think that's very important. I have seen

some bills that have been passed here on

private members' day which were such that

I have thought it was probably misleading
the public to send these bills to a committee
and to have public hearings when the public
thinks in most cases that if it gives a good
presentation, then the committee is going to

pass them and that they will come back into

the House and become law.

In eflFect, they don't separate the dilFerence

between a private member's bill and a gov-
ernment bill. They forget, too, that under
our parliamentary system the Lieutenant

Governor in Council has the full authority
as to what bills shall be presented to the

House. The government has the ruiming of

the House each day. It can refuse of course

to bring a bill forward after it has sat in

committee for two months during which hear-

ings were held and a consensus of committee
members was that it was a good bill and
should be passed.
The public who appeared before that com-

mittee thought they got along well, and that

it sounded as though the committee members
thought it was a good bill. They went home
thinking it was going to be passed. On the

other hand, there may be something in that

bill so that when it goes back to the cabinet,
the cabinet will refuse to bring it forward.
That's the thing that concerns me.

It would concern me, too, if it were sent

to a select committee where there are mem-
bers going around the province for three

weeks or four weeks for hearings and spend-

ing $4,000, $5,000, $6,000, $7,000 or $8,000
of taxpayers' money. The advantage is that

you are giving the public a chance to have
some input into that particular bill and into

that legislation. The disadvantage is that you
are spending money and really knowing that

that bill is not going to be passed. It may be

passed within a year. The government may
pick it up and rewrite it and dot a few i's a

little diflPerently and accept it. iTiat's the

thing that I would hope the members here in

the Legislature would think about.

As a private member, I would certainly

tliink very seriously, if a bill passed here,

about whether it would be sent to a com-
mittee. I would have to have great reserva-

tions about sending a bill to committee for

months of hearings when I had an idea my-
self that that bill was not going to be passed
into law. I tiiink we are not changing Ae
rules really individually because in this case

we now have an alternative. I think it's a
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good alternative. I want to stress that very
much and I would hope that everyone would
think about that in accepting these reports.

As far as amendments to private members'
motions or resolutions are concerned, a

tlhought in the committee that since it was

private members' business other members
should not really be amending tihose resolu-

tions because it takes it away from a private
member. So I thought quite strongly that the

resolutions should not be amendable because

tfhey must be on the Order Paper for 14 days.
If somebody came in with an amendment
the day before and it came up, then it

changed the resolution. It could in eflFect in-

directly change the intent of the original
resolution. So I thought that was a good
amendment. It leaves it up to the private

member; it's his resolution or his bill.

I have had the experience of having a
resolution vetoed. It would be very useless to

send a resolution to committee, because a
bill is much more thorough whereas a resolu-

tion just states the ix)licy, but I was dis-

appointed that the government vetoed that

particular resolution. I thought it was a good
resolution. I would think if they had looked
at their poUs, perhaps they would not have
vetoed it. The polls indicated that 70 per
cent of the people were very much concerned
about health care in Ontario. Maybe tiiey
would have second thoughts about that now.
TTiat's my concern in that particular report.

8:30 p.m.

With regard to the sessional paper, you
will recall that, last October I think it was,
Mr. Speaker, when the government had put
a papyer on energy on the Order Paper there
was quite a debate that day as to whether
it should go forward. I think that clears that

situation up.
I suppose, like the chairman, I am not

exactly positive that would be to the com-
plete satisfaction of everyone in the House,
but I think it covers most of the concerns we
had in taking care of such matters, so that

if the government wants to present some par-
ticular sessional paper or report—outside

reports, for example, papers they may have or
whatever it mi^t be; say, discussion papers
between Ottawa and Ontario and so forth—
it could be put on the Order Paper in the

proper procedure and then it could be
debated.

I think that overall the four reports should
be given support. I suppose one never has

anything done perfectly but I think when one
report takes something away, the other may
cover the particular loophole that some of
the government members may have concern

for. I think that by referring the right of

sending a bill to a committee to the majority
of the House, since the majority of the mem-
bers of the House are reasonable and con-
cerned people, they are going to send to

committees only bills they feel really should

go there and would serve some need of the

pubhc. So I would hope that all members
would support the recommendation.

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, I rise to

support all of the recommendations made in

the report from the procedural affairs com-
mittee, and I do so as a member of that

committee and one who took part in the dis-

cussion and debate relating to the passage
of these recommendations within the com-
mittee itself.

I was a little taken aback by some of the

comments made by the member for Carleton-

Grenville (Mr. Sterling) when he suggested
that we, as members of that committee, were

chipping away at the standing orders that

exist in this Legislature, that we were doing
a piecemeal job of trying to set standards for

this Legislature which probably could be
looked upon as being a model for other legis-
latures in Canada.

If he is of that opinion when the com-
mittee spent two days—two full days as a
matter of fact, or two fuU sittings—debating
probably one particular item here, if he con-

siders that to be a piecemeal discussion, if he
considers it to be chipping away at the

standing orders of this House, I would just

like to assure him that although he happens
to be a government member, there are other
members of this House who have a great
deal of concern for the standing orders of

this House, for how the standing orders are

applied and how they affect the operation
and procedure of the assembly that we sit

in and where we represent the people of

Ontario.

I do not believe that any member of that

committee, on either side of the House,
looked upon any of these recommendations
as being frivolous, as being a piecemeal type
of operation or a holding operation. I think

each one of the i>eople who participated in

the debate during the time these recom-
mendations were discussed did so keeping in

mind that we do, in fact, represent the

public, that we do, in fact, have a responsi-

bility to this assembly to try to bring before

this assembly recommendations that will, in

orir view, only better the circumstances under
which we operate rather than take away from
or deteriorate those circumstances.

Though I have a great deal of respect for

the member for Carleton-Grenville, when he

suggests we were chipping away at or look-
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ing piecemeal at the rules and regulations or

standing orders of this House, I simply have

to say that was not the case and I am terribly

sorry that he looked upon it in that manner.

It may be one of the reasons the government
members could not come out and give com-

plete support to the recommendations that

have been moved in this report.

To carry it a little bit further, during con-

sideration of the recommendations placed
before this committee, particularly the second

recommendation, which is that standing
order 64(e) be deleted, I would like to

quote from the unofficial Hansard of Novem-
ber 1, when the same member said in effect:

"It means nothing to the govermnent." He
is referring to standing order 64(e). "The

government back-bendher has no opportunity
whatsoever to take an individual position at

that time. By forcing a vote at the end of tihe

debate, we are not ever in a position to

express our free opinion."
If that is true and if that is the feeling

of the member for Carleton-Grenville, then

I would think that he of all people should

have supported the motion to delete standing
order 64(e). If what he is saying, in effect,

by making that statement is that dming
private members' hour he is instructed to

stand and block a vote, then I think there is

an abuse of standing order 64(e) because the

discussion that took place among the mem-
bers of the Liberal Party and the New
Democratic Party of that committee indicated

quite clearly, in my view, that they were
entitled to vote

freely
on any private mem-

ber's bill and had tne opportunity to stand

and block or not to block, based on their

own personal initiative and understanding of

what was taking place. They were not in-

structed by their caucuses or their leaders

that they should stand to blodk a private
member's bill.

If the member for Carleton-Grenville was

saying in the statement he made that as a

back-bencher he was being told a certain bill

in this House was going to be blocked, then

I would suggest he should have been the

first one to have stood and supported the

removal of the blocking privilege.

That is not what the blocking privilege in

the standing; orders is for; that was not the

intent of placing the blockage in the stand-

in<r orders. The intent was to give 20 mem-
bers of the House—not 20 members of a

specific party—the right to block a private
member's bill if they felt that strongly against
it. The right was given, based on individual

vote and not through party instruction. For
that reason alone, if that's the way it is being

used, then I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,

that is an abuse of the standing orders. If we
are going to be allowed to abuse the stand-

ing orders, then perhaps we should amend
them and put them in the proper perspective
so that no abuse can take place.

As the member for Essex North (Mr.
Huston) pointed out, there is a recommenda-
tion of the committee that will put a safe-

guard against bills going to committee fol-

lowing a vote at second reading. It's a greater

safeguard than already exists in the standing
orders. Standing order 56(c) suggests that a
bill can be referred to committee by 20
members. Having put before the House the

recommendation that the privilege of block-

ing private members' bills should be removed,
we are suggesting there should also be a

safeguard enacted there that all bills do not

go to conunittee.

There is a reason for that. What has hap-

pened is that we took a very long and serious

look at the work the committees are doing,
the backlog that most committees already
have, and the fact that even though a private
member's bill may have the merit to carry in

this House on second reading, it may not

have the same merit to go to a conunittee.

8:40 p.m.
In other words, I coidd very well support

the principle of a private member's bill, but

I may not feel that strongly about it that I

would want it to go to a committee. The
member for Essex North or any of the

members of this Legislature may have a

private member's bill. There have been many
private members' bills—not all from my party,

there have been many from the Liberal Party
and some from the Conservative Party—that

I could have supported. I could have allowed

my name to stand and be placed on the thing
as being in support; but that did not neces-

sarily mean I wanted them all to go to a

committee.

I believe a private member who takes the

time to put together a private member's bill

that has some great concern to him or her, or

to the constituents that member represents,

and who is trying to get some support for

that bill, should be allowed the opportunity
to know the feeling of this House on where

that bill stands.

We can do that by taking away the block-

ing privilege and allowing a vote on second

reading. The safeguard of keeping it from

going automatically to a committee is there

i^v calling for a vote of the majority of the

House to have that same bill go to a com-

mittee. It may very well be that I can vote

for a bill on second reading and vote against

its going to a committee. That safeguard is

there; it is included in the recommendations
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of the committee because we, as a committee,

recognize quite clearly that not every private
member's bill can or should necessarily go to

committee.

There are reasons that this motion was

placed before the committee, and the reasons

are quite clear. I pointed out earher what the

member for Carleton-Grenville had said

regarding direction as to what the members
are supposed to be doing during private
members' hour. He said, in effect, that gov-
ernment back-benchers have no opportunity
whatsoever to take an individual position. I

find that rather shattering. Why in the world
do we have a private members' hour if we
are going to play party politics with it? That
is exactly what the government has been

doing.

In the last session, there were nine private
members* bills, six of which were blocked
from coming to a vote, and 12 resolutions,

four of which were blocked. Every one of

those was blocked by members of the gov-
ernment party in this Legislature. From
March 29, 1979, imtil the date this debate
took place in the committee, there were 29
items that came under private members' hour
in this Legislatm-e. More than half—15 of

them—were blocked from coming to a vote,

in all cases by the government.
There may be questions in the minds of

some members of this Legislature as to why
it is some of us feel we have to remove the

blocking privilege. There certainly is no ques-
tion in my mind nor in the minds of my
colleagues, and I doubt very much that there

exist in the Liberal caucus too many ques-
tions, as to why there is a necessity for

putting forward, as a committee, a recom-
mendation that we remove that privilege.

I am certain that on the government side

there are all kinds of questions, but the back-
bencher doesn't have the right to express
himself. The member for Carleton-Grenville

said it right here in the unoflBcial Hansard:
*'A back-bencher in the Conservative Party
does not have the right to express himse'lf as

an individual."

I can't accept that, Mr. Speaker. The rules

of this Legislature are not made for an indi-

vidual party; they are made for each mem-
ber, who is elected to represent a constitu-

ency in Ontario and who speaks for and on
behalf of the constituency that he or she

represents. That's what these rules are for,

and not to play party politics. If there has
ever been an abuse of standing orders in any
legislative assembly or any House of Com-
mons in this country, there is the record to
show where, why and how it has happened.

I would suggest the members of this

House look very closely at these recommenda-
tions. There was no chipping away, there was
no piecemeal approach. I would remind the

member for Carleton-Grenville, if he feels

that is what has happened, that he was part
of the piece, part of the meal; he took

part in making the recommendations. In com-

mittee he supported three out of the foiu"

recommendations. The only one he is now
opposing is the one about which he says:
"The government back-bencher has no oppor-

tunity whatsoever to take an individual posi-

tion at that time."

I think those words speak for theotnselves;

I would urge the members of this assembly
to support the entire committee report,

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I have

enjoyed listening to the member for Cam-

bridge (Mr. M. Davidson). It's been very en-

lightening to hear him talk about us playing

party jwlitics with this particular issue while

all those on the other side stand lily white

and unblemished.

Mr. Warner: Purist.

Hon. Mr. Wells: "Purist," my friend said.

I'm at a bit of a disadvantage in relation

to some of my friends because I wasn't

a party in the earlier days to the negotiations

that developed the new standing orders, or

to some of the philosophies and thoughts be-

hind them, but I can tell the House that in

all I've read recently, the kind of thinking

about private members' hour in a British

parliamentary institution such as this I think

is better exemplified by the kind of bills that

the members on this side of the House have

brought in rather than the bills brought in

by the members on the opposite side of the

House.

If they want to talk about playing politics,

let them look at the kind of bills they've

brought in. The procedure has not been

used for private members to bring in their

particular private concern; it has been used

for parties to bring in one of their particular

party p>olicies. That was never the idea of

private members' hour. The private members'
hour was intended for each individual mem-
ber to bring in his or her own concerns.

Let me give an example. If we really want
to make this a pure private members' hour,

why do we draw from three different parties?

Why not put all the private members in the

hat together and let it come out as it may?
Treat us all as if we're private members of

this Legislature, not members of a party.
We don't do that. This whole thing is all

geared to a party basis. The whole idea-

Mr. Van Home: Is that what you want?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd support a non-party
draw. It wouldn't bother me.

Mr. Martel: What diflFerence will it make?

Nfr. Cunningham: You are being silly.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The difference it would
make—and that isn't silly, if the member has

read something of the background to this—

is it would establish, at least in one small

way, that this is a private members' proposi-

tion, it's not connected with parties. It's not

connected with major environmental bills

being introduced, which is really part of the

Liberal Party's policy, or children's law re-

form, which is part of the NDFs pohcy. The
bills our back-benchers bring in are the

kinds of bills I think are good. They're the

kinds of bills that are private members' bills.

If members opposite lived within the spirit

of what I think originally was intended for

this hour, some of those bills would probably
have passed into law by now, as has hap-
pened—

Mr. Martel: The pituitary gland bill had

nothing to do with party pohtics and you
blocked it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The pituitary gland bill,

I will concede to my friend', is the kind of

bill I think is a private member's bill.

Mr. Martel: You blocked it.

8:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We blocked it for the

very reason that the government was con-

templating bringing the bill in two weeks
later.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I want to tell you that the

pay bill is a bill of party policy, major gov-
ernment policy, significance and so forth. It

is not what I would consider to be a private
member's bill in the sense of what originally
was thought of as a private member's bill.

We have several criteria that we have

applied on this side to the blocking proce-
dure. It was this: that we would exercise

the right provided in the standing orders,

agreed to by all members of this House—
and remember that, it was with agreement
by all members of this House that this pro-
cedure was put in—we would exercise the

right, if a bill were to be clearly one

involving significant expenditm"e. Some of
the bills, while not falling within the very
clear and very small technical terminology
of a money bill in this House, did involve

significant expenditure on the part of some
government in this province. Therefore, we
would feel it could be a bill where the block-

age rule should apply.

I think I could give you a couple of

examples of those. My friend had a bill con-

cerning family benefits matters which we
would have viewed as being a biU expending
money.

Mr. Martel: The Si>eaker rules mine out
of order and then allows the Liberals to

introduce the same biU. Talk about foolish-

ness.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would support you,
then.

That is the first criterion, if a bill were to

be clearly one involving significant exjpendi-

ture, for which only the government can be
responsible in our parliamentary system.
The second criterion is, if a bill calls for a

dhange in an important government policy
that ought to be changed ultimately only by
a government bill. I understand and I realize

that is a very important point. It is a very
hard point to argue, but at times under our

system, where the government is resxx)nsible
and the ministers are resjwnsible for their

operation of the ministries, and whether they
stay or resign depends uix)n the performance
in that particular endeavour, there are cer-

tain bills involving the operations of min-
istries which we think might be imxx)rtant

enough to say they should be government
bills if that kind of change in policy were to

come about. Therefore, we would use that as

one of the criteria imder which we might use

the blockage rule.

The third criterion is, if a bill were to be

clearly and simply a partisan bill promoting
a cause unacceptable to the government but
which the whole party wants to make, then
it is its concern exclusively. I think we have
seen cases of that where it has really ceased
to be a private member's matter but has
become a matter of a particular party, one of

the parties putting forward, in a bill, a par-
ticular position.

Those are the general criteria that we have
used in applying the blocking rule to bills.

When I look over the summary, I find in

1977 the blockage rule was used very spar-

ingly. There were only four times that it was
used. In 1978 there were about 23 times,

and about 18 times in 1979. On most of the

occasions when the rule was used, it was
used based on those criteria I indicated. In

the last few months it was hardly ever used

against resolutions, but mainly against bills.

I think one can make a case that resolutions,

perhaps, are different from bills.

What I want to say is that I think we
forget in this debate diat this was part of a

total package concerning the standing orders

of this House. I see my friend shaking his
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head again, but in all tibe reading and back-

ground that I have been able to get, this was

part of a total package to protect minority

rights and cabinet rights in this House.

It would also suggest to me that what we
ore doing at this time is, indeed, a piecemeal,
ad hoc adjusting of a whole procediu-e which,

if we want to look at it, if we are dissatisfied

with it, then let's take back the whole pro-

cedure of private members' bills and let's

take a look at it in the context of what is

done in other jurisdictions.

My friends have travelled to the United

Kingdom. Let's look at it in terms of what
the United Kingdom does where a limit is

set on tfie nimiber of items that can be

brought in each year. They plan some timing

for the likelihood of some of those bills going

through the total stages of the House of

Commons so that they won't clog up the com^
mittees and prevent them from doing esti-

mates and the government's work.

Let's look at it in terms of ratio of bills to

resolutions. In other words, if we are dis-

satisfied with the system, let's sit down and

look at tfie whole procedure. Let's not chip

away at some little part of it as we are doing
now. We are t^ing a system that all mem-
bers of this House agreed to and that had
within it certain components. I draw to my
friend's attention that one of those com-

ponents was that if 20 members of tiiis House
decided they didn't want a private mem-
ber's resolution to come to a vote, they
oould stand in this House and so indicate

when asked by the Speaker.
That doesn't sav 20 government members

or 20 members of one party; it just says 20
members of this House. That was a procedure
put in at a time w'hen we were moving from
a situation where we didn't have any votes.

We never had votes on private members'
resolutions. We had an hour in which we
used to discuss the biUs and they were talked

out.

Mr. Martel: That wasn't what was recom-
mended by the select committee.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not talking about
what was recommended by the select com-
mittee; I am talking about what was finally

decided by the little group of people who sat

down and negotiated the standing orders we
adapted in this House. That little group cer-

tainly included the former House leader of

the member's party, who is not here right
now.

Mr. Mattel: That was the hooker. We
couldn't get private members' bills widiout
that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Listen, my friend knows

since he has negotiated enough contracts that

in negotiating you give a little here, you take

a little here and you get some concessions

here.

Mr. Lawlor: Poor Rene Levesque when he

has to meet you.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What kind of arrangement
was drawn up? It can't just be a coincidence

that "20 members" appears time and time

and time again throughout the rules. It must

have all been agreed upon and there must

have been some give and take; there must

have been some sound logical reasons for men
of that calibre who sat down and prepared'

these rules which were then adopted by this

House.

There had to be some real merit in what

they were doing. What did they do? First of

all, in rule 30(b) they said:

"Other committee reports shall be pre-

sented to the House by the chairman with a

brief statement from the chairman only, and

where a report includes a request for con-

sideration by the House, or where such con-

sideration is requested by a petition of 20

members filed with the Clerk, a government
order shall be placed' on the Order Paper for

consideration by the House."

On referral of annual reports to committees,

rule 33(b) says: "The statutory annual report

of each ministry and of all boards and com-

missions and other agencies reporting to each

minister for the immediate past reporting

period shall be presented to the House before

the consideration of the minister's estimates

unless reasons are given to the House for non-

compliance. On the petition of 20 members

any such report shall be referred to a standing

or select committee of the House."

Mr. Sterling: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker, I apologize for interrupting my col-

league, but the member for Cambridge indi-

cated in his speech to the Legislature tonight

he was quoting from Instant Hansard.

Mr. M. Davidson: No, unofficial Hansard.

Mr. Sterling: You were quoting from In-

stant Hansard'?

Mr. M. Davidson: Unofficial Hansard.

Mr. Sterling: I just want to clarify to the

Legislature that after he spoke I didn't recog-

nize some of the quotations he made and

attributed to myself. I went up to Hansard

and asked if the same had been printed or

presented yet, but it is not at this present

hour printed or typed. I think the member for

Cambridge owes me an apology for attribut-

ing many quotations to me which I have not

made in this Legislature.
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9 p.m.

Mr. M. Davidson: I have no intention of

apologizing. I quoted' and it can be read in

Hansard. I said it came from unofficial Han-

sard; I did not say it came from the oflScial,

printed Hansard. Unofficial Hansard, as

printed November 1, contains the quotations

I made.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, would you be so

kind as to ask the honourable member if he

did make those statements in the unofficial

Hansard?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: To continue: We were at

the second case in the standing ord'ers where
the phrase "20 members" applies. Of course,

this is a situation where 20 members can

refer an annual report to a committee.

Mr. Martel: That was in the recommenda-
tions of the committee.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I know. I'm not arguing
whether it was in the recommendations or

not. All I am telling my friend is that there

are a whole series of these, and when mem-
bers start tampering with one of them they
are eflFecting a piecemeal approach.

Mr. Martel: Except that the only one that

wasn't there was the veto. All the rest-

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, might I correct

the record?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I don't tfaiuk it is

necessary to correct the record by interrupting
another member.

Mr. Breaugh: If I might-
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Is this a point of

order?

Mr. Breaugh: If you would like to take it

as a point of order. Under the rules of debate,
section 19, there is a section wliich allows

members to rise to correct the record. It was

my impression, from discussions I had with
the govenunent House leader and his staflF,

that this kind of interjection to correct the

record would be allowed during the course

of t3iis evening. I would like to exercise my
rights now to do that.

The word "piecemeal" has been used ex-

tensively this evening. I would like to point
out to the members of this House that this—

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order,

Mr. Breaugh: Yes? You're not going to

allow it?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. It is my
understanding that tfhe House is in session

and each person has the right to speak once
on the report.

Mr. Martel: If I may, Mr. Speaker, I

would quote from l>age four of the Legisla-
tive Assembly of Ontario standing orders. It

says in section 19(d), and Mr. Speaker has

a copy: "In debate, a member shall be called

to order by the Speaker if he ( 1 ) speaks
twice to a question, except in explanation of

a material part of his sx)eech in which he

may have been misunderstood, in which case

he may not introduce new matter."

Mr. Speaker, it would seem to me what

my colleague is attempting to do is straighten

the record. The government House leader

continues to use the word "piecemeal" to

describe the way these rules were adopted.
I think my colleague is trying to straighten

the record, which the rules say he is allowed

to do in this sort of debate. I would ask the

Speaker to take that into consideration and
allow my colleague to straighten the point
out. I don't suppose it would be very lengthy
but it should clarify the record.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: It would be my
imderstanding that if the present speaker
had stated incorrectly something stated by
the previous speaker, he would have the

right, but I didn't understand that was the

case. I understood the member for Oshawa

(Mr. Breaugh) to say he was disagreeing

with what the member for Scarborough

North ( Mr. Wells ) was saying. I believe that

is correct.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would submit to you,

Mr. Speaker, that is correct. I am not going

to withdraw the term "piecemeal." That is

not a statement of fact; that's my opinion of

the thing, and I will attempt to prove it.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I really must

rise on a point of personal privilege. This

afternoon we had continuing discussions

about the form and format of this evening's

debate. This section of the standing orders

was pointed out to me repeatedly by the

government House leader's assistant, who
said that if members felt during the coiu^e

of this evening's debate that there was a

need to correct the record, such a provision

would be allowed and had been agreed upon

by the Speaker.

I must say that I chair a committee which

proposed these revisions of the standing

orders to this House and put them in a

provisional form first. This House has debated

them on a number of occasions. To refer now
to that same committee's going through

matters which have been referred to it by
either members of this House or the Speaker
as a piecemeal approach, I personally find

quite offensive.
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I also find it offensive that members of the

House leaders' staflF, and particularly the gov-
ernment House leader's staff, would bring to

the chairman of a committee a provision to

carry through a debate this evening and then

have the government House leader stand and

say that's not his understanding; I do find

that someWhat oflFensive.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I am afraid tlie chair

has no right to make any decision on what
was discussed outside the House.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Let me talk about this in

my comments, Mr. Speaker. I think the rule

my friend has referred to is perfectly right.
In this debate—if I say the committee spent
one hour discussing this and in fact they
spent four days—or if I make some other
actual incorrect statement — then that's a

wrong statement of fact, and my friend has
a right to get up and debate that or correct
it. I think that's what the rule meant.
What we are arguing about is whether my

use of the term "piecemeal" is correct or

not. I know my friend from Oshawa doesn't
like it, and I am sure my friend the member
for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) will get up
and argue against it-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Listen, the nroce-^^ural

affairs committee of this House and its chair-

man do a good job; they are a good com-
mittee. We agree with most of the things
they do. In fact, we agree with three of the
fom- things they are bringing in today. We
only disagree with one.

All I am saying is that, when we look at
these sections, 63 and 64, which have a num-
ber of subsections to tihem, and all of a
sudden we see a report from the committee
that doesn't look at that and pulls out one
subsection, that strikes us as a rather unusual
thing. If it isn't—

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of privilege: The House leader for the Con-
servative Party now has made a misstate-
ment. He has implied that we looked at only
one subsection of section 64 and did not look
at the other subsections. That is incorrect,
and I would ask him to withdraw that re-

mark.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If it causes my friend any
trouble, Mr. Speaker, I will certainly with-
draw it, but I see nothing in the report to
indicate they have looked at anything else.

The report says standing order 64(e) should
be deleted, period; that's all it says.

Let me get back to the case I am building,
which is completely ignored over there. As
I said, the chairman, my friend from Oshawa,
and the committee do a good job, and they

have done a good job in reviewing standing
orders and in bringing in recommendations to

this House, I am sorry if they take offence
because we happen to disagree with one of

them; it's not meant in any personal way.
As I have been trying to show you, Mr.

Speaker, I think there was a chain of simi-

larities throughout these standing orders based
on the 2(>-member principle that is now
being altered.

I readily admit to my friend that what we
are talking about didn't get in there, or any
place else, bu recommendation of the select

committee. But, if he's really honest with

himself, I think he has to admit that some of
the others in there certainly don't favour
us over here but give to that side of the
House particular privileges, which I don't

disagree with.

I think it's a good idea that 20 members
can stand up and refer a report down to

committee. My friends opposite don't see us

yelling to take that section out. We are not

yelling to take that section out. We are not

sending out members down to the procedural
affairs committee to have that section taken
out. But yet they want us to take out a
section which we happen to have used a little

more than the members opposite have used
it

I am sure those honourable ladies and
gentlemen who sat down and negotiated the
orisfinal standing orders were looking at a
sort of quid pro quo in some of these, and
I think for us to disrupt tihat at this time
is at least to some extent piecemeal.

9:10 p.m.

I have already indicated two areas, the
first one requesting reports of the House to

be put on the Order Paper, which can be
done by 20 members of the House. The sec-

ond section, rule 33(b), allows 20 members
of the House to send an annual report to

committee and allows them to embark upon
a full-scale discussion of any ministry of this

government in a committee of this House,
Twenty members of the House can cause
those things to happen.
The next section is 46(b): "Not more than

two standing or select committees shall con-
sider estimates at the same time concurrent
with the House, and only one committee may
meet on estimates if such is required by 20
members standing in their places." Twenty
members again.

Mr. Martel: We recommended them all

except the veto.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, and who do they all

favour? Certainly not this side of the House.
All I am saying is that the members opposite
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worked out one little compromise a few

years ago, when these standing orders came
in, and now they don't even want to acknowl-

edge that that should remain here.

Section 56(b) states: "When a bill has
received second reading it may, by unani-

mous consent, be ordered for third reading."

Mr. Martel: Because you veto everything.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Section 56(c): "If such

unanimous consent is refused, the bill will be
referred to committee of the whole House or

to a standing or select committee, as the

minister or parliamentary assistant designates;
but if 20 members stand in tlieir places such
references shall be to a standing or select

committee." Again, 20 members of the House
can send a bill to a standing or select com-
mittee.

Rule 57: "When a bill is referred! to a

standing or select committee after second

reading, it shall not be considered in com-
mittee until at least five days after the referral,

unless a waiver of this interval has been grant-
ed on the request of the minister or parlia-

mentary assistant; but no such waiver shall

be granted if 20 members register their objec-
tion by standing in their places." Twenty
members, again.

Then we reach the final one, rule 64(e): "A
bill or resolution shall not be voted upon if

(i) a petition objecting to a vote, signed by
one third of the members, is filed with the

Speaker not later than 48 hours before the

debate; in which case the names of the objec-
tors filing the petition shall be recorded in the

Votes and Proceedings of the day following
the filing; (ii) 20 members stand in their places
when the question is about to be put. The
names of those members objecting will be re-

ported in Votes and Proceedings for that day."

Twenty members, again.

At least six times that particular phrase
"20 members" appears, and they were all

part of a package that was agreed upon in

the standing orders.

With respect, Mr. Speaker, I say to you that

to start to alter one of those at this time is an
ad hoc approach to what was a set of standing
orders that was negotiated together.
Look at part (i) of the section they want to

take out. It has never even been used. Why
don't they leave that in? It has never been
used—a petition signed' by one third of the

members of this House has never been used

by anyone in this House. Why are we taking
that out? What objection is there to it? It has
never been used, and yet the committee is

suggesting that it be taken out. Perhaps some-

body can explain that to us.

Mr. Martel: I think your colleague moved
that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think the point is that,
if we are to look at the whole matter of pri-

vate members' business, when we look at tlie

record of the use of the blockage rule and
we see when it has been used and why it

has been used, any logical person can see

logical reasons. I would submit that if either

of the honourable members opposite were
ever to sit on this side—which they are not

likely to do—they would do exactly the same
and would handle matters in exactly the same

way, because the difference-

Mr. Martel: I will have to move a no-

confidence motion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am saying they would
have handled matters in just about the same

way.
We are not being totally negative on this

side. We are saying we are in favour of the

first resolution, the first report of the com-
mittee. We are opposed to the second report,
which takes away the blockage rule. We are

in favour of the section that allows no amend-
ments to private members' resolutions. We
are also in favour of the new procedure for

sending matters to committees because I think

there are some very cogent arguments that

can be made for being sure that the House

broadly in some manner has expressed its

opinion to have a full-scale committee hear-

ing on a private member's bill.

I think this is all very logical. What I

would suggest is that we take back the whole
matter of private members' bills and that the

very fine procediiral aflFairs committee have a

go at some of those things, I haven't had a

chance to go to Westminister to view what
goes on there, as a lot of the other members
of this House have. I'm not suggesting I want
to go, but maybe the committee would like

to go to Westminster to take a look again at

what they do.

Mr. Martel: Your colleagues moved it and
then they left it out. They got chicken,

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order,

Hon. Mr. Wells: Perhaps in that still time
in the summer, when everybody has recovered

from this part of the session, the committee
will want to do that. I'm sure my friend the

former government House leader remembers,
but it seems to me that at Westminster one

person by standing blocks a vote on a private
member's bill. That comes to my mind.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If he sneezes into his

handkerchief, it's all over.

Mr. Martel: You don't even need 20.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I just say tliat if one
listens to the debate around here, one would
think we are the greatest Scrooges in the

world in trying to hamper the parliamentary
system of a great Legislature. In fact, we
have very progressive rules and we have

probably moved furdier than most of the

legislative assemblies arormd the world.

All we are saying is that in this case we
don't think this particular change should be
made. I just suggest maybe taking back the

whole tihing so that the procediual aflFairs

committee can take a look at the whole
context of everything. Then after this session

is over, maybe it can bring back sometbing
in a total context that approaches the wlwle

problem.
I'm sorry to have taken so long, and I'm

sorry if some of my remafks upset some of

the members over there—they certainly
weren't meant to-4>ut I think when I review
what has happened and look at these resolu-

tions, particularly this one, I do feel there is

a more total context in which the wihole

thing could be looked at.

As a private member of this House, on
behalf of my constituents I'm going to vote

against the second report and in favour of
the first, third and fourths

Mr. Sweeney: It is indeed wondrous to

behold the degree of sensitivity of the gov-
ernment House leader for the feelings of the

members of the third party. Perhaps he is

beginning to discover the price they are

going to have to pay for their new brides.

Before we are finished with this session, they
are both going to have to figure out the price

they are going to have to pay.

Interjections.

Mr. Sweeney: After what happened to the

pituitary gland bill, introduced by the mem-
ber for Cambridge, I'm wondering if he

speaks nicely of anybody. I know I wouldn't
if I were in his jwsition.

I couldn't help but note the reasons that

have been given by several previous speakers
as to why we could not eliminate the block-

age rule as it now stands in the orders of

this House. The one given is that the gov-
ernment would lose control of what legisla-
tion would go through. Unless I totally
misunderstand the government's ability, it

still has complete control over whether a bill

is brought into this House for third reading
and, after that, whether it's proclaimed into

law. Whether the government party members
allow a complete vote on second reading or

whether it goes to committee, they still have

complete control.

9:20 p.m.

In no way, as an opposition member, do I

deny that the government of the day should

control the legislation that passes into law. I

accept that principle of a democratic parlia-

mentary government. We are not trying to

deny that, and we are not trying to interfere

with it in any way. So let's get rid of that

argument; it just doesn't wash.

The second argument that has been made
is that the public is not able to perceive the

difference between a government bill and' a

private member's bill, so we dare not let

these bills go to committee where the public
would have an opportunity to participate in

the democratic parliamentary process, albeit

in a different way than we do; we can't take

that chance.

If there is a realization that the public at

this time is not able to distingui^ between
a private member's bill and a government
bill, then surely it is the responsibility of this

Legislature not to deny them the opportunity
to participate but, through the various media
which the government frequently uses for

other pmposes, to provide some kind of

process in order to educate the public as to

the difference between a private member's

bill and a government bill, as to what the

process is in the formulation of private

members' legislation and how far it can go
compared to a government biU.

Surely we cannot use the ignorance of the

public, their lack of understanding and' knowl-

edge of the process, as any rational reason

for not allowing this to go forward. I think it

speaks very poorly of this government if it

thinks it does not have within its power the

possibility to educate the public in this matter.

I believe that it does and I would support its

responsibility and opportunity to do so.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The present rules are the

result of a three-party agreement.

Mr. Sweeney: Let's go on and see why
they should not continue that way.

The third point that has been brought up
is that by allowing a large number of private
members' bills to go to committee we could

generate rather extensive and significant costs

to the government. I agree that is true if a

bill is allowed to go on and on in committee

but I, as one private member—and' we are

speaking about private members' legislation-

would be quite prepared to have a limit on

the time a private member's bill could be
held in committee. If cost is a factor, and I

recognize it could be a factor, surely that

would be a better alternative to what we are

doing now.
As I listened to the government House

leader refer to the other five or six places in
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the standing orders where the figure 20 comes

up, I couldn't help noticing that in every case

but this one that figure is used when we want
to allow something to happen; when we want
to permit something to go forward. This is

the only case where the government is ac-

tually going to stop something from happen-
ing. I think there is a distinct and significant
difference between the use of 20 in those

other places in tlie standing orders and the

use of 20 here. I don't think that argument
washes either.

We have now referred to the four main
arguments against this, and none of them
washes. There is a much more rational and

logical alternative to those particular argu-
ments.

Let's now ask ourselves why we should

change. I accept what the former government
House leader said just a few moments ago.

Maybe there was at one point an agreement
among all three parties that this is the way
•the standing orders of the House should read.

I didn't participate in the debate that took

place when they were agreed to, but I accept
that there may have been understandings
and compromises for whatever reasons. Let's

accept that. I am not going to argue it.

The point remains, we have now had' an

opportunity to operate under these rules and
to experience these rules. We've now had an

opportunity to see what happens under these

rules. I think many members in this House-
surely the majority of members on the opposi-
tion benches and, I strongly suspect, a good
number of the members in the government
benches as weU—are having great diflBculty

in continuing to buy the implications, the

consequences and the residts that are flowing
from this particular section of the standing
orders.

Surely it is not a valid argument to say
that because at one point we agreed to some-

thing we can't change it because we have
learned it dioesn't operate the way we thought
it would or the way in which it was intended
to. Surely that's something we do all the time
in this Legislature. If we pass any legislation,

often six months later, a year later or a year
and a half later, we realize it's not operating
the way we intended it to and we bring it

back and change it. What's so terrible about
that?

We do it with all kinds of other legislation

—mostly government legislation. Why can't we
do it with this? Are we saying this is the only
thing this House has ever passed that is un-

changeable; that it is somehow carved in

stone; that there had to be some kind of pre-
eminent intelligence present when these de-

cisions were madte; that we haven't learned

anything from them and we can't make a

change?
1 can't buy that argument. I don't think

there's any logic to it. I don't think there's a

parallel with the other things we do around
this place.

I want to i>oint out that as one private
member, having experienced this mys^ and
watched my fellow members experience it,

this blocking procedure siu*ely discourages
members of this House from putting forward
issues of real import. What we have done
with this blocking procedure is to discourage
real, sensitive, imaginative, inventive kinds of

issues being brought before this House.
I think this blocking procedure has resulted

in the very kind of thing that some of the

government members have complained about;
that is, there are party i)olitics being played.

If we rid ourselves of this blocking pro-

cedure, we have a better chance of coming
back to real, genuine private members* issues.

I remember being present here one time

and having some friends present in the gal-

lery when a private members* bill was being
debated. At the end, 20 members stood in

their place and blocked it.

As I walked out of this room talking to

those people they were shaking their heads;

they were dtunbfounded. They said, "Do you
really mean that in a House of 125 members,
20 can stand up and prevent the other 105

from expressing their opinion?" That's what
we do with this. We don't even give the rest

of the members of the House a chance to

express their opinions. Twenty people can

stand in their place and say: "We 20 refuse

to allow the rest of you to tell this Legisla-

ture, to tell the public, what you feel about

this possible legislation; we deny that right."

In a democracy, in a democratic place like

this, how can we stand that? How can we
allow that to continue? I say we shouldn't

and I say we can't.

I was pleased to notice that the recom-

mendation of the procedural affairs committee

recognizes the principle of majority rule on
both sides. It says to let the majority decide

whether the bill s/hall pass on second reading.
Let the majority decide—not 20 members.

It goes on to say to let the majority decide,

not 20 members, whether it should go on to

committee. We rule by majority vote in this

House in almost everything else. Why are we
afraid to do it here? I don't understand it.

There are some distinctive advantages in

what is being suggested here. I would say in

many ways it's an advantage diat is just as

supportable by the back-benchers of the gov-
ernment party—maybe more so—as by the

members of the opposition. We in the opposi-
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tion have many opportunities to challenge the

government about what they're doing. That's

part of our role. But there are somewhat
limited opportunities for the back-benchers
of the government party.

9:30 p.m.

Surely, the private members' hour—the

right to bring forward a private members'
bill—is an opportunity which shoidd be cher-

ished and protected and which shoidd be

supported as much by the back-bendiers of

the government party as by any member on
the opposition side. I say that in a completely

nonpolitical sense.

We also have to recognize that in many
ways private members' legislation, when it is

allowed to go to committee, is one of the

few opportunities the public has to make
some input of its own, especially if it is an
issue that people out there want brought
forward but which they are not able to con-

vince the government to bring forward.

We know right from the beginning that

the likelihood of any of these private mem-
bers' bills becoming law is very slim. That is

I>robably the way it should be. But to deny
the public of this province the right to put
forward their expressions of concern, their

hopes, their visions of what government
should be doing, I say is a denial we should
not support. That is what we are doing by
leaving in this blodcing procedure.

For that reason it is in the best interests of

the individual members of this House, and in

the best interests of many people outside of

this House who want to express an opinion,
that we should eliminate this blocking pro-
cedure.

I do not believe, on the basis of what I

have heard here tonight and on the basis of

what has been debated so far here tonight,
there is any good reason to maintain the

blocking procedure. On the other hand, I

think we have identified clearly and logically
and honestly several reasons why it should
be eliminated. On that basis, I will support
the recommendation and I would urge my
colleagues on all sidtes of the House to equally
support it.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, before I start,

let me indicate something to my friend who
when he rose in his place to speak, com-
mented that we weren't prepared to supjwrt
their no-confidence motion.

Mr. Sweeney: I never said that.

Mr. Martel: Certainly, the member implied
that. I was torn; I anguished over that. The
reason I made the ultimate decision I made
is that I recall Ford. The Leader of the Op-
position (Mr. S. Smith) was in favour of Ford

grants in the House and he was opposed to

them outside.

I remember the occupational health bill

when they said it would cover all the workers

of the province. They included it in their

campaign literature up in Sault Ste. Marie

and, when it came back to the House, they
voted against all kinds of them.

Do you know what my fear was, Mr.

Speaker? It was that we would get down the

road to April 14, I would be prepared to sup-

port them and the Leader of the Opposition
would change his mind and flip-flop once

more and withdraw his no-confid'ence motion.

I couldn't put myself in the position to be
embarrassed in that fashion. There was no

way I was prepared to do that.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. I wonder if

the member for Sudbury East would return

to the subject.

Mr. Martel: If the member wants me to

bring some more, I think I have tabulated 102
of his party's flip-flops so far.

Let me get back to this bill. I wasn't

going to speak, but the government House
leader provoked me a little on this, because
I remember the history of this bill well,

having sat on that select committee.

First of all, we decided the whole purpose
of the private members' hour was to give
some meaning to this place for back-benchers;
so we recommended a private members* hour
that madte some sense. By the way, there was
no one on that select committee who wrote

any opposition to what was recommended.
There was no mention in that select com-
mittee report that there should be a power to

veto, nowhere.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The House agreed to that

unanimously.
Mr. Martel: The Deputy Premier will have

his turn. The House agreed to it, but I am
not sure it was a quid pro quo; I think it was
almost an either/or.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There was some com-
munication.

Mr. Martel: Yes. If you like, there was

heavy negotiation, almost heavy-handed at

times.

Anyway, the purix)se was to make changes
that would allow something like England has

done, bringing into existence things that were
not party policy. For example, my under-

standing is that in England most divorce legis-

lation has come through private members'

legislation; it has never been introduced by
the government, of either party, and yet that

was accepted.
But this government got its veto and it

reached an all-time low, in my opinion—and
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I think what has uhimately led to this eve-

ning—when the Attorney General (Mr. Mc-

Murtry) and his party, on the bill of my col-

league from Cambridge, called the pituitary

gland bill, didn't even have the integrity to

allow his bill to go through. No, they had to

veto that bill. This government had to veto

that bill and then reintroduce their own. That

was so partisan it wasn't even tolerable. It

was one of the lowest manoeuvres I have seen

by the government.
The government brought partisan politics

into it. They didn't want the credit to go to

my colleague the member for Cambridge.
That is how partisan they can become, be-

cause they introduced their own and carried

it through the House very quickly—and they
talk about partisan politics.

It is time they stopped putting up speak-
ers who say it became too partisan, because

I remind the former government House leader

that he suggested to us in a number of meet-

ings that we should move to resolutions. My
God, it reached a point that you were even

blocking resolutions. If you ask why we have
reached the stage we have reached tonight,
it is because you became nuts about your
veto. The only things you didn't veto were

your own colleagues' resolutions.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Are you using the collec-

tive "you" or the personal "you"?
Mr. Martel: Collective.

The government sort of asked for this. I

said to the Premier (Mr. Davis) in a debate

we had during his estimates that I could

see the government members standing to veto

something that was totally contrary to the

Conservative policy. But the government took

it far beyond that; it just became a matter

of course that they blocked everything the

opposition parties moved. It didn't matter

what it was,

I said to the Premier during his estimates:

"Take a look at it, because you are destroy-

ing the private members' hour. It has become
a non-hoiu-. What you have happening is,

you have five or six people in here who are

going to speak to it, at six o'clock we troop
them all in to vote and, like trained seals,

they all stand up to veto."

They don't even have to hear what was
in the debate. Well, if they don't know what
is in a debate, how can they come in here
and vote like that? Constantly, every Thurs-

day, like trained seals, they stand in their

places, and you expect we should not want
to change that.

As the member for Kitchener-Wilmot (Mr.

Sweeney) says, the government still has the

power to call the bill for third reading. It

doesn't have to. There is no rule that forces

it to call a bill for third reading. What it

does is send the bill to committee where it's

hoped it would get some airing.

I suppose the bill of my colleague for

Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall) on a decent

wage for women bothered the government no
end and it doesn't want to see that happen-
ing. That's too bad. In the final analysis,
it still has the right to determine whether
it will be called for third reading.

I could take it a couple of steps further.

There are resolutions. It is so ridiculous.

They will allow everything through for their

own colleagues. There was a resolution from
the member for Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot),
about a year and a half ago, on the leasing
of crown land. They all stood in their places
over there to support it. At the same time

as they are supporting it, so that their friend

will look good, the cabinet is deciding a

difiFerent policy with respect to leased land.

They talk about partisanship. Why didn't

they block it then?

9:40 p.m.

They knew they were not going to sup-

port the member for Timiskaming's resolu-

tion on crown land. Yet it went through,

totally contrary to government policy. The
cabinet knew about it; they were the worst

offenders, because they knew it was con-

trary to the policy which they were about

to change or were in the process of chang-

ing. But, for the press gallery and for back

home, they made it look good; then they say
we are partisan.

Those little incidents I recite are a little

difficult to accept, and it's a little diflScult to

accept the hypocrisy in the speeches when
we hear, "You're partisan over there." As I

have said, I expect to see a bill blocked if

it is totally contrary to government policy.

But it goes far beyond it; little games are

played with it. I can speak about the member
for Durham West (Mr. Ashe) with his reso-

lution which the government desperately
didn't want and they were waiting to see

how the opposition was going to vote. When
they saw how the opposition was going to

vote, they got up to support it.

Don't tell me about playing games with

the private members* hour. It has been de-

stroyed. For the present government House
leader to get up in his place and talk about

20 this and 20 that; again, the 20s were put
in by an all-party select committee. There

was not one bit of opposition from that

select committee, and two of those members
now are in the cabinet—I guess all three are;

they signed it, they saw nothing wrong with

it.
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But if we are going to have a private
members' horn* that is going to bring mem-
bers of all three parties' back-benchers into

the House to take part in those debates in a

meaningful way, then some of it has to be

allowed to get through because it is sound
and workable and not because it may be more
favourable or advantageous somewhere down
the road to allow it to go through on that side

of the House. That is unforgivable.

There is another problem: What is accept-
able? There have been bills which have been

acceptable to the Speaker which would have
cost money. In fact, all bills cost money. I

don't know of a bill that wouldn't cost money
somewhere down the road. Yet we pick and
choose.

I recall introducing a bill here about a

year and a half ago, a private member's bill

which dealt with accepting under the On-
tario Health Insurance Plan a certain type of
breast surgery for women who have sustained

injury. That was ruled out of order. Yet I

introduced another bill to nationalize Inco,

and I didn't have the words "without com-
pensation" in it; that was allowed through.
There is no consistency.

Somebody point out a bill to me that isn't

cfoing to cost money. Even if we were to

change the designation on a sign, it woiJd
cost money to change that particular designa-
tion. All bills are going to cost some sort of

money. Maybe there has to be clarification

as to specifically what is meant, but I don't

know of anythinjT one could do in changing
legislation that would not cost money, I really

don't.

The other thing is, I heard the govern-
ment House leader talk about this trip; he
said something about people wanting to go
to England and we shouldn't study it piece-
meal. It is interesting. I believe—and some-

body might correct me if I am wrong—that
the motion for that committee to go to

England was moved by one of the Conserva-

tives, was it not?

Mr. Rotenberg: That's right.

Mr. Mattel: That's right. Then, when the

orders from on high came down on the back

benches, suddenly the three Conservative

members—or two, whatever it is—weren't pre-

pared to go. They had decided they weren't

going, after they were the ones who had
recommended it. There is independence at its

best. I wonder who told them they couldn't

go-

Mr. Rotenberg: I made the motion, and I

still voted to go after someone else changed
his mind.

Mr. Martel: Where did the instructions

come from? That shows the independence of

the committee system as well, because I was

waiting at the House for a Board of Internal

Economy meeting to approve a budget and,
lo and behold, I couldn't find anyone who
wanted to go or come forward with the

budget.

Obviously someone over there—I don't

know if it's the Chairman of Management
Board of Cabinet (Mr. McCague) or if it's

the Premier himself—was rattling sabres. I

think they wanted to go to England like

everyone else to see the Mother of Parlia-

ments but, lo and behold, they couldn't go.
That reflects the total independence over

there. They have no independence, and the

government is not prepared—as the member
for Carleton-Grenville (Mr. Sterling) said in

his unoflBcial remarks in Hansard—to allow

independence for the Tory badc-benchers.

That's unfortunate, because we on this side

of the House believe people have a right to

move bills and to see them passed with some
freedom. The intent of private members' hour
is that if one has a good idea and can talk

people in this House into supporting it, then it

has a way of becoming legislation. Under
the present system there is no way, luiless

the government House leader decides it

might go.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There is not a jurisdic-

tion in the Commonwealth where the private
members are as well off as here.

Mr. Martel: They certainly are in England.
All of their divorce legislation, I believe, has

come through private members' bills.

Hon. Mr. Welch: One member of the

House of Commons-
Mr. Foulds: Don't point yoiur finger like

that in this Legislature.

Mr. Martel: That's a terrible sign.

Hon. Mr. Welch: One man can sneeze into

his handkerchief and stop the whole thing.

Mr. Martel: One guy could sneeze? Tliat's

what happens over there. That's the signal.

Somebody sneezes in his handkerchief and
the Tory party stands up.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. The member
for Wilson Heights.

Mr. Rotenberg: The member for Sudbury
East (Mr. Martel) sat down. I thought he had"

completed his remarks. If he hasn't, I will

be glad to let him complete his remarks. If

the member has completed his remarks, is it

mv turn now?
Mr. Speaker, this matter came from the

procedural affairs committee, not by agree-
ment of the committee but on a four-to-three
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vote of that committee; so it isn't exactly

here as a unanimous suggestion of the com-

mittee, as the previous standing orders were.

The standing orders as we now know them
were worked out as a compromise in the last

Parliament, and many of those standing orders

were in there to protect minority rights,

wherever that minority may be in this House.

There are many places, as my House leader

has pointed out, where minority rights are

enshrined in the s"tanding orders, and' one of

the members a few minutes ago suggested it

was wrong that a minority of this Parliament

oould hold up the will of the majority when
a bill was before the House.

I would ix)int out to you, Mr. Speaker, in

another section of these standing orders, that

when a government bill is before the House
and has completed second reading, if a ma-

jority of the House wishes that bill to go
forward either to committee of the whole
House or to third reading, 20 members, a

minority of this House, can block a bill that

the majority of the House wishes to pass.

Those 20 members can force that bill to go
out of this House to a standing committee
where it is going to take, as it always does,

consid'erable time before it sees the light of

day again. In that case, as in this case, 20
members can delay and frustrate the will of

the House.

The rules of this House, the standing

orders, the rules of any democratically-
elected legislature, should be treated some-
what differently from any other business be-

fore the House. Rules, in my opinion, shouldn't

be changed by a whim. Rules of this House
should not be changed because a simple

majority of the House, for whatever reason,
is dissatisfied with what the House unani-

mously passed as rules previously. Just be-
cause something doesn't work out the way
they thought it might work out is not suffi-

cient reason to change the rules, and I don't

think rules should necessarily be changed by
a simple majority of this House.

9:50 p.m.
Rules should not be changed by one party

or one section of the House, or even two

parties trying to steamroller one section of the

rules and change it because they are dis-

satisfied. This is before this House by a one-

vote majority of a committee. If this is

changed it will be changed by a very slim

majority of the House over the objection of

almost one half of the House.
It is my opinion that the rules of this

Legislature, the rules of any democratic legis-

lature, should be agreed upon if not by
unanimity of the House then by the vast

majority of any legislature.

The rules we have before us, the rules that

are in existence today and the rules we now
operate under, were agreed upon unanimously
by this House. I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,
it is not wise to change those rules by a very
slim and very simple majority of this House.

I would ask the members opposite to recon-
sidter this particular section and, as my House
leader suggested, have this matter go back to

the procedtiral affairs conmiittee. Let us try
another way of getting at this where we could
reach an agreement where we could some-
what satisfy the objections of the members
opposite on the present rules and yet some-
what satisfy the objections of the government
to changing the rules. I don't know if it can

happen, but I think that would be a better

way to try to reach an agreement rather than
a simple majority of this House steamroller-

ing through a major change in the rules.

Mr. Cunningham: Mr. Speaker, I find the

comments by the previous speaker to be as

silly as the private members' debates have
been gratuitous in the past when they have
been blocked by the Conservative govern-
ment.

The parliamentary process has to become
more relevant here in Ontario and in the

House of Commons. I would suggest that the

government possibly could take a few pages
out of at least the rhetoric expressed by
former Prime Minister Clark when contem-

plating and talking about and discussing

parliamentary reform. This process has to

become more relevant, and I think t3iat starts

with the government and the cabinet.

Cabinet has to come to realize that people,

regardless of their political persuasion, repre-
sent constitutencies, and the views of their

constituencies are equally important regard-
less of where they are from or who they
represent. I have found over this past couple
of years that the private members' process
has become a complete and absolute waste

of time.

Nothing was more distasteful to me as a

private member than the rather arbitrary

blockage of the private member's bill put on

the Order Paper by the member for Cam-

bridge (Mr. M. Davidson). It was a well

thought out, well conceived, sensible private
bill that was blocked by the government in

one of the most cavalier fashions I have seen

in this House.

In my opinion, tJhe reason the bill was
blocked was that it was not in the name of a

government member. I have to say that while

I may be perceived to be somewhat cynical

in this process, if that bill had been put
forth by, say, the member for Wilson

Heights (Mr. Rotenberg), whom I see leav-
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ing the chamber now, I would suggest the

bill would have passed, it would have passed

unanimously in this House and would have
been implemented in law much faster than it

was.

This government brings a new definition to

t!he word "cynicism." They seem to be ob-

livious to public opinion. Possibly I should be
the last one to suggest we do a new or more

expensive poU, but they might do some

survey out there, or they mi^t just talk to

tfheir constituents, about tlie parliamentary

process and the necessity for making it more
relevant here today, because it is not work-

ing as it is and some significant changes are

going to have to be made.
I had lunch today with a group of students

from Trent University. Their professor sug-

gested that we might contemplate some

reforms, such as the one before us today, and
he was wondering just how things would be
if we were ever in power. I said to him I

thought that regardless of whether we were
in power or the NDP were in power some
sincere approach would be made to make this

whole process more relevant to the taxpayers.

I find it hard to explain to my constituents

why we are still saddled with the burdens of

regional government. People are paying more
and more in taxes, they are getting less in

services and they can't understand why this

unfairness is i)erpetuated year after year. I

think they would have a difficult time under-

standing why a majority of duly elected mem-
bers in this House, a simple majority, cannot

see an item of legislation passed in diis

House, even if it is just passed.
It is astounding to me how all of us in

this House attach such importance to private
members' hour. We come in and we make
good sf>eeches. I think that ihe bills on bal-

ance—Fd say 75 per cent to 80 per cent of

them—are well conceived. They are reason-

ably well drafted. They are certainly amend-
able and could be worked upon in committee,
but the theses in herent in almost every item

the Legislature discussed during private
members* hour are good. They are in the

best interests of the public and are rarely

excessively partisan.

Again, Mr. Speaker, I call to your atten-

tion the bill put forth by the member for

Cambridge, but there are many others that

have been blocked. Almost invariably the

government of the day attaches some par-
tisan consideration. Again, I use the words
that the New Democratic Party House leader

used: The government brings in its members
like trained seals. I don't like saying that,

but that's the only conclusion I get when I

see people who haven't been here all day

coming in and standing up to block an item

of legislation that likely they haven't read

and certainly have not been here for the

benefit of the debate, unless they have heard

it on the squawk box. They don't understand

it. I find that to be a perversion of the pro-
cess. I think I need not elaborate on that.

My colleague the member for Essex South

(Mr. Mancini) put forth a bill that I didn't

particularly support, and that was a means
to raise the drinking age. It was vetoed in

the House and then very quickly thereafter

the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry), sens-

ing the public perception—and with benefit

of polls, I'm sure—decided that must be

passed in law.

Perhaps we could pass som« laws in this

chamber through private members' hour that

would save the government money. Maybe
we could put a bill forth that would reduce

the size of the cabinet, eliminate the neces-

sity for parliamentary assistants, reduce the

staff of the government House leader, or get
rid of Minaki Lodge. I can think of some
that would maybe save some money, but

even then we wouldn't have the benefit of

implementation in legislation.

I represent in this House, at least by way
of age, a group of citizens in this province
who are somewhat younger. I want to tell

you, Mr. Speaker, that people younger than

myself are becoming extremely cynical about

the government process. When we confront

them door-to-door, many of them are saying:

"Why should we vote? What's the use?"

Through this insensitivity we are breeding
a whole new element of society who just

don't care. Collectively we have to assume

some of the responsibility, but the responsi-

bility for this kind of injustice is i>erpetuated

through some standing orders that, frankly,

I find extremely archaic. That responsibility

will rest with the government of this prov-
ince. One day they are going to wake up
and find out they are no longer the govern-
ment of this province.

Mr. Charlton: Mr. Speaker, I spent a

number of months in the procedural aflFairs

committee. I was there when we dealt with

these issues, as were a number of other

members who have spoken tonight. I'd like

to narrow my remarks to two of the issues

that are being recommended. One is the re-

moval of section 64(e) of the standing orders

which is the blocking procedure that we
have been discussing. The second is the

recommendation that a simple majority of

this House, on private members' business, be
allowed to refer that business, when it has

passed second reading, to committee of the
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whole House or to a standing committee of

this House.

First, on the blocking procedure there

have been a number of comments by some
of the members opposite about whimsical

changing of the rules by a simple majority.
It seems to me that when the present govern-
ment has a majority—not always the most
substantial majority—although on occasions

their majority was somewhat substantial—

they, for the most part, set the rules of this

House because they were the majority.

10 p.m.

With reference to the comments made by
the member for Wilson Heights (Mr. Roten-

berg) about our whimsical urge to change
the rules of this House because there now
happens to be a majority on this side of the

House, perhaps the government shouldn't be
so partisan and whimsical in their use of tihe

blocking procedure.
As my colleague from Sudbury East (Mr.

Martel) has stated, the government blocks

virtually everything. The only criterion for

blocking seems to be that the motion comes
from this side of the House. Whether it is

workable or feasible, whether some of the
members of that side of the House support
the proposal, it gets blocked. That is whim-
sical. Perhaps we would not be here tonight
with these recommendations if the blocking
procedure had not been used in the fashion
in wliich the government has dhosen to use
it.

I would like to make a few comments
about one of the committees I have just spent
some time on. The member for Sault Ste.

Marie (Mr. Ramsay) sat on that committee
with me. The member for Carleton-Grenville

(Mr. Sterling) also sat on that committee
with me. The Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie)
came in on the last day of that committee's

sitting and made a presentation. The com-
mittee was dealing with Bill 3, which was
presented by one of my colleagues. The
government made it clear it has no intention
of allowing that bill to pass third reading or
of even calling it for third reading.

I think it has been mentioned by a nmnber
of speakers that for the most part those on
this side of the House understand that. But
one of the things about the private members'
hour, the private members* ability to present
legislation and resolutions in this House, is

that it is a forum for debate, for raising an
issue and for creating a public profile for
an issue and for generating public support for
a particular position or change. One of the

very basic principles of a democratic society
is debate, the discussion of an issue-4:he

merits; the pros and cons. The very limited

time that private members' hour allows on a

Thmrsday afternoon to deal with two bills or

two resolutions, or one of each as the case

may be, does not permit a full debate erf

any issue.

In the procedural affairs committee, when
the government members spoke against our

proposal to remove the blocking procedure

they said, "One of the reasons we block is

that we don't want to see bills passed that

have not been fully discassed, and you can't

do that on a very short Thursday afternoon."

On the other hand, once we had passed the

recommendation that the blocking procedure
be removed, the government members said,

"Okay, we want to move the veto against
second reading to whether or not the bill

will go to committee. We want the right to

block it from going to committee." On the

one hand they didn't want bills to pass
second reading because they hadn't been

thoroughly discussed, and on the other hand

they didn't want them to go to committee for

further discussion.

That is a very partisan approach to legisla-

tion. It does no justice to the private mem-
bers' presentatioas in this House, and it

certainly does not do justice to the demo-
cratic process. In fact, it makes a joke of the

whole procedure.
I mentioned the committee on Bill 3 simplv

because Bill 3 was a private member's bill

Which was allowed to get past second read-

ing. It was allowed to get past second reading
because the government understands that

Bill 3, a bill to create equal pay for work of

equal value, has fairly substantial support

already out there in the public domain and
that support is growing daily.

That bill was also allowed to go to com-

mittee. The Minister of Labour is here, and
I want to suggest that between 1974 and

1979 the Minister of Labour and his prede-
cessors did nothing to change substantially

the application of the present laws imder the

Employment Standards Act dealing with

equal pay for substantially the same work

and did nothing to see that enforcement of

that existing law was stepped up or im-

proved. They didn't even do anything when
Bill 3, my colleague's bill, passed last May
or June.

We went through a series of public hear-

ings in the committee on that bill in January
of this year. Those hearings got a fair bit

of publicity. A lot of groups came in and

made presentations and listened to the other

groups that were making presentations. There

was even a fair number of people from the
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public who just came in to listen out of

interest. In other words, that particular issue

got a more substantive hearing and a more
substantive debate than private members'

issues normally get.

Although the government has made it clear

it has no intention of proceeding with third

readine of that bill, the Minister of Labour

made it clear quite recently that the govern-
ment is going to take initiatives in those areas

of existing legislation where women have

been discriminated against and fair wages
have not been paid. They are going to take

some initiatives in enforcement that for 30

years heretofore they didn't see fit to do.

My point is that the private members'

public business, whether it ever becomes law
or not, has its place in the democratic pro-
cess because it can create a debate, a profile

for an issue and a public awareness that

forces the government at least to take recog-
nition of a problem and to do something,
even if it's not in total what the private
member's bill would ask for.

The other thing about the blocking pro-
cedure that bothers me, and other speakers

tonight have mentioned it, is that on far too

frequent occasions the members across the

way who stand to block don't even know
what it is they are standing to block.

I hark back to a private member's bill

which I introduced last year, Bill 126. It

was a bill to create, under four sections of

the Employment Standards Act, coverage for

domestic employees in this province. Twenty
members opposite stood to block that bill.

One of the members opposite, who was one
of those who stood to block the bill, the very
next week got into a little unpleasantness of
his own over his own domestic employee. He
actually had the naivete to suggest to the

press that in his particular situation he had
done nothing illegal; he was paying his em-
plovee the minimum wage as the law re-

quired.

A minister of the crown didn't even under-
stand that the law does not require that
domestic employees in this province be paid
the minimum wage. My bill would have pro-
vided that, but he stood to block my bill and
then said to the press he was abiding by a
law that he thoueht was acceptable—that they
should receive the minimum wage—and he
was seeing to it that the law was lived up
to. The law didn't exist, and he didn't even
understand what he was standing in this

House to block. That's one of the things that

upsets and bothers members on this side of

the House. That's one of the things that
makes a joke of the government's ability to

block bills.

None of us over here has any great expec-
tation that every private member's bill in

this House is going to pass; but it's a forum
for debate, for raising an issue, and it's a

forum in which this House should allow an

honest vote that can be appraised by the

public so the public not only can understand

what's been said about the issue but also

can understand who said what in the final

analysis, who voted how, as they can with

every other proi>osition before this House
in terms of legislation. That is also a very

important part of the democratic process in

this society.

For those reasons—in order to make this

House more relevant, in order to make this

House more understandable—I support the

recommendations of the procedural affairs

committee.

10:10 p.m.

Mr. G. Taylor: Mr. Speal<er, is three

minutes the limit? I will see if I can talk for

three minutes. Not many lawyers can talk for

three minutes; so I might even put a stop
watch on.

I would like to add a few words to the

motions that are before us this evening. They
are probably not that original that they
haven't already been stated, but with an op-

portunity to debate this subject, I bring forth

those reasons why I oould not support it. I

guess 1 fall into the category of supporting
the veto. Although 1 have heard the members
from the opposite side with their comments
and the members' comments from the govern-
ment side, I am sure they are not all that

original and I am sure they have their views.

I can fully understand their views. They
look upon it differently and trv to look upon
it differently in the matter of the public view

of what is taking place in here, in what is

labelled as a private member's bill. I can't

always come to the same opinion as that of

the members opposite, that the public per-

ceive private members' bills, government bills

and other bills as segregated. I believe they

do not. When a bill comes out of this place,

it is labelled as a government bill, and they

have to accept it whether it happens to be

an opposition bill, private member's bill or

otherwise.

When this side of the House or any oroup-

ing in this House loses that private member's

bill, it is the government that is defeating

the bill. I happen to be partisan enough to

say that when the government passes a bill,

it is government that is down in Queen's

Park; it is the governing party, no matter who

happens to be the originator of that bill.
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I happen to be in favour of retaining this

veto, as it is referred to. Our House leader

put forth the history of this piece of legisla-

tion and how we arrived at the standing
orders. He was quite accurate when he

pointed to the number of 20s that appear

consistently in that legislation. I, for one, am
not ashamed or even embarrassed by the

nimiber of times we have vetoed pieces of

legislation that were more than what was
intended by this private members' situation.

Even in the short time I have been here

as a member, that they were not content on

the opposite side that 20 unknown, unnamed
members were standing up and vetoing these

bills. They had to label them so now we can

get specific when we go back to the public
and say it was that member, that member and
that member. I feel that was the reason for

adding the names.

We talk about the cihipping away and the

piecemeal—the word my friend' usedi—dis-

cussion of this thing. It is piecemeal; it is

chipping away. Each time the government or

this side or members choose a way, they take

another counteraction to do that loophole in.

Mr. Speaker, I am in favour of the veto

and of retaining it, and I am not in favour of

this motion.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will all honourable
members take their seats, please? It is a

requirement in this House when the Speaker
puts a question that everybody be in their

seat.

The first question to be decided is the adop-
tion of the report of the standing procedural
affairs committee, notice of motion three.

Motion agreed to.

The House divided on notice of motion
four, dealing with standing order 64(e), which
was negatived on the following vote:

Ayes

Blundy; Bradley; Breaugh; Bryden; Camp-
bell; Cassidy; Charlton; Cooke; Cunningham;
Davidson, M.; Di Santo; Dukszta; Epp;
Foulds.

Germa; Gigantes; Grande; Isaacs; John-
ston, R. F.; Kerrio; Laughren; Lawlor; Lupu-
sella; MacDonald; Mackenzie; Makarchuk;
Martel; McGuigan; Miller, G. I.

Newman, B.; O'Neil, Peterson; Philip; Ren-
wick; Riddell; Roy; Ruston; Samis; Sargent;
Swart; Sweeney; Van Home; Warner; Wor-
ton; Young—45.

Nays

Auld, Ashe; Baetz; Belanger; Bennett;
Bernier; Birch; Brunelle; Cureatz; Davis;
Drea; Eaton; Elgie; Gregory; Grossman;
Handleman; Havrot; Henderson; Hennessy;
Hodgson.

Johnson, J.; Jones; Kennedy; Ken; Lane;
Leluk; Maeck; McCaflFrey; McCague Mc-
Murtry; McNeil; Miller, F. S.; Newonan, W.;
Norton, Parrott; Pope; Ramsay; Rolhns; Roten-

berg; Rowe.

Scrivener; Smith, G.E.; Snow; Stephenson;
Sterling; Taylor, G.; Taylor, J. A.; Timbrell;
Turner; Villeneuve; Walker; Watson; Welch;
Wells; Williams; Wiseman; Yakabuski—57.

Pair

iMacBeth and EdighoflFer

\ Ayes 45; nays 57. -r"^

Mr. Speaker: The next question to be de-

cided is the adoption of the standing pro-
cedural affairs committee report as embodied
in notice of motion six.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: The next question to be de-
cided is notice of motion seven.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:31 p.m.
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The House met at 10 a.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

PROJECT HEAT SAVE

Hon. Mr. Welch: I'm pleased to amiounce
this morning that my ministry is embarking
on a five-year $4.9 million Heat Save energy
conservation program to bring the benefits

of both thermography and home energy audit

to home owmers in some 60 major urban

centres in Ontario. This major conservation

initiative is designed to assist home owners

across the province identify the potential

savings they can make through better in-

sulation.

Mr. J. Reed: Point of order: The energy
critic for the oflBcial opposition does not

seem to have a copy of this.

Mr. Speaker: I think they're on their way
now.

Mr. S. Smith: Point of order: I fully
understand the fact that the pages are now
delivering these, but I must ask whether it

wouldn't be possible for the government to

do something about the provision of these

statements before the very last second. Fre-

quently a minister will stand 20 or 30 min-

utes into the time allotted for statements and

just at that moment a page is busy running
around with the statement. Surely it should

be possible to have these statements on tihe

desks of the opposition critics 15 minutes

before the House meets because we are

interested in what the ministers have to say.

Mr. Speaker: It is becoming prevalent that

people have to rise on points of order be-

cause they haven't had delivery of the state-

ments in advance of the delivery by the

minister. I think it should be possible for the

ministers and their staffs to abide by the

standing order, and that is that tiiey must be
delivered in advance of the presentation by
the minister in the House. I would caution

all ministers to observe that rule in the

future.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As honourable members
are aware, tihermography is a process of

ascertaining heat loss by measuring infrared

emissions from a building. It can be done

Frtoay, March 14, 1980

from the groimd or from the air. Aerial

thermograms, however, are slighdy less de-

tailed but much less expensive, and this is

the approach we are using.

Over the past three years, the ministry has

undertaken a series of pilot projects in

thermography. As a result, Ontario has be-

come a world leader in the application of

aerial thermography. I would like to outline

the results of these pilot projects.

The first was an experimental aerial

thennography project undertaken in Lindsay
in 1977, followed in 1978 with one in Strat-

ford. At the same time, we began exx)eri-

menting with a computerized home heat loss

analysis technique in Brockville in 1977 and

again in Lindsay in 1978. Last year we com-
bined the two approaches into a single in-

formation project called Heat Save, which we
have since nm in Peterborough, Kingston and
St. Catharines, The final pilot project is now
under way in Cornwall.

Working in partnership with these munic-

ipalities and local electric or gas utilities, the

ministry has now assisted more than 16,000

home owners in these six centres with first-

hand energy conservation information. A
post-project analysis of consumer reaction to

the program has been extremely positive.

Eighty-seven per cent of those taking part

reported they found the information useftJ,

and 90 per cent endorsed continued govern-
ment sponsorship of such projects.

The Heat Save program, which we •are

now undertaking in co-operation with the

Ministry of Natural Resources and the On-

tario Centre for Remote Sensing, will extend

the benefits of thermography and computer-
ized home energy eflBciency analysis to the

remaining 60 major urban centres in the

province by the end of the fiscal year 1984-

85.

I am attaching to this statement a list of

the communities that will be involved' in the

orogram. In all, we estimate 62 per cent of the

home owners of Ontario will have an oppor-

tunity to get information about the insulation

features of their homes. This program at the

moment is being directed' at communities of

more than 9,000 population. This is con-

sidered to be about the smallest-sized com-

munity that can be economically served by
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aerial thermography. The criteria for selecting

communities include the severity of the

climate, the age of the homes, the extent to

which home heating oil is used, the percent-

age of home owTiership and the regional dis-

tribution of the communities.

This program is part of our efforts to

achieve a reduction of 15 per cent in demand
for energy for home heating by 80 per cent

of the homes in the province by 1985. It is

expected this five-year Heat Save program
will save the equivalent of some 20 million

gallons of fuel oil a year through stimulating

energy conservation actions by at least 175,000
home owners.

As well, the program will have a direct

positive effect on other sectors of the provin-
cial economy. The Ministry of Energy esti-

mates the program could stimulate an addi-

tional 119 man-years of work in the construc-

tion industry and provide 14,000 man-days
of work for post-secondary students employed
to provide interpretation analysis and assis-

^ince.

I should also advise that discussions are

already under way with the federal govern-

ment, designed to extend the range of assis-

tance to home owners under its Canadian
Home Insulation Program, sometimes referred

to as CHIP. I shall be meeting with the

federal minister responsible for energy matters

fairly soon to discuss this and some other

issues.

I am sure all honourable members would
agree that the success of our Heat Save pro-
gram will be of benefit to all of us and I

would invite them as members to take part in

this program and to encourage their con-

stituents to take advantage of it as it moves
into their particular areas and constituencies.

FARM-RELATED TRUCKING REVIEW
Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I believe

copies of my statement and the report were
delivered to the opposition critics prior to

their entering the chamber.
It is my pleasure to present to the mem-

bers of the Legislature for their consideration
a report to the government of Ontario on the
review of farm-related trucking. You will

recall, Mr. Speaker, MTC and the Ministry
of Agriculture and Food asked for this report
last year to get a better idea of the ramifica-

tions of change in this segment of the truck-

ing indtistry.

10:10 a.m.

The review undertaken by Mr. Everett

Biggs of Everett Biggs and Associates of

Brampton is, I believe, outstanding. It is a

practical working document that covers a real

gap in our knowledge of the trucking indus-

try. That in itself is a tremendous benefit for

the transportation business.

iMoreover, it brought together in meaning-
ful discussion a wide variety of concerned

groups and citizens who made significant con-

tributions to the provincial economy—groups
such as the Ontario Federation of Agriculture,

the Ontario Grain and Feed Dealers, the

United Co-operatives, numerous marketing
boards and the Ontario Trucking Association.

I dbn't intend to comment today on all of

the recommendations contained in the Biggs

report, but I must point out I am impressed
with the way the authors handled the entire

question of exemptions regarding the trans-

portation of agricultural commodities. As
members know, we excluded exemptions of

farm supplies and products from earlier legis-

lation pending the results of this review.

This report recommends that the transpor-

tation of Hvestock, feed, seed, fertilizer, farm

products excluding milk and poultry, and farm

supplies be exempt from the provision of the

PCV Act when transported by, and I quote,
"A commercial vehicle having no more than

two axles," end of quote. In my view this

deserves careful consideration. For one thing,

a two-axle exemption includes most farm

vehicles in use today. For another, it would
enable us to do something of real value for

Ontario farmers without jeopardizing the in-

terests of the for-hire carriers. In any event,

it is certainly one recommendation we will be

examining very closely in the weeks ahead.

Another recommendation deals with the

transportation of fertilizer. The report sug-

gests that any PCV-licensed operator be per-

mitted to haul fertilizer anywhere in Ontario

during the months of April, May and June
in order to ensure that adequate supplies are

available for farmers at the beginning of each

growing season. Since it is already March 14,

I feel this recommendation deserves our im-

mediate attention if we are to have any im-

pact this year on the situation as reported by
the review. I invite immediate comment.

Finally, we will be seriously considering

any of the recommendations that provide for

improved energy efficiency in the movement
of agricultural commodities.

In closing, I would add we are making
copies of the Biggs report available to the

transportation and agriculture critics, as well

as the party leaders and caucus offices and
all the different organizations that partici-

pated in the study. If any other member of

the House wishes a personal copy of the

report, it will immediately be made avail-

able on request. I am tabling three copies
of the report with the Clerk now.
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PRESCRIBED FOREST BURNS

Hon. Mr. Auld: As members of the House
will know, the coroner's inquest into the

tragic deaths last August of seven young

people during the prescribed btun project
in the Geraldton area began on November

6, 1979, but has not yet been completed.

With the 1980 forest fire season about two
weeks away, I feel it vital to inform the

members and the public about the steps my
ministry is taking to ensure the strongest

safety precautions are maintained during this

year's handling of forest fires.

Immediately following the terrible inci-

dent last August, I requested that my min-

istry initiate a review of all related matters

so that recommendations could be made to-

wards ensuring the prevention of anything
similar happening again.

An internal board of review was formed.

It was made up of senior ministry staff with

extensive fire experience, two experts on fire

behaviour from the Canadian Forestry Serv-

ice of the government of Canada plus one

representative of the Ontario Public Service

Employees* Union. All of the members, by
the way, were from outside the particular

region where the tragedy occurred.

The report of this board of review was
delivered to me some time ago and I ac-

cepted its 21 recommendations. Subsequent-

ly, I directed my ministry to make every
effort to implement these recommendations
before the coming fire season. From the out-

set I have intended to make the board of

review reoort available to the public, but I

have withheld it for the time being so as not

to influence the inquest recommendations in

any way. I will continue to withhold the re-

port until the coroner has completed his

inquest and issued his findings.

Meanwhile, my staff is currently imple-

menting many steps based on the review

board report recommendations, as well as on
certain suggestions that arose in the inquest

testimony. These steps are:

First, the ministry policy and procedures
have been revised and in the interests of

safety now require the following: Review

groups must be established at both district

and regional levels to examine each plan for

a prescribed bum. All staff assigned to key
roles and their alternates must be involved at

an early stage of a prescribed-bum planning
process and it must be ensured that all staff

emploved at a prescribed burn are competent
to perform their assigned tasks.

Second, a prescribed-bum manual has
been prepared for use by all field staff this

season and is being distributed within the

next few weeks before any pilans for bums
are approved. This manual outlines in detail

the policies and procedures that must be
followed in planning and carrying out a pre-
scribed bum.

In particular, the manual includes a check-

list of essential details that must be con-

sidered before ignition. It specifies that com-

prehensive briefings must be held before

ignition occurs. It lays down qualification

requirements for all individuals involved in

prescribed bums.
Let me stress this point: Individuals wbo

do not meet the stated qualification standards

will not be used on prescribed bums. In the

meantime, because the coroner's inquest has

not been completed and we have not had the

opportunity to review the findings, I have

directed my ministry not to use Junior

Rangers or Experience program people in

fire work this year.

In the future, we hope again to include

fire work as part of the summer experience
of Junior Rangers in particular, but until the

current situation is clarified I have declared

a moratorium on such involvement for the

1980 season.

Third, an improved and expanded training

program for prescribed bum work is being

developed to fit into the overall fire control

training. To initiate this program, special

sessions entitled Prescribed Bum Operations

1980 will be conducted for all regions within

the next two months.

Fourth, a high priority has been set for the

further development of ground and aerial

ignition devices. Such devices would allow

us to reduce the number of staff required,

particularly in the ignition process, for pre-

scribed bums.
A prescribed bum is the deliberate setting

of fire to remove unwanted forest slash and

debris to prepare the area for regeneration.

It is a valid and effective forest management
technique, but demands strict controls

throughout.
Prescribed bums are a vital technique in

forest management by my ministry, but at

the same time my staff and I are deeply

committed to making sure that a tragedy

such as last summer's wiU not happen again.

We are taking every step that is humanly
possible to see that it doesn't.

HEALTH AND SAFETY LAWS
IN URANIUM MINES

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, a news-

paper story in yesterday moming's Globe and

Mail dealt with the application of health and

safety laws to uranium mines. In this story

it was suggested that some confusion exists
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concerning whether federal or provincial laws

are applicable to uranium mines.

I do not know why there should be any
confusion. Under the existing division of

constitutional powers, the federal govern-
ment has exclusive responsibility for the en-

actment of laws concerning occupational
health and safety of workers employed in

uranium mines and plants. Last year I met
with the federal Minister of Labour, the

Honourable Martin O'Connell, to review the

matter in detail and as a result of that meet-

ing it was apparent that the federal govern-
ment was not prepared to relinquish any
portion of its constitutional responsibiUty in

these matters.

Since June 1978 the Atomic Energy Con-
trol Board has had a detailed set of regula-
tions designed to protect uranium workers

from harmful radiation exposure. The legal

advice I have received from senior counsel is

that it is not open for the province to enact

laws and regulations that would duplicate or

conflict with these radiation regulations en-

acted under the Atomic Energy Control Act.

In August 1979 the federal government
enacted regulation 79-636 under the Canada
Labour Code, adopting by reference the

provisions of part IX of the Ontario Mining
A.ct. With the gazetting of this regulation, the

federal government therefore assumed com-

plete jurisdiction in all matters of health and

safety in lu-anium and thorium mines.

10:20 a.m.

Mr. Martel: It is the workers who lead the

fight.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Nobody argues with that,

but we have to face constitutional realities

and that's all I am talking about.

Mr. Martel; They were shafted!.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. There will be ample
opportunity for all members to question the

minister at the appropriate time.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I am just trying to make it

very apparent that we have been very in-

volved in this matter.

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the security forces

please remove the stranger?

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the security forces

just sit there with her. She promises to be
quiet.

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the lady just

please be quiet. Just please be quiet. Will

the Minister of Labour continue.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: In the fall of 1979, my
officials pointed out to the federal authorities

that the Ontario Occupational Health and

Safety Act, 1978, had been proclaimed, effec-

tive October 1, 1979. Copies of the mining
health and safety regulations under that act

were transmitted to the federal Labour de-

partment and it was suggested' to them that

their regulation should be altered to refer to

these new laws rather than to part IX of the

Mining Act, which was repealed by the

Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1978.

On October 30, 1979, the federal Deputy
Minister of Labour wrote to my deputy
minister as follows:

"Although we realize that the new Ontario

mining regulations were proclaimed on Octo-

ber 1, 1979, and the companies, unions and

your inspectors have agreed to follow the new
requirements, we do not plan to change the

part IX reference in our regulations at this

time.

"As you probably know, we are currently

developing on a tripartite basis another

uranium mining regulation which will detail

the requirements for Ontario mines, based on

your new regulations, and continue the refer-

encing of the existing Saskatchewan regula-
tions. Tlie target date for these new federal

regulations is May 1980, and we hope that

this legislation wiU eliminate any confusion

respecting uranium mining requirements in

Ontario mines. The continued reference to

part IX requirements for this interim period
has been studied by our legal services branch

and they advise us that part IX can still

legally be enforced in case of prosecution."

I wish to reiterate that under existing law
the federal Parliament has full and exclusive

responsibihty in these matters. The decision

to adopt Ontario laws was a unilateral act

by the federal government, as was its de-

cision to adopt the Saskatchewan laws.

So far as the enforcement is concerned,

inspectors of my ministry's mining health and

safety branch have been designated' as safety

officers under the provisions of the Canada
Labour Code. When they inspect federal

undertakings, including uranium mines, they
are acting as agents of the federal government
and are subject to the direction and control

of federal autiiorities.

The only remaining unresolved issue from

the point of view of my ministry relates to

the payment for these inspection services. I

take the position that Ontario should receive

appropriate reimbursement for inspection ser-
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vices provided to the federal government, but

no agreement has yet been reached on this

matter.

The newspaper article refers to remarks by
an official of the United Steelworkers who
is reported to have said that he believes the

ministry's inspections and inspectors are as

confused by the jurisdictional tangle as every-

one else. I am at a loss to understand the

basis for that statement. The inspectors are

well aware that in the inspection of uranium

mines they are acting under federal regula-

tions which, in turn, incorporate the pro-
vincial laws to which I have referred.

If either the Steelworkers or the uranium

mining companies have any problems in this

connection, they should be raised with the

responsible federal authority, that is the fed-

eral Department of Labour in respect of con-

ventional health and safety, or the Atomic

Energy Control Board in respect of radiation

health and safety. Unless and until constitu-

tional responsibilities for these matters are

altered, this is the exclusive responsibility of

the federal government.
The only action I could take would be to

instruct my inspectors not to act as federal

safety officers, and I don't believe this would
be in the interests of the workers aflFected.

The newspaper report also makes reference

to the right of workers to refuse to perform
imsafe work. That right exists for workers
covered by the federal Canada Labour Code.

Mr. Martel: Oh, no. It is much more

sophisticated.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I am not arguing about
that.

Mr. Martel: Then don't say that.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: The right exists for work-
ers covered by the federal Canada Labour
Code, the Ontario Occupational Health and

Safety Act, and I understand the Saskatche-
wan Health and Safety Act. I do not think
it would serve any useful purpose for me
to compare the provisions of these three

statutes, all of which differ in some respects.
Suffice it to say that the federal authorities

have seen fit to adopt the right-to-refuse pro-
visions of the Ontario Occupational Health
and Safety Act in relation to uranium mines
located in Ontario. That is a decision over
which I have no control.

Reference is also made in the press report
to a television commercial sponsored by the

provincial government dealing with occupa-
tional health and safety. The commercial in-

forms persons covered by the Occupational
Health and Safety Act of the act's existence
and encourages them to become aware of its

provisions. In my view, I think the com-

mercial is extremely useful and I make no

apologies for the valuable message it conveys
to workers and employers within our juris-

diction. Naturally, it does not purix)rt to re-

late to persons in someone else's jurisdiction.

PUBLIC OFFICERS' SECURITIES

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the Public

Officers Act requires that ^vithin the first 15

days of every session I advise this assembly
of all securities furnished on behalf of public
officers and of any changes made to such
securities since my statement on March 27,
1979. There have been no changes in either

category.

ORAL QUESTIONS

INTEREST RATES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to direct a question to the Treasurer. I would
like to ask him, apart from objecting to the

higher interest rates that are occurring at

present—an objection I gather he is now be-

latedly willing to make to the federal govern-
ment-

Mr. Rotenberg: It is your federal govern-
ment.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Rotenberg: Do you still support Tru-
deau?

Mr. S. Smith: Apart from objecting to these

interest rates, what is the Treasurer prepared
to do in Ontario?

I ask the question not only with respect
to home owners facing mortgage renewals
but keeping in mind the terrible blow to

small-town Ontario that will result from the

tremendous advantage high interest rates give

large companies, with large equity as op-
posed to debt, over small companies; and
furthermore the advantage they give large

agribusinesses over small family farms.

What is the Treasurer prepared to do to

help the small businesses and the farms to

deal with these very high interest rates to

get them over this extremely difficult period
so that they are not swallowed up by the

large and so that small-town Ontario econ-
omies are not destroyed?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I think the attempt to

say it is the small versus the large and only
the small are afi^ected and the large aren't is

glossing over the facts. Any company that is

highly levered is heavily affected by interest

rates.

The statement I made to the new Minister

of Finance in Ottawa as soon as he took his

position—and this was true at the time of
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writing—was that we had a different set of

circumstances in Canada in the early part of

March and the late part of February than

we had last November and December when
the bank rate was being argued by Mr.

Bouey before a special conmiittee.

10:30 a.m.

At that time our dollar was under some
attack. Our dollar has gone up, as I am sure

the member knows, some two or three cents

in the meantime, mainly due to an inflow of

capital to support the energy investments in

this country. As a result, our Canadian interest

rate has been maintained at a figure below
that of the American for that period of time-

something that wasn't occurring before.

We recommended that as long as the

dollar was surviving that kind of flow there

was a basic reason why the Canadian interest

rate did not have to follow the American one.

The member has seen that happen and has

also seen in the last day or so a fairly sharp
decline in the dollar because of the continued

difference in those two levels.

As to what Ontario can do, Ontario has

always argued—it argued last fall—that the

primary responsibility for monetary policy is

the federal government's. I hope the member
would agree with that. Monetary policy is its

responsibility and any attempt for the prov-
inces to usurp it or pretend that they are in

that field can be disastrous.

I did contact Mr. MacEachen—in fact, the

Premier (Mr. Davis) contacted Mr. Mac-
Eachen directly on a personal basis—pointing
out that the government of Ontario needs to

have a discussion with him at once. I under-

stand that within the next two to three days
Mr. MacEachen will be making time avail-

able for me to go to Ottawa, along with at

least the Minister of Housing (Mr. Bennett),
to discuss the general interest problem and
the mortgage interest problem to see what

steps, if any, the federal government is in-

tending to take and to see what steps, there-

fore, if any, Ontario would' be able to take

that would be complementary, if required.

Mr. S. Smith: Of course, I'm pleased that

the Treasurer will be consulting in this way,
but I do ask him specifically what message
he can give to small-town Ontario as well as

to home owners who are very concerned about

having to walk away from their homes now
after putting a certain amount of money into

them over the years.

I ask him specifically, will he be able to do

something to cushion the blow of these high
interest rates on the small farmers, on the

family farm, and on the small businesses of

Ontario? Does he not recognize, as he said on

November 27, 1979, and I quote: "There are

many parts of society that can live with a

high interest rate and charge it off against

something. Most small businessmen cannot

and most home owners cannot"?

Since, generally speaking, the debt-to-

equity ratio is higher for small businesses,

with certain exceptions, why will the Treas-

urer not tell us now that he will do something

to cushion the blow before the bankruptcies

become endemic and epidemic in small-town

Ontario?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, unlike the

Leader of the Opposition, I own four or five

small businesses. I'm keenly aware of the cost

of that interest. I also am paying it personally.

I understand' what it is doing to my busi-

nesses, I understand what it's doing to the

farm I have a share in; therefore, I am not

talking in any academic sense.

At the same time I hope the Leader of the

Opposition will recognize that steps have to

be taken that are real, not imaginary; steps

that don't transfer a burden from one group
of society to another—for example, to many
senior citizens who currently don't have a

mortgage, many people who are renting

homes and have problems supporting these

kmds of things. It's easy to say steps must

be taken, but steps must be taken that don't

totally distort the situation. That's why a

Canadian policy for a Canadian problem is

is essential.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, would the

Treasurer say what message he will take to

the new Minister of Finance in Ottawa, in

view of the clear signs now that the new

Liberal government has broken its election

campaign promise of keeping interest rates

down?
Will the Treasurer also undertake to bring

forward the date of the provincial budget in

this province in order that measures can be

brought in to cushion the blow of higher

interest rates on home owners, on farmers

and on owners of small businesses who are

experiencing those high interest rates-not on

April 15, but are experiencing them right

now?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I'm glad to have the

leader of the NDP and I agreeing on certain

things, because there is no question that we
saw occur in Ottawa last week a very slick

political move of allowing the market "to

determine the interest rate," when in fact it

has been and s'hould be the responsibihty of

the central government not only to set that

rate but clearly indicate, through setting it,

its monetary x)olicy.
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That's what's lacking in the new system;
the fact of allowing "the market" to set it,

when in fact the market isn't setting it. Any-
one who's aware of how treasury bills can be

manipulated knows the responsibility falls

back on the Bank of Canada, and therefore

the government of Canada; and this is in fact

playing with reality and cynically miming in

the face of the very things they promised the

electorate in this country before tiiey were
elected.

Mr. Peterson: Given the complexity of this

problem, which I think everyone understands,
and given the fact the Treasurer's earlier

response was that he did not want to distort

llhe marketplace and he didn't want to shift

burdens, but recognizing that's what the

whole governmental process does all the

time anyway, and recognizing also that this is

going to be of crisis proportions this year-
people are hoping it will not extend into next

year, but it may—but even if it doesn't, and

hopefully it won't, most people admit it's

going to be of crisis proportions tihis year
and in many people's judgement it's going to

take some emergency action by many levels

of government to solve some of the temporary
crises that are going to occur, I want to ask

the Treasurer this: Is he prepared to set

aside any amount of money or any programs
in consultation with-

Is the Treasurer listening?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I'm sorry. I was getting
a piece of information to answer.

Mr. Peterson: Would the Treasurer like

to tell us what it is?

Given the fact everyone is predicting tfhere

are going to be many disasters this year,

personal as well as business and financial,

v/hich will probably require emergency action

by many levels of government, is the Trea-

surer prepared to take a specific program to

Ottawa, setting aside amounts of money to

assist the federal government and work with

them to alleviate some of these crises that are

surely going to occur over the course of this

year? What are his specific plans? This is too

important for just vague-
Mr. Speaker: The question has been asked.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Obviously I am looking
at the options open to Ontario, and obvi-

ously I need to know what the federal gov-
ernment is planning to do before, in fact, I

put those out in public. I can be counter-

productive. I can be running against what-
ever they're trying to do. I firmly believe the

basic responsibility rests there. I hope the

member would agree with that, regardless of

partisanship. I said that when there were
Conservatives tiiere.

The steps we've taken: Small business

development corporations were an attempt,
as you know, to get money into the market-

place at less than the market rate.

The Canadian economy—I think the latest

figures came out in the last day or so and
showed the annualized rate of inflation at

around 9.6 per cent; 9,4 per cent, was it? I

think it was 9.4 per cent over last year. I'm

talking about the latest month annualized. It

was 0.8 per cent during the month of Feb-

ruary which multiplied by 12 Is 9.6 per cent.

The American economy, on the other hand,

had, I think, 1.8 per cent inflation in that

same month, or something of that order. I

have the figures somewhere.
Those two things argue for a lower Cana-

dian interest rate than the American rate,

subject, of course, to the international flows

of money. The real cost of money in Canada
is higher than the real cost of money in the

United States, if we allow this program to

follow. As you know, American inflation is

running about 16 per cent or thereabouts

right now. Therefore, their real cost of

money at 17,5 or 18,5 per cent is two to

2.5 per cent. Our real cost at 15 per cent is

running at five per cent. I think one can

argue that it's the real cost of interest that

matters; the difference between inflation and

what's charged in the marketplace. That's

what I think we can use as a Canadian

argument for a Canadian policy. I hope to

find sympathy for that.

Witihin that context I am looking at as

many alternatives as I can, so I can try to

dovetail some, if necessary, to a federal plan

that is taken, I certainly hope I'll see some

willingness, because I've read that into Mr.

MacEachen's public statements, to accept

the basic responsibility and work there; but

to go out into the marketplace and do some-

thing^ today would be foolish.

What we are doing: In Ontario we have

the Ontario Mortgage Corporation, for ex-

ample, I was checking with the Minister of

Housing (Mr, Bennett) as the member was

speaking. We have mortgages coming up
for renewal and I imderstand that currently

we're renewing Ontario Mortgage Corpora-

tion mortgages at well below the market rate

and intend to do so. We're giving the people

who are renewing at least two options, if I

recall, .so they can have a one-year mortgage

or a five-year mortgage and they are open

mortgages in case the interest rates drop.

They are well below the rate, as much as

two points, I would think, at the present

time. Can the Minister of Housing tell me

they are at 13.5 per cent, so that the shock

for those we can control is minimized. That
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is below the rate one can obtain in the

marketplace.

10:40 a.m.

Mr. S. Smith: Supplementary: If that can
be done for the Ontario Mortgage Corpora-
tion, can the Treasurer not also oflFer some

hope to the farmers by means of a farm
credit arrangement by which something can
be done to help these people over this very
difficult time?

Does he not agree, since he is opposed to

distortions in the marketplace, that a high
interest rate is in itself a distortion in tfie

marketplace, inasmuch as it favoiirs the large

companies that have large taxes they can
write off the rate against, or that happen
to have a high ratio of equity compared
to d-bt?

Does he not recognize that the high in-

terest rate itself will impact hardest on the

small companies and drive them down, vis-

^-vis the large? Will he offer some kind of

farm credit assistance to the farmers of On-
tario, some form of mortgage assistance to

the home owners and something for the

small businessmen before small-town Ontario

economies shrivel up?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I could'

name two or three companies that would
indicate that the member's generalization
isn't true. One could talk about the Chrysler

Corporation. One could talk about Massey-
Ferguson where the debt-to-equity ratio is

not the best in the world. One could talk-

Mr. S. Smith: You have money for Abitibi;
how about the small companies?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Yes, and the honour-

able member was opoo-ed to it and in a

mealy-mouthed letter back to tlie north to

Auriel Gervais pretended he was on both sides

of that issue. I am going to read that one
into the reoord because I have never seen
sudh a despicable attempt to be on both
sides of an issue in my life.

Mr. S. Smith: Money for Abitibi but not
for the small businessmen and farmers of

Ontario.

PHYSICIANS OPTING OUT OF OHIP

Mr. S. Smith: A question for the Minister
of Health: Will the Minister of Health please
tell the House the latest figures with regard
to doctors opting out? Would he please tell

us how these figures are broken down in

terms of general practice or specialties, and
what the trend has been lately?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have the exact numbers with me, but I am
pleased to say on the question of opting

that the numbers peaked over a year ago and
that opting out as a percentage of physicians

billing the plan has fallen to 17.3 per cent

from 18 per cent. That, of course, is a long

way from the 40 to 50 per cent the honour-

able member was predicting t^^'o years ago.

The operative figure to keep in mind, of

course, is that slightly more than eight per
cent of the accounts to OHIP are opted out,

so that's really the figure we should' be look-

ing at. That's the real story and that has

come down from a little more than nine per
cent a few months ago.

I am optimistic that with the revisions to

the schedule and some of the plans we have
under way, particularly that which I de-

scribed yesterday dealing with anaesthetists,

we can show greater progress there and avoid

having to resort to measures that members
on all sides realize would be very counter-

productive for the wellbeing of the people in

the province.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
do I take it then that the Minister of Health

is quite satisfied to keep the situation as it

is, at 17.3 per cent of physicians opted out

of the plan, and that he is prepared' to accept
that and is going to take no action other than

to sit and wait to see what happens? He
is prepared to take no other action to get
the physicians back into the plan, even when
he knows full well that in certain specialities

the percentage who have opted out is verv

high?
Will he make public the poll he was re-

ferring to in his discussion with the Globe
and Mail, and a poll that the Globe and
Mail itself made reference to on its front

page a few days ago?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: If I am correct—I am
not sure of this—I believe the material the

paper in question was looking at was a

Summary of a variety of pieces of information

that have come to us. I'll take that under

consideration.

1 think it would be misleading in the

extreme to suggest we have been sitting back

doing nothing. It is true we have made a

conscious d'ecision not to take some of the

measures proposed by some other politicians

that we think would be very counterpro-
dlictive in the longer term, in terms of the

morale in the health-care system, in terms of

the quality of the health-care system. We
have negotiated, fairly, a new schedule that is

already showing some benefit in reducing

opting out. We are exploring alternatives,

such as the one I described yesterday, which
we think will have a salutary effect on opting
out.
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I remind the member again that we're do-

ing everything possible, working with the

Ontario Medical Association and the Ontario

Hospital Association, to ensure access in the

hospitals. All these things are obviously very

time-consuming and the progress is slow, as

compared to maybe some simpler notions

the Leader of the Opposition may have, but

which simpler notions I suggest would in fact

be very dteleterious in terms of the quality of

our health-care system in this province.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the minister mentions
the morale and the productivity of the pro-
viders of health care, does he not think it

is also important to think of the morale
and the rights of the consumers of health

care, people across the province who are

having to pay the opted-out rates to doctors

who have opted out? Won't the minister agree
that twice the proportion of specialists are

opted out than general practitioners, despite
the fact that specialists are much better paid
than GPs across the province?
How does he defend failing to take action

on opting out when the opting out has been
not by the people providing primary care

but by the specialists who, because of their

specialities, already are hand'somely rewarded
in addition to regular medical rates?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Since the beginnings
of the plan here and in the other provinces
fhe rate of opting out has always been
higher among specialists, that's true. There
are many reasons for that, which I don't

propose to go into this morning. It's just as

true in Saskatchewan or Manitoba or BC or

Newfoundland as it is here.

It is misleading and unfair in the extreme
to suggest nothing has been done. It is true I

have avoided taking advice from the mem-
ber's party and from certain daily journals,
to use a club that in the short term might
he very sexy politically but in the not-too-

distant term—certainly in the long term-
would have a very negative impact on tfie

province.

The member asks if I'm worried about

people. Yes. Let me recount an example of

what concerns me.
A hospital administrator in a town in

northern Ontario called me a few months ago
and said: "We have one anaesthetist in this

town. We have one hospital, we have one
anaesthetist and the person has opted out."

That anaesthetist was being hassled on a

daily basis by the local union and the ad-

ministrator said: "I want to tell you right
now about our concern. If that anaesthetist

leaves town, it won't be long before the sur-

geon leaves town and then the pathologist

is going to leave town too. Then where are

we going to be in terms of universality and
accessibility and quality of health care in

this town? We're going to have to refer

everything to Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie."

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

iMr. S. Smith: There are hundreds of

youths about to graduate in Ontario. They
would love to be doctors in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. TimbreU: As a matter of fact,
Mr. Speaker, in the 1970s we increased
enrolment in medical schools by 50 per
cent in this province.

Mr. S. Smith: That's right, and they would
be happy to be opted in too.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: We'll get down to some
of the Leader of the Opposition's earlier

statements on that question too. Here again,
like my colleague the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller), I find the member is trying to be
all things to all people.
How about the time the member wanted

to slash my budget by $50 million two

years ago? Now, oh no; now it's a diflFerent

story.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: We know about your
principles.

Mr. Speaker, there's no question that for

some individuals it would be more attrac-

tive to take what the member called Dra-
conian measures against the physicians that

would in the short term be perhaps politi-

cally attractive to some people. I don't think

it would be to most people. In the longer
term I think it would be very counter-

productive and would in fact set our medi-
care system back 20 years.

Mr. S. Smith: Since the minister takes

exception when I say he's sitting back and

doing nothing except waiting to see what

happens, will he tell us precisely what else

he is doing to get the doctors back into

the plan? Or is he just prepared to accept
that this is a tremendous achievement, where
it has fallen from 18 per cent all the way
down to 17.3 per cent after the latest

negotiations?

If he's prepared to say that's good enough
for Ontario, let him have the courage to

state that that's good enough for Ontario

in his view. If he doesn't think it's good

enough, let him stand up and say precisely

what he's doing to bring that percentage
down more rapidly.

10:50 a.m.
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Hon. Mr. Timbrell: It is obviously our

hope to get back to the balance we had a
few years ago and which apparently even

everyone opposite felt was a good balance.

It is our hope to do that in ways that will

address the real concerns of the profession.
We have negotiated a new fee schedule.

We have developed some alternatives with

respect to anaesthetists. We have made
changes in the bureaucracy of OHIP to

provide the option of payment every two
weeks for opted-in physicians. We have
made changes in the book work to make
the day-to-day practice of medicine less

bound up in paperwork. With the co-oper-
ation of the Ontario Hospital Association,
the Ontario Medical Association and indi-

vidual hospitals, we are ensuring access to

the services in hospitals.

All of these things are going on. We
will look at any other reasonable propositions
we can conceive of to influence ph>'sicians

back into the plan, rather than the kind of

things I think the honourable member is

suggesting—I don't know; what his position
is on this depends on which day of the week
it is—that would cause greater problems.

HOUSING POLICY

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Housing about the

problems now affecting home owners with
the increase in mortgage rates. Can the
minister explain why the government is

withdrawing from the housing market by
failing to continue with OHC, by the efforts

to reduce the portfolios of the Ontario

Mortgage Corporation and by the withdrawal
of its participation in the Home Owner-
ship Made Easy program?

Isn't it time that the government started

to redraft the mandates for those particular

programs in order to meet the needs of

families on modest incomes who are being
driven completely out of the housing mar-
ket because of the cost of interest rates

today?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

let me correct the issue in relationship to

the Ontario Housing Corporation and the
number of units we anticipate having for

people who are on subsidized rents in

Ontario.

I think I made it abundantly clear to this

House some months ago that some new
agreements that had been reached by the

10 provinces and the federal government of

the day indicated the direct mortgaging by
CMHC towards public housing wouM no

longer continue and that we would be

looking for the supply of housing through
private mortgaging facilities. The federal

government was offering an interest rate

to accommodate those people who would
look for rent subsidies. This would be
achieved through the nonprofit housing cor-

porations across Ontario, whether they be

private or public or whether they be co-ops,
or whether it be through some other types
of programs that have been put in place.

In that period of time we have had a fairly

strong response to the number of units, not

only in this city but across the province. It

is not our intention to shirk the responsi-

bihty of government, federally or provincially,

in providing the number of accommodations
within the financial Hmits for publicly sup-

ported units. It is not our intention to sell out

the portfolio, which seems to have been the

idea of some people in the Metropolitan
Toronto area in particular, namely, that OHC
and some of the other organizations are

going to start disposing of their assets.

Mr. Phflip: What happened to Bergamont?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I have written to mem-
bers of this House about the Bergamont
situation, and it only becomes an argumen-
tative question for themselves. They know

very well the position of government and

CMHC was spelled out very distinctly and

clearly. We have supplemented those xmits

or we have replaced those units through

nonprofits and co-ops in this municipality

far beyond what Bergamont ever supplied

to the marketplace.
The second question, if I recall correctly,

had to do with the Ontario Mortgage

Corporation and where we stand at this

time. We did sell off a total of $120 million

worth of mortgages up until 1979 at very

favourable mortgage rates to those people
we had covered with mortgages—from 10.75

per cent roughly. We have not sold any mort-

gages from this j>ortfolio since 1979. We
still have something just short of $900

million in our portfolio.

The Ontario Mortgage Corporation has

recommended to the government through the

Ministry of Housing tliat it is going to freeze

the rate on its mortgages at this point at 13.5

per cent. Let me assure this House that is

one full percentage point below section 58

of the National Housing Act, which was ap-

proved just a week ago by the federal agency,

which allowed its rates to float up to 14.5

per cent on the renewal of its mortgages.

Our mortgages are being renewed now for

the month of April and so on at 13.5 per cent.

As the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) said,

the options for those for whom we are re-
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newing the mortgages are for a one- to five-

year term. It is their choice; they can have
whatever they wish in so far as the term
is concerned.

The last problem raised by the leader of

the third piirty happened to be in relation to

AHOP programs, the HOME program and
the various other financing schemes we have
had for putting housing into place in Ontario

and in Canada over the last number of years.
I trust the leader of the third party read

the remarks of Mr. MacEachen, the Minis-

ter of Finance of Canada, in the newspapers

yesterday and again today, which were

exactiy along the lines of those this govern-
ment has made for some period of years.

Some of the schemes we have designed

federally and provincially—and more federally

than provincially, I can say—over the last five

or six years have brought us into this situation

and we should have been aware of the fact

it was going to happen.
The AHOP program, and now the gradu-

ated-payment mortgage program, are all de-

ferred payments predicated on anticipated
extra earnings by the individual the fact that

his real estate is going to rise in value and
that mortgage rates are not hkely to increase.

What no one really took into account is the

fact the cost of fuel, electrical power and
so on would drastically rise also over that

period of time.

Five or more years ago this government
very clearly and distinctly said they were

wrong types of financing to put in place.
If you will recall just over a year ago
when Mr. Ouellet, the then minister reporting
for CMHC, introduced the graduated-pay-
ment mortgage plan, our ministry and our

government very clearly and distinctly said,

along wdth the private sector, that it was
the wrong type of financing to be putting in

place to assist the availability of housing, not

only in Ontario but in Canada.
I have been in touch with the minister

reporting for CMHC at the federal level. The
Treasurer of our province, the Minister of

Finance for Canada, the Minister of Public

Works who reports for CMHC and I will be

meeting next week to review some of the

past actions that have taken place in Ontario
and Canada, and some of the programs and

opportunities available to us to try to reduce
the impact of the mortgage interest rates of

those financed not only through CMHC and
the Ontario Mortgage Corporation but in-

deed in the private sector, and to determine
what can be given by governments at the

various levels.

There are certain advantages under the old

AHOP program and the graduated-payment

mortgage program whereby certain extensions
of terms under a hardship clause can be
granted by the federal minister. I would hope
at this time they are not only looking at it

from the point of view of a one-year ex-
tension but maybe even a longer period of
time.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister seems to be
saying there wouldn't be a problem with

people who had AHOP mortgages now if

they hadn't been given the AHOP mort-

gages in the first place and were still tenants

trying to struggle in the rental market.
I would like the minister to tell the House,

given the fact mortgage rates are at 14.5

per cent and going higher, what action this

government will take in order to ensure the
mandates of the Ontario Mortgage Cor-

poration and of Home Ownership Made
Easy are extended to provide financing for

people on modest incomes so the dream of

having a house of their own is a reality
and not just a dream they cherish while they
stay tenants for the rest of their lives.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the leader

of the third party would hke to misconstrue

anybody's remarks just to serve his own
purpose.

Mr. Bradley: He is your friend now. Don't
talk about your friends like that.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, I won't go that

far. The Premier (Mr. Davis) might think I

should.

It was never my intention in my remarks
to indicate that although we had an AHOP
program we should never have really im-

plemented it—the federal government should

not—so we could refuse the opportunity
for some people in the lower income brack-

ets to own real estate. We are saying very

clearly, and we said it at the time—now
listen carefully—that exactly what we are

experiencing today would happen and it

was not going to give any great advantage
to the lower income groups. The private sec-

tor also said the same thing.

There were people in the financing world
five <» six years ago when AHOP was

brought in who absolutely refused to par-

ticipate in it because they could see, in a

long-range program, that they would be
faced with the problems we are faced with

today. There were alternatives, I under-

stand, offered at that time. It was not to

try to back-end load mortgages, which was

exactly what the graduated-payment mort-

gage plan was also doing. The back-end

loading of mortgages mean tfiat all of a
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sudden the individual winds up at the end
of the first five- or six-year term of mort-

gage with a second mortgage on his prop-

erty for $4,000 or $5,000, which is all going
to be renewed at the current interest rate,

both the first and second mortgages.

11 a.m.

Those were the pitfalls. It was never this

government's intention to try to reduce the

availability or the accessibility to home
ownership for all Ontarians, but to do it

wisely in terms of the world of financing is

the key issue.

Mr. Cassidy: If I could redirect a supple-

mentary to the Premier now that he is in

the House, since the government has been

telling ordinary Canadians and ordinary On-
tarians to tighten their belts over the course

of the last year, and since the profits of the

banks exceeded $1 billion in Canada last

year, is the Premier prepared to call in the

banks and financial institutions here in this

province and tell them it's about time they

tightened their belts and honoured their

social responsibility to the people to whom
they provide mortgage finance rather than

driving people out of their homes with the

interest rates on mortgages?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, 1 don't

know what the rules are about supplemen-
taries being directed to other than the per-

son who is initially asked, but I will en-

deavour to answer. I didn't hear the pre-

vious discussion, so I am at some modest

disadvantage, but in spite of that I will do

my best.

Mr. Worton: Your belt looks okay from

here.

Mr. Peterson: There must be an election

coming. You lose weight every four years.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In spite of the member's

leader, and my propensity to enjoy my wife's

cooking, I have made more progress than

some of his colleagues. However, that is

another issue.

I would observe to the leader of the New
Democratic Party that he is—and I don't

say intentionally—oversimplifying the issue.

It is not a question of saying to the lending
institutions. "Tighten your belt." The lending
institutions—whether it's the banks, the trust

companies, the insurance companies or the

private investor—are facing a situation where

they are operating with money which one

may have deposited, which one may have

paid by way of premium, or money that they
have borrowed in terms of their investment

procedures where they are paying a par-
ticular rate of interest. The great complexity

in all of this is when we have a 'lending

institution that has to pay out as much as it

is charging, or more; then it becomes just a

shade difficult. It isn't a simple case of saying
to the banks, "Tighten your belts." That
isn't how the system works.

I am sure the member for Riverd'ale (Mr.

Renwick) and, I say this very kindly, the

leader of the New Democratic Party under-
stand this. This is why the Minister of

Housing and the Treasurer of this province
are meeting next week with the federal

Minister of Finance and I hope the new
member of the federal cabinet from the great

borough of Scarborough, to see what can be
done in terms of the interest rate factor

with respect to mortgages.
I would say to the leader of the New

Democratic Party, as far as a number of

mortgages are concerned, and perhaps this

was covered with respect to the Ontario

Mortgage Corporation and some of the AHOP
programs, et cetera, in fact they are not

faced with this immediately. In other words,
a lot of these mortgages are not due this

week or next week.

I didn't bring my notes with me, because
I really thought this would have been the

first question yesterday, and I brought some
of the things I said to the Toronto Rotary
Club a week ago today when I made it

abundantly clear that in some way or other

the government of Canada had to come to

grips with the whole question of ownership
as it relates to the interest rates that were

being paid.

In fairness, there are thousands of people
who have their homes mortgaged to Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, some of

them still at 20- to 25-year terms, where in

terms of the equity and in terms of the in-

terest rates they have been paying they have
had an opportunity to acquire a very sub-

stantial equity in their properties, where the

hardship at this moment doesn't exist. Our

problems are very simply with those that

could be up for renewal say in the next six-

month period—no one is debating that—and
the concern we all have with respect to the

provision of additional accommodation.

I assure the members of this House that

this matter has a very high priority with this

government. The ministers will be meeting
next week. I spoke very briefly to the

federal Minister of Finance Wednesday night
and I made it very dear to him that this was
one of the major concerns we had and we
intend to continue these discussions. I just

saw on Rogers Cablevision news in Brampton
this morning at 7:30 that Mr. Cosgrove was
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in the process of presenting to the govern-
ment of Canada some of his suggestions as

to how this issue might be dealt with.

We are prepared to co-operate and to

assist, because it is very fundamental and we
intend to do as much as we can to see

that a national poUcy—and I really believe

it has to be a national policy—is developed.
I won't be partisan here this morning and

suggest that mortgage interest deductibility,

which was rejected at the national level not

too many weeks ago, might have had some
rather substantial beneficial effects.

WINCHESTER-WESTERN PLANT
Mr. Cassidy: I have a question for the

Minister of Industry and Tourism. Over the

break, I had a chance to visit botli union
and management at the Winchester-Western

plant in Cobourg, a plant that had 300 em-

ployees last summer but closed down a week
ago and now has no manufacturing left there

at all. In view of the promise in the throne

speech that the Ontario Development Cor-

poration will facilitate the takeover of for-

eign subsidiaries by Canadians, will the

minister put his money where his mouth
is and seek aid in finding a Canadian

buyer for this foreign-owTied plant and en-

suring that the ODC participate in the equity
to make that takeover by Canadian buyers
feasible?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am sure if the mem-
ber discussed the matter with the imion
when he was out there he will know that

when the union was into my office to see me
I indicated to it quite bluntly and clearly
that if we could find Canadian buyers who
were interested we were prepared to make
substantial financial commitments on a good
business-like basis to any prospective Cana-
dian purchaser. The union is well aware of

that and I hope it conveyed that to the

member. So he will know the extent of our

involvement, on behalf of my ministry, and
not dealing with the extensive involvement

of the Ministry of Labour, we met five

times with the parent company. We made
seven visits to speak to the Canadian oper-
ation and the union and the people in

Cobourg. We contacted 17 potential Cana-
dian companies which might be interested

in purchasing Winchester; 17 of them we
contacted.

In the case of eight of those companies
we were able to sit dowm with them and
move it on to the very serious stage of dis-

cussions with regard to whether or not

financial contributions by the taxpayers of

Ontario would make that viable for them.

Unfortunately, it still didn't turn out to be

a viable proposition. The latest situation was
that it was down to two potential purchasers;
discussions are still under way, though the

events of last week have affected that some-

what.

Just so the member will be aware of the

extent to which we have exercised efforts

to look after this particular situation, not-

withstanding the fact he does not think we
should do these kinds of things, we con-

tacted four foreign companies in the rifle

business to try to put together a joint-ven-

ture arrangement with some Canadian ma-

jority shareholders.

I think those are fairly extensive efforts.

We have really spent a great deal of time

on this matter and have been prepared to

maike any sensible financial commitment

necessary to keep Winchester in operation.

"Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Doesn't the

problem then arise in the rigidity of the kind

of financial commitment that the government
is prepared to make, because will the minis-

ter not agree that last December, for only
half a milHon dollars in participation by the

ODC in terms of equity, that plant could

have been kept on its feet and some 150

jobs would have been kept in the area of

Cobourg, a cost that is very much less than

the kinds of costs of other operations in

which the government has been involved?

Why was the government not prepared
to offer at that point in a positive way to

participate in the equity, so that the Cana-

dian managers and employees who wanted'

to spearhead a drive to keep that plant in

operation could succeed in their efforts at

a time when they also had co-operation

from the foreign parent, which was prepared
to take subsidiary financing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am afraid the mem-
ber's information, at least the way he is

presenting it, isn't entirely accurate. In

point of fact, it was not at all a situation

where half a million dollars would have made

the difference. There were very many other

elements that went towards putting together

the package.
(As for the parent company—and I am

glad the member noted this, because he

often likes to suggest that American parents

are arrogant and simply pull up roots and

go home—1 am glad he has acknowledged
that this American parent was co-operative

at that stage and was willing to exercise all

efforts necessary to make it viable. They

do care about their work force.

11:10 a.m.
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None the less, the purchasers we were

talking to last December needed certain

other things to be in place aflFecting markets,

affecting product lines. It is simply not ac-

curate to say that half a million dollars put
into that plant would have made that a go
situation.

I would point to other instances, for ex-

ample the case of the Prestolite plant in

Samia, and of course the Pioneer Chain Saw
Corporation in Peterborough, where we were
more than willing to make available at least

that amount of money, if not more, and in

fact did. If that had been able to turn the

trick last December, I can assure the House
that we absolutely would have done that. The
fact is, even after that sort of cash con-

tribution would have been made, the eco-

nomics simply still didn't work. If the mem-
ber will check with the company involved

last December, they will confirm that for

him, I believe.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We have taken 43 minutes

of the question i)eriod on the leaders* ques-
tions and supplementaries. I think, in fair-

ness to other members, perhaps we should

at least have a couple of rotations for pri-

vate members' questions.

Mr. Cassidy: There were six separate

<luestions on the first question by the Leader

of the Opposition. I have had one supple-

mentary on this particular subject, which I

think is important to 150 workers in the

Cobourg area and to many other people
across the province.

Mr. Speaker: Make it very brief.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

To the Minister of Industry and Tourism:

Since the major product of the Winchester-

Western plant was the 37A shotgim and

since this Canadian subsidiary had a world

product mandate for that particular shotgun,

selling it not just to the United States but

around the world, and was the sole producer
of that product for the Olin Corporation,

does not the shutdown of that plant cast

questions on the ministry's policy of global

product mandating? How does the govern-

ment intend to ensure that this kind of

shutdown of a Canadian plant with a global

product mandate does not occur in other

indiistries as well?

Hon. Mt. Grossman: That no more casts

doubt on the global product-mandating

strategy than it would for us to say that the

failure of a Canadian company supported

by ODC, or EDF, or DREE or whatever,
casts dbubt on the government policy to sup-

port Canadian-owned companies; nor would
the closedown of a small business in the

field of high technology, supported by this

government, or any other government, cast

doubt on our attempts to work in the high

technology area.

Let's be reasonable and responsible for a

moment. No one has suggested that a global

product-mandating strategy will in all cases

result in insurance against any plant close-

downs. Anyone—and I know the member is

aware of this—under any sort of industrial

structure, in any country, be it foreign
owned or domestically owned, product man-

dated, rationalized or branch plant, will al-

ways have some cases where market con-

ditions and other economic factors dictate

a closedown, and we have never suggested

anything other in terms of our global pro-

duct-mandating strategy.

VISITORS

Mr. Speaker: Before I recognize the mem-
ber for St. George (Mrs. Campbell), I would
like to draw to the attention of all honour-

able members the presence of a very large

and distinguished delegation from the region

and the provincial governments of Abruzzi

in Italy. They are over here on a trade mis-

sion, accompanied by the heads, the presi-

dents of the region and the province, and

headed by Dr. Romeo Ricciuti. Would you

please welcome them to our midst.

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, may I on a

point of personal privilege, it being the

regional group from my own region, join you
in extending to the delegation my warmest

welcome.
I would like to tell the House that there

are many thousands of citizens of Ontario

whose origins are the region of Abruzzi, a

region rich in history and culture, and they
are making a great contribution to this

province.
I would like to wish tlie delegation, Dr.

Ricciuti and all the delegates, a very success-

ful trade show. I wotJd also like to say they

are here not only for a trade show but also

for a cultural exxchange, and they have with

them one of the best and most renowned

choirs of Italy.

On behalf of the Legislature and the prov-

ince, I would like to welcome them.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, if I might, on

behalf of the government, extend a personal

welcome, from my own point of view as

well as from the government's, to represen-

tatives of the region and the provinces of

Abruzzi on this trade mission and this cul-

tural exchange.
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Two weeks ago I had the privilege of being
in Italy to sign an agreement with the Italian

government relating to workmen's compensa-
tion matters and on that occasion visited the

region of Abnizzi and I'd' like to go back

again.

iMr. S. Smith: Of course it is also a great

pleasure for us, the official opposition, to wel-

come this delegation. I hope, very sincerely,

that their time here will be well spent and

mutually profitable for themselves and their

fellow citizens and our own people. Such
visits are extremely helpful and remind us

of the tremendous contribution which people
with the heritage of that very part of Italy

have brought to Canada and to Ontario. We
certainly thank them for their attendance

here.

SUPREME COURT APPEAL

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question
is to the Attorney General. Is the Attorney
General in a position at this time to give
to this House a complete explanation of the

bizarre verdict matter in Hamilton; and would
he specially give us the information as to

the activities of his crown in that matter,

whose conduct has been characterized by the

Chief Justice of this country as a penance?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I am
waiting for a report from tbe crown law office

with respect to this appeal that was before

the Supreme Court of Canada, and which was
not proceedted with within the period of

time that one would have expected. I have
not yet received a formal report from Mr.

Watt; I expect to have it within the next day
or two.

I might say that Mr. Watt is a most dis-

tinguished crov^Ti counsel, but having said

that, I am certainly very concerned about
what happened in this particular case.

Mrs. Campbell: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would the Attorney General not

consider that it is a rather unusual thing
for a crown, in a case which has been so

protracted, to say before the Supreme Coiurt:

"I say this because I mean it. I have no
excuse for failure to abide by the mandatory
conditions of the Criminal Code"?

iHon. Mr. McMurtry: As I have already in-

dicated, Mr. Speaker, the circumstances cer-

tainly would appear to be quite unusual and
I intend to obtain a full report with respect
to this appeal.

Mrs. Campbell: That will be available in

this House?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Yes, it will.

HEALTH AND SAFETY LAWS
IN URANIUM MINES

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Speaker, to the Minis-

ter of Labour in relation to the statement

that he read to the House this morning on
the safety of luranium miners at Elliot Lake:

I'm wondering if the minister is aware of one
of the very recent incidents that led to some
of the frustration in the newspaper article

whereby a safety matter of some concern to

the workers at Denison Mines was raised.

An Ontario inspector came in under the

jurisdiction that the inspector has and issued

a rather tough order supported totally by the

miners involved. That order quoted section

70 of our new Occupational Health and

Safety Act, among other pieces of legisla-

tion. The result, almost immediately, was a

letter of apology to the company from Mr.

Bariswick, the supervisor in charge of that

safety oflBcer, apologizing to the company
that the order was not feasible under section

70.

That's one of the many examples of the

total confusion that exists and the coverage
the workers have at Elliot Lake. It is simply
not good enough to cop out, as the minister's

statement does, in terms of the coverage. We
either have to insist on proper coverage of

the miners involved by the federal govern-

ment, as they have in Saskatchewan, or may-
be we have to withdraw our inspectors—

iMr. Speaker: The question has been
asked.

iMr. Mackenzie: —and force the federal

government to act. Is the minister willing

to take a look at that situation?

11:20 a.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I share with the member

pride in the Occupational Health and Safety

Act whidi this Legislature has passed, but

the realities of life are that constitutionally

the federal government has occupied radiation

hazard's, and now conventional health and

safety hazards.

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Hang on. They have in-

corporated by reference part IX of the

Mining Act. We have advised them that's no

longer the law in this province. We have

requested that they include the new Oc-

cupational Health and Safety Act mining

regulations. We will continue to pursue that.

We have spoken to them as recently as two

days ago about that. If some inspector mis-

understood the jurisdictional problem, he's

not alone. A lot of people misunderstand the

jurisdictional problem, but there is no reason

to suggest any blame on this ministry or
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its staflF. They are endeavouring to do their

best to enforce the law. If there are juris-

dictional problems, so be it, but constitution-

ally we now have no authority other than

as representatives and agents of the federal

government.
Mr. Mackenzie: The blame is then on

you. It's your responsibility to protect those

workers.

Afr. Martel: Doesn't the Minister of Laboiu:

find it diflScult to accept that those miners
who led the fight in Ontario are now not

covered? Doesn't the minister understand
that the diflSculty, even for his own staff, is

that under the terms of Bill 70, if there's

reason to believe the condition is unsafe, cer-

tain workers can leave? Is the minister further

aware that under the federal jurisdiction the

worker has to prove imminent danger?

Possibly the minister can tell me and tell

his staff what "imminent danger" is. Is that

after the rock starts to fall? Is it after he
starts down the chute? How can the minister's

inspectors do the type of job he wants them
to do with this type of conflict in existence?

Shouldn't we tell the federal authorities we're

not prepared to play the game that way?
Hon. Mr. Elgie: If I may just comment

on the initial remark, there is no doubt that a

great deal of tribute goes to the very miners

we're talking about for the impetus that led

to the Ham commission report that led to the

Occupational Health and Safety Act we have
now. I'm not a detractor of that; I'm a

supporter of what happened in that pro-
cess.

I'm simply telling the member the con-
stitutional facts of life. It's not easy for our

inspectors on one day to be inspecting on
the basis of a reasonable belief and on the
next day on the concept of imment danger,

particularly when the jurisdictional definition

of "imminent d'anger" hasn't yet been clearly

defined. It's not easy. That's what we've told

the federal government and that's what we're

continuing to tell them. They've told us, as

I indicated in my statement, that there will

be a tripartite response to this in May of

this year.

HYDRAULIC POWER DEVELOPMENT
\fr. J. Reed: Mr. Speaker, my question

is for the Minister of Energy. Can he tell me
what role, if any, the ministry played in the

recent cut in the Ontario Hydro budget for

hydraulic development? Did the minister

comment on that cut or did he express an

approval or disapproval of tliat cut?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, perhaps the

honourable member would like to expand on

that question as to whose budget he's talk-

ing about?

Mr. J. Reed: With respect, surely the

minister is aware if changes are made in bud-

geting within Ontario Hydro and he's briefed

and informed. Is he not aware that the

budget has been recendy cut from a measly
$2.4 million to $1.2 million, which is roughly
one tenth of one per cent, I believe, of the

capital budget of Ontario Hydro?
With that kind of incredible slas'h from

nothing to virtually less than nothing, I'm

wondering whether it will signal the encour-

agement of the private development of the

hydraulic resources in Ontario, or is this

simply just one more move to ensure the un-

ceremonious burial of hydraulic power de-

velopment in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Perhaps the honourable
member will recall that yesterday, in mak-

ing some announcement with respect to the

expanded role of the Ontario Energy Corpor-

ation, I mentioned the question of hydraulic

power. That corporation is working with two

private companies—I think in Gananoque and
in the Mattawa area—with respect to electric

generation in that way.
fin brief, with respect to the whole hy-

drauHc program, I understand there are some

plans under way with respect to adding to

the capacity of certain already-defined loca-

tions and that work was still going on con-

sidering other locations, although that pro-

gram might take longer with respect to its

implementation than was originsdly consid-

ered.

Mr. J. Reed: Supplementary: Would the

minister not consider that the reduction of

a budget by 50 per cent, from $2.4 million

to $1.2 million, hardly allows a corporation
like Ontario Hydro to do the paperwork?

PRESCRIBED FIRE BURNS

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to ask

the Minister of Natural Resources a question
with regard to the statement that he made
this morning. Would the minister not consider

making a contribution to freedom of infor-

mation in this province by releasing the

Ministry of Natural Resources board of re-

view report, contrary to a statement this

morning? In view of the fact that the report
has been given to the coroner, to the crown

attorney and to the counsel representing him
at the inquest but to no other party; and in

view of the fact that the coroner has stated

at the inquest that it was his intention to

present the recommendations of the ministry's

board of review to the jury as his recom-

mendations, in the hope that they adopt them.
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how does his defence that he doesn't want to

influence the jury stand up as the reason for

not releasing the report?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I indicated

last fall that we were doing the review and
that I was advised that we should not re-

lease it until the inquest was completed and
the coroner had decided, I suppose, whether
he was going to release that to the jury or

not. The advice that I had was still the same,
that in fact we could be accused of preju-

dicing the outcome of the inquest, the

recommendations of the inquest and so on,

by making them public.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: With regard
to the part of your statement in which you
say a prescribed burn manual has been pre-

pared for use by all field stafiF this season,
does that mean there was no such set manual
and there was no such set procedure in the

past? And if there was a set procedure, how
is the enunciating of this in a manual going
to help in the coming season?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we did a very
thorough review of the procedures for dealing
with prescribed burns and' emergency fire-

fighting. We have brought together a great
deal of information in one place. There were

procedures, and I am sure the honourable
member is aware of this from the press re-

ports of the inquest to date.

I don't want to comment any further, be-

cause as I say I don't want to be in the

position of being charged with having tried

to influence the outcome of the inquest.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, yesterday the

Premier (Mr. Davis) told me that he could
not give me an answer to an urgent request
that the Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Parrott) issue an order before the court hear-

ing today on the Ajax industrial waste hear-

ing because the Minister of the Environment
was not in town.

Last night the Minister of the Environment
was present at a vote in order to vote in

favour of blocking private members* bills, I

understand. It seems to me that the Premier
should have provided me with a statement

today of the reply of the Minister of the

Environment to that request, which he under-
took to pass on to the Minister of the En-
vironment as soon as he returned to town.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, the

night before last, at about six o'clock, when
the Minister of the Environment was still

absent, I had a call from his o£Bce and I

signed the order representing the minister
as the Acting Minister of tlie Environment.

Interjection.

Mr. Speaker: Order. This is not question
period. The honourable member has ex-

pressed her opinion that something was out
of order. There has been an explanation
given by the Acting Minister of the Environ-

ment, the Minister of Agriculture and Food.
There will be ample opportunity for the

member to question the ministers on the

particulars during the next question period.

11:30 a.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

GOOD SAMARITAN ACT
Mr. Haggerty moved first reading of Bill

13, An Act to relieve Persons from Liability

in respect of Voluntary Emergency Medical

and First-Aid Services.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is to relieve persons from liability

in respect of voluntary emergency first-aid

assistance and medical services rendered at

or near the scene of an accident or other

sudden emergency.

NON-UNIONIZED WORKERS'
PROTECTION ACT

Mr. Haggerty moved first reading of Bill

14, An Act respecting the Rights of Non-
Unionized Workers.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Si>e^er, the piurpose

of the bill is to provide a low-cost mechan-
ism whereby a non-unionized worker may
obtain a review by the Ontario Labour Re-

lations Board for workers discharged or

otherwise disciplined for cause and where
the contract of employment is silent on mat-

ters of discipline. At the present time, a

non-unionized worker who is dismissed or

otherwise disciplined for cause may have

no right of action against his employer, not-

withstanding the fact that the discipline,

having regard to all the circumstances, is

unduly harsh.

The bill provides for a two-stage process
for reviewing complaints involving harsh

discipline. Initially, a labour relations officer

would be appointed to eff^ect a settlement

that would be reduced to writing and would
have to be compiled according to his terms.

Then, if no settlement is reached or a settle-

ment is not likely, the Ontario Labour Rela-

tions Board would inquire into the matter.
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If the board is satisfied that the oomplaint is

justified, it will have the power to malke an
order substituting such penalty as is just

and reasonable in the circumstances.

GAME AND FISH AMENDMENT ACT
iMr. Philip moved first reading of Bill 15,

An Act to amend the Game and Fish Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of this

bill is to restrict the use of body-gripping and

leghold traps in Ontario. The bill creates a

general prohibition against the use of body-

gripping and leghold traps as a means of

trapping any animal. However, exemptions
from the general prohibition are provided' for

persons who hold trappers' licences who use

the body-gripping traps of a specified size

and those submerged in water. The bill also

provides for prohibitions for farmers.

STANDING COMMITTEES
Hon. Mr. Wells moved resolution 2:

That the following standing committees be
established for this session, vvdth power to

examine and inquire into all such matters as

may be referred to them by the House, v^dth

power to send for persons, papers and things,
as provided in section 35 of the Legislative

Assembly Act:

Standing committee on general government:
Ashe, Charlton, Cureatz, Dukszta, Epp,
Handleman, Hennessy, Hodgson, Laughren,
Mancini, McEwen, McGuigan, Samis, Scriven-

er, G. E. Smith, Watson.

Standing committee on resources develop-
ment: Eaton, Di Santo, Gigantes, J. Johnson,
Lane, Mackenzie, McNeil, G. I. MiHer, W.
Newman, J. Reed, Riddell, J. A. Taylor, Van
Home, Villeneuve, Wildman, Yakabuski.

Standing committee on administration of

justice: Bradley, Campbell, Havrot, Kerr,

Lupusella, McCaffrey, Philip, Renwick, Roten-

berg, Roy, Sterling, Stong, Swart, G. Taylor,

Williams, Ziemba.

Standing committee on social development:
Belanger, Blundy, Cooke, Gaunt, Grande,
R. F. Johnston, Jones, Kennedy, Kerrio, Leluk,
McClellan, O'Neil, Ramsay, Rowe, Sweeney,
Turner.

Standing committee on public accounts:

Germa, Hall, Isaacs, Leluk, Makarchuk, Peter-

son, Ramsay, T. P. Reid, Sargent, G. Taylor,
Turner.

The report of the provincial auditor for

1979-80 and the public accoimts for 1979-80
are referred to the public accounts com-
mittee.

That the following standing committee be
established for this session, with power to

examine and inquire into such matters as may
be referred to it by the House, with power
to send for persons, papers, and things, as

provided in section 35 of the Legislative

Assembly Act: The standing committee on

regidations and other statutory instruments

is appointed for this session to be the com-
mittee provided for by section 12 of the

Regulations Act, and has the terms of refer-

ence as set out in that section, namely: to

examine the regulations with particular refer-

ence to the scope and method of the exercise

of delegated legislative power without refer-

ence to the merits of the policy or objectives
to be effected by the regulations or enabling
statutes, but in so doing regard shall be had
to the following guidelines:

(a) Regulations should not contain provi-
sions initiating new policy; but should be con-

fined to details to give effect to the policy
established by the statute;

(b) Regulations should be in strict accord

with the statute conferring of power, par-

ticularly concerning personal liberties;

(c) Regulations should be expressed in pre-
cise and unambiguous language;

(d) Regulations should not have retrospec-
tive effect unless dearly authorized by statute;

(e) Regulations should not exclude the

jurisdiction of the courts;

(f) Regulations should not impose a fine,

imprisonment or other penalty;

(g) Regulations should not shift the onus
of proof of innocence to a person accused of

an offence;

(h) Regulations should not impose an)^hing
in the way of a tax (as distinct from fixing

the amount of a licence fee, or the like);

(i) General powers should not be used to

establish a judicial tribunal or an administra-

tive tribunal;

And that the committee shall from time to

time report to the House its observations,

opinions and recommendations as required

by section 12(3) of the Regulations Act, but

before drawing the attention of the House to

a regulation or other statutory instrument the

committee shall afford the ministry or agency
concerned an opportunity to furnish orally or

in writing to the committee such explanation
as the ministry or agency thinks fit.

And that the committee shall have power
to employ counsel and such other staff as it

considers necessary.

The committee shall be composed of eight

members as follows: Cureatz, M. N. Davison,

Eakins, MacDonald, McCaffrey, McKessock,

Rollins, Williams.

Motion agreed to.
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON
MEMBERS' SERVICES

Hon. Mr. Wells moved resolution three:

That the standing committee on members'
services be appointed for this session to

examine the services to members from time to

time, and wdthout interfering with the statu-

tory responsibility of the Board of Internal

Economy in such matters the committee is

empowered to recommend to the considera-

tion of the House matters it wishes to draw to

the special attention of the board and that the

committee be empowered to act as an advisory
committee to Mr. Speaker and the Board of

Internal Economy on the administration of

the House and the provision of services and
facilities to members, and to draw the special
attention of the House to such matters as the

committee believes requires it.

The committee shall be composed of eight
members as follows: Bounsall, Campbell,
Jones, B. Newman, G. E. Smith, Watson,
Worton, Young.

Motion agreed to.

COMMITTEE SITTINGS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved resolution four:

That this House endorses the following
schedule for committee meetings during this

session:

The standing committee on social develop-
ment may meet on the afternoons of Mon-
days, Tuesdays and Wednesdays;
The standing committee on resources devel-

opment may meet on the evenings of Tues-

day's and Thursdays;
The standing committee on general gov-

ernment may meet Wednesday afternoons;
The standing committee on the administra-

tion of justice may meet Thursday afternoons

and Friday mornings;
On Wednesday mornings no more than

two of the following committees may meet
without leave of the House: general govern-
ment, resources development, administration

of justice;

The following committees msay meet on
Thursday mornings: public accounts, mem-
bers' services, procedural affairs, regulations
and other statutory instnunents.

Motion agreed to.

SUBSTITUTION OF
STANDING COMMITTEES

Hon. Mr. Wells moved resolution five:

That unless otherwise ordered, substitu-

tion be permitted on all standing committees

provided that written notice of substitution is

given to the chairman of the committee be-
fore or early in the meeting.

Motion agreed to.

ESTIMATES SCHEDULE
Hon. Mr. Wells: Before we proceed with

government resolution one, Mr. Speaker, pur-
suant to rule 45(b), I would like to advise

the members of the House of the estimates

sequence and the allocation of hours which
have been determined following consultation

with tlie House leaders.

The estimates have been referred to the

committees in the following order:

To the standing administration of justice

committee: Attorney General, 20 hours;

Justice policy, six hours; Correctional Serv-

ices, five hours; Consumer and Commercial

Relations, 25 hours; Sohcitor General, 15
hours.

To the standing resources development
committee: Energy, 15 hours; Transportation
and Communications, 20 hours; Environ-

ment, 18 hours; Industry and Tourism, 17

hours; Agriculture and Food, 20 hours; Na-
tural Resources, 23 hours: Labour, 23 hom^;
Housing, 11 hours; Resources Development
policy, five hours.

To the standing social development com-
mittee: Culture and Recreation, 10 hom^;
Education, and Colleges and Universities, 32

hours; Health, 20 hoius; Community and
Social Services, 25 hours; Social Devdop-
ment policy, five hours.

To the general government committee:

Office of the Assembly, three hours; OflSce of

the Ombudsman, five hours; OflBce of the

Provincial Auditor, two hours.

To the committee of supply, which of

course is in the House: Intergovernmental

affairs, 15 hours; Lieutenant Governor,
Cabinet and Premier, five hours; Northern

Affairs, 13 hours; Government Services, six

hours; Revenue, 10 hours.

Treasury is to be referred at the time it

comes in this sequence to the general gov-
ernment committee by motion of the House
for 15 hours and then Management Board,
which will be heard in the committee of

supply for five hours.

ORDERS OF THE DAY
INTERIM SUPPLY

Hon. F. S. Miller moved resolution one:

That the Treasurer of Ontario be author-

ized to pay additional sums for the salaries

of civil servants and other necessary pay-
ments for the period commencing March 13,

1980, and ending March 31, 1980, such pay-
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ments to be charged to the proper appro-
priation following the voting of additional

supply for the fiscal year ending March 31,
1980.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to give the members a brief explanation
for the use of supplementary estimates that

the Chairman of Management Board of
Cabinet has already tabled and for this

interim supply resolution pending the actual

voting of supply.
The unusually high level of interest rates

is of major concern to the government. The
impact of these rates is widespread. Among
those afiFected are the school boards in the

municipalities within the province. Transfer

payments from the province to these bodies
are generally paid as a series of instalments
which tend to lag slightly behind the ex-

penditiue needs of the school boards and the

mimicipalities.
It has been their practice to cover the

shortfall between these transfer payments and
actual expenditures incurred by secm-ing
interim financing from the banks. Present
interest rates have made this cost of financing
an added and significant burden on the

budgets of local governments. It is with this

consideration in mind that the government
has decided to accelerate certain payments to

the local sector.

11:40 a.m.

Transfer payments to municipalities made
under the Ontario Unconditional Grants Act
will be accelerated by $135 million and gen-
eral legislative grants payments to school
boards will be accelerated by $65 million in

tfiis fiscal year. The effect of this measure
will be to increase expenditures by $203
million in the current fiscal year. This amount
will be oflFset by a reduction in the 1980-81

spending by the same amount.

Buoyant revenues in this year will also

permit us to pay the sum of $54.6 million to

Ontario Hydro to reimburse it for purchases
of parkway belt west lands previously made
on behalf of the province.

This resolution will also authorize expendi-
tures unforeseen at the time the Supplv Act
was passed in late December 1979. These
additional expenditures are required for

various ministry programs, including the

adult services program, the children's services

prof^ram within the Ministry of Community
and Social Services, and for the institutional

health-care services program for the Ministry
of Health to cover ambulance service, hos-

pital operation costs and extended health-care

insurance benefits.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I don't plan to

take a great deal of time today. There will be

a number of opportunities in the near future,
with the throne speech debate and the

budget debate, to lay before this House some
of our suggestions.

I am glad to learn today that the Trea-
surer (Mr. F. S. Miller), along with his

colleague the Minister of Housing (Mr. Ben-
nett), is going to Ottawa to chat with his

federal counterpart. I think that is important,
it is constructive and I wish him well.

However, I was a little disappointed with
the lack of a point of view the Treasurer had
today. Except for emoting a little about the

problem in a very general sense, I did not
feel he had any i>articular point of view or
sense of direction. Perhaps that was just his

reluctance to share that with this House.

Perhaps he feels he should not reveal his hand
before going to these negotiations.

I would like to have had the Treasurer's

confidence shared a little more. I would like

to know how seriously he views this situ-

ation. I don't have to stand before the min-
ister and tell him that I am one who ad-

vocates great intervention and I think I

understand, as well as he does, some of the

follies governments have foisted upon the

marketplace over the years by ill-conceived

intervention. I think I understand that, and
I am not one who has advocated silly inter-

vention.

When he responded today he said we
can't shift the burden; we have to be very
careful about who is carrying what burden.
The role of government and the whole taxing
policy is, of course, to shift burdens. It is

taking from one and giving to another in

varying proportions. So just don't let him

respond to me with that sort of naive,

capitalist point of view that says the govern-
ment doesn't intervene and it doesn't re-

allocate, because it does and does it con-

stantly. That was the response.

But as an intervener the government has

lost its virginity. Any son of a gun who goes
out and feels his responsibility as Treasurer

is to sell used cars at the public expense

surely has lost any virtue he had when it

comes to intervening or assisting. That was
the dumbest thing the Treasurer has ever

done. It was ill conceived. It was proven the

last time it was superficial and unnecessary. If

there is a problem with used cars, why not

do it for the snowmobile dealers? And I will

tell the Treasurer somebody who is in trouble

—why not do it for the purveyors of skis in

this province? They are the people who have

inventory problems.
The day the Treasurer of this province

feels it his responsibility to move out inven-

tory from dealers, a high percentage of
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which is manufactured in other jurisdictions

anyway, is the day he loses almost any sense

of rectitude he could ever bring to this

House or any pure free enterprise point of

view, because it was so silly. The member
has given jogging a bad name. I almost stop-

ped jogging; it rattles the brain. It is a ter-

rible misallocation of funds; those cars would
have been sold anyway.
When I saw that, I said to myself that

there was something the matter. I couldn't

understand it. The only explanation I could

have is that the Treasurer was buoyed up
because of little better than expected revenues

for a variety of reasons, mosdy because there

were bookkeeping errors from previously; so

there was a little surplus revenue and he

thought it may be a trifle embarrassing going
into this year because he couldn't bring next

year's net cash requirements as low as they
would turn out to be this year and then he

thought he would give some away.
You can take the boy off the used car lot

but you can't take the used car lot out of

the boy. That's what the Treasurer has proven
to this province.

Obviously the dealers were delighted—the

dealers that had the 1979 inventory; the ones

that hadn't managed their business as well as

some of the others. The ones that had 1980

inventory were not particularly happy about

the situation, obviously. Yes, it may have

accelerated some piurchases, but there won't

be one new car sold in the province as a result

of that program. The last program proved that

it only accelerated purchases.
I must say I was most disappointed with

the Treasurer. I want to ask him where he

feels his responsibility stops. Why not snow-

mobiles? There is an industry in some respects

that we do have some research and develop-
ment and some entrepreneurial advantage in

this country. What about skis? What about

the other people who are in trouble? When
help is offered to one on a preferential basis

there is not necessarily a direct relationship

between the number of jobs created and the

amount of money expended. Then the doors

are opened for all sorts of things that may
come along in the futiure. It was most ill-con-

ceived. Frankly, the Treasurer should be
ashamed of himself, particularly the name he

has given to joggers.

Just to go back to the interest rates ques-
tion: I don't have any simple answer for this

one and I don't think anybody does. It is

obviously a great source of concern to every-
one. But I am going to pass along two or

three suggestions that I have.

It is my opinion that interest rates will

probably go up in the United States, and

here consequently, another point or two be-

fore they peak. They will peak some time in

the next six months. If there is a major re-

cession in the United States, as a lot of people
are predicting, barring some unforeseen con-

tingency like a war, for which defence spend-

ing has to be accelerated, to buy their way
out of recession on the short term, interest

rates are probably going to drop quite dra-

maticaUy next year. If anyone is playing the

bond market, speculating in bonds, I just

pass that on as a little free investment advice.

Apart from that, I am hoping, as most
Canadians are hoping, and no one can predict,

that this will be to some extent a short-term

problem. Certainly the whole inflation built

into our economy is a generic problem and
we are going to have to deal \vith it. The

days of six and seven per cent interest rates

are probably gone forever. But it's to be

hoped we won't have to stay at the 15, 16

and 17 per cent levels for very long.

That being said, if we do have to stay
with those kinds of interest rates forever, or

at least in the near future, then the system
is going to have to adjust to that. No amount
of government intervention is probably going
to be able to solve that particular problem.
If we are going to be into double-digit in-

flation, particularly in the United States—and,
as is rightly pointed out, our interest rates

are very dependent on what transpires there—

if that double-digit inflation becomes built

in, the system will have to adapt and we
won't be able to subsidize people for that. We
are going to see a great deal of personal hard-

ship, business hardship, business faflures, and
the economic system is going to have to

adjust to that.

That being said, in the short run it is my
belief that the Treasurer must come up with

some emergency action to help the people
who are going to be hurt in the next six

months to a year. The Minister of Housing
talked about a $900-million mortgage port-

folio he is tiurning over at 13.5 per cent, a

one percentage point concession.

According to the figures I have—and I must

say they are an estimate; I hope they are not

wrong—I am under the impression there is

something like $4 billion worth of mortgages
in this province that are going to be re-

financed this year. These are mortgages that

were taken out in 1975 and that, in the

normal course of events, would roll over this

year. This is a massive amount of money. It

is going to wreak havoc for a number of

people.

I don't think the government is in a posi-

tion to help out everyone. There are people
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today who are carrying $100,000 and $150,-
000 mortgages; those are not uncommon. We
don't have an obligation to help those kind

of people. But there are other low-income

types that for various reasons—and I agreed
to some extent with the Minister of Housing
today—because of ill-oonceived programs by
governments and because of inflated expecta-

tions, fuelled by government, and the pros-

pect of a cheap and easy way to have a
stake in the country, denied basic economic
realities. The government helped finance

people into some of these problems and has

an obligation to assist them. That is going
to require the creativity of the minister and
his colleague Mr. MacEachen in Ottawa.

11:50 a.m.

In my judgement the minister shouldn't be
afraid to be involved in that. He shoiJdn't

be afraid on an exception basis, on an

emergency basis and on a crisis basis this

year to assist the people of this province on
tfhe basis of need. It has to be on the basis

of critical need. Although it's cumbersome
and unwieldly, it might have to be on an in-

come test basis, on some kind of means
basis. We don't want to distort the market-

place by having a generic sort of aid, but it

should be on a crisis or emergency basis. In

my judgement, that is how the minister wiU
have to look at the problem.
There are funds he has available to him.

As he knows, it's estimated, depending on
what he does with the budget this year, that

he may have a surplus of internally generated
funds from the Canada Pension Plan and the
Teachers' Superannuation Fund of $300
million or $400 million. He has various

ontions as to what he can do witfi those kinds
of funds.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable
member is straying somewhat fiom the resolu-

tion.

Mr. Peterson: No, not at aU, Mr. Speaker.
With great respect, I have always treated this

one as one resolution in which people can

speak on almost any subject related to the

economy. That has certainly been my ex-

perience in the House. I want to take advan-
tage of the situation to give the Treasurer a
little gratuitous advice, because I feel he's

highly outclassed when he goes to Ottawa
next week. If I can assist him then I am
happy to do that.

As I said, there are going to be some

internally generated funds available. He may
want to look at that, rather than just using
that money to pay off deficits and to fuel

current spending. He may want to use that

in some kind of emergency mortgage as-

sistance program. He has to look at rate sub-

sidy programs in Britisfh Coliunbia and vari-

ous other kinds of ways. I would urge him to

bring his good offices to attempt to relieve

some of those hardships because when busi-

nesses start to fail, w'hen people start to walk

away from houses because they can't cany
the charges, then we have a social problem
of crisis before us that reflects not only on
the economy, but will ultimately reflect on
the stability and the fabric of this province.

That's why I regard it as so very critical at

this time. I would urge the minister to employ
dl his creativity in working with this issue.

He may have to get involved with many
levels of government to do it. I haven't seen

that he has any ideas. I assume the deputy
minister, sitting there nodding wisely under
the gallery, does have some ideas and his

very competent staff. I wish, as I said, that

he had taken us into his confidence with some
of those and shared some of his options.

There's no option that's easy. There's no

option that's exclusively attractive over

another, but something has to be done. I just

wanted to leave that with the minister and

give him tliose two little bits of advice.

Please do something. Please stop jogging.
Then the Treasurer will probably come up
with some better ideas.

I have some other thoughts but, in view

of the time, I will turn it over to one of my
colleagues.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I want to spend a

few minutes talking about a particular

problem that I think is of relevance to the

entire province, but more specifically to my
home riding and my home city. Right now,
in the city of Windsor and in the county of

Essex, we have a crisis that has not been

responded to by this government in any sig-

nificant way at all. I have been warning this

government now for well over a year about

the problems that were coming towards the

auto industry and specifically Chrysler.

I have written to the Minister of Industry

and Tourism (Mr. Grossman), the Premier

(Mr. Davis) and the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller), but we have not received any kind

of action whatsoever. In fact, the govern-
ment at this point still refuses to accept that

we have a crisis in Windsor, even though the

rate of unemployment at this point is 19 per
cent officially and, when one takes into con-

sideration those who are on temporary layoff,

tihe unemployment rate is really 25 per cent

or thereabouts in the Windsor-Essex area.

Specifically, I want to talk about the very
serious problems that Chrysler Corporation is

experiencing right now and the lack of in-
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volvement on the part of the provincial gov-
ernment in trying to resolve those problems.

Employment at Chrysler Corporation at one

time was 13,000. Today, with the latest an-

nouncements of layoffs, the emplojment at

that corporation will be down to 6,500 em-

ployees, almost half of what it was at one

time.

1 want to trace the history in the last couple
of years of the problems of that corporation

and the layoffs that have occurred in Windsor

and the plant closures that have occurred,

and try to demonstrate some of the steps

that this government could have and should

have taken to protect jobs in Windsor and

protect the auto industry in the Windsor-

Essex area.

First of all, the first major closure occurred

back in 1978, when Chrysler announced the

closing of the truck plant and that those jobs

and that production was going to be moved
to Detroit. The reasons given by Chrysler

Corporation were that 350 of the 750 jobs

would be picked up in van prod-uction in

Windsor and that the plant producing the

trucks in Windsor was too old to continue.

We raised the matter here in the Legisla-

ture. We were told by the Premier, by the

Treasurer, by the Minister of Industry and

Tourism, that we weren't to worry; that these

350 jobs would materialize. Chrysler had

given them all sorts of assurances that these

jobs would materialize and we were being too

pessimistic about the outlook of van produc-
tion and van purchases in North America.

We and the union told the government at

that time that van production had peaked and

that what we really should be doing is try-

ing to keep the 750 jobs and the truck pro-

duction in Windsor, and that the argument
used by Chrysler tliat the plant was inefficient

and too old just didn't stand up, because they

were using a plant in Detroit that was actually

older to produce these trucks.

As I said, the government response was
that Chrysler had given them assurances. I

think the then Minister of Labour, now the

Minister of Colleges and Universities (Miss

Stephenson), was the one to tell us that.

The 350 jobs at the van plant never did

materialize. Those jobs have never mate-

rialized at all. The result was that we lost

the jobs to the United States, and many of

those people are still unemployed.
At the same time, there was an announce-

ment that our engine plant was going to cease

production of the V-6 cylinder engine and
tiiat production would also be shifted to the

United States, but that all the jobs would be

picked up in production of 360-cubic-inch,

eight-cylinder engines. Again, the government,

through the then Minister of Labour, told us

we weren't to wwry; Chrysler had given
assurances that these jobs would bo main-

tained and there would be a demand for these

jobs and these engines in North America for

quite some time to come.

That plant at that time had 2,400 em-

ployees. With the latest announcement, that

plant now is closed completely for three

years, and we still have not received any
assurances at all from Clirysler Corporation
that there will be retooling of that plant. In

fact, the union, in meetings with the corpora-

tion, has been told that they don't know what
the market situation will be three years from

now and the plant may or may not be used.

iSo we have 2,400 employees at the engine

plant and we have 750 employees at the truck

plant who have now completely lost their jobs

because both of those plants have been closed.

One of the things this government should

be following up very aggressively with the

Chrysler Corporation is the fact that the only

place they now are producing 360-cubic-incih

engines is Mexico. Those engines are exported
from Mexico to the Missouri truck plant in

the United States and then, of course, the

trucks eventually come into Canada under

the Canada-US auto pact. By imphcation, be-

cause of terms of the auto pact, Mexico is

a partner in the auto pact and is reaping the

benefits of it.

Because of the situation at Chrysler right

now, the Ministry of Industry and Tourism,
or the Treasurer, or the Premier, shoidd have

been talking to Chrysler and saying that the

400 employees who were involved in the

latest layofF at the engine plant should con-

tinue producing the 360-cubic-inch engine in

Windsor and at least maintain those numbers
of jobs because of the very serious parts

deficit that Chrysler Corporation has.

12 noon
To indicate how serious the situation is in

Windsor riglit now, it's a fact that all Chrysler

employees who are laid off and do not have

10 years' seniority do not receive any supple-

mentary unemployment benefits. The only

money they receive is the unemployment in-

surance, which works out to about 45 per
cent of their regular pay cheques. The situ-

ation is even worse for thousands of Chrysler

employees because they have been on layoff

for more than a year; so tihey do not have any

unemployment insurance benefits at all. As a

result, the number of people receiving wel-

fare in both county and city has completely

skyrocketed.
As I have said, for two years now we have

been warning about the downturn in the

market and how there had to be discussions
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between Chrysler and this government to

protect jobs, but we have not received any
kind of adequate assistance from this provin-
cial government.

Statements of concern on the part of the

Minister of Industry and Tourism and the

present Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie) are

c»mpletely inadequate. In fact, the latest an-

nouncement in Windsor involved another 900

employees being laid oflF at the van plant; so

our predictions of two years ago, that van
sales would not continue, did come true.

Those employees now are on indefinite layoff.

The likelihood of them being rehired before

they retool that plant for small van and small

truck production is very unlikely, and there

are certainly no jobs in Windsor to look for.

At this point, what we are producing in

Windsor are large cars, and a spring plant
and a van plant are in operation. As one can
see from that, there is only basically

assembly; Crysler in Canada right now is

virtually producing no parts at all, which is

in violation of the Canada-US auto pact.
The number of people at the car assembly

plant has also decreased considerably and
the downtime, as the Treasurer will know,
has been significant. As a result—I will state

it again, because it is such an important
figure—the unemployment rate in the Wind-
sor-Essex area now is officially, according to

Statistics Canada, at 19 per cent, and the

majority of those workers are not receiving

supplementary imemployment benefits or un-

employment insurance.

The number of claimants at the Windsor
office who are running out of the UIC bene-
fits is now at 75 individlials per week ac-

cording to tile local Manpower office. The
welfare cases in the county have increased to

the point where their budget is being seri-

oiLsly affected and the 20 per cent that they
must contribute under the cost-sharing for

welfare benefits has resulted in a dramatic
increase being projected for their property
tax. The number of people on welfare in the
citv of Windsor has not increased consider-

ably because of a matter raised by my col-

league from Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Boun-

sall) yesterday; that is, the extremely rigid
rules that the local welfare office has put in

place.

In fact, statistics given to us by the local

welfare administrator show that there are 300

people per month who have been rejected for

welfare in the city of Windsor alone as a
result of their ridiculous rules on job search

—300 per month. That's why we asked the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Norton) to look at that situation and to

tell that local welfare administrator that at a

time when there is a crisis you don't ask

people to go to look for four or five jobs per

day, because they just don't exist.

February's unemployment statistics indi-

cated clearly that the new people going off

jobs and on unemployment insurance are not

auto-related at all. TTie majority of them, in

fact, are from the services sector: retail, hotel,

et cetera. That indicates clearly to the gov-
ernment—or it should indicate—that the

economy now is extremely depressed in

Windsor and is affecting all sectors; as a

result, we can expect more massive layoffs
and job terminations in dll sectors of the

Windsor economy. Yet, at the same time, the

Minister of Industry and Tomism was on a

hot-line show in Windsor and said tihat the

local MPPs wer using the situation for poli-

tical purposes; that no crisis really existed,

and the auto industry would be on the upturn
in the very near future.

Judging by the announcements at Chrysler
that an engine plant is dosing for three years
and by the retooling that has to take place at

the van plant, this is not a short-term problem
at all. The unemployment problem in Windsor
is going to be with us for at least three to

five years until the retooling takes place.
I certainly do want to take the opportunity

during the throne speech debate in two weeks
to go into the problems of the auto pact and
trace the history of the problems and the in-

action of the federal Liberal government,
when they were in power, the federal Con-
servative Party, and now again the federal

Liberal Party, and this provincial government,
which has taken no action, even though 95

per cent of the auto workers reside in On-
tario.

J want to read a letter I received from
the Minister of Industry and Tourism on
December 27, 1979, just to indicate how
ridiculous is the position this government has

taken on the crisis we are experiencing in

Windsor. It's dated, as I say, December 27,

1979:

"I fully appreciate your concern with the

unemployed people in the Windsor area. My
ministry is fully aware of what the severe

downturn in the automotive industry will do
to the Windsor economy and is monitoring the

situation closely.

"At the present time, according to Statis-

tics Canada records, the unemployment rate

in the Windsor area is approximately 9.1 per
cent"—which was completely inaccurate.

"While this is higher than the 6.1 per cent

average across Ontario, we do not consider

it to be an immediate crisis.

"In my previous letter, November 8, 1979,
I stated that in the event there develops a
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clear, long-term, Chrysler employment crisis,

then a job-creation program may well be re-

quired. This situation has not yet developed
and therefore a job-creation program for

Chrysler is not yet warranted.

"A recent study by the Ontario Manpower
Commission has indicated that there are

several firms in Windsor with definite plans
for expansion over tlie next 12 months."

This indicates clearly that in late Decem-
ber, almost January, the Minister of Industry
and Tourism was not in tune with what was

going on in Windsor. He obviously hadn't

been talking to Chrysler, or else he would
have known what their plans were for both

the engine plant and the van plant and' he

would have understood that the engine plant
was going to be closed for three years, so that

there is a long-term problem. But he didn't

understand it; he didn't bother to get the

facts. While he states that there is concern for

the people in Windsor, the actions of this

government and the actions of the Minister

of Industry and Tourism indicate clearly that

concern is not translated into any sort of

action or help.

He says his ministry will assist in a meeting
wdth the mayors of automobile cities. He says
the ministry will assist at gathering statistics

to present to the federal government. That is

completely inadequate. We don't just need
assistance at gathering statistics for a brief;

we need action on the part of this government
to go into Windsor and discuss with the local

officials what type of job-creation strategy is

necessary to get people back to work.

The problem is also translating into short-

falls in the social services that are in the

private sector through the United Way spon-

sorship. They are projecting a very significant

shrnkage in their abilit\' to collect the pledges
that were given in last year's campaign, to the

point where new agencies cannot be estab-

lished to meet new needs and the existing

agencies are being starved and are having
to lay off social service workers at a time
when social services are being needed more
than ever.

But has the Minister of Community and
Social Services gone into Windsor and met
with those people to find out what he can do
to assist? Has the Minister of Industry and
Tourism or any other minister done that? No.
That is what I say: The statement of concern
is easy and cheap, but the actions taken by
this government demonstrate that's all they
are—just statements, with no real concern
whatsoever.

We need leaders'hip from this government
right now, and the x>eople of Windsor need it

very badly. We need a Minister of Industry

and Tourism or a Premier who is willing to

say loudly and clearly to the federal govern-
ment that because of the very large number
of people unemployed in the automobile in-

dustry and the amount of time it's going to

take to retool the Chrysler plants, a plan for

transitional assistance benefits, TAB, has to

be brought in to protect auto workers in

Ontario.

12:10 p.m.

While the minister and the Premier say
that's a federal problem, again I tell you, Mr.

Speaker, that since 95 per cent of the auto
workers reside in Ontario, it's about time this

government had enough guts to speak for the
auto workers it is supposed to represent.

The United States has had a program
similar to TAB from the beginning of the

auto pact. It's called TRA, or traditional re-

adjustment allowance. They have continued
to have that program, whereas we had TAB
for the first nmnber of years in the auto pact
and then the federal Liberal government
eliminated it, and the federal Conservative

government didn't act when they were in

power. The main reason they didn't act is,

the federal minister said in a letter to the

major of the city of Windsor, that the pro-
vincial Minister of Industry and Tourism said

a crisis did not exist.

Hon. F. S. Miller: You've got three min-

isters now. Let them do something.

Mr. Cooke: The three ministers need to

hear from a provinical government that also

represents 95 per cent—

Hon. F. S. Miller: I have already written

them.

Mr. Cooke: It's about time the minister

had enough guts to speak up in this Legisla-
ture and make a strong statement on behalf

of the auto workers in this province and let

us know what the government is doing. A
letter is not much of a commitment; it's a 17-

cent stamp, and one of his bureaucrats can
write the bloody thing.

We need some action and some state-

ments from this government, some meetings
with federal authorities, some meetings with

municipal authorities. It is within this gov-
ernment's jurisdiction to go into Windsor and

develop a job-creation program to help

people, to give them jobs, while we are

waiting for the automobile industry to turn

around.

I don't think this government really under-

stands what hapi)ens to people when they are

imemployed. I remember back in 1958 when
w^ went through a similar problem in Wind-
sor with Chrysler. I was six or seven years old.
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and my dad was one of the people who was
laid off at Chrysler for at least a year and a

half. I remember what we went through, the

pressure on our families, the pressure on my
parents and the type of emotional stress that

it put on all of us.

Hon. F. S. Miller: You don't know what
the thirties were like.

Mr. Cooke: I don't know what tihe thirties

were hke, but I certainly know what 1958
was like.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cooke: The Treasurer's insensitivity to

a problem in Windsor right now clearly
demonstrates that he is forgetting what

people went through back then.

What we need right now is a Minister of

Industry and Tourism who is willing to get
involved in the Chrysler negotiations. The
Minister of Industry and Tourism hasn't been
involved in the negotiations with Chrysler for

quite some time. While we may have a fed-

eral minister who wants to completely take

the show and get all the credit for his par-
ticular political party, it's time this whole

problem with Chrysler was approached in a

nonpolitical atmosphere and the government
in this province got involved, because the

Chrysler workers all reside within Ontario.

The government has an obligation and it's

about time it took that obligation seriously.

We need assistance for Chrysler now. The
people in Windsor need to know what the

long-term outlook for that corooration is,

and we need somebody who's willing to say
what types of guarantees we expect from the

Chrysler Corporation.

A few of those guarantees that I and my
party believe very strongly should be part of

any aid to Chrysler is to make sure that we
get our fair share of small car and small

truck production, as well as our share of

parts production, which at this point we have
not had. In fact, an article that appeared in

the Toronto Star last week indicated clearly
tiiat the Big Three have made the vast

majority of their investment decisions—they
made them a few years back—and we are not

going to get our fair share. Yet do we hear

the Minister of Industry and Tourism trying
to get that, speaking out loudly on behalf of

tile people of Ontario? No, that hasn't come
and it's about time it did.

We ailso have to make sure we get our fair

share of researdi and development. I notice

tfiat last week, Mr. Lander, the president of

Chrysler Canada, said research and develop-
ment was one of the tilings that was out of

the deal; they were not willing to look at

research and development in Ontario.

I think that's a disgrace. If we are looking

at giving them, as I imderstand it, $70 million

in an outright grant and $300 million to $500
million in loan guarantees that we had better

make sure we get performance guarantees
that give us a fair share in all areas of the

automobile industry so that we have long-
term jobs in Windsor and in Etobicoke and

Ajax, where they also have plants.

I also think we need to make sure we get

a return on our investment—which means

equity; whatever we put into the corporation

is considered equity—and we do have some

say in how that corporation is run.

Getting back to the tragedy of unemploy-

ment, the minister says I didn't live through

the 1930s. I'm glad I didn't, but I did live

through the 1950s, and Windsor has had its

lips and downs for so many years now. The
1950s were very serious, allhough I must say

the 1950s were not as bad as it is right now
in Windsor. The only difference between the

1930s and the 1970s' and 1980s in Windsor is

the degree, or the numbers.

Nineteen per cent, 20 i>er cent and 25 per

cent unemployment is very serious, and the

kinds of statements the Treasurer has made
here today in his interjections indicate he still

considers this not to be a crisis. There are

mortgage foreclosures going on in Windsor,
and not only do we have the problem of in-

dividuals being forced to pay higher interest

rates, we have the problem of families having
to go on welfare and at the same time having

mortgage payments of $500, $600, $700,

which obviously means the only alternative

for them is their mortgages are foreclosed

and they lose their homes.

I encourage the minister today to talk to the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) and the Premier (Mr. Davis) and to get

in touch with Chrysler now about its latest

announcement. I understand from reports in

the Windsor Star very recently that the Minis-

ter of Industrv' and Tov^rism was not even con-

tacted by Chr>\sler Corporation about the

latest layoffs. There was no contact, there

was no discussion. We have a corporation

that wants hundreds of millions of dollars

from the government of this country and it

didn't even bother talking with provincial au-

thorities, which indicates something about

that corporation.
I think if there were any guts or any leader-

ship in this government it would have im-

mediately stated publicly that it was going
to Windsor, or it wanted Mr. Lander to come
to Toronto and wanted those layoffs justified,

and wanted to hear why jobs were being
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eliminated in Windsor but maintained in

Mexico when we have a Canada-US auto

pact.

We have a corporation that is producing
virtually no parts in Ontario or in Canada. It's

bloody well about time this government
showed some concern for a city that is very

important in this province. I believe it's the

fifth largest manufacturing city in the country,

yet we have the distinction right now of

having the highest unemployment rate of

any area in Canada. The government must
take pride in the fact that we have five per
cent more unemployment in Windsor than in

St. John's, Newfoundland.
I'd like to hear some response today, in-

stead of the joking manner in which the

Premier responded yesterday. His response

yesterday on the Windsor problem was a

bloody disgrace. The Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. S. Smith) thought that polls in this prov-
ince were more important than thousands of

people being unemployed in one of oiu" major
Ontario cities.

I hope I get some answers today from the

Treasurer. Certainly this matter wdll be pur-
sued time and time again by this party in the

Legislature when we resume in a week.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, in what the

member for Windsor-Riverdale (Mr. Cooke)
mentions, he does not exaggerate to any great
extent. The situation in the city of Windsor
is extremely serious. In all of my days in the

Legislature, including the late 1950s and the

early 1960s, I have never seen the numbers
of unemployed we have in the community at

present.
We know the statistics one obtains from the

Canada Employment Centre are not accurate,
because approximately 6,000 people are on
indefinite layoff, and when we're talking
about layofiFs we're not just talking about

Chrysler and the auto industry, because there

are a lot of feeder plants in the community
that likewise are affected once any part of the
auto industry is afiFected.

12:20 p.m.

There are approximately 6,000 people on
indefinite layoff. These statistics, I under-

stand, are not included in the number of
16,404 registered as unemployed at the Can-
ada Employment Centre. Never before have
we had such large numbers of unemployed.
The minister has to take this situation

seriously, and I know he will. We now have
three elected members from the area in the
federal cabinet. I know they will work on
the situation but we need Ontario's input. We
need the minister's assistance in conversations

with both the federal government aiKi the

various auto manufacturers, essentially Clirys-
ler. What Chrysler builds, builds Windsor
and what Chrysler doesn't build has an ex-

tremely adverse eflFect on the economy not

only of Windsor, but of other parts of On-
tario.

The unemployed today in the community,
as the Canada Employment Centre indicates,

are 6,284 women and 10,120 men, not in-

cluding, as I mentioned earher, approxi-

mately 6,000 who are not required to register

because they are still collecting some imem-

ployment insurance benefits. There are thou-

sands in the community who have collected

all of the benefits they were entitled to.

There are no transitional assistance benefits

for them.

Employment is directly affected as a result

of the auto makers doing some of their manu-

facturing elsewhere and not even in the

United States. As my colleague from Wind-
sor-Riverside mentioned, there is the engine

plant in Mexico. I know they go there be-

cause the labour is a lot cheaper and, as a

result, they can come along and increase the

extent of their profits, but that doesn't help

the Windsor situation.

1 have always maintained that in the auto

trade pact, instead of worrving about only

the fiscal differences as to wnether we export

$2 billion worth of product to the US and

import $2 billion, we should try to work out

some way where we know the number of

man-hoiu"s that are involved in our export to

the US, as well as the number of man-hom^
of the manufactured items we import from

the US. If we had our fair share in the

number of man-hours of the products we
consume, I don't think the problem in the

area would be as difficult as it is now.

Not only is the problem affecting the

labourer in the plant, but it is also going
into management. One of the things I don't

see happening is upper and middle manage-
ment being let go. The American is kept on

but the Canadian is let go. We have to get

our fair share of jobs, and also our fair share

of management joibs.

There is no reason for Chrysler or any
other plant to have upper management aD

from the United States trying to tell us in

Canada how we should live and how we
should operate. We want Canadian input. If

we had Canadian input in upper manage-
ment I don't think a lot of those jobs woidd

have been transferred from Ontario into

plants in the United States and even offshore.

The previous speaker made mention of the

effects on welfare. The worker has run out of

benefits as far as imemployment insurance is

concerned, there are no more transitional
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assistance benefits and he is forced to apply
for welfare. He doesn't want to apply for

welfare, but to survive he has to.

Then he is told that he must have five job
searches. Where in the dickens is he going to

find a job in the community where there are

19,500 unemployed? There may be a few jobs
but that was the ridiculous requirement that

was set up by the Ministry of Community
and Social Services through the local welfare

ofiice.

I raised the issue long before it was raised

here in the House because I attended one of

the mayor's meetings on the unemployed. I

raised the issue with the director of social

services in the community. I hope the Minis-

ter of Community and Social Services (Mr.

Norton) realizes that to ask for all of these

job searches after the index of imemployment
in a community is beyond a certain level is

really ridiculous to the extreme.

The minister has to get seriously involved

—not only this minister, but also the Minister

of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman).

They have got to get together. The Treasurer

(Mr. F. S. Miller) has got to talk to manage-
ment. He has got to talk to his federal coun-

terparts and see if between them they can
come up with some financial assistance for

those who are in dire need of help. There
are going to be hundreds of homes lost by
the unemployed in the community.
The minister wouldn't believe the family

breakups that are happening in the com-

munity. We all know; there is no need' for

me to tell the eflFects of unemployment. Some
of the members had to experience that earlier

in life. I lived through the big depression so

I know just exactly what things were hke
when you didn't know if there would be
bread on the table the next day. I hope we
are not to that stage in the communitv and I

hoT5e we never get therc% but we do need

help. We need planning on the part of the

Treasurer and the federal government to talk

to industry, talk to the labour unions, and
to get their side of the picture and to come
down with some type of policy which can
alleviate the real problems confronting many
of Windsor's residents.

I was disappointed, as I mentioned to the

Minister of IndustT)' and Tourism in a con-

versation, that even in his booklet, which was
trying to sell investment in the province, at

no time was the city of Windsor mentioned. I

know he can say he can only select a certain

number of cities to put in the booklet and no
matter whose town he misses, he will be
criticized for it, but when Windsor has that

special problem I would think he would

appeal to communities, to industrialists in the

other parts of Canada and the US and say:

"Look, you have a ^'ery skilled work force in

the community. It is to your advantage to

come into that area now and set up an indus-

try." It would not only assist the community
but also the investors from a financial prospect
that they could be successful, were they to

come into the city of Windsor.

I don't intend to go any further with my
comments. I think the minister knows the

situation. I would like the minister and his

colleagues, as well as the Premier (Mr. Davis),
to look into it, discuss it, but don't wait for

action. There are too many people suflFering

now because of inaction. I ask them, please,

to do something for the 19,500 unemployed
in the city of Windsor, or for some portion
of them.

12:30 p.m.

Mr. Isaacs: I, too, woidd like to address an
area where it is very important for the Treas-

urer (Mr. F. S. Miller) to take immediate
action to provide relief to individuals.

In his opening remarks, he referred to pro-

viding relief to municipalities against the

high interest rates and the costs that those

were imposing on municipalities. I don't be-

grudge municipalities that assistance for one

moment, because the assistance will find its

way into the pockets of taxpayers in terms of

reduced property taxes. But I do want to urge
the minister to consider very seriously, and as

a matter of extreme urgency, this matter of

residential mortgage interest rates and the

problems that individuals who are facing
renewal of residential mortgages are facing

along with that renewal.

There are many approaches that can be
taken by the provincial government. I was

hoping we would hear about some of them in

the throne speech. Unfortunately we did not

and we did not hear any indication this

morning of immediate action either.

Yesterday evening, a public meeting or-

ganized by a citizens' committee was held in

my riding, in one small neighbourhood in

Stoney Creek. With very short notice indeed,
and on a snowy night, 160 x>eople turned out

to that public meeting. Many of those people
were individuals who previously hnd been
assisted by the federal provincial AHOP and
HOME programs and who were facing mort-

gage renewals as early as April 1. Many of

them were other home owners who were

facing mortgage renewals that they knew
they could not afford. They wanted to know
what they should do.

The minister, during question period this

morning, talked about the assistance that the

Ontario Mortgage Corporation is providing as
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a result of the reduced 13.5 per cent interest

rates, which are for second as well as for first

mortgages. He indicated that that was some-

thing positive. Yes, it is. But I want to suggest

through you, Mr. Speaker, that it is nothing

like enough. Even with a jump from 9.5 per
cent or 10 per cent to 13.5 per cent, many of

these families are going to be forced from

their homes. The estimate is that 160 in

Hamilton-Wentworth will face mortgage re-

newals in April. They are people whose mort-

gages are held by Ontario Mortgage Corpora-
tion. Another 160 face the situation in May.

These people were induced to buy homes

by a provincial government program four or

five years ago, and they are now being aban-

doned to almost free-market forces. The in-

crease in monthly payments is more than they
can afford. We cannot abandon them, we
moist deal with cases of individual hardship.

In his remarks about the Ontario Mortgage

Corporation's program the minister failed to

mention that not only is the mortgage interest

kept a little below market, but also the mort-

gage term, the amortization period, is kept
well over what the market would normally

accept. Five years ago those people signed

for 35-year mortgages, 35-year amortization

periods. Five years later Ontario Mortgage

Corporation is ofiFering them renewals wdth

another 35-year amortization period. That

means if they accept those mortgages, many
of them will be paying for their homes long
after they have retired.

Imagine facing a prospect now of having
to sign a mortgage wdth an amortization

period of 35 years. It's something that just

terrifies the home owners. There is nothing
for them to do at the moment. They are being

caught in a squeeze waiting for action from

this government and from the federal govern-
ment and that action must come.

Yesterday afternoon, my colleague the

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick), who is

unable to be with us this morning, introduced

a private member's bill, which is now known
as Bill 10, to provide temporary relief to

mortgagers of residential property in Ontario.

It is not a perfect bill, but it is an indication

of a commitment to do something. If that

bill is not acceptable to the government then

perhaps the government would suggest a

countermeasure to provide equivalent levels

of relief, but I would commend the bill to the

government and to the Treasurer to study.

If I might seek yoiu- indulgence, Mr.

Speaker, for just a moment to read a couple
of short sentences from the bill which sum

up the intent that that bill proposes, the bill

begins: *1n this act, mortgage means any

mortgage of land or premises which the

mortgagor resides upon or occupies for resi-

dential purposes. Where a mortgage is due to

expire between the day on wnich this act

comes into force and the 31st day of March,

1981, the mortgage shall be deemed' to

continue in effect up>on the same terms and
conditions until the 31st day of March, 1981."

I, and my colleague who was resi)onsible

for seconding that bill, do not regard those

provisions as etched in stone. We recognize
that there are some deficiencies, that the

word "mortgage" may not be broad enough
to cover all circumstances that arise for

assistance that is needed to home owners

facing unconscionable increases in their

monthly mortgage payments. The expiry date

may be too far away or may not be far

enough away, but something must be done

very very quickly to provide relief to these

home owners.

There are other ways of doing it. One of

those ways has been used in British Colum-

bia. Another has been used in Saskatchewan.

I understand there are others being con-

sidered in other provinces. It is within the

power of the provincial government to do

something.

I am convinced that this bill is constitu-

tional, that it's clearly within the power of

the province to take this kind of effect. It's

clearly within tbe power of the province to

provide financial assistance, if that's the route

one wants to go, but this particular bill. Bill

10, has the advantage of not costing the

province indirect costs from other taxpayers.

There's a precedent for this. There were

comments earlier about the 1930s and the

Treasurer wanted to remind us of the situ-

ation of the 1930s, which fortunately I was

bom too late to live through as well. The

precedent is in the statutes of Ontario for

1933, chapter 45, the Mortgagors and Pur-

chasers Relief Act, passed by a previous Tory

government to provide exactly the kind of

relief that needs to be provided now.

The situation is desperate and urgent. It's

easy to say that people have to renew at

13.5 i)er cent because that's the best they can

get, but if they do that they renew their

mortgage knowing full well they will not be

able to make the payment and in some

number of months down the road the mort-

gage company or Ontario Mortgage Corpora-

tion will have to foreclose for default.

How can we ask people, good, honest, law-

abiding citizens in all sincerity to sign a

mortgage document containing monthly pay-

ments that they know they cannot meet? The

relief has to be provided now and it has to

be provided as a matter of high priority.
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There's a terrible vacuum at Ae federal

level. We learned this morning that the

federal government is apparently going to

consider the problem. By the time they con-

sider the problem it will be too late for many
many home owners across this province. We
need action quickly. We need interim solu-

tions that deal with a problem that we face

right now, that borne owners face in April
and May, and if we can provide them with

that relief we can deal with these better pro-

grams, we can deal with an interest reduction

plan, we can deal with tax credits, we can

deal with whatever you want in time and get
those programs properly designed and work-

ing properly but we need the immediate relief

now, because the home owners in Hamilton-

Wentworth, in the region of Peel and in

manv other developing areas of this province
are facing the crisis now, because the pro-

grams that induced them to buy homes were
in place and being sold four and five years

ago. It will take time to put good new pro-

grams in place. We need to beg for time.

12:40 p.m.

There were some comments about action

at the federal level. Let me tell you, Mr.

Speaker, the kind of attitude that has been

demonstrated by the party on my right.

Back in January, I attempted to conduct a

television program on my regular cable show
on exactly this problem, to explain to people
what the problem was and what needed
to be clone and what needed to be said here

in this House. The operator of that cable TV
station, who happened to be an executive of

thp local Liberal Party and working for the

fp-deral candidate, as he then was, in a federal

election, said, "That s'how shall not go on the

air because it is political and partisan during
a federal election campaign."
That is the approach tiie Liberal Party has

taken: prevent people talking about the

issues, bury it under the rug, hope that it

will go away. It won't go away. It is des-

perate. Something has to be done and it has

to be done fast.

The bill my colleague and I introduced

yesterday is not perfect. There are other

reasons that can be used to justify this ap-

nroach, but the prime reason right now, the

very urgent and pressing reason and the

reason why I took the time of the House
todav to raise this matter and to seek the

attention of and action from the Treasurer,

was the relief of hardship for people who are

in homes now and may not be in those

homes in a few months time unless we here

recognize our purpose and our prime responsi-

bility as elected representatives, to find ways

of relieving hardship among the citizens of

Ontario.

I can't tell the minister strongly enough
how urgent this is, how important it is that

he do something and that he join with all of

us in urging the federal government to do

something as well. But that something has

to come before the end of March if we are

to be honest to citizens who are facing mort-

gage renew^als in April—mortgage renewals

they know they can't aflFord.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable

Treasurer of the province.

Hon. F. S. Miller: The one point on which
I certainly agree with the member for Went-
worth is that there is a vacuum at the federal

level. It is such a vacuum that it sucked the

whole voting population in recently.

I was reading a book the other day—and,
of course, I do once in a while read books,

other than the comics or things of that

nature. It was a book called Duplessis, and

it contained an anecdote involving Camillien

Houde, who was the mayor of Montreal, an-^l

Duplessis. One of the gentlemen had been

sleeping in the city of Quebec. He had gone
to one of the historic homes where Laurier

had stayed and the only problem was, after

the home owner showed him the bed where
Laurier stayed, he slept in it. He spent the

night accompanied by a series of bedbugs
and he said to the owner in the morning, "I

knew I was sleeping in a Liberal bed, but I

did not know I was sleeping with the entire

Liberal Party."

Mr. Speaker, two important points were

discussed today by the four speakers: the

question of interest rates and the question of

imemployment in the automobile industry.

Both of them have been addressed by me in

requests to the new Minister of Finance. I

did refer to my letter to the federal minister

on the question of interest rates, and I men-

tioned that I am meeting with him, all being

well, next week—I hope with some other min-

isters. Because it is obvious that action must

be integrated, it is only proper that the dis-

cussion takes place before we embark on any

Drograms, whatever they may be, to try to

solve the problem.
Of course, it is so easy to dismiss that and

say there must be assistance. It is intriguing

to me that the two areas that we are now

lamenting about—the effect on small business

people and the effect on individual home
owners—were both contained in the federal

government budget that was defeated by the

combined effects of the Liberal Party and

NDP who went around Ontario saying they

had to defeat that government.
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Sure, we stood up and said what we
thought was wrong with the budget, even

though they were our colleagues. Members

opj>osite didn't stand up and say that it was

important to have the income-debenture ap-

proach for small business people, tliat it in

fact would have brought interest rates to

small businessmen at roughly half of the cur-

rent rates. No one out there was willing to

say that; we did.

No one out there was willing to say how
important the issues in the federal budget
were that gave mortgage interest deducti-

bility and property tax credits to the indi-

vidual home owners of this province. It would
have gone a long way to solving these prob-
lems. Now, I hope those things will be copied

by the Liberals who have so often managed
to copy previous people's ideas—wage and

price control was brought in after them say-

ing they wouldn't do it.

No one disagreed with the parts we
tackled. We said the 18 cents on gas was
foolish; it was. I would like to point out, on
the other topic we can only say this: we are

obviously going to work long and hard to

find a solution that is fair and doesn't bank-

rupt the state—which is you and I and every-

body else within it, Mr. Speaker.
There is no use hoping for pie-in-the-sky

solutions. Inflation is the real villain. One
can't expect anybody—whether it is you with

your money, a imion with its retirement funds
—to loan money at less than the rate of in-

flation, otherwise you are simply not getting
back even the money you invested. There
has to be a real cost to interest. Funnily
enough, that is seldom more than three per
cent.

Interest rates in Europe—in Switzerland the

last time I was there, a mortgage on a home
was in the range of three per cent to four
and a half per cent. Why? Because they have
no inflation. England has a 17 per cent rate

of inflation. I would lay you odds that they
have a 20 per cent mortgage rate. So, in

effect, you cannot separate the going interest

rate from the problem of inflation.

That is why inflation perhaps is the most

important problem to tackle. We can tamper
with it, we can try to effect solutions which
will help individuals and we must try. We
must do it through the only authority which
has trans-Canadian impact—the federal gov-
ernment.

On the other question of the automobile in-

dustry, I took a bit of good-natured joshing
from the member for London Centre about

my jogging. His leader, in effect, commented
that obviously I was diangerous when jogging;
I shouldn't get out there and think. But you

know, Mr. Speaker, I am appalled by the

lack of understanding of what causes unem-

ployment in the automobile industry; that is

lack of sales.

Mr. Haggerty: Buying imports.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I am going to talk about
that too.

There are some kinds of sales we can't

really stimulate with a sales tax reduction. I

would suggest that if I took the sales tax off

paint—by the way, I have sold that too—no-

body would rush out and buy a gallon of

paint, but if I take sales tax off cars, a lot of

people do.

Contrary to what the member for London
Centre said, people do buy cars who didn't

intend to. Until you change the psychology of

the market you don't even really start to

tackle the problem we talked about. TTiat's

the sales part ^one; that has nothing to do
with the structmre of business between Canada
and the States.

12:50 p.m.

If Chrysler exhibited the kind of responsi-

bility that many political parties in opposition
do—and I won't name any—they probably
would have made every single concession and

guarantee everyone wanted. They'd all be

meaningless. Nothing means anything unless

they get their sales up. They could promise

people all the jobs in the world in Windsor
and then a year later have to tell them no.

At least, I'll give them credit for not making
promises they can't keep.

Discussions are going along at the federal

level between the government of Canada and

Ontario, trying to make siu-e that that cor-

poration, which is vital to the economy of

Windsor, is kept going. There are a number
of people who wonder if it has a chance. I'm

an optimist. I believe it has. I even have my
son selling them.

Mr. Haggerty: They should follow the

principle set by the member of Essex North

(Mr. Ruston) by buying Chrysler products.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I am driving a 1980

Chrysler product myself, so I can't be called

a hypocrite.

Mr. Ashe: So is the Premier.

Hon. F. S. Miller: So is the Premier; and

so is the Minister of Education.

Another part of the pact that bothers me
—and again I wrote another letter to Mr.

MacEachen which I hope to discuss with

him—is the fact that there has been a com-

plete lack, as far as I can tell, of compliance
with tihe auto trade pact by Chrysler in par-

ticular over the years. I don't think anything

in the world can make them comply now
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because they're trying to hang on to the

ropes. But I think we have to make sure we
do whatever we can by way of any guaran-
tees that may be required to see that that

comphance is improved.

Mr. Young: Why don't you take an equity

position?

Hod. F. S. Miller: Equity position? My
friend, last week there was an issue of a
debenture in the United States for Chrysler.
A debenture is a secured form of investment,
is it not? Right on the front of that deben-
ture issue is, "No one should buy this issue

unless they're prepared to lose all their

money." When that's on the front of a deben-
ture issue, equity isn't very worth while.

Mr. Cooke: So you just give it away.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Let me finish, because
we haven't much time here. I'm as con-

cerned about one aspect that no one touched

upon today, that is, the 25 to 30 per cent

of the sales in this country that are being
made offshore. That's something we can

tackle and we have to tackle. No matter

what party we're in, we have a community
of purpose.

Do members know, if the facts I was given
are correct, that the Japanese people are

dmnping their cars in Canada at prices $400
to $600 less than the American market, let

alone the Japanese market? The Lada, as

I've said before, is probably seUing at one
third of its home price. We are losing jobs
that should be protected to those foreign

jurisdictions. In effect, we have told the

federal government it must protect them. On
that, I can assure the member I'm making
a strong statement. Twenty-five per cent of

the jobs in the automobile industry, my
friend, are a lot of jobs in North America.
It's something we all have to fight for

whether in the States or in Canada. I think

on that part we can be united.

I can simply say that is all I'd like to

respond to today. I'm going to work hard on
this issue, along with my colleague on interest

and on the automobile industry with realistic

objectives, and I trust we'll solve the problem
as quickly as we can. I would ask that my
motion be passed.

Motion agreed to.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Wells, the House
adjourned at 12:55 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

ENERGY FROM WASTE

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, it gives me
great pleasure to table today a document
entitled Energy from Waste: A Program for

Ontario, This publication sets out the goals

of my ministry in the field of energy from

waste and the methods we will use to attain

them.

As honourable members are aware, last

October I released a policy statement entitled

Energy Security for the Eighties: A Policy
for Ontario. In that paper the government
established a target to increase Ontario's

capacity to produce more of its own energy
from the present level of 22 per cent to at

least 35 per cent by the year 1995. Over the

next 15 years, throug'h a variety of programs,
we will be assisting the development of

renewable and recoverable energy sources to

the point where energy from waste will con-

tribute 3.2 per cent of out primary energy
needs.

This waste, which is the largest potential
source of recoverable energy in Ontario, is in

the form of municipal solid waste, forest and
mill residues, agricultural waste, municipal

sewage s^ludge or industrial byproduct heat.

If ithe energy potential of waste is properly
and methodically tapped over the next 15

years and the potential for biomass conver-

sion developed, we estimate that by 1995

this province could replace the equivalent of

27 million barrels of crude oil annually. This

is enough energy to heat more than one

million single-family homes each year. In

1979 terms, the annual value of the oil equiv-
alent would be more than $400 million.

Ontario's Energy from Waste program is

designed to help municipalities and private

industry take advantage of this potential.
Our policy has the following elements: em-

phasis on commercial projects having proven

technology; priority to private sector partic-

ipation while advancing municipal interests;

provincial support for research, development
and demonstration of Energy from Waste
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processes and a flexible approach to financial

support for participation in projects.

In line with this policy, the Ministry of

Energy has budg ted $2 million in tihis fiscal

year for cost-sharing in feasibility studies and

engineering design work. As well, the min-

istry will provide preliminary assessment; of

projects and technical advisory services once

a project is under way. Additional assistance

will also be available under tJie Canada-
Ontario bilateral program.
To achieve our goal we estimate that a

total investment of approximately $3 biDion

in 1979 dollars will be required over the

next 15-year period. I expect a large per-

centage of this investment will come from
the private sector, with the balance coming
from the government, municipalities, the On-
tario Energy Corporation and Ontario Hydro.

My ministry anticipates that the fiild of

energy from waste will in the coming years
provide great opportunities for private sector

involvement, with the attendant economic
benefits for Ontario. It will also present op-

portunities for many mimicipalities to solve

some of their solid waste disposal problems.

Mr. Sargent: Who are you trying to kid?

It isn't going to work.

Hon. Mr. Welch: We are far more opti-

mistic on this side of the House. In fact, that

is why we are on this side of the House; it is

because of our optimism.

Already the Ministry of Energy and the

Ontario Energy Corporation are actively in-

volved in several Energy from Waste projects
—in Thorold, St. Catharines, Hamilton, North

Bay, London and Metropolitan Toronto-

projects involving both municipalities and

private industry. We are also looking into one

such project in the member for Grey-Bruce's
area. We are very actively pursuing some-

thing up there. That is how most of these

things start: in conversation and in meetings,

as a result of consultation.

Tomorrow I plan to meet with representa-

tives of municipalities, industry, engineering

and consulting firms and other interested

groups to brief them on oiu' new program. It

is my hope that the program described in

the document I am tabling today will assist

these communities and industries. Equally
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important, we hope it will give tihe general

pu'blic an appreciation of the potential and
the scope of the government's Energy from
Waste program. More information will be
made available to the honom-able members
as the program progresses in the months
ahead.

SEATON DEVELOPMENT
Hon. Mr. Bennett: I would like to com-

ment briefly to the House on the provincially
owned lands in North Pickering and to set

out clearly the government's position on the

development of the Seaton new community.
The North Pickering planning area covers

an area of approximately 25,000 acres where
we have designated 7,000 acres for urban

development, 10,000 acres for agriculture
and 8,000 acres for an open-space system.

Nearly 21,000 acres of these lands are owned

by the province.
Because of prevailing economic conditions

as reflected in today's generally high interest

rates, I have decided to reschedule the start-

up of housing construction in the new com-

munity of Seaton beyond the currently
scheduled date of 1982. I have instructed my
ministry staff to proceed with a review of

timing and scheduling of the development.
Regional development strategy in 1970

projected the development of two new com-
munities in the North Pickering area in order

to foster development in the area east of

Metropolitan Toronto. The combined popula-
tion of the two new communities was pro-

jected in excess of 200,000,
With the announcement of the federal

airport in 1972, it was decided that the two
communities would be combined into one
with a popidation of 150,000 to 200,000.
When the airport project was suspended in

1975, it was necessary to scale down the

project to a population of 75,000 to 90,000
over a 30-year development period in order

to continue to foster development east of

Metropolitan Toronto.

Circumstances have changed over the

years, and we have met those changes in a

flexible way in the best interests of the

province. A government without flexibility is

a government without responsibility.

Long-term planning of Seaton in co-

operation with the region of Durham and
the town of Pickering will continue. Amend-
ments to the Durham ofiicial plan to estab-

lish land uses in Seaton wfll be processed by
early 1981.

The Ontario Land Corporation will re-

tain ownership of 10,000 acres of high-

quality farm land in the western portion of

the North Pickering site and continue its

use for agriculture on a long-term basis.

With the involvement of the farmers in the

area, as well as the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food, we have developed a farm lease

program which has become a model for

management of provincially owned agricul-

tural lands in other areas of this province.
The program places strong emphasis on

opportunities for young farmers.

Under provincial ownership and manage-
ment, acreage in farm production in the

total North Pickering planning area has in-

creased to 12,700 acres from the 8,364 acres

in 1971. Continued ownership by the On-
tario Land Corporation of this acreage of

fertile land will ensure that it will remain in

long-term agricultural use.

The ministry will also determine the de-

tailed disposition of the 8,000-acre open-
space system on the west and south

periphery of the North Pickering site. Taking
advantage of government ownership of this

land, the open-space system will accommo-
date a multiplicity of uses, including corri-

dors for hydro and gas lines, rights of way
for the east Metro freeway and highway
407, and recreation, fanning and conserva-

tion lands.

I want to emphasize that the decision to

delay housing development in the new com-

munity will in no way affect final expropria-
tion settlements still pending before the

Land Compensation Board. All obligations to

former expropriated land owners will be

fully met.

Acquisition, maintenance and carrying
costs for the 21,000 acres owned by the

province total $270,385,415. In addition,

nearly $10 million have been expended:

approximately $8.8 million by the Ministry

of Housing and North Pickering Develop-
ment Corporation for salaries, administration,

planning and engineering, and $1.1 million

for legal fees on behalf of some former

owners and the ministry in connection with

the Hoilett hearings of the Ombudsman's
office as well as the Donnelly royal com-
mission. Since the Ontario Land Corporation
was transferred to the Ministry of Housing
in mid- 1978, additional costs totalling ap-

proximatelv $2.8 million have accrued for

salaries, planning, engineering, land manage-
ment, property administration and official

plan documentation, to be capitalized at the

end of March of this year.

While the province has a very substantial

investment in the North Pickering lands, I

cannot overstate the advantage that provin-
cial ownership provides in carrying out the
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province's regional development strategies. We
are preserving a large area of prime agricul-

tural land on a long-term basis, and have

established an open-space system as a buflFer

between Metro Toronto and North Pickering.

The new community of Seaton will ultimately

provide a stimulus for further development of

Durham region.

Jn the very near future I shall be meeting
with the chairman of the region of Durham
and the mayor of Pickering to discuss the

various matters I have covered in this state-

ment. In conclusion, I want to assure this

House that I state unequivocally that it is

still tiie government's intention to develop
Seaton new community when the direction

of the economy is clear.

2:10 p.m.

RED HILL CREEK DEVELOPMENT
Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to take this opportunity to commend the re-

gional chairman of Hamilton-Wentworth,
Anne Jones, and her council for their request
that the proposed highway development pro-

ject for the Red Hill Creek valley area be

brought undler the Environmental Assessment

Act.

Even though the government has indicated

its desire to bring all municipal projects under
the act in the near future, the time needed to

implement this would have meant that the

Red Hill Creek expressway would not be
included.

1 said during the last session of the Legis-
lature that I hoped municipalities would see

the value of voluntarily submitting significant

projects to the environmental assessment pro-
cess. Having had the opportunity to walk that

valley for several hours, Mr. Speaker, I can
tell you that I am very pleased they have
made this decision.

The region has asked that two conditions

apply, and I have agreed.
The first condition is that the streamlining

procedures be adopted so the project wall

only have to go through one comprehensive
hearing process under the act. If streamlining

legislation, as we have proposed in the throne

speech, has not been passed, then specific

legislation will be drafted so that the project

may receive only one overall, encompassing
hearing under the Environmental Assessment
Act.

The second condition is that the region be
allowed to acquire land at its own risk in

special hardship cases where the property
owner has been unable to sell because of the

uncertainty of the development proposal for

the area.

I am sure that hearings under the Environ-

mental Assessment Act will provide the com-

munity an opportunity to consider all aspects
of this major project.

EXEMPTIONS FROM THE MINING ACT
Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, in connection

with the question about exemptions from the

Mining Act under section 113, I would like

to make the statement that I indicated I would
do a week or 10 days ago.

Both Inco Metals Company Limited and

Falconbridge Nickel Mines Limited have been

granted! exemptions from the provisions of

section 113 of the Mining Act with respect to

their Ontario operations.

The Falconbridge exemption provides for

the matte produced at the company's new
$90-million smelter facility in Falconbridge
to be shipped to their wholly owned refinery

in Norway for final processing.

(The Inco exemptions provide for nickel

oxide sinter to be shipped to the company's

wholly owned refinery in Wales; semi-refined

precious metals of the platinum group to their

wholly owTied refinery in England; and re-

fined nickel sulphide to jointly owned refinery

facilities in Japan for final processing.

It is understandable that concern has been

expressed in some quarters about these

exemptions, because at first sight it might
appear that to refuse them would auto-

matically mean the creation of new jobs and
wealth in Ontario, or at least in Canada.

Unfortunately, the real world in which we
must live and compete is not that simple.

We s'hould not delude ourselves into be-

lieving that the industrialized nations of the

world vdll beat a path to oxu- door to bid for

our nickel or copper, or indeed for any of

our metals or minerals.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am having diflBcuIty

hearing the minister.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Could we have some order

on both sides of the House, please?

Hon. Mr. Auld: On the contrary, the major

nickel-consuming nations—the USA, Japan
and western European countries—currently are

going to great lengths to obtain a very large,

guaranteed supply line of nickel to be mined

from the deepsea bed in the near future.

This mining will be under provisions of the

text of a new law of the sea, now being

vigorously negotiated at the United Nations

in New York. Nor should we delude our-

selves about the need to understand and

respect, but not necessarily agree with, the
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views of those industrialized nations who are

our customers as expressed in their mineral

policies.

Let's first consider the Falconbridge

exemption. It provides for the shipment of

matte from the company's new smelter facil-

ity at Falconbridge to their wholly owned

refinery at Kristiansand in Norway. The

exemption was recommended by me after

consideration of detailed investigations and

analyses by specialists in the mineral re-

sources group of my ministry. These indi-

cated a very real x>ossibility that mine, smelter

and supporting jobs in Sudbury would be

placed in jeopardy if an inflexible position

were taken.

A brief historical note is worth giving
here. Falconbridge acquired an existing

nickel refinery at Kristiansand, Norway,
about 50 years ago when it began to develop
the mine in the Sudbury area. That acquisi-

tion was the only availa'ble means w'hereby
the company could obtain rights to use a cer-

tain electrolytic refining process. The ex-

clusive rights to its use in Canada had been

assigned to odiers.

This energy-intensive electrolytic process

benefited, and continues to benefit, from the

abimdance of hydroelectric power available

in Norway at rates considerably lower than

those prevailing in Ontario. The impact of

this on the mines is that substantially larger
reserves at lower grade would become eco-

nomically viable and would extend tihe On-
tario mines' projected life.

The highly industrialized western Euro-

pean countries provide substantial consumer
markets which Falconbridge has cultivated

and which responded favourably w'hen tlie

company offered long-term sales agreements
out of its Norwegian refinery. This was

achieved, notwithstanding the competition
from other producers such as the French
SLN refinery near Le Havre which processes
matte from New Caledonia, where vast re-

.wurces of nickel ore are known to occur.

The whole world market situation has

dhanged significantly over the years, with
Ontario's and Canada's share of that ex-

panding market dropping from about 80 per
cent in 1947 to about 25 per cent for On-

tario, or about 35 per cent for Canada as a

whole, nrore recently.

Fortunatelv, in terms of actual tonnage,
Ontario's nickel production has not dropped

alarmingly. Competition from developing
countries and from the Communist bloc has

increased to the point where their ^are of

the world market now exceeds ours. This is

due in part to new developments and to new

technology, including that in the major-con-

sumer stainless steel industry where less pure
forms of nickel, that is class II nickel, have

superseded the highly refined, more costly

pure nickel known as class I. For certain

class II product processes the sulphide ores

are not suitable as feed.

It should be understood that Falconbridge
has made various attempts to perform further

processing in Canada. Within the context of

section 113 of the Mining Act, production
from the company's nickel-iron refinery built

at Falconbridge in the late 1960s qualified as

yielding—and I quote from the act—"refined

metal or other product suitable for direct use

in the arts."

This project was seen as an ambitious at-

tempt to introduce new technology to the

acknowleged nickel capital of the world and

keep it abreast of world market requirements.
The fact that the process failed, in spite of

successfully passing the pilot plant stage, is

regrettable; to say the least for the company,
it resulted in losses amounting to about $75
million.

Also, in 1971, the company announced plans

to build a nickel^opper refinery at Becancour,

Quebec, on the shores of the St. Lawrence

River, principally in connection with its pro-

posed Ungava operation, but also to treat

part of the Sudbury production. This plant

would have qualified under section 113(1) of

the Mining Act.

The combined impact of oil-pricing policies

of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries and of some 50 per cent or more
escalation in the capital cost estimate caused

the company to halt the project in 1974 after

expenditure of several millions of dollars.

Nevertheless, further feasibility studies have

been carried out; but results so far point to

imeconomic situations which would place the

company's competitive position in world

markets in jeopardy.

2:20 p.m.

The ability of Falconbridge to finance an-

other refinery at this time should not be taken

for granted. It is well known in mining and
financial circles that a succession of recent

events, including recessionary trends in world

economics and the province's insistence that

pollution-control requirements be met at the

Sudbury area operations, have put a severe

strain on the company's cash flow and general
financial situation. Apart from normal market

constraints, the company has been subject to

certain restrictions on further borrowing. I

would refer honourable members to the com-

pany's annual reports for financial details.

With regard to the exemption—that is 10

years—I would point out that in an industry
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such as mining, which is very sensitive to the

cyclical nature of business, long-term planning
is essential.

Some years ago Falconbridge embarked on

its aggressive marketing strategy which offered

customers long-term contract sales out of the

Norwegian refinery. Significant benefits de-

riving from this are that the lucrative Euro-

pean market responded favourably; there is

long-term security for Sud'bury implicit in

these arrangements and the financial com-

munity has been reassured.

Our investigations certainly do not support
the argument that refusal to grant an exemp-
tion to Falconbridge would create new wealth

and jobs in Ontario and further diversify the

Sudbiu-y tax base. While I and my colleagues
in government would certainly welcome such

an end result, there is no assurance that

feasibility analyses for any new Canadian re-

finery to meet the requirements in section 113

would point to either Sudbury or another

Ontario location as the most logical construc-

tion site.

With regard to Inco, it is important to note

that about 90 per cent of the company's
processing in terms of value added' is already

performed in Ontario. Inco has progressively
added to its facilities in Ontario, spending
alx)ut $1 billion on mining and processing

plants in the late 1960s and 1970s. A most
recent development is a $25-million rolling

mill built in 1978 in response to Ontario

mining tax incentives.

Many of the observations made with regard
to the Falconbridge exemption apply equally

forcefully to Inco. However, with particular

reference to the nickel oxide sinter shipped
to Wales, relatively little further processing
is required to make it into a marketable

product for direct use in the arts; and this

is almost entirely absorbed by the British

nationalized steel industry—it's a kind of

preferential access.

The Welsh refinery is not totally de-

pendent on nickel oxide sinter for feed from

Canada; it also treats material from Inco's

mines in Indonesia and Guatemala. Should
feed from Ontario be denied, it would be

relatively easy for the industry to increase

supplies from other sources such as the

tropical lateritic nickel suppliers. This would
further reduce Ontario's and Canada's share

of the international market and would
eventually lead to unwelcome cutbacks in

the Sudbury operations.

With regard to the semi-refined precious
metals concentrates shipped to the Inco re-

finery at Acton, England, it must be clearly

understood that gold, silver and certain other

elements in the ores are already separated
out in the Sudbury refining plant. It is the

complex platinum group metal concentrates

only—PGMs, as they are called—that are sent

to Acton. These call for highly-specialized
treatment and skills that have evolved at

Acton over 60 years since researchers there

first developed a commercially viable refining

process jast after the First World War.

The Acton refinery can and does process

scrap, residues and other extraneous sources

of precious metals in addition to the Sudbury
material. The rationale for building a PGM
refinery in Canada—one would hope in On-
tario and possibly in Sudbury—is under

constant review and discussion. At this time

neither Inco nor any other refinery operator
can justify such a development as an econ-

omic proposition.
In the matter of the refined nickel sulphide

shipped to jointly owned refineries in Japan,
I point out that only the sulphur content

needs to be removed to yield a marketable

product in that country; and it represents

quite a small proportion of Inco's Ontario

metal production. It has been made

abundantly clear that refined nickel sulphide
is the product that these customers wish to

purchase. If it is not made available from

Sudbury, other sources in the world are

readily available.

Notwithstanding the exemptions and the

circumstances, we shall continue to monitor

the operations of both companies and to per-
sist in our discussions towards fuller im-

plementation of the requirements set out in

section 113(1) of the Mining Act.

We shall continue to provide significant

incentives in the Mining Tax Act to en-

courage such further processing in northern

Ontario, believing that in the long run in-

centives will be more effective than attempts

at coercion. We must keep in mind, how-

ever, that Ontario is not the only source in

the world of nickel or other metals and that

we must furnish our customers with products

they are willing to buy, which may not

necessarily be the ones we would most prefer

to sell.

Before I close, I think this is an opportune
time to expand on that other source of con-

cern in certain quarters: sea-bed mining. The

nodiiles that are considered for recovery

from the ocean floors contain nickel, copper

and cobalt, in some cases in amounts com-

parable to those in the Sudbury ores. Be-

cause it is of very direct concern to us, the

mineral resources branch of my ministry has

been closely involved in monitoring the
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United Nations' Law of the Sea Conference

which is addressing the subject.

Recently that branch pubHshed an infor-

mative docmnent entitled The Future of

Nickel and the Law of the Sea. It has been
made available in both English and French

and has already achieved considerable

acclaim. In the foreword to that document,
I wrote:

"Widespread misconceptions about the

nature of the nickel reserves of Ontario,
Canada and other land-based producers have
led to overly optimistic views about the near-

term potential of sea-bed mining. These
could lead to premature and possibly sub-

sidized development of sea-bed mining

capacity, which could have serious effects

upon present and potential land-based nickel

producers here and in the developing
countries."

Mr. Speaker, let me state categorically that

I and my colleagues in government will not
be manoeuvred into being the cause of, or

into contributing towards, any such pre-
mature and subsidized development of the
sea bed. In all circumstances, the govern-
ment of Ontario is satisfied that steps taken
thus far are in the best interests of all On-
tarians and particularly of those in the Sud-

bury area.

ORAL QUESTIONS

SEATON DEVELOPMENT
Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

for the Minister of Housing dealing with his

complete and abject reversal on the develop-
ment of the North Pickering area. Can he

explain why in November 1979 both he and
the Premier (Mr. Davis), within a week of

each other, assured the House there would
be no change in policy and the Premier said

"a continuation would be good business in

relationship to North Pickering," whereas
now he has completely reversed that, indi-

cating in his statement to the press that "the

decision not to proceed means we are biting
the bullet and that makes the best business

sense"? Surely we should have trusted the

Premier in this connection and not the min-
ister.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I recog-
nize the statement I made at the time of my
estimates back in November and the state-

ment the Premier made. I think I indicated

clearly that we were reviewing the facts of

Seaton and those economic situations that

surrounded it.

In the light of some of the statistics that

have come to my office over the last number

of weeks and the discussions I have had
with other interested sources, including the

financial institutions of this province, it has

been our decision that there be a deferment
or postponement of the startup time in the

range of four to five years for xmits actually
to be in place in Seaton. That is Why I have
asked the ministry people to do a complete
review of the economic situation with a view
to determining when would be a more ap-

propriate time, economically, to bring Seaton
back on stream as a viable entity in tlie

region of Durfiam.

2:30 p.m.
Mr. Nixon: Since the minister was associ-

ated with the Treasury as parliamentary as-

sistant at the time of the acquisition of this

property, as well as of Edwardsburgh, South

Cayuga and Townsend, and three of those

four seem to have vanished with huge costs

to the taxpayers, can we presume that the

matter of Townsend is also under some re-

view and that the government policy may be
as dramatically changed without notice in

that connection as well?

Hod. Mr. Bennett: All of the projects that

the representative of the Liberal party has

mentioned this afternoon, including Pickering,
are investments. I consider Pickering to be an

investment; I really do.

The fact remains that the government of

this province and the people of this province
own better than 21,000 acres in Pickering, of

which more than 12,700 are in very active

and high-quality production agricultm-ally,
which is 50 per cent better than it was in

1971 when we acquired the land. I think that

follows along on the agricultural policy of

retention of agricultural land in Ontario,

Mr. Breaugh: The minister is a Socialist.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I'm a long way from
that. I have to disagree.

Mr. Speaker: Just ignore the interjection.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: With my particular

background, Mr. Speaker, it's hard to ignore
when I'm called a Socialist.

As far as Townsend is concerned, I believe

the member from that particular area hap-

pened to be with me some months ago when
we turned the first sod for the construction

of highway 69, which will make Townsend
a viable community. Townsend comes into

an entirely different program, as opposed to

Seaton or some of the other communities, in-

asmuch as the Steel Company of Canada is

located there; within the next several months

they'll have a staff of better than 1,300

people. There's a very supportive staff for

the McColl-Frontenac or Texaco operation,
and the Ontario Hydro plant is there as well.
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The member knows that in Townsend
we're into an entirely different program—as
I've already mentioned—inasmuch as the

steel company will bring 3,000 acres of in-

dustrial land on as a private entrepreneur,
which I see as a tremendous spinoff for

development.
There is no intention by this government

or my ministry to defer the project of Towns-
end. I give the two members for that area

the full assurance that Townsend is under

way; the road, sewer and lagoon systems are

being installed, and there has never been any
doubt in the last number of months.

Mr. Breaugh: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I would like to ask the minister about two
small items that aren't in the statement.

There are ibout 3,000 acres that aren't ac-

counted for in this particular statement.

Would the minister share with us what he

intends to do with those 3,000 acres? The
minister is completely silent on the matter of

the excess capacity in the big, blue pipe and
the related costs of that. Who does the min-

ister expect to bear that part of the tag?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, if the

member would read the statement carefully,
I'm sure he would see that I'm talking about
the 25,400 acres in the planning area of

North Pickering; it was spelled out very

clearly on March 2, 1972, when the entire

announcement was made, that the planning
area was 25,400 acres. I indicated clearly

today that we, the people of Ontario, own
roughly 21,990 acres. The difference of the

acreage happens to be in service roads and

highways that are present within the plan-
ning area. They are owned by the munic-

ipality, the province and so on.

The member also asked about the
Durham-York master sewer system, which
comes up from the lake and extends as far

west as Woodbridge, and which services

some 12 or 14 communities. The cost factor

of this sewer system has been worked out,
and I'm sure the chairman of the region and
other members will be in to see the Minister
of the Environment (Mr. Parrott) and my
ministry, as they have in the past, about de-

ferring certain costs related to infrastructures,
such as sewer and water. We have been
rather lenient with them in giving them an
extended period of time for repayment.
May I say that the capacity of the York-

Dm"ham regional sewer was designed to

serve 881,000 population and some 17,500
acres of industrial land. Of the 881,000
population served by that sewer, 90,000 was
projected to be used by Seaton. I think you
would have to agree lliat is rather a small

percentage of the overall capacity. Obvious-

ly, the sewer is serving that entire regional

area as far west as Woodbridge and will

continue to do so. The cost factors and the

triggering period of costs to be bom by the

municipalities will have to come under

further discussion.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, does the minis-

ter consider the $250 million involved a good
investment? There are 25,000 acres and

you're holding it for $10,000 an acre. Is that

a good investment? Is that land worth

$10,000 an acre?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I think if

the member would look at the situation, I

said very clearly there are 25,400 acres in

the whole development or planning area.

There are 8,000 acres of open space to be

used by a number of public agencies, which

would have been acquired at some point by
this province. Some are for conservation use,

some for the corridor for highway 407, the

hydro and gas rights of way, and so on.

Seven thousand acres will be used for the

development of Seaton some day in the

future; I figure that's down the road four

or five years. The balance of 10,400 acres

will be used indefinitely for agricultural pur-

poses. I hope, as the leases come up for

those who at present have them and do not

wish to renew them, we will put greater

emphasis on the junior farmer program to

make sure we give the young people of this

province who want to stay on the land an

opportunity to do so.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: On what basis does the minister

think that four to five years are going to

change anything about the need for more

population in the Seaton area, when the

population of Metro Toronto is in decline

and there is a need for major redevelopment
here because gas and oil prices are rising?

On what basis does the minister possibly
think he is going to reopen this can of

worms?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, that is an
assessment made strictly by the member re-

garding the can of worms, I'm saying that

the review the ministry will imdertake over

the next period of time will indicate what
will be a realistic date for reintroducing
Seaton on a construction basis.

I said four or five years. I think we would
like to be a litde bit optimistic that tlie

economy of this country and this province will

change considerably over the next short

period of time.

As far as the declining population of

Metro is concerned, I think if we review the
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situation we will find there is an interest in

the population of Ontario to move beyond
the borders of Metropolitan Toronto, and

that's why we've tried to put in place a policy

for developing communities to the east of this

great metropolitan area.

LONGBOAT CLAIM TO GRANT
Mr. Nixon: I would like to put a question

to the Attorney General concerning my es-

teemed constituent, Tom Longboat, Junior,

Has the Attorney General made himself aware

of the circumstances involved in the claim that

a $500 grant made by the city of Toronto to

Tom Longboat, Senior, in 1905 has never been

paid; that in fact it should be paid with

interest to the Longboat family now, not

necessarily because of their personal need
but in order to see that justice is done, an

area which is supposed' to concern my honour-

able friend?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I'm not particularly

familiar with the claim the honourable mem-
ber refers to. Tom Longboat, Senior, was one

of our most distinguished citizens in the his-

tory of this province; I recognize that. It

seems to me I have some recollection of read-

ing somewhere recently about this claim, but

I do not know the details.

As the member knows, it is not the role of

the Attorney General to intervene in what

might be a private dispute between a family
and a municipal corporation or a cit>^ But I

certainly know the honourable member, with

his many friends and admirers in the legal

profession, should have no difficulty in seek-

ing any appropriate advice.

Mr. Nixon: I'm sure the minister would

agree with me that if this argument fell into

the hands of the lawyers, that money would
be used up in the first 10 minutes. Would he

not agree that a matter such as this is not

one that should be sent to the courts but is

one where the minister, with his undoubted

good offices and high reputation, might very
well advise the municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto or the city of Toronto to do the right

thing in this connection and see that the

transference of funds takes place? Frankly, I

like both ideas, that some of the money should

go to the family and some should be set up
as a fund to encourage athletes, particidarly
Indian athletes. In both of these areas the

minister has shown his undoubted personal
concern. Why can't he take some interest in

this and help to see that justice is done?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: All I can say, Mr.

Speaker, is I'm sure the city of Toronto will

do the right thing in the circumstances.

2:40 p.m.

INTEREST RATES

Mr. Cassidy: I have a number of ques-

tions, Mr. Speaker, arising out of the conse-

quences of the runaway interest rates that

we're experiencing in the province right now.

If the Minister of Housing could respond, I'd

like to know, in view of Finance Minister

MacEachen's rejection last week of any im-

mediate action or assistance for home owners

who were hit by the runaway interest rates,

could the minister say what action this gov-

ernment plans to protect Assisted Home
Ownership Program home owners, and to

protect home owners v^th conventional mort-

gages who are coming to him and are facing

big increases in the cost of their monthly

mortgages over the coming months?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I believe

the House is fully aware of the fact that the

Treasurer of this province (Mr. F. S. Miller)

and I had the opportunity last week of

meeting with Mr. MacEachen and with the

Honourable Paul Cosgrove, the Minister for

Public Works reporting for Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation, and reviewing with

them the problems we foresee in the field

of mortgage interest rates, particularly in

respect to a government-initiated home

ownership program such as AHOP, and what

the downside happens to be for some of the

people in those units.

My ministry, along with the Treasurer's

department, has been reviewing the situation.

We believe there are about two thirds to 70

per cent of the people in AHOP who could

be in some financial difficulty as a result of

the escalation of interest rates and the fact

that the triggering of the second mortgage
will now come into action on the renewal of

their mortgages.
While we discussed the problem with Mr.

MacEachen and Mr. Cosgrove, without any
definite position being given by the Liberal

representatives, they said clearly they would

be looking at the overall situation in the next

short period of time to try to contemplate
what they might be including in the federal

budget, which will come down at a date to

be decided by them.

I am meeting this Friday with Mr. Cos-

grove to review with him some of the

further developments or schemes or pro-

posals that would ofiFer some relief which

my ministry and Treasury have put together

and we hope he will take forward to his

cabinet colleagues over the next short period.

May I say also to the House that, for

some time I have been meeting with people

in the construction industry and the finance

industry, those in the mortgage and insurance
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fields who look after mortgaging and hous-

ing in Ontario, trying to secure from them
some fiurther input as to what they believe

are programs that might be introduced by

governments to overcome some of the prob-

lems in the conventional mortcjage market.

I will be meeting continually this week
with a number of groups and I would hope
that by Friday I would have some proposals
to bring to Mr. Cosgrove that, in tium, he

could present to and review with his minis-

try people at CMHC. I would hope that in

a reasonable period he will be in a position

to present them to his colleagues in the

federal cabinet.

Mr. Cassidy: If I could redirect a question
to the Minister of Agriculture and Food, Mr.

Speaker, would the minister say what imme-
diate plans this government has to assist

farmers who are now facing increased finan-

cial costs for financing their spring seeding,
the planting, and the cost for chemicals and
fertilizers particularly in view of Statistics

Canada's reports that net farm incomes in

the province will fall by 40 per cent this

year and that young farmers with heavy
debts will be the ones particularly affected?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, I

looked more or less for a question of this

natiu-e today. I have done considerable re-

search into it and have met with staff.

Steadily rising interest rates are now of

increasing concern among several members of

the farm community-
Mr. Cassidy: Several? Every farmer in the

province.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: —particularly those

who are operating with substantial amounts
of borrowed capital.

Significant increases in the costs of piu--

chases such as fertilizer, feed and fuel, which
affect nearly all farmers and which are

caused, in part, by the higher interest rates,

have also been forecast.

On March 19 the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture, at a regular directors' meeting
in Toronto, addressed the problem of high
interest rates. My ministry was made aware
of the meeting and in fact we had two staff

members there to take part in the debate. At
this meeting there were several suggestions
made which the Ontario Federation of Agri-
culture felt would be helpful to the farmers.

First, the federal government would be
asked to freeze interest rates at 12 per cent
for qualified farmers.

Second, the Ontario Federation of Agri-
culture should establish a criterion for deter-

mining a satisfactory subsidy rate for short-

term credit to farmers.

Third, a subsidy rate should be established

on a year-to-year basis for interim-term
credit for those farmers being squeezed out
of business. While this resolution received
the suppKJrt of the meeting, I am advised that

considerable variations of opinion existed

among those present, and throughout the

farming community, regarding the pros and
cons of subsidized interests. It is my under-

standing that the OFA intends to meet again
in the near future in Ottawa to press for

measures from the federal government to

alleviate the problems caused by the high
interest rates.

I will be watching the results of this initia-

tive and the response of the federal govern-
ment, as well as any further changes in the

interest rate, to determine the impact on the

agricultural community.
Our government is aware of the high

interest rates. We are in a position where we
arc ready to accept directions from the fed-

eral government, if they have any.
Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary question for the Minister of Hous-

ing. Does he recall the commitment made by
himself and his party, in the words of the

Premier (Mr. Davis) on September 11, 1975,

specifically relating to this eventuality that is

discussed in the question? I quote from the

Premier's speech at that time:

"What we would propose, if we are forced

to act, is to extend tax relief to present and

prospective home owners through a new tax

credit which would offset three quarters of

th? mortgage interest costs which are above
10.25 per cent. Such tax relief would be
allowed to a maximum $500 annually and
would apply only to principal residences."

My question to the minister is: Since this

was an undertaking made politically before

an election, why isn't the government acting
on a similar program if not that one?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I think I said very clearly

that, in our discussions with Mr. MacEachen
and Mr. Cosgrove, we were looking for a

federal plan. We indicated—the Treasurer

indicated, that Ontario is prepared to piggy-
back, similar to what we did with the As-

sisted Home Ownership Program, in trying to

find ways to solve the problem.
We also have to realize that the financial

responsibilities of Canada rest with the fed-

eral government, and interest rates do not

start at the east boundary of Ontario and stop

at the west boundary. We have a national

problem, to which we might collectively find

a solution rather than trying to put all the

responsibility on the provincial treasury,

which my friend and I couldn't agree to do

even if we wanted to.
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We, as ministers of this government, are

continuing to find ways to resolve the problem
and to ofFer some solutions to Ottawa. The
simplicity of my friend's remarks is not very
well appreciated by the financial world, nor

indeed by the public of Ontario. They realize

the problem is very severe, and the ract that

he tries to make it so simplistic is not very
well received.

We admit the problem is not one that is

easily resolved. If it had been, and if it

could be, I am sure governments all over

Canada, and indeed around the world where
there are inflationary factors involved, would
have taken immediate action.

The government of Ontario has indicated

clearly to Mr. MacEachrn and his other

colleagues that we are prepared to co-

operate with them in trying to find a solution

to allow people to retain the ownership of

their homes so they do not become the second

part of the equation that, if they get out of

their homes, they then want rental accommo-
dation, in which we know there is going to

be a shortfall as well.

Mr. Makarchuk: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: In view of the fact that certain

housinc: projects which come under the On-
tario Housing Corporation have second

mortgages on the land component of the

total cost and they will have to be paid
starting in the next few months, is the minis-

ter prepared at this time to delay those

people having to pay off that second mort-

<;cage in order that they will have the money
to meet the cost of the first mortgages?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, we are

looking at the overall problems of Ontario

Mortgage Corporation and, indeed, as they
relate to the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation portfolio as well.

Frankly, I have suggested to the minister

at Ottawa that they could very well look at

applying the hardship clause under the

AHOP scheme, which gives the federal min-
ister the opportunity of exercising the hard-

ship clause in relation to the amount of in-

come that is expended on behalf of mortgage
and interest payments and so on. If it ex-

ceeds the 30 per cent, the minister has the

right to defer the second mortgage for a

further period of time.

Frankly, if the same conditions apply—
and we are looking at the entire Ontario

Mortgage Corporation portfolio, as I said the

week before last in the House—we are peg-
ging our rate at 13.5 per cent, which is one
to two points below the market situation at

this date, and we are going to retain it

there in some relief to the mortgages that we
hold on behalf of the people of Ontario.

2:50 p.m.

Frankly, if there is an area-and I am not

sure of the ones the member speaks of—there
are some Home Ownership Made Easy pro-
jects where we had the second mortgage on
land that had a long period of time to run
without a renewal clause involved. I am not
aware of the ones the honourable member
speaks of. We are reviewing the portfolio to

give as much relief, from the Ontario Mort-

gage Corporation's position, to our taxpayers
and the people who hold the mortgages as

we possibly can.

Mr. Breithaupt: Supplementary: Since

there appears to be widespread agreement
that the people involved in the Assisted

Hofme Ownership Program are a special and

particular case, and since there are some

perhaps 8,700 persons in that category
whose mortgages are going to be renewed
this year, will the minister be making specific

proposals on the AHOP situation, separate
from the general concerns he has on in-

terest-rate increases for all of us in all

aspects of life in the province?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I think I said in my
original remarks regarding the question of

the leader of the third party that one of

the areas of vital concern to us was AHOP,
where government at the federal level

initiated a program that brought into the

marketplace a number of people who are

now finding it exceedingly diflBcult. The fact

is that at the time rates were then written

down to something about 8.5 per cent. Even
if they had been paying 10 per cent at the

tim«, some of them would have found it

financially unbearable to have maintained or

bought a home. AHOP is obviously one of

the areas of prime concern to both this gov-
ernment and the federal government.
The 23,000-odd units that will be renewed

in this province this year, with a total of

about 34,000 or 35,000 over the next year or

two, are of concern. I have asked Mr. Cos-

grove, the minister reporting to CMHC, not

only to look very carefully at implementing
maybe a one-year hardship clause that exists

at present in the AHOP agreement but to

look at it on a much broader basis as a

two- or three-year term. I don't think one

year is going to be sufficient to get some of

these people over this hump, to get them

beyond the difficult stage.

We might as well face reality today rather

than doing it on a year-to-year basis. A year-

to-year basis, in my opinion, based on my dis-
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cussions with the federal minister, is not

sulBcient to give any certainty or guarantee
to the property owner that he or she is really

going to be able to maintain that residence

for a period of years down the road.

I am suggesting to the minister that if

we do not find some solution to this prob-
lem and these people continue to move out

of their AHOP homes, they then come back
into the rental market. Most of that pressure
will be in the metropolitan areas of Ontario.

Not all metropolitan areas are sufiFering from
an insufficient supply of rental accommoda-

tion, but in the Metropolitan Toronto area

and one or two others there is a shortfall in

rental accommodation and will be an even
further shortfall over the next 12 to 18
months.

I suggested to both Mr. MacEachen and
Mr. Cosgrove that we are dealing with a

double-headed monster: If they do not de-
cide to try to compensate some way-

Mr. Speaker: This is getting to be a minis-
terial statement rather than an answer to a

question.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I don't intend it to be,
Mr. Speaker, but I think it's one of the prime
issues in Ontario and Canada today. I think
it is deserving of a full explanation as to

what the discussions were between the minis-

ters federally and provincially.

Mr. Peterson: Particularly since he isn't

doing anything.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The member for London
Centre does just about that all the time in

this House so it doesn't make much differ-

ence.

We are suggesting to the federal minister
that we look at the situation. If we do not
find some source of subsidy for AHOP owners

they will leave that particular area and move
into the rental field. There will have to be
substantial incentives or subsidies in tlie rental
field to initiate enough construction to house
them. The fact remains, then, that the federal

government is on the hook for two. They are
now the proud owners of an AHOP that has
been left vacant by the individual and the

pressure has been applied in a rental situa-

tion. That is one of the areas that on this

Friday I hope we will pursue even further
with Mr. Cosgrove.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

privilege, the Minister of Agriculture and
Food had a question and you did not allow a

supplementary. May I have my supplemen-
tary now?

Mr. Speaker: I think we have si)ent enough
time on this general subject.

Mr. Sargent: We didn't have on© supple-
mentary. This is very important.

Mr. Speaker: There was a supplementary
directed to the Minister of Agriculture and
Food.

An hon. member: No.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, there was.

Mr. Sargent: He answered a question.

Mr. Speaker: No, it was a supplementary.
Mr. Sargent: On a point of order-

Mr. Speaker: There is nothing out of order.

Mr. Sargent: —the minister answered a

question, I asked for a supplementary and
you wouldn't allow it.

Mr. Speaker: We have spent 25 minutes
and we haven't concluded the questions from
the leaders yet.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question which I

think is to the point; it is to the Minister of

the Environment. Can the minister explain
why he is planning to allow the use of 35,000
gallons of existing stocks of the herbicide

2,4,5-T when this herbicide has been effec-

tively banned by ministerial order for the

past year and for very good reason? Has the
minister had any new information to justify
this change of position at this time?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Yes. Mr. Speaker, may I

say to you I was tempted to have a statement

during the statement period on this. I have a

very short answer which is two pages long.
Will you consider that as an answer to the

question or a statement?

Mr. Speaker: If it becomes unusually long,
I will deduct the time from the question
period.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: In answer to that ques-
tion, I prepared these comments. I wash to
correct any misunderstanding in regard' to the
herbicides 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-TP that may have
been caused by recent media stories. My
office has been receiving calls this morning
from citizens concerned that a dangerous
chemical is alx>ut to be sprayed all over the

province for mere convenience.
First of all, I would refer the honourable

members and the members of the press gallery
to the March 6—some time ago—news release
from my minisfry which outlined in detail

what our decision was and why it was made.
I have extra copies if anyone wishes one. In
an effort to relieve the concern, I would like

briefly to restate our stand. When concerns
were raised last year about the use of these

herbicides, I decided temporarily not to

issue permits for the use of this material and
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then to ask the technical experts to assess

again the latest data.

That examination of data has taken place
over the past year by the Pesticides Advisory
Committee, which came to the following con-

clusions. This is a letter from them. In an-

swer to the member's question as to whether
other information has come to light, indeed
it has. I will quote from the letter from the

chairman of the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee and I will be glad to give the mem-
ber a copy of it. This is only a portion of

the letter, but he may see it all, of course.

"It is our opinion that these additional

reports and reassessments do not support the

conclusion that 2,4,5-T or 2,4,5-TP consti-

tutes a public health or environmental hazard
as regulated and used in Ontario."

However, there still remains some unan-
swered questions about the long-term use of

these pesticides. So, in consultation with the

committee, I decided that continued use of
the herbicides not be allowed. That still left

the considerable problem of handling exist-

ing stocks in the province, which are at

present being stored in their undiluted form.

Again I quote from the advisory committee's
recommendations to me in that letter I have
already referred to.

"The committee is concerned over the con-
siderable quantity of formulated product in
the hands of users. The deteriorating condi-
tion of the stored containers has been
brought to the committee's attention, and it

is only a matter of time before disposal or

cleanup operations will be needed. It is the
committee's opinion that the issuing of per-
mits would allow the orderly utilization of
the chemicals in a safe and controlled
manner."

The ministry is following that recommenda-
tion to allow the strictest and, I would like
to emphasize, very limited control in applica-
tion of existing stocks under these controlled
conditions only. There is no evidence to
show that this constitutes either a health or
an environmental risk.

Mr, Cassidy: Supplementary: Bearing in
mind that 2,4,5-T contains traces of dioxin,
which is one of the deadliest chemicals
known to mankind, isn't it utterly ludicrous
for the minister or for his committee to say
that the stuff is too dangerous to store and,
therefore, we are going to spray it into the
environment where plant life, wildlife and
humans can be exposed to this chemical
across Ontario? Isn't that a ludicrous posi-
tion for the Minister of the Environment to
be saying we can't store it, so we will expose
the population to it instead?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: No, it is not at all ludi-

crous. As I said, these materials that are at

full strength do pose a hazard as left in

those containers. Under the very strict and
controlled conditions that will be forced

upon those who apply, after reading this

letter of February 28, we think we have had

strong advice from the very best people in

this province to do exactly as we are sug-

gesting for the remaining materials. I am as

concerned as the member is. It is on that

basis I said we will not allow this use oi

the material in the future, but we do have to

deal in a responsible way with the materials

that we have on hand at present. I think,
and they have strongly recommended, that

the most eflBcient way of dealing with those

materials is to do as we have proposed.

3 p.m.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Supplementary: In view
of the fact that this material has been mis-

handled, particularlv in northwestern Ontario,
in the riding of the Minister of Northern
Affairs (Mr. Bemier) and partly in mine, can
the minister indicate more specifically what
the guidelines will be for the use of this,

and can he indicate how much of this mate-
rial is in the hands of various government
agencies? Will that material in the hands of

government agencies, whether it be Natural

Resources or Environment or whatever gov-
ernment agency, be stored rather than dis-

seminated into the environment one way
or the other?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I will be pleased to

supply that information. I was previously
able to gather that together and I supplied it

to the critic for the New Democratic Party.
I \vill be more than pleased to supply it to

tho honourable member.

Again, I would like to read just one sen-

tence from the letter that was written to me
by Dr. Huntley. It said, "The so-called Alsea

report on"—

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't they just get new
containers instead of spraying stuff around
the province?

Mr. Speaker: Order. Just answer the orig-
inal question, please.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: -"the 2,4,5-T in Oregon
was cited as the reason for an emergency
cancellation of 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-TP by EPA
in the US." He says: "It has been thorough-
ly discredited."

There we have a very strong recommenda-
tion by a well-constituted, broad cross-section

opinion of experts who are making the state-

ment. It is not surprising to find the leader

of the third party believes he has greater
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knowledge on this subject. I am afraid it isn't

so.

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, since the min-
ister in his press release states that some

questions still remain about the long-term

safety of these chemicals, and it appears that

the main reason for allowing the stocks to

bo used this year is because of the difficulties

of continuing to store them, does it not make
more sense for the minister to get on with
his job of finding safe ways of disposing of

these hazardous chemicals, as was urged on
him by the resources development com-
mittee 18 months ago, and in the meantime
to move the stock to secure storage space?

Mr. Speaker: The question has been
asked.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Yes, indeed, it would
make a great deal of sense to get on with

obtaining facilities to destroy not only these

products but many other products. I tell the

honourable member tiiat one way we could
do that much more quickly and much more

efficiently is if she and other members of her

party would take a very positive approach
to the hearing process and not be uncondi-

tionally opposed, but go there in an effort to

try to get treatment facilities on stream. I say
we need those treatment facilities so badly
in this province, and it is my unconditional

efibrt to get them. She knows that as weE as

I, but until she supports getting facilities on

stream, rather than continuously objecting,
not based necessarily on fact, we will suffer

the consequences of not having it.

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT FUND
Mr. Haggerty: A question directed to the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism: Can the
minister recall that on November 2, 1979, I

directed a question to him relating to the

government Employment Development Fund
and the serious problems of certain industries

in phasing out their operations within certain

municipalities in the Niagara region? I had
suggested to the minister that every con-
sideration must be given to having the area

qualify for assistance under the federal
DREE program. His reply was, "I certainly
would support any effort to have the area
included in the DREE agreement."
The minister's announcement of March 3

this year provided incentive grants totalling
$54.5 million to the pulp and paper industry
in Ontario for mill modernization at the
Ontario Paper Company, Thorold, and Abi-
tibi-Pric-^ Incorporated. Can the minister
assure tho assembly that with the commit-
ment of public funds, production machinery
will be designed and manufactured in Can-

ada? Will the DREE program now apply
across the whole of the Niagara region where

unemployment is constantly hi^?
Hon. Mr. Grossman: On the latter ques-

tion, the entire matter of the areas covered
by DREE agreements is under constant dis-

cussion between our Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller) and the federal DREE officials.

Of course, we have long taken the position
that to restrict it to the northern and eastern

parts of this province when there are certain

pockets, such as you are referring to quite
properly, is to neglect the basic principle for

which DREE was drafted, which is to look
after regional economic disparities. I think

you have to be able to identify podcets of

regional problems and include that part of
the province, and both the Treasurer and

myself made that point very clearly to the

federal government.
The pulp and paper action we took in

Thorold was pursuant to a specific DREE
agreement on an industry basis—which was,
of course, the pulp and paper industry. I'm

pleased that in that case we have been able

to really anchor that industry in that part of

the province. It will bring a great number of

benefits to that part of the province, of

course, in terms of employment and general
economic well being.
With regard to the purchase of the ma-

chinery, I don't have the specific figure on
the Ontario Paper agreement but in no case

is the figure on Canadian procurement less

than 80 per cent and in most cases the re-

quirement is that 85 per cent of t3ie equip-
ment be purchased in Canada.

Lest the honourable members wonder about
the difference between the 80 per cent and
85 per cent, we very closefly monitor the

situation before the contract is signed wdth

regard to the kinds of equipment that is

going to be required for each individual

operation. We know precisely which equip-
ment is available in Canada before the agree-
ment is signed. If it is available in Canada
then the agreement requires that amount of

procurement occur in this country. In simple

terms, they have to buy it in Canada if it is

available in Canada.

So, to the extent that there might be the

abihty in that part of the province to supply
Ontario Paper or any of the other pulp and

paper plants that are being modernized and

upgraded, then they would participate. I

would hope the plants in the member's region

participated in our Pulp and Paper Oppor-
tunities Show that we held up in Thunder

Bay.
If he has any specific questions about any

specific firms in his region to make sure they
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do participate in this modernization program,
I would be happy to process that for him and
make sure they do participate.

AID TO CHRYSLER

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I also have a ques-
tion for tlie Minister of Industry and Tourism.

It is regarding the latest layojffs tliat were
announced' at Chrysler Corporation in Wind-
sor just before the House resumed.

I would like to ask the minister what dis-

cussions with or notification did he have from

Chrysler Corporation regarding the 900 lay-

offs at the van plant in the elimination of any
prodiiction at the engine plant? I'd also like

to ask him if he would immediately contact

the federal Minister of Industry, Trade and
Commerce and ask that one of the conditions

of the Chrysler aid package be that the 360

engines continue in production in Windsor
until the conversion takes place because the

vast majority of the plant is not being used
at all; and also ask that the van plant be im-

mediately converted to small truck and small

van production, instead of the projections of

1984 or 1985, so that these jobs are not lost

for a number of years as Chrysler is now
predicting.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: With regard to the

first part of the member's question I must
inform him we had no advance notice from

Chrysler of that situation. They had indicated

some concern that if the market didn't correct

over some period of time there would be lay-
offs in those two areas, but they did not let

us know, as I thought they ought to ha\e,
before those layofi^s occurred.

With regard to the latter part of his ques-
tion, these are both things that have been put
to Chrysler as part of the overall negotia-

tions, we would hope due in part to our pres-
sure to the federal government. I must say
the federal government has been responsive—
both the old government and the new govern-
ment—to ensure not only that new investment

goes into Windsor as a result of the discussions

with Chrysler but that there isn't an un-

necessarily long or large layoff period from
the current situation to 1983 or 1984. Both
of those things have been discussed and are

continuing to be discussed.

Mr. Cooke: Supplementary: Is the minister

aware that now the production for the 360

engines will be out of Windsor altogether, the

only place those engines will be produced
for the North American or world' market will

be in Mexico and that of the 90,000 360 V-8

engines produced in Mexico, 45,000 will be

exported into the North American market?

3:10 p.m.

Since Chrysler Corporation didn't even

have the courtesy to talk to the minister

about the layoffs, even though it comes to

the governments of this country cap in

hand for money, will he initiate discussions

with Chrysler and tell it that if it wants him

on its side to get that type of aid, it has to

maintain production of at least the number
of V-8 engines it was producing with the 400

employees in that engine plant?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can assure the

honourable member that the discussions that

have taken place with Chrysler have not

been easy ones. As far as this government is

concerned, we have dealt very strictly and

very toughly. We have taken a hard line

with Chrysler simply because the end result

of any financial contribution we made to

that company has to be to anchor jobs into

that community and to keep them there so

that we don't lose a work force between

now and 1983, when any retooling or new

plants have been completed. We have made
these and very many other points to Chrysler.

Without getting to the specifics as to

v/hether the proposal the member put hap-

pens to be the best one in the circumstances,

let me assure him we have been negotiating

throuGjh the federal government on a very

hard nnd difficult basis with Chrysler to en-

sure that any net layout of taxpayers' dollars,

be it by way of loan or grant, is absolutely

tied to maintenance of jobs—if anything,

increase of jobs—and net new investment into

Windsor that is good, futuristic investment,

not simply a patchwork of retooling into old

plants.

Those are the terms imder which we have

been talking. I regret to say I can't disclose

very much more, but I can assure the House

that is the way the discussion has been go-

ing, and those are the things we are looking

for.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary: Will the

minister, with the co-operation of the Minis-

ter of Labour (Mr. Elgie), have legislation

passed that would require that industry give

the government a substantial notice before

any change in its plans, be it layoffs or lay-

offs that mean modifications in the plant, so

that at least the worker knows there will be

X number of days or weeks of employment
and will be able to prepare or adjust himself

accordingly?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: A lot of those items

are customarily covered in collective agree-

ments which vary from firm to firm. It is

hoped that the collective agreements as

negotiated reflect the difficulties the people
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in the diflFerent sectors have in relocating
themselves.

I must say in all honesty that in some sec-

tors and in some industries I have seen per-
sonally the notice period clearly doesn't turn

out to be enough. Whether that is a result of

disparity in the bargaining process in terms

of the sides of the bargaining process or not,

I don't know. I can assure the member—and
he may want to address a further question to

the Minister of Labour on this item—that
the question of the amount of notice neces-

sary is a matter that is always under review

by this government, especially by the Min-

istry of Labour.
From our own standpoint, it seems that

the terms currently in the provincial labour

legislation roughly correspond to those in the

competing jurisdictions. From the standpoint
of workability, in terms of attracting new
industry, I wouldn't want to see the situation

get terribly out of whack here in comparison
with our competing jurisdictions.

FLOOD DISASTER RELIEF

Mr. Rowe: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs.

I know the minister had the opportunity this

forenoon to visit the town of Port Hope which,
as I guess the whole world knows by now,
was severely damaged by floods over the

weekend. May I ask the minister his assess-

ment of the situation and the conditions

there? In other words, will he be declaring it

a disaster area, thus making it eligible for

special assistance fund's?

I should also point out that there are

several other communities in the immediate
area which have somewhat similar, though
less, damage.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am happy to reply to

that question. This morning I did tour the

town of Port Hope with the mayor. Bill

Wyatt. There is no question that a disaster

struck last Friday when the river flooded

rather suddenly. The kind of damage I saw
convinced me that this certainly qualifies for

the disaster relief assistance program this

province has. I am going to so recommend
to cabinet on Wednesday.

I have no dbubt cabinet will approve that

—in fact, I told the mayor that today—so that

our Ontario disaster relief assistance program
will come into play. That will assist those

people, private citizens who have lost homes
or where damage has been caused to their

small businesses, to receive assistance.

Other ministries of the government, particu-

larly the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications, are now in touch with the munic-

ipal people there to see what can be done to

assist in the areas of public damage, notably
tlie roads, many of which are very severely

damaged.
In so far as other areas are concerned,

there's no question that there has been dam-
age in other areas around the Port Hope area

and other areas of the province because of

the flooding on Friday. Our staff is now
a-fsessing the damage in those other areas, and
I'll have further announcements as we get
those reports back in.

Mr. Nixon: The minister says the area quali-
fies for assistance. Does that mean a dollar

contributed for every dollar raised, or will

they arrive at some other figure? Would the

minister not think it is time that, intsead of

treating these disasters on an ad hoc basis,

there be a clear understanding of the sort of

support that will be available in these matters,
rather than leaving it simply to the generosity
and the judgement of whatever the govern-
ment happens to be at that particular time?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, the initial

program has always been dollar for dollar.

A dollar raised will be matched' by a dollar

from the government. That program is the

base level that is guaranteed. As my friend

knows, if as a campaign progresses in an
area and the ability to raise significant or

needed sums of money is not possible, then
we have changed otu: program to perhaps
two to one, three to one, or four to one. This

has happened over this last year, where we've

had about 12 or 13 disasters.

As this point I don't exactly view that as

an ad hoc arrangement. I think it's not a bad
rule of thumb to work on and this is what
I told the mayor there; that we are approving
the one-for-one program. If it looks like some-

thing other than that is needed', we will re-

consider within the next six or so weeks.

ODC LOANS
Mr. Eakins: A question to the Minister of

Industry and Tourism, who is very popular

today: Can the minister explain why in 1974
25 per cent of all Ontario Development Cot-

poration loans were directed towards tourism-

oriented businesses, whereas now, after five

years of steady decline, the tourism sector

receives less than six cents out of every dollar

of ODC loans? Can the minister give us any
reason for the drastic decline that has taken

place under his leadership ?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I must remind the

member that to take any particular period
of years and presume it means we're failing

to support that particular sector is really
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quite unfair, because in the years immedi-

ately preceding this there was a great deal

of money going to the tourist sector, because

they were responding, in some cases, to new
and special programs in those years. Of
course, if you have a good program struc-

ture—and I think we did have in those years
—then all those in need of that sort of

assistance which was more or less aU of

those, came in and were able to expand their

capacity.

There was a period of time over the en-

suing years when there was some further

expansion, but basically the expansion oc-

curred in those years. What we're seeing now
is that as interest rates increased and the

tourism picture changed—that is, people were

looking now for destination resorts, conven-

tion-t>'pe facilities—it was time to structure

a new program because new and different

kinds of funding mechanisms were required.
In other words, it is five or six years later

and vast, new, different programs are

required.

The old programs were structured to in-

crease the number of units essentially, and
that occurred. We got the job done, but
what was happening was people were not

expanding their meeting-room facilities, in-

door swimming pools, indoor tennis courts,
and so on. Hence, the Tourism Rpdevel">T)-

ment Incentive Plan prom-am has b^^en de-

veloped as a function of the Employment
Development Fund. Tlie takedown on that

has been really quite excellent. Although we
haven't announced many of them to date,
I can tell you there are now somewhere
more than a dozen applications which have
been approved and in most cases I'm talking
about half a million dollars each.

In essence, what we are seeing is a great
deal of new monev beinsr reinvested into the
tourist section; quite a different picture than
the one the member suggests.

3:20 p.m.

Mr. Eakins: In many of the minister's

statements he speaks of going with winners,
which indicates he is going to help the big
industries. Why is it so diffiailt for the small
familv operation to get assistance from the
Ontario Development Corporation? They're
frustrated. Why are so many of the applica-
tions received turned down; why are they
not approved? Why is it so difficult for the
small family operation? That's why there

are only five per cent being approved, where-
as a few years ago the figure was 25 per
cent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I know the member
is not suggesting that we approve every ODO

tourist loan application. With respect, we
rely a great deal on the advice of our field

staff. The member has some of our field

staff in his community. They try to make an

honest-to-goodness assessment of the ability

of the small tourist operator to use the

money in a constructive way to develop his

or her business.

I think the track record is quite interest-

ing to look at. Our default rate and our

arrears rate in the tourist industry are the

largest of all the sectors of the ODC loan

program. What does that indicate? That

indicates, as opposed to the picture the mem-
ber wants to create, that the fact is we are

supporting a great number of tourist opera-
tions—I mean a great number—which simply
are having difficult}' meeting their ODC
mortgage payments, and those are lower than

they can get at the bank.

The fact is we have been giving it to

people whom banks wouldn't otherwise

support. We have been giving it to firms that

wouldn't usually be categorized as the big
fancv winners—the Deerhursts, for example.
We have been supporting exactly the kind of

firm the member is talking about. When that

small tourist operator runs into difficulty we
are not pulling the plug; we are permitting
him to go into arrears and supporting him.

When I talk about doing that, I want to

tell the member that the arrears rate in ODC
tourist loans is well over 30 per cent. Of all

the loans we've given to the tourist industr>',

over 30 per cent of them are now or at some
time have been in arrears. We have not only

carried them, we have made sure that addi-

tional financing was available to those smrll

or)erators who have needed it.

Mr. T. P. Reid: How much of tfiat is

Minaki?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: None of it.

All in all, I say to the member, he can't

give me an instance where ODC has failed

to support a small tourist operation or where

we've put them under. It's just not true.

Mr. Di Santo: Supplementary: Can the

minister tell the House whether the money
for Minaki Lodge comes from the Ontario

Development Corporation? Can he also tell

us how much it has cost the province to date

and whether he has found the solution he

promised several months ago?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: First, no, ODC will

not be funding the new Minaki proposal.

Second, for the cost to the government to

date I would have to look back to get the

up-to-date figures out of the public accounts,

but I think they are around $8.5 million
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now. What was lihe last part of the ques-
tion?

Mr. Di Santo: Whether the minister has

found a solution, which he promised in

November.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I promised it by
March 31, I have anotiier week.

QUEEN STREET MENTAL
HEALTH CENTRE

Mr. Breaugh: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, I would like to know
what the minister is doing to rectify the

situation at the Queen Street Mental Health

Centre, which is described by Dr. James

Gray as going from crisis to crisis. I would
like to know what steps he is taking to

respond to the position taken by the psychi-
atrists there that after March 27 they will

stop taking further referrals.

What would be his ministry's response to

the Ontario Psychiatric Hospitals and Hos-

pital Sdhools Medical Staff Association's

stated intention that some program of with-

drawal of services should be approved by t5ie

general membership and prepared for imple-
mentation by April 1?

Ho». Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I met

person^y with the medical staff at the

Queen Street Mental Health Centre in Janu-

ary—I can't recall the exact date—at which
time we discussed a variety of issues and I

think cleared up one baving to do with edu-

cational leaves. We had a very frank dis-

cussion of their concerns about their salaries

and various other things, but principally
about their salaries, and at that time I indi-

cated to them I would make representation
on their behalf to the Civil Service Commis-
sion and Management Board of Cabinet,
which I have done.

1 anticipate being able to indicate to them
in the not too distant future exactly what I've

been able to get for them by way of an in-

crease in their incomes. As regards the

matter which appeared last week, I am con-

fident.

There have been a variety of other dis-

cus.sions and, in fact, another one is sched-

uled for tomorrow between my assistant

deputy minister and representatives of the

medical stafiF. I am sure, though, given the

contractual obligations of the individual

physicians, but even more importantly the

ethical obligations of the physicians, that we
are not going to see a dismembering of the

program, I know the physicians are just as

concerned, too, about retaining their status

with the university as part of the teaching

process and that's a very important matter

to them as well.

As regards certain other matters on the

question of the nimiber of physicians, I can

tell the honourable member that in the last

two or three years the number of physicians
at Queen Street has grown from 42 when
Lakeshore was opened and Queen Street had

separate facilities and now, I believe—Fm
going from memory—it is about 47. The
number of staflF has increased.

Mr. Breaugh: A supplementary: It is then

clear to the minister that as of March 27,

and correct me if I'm wrong, they will cease

to take referrals, and that perhaps by April 1

we may have the first doctors' strike in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, that is

not at all clear. I'm confident that will be

averted,

DURHAM REGIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL HEARING

Mr. Ashe: I have a question of the Minister

of the Environment, As the minister knows,

the Environmental Assessment Board has

started deliberations in the tovcTi of Ajax to

consider a proposal by the regional munic-

ipality of Durham to establish a liquid indus-

trial waste plant in the town of Ajax,

The principal group in opposition, namely
the Ajax Citizens Together, or ACT as it is

better known, is very concerned. It has ex-

pressed concern to me relating to an order

issued by the minister under section 35 of

the Environmental Assessment Act on Wed-
nesday, March 12, Can the minister justify or

rationalize the reasons for the issuing of that

order?

Hon. Mr. PaiTott: Yes, I think quite readily

so, Mr, Speaker. It was simply to clarify and

make it well known exactly what the situation

was. In fact, I have a copy of the order and

I think if I read a couple of the paragraphs
it would state it very well. There are a bimch
of "whereases" but I'll try to summarize them.

It's a project by the municipality to treat and

dispose of liquid industrial waste, I think the

member for Beaches-Woodbine (Ms, Bryden)
would be able to suggest that we are trying

to get these facilities on stream, and other

areas are as well.

It's the opinion of the proponent, in that

case the municipality, that it is not subject

to the Environmental Assessment Act, The

region has made an application to the director

for a certificate of approval imder the En-
vironmental Protection Act and may be

making an application for approval under
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section 42 of the Ontario Water Resources
Act.

Whereas the director has required the En-
vironmental Assessment Board to hold a hear-

ing—and that's rather an important part—and
whereas I was also advised that the question
had been raised as to who the proponents
were so we could put all that into perspec-
tive, it is my opinion that it was desirable to

remove any doubts. Based on that, and again
this is readily available for any one who
wishes it, we were also asked by the legal
counsel of the region to remove any doubts.
It was for those variety of reasons that we
thought it was wise to issue this formal state-

ment,

I think nearly everyone who had previous

knowledge was well aware of what was pro-

ceeding, but this put all of those things into

perspective in a very regular way. It added

nothing new; it took nothing away.
Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary: With respect

to the Ajax liquid industrial treatment plant,
the minister made some comment on W5 on
March 9, in which he indicated that the

plant was going there regardless. Having said

that, was he trying to dictate the recom-
mendations of the Environmental Assessment
Board or was he trying to in any way threaten
the citizens of Ajax?

3:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I am really pleased that

question has been asked. It gives me an ex-

cellent opportunity to set the record very
straight. We have looked at that several times
and we have listened to it several times. The
member won't find those are my words. Let's

be very clear on that.

I made it very plain, contrary to what the
member for Beadhes-Woodbine suggested
earlier in this question period, that I wanted
treatment facilities in this province. I made it

very plain that we believed that was a good'
treatment facility. I am sorry the member
wasn't there for all of the interview because
if he had been, I think he would have sup-
ported much of what was said.

I also made it very clear that it is an in-

dependent board and that it cannot and will

not take direction from me. I want the people
of this province to know that treatment facili-

ties for liquid industrid wastes, according to

the testimony of the member himself before
the standing committee, have now become
a crisis. I agree with him. I will do anything
I can do to get those treatment facilities on

line, provided that full protection is given to

the citizens. That means giving them all the
information. That means the board acts in an

independent fashion, independent of any of

my wishes. That is its mandate and it knows

it, and I hope the member knows it. If it

does that, then I want to support with every
ounce of my energy getting some treatment

facilities so that we can solve what is one of

the biggest problems.

MOTIONS

COMMITTEE SITTING

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the select

committee on Ontario Hydro afiFairs be au-

thorized to meet Thursday, March 27, 1980,
and Thursday, April 3, 1980.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

ONTARIO WASTE DISPOSAL AND
RECLAMATION COMMISSION ACT

Mr. B. Newman moved first reading of

Bill 16, An Act to establish the Ontario

Waste Disposal and Reclamation Commis-
sion.

Motion agreed to.

RENT DEPOSITS ACT

Mr. Epp moved first reading of Bill' 17, An
Act respecting Rent Deposits in Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Epp: The purpose of this bill is to

require that interest on rent deposits be paid
at the rate of 12 per cent per year.

AGRICULTURAL INVESTMENT
DISCLOSURE ACT

Mr. Riddell moved first reading of Bill 18,

An Act to provide for Disclosm-e of Non-
Resident Investment in Agricultural Land in

Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Riddell: The purpose of this bill is to

establish a means of ascertaining the nature

and extent of nonresident ownership of agri-

cultural land in Ontario. The bill requires

every nonresident person, as defined in the

act, to submit a report to the Minister of

Agriculture and Food concerning each pur-
chase of agricultural land. The bill also re-

quires land registrars in Ontario to inform

the minister about every conveyance of

agricultural land registered by the land

registrar so that there is an affidavit indicat-

ing that the transferee is a nonresident per-

son. The minister must report to the Legis-

lative Assembly on an annual basis concern-

ing the nature and extent of nonresident

ownership of agricultural land, and the re-
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port is then referred to a standing cx>nimittee

of the assembly for consideration.

FAIR PRICING ACT

Mr. Swart moved first reading of Bill 19,

An Act to provide for the Fair Pricing of

Products and Services sold to Consumers in

Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Swart: The purpose of this bill is to

require a fair price for every product and
service sold to consumers in Ontario. Where
a retail seller charges an unfair price, the

bill sets out procedures and remedies for

ensuring compliance with the fair pricing

requirements by giving the Ministry of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations the power
to prevent increases or roll back prices. The
bill provides for an appeal of fair pricing
orders to the Commercial Registration

Appeal Tribimal.

PUBLIC ADVOCATE ACT
Mr. Swart moved first reading of Bill 20,

An Act to provide for a Public Advocate in

Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Swart: The purpose of this bill is to

provide for a public advocate in Ontario.

The function of the public advocate is to

represent the public interest in Ontario at

rate hearings before tribunals and commis-
sions. The public advocate is also provided
v/ith the authority to intervene in hearings
at which environmental matters or a broad

general interest may be affected as a result

of the hearings. The bill provides for the

public advocate to be appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council on the
address of the Legislative Assembly of On-
tario, and the public advocate is required
to report annually on the afFairs of his oflBce

to the Speaker.
The bill also provides authority for the

Lieutenant Governor in Council to fix a levy
to be paid by corporations that make appli-
cation for a rate increase for the purpose of

paying the expenses incurred by the public
advocate in the carrying out of his functions

and duties.

3:40 p.m.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
RATE CONTROL ACT

Mr. Swart moved first reading of Bill 21,
An Act to establish the Automobile Insur-

ance Rate Control Board.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, the bill estab-

lishes an Automobile Insurance Rate Control

Board that would have the power to approve
and fix rates and to conduct public hearings

dealing with rate increases.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Swart moved first reading of Bill 22,

An Act to amend the Consumer Protection

Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to require that every product
offered for sale bearing a product code must
also be marked with its purchase price. The
bill prohibits increases in the purchase price
of a product above the price initially marked
on it by the retailer. The bill also provides
if a price marked on the product differs from

the price associated with a product code, the

purchase price of the product is tihe lower

of the two prices.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Resumption of the adjourned debate on
the motion for an address in reply to the

speech of the Honourable the Lieutenant

Governor at the opening of the session.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, in replying to

the si>eech from the throne, I want to say
on behalf of the Liberal Party and the offi-

cial opposition that we believe the 1980s can

be a time of unprecedented prosperity for

Ontario, We believe that, unlike most places
on the globe, Ontario has a very rare com-
bination of highly educated people, of in-

dustrial experience and sophistication, of

food land capable of producing at extremely

high levels, of resources that are the envy of

most of the world—and we have all of these

together just as we are entering a decade
when the world will require high technology

goods.
The world will require those goods that

deal specifically with the extraction and the

husbanding of resources, those goods that

deal specifically with the creation and the

transmission of energy, those goods that deal

specifically with the protection of our

environment, with the making of our planet
habitable for the increasing millions of people
who are joining fhe planet year by year. The
world will require all these things and it is

unlikely the world will be able to olitain all

these technologies, all this knowledge, all

these methodologies anywhere except in tiie
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technologically advanced areas of the world,

which are represented by a small fraction of

the globe.
We in Ontario are extremely fortmiate to

be in a position where we can provide for

the world the technology, the thinking, the

research, the farsightedness. We can be an

example to the world in the way in which

we conduct ourselves, and we can lead the

world in a good many of these new areas.

I have a vision of Ontario as a place where
we use our young people productively,

where they are given education, where they
are given the knowledge of all their forebears

and of all the science that has gone before

and w'here, with the benefit of our own re-

sources, with the benefit of being part of a

vast and great country, with the benefit of

our own productive land and the benefit of

our own stable and reasonable background,
these people can produce, can invent, can

discover, can provide for the whole world in

a way that peAaps no other place on earth

can hope to do.

We have not been ravaged by war and bv
factionalism the way so many countries in

Europe have been. We have not had tbe

enormous racial problems, the enormous

problems in our cities, whidh have existed in

other places including our good neighbours
to the south. We are in a iX)sition that is

probably the most fortunate on this earth,

and I speak for all my fellow members of

this party and of this oflRcial opposition-it is

to be sure we do not waste tiiese opportunities

in the 1980s the way these opportiuiities

were squandered in the 1970s.

The fact is that during the decade of the

1970s, despite unparalleled opportunities in

world markets, despite an explosion of wants

and needs for manufacturer goods through-
out the world, Ontario fell from being a

leading manufacturer, from being poised to

take advantage of this explosion of new
markets, to being hobbled, to being crippled,

to being virtually unable to defend itself in

international competition as a centre for

Canada's manufacturing. Indeed, in Ontario

we actually dragged down Canada during the

1970s because we were the manufacturing
heartland and we failed to deliver.

I ask you to look, Mr. Speaker, at what has

happened as Japan, as Germany, as Sweden,
as the United States took advantage of the

new markets in manufactured goods. We
failed not only to penetrate those markets,

but also we allowed other countries to pene-
trate our own domestic market to an extent

unparalleled in human history in any ad-

vanced nation and to an extent that is now
nowhere approached anywhere on the globe.

During that time that Canada's domestic

market fell to foreigners, when our own
industries were incapable of taking advan-

tage of the opportunities that presented
themselves elsewhere, we found Ontario in

a position of decline vis-a-vis the rest of this

country. We found Ontario now, during the

1970s, ranked 10th and last among all the

provinces in average annual percentage

growth, per capita gross provincial product,

per capita income, per capita disposable in-

come and residential construction.

These are all terms that for the average
citizen may be highly technical. I can go
into numbers and we can presumably find

these numbers printed on the back x>ages of

a newspaper somewhere beside the cross-

word puzzle, but in human terms this means

we have 323,000 unemployed people in

Ontario, in this place of prosperity, this

place that should be leading the country, not

last in the growth rate in this country.

It means we have hundreds of thousands

of young people who are at present working,

but working far below the capacity for which

they were prepared, for which they were

educated and the level to which they have

every riorht to aspire. It is not that these

young people want somehow to be terribly

affluent or want to take in far more than

they deserve. They want to contribute and

they can't contribute because we still follow

the old dictums, which failed us in the 1970s

but were successful in the 1960s, of basically

sending out our resources and letting other

people manufacture.

3:50 p.m.

We have seen this happen through the

1970s. Some will say that reciting what hap-

I>ened in the 1970s is a picture of gloom
and doom, a prophecy of negativism. Far

from it; no one can be more optimistic

than I about the future of Ontario. We have

the resources, we have the young people and

we have the technology. We lack the leader-

ship; that's what the government has not

provided throughout the 1970s.

Mr. Speaker, it's interesting that when you
note the fact, and so many newspapers have

now noted it, that Ontario has been in a

position of steadv dechne throughout the

1970s, you are told: "It is all relative. It is

only because we do not have any oil in

Ontario." I ask you to consider that in

Germany there is no oil, in Switzerland there

is no oil, in Sweden there has been precious

little oil, m Japan there is no oil.

Not only that, but those countries have

had to import their food, which we, thank

heaven, can produce for ourselves, they
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have had to import the raw resources, which
we fortunately can produce for ourselves, and
they have out manufactured us all the way
around the block for every year during the
1970s.

It's because of the fact that in Ontario
the government, which has now been in for

some 37 years, has used a method that allows
it to be full of largess and generosity and
buy votes everywhere by building all over
the place using the njoney it got from

foreign-owned companies here. It can point
to the fact that these branch plants were

being opened all over Ontario, It paved the

roads with the money we got by shipping
out our resources and failed to recognize
that when the crunch would come it would
be only the Canadian-owned manufacturing
enterprises that would be willing to get out
there to compete in the world.

All we are stuck with now with our branch

plants is enterprises that are not inter-

nationally competitive and that furthermore
are obliojated to send across the border their

dividends, interest payments, service charges
and special inter-company transfers—all of

which means our country has a chronic drain

on its balance of payments and all of which
is responsible for the fact that we now find

ourselves against the wall, we now find our-

selves imcompetitive in the world.

We find ourselves in a position where the

government is resorting to giving out to

prosperous corporations the taxpayers' money
that should better be used for health, educa-
cation and social services. We are having to

give it out, to hand it out to huge, pros-

perous corporations because of the fact that

the business climate in Ontario is so

diminished in terms of what it could have
been and what it used to be.

I say that Ontario has squandered oppor-
tunities that are unparalleled. The reason

wo have squandered those opportunities is

that you can't expect a branch plant to be

going out to do the research and develop-
ment to develop the new products and new
technologies, to look for new opportunities
in international markets, when in fact its

mandate is simply to feed the domestic mar-
ket. It's the home company that is busy do-

ing the research and development. If we had
done even close to our share of research and

development over the last couple of decades
we would be a place of unparalleled pros-

perity in the world today.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Too bad you didn't

give Trudeau that line.

Mr. S. Smith: I hear now from the minis-

ter a little comment. He is going to play the

old game of saying, "It was all the fault of

the feds." We are familiar with that game.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. S. Smith: If Ontario, as the centre and
heartland of manufacture, could not stand

up for itself during this time and demand a

chance in that policy and demand a

Canadianization of our manufacturing in-

dustry, who will speak for us if we don't

speak for ourselves?

But hark; I want the House to know
exactly what the minister has been doing to

change this representation by branch plants,
to change the situation in which we are too

dependent upon foreign-owned companies
that won't do their research and develop-
ment here. He has put out a glossy brochure
at $9.50 each in which he says: "You are

free to operate as a public company, a

private company or a branch plant. No
foreign exchange restrictions; you are free

to deploy the money you make here as you
see fit. Profits, dividends, royalties may be
remitted at will."

He goes on to point out what a great

place Ontario is because our wages are low.

He is so proud of this accomplishment. Let
me tell the House what that accomplishment
is. Do you know, Mr. Speaker, that real

family income in constant 1971 dollars in

Ontario declined from $13,518 in 1976 to

$12,916 in 1978? He is proud of that; he
advertises that to the world, to invite more
branch plants in here.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do the members be-
hind you want branch plants? Ask them.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, order.

Mr. S. Smith: I realize it is hard for the
minister to have to listen to some of this

and to recognize the way he has continued
the very same policy that fjot us into this

problem. By putting out this glossy "On-
tario is for sale" brochure, saying how we
can get everybody throu^ the Foreign In-

vestment Review Agency as easily as pos-
sible and not to worry about FIRA at all, it

is the same old thing over and over again.

Unfortunately, it is all too successful.

I had a visit from the consul of West
Germany, and he was kind enough to say
t'hat I would be happy to know—partly in

response, I am sure, to the minister's lu-ging
—that we were now going to be the recipi-

ents of a branch plant in which a German

engineering company was going to do a

certain amount of assembly—lower tech-

nology stuff, you understand—here in On-

tario, and wasn't I delighted to hear fJus. I
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said: "How did this happen? "Why is it you
are doing this?" He said: "Well, after aD,

wages in our country and our standard of

living have gone up quite a bit in recent

years; we are very prosi)erous now. But your

wages, by comparison, are very low. So we
are farming out some of the lower-technology
items to Ontario so that you can produce
them here and put these things together in

an assembly form, much as Japan has farmed
out certain operations to Korea and the

Philippines over the years and, I suppose, if

you go back far enough, as we used to do to

Japan."

Maybe this is the industrial strategy the

Premier (Mr. Davis) has in mind, tbat we
will somehow over the next 35 years improve
ourselves. I said to the gentleman—and he
was a very fine gentleman; I say nothing

against him: "You will appreciate it, sir, if I

am not terribly thrilled bv this news. I re-

member your country at the end of the war
was in total devastation and ruin. We, never

touched by war, with all the technology that

the western world has ever developed, witih

our enormous investment in education, w'hich

is the highest investment per capita in the

world, now have to be reliant upon you to

come and farm out low technology to us?

Is this what things have come to?" He was a

little surprised by this response.

Hon. Mr. Drear You didn't say it like tbat.

Mr. S. Smith: No, I didn't say it like

tbat; I didn't s'hout at him, that's correct. I

was polite to him, but I did point out to him
that this is what things have come to and
that I was very dismayed. Instead of smiling,
the members opposite, perhaps, should also

be a little dismayed that this is what things
have now come to in Ontario.

4 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What riding is that

in?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. S. Smith: The Minister of Industry
and Tourism can be forgiven for his com-

pulsion to interfere from time to time when
he hears what a mess his colleagues have
made of this situation. Coming fresh from

his hardball triumph over the Toronto Island

homes, he can be forgiven for being rather

full of himself at this moment. A victory like

that doesn't happen every day, after all, and
he is undoubtedly terribly proud of that

accomplishment.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: "Well talk about what

you're doing for Hamilton one day.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. S. Smith: I'm not so much dismayed
by the fact that the minister insists on inter-

rupting as I am totally dismayed by recog-

nizing that he truly believes Ontario s future

depends on more foreign investment in

branch plants. When I see that, I am genu-
inely deeply saddened. I tell the minister tiiat

most sincerely. I thought he knew better than

that.

Ontario's rate of increase in value added

per capita in manufacturing was 10th and
last in Canada. One would think they would
have learned from it. What have they done?

They decided to give a recent grant—$15
million—from Ontario to Abitibi-Price Incor-

porated, a pulp and paper company that made
$114 million in profits last year. With the

new production machinery and so on that the

company will bring in, they will actually lose

240 jobs over the next five years. But I want
the House to know as well that no sooner did

Abitibi-Price get the $15 million from Ontario
than it went out and signed a contract with

Finland to buy $20 million worth of produc-
tion paper-machinery equipment. Are they

just going to continue to bury their heads in

the sand and continue to give out public funds
for machinery that's not being bought here?

The minister says they couldn't get the

equipment here in Canada. All right; let the

minister explain to this House how it is that

Finland is in the position to put out pulp and

paper equipment when Ontario is one of the

world leaders in the production of pulp and

paper. Why are they able to prodlice pulp
and paper equipment and we don't have pulp
and paper equipment?

Why doesn't the minister have his assistant

come out, as he did at a seminar the other day
when the minister didn't want to attend, and
announce that it's because the domestic
market in Finland is larger, I stippose, than
Canada's? He said the reason Germans pro-
duced equipment that Canadians didn't pro-
duce was that they had a large domestic
market. Well, what about Finland? Is their

domestic market larger than Canada's? How
is Finland producing pulp and paper equip-
ment that we in Ontario are incapable of

prodlicing?

Hon. Mi. Grossman: We're providing 85

per cent-

Mr. S. Smith: Tell it to the judge, my
friend. Thirty-seven years and we are now no

longer in the business of producing pulp and

paper equipment? Come on, what's happened
to Ontario?

(Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker. Order.
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Mr. Brcithaupt: The people will judge your
programs.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Would the Minister of

Industry and Tourism please contain himself

for a short while.

Mr. S. Smith: Actually, if he were to be

self-contained, it would be following the fact

he is a self-made man. Unfortunately, he
hasn't finished the job.

An hon. member: A fairly small container

is all he'll need.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I need a good shrink.

Mr. S. Smith: I think he has already been
shrunk. That's the last thing I would ask for

in his position. Could I hire the minister as a

straight man, by any chance? Of course,

straight is one of the things he hasn't been
called.

I would like to deal with another matter

facing Ontario. The interest rates facing the

people of Ontario at this time have the po-
tential to be absolutely devastating to several

segments of our society, but especially to

small-town Ontario. Let me explain this.

The prosperity of the small towns in our

province depends virtually entirely on the

prosperity of the surrounding farms and also

on the prosperity of the small businesses that

make up the bulk of the economy in small-

town Ontario. I point out that high interest

rates are a tremendous burden on farmers
who have borrowed so much money on de-
mand loans from the bank and are now forced
to pay huge interest rates which are virtually

wiping out farm income and rendering a

good many of the farmers I have spoken to

very susceptible to bankruptcy in the very
near future, if something is not done about it.

In ad'dition to that, the small businesses,

generally speaking, suffer much more from
high interest rates than do the large indus-

tries. There are many reasons for that. In some
instances small businesses have a higher ratio

of debt to equity. Furthermore, they usually
have to pay higher interest rates. When
money gets tight, their credit rating is not as

good, and in addition to that, they don't

U5mally pay as much in the way of taxes.

Consequently, their after-tax interest rate is

effectively much higher than it is for the large
industries.

A surge in interest rates is far more harm-
ful—it's devastating— to small business, where
the bulk of the people happen to be employed.
It's harmful to large industry as well, but not
as harmful as to small business. Tliis poses the

gravest threat to small-town Ontario. This

plus the energy problem pose the gravest
threat to small-town Ontario in the lifetime of

any of the members here. Therefore, it's vital

that we take some action to protect the

farm segment and the small-business seg-
ment of our society.

In addition to that, thousands of people
are facing the prospect of having to walk

away from their homes and go into a rental

market which, as the government well knows,
is already very crowded. This is absolutely

the opposite direction from the way in which
we want our society to move.

Surely we believe that people should be
moved towards having more stake in society,

not towards having less stake, not towards

losing the stake they've been developing. We
cannot sit and wait for these people to be
out of their homes and then ask whether
there is something we should have been
able to do about the interest rate.

I happen to feel there are some federal

matters Avith regard to interest rates, and
I would like to see the federal government
act on these. I would like to see our interest

rates not follow the American rate quite so

closely as it does. In fact, when I asked the

Treasurer (Mr, F. S. Miller) to make that

precise intervention when the previous fed-

eral government was raising interest rates in

lock-step with the Americans, he refused to

do so. Now there is a government of a

different colour he feels free to make that

intervention. That's fine. We know he's play-

ing politics, but it's a reasonable intervention

that should have been made earlier.

4:10 p.m.

There is more the federal government
should do. The federal government should

take the primary responsibility for helping
the people in the Assisted Home Ownership
Program. These people are in the most acute

difficult>'. They have to be assisted as rapidly
as possible, and that is really a federal obli-

gation. I have every reason to hope and to

believe that the federal people will accept
that ol^ligation. If they don't, we must; but

I believe that they shall.

There are, however, a good many people
in the middle class and a good many people
in the lower-middle class who have worked,

saved, struggled and now have a home of

their own in which to raise their families.

Tliey have high mortgage payments to meet.

A four per cent or five per cent increase in

the rate of interest in tfieir mortgage pay-
ments will be devastating to them. It's surely

the responsibility of Ontario to act if the

federal government fails to act.

By all means, we must exhort the federal

government to act, and we do so. But it

surely is the responsibility of Ontario, just
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as the Premier promised back in 1975, to

help our citizens maintain the stake in the

community they have managed to get hold

of with the tips of their fingernails. Surely
we don't want these people dispossessed of

their homes. Surely we in Ontario have an

obligation to cushion the blow of high in-

terest rates, a blow forced on us to some
extent by the actions of the American gov-
ernment and the situation of the American

economy, but a blow we can aflFord to

cushion and we must cushion in Ontario.

I see there are some ministers who are

here. The Premier, regrettably, is not. The
ministers who are here I ask to use their

influence in cabinet to see to it that if the

federal government does not act, at the very
least Ontario will do something to cushion

the blow for the farm segment, for the small

businesses and for the home owners in

Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: The Leader of the

Opposition is in agreement that the feds

should act then.

Mr. S. Smith: Yes, indeed. I say to the

Minister of Agriculture and Food, as I've

just done, that the feds should act. But if

they don't, I hope the minister is in agree-
ment with me that Ontario then must act.

Does he agree? The minister's head has

suddenly stopped nodding. What's happened
to it? It's rigid.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: This government has
cared for the people of Ontario for many
years and will continue doing so.

Mr. S. Smith: Oh, I see. Apparently he
doesn't agree. The government of Ontario

apparently does not agree to take
action to cushion the interest rates. But I say
that Her Majesty's loyal opposition is pre-
pared in the next little while to make public
a very detailed plan to cushion the blow on
the farm segment, on the small-business seg-
ment and on the home owners of Ontario if

the federal government fails to act. We're
prepared to put that forward and we hope
and earnestly ask of this government that it

vvdll accept the suggestions and wdU cushion
the blow for Ontarians before small-town
life is devastated and before home owners
are forced to give up all they have striven
for over the years.

The problems of inflation are enormous.

Interjections.

Mr. S. Smith: I can see the leader of the
New Democratic Party is becoming restless.

I thank him for the courtesy of being here
for the speech. I say that sincerely. I assure
him I will have one or two comments of

great interest to him as time goes by. I ask

him merely to be patient because I'm sav-

ing the best for the last.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think the government
is trembling and neither are we.

Mr. S. Smith: The government doesn't

have to tremble as long as it has an ally in

all of those NDP members to avoid an

election. It's just amazing. However, more
of that anon; let's deal with the matters at

hand.

We are always talking about the ravages
of inflation and yet the citizens of Ontario

have been visited with a good many increases

in the cost of living which we owe their

origin to no one else other than the Con-
servative government of Ontario; not to the

world situation, not to crop failures in Kenya
or Brazil, not to anything but the decisions

taken by this government.
Look at hydro rates, for instance, the

rural hydro rates in Ontario which are the

hiehest of any province west of New Bruns-

wick. Why should that be? Why should it be
that we have ovir rural people paying hydro
rates that are simply grossly imfair. That is

the only possible way to describe it. Why do

we have our consumers of hydro having to

face increases that average 16.4 per cent in

1980? That is away above the rate of infla-

tion and that is strictly due to decisions taken

by this government, to the waste of money in

the heavy water plant, to the waste of money
in not mothballing the heavy water plant on

time, to the waste of money in the Clark

Keith generating station, to the waste of

money in every aspect of Ontario Hydro's

planning and performance.
Much as they now take a lemon and try

to make lemonade out of it by saving how
wonderful it is that we have extra electricity,

given the ayatollah's being in Iran—although

they still haven't told us how we are going to

use it all, but presumably there will be some

way that we can substitute for Iran's oil—

thev have to recognize that what thev have

reallv done is put a tremendous burden on

the householders, on the ordinary citizens of

Ontario, who have had to pay through the

nose for Hydro's bad planning and for this

government's mismanagement.
Look at property taxes, Mr Speaker:

regional government which resulted in a

huge increase in property taxes. There was

an experiment for you. What has happened
to that lately? We haven't seen any regional

government in London. What happened to

that? We haven't seen any in Chatham. Of

course, we never did, did we? What hap-

pened to regional government lately? It is
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amazing that John White and Darcy Mc-

Keougli have both managed to be in and out

of politics, inflict regional government on

virtually everybody else, but their own
ridings escaped. It is one of the amazing
feats of history.
Look at the property taxes. Look at the

way in which the government has delibera-

tely reduced its support for education so

that whereby it previously supported 60 per
cent of the cost of education, it has been

continually withdrawing, moving that level

down now to 50 per cent and deliberately

putting the burden on the property tax

payers in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: What's your position?

Mr. S. Smith: I am asked by the governor
of northern Ontario what our position is. I

say to the governor that our position is to

rettim to the 60 per cent level of funding.

Our position is not to burden the property

taxpayers of this province. Our position, un-

like the government's, is to favour the own-

ership of property. We actually believe in it,

believe it or not. We actually want people
to be able to aflFord their homes.

What a cruel joke it has been, a restraint

program of the government that is no re-

straint program at all but merely a shift of

the burden on to the property taxpayers of

Toronto, of Hamilton, of Windsor, of Ottawa,
of northern Ontario, of every part of Ontario.

A cruel joke played on the taxpayers because

they won't know that it is the government's
actions that did it. They will think it was
their local council and get mad at some
alderman or school trustee and they won't
know the government did it so they can
avoid taking the heat.

4:20 p.m.

That is the way the government plays the

game; it is clever but it is not a very honest

way to deal with the people of Ontario. This

government is very fortunate in one respect:

For some reason, which should be analysed
at some later date, the people of Ontario take

very little interest in provincial politics. It is

a very interesting fact. I have spoken of the

provincial House as the American Hockey
League of politics in the sense that the

National Hockey League gets the attention

and we are somehow ignored.

Today the Minister of Housing (Mr.

Bennett) stood up and pretty well admitted
a waste of almost $300 million in one colos-

sally stupid program of buying up land. I

won't even talk of the waste of human re-

sources, the throwing of people out of their

homes, the destruction of their homes, the

destruction of a sense of community. I won't

talk of any of that—just about the money
itself.

Do members remember the refit of the

Bonaventure? It is held up as a colossal in-

stance of government waste and mismanage-
ment. What did it cost; $15 million or some-

thing like that? We could buy the whole

navy for the amount of money that has been
wasted on Seaton alone. It's incredible. Yet

the average citizen of Ontario will not take

the time to familiarize himself with the

Seaton fiasco anv more than he did with the

hundreds of millions lost in South Cayuga or

any other similar fiasco. Somehow or other,

if it is federal—if it's the Bonaventure air-

craft carrier; if it's a horse in Camp Borden
or somethine—it somehow catches on. It be-

comes something that is spoken of on tele-

vision. It somehow becomes something people
are interested in, an example of waste.

But if it is a waste of hundreds of millions

of dollars in Ontario—a waste of half a

billion dollars in land banking; a waste of

another half a billion dollars in Hydro—
somehow or other it makes the headlines for

one day and kind of disappears. I admit to

being baffled by this.

For the benefit of those who may think

my sense of frustration in this regard is the

reason we are seeking an election, let me
assure them it is not. But I do admit to a

certain sense of frustration in dealing with

an image across the way of good managers
when the story is the precise opposite. Never

has there been mismanaeement on such a

colossal scale anywhere in North America.

I doubt anywhere in the world has there

been mismanagement of this kind. Yet they
maintain this facade of being in full charge

and that everything is just fine; there's a

steadv hand at the helm and all that. Well,

the ship is going to icebergs and, as I said

before, the steady hand has rigor mortis.

None the less, they somehow get away with

maintaining this particular outlook and ima-

gery. It is totally beyond me.
But look at that colossal waste. Any board

of directors in any company with shares on

the stock exchange which was responsible

for a waste like Seaton or South Cayuga
would be forced by the shareholders to re-

sign. We intend to force exactly that to

happen.
We have an interesting situation emerging

with regard to equalization payments. On-

tario, under the existing formula, is owed
about half a bilHon dollars in equalization

payments. Ontario, for some reason best

known to itself, refuses to accept this monev.

Somehow or other, the pride of Ontario

would be hurt. The government would have
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to admit that tinder its stewardship Ontario

has not kept pace with the opportunities the

world has presented to it. As Alberta im-

proved, Ontario coidd have improved as well

by making some of the equipment, by mak-

ing sure we encouraged the federal govern-
ment to demand access for Ontario goods
into international markets along with our oil

or gas. But none of this happened; Ontario

sat. quietly, twiddled its thmnbs and lost its

position.

Now it doesn't want to accept half a

billion dollars in equalization payments. This

is very mysterious, I must say. We are quite

mystified by this. Does Ontario have that

much money to throw around that it can

sneeze at half a billion dollars? I sav to mem-
bers, how does that square with the state-

ment by the Premier of Ontario, made in a

recent letter to Mr. Tnideau—about which I

will have a little more to say shortlv—in

which he <:ays: "We in Ontario do not believe

that the integrity of the ferleral system can
be long maintained when royalties accruing
from petroleum resources are not fully taken

into account in respect of arraneements for

inter-regional revenue distribution"?

What is inter-regional revenue distribution

if we are not talking of equalizntion? What
is it? Back-door equalization? Equ^^lization

by another name? What does he mean when
he says "royalties accruing from petroleum
resources ^re not fully taken into account"
and the system can't be maintained th-^t

way?
The federal government is now going for-

ward vdth a bill—with the support of this

government, it would appear—which would
say that oil and gas leases and things of this

kind and such revenues are not to be taken
into consideration for the purposes of equal-
ization. How many sides of one face can this

government speak out of? Either they want
to take into account, as the letter seems to

say, "royalties accruing from petroleum re-

sources," or they do not; it's one or the
other. What is the position of this govern-
ment? We certainlv can't find out what it is.

It would appear from the time the federal

bill was first introduced into the House that

it enjoys the support of the Ontario govern-
ment.

The Ontario government owes it to the

people of Ontario to make a statement con-

cerning the half a billion dollars we are

already owed and to make a statement con-

cerning the bill the federal government is

proposing to reintroduce, apparently think-

ing it has the blessing of Ontario, in terms

of equalization payments. The Premier has

said 'he wants to renegotiate equalization

payments—but in which direction? To get
more for Ontario or to get none for Ontario?

So far the position taken by the government
is to get none for Ontario. Why doesn't the

government have the courage to stand up
and say it wants the money on equalization
or to stand up and admit it doesn't want to

take it for fear it will only show to the

people in a very tangible way why we have
become a have-not province after the many
opportimities we have squandered?
From my point of view, and from the

point of view of this party, we believe oil

and gas are no different from manufacturing
or anything else, that in fact all forms of

revenue are forms of revenue and they
should all be taken into consideration. The
government knows our position; what in the

name of heaven is the position of the On-
tario government, because it is all over the

map on this one?

Talking about energy, the letter that the

Premier sent to Mr. Trudeau has to rank
as the maximum in gall, in plain nerve.

Listen to this, Mr. Speaker. The Premier

says in this letter that "any dramatic in-

crease in the excise tax on oil and gasoline
can only be harmful to many Canadians," a

warning to Mr. Trudeau not to repeat the

18-cents-a-gallon increase in the excise tax

contemplated by former Prime Minister Joe
Clark. That's amazing, that's absolutely

amazing. The Premier is the man, as I re-

call, who was supporting the ver>' Mr. Clark

who was going to bring in this 18-cent tpx.

He sunpyorts him as strongly as possible; the

man is defeated despite the support of the

Premier of Ontario, and the Premier then

has the gall to go to the winner, whom he

opposed, to say, "Now, I hope you won't do
to us what the other guy was going to do
to us when I was supporting the other guy."

I was always taught as a child that the

height of gall and nerve was the case of

the person who chopped up both his parents
with a hatchet and threw himself on the

mercy of the court on the basis that he was
an orphan, but this surely must reach new
heights. It is a letter that surely must be

imparalleled in the history of these inter-

provincial and federal-provincial epistles.

4:30 p.m.

I want to say something about the subject
of energy. Ontario does not have an energy
problem; it has an oil problem. Some of the

honourable members have heard me say this

before; I keep saying it. The fact is that we
must reduce our dependence upon oil, and
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the fact is that there is a limit to which we
can reduce our dependence upon oil simply

by building nuclear stations. In point of fact

we need to replace oil as a fuel for our

vehicles and it makes every sense, it makes
excellent sense to be moving massively into

the field of alcohol fuel in Ontario.

I realize I sound somewhat exasperated,
but I say this to you, Mr. Speaker. We have

been sitting here for four years begging and

pleading with the government to make a

massive commitn^nt to alternative forms of

energy in Ontario, but all we get is the

same old story about building more capacity
for electrical generation. Really and truly,

we have plenty of electrical generation

capacity. What is required now is a massive

movement towards a substitute for oil that

could be used in our automobiles, because

we are very dependent on the automobile

and shall remain so.

Furthermore, in the field of home heating
we require, as I have said before, a massive

program of substitution of natural gas for

oil. Instead, this 37-year-old government
found itself this very winter—thank heaven
it was a warm winter, and I am happy just

as all of us are—in a situation where hun-
dreds of thousands of people here in Toronto
were heating with oil when they should be

heating with natural gas, found itself with-

out the ability to do the conversions that

are so simple to do and which could provide
jobs for Ontarians in the process.
What is wrong with this government? Has

the bureaucracy upon which it depends be-

come so fossilized, as one writer said the

other day, after 37 years-
Mr. Breithaupt: They hadn't taken a poll.

Mr. S. Smith: —or is the matter—the mem-
ber for Kitchener perhaps has it correctly—
that in the polls they took, nobody was wise

enough to answer that they ought to substi-

tute natural gas for oil?

I plead with the people of Ontario: If

anybody from the Goldfarb Institute ever

asks you a question, please, people of On-
tario, tell Mr. Goldfarb that you want to

have alcohol fuel; tell Mr. Goldfarb you
want to have alternative sources of energy;
tell Mr. Goldfarb, please, you want a mas-
sive substitution of natural gas for oil, be-
cause it is the only way we are going to

get it from this government.
We will go into the matter of health now.

I came to Ontario attracted by the excel-

lence of the health-care system and by what
I saw to be great foresight and vision in the

health-care system. I pay tribute to the com-
bination of federal Liberal governments and

Conservative provincial governments that

brought about the medicare plans we have
and the level of health care that, as I say,
attracted me to this province back in the

1960s.

We are here and we love Ontario, but I

say this. In the last several years there has

been a very serious erosion of the health-care

system. This government has x>ermitted this

erosion by some mindless acceptance of what
the bureaucracy was telling it in terms of

bed ratios or some darned thing. First of all,

there was a regression analysis, as I recall,

and then a bed ratio picked out of thin air,

based on notihing in the way of facts. I know
what I am talking about. I used to teach

health-care delivery and I can assure the

House there are no facts to support those

bed ratios as being meaningful. It all depends
on the context in which you are talking. It

all depends on the chronic beds that you
have, the nature of the population, the

amount of travel by the population, the

climate in tJie area, the nursing homes, the

home-care facilities. You can't talk of bed

ratios otherwise.

This government stupidly accepted what
the bureaucrats told it and allowed our ex-

cellent health-care system to become seriously

eroded. That is something that lias to be re-

versed and it is sometfhing we are pledged
to reverse as soon as we are over there.

Mr. T. P. Reid: It won't be long.

Mr. S. Smith: Here we are in 1980 and
we have i>eople being shunted back and
forth from one emergency room to another;

people being refused at one hospital because

there are no beds and being sent elsewhere;

people in the corridors, and nurses over-

worked and unable to tend to the problems
they have. What has happened in the last

few years? How has the government allowed
this to happen, all in the name of restraint?

It has money for Abitibi-Price Incorporated
but it doesn't have money to make sure there

are nurses on the ward. Wliat's wrong with

the government? What's happened to its

priorities?

There was a time when the Conservative

government was a forward-looking govern-

ment; it no longer is. It just sits there and

basically tries to protect its flank from day
to day, sitting gazing at the polls to see how
votes might be manipulated one way or

another, without understanding the harm it

has been doing out there.

The doctors are opting out of medicare.

Why are the doctors opting out of medicare?

In the first place, the government should

have paid them properly. In the second
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place, Why isn't it ready to stand up to them
and tell them they have to act within the

medicare system? The Minister of Health

(Mr. Timbrell) stands up and says he has

good news for us. "There has been a re-

versal of the trend," he says, "in the opting
out from medicare. The rate of opted-out
doctors has fallen all the way from 18 per
cent to 17.3 per cent." What a triumph!
Seven doctors on a thousand opted back in;

that's what that means. My heavens!

Hon. Mr. Henderson: That was the ri^t
way.

Mr. S. Smith: The Minister of Agriculture
and Food declared he is satisfied with that.

Fair enough, I accept that. He is easily

satisfied. I am not satisfied witfh it.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: No, I am not. You
don't know me very well.

Mr. S. Smith: Fm not satisfied to tdll the

anaesthetists that maybe they should please,

if they don't mind, kindly consider a situ-

ation where they stop sending bills to people
that they have done their anaesthesia on and
that mavbe t5iey should please kindly con-

sider fifoing on some form of salary or con-

tract. I'd tell them to go on contract.

What's wrong with this government? It

can T5U«fh people around. It can push the

retarded around easily enough into nursing

homes when tiiey should be in proper insti-

tutions. It can push plenty of people around
when it has to. Why can't it deal with the

doctors? The government can't deal with the

teachers either, I notice. But why can't it

deal witih the doctors? Pay them properly
and make certain they operate within the

plan. They are going around operating in

public hospitals at public expense and are

refusing to act within the public insurance

plan.

Do you know, Mr. Speaker, I used to be
on an admissions committee in a medical

school? There are thousands of qualified

young Ontarians begging to come into medi-

cal schools. They would be delighted to come
into medical schools and to operate within

the Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan. But

they are being rejected because our medicil

schools can only accept a certain small

group, and it's a fairly privileged group that

gets in. It is a great privilege to serve in the

field of medicine. That's my own personal

opinion.
These people get in. Why should they be

getting in unless they are prepared to serve

within OHIP? But we will never have that

because who is in charge of the medical

schools in Ontario? Why, none other than

the Minister of Education (Miss Stephen-

son), an opted-out doctor who believes in

opting out and would never dream of set-

ting a condition in a medical school that one

has to operate within the government insur-

ance plan.
We realize very well that the govern-

ment's friends are the people one meets at

the Albany Club, the big corporations, the

highly paid professionals. The government
is unwilling to stand up on behalf of the

ordinary citizen. What it has done is cave

in in front of every interest group that comes

by. What it won't do is stand up for the

ordinary citizens. The ordinary citizens in

Ontario, the ordinary people in the middle

class who are being asked to pay more for

their mortgages, who are asked to pay more

in their property taxes, who are being asked

to pay more for the goverimient's colossal

waste and mismanagement, are not going to

take it much longer. They are going to de-

clare themselves in the next provincial elec-

tion and the government will see the results

of following its friends in the big corpora-
tions and the highly paid and ignoring the

interests of the ordinary working people of

this province. They will turn on this govern-
ment and there will be a new government in

Ontario.

4:40 p.m.

Look at the field of the environment. What
a pitiEul record in the environment! What a

pitiful record indeed! We see the lakes and

rivers of Ontario being destroyed by acid

rain and a great threat of more acid rain

coming from the United States. Yet this gov-
ernment refuses to lay a hand on the biggest

single polluter contributing to the acid rain

problem in North America, the International

Nickel Company of Canada Limited. The

goverrmient refuses again to stand up to the

big corporate clout to act on behalf of future

generations.
I am not going to support this govern-

ment. I am not going to have to answer to

my children 10 years from now when they

ask "What happened to the lakes and rivers

of Ontario? How come you were sitting there

in the assembly, daddy, and you didn't do

anything to protect what is my birthright?"

I am not going to have to answer to my
children and my grandchildren, because I'll

know this: I will do everything in my human

power to reverse the situation, to protect

our lakes and rivers, to protect the sacred

trust that the environment represents to me
and to my children and to their children,

should the good Lord be good enough to

grant them such.

I will tell the government it has to face

itself and ask why it has been afraid to deal
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with Inco, why it has been afraid to pro-

tect our environment, why it has let 11 out

of 16 companies that are dumping into the

Niagara River on our side exceed their own

limit, which put the government in a posi-

tion where it couldn't even go to argue on

behalf of Ontario against the SCA dumping
of million of gallons of treated chemical

waste into the Niagara River. The govern-
ment's own record is abysmal in this regard;
it is utterly pitiful.

The government has the polls and knows
that the environment is not a big issue with

people; so it sits there smugly and figures

it is safe. They figure they can tell people
it is either jobs or the environment, that

they can go to the northern towns and tell

them: "Look at that Smith. He wants to

clean up. Don't you know it's good to have
these sTnokestacks because it means you have

industry?" Sure, they can win some votes

that way; I don't deny it. When people are

desperate for jobs, it is easy to convince them
that somehow or other doing something to

protect the environment is a threat, because

people feel threatened anyway.
But the government knows the truth is

the opposite: it knows the fact is our en-

vironment is in serious danger because of its

lackadisical attitude. If they had any guts,

if they had a sincere conscience and an

understanding of what the future will mean
to our kids they woidd stand up to the big

polluters. They would look them in t*he eye
and tell them, "Don't give us the stories

about technology; clean it up."

Mr. Roy: You should all be ashamed of

yourselves.

Mr. S. Smith: In the field of education we
have spent billions in this province. Yet public
confidence in the education system in Ontario

is at the lowest level since the Second Woi'ld

War. People have a sense that somehow we
have allowed standards and competition little

by little to be taken out of our schools. There
is a feeling among people—and it is quite
c»rrect—that hundreds of thousands of i)eople

have gone through our school system and have
not been prepared for the real jobs that exist

in industry in Ontario. They have not been

given the skill training they need, they have
not been provided with the guidance they
require.
We found 100 unemplo>ed young people

whom we talked to not long ago. Among
these, 75 per cent had no guidance at all. The
other 25 per cent had received guidance
which was, from a vocational point of view,

misleading or unhelpful. We have a situatitm

where we have allowed our young people
sort of to drift through the school picking a

httle of this and a little of that. We have en-

couraged them to feel they are doing just

fine "for them," whatever that means.

Everybody has his own standard nowadays;

nobody is supposed to be judged according
to a province-wide standard any more for

fear somebody might feel bad. We have

allowed our people to go through the school

system this way and to drift into the ranks of

the unemployed without giving them what

they needed.

rrhey should have been told that jol)s were
there in the skilled trades and that we would
be expanding in the computer area. They
should have been told we would be running
out of our own skilled tradesmen, most of

whom came from Europe, as you know,
Mr. Speaker. We should have been telling

these people that they could get these high-

paying, excellent jobs. We should have had

apprenticeship programs and skill-training

programs.
I stand here in 1980, and we still dto not

have them. We have another blasted com-

mittee on manpower or something replacing

the previous commission on manpower. It's

in the same oflBce, with the same executive

secretary, and we're supposed to be thrilled

when we hear it referred to in each throne

speech from year to year.

It's incredible. We're in 1980 and there's

no massive increase in apprenticeship across

the land. Does anyone see it? There's no

massive increase. Our young people are still

left without these opportunities. We spend
billions of dollars on education, our young
people are unemployed and we're importing

skilled workers from abroad. That is abso-

lutely incredible. And yet these are the

managers, the people who presumably have

been managing and have everything imder

control at all times. What a farce, what a

travesty and what an injustice to our own

young people and our taxpayers.

We condemn the government as well for

continuing to believe that strikes and lock-

outs are the only way to settle differences in

our educational system. We believe the tinie

has come to stop taking it out of the hides of

the children and to recognize that, as pro-

fessionals, the school boards and the teachers

should be required to sign their contracts

vithin a reasonable amount of time and should

be given proper, fair-minded, binding arbitra-

tion so they could know that one way or an-

other they were not goinz: lo be left for 20

months without a contract; they were not

going to be forced to hit the bricks and lock

the school rooms against their children.
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The time has come to adopt a more civilized

approach, as they have done in so many juris-

dictions throughout the world and in other

parts of Canada, including the neighbouring

province of Manitoba. There is no reason for

us to continue with these strikes and lockouts.

They are barbaric, they are unfair, and the

time has come to change that. Instead, this

government will do a study of a study of a

study, and decide—when the polls tell them, I

suppose—that it's the right time to ohange,
and they can change without losing too much
face. They can get some poor royal com-
mission or other to teill them they ought to

change. At that point, they'll say: "Well, it's

not us; we're not changing. It's the royal com-
mission that's changing." That's an old game
they play.

I tell you, Mr. Speaker, in summary, that

generally, instead of ofiFering leadership and

good management, the Conservatives have
been coasting on their past achievements.

Clearly they are too tired to lead in any
meaningful or courageous way, but they are

ob\'iously too comfortable to relinquish power.
The clinging to power, the obsessive clinging
to power—I might even say the lust for power
—has become basically their only raison d'etre

—their only reason for existence.

They sit and consult the polls. They spend
the public money on these polls, which they

keep secret, and decide what stance to take

vis-a-vis Quebec, what stance to take vis-a-

vis Alberta, what letters to write to the

federal government on the catchword issues

of the day.

They are simply obsessed with clinging to

power. Imagination is gone. Initiative is

gone. Vision is nonexistent. A view of the

futiu*e is not there. They don't seem to share

with me the view that Ontario can be great

but we must put together the pieces to make
Ontario great. It requires a change in our

direction.

It's obvious to me that, no matter how
much time they've been given, they've squan-
dered it. They have squandered the 1970s.

We've given them three years as far as Her

Majesty's loyal opposition is concerned, and

they're squandering the beginning of the

1980s. We will not take any more the

responsibility for keeping those people in

power. Let that responsibility lie elsewhere.

If, as the government and some others

say, people are tired of elections and don't

want to go to elections; if they don't under-

stand that the federal elections were not our

fault and so on, and if they think every-

thing's great in Ontario, then, if we have an

election, we will be defeated. But it will be

the people who will decide that.

4:50 p.m.

I tell the House that I look for the oppor-

tunity to go to the people of Ontario with

the story I've just presented in this House

to let the people decide on who shall govern
Ontario in the 1980s. I am confident they
will decide correctly and that we will be

given that opportunity.
As I say, we have given a certain amount

of time to the government. We have given

the government three years, and we have

seen nothing in the way of remedy, nothing
in the way of action. We have decided we
can no longer in good conscience support this

government.

Interestingly enough, in the past year

something seems to have happened ^vith re-

gard to the New Democratic Party's percep-
tion of this matter. Something mysterious, a

mysterious virus, seems to have infected the

government and has suddenly rendered a

government that was unfit to govern less

than one year ago, in the view of the New
Democratic Party, now fit to govern.

Frankly, we considered it unfit to govern

throughout the three years, but felt that after

the 1977 election, when we were returned

with the same minority we had, we had an

obligation to give them a chance, and we
have given them that chance. But I am

mystified, I am truly mystified as to w^hat

may have happened between last March and

this March, what miracle has happened to

render this government fit to govern in the

minds of the mem^bers of the New Demo-
cratic Party.

I want to remind the honourable members
of some of the things that were said then.

I'm sure the Speaker wants to hear these

things. The leader of the New Democratic

Party in March 1979 said: "Given the ap-

parent determination of the Liberal Party

to hang tough on this issue, we felt this was

one of those rare occasions in a minority

government situation where, if we took the

leadership, we could get support from the

official opposition and make the government
back down. The Liberal Party proved once

again to have the backbone of a jellyfish."

I say if we have the backbone of a jelly-

fish, how does one describe this absolute bag
of jelly that now sits and announces it will

support the government of William Davis?

What does one call that? At least jellyfish

have some structure. What does one call this

amorphous blob to our left?

Listen to this, Mr. Speaker; this is after

the throne speech, from the leader of the
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New Democratic Party: "The response we
have from the government Is a desperate
search for old remedies and a refusal to look

at anything new, a failure which has cost this

province dearly, and which will cost us even

nwre for each further month that the Pro-

gressive Conservatives are in power." That

was said by the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party.

Somehow each further month was very

costly in 1979 but each further month h-^s

suddenly become a boon to the people in

1980. I ask the House, what is the diflFerence

between a month in 1979 and a month in

1980?
Listen to this, Mr. Speaker: "We in this

Legislature have the responsibility not just to

meet today's needs but to provide for to-

morrow's needs as well. All this we can do

only if we have the political will," he said,

"which the Conservative go\'ernment of this

province so obviously lacks. We need to

regain a sense of direction in Ontario, a

sense of control."

All this, the House understands, was to

explain why there was no specific issue at the

time, but that the real problem -with the

throne speech wasn't what it did but what it

didn't do—the identical situation to what it

is now, of course; it's precisely the same. He
said, "We need to regain a sense of

direction."

I particularly enjoy the statement by the

member for Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren). He
was speaking at the time. Listen to this,

Mr. Speaker; it's on page 1078 of Hansard:
"When occasionally I ramble through the

back alleys of bureaucracy around Queen's
Park the word I hear from the bureaucrats"—
this is one year ago, by the way—"many of

whom are in highly placed positions in the

civil service, is that the Liberal Party in

Ontario i>eaked early and it's all downhill
from now on for them; that the Conserva-

tives, under the benign neglect of the

Premier, are withering on the vine, and that

tomorrow belongs to the New Democrats."
Listen to this line Mr. Speaker; this is

with his no-confidence motion: "I serve

notice to them: Move aside; we are coming
through." I'll tell the House, they have fallen

through; but they're not coming anywhere,
they're just through.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Just like Napoleon at

Moscow.

Mr. Roy: Who would have believed it?

Mike Cassidy and Claude Bennett in the
same bed.

Mr. Lawlor: We'll fi^t on our own
ground.

Mr. S. Smith: I hope, Mr. Speaker, that

you caught the line from the member for

Lakeshore who suggested they'll fight on
their own ground when it's pretty well

rumoured that he'll likely not run in the next

election. I don't know if he intends to. That's

the only ground from which an NDPer would
be safe fighting—the sidelines. The problem is

not that they're going to fight on their own
ground; right now they're fighting under-

ground, it would appear.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Under the sheets.

Mr. S. Smith: The member for Rainy River

has these colourful northern expressions.

Mr, T. P. Reid: We're a little, -peTforce,

straightforward .

Mr. S. Smith: They know their politics up
there, that's for sure.

We laugh and we joke about this, Mr.

Speaker, but there does come a point when
people do have to stand on some principle.
You either have to stand for something or

you fall for anything.
We made it very clear to the people of

Ontario that we're never had any confidence

in this government but that we were willing
to give it a real chance. I remember being
told by the previous leader of the New
Democratic Party that what diflFerentiated

his party from the others was it simply
stood on principle. They didn't worry; they
let the chips fall where they may. That's the

expression he used to use: they always stood

on principle.
We gave the government of the day suflR-

cient time. I don't know whether the people
agree with us or not—I don't have the secret

polls that these people have to know these

things—but we believe that in conscience it's

wrong to let this government continue to

mismanage the aflFairs of Ontario. We're pre-
pared to put our reputations, our pohtical
lives and even, I may say, our pensions—for
the benefit of some of the rather nervous
members of the NDP—on the line to take our
chances with the electorate and to explain
to the people of Ontario the kind of waste
and mismanagement that has gone on.

5 p.m.

The NDP, which postures and has had
such fun pretending it wanted to bring
down the government, suddenly, now that it

can actually do it, has changed its mind on
the subject. All the last two years were

emptv postures. They were apparently tm-

tniths that it was telling to the people of

Ontario. For a party that prides itself on

principle, on ideological purity, we see that

it is a bunch of people concerned basically

with their own skins, their own pensions.
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because tfhey know in the next election they
are going down the drain.

Based on the foregoing, and on the devas-

tating mismanagement of the affairs of On-
tario, I move that the motion be amended.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Mr. Smith moves that

the motion for an address in reply to the

speedh of the Honourable the Lieutenant
Governor at the opening of the session be
amended by the addition of the following
words:

"The assembly, however, regrets that the

si)eech again reflects a lack of government
initiative, leadership and policy adequate to

the needs and aspirations of the people of

Ontario at this time and for the next decade,
and specifically condemns the government for

failing to present the assembly with programs
w'hich will: restore economic growth and

prosperity after a decade of decline in the

1970s; protect the people of Ontario from

escalating high interest rates on residential

mortgages, .^mall-business loans and farmer

loans; establish a firm, fair revenue-sharinp

agreement with municipalities and school

boards; reverse the ongoing erosion of On-
tario's health-care system; develop the talents

and skills of young people for the oppor-
tunities which exist in industry and com-

merce; protect the environment from dan-

gerous, wasteful and unnecessary pollution,
and lessen this province's dependence upon
ever-more expensive oil by developing
alt'^rnate energy sources at competitive costs

and by introducing comprehensive conserva-

tion programs. Therefore, the a sembly de-

dares its lack of confidence in the govern-
ment."

On motion by Mr. Cassidy, the debate was
adjourned.

House in committee of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

MINISTRY OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
On vote 603, local government affairs

program; item 1, local government:

Mr. Chairman: Does the Minister of Inter-

governmental Affairs have an opening state-

ment?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, Mr. Chairman. After

listening to an hour and a half of doom and

gloom and the kind of so-called despair in

this province, the sort of ability to say "This

province could be great if only we could

lead it," and nothing we have done on this

side is right-

Mr. Peterson: Are you purging yourself of

your great guilt?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have no guilt. As mem-
bers on that side may have noticed, I sat

here and listened to the whole speech and I

felt I had to contain myself during the

speech in order to respect the right of the

leader of the oflScial opposition to put for-

ward his case. I was pleased to hear him do
a little doctor bashing, something the mem-
ber for Renfrew North (Mr. Conway) said

he would never engage in. I noticed he also

talked about us not knowing how to handle
teachers.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Chairman, when does

the minister have a chance to respond to the

throne speech?

Mr. Raston: A point of order, Mr. Chair-

man: We are now in committee of supply.
Would the minister carry on with that busi-

ness please?

Mr. Chairman: I called vote 603, item 1,

for $135 million for the Ministry of Intergov-
ernmental Affairs and I asked the minister for

an opening statement.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, actually I

have sat in this House for so long listening
to the kinds of statements that the members
of the opposition make, which are usually

quite far off the mark of what we are de-

bating, that I have become accustomed to

tibat kind of answer and approach.
What I am doing today is getting around

to talkincf to a supplementary estimate for

$135 million, which, coupled with the rest

of the supplementary estimates, puts a lie

to all that doom and gloom to which we
have just listened. It shows the concern-

Mr. Kerrio: It shows you are a big

spender, that's all.

Hon. Mr. Wells: My friend from Niagara
Falls says, "big spender." I listened very

carefully to his leader's speech and I say
he didn't talk about any restraint in that

speech. He talked about spending more

money on health, he talked about legiti-

mately spending more money on education

and he talked about spending more money
on municipalities. There was no sense of any
restraint or fiscal responsibility in that speech.
What I am saying is we are bringing

forward estimates specifically for municipali-

ties, which are an example of the kind of

good management this government has

always carried out and will continue to

carry out.

Remember, this is a government acting on
behalf of all the people of Ontario that has

gained for this province, and still maintains

for this province, a triple-A credit rating in

New York City. Don't get carried awfiy with
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all that doom and gloom about what has

happened to Ontario in the 1970s. Let the

member ask anybody in his riding—and I

guarantee he takes credit for it all in his

riding—if the 1970s haven't been a pros-

perous time in his riding and in my riding.

Mr. Roy: My riding?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes.

Mr. Roy: They have wanted you out of

power since 1971.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh no, they haven't.

They like you, Albert, but they want us in

power and they like to have you there just

to keep us honest. AH I am saying is let's

not get carried away with all that doom and

gloom.
We are asking this House to vote $135

million as a supplementary estimate in order

that we may advance to the municipalities
much earlier than we have in other years,

50 per cent of four of their unconditional

grants. They will be able to use that money
immediately to pay for expenses for which

they have no revenue at the present time,

or, if they have the revenue to cover them,

they can invest that money at the current

interest rates and accrue the interest to the

credit of the municipality.

5:10 p.m.

Mr. Sweeney: How can a supplement be

prepaid?

Hon. Mr. Wells: How can a supplement
be prepaid? We are asking for $135 million

that is not in the 1979-80 estimates in order
that this money can be forwarded to the

municipalities before the end of this fiscal

year, March 31. This is money that would

normally be in the 1980-81 estimates, but
what it means is—

Mr. Sweeney: It's prepaying.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It's not prepaying, it is

being paid earlier to them. In other words,
the general support grant will be out 31

days earlier than it was last year, the general
per capita grant will be out 53 days earlier,

the special support grant for northern
Ontario will be out 66 days earlier and the

per capita density grant will be out 95 days
earlier.

So the municipalities will have in their

hands, before March 31, 50 per cent of the

total amount they would get in those four

particular unconditional grants in order to

use that money to either to pay their ex-

penses or to invest and then to pay expenses
as they become due.

We think that this is good management
and that it represents an eflFective way at

this point in time, when mimicipalities that

have a tough time finding the revenues on
hand to pay their bills would have to borrow
the money at very high interest rates today.
A study we did a short time ago of ap-

proximately 100 municipalities shows it was
in the period from January to March 31
that they did not have cash on hand or that

their expenditures were in excess of the

revenues that were coming in to them. They
are still sending out the interim tax bills and

just starting to get the money back from
those. Our grants, the imconditional grants,

don't normally start until some later point
That is the purpose of the $135 million

which this House is being asked to vote as

a supplementary estimate.

Mr. Haggerty: Is this coming out of cur-

rent revenues?

Hon. Mr. Wells: This is coming out of

1979-80 revenues, yes; I think the Treasurer

indicated that in his statement last week
when he talked about these revenues. It's

another example of this government work-

ing to help the municipalities of this prov-

ince, as it has always done for the past
37 years.

Mr. Epp: Mr. Chairman, the Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs accuses us of be-

ing purveyors of doom and gloom.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are.

Mr. Epp: He suggests, for instance, that

we shouldn't get carried away with all that

doom and gloom. Right before us, however,
we have a very excellent example of the

kind of mismanagement that this province
has had for the last eight or nine years at

least, and probably more.

We have an admission by the Minister of

Intergovernmental AflFairs that the municipal-
ities are in such poor straits, because of the

controls on them by the province over many
years, they now have to have a credit card

system to get money in advance before the

provincial fiscal year starts, which is April 1.

He says, for instance, in his statement:

"The unusually high interest rate has in-

creased the cost of interim financing require-

ments for municipalities and school boards."

Who has contributed to those high interest

rates? The business people, the school

boards, the municipal politicians and the

ordinary people of Ontario will tell you that

the people who have contributed to the high
interest rates of this province are the pro-
vincial government itself by having deficit

after deficit after deficit-after $1.5 billion

of deficits every year. Now, it looks like they

may hover around a $l-billion deficit this

year, but the fact is that the large deficit—
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Interjections.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for

Waterloo North has the floor.

Mr. Epp: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

wish those people across the room would
listen for a change and try to take into con-

sideration that it's the policies of the present
government that have contributed to the

high interest rates in this province. The gov-
ernment can't continually have deficit after

deficit and expect that the people don't learn

from that. They are working on a credit card

philosophy whereby they are giving in ad-

vance something they don't yet have.

I think it is appropriate to say at this time
that we on this side of the House have asked
the present government to have a long-term

commitment, a legislative commitment, with

respect to transfer payments rather than do-

ing it on a year-to-year, month-to-month
and week-to-week basis. We see a good ex-

ample of their now trying to beat the system
by one month and trying to make those pay-
ments prior to the new budget coming out
in mid-April. What they are asking for is

$135 million.

As far as the Minister of Intergovern-
mental Affairs is concerned, this is covering
up the government's mistakes, it is covering
up inadequate planning in the past. They
are trying to make it appear that they are

helping the school boards and the munici-

palities. In a way they are helping them,
but the municipalities and the school boards
are in difficulty because of the kind of plan-
ning the people on the other side of the
House have done.

What this particular motion will do is

accelerate the payments to the local sector in
the form of unconditional erants. We have
spoken about unconditional grants before.
We know the amount of unconditional grants
that goes to municipalities and school boards,
particularly to municipalities, is somewhere
around 16 to 17 per cent. We would like the

government to have more confidence in the

mimicipally elected representatives by giving
them more of the money in the form of un-
conditional grants. This in itself today is not

committing the government to a new policy
as far as imconditional grants are concerned.
This money will be taken out of that par-
ticular portion wh( n the new budget comes
in in mid-April.

I guess we have no choice but to support
this particular request, although I think it is

a good admission of the kind of policies this

government has had. For instance, earlier

today we heard how they wasted $270
million in the North Pickering project. They

now have to reverse a policy to which they
committed $270 million at least. They have
reversed themselves on Edwardsburgh and

they have reversed themselves on a number
of other areas across the province which
were great admissions of the policies which

they have espoused. Now we find today that

they are having to ask for additional funds

for the municipalities and school boards be-

cause their policy has not been long-sighted.

Mr. Isaacs: Of course, we are not going to

stand in the way of this assistance that is

being provided to municipalities. Every
penny that is available to a municipality to-

day is money that is removed from the

amount the property taxpayers have to con-

tribute to municipal costs. With property
taxes running at a ridiculously high level

at the present time in every urban and
suburban municipality and in some rural

municipalities as well, our local councils

across this province need all the help they
can get.

But I really have to question the minister's

rationale for this particular advancement,

prepayment or w'hatever one wants to call it,

of grants to municipalities. As I understand

the minister's comments, it is being handed
out on the basis of the usual formula for im-

conditional grants. I don't question that, but

I do question the fact that the municipalities'

needs for assistance at this time, particularly

because of the high interest rates, may not

be correlated with their requirements imder

the normal grant formulas.

If I may take some figures from the report
of the minister and the Treasurer on munic-

ipal finance for 1978, I would like to draw
to the attention of members the fact that

municipal councils at the end of 1978 had a

surplus of $217 million. That is not bad

money management. Some of them hnd
Ibetter money management than others. Some
of them ended the year with a deficit. Some
of them ended the year with far more than

their share of that surplus.

5:20 p.m.

Despite high interest rates, not ever>'

municipality is having to go to the bank to

borrow money at this time to co\'er its cur-

rent operations. Of course, all municipalities

have long-term debt and that is being taken

care of in other ways. Hopefully, when we
are dealing with the estimates for next year,

1980-81, we can have a broader discussion

of that. Not all municipalities are being put
in difficult positions in their current opera-

tions because of the current interest rate

situation.
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- The group that is having a much greater

problem—I'm pleased to see that the Minister

of Education (Miss Stephenson) is here for

this discussion—is our school boards. If you
take a look at the same report from the

minister you will note that school boards

ended the year with a surplus of only $19

million. It's our school boards which are

having to go to the bank to borrow money
to get them over the current high interest

rate problem, having to go to the bank to

borrow money to finance their current opera-

tions. Unfortunately, transfers between mu-

nicipalities and school boards just don't

happen.
Given the financial picture that is presented

to us by the minister's report and by the facts

as we know them by talking to municipal

people and school board people, we really

have to question the rationale for giving this

particular amount of money to municipal
councils at this time.

I'd also like to ask the minister to explain

a little more fully what the cost of this will

be to the taxpayers of Ontario and how it will,

in fact, represent a saving. One of the prob-
lems with our current analysis of provincial

and municipal affairs is that the talk seems

to centre on there being two different sources

of revenue, two diflFerent pockets out of which

this money is to come. But there aren't two

different pockets; there is only one pocket.

That is the pocket of the taxpayers of

Ontario.

If the province gives the money to the

municipalities 55 or 60 days early then the

province has to get the money from some-

where. Presumably the province is using its

long-term and short-term borrowing capacity

in order to finance this acceleration of grants.

If you do some very simple calculations—I

have done some very simple calculations and
I hope the minister can corroborate the figures

—this amount of money, $135 million, is

going to provide an actual benefit of about

$2 million to municipal councils. It's in that

general ball park because they will either be
able to invest it and get the interest or, in

those cases where they have to go to the

bank, they will be able to save themselves

about $2 million.

Two million dollars isn't a great deal but

it is a sum we should be concerned about.

If it is saving municipal coimcils $2 million

or gaining them $2 million in extra revenue

then it must be costing the province $2
million or some similar figure—maybe slightly

less because of the triple-A credit rating that

the minister was boasting about, but only a

quarter of a per cent or half a per cent less.

It must be costing the province something,
and given that this province is in a deficit

situation, why are we taking from one pocket
and giving to the other pocket wlien those

two pockets are in fact, exactly the same

pocket—the pocket of the taxpayers of On-
tario?

What are we gaining by accelerating the

grants in this way? The problem is not one

that is associated with high interest rates. It

is not a problem that can be focused on by
d'ealing with municipal councillors or in the

tax offices at the municipal level. The problem
is out there when people face their tax bills,

when they have to deal with the amount of

money that they are required to contribute,

usually on an instalment plan, to their local

councils.

People are now being asked to pay their

first instalment to their local council. Even

that amount, in many municipalities, is so

much greater than the amount they were

being asked to pay in the first instalment last

year that people are suffering almost from

shock and they are wondering where the

money is going to come from to pay their

municipal taxes in the next year.

The problem is in those municipalities that

have undergone a section 86 reassessment; it

is in those municipalities that for other reasons

have had to face a dramatic increase in

property taxes or will face it later this year

when they finally get their budgets approved.

The problem is for small businessmen who
are being forced out of their prime downtown
business properties because they can no

longer afford to pay their property taxes.

This particular assistance to municipalities,

this $2 million or whatever it is when re-

diiced to actual terms, isn't helping those

people in any way that they are going to

notice. I sugges't it is a sop to the municipal

aldermen and councillors who, I am sure, are

coming banging on the minister's dbor week

after week saying: "What are you going to do

to help us? We are in a desperate situation,

really in a bind; we can't carry on. What are

you going to do?" The minister comes up
with this program that on first glance appears

attractive. He says to them: "Okay, we vdll

give you your money now instead of a couple

of months down the line. Here's a cheque to

take home with you."
That's not a satisfactory way of dealing

with problems, Unfortimately, one or two

municipalities may feel they have gained

something by coming knocking at the min-

ister's door; but the amount they have

gained isn't going to address the very real

problem their property taxpayers are facing.
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I would like to take a couple of minutes
to describe to the minister in greater detail

the reasons why the path we are taking at

the moment is causing so many problems to

property taxpayers. We appear to be going
down a road where section 86 equalized
assessments are being seen as at least the

interim answer to our tax problems. But
those equalized assessments are dealing most

harshly with those people whose properties
have not been reassessed for some period of
time.

Those are homes that were there more
than 10 years ago, prior to 1970, and were

probably underassessed even at that time.

Because they are older homes, many would
not meet modem building requirements.
Those are homes that are occupied by senior

citizens, by people in the lower quartile of

our economy, people whose incomes just can't

meet the very high property tax burden that

is being placed upon them under a system
that suddenly revalues those properties for

tax purposes to an inflated market value that

really doesn't make a great deal of sense and
in many cases is based much more on the

value of the land than on the value of the

home.

In my own area of Hamilton-Wentworth
there are many people who acquired proper-
ties under the Veterans' Land Act. They were

required to have two-acre properties where
there were no services. They are stuck now
with one home on a two-acre lot that they
cannot subdivide because of the whole

problem of getting severances in rural areas

since there are no services available.

I don't necessarily quarrel with that, but
it puts them in a situation where thev are

being asked to pav taxes as if their homes
were worth $100,000 or $120,000 when their

homes really aren't worth anything approadh-
ing those figures. They have no value to

anyone except themselves, or to a developer
who is able to assemble many of these lots

and rely on the speculative market to return

his investment somewhere down the line.

At the present time there isn't a speculative
market. At the present time those people
have to sell their homes for very much less

than real market value if they are allowed to

get rid of them at all. Yet they're being
taxed an amount of money that they can't

afi^ord and that no person can afford if they
use those properties as a residential home,
as a first home for a family.

5:30 p.m.

Senior citizens who paid for their homes
five and 10 years ago are now fortunately

escaping the ridiculously high interest rates

that a lot of younger people are forced to

pay. They are escaping because they're
seniors and because their homes have been

paid for. Instead of hitting them with interest

rates we're now hitting them with property
taxes. They are being forced from homes,
too, that they've lived in for 25 or 30 years.
This program of giving mxmicipalities ac-

celerated grants doesn't do anything to help
them.

Small businessmen in Hamilton and in

many other communities are being forced out

of premises that they have paid for in some

cases, or that they have on reasonable, long-
term mortgages in others. Because all of a

sudden they're being asked to i>ay property
taxes that are two, three, four, five times

what they were asked to i>ay last year or the

year before. They are again being asked to

pay property taxes based on market values

that don't make a great deal of sense. Those

people aren't going to benefit from this $2
million handout.

Young people are faced with serious prob-
lems—we were talking about them earlier

today—because they bought their homes four

or five years ago and now they have to renew
their mortgages at a rate that is totally be-

yond their financial reach. Those i>eople, in

addition to their mortgage problems, are be-

ing faced with very serious property tax

problems because all of a sudden their prop-

erty taxes are up another 10 per cent or

another 15 per cent. This program doesn't

do anything to help them.

I really feel we're here today debating this

supplementary estimate simply for the minis-

ter to be able to say to municipal councils

and individuals who are bugging him about

the problems of property taxes, "Here is

something we've done." But it's such a token

handout; it's so immaterial in the total sphere
of problems with property taxes that I really

doubt anyone's going to notice it's happened.
When the municipal councillors get home
and look at what they were given theyll

realize that it's such a token payment that

it's not helping deal at all with the very
serious problems.

I want to come back to the issue of why
this, why not something else? If the province
had $2 million in extra money, or if it had

$135 million in short-term money available,

surely there are better ways of helping the

economy. Sm-ely there are better ways of

getting the province moving again so that

property taxes can be helped, so that people
have jobs, so that seniors have a better in-

come, rather than giving it to municipalities
to make a Bttle bit of interest on for a few
weeks.
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We can't begrudge municipalities this

amount, but we have to challenge the think-

ing that goes into this kind of proerram when
there are so many desperate problems that

desperately need the attention of the minister.

The amount of money municipalities and

school boards had in the bank at the end of

1978 was equal to 12.2 per cent of the taxes

levied by those municipal councils. If this

province had reserves equal to 12.2 per cent

of the taxes it raised then we wouldn't be

here dealing with these kinds of problems.
We wouldn't be here listening to the land of

nonsense that we heard earlier this afternoon.

We wouldn't be here receiving American-

made buttons when it's the Canadian econ-

omy that needs helping not the American

one.

We'd be here to get the work done and
to go home knowing that this province was

being well nm. But the province isn't being
well run. We see token pavments like this

to keep the lid on the explosion out there

for a few more weeks until some other way
of deferring the crisis can be thought of. It's

just not a satisfactory way of dealing with

things. It really isn't the best way to spend
the $2 million—and I would really appreciate
confirmation of that figure from the minister

—if that's the amount the province has to

spend in dealing with property tax problems
or with problems in general.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply to the two leadoflF speakers? We're in

estimates, and that's the usual procedure.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will limit my reply to

saying that my calculations show that about

$2.5 million is the amount the municipalities
would gain by the advancement of this

money ahead of time.

Mr. B. Newman: I rise to make a few com-
ments on this and to raise the issue of the
grant equalization in the city of Windsor.
The minister is quite familiar with how
Windsor has been penalized over the years
as a result of inequalities in the resource

equalization grant. The minister can recall

a meeting of the cabinet in the city of
Windsor in the early 1970s when representa-
tives of the city of Windsor, headed by
Mayor Frank Wansbrough, pointed out the
errors in the equalization grant and asked
for correction of them. Unfortunately, the
cabinet didn't act on them.
The minister can likewise remember the

various resolutions passed by the city request-
ing attention be paid to the unfair treatment
the city had been receiving. It had been so

unfairly treated that its calculations of the
amount that Windsor has been shortchanged

go anywhere from $5 million up to $13
million a year.

I don't intend to go into everything on
that. I know the minister is familiar with

the situation. I know Mayor Bert Weeks
has met with the minister on a personal basis

and has attempted to j>oint out the errors

in the mini<?ter's thinking, or the thinking
of his officials, and has asked him to recon-

sider his position and give to Windsor what
it is rightfully entitled to. I could read a lot

of comments on the reasons why Windsor
insists it was unfairly treated, but I assume
the minister has received all of that from
the city administrator at some time or other

in the past.

There are two items I would like to read

into the record. One is the resolution con-

cerning the equalization factors passed on
November 5, 1979, by Windsor city council.

It reads: "That the Minister of Intergovern-
mental Affairs be requested to apply the

new equalization factors wnthout limitations

in calculating the resource equalization
errants and to guarantee that each munic-

ipalitv will receive no less than its total

resource equalization grants, including ad
hoc grants received in 1979." Further, it

resolved that cooies of this resolution and
the report of the commissioner of finance,

dated October 29, 1979. concerning the

matter be sent to the Minister of Inter-

governmental Afi^airs, the Minister of Rev-
enue and the local members of this assembly.

I know the minister has all of that. But
one thing that did surprise me was that the

whole community was so disturbed that even
the chamber of commerce, which nonmlly
does not bother getting involved in things

the city council can resolve on its own,
wrote a letter to the minister back on

January 30. In their letter they state: "The
Windsor Chamber of Commerce has no

quarrel with your new equalization factors,

but if you impose the limitations as presently

proposed, we and other municipalities will

be as badly off or worse off than ever."

5:40 p.m.

They nassed a resolution and, if my
m?;mory does not fail me, this i«; one of the

few times they passed a resolution to be

presented to the minister. Their resolution,

dated January 30, 1980, reads as follows:

"Resolution on Equalization Grants by the

Windsor Chamber of Commerce." You'll

notice that they're not only referring to the

city of Windsor, but there are others that

have been unjustly treated and all they ask

for is what I will read to you:
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"Whereas the city of Windsor and other

municipalities have been shortchanged in

the resource equalization grants since 1973;
and whereas the province , in order to

minimize these inequities, introduced new
equalization factors in 1979; and whereas
in resource equalization grant formula the

province introduced limitations in the

amount of change in equalized assessment
which effectively nullifies the adjustment in

the grants otherwise due to the aflFected

municipalities resulting from the adoption
of the revised 1979 equalization grants, be it

resolved that the province be requested to

use the new equalization factors without
limitations for the purpose of calculating the

resource equalization grants."
All the city asks of you is to make up for

your errors in the past, treat the community
fairly and pay the grants to which they are

really entitled.

You're aware of the thing. I hope you
take this into consideration. I hope you
don't keep talking on this with our mayor
for the sake of talk, but that your discus-

sions with him result in some substantial

additional financial assistance to the com-
munity.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Minister, do
you wish to reply at this time? No? The
member for Welland-Thorold.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Chairman, I would speak
very briefly. It would be difficult to add a

great deal to the excellent analysis of this

supplementary estimate given by the mem-
ber for Wentworth (Mr. Isaacs).

I couldn't help but note the contrast be-
tween the excellent analysis that he gave
and the rather superficial way the member
for Waterloo North (Mr. Epp) dealt with it,

and can't help but mention that, in itself, is

an indication of why we're not going to
follow the lead of the Liberal Party in try-

ing to bring the government down. We
would not make any improvement if they
had any say in the government of this

province.
In fact, it may be the only useful thing

the Liberals have accomplished by their

non-confidence motion is that it may have
scared the government for a few weeks to

bring in this supplementary estimate so at
least the municipalities will think that they're
going to get a little bit more. I'm not sure
the Liberals are sincere about bringing the

government down. I think most of the smiles
on this side, when their leader was speaking,
were there because they knew the motion
which he was putting wasn't going to pass
in this House. I'm sorry my friend from

Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) is not here at the

present time. He announced on CJRN radio

after the speech from the throne that h?
didn't think an election was necessary.

Obviously, we in this party, as my col-

league from Wentworth has said, are going
to support this supplementary estimate. It's

difficult, as he has pointed out, not to see

this within the whole context of property
taxation. I must add one thing to what he
has said and that is if the government had

any surplus—perhaps he did say it, and I

wasn't listening—money, even the $2 million

or any other money that was surplus for a

while, I suggest that it could best be used to-

wards enhancing the property tax credit.

If there is one group in Ontario during the

last few years which has had an unreason-

able increase in property taxes because there

has been no adjustment made in the property
tax credit, it is those who are on very low
incomes. I have brought this to the atten-

tion of the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs (Mr. Wells) and, before him, the

Treasurer of Ontario (Mr. F. S. Miller) on
numerous occasions. Neither this minister nor

the previous minister have attempted to

date to refute my statements that in the last

three or four years the net property tax has

increased by at least 100 per cent for those

receiving the old age pension and those

generally in that income category.
I guess I will go so far as to say that I

even applaud this move in giving this ad-
vance payment. I applaud it, but I recognize
it is the kind of thing that shouldn't be done
on just an ad hoc basis but should be done

every year. In spite of the fact that munic-
ipalities end up with smpluses at the end of

the year—and this is all very true—we know
that many municipalities get no revenue in

the new year until March, April or May—it

varies from municipality to municipality—and
the majority of them do have to do some

borrowing to pay their current accounts.

We have to recognize too that, since a

little more than a year ago, our municipal
councils have been elected a month earlier

than they had been previously. They now are

setting their budgets somewhat earlier in the

year. In fact, the whole process, as it should

be, is being moved ahead. If the munic-

ipalities are going to get their tax bills out
earlier to get their revenue in, then it is only
fair that the province, in its transfer pay-
ments to them, should get those payments to

them earlier than they have been,

If we move this procedure ahead, this

whole process will, particularly in these times

of high interest rates, relieve some of the

burden that taxpayers have paid over many
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years on borrowed money on which they
operate during the first part of the year. I

would ask the minister not just to make this

an ad hoc payment for one year, but to give

serious consitleration to a system of transfer

payments which will move tnem ahead of the

times when they now are paid to the munic-

ipalities.

The point I want to make is that over the

years municipalities, unlike other levels of

government, have operated during the first

part of each year on borrowed money. Most
other levels of government get revenues dur-

ing the year from sales tax and many other

taxes, but with the property tax this tradition-

ally has not been the case, although many
municipalities have made arrangements so

they get a good part of it early in the year.
I ask the minister to give serious considera-

tion to moving this whole process ahead so

that substantial amounts of transfers are paid
earlier in the year than they have been in

the past.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I can't let the

supplementary estimates go by this after-

noon without comment, especially when I

have before me the present Minister of Inter-

governmental AflFairs and former Minister of

Education (Mr. Wells), and the present Min-
ister of Education (Miss Stephenson).

These supplementary estimates are matters

of concern, I am sure, to both these minis-

ters, especially when we consider the prob-
lem dealing particularly wdth the school

boards in Ottawa.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that I do want
to follow the rules of this assembly in dis-

cussing these matters, but I can't let go by
certain comments about gloom and doom,
made first by the minister and then echoed

by his party's sleeping or bed partners to my
left here. I say to the minister that the

diflFerence between the people on that side

of the House and us over here is we are

prepared to face facts, and to give leader-

ship, facts must be faced at some point.

5:50 p.m.

To my friends to the left, I say it is no
small wonder they squirm and swirl and try
to find all sorts of excuses and spin their

wheels, because they are frustrated to no end

knowing that political expediency dictates

they must support the government. It is sort

of sad to see a party that has built its whole

reputation on principle prostitute itself for

political expediencies.
As the time is limited, I want to ask

especially of my colleague, the present Min-
ister of Education when she is going to

accept her responsibility and give some

leadership and make a decision involving the

very—how should I say it?—ticklish but im-

portant problem to the people of Ottawa

concerning school boards? It is something her

predecessOT, the present Minister of Inter-

governmental Affairs, avoided doing; he
avoided making a decision.

Mr. Ashe: Point of order, Mr. Chairman: It

is unfortunate I have to rise but I am taking
the lead that was done by the other side

earlier in this same debate. The honourable

member is not dealing with the supplemen-
taries before the committee at this time and
should be ruled out of order, as the previous
Chairman did to a previous speaker.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I will ask the mem-
ber for Ottawa East to try to limit his re-

marks to the supplementary estimates.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, as you know, I

have great corifidtence and great respect for

the chair—something I am not sure I can

say about my dear colleague from Durham
West, because I don't think he can even read

Enghsh. We were supplied a piece of paper
here saying that these were fw the Ministry
of Intergovernmental Affairs, the local gov-
ernment affairs program dealing with local

governments, at a figure of $135 million. That
is what the estimates are all about. They talk

about the unusually high rate of interest and
the interim financing requirement for munic-

ipalities and school boards. School boards; 1

don't know if he understands that.

I think it is right on. When we are dealing
with estimates we can raise problems involv-

ing school boards, which are included in these

estimates.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: The minister is embarrassed. I

don't have a pie for her. I just want to say
that the minister has to make a decision some
time in Ottawa. There are enough taxpayers
in the Ottawa-Carleton area who have been
disfranchised long enough; their children

from the Carleton school board area are going
to the Ottawa school board area. When is she

going to make a decision about the school-

board problem in Ottawa? When is she going
to give leadership?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Where were you
last week?

Mr. Roy: I thought we were on holidays

last week; sure I wasn't here. She is stalling;

she has l^een stalhng for four years. Her pre-

decessor avoided making any decision and she

is avoiding as we'll. I thought she had guts;

she has no guts. She can bring all the pies

she wants if she comes to Ottawa and makes

a decision.
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Mr. Deputy Chairman: The honourable
member has a limited amount of time.

Mr. Roy: I think if there was ever any
evidence of a government avoiding making
decisions—in other words what my leader has
talked about: sins of omission—clearly it is

the situation in Ottawa-Carleton, where the

situation has dictated for years that the

school-board boundaries and setup should be

changed. What is required in Ottawa-Carleton
is a situation where there would be one pub-
lic board and one separate board, and we
would require one homogeneous French-

language board.

Why can't the minister make a decision

along those lines? Why has she been avoiding
making a decision on the school boards in

Ottawa-Carleton all this time? She keeps
putting it oflF. In the meantime the result is

that we have a whole series of children who
are going from the Carleton board to the

Ottawa board, yet the parents of these chil-

dren have no input because the elected

trustees of the Ottawa board are not there

to serve the Carleton taxpayers.
That is a situation not only for the franco-

phones in Ottawa-Carleton but for people
right across the Ottawa-Carleton area. If there

ever was evidence of a lack of leadership by
a government and by a minister it is this.

When the minister considers it to be politi-

cally expedient such as in Penetanguishene,
she goes down and makes decisions there.

But when you have a situation like there is

in Ottawa, where the whole community,
everybody in Ottawa-Carleton, all the local

governments and the school boards and even
the press, are in favour of making a decision

along the lines that I have suggested, why
does she not make a decision? All she does
is have studies after studies after studies and
I say, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I don't see that we
are dealing with educational matters at all.

Mr. Roy: We are. We are dealing with
school boards. We were handed a piece of

paper-

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I wasn't handed
t!hat paper. I just see local government affairs;

local government and that's all, and it's not

education. There will be a part later on for

education and I would ask the member to

keep his remarks to matters of—

Mr. Roy: Then I was misled by the min-

ister, because I have been given a piece of

paper by the minister which says: "The high
interest rates have increased the cost of in-

terim financing requirements to municipalities

and school boards, thereby adding extremely

significant burdens and tight budgets." That's

what I thought we were talking about.

Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I have, as I

said, great respect for the chair and I will

abide by the chair because I am terminating
my remarks. I will just say very simply tihat

here we have evidence of a government and
of a minister Who goes around trying to earn

a reputation as being tough, but she is

chicken. She is afraid to make a decision in

Ottawa and because of that, ^e doesn't

deserve to be Minister of Education in this

province.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Are there any
further remarks in connection with the sup-

plementary estimates, Ministry of Intergov-

ernmental Affairs, vote 603, item 1?

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I guess the min-

ister would like an opportunity to reply.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I just

want to say that we are dealing with

municipal estimates here, not school board

matters and I think that the—

Mr. Roy: Then why did you send this

paper over?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I wouldn't want my
friend from Ottawa East to be defending me
in some court action if he doesn't imderstand

what we are saying on that piece of paper,
I just want to conclude by saying that the

critic for the Liberal Party tried to blame

high interest rates, which municipahties and

many people have to pay in this society, on
the deficit of this government. I <5iink it must

be put on the record that this government
has reduced consistently over the last five

years the deficit of this province, something
that has never been accomplished by the

present government in Ottawa or the gov-

ernment for the last 11 years in Ottawa and

something that we have heard not one word
about from the leader of the Liberal Party

today. All he suggested was that he would

spend more money. No fiscal responsibility

at all.

We are advancing this money to mimic-

ipalities. It should save them about $2,5

million, I am looking into the matters raised

by my friend from Windsor-Walkerville ( Mr,

B, Newman), I am sincerely talking with

the mayor and hope to find some answer to

his problem,
I am sure we will have a chance to discuss

in fuller detail and at greater length ail these

matters in the estimates of this ministry,
which I understand will be starting in about
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a week and a half or two weeks. We will Mr. Deputy Chairman: This completes the

have a full chance to get into some of the estimates of the Ministry of Intergovem-

things which I think time prevents me from mental Affairs.

answering today, but I do wis'h to talk about On motion by Hon. Mr. Wells, the com-
them further in the estimates. mittee of supply reported certain resolutions.

Vote 603, item 1, agreed to. The House adjourned at 6 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

ESTIMATES

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I have
a message from the Honourable the Admin-
istrator of the Province signed by his own
hand.

Mr. Speaker: The Honourable W. G. C.

Howland, Administrator of the Province of

Ontario, transmits estimates of certain simis

required for the services of the province for

the year ending March 31, 1981, and recom-

mends them to the Legislative Assembly,

Toronto, March 25, 1980.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
SELF-SUFFiaENCY PROGRAM

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, sending
someone to prison is costly. Keeping him in

idleness is disservice to the offender and to

the community. On the other hand, if an
iimiate can be involved in productive employ-
ment while serving his sentence, both he and
his community will benefit.

The sx)eec!h from the throne made si)ecific

reference to a program of self-sufficiency in

the Ministry of Correctional Services. I would
like to advise members on the status and
intent of tfhis program. As was reported a
few months ago, the Ministry of Correctional

Services launched an aggressive cost-paring

campaign in response to rising inflation,

higher suppliers* costs, wage increases and
the introduction of new programs. By late fall

we liad completely eliminated a $3.5 million

potential cost overrun. In fact, members will

be pleased to know the ministry should come
in at least $1 million imder budget for the

fiscal year ending this month.

Further cuts in operating costs will be

extremely difiicult to achieve without im-

perilling the security and safety of our cor-

rectional institutions. At a cost of $50 a day
per inmate, our institutional operating costs

are higher than many leading hotel rates.

That, I suppose, is the price we must all pay
to keep criminals secure from the community.
Nevertheless, as we face the challenge of

Tuesday, March 25, 1980

keeping a lid on spending increases in tfie

years ahead, we recognize the time bas come
to place more of the correctional cost burden

on the inmates and less on the taxpayers of

Ontario.

With this in mind; we are initiating a five-

year program to make positive use of iimiate

labour so that correctional institutions can be

more self-sufficient in meeting their own
needs.

First, we plan to cut out food bill signifi-

candy by having inmates grow more of their

own requirements. The ministry serves 6.3

million meals a year, which is more than

many large hotel chains in Canada. The total

cost of feeding inmates is about $5 million

annually. Starting this year, we will be con-

verting as much land as possible at our in-

stitutions to the cultivation of root crops and

vegetables.

Every institution will participate in this

program, including the smaller jails, where

vegetable gardens will be created or ex-

panded. Many of the larger institutions will

also be raising hvestock. Inmate labour will

be used to clear and plough the land; to

plant, tend and harvest vegetables, and to

raise livestock. In five years we hope inmates

will be farming approximately 2,200 acres. I

am confidtent we will become totally self-

sufficient in the production of essential root

crops and' vegetables.

Second, under our self-sufficiency program,
we will expand the cannery operation at the

Burtch Correctional Centre. Alreadv we are

canning tomato and apple juice. Other vege-

tables wiU be added to meet the ministry's

needs, and surplus production will be sold

to institutions operated by other ministries.

Third, we will manufacture our own farm

implements at the plant being established at

the Guelph Correctional Centre.

Fourth, the ministry will strive to become

more self-sufficient in the manufacture of in-

mate clothing, including the production of

shirts, pants, underwear and' the like.

Fifth, inmates will be put to work in wood-

cutting projects. Wood not used for fuel will

be sold for use in public parks. Wood will be

cut by hand.

Sixth, we plan to expand our various indus-

trial programs by developing small cottage-
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type industries at the longer-term institutions.

CiuTently, inmates make a fairly wide range
of products, such as mattresses, barbecue

grills, picnic benches and auto parts. We plan
to put more and more inmates into productive
work to teach them trade skills and to

generate new revenues. In this way, inmates,

not taxpayers, will contribute to oflFsetting

future correctional cost increases.

Seventh, we will continue to make correc-

tional institutions even more energy-efficient.

Since 1976, this ministry has redliced its

energy costs by some $1.25 million. We plan
to do more. For example, the Guelph Correc-

tional Centre and the Ontario Correctional

Institute are being converted to solar heating
units for the providing of hot water.

In summary, the productive use of the in^

mates' time in prison, and the development
of their employment skills combined with
cost savings, are at the core of our correc-

tional self-sufficiency program. Mr. Speaker,
I shall be reporting to you in due time on the

success of these initiatives.

ADVISORY AGENCIES

Hon. Mr. Pope: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to be able to table later today, the second

report of the agencies' review committee and
the implementing order in council. The
agencies review committee was estabhshed
in March 1978 and, as part of its mandate,
was requested to analyse current review
mechanisms for new and existing agencies
and to recommend to cabinet additional

reforms Where necessary.
I know one of the areas of interest to

members of this Legislature is the sunset

concept, which can best be defined as an
automatic termination of an agency on a fixed

date unless the decision is made to re-estab-

lish it. I wish to advise the House that as a
result of our deliberations, and with the

approval of cabinet, all advisory agencies are

to be "sunsetted."

I am tabling a copy of the order in council
which iwovides for the sunsetting of all

existing advisory agencies on a staggered
basis, commencing in March 1982. There wiU
be a review, prior to the termination date,

by the minister responsible for each ad-

visory agency. The minister's recommenda-
tions will be reviewed by management board
and cabinet, and a decision to terminate or
retain the agency will be made. These deci-

sions and ail relevant documents relating to

these decisions will be made public.
Also in future, w'hen an advisory agency is

established, a sunset provision is to be in-

corporated into the legfelation or order in

council. In addition, unless cabinet decides

otherwise, a sunset clause w^ill be applied to

aU other new agencies when they are estab-

lished.

I would like to turn now to some of the

other measures that will be introduced. The
government recognizes that we must go
beyond merely the review of agencies; ac-

cordingly, the report also deals with their

establishment and administration. Such initia-

tives as conflict-of-interest guidelines, term

appointments for members and guidelines for

agency legislation are outhned in the report.

These new measures, coupled with existing

policies, demonstrate the govenmient's re-

solve to ensure that agencies are used in the

nK>st effective and efficient manner possible.

2:10 p.m.

Over the next 12 months, the agencies'
review committee will continue to monitor

the effectiveness of the processes and pro-
cedures I have just armoimced and will

develop guidelines to enable ministers to

undertake the required sunset reviews of

advisory agencies.
In closing, I would like to acknowledge

the sx>ecial contribution to this rej)ort made

by the former chairman, the Minister of Gov-
ernment Services (Mr. Wiseman), and tlie

other members of the committee.

GREAT LAKES-SEAWAY TASK FORCE

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, as you are

aware, in the speech from the throne this

government indicated its intention to take

a greater interest in the water transportation

systems serving oiu" province and to review

the potential of water transport on the Great

Lakes and the St. Lawrence Seaway systems.

Today I wish to announce to the House
the steps my ministry will undertake to focus

attention on the importance of the Great

Lakes-Seaway systems to tlie overall econ-

omic wellbeing of our province.

We are all aware Ontario is the host prov-
ince for a great number of the facihties that

comprise the St. Lawrence Seaway transporta-

tion system. We have five major ports, 369

other dockage facilities and the eight-lock

Welland Canal, all within our provincial

boundaries.

While historically the provincial position

on issues relating to these facilities has been

that the marine mode comes under the juris-

diction of the federal government, the sheer

economic importance of this system to On-
tario industry and the balance of our overall

transport system compels us now to take a

stronger stand on Great Lakes-Seaway policy.
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iWe take this stand with good reason be-

cause much of Ontario's industrial base is

dependent on the automotive industry, which

in turn depends to a high degree upon the

steel producers of the province and without

the marine transportation facilities serving our

province the steel industry would not exist

in anything like the scale that we see today.

We can now see where economic and

energy conservation pressures will lead to an

increased use of intermodal transport within

the province and necessitate a greater need

for co-operation between federal and pro-

vincial governments towards good transpor-

tation policies.

The Great Lakes are a part of our provin-
cial heritage and the Seaway system is an

integral part of our provincial economy.

Therefore, we as a government must be pre-

pared to take the appropriate actions to en-

sure Ontario receives its fair share of the

federal subsidies and support provided to

marine facilities.

With these considerations in mind, I am
establishing a task force to undertake a re-

view of the Great Lakes-Seaway transporta-

tion systems with special emphasis on the

facilities within Ontario to help develop a

provincial perspective with regard to this

important facet of our overall movement of

people and goods.
I am pleased to announce today that Mr.

Ralph Misener, senior, the retired chief execu-

tive ofiBcer of Misener Transportation Limited,
has accepted my invitation to act as chairman
of the Ontario Great Lakes-Seaway task force.

Mr. Misener is an individual with not only
many years of experience in the marine

transportation field but the reputation of

being able to successfully complete programs
placed before him while achieving the appre-
ciation of those he works with. I am sure

Ralph Misener will represent us well in this

task of reviewing and reporting on the state

of Ontario's marine transportation industry.

We plan to have the chairman cond^uct

meetings in various communities to seek the

advice of local officials from the towns and'

cities along the waterway. Mr. Misener will

also invite organizations such as the Great

Lakes Waterway Development Association

and the Dominion Marine Association, along
with the unions representing the labour force

on the waterway, to submit briefs outlining
concerns and comments that will assist the

task force in fulfilling its mandate.

I am asking that during the next few
months the task force examine the economic

components of the Great Lakes-Seaway sys-

tem including the ports, the carriers, the

locks and canals, the shipbuilding and ship

outfitting industries and the marine supply

industry so we can analyse and publicize the

importance of marine transportation to the

economy of Ontario.

They will also examine the related shipping

requirements of various industries served by
the Great Lakes-Seaway systems and' docu-

ment current policies under which this marine

mode operates in Canada and the United

States.

In addition, the task force will identify
environmental concerns related to transporta-

tion on the waterways, and prepare policy

recommendations and options for the province,

ail aimed at improving the efficiency of the

system as one of the transport modes within

the total provincial transportation scheme.

They will also undertake liaison with both

the United States Great Lakes Basin Com-
mission and the Great Lakes Commission so

we can assess the feasibility of similar inter-

jurisdictional panels on this side of the border.

I am asking the task force to report back

to me by the end of this year's shipping
season and I fully expect their report will

provide the province with the information we
require to assist us in negotiations with Ot-

tawa for the encouragement and development
of a more efficient and productive marine

facility along Ontario's section of the St.

Lawrence Seaway system.

Finally, I will be reporting further on who,
in addition to Mr. Misener, will make up the

task force.

I don't have to tell the members of this

House that I expect Mr. Misener's full re-

I)ort, together wdth the findings of the pro-

vincial rail policy task force, will provide
this province with a greater understanding of

the future of intermodal transportation within

Ontario and provide the Minister of Industry

and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) with data which

will be usefid in attracting manufacturers to

the industrial heartland of our province.

HYDROGEN ENERGY TASK FORCE

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am pleased to inform

the honourable members of the progress being

made in the formation of the Ontario hydro-

gen energy task force. As honoiu-able mem-
bers are aware, on February 25 I announced

the establishment of the task force under the

distinguished chairmanship of Dr. Arthur C.

Johnson of York University.

iToday I wish to inform the House that Dr.

Alex Lawson—

Mr. Sargent: A good Tory, I suspect.
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Hon. Mr. Welch: We never ask that ques-
tion here. Actually, with the law of averages,

there are so many people in Ontario who have

that particular loyalty it's not hard to find

them.

Today I wish to inform the House that Dr.

Alex Lawson of the Ontario Research Founda-
tion has accepted the post of executive vice-

chairman of the task force, and five other

members have been appointed. They are Dr.

Donald Dewees of the University of Toronto;
Mr. John Bates of Maclean-Hunter Limited;
Dr. Velio Soots of the Ministry of Transpor-
tation and Communications; Dr. Brian Taylor
of the National Research Council, and Mr.

A. G. Barnstaple of Ontario Hydro.
It is anticipated that additional members

will be appointed shortly, representing the

industrial sector. As well. Dr. David Scott,

chairman of the mechanical engineering

faculty at the University of Toronto, will be

engaged as a senior adviser to the task force.

Over the next year the Ontario hydrogen

energy task force will examine existing hydro-

gen production and utilization technology. It

will also review research, development and
demonstration requirements, and suggest pos-
sible hydrogen development strategies for our

province. Both in Canada and around the

world, there is considerable interest in hydro-

gen and extensive research and development
is now imderway.

In Canada, the federal government is co-

ordinating research on hydrogen through the

National Research Council, and supporting the

development of hydrogen production equip-
ment through the Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce. Internationally, Can-
ada is co-operating with the International

Energy Agency.
In 1975 Ontario Hydro carried out an

assessment of the production and utilization

of hydrogen and in 1978 the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications conduct-

ed a study of its potential as a transportation
fuel. The latter study was funded by the

Ministry of Energy.
Both studies concludted that any major gov-

ernment action was not warranted at that

time. However, it is clear that the world
and domestic energy situations have been

changing rapidly, and that we need now to

review opportunities for a greater role for

hydrogen in the energy future of our prov-
ince.

While hydrogen itself can be used directly
as a fuel, it is also the chemical basis of most
of our common fuels. It is the presence of

hydrogen in hydrocarbons, such as gasoline
and other petroleum products, which gives

tihem much of their vsdue as energy sources.

As the honourable members are aware,

hydtogen is not a new source of energy.

Rather, it is much like electricity, in that it

must be produced from another energy
source. In the case of Ontario, it would seem
that potentially the best method of producing

hydrogen would be through the electrolysis

of water; that is, by using electricity.

2:20 p.m.

The hydrogen task force will be studying
not only the utilization of hydrogen as a

fuel on its own, but also its use within the

existing industrial and transportation infra-

structure. For instance, as the member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) would of course

know, hydrogen could be used to upgrade
residual or heavy oils, which are not usable

in most applications at present because of

their low hydrogen content. Similarly, hydro-

gen could be used to improve greatly the efii-

ciency of production of fuel alcohol from

biomass.

As well as these energy applications, the

task force will examine the potential for

greater use of hydrogen in other industrial

fields, such as the processing of metal ores.

A key focus of the task force will, of course,

be the cost of production.

While the final terms of reference will be
determined by the task force itself, I would
like to outline its primary responsibilities:

the assessment of the state of technology and
economics concerning the production and'

safety of hydrogen energy; the identification

of ways in which hydrogen could be used,

and the optimum timing of its use in each

application; liaison with other groups working
on the potential for hydrogen energy and,

finally, the identification of components of

possible hydrogen strategies oriented towards

Ontario needs.

The Ontario hydrogen energy task force

will be pleased to hear the views of the

academic, industrial and commercial sectors

of the province with the goal of obtaining a

broad spectrum of viewpoints and experience.

I look forward to keeping the honourable

members informed of the progress of this

particular task force in the coming months.

ORAL QUESTIONS

INTEREST RATES

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Premier, Is he prepared to give the

House a policy statement on mortgage
interest rates? I remind him of the policy

that we presume is operative since he made
it in a statement before the 1975 election,

wliidh I would quote:
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"What we propose is to extend tax relief

to present and prospective home owners

through a new tax credit which would oflFset

three quarters of the mortgage interest costs

w'hidh are above 10.25 per cent. Such tax

relief would be allowed to a maximum $500

annually and would apply only to principal

residences." That was the Premier's state-

ment of September 11, 1975,

Is that still a policy? If not, what is the

jxjlicy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as the hon-

ourable member, better than some across the

House, will recall, that was at a period when:

(a) we were concerned about new home
construction-

Mr. T. P. Reid: And you are not now?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Let me finish. Listen,

those people opposite should be somewhat
embarrassed. Some of tfhem spent weeks

defeating a government t!hat was going to

partially resolve this problem through mort-

gage interest deductibility and then the

member oomes in here and asks that ques-
tion. In fact, I'm going to be very intrigued
over the next couple of weeks to see how
their federal friends answer tihe question-

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. As I recall, the ques-
tion dealt specifically with a ixjlicy. Whether
or not it was still operational,

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think, Mr. Speaker,

you are partly right. As I recall the discus-

sions back some five years ago we made it

dear that we felt then, as we feel now, the

whole question of mortgage interest deducti-

bility or the question of mortgage interest

rates was an issue that had to be resolved on
a national basis.

This led to the discussions by our Minister

of Housing and by the Treasiu-er of this

province with some of the federal ministers

responsible, I made it abundantly clear in a

speech I made to the Toronto Rotary Club,
which the acting leader of the Liberal Party-

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say acting leader. I

could be provoked into saying that some of

us, quite generally, wish he were still the

leader of tihe party; but I wouldn't be pro-
voked into saying Ifliat,

I made it quite clear then that this govern-
ment was, as it is now, concerned about the

level of interest rates as they impact ux)on

mortgage holders and upon the potential of

new bouse construction and the mortgage
interest rates, I t3iink it's fair to state, Mr.

Speaker-^and I want to be fair to the new
government of Canada—that the minister

directly responsible, Mr, Cosgrove, has indi-

cated he hopes to have fairly soon some
policy relative to this issue.

It was with this intent in mind tlhat tfie

meeting was held last week. We are antici-

pating further discussions and I w^ill keep
this House fully informed. I think it is an

important issue and one that has to be dealt

with in some fashion—one can play politics

with it, I don't argue that—but it has to be
done on a national basis,

Mr. Nixon: The policy I quoted was put
forward by the Premier seven days before

the election of 1975, an election which tfie

Premier won. He is still there and I am still

here. Would he indicate that he is some-

thing more than concerned? Would he also

agree that if anybody has played politics on

this important issue it is the honourable

gentleman who just made the statement?

Hon. Mr. Davis: It w^as not perhaps part
of the question, but the acting leader of the

Liberal Party did make reference to it, I am
a very modest person-

Mr. Breithaupt: With a great deal to be
modest about.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know. The member is

quoting Winston Churchill, who would be a

good example for the member for Kitchener.

He can learn a lot from him,

Mr. Breithaupt: Clement Attlee is a good
example for you too,

Hon. Mr. Davis: Even in his own way he

has had more success than the Liberal Party
has had in this province for many generations,
I would just say to the acting leader of the

Liberal Party I am modest, I really don't take

credit for winning the 1975 election, I some-

times think the honourable member opposite
lost the 1975 election, and I say that very

kindly.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would just remind the

honourable member that shortly thereafter—

and I want to be fair once again to the

government of Canada—programs were intro-

duced to assist people on lower incomes. With

respect to the purchasing of new housing

accommodation, provisions were made within

our own mortgage corporatiorL I am referring

specifically to the Assisted Home Ownership

Program, which came shortly after the 1975

discussion. I can recall debating this issue at

some length, and we determined that interest

rates shortly thereafter, with respect to the

average mortgage holder, had not reached the

proportions we felt existed in 1975.

It was AHOP-at least I think it was; I

sometimes get the names of these programs
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confused—that did in fact make it possible

for a number of people to acquire ownership.
This is where I think we have one of the

significant problems. All of mortgage interest

is a problem, but I think the leader of the

New Democratic Party—once again, I am
being very fair today—has identified the

AHOP area as one of those where I think—

Mr. Peterson: You're giving us a pene-

trating insight into the obvious.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the memr
ber for London Centre-

Mr. Speaker: No, don't say it to him; just

ignore him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But, Mr. Speaker, he
inakes himself so vulnerable. He interjects,

and the answer to what he interjects is so

obvious.

Hon. Mr. Welch: He can't see too well now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He can't see as well as he
used to, my colleague tells me.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I understand that

in trying to recreate your youth you were
out jogging this morning as well.

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes. I heard that. Mr.

Speaker, I would say it never became a policy
of the government, and I think the leader of

the Liberal Party knows it-

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. The member
for St. George (Mrs. Campbell) wants to

know whether or not the Premier can stay on
track. I suggest to the honourable member
that the Premier is provoked by the out-of-

order interjections from all sides of the House.
So in a good many instances the members
who complain most vociferously are in a

dilemma of their own making.
Do you have any further response to the

question, or do you even remember what it

was?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am always
on track, but I think I have said all I have
to say for the moment.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, in the same
area, I have a supplementary for the Premier:
In view of the total disaster facing farmers
and small businessmen in Ontario, would the

Premier advise the House, when a family
farmer in Quebec applying for a mortgage or

a loan gets the first $15,000 at 2.5 per cent,
the next $135,000 at eight per cent, and
loans above that, up to $450,000, at 1.5 per
cent above prime, why can't we have that in

Ontario? Why can't our farmers and small

businessmen be treated in the same way as

Quebec treats its people?

2:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think one
would get into a very compHcated dis-

cussion as to just how a government in this

province vis-^-vis the province of Quebec is

to treat various sectors of our society, and I

don't want in any way to minimize the

Quebec programs in any manner w^hatsoever.

I think our responsibility in this House is to

allocate the resources, that are not that

plentiful, as equitably as we can among the

various segments of our society that need
some assistance. I think the answer is really
as simple as that.

Mr. Peterson: Through what kinds of

programs and how much money is the gov-
ernment prepared to put aside, through what
funds, to take to its federal colleagues, so

they may mutudly attempt to solve this situ-

ation of crisis proportions, particularly with

the Assisted Home Ownership Program and
with other people who are going to have to

renew their mortgages this year? What si>e-

cifically is the government offering? What is

it prepared to do?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm glad
tliat at least the member for London Centre

acknowledges there is a modest responsibility
on the government of Canada to help resolve

this problem. I think the member for London

Centre, as the financid critic, the economic

expert in the Liberal Party, would under-

stand that w'hatever this province might
undertake in conjunction with the govern-
ment of Canada would, of course, be financed

out of taxpayers' dollars in one form or

another. I haven't found any other source of

funding as yet, so I think the answer to that

part of the question is very simple.

I think it is also important for the member
for London Centre to recognize that while

the new government has had a relatively

short period of time to sort out its priorities,

some of the members have really had a

modest amoimt of experience and were par-

tially responsible for the creation of the

economic situation that has led to the high
interest rates in this country. It has a greater

obligation than any government that has ever

come into power to resolve this matter or

attempt to resolve it, and very shortly. I

think if the member for London Centre were

totally honest about it he would recognize
that as an obligation on their part.

We have had our discussions; we will con-

tinue to have them. I mentioned the problem
to the Minister of Finance myself. We don't

know yet exactly what the government of

Canada may be proposing. We've made it

quite clear we are prepared to oo-operate.
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We know we're prepared to co-operate with

them; we have to know what it is they intend

to propose.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. Nixon: I want to put a question to the

Minister of the Environment about his policy
on the disix>sition of 2,4,5-T. Would he not

now agree, in view of the information that

has come forward in the public debate asso-

ciated with this matter, tihat the concept of

spraying 2,4,5-T on northern Ontario is going
to be completely inadmissible and impossible?

Surely he should bring forward a program
that is going to maintain it in storage, under

inspection, and with heavy fines against any-
one who breaks or interferes with the proper

inspection process?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I don't agree with the

first part of the question, Mr. Speaker. On
the second part, I think the more logical ap-

proach would be to destroy the material, and
if I could get a little co-operation we would
have those faciilties in this province to deal

with not only 2,4,5-T but with PCBs—you
name it—the many liquid wastes we must

destroy and not Idd ourselves they are safe to

store.

Mr. Nixon: Supplementary: Is there no
alternative to the i)olicy the minister has

brought forward fhat the 2,4,5-T materials

can be controlled or disTX)sed of only by
simply spraying them into the environment?

Surely the minister must not feel that his

argument given on the CBC this morning
that it's like an extra can of material in your
kitchen that you're never going to use and is

going to be spilled, is not suflBcient for those

who are concerned about the environment
and the people who are hving in it under
those circumstances.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I can assure the mem-
ber I am concerned about the environment;
I think that's well known.
The point is that as much as I wish we

could be sure that a material in a very con-

centrated form would stay exactly where we
believe it s'hould stay, the truth of the matter
is we would unfortunately likely find' some
of that material, with unscrupulous owners,

going into the lakes or into streams in heavy
concentrations. Then the member would say
to me, "Why didn't you stop it?"

It's like a lot of other things. We would
like to stop a lot of things before they occur,
be it a fire in a home or a lot of illustrations

I could give, but we can't. There are just

too many prices. If I could get the co-opera-
tion of the members opposite, and if I'd had

their full support, we would be much farther

along the road for facilities to destroy these.

I can only repeat, repeat and repeat that

what we want are those facilities and, God
willing, we'll have them in the not-too-dis-

tant futiu-e. I think we are being not only

responsible but also reasonable in the ap-

proach of dealing with the problem we're

faced with today.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary question, Mt.

Speaker: Could I ask the minister why he

thinks he can use northern Ontario as a giant

laboratory to spray this material that's sup-

posedly unsafe for southern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Absolutely never did I

say that, Mr. Speaker. I said it would be
under very strict and controlled conditions.

There is absolutely no reference any place,

any time or in any medium where I talked in

terms of using it in northern Ontario and not

in southern Ontario. I said we'd do it under

very strict, very controlled conditions. One of

them, for instance, is that it won't be ad-

jacent to a right of way, a ditch, where it

could get into our environment.
I have tried to suggest to the members

opposite, and I suggest again today, that we
on this side of the House treat northern and
southern Ontario, environmentally, as one
and the same.

Mr. Epp: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: I'd like to ask the minister why he
finds it convenient to blame the opposition
for not being able to deal with this matter.

We had no part in the decision to produce
these chemicals in the first place; now he's

trying to blame us for not disposing of them.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I must say in reply, Mr.

Speaker, that I don't recall when I issued a

permit to have a new product put on the

market. I suspect that my friend and I and
the other members of this House are equally
anxious to enjoy the benefits of our industrial-

ized society. That means using many prod-
ucts on our market that are very beneficial,

not only to our health but also to our quality
of life. We're there together in wanting those

benefits.

If my friend will be just a little fair about

it, he will agree that he and I both know
that the responsibility rests with all of us. I

have not tried to suggest to my friend any-
thing contrary to that point of view. As I've

said a thousand times, what we need are

these treatment facilities. I need the co-opera-
tion of the members opposite in doing so,

not just always standing some place and

saying "Some place else." That's the subtlety
of this point. Many of the members opposite

agree with the objectives of our ministry,
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but when they get to the fine point they
always say, "Do it somewhere else."

Ms. Bryden: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: The minister stated in his press
release, lifting the ban for this season, that
he did not know how to dispjose of this par-
ticular product and that there are no facil-

ities. I can't understand why he is saying,
"If you would let me put in place the facil-

ities, I could dispose of it," If he had facil-

ities-

Mr. Speaker: I take it that you want to

make a statement?

Ms. Bryden: —and if he had a proper
environmental assessment, he could perhaps
get some, but first he must produce those

facilities; he must produce the method. Has
he got a method?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Agreed.

INTEREST RATES
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I want to ask

a question of the Premier again about the

runaway interest rates and the efi^ect on
people like farmers and home owners who
are urgently hit by rising interest rates-

clearly more urgently than the Liberals in

Ottawa are prepared to act.

We recognize that this is more than a

provincial problem, but since the Minister of

Housing (Mr. Bennett) and the Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Henderson)
yesterday, and now the Pren^ier, have ex-

pressed concern, would the Premier share
with the House what action the government
is prepared to take now to respond to the

urgent needs of farmers and home owners hit

by rising interest rates-people who cannot
afford to wait imtil the Liberals begin to

take action?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to minimize this situation at all, because I am
quite aware of the impact of increased rates

for mortgages, loans or What have you on
small businesses, farmers, home owners or,

quite frankly, even on larger businesses,
where it has a modest impact as well which
then reflects itself in terms of consumer
pricing. There is no one who escapes the

problem of higher interest rates.

2:40 p.m.

I want to make it clear to the leader of

the New Democratic Party, and I don't want
to minimize it, that with respect to mort-

gage interest rates there is a period of time

during which this can be assessed which, in

fairness, I believe the government of Canada
is in the process of doing.
There are thousands of mortgages which

do not become due within the next 30 days

or 60 days or even six months. There are a
number of mortgages that are in place for

five years, 10 years, some for 15 years, or
even 20 years.

What we are trying to do as a government
is to deal with it responsibly, with the very
clear understanding that we can't affect the

prime rate. No provincial government can
alter the prime rate; that is a matter for the

government of Canada and the Bank of Can-
ada. It is something about which we can
make a i)oint of view known, about which
we can make speeches, but ultimately the

prime rate, which dictates so much of what
else happens, is determined by the govern-
ment of Canada; and very appropriately, this

is part of their responsibility.

I could become a httle partisan and refer

back to headlines that I saw created by the

new Prime Minister of Canada during the

election campaign about how interest rates

were going to come down, but I won't do
that.

I would say to the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party that we are giving this matter

very serious consideration. I don't pretend
to have any instant answers or ad hoc solu-

tions to a problem of this magnitude. We
have made it clear to the government of

Canada, and I reiterate it, that we are pre-

pared to co-operate with them, particularly
in the area of mortgage interest, because this

does have a very wide impact.
I am not sure that we can deal with interest

rates generally across the board, for that is

far more complex, but I would hope the

government of Canada, at least, can come up
with a program—which we are prepared' to

assist; I will make that clear—in terms of

mortgage interest, particularly for those people
who purchased with low down payments,
have really minimum equity, have the short-

term mortgage and who are faced with sub-

stantially increased monthly payments. This is

something for which, as a government, or

governments, we have to find an answer.

Mr. Cassidy: Recognizing that there are

some 12,000 mortgages coming due in the

province every month over the course of this

coming year and that farmers face the cost

of borrowing for spring planting, which they
have to decide on right now, and since there

is clearly going to be the need for some

kind of relief, would the Premier undertake

to estabhsh a task force so the relevant de-

partments within his government here in the

province could report back to the Legislature

for our benefit and the public's benefit and
outline the extent of the problem, look at

some of the solutions and allow this Legisla-
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ture to examine what can be done to protect

people hit by rising interest rates and, where
we lack jurisdiction, the kinds of programs
we should be pressing on the government of

Canada.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am not sure that I am
prepared to say there would be a task force.

I am quite prepared to share with the mem-
bers of this House any information we obtain,
and we are in the process of doing this re-

lated to, for instance, the number of mort-

gages and the kind of impact it may have.

One can argue with some dtegree of equity,
and I think we have to look at equity in all

of this, that a person who is faced with a

renewal after a 30-year term mortgage, where
the equity probably now is very substantial,

maybe isn't facing the same degree of prob-
lem—and I emphasize "degree"—as a person
who has come to the end of a five-year mort-

gage, which was initially at a fairly high
interest rate and where their monthly pay-
ments under a new interest rate could be
more than they could assimilate.

There are many complexities in this in terms
of the kind of mortgage situations that people
face. There are people who have borrowed

money from private lenders; don't just zero
in on the lending institutions or the banks,
because there are a number of people who
have their life savings invested in mortgages.
One has to be very careful not to develop a

policy where those people who are dependent
on mortgage interest as their sole source of

income perhaps will be prejudiced in terms
of the inflationary pressures they feel in then-

own cost of living.

This is where, once again, it is very diflRcuIt

for government to come to grips with the

problem, particidarly when you get into the

private mortgage field. It is not so difficult, in

my view, when we are dealing with a pro-

gram like the Assisted Home Ownership Pro-

gram; there it is fairly clear. I would say to

the leader of the New Democratic Party that,
as we get our information, we are more than

prepared to share it. It is a problem which,
in my view, is national. It is a problem that

is continent-wide at this moment, and it is

going to take all of our creative eff^orts to see
what we can do to assist those who 'have

very legitimate needs.

Mr. Peterson: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Given the fact that the govern-
ment has, in my opinion, a very serious moral

responsibility, in that in 1975 it gave out
about $100 million to first-time home owners
and a number of those mortgages are coming
up for renewal this year, and given the fact

there is a distinct possibihty interest rates

will decline towards the end of the year, does

the Premier not feel some emergency action

is warranted for those people who are being
forced to renew their mortgages this week,
this month and next month? Surely this has

to be approadhed on an emergency basis.

Would the Premier look at it in that way,
and does he have plans to act on this

emergency facing many i)eople in this prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I really think I have
answered that question, Mr. Speaker. I made
it quite clear that with respect to AHOP in

particular, where as a govenmient we joined
with the government of Canada in making it

possible for people to achieve home owner-

ship on lower incomes or with lower down
payments—which I guess is really a better

way of describing it—we have made this

view known to the government of Canada.

We recognize that we have to move,

although I think there are very few mort-

gages under AHOP which will come due in

the next three, four or five months, and
the Minister of Housing (Mr. Bennett) can

correct me if I am wrong. It is still several

months for that to happen; so we do have at

least some time in that area to sort this

tiling out.

BELL CANADA RATES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new
question for the Minister of Transportation
and Commimications. In view of the an-

nouncement by Bell Canada on February 19

that it is applying to the Canadian Radio-

television and Telecommunications Commis-
sion for increases in telephone rates which
will be a minimum of 23 per cent for resi-

dential subscribers in Ontario and which will

take $200 million in additional revenues

from Ontario subscribers in one full year,

w'hat plans does the government of Ontario

have to vigorously oppose t!hat rate applica-

tion by Bell Canada and what preparation
has the government imdertaken in order to

carry out a fight against the outrageous ap-

plication by Bell Canada?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, we are

doing exactly everything the honourable

member has mentioned. We are preparing an

intervention that we will be presenting
to the CRTC on behalf of the people of

Ontario in opposition to the very substanta'al

rate increase that has been asked for by B^
Canada.

Mr. Cassidy: Is the minister prepared here

in this Legislature to condemn that out-

rageous application by Bell which would

yield the company an increase in revenue
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that equals its profits last year? Would he

be prepared to condemn Bell's application in

view of the fact that its profits went up by
30 per cent in 1978 and by 26 x>er cent in

1979, and can he assiu^ the House that this

time Ontario will not sit on its thumbs in its

intervention before the CRTC, but that On-
tario will call in expert witnesses and will do

everything possible to make sure people in

this province will not have to pay Aose in-

creases?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I can assure the member

my ministry, or this government, will not be

sitting on its thumbs, and it never has.

Unlike the honourable leader of the third

party, I do not go around without any
thought condemning everything anyone else

suggests. This application by Bell Canada
for a rate increase has been presented to the

CRTC. My officials have obtained copies of a

tremendous amount of information, many
pounds of paper, which is part of the appli-
cation and which we are assessing.

We will be there at the CRTC hearings

representing the people of Ontario and mak-

ing sure the evidence is brought out and that

a larger than necessary rate increase is not

granted.

Mr. Nixon: A supplementary question, Mr,

Speaker: Is the minister aware that in the

past when the government of Ontario has

taken this route a number of municipalities
which were also intending to oppose sent

observers and found that Ontario's interven-

tion was really one of observation as well?
Under these circumstances, is he going to

indicate to the municipalities that they need
not interfere, and that he takes the full re-

sponsibility for all of these municipalities
which are opposed to the large increase?

2:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Speaker, I

wouldn't attempt to tell the municipalities
what they should do. They can make up their

own minds quite adequately as to whether

they wish to appear or not. I would point
out-

Mr. Cassidy: Are you angry? Are you mad?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'm not mad. Only dogs
and NDPers get mad.

Mr. Swart: By way of supplementary, Mr.
Speaker: Given the tremendous increase in

Bell's profits referred to by the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) and with the

people in this province paying far more for

telephone service than are their cousins in

the western provinces—for instance, $7.50, for

a private residential service in Ottawa, com-

pared with $5.50 in Winnipeg; and that's

typical of the diflFerence—why doesn't the

minister admit that his protection of the

telephone users in this province has been a

failure, and why doesn't his government
establish a public advocacy agency and
authorize it to adequately protect the citizens

of this province in all rate hearings?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I really have

nothing further to add, but we will certainly
be appearing at the Canadian Radio-televi-

sion and Teleconmiunications Commission

hearings as we have done in the past. We
will be vigorously putting forward Ontario's

position on this matter, in every way possible,

along with many others who will no doubt
be appearing, including the province of Que-
bec. We will do everything within our power
to put before the CRTC the position of the

people of Ontario.

FANSHAWE COLLEGE
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

was ready yesterday to answer to a question

previously asked, as you recall, and there

was little time.

The member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr.

Cooke) requested additional information

from the ministry pertaining to the details

of the settlement between the board of

governors of Fanshawe College and Dr.

James A. Colvin. A letter written to me by
the chairman of the board was received in

the ministry after the end of the last ses-

sion, and I would like to quote that letter

now in order to have all of the facts before
the members of the Legislature.
The letter from the current president of

the board of governors states, and I quote:
"1. None of Dr. Colvin's legal fees were

paid by Fanshawe College.
"2. On July 11, 1978, the board of gov-

ernors gave notice to Dr. Colvin that his

employment would terminate on August 30,

1979, with a one-year paid leave of absence
until August 30, 1980, at his normal salary
of $56,180 plus normal employee fringe
benefits. That leave continues to apply, not-

withstanding the settlement of the litigation.

This is not an allowance for sabbatical leave

but it may be what the questioner was in-

quiring.
"3. The total cost of benefits to I>r. Colvin

include those in the original notice to Dr.

Colvin, as described above, plus the $70,000
cash settlement, as well as his 1977 Buick
LeSabre and his life insurance payment for

an additional 15 months which, we imder-

stand, will cost approximately $620. These
costs were borne entirely by Fanshawe
College."
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FAMILY LAW ORDERS

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question
is to the Solicitor General, although I would
also appreciate a comment by the Attorney
General on the activities of his colleague.
Could the minister explain why he has

directed the police forces of this province
not to enforce family law orders, particularly
for exclusive possession or nonmolestation,
where these orders are, for the most part,

issued for the protection and safety of the

wife against breaches of the peace by the

husband?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I am
not sure I am clear about the directions the

member for St. George is referring to.

Obviously we have asked the police in

matters dealing with family disputes to

exercise great caution in involving them-
selves. I wonder if perhaps the member can

provide me with specifics of any such in-

structions, if they come to her attention,

and I will attempt to assist her.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I know it

isn't my function to answer questions, but

could I draw to the attention of either the

Solicitor General or the Attorney General
the letter from him to Miss Marilynne Glick,

dated January 9, 1980, in which he says:

"I wish to acknowledge your letter of

November 10 regarding police policy in the

enforcement of civil family law orders as

well as training programs and guidelines for

domestic disputes. The enforcement of civil

family law orders in cases of exclusive pos-

session, custody, access, et cetera, is not a

police responsibility in that it involves civil

process. The level of the court which issues

the orders does not make any difference in

these cases"—and so it goes. "As wdth other

civil processes, such orders are enforceable

by the sheriff."

Does the Attorney General-cum-Solicitor
General not realize that as a result of that

type of statement the courts are no longer

incorporating in their orders the police func-

tion for the protection of wives?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I think the member
for St. George is perhapw advertently or in-

advertently confusing two distinct matters.

The police function basically is to enforce the

criminal law of this country and not to en-

force orders that are a matter of a civil dis-

pute. I know that fact is known to the mem-
ber for St. George. If a situation develops
where there is likely to be a breach of the

peace or assault, it may of course become a

police matter.

Mrs. Campbell: Only if it is a criminal act.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Yes, it will become a

police matter. I am sure the member for St.

George would not suggest that the police
forces of this province would become involved

in the enforcement of basically a civil process

because, as far as I am concerned, that would
be undermining in a very significant way the

role and the credibility of the police. Cer-

tainly I stand by those instructions or the

details of the letter that the member kindly

provided me.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: In

response to questions asked' by my colleague
from St. George, is there not room for con-

fusion in the directive given in this letter of

January 9, 1980? Agreeing with the premise
of the Attorney General that, generally speak-

ing, when orders are given it is not the police
function to see that the processes are carried

out, they get somebody else to do that, would
the Attorney General not agree that when
there is a breach of such an order there is

potentially a breach of the criminal law—if

nothing else, contempt of court or whatever—
and that in those circumstances those orders

will have very little effect if they can be
breached at random and if people are undter

the impression that when there is such a

breach the police will not intervene?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: That is quite right,
Mr. Speaker. The police should not intervene
at that stage. If an order of a civil court is

breached, as the member for Ottawa East

fully appreciates, there are remedies avail-

able within the civil process, and the police
should not be involved at that stage; it would
be quite wrong to do so. A court can commit
to jail, for example, for a breach or contempt
of its order. Until tliat happens, it's not the

role of the police to enforce these matters
that are of civil jurisdiction. I'm really
astonished that the member would suggest
otherwise.

.3 p.m.

BLUE CROSS STRIKE

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, I have a que^
tion for the Minister of Labour. In view of

the fact that a whole year has elapsed since

the Blue Cross tmion was certified and today
it is facing a decertification application, and in

view of the fact that the weakness of Ontario

labour laws has enabled the Ontario Hospital

Association, which runs Blue Cross, to stall

bargaining for an entire year by refusing the

union's legitimate request for compulsory dues

checkoff, which is essential to the siu^val of

any union—

'Mi. Speaker: Do you have a question?
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Ms. Bryden: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Does the

minister condone the efforts of the Ontario

Hospital Association to break this union by
refusing its employees a basic democratic

right which should be a mandatory part of

the law of this province and which three other

provinces have?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I don't pro-

pose to get into the business of condoning
one party or the other in anv collective bar-

gaining process, and neither does the member

really expect me to. I would say, however,
that I did have the opportimity of meeting
with the bargaining committee for Blue Cross

about two weeks ago.

As a result of that, my mediation staff

made contact with both parties but, as the

member has mentioned quite properly, there

is an application before the Ontario Labour
Relations Board now with regard to a decerti-

fication matter, and there was a reluctance at

this time to resume negotiations. However,
we're continuing to pursue that aspect.

With resrard to the other question of

basically union security, that matter, as I've

said before, remains a matter that's under

consideration by this government.

Ms. Bryden: Was the minister avA'are, when
he met with the bargaining committee, that

about 97 per cent of the employees in this

union are women and that they are seeking,

through the collective bargaining process, to

achieve the equality of opportunity which the

minister denies them under Bill 3, which he
is opposing? Is he not prepared to give them
the opportunity to better their conditions

through collective bargaining bv making the

compulsory checkoff mandatory?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As I mentioned, I did

meet with the members of that bargaining
committee. I was very impressed with them;

they are a very sincere and very able group
of people. There is no doubt that I share the

enthusiasm the member has about the quality
of the people who are involved in that bar-

gaining matter.

I rather resent the fact that the member
says I am stopping Bill 3. I have made it

very clear that there is no one, and no gov-
ernment, more committed to the rights of

women in this country and in this province.

History supports that. This government has

always been in the forefront of any activity
in this country with regard to women's rights
and will continue to be.

NIAGARA REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM
Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Culture and Recrea-

tion. As a member of a government that

prides itself on being great in the field of

financial management, could the Minister of

Culture and Recreation explain to the House
how his ministry allowed the Niagara region-
al library system to go into debt by some

$700,000-1 believe it's now closer to $800 000

—and how it allowed that regional system to

borrow money without authorization in the

light of the fact that officials of his miuistry

are supposed to be monitoring the activity of

all the regional library systems in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Speaker, as the mem-
ber for St. Catharines knows, because he and
I have discussed this problem at some length,

the Niagara regional library board, like all

other regional library boards across the prov-

ince, is managed and run by its own board.

The boards are appointed by the libraries in

the region, and they run and control the

operations. We do not attempt to control

their daily financial operations at all, even

though we finance, almost entirely, the oper-
ation of the regional library services.

I would simply like to answer the ques-
tions as to why we did not participate in the

management of this and why we did not stop
the overexpenditure—and there is no doubt

there was a very substantial overexpendi-

ture; there was very bad management. Sure-

ly the honourable member would not expect
the ministry to be able to know that this

was going on when their own board didn't

know. Their own board did not know tibat

they were going into debt deeper and deeper
all the time.

They did not report to us until this year.

We have now met with them. We are going

to try to work with them to get them out of

their indebtedness and to restore tlie service.

Mr. Bradley: In the light of the fact that

the Niagara regional library system is a com-

plete economic disaster and that some of the

services the system has provided are services

that are still desired by some of the area

libraries, has the minister come up with some

formula whereby the central library in the

system, the St. Catharines library—would be

able to carry on certain of the essential ser-

vices and still be funded by the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation? Is there any way
that he has found of being able to do this

and get rid of the Niagara regional library

system completely?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Certainly the whole ques-

tion of how to carry on operations in the

Niagara regional library services over the

next two years was a matter of discussion

with me and with the present library board

which, as the honourable member knows, is
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largely made up of new members who are

trying to put their house back into order.

As they noted in their brief to me, which
I happen to have in front of me: "The ])oard

is unanimous in its decision to resolve all

current financial commitments over the

course of the next two years. The board
would like to state that ideally it would like

to be able to continue library services in the

Niagara region while at the same time re-

ducing its indebtedness." Here's the key:

"Realistically, however, the board recognizes
this is not presently financially possible."

So it's the board's decision that the first

priority is to pay the debts, to get out of

debt and then, it's hoped to gradually restore

the services.

TUITION FEES

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of Colleges and Universities.

I would like to know how she could make
the following statements in her recent riding

report, and I quote:
"In Ontario I believe we have, and will

continue to strive to provide through a pub-
licly supported educational system at all

levels, equal ed'ucational opportunity for all."

And: "Accessibility to higher education is,

of course, one of the primary social goals of

this government."
How could she make those statments in

view of the fact that a recent University of

Western Ontario study, conducted by the

students, shows that 49.3 per cent of the
Western undergraduates now come from
wealthy homes with parental incomes of

$30,000 or more and that students from
lower- and middle-income households now
make up barely 50 per cent of Western's
student body, compared with 64 per cent
in 1976? We have gone backwards in acces-

sibility; how can the minister say it's a

government policy?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

would remind the honourable member that
there are 14 other universities in Ontario
and that, as a matter of fact, almost 30
per cent of the student body in universities

in this province is receiving assistance under
the Ontario Student Assistance Program. The
vast majority of those students, in fact, come
from families where the total family income
is less than $20,000 a year. It would appear
to me that there is opportunity for those
students with potential financial difiBcuIties

to attend universities within this province.
We intend to maintain that commitment.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: In view of the evidence from

Western and other universities across the

province that it is getting harder and harder

for students from families with modest in-

comes to get into university, to stay there

and to complete their course, why will the

minister not agree to a freeze on tuition

fees, at least until an adequate accessibility

study can be carried out to establish

whether, as we fear, it is getting harder for

students to get into university? Why not

find out the facts first rather than penalizing

people on modest incomes by fee increases

of as much as 17 per cent this year?

3:10 p.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
afraid the rationale for the argument
presented by the honourable leader of the

third party is somewhat invalid. An accessi-

bility examination is being done at the

present time, and there will be a rejwrt in

April of a specific study which lias been
carried out. As well, there is a stratification

study which is beginning throughout the

the entire program of student assistance from
coast to coast in Canada. This year I think

it is appropriate to attempt to maintain the

proportion of contribution provided by
students to the cost of university education,

which has been reasonable over the past

couple of decades.

Unfortunately, the costs of providing uni-

versity education have escalated much more

rapidly than have tuition fees. In fact, the

student proportion dropped from about 20

per cent in 1970 to somewhat less than 15

per cent in 1979.

There are a very large number of students

in this province for whom the tuition fee is

not a matter of concern when serious^ly con-

sidering post--secondary education. The tui-

tion fee is really a relatively small factor in

the decision-making process. There are many
other factors involved, and we are attempting
to delineate those factors and to find ways in

which they can be modified for the benefit

of those students who would achieve benefit

from a university education for themselves

and for our society as a whole.

Mr. Sweeney: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Following a question raised in

this Legislature last December with the min-

ister, have tihe minister's officials done any

analysis of the accessibility study done at

Carleton University—w'hich is the point I

raised with the minister last December—
which would indicate that the family in-

comes oi undergraduate students at that imi-

versity were increasing at an even more
dramatic rate than those at Western? Have
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her oflBcials been able to verify the acxmracy
of that information?

Following what the minister just said, has
she in any way decided what else can be
done to assist these students if her informa-
tion is correct, that tuition is not the most

important factor?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I just

suggested to the members of this House that

there were many other factors. We have not
been able to verify, beyond w'hat is con-
tained in that document, the veracity of the

Carleton study. The Carleton study, how-
ever, looks somewhat similar to the study
that was carried out by certain of the

students at the University of Western On-
tario.

We will be looking at a study which is

a longitudinal study of a number of gradu-
ates of grade 12 in 1973—the Anisef study
—which will be available to us in April.

It will refine, much more clearly, many of the

asx>ects involved in the decision-maldng
process related to post-secondary education.

I beheve that family attitude and the ap-
parent societal value of post-secondary edu-
cation are important factors, as are many
others. We are attempting through expanded
and improved guidance within the pubhc
school system, both elementary and secon-

dary, to provide better information for

students at an earlier stage, in order to assist

them in m^dng the appropriate choices for

themselves.

NIAGARA RIVER POLLUTION
Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of the Environment.
Is the minister aware that the hearings by

the New York State Department of Environ-
mental Conservation were in two phases;
that phase one has been completed and a

permit to dump treated effluent into the

Niagara River has been given to this com-
pany; and that only the untiring resistance

of citizens from Operation Clean on the US
and Canadian sides—people like myself and

people who registered as interested parties-
had some impact on that permit and took

away the monitoring from the company it-

self and gave it to the government agency?
Is the minister now aware that the town

of Porter has refused to give this company a

permit to install the pipeline? Is he now
willing to intercede on behalf of the people
of Ontario to see if we can stop that poison
from being added to the Niagara River?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion was, was I aware? The member had a

pretty good question up until the last

sent^ace, and then he used the word

"poison." I think that's an overstatement. I

am aware, and I'm not prepared to change
my position at this time.

Mr. Kerrio : Phase one having been done

with, I would ask him now if he is aware
of the fact that new hearings are going to

take place and that although he has not yet
entered as a party of interest he now has a

chance because applications will be con-

sidered.

I quote: "Persons who did not file or who
were not granted party status in phase one

may attain such status by filing in writing
with Edwin L. Vopelak, Chief Administra-

tive Law Judge, Department of Environ-

mental Conservation, Albany, New York, on
or before April 11, 1980, stating precise

grounds for opposition, support or interest in

this project"—putting chemicals in the land-

fill site at Porter, New York.

Would the minister now enter as a party
of interest with the state of New York and
find out for himself what's happening in that

land disposal site? They have even invited

us to take samples, which the minister has

not done as yet. Would he do that?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I think I can say it's

rather doubtful, if everything the member
suggests necessarily follows in sequence. If

I remember correctly, during our estimates

the member said to me he really didn't care

who went to those hearings. I think that's

correct. We were talking about whether the

provincial government or the federal govern-
ment should go. We off^ered the facilities of

our lab to db the testing, and that we've

done.

Now that the member has such a strong
commitment from his federal counterpart
that they will be there, and the member and

I agree that it is in international water and

therefore would logically be under the juris-

diction of both the federal government
and/or the International Joint Commission-
that is a creature of that government, I re-

mind the member, and we deal through the

federal government in an agreement between
them and us—and since the member has such

a strong commitment, not only from the

leader of the Liberal Party but indeed from

the member with whom he shares respon-

sibility for that area, it seems to me he

should be totally and completely satisfied.

Mr. Kerrio: No, I'm not.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The member had better

speak to his friends in Ottawa and his fellow

member.
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SCHOOL BOARD FUNDING
Mr. Bounsall: Mr, Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Education: Since ttie funding
to school boards by her ministry is again this

year not adequate to meet the increased costs,

does the minister not agree that the rather

spectacular settlement achieved between the

Toronto elementary teachers and the board-
in which the salary increases were clearly

less than those obtained between the Metro
school boards in their negotiations, and largely

motivated in order that the teachers can pro-
vide adequate special education, for instance,

English-as-a-second-language classes, and
smaller class sizes—clearly shows the benefits

of pulling out of Metro negotiations and
that local negotiations are much more suc-

cessful when both the trustees and the teach-

ers understand the problems? In this case,

teachers, being closely identified with the

classroom problems, are willing to make what
are significant financial sacrifices in order to

protect the quality of education in their own
classrooms.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: No, not necessarily,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Grande: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: Now that the Toronto teachers and
the Toronto trustees have shown to the minis-

ter and to the province their commitment to

the quality of educational services, what
would her commitment be for next year in

terms of increasing funds so that the em-

ployees of the Toronto Board of Education do
not have the sole responsibility and burden
for the quality of education? What is the

minister's commitment?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I think
there are examples in many areas of this

province, some of them very far distant from
the city of Toronto, wherein botii the board
and the teachers have shown their commit-
ment to the maintenance of quality education.

3:20 p.m.

BOARD OF OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker I'd like to ask a

question of the Minister of Health. This goes
back to 1973. The minister may recall that

at that time I, as one member of this House,
and the Globe and Mail, which has taken
credit for having initiated this, were talking
about Imperial Optical and how the majority
of the members on the Board of Ophthalmic
Dispensers were associated with the firm

which controlled a major part, maybe 90 per
cent, of that market. His predecessor, Hon.
Mr. Potter, and subsequently the member for

Muskoka (Mr. F. S. Miller), corrected that

situation. In fact, Mr. Potter was considered
to be a disaster as Minister of Health, while
this minister is considered to be a whiz kid.

Mr. Speaker: Is there a question here some
place?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The member has about 30
seconds.

Mr. Roy: The Premier sets a bad example,
doesn't he? I just get going and he interjects.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I haven't said a word.

Mr. Speaker: The member has 15 seconds.

Mr. Roy: The question of the minister is

why is what was a conflict in 1973, which
was corrected, is not a conflict today, and

why is he tolerating that intolerable situation?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, it is my
understanding that the board itself will be

responding in a rather forceful letter to the

Globe and Mail to certain articles recently
written. I can assure the member that the

present makeup of the board, which is larger
than the board was when I found it three

years ago, is less connected in any way to the

particular firm to which he makes reference

than the previous board and the board befcwre

it.

Mr. Roy: The minister is saying there is no
conflict then.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: What I'm saying is that

the suggestion the board is in some way con-

nected to, or under the domination, or more

so, of a particular corporate entity is false.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Riddell moved first reading of Bill 23,

An Act to amend the Farm Prodticts Market-

ing Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Ridde!!: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to prohibit unfair practices in the

marketing of farm products in Ontario. These
unfair practices include the arrangement of

price advantages in the form of rebates, dis-

counts or allowances between some sellers of

a farm product and some buyers of a farm

product to the exclusion of other buyers and
sellers of the same product.
The effect of these practices is to work

hardship upon the buyers and sellers who
are excluded from these arrangements and

eventually to reduce the level of competition
in the market for the farm product. Provision
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is made in the bill for orders for compliance,
assurances of voluntary compliance and en-

forcement of orders and assurances.

LABOUR RELATIONS
ADMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Hagi^erty moved first reading of Bill

24, An Act to amend the Labour Relations

Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Haggerty: According to the explana-

tory note, Mr, Speaker, the purpose of the

bill is to provide a mechanism whereby the

Lieutenant Governor in Coimcil can order a

60-day suspension on a strike or lockout and
order a return to work where the strike or

lockout constitutes an immediate and serious

danger to life, health and safety, or seriously

disrupts the economy of the province or any
area of the province.
The bill provides that the Minister of

Labour must appoint a conciliation officer

where an order suspending a strike or lockout

has been made and may subsequently aj)-

point a conciliation board where the efforts

of the conciliation officer to effect a collec-

tive agreement are unsucessful. If conciliation

efforts are unsuccessful, the strike or lockout

may be resumed without a further strike

vote. An order made under the bill would be
enforceable as an order of the Supreme
Court.

CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH
OF WALLACEBURG ACT

Mr. Watson moved first reading of Bill

Pr2, An Act to revive the Christian Reformed
Church of Wallaceburg.

Motion agreed to.

CITY OF ST. CATHARINES ACT
Mr. Bradley moved first reading of Bill

Pr8, An Act respecting the City of St.

Catharines.

Motion agreed to.

MILANI LATHING LIMITED ACT
Mr, Di Santo moved first reading of Bill

Pr5, An Act to revive Milani Lathing
Limited.

Motion agreed to.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Haggerty moved first reading of Bill

25, An Act to amend the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act,

Motion agreed to.

Mr, Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, the piupose
of the bill is to require the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board to establish at least one

sheltered workshop for handicapped persons
in Ontario, The board is also authorized to

provide assistance to persons or associations

who wish to establish sheltered workshops,

TOWNSHIPS OF CUMBERLAND
AND GLOUCESTER ACT

Mr, Belanger moved first reading of Bill

PrlO, An Act respecting the Township of

Cumberland and the Township of Gloucester.

Motion agreed to,

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER AND RESPONSE

TO PETITION

Hon. Mr. Wells: Before the orders of the

day, I wish to table the answers to questions
1 to 6 and question 9 standing on the

Notice Paper; and I wish to table responses
to a petition presented to the Legislature,

sessional paper 25. ( See appendix page 218. )

3:30 p.m.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Resumption of the adjourned debate on

the amendment to the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to begin, as is tra-

ditional, Mr. Speaker, by complimenting you
on the way you continue to grace the speak-

ership of this assembly, which is with dig-

nity, with decorum and with ability. I am
proud and I have been proud for the last

several years that the Speaker of thp Ontario

Legislature is a New Democrat. I hope the

government and the people of this province
realize that a party that can run this House

the way Jack Stokes runs this House can

run Ontario equally well.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You have embarrassed

him.

Mr. Cassidy: The Speaker is overcome by
my comments.
We are entering a new decade in which

the people of Ontario are looking for an-

swers. We have had two federal elections in

the last nine months and it is not surprising
that electors in Ontario want action and not

politics from their leaders in this House,

With interest rates breaking all records,

with health care and' education and social
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services still threatened by this government's
insensitive cutbacks, and with trade and un-

employment figures underlining how much
needs to be done to rebuild our economy and

the need to develop an industrial strategy to

meet the challenges of the 1980s, the people
of Ontario want us in this Legislature to get
on with the job.

I don't conceal my misgivings as to whether

the Conservative Party is up to the chal-

lenges we now face. The habit of this gov-
ernment has been to react to the problems
of the day rather than to plan and provide

leadership. None the less, the last federal

election, which was unproductive in terms

of determining what future course it will

take in this country, should serve us as a

warning. To rush into elections is an easy
answer and so is it an easy answer to lament
our problems. It is a lot tougher to devise

answers to those problems and to put those

answers in place. That is what we are elected

to do here in the Legislature of Ontario.

Ontario's position within Confederation is

changing but I think most people in our

province see the new decade, as we do with-

in the NDP, as a decade of opportunity
rather than a decade of despair. The ques-
tion we should be putting is not how far

will we fall in the 1980s, but how far can
we go. We think the time is right to build

a stronger Canada and to build a secure,
economic future for people here in this

province.
In the past year, I have travelled a lot

over this province and I have talked' with
a lot of people, finding out in a personal and
a very real way the kind of concerns they
want answered in 1980, In Windsor, where
unemployment has now reached a level of

one worker in every five, the auto workers
who were bearing the brunt ask when will

we in Canada start getting our fair share of

the auto industry and of the auto parts in-

dustry we were promised back in 1964, If

giant corporations that are hit by techno-

logical change can get assistance from the
Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) and from the federal ministries too in

order to help them overcome that techno-

logical change, then shouldn't workers who
are affected by technological change also get
transitional assistance benefits?

During the federal campaign, I went to
the small communities of northern Ontario
like Red Lake, like Manitouwadge, like Fort
Frances and like Geraldton. Up there, among
other things, the frustration over radio and
television service was just about beyond be-
lief. That simply underlines the sense of

neglect and exploitation that northerners

have had for generations. For the 1980s,

northerners are looking for a commitment to

develop secondary industry. They want to

see a network of social services established

since the area is still deprived and they want
to be treated as partners in Ontario's future

and not just as pawns.
Two weeks ago, I spent a morning in Ot-

tawa with parents in my own riding of

Ottiiwa Centre who were desperately fitting
to maintain the fuU-day bilingual kinder-

garten which exists in Ottawa separate schools

and which is the foundation for the most
successful and widespread program of bi-

lingual education of any school system in

Canada. Those parents are not just simply

facing mindless Tory cutbacks; they are also

confronting a state of mind in the govern-
ment which will not acknowledge the im-

portance of a program which is taking more
than 5,000 kids, kids from all sorts of back-

grounds and income levels, and successfully

turning them into bilingual citizens of a

country which we believe should stay united.

I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, how im-

pressed I was to spend a half an hour with

grade three and four students in that pro-

gram, all anglophones by origin, none of

whom had knowni any French five years
before, who were carrying out eagerly, all of

them, a lesson on the city of Montreal en-

tirely in French and almost indistinguishable
from kids of French origin of the same age.

That's the kind of achievement that's pos-
sible but that this government is taking away.
Those parents are fighting a government

whidi doesn't understand as well how im-

portant those full-day kindergartens have
become for francophone oommimities in Ot-

tawa and other parts of the province which
are fighting assimilation.

Mr. Sterling: The other boards do without

them.

Mr. Cassidy: The other boards are also

losing the full-day kindergarten for the same
reason, equallv insensitive.

Cet hiver, j'ai visite I'eoole de la Huronie
k Penetanguishene. Cette 6cole a ete orga-
nisee par la communaute franco-ontarienne k

la suite du refus du gouvemement conserva-

teur de reconnaitre effectivement le droit des

francophones de recevoir une Education se-

condaire dans leur langue matemelle. Pene-

tang est un exemple du genre de pro^bleme
humain qu'un gouvemement insensible peut
cr6er pour les minorites.

This one's for the Premier, Mr. Speaker.

Qui nella Metropolitana di Toronto ho in-

conitrato molte i)ersone delle comimitd

etniche che sono inquieti per gli anni ottanta.
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30 percento degli operai de la costrusrione

sono disocciipati. Molte famiglie si trovano
fn "oen'rolo di perdere la propria casa per g'li

alti rati di interesse sulle iooteche e da per-
tutto, neUe nostre citta vi e una terribile in-

qiiietitiidine a causa dell virto delle tasse sulla

proorieta.
Mr. ST>eaker, I think of the number of

times this past year that I have been in

picket Hnes with working people who have
had to strike, sometimes for months at a

time, or fight their way through every level
of the courts in order to win their rights to

union recognition and union security which,
in theorv, is theirs under the Labour Rela-
tions Act.

I think with bitterness of the situation

faced by women in this r>rovince whose hopes
of achieving the real breakthrough to eco-
nomic eoualitv with men in the work force
was shattered when the government decided
to use its pocket veto to block Bill 3. The
bill of the member for Windsor-Sandwich
(Mr, Boimsall) would have ensured women
the right to equal pay for work of eoual
value; we supoorted it 100 per cent. Mr.
Speaker, but this government said no.

I mention these examples because there is

a risk in this decade that people will become
disillusioned with politics, because the poli-
ticians just don't seem able to respond to the

opportunities opening up in the 1980s.

Those kids in Ottawa, that school in Pene-

tanguishene, those families in Windsor or in

the west end of Toronto, those women fight-

ing for their rights on cold winter days and
nights on picket hnes like those at Radio
Shack and Blue Cross, to us they don't fust

represent problems, tbey represent oppor-
tunities for action to ensure social and eco-
nomic justice.

I just don't think that we can afford the
philosoohy. too often expressed bv this trov-

emment, that says "close down the hatches
and hope the problems blow over." Let's see
this Legislature lead and liberate the tre-
mendous energies and talents with which we
are blessed in Ontario, Mr. Speaker.

It's in that spirit that I want to comment
on this year's throne speech and on three
isoecific areas where we believe strong, posi-
tive action is required, and urgently required,
from this Legislature—the areas of interest

rates, of health and jobs.

Mr. Speaker, we welcome the sentiments

expressed in the throne speech which say
that the government would place greater em-
phasis on energy efficiency. Last July, and
again in the energy debate last fall, I sug-
'gested a number of positive steps which
Ontario should take if we wanted to start

using energy more efficiently. I am glad that

the government has begun to resi>ond, at

least with rhetoric to those constructive sug-

gestions that we have been making for some
time now.

3:40 p.m.

The plan to expand the Ontario Energy
Corporation couM be a fruitful contribution

to developing the alternative sources of

energv we are going to need' in our future,

but that plan has to be handled with both

conviction and vigour, and that's conviction

and \agour we have yet to see from the

government.
The o-ovemment has finallv recognized the

need for a fund to deal with adjustments to

the forthcoming tariff cuts. The proposal to

expand the Ontario Research Foundation

could prove to be i)Ositive. The proposals for

new air ambulance services in the north re-

spond to a very clear need, even if we have
real quf«;tions about the means that are

proposed to be used.

While we remain concerned about both

the funding and the implementation, we wel-

come the indication that the legislation to

make special education programs mandatory,
which the member for Port Arthur (Mr.

Foulds), the member for Carleton East (Ms.

Gigantes) and our entire caucus have been

fighting for years, will finally come for-

ward. That dates back to Stephen Lewis.

Tf^inally, there is an indication that we will at

least get the legislation. We welcome that.

1 say to the Premier that the proposed de-

bate on the constitution is also long overdue.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the timing is go-

ing to be very good.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, we will see. It was

promised in last year's throne speech.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It was indicated then

that the refendum would be earlier.

Mr. Cassidy: That's true. I would suggest,

since the Premier is in the House, that he

agree in advance to the acceptance of the

NDP's proposal for the formation of a legis-

lative committee on the constitution as we
intend to resubmit that jwoposal when we
come to the debate. I am waiting for an

assurance right now.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: On the specific issues, the

people of Ontario and, in particular, home
owners, tenants, small businessmen and

farmers are all feeling threatened because

of the failure of governments to control

spiralling interest rates. There is no need to

belabour the point that we have totally lost
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control of interest rates in this province. I

notice that even the Premier in recent

speeches has been bold enough to take on
the monetarist dogma that still seems to

guide the Bank of Canada. The situation is

growing so critical so fast that it cries out

for urgent action and not for words. There
are at least 2,500 AHOP home owners whose

mortgages are coming due this year. The
Mini.^ter of Housing (Mr. Bennett) says that

70 per cent of them face real problems.

Typically, mortgages that were costing
families about $307 a month when they
bought AHOP homes will increase to about

$550 a month when they start paying this

year's high interest rates. That's far more
than their wages have risen.

This month I visited Viv Woolford in

Mississauga, the man behind proposition 89.

He's just an ordinary Ontario citizen, but
he's one of thousands who are going to lose

their life savings and their homes if our

government fails them. There are about

140,000 Ontario home owners who have to

renew mortgages in 1980 and many are

facing increases of $200 a month or more
on top of all the other increases in living
costs. People who budgeted carefully when
they bought their homes or their farms or

started their businesses will no longer be
able to aflFord them. They are looking to

this government and to die parliament of
Ontario for leadership.
Not only that, but the high interest rates

are casting a shadow that threatens to shut
down the housing industry in Ontario, to
force even more construction firms into

bankruptcy and to add even further to the

unemployment in the industry. It's because
the situation is so serious that last week I

proposed immediate action by the govern-
ment.

First, there should be a contingency fund
to help the AHOP home owners who are

losing their homes because they can't pos-
sibly afford the cost of their renegotiated
mortgages. That's needed right now.

Second, farmers are just preparing for

spring seeding and, if they cut back their

planting because of the s^hortage of credit,

they will suflFer financially and Ontario will
be short of their food. Ontario should take
action now, as proposed by the Ontario
Federation of Agriculture, so farmers who
are borrowing for this year's planting can re-
ceive the necessary credit assistance.

Third, we have a month before the pro-
vincial budget is due. I want to propose that
the govenmient establish a task force with
representation from the Treasury, the Min-

istry of Housing, the Ministry of Industry
and the Ministry of Agriculture and Food to

report back to this Legislature within that

time, with the options available to the

province to ease the burden of increasing
interest rates on home owners, on fanners

and on owners of small businesses. We need
the facts on how many people in each of

these critical areas are going to be affected,

how many are threatened and how assistance

can be delivered to them most efifectively

and most quickly. We need an evaluation of

the proposals now being made from many
quarters.

We need to look at many of the options
that are now before us, such as the mora-
torium on mortgage rates which has been pro-

posed by my colleague, the member for River-

dale (Mr. Renwick) or how to convince the

federal government to freeze interest rates on
the Farm Credit Corporation's loans. Options
such as the proposal that was made last week

by the Canadian Organization for Small Busi-

ness for a tax credit for small businesses to

cushion the increases in business rates or a

mortgage-assistance plan for the 140,000 home
owners with mortgages coming due this year.
We need to look at an immediate program to

get the construction industry moving again
and to meet some of our needs for affordable

housing through home rehabilitation and

energy conservation.

There are no easy, or quick, or instant

answers to the interest-rate problem, Mr.

Speaker. In fact, that interest-rate problem
is very closely linked to the way our economy
is structured and to the inability of present
governments to develop an independent indus-

trial strategy and an independent economic

policy. But we should not fall into the trap
of leaving the solutions to the federal gov-
ernment and taking no action through the

Legislature of Ontario.

I've said there are some things that On-
tario should do in the short rim, but the crisis

in interest rates should also lead us to re-

examine housing programs that this province
has been neglecting for too long. For example,
if a few years ago the Conservative govern-
ment believed that the Ontario Mortgage
Corporation should provide mortgages at

below market rates, and at that time mortgage
interest rates were ruiming around 10 per

cent, then surely the need for OMC mort-

gages at protected rates make an awful lot

more sense now that mortgages are running
at close to 16 i>er cent.

It's not good enough for the government to

renew existing OMC mortgages at below the

market rate. We have to provide mortgage
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money for people who've been driven out of

the housing market by the increase in interest

charges. I continue to believe that people on
modest incomes should have the right to buy
a home and should not be condemned per-

petually to being tenants in this province.
Our party has always believed that housing

is a social right and that it's a public dtity,

through government, to make that right, the

right to decent and affordable housing, a

reality. We think that the Ontario Housing
Corporation should be a major tool to achieve
that goal and we fundamentally disagree with
the way the government has been abdicating
its responsibility, the way it's been dismantling
OHC and putting in its place a rent-supple-
ment program that guarantees profits to de-

velopers but will leave the people of Ontario

owning nothing, a few years hence, but a
multimillion-dollar pile of cancelled cheques.
Given the difficulties that families are having
in getting housing, it's time for Ontario to

move now to make the co-operative and non-

profit sector a major force in providing afiFord-

able housing for people on modest incomes.

The benefits in social housing are long
term, but this could also be a major means
to offset the slump in housing construction
with its attendant unemployment. I remind
the Premier that this year the housing industry
is facing one of the worst years in its history,
one of the worst years in 40 years of house
construction in the province. Surely we could
be iising co-ops and nonprofit housing as a
means of getting the construction workers
back on the job and getting affordable

housing into the hands of the people of

Ontario.

The 1980s provide us with difficult prob-
lems in the field of housing and she'lter, but
Ontario expects us to deal with them and the
New Democratic Party beheves that we can
deal with them.

We need greater public involvement as well
in aiding small businessmen who are affected

during these difficult times. We need greater
public involvement in helping farmers who
are now trapped by the economic policies of
the federal and provincial governments and
who are this year facing a drop in net farm
income of an estimated 40 per cent in On-
tario. It's up to the Premier and the province
to bring forward programs to help those
farmers who are faced with economic ruin
and are faced with losing their farms be-
cause of the drop in farm incomes and the
increase in interest rates.

There will be costs, of course. But the
social costs of not acting and of casting home
owners and small businesses and tenants and
farmers to the economic wolves are far great-

er tlian the costs of acting and of bringing
relief to these critically affected groups—and

bringing that relief now.
Health care continues to be a major issue

in Ontario. Our party has fought since its

founding—for 20 years now, and long before
that with the CCF—for adequate and uni-

versal health care. We're prepared to con-

tinue that fight into the 1980s.

3:50 p.m.

Our focus on health care in the last year
has, in fact, brought some results. It may
even be a result of minority government. It

took the largest petition in Ontario's history
to move the Tories into action, but there has
been some easing in the government's hard
line on hospital budgets. The promise of

chronic home-care programs in this year's

budget was one that was long overdue.

We don't think the battle is done how-
ever. We will continue to resist any action

of the government to close health-care facil-

ities before other alternatives are available.

We consider the large-scale opting out by
doctors to be a time bomb which threatens

universal health care. In our opinion that

time bomb has got to be done away with;
that problem has got to be overcome.

The Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell)
seems to take some perverse pleasure in the

fact that while 18 per cent of Ontario's doc-

tors have opted out of OHIP, only eight per
cent of the bills that are submitted are on
an opted-out basis. Frankly, that's kind of a

statistical game that he is playing and it

misses the point completely.
Last year 3.5 million claims were billed at

over OHIP rates and "at over OHIP rates"

today means at 42 per cent more than when
Ontario's so-called universal health plan pays.
The figures on opting out, which the Minis-

ter of Health did so much to withhold from

the Legislature last year, indicate, as we
suspected, that far more specialists have

opted out than GPs.

So whether it's eight per cent or 18 per
cent of the claims that are on an opted-out

basis, when a specialist bills you for $400
on an opted-out basis that more than equals

a hundred GPs' bills on an opted-out basis

for an $8 office visit. In some specialties like

anaesthesia, very few doctors are still in on

the plan and the proposals of the Minister of

Health are nothing but proposals at this stage.

There are many communities across the

entire province where two-thirds or more
of the doctors in certain critical specialties

are out of the OHIP plan. The consequence
is that people who need care and want it at

OHIP rates, or have to have it at OHIP
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rates, have to go from doctor to doctor, have
to wait for long periods for an appointment,
or have to see the doctor in a hospital clinic

because they cannot afford his fees at the

office.

What that amounts to, Mr. Speaker, is that

we are getting a two-class system of medical

care in Ontario. We don't think that two-
class medicine should exist in the province
and it's up to this government to eliminate

the two-class system that is now coming in

place.

We think it was irresponsible of the gov-
ernment to give doctors a $6,000 increase in

net income on average in 1980. To raise their

incomes to an average—
Hon. Mr. Davis: Net.

Mr. Cassidy: That's what it is, I say to

the Premier—to raise their income to an

average net for specialists of $68,000 in 1980
and not to insist that in return for all those

additional millions of dollars of tax money
that is going into their pockets that Ontario's

doctors agree to end the extra billing which
is the feature of opting out today. We have
been fighting to defend the health-care sys-
tem for the last year, but we also want to do
more then just fend off the cutbacks.

It's 11 years now since medicare came into

this province. I remind the Premier that it

came to this province because of the struggles
of this party, because of the famous by-
eJlection in Middlesex South, because of the

fact that we kept on fighting for it over the

opposition of the Premier's predecessor and
his government who had to be dragged kick-

ing and screaming into tihe medicare plan at

the time. It's time they got back to building
the rest of the health-care system, rather than

tearing it down.
As far as we are concerned health care is

more than just the provision of insurance and
of bospital beds, it's the provision of an en-
vironment in which the health of citizens is

protected. You don't get that when only three

per cent of our health-care dollars in Ontario
are spent on prevention, Mr. Speaker.
We need new initiatives in public health

education, in pollution control and in provid-

ing better mental-health services and services

for children. The loopholes in job safety and
in occupational health have to be plugged
up. If the government wants a place to start

we might bring the iminium mines at Elliot

Lake under the jurisdiction of the provincial

legislation before we have any more deaths

up there like the one that occurred this week.
We have argued strongly, Mr. Speaker,

tfhat Ontario should fund and promote com-

munity health and social service centres

which would provide accessible care on

around the clock basis. The experience at the
Sault Ste, Marie clinic is that not only does
tihe health care improve, the savings amount
to 40 per cent of the hospital days those

patients would have otherwise used.

We think it is time to start breaking up
the medical monopoly and allowing para-
medics and exx)erts like nurse practitioners
and midwives to be fully used to provide
appropriate health care, so that we can
stretch our most costly health resources in

the process. We welcome the extension of

the chronic home-care programs that is an-
nounced in the throne speech, and the 600

nursing-home beds that are also announced.
We hope this will be a major initiative by the

government as a means of providing more
relevant and less costly health care.

But this is only a start. The Minister of

Health himself knows there are serious short-

comings in nursing-home care in Ontario and
that many of these shortcomings arise from
the conflict between making money in the

nursing-home business and providing the

service and dignity that om* old people de-

serve. I have to ask this House why it is we
single out old people in nursing homes and

say that people should be able to make a

profit out of their illness and terminal years,
when every other major portion of the health-

care system is carried out through the public
sector.

There is a real danger that the govern-
ment will use the institutionalization of

health-care services as a slogan to justify

cutbacks that are really designed only to

save money, while passing costs on to local

municipalities. We support the development
of community-based health care, but we
think the chief aim should be to help people
live in better health, not to pinch pennies.

The way we look at it, health is not a

problem for the 1980s; it is a challenge and
an opportunity. Let me issue one further

challenge to the goverrmient in this regard.

The Premier must be aware, from the

polls released earher this month, that there

is now very substantial support in Ontario

for the extension of dental care. When one
considers that 60 per cent of the children in

northern Ontario do not have regular dental

care and that many kids in the south also

suffer that kind of neglect, there is a cry-

ing need for action by this government. It

is a need for action which has been recog-
nized now by most other provincial govern-
ments in Canada, and that includes both

Quebec and Saskatchewan.

One has to ask why this province has

lagged so far behind, when the need is so

obvious and the means of action are so evi-
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dent. It is time, we believe, that Ontario

extended our medicare plan and trained the

dentists and the dental aides we are going
to need, so that every child in this province
will get the dental care he or she needs,
without regard to where the children live

or to how much money their parents have

to pay.
Monsieur I'Orateur, le fanion de notre

politique sur la sante est "Sante, Pas Mala-

die" et ceci resume ce que nous voulons pour
les annees quatre-vingt. Nous voulons nous
d'efaire de la peur de la maladie, la neur
de la perte de revenu, la peur du cout eleve

des services de sante. Nous voulons que nos

enfants apprennent a grandir en bonne sante.

Nous voulons eviter tout systeme de classe

ou tout obstacle financier dans notre systeme
des services de sante. Ces buts peuvent etre

atteints en Ontario dans les annees quatre-

vingt. Nous croyons fermement que des ser-

vices de siante de premiere classe peuvent
etre mis a la portee de tous dans le Nord
et I'Est de I'Ontario et qu'il est possible de
mettre a execution les recommandations du

Rapport Dubois et d'autres etudes sur la

necessite d'etendre les services de sante

pour la population franco-ontarienne. Nous
nous sommes engages k obtenir un pro-

gramme de services de sante complet, uni-

versel, et mis a la portee de tous: riches et

pauvres, hommes et femmes, et ce pro-

gramme est I'une des plus grandes priorites
dii Nouveau Parti Democratique.
We want to get rid of the fear of illness

and the fear of medical bills in Ontario. We
want our kids to learn how to live in health.

We Want to avoid any class system in the

area of health care, because universal health

care remains one of the highest priorities for

New Democrats in Ontario.

Two of my kids are in their teens now,
and they are beginning to ask what future

they are going to have in Ontario. They
share the anxiety that is crossing this prov-
ince because of the imcertainty of jobs in

the future.

Interjections.

4 p.m.

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier is making two

assumptions: One is that he will be in power
when my Idds grow up. The other is that his

patronage system will still be in force at that

time.

My kids share an anxiety with hundreds of

thousands of kids across this province. I want
to say the confidence that people have put in

the goverimient in the past to create jobs

isn't working out these days. Today, we have
more than 300,000 people unemployed in

Ontario and the level of unemployment has

stayed at that level for nearly five years.

Yet at the same time, last year in this coun-

try we had a trade deficit at an unprece-
dented level of $17 billion.

The deficit was $1 billion in electrical

products; it was $5 billion in machinery; it

was $3 billion—a record—in the automobile

industry. In January of this year, if the

Premier hasn't heard it yet, our deficit on

automobile trade was the worst of any

January since the automobile pact came into

force back in 1965, which underlines just

how serious the crisis is in the automobile

industry and how desperately we need tough,

strong action by this government and by
every government in Canada to get our fair

share in the auto industry.

Overall, Canada has lost 350,000 jobs be-

cause of our trade deficit in manufacturing
and something like half of that deficit, of

that loss of jobs, has to be here in Ontario,

where half of Canada's manufacturing in-

dustry is located. Many of those jobs would
have been here in Ontario if we had been

running an independent, full employment
economy. The challenge we face is to de-

velop policies that will lead to that full-

employment economy and that will provide
the job security people are now seeking.
The opportunity we are facing in the 1980s

is for us in Ontario to take our skills, our

education, our experience and to use those

talents to strengthen our industrial base in

partnership with the resurgent economies of

western Canada and of eastern Canada, but

much remains to be done.

Last month in Alberta the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) ad-

mitted, "In the past we have done far less

than other nations to ensure that re^source

development resulted in the maximum pos-

sible contribution to our total industrial

strength and diversification of our economy."
It was a revealing speech, Mr. Speaker.
The minister went on to admit that in the

mining boom of the 1950s, much of which
was in this province, Canadian firms bought
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of min-

ing equipment, which helped to create the

industrial strength of the mining machinery
industry in Sweden, in Germany, and in the

United States.

But even though Ontario blew it 25 years

ago and has still not changed its policy-
witness the statement by the Minister of the

Environment, Mr. Aidd, yesterday in toler-

ating another 10 years of exemptions under
section 113 of the Mining Act for Inco and
for Falconbridge—and continues to blow it

today, the Minister of Industry and Toiurism

was out in Alberta to urge that province to
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develop a deliberate strategy to ensure the

major energy projects support industry

throughout Canada, rather than buying all

of their equipment abroad.

These are brave words, of course. I happen
to agree wdth them, but the words are not

matched by Ontario's actions or Ontario's

deeds. In fact, the economic nationalism in

this year's speech from the throne is a thin

veneer to disguise a very clear industrial

strategy which the government has devel-

oped over the course of the past year.

The Premier might consider agreeing to

re-establish the select committee on eco-

nomic and cultiu-al nationalism, on which my
friend, the member for Sudbmy East (Mr.

Martel), was such an active member about

seven years ago, because those recommenda-
tions are as valid today as they were at that

time, and they have never been acted on

during the cotnrse of that seven years.

The Minister of Industry and Tourism is

hanging his head in shame. He's ashamed
of the fact he stood up for Canada for once

in his life.

The strategy the government is espousing
now—and the Minister of Industry and Tom:-

ism is its chief proponent—is to encourage
continentalism through multinational corjx)-

rations, to continue to put the greatest

emphasis on getting foreign investment rather

than building our own industries, to focus on

export markets rather than build a strong
domestic base for industry, and to provide
incentive grants for corporations with the

minimum of conditions.

The new gospel according to Grossman
is to be global product mandating, a plan
to increase exports of manvifactured goods
from foreign owned subsidiaries already
located in Canada. In theory, the subsidiary
will concentrate on a limited range of pro-
ducts and ship them around the world while

the parent company imports into Canada
those products that are not made here.

It's a nice theory, but I'm reminded of the

story of the mice who knew that their

problems would be solved if only they could

bell the cat. Their problem was how any one
could bell the cat without being eaten up.

If I could give an example, the Winchester
Western plant in Cobourg, the shotgim plant
which is shutting down this month, illus-

trates the hazards in global product man-

dating. The shotgun which it was mandated
to produce on a world-product basis sud-

denly got dropped from the parent com-

pany's marketing plans. In one stroke, 300
Canadian jobs were lost and all we're doing
now is warehousing the rifles and the other

parts of the parent company's line that are

being imported from the United States.

The fact is that this idea of global product
mandating has been extensively tried in pro-
duction here in Ontario in the context of the

Canada-US auto agreement, in the context

of the free-trade agreement in farm machin-

ery and in the context of our defence-sharing

agreements with the United States. Every
time we've tried this route we find ourselves

becoming more and more dependent on

foreign owners.

The real effect of global mandating is to

make oiu" economy more dependent, rather

than less, on the US economy. If the Min-

ister of Industry and Tourism and the

Premier want a continental economic strategy

they should come out and say so directly,

rather than beating around the bush and

pretending that we can lie down with the

multinationals.

An hon. member: We thought that was
the party of Sir John A. Macdonald.

Mr. Cassidy: It's not any more.

Mr. Martel: It's worse now than it was in

1971, for God's sake.

Mr. S. Smith: Why does the NDP con-

tinue to support it?

Mr. Martel: Where did you coone from?
I read your statement-

Mr. Cassidy: I've seen the government's
booklets. I've seen all the bunk it puts out.

Mr. Martel: In the House you're advo-

cating Ford and out there you were opposed
to it.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: It adopts a veneer of na-

tionalism while it continues to sell out our

economy.

Interjections.

Mr. Cassidy: When one considers that

nearly 60 per cent of our trade with the

United States is between branches of the

same firm; when one considers the findings

of the Gray report that close to half of our

corporations are foreign subsidiaries here in

Canada—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Just watch what Herb
does about it.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm watching what the

Premier is doing about it.

When one considers that half the sub-

sidiaries in this province have got definite

restraints on their exports imposed by their

parent company, it's clear that the govern-
ment proposals will simply increase our de-

pendence on foreign ownership and limit our

ability to build for the future.
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And when one considers the other planks
from the government's industrial strategy:

those trade missions to every comer of the

earth, the glossy booklets to attract foreign

investment, the gifts to industry which carry
conditions but have no teeth, it seems to us
that the government has taken the easy way
and is not bargaining toughly for Ontario's

interests.

The government seems anxious to act

without offending the multinational corpora-
tions which dominate the economy of this

province. If Ontario is just going to ask the

multinationals for favours, then our chance
of making it in the 1980s is very slim. The
real challenge is to focus on the structural

problems of our economy and to turn our
trade deficit around for good.
The member for Carleton (Mr. Handleman)

will recall that was one of the findings of the

select committee on cultural and economic
nationalism of which he was a member a few

years ago. We should be focusing on key in-

dustries where there are substantial trade

deficits, and we should be moving to replace
those imports with Canadian-made goods,
because the single, biggest new market for

our goods and our industry is right here in

Canada. We need to go far beyond any re-

quest for global mandating. We've got to be

prepared to use government procurement, to

use trade i>olicy, to use an independent inter-

est rate policy, to use public ownership and'

joint ventures and tax benefits that will link

to specified performance goals in order to

promote Canadian manufacturing.

Mr. Mattel: What's your answer to ODC?
You said in ODC we should buy-

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. The member
for Sudbury East will control himself.

Mr. Cassidy: He had a brief fling with na-

tionalism; then he forgot all about it.

Mr. Martel: You signed that report, Sidney.

Interjections.

Mr. Cassidy: The government stands for ab-

dication in this regard.
We've got to start expecting more from

the multinationals that are already here in

Ontario. We need a planned program to

achieve a trade balance which favours Canada
from every multinational functioning here in

this province. We need commitments to

carry out research and development, to train

skilled manpower in Canada, and commit-
ments to buy parts and components from
Canadian suppliers.

4:10 p.m.

The people of Ontario want our govern-
ment to achieve these goals and the NDP

believes that these techniques and conditions

are the building blocks for economic security
in Ontario.

I can give a couple of examples, Mr.

Speaker. This past year has seen record

profits in the pulp and paper industry across

this province. It has also been witness to an

incredible eagerness by the government to

hand out money to the industry. They gave
$7 million to Spruce Falls in Kapuskasing, $16
million to Eddy in Espanola, $10 million to

Domtar for three of its plants, 21 million

bucks to Ontario Paper in Thorold, and $15
million to Abitibi despite the indication that

at one of the plants that was going to be

re-equipped in Iroquois Falls the investment

would actually eliminate 250 jobs rather than

create them.

Given that the industry was going to re-

equip anyway because they are working at

capacity right now, we should surely have

expected something more for our money than

what the government is now getting. If pri-

vate capital was going in, it would demand

equity.
You know, Mr. Speaker, the government

keeps on saying that government has got to

be run as a business. I say to you, if private

capital was going in to the pulp and paper

industry it would demand equity; why should

the people of Ontario expect any less?

Mr. Foulds: Just a little return on invest-

ment for the taxpayer, Larry.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, and—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Only the Liberals

don't want anything for the pulp and paper

industry.

Mr. Cassidy: —not only that, we should be

looking for guarantees to develop new tech-

nology in the pollution control field We
should be looking for assurances that sub-

contracts for machinery being installed would
be awarded to Canadian firms to create jobs
for Canadians, and we should be looking for

iron-clad guarantees that the taxpayer's money
will be used to achieve the purposes of

modernization, of pollution controls and of

job creation.

I have to say it is not enough to see whether
a machinery supplier is producing that kind

of machinery here in this province. If we put
the public funds out, then why not use that

as seed money to encourage the development
of production of new kinds of machinery in

Ontario. We should have started doing that a

long time ago.

Those are the kinds of performance goals
we should be looking for if tax benefits or

grants are given to private industry. When
you use tihe taxpayer's money, it has got to
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be used to build opportunities in the

province.

During this past year, a number of my col-

leagues and I were in Capreol and also in

Atikokan witnessing what happens as a result

of the Conservative government's hands-oflF

approach to jobs with respect to the iron ore

industry. Steeprock and Caland Mines up in

Atikokan have just about shut up s'hop, and
there is now no new industry to speak of in

sight to fill the gap that their departure
leaves in a one-industry town.

Ms. Cigantes: Capreol nuclear waste.

Mr. Cassidy: Capreol nudear waste, the

member for Carleton East says. That is the

kind of tiling the southerners offer when it is

a Tory government in office. Capreol has

suffered too with the closing of Moose
Mountain Mine by National Steel. There is a

headline in Northern Life this week, Mr.

Speaker which says $2 million woiJd have
saved Capreol Mine and 250 jobs.

In both cases, much of the human cost of

dislocation could have been avoided by a

government which was committed to devel-

oping our iron-ore industry. The government
of Ontario stood by idly while Canadian-
owned steel companies bought mines in the

United States. The government of this prov-
ince did nothing at all to protect the single

industry on which many Ontario towns are

based. They just about disbanded that cabinet

committee on single-industry towns. In fact,

they did disband it.

Mr. Mattel: They sunsetted it.

Mr. Cassidy: They sunsetted it and the

sun is now setting in Atikokan and Capreol
and Marmora and—

Mr. Laughren: And on Larry Grossman.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. The fact is today
more than half of the iron-ore feed used in

Ontario is imported, and one of the minerals

which could have been a cornerstone of our
northern development strategy is now a
dormant opportunity.
The challenge in the 1980s is to learn from

what happened in iron ore and to make sure

that we plan from the outset in one-industry
towns to make sure they have other oppor-
hmities on which to build. We have to

develop an integrated production and refining
and manufacturing strategy which will use
our own resources and will allow us to plan
the future of the mining industry in the best

interests of Ontario's communities, in the

best interests of northern Ontario, in the best

interests of working people in the province.
I don't hide the fact that we are critical of

the Conservative government, and no one
would expect anything less. I think the

Premier knows we are not oflFering any blank

cheques in this forthcoming session. We are

critical because the government resiwnds in

an ad hoc way to problems that require plan-

ning and leadership. We are critical because
we disagree with the fashionable tiieory the

Tories espouse of trying to shut down govern-
ment in the hojje that will mean the private
sector will suddenly act in the public interest.

An hon. member: Why?
Mr. Cassidy: It doesn't work. If you want

an example, look at Margaret Thatcher in

England. She is a Tory too.

Mr. Martel: Nineteen per cent inflation

over there. She's doing well. Nineteen per
cent inflation since she came in. Double digit

now, 19 per cent, up from nine.

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there is an

essential difference between our party and

this government. It is this: We should not—
we would not—be afraid of using the instru-

ment of government to achieve the goals

which are important to us all as Canadians.

That includes protecting home owners and

other people who are affected by the massive

increases in interest rates. It includes taking

the next step in the evolution of the health-

care system which would not exist now if it

weren't for public involvement, and it in-

cludes shaping a health-care system that is

responsive to the needs of patients.

We should not be afraid to use the power
of government to stand up to the multi-

nationals and to defend Ontario's interest in

building our industrial economy and creating

jobs for the 1980s. I think the people of

Ontario are asking themselves why it is that

our tmemployment rate continues to be so

high and why do we continue to have

300,000 people out of work. Why can't this

government, using their old techniques,

respond?
That is why we face opportunities in the

1980s. If we are prepared to use government
in that way, the benefits are enormous. With
a strong industry and less unemployment the

harsh cutbacks in health and other social

services can be replaced with important new

programs.
As we eliminate our trade deficits and our

tremendous reliance on imported manufac-

tured goods, we can increasingly create jobs

and as well overcome the restrictions now

imposed by our deficits on trade and balance

of payments. That means in turn we can

afford an independent interest-rate policy

which will protect our home owners, which
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•will protect our farmers, which will protect
our tenants and which will protect our small

businessmen in this province.
There are challenges ahead of us in this

new decade. I think the people of Ontario

want us in this Legislature to respond to

those challenges and to start building on the

opportunities of the 1980s. That is the only

responsible approach to be taken as we go
into this new session and that is the approach
we will be taking within the New Demo-
cratic Party and within the NDP caucus here
in this House.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The member for

Prince Edward-Lennox.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Breaugh: Are you going to support the
Tories this time?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: You just wait until I

finish.

Mr. Foulds: Why didn't you run in the
federal by-election the last time?

Mr. Acting Speaker: Will you give the
member for Prince Edward-Lennox an

opportunity to start before you hedde him?
4:20 p.m.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I might
even explain to those here that I really didn't

come prepared to speak this afternoon. It

was only during the question period that our

whip came to me and said, "Would you, Jim,
follow Michael Cassidy in the debate on the
throne speech?"

I hesitated for a moment. I read what the
Leader of the Opposition had to say as re-

ported in the newspapyer this morning; I

listened to the leader of the third party just

now, and I quickly concluded that one didn't

have to say anything, so I am here now to

make my contribution to the debate on the

speech from the throne.

Could I just say something for a moment,
Mr. Speaker, before I get into the throne

speech itself?

Mr. Acting Speaker: I'U do my best to
make it possible.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I would like to remind
the members that this year my predecessor
was destroyed in a fire. I think we all knew
Norris Whitney very well. He was an in-

stitution in this Legislature. He had served
20 years as the member for Prince Edward-
Lennox and I think he was not only a
tradition here, but a legend in Prince Ed-
ward county. I would hope the members of

this House would join me in supporting a

proposal that I have made to the Minister

of Transportation and Commxmications (Mr.

Snow) that a new bridge joining the island

of Prince Edward to the mainland at Belle-

ville be named after our former colleague
and my predecessor, Norris Whitney.

I think you all know that Prince Edward
county is a veritable jewel nestled in Lake
Ontario. I said before that if a member was
the biblical sort he would understand that

God Almighty first planted the garden and I

want members to know it was Prince Edward
and it extends somewhat into Lennox and

Addington as well. I add that for poitical

purposes, as members can appreciate.

Mr. Bradley: Then there was a plague
visited on the riding.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Yes, there was a period,

just before my predecessor was elected, when
a Liberal was elected for about a year. But

anywav that took care of itself and things

really haven't been too bad since.

I sense a certain gloom when I listen to

members of the opposition. As a matter of

fact, I ran out diuring the question period to

get a little extract from something I had
read not long ago. It was an editorial, and
with your permission, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to read it. I am quoting now:

"It is a gloomy moment in history. Not in

the lifetime of any man who reads his paper
has there been so much grave and deep
apprehension; never has the future seemed
so dark and incalculable. In France, the

political cauldron seethes and bubbles vdth

uncertainty. England and the British Empire
is being sorely tried and exhausted in a social

and economic struggle vdth turmoil at home
and uprising of her teaming millions in her

far-flung empire. The United States is beset

with racial, industrial and commercial chaos,

drifting we know not where. Russia hangs
like a storm cloud on the horizon of Europe,
dark, menacing and foreboding.

"It is a solemn moment and no man can
feel indifference, which happily no man pre-
tends to feel in the issue of the events. Of
om: own troubles, no man can see the end."

Now that sounds pretty gloomy. It was an
editorial from Harper's magazine on October

10, 1847. I read that and I thought of the

gloom and I thought that pessimism is a

scarecrow that fear erects in the cornfield,

the cornfield of the future, to frighten away
timid souls so that the feast may be the

richer for the few who are not afraid. After

listening to the remarks of the opposition,
and I understand that its role is to criticize,

which it sometimes does well and sometimes
doesn't do so well-

Mr. Foulds: The same can be said of you.
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Mr. J. A. Taylor: That's right. We are all

human. I am the first to confess to that, but

the member's party is conditioned to criticize.

It has been in opposition so long that it's

difficult to be constructive.

Mr. Renwick: That's what we are—con-
structive.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Don't demean yourself.

Mr. Foulds: Tell us how you brought

Hydro under control.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Sure. I will come to that.

I think it takes more than criticism. It's

simple—and members opposite have heard it

before—to sit there, to look at whatever

happens and to criticize negatively whatever
initiatives are taken by govermnent in order

to make better the society in which we live.

In listening to the member of the third party
a few nxyments ago, we have heard the same

thing before time and time again. We have
heard about the health-care program. Tell me
one jurisdiction tihat has a health-care pro-

gram better than we have in Ontario.

Mr. Philip: Saskatchewan.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I don't think so. If the

member searches his conscience, he won't

think so either.

Mr. Philip: Even Quebec is better tfian we
are.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I don't think so.

Mr. Philip: Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

many.
Mr. J. A. Taylor: Yes. You have visited

those countries and so have I. We have seen

those social systems and we have experienced
the economies of those countries.

Mr. Mackenzie: They seem to be doing

pretty well tihese days.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: They have problems we
have never exx)erienced. That's the trouble

with the party opposite. It keeps down-

grading. It keeps criticizing itself.

Mr. Philip: Why then do you sign the

reports advocating w'hat lihey are doing?
Mr. J. A. Taylor: That's just in a spirit of

good fellowship and co-operation, especially

when the member is the chairman. That's

the only reason I do that. It's that ectunenical

spirit. I feel I should join in collectively, not

that I don't disagree with much of what is

said and most of what he says.

Mr. Mackenzie: You are being dishonest.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I am not being dis-

honest. Its a consensus. It's committee and
decision by consensus. I co-operate in that

respect. Members opposite might look at that

too and co-operate instead of trying to bull-

doze.

Mr. Kerrio: We are co-operating with you.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Thank you, I was

wondering what was bothering me.

Interjections.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: While we are talking

about the economy—and we have heard the

criticism of the economy, both by the

Leader of the Opposition and the leader of

the third party—I don't think we can extract

ourselves from the total Canadian scene or

the total world scene. I grant there have

been things hajypening in Canada that are

not good. I think we all have to face up to

that. You have to look at where we stand in

terms of standard of living in the world.

Over the past decade we fell from third

place to about 11th place. There's no doubt
about that.

4:30 p.m.
I just want members to know that Fve

now received my briefing notes for this

speech; 111 show them to members after.

Mr. Foulds: You're better on your feet.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: That's good government

efficiency.
Members have made some fair comments

in terms of w'hat has happened in the

economy. We do have problems when we fall

from third place in the world to 11th place
—when Ontario, as a jurisdiction, fell from

second place, next to the United States, to

10th place. I think we have to look at

ourselves. We have to say: "What's gone

wrong? What are we doing wrong? What do

we have to do?"

Fm afraid we've lost a lot of our initiative

and our enterprise and our productivity. I

don't think governments help stimulate enter-

prise and the free spirit that built this prov-

ince and this country.

Mr. Makarchuk: Or the railways or the

canals or the airlines?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: When this government
starts to look at deregulation and it starts

looking more and more to creating a climate

that will assist business, rather than regulate

business, I think it's looking in the right

direction. The answer is not to put every-

thing under a government's thmnb. If the

members think government control is going
to make industry more productive they're

deluding themselves.

Mr. Philip: There's a diflFerence between

regulation and control.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: That's right. And when

you discover it, I'm sure you'll speak on it.

So I think we are looking more to the free

elements in our society. We've heard from

the opposition—and rightfully so—that we
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need more research and development. More

money has to be poured into that. We have

to become more productive. That's a way of

becoming more productive. There are cer-

tain industries in this country in which we
take the lead. I think we have to maintain

that lead. There are certain industries that,

because of the devalued Canadian dollar,

give us the edge. The pulp and paper in-

dustry is one.

At a time when the members are demand-

ing the pulp and paper industry clean up its

pollution, we should tell them to modernize
as well and become more productive and

compete with the southern United States and
with other countries that are now into the

marketplace in a big way. That takes some

government leadership; it takes government
assistance. This government is doing that,

and I don't see how one can criticize a gov-
ernment for doing that. One can't be talking
in terms of a pristine, crystal-clear environ-

ment and accomplishing that by tough con-

trols without ensuring that industry survives.

A good example of that is Reed Paper.
Members of all political parties joined in a

committee to go to Dryden. The initial re-

action from some parties, even before the

committee studied the matter, was baffling

to say the least. The Liberal Party was talk-

ing about government takeover; it was man-

dating cleanup within a specified time frame,
in advance of even investigating the prob-
lem.

It's one thing to make noises about the

environment. We all believe in a good, clean,

safe and enjoyable environment. We want
our surroomdings to be more pleasant and
that's good. No one has a monopoly on that;

no particular party has a monopoly on that.

If you are in opposition it's simple to make
demands on industry, but it's a little different

when you have to meld the environmental

protection with the functioning of our in-

dustrial complex.
Those members of the opposition parties

who attended at Dryden met with the ordin-

ary people—the people who have to get up
in the morning, pack a lunch and go oflF to

work.

Mr. Philip: And breathe the air.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Yes, they breathe the

air and drink the water of the north; they
watch television, brush their teeth, read the

newspaper, go to bed and hopefully sleep

and get up the next day and do the same

thing. Sure they do that, that's their liveli-

hood. The members opposite were quick to

take that away before they even investigated.

What I'm saying is that one has to be prac-
tical.

Interjections.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Don't laugh. Look at the

statements from the NDP. "Close them
down" was the cry; "government takeover."

They should look at themselves because they
can't get by hoodwinking the public forever.

They can't perpetrate falsities. I'm not be-

coming unparliamentary; I wouldn't even be

coming close.

Mr. Mackenzie: We just consider where
it comes from,

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I hope the member does.

Knowing where it comes from I hope he
takes heart because some of those fellows

are nice. They are nice guys. Most of them
are nice guys. Probably all of them are well-

intentioned—sometimes misdirected and often

misguided but, nevertheless, well-intentioned.

The Liberal members are the same; they
are good fellows. They wouldn't be here if

they weren't interested in their fellow man.

We are our brother's keeper. We all know
that and we do what we can to help one

another.

It's interesting, when one gets into the

political forum, how the individual character-

istics are sometimes submerged into a col-

lective image. That, in my mind, maybe is

a discipline that doesn't exude the right

spirit. So while I say that individually they

are great guys, collectively they could be

chaotic if they were at the helm of govern-

ment.

It's one thing to criticize but it's another

thing to have positive, firm programs. Not

just theory on some policy, but positive pro-

grams. I don't think they have. Those of the

Liberal Party who are not so anxious for an

election now realize that the public generally

aren't so enamoured with politics or poli-

ticians; that's as kindly as I can put it.

People have very little interest in us here

—all of us. We are often an annoyance, a

nuisance and maybe I'm being kind when

I leave it at that. They don't want elections.

What are the issues? I think most members

realize that you really have to have an issue

that the people feel strongly about and can

respond to.

Mr. Bradley: Like rent control in 1977.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I don't think that was

such a big issue; in some places it was.

Mr. Bradley: Why did your leader cause

an election then?

4:40 p.m.
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Mr. J. A. Taylor: I am responding to the

member now. I am not going to ignore him.

I respond to everything and everyone. I

don't think it was a big issue. The opposition

parties were pushing rent control.

These things tend to snowball, so we had
rent control. I don't think that's going to

solve our economic problems or our housing

problems. It protects a certain element in

society. In so far as it protects the renter,

from the renter's point of view that's a good
thing. But these are Band-Aid measures. One
has to be fair in insulating people from in-

flation. I think it is a very selective process
when one takes one commodity and controls

its price.

I am answering the member in regard to

rent control. As members know, when govern-
ment says it is going to phase out something,
one hopes to live that long. Some of us went

through rent control many years ago during
and following the Second World War and
remember the games that were played in

regard to rent control.

Mr. Philip: How many high-rises does the

meml>er have in his riding?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I don't have too many
high-rises. It wasn't an issue in my riding.

Mr. Nixon: You developed' most of them in

Scarborough and probably own half of them.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: When I came to Toronto

and looked up at these high buildings, I got
sunburn on the roof of my mouth. Our high-
rises may be three or four storeys high.

Mr. Nixon: Don't give us that "kid from

ihe sticks" business. You were a millionaire

QC before you ever saw the cabinet.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I never hid behind the

barn. I am just being frank.

In any event, I hope I have responded to

the question on rent control. I am afraid we
are not getting the housing we should be

getting. We are not getting it because of a lot

of the bureaucracy and controls we have. As
a matter of fact, I am amazed at times that

we ever get anything done, when one looks

at the myriad processes one has to go through
in order to accomplish anything. It is the

obstructionism, the barrier that is put in the

way of people who are enterprising and who
want to accomplish that bothers me.

Mr. Breaugh: It's the stupidity of the gov-
ernment in power that is the problem.

Mr. J. A. Taylw: Be careful on govern-
ment. We have a lot of good people in our

government, as the member knows. When we
talk about bureaucrats we have some good

bureaucrats, and then we have others.

I am not going to prolong the frustrations.

Just look at any endeavour one wants to

undertake today and one will wonder how
things happen. They don't just happen, one
has to make them happen. Believe me, that

is the most difficult thing to do. That's the

government regulation that private business

is talking about.

tWhen they talk about small business, some
members over there are thinking of large or-

ganizations with hundreds of employees. I

am talking about the little man with the

corner store or the dry goods shop, the serv-

ice station and so on. I am talking of many
thousands of little businessmen who wouldn't

sturvive a dlay if they didn't have their families

working with them. They don't want more

government; they want the government off

their backs.

That is the escape this goverrmient has

been planning and that I hope it is doing
something about. I sjonpathize with those

businessmen. I think we have to do some-

thing constructive and positive. The most

positive way we can help him is in the area

of taxation. We've got to enable him to make
enough money to carry on his business, to

have enough capital to expand when he has to

expand. We have to extricate him from the

regulations.

Mr. Makarchuk: Just try lower interest

rates. That will work a hell of a lot better.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: You talk about interest

rates. Interest rates are a symptom of our

economy. They just reflect inflation. The mem-
ber knows that. You're not going to lend

$10,000, which will buy a car today, and

get it back in five years when it will orJy

buy a lawnmower, and expect only three per
cent return on your money. You know that.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: It might facilitate matters if

the honourable member would talk to me.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I hadn't observed your presence. There was a

ghost in your chair that looked like John

MacBeth, not Lady Macbeth. I want to apolo-

gize, Mr. Speaker. I will certainly direct all

my remarks to you. I would' hope that the

members opposite would do likewise.

I was talking a little about the phght of

the small businessman. It's not only the small

businessman who gets caught in a real

squeeze when economic times are tight.

There's the farmer, and the opposition mem-
bers have referred to the farmer. He's a

small businessman as a rule; some are big

businessmen. There's the home owner.
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There's the ordinary consumer, the person
who cannot pay cash for everything, who
has to buy some things on credit. One of the

biggest things he buys on credit is his house.

I sympathize with those persons who at this

period in history have to renew their

mortgages.
It's not easy to face horrendous double-

digit interest payments. What do they do?
How do they manage? Some are going to

have to sell their homes. What happens if

there isn't a market, if too many of these

homes are on the market? What can one do
about that?

Mr. Makarchuk: It has happened. Don't
talk about the future, it's here now.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I can see that concern.
But how does one respond to someone sal-

vaging an asset when someone else might
not even have an asset, where one has to

transfer that financial burden to the popula-
tion in general? The answers don't come
simply. What it means is that we all have to

take, and are taking, a cut in our standard
of living.

Interest rates are part and parcel of our
economic problems. I'm afraid very high
interest rates are going to stay for awhile, I

would think for a nimiber of years. The
problem is to stay even, and that's a struggle.
And if there's a struggle there, look at what
will happen, and is happening, in terms of
salaries and wage negotiations. People want
to stay even, and it's going to take a lot of

patience and co-operation and understanding
and education to adjust.

Mr. Philip: Did Leonard Braithwaite write

your speech?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: As I explained, I don't
have a written speech, unlike the member's
leader. But maybe I will consult Leonard
Braithwaite.

Mr. Bradley: What do you think of your
new coalition partners over there?

4:50 p.m.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I'm going to plead the

provisions of the Canada Evidence Act.
But I should be addressing Mr. Speaker,

as he rightly pointed out, and not respond-
ing to remarks from across the floor. I want
to apologize again for answering those out-
bursts.

What I was saying was we are in a time
of economic conflict. We have many forces
and factions competing for a limited amount
of spending power, and the trouble to stay
even is there. It's a question of who shares
in the economic pie and to what degree they

share in that economic pie. Those are the

struggles and the conflicts and those are the

sources of the problems. That's where under-

standing and patience are so necessary.
That's why I say to you, Mr. Speaker, and

I'm sure if anyone here imderstands this you
do, that it's not the time for political in-

stability. From a personal point of view,
I'm not pleading that we don't have an elec-

tion this year, but I think the people of this

province want political stability and need

political stability. If I could give any advice

to the Leader of the Opposition, he must be

patient himself in his search for power be-

cause I think the people are going to stay
with a government that has given good,
sound administration for so many years.

Mr. Bradley: Like the purchase of land in

Pickering.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Sure, there are errors. I

could go back and name one after the other,

action after action that has been taken by
governments that personally I would not

agree with. I could go back to regional gov-
ernment. I could go back to the evolution of

our assessment in this province from the

municipality to the counties to the province.
I could go back to some of the other areas.

I could mention some areas that the member
for St. Catharines may be interested in, the

Niagara Escarpment Planning and Develop-
ment Act. I'm not saying we shouldn't be
mindful of these natural phenomena. At the

same time, we have to treat these verv care-

fuUy.
We have a number of areas where, in

retrospect, I think even this government
would have done differently—the Pickering

airport, the location of the proposed Pick-

ering airport by the federal government: the

concept of the townsite; the furthe*- land

acquisitions in the Spencerville area of east-

em Ontario. There are many things that have
been done, in my mind, that were in error.

They were done by the government I sup-

port. But I feel no less loval to mv govern-
ment because as an individual I feel those

were wTong. Maybe I'm wrong.

Mr. Bradley: Then how can they claim

to be such great managers if they made a^l

those mistakes?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: The number of mistakes

that have been made over 37 years have not

been of such moment that they have affected

in any appreciable way the healthy economy
of this province. The people of this province
have enjoyed a prosperity unknowm in any
place else in Canada or hardly any other

jurisdiction in the world. That's whv. We all

make mistakes because we're all human.
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Hindsight is 20-20, Everyone has great vision

when it comes to hindsight. I think we have
to admit to our mistakes.

I've had some interest for some time, as

yon know, Mr. Speaker, in matters of energy.
I've felt that Ontario should take some real

initiative in this field. I've often wondered
how bad things have to get before we show

leadership in certain directions. I am not con-

fining this to Ontario, I am talking about it

on a national scale.

I think energy is a very serious matter

today. I look at Ontario and we say that we
import 80 per cent of our energy. When I

see how much energy we import from the

United States and I look at the posture of

some people in terms of exporting Alberta

energy to the United States and I look at all

of the conflicts, I just wonder who has a

handle on this.

Some years ago the problem was trying
to develop a truly national energy policy.
When I say national, Mr. Speaker, I dif-

ferentiate between a policy that is federal

in its making and federal in its imposition.
A truly national energy policy has to be a

co-operative effort by all of the provinces
of this great Confederation of ours. We have
to have a coiLsensus and a direction and a

goal.

We may have that now, I am not sure. I

feel somewhat uneasy that we still don't

know where we are going. If we do, it is

not very widely broadcast.

We look at the resources of this srreat land
of ours, and the Leader of the Opposition
mentioned this yesterday. He boasted of the

great abundance of natural resources, the

wealth of the people, the education of the

people and he called for leadership.
I think he is on the right track in terms of

being able to assess the potential, but we
n'^ed national direction. That is not to say
we should not, at a provincial level, be more
aggressive in terms of what we do here.

I understand that we can make methanol
from coal and from gas. I know that and

maybe that is the way to make methanol.

Maybe we shouldn't be thinking about ex-

porting natural gas, but making methanol.

Maybe we should be exporting natural gas

temporarily to generate more revenues so we
can invest more in this great country and
ensure our energy security for the future.

There are difi^erent arguments there, but
what I am saying is that is no reason why
we shouldn't take these initiatives here. I

think the government now sees that.

It may be more modest; our xmdertaldngs
mav deal with wood as a source of supply
and not natural gas or coal, but there are

many thousands of square miles of forest in

this beautiful province. Mr. Speaker, >'ou,

more than anyone else, appreciate that. The
number of times that you have flown over

the north and through the north have ac-

quainted you with the vastness and our
tremendous reserves. You can see there are

many forest products. Burnt over forest or

blighted forest could be used as a source of

raw material. I am not saying this is a

panacea, but if we want to know whether it

works or not, we will have to try it.

Let's develop a plant; let's see if it works.

Let's not just spend our money on further

studies. I remember a number of years ago
a task force looked into this area of methanol.
It was made up of representah'ves from the

oil industry, from the educational institu-

tions, the automotive industry and govern-
ment. It took about three years, if I am not

mistaken, to come up with a report.

5 p.m.

The message I have is that there comes a

time when one has to try these things. There
comes a time when one has to be bold. If

we make another mistake, then we make a

mistake and we stand up and admit we made
a mistake and it cost us some money, but at

least we tried. It is important that we get
some of these things under way.
We have talked about wind energy, God

knows there is a lot of it around the prov-
ince these davs. But the windmill that was to

save so much oil that we demonstrated on
Toronto Island, I would like to have put that

in your backyard, Mr. Speaker. I would just
like to see how that would function in the

natural environment, under the conditions

you experience in that geography and that

climate, whether it is practical, how much
oil it would save. Let's try these things.

Watts from waste. We hear about watts

from waste. I have heard about it since I

was elected in 1971 or shortly thereafter. We
can report ad nauseam. We can investigate
and we can study. I say, at the risk of mak-
ing a mistake, let's do something. There is

nothing new about watts from waste. There
is nothing new about generating hot water
and using district heating. Look at some of

the facilities in downtown Toronto that have
been there for years and years in terms of

the steam heat that has been used in the

downtown core.

In the Ruhr valley the old coal mines are

being restored and the electrical generating
stations are now being used to produce hot

water for district heating. They are spending
up to $1 million a mile for transmission pipe
and we are still debating the feasibility of it.
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The technology is there and the resources

are here. We can do it if we are not afraid

to make a mistake. If we make a mistake,
then we should be man enough to stand up
and say, "I made a mistake," but I think we
have to get on and do some of these things.
We need district heating. We should be

using the discharged water. I know some
progress is being made at Bruce.

Mr. Haggerty: Miles away from tlie gen-
erating plant or the steam plant itself.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I know the tiioug'hts are

there. What I am saying is we have to get
into trying some of these things, whether it

is some methanol, whether it is district heat-

ing, whether it is the burning of garbage in

the generation of electricity or other forms
of energy we can use. We have to do those

things. We have to try them. We have to try
them now and we need some tires to kick.

That is what I am saying to you, Mr.

Speaker.
Another matter that concerns me is the

question of our electrical generating capacity.
I think it is clear now that we have tremen-
dous capacity in Ontario, more than we ever

envisaged. We looked back for 50 years and
said that the average annual increase in con-

siunption of electrical power was seven per
cent a year. We just assumed that would go
on for ever and, of course, things don't work
out that way. There were some errors made.
But if we have that capacity I suggest to

you, Mr. Speaker, we should be utilizing that

capacity.
I wouldn't equivocate a moment in terms

of exi>orts of electricity. I know we are going
to study the electrification of our railways. I

would urge that study not take too long.
There is nothing new about diectrification of

railways.

If you want to ask the experts, they'll tell

you it would be cheaper to go to coal—I
know that—and if you ask the vested inter-

ests, it'll take a long time to accomplish any-
thing. I have experienced that. Often the

greatest obstacle to reform is those vested

interests. But we have to be bold and we
have to take the initiative—rather than talk

about policy now, let's talk about programs
and implementation of those programs.
We talk about the price of oil. Nobody

likes to see the price of oil go up, but there

is no point in an endless debate on how
many cents a gallon are going to be imposed
by one level of government or another. We
know it's going to take a lot of capital to

develop the resources of this country, and
tJhat capital is going to be raised to the sale

price of oil.

What I have been advocating, and what I

am certain of, is that we have to have a
contained system. The money raised throu^
the sale of our oil—and I am talking now on
a national scale because this is one country-
must go back into that system to develop
further reserves, to develop our technology.
Whether that development is in the tar sands

or some new in situ method of recovery of

synthetic oils or upgrading of heavy oils, that

money has to stay in that system. If there is

any money—and we hear so much about the

heritage fund of Alberta—then it should be
in Canada. Let's borrow it; if we have to

borrow, let's borrow internally. We shouldn't

have to go to the foreign markets. But I

think we are going to need all of that money.
I am not advocating a grab of Alberta's

resources. I think it's important that Alberta

understand that.

Often there is envy, and there is dislike

and sometimes disdain for the person that is

so much better off than we are, and maybe
Uncle Sam is a good example of that. But
now we have that concern about the western

people and the vast wealth they are gen-

erating that we read about. There is now
more of a feeling of isolation and victimiza-

tion by the people from the western prov-
inces. We should do everything we can to

avoid that. We should ensure, first of all, that

we have a secure supply of energy and we
are going to need all of the capital that

comes out of that industry to develop the

security of supply that Canadians need so

much.

5:10 p.m.

I want to mention something that has

concerned me for some time. It relates to the

ongoing inequity between urban and rural

hydro rates. I think this is a problem that

must be addressed. The argument is given

that because of the vast distances between

farm houses, the sparse consuming public in

the rural areas, the costs are so much higher

that we have to preserve that differential. At

the same time, we have the argument before

tribunals-the Ontario Energy Board has

been one—that we should be looking at mar-

ginal cost prices. What did it cost to pro-

duce that last kilowatt of electricity?

In the rural areas of eastern Ontario,

which were the earliest places to be settled,

we have had rural electricity for a long time.

It was supplied by falling water. Don't blame

us for the high cost of the nuclear plants

around this province. Don't pass on to us

the additional burden of servicing that debt

without passing on to us the benefits. Our

costs have increased in terms of servicing
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Hydro debts. That has to be borne by all of

us, and the gap is getting wider and wider
in the rural areas.

The municipalities buy bulk power
through their commissions, and their com-
missions have a union. The big industrial

consumers negotiate directly and have their

economic clout. But the little rural customer

who fiits out all alone on his farm or his

residential property in the countryside deals

directly with Ontario Hydro. Where is his

clout? Where is his negotiating strength?
How does he argue? He just gets his bill and

pays it dutifully as he has done year after

year, and I suppose he counts his blessings.

This area of concern must be faced. I

think it is going to be a growing concern. It

is fraught with inequity. We must take hold,

give direction and address that particular

problem. I think that's important. I want to

give other members a chance to speak. I

mentioned something about energy, and I

mentioned something about the r'irection and
the leadership we should be giving from h'rre

in that field. I think Ontario could stand a

stronger image. We s'hould project and we
should develop a stronger Ministry of

Energy, not a weaker Ministry of Energy.

Mr. Haggerty: Hydro has got the mon-

opoly on it.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: I am not tailing about

Ontario Hydro now. I am suggesting that the

Ministry of Energy should be strengthened.
The member might think about that.

Mr. Bradley: Do you want more govern-
ment and bigger government?

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Not bigger government.
In a matter as important as energy, I can

point to the United States, to the new De-

partment of energy there a few years ago
and the taking in from all of the other de-

partments matters that related to energy and

putting them under one department—they
dissolved ERDA. I think they gave that some
direction, piupose and clout. I am sure that

an ex-Minister or two of Energy that might
be here today might agree with me that we
have to give more purpose to the Ministry
of Energy. I'll develop that some other time,
Mr. Speaker. I don't want to dwell on it too

long this afternoon because I know other

merrtbers are anxious to speak. I feel very
strongly that you can't have an operation
where different ministries control different

aspects of it, so that you don't do a proper
job.

We've been very good at developing
jargon. If we could only do as good a job
in doing something constructive as we do

in developing technical jargon, maybe we
would really accomplish something. There's

an acronym for everything, Mr. Speaker, as

you know. You can hardly go to a meeting
where there isn't a dozen experts with dozens

of acronyms and flipcharts making a presen-
tation. I sometimes wonder whether people
know how to speak plainly any more. Maybe
it's time people did. I've often threatened to

do something about it.

When I was a boy, a person might be an
old fellow and poor, and you'd call him a

poor, old man. Now, you call him an econo-

mically disadvantaged senior citizen. I think

we should develop a new association, an

Association for the Abolishment of Acronyms.
We could call it AAA.

Mr. Speaker, I do want to say to you that,

if you have studied the si)eech from the

throne, you vdll see the water front has been
covered pretty thoroughly.

Mr. Van Home: It's a whitewash.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: And it will all wash. It's

going to be pretty hard to knock it too much.

Mr. Bradley: Or to implement it.

Mr. J. A. Taylor: We'll hear platitudes
from across the floor about their alternatives

and how they're going to lead Ontario out of

the wilderness. But I tell them to be careful,

because the people aren't looking for an
election now. Remember, the municipal elec-

tions are coming up in the fall and there are

other reasons.

I started oflF on this tone. I'm saying just

to be careful. I like those fellows. Indi-

vidually they're great guys, and I like to see

them around, but collectively the're chaotic.

Just play it real cool. Mr. Speaker, thank you
very much for your kind attention.

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, it is indeed

an honour, both to speak to the throne

speech and to listen to the words of wisdom
of some other members who take the oppor-
tunity to speak to the throne speech.

5:20 p.m.

In deference to the member who just

spoke, I would submit that he should provide
the example for the rest of his caucus and

encourage some of them—some of them
whom I have not heard speak in the three

years th?it I've been here—to follow his

example and say what they think, as he has

said what he thinks. Mind you, they may not

be around very long when the Premier finds

out what they think, but it is an interesting
observation by members opposite and, for

that matter, members of the third party too,

who from time to time have expressed the

view that it is better not to say anything in
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this House. I say this in a rather sad frame

of mind that some members will not stand

and speak their minds in this House.

Some of them choose to be considered as

being good constituent men or women; some
of them take the attitude that they can't

run the risk of STpeaking out loud in here for

fear of their constituents perhaps finding out

what they know and think about an issue.

Mr. Bradley: You're not talking about the

member for Oriole (Mr. Williams).

Mr. Van Home: No, indeed. If anything
can be said about him it would be the opi)o-

site, that at times he doesn't know when to

stop speaking.

Certainly it is a sad commentary. If mem-
bers present would reflect on this for a

moment, they would be able to name six,

eight, 10 or a dozen members who have

really said nothing in this House in this

session or in previous sessions of this Legis-
lature and that's too bad.

1 would like to submit that it is important
for all members to reflect on what is in the

throne speech, to present contradiction, criti-

cism, new or corollary thoughts to the throne

speech, if we have them, and to reflect some
of the views of our constituents who are in-

terested enough to read what is in the throne

si>eech; to follow, through the media, what is

being said in the throne speech, because the

throne speech is supposed to provide for the

citizens of Ontario and, for that matter, for

the members of this Legislature who repre-
sent those citizens, the blueprint or design
for the government's course of action.

The government's stated course this year,
as described by the Lieutenant Governor,
"offers sound fiscal management and com-
passionate public policy." That's pretty good'
stufiF on the surface, but really what is meant

by "sound fiscal management and compassion-
ate public p>olicy"? It sounds to me like the

gospel according to Hugh Segal. I'm just

wondering how many members of the gov-
ernment party really believe that this throne

speech does, in fact, present "sound fiscal

management and compassionate public

policy."

I submit to you, Mr. Speaker, if you think
it through and then read through the 90 items,
that you would have to agree there are some
things there that you simply could not agree
with. Or perhaps some members are naive

enough to buy alll of the vague generality
that is in that theme.

The government goes on to identify some
90 projects covering every ministry—90 pro-
jects which wiU be given higjh iwiority this

year. Some of these 90 projects are already

under way.
In fairness, there are some whicli I take

considerable pride in being associated with

in some way. Let me refer specifically to two

mentions of my own community in the throne

speech. There was a mention that the Energy
from Waste program at London's Victoria

Westminister Hospital site is going to be

carried on. Certainly that is an excellent plan;

there is simply no question about it.

The reference to our commmiity being the

air ambulance centre for southwestern Ontario

is also something that all London members-
all three of us—should reflect on very proudly;

it's a forward step. However, as we look at

the throne speech, we have to admit we will

have to wait for some of the others in that

group of 90 to come before us, as legislation

is presented and as the budget is presented.

Third, I would submit that beyond that

some of those 90 projects will never come to

pass. I am saying only time will tell. I submit

that kind of scepticism is not solely mine; it

is reflected in what some of the editorial

pages have said in the last week or so. Let

me quote from one of them: "Listeners may
have difficulty applauding until once the

session is wedl under way. Then they can

measure the promises against the perform-
ance."

That is the sort of thing that makes me a

little more sure I am right when I say that in

future the government would be well advised

to summarize, at the beginning of the throne

speech, what was in the preceding year's

throne speech. It should give us some indica-

tion as to whether or not projects that were

listed a year ago are going to be carried on;

or, if they were withdrawn, why. There are

glaring examples we would be able to pick
out without doing very much homework. Let

m© give just one example.
'Let's go back to the throne speech that was

made when I first came into this Legislature

in 1978. This statement was made:

"This paradox can only be resolved by a

training program especially geared to satis-

fying the manpower needs of industry.

Development of such a program will be

given the highest priority during the year.

The new training scheme will emphasize

employer-centred training and will provide
the required leve^l of skills in the Aortest

possfble time." That was in 1978.

What hapi>ened in 1979? This statement:

"In answer to this need, my government will

implement a comprehensive business and in-

dustrial training program involving our

secondary sdhools, colleges, organized labour

and the business community."
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What happens in 1980? "For this ptirpose,
an amount of over $5 million from the Em-
ployment Development Fund has been ear-

marked for the Ministry of Colleges and Uni-
versities to boost the employer-sponsored
training program."
Three different years, three different state-

ments; $5 million-plus thrown in. And by the

way, the money that is thrown in was an-

nounced some two or three weeks prior to

the throne speech—on February 6, as a matter

of fact: "The Minister of Colleges and Uni-
versities said Tuesday, *The money wiH be
allocated for skills training.'

"
That announce-

ment was made in February, yet the throne

speech comes along and tells us about it in

March, and it tells us about it for the third

time.

Just as an interesting little aside, most of

us thou^t, from last year's throne sjieech,

that the initiative and thrust of manpower
training—the apprenticeship program, skills

training and the rest, whatever one wants to

call it; it all comes under the same heading
—was going to be rmder the aegis of the

Minister of Labour. He got a new title,

Minister of Labour and Manpower; yet we
get this announcement from the Minister of

Colleges and Universities.

What this reflects is that the government
still hasn't got a handle on the whole process
of the industrial skill job-draining program,
or the apyprentices'hip program. It has simply
booted the topic around year after year.

I go back to the proposition that when we
have a throne speech it would be prudent for

the government to summarize the events of

the past year and reflect on those events—
their successes and failures.

5:30 p.m.

The member for Prince Edward-Lermox,
w'ho spoke just before me, indicated that it's

not all wrong to make a mistake. If one
makes a mistake, one should at least be big

enough to admit one has made a mistake and

go back at the problem again. He was big

enough to admit that, but apparently the

government isn't big enough to admit that it

has really blown the apprenticeship program
here in Ontario.

Mr. Roy: They don't make mistakes; they
are just flexible.

Mr. Van Home: Perhaps that flexibility

will be reflected in the attitude of the gov-
ernment in the future if it follows this very
honest and prudent suggestion.

Beyond that, I think it would give us an
idea of the reasons for the frustration that is

evident. The preceding speaker indicated

that t!he opposition, while individually good

guys, collectively has not done the job here
in Ontario. I can't agree with him. I would
say we have been overirxlulgent to a degree
in tlie last couple of years in going along
with and trying to prod the government into

action on many occasions. He's not really

being accurate when he says that collectively
we have not done the job as an opposition.
We've been overindulgent to a faidt in that

we've propped up the Conservative govern-
ment here in Ontario too long.
The throne speech has many problems,

but the problems indicated by my leader

yesterday are really problems of omission

as much as commission. Certainly there were

specifics in the government's speech he was
able to attack, but he was also very able to

attack some of the areas of concern that

were not addressed in the throne speech.
What he said essentially was that Ontario's

need's, as we go into the 1980s, are very
severe because the Conservative govern-
ment of the 1960s and 1970s reneged. It

fumbled the ball. It didn't take hold of the

opportunities it had in the 1960s and 1970s.

It developed a handout mentality. That's

reflected in the dealings of any number of

ministries.

One could take a look at the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism as a good example of

that handout mentality, rather than address-

ing itself as a government to developing in-

dustrial strategy, as my party has done. I

think if the members opposite were to be
honest with themselves and with us, if they
took the time to read our paper on develop-

ing an industrial strategy for Ontario, they
would have to admit it's a darned sight bet-

ter than anything they've been able to come
up with in the last decade or two.

That's the sort of thing my leader was

addressing himself to yesterday, to some of

the errors of commission as much as the

errors of omission in the presentation of the

government. What we're saying is that the

government has fumbled the ball. It has

fumbled the ball with health services. Let

me give an example or two.

How many years ago was it that the gov-
ernment was proudly announcing additions

to small hospitals across this province? How
many years after that was it that one of the

former Ministers of Health had the unpleas-
ant job of going around and telling some of

these same hospitals that they were going
to have to close their doors?

Aside from the obvious—and the obvious

is the lack of planning—can one imagine how
devastating that was for those small com-

munities? I think I know whereof I speak.

I was born in Goderich. My father grew up
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in Clinton, Both of those communities, along
with many others across this province, were
hammered with that proposition: "We let

you build and now we're going to close you."
There was a perfect example, in my view,
of lack of planning and fumbling the ball,

and the government fumbled it. It fumbled
the ball in the educational system.

Hon. Mr. Walker: Not everybody would

agree with that.

Mr. Van Home: I would ask the minister

then, if he doesn't agree, what do govern-
ment surveys say about our school system?
Are they coming up with as good a product
as 10, 15 or 20 years ago? Are the parents

happy with the standards our schools don't

have now? If the government is polling

everything else, maybe it should poll that

one, or try that one on for size, because I

would submit that many parents are some-

thing less than thrilled with what they per-
ceive to be a declining standard in our school

system at both the elementary and secondary
levels.

I would submit that beyond that in certain

areas of the environment the government has

fallen short of the mark. In energy, it has

fallen s'hort of the mark. In its relationships
with municipalities, it has fallen short of

the mark. Just witness the disaster of

regional government. One doesn't have to

look at that too long to realize how badly
the government has handled things. In a

sense, it had the Midas touch and it has

turned it into the touch of a blacksmith.

With these fumbles, the government has

left Ontario in a minority government situ-

ation. It was able to do that all by itself. If

it were that good, it would have kept up a

majority government for another decade. The
citizens of Ontario have said, "Look, the

Tories don't deserve a majority." We're say-

ing it even a little stronger than that. We're

saying this government doesn't deserve to

be the government any longer. That's what
we're saying.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Say it with conviction.

Say it with enthusiasm.

Mr. Van Home: The member for Kingston
and the Islands has made a little aside. I

can't help but point out to him that these

thoughts are not necessarily all my own. I

don't profess to have all the wisdom of the

ages as some of the folks over there do.

This government is perceived to be, and has

been perceived to have been over the last

couple of years, a do-nothing government.
There it is. The government has blown it.

It had the chance in the 1960s and 1970s

and it blew it.

If members opposite don't buy that and,

obviously, some of them don't, I think we
could argue that the government has lost the

will to govern. Really, what it has done is it

has chosen to govern by polls—government
by Goldfarb.

Hon. Mr. Walker: I want to know whether
the member supports an election.

Mr. Van Home: I support it. As a matter

of fact, I got a good deal on lawn sign
stakes. My garage is half full. I bought some
that were left over by the Conservative

member who ran in London West.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. The member
for London North has the floor.

5:40 p.m.

Mr. Van Home: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I was trying to refrain from suggesting to

the member for London South (Mr.

Walker)—there is not much point in keeping
it secret any longer—that I have put in an
ofiFer on a home in London South and voy
likely will be seeking the nomination in that

riding next time. I look forward to the ac-

tivity that will stem from that.

I recall that the honourable member

represented London North at one point in

time. Perhaps over the supper hour he would
like to refresh our memories as to what really

did happen in London North.

Interjections.

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, I will ignore
the interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: It might be a good
idea to review the history over the supper
hour.

Mr. Van Home: Yes, I think it would be.

The comment about government by
Goldfarb is one that is made not just by me,
not just by members in this House, but by
practically every newspaper and media per-
son in the province. Here are some of the

comments; for example: "From a purely
political point of view it was obviously to

the government's advantage to keep secret

its publicly funded knowledge of prevailing
sentiment on that controversial issue . . ." the

issue being teachers' strikes.

Another column reads: "The manner in

which the government of Ontario finally

released the findings of 22 public opinion

polls conducted at the cost of nearly half

a million taxpayer dollars speaks grimly
about political leadership in Ontario."

I said it five minutes ago and I will say
it again: This government has lost the will

to govern. It has blown the opportunities it
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had in the 1970s. I could go on and on. I

have a whole file, but I won't bore members
with tlie details, because I am siu-e they have

seen the articles themselves.

Just as an interesting aside again, the

former Minister of Energy (Mr. J. A. Taylor)
made reference to the ministry perhaps be-

ing a little stronger. One has to wonder at

times, when one loses the will to govern why
does the tail wag the dog? Why does Ontario

Hydro wag the government of Ontario? They
are using the same tools over there, and in

many respects they probably have a stronger

operation. But does one think they didn't

use polls? Let me read a line or two from a

speech made by Robert Taylor to the 70th

annual meeting of the Ontario Municipal
Electric Association last March. He says in

part:

"I believe the people of this province get
the best electrical service of any eight and a

half million people in the w^orld. They get
this service at a cost that is lower than most
other places on this continent. This is the

real measure of the accomplishment of

Hydro in Ontario. Our public surveys sug-

gest that our customers know it."

The government's own agencies are polling
and they are telling it what to do. The people
who have been the government have lost

the •will to govern. They don't deserve to

govern any longer.

I made reference to the attitude that one
can get to where one wants to go by handing
things away, like the Ministry of Industry
and Tourism does periodically. On the other

hand, this goverrmient's mode of operation
would seem to be to give it when you have
it and cut back when you are short—no re-

flection at all of planning.
I don't like to make reference to my

Liberal colleagues outside of the province,
but I will. One of them got some ink the
other day by suggesting that votes in Nova
Scotia are bought. What he said about the

legend in that province seems to reflect what
happens in a way with the Tories here in

Ontario. He suggested that if it moves buy it

a drink and if it doesn't move pave it. It

would seem we could say almost the same
thing here, except that this government
doesn't buy it a drink or pave it; it puts it on
a committee and gives it $100 per diem.

Interjection.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Van Home: He is out of order, Mr.

Speaker. I feel rather badly about that. I

feel badly because I don't think there is

much that can be done to bring him back
into order.

We have an infinite number of examples of

this giving-away or handout mentality, which
is basically an approach to government with-

out planning. They did it to educaticMi in the

1970s. For example, very little thought was
given to declining enrolment until it was a
fact. They built schools willy-nilly with no
thought that the buildings being put up
might have some alternative use if the school

were no longer filled with kids. They are

just addressing themselves to that problem
now in this throne speech. It is a pretty sad

commentary to make. They should have been

addressing themselves to that thought 10

years ago.

Provincial funding for .school boards was

promised at 60 per cent plus. It is now down
to 50 per cent plus. Land banking has cost

our province hundreds of millions of dollars.

It was promoted in the 1970s, but it is now
coming to a halt, at least in some areas. I

don't fault the government for that. I don't

fault it for stopping the Seaton project right

now. But what I fault it for is not having

any idea of an alternative. What happens
down the road? If they do know about plans
or alternatives, they sure don't make them

public. They don't let us know and they don't

let the constituents know.

If I wanted to be critical in another area,

I could go to our Minister of Community
and Social Services (Mr. Norton). In spite of

his offer to come and run against me—and I

would delight in that; I think it would be a

good exercise for him, for he would learn a

little bit about politics in southwestern On-
tario—he is to be commended for engineering
what I perceive to be a fairly good design
or blueprint for providing services, partic-

ularly for the children of oiu: province. I say
that in all sincerity.

The problem is, in spite of coming up with

a system, he is unable to provide the bucks.

He has had some financial problems, and I

would submit that again the minister falls

short of the mark. He comes up with a good

design but then he can't fund it. This is the

sort of hand-to-mouth, seat-of-the-pants kind

of approach the government has taken over

the years.

Let me give a few good examples, some
of which the minister may not be aware. The

ministry puts pucks before pianos. It is giv-

ing $2 million for minor hockey at the same
time that we read the Royal Hamilton Col-

lege of Music is likely going to have to close

its doors this year. There is no possible way
the college can be continued beyond June
30. They have already cut their programs to

the bone. In spite of that, the ministry gives

$2 million to amateur hockey. It sticks its
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nose into amateur hockey when it should
really keep it out.

By the way, it is not just the Royal Hamil-
ton College of Music that is involved. Let's
talk for a moment with the member for
London South about what is happening to
the Western Ontario Conservatory of Music,
because it is in the same box as the Hamil-
ton college.

Hon. Mr. Walker: I think the member
should check it out. It has been resolved.

Mr. Van Home: Okay. If it is resolved

there, is it going to be resolved in Hamilton
too? Is the Ministry of Culture and Rec-
reation going to give some assistance from its

coflFers to these people? As they are giving
out money for hockey pucks, what about the
other side of it, the pianos? What about the

program at the college in Hamilton? The
ministry's priorities are backwards.

The ministry spends $8.4 million on outside

lawyers in two years and yet it cuts back
in other areas. Chronic care, for example, is

something the ministry has not addressed

properly. Sure, 600 additional chronic-care

beds are being added this year, but is that

really addressing the problems of seniors?

It is not.

5:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Walker: You are on record now
as preferring the violence of the piano over
the nonviolence of hockey.

Mr. Van Home: The minister can talk
about violence and nonviolence. I would
submit to him that I coached hockey at all

levels under Junior A and I have a fuU

knowledge of the process. The government
is not going to get the results it thinks it is

going to get by giving $2 milhon to this

exercise. It is going to end up with another

bureaucracy that's going to get lost in the
wilderness. It's not going to solve the prob-
lems of violence in hockey. I can guarantee
it. The government is just blowing the money
and it shouldn't have done it.

For my concluding comments I'd like to

reflect for just a moment or two on things
that I feel the government should have
been addressing itself to. In my view it

should have been addressing itself to an
industrial strategy. It should have been ad-

dressiuEf itself more thoroughly to the prob-
lems of northern Ontario, to the problems of

the youth, to women in the work place, to the

disintegration of our health-care system and
to the rights of management. The government
made some obtuse comment in the throne

speech about some possible changes.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Don't forget mother-
hood and apple pie before you finish.

Mr. Van Home: Those are about the only
things the government left out. Let's get
away from motherhood and apple pie. What
has the government done to help senior
citizens? In the Gains progr^n, is the govern-
ment working in concert with the federal

program and the CIS? I'd guarantee it isn't.

Mr. Roy: Flora MacDonald says her loss

was due to the Minister of Community and
Social Services.

Hon. Mr. Norton: She didn't lose. She
bucked the trend.

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, we don't

want to get into the private life of the

minister and of the federal member. I think

we should get back to a few concluding
conunents.

On occasion, when the government has

addressed itself to a problem, it finds out
that we have beaten it to the punch, and I

am sure that's ^ot to be a little bit dis-

concerting. We have addressed ourselves, as

I indicated earlier to the need for an indus-

trial !rtrategy here in Ontario. It's pretty
hard for the government to steal that one
from us, but it has been trying to steal our

thimder on the methanol fuel program. I

am sure the Minister of Energy would agree
that we have beaten the government to the

punch on that. On those very few occasions

when the government does address itself to

a problem, when it gets there and opens
the door, it find!s that we are already inside

the room. We have already beaten the

government to the punch.
So there we are, faced with a government

that has no blueprint and no long-range plan.

It flies by the seat of its pants. It has a hand-

out mentality. It has lost the will to govern.

For these reasons we cannot, and shotild not,

let this group continue to govern our prov-
ince. The only way they will carry on is

through the support of the third party. Surely

that group of honourable members, who

profess to be a party of principle, will find it

within their hearts to find that principle they
seem to have lost over the last few days and

stand with us when we vote and bring this

government down.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, in the few
moments remaining before six o'clock, as one
of the several topics I want to deal with in

the course of my comments in the throne

speech debate, I thought I might convey to

the government House leader (Mr. Wells)
a message for his colleague the Minister of

Transportation and Communications (Mr.
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Snow) about a matter that has been of signifi-

cant concern to me over the years in the

riding which I represent, Riverdale. That is,

in the process of electrification of the GO
system, I may ask the government House
leader to ask the Minister of Transportation
and Communications to install a station at the

corner of de Grassi Street and Queen Street

East in the riding of Riverdale.

My colleague the member for Oshawa
(Mr. Breaugh) has apologized to me for a

release he issued dealing with the GO system
without making any mention of the need for

that station at de Grassi Street and Queen
Street East.

Mr. Breaugh: I am born again, I have seen

the light.

Mr. Renwick: For those members who do
not know the area, if they vdll simply drive

east on Queen Street until they come to the

railway overpass at de Grassi Street, they
will see the area up to the left. I do wish my
friend and colleague the member for St.

David (Mrs. Scrivener) were here because,
while the GO station would be in Riverdale,
across the street to the west and across the
street to the south is the riding of St. David.

So, the station would serve two ridings and
it would add a dimension to the GO system
which is now lacking.

I have put the case on many occasions. The
ministry indeed did a study and found that it

was economic to put a station in at de Grassi

Street but I guess, because it was economic
to do so, they chose not to do it and would
rather have had an uneconomic report. In

which case, I am quite certain the govern-
ment would have installed the station at that

area.

The traflBc to and fro, out of Riverdale into

places of work, and vice versa, from places
of work into Riverdale, is immense. I am
quite certain that with an electrified system,
and wi'thout any undue interruption of the

service, and indeed to facilitate the service,
such a station would add immensely to the

GO system as well as allowing the occasional

person to come and savour the delights of

Riverdale. That, of course, in itself, would be
an immense attraction to many of the people,
and I am quite certain my colleagues in the

House would be amongst the first to take

that opportunity.
Mr. Si)eaker, perhaps as it is now 6 o'clock,

I could resume at eight before a much larger
audience I am sure.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I would remind the

House that the dinner break is two hours and
if any of the members wish to view that inter-

section they certainly may.

The House recessed at 6 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 194)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS

1. Mr. Ziemba: Will the Minister of

Revenue inform the House: (a) How many
Small Business Development Corporations
have been registered at present? Who are the

principals of each SBDC; list directors and
officers? When was each SBDC registered?
What are the assets of each SBDC? How
much was given to each SBDC by the gov-
ernment under this program? (b) How many
SBDC proposals have been refused registra-
tion? Who were the principals of these pro-
posed SBDCs; list directors and officers?

Specifically, why was each refused recistra-

tion? (c) Is there any indication, at present,
that any SBDC A\all not remain eligible for

program grants? Which ones? Why are they
becoming ineligible? (d) How many in-

dividuals have invested in SBDCs? Who are

they? In which firm have they invested? How
much has each individual invested? What is

the rebate given each individual by the

province? (e) Has any audit been conducted
to determine if amounts paid to SBDCs or
individuals have been paid in error? If so,
how much has been paid in error both in

percentage and absolute terms? How many
auditors are in this program? If no audits

have been conducted, why not? (Tabled
March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Maeck: (a) The ministry in ac-
cordance with section 2(1) maintains a regis-
ter of all Small Business Development Cor-
porations and the register is open for public
inspection during normal office hours. The
register lists the name, address, officers, date
of registration, authorized capital and type of

corporation (i.e., whether the SBDC is a

public or private corporation). The member
may obtain this information at any time by
telephone or visiting the ministry. Section
31 of the SBDC legislation imposes con-

fidentiality with respect to the affairs of in-

dividuals and corporations participating in

the program. To date 45 SBDCs have been
registered. Under the program the govern-
ment gives no money to the SBDCs.

(b) Because of the incorporation by sec-
tion 31 of the SBDC Act of section 166 of
the Corporations Tax Act, this information
cannot be disclosed.

(c) Any SBDC that does not comply with
the terms of the legislation will be deregis-

tered in accordance with the procedures set

forth in the legislation. Since an SBDC has

one year to arrange its affairs in accordance

with the act, after meeting the initial re-

quirements for registration, and since the

first SBDC was registered in August 1979,

deregistration procedures will not come into

effect until September 1980.

(d) The number of srants paid to March

14, 1980, is 691 totalling $2,821,722. The
amount invested by all individuals is three

and one third times the amount of the grants

paid. All other information is confidential

under the legislation.

(e) No amounts are paid to SBDCs. All

payments to indi\ddua]s are preaudited to

prevent payment in error. To date no pay-
ments have been found to be paid in error.

All SBDCs have been preaudited before

registration to ensure compliance with the

legislation prior to registration. Audit re-

sources and audit time as required will be
made available to ensure a complete audit.

QUARTER CENTURY CLUB

2. Mr. Ziemba: Will the Chairman of the

Management Board of Cabinet indicate: 1.

What was the total cost of hospitality for the

Quarter Century Club diu-ing the 1978-79
fiscal year? 2. How many members are in the

Quarter Century Club and how many of

these are retired civil servants? 3. How many
persons received hospitality from the Quarter

Century Club in the 1978-79 fiscal year?
Does this figure include spouses of members?
4. Is it the government's policy that the

protocol services branch of the Ministry of

Government Services should handle govern-
ment hospitality and that the expenditure-
should be charged to the hospitality fund?
5. Is there a special reason why the cost or

hospitality arrangements of the club are in-

dependent of the hospitality fund? (Tabled
December 18, 1979.)

Hon. Mr. McCague: 1. The total cost for

hospitality for the Quarter Centurv Club

during the 1978-79 fiscal year was $59,291.

2. The latest membership list indicates

7,861 members, of which 2,624 are retirees.

3. A total of 4,012 meals were paid for

during 1978-79. This number would include

meals for spouses.

4. It is not the government's policy that

the office of protocol in the Ministry of Inter-

governmental Affairs should handle all gov-
ernment hospitahty and that expenditures for
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such should be charged to the hospitality

fund.

\5. The Quarter Century Club is an or-

ganization for members and retirees of the

civil service who have at least 25 years of

continuous service with the Ontario govern-
ment. The hospitality fund was established

to provide hospitality for persons or groups
outside the civil service. The costs of hos-

pitality to the Quarter Century Club are con-

sidered to be more in the nature of employee
relations costs, thus these costs and hos-

pitality arrangements are kept separate from

the hospitality fund.

DESTRUCTION OF
CORPORATION FILES

3. Mr. Ziemba: Will the Ministry of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations indicate the

following re: the corporation information re-

turns destroyed under regulation 975/76
without microfilming? Is the estimate that

over 100,000 documents were destroyed an
accurate one? 2. Were these records subject
to either a schedule or intergovernmental
agreement or government policy whereby the

records, or the information on them, was to

be permanently retained? Was there a viola-

tion of the Archives Act? 4. When the de-

struction was begun, was there a record

management official in charge of these

records? Was this official, or any other

official, a member of a committee on records

management or instructed to take note of the

records being microfilmed or destroyed? Who
was this official and what was his title? 5.

Does the ministry or the archives have a

report explaining how this situation occurred?

(First tabled December 18, 1979. Tabled
March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Drea: 1. No count was kept of

the number of old annual returns and related

correspyondence destroyed. It is possible that

approximately 100,000 pieces of paper were

destroyed.
2. These records were subject to records

retention schedule which called for micro-

filming of all documents on corporation file.

The pmpose of section 9 of regulation 975/
76 was to facilitate microfilming of corpora-
tion files. A survey conducted in 1974 had
incUcated that 75 per cent of corporation file

searches were made to determine the most
recent names and addresses of directors and
officers for aff^ecting service of process. Re-
turns older than five years did not seem to

serve any useful purpose and therefore it

appeared wasteful to microfilm them. The
annual returns and correspondence in ques-
tion were not forwarded to the archives of

Ontario due to a misunderstanding between
officials in my Ministry.

3. There was no violation of the Archives

Act.

4. The controller of records of the com-
panies services branch of my ministry was the

official in charge of all corporation records.

He was not, however, a member of a com-
mittee on records management. Mrs. Linda

Fischer, records services manager of the ad-

ministrative services branch of my ministry,
who is responsible for co-ordinating records

management program vdthin the ministry,
was a member of the records managers coun-
cil.

5. Yes, there was a report on the matter:

Re: Corporation Files-Schedule 47-0300-4:

(a) As a result of our review and dis-

cussions with the companies division it is

determined that corporation files were culled

and culled material destroyed prior to micro-

filming. The culling process aff^ected only
corporations incorporated prior to 1960,
where material was removed and destroyed

up to 1972. Corporations incorporated after

1960 were microfilmed complete (no culling).

However, all material pulled from files of

corporations incorporated prior to approxi-

mately 1934 is still on hand in the companies
division (see paragraph (b)). Material re-

moved from the files and destroyed without

microfilming did not include pertinent cor-

porate documentation as outlined in oiu

records retention schedule 47-0300-4, with
the exception of item eight (annual returns)
and item nine (general correspondence). All

other documentation on file has been micro-

filmed and hard copies as well as security
rolls of microfilm will be sent to the records

centre.

(b) Hard copies of material culled from

corporation files (85 cubic feet for corpora-
tions incorporated prior to approximately

1934) wliich was examined by your represen-
tative at our request, has been retained on

companies division's premises since October

12, 1977 (over three months) awaiting dis-

position instructions from your office. This

material will be transferred to archives as

soon as transfer procediues are completed.

(c) Total volume destroyed in the com-

panies division in 1977 amounted to approxi-

mately 1,000 cubic feet. This represents

culled material from corporation files only.

(d) The culling procedure of corporation

files has been discontinued. Corporation files

from 1972 to the present are microfilmed in-

tact.

(e) Hard copies of all microfilmed corpora-

tion files will also be destroyed in the future
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once they have reached their maturity of

five years and microfilm quahty has been
checked and verified in accordance with the

appropriate records retention schedule in

eff^ect at that time.

Overview of destroyed annual retimis and
correspondence; December 1977:

Files of corporations incorporated up to

1934: incorporating documents and amend-
ments thereto and aimual returns for the last

five years microfilmed; culled material re-

tained for the archives.

Files of corporations incorporated between
1934 and 1960: incorporating documents and
amendments thereto and annual returns for

the last five years microfilmed; culled ma-
terial destroyed.

Files of corporations incorporated between
1960 and 1972: incorporating documents and
amendments thereto and all armual retiuns

microfilmed except where file had to be re-

microfilmed due to poor quality of microfilm

drn-ing the period May 1977 to December
1977; material that was culled in re-micro-

filming process was destroyed.

PULLMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
4. Mr. Ziemba: Will the Ministry of Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations inform^ the

House re Pullman Holdings Limited: Has
the ministry received an up-to-date corpora-
tion information return for Pullman Holdings
Limited as required imder the Corporations
Information Act? A recent check found it

-absent on the microfilm. 2. If it has not been
received will the ministry be asking the com-

pany to file one? (First tabled December 18,
1979. Tabled March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Drea:
1. The ministry has not received an up-to-

date corporation information notice for Pull-

man Holdings Limited. The last annual in-

formation return is as of November 2, 1973.
2. By letter dated October 18, 1979, the

corporation was notified pursuant to section

5 of the Corporation Information Act, 1976,
that it was required to file an initial notice
or notice of change within thirty days from
the date of the letter. The corporation was
further warned that unless the notice was
completed and filed within the prescribed
time, a hearing might be held pursuant to

section 250 of the Business Corporations Act,
to determine whether sufficient cause exists

to cancel the certificate of incorporation and
dissolve the corporation. The corporation has

neglected or refused to file the notice, and

accordingly a hearing was held by the execu-
tive director, companies division, on January
14, 1980, pursuant to section 250 of the

Business Corporations Act to determine
whether or not sufiicient cause existed to

cancel the certificate of incorporation of

Pullman Holdings Limited, and the cer-

tificate of incorporation was cancelled eflFeo-

tive that date.

EXPIRED FIRM REGISTRATIONS

5. Mr. Ziemba: Will the Ministry of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations advise the

House re expired firm registrations removed
from the partnerships registry: 1. Does the

ministry dispute either the commercial or

historical importance of the expired records?
2. Once a record is removed, is it immedi-

ately available to the public elsewhere such
as in the archives? 3. Have any of these
records been destroyed without microfilming?
4. Once the record is removed, is the original
record preserved or is it microfilmed? 5. Is

there master microfilm covering corporate
styles, sole proprietorships and partnerships?
Is it available to the public? Is there an alpha-
betical index or other system to locate an ex-

pired firm's record on it? 6. Were any records
that were registered under the former de-

centralized county registry system destroyed
without microfilming? Have all these records

or their microfilm copies been sent to the

archives? 7. When a lawyer is told there is

no record of a registration, is he also told

that it may have been removed because of

expiry or that it may be in the archives? 8.

Are the expired registrations subject to re-

tirement schedules approved by the archivist?

(First tabled December 18, 1979. Tabled
March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Drea: 1. The registrar of partner-

ships maintains active operational records

only. The registrar removes and destroys ex-

pired declarations in accordance with section

5 of regulation 347/73 and in accordance
with the authority for records disposition
which has been approved by the archivist of

Ontario. Microfilm of the expired declara-

tions is available to the archivist.

2. Once the expired declaration is re-

moved, it is destroyed. The archivist has

chosen not to preserve the original of such

declarations.

•3. All declarations under the Partnerships

Registration Act upon registration are micro-

filmed for security reasons as a backup for

the original documents.

4. Once the expired declaration is removed
it is destroyed. The microfilm is not destroy-
ed and is available to the archivist.

5. Upon registration all of these docu-

ments are microfilmed for security reasons.
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The microfilm is stored at the government
records retention centre and is not available

to the public until the archivist takes posses-
sion of it. There is no index for locating ex-

pired certificates, declarations and registra-

tions because microfilm is not used as an

operational record.

6. I understand that all original partner-

ship records formerly held in county registry

offices have been transferred to the archives

of Ontario.

7. Where a lawyer indicates that he is

seeking an old document, he is informed that

it may be in the archives.

8. Yes, see 1.

EMCA EXAMINATIONS
6. Mr. Cooke: Will the Minister of Edu-

cation table in the House all available data

on the failure rates in the emergency medical
care assistant examination of July-August
1979, broken down according to the college
of applied arts and technology from which
the candidates graduated in the ambulance
and emergency care program? (Tabled March
11, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The following re-

sponse is provided to the above question

dealing with the emergency medical care

assistant examinations:

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities

is involved with the educational programs
offered by the colleges of applied arts and

technology aimed at preparing personnel for

th3 ambulance field. The emergency medical
care assistant examinations lead to the latter

qualification in the employment field and are

under the aegis of the Ministry of Health.

Colleges oflFering the ambulance and emer-

gency care programs on a full-time basis for

new entrants are as follows: Algonguin Col-

lege, Ottawa; Cambrian College, Sudbury;
Centennial College, Scarborough; Conestoga
College. Kitchener; Fanshawe College, Lon-

don; Humber College, Rexdale; Niagara
College, Welland; St. Clair College, Windsor.

In addition to the full-time programs, the

above colleges also offer part-time programs
to upgrade those persons already employed
in the ambulance field who are required to

meet the legislated employment requirements
for emergency medical care assistants. How-
ever, the part-time programs are l>eing

phased out. The Ministry of Health initial

deadline for the upgrading of personnel was
August 1, 1979, but this has been extended
to August 1, 1980.

Other colleges which have been offering
the part-time program are as follows: Con-
federation College, Thunder Bay; Durham

College, Oshawa; Georgian College, Orillia

campus; Loyalist College, Belleville; Mohawk
College, Hamilton; Northern College, South

Porcupine campus; St. La-wrence College,
Brockville, Cornwall and Kingston campuses;
Sault College, Sault Ste. Marie; Sheridan

College, Oakville; Sir Sandford Fleming
College, Peterborough.
The requirement for the practical com-

ponent of the emergency care medical assist-

ant examination is one year's work ex-

perience, or equivalent.
In view of the fact that the examinations

connected with these programs are the re-

sponsibility of the Ministry of Health, statis-

tics pertaining to the examination results

should be directed to that ministry.

ONTARIO NATIVE
EDUCATION COUNCIL

9. Mr. Bounsall: Would the Ministry of

Education explain why they have refused to

fund their 50 per cent share of the cost of

operation of the Ontario Native Education

Council from August 2, 1979, the time at

which the chiefs of Ontario met and resolved

that a restructured organization of Status

Indians only be formed (now known as the

Ontario Indian Education Council) having a

fuU working relationship wdth the Ontario

Native Women's Association and the Ontario

Metis and Non-Status Indian Association in

matters of mutual concern, and November

29, 1979, when a meeting of all the con-

cerned groups was convened to officially

close ONEC; particularly inasmuch as the

ministry during that period kept insisting

that ONEC could not be closed until there

was a full council meeting of all groups con-

cerned and a full audited financial statement

presented. When may we expect the $7,220
will be forwarded to the chiefs of Ontario

who have incurred the provincial share of

the cost of ONEC over that period? (Tabled
March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The constitution of

the Ontario Native Education Council was

officially adopted at its inaugural meeting on

August 16, 1978. The governments of On-
tario and Canada agreed to jointly fund the

operation of the councfl.

In January 1979 the executive council,

chiefs of Ontario, communicated with the

chairman, Ontario Native Education Council,

that the meetings of the education council

should be suspf^nf'ed until the matter of

membership could be clarified and resolved.

A motion to this effect was moved and

carried at the education council's meeting in

London, Ontario, on January 18, 1979.
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The Ontario Native Education Council as

originally constituted has not met since that

date. Therefore, the council did not develop,
finalize and approve a budget for the fiscal

year 1979-80. Consequently, no ofiBcial

budget was submitted to the governments of

Ontario and Canada.

However, the government of Ontario did

provide $8,400, as did the government of

Canada also, on a special interim basis, to

•assist in keeping the office in operation until

the All Chiefs Conference, July 30 to August
2, 1979. The Ministry of Education hoped
that the chiefs would support the Ontario

Native Education Council on which there

would be representation of all native people
in the province. However, the record shows

that a motion was adopted on August 2,

1979, by the chiefs to establish an education

council comprised of only the four registered

Indian associations. It is clear therefore that

August 2, 1979, was the termination point of

the Ontario Native Education Council.

A meeting on November 23, 1979, was
held to inform the Ontario Native Women's
Association and the Ontario Metis and Non-
Status Indian Association of the chiefs' posi-

tion wdth respect to the Ontario Native Edu-
cation Council. Apparently the chiefs felt

that their special relations'hip with th«? federal

government could be eroded if the non-

registered Indians were permitted to have
full membership on the council.

As the motion of August 2, 1979, passed

by the chiefs signified that the Ontario

Native Education Council as originally con-

stituted was no longer in operation, the coun-
cil could not authorize payment of any ex-

penses. In fact, the council could not execute

any of its duties according to its constitution.

Moreover, the government of Ontario had
not granted any authority to operate an ad
hoc council in the name of the Ontario

Native Education Coimcil and, therefore,
does not have any financial obligation for ex-

penses incurred by an ad hoc coimcil from

August 2, 1979 to November 29, 1979.

RESPONSE TO PETITION

CONDOMINIUM LEGISLATION

Re: Petition presented to the House to de-

clare opposition to the implementation of

subsection 8 of section 56 of the Condo-
minium Act, 1978.

Sessional Paper No. 25.

Petition presented by David Warner,
Member of Provincial Parliament (Scar-

borough-Ellesmere) :

"We, the undersigned, being of sound

mind and owners within the confines of York

Condominium Corporation No. 81, situated

in the province of Ontario, borough of Scar-

borough, 2 Glamorgan Avenue, do hereby
declare that we are opposed to the imple-
mentation of section 56(8) of Bill 103, Con-
dominium Act, 1978, which reads as follows:

'

"(8) Each corporation shall pay to the

bureau (Condominimn Ontario) an annual

fee in the amount prescribed by regulation

for each unit comprising the property and
shall file such information and material as is

prescribed 'by the regulations."
*

In response to the above petition tabled

on March 13, 1980, by the member from

Scarborough-Ellesmere riding, this ministry
advises as follows:

Condominium Ontario, the intended

bureau under the act, was conceived as a

source of information, advice and assistance

to condominium owners and corporations. It

is felt that it can contribute to an enhance-

ment of the condominium lifestyle and there-

by contribute a positive force to the market.

The concept of Condominium Ontario was

not to create a duplicate source of advice but

rather to work through existing community
resources such as community colleges and

local condominium owners' associations. Con-

dominimn Ontario would be a catalyst to get

things going where none existed. It has been

a concern that problem situations exercise a

very clear downward effect on everybody's

equity and have the effect of discouraging

many would-^be buyers from entering the

condominium lifestyle.

The funding of Condominium Ontario is

now the subject of a constitutional challenge.

In light of this and other circmnstances the

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations has decided to fund Condominium
Ontario until the end of 1980.

The proclamation of the various unpro-

claimed sections of the act must be tied

into a plan of action put together by a board

of directors elected from the condominium

community. It has been our consistent view

that future budget setting should be done by
this elected board which will succeed the

interim appointed board. The majority will

be elected condominium owners, and will be

both sympathetic and prudent in their de-

termination of the corporate budget. These

owner members on the board of directors

will be clearly accountable to condominimn
owners across the province. Their decisions

on the type of operations Condominium On-

tario undertakes will ha\^e to be reflective of
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the needs expressed by the condominium

community.
As a final safeguard, the Condominium

Act, 1978, in section 58 provides the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council with final

approval of any per-unit levy. This is an

additional safeguard which we believe will

be unnecessary but is none the less available

to regulate the final budgetary decisions.

Condominium Ontario has been operating
for only a short time and I am sure many
doubts concerning its operation will dis-

appear as owners have more experience with

it.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Mr. Speaker: When we rose at six o'clock

it was my understanding the member for

Riverdale was talking about de Grassi Street.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Sx>eaker, I was awaiting
the opportunity when you were in the chair

—not out of any disrespect for the deputy—
to express to you my congratulations on the

way in w'hich you continued to handle the

vexed questions of the procediu-es of this

House. We still liave a long way to go in

procedural matters in the assembly to make
it the kind of eflFective body that we wish,
but a good deal of the progress that has been
made—I may say, although others may dis-

agree—is in the way in which you administer

the afFairs of the House under its rules in an
even-handed maimer. I want to extend my
congratulations to you.

I only 'have one suggestion—I know that

the rules are not terribly adequate—about the

problems of question i)eriod and the way in

which it's conducted. There's a significant

element of frustration in the assembly at the

present time about the way in which the

question period is conducted. I know the

problems and I know you, sir, know the

problems as well as, if not better than, any
of the rest of us in the House. But there has

to be some method by which the number of

questions is increased and the opportunity
for participation by members of tihe assembly
in question period is opened up.

I noticed—and I don't often keep track of

these things—on one day since this new
session started that 40 minutes had gone by
before there was an opportunity for a person
other than the leaders of the parties to ad-

dress a question, all of w'hich are of equal
concern to the particular members.

I don't know the answer to the problem
but I think we must, in a very real sense,

rely on you to make certain that that strange
rule that the ministry can say whatever they

want, however long a period it may take, and

may anirwer the question or not answer the

question, or talk about some other topic, is

one under which only you, in your direct
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and, I may say, without being oontradictoiy,

diplomatic way try to deal with those ques-
tions as they arise in the assembly.

I must say that the way in which the

affairs of the committee of the whole House
were dealt with in the last session and will be
dealt with in this session by your deputy and
chairman of the committee of the whole
House is a source of considerable satisfaction

to those of us who labour in this particular

chamber.

Mr. Speaker, I have a number of matters

that I want to deal with. I took the oppor-

tunity of speaking immediately after my
leader because I knew that some of my col-

leagues weren't ready to proceed and there-

fore I will be able to speak at some length
without being subject to any contradiction by
any members of my party that I'm taking up
too much time. Those members who wis'h to

spend the evening with me are quite wel-

come to be here, but I do have seven or

eight matters. It may be that my spirit will

flag or fail at some point and I may have to

cut it short and save it for some other oc-

casion.

In the course of the evening I want to

deal with half a dozen matters, some of them
related to my riding; but, as someone said

to me earlier today, Riverdale is only a micro-

cosm of the whole province, so in the sense

that I may speak about matters which appear
to be of a local and private nature related to

Riverdale, I know they will relate in many
ways to concerns which people have in other

ridings and in other parts of the province.
There are also two or three other areas of

general concern that I want to bring to the

attention of the House. Witihout furtfier ado

I propose to start.

In October 1979, the Minister of the En-

vironment (Mr. Parrott) made a statement in

the assembly with respect to the vexed ques-
tion of the Canada Metal Company Limited

plant and the degree of pollution in the air

and the harmful efiFects of that. On October

29, the minister stood in his place and made
the statement which ultimately led, a week
or two later, to the issuing of an order against

Canada Metal which was by consent agreed
to. It provides for compliance by the com-

pany with a series of obligations imiKwed on
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it with respect to the extent and degree of

pollution in the area.

One of the matters I wanted to deal with

this evening was a question that I put to him
that day. I refer to the debates of October

29; I said to the minister, at page 3930:

"By way of a supplementary question, and
because the minister referred in his state-

ment to the health concerns in the area with

respect to this plant: Given that studies have

clearly indicated that relatively low doses of

lead afiFect the mental processes of children

in their abihty to deal with words and to

pay attention, and that a continuing con-

sistent efiFect of exposure to lead is a dis-

turbance of the capacity to pay attention and
therefore of the ability to learn, will the

minister, in association with his colleague
the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell), insti-

tute in the area of Riverdale a project scien-

tifically and medically established for the

purpose of conducting the kinds of smveys
under the responsibility of this government
which will determine this question over the

next period of two, three, four, or five years
if necessary, as to whether or not that plant,
even meeting the requirements of the stan-

dards of the government, is nevertheless a

hazard to the children in that area be-

cause of the studies which have been con-

ducted . . . ?

The minister replied:

"I'll answer very briefly, and not quite

directly, the question put in the first in-

stance.

"Certainly if there are tests required now,
as I said in my statement, we are more than

prepared to have that done. However, I real-

ize the question was more on long-term
efiFect. I would like to consult with the

Minister of Health, because I believe that

kind of study should be done under the

auspices of the Minister of Health as a

public health survey; therefore, I would like

to consult with him prior to making that

reply here in the House."

The minister—and this is not by way of

criticism—has not seen fit to reply to that

question other than the laconic way in w'hich

he replied to it on the day I first raised it.

I have had a continuing concern in the area
of Riverdale and the area adjacent to the

Canada Metal plant that harm is being done,
unknown to us, to the children in the area

because of the efiFect of the lead pollution.
When the comx>any asked me if I wanted

that plant closed, I said, "No, I don't want
that plant closed, provided I can be satisfied

it is not a health hazard in the area." To this

date I have no such assurance of the extent
and degree of lead pollution.

Let us assume for the moment that the

company now complies accurately and com-

pletely with the control order which is placed

against it; let us make all of those assump-
tions and we have a watch committee in the

area that is attempting to monitor the com-

pliance by the company with that control

order. I have raised the question clearly with

the company, I have endeavoured to raise it

clearly with the union involved within the

plant, and I have tried, on occasion, to raise

it clearly within the community—the etent

and degree of the concern which I have
about the low-level efiFect of lead, particularly
on children in the area, because of studies

which have been conducted.

I do not anticipate that I am going to get

very much co-operation unless I raise again
and again, in this House and wherever else

I have the opix>rtunity, this question until

the ingrained attitudes in various areas re-

lated to this problem and the vested interests

concerned are prepared at least to consider

the need for this kind of objective study.

8:10 p.m.

I have had the opportunity to have some
review made of the work which has been
done in this area. As far back as April 11,

1979, there was a meeting in Riverdale at

which the president and the senior ofiBcers

of the company, members from the South
Riverdale Community Health Centre, mem-
bers of the local union in the plant, rep-
resentatives from the elected members in

the various levels of government and mem-
bers of the community were present to dis-

cuss this matter. At that time, I tried in a

layman's way to make a presentation about
the results of one study, which has become
known as the Needleman study and which
was reported in March 1979. It studied the

efiFect of low-level lead on children with

respect to their learning capacity and be-

havioural distortions.

I was very pleased to see in the latest

issues of the Ward 8 and Ward 7 news, the

two local newspapers serving Ward 8 and
Ward 7 in Toronto which comprise between
them all of the riding of Riverdale and a

goodly part of the riding of St. David, that

the particular statement I made and dis-

tributed on that occasion was published ver-

batim along with some current information
about Canada Metal. Those two newspapers
are bringing the kind of potential hazard
inherent in the operation of that plant to the
attention of the public again, in order to

raise the level of awareness of the com-

munity. I want to have the assurance that

the kind of study which is necessary will be
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clone to determine this vexed question, even

if it takes two, three, four or five years.

I want to refer to the particular work

that has been done on my behalf so I can

clearly place before the assembly the kind

of problem to which I refer and, therefore,

to speak for a few minutes about low-level

exposure to lead. Let me make a distinction.

People talk about environmental lead in

order to separate it from industrial pollution

or contamination from a specific source.

What I am speaking about in the area of

Riverdale is a level of environmental lead

coupled vvdth lead emissions from that plant,

to which collectively I will refer to as en-

vironmental lead without making any subtle

distinctions between the two.

The effects of high exposure to lead are

readily apparent, but the effects of low-level

exposure remain in question. The absence

of overt signs of lead poisoning is no reason

to assume that low-level dosages are not

harmful. One researcher. Dr. Jane S. Lin-Fu,

in an article published in the New England

Journal of Medicine in March 1972 and en-

titled "Undue Absorption of Lead among
Children: A New Look at an Old Problem,"
stated:

"Because all recognized effects of lead in

the body are harmful and the individual

responses vary, it is a considerable leap to

conclude that there is a threshold below

which damage does not occur. The threshold

may be useful in predicting a point below

which certain clinical symptoms do not ap-

pear, but there is no guarantee that damage
does not occur below this level. Lead ex-

posure levels can never be reduced to zero,

because there are so many different sources

of lead in the environment. Consequently, a

breakpoint in the continuum of exposure at

which one can definitely say that injury has

taken place must be determined. This

problem has been obvious to researchers for

several years, but an answer does not yet
exist."

(The study of the effects of lead exposure
has a long history, but little real progress was
achieved until very recently.

In 1924, a medical investigator stated that

lead is not only more toxic to the young and

pre-adolescent than to adults and the old

throughout the vertebrate kingdom, but also

the effects produced' by the metal are general
in the young and local in the adult. In 1972,
Dr. Jane Lin-Fu commented that 'in the past
four and a half decades since this statement
was made, little progress has been made in

the understanding of the toxic effects of lead
in humans, particularly young children.'

The year 1974 saw a change in the re-

search of the effects of environmental lead.

In 1974, the effects of environmental lead

came into question in several areas of tlie

United States. The Shoshone project was

initiated in response to public pressure by the

state government of Idaho and Bunker HiD,

the company emitting the lead.

The study concluded: "At the present time,

and in the best of our judgement, we do not

feel any permanent clinical impairment or

illness has occurred in the children. Further,

it is not likely to occur in the future due to

this particular exposure."
This is from a report in the Manchester

Guardian late last year: "The results of this

project were generally accepted, but recent

events have brought the reliability of these

results into ouestion. Dr. Philip Landrigan,

the senior official assigned to the Shoshone

study, now contends that it followed ques-

tionable scientific methodology that caused the

results to underestimate the possible lead

problems in children."

In addition, other more reliable studies

have called for a re-examination of the accept-

able exposure levels to lead. These studies

include those conducted by Needleman and

company, and Winneke, both of which were

published in 1979.

In the past, studies such as the Shoshone

project have been neglectfid of certain prin-

ciples employed in good experimental design.

For example, most studies have used blood!-

lead levels to determine exposure. Blood-lead

levels are limited in their usefulness because

they provide an indication of current or recent

levels of exposure only. In assessing the

effects of long-term exposiure, the concentra-

tion of lead in bones, teeth or hair provides
the only accurate measure. Blood level, or

FEP—that is, free eythroyte protoporphyrin—
levels, reflect only recent exposure as they
return to normal levels, even though exposure
was excessive.

Past studies have also defined high-level

groups geographically in terms of proximity
to the plant, rather than by the actual amount
of lead in the body. This method of group
division fails to take into consideration the

individual variations within the population.
For example, greater variation exists in inges-

tion rates and tolerance levels. Numerous
studies have also failed to match adequately
the control and experimental groups for other

variables such as socio-economic status, caus-

ing the effects of lead to remain undetected.

The Needleman study, a study done in the

New England states which found obvious

effects of low-level lead exposure, was superior

to previous studies because the authors recog-
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nized existing deficiencies in experimental
design, including those which I have abeady
mentioned, resulting in a much more valid

study.
The actual clinical effects of low-level ex-

posures to lead are nonspecific and diflBcult to

interpret. In addition, damage caused by lead

may not be immediately apparent.
The efi^ects of lead exposure in c^hildren are

markedly different from those in adults. Those
who are most prone to injury are the new-
born and the very young.
8:20 p.m.

The varied effects of early exposm-e to low
levels of lead generally fall into two cate-

gories, diminished learning and bchavioiu-al

changes. Symptoms of dSninished learning
ability appear in verbal performance and
auditory processing. Behaviom-al changes
manifest themselves in decreased attention

span, irritability and apathy. Given these
most recent findings, it is evident that further
intensive researdh must continue and steps
to eliminate damaging levels of environmental
lead must be taken.

Action in the form of a long-tenn study is

needed in the Riverdale area. At present, the
board of health presumes to be monitoring
adequately the levels of exposure to lead

through blood clinics for children. These
blood clinics determine recent exix)sure to
lead through FEP tests but, as previously
mentioned, they are inadequate for deter-

mining long-term effects.

At the present time, the clinics are held on
a voluntary basis, and the turnout is con-

sistently low. Both these factors make it

highly improbable that an accurate repre-
sentation of the community is being obtained.
The volimtary nature of the clinics enstu^s
that only tfhe most informed concerned indi-

viduals tend to take their children to the
clinic. These persons tend to represent those
who are more aware of these kinds of par-
ticular concerns.

Recent studies have shown that nutrition,
for example, has a great effect on lead ab-
sorption. Those who are at least liely to be
well nourished, and consequently the most
affected by lead exposiue, represent the

group that may well be the least likely to
attend the clinics. The low turnouts at the
clinics also lead one to question whether
the community is adequately represented in
numbers alone.

All of the above arrangements point to the
need for a long-term study where lead levels

could be monitored from the time of birth

onward, and periodic dentine-lead leve^ls

could be examined. Several tests to measure
both intelligence levels and behavioural

patterns would accompany any dentine-lead
leve^l tests in order to establish whether dam-
age was occurring in children. This study
would also provide an accurate representation
of the Riverdale community, something that

is not being accomplished at the present time.

If it is determined that low lead levels in the

area are in any way damaging, this concrete

evidence would establish the need to remove
the Canada Metal Company from the area.

In an article published in Nahu-e in Janu-
ary 1980, dealing with the exposure to lead

in childhood and the persisting effects—let

me just quote from it: "The fact is that the

overexposure to lead of young children will

have the greatest potential economic effects

through increased requirements for care in

later life in those most seriously affected and
by diminution of intellectual potential. Chil-

dren are inevitably the unwitting victims of

adults' use of lead, especially in industrialized

communities and in areas of heavy traffic."

In substance, what I am asking the Min-

istry of Health and the Ministry of the En-
vironment to xmdertake, in conjunction with
the facilities at the University of Toronto
and with the co-operation of tlie Toronto
Board of Health, working closely with the

community facilities available in Riverdale—

the South Riverdale Community Health

Centre, the Riverdale Socio-Legal Services

and other interested community bodies in

that area—is to work out a scientifically ac-

ceptable methodology by which it wiH be

possible, over a period of time, by investiga-

tions with carefully selected control groups
and test groups, to make certain and to come
to some conclusions as to whetlier the lead

leve^l in the area of Riverdale will be affect-

ing the children with respect to their learning

capacities and with respect to their general
behaviour as people as they grow up to par-

ticipate in the community.
I said earlier that in a sense Riverdale is a

microcosm of this problem. There are ofher

areas in the city and there are other areas in

Canada and there are other areas in North

America where this is a problem. If this

study were conducted in tihe way in which I

am urging that it be conducted, we could

make a significant and valuable contribution

in order to advance the knowledge that we
must 'have to determine whether the children

are being deleteriously affected by this ex-

posure.
I think it is an urgent need of govern-

ment. I trust that there will be not too great
an obstacle to overcome in persuading the

government to undertake that particular kind

of study. It is absolutely essential. I and my
colleagues who represent the area, as well
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as the people who live in the area, do not
want to find some years down the road that

the fears which we have expressed and are

concerned about in Riverdale are found to

be justified in some other place, and that

the children in the Riverdale area have had
this exposure and have had the eflFects of

that exposure and had to live with it

throughout their years.

Let us find out once and for all whether
it is possible to tolerate, in a residential area

such as the Riverdale riding, the existence

of a plant, no matter how well intentioned

and no matter how long established, in such
close proximity to the world in which people
move and live, and whether it will, of

necessity, be necessary to consider what we
don't want to consider: the necessity of clos-

ing that plant. I do believe, with good will,

that particular problem can be solved and
we may very well achieve the result which
I wish to achieve and which I know many
others associated with me in the area want
to achieve as well.

We need the co-operation of all levels of

government. We particularly need here the

expressed interest and concern of the Min-
ister of Health and of the Minister of the

Environment. I trust that at some point the

two ministers will take the opportunity to

read what I have said and to try to come to

some determination about that matter.

I turn now to another one of these vexed

questions related to plant closings that were
eff^ected within industrialized parts of

Ontario. Earlier this year MacMillan
Bloedel Limited, the large conglomerate
transnational pulp and paper and lumber

company, purchased the machinery and

equipment of the Continental Can plant in

the south part of the city of Toronto adjac-
ent to the riding of Riverdale. The actual

plant is in the riding of St. David, and I

have sent on to the member for St. David

(Mrs. Scrivener), as I have to a number of

others, the facts and figures as we know
them with respect to that plant.

I don't pretend to know the answers to the

question. One hundred and thirty-four jobs

are at stake. I gave to the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie) the breakdown of the 134 men
who are employed in that plant some of

whom, maybe all, may not have an oppor-
tunity to continue their employment. The
breakdown would indicate the average age
of that work force is 43 and the median

average length of service is something like

19 years. So there are a significant number
of men in their late 40s and older who have

had service in that plant of 20 years or

more, some of them going up to 30, 35 and
40 years.

I know of no way, except by the inter-

vention of government, that decisions of

corporate bodies such as MacMillan Bloedel

can be brought into some relationship with

the public interest unless we here in this

assembly pass the kind of laws that are re-

quired to make certain government has ade-

quate notice of these intentions to rational-

ize industry by the acquisition of plants, the

consolidation of their processes and the dis-

ruption of the traditional labour forces.

8:30 p.m.

In this particular instance, it was only be-

cause the union was going to appear before

the executive committee of the city council

that at the same time a notification was made
by the company to the Minister of Industry
and Tourism (Mr. Grossman). The only reason

that was made, I am certain, is that the

matter had become, or was about to become,

public. An approach was also made to the

Minister of Laoour with respect to this par-
ticular plant.

Despite the best efforts of the elected repre-

sentative, there is going to be no change in

the corporate decision to close dov^Ti that par-
ticular portion of the plant. What the net

effect will be I do not know. I am simply

saying that I have written to the chairman

and chief executive officer of MacMillan
Bloedel in Vancouver. I have had a reply from
the second person in the organization and a

telep'hone call from Vancouver by the person in

charge of the container operations of the whole
of the MacMillan Bloedel operation.

Todlay I met wdth Mayor Sewell and Alder-

man Beavis from Ward 8, and Alderman

Johnston was present. We tried to discuss

with representatives of MacMillan Bloedel in

this area what was taking place. There is a

joint committee of the company and Local

492 of the Canadian Paperworkers Union to

try to work out some solution to the problem.
But there is no doubt that plant is going to

close; that there will be some form of meld-

ing of that plant into the Rexdale operations
of MacMillan Bloedel which, I understand,

they recently acquired from Abitibi, There

may be some possibility that Continental Can
will expand in the area of the plant that is

being vacated, but some time down the road

some of those persons in that plant who have

been there for a long period of time are

going to have tlieir work careers totally dis-

rupted.

When I was talking vdth them at that meet-

ing today, I said there must be a role for the

Ontario Minister of Labour to participate in
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that joint cx>mmittee, assuming, as I do, that

the union would be prepared to have a par-

ticipation and assuming, as I beheve the com-

pany indicated today, that it would be pre-

pared to have a place, so that the pubhc
interest can be seen with respect to the

future of the 134 men in that plant.

I am too pessimistic or too realistic, after

the experience we had on the closing of the

Dunlop plant in Riverdale riding years ago, to

expect anything great to happen. But an

assertion of the public awareness and the

public concern wdll, I am sure, make certain

that the corporate behaviour of a company
such as MacMillan Bloedel takes into account

the concern of the pubhc for what is happen-
ing to the work force, in this case the 134

men.
I would trust at some point the Minister of

Labour would introduce into the assembly
further amendments to the Employment
Standards Act which would require companies
to give notice of intention to close down
plants at as great a distance of time from the

actual closure as is possible to give an oppor-

tunity to establish tripartite committees to

deal with the problems of the work force on

such closures, made up of representatives of

the company, representatives of the workers

in the plant and a representative from the

Minister of Labour.

I am quite certain Canada Manpower is

also involved in it. If they wish to have a foiu"-

way committee to deal with these kinds of

problems, well and good. AU I am saying is

that there is a public interest to be served, a

public interest to be recognized and a public

posture to be taken by the Ministry of

Labour in those kinds of plant shutdowns.

We all know that rationalizations in indus-

try take place but the effect on the working
force must be one of the prime considera-

tions. I think it's fair to say that in many
instances it is not one of the primary con-

siderations, when one company acquires the

operations of another plant and then proceeds
to merge their activities and their production
and it results in a work loss.

Those are matters which deserve concern,

and we have not had any amendments to the

Employment Standards Act for some eight or

10 years. It was the dosing of the Dunlop
plant which precipitated some notice pro-

visions in that act. I think it's about time now,

during a diflBcult time for the economy of the

province, for the public interest to be assert-

ed in that field by some form of tripartite or

four-party committee to deal with the effects

of closures of plants on the working force that

is subject to that kind of disruption and' dis-

location.

I want to turn now to a topic on which I

do not claim any particular expertise but

which I think it is most important the House
be aware of. I have been concerned for some

years about the vahdity of Treaty No. 9. That
is the treaty with respect to the Indian native

communities in the northern part of the prov-
ince. In a sense this province was a party
to the treaty, although it was via a third-party

arrangement that there occiured the acquisi-
tion of the whole of the vast hinterland of

northern Ontario.

In my view, that treaty was close to fraudu-

lent if not fraudulent. I think the balance of

interest in that treaty was so disproportionate
that the native commimities were seriously

disadvantaged. It happens to be the case that

the whole of the law of England, the common
law of this province, was not at that time,

nor indeed is it at this time, modem in the

sense that we undbrstand the nature of the

aboriginal title of the native peoples in the

province.

One of the things that I would like to do
at some time when I have the opportunity
is to find some way to challenge, in the courts

if necessary, the validity of Treaty No. 9 and
what is happening to the native communities

in the northern part of this province.

We ail know that the association of chiefs

in Treaty No. 9, the Grand Council of Treaty
No. 9, has been engaged in interminable

negotiations for years with the government of

Ontario and the government at Ottawa with

respect to the exploration and und^erstanding

and settlement of the rights of the Indian

communities.

So that someone vnll not think that these

rights of the native peoples are being dreamt

up out of whole cloth and that they do not

exist in law and that they have no structure

in the law of the province because of the

work which has been done on the question
of aboriginal rights, I want to dtaw to mem-
bers' attention—as it was drawn to my atten-

tion by Mr. Blenus Wright in the Ministry of

the Attorney General because of a mutual

interest we have—the Bear Island question

related to that strange northern development
that was to take place at Maple Mountain.

8:40 p.m.

The Bear Island Foundation and a number
of the Indians in that area filed a caution

against the title to the land around the

Maple Mountain area. I simply want mem-
bers to know that lawsuit continues to this

day. I don't know how many years it has

taken, but I believe they have finished the

examinations for discovery or will have them
finished very soon. The matter is hkely to go
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to trial at some point in time. There is serious

question about whether there is any title in

Ontario to the particular lands in question.

Certainly the matters are going to have
to go to the court, and the kinds of questions
that are going to be raised are similar to

those that were raised in one of the federal

courts in another part of Canada.
I want to take the time of the House to

indicate the nature in law of the aboriginal

rights of the native peoples in Canada. It

does not take too much imagination to relate

the argument in this particular case, not only
to Bear Island but also, of course, to the

whole question of the validity and nature of

the aboriginal rights of the native peoples
in the whole of the vast hinterland or north-

em Ontario.

In this particular case—and I refer to it

mainly as the Baker Lake case—the plain-
tiffs asserted an existing aboriginal title over
an undefined portion of the Northwest Ter-

ritories of Canada, including approximately
78,000 square kilometres around the com-

munity of Baker Lake. The plaintiffs were—
amongst others—individual Inuit who live,

hunt and fish in the Baker Lake area. The
defendants in the case were certain mining
companies and the Attorney General of

Canada.

When the matter came before the courts,
the government admitted that the individual

plaintiffs and their predecessors have oc-

cupied and used the Baker Lake area since

time immemorial. The defendant mining
companies disputed the existence even of an

original aboriginal title in the individual

plaintiffs or their ancestors. All the defen-
dants said that if an aboriginal title ever
existed it was entirely extinguished.

Amongst the various reliefs sought by the

particular communities that brought the law-
suit was a declaration that "until such

aboriginal rights are expressly abrogated by
Parliament, no one is entitled to deal with
the Baker Lake area in a manner inconsistent

with the Inuit aboriginal rights notwith-

standing other statutory authority."

The case itself is a fascinating exercise in

history. With great temerity, the judge, after

many pages of evidence and assessment of

the evidence, stated: "In the result, I find,
on a balance of probabilities on the evidence
before me, that at the time England asserted

sovereignty over the barren lands west of
Hudson Bay, the Inuit were the exclusive

occupants of the portion of barren lands"—
and then he goes on to describe the par-
ticular areas. "An aboriginal title to that

territory, carrying with it the right freely to

move about, and hunt and fish over it,

vested at common law in the Inuit."

I suppose those are pretty magic words
for members of the legal profession. That
shows that title was a recognized title in the

common law of England, and it is that title

which comes into question when it is inter-

fered with by a treaty, such as Treaty No. 9.

There are, of course, then, lengthy dis-

sertations in the remainder of the judgement
about whether that aboriginal right had been

extinguished. The conclusion of the case was,
in fact, that it was not extinguished; it may
have been curtailed.

I want to point out what injustice the

courts are doing in making their assessments

with respect to that title. Again, that is a

title vested by the common law in the native

peoples, that aboriginal title.

Mr. Justice Hall—and we all know and

respect him—in one of the cases tried to

make the distinction by analogy to what
had happened in the United States by
stating, "It being a legal right, it could not

thereafter be extinguished except by sur-

render to the crown or by comi)etent legis-

lation or legislative authority and then orJy

by specific legislation." He went on to say—
and this is another case; not the particular
case I'm using for the purpose of my illus-

tration this evening—"It would accordingly

appear to be beyond question that the onus

of proving that the sovereign intended to

extinguish the Indian title lies on the respon-
dent and that the intention must be clear

and plain."

That would be a principle that would

appeal to all of us—that title to a piece of

property, a title at common law to property
in Ontario can only be extinguished by legis-

lation where the intention is clear and plain.
That appears to be the decision of the courts

in the United States to the extent that they
have been involved in it, but this particular
Canadian court said, "No, that is not neces-

sary."

"I do not agree," the judge in this case

said, "that Mr. Justice Hall went that far.

Once a statute has been validly enacted, it

must be given effect. If it's necessary effect

i<? to abridge or entirely abrogate a common-
law right, then that is the effect that the

courts must give to it. That is as true of an

aboriginal title as of any other common-law

right."

I challenge the proposition that our

courts, by construing statutes which have no
clear and expressed intention to extinguish

the aboriginal right, by some process of

sophisticated legal philosophy or legal argu-
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ment or legal legerdemain, can in some way
end up with the proposition that, "Yes, that

right has been extinguished," or, "Yes, that

right has been curtailed."

I think that's all I need to say at the

present time for those who are interested in

this particular matter. It is fascinating to

know that matters of aboriginal title, which
I think is fair to say were, except for one
or two persons, totally unknown as a con-

cept in common law, certainly in so far as

being taught in the law schools or being a

matter of any concern to us, are now at this

time only of relatively recent elucidation and
not so much of origin, because the common
law has always been there; the problem has
been on many occasions to find it.

I do want to refer to one reference

which is in this matter, just to show how
recent the concern is. I hope at some time

I can ask the legislative hbrary to consider

getting it. This was obviously one of the

backgroimd papers that was of concern to

the court in this particular case. A very use-

ful analysis of available historical material

relevant to the conclusions reached in this

and the next paragraph is to be found in

chapter six of The Land Rights of Indigenous
Canadian People, a thesis submitted for the

degree of doctor of philosophy in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, Trinity term, 1979, by
Brian Slattery, currently of the faculty of

law. University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.

That's how recent the learning of this whole

question is.

For those meanbers who would like to

know something more about the habitat and
habits of the caribou in the Baker Lake
area, I would recommend that as a starting

point for their reading on the topic.

8:50 p.m.

What was of concern to the Inuit people
in that area was that by their operations min-

ing companies were so disrupting the ecology
of the land that caribou herds of immense
size—and some of the remaining caribou

herds in the coimtry—were being affected

and might very well in time be eliminated,
thus depriving the native peoples of their

right from time immemorial to the means of

livelihood these herds provide.

Let me make one further Doint—it is made
in the case—that an aboriginal right is in-

consistent with the individual private owner-

ship of land. There is no lawyer that can

encompass in the most imaginative content
the kind of ownership of land that we talk

about in relation to individual ownership,
which also has a right in somebody else to

roam over it and to fish and himt in it if he

wishes to do so. They are quite inconsistent.

But that is a different kind of problem w'here

it is the crown that is involved in the owner-

ship of land. The nature of that ownership is

somewhat different when there are aboriginal

rights which were in existence at the time of

the assertion of the original title of the

crown.

I have gone on at some length about that

particular legal matter. I know that some of

the members of the assembly find these legal

matters so fascinating that I think this may
be an appropriate time to deal with another

one that has been of concern to me. I placed

on the Order Paper on the second sitting day
of this session a bill dealing with temporary
relief for mortgagors in -die province. It

appears as Bill 10, and it is a short bill. I

want to spend a moment or two speaking

about that bill and its purpose.
I want to make the point right at the be-

ginning that it is not a solution to the pro-

blem of high interest rates. All it is is an

endeavour within the legislative jurisdiction

of this assembly to buy the time to deal vdth

the kinds of problems that have been aired

every day in this House by questions ad-

dressed to the Premier (Mr. Davis) by both

the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith)

and the leader of this party (Mr. Cassidy),

about who is going to do what to assist home
owners in Ontario who are faced with the

renewal of their mortgages at interest rates

significantly higher than the interest borne

by the mortgage instruments at present.

My colleague the member for Lakeshore

(Mr. Lawlor) is knowledgeable about land

matters and mortgages and so on. I am not.

I can speak ^vith an open mind about them

because I missed that particular series of

lectures at law school and know little, if

anything, about real property or mortgage
law.

All I said in the bill was, "Where a mort-

gage is due to expire between the day on

which this act comes into force and March

31, 1981, the mortgage shall be deemed to

continue in effect upon the same terms and

conditions until March 31, 1981." All it does

is extend the term of existing mortgages that

were going to fall due this year until March

31, 1981. It doesn't say anything else and it

doesn't alter anything else. It extends the

term of the mortgage contract imtil March

31, 1981.

I want to say there is no particular magic
in the form in which it was drawn. I could

have asked that the bill be prepared so that

each mortgage as it fell due was extended

for a full year. Some people may criticize this

bill because it bunches up a number of
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mortgages to fall due for renewal on ManA
31, 1981. I am not worried whether some-

body can devise a better system than this.

All I wanted to do was to hght one small

lamp amidst the encircling gloom of the

problem of the residential home owner in

Ontario, and say, let's caU a halt until the

levels of government concerned will sort out

what, if anything, can be done to assist resi-

dential home owners in Ontario.

We've listened day in and day out to this

question. "It's a national matter and it's a
federal matter; we're waiting about the federal

matter and we're waiting upon the ministers.

It's unfortunate that the Conservative govern-
ment was thrown out, because they were

going to have a mortgage interest credit. Now
it's up to the Liberal Party, Which caused all

this terrible havoc, to come into otu: country.
And so on. We listen to it day in and day
out. We're not doing anything to protect the

individual home owner, the residential home
owner in Ontario.

Whatever else we may differ on about our

ideologies of government, surely we can agree
that we have a profound obligation to protect

people. I have a sense that we could all come
to agreement that we want to protect the

people we purport to represent when we sit

here, representing, as each of us does, a

particular riding, making up the whole of the

province of Ontario.

Will members please give consideration to

Bill 10? It buys a little bit of time. That's all

it does. I think it merits the attention of this

assembly.
I know. I can play a spoiler's game on oc-

casion, when it's warranted, as we'll as any-

body else, by raising nitpicking questions of

constitutional law. I just want you to know
that, on the basis of men whose judgement
I'm not prepared to gainsay, that bill is totally

within the legislative competence of this

government. I know the parliamentary assist-

ant (Mr. Sterling) wdll convey this to the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtiy) and to the

other members of the priesthood in that minis-

try at some point in time.

I do want to lay to rest the question that

it's not within our authority to deal with
interest rates here. Let me make it very clear:

A contract l>etween a person carrying on
business in Ontario and' a resident of Ontario

with respect to land in Ontario and the bor-

rowing of money in Ontario is a matter within
the province of Ontario. It is a matter that in

normal terms would be called a matter of

property and civil rights.

I don't want to duck the question with

respect to the place it impinges upon the

question of interest and whether the jurisdic-

tion of it is within this assembly. I think

perhaps the easiest way for me to say it is to

refer to someone of whom I thought very

highly and was prepared to quote when he
was alive; I'm even more prepared to quote
in best legal tradition now that he's dead.

That is, the late dean of the law school. Dean
Falconbridge, in a book which all of us loved

and revered. The Law of Mortgages on Land,
third edition.

He has a heading directed to this specific

question. I want to refer to it because I don't

want to hear that my bill is unconstitutional

and I don't want to think that in some way
or another I'm encroaching upon what the

federal government could do in order that the

Conservative government of Ontario can get
ofiF the hook with respect to the merit of my
proposal.

The heading is at page 646 of The Law of

Mortgages on Land, tliird edition, and it's

headed "Legislative Power as to Interest and

Mortgages." "By section 92 of the British

North America Act, 1867, it is provided that

in each province the Legislatm-e may ex-

clusively make laws in relation to matters

coming within certain enumerated classes of

subjects, including inter alia property and
civM rights in the province.

9 p.m.

"In relation to aU matters not coming within

the classes of subjects entunerated in section

92, it is provided by section 91 that t3ie

Parliament of Canada may make laws to the

peace, ordter and good government of Canada
and for greater certainty but not so as to

restrict the generality of the foregoing terms

of section 91. It is declared that notwith-

standing anything in this act, the exclusive

legislative authority of the Parliament of

Canad'a extends to all matters coming within

certain enumerated classes of subjects includ-

ing 'interest.'

"Mortgages, generally speaking, come with-

in property and civil rights in the province
and for the present purpose difiBculty arises

only where interest and mortgages impinge
on each other.

"The natm^al division between the legisla-

tive authority of the Dominion and that of

the provinces would appear to be:

"1. to assign to the Dominion the power to

legislate in relation to usury and the rate of

interest generally, including the right to re-

quire that the rate of interest shall be stated

clearly in a mortgage securing the repayment
of a loan with interest and the power to pre-
scribe the rate of interest payable in cases

where the rate is not specified in the mort-

gage; and
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"2. to assign to the provinces the power to

legislate in relation to the time and terms of

redemption of a mortgage, including the pow-
er to provide upon what terms the mortgage
shall be redeemable after a given period or

after matiurity, even though the terms pre-
scribed involve the payment of interest in

lieu of notice.

"Interest in its ordinary connotation covers
contractual interest and it has been held by
the Privy Council that it is ultra vires of a

province to pass a statute the object of which
is to reduce the rate of interest on deben-
tures or other securities issued or guaranteed
by the province."

It goes on to deal with the matter, but
suflBcient to say that this simple bill extending
the term of each mortgage which falls due
from the time of this act, the proposed bill,

if it were passed by this assembly, until

March 31, 1981, or some other period of

time, is a matter totally within the juris-
diction of this province.

In case my friends on the other side would
be saying, "Oh those are such sacred rights;
we must not in any way touch the sacred

rights of borrowers and lenders," I may say
that under a preceding Conservative govern-
ment in 1932, they passed in this province
the Mortgagors and Purchasers Relief Act
and then in 1933 they redid it imder the
same title, the Mortgagors and Purchasers
ReHef Act, 1933. That set out a fairly elab-
orate provision but in fact it was to provide
relief against default in payment in Ontario
of principal. In British Columbia they had a
similar act and that was with resi>ect to de-
fault in payment of principal and interest.

In The Constitutional Law, in the present
edition of the book originally prepared by
the Chief Justice of Canada he deals at some
length with that particular legislation. He
said, for example, referring to the Ontario
act to which I've just referred, in 1932 and
1933, and the British Columbia act, "These
statutes were envisaged as temporary and
were re-enacted over successive periods until

]:>ecoming spent in 1946 and 1949."
I particularly chose not to go that route

because that was what is called moratorium
legislation, and there were some other prob-
lems in connection with it, but I did want to

point out that there is, in this province, an
occasion when a Conservative government—
before the dread years of the Hepburn gov-
ernment in this province, which was the next

year—under that great statesman, George S.

Henry and the Honourable Leopold
Macaulay, they saw fit to protect mortgagors
in this province. I say to this House that we

have that obligation now to buy that Idnd
of time.

I want to emphasize again, I don't know
whether there are any equitable solutions.

I don't know whether there are any selected

people who, by way of subsidy or other

protection or by some form of credit, taxwise
or any other way, can or should be benefited.

But I am saying we cannot let this kind of

creeping catastrophe, affecting individual citi-

zens, proceed. We have to call a halt and
buy the land of time that my bill proposes.
I would recommend it, I hope, for the con-
sideration of the assembly.

There is one other thing that I think, and
my colleagues from Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor),
Ottawa East (Mr. Roy), and Carleton-Gren-
ville (Mr. Sterhng), and any other lawyers
and so on, can correct me. There are some
people who think the five-year mortgage was
for the benefit of the lender in this province.
Our Mortgages Act is designed, if I under-
stand it correctly, to protect the borrower.
It is the borrower who has the privilege and
the right, if anybody tries to have his mort-

gage run longer than five years, to tender
the three months interest and to pay off his

mortgage and start over again.
In a funny way, in the financial world, it

sort of got straightened around that somehow
or other it is the lending companies that

have, in some way or other, imposed this

five-year term on mortgages. It is a very
important right of the people in this prov-
ince—as distinguished from the United States

where they don't have the concept of this

rollover mortgage every five years to have
an opportunity to adjust the rate to the cur-

rent rate that is in effect at that time. You
takes your chances, of course, if it is up or

if it is down, but it is a right.

I wanted to assert, and I see my col-

league, the member for Lakeshore, nod, it

is to the benefit of the borrower, or at least

it was at its inception. That was the inten-

tion at that time, so I don't think we should
be tampering in any serious way with that

substantive part. That is why I emphasize the

very temporary, short nature of the time

limit proposed in Bill 10, which I have had
before the House. My bill is, I beheve,

totally within the jurisdiction of this assem-

bly. I would hope that the assembly or the

government would see fit some day to adopt
some version of it as an urgent matter.

I guess I am the same as everybody else;

I have been reading the press. If one looks

over the last two to three months in the

press, one can see the extent and degree of

the problem we face in Ontario with the

mortgages that are coming due. One can
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blame it all on the deficit and the balance

of payments and international trade, but I

would find it very difficult in Riverdale, if

the sheriff appears to evict somebody as a

result of foreclosure proceedings in a mort-

gage, to be able to say to the fellow, "Well,

go along peaceably, because when we get
the deficit on the current account and inter-

national trade straightened out, you will be

all right and everything will be just fine."

It won't go down very well in my riding.

We have an urgent need to protect people
and I think we have to get about that bus-

iness and get about it very promptly. I cer-

tainly don't want to have a 42- or 60-day

interregnum while we all go out around the

area, while mortgage after mortgage is fall-

ing due. I would rather prop up the govern-
ment in the hope that an idea may come to

somebody over there as to how we are going
to assist them in this next period of time.

I will say this, if they will pass the bill,

I will, in return for their passing my bill,

withdraw my support from them and we
can go to the country with the time exten-

sion in place. I think that would mean the

residential mortgagors in Ontario would be
well protected.

Mr. Van Home: You are pulling the

House's collective leg.

Mr. Sterling: What's Trudeau going to do
about it?

9:10 p.m.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps we should speak
for a moment or two about the Liberal

Party. I remember a few months ago I was

walking outside the corridor here, strolling

along with the leader of the Liberal Party,
and we were chatting about the world of

politics here. He said, "I have my agenda."
I want the members of the Liberal Party to

know that we here have our agenda as well.

I want the leader of the Liberal Party and
those who fully supjwrt that party's agenda,
if there are any, to know that we don't march
to their drum; we never have. Every time
we have talked about lost opportunities of

the government, we have always had in place

policies of this party to take the place of the

policies of the goverimient. That distinguishes
us from the Liberal Party. They don't have

any policies. I have sat here for many years
and I have never ever had a coherent state-

ment of the Liberal Party policy either at the

federal level or at the provincial level.

The way in which the world will unfold
for us is that we in the New Democratic

Party have been engaged in a complete re-

view and restatement of the policies of the
New Democratic Party-

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: May I remind the

House the member for Riverdale has the

floor.

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Has the member for

Riverdale surrendered the floor to the mem-
ber for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel)?

Interjections.

Mr. Renwick: In any event, some time in

Jime this i>arty will meet in its biannual con-

vention, it will complete the review of all

policies of the party, it wUl be prepared, and
in the course of our agenda we will go to the

country-

Interjections.

Mr. Renwick: Let me make one other

point, if I may. The chap over there is absent

tonight but he sits in the second seat—«eat

number seven from one end, number two
from the other end. He is flanked on the one
side by his Deputy Premier and on the other

side by the House Leader. He is the fellow

w'ho walks down the hall and asks for it. Let's

have no illusions about when the election

will be held in Ontario. The election will be
held on that particular occasion. I suggest
members stick around—maybe about the mid-
dle of August. But I want the House to know
that come the end of June, whenever the

election is called, the New Democratic Party
will be ready to take its place on the gov-
ernment benches—later on this year or early
next year.

I may also say I was going to go to Greece
and I can't go this sunmier. I am going the

summer after the next election and I have
ruled out this summer, so it will be next

summer.

Mr. Van Home: You are not ready now
but you will be in October, is that what you
are telling us?

Mr. Renwick: I am ready now, yes; I'm not
worried about an election. Neither is any of

us ready or—

Interjections.

Mr. Renwick: There is nothing to indicate

that you people are ready for an election.

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. Does the mem-
ber for Riverdale have any further remarks?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I am glad my
friend, the parliamentary assistant to the At-

torney General, is in the assembly this evening
because I want to tum to another topic.

Mr. Martel: The Leader of the Opposition
is withdrawing his motion next week. He flip-

flopped again. We will be left to vote alone.
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Mr. Acting Speaker: Order from the mem-
ber for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Sorry, I just wanted to give
the member for Riverdale a respite.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.

Mr. Martel: Go ahead', I will be quiet

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I am about half-

way through.

An hon. member: And the member for

Sudbury East is about a quarter of the way
through.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. The member
for Riverdale has the floor.

Mr. Renwick: The next item I want to

speak to is a matter that is very dose to my
particular heart, as I know it is to a number
of other members in the assembly. It is the

question of community legal clinics. I sit on
the board of one of them, the Riverdale Social

Legal Services. It is because of my interest

in that clinic and some concerns which have

appeared on the horizon, expressed by my
friend, the member for Carleton-Grenville

(Mr. Sterling), that I want to spend a few
minutes talking about it to keep the record

straight about the role of the community legal
clinics.

The occasions are twofold. One is, there

was considerable criticism during the course
of the hearings on Bill 163, the Residential

Tenancies Act, and subsequent to that, that

the representations made to that committee by
the community legal clinics which appeared!
and made presentations to protect the tenants

were somehow or other improper, that public
funds should not have been used to support
clinics which took on that kind of a rcyle.

That was a very real criticism. I think my
coilleague, the member for Carleton-Grenville,
will agree that that was a concern that got

through to the ministry.
A second matter of concern was an address

the member for Carleton-Grenville made last

year to a commimity clinic that was opening
its doors in the Rexdale area. I dbn't think I

am quoting him out of context. He went on
to talk in glowing terms. He was standing in

the place of the Attorney General (Mr. Mc-

Murtry) at the opening of that clinic.

He said in a portion of his remarks: "I

caution you to exercise great care to ensure

that your staff, your clients and the targets
of your activities are fully aware that yoiur

object is the delivery of legal services, not

the attainment of political goals."

9:20 p.m.

I want to spend a few minutes, because I

think it's a matter which has to be clarified,

so that again we don't stumble into some

area that the legal aid clinics in the province

are under some wraps with respect to the

activities that they can engage in.

I particularly want to deal a little bit with

the historic terms of that particular matter.

I think it is supported by the Conservative

Party, at least in good part, because cer-

tainly their campaign headquarters, in re-

sponse to a questionnaire in 1977, seemed to

support the public role of community legal

clinics in areas of law reform and creating,

by legal education and otherwise, public

awareness of the need for law reform and

changes in the law.

In December 1973 the task force on legal

aid was appointed, with Mr. Justice Osier as

its chairman. It was "to review in depth tlie

operation of the legal aid plan in Ontario

and determine the parameters of its future

direction and development in order to ensure

that it has the capacity to meet its objectives

in the years ahead."

The task force reported in 1974. In its

report it dealt with the concept of neighbour-

hood legal aid cHnics and the provision of

legal services to the poor. Even at this

fairly early stage in the study and develop-

ment of legal services delivery models, the

task force recognized the importance of ac-

tivities other than traditional litigation.

On page 21 of the Osier report it was

stated: "They," the lawyers, "are no longer

seen merely as professionals who handle

documents. This traditional concept repre-

sents only a modest portion of the lawyer's

professional responsibility. The wide range

of professional services that lawyers have

traditionally provided to their clients is ex-

pected to be provided to the poor as well

as the rich. The concept of legal aid as

litigation is now clearly seen as inadequate."

Following this report, regulation 160 of

1976 was passed which gave authority for

the funding of clinics. That was a red-letter

day in the province.

The debate about community clinics and

their activities did not end with the report

and the regulation. Briefs continued to be

submitted to various authorities, including

the clinical funding committee which had

been established pursuant to regulation

160/76 to administer and grant fimds to

community clinics.

In 1976, a group called Action on Legal

Aid, a coalition of most corranunity clinics,

presented a brief, entitled The Meaning of

Legal Services in a Community Legal Clinic

Context, to the clinical funding committee.

The brief dealt with the necessity of clinics
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engaging in law reform activities. The brief

is excellent and puts the arguments ably. I

want to quote from that brief:

"The proposition that people not normally
reached by the private bar are entitled to

the same quality and variety of legal services

as are presently being delivered by lawyers
to their paying clients is the basic principle
which must govern the delivery of legal ser-

vices in a community legal services setting.

"The reason citizens of low-income com-
munities are entitled to the same legal ser-

vices as paying clients is that these are ser-

vices which must be available to any in-

dividual, rich or poor, if he or she is to have
an equal opportunity to partake of a citizen's

benefits, rights, protections and privileges.
"Given a social system that makes that

opportunity conditional uj>on ready access

to the legal system and its processes, and
then contrives a legal system where such
access is wholly dependent upon the avail-

ability of a range of costly legal services,

there can be no doubting society's obligation
to make such services available to all citizens

regardless of their private ability to pay.
"The legal services traditionally supplied

to persons with means and which are neces-

sary for full participation in the benefits,

rights, protections and privileges of our sys-

tem are listed in the Action on Legal Aid
brief to the government of Ontario in re-

sponse to the Osier task force report on legal
aid as follows:

"(a) case by case advocacy; (b) legal advice

prior to taking steps having legal conse-

quences; (c) client education about law and
its process; (d) law reform based on test

cases, research, lobbying and organizing;

(e) summary advice and assistance; (f) train-

ing of legal workers; (g) timeliness of re-

sponse; (h) psychological and geographical
accessibility.

"If clinics are to meet the legitimate de-
mands of their clientele for legal services,
then all of these services must be readily

available, either directly or through the clinic

itself or, in appropriate cases, through the

private bar. This most particularly includes
law reform, the one category of these serv-

ices the legitimacy of which may not yet be

generally acknowledged.
"The necessity for law reform initiatives

by lawers and, in a clinical setting, by para-
professionals as well arises for a number of

reasons.

"First, if the law is to be an effective and
constructive influence in society, it must be a

dynamic influence, sensitive and responsive to

needs for change. The inability of legislative
draftsmen to draft laws free of errors, omis-

sions or ambiguities, and which correctly

anticipate the implications and consequences
that will arise or become evident when the

law is actually applied to real-life situations,

and the phenomenal rate of change in the

socio-political and economic circumstances

and conditions on which any law is premised
or with which it is designed to deal, means
that law that is not subject to a continuous

law reform process quickly becomes a prob-
lem for society, rather than a benefit, at best

irrelevant and at worst destructive and

alienating.

"Second, the design of our legal system
and the nature of our law is such that the

multifaceted process of law reform is in al-

most all of its facets dependent on the active

involvement of lawyers with direct experi-
ence in the application of the law to the

business or interests of their clients.

"Third, law reform activity in the areas

of law in which they work must be regarded
as an obligation of lawyers. They have the

direct experience of the need for change,

coupled with the training and experience to

recognize opportunities for reform and to

identify likely avenues of reform, the skills to

pursue those avenues, and the incentive to

act. They are parties to a system of law that

requires a constant reform input which, in

large measure, only they can supply.

"The law reform activity of the private bar
in respect of the commercial business and

property law with which its practice is

largely concerned is extensive. Adventure-
some litigation designed to expand legislative

concepts or to clarify ambiguities is com-

monplace, extensive legal research of litiga-

tion possibilities with the same object in

mind even more so.

"Fully researched and pyersuasively argued
briefs in respect of proposals for change or

advocating a particular interpretation of

existing law go out from the private bar to

government oflBcials and responsible minis-

ters in a constant stream. Meetings for the

same purpose at all levels of government are

a regular feature of a successful practice.

Legal writing in learned publications on law
reform issues is an acknowledged mark of

distinction, lobbying of colleagues and asso-

ciates and of government ofiBcials and politi-

cians on law reform issues an honourable

tradition, and the organizing of professional

groups and of client groups to work together
on law reform issues a common experience.

"All of this is an integral aspect of a

successful private practitioner's practice. Part

of it, of course, vdll be done as another piece
of professional business directly for a i)artic-

ular client at his expense. Much of it is
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motivated, in part at least, by considerations
of personal professional reputation and stand-

ing and a significant proportion arises be-
cause of the sense of professional obligation
felt by lawyers when they encounter a seri-

ous error or injustice in tfie law with which
they are concerned.

"But regardless of the motivation, the re-
sult is that law that is of primary interest to

paying clients is subjected to a constant
barrage of law reform initiatives of one sort
or another by lawyers. It is that barrage that
ensures its essential vitality.

9:30 p.m.

"The silence on the other side of the
tracks, on the other hand, is complete. One
could safely hazard a guess that in Toronto
in the decade prior to 1971 there was not a

single practising lawyer's law reform ini-

tiative in the interests of low-inoome citizens
in respect of any of unemployment insur-
ance law, workmen's compensation law,
welfare law, consumer law, landlord and
tenant law or family law. Any exception that
could be turned up would serve only to

prove the essential truth of the proposition.
The law, as it relates to the particular inter-
ests of low-income communities, has no
dynamic aspect; it is dead law.

"Changes and innovations occur only after
it has become so archaic and inappropriate,
and has inflicted its errors and omissions,
irrelevancies and incongruities on so many
victims that it becomes a political issue

which ultimately compels legislative ini-

tiative. The absence of any continuous dy-
namic process of change and adaptation in

respect of the law as it apphes to low-
income communities has not received much
attention in the legal aid debate to date, but
it is arguably the single most significant con-

sequence of the failure to provide low-
income communities with access to legal
services.

"To suggest that law reform activity by
publicly funded legal clinics is somehow
unjustified or inappropriate, and to deny
clinics' resources for that activity, would be
to arbitrarily continue to deprive the com-
munities they serve of the benefits of law
that is vital and responsive, which other

segments of our society enjoy as a matter
of course. It would also preclude attempts
to find general solutions to problems which
may be generating unnecessary demands for

legal services.

**The advent of clinics means that for the
first time ever there will be professional

people, lawyers and paraprofessionals with
the experience and ability to recognize law
reform needs and possibilities and the skills

to pursue them, who will have direct ex-

perience of the application of the law as it

affects low-income citizens. The responsible

application of that experience of the law re-

form initiatives must be recognized as a pro-
fessional obligation and accepted as an in-

tegral part of any chnic's functions."

If I may return to the chronology of what
took place: In June 1978 Mr. Justice Grange
was appointed by the Attorney General to

review the operation and administration of

the clinical funding regulation and to make
recommendations with respect thereto. He
reported in October 1978, and on page 16
of his report entitled Report of the Com-
mission on Clinical Funding, which is this

document I have here, he stated. "The defi-

nition of legal and paralegal ser\'ices I have
set out above is intended to encompass law
reform."

Following the report of Mr. Justice

Grange, new regulation on clinic funding
226/79 was passed. The Grange report's
recommendation formed the basis for the

new regulation. Section 146(2) of regulation

226/79 states the following: Tn this part

funding refers to the payment of funds to

a clinic to enable the clinic to provide legal
services or paralegal services or Doth, includ-

ing activities reasonably designed to encour-

age access to such services or to further such

services, and services designed solely to

promote the legal welfare of a community
on a basis other than fee for service."

Nowhere in the regulation is the term

"legal or paralegal services" explained any
more clearly. However, since tihe regulation
was based on the Grange report's recom-

mendations it would seem appropriate to

look to Grange's definition, which included

law reform. The law society seems to have

accepted this as well, not that the law so-

ciety's acceptance is the be-all and end-all,

but it does help, for in their response to the

report of the provincial auditor they stated

the following:

"Within the definition of these services"—

that is, legal and paralegal services—"clinics

provide legal advice and information to low-

income clients, representation in appropriate
cases in courts and administrative tribunals,

community education by way of written ma-
terials and public meetings and seminars,

and major community outreach and law re-

form activities on matters affecting low-

income residents of the province."

It would appear, then, that any debate

there may have been about law reform

activity being a legitimate part of legal

services would seem to be resolved. Clearly,

the tenant community is a very large part
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of the client community served by clinics.

For some legal services hotlines in Metro,

tenants are their whole cHent community.

Thus, lobbying in tenants* interests before

the various bodies that dealt with the var-

ious versions of Bill 163, and arguing on

behalf of tenants before the Court of Ap-

peal witli regard to the bill's constitution-

ality, would seem to fit squarely into appro-

priate law reform activity which ought to be

undertaken on behalf of the clinic's funds.

I think it's fair to say that the Con-

servative Party believes that to be so. iTie

member for Carleton-Grenville responded
this to a question raised in 1977: "Com-

mimity legali clinics should be confined to

provisions of legal services to individual

clients on a case-by-case basis." That was in

reply to one part of the question.

"The funding for community legal clinics

should be expanded to adequately cover

community legal education to inform people
of their legal rights, lobbying for changes in

the law which their exi)efrtise shows are

needed, organization of their clients to en-

able them to more effectively enforce their

legal rights through group action."

That was the answer to one of the

multiple-part questions that was asked. The

response of the campaign headquarters of

the Progressive Conservative Party was:

"Community clinics are expected to provide
as a first priority a basic legal service to the

comnrmnity they serve. They must therefore

ensure personal service to each individual

client. Commimity legal education and pre-
ventive law form a basic and necessary part
of any community clinic and it is appropriate
that community clinics have the scope to

challenge Ifegal anomalies and advise on the

reform of those aspects of the law which

place an unfair burden on the community
which seeks their aid."

I wanted to make certain the record was
clear as to the historical sequence in the

establishment of legal aid clinics which
would indicate what was said in the original

Osier report and is reflected in the work
that is at present being carried on, that the

whole range of services available by the

private bar to its paying clients—including

lobbying, educational work, law reform work,
all that work—is designed to be available to

members of low-income communities that

are served on an other-than-fee basis by the

community clinics.

I do hope that at some point the member
for Carleton-Grenville will take it upon him-
self to correct any misunderstanding that

may have arisen because of the nature of the

statement that was made. I hope he and the

Attorney General will clarify that the law

reform activities, as participated in by these

various clinics, not only in the law of land-

lord and tenant but in many other areas, are

important, legitimate and proper areas of

concern for those clinics to serve their clients,

although funded through the Law Society of

Upper Canada, imder the aegis of the

Ontario Legal Aid Plan.

I certainly don't want any indication at

this time that regardless of how much there

may be a stiffening in society's attitudes, any
of that broad range of legal and paralegal

services being rendered day in and day out

by the community clinics—certainly in Metro-

politan Toronto and indeed, I'm sure, else-

where—is in some way not quite proper. It

is the most important element, next to the

actual case-by-case situation of their in-

dividual clientele, which led to the establish-

ment of the whole of the system of legal aid

clinics.

There is no question that the absence of

those clinics was a serious gap. I want to

make certain, to the extent that I can, that

there is no subtle limitation placed upon the

role that can be played by the legal aid

clinics.

9:40 p.m.

Let me give one last example. There was

a staff report to the Metropohtan Toronto

social services committee with respect to the

discussions with the province as to the future

of Ontario pubhc housing in Metropolitan
Toronto.

As a member of the Riverdale Social Legal

Services, I felt it was an obligation of the

clinic on which I serve that the clinic should

make certain that the Ontario Housing Cor-

poration tenants in the area served by that

clinic, which is the whole of the Riverdale

riding, were well aware of the kinds of pro-

posals being made which were going to

affect the very substance of their security

and tenure in public housing and the avail-

ability of affordable housing to those people.

I participated myself, along with members
of the staff of the Riverdale Socio-Legal Ser-

vices, in making certain that the people in

the Riverdale area were well aware of the

threat which was involved in those circum-

stances.

I want now to turn to a more difficult

topic. Again, I don't pretend to know what

it's about, but I want to raise it in the

assembly because I endeavoured to raise it

at the—

Mr. Nixon: We're now on three out of

seven. Is this the third one?
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Mr. Conway: I think this is a fihbuster.

Mr. Renwick: I'm glad my friend stayed
to enjoy it.

In the debate on the interim supply motion
last fall—I think it was around the early part
of December—I tried to raise my concern
about the inability of this government to come
to grips with its capacities in some way to

participate in the revenues generated in On-
tario by the sale of petroleum products. My
concern related to the immense discussion
that was taking place between the Premier
of Ontario (Mr. Davis) and the Premier of

Alberta, as well as with the then Prime
Minister of Canada, about what should be
done with respect to the revenues flowing
from the production and sale of petroleiun in
Saskatchewan.

What I was concerned about was that this

province wasn't trying to do anything to help
itself. It seemed to me it was blaming Alberta
and laying the burden on the then Prime
Minister of Canada, that somehow or other
he should make certain that some of the pro-
ceeds of the government revenues from the

production and sale of petroleum came to this

province. He was, in a funny way, asserting
a very powerful position but, at the same
time, doing it as if he could not influence the
events in any way.

I tried, in a very elementary way, to in-

dicate that, yes, there must be some way in

which the revenues generated in Ontario by
the sale of petrolerun products could, in some
fair and equitable way, come to the coflFers

of the province; that perhaps it could come
by direct action of this government with
imagination and ingenuity with respect to the

way in which the taxing net was cast by this

province.

I still have a sense that this can be done,
and I do not think we have to rely neces-

sarily on some distribution agreement, but I

may be wrong. I may be wrong because of

my lack of understanding about the way in

which the pricing mechanism works in the

petroleum area from the time it is produced
in the wells in Alberta until it is sold at the

pumps in Ontario.

il am indebted to one of the members of

the Treasurer's staffs for sending me this intri-

cate dbcument called Fiscal Transfer Pricing
in Multinational Corporations, and one of

the cases dealing with the mining royalties
in Manitoba, a case of the International Nickel

Company and the Minister of Finance for the

province of Manitoba. What I understand is

now taking place is that the prices charged
by the sales of outlets of the major petroleum
companies in Ontario is at a level that pro-

duces very small margins of profit of any
significance in Ontario, and therefore Ontario's

capacity to tax is severely limited.

I don't know whether that is so. I don't

understand it, but we do all know that some
of the major oil companies have moved their

principal operations to Alberta. I don't under-
stand the corporate network of companies
established by them, through which their

sales ultimately take place in the province,
but I do believe I understand, because I have
some experience with it, the way in which on
a non-arm's-length basis prices are established

between various components of the same

corporate structure, such as a company like

Imperial Oil.

If my understanding is correct, the shift

of the economic centre, if it has shifted, to

Alberta, in the sense of the wealth which has

attracted so much attention may, through the

corporate organizations of the oil companies,
have imposed a great threat upon the taxing

capacity of this government to raise funds. I

am hoping to pursue that matter. I hope and

anticipate that when the Treasurer of Ontario

(Mr. F. S. Miller) presents his budget he will

direct his attention to whether or not it is

possible for the taxing structure of this prov-
ince to interject itself upon the revenue
stream generated in this province by the sale

of petroleum products in a way which will be
beneficial, in a fair and proper way, to this

particular jurisdiction.

I think I will end on that note, Mr.

Speaker. I haven't completed the six or seven
matters I wanted to deal with, but I have
had my instructions from the House leader

of the New Democratic Party which, for the

first time in my knowledge, are at variance

with the instructions I had from the whip of

the party, but that happens in the best

regulated of families.

I am not going to pursue these matters

further. I imagine I may have an oppor-

tunity to deal with some of the other mat-
ters at a later date. Perhaps in the budget
debate, maybe next December, I will have an

opportunity to say something further about
matters on which I feel strongly.

If my House leader will bear with me, I

thought I would just quote, if I may and if

I can find it, what I thouG;ht was a rather

interesting statement. "U^ile I am reading
it I will leave it up to the members of the

assembly to gu€^ss who made it and when.

9:50 p.m.

"The view that Canada could not have

enjoyed suflBcient economic growth without
this vast foreign investment in Canada and
tihat the Canadian standard of living would
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have been much lower if we had not had
this vast foreign investment in Canada ap-

pears to me very questionable. The nature

of our development might have been some-

what diflFerent, but I believe a higher average
rate of employment could have been main-

tained and more growth of total employment
and of production of goods and services in

Canada could have been achieved with much
less reliance on a net increase of foreign

investment in Canada if Canadian policies

had aimed at such a target in the past and

could be achieved by Canada in the future if

Canadian policies are in future aimed at such

targets.

"Canada has, since 1952 on, with minor

exceptions, a large net deficit on goods and

services, including payments of interest and

dividends on foreign investments in Canadian

industries, resources and securities, accompa-
nied by large-scale imports of capital. No
other country of comparable maturity has

ever had anything like so large a deficit sus-

tained over so many years. At a time of

relatively high unemployment in Canada it

is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the

continuing very large deficit in the balance

of payments is not only disadvantageous in

itself, but is indicative of an excessive capital

inflow, as well as structural weaknesses in

the Canadian economy, which result in exces-

sive aggregate spending on goods and serv-

ices provided from abroad to the detriment

of the production of goods and services of a

similar character in Canada.

"It is clear that the recent high levels of im-

employment in Canada do not arise from a

deficiency of total spending by Canadians
or of spending for capital purposes. A rela-

tively very large fraction of our gross national

expenditure has, however, been spent directly

or indirectly on balance for imported goods
and services and has to that extent failed to

provide employment in Canada.

"There has been a diversion of purchasing
power from domestic production to foreign

production. If appreciably more of total

spending by Canadians had been on goods
and services produced in Canada the level of

unemployment would have been much less

than that which has actually been experi-
enced. Analysis of our situation indicates that

the approach to higher employment and out-

put should be through measures designed to

reduce the large deficit in our current ac-

count balance of payments and through in-

creases in spending of a selective character

likely to increase production in Canada,
rather than through measures designed to

raise the level of total spending by
Canadians.

"I am sure there are many more possible

ways of setting up incentives directed to-

wards these goals than is generally realized.

The deficit in the current account of the

balance of payments and the net capita] in-

flow, including changes official exchange
reserves, are necessarily equal and the one
cannot fall without the other declining

equally."

Interjections.

Mr. Renwick: Well, that is just because

there is nothing new imder the sun. It is

as appropriate today as it was in 1960 when
the then governor of the Bank of Canada
was sacked by the Conservative government
from his governorship of the bank when he
was reporting 20 years ago on the state of

the Canadian economy.
It is utterly amazing that every 10 years

since 1960, when it was first realized that

direct foreign investment had quadrupled
from 1945 to 1960, that there was very
serious concern about the state of the econ-

omy of Canada at that time, and that ever

since that time the position, called perhaps

something like economic nationalism, es-

poused at that time by James Coyne, the

then governor of the bank, when he was

sacked by the Honourable Donald Fleming,
the then Conservative Minister of Finance,

and when the Liberal apologists equally

refused to take the position espoused by Mr.

Coyne, we have suffered for the last 20

years the same problems in our economy.
Let me make another point. That was in

1960 and 1961. From that time until 1970

we heard little. Look what happened then

in the Liberal Party. Donald Fleming sacked

James Coyne, the governor of the Bank of

Canada, for espousing very positive needs

of the economy of Canada, indicating quite

clearly that economic policies are required,

not monetary policies. A monetary policy

can only do certain things. The responsibility

for growth, the responsibility for employ-

ment, the responsibility for stability of prices

depend upon the fiscal and debt management

policies or the government. That was said in

1961. The Liberal Party comes into power.
The man who espouses that view with minor

variations, Walter Gordon, lasts just that long

in the Liberal world and goes down as well.

That party over there and that party to

my right and counterparts of those parties

do not understand that whatever we call

them—w'hether we call them cyclical needs

or whether we call them structural needs—

the fundamental problems are still the same.

There has to be a restructuring of the eco-

nomic principles on which this country is

going to function.
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My colleague and members of this assem-

bly will recall that in 1970-71, 10 years ago,
we had another upsurge of feeling that

something was wrong with the economy.
Even this assembly had a select committee
on cultural and economic nationalism. Prac-

tically nothing in that report was ever imple-
mented. What do we find 10 years later? We
find from the time the New Democratic
Party was established until now it has

espoused the very principles that were in-

herent in the remarks made at that time by
James Coyne and the remarks made subse-

quently in a different context by the world
of Walter Gordon.

We have espoused those year in and year
out. The leader of this party has gone across
the country in two federal elections espous-
ing those same views. In the last week or
two of the last election campaign, who do
we find talking about them? Why, the Lib-
eral Party, talking again about something
called economic nationalism. We must just
do a little bit more, they said.

I am not suggesting that many people will

be reading my remarks, except all of the

people in Riverdale, but let me just make
absolutely certain that there's no misunder-

standing about it. With regard to the cur-
rent deficit on tourist travel—and the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) is here—there is a raging debate among
the academics to decide whether or not it's

cyclical or structural.

On the one hand, it can be seen to be
cydical. Therefore, we don't need to db any-
thing about it because when the cycle
changes the balance will be restored again
and everything will be just fine. There's the
other school which actually says—and I know
my frenetic, peripatetic Minister of Industry
and Tourism will agree with this—that there
are structural problems in the tourist indus-

try of Ontario and those are the structural

problems that have to be addressed.

Let me take another one. Let me look at

the automotive pact. What is it—a $3.1-
biHion dieficit? I understand the January
figures will presage an even greater deficit

on the account. One will hear the arguments
that all we need to do within the terms of

the auto pact is to have some discussions be-
tween Ottawa and Washington and we can
reverse all of that, that it's cyclical, that all

we have to do is to look back to the days
when the auto pact was performing in a way
which was not a drain on the current account
deficit of Canada and principally of Ontario.

We just have to wait now and
cyclically it

will all change again and everything wdl be
fine.

10 p.m.

I want to say that if the Chrysler problem
points up one thing it points up that there is a
structural problem in the automotive industry
of Canada that has to be addressed; that the

automotive pact that worked no longer works.
That's a significant part of our $10 billion

deficit on current account.

Every time we look at the question of

what we are going to do, we say to every-
body: "We must maintain the value of

the dollar. It doesn't matter how much it

punis'hes people inside the country, you have
to maintain the value of the dollar."

Why do you have to maintain the value of

the dollar? So that the capital will flow in.

Why does the capital have to flow in? Be-
cause we're importing goods and services and
the only way in which that can be met is by
capital inflow; the more capital we have flow-

ing into the country the more it means we
are importing goods and services. The whole
system continues and we never win. We never
establish in Canada economic principles that

will provide for the kind of balanced, flexible,

integrated, intelligent economy which it is

within oiu- capacity to fashion if we choose
to do so.

I need not say that men like J. M. Keynes
said, "Look, if you have to choose between
the external value of your ciurency and the
internal value of your currency—in the best
of all possible worlds you don't have to

choose, but if you have to choose—you choose
the one over which you have control—that is

the internal one—and you let your external

one go." Keynes said it. Everybody says, "Oh,
Mr. Keynes, he's old." Unless you're a neo-

Keynesian or a post-Keynesian or some other
kind of Keynesian it doesn't mean anything.

It makes very good sense to me that when
we have no control over the foreign-exchange
value of the dollar outside, which determines
the interest rates, when it's buffeted by what-
ever accidental events happen to occur, then
we'd better start looking to the kind of cost

of money that we pay here if we want to

stabilize our prices. If we want price stability
in Canada, and I mean price stability of money
as well as price stability of goods, we're going
to have to establish it here in Canada.
You can listen week after week, Mr. Speak-

er; you can read the Wall Street Journal; you
can watch the Washington Week in Review
on public television. The New York Stock

Exchange is up and down like this. The
American Stock Exchange is away up—not in

the last couple of weeks—away up. Why is it
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away up? They're investing in Canadian re-

sources. They're buying the shares of the oil

companies in Newfoundland.

What has happened now? The bubble's

kind of gone oflF that a htttle bit, so the

money is flowing out. So what are we wor-

ried about? Governor Bouey says, "Oh, we
have to maintain the external value of our
dollar. If it isn't maintained, we'll have to

pay more for what we import." What's the

answer to that? You stop importing.

What are the arguments that are made
against Mr. Coyne and Mr. Gordon, against
the New Democratic Party and against those

of us who have espoused for many years the

version that we can have, without being
isolationist, an economy in Canada which is

our own economy? What are the arguments
that are made against it?

First of all, we're told. "Oh, that'll mean
a series of controls." I'm saying to you, Mr.

Speaker, it doesn't mean a series of controls.

It doesn't mean exchange control; it doesn't

mean import controls; it doesn't mean con-
trols on credit; it doesn't mean controls of

any kind. It means the intelligent application
of policies.

I don't want to hear anybody tell us that
when we espouse the economic nationalist

position—which is our position, not their posi-
tion in the Liberal Party—we do not talk

about controls. We can do it without con-
trols. Always remember that it is their ver-
sion of this economy which produces these
erratic controls from time to time, because
they don't understand that we need a new
view of our economy and the world in which
we live.

What's the second one that we get? That
our standard of living will go down somehow
or other if we, Canadians in our own
economy, act, not by saying "To hell with
the rest of the world" but by establishing our
own presence in our own world. They say to
me: "You want to have some kind of a low-
grade economy." We don't want to have
some kind of a low-grade economy. If we
pursue the iwlides whidh have been pursued
by Liberal governments in the last 20 yeare
in Canada, and wliich were no different imder
the short interregnum period of the Tory
government, we will have a standard of living
whidh will go down.

What's the third argument that's made?
Oh, it will be a mediocre society. It will be
kind of a nostalgic society. It will be a small-
town society. It will be some kind of a

society that won't be a society of excellence.
That argument is wrong. We can have here a

society of excellence in economic matters.

There's nothing to indicate that we can't

have that particular kind of society.
There are so many areas, but I don't want

to get hung up and listen to, "Is it cyclical
or is it structural?" Those are self-defeating
terms. Those are academic terms which are
used for the purpose of cancelling each
other out so you never have to do anything
about the problems. We have a problem in

the automotive industry; we have a serious

problem, which may or may not be perma-
nent, in the tourist industry; we have a

continuing problem with the inflow of capital
into this country and its very simple. I can
never state the equations quite as simply as

can some other people. I just want to—and I

know my House leader will be very angry
with me—quote a book by E. P. Neufeld,
Money and Banking in Canada, Carleton

University Library:
"I should like to emphasize again, as I

have in the past, the elementary point that

you cannot have a continued net inflow of

capital without a continued inflow of goods
and services in excess of exports. You like-

wise cannot have a continued large net in-

flow of capital without finding that Canadian
enterprise is bought out or pushed aside in a
wide range of endeavours by foreign enter-

prise."

We have to learn that lesson. It is a funda-
mental lesson. We happen to have, in our

party, five principles: high employnient,
stable prices, sustained economic growth, fair

shares and a continuing reduction of the
need to have an inflow of capital into the

country, which means in the reverse that we
produce more and more in Canada and we
import less and less.

Some of the members should take a look
at the current balance of payments analysis
which has been made and they can find

it almost anywhere. Look at the elements.

Forget for a moment the dividends that have
to go abroad, and forget for a moment the
interest on debt that has to go abroad. Look
at something called "Tjusiness services."

Sometimes it's called royalties, and some-
times it's called know-how, sometimes it's

called business services.

That figure in otu- current account deficit

is what we pay abroad for business services,
services which are charged outside tiie

country for corporations doing business in

Canada. It has just gone like tfiat. We can't

aiford it. Just as the people in Riverdale
can't afi^ord the kind of residential mortgage
cost which is being imposed upon them be-

cause of the faulty economic policies of this

country, so we in the province of Ontario
can't aflFord it either.
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10:10 p.m.

I want to finish with one last word. We
have been pretending in Ontario in this time

of constitutional turmoil in various other

parts of the country that the good old British

North America Act is fine for us; that it

doesn't really matter that nobody ever reads

it; it doesn't really matter what it says; that

all the fine-tuned distinctions the courts make
about all the cases are fine; they have done
us well and served us well; we don't need

any changes, but the other people need
them and if they really insist long enough

perhaps we will give some consideration to

making some changes in the constitution of

Canada.

Let me say to this House, this province-
just as much as Quebec, Alberta, British

Columbia, Newfoundland or any of the other

provinces—needs a new constitution. It needs
a constitution devised, I think, by some form
of constituent assembly to be negotiated by
the provinces to meet the needs of Canada.
It is not some tinkering with some ancient

document, it is a brand-new constitution. We
need it in Ontario. We can't get along any
longer with a government of Ontario—this
remark is totally nonpartisan—which con-

stantly says that all economic issues can only
be decided in Ottawa.

It can't live in that world. People in this

province expect Ontario and the government
of Ontario to take its fair share in the

resolution of economic problems. It makes
no never-mind for the Minister of Industry
and Tourism to go travelling around carry-

ing out a policy which in the throne speech
refers to something regarding keeping a

balance between what we do here and the

money we must have coming in from out-

side. There is no balance left. Does anybody
understand that a country like Canada can-
not afi^ord to have a current account deficit

of $10 billion and no indication that it is

not going higher? We can't take refuge in

the idea it is some cyclical mismanagement
of the economy that is taking place and that

things wiU change. They won't change.
If we go back to the fundamental prin-

ciples, the only other model ever put for-

ward, even though it was squashed, even

though it has not gained very much ground
in the espousal of it by the New Democratic

Party, is that model put forward in the re-

marks of James Coyne, Walter Gordon and
others and which Ed Broadbent made con-

tinuously in the course of the last campaign.
They are now being mouthed by each of the

parties.

Unless we understand the reality of that

concern and are prepared to make those

decisions—not to punish ourselves, heavens
no—but for the purpose of understanding
that the present system imder which we
live, particularly with the results of GATT—
and the Minister of Industry and Toiu-ism

knows well the impingement of those on
this province—we have to establish a new
set of economic principles for this province
and for Canada. The sooner we get on with
it the sooner we will have some chance in

the 1980s of rectifying the errors and faults

in the economic policies of Canada in the

last 20 years at least.

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, I woidd like to

thank the member for Riverdale for warming
up the Legislature this evening for my re-

marks on the throne speech.

Mr. Wildman: You are really going to

cool things off.

Mr. Sterling: Yes, it's probably true.

The throne speech contained' many items

of interest to many of us. I think the

method by which the government goes

through the preparation of the speech and
the input it takes from its members, its back-

benchers, and from the people in the poli-

tical party has improved from year to year.

Since being elected to this Legislature I

think the process has greatly improved from

year to year.

Every throne speech that I have read is

a general document. You can look at it in

terms of what is positive and what is nega-
tive. When we look at the items that are

mentioned in the throne speech, a lot of di«n
don't really say that much because they are

put in broad terms. What will show whether
the throne speech is a success is what actions

are taken on it by the government and the

Legislature after the session begins and dur-

ing the next year.
I was pleased in particular with the em-

phasis in this throne speech on what I con-

sider to be the major issue that we're going
to have to address in the 1980s, that is, the

energy problem. I think it's really broken

down into two major problems.
First is the idea that we have to make

certain that people understand there is a

significant problem. Interestingly enough,
when I was coming to Toronto this morning
on the plane I sat beside an executive of an

oil company.
Mr. Swart: You sat to the right of him,

too.

Mr. Sterling: In fact, I did sit to the right
of him. That executive indicated to me that

in the past year, although there has been a
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tendency for people to go to smaller cars,

the increase in gasoline consumption by the

public has risen by five per cent.

Last week I had an opportunity to talk to

several Americans and I found they don't

really believe there is a problem in terms

(rf the amount of oil that is available, either

to them or to the rest of the world. They
believe there is an endless supply of oil.

In terms of the energy problem, we have
two things. First of all, as everybody realizes,

we have to increase our efforts with regard
to conservation. One of the areas that I

think must be taken very seriously is that of

the building code for the province and for

Canada as a whole and to try to impose
heavier requirements on the type of materials

that must be used, not only for new build-

ings but in the retrofit, of older buildings.

Recently I read an engineering digest, and
it indicated in quite a number of buildings
the energy consumption could be cut by as

much as 50 per cent in some of the build-

ings we have constructed in Canada. But I

think the more immediate energy problem
we have relates to the supply of oil.

Mr. Swartz: That's original.

Mr. Sterling: No, it's not original.

Mr. Peterson: But you're sincere, and we
appreciate it.

Mr. Sterling: I'm attempting to be sincere,

and sometimes it's difiicult to be sincere in

this forum.

10:20 p.m.

I think the public is unaware that there is

an oil supply problem. We didn't face it this

winter because we had a fairly mild winter,

but we should realize that each day we are

importing more oil and as our consumption
rises we're getting away from being more
and more self-sufficient in oil.

As I mentioned before, I think the public
is under a tremendous misconception that

there is an endless supply of oil. If one can

believe them, after one reads a fair bit about
this particular issue, the best estimates by the

international experts indicate that there is

probably somewhere between 25 and 35

years of oil left at our present rate of con-

sumption. In the past 50 years we have used
70 per cent of the world's known oil reserves.

The other problem is that in order to find

new resources for oil it's costing more and
more for each particular well that's drilled.

I understand that in the mid-1960s one could
drill a well for somewhere around $100,000.
I know now that some of the wells in ofiF-

shore resource areas cost as much as $100
million to drill at today's high prices.

We have a finite amount of oil uid,
whether it lasts for 25 or 35 years, or for

70 years, I think there's a responsibility on
our government, on the government of

Canada and on other governments in North
America to make a tremendous eflFort to in-

crease their contribution in terms of conser-

vation and in terms of developing other

renewable resources.

Because some of the technology is not

there—we've tried for 50 or 60 years to de-

velop a better battery; we haven't got one—
we really have no other fuel to take the

place of oil at this particular time. We're

probably going to make mistakes. We're go-

ing to have to make mistakes in developing
these other technologies. But I really feel

we should take the steps as indicated in the

throne speech and be pioneers as much as we
can in this field, always warning the public
that no matter how much we're doing in one

particular area, be it the development of

methanol or whatever, that isn't going to be
the final and the be-all answer. There are

real problems with those particular fuels.

They aren't the be-all and the end-all an-

swer. It takes a lot of trees to produce a

gallon of methanol—if one can do it, and

nobody has done it on a commercial basis yet.

It is a very serious problem, and I hope
that in my small way I can push my govern-
ment along the route to doing more in this

area. As early as last September, I went to

the Premier (Mr. Davis) and asked him and
the Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch) to be
more involved in this particular area of the

production of synthetic liquid fuels. That is

going in the face of some reports—the May
1978 report of the Ministry of Energy said

it wasn't viable economically—but the world
situation has changed so dramatically since

that time that I think we must look ahead
and anticipate that the situation isn't going
to get much better.

The United States of America now imports
18 million barrels of oil each day. They ob-

tain approximately half of that ofishore and

produce about half of it at home. Much of

that oil is imported from Saudi Arabia. The
Soviet Union in the 1980s—probably it could

be happening now—is going to change from a

net exporter of oil to a net importer of oil.

This presents a very dangerous problem in

terms of the supply of oil, both to us and to

the United States. The repercussions could

be very great indeed to both Canada and the

United States.

Unfortunately, as the previous speaker has

indicated to the Legislature, our economy is

tied to the United States. They buy a lot of

what we produce. The United States is our
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greatest buyer. If they have a serious eco-

nomic problem in terms of oil availability and

supply, then I think we will have a very
serious problem on oiur hands.

We also have to be prepared for the

situation of where the Soviet Union is going

to get its oil supply. In the past few months,
this has become even more frightening in

their moving to Afghanistan. The Soviets

have a problem. They have three alternatives

in terms of getting their oil supply because

their production is falling off. As I mentioned

earlier, they are going to turn into a net

importer of oil. They can conserve, but they
have a more diflBcult time because they have

such a heavy military commitment in terms

of the use of the oil. They can buy oil on

the open market or they can acquire it

without paying for it.

One of the problems they have is that

they don't have a great deal of cash to

purchase it. It could present a tremendous

pressure on the Middle East countries in

terms of what pressures will be placed on
them to obtain from them their supphes of

oil, including Saudi Arabia. Unfortimately

many of the governments of the Middle East

countries are very unstable and it could lead

to a significant problem in terms of obtaining
offshore oil from there.

Mr. Speaker, I see it is almost 10:30. I

would like to adjourn the debate at this

time and finish my remarks when the debate

resumes.

Mr. Sterling moved the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:29 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

ESTIMATES

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I have a

message from the Honoxirable the Administra-

tor signed by his own hand.

Mr. Speaker: W. G. C. Rowland, the Ad-
ministrator of the Province of Ontario, trans-

mits estimates of certain sums required for

the services of the province for the year

ending Miarch 31, 1981, and recommends
them to the Legislative Assembly, Toronto,
March 27, 1980.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITIES

Mr. Speaker: As the House is aware, pur-
suant to the amendment to the Legislative

Assembly Act which came into force on April

1, 1979, the Commission on Election Contri-

butions and Expenses appointed pursuant to

section 2 of the Election Finances Reform Act,

1975, was charged with the responsibility
each year of reviewing and making such

recommendations as it considers proper in

respect of the indemnities and allowances to

the members of the assembly, and to make
its recommendations to the Speaker and the

Speaker shall then cause the report to be
laid before the assembly if it is in session, or,

if not, at the next ensuing session.

Accordingly, I beg to inform the House
that the third report of the commission madte

under this provision and dated March 26,

1980, has been delivered to me by the com-
mission. I have tabled it with the Clerk of

the House. We are in the process now of

getting sufficient copies made for all mem-
bers and all other interested parties.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

FEDERAL MORTGAGE
ASSISTANCE GRANTS

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, on March

18, the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) and I met
with the federal Minister of Finance and
the federal minister responsible for Canada

Mortgage and Housing Corporation. As I

indicated to this House earlier this week, my

Thxxrsday, March 27, 1980

colleague and I expressed serious concern

over the continuing high level of interest

rates and the impact that these rates were

having on home owners whose mortgages are

coming up for renewal.

I am pleased to report that the Honourable

Paul Cosgrove, federal minister reporting for

CMHC, has gone some way in responding to

the national problem. Yesterday he announced
that federal mortgage assistance grants would
be made available to those w'hose assisted

home ownership units are coming up for

renewal. I think this is an important federal

initiative to assist those whom I, as well as

the leader of the third party and others, have

recognized to be a first priority in Canada.

In order to follow up on the specific im-

pact that the federal program will have, I will

be meeting with my federal counterpart to-

morrow afternoon in the city of Ottawa. I will-

be encouraging the federal government to

consider a number of other policy changes as

well, including the reintroduction of incen-

tives to encourage the production of rental

units in Ontario and Canada.

For the information of the members, I am
tabling a copy of a Telex I sent yesterday to

the Honourable Paul Cosgrove. In it I also

suggested that in view of changed housing

and mortgage markets it would be useful to

convene a federal-provincial housing ministers'

conference. I hope I can persuade the federal

minister to call this conference on or before

May 1 of the current year to discuss the

complete range of housing-related matters of

interest to Ontario and to the nation as a

whole.

iMr. Speaker, I have filed with you and the

House a copy of the Telex that I sent.

MEDICAL CONSENT

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, members
will recall that on December 13 the mora-

torium on the sterilization of mentally in-

competent young people was extended until

March 31 to allow the interministerial com-

mittee additional time to canvass individuals

and organizations interested in this issue. At

the same time, the second report of the com-

mittee and its proposal for legislation was

widely circulated, in English and' in French.
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Since then, it has become clear to all of

us that there is a deep and fundamental

diflFerence of honestly held opinion on how
this complex issue should be resolved. Con-

sequently, I cannot in conscience ask this

House to attempt to resolve a matter of

such individual and personal concern when
Acre clearly is no consensus on it within

the Ontario community. In these circum-

stances, Mr. Speaker, there is no option but

to continue the moratoriunL

Mr. Breithaupt: How long?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Indefinitely.

FINANCIAL PROTECTION FOR
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Later today I will

be introducing a bill dealing with financial

protection for livestock producers. The bill

will be an amendment to the Live Stock and
Live Stock Products Act, which will enable

the establishment of a financial protection

program for beef producers. In recent years
livestock producers and dealers have lost

something over half a million dollars as a

result of buyer bankruptcies. A number of

individuals suffered large financial losses and

long-term hardship as a result.

I have had discussions with representatives
of livestock producers and dealer associa-

tions on this matter. They have indicated

their preference for a self-sustaining financial

protection program, to be funded over the

long term by the parties directly concerned,

namely, producers and dealers.

The amendments which I will introduce

will allow initially for such a plan to cover
beef cattle. Dealers will be required to make
prompt payment, and licensing authority will

be provided in the act itself, rather than in

the regulations. If the fund goes into a
deficit position, the government will guar-
antee bank loans of up to $1 million and
will pay the interest on them. This program
will be administered by a board which will

include representatives of producers, dealers

and government. Under this legislation, pro-
ducers of other classes of livestock may also

have financial protection plans set up, if

they so desire.

This program demonstrates once again the'

government's solid commitment to agricul-

ture, which is Ontario's most basic industry.

2:10 p.m.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON
ELECTRIC POWER PLANNING

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, yesterday
my colleague the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development (Mr. Brunelle) re-

ceived on behalf of the government the final

report of the Royal Commission on Electric

Power Planning. That report was released by
the commission yesterday and, I understand,
a copy has been made available to each
member.

Over the next several months, the Ministry
of Energy will be co-ordinating the govern-
ment's review of the final report and its

eight companion volumes, which I am told

will be published in April. I hope to be in a

position by this summer or early fall to table

a full response to the recommendations.
The Royal Commission on Electric Power

Planning has been about its task for almast

five years. I am sure all members join with
me in expressing appreciation to Dr. Arthur

Porter, to his fellow commissioners and to

the staff of the commission for the very
thorough job which they have done.

METHANOL AND WOOD ENERGY
Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, may I also

take this opportunity to mform the House
of the terms of reference for a study to

assess the feasibility of producing methanol
and other forms of renewable energy from

wood, to be conducted in the Edwardsburgh
area and some of the adjacent counties of

eastern Ontario.

Of the 10,500 acres in the Edwardsburgh
land bank assembled in 1974, about 4,000
acres are currently under cultivation, while
the remaining acreage is bushland. I am ad-

vised that some of this land, along with other

areas in eastern Ontario, is uniquely suited to

the cultivation of fast-maturing wood species
such as the hybrid poplar developed by the

Ministry of Natural Resources.

In co-operation with the Ministry of Na-
tural Resources as part of Energy Ontario, my
ministry is in the process of inviting tenders

to assess the i>otential of the land to pro-
diice an assured supply of wood, both now
and in the future. As well, the study wiM
evaluate the available technology to utilize

this wood supply.

Specifically, the study will be carried out

in three distinct phases. Phase one will dea!

with the current supply of mill and logging

residues, salvageable dead timber, existing

stands of timber and the potential for their

improvement, and the potential for tree plan-
tations.

Tt will identify the sustainable annual wood
supply potential in oven-dry tons and the

estimated delivered cost of that wood supply
in 1980 dollars. It wiU include both public
and privately owned land. The same informa-

tion will be gathered for two other areas
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within the country of Lanark and the united

counties of Leeds and Grenville. The study

will, of course, differentiate between the

wood supply potential of public land and
that of private land.

The consultant will also prepare a schedule

of anticipated production and harvesting costs

for 500 acres of hybrid poplar grown on a

five-year rotation basis.

The final stage in phase one will be the

identification of economic benefits to the

area, including jobs and the accompanying
infrastructure.

In phase two the consultant will identify

local markets for firewood and combine this

demand with the wood requirements of a

cogenerating plant for the simultaneous pro-

duction of steam and electricity of about 20

to 50 megawatts and the requirements for a

demonstration-scale methanol plant.

The next step will be the preparation of

preliminary engineering designs for a fuel

wood supply system to meet local demand,
a small-scale thermal plant and a demonstra-

tion-scale methanol plant. These plans will

then be analysed, singly and in combination,

to arrive at the optimum scheme for each of

the three locations. These, in turn, will be

compared with the projected conventional

energy costs over a 20-year period following

the estimated years of completion of the

plant or plants.

Phase three of the study will include a

complete costing of the optimum scheme for

each location, creation of a financial modtel to

compute future costs and revenues and finan-

cial analysis. These, of course, will take into

account the tax benefits, grants, loans and
other government assistance which would be

available or be required' by the optimum
schemes.

Finally, there will be a total cost-benefit

analysis, taking into account such social fac-

tors as regional economic development, new
industry and job creation, the resulting reduc-

tion in oil imports and contribution to On-
tario's energy security.

The work of the consultant or team of

consultants will be under the direction of a

steering committee consisting of representa-

tives of the Ministry of Energy and the

Ministry dF Natural Resources. We estimate

that the work will require approximately a

year to complete.
In making this announcement, I wish to

emphasize that this study is designed to con-

centrate on land that is not currently in agri-

cultural production. We expect that a success-

ful renewable energy project in any or all of

these areas would be a benefit to the region

in terms of additional jobs and greater eco-

nomic stability, as well as enhancing Ontario's

overall energy security.

I'm very pleased to say that already we
have received enthusiastic support for this

project from the municipal councils of Pre«-

cott, Augusta and Edwardsburgh. We antici-

pate that such projects would also provide
valuable experience and, if successful, en-

courage the participation of both the private
and public sectors in similar endeavours in

other parts of the province.

I look forward to reporting to this House
and to the local communities involved on

the progress of this three-part study, as well

as other Energy Ontario initiatives, during
the coming months.

ASSISTANCE FOR PORT HOPE

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to inform the House that the cabinet

yesterday declared the town of Port Hop©
a disaster area and thus eligible to receive

assistance under the terms of the Ontario

Disaster Relief Assistance Program. Although
other areas affected by the March 21 and 22

storm have not been declared disaster areas

at this time, consideration will be given to

them when we have more information avail-

able,

I would also like to inform the House
that due to the extensive nature of the dam-

age in Port Hoi>e, the province of Ontario

will match contributions raised from public
or private sources on a ratio of three to

one up to a 90-cents-on-the-dollar settlement

provision.

In addition, and because so much of the

Port Hope business district has been badly

damaged, the province will guarantee loans

and provide an interest subsidy to assist in

the immediate restoration of the businesses

affected by the flooding. Although the details

of this procedure have not been finalized, it

is our intention effectively to reduce the in-

terest rate on loans—that is, those loans re-

quired to restore the properties of small busi-

nesses affected by the flooding to the pre-
disaster condition—to a rate of six per cent.

This will be done through the assistance of

the Ontario Development Corporation in

conjunction with the chartered banks.

Harry Connolly, of the field services branch

of my ministry, has been appointed as the

provincial co-ordinator to ensure full co-

operation between provincial ministries and

the municipal departments involved in the

town of Port Hope in the restoring of all

government installations and services in the

disaster area to normal working order.
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The subsidies branch will provide assist-

ance In ensuring a local disaster relief com-
mittee is set up within the terms of the

Ontario Disaster Relief Assistance Program
to raise funds and assess and settle claims

made to the fund by afiFected homes and
businesses.

As some of the buildings in the disaster

area are historical in nature—the old fire hall

in particular has been designated as a his-

torical building by the town of Port Hope—
the Ministry of Culture and Recreation

through its heritage administration branch is

cmrendy having discussions with town offi-

cials as to the viability of restoring the af-

fected buildings. Prior to the flooding, ap-

plications for assistance to the Ontario Heri-

tage Foundation and Wintario had both been

approved.
Also, the Ministry of Transportation and

Communications is already working with the

municipahty of Port Hope. It has given
assurances to the town and has agreed to

increase its roads allotment by approximately
$600,000 for this year.

My colleagues and I wish Port Hope and
the disaster relief committee that has been
set up to raise funds and to settle claims

every success in quickly restoring conditions

to normal and in making just and speedy
settlements to private property owners and
businesses which were afiFected by the flood-

ing last weekend.

PORT HOPE FLOOD
. Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, on behalf of

my colleague die Minister of the Environ-
ment (Mr. Parrott), I would like to deliver a
further statement about the Port Hope situa-

tion and pass on some new information with

respect to the disaster and flood' in Port Hope.
As I have already indicated, Port Hope has
been dedared a disaster area and serious

flooding occurred, mainly last Friday.
OflScials of the Atomic Energy Control

Board of Canada began almost immediately
to inquire into the extent and nature of possi-
ble radioactive contamination. The whole
range of radioactive concerns is, of course, ^
federal responsibility. /

The objective of the inquiry was to deter-
mine whether the dislocation of soil caused by
flooding had exposed areas where radioactive

materials had been buried and, if so, whether
such exposure might constitute a threat to

health. What we are talking about here are
not dump sites, as such, but fairly small land-
fill operations that may have taken place 20
or 25 years ago.

2:20 p.m.

On Monday of this week, the AECB con-

centrated on seven areas which were known
to have been depositories for radioactive ma-
terials in former years. The following day,
that is Tuesday, the federal authorities invited

technical experts of the government of On-
tario to meet with them so that the pre-

liminary findings could be revieved.

At two of the seven sites, the flooding had

partially uncovered buried materials and
resulted in elevated levels of radiation. Ex-

amination of the evidence convinced the

responsible federal officials that the elevated

levels do not constitute an immediate danger
to health.

The highest level noted was one millirad

per hour. At this level, one would have to be

exposed for 500 hours standing on the site

to receive the maximum permissible radiation

dose as recommended by international authori-

ties as an acceptable level for members of the

public.

Water samples collected during the storm in

Port Hope and right up until today are being

analysed in the laboratories of the federal

Department of Health and Welfare in Ot-

tawa and here in Toronto at the laboratory

of the Ministry of Labour. Additional sampling
is continuing, Mr. Speaker. Now let me stress

that there is absolutely no suggestion of con-

tamination of drinking water. Port Hope's
water treatment plant functioned efiFectively

and efficiently without interruption throughout
the flooding period and continues to function.

Officials of the Ministry of the Environment
were on the scene early and remain there to

lend assistance to federal and municipal au-

thorities. Our people met with the mayor, the

deputy mayor and the staff of Eldorado, a

federal crown corporation and Port Hope's
main indlistry, to offer their services in re-

sponding to environmental concerns.

Let me describe the two areas where
devated levels of radiation were found, Mr;

Speaker. One is a commercial area on Queen
Street near the Canadian National Railways
viaduct. Its area is 15 feet by 100 feet. The
nearest homes are several hundred feet away.
The second area is known as the Pine Street

Extension, which is a gravel roadway. The

heavy rains caused erosion on the roadway
and exposed an area of radiation which

measures 20 feet by 100 feet.

Experts from the agency with prime re-

sponsibility, the AECB, from the consulting

firm of James McLaren, from the Ontario

Ministry of the Environment and from our

Ministry of Labour, are going over the

afiFected areas again today. The local medical

ofiBcer of health will be made fully aware by
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the AECB of all the information that is thus

far gathered.

Ontario government officials on the scene

are meeting at this very moment with their

colleagues from the Atomic Energy Control

Board and the board's firm of consulting en-

gineers to assess the evidence again. I need

hardly say that the government of Ontario

is co-operating fully with the federal au-

thorities and taking all prudent measures
available to them to deal with the elevated

levels I have described. As an immediate and
interim measure, the federal authorities have
undertaken to cover all the areas where there

has been radioactive material exposed.
Senior Ministry of the Environment oflB-

ciak have spoken with the president of

AECB, who gave assurances that he shared

fully our sense of real urgency in dealing
with this matter. Further, he undertook that

all flooded areas in Port Hope were either

in the process of being surveyed or would

shordy be surveyed to determine whether
further radioactive depositions were uncov-
ered by the flooding. Measurements already
made by AECB on homes that might have
been aflFected indicate there has been no
problem wdth radioactive material away from
the contaminated areas that I have already
identified.

I repeat that in the considered view of

federal scientists on the scene there is no

danger to the pubhc. No time is being
wasted in devising and implementing a com-
plete cleanup strategy.

ORAL QUESTIONS

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. S. Smith: I'd like to direct my first

question to the Solicitor General regarding
the Nakina fire tragedy, arising out of the

report in today's Globe and Mail. I would
preface my question by stating that it has

nothing to do with the coroner's inquest or

any matter that is at present before the
courts. Is it correct that the Ontario fire

marshal had an obligation in law to inves-

tigate the Nakina fire? If so, did he inves-

tigate, or did he, as is suggested in the Globe
and Mail article, walk away from the matter?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I don't
have all the details of the investigation, ex-

cept I do know a representative of the On-
tario fire marshal's office was there for at

least two days and did investigate the fire.

He did carry out what I view to be his

statutory responsibilities, particularly given
the tragic nature and importance of the
matter.

I don't have total details at the moment
as to all the particiJars of his investigation,

but I do know there was a fire marshal's

investigation and that the particular repre-
sentative of the fire marshal's oflBce has al-

ready given evidence at the inquest, out-

lining the nature of his investigation. I

haven't seen the transcript of that portion
of the inquest. In view of what we've been

reading I expect to be reviewing that, I

understand his evidence is already on the

record.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary;
since neither the Solicitor General nor I has

actually seen the report, and since there has

been some discussion that in fact the fire

marshal's representative on the scene basically
assisted in the identification of bodies, but

apart from that is alleged not to have con-

ducted an investigation, at least not one that

the Globe and Mail was made aware of in its

coverage, I wonder if the minister would be

good enough to assure the House that he will

seek out this actual report, the details of the

investigation, and share them with this House
as soon as possible?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I don't see any difiB-

culty with respect to that, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to see the transcript. I know the

total transcript has not yet been completed,
but I will attempt to assist the House as

much as possible with respect to the details

of that investigation.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of the public's right to know, would
the Solicitor General make a commitment to

this House that he not only will table the

report just referred to, but will table the

report of the investigation of the OPP; and
that he will make accessible to the public in

a public document, printed through the

Queen's Printer, the transcript of the hearings
of the inquest and the coroner's report?

Further, would he assure us that, dependent
on the decision of the Supreme Court of

Ontario on April 17 about the inquest, either

the inquest will continue immediately or a

new inquest -will be ordered?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: There are a number
of questions there, Mr. Speaker. I think any
relevant information about the role of the

OPP in carrying out a proper investigation, as

well as the fire marshal's office, is information

to which the public is entitled through tfie

members of this Legislature.

Obviously, I have to be bound by some
reasonable restraints in relation to how I deal

with this material which I have not personally

seen, pending the outcome of the inquest. I'm

not suggesting there should be no discussion
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whatsoever, but obviously there is a jury that

has heard 40 days of evidence and I would
hope it is going to be hearing more evidence.
There is a great deal of evidence that has
been prepared.

I think the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Auld) would agree that all relevant in-

formation should be made reasonably acces-

sible to the public at the appropriate time. I'm
not in a position to say simply it is in the

public interest to agree to publish every
volume of evidence through the Queen's
Printer until I'm satisfied there is some public
interest to be served by an expenditure of

the taxpayers' dollars in that respect.

Transcripts are at present being prepared,
as the honoTirable member knows. I'm cer-

tainly quite prepared, at the appropriate time,
to review any portions of these transcripts with
him—they will be available to the public in

that limited respect—and discuss with him
what would be a reasonable course to have to

follow in the circumstances.

2:30 p.m.

Mr. Van Horne: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Given that it's apparently going to cost

five of these unfortunate families $30,000
each for their legal fees, I would like to know
whether there is any plan for the government
to compensate these people for the money
they have had to spend to find out what the

trutli is.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I think this is a matter
that we should consider, Mr. Speaker. I

haven't had an opportunity to discuss it with

my colleagues, but I think the matter of some
assistance in this regard should be seriously
entertained by the government.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the Solicitor General inform us whether
there has been any interministerial discussion,
because there does seem to be these four or

five difi^erent reports, or whether it might be
worthwhile to summarize them either in

printed form or by having a very short judi-
cial inquiry and report on them so that all of

the evidence comes together, because of the
wide public interest in this tragedy and l^ie

necessity to assure the public that all steps
are being taken by government that such a

tragedy never again occurs in this province?
Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Certainly, Mr. Speak-

er, I'm prepared to lend the good offices of

the Ministry of the Solicitor General to the

preparation of any material that might assist

in the avoidance of any such tragedy—here,
we obviously had a terrible tragedy—and in

avoiding such an occurrence in the future.

I have seen very little of the actual in-

formation; so it's very difficult for me to

speculate what would be appropriate in that

respect. But, again, this is a matter that I'm

prepared to discuss with any of my colleagues
in the Legislature to achieve the goals that

the honourable member wishes and with
which I concxur.

PORT HOPE FLOOD
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker: I'd like to

direct a question regarding the Port Hope
flood to the Minister of Natm-al Resources.

Is the minister aware that during my visit

to Port Hope I had occasion to ask the

conservation authority how it was that only
one or two hours' warning was given to the

citizens? As he knows, many of the losses

could have been avoided if people had
shifted their inventory upstairs and so on.

Is the minister aware that I was told there

were three gauges being monitored close to

the origin of the Ganaraska River, that these

gauges were being monitored over the months
and years but on the last couple of days
before the flood the readings apparently
went off the end of the gauge and, because

the people in the authority did not know how
to interpret that, they gave no warning. Has
he confirmed that information which I was

given?
Does it make sense to the minister that

people should be paid salaries to monitor

gauges day after day when they have no
notion what it means when the readings go
off the end of the gauge? What is the pur-

pose of having that kind of monitoring sys-

tem? Can he give us any information that he
himself might have in thLs regard?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the informa-

tion I have is that there are, indeed, three

gauges on the river and that, first of all, the

authority was given advisories on both March
20 and 21. In fact, I have in front of me a

press release from the vice-chairman of the

authority, a part of which says:

"In my opinion, the province provided us

with adequate early warning and, given the

monitoring equipment and manpower of the

authority, the best information possible was

provided to the town on the local flood situa-

tion."

I should also point out that I have not

seen the gauge in question which the Leader
of the Opposition mentioned, but when the

water goes over the top of it I would as-

sume that that means it is more serious than

had it not. I always hate to speculate, and
I really don't want to make fun of what was
a very serious and costly event.

I point out again that the town, in co-

operation with the authority, earlier had re-
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moved the ice, as they often do from the
mouth of the river, from the main street down
to Lake Ontario. There was very little or no

damage from ice that was still floating around
in the river; there was some damage from
ice that still had been attached to the shore.

The authority was in touch with our

Lindsay ofiice on Friday afternoon. We sup-

plied some sandbags, a boat and some other

things, and they were able to find other

things they required in the town for those

people who were being evacuated'. By and

large, having regard for the situation and the

constriction in the river on the main street

which the Leader of the Opposition saw, I

don't think it is really siurprising that the

results that we see actually happened.
It just seems to me that perhaps the town

for years has felt that the flood plain mapping
which has been done by the authority-

Mr. S. Smith: We've heard it all before.

Hon. Mr. Auld: You've heard this? The
area has been mapped for the flood plain.
The town, I understand, has been reluctant
to look at measures that would avoid a prob-
lem if the flood was over the 100-year average.
The water was running at something like 35
miles an hom: through that constriction. I am
told that is the equivalent of perhaps a

1,000-year flood, rather than the one they
were prepared to handle, and so it is hardly
surprising there was considerable damage.

Mr. S. Smith: Supplementary: Given the
fact that it was such a huge flood in terms of
the volume of water and the rapidity of its

flow, surely the minister would agree, Mr.
Speaker, that that only makes it all the more
obvious there should have been some warning,
that a flood of that magnitude does not occur
all of a sudden without warning, and' yet the
c'tjzens were given only a couple of hours'

warning. I would ask the minister, although
I appreciate his interesting reply, which is

more than I ever wanted to know about cer-
tain aspects, but I would ask—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say to the honourable
member a little enlightenment won't hurt him.
He should broaden his horizons.

Mr. S. Smith: The Premier is right, it is

very broadening. Asking Jimmy a question is

always a broadening experience, but I would
ask the minister to recognize that I have
asked a very specific question. Would he
undertake to make a statement to this House,
perhaps on a future occasion, as to how come
these gauges were apparently over their
limit a coupl^ of days or so before the flood
and yet inadequate warning was given to the
town.

I would ask the minister to check that and,
while he is doing that, would he also give
us his view of the suggestion I made at the

time of the Dover township flood, that the

government provide government flood insur-

ance for the low-lying areas using the money
that would otherwise be used for disaster

relief, and at least allow people to insure

themselves because, as the minister knows,
the private companies are sometimes, in fact

generally, unwilling to write that kind of

insurance. Would the minister please rmder-
take to look at the possibility of government-
operated flood insurance in Ontario similar

to hurricane insurance in Florida?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I wfll be dte-

lighted to make a mcare complete statement

some time in the not-too-distant future.

I point out to the Leader of the Opposition
that a report has been in the process of

completion for the last year and by coinci-

dence, not by design, it is to be presented to

the town in the next two or three weeks. It

was planned in that fashion to indicate other

steps that should be taken. The authority has

been anxious to take steps there for some
time.

As a matter of fact, the member may be

aware that about four years ago there was

quite an argument between the authority and

the town or part of the town council about

the Sears building construction. There was an

Ontario Municipal Board hearing, I under-

stand, to settle that. It would appear the

authority may well have been right inasmuch

as I understand most of the Sears building is

now a hazard to navigation in Lake Ontario.

2:40 p.m.

Mr. Breaugh: A supplementary: I take it

the minister will be making a complete state-

ment, then, about warning devices and any
kind of corrective measures which may be

taken.

I would like to ask the minister this ques-
tion: The minister has annoimced a great
deal of relief for the community through pro-
vincial funds which will now be spent in a

flood plain. Is the Ministry of Nattu-al Re-

sources going to object to this expenditure
of public money in a flood plain, and is this

in contravention of the agreement with the

money in areas that have been designated in

a flood plain?

Hon. Mr. Auld: There are several ques-
tions there, Mr. Speaker. As far as the first

one is concerned, we are anxious that the

reconstruction of the destroyed buildings be

elsewhere, because the single biggest prob-
lem in that area is the constriction of the
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Ganaraska River where it normally crosses

under the main street.

I have not visited the area since the flood,

but I have had a preliminary report and our

staff will be at a meeting there tomorrow,
when we will be suggesting that the only

way, and the only economical way to deal

with prevention of this kind of thing in the

future, is to widen that area so that the

water can get through.
There have been floods in Port Hope since

1813 and there have been some really seri-

ous ones, one in the 1930s and one in the

1950s, as I recall, so that this is not an un-

usual situation.

Mr. Foulds: You probably remember them
all personally.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Foulds: Nothing.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am delighted to give

any information that I have to the honour-

able member.
As far as the third question is concerned,

I believe that is correct when there is a

question of federal and provincial funds be-

ing put forward. In this case, to my knowl-

edge, there are no federal funds involved.

FEDERAL MORTGAGE
ASSISTANCE GRANTS

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Housing. I might say
we welcome the initiative of a federal-pro-
vincial housing conference to be held as

quickly as possible. Is the minister satisfied,

now that Mr. Cosgrove has made his state-

ment on the assistance he is prepared to

provide for the i)eople who bought under
the Assisted Home Ownership Program, that

it is going to be adequate to meet the needs
of those home owners, particularly in this

year and perhaps even in the years down
the road?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am not

in a position to answer the question directly
in light of the fact, in reference to Mr. Cos-

grove's announcement of yesterday, that all

of the details have not been submitted to

the Ministry of Housing in Ontario. We are

not aware of the full details of it. From
phone calls with the minister's office in

Ottawa this morning I understand they are

still in the process of trying to put together
some of the qualifying rules and regulations
that will be applicable to AHOP mortgages

being renewed at this time in 1980.

I hope in tomorrow's discussion with the

federal minister, along with staff personnel,
We will get to understand the entire program

and whatever expansion or additional infor-

mation he might have, not only about AHOP
but other mortgages as well.

Mr. Laughren: By way of supplementary,
I think we would feel a lot more comfortable

if we knew the minister would be going to

that conference having made some commit-

ments in this chamber ahead of time. What
is bothering us is, since the Premier (Mr.

Davis) has already announced that he was

prepared to co-operate, the minister has an-

nounced that he was prepared to piggyback

any federal program and, in fact, Mr. Cos-

grove did make some-

Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware that

the member for Nickel Belt is bothered? Is

that the question?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, Mr. Speaker, is the

Minister of Housing prepared to tell us now

specifically, categorically, that when he goes
to that federal-provincial housing conference

he is prepared to piggyback any programs
the federal government chooses to introduce?

Does he not agree that since the Ontario

government did this back in 1975 when in-

terest rates were between 10 and 11 per cent,

surely the need is just as great now when

they are between 15 and 16 per cent, and

there is just as great an obligation on the

part of Ontario to help those home owners

now as there was back in 1975?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: First of all, I think we
had better get the years of our participation

slightly corrected. The government of Ontario

imder its Home Ownership Made Easy pro-

gram participated in the piggyback process in

1977. We entered into an agreement in 1976

with the government of Canada and started to

participate in the mortgage applications in

the year 1977. So the number we actually

participated in was relatively small in rela-

tion to the overall AHOP activity of 1975

and so on.

I am not sure to which conference the

member is referring. I hope to have a fed-

eral-provincial ministers' conference some
time before May 1. My meetin?? tomorrow
will be a preliminary one to find out from

Mr. Cosgrove what they intend to do with

what is a federal problem, so don't lose sight

of that. We would like to know what they

intend to do, and if there is some oppor-

tunity for the province of Ontario to look at

the possibility of getting into a further piggy-
back program, we will do so.

I think it would be rather foolish of me
to say in this House today that we will piggy-
back any program Mr. Cosgr.ove comes up
with. I am not prepared to say that on behalf

of the taxpayers of the province of Ontario.
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I am prepared to say clearly that we will

look at the program and try to assist in a

piggyback process which is in relation to

how the province should be responding.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, has the minis-

ter ruled out the suggestion tliat we made -that

there be a governmental task force appointed
to look into the problem both for the short

term and for the long term, because I am
sure the minister would recognize that there's

going to be a rental problem as well, as this

thing will filter through to rental construction

and will finally get through to tenants in the

province of Ontario? How does the minister

make a statement that it's not a provincial

problem, since the province recognized there

was a provincial problem back in 1977, as

he indicated? Surely the need is just as great
now. What is the minister prepared to do for

the 2,000 to 3,000 home owners, AHOP
people, whose mortgages are going to come
due in 1980?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I have not

said the province does not recognize that they
have some right to participate or will likely

participate. I said clearly in this House earlier

this week, and I repeat again tod^y, that the

fiscal policy of Canada is a federal responsi-

biht>'. Mortgage rates are not determined on
a provincial basis but on a national basis.

Once we accept that, then we understand
the problem we are dealing with is a federal

responsibility. It does not exclude the oppor-
tunity of provinces, whether it be Ontario or

some other province, to try to assist the gov-
ernment to reduce the hardships that will

be imposed upon a marginal number of mort-

gage holders in this province and this country,
as long as we do not get the idea in our
minds that the situation is a broad-brush

situation, that every mortgage in this country
has to be written dovvn by some public au-

thority. I don't think that is a realistic assess-

ment to be making. We are clearly looking at

where the assistance is needed.

The member asked me if I had rejected, or

this government had rejected, the position of

his party in relation to some type of a com-
mittee to review the overall provincial situa-

tion, and indeed national situation, in relation

to mortgages that are up for renew^ over the

next period of 12, 24 or 36 months. No, we
haven't ruled it out.

I must say one of the points I intend to

discuss with Mr. Cosgrove tomorrow is some
type of a federal program that will look at

the depth of the situation we are contending
with because I think on occasions we find

that there is some need and sometimes it

gets magnified out of all proportion. We

should know from a factual point of view,
rather than everybody jumping to a con-
clusion. The member knows and I know of

one or two people in our owti ridings who
are having some difficulties, but does that

make it a universal situation? I don't accept
the fact that the high interest rate is a uni-
versal hardship situation on everyone who is

renewing at this time.

I am not in any better position than the
member's party's critic for housing; he wants
to make a blanket statement that all 3,000
are in difficulty, but I don't accept that as a
statement. Before we do try to make the
actual numbers known, let's have a repcxt
from the fedferal government. I would sug-
gest that should be done sometime prior to

May 1, when the federal and provincial
ministers of housing meet. This report should
be detailed so we know exactly the situation

we are contending with.

Mr. Makarchuk: Supplementary: Would the

minister consider advising the federal people
at the conference he will attend tomorrow,
inasmuch as they are probably going to say
that they do not have the money, that per-

haps they should put the $4 billion or $5
billion that they have allocated for the pur-
chase of fighter planes, which will not add
one iota to Canada's defence capability, into

subsidizing interest rates, into aiding farmers

in Canada and into aiding small businesses in

Canada-

Mr. Speaker: This is not a supplementary
to the original question.

Mr. Makarchuk: —instead of sending that

money overseas and creating jobs-

Mr. Speaker: Order, a new question.

Mr. Makarchuk: Let's have an answer to

that.

Mr. Speaker: The question was out of order.

2:50 p.m.

EXEMPTIONS FROM MINING ACT
Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Natural Re-

sources, if I dare. With respect to the min-

ister's statement on Monday in which he

rationalized, apologized for and excused his

decision to grant a 10-year extension to the

processing exemption which enables Falcon-

bridge to ship its ores to Norway for further

processing, can the minister tell us how his

thought process works; how he reaches the

conclusion that, by allowing a company to

ship its ores elsewhere and write oflF its ex-

penses against its Ontario operations, it en-

courages refining and processing in Ontario,
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which apparently is one of the commitments
of his government?

Hon. Mr. Aiild: Mr. Speaker, I don't think

I said in that statement that this was en-

couraging further refining in Ontario. What
I did say was it was encouraging further

mining and development of more ore bodies,

because they were still in a competitive situa-

tion as far as their market, and particularly
their European market, was concerned.

Mr. Laughren: By the way, the minister

did make the argument that it would extend

the life of the Sudbury ores—which is a

strange argument as well—but in his reply
he did not deal with the second part of my
question which I asked him earher. It was
how much the allowance for Falconbridge
to write oflF its Norwegian refining expenses

against Ontario operations had cost Ontario

taxpayers since it was first implemented, I

believe in 1974, and then made more per-
manent at the end of 1979. How much has

that cost the Ontario taxpayers?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think that would be

very hard to establish, because the position
of Falconbridge is that the more they sell,

the more competitive they are. Where we
might lose some mining tax, we would re-

ceive more corporation tax. However, I will

attempt to get that information for the hon-
ourable member.

Mr. Laughren: If the minister would table

that information, would he also try to ex-

plain to us, in writing, how it is that the

permission, removing the requirement that

Falconbridge establish a refinery here, en-

courages further refining in Ontario, particu-

larly since they are allowed to write off their

refining costs elsewhere against their Ontario

operations?
Could the minister get the wizards in his

ministry to put that together so it is clear

and so we are not continuallv hassling the

minister over something which nobody but
he seems to understand?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I can't answer that en-

tirely in writing. I am really disappointed
that the honourable member is not able to

understand the statement which was care-

fully prepared by a number of peoples-in-

cluding myself but I can't take the credit

for all of it. I will be delighted, and the

paper industry will be delighted, to give the,

honourable member something in writing.

SUPREME COURT APPEAL

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: On March 14, the

member for St. George (Mrs. Campbell) put
certain questions with respect to the crown

appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada
which was dismissed as abandoned, pursuant
to section 623(2) of the Criminal Code. I

have thoroughly reviewed the circumstances

surrounding this case with my senior crown
law oflficers and with Mr. Watt, who was
counsel on the case in question.

The decision of the Ontario Court of

Appeal was handed down in September 1975,
and it was shortly thereafter that the crown

appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada.
It took almost four years for crown counsel

to file his factum with respect to the case

so that the matter might be heard.

Section 623(2) of the Criminal Code pro-
vides that an appeal will be deemed to be
abandoned when it is not brought on for

hearing by the appellant at the session of

the court during which the judgement ap-

pealed from is pronounced or diuring the next

session. As a result, in this case the crown's

appeal was dismissed as abandoned by the

Supreme Court of Canada on March 10,

1980.

When counsel for the crown was asked why
section 623(2) should not 'be invoked, Mr.

Watt quite candidly indicated to the court

that he had no reasonable excuse for not

bringing the matter on and that he would not

attempt to excuse his lack of diligence in this

regard, nor would he attempt to manufacture

excuses for his lack of responsibility. He indi-

cated that there was nothing in his conduct

which would allow him to request the court

to make an order contrary to the deemed

statutory provision of section 623(2) of the

Criminal Code.

While I appreciate counsel's candour in

this matter, I must confess that this case has

caused me considerable distress. I am most

concerned that the appeal is not disposed of

on the merits as distinct from being dismissed

as abandoned because the crown had not

proceeded with dispatch. I have made my
views knowTi to Mr. Watt, and he has offered

his profuse apology. He has indicated that he

deeply regrets his failure in this regard and

the consequent inconvenience to the bench,
the bar, the witnesses and' the respective

famihes involved.

Although there is no excuse for the delay

occasioned in this case, I would be less than

fair if I do not indicate that counsel, in this

case, is a most diligent, capable and hard-

working individiml who enjoys a high reputa-

tion for his endeavours on behalf of the

administration of justice. He has, in the past,

handled a large number of serious and difficult

cases and, furthermore, his scholarly endteav-

oiurs contribute much to the state of knowl-
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edge of all those involved in the administra-

tion of justice.

It is apparent from our review of this matter
with Mr. Watt that he fully appreciates its

seriousness, and I am confident that he will

not again place himself in such a position with

respect to any case that is assigned to him.

Mrs. Campbell: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: 1 wonder if the Attorney General
would table in this House the cost of this

appeal in view of the circumstances of the

statements and the conduct of the crown at

the Supreme Court?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, the cost

of the appeal would involve Mr. Watt's time
in preparing the factum and his transportation
to Ottawa. The actual cost of the appeal to

Ottawa would not be a major matter—not

nearly as serious as the delay that is being
caused; that concerns me, and! I have indi-

cated my concern.

I don't think it would serve any useful

purpose to ask Mr. Watt to go back over
this period of time to try to figure out how
many hours he spent in preparing this fac-

tum and just what that means in respect to

his salary, for example.

TUITION FEES

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Colleges and Uni-
versities. I notice the minister had a prepared
statement; so I will give her an opportunity
to use some of the information.

Given that many of the university boards
of governors have now decided to charge
some or all of the 10 per cent optional sec-

tion of the tuition fee just to meet their con-

tinuing current needs, does that not demon-
strate to the minister that there has been
underfunding to them from the ministry?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, the

projections of the Ontario Council on Uni-

versity Affairs have specified amoimts which
the council thought were appropriate. That
advice has been received and acknowledged
by the mininstry and we have met it to the
best of our ability in terms of the revenues
available to us.

Mr. Sweeney: Would the minister not agree
that tuition increases above and beyond the
seven and a half per cent basic increase—
which many, but not all, suggest might be
appropriate—are, in fact, a shifting of the
minister's responsibility to fund the imiversi-

ties of this province on to the backs of these
students?

Hob. Miss Stephenson: No; because if

each of the universities—and very few have

done this—were to introduce, across the

board the full range of the 10 per cent

autonomy, the average contribution of the

student would still be at about the level of

15.4 per cent of the total cost of providing
the educational program. I believe that 15

per cent, or in that range, is an appropriate
measure of resjwnsibility for the student in

the provision of a university education.

3 p.m.

Mr. Cooke: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:

I wonder if the minister wouldn't agree that

rather than raising tuition fees by 17.5 per

cent, and in some cases more, and creating

a two-class university system—which this will

do—where the smaller universities will not

be able to continue to charge the extra 10

per cent and, therefore, will not have the

operating funds, wouldn't it make more

sense for the minister to impose progressive

taxation in this province and fund the uni-

versities in that way rather than by a regres-

sive tax: tuition fees which discourage stu-

dents from working class families from at-

tending universities?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I must

have misheard the honoin-able member, be-

cause I thought he said something about

imposing a progressive tax upon the univer-

sities and, of course, that is not the inten-

tion at all.

There are very few fees which have been

increased the full range of the 10 per cent

autonomy. Most of the universities have util-

ized a portion of that, and in very few in-

stances has the entire 10 per cent been

increased. It seems to me that is a reason-

able attitude taken by the universities, sup-

portive of their concern that they should

have the right to have some autonomy in

terms of the setting of fees.

The suggestion that a two-class university

system would be developed out of this has

no basis in any factual information that I

have been able to gain, nor that the honoiu--

able member has been able to provide. The

smaller universities of this province and the

new universities have, for many years now,

charged fees considerably above those charg-

ed by the very large universities, and tfiey

have had enrolment.

It is not that which will produce a two-

class university system. What will produce

a classed university system is the lack of

effort on the part of students and faculty to

maintain the quality of the educational pro-

gram. It also depends, of course, upon the

admission of a sufficient number of students

and support with a sufficient number of dol-

lars. I can see no threat in that activity, Ae
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introduction of a 10 per cent autonomy to

Ae universities in response to their request.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is also to the Minister of Education. It

arises out of the unfortunate death of Mr.

Clifton Grant, a former employee of the

Scarborough Board of Education. Is the

minister aware that at an inquest yesterday
into Mr. Grant's death, medical testimony
show^ed that he was a victim of mesothelioma,
a cancer which is caused by exposure to

asbestos? Is the minister also aware that the

Workmen's Compensation Board recognized
the claim on the basis that it was a work-
related disease?

Is the minister not now concerned that

the situation of asbestos in schools is much
more serious than we had previously been
led to believe, and can she tell us what she

plans to do to ensure the safety and well-

being of all those who may be affected?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
sure the honourable member is aware that

very early in the 1970s the Ministry of

Education sent out directives to the school

boards requesting specifically that they not

use asbestos materials vdthin the school sys-
tem.

I am sure the honourable member is also

aware that in conjunction with the Ministry
of Labour we have been developing, over

the last several months, a i>olicy of investi-

gation of schools in which some asbestos

material might have been used and the tak-

ing of air samples to ensure that there is no
asbestos hazard for students. A document has
been prepared, which has been delivered to

the directors of education of every school

board in the province and to the school board
chairmen of every school board within the

province, with specific directions about the

way in which the sampling should be car-

ried out, the place to which the sample
should be sent, the action to be taken and
the assistance which will be provided by
the Ministry of Education in solving the

problem if asbestos fibres are found in the

samples. This action has been taken. Every
board has this information; it is detailed in-

formation. They know exactly where to go
with their samples and what to do in terms
of requesting assistance.

Mr. M. Davidson: I appreciate the infor-

mation the minister has given us, but I'm
not at all sure that's the answer to the

problem.
Does the minister not agree that an im-

mediate program of testing be carried out by

the occupational health and safety division

of the Ministry of Labour, rather than leaving
the sampling to the local school boards,
which is what she intends to do? Does she

not understand that trained personnel should

be doing the samphng, which should also

include air sampling? Is she not concerned

with the reported comments of the associate

chief architect of the Ministry of Education

to the effect that by having each school con-

duct the search the government could very
well be missing some asbestos?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Each school board
is responsible for the search, and the taking
of the samples is not a particularly com-

plicated kind of activity. The specific instruc-

tions have been designed by the occupa-
tional health and safety division of the Min-

istry of Labour. Indeed, it was their sug-

gestion that the sampling be carried out in

this fashion.

All the samples are submitted to the occu-

pational health and safety laboratory for

examination. If there is any question or any
difficulty, we stand ready to be of assistance

to boards. But boards have people capable
of doing the sampling which is necessary,

including the air sampling which is being
done.

INTEREST RATES

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, a question to

the Minister of Agriculture and Food. Since

the federal government to this point has not

indicated any kind of assistance to the farm-

ers who are in trouble because of high in-

terest rates; since it is predicted that 100

farmers will be going into bankruptcy each

month that the interest rates remain high;

and in view of the fact that most other Cana-
dian provinces are assisting their farmers who
are facing increased financial costs because

of the hir^her interest rates—I'm referring now
to the privileged interest rates on loans such

as 2.5 per cent in Ouebec, nine per cent in

British Columbia, 6.75 x>er cent in Saskatche-

wan, 12 per cent in Manitoba and the pro-

vincial lending rate minus three per cent

in New Brunswick—can the minister tell us

what plans his government has to assist our

farmers, without giving his usual excuse that

he is waiting for a response from the federal

government?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, the

honourable member has asked a question to

which he himself knows the answer.

On Monday of this week I met with the

reoresentatives of the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture, and they restated their position,

which I support fully. First, they are ap-
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proaching the federal Minister of Agriculture
and insisting that in any refinancing that has

to be done through the Farm Credit Corpo-
ration the interest rate on the refinancing
should be kept at a level that is in keeping
with the interest rate of about a year ago.

Second, they are suggesting that the federal

government, through the Bank of Canada,
make loans available through the chartered

banks at a similar rate to what was available

a year ago.

Tliat is the position of the Ontario Federa-
tion of Agriculture and I support them fully.

Mr. Riddell: Hoping the federal govern-
ment perhaps will listen to the recommenda-
tions of the OFA, but assuming it may not,

and in the light of the fact that the high
interest rates are going to prevent many of

the farmers from obtaining sufficient loans to

plant their crops; and on top of that, since

the egg producers who were shipping to the

Whyte plant in Burlington which went broke
are not able to collect anywhere from $10,000
to $45,000 per producer; what is the minister

going to do to assist those egg producers, as

well as other farmers in raising sufficient

money to get their crops planted?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: I believe it was the

first Friday of March that the egg producers
who were shipping their eggs to the process-

ing plant in Burlington received a letter from
the bank informing them that the bank would
only honour cheques issued from that Friday
on. There are close to 50 producers who were

shipping eggs to this particular plant, and the

money they were receiving was approximately
$125,000 a week.

3:10 p.m.

The process in shipping eggs to a plant of

this nature is that they s'hip their eggs d'uring
week one, week two and week three and, at

the end of week three, they receive payment.
So at the time the bank stopped payment
there were three weeks' shipments of eggs
to 49 producers, I believe, for a total of

$125,000 a week. There is $375,000 owing to

those farmers, as I understand it.

I had the opportunity of meeting with

representatives of the Ontario Egg Producers'

Marketing Board about two weeks ago this

morning, I believe. I won't certify that; I'm

speaking from memory. It was two weeks ago
yesterday or this morning. They pointed out
the problem to me. At that stage, there had
not been a meeting of the creditors. There
was no idea of what money was available to

settle the claims.

I believe it was last week that the egg
board called a meeting of the producers. There
has been no feedback from that meeting to me

either from the producers or from the egg
board. I understand that about two weeks
from now, I believe on April 9—and again I

can't confirm that now—the egg board will be
meeting to make recommendations. I sug-
gested to the egg board members that if they
had any suggestions or ideas of legislation
that would be helpful to them in dealing with
this, I would be very happy to bring those
before this House. I also suggested that I

believe I would have the support of the

opposition parties in this House.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Briefly.

Mr. Gaunt: Am I to assume that the egg
board has requested permission by way of

legislation to use the levy money to pay the
farmers who are suflFering this loss? If so, is

the minister prepared to introduce that legis-
lation?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: No, Mr. Speaker, they
did not suggest that, but it was talked about.

It was suggested that, if they took that route,
it would need legislation. In turn, I suggested
to them that, if the egg board came to me
with that proposal and it needed legislation,
I would be ready to bring the legislation be-

fore the House. But, no, they'd didn't suggest
it to me.

Mr. Gaunt: And they haven't done so yet?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: No, they haven't

dbne so yet.

Mr. Speaker: A new question.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, I didn't

answer the other question fully. The honour-

able member did request additional informa-

tion on planting crops this year.
I spoke to the Ontario Federation of Agri-

culture only with respect to the needs for

planting the crops and not the needs to buy
new machinery or build new buildings. They
are taking this up with the federal minister.

The final note, when they left me, was that

they are to come back to me the day after

they've visited the federal minister, whenever
it might be.

MacMILLAN BLOEDEL PLANT CLOSURE

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Industry and Tourism.

I have discussed with the minister and his

colleague the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie)

the impending shutdown of that portion of

the plant of Continental Can now owned by
MacMillan Bloedel on Commissioners Street

and the threat to the jobs of 134 men who
have been employed in that plant, in most

cases, for long periods of time.
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Will the minister advise this House what

steps he and his colleagues are prepared to

take to ensure the protection of the jobs of

the 134 men in that plant, and to bring this

House up to date on the discussions which
he and his colleague have had with that

company?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, there

have been discussions with representatives
of both my ministry and the Ministry of

Labour to date, including the quite senior

levels of my ministry. It appears there is

some time yet ahead of us; so we're not faced

with some of the usual pressures that we
often have in these plant closure situations.

Both the Ministry of Labour and ourselves

will be meeting on a continuing basis with

the representatives of the company and the

representatives of the employees there to see

what can be worked out.

Mr. Renwick: Would the minister cease

the generalizations and tell the House what

steps he or his colleague the Minister of

Labour are prepared to take to intervene

now before the decisions of the MacMillan
Bloedel corporate juggernaut are etched in

stone and can't be reversed? What steps will

the minister take, with his colleague, to

protect the fobs of those men when that plant
is shut down, and in the delightful phrase
used in the letter to me from one of the

chief executive ofiBcers in B.C. is "melded
with the company's operations in Rexdale,

Guelph and London"?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As the honourable
member knows very well, Mr. Sx)eaker, it is

imi>ossible at this stage to be specific as to

what steps we will or can take to keep the

plant in operation, because there are many
situations that can develop which would
make it simply impossible to keep the plant

oi)erating.

We don't know at this stage if this is one
of those cases in which it is impossible to

keep the plant operating, or whether it is

one of those for which it is impossible to

find alternative buyers for the operation. Ob-
viously, that is precisely why a series of

meetings has to be put in place. I would
think it is equally obvious that is why these

meetings have to be held in some confidence,
as we get access to a lot of the corporation
information that otherwise wouldn't be made
public.

At the conclusion of that series of meet-

ings, which is being held ri^t now, I can
assm-e the honourable member and this House
that any steps which are practical and rea-

sonable for us to take, will be taken to ensure
that plant need not close down.

NURSING-HOME BEDS

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Community and
Social Services. Would the minister please

explain how he arrived at the very low fig-

ure of 600 as the number of new nursing-
home beds to be provided this year to meet
the long-term needs of the people of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I would

suggest to the honourable member that ques-
tion might more aopropriately be directed

to the Minister of Health, since it is his min-

istry that has jurisdiction for nursing homes,
as opposed to homes for the aged, for which

my ministry has responsibility.

Mr. Blundy: Can the Minister of Health

answer that question, Mr. Speaker?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr, Speaker, I would
be delighted to answer. Essentially, it was a

projection, based on the exx)erience of the

last year, of what we anticipate receiving by
way of recommendations of local needs from

the various health councils around the prov-
ince. In the 1979-80 year, we approved ap-

proximately 400 new nursing-home beds,

based on the local studies and recommenda-
tions. It is based, as I said, on projecting
what they might recommend over the next

year.

Mr. Blundy: Various areas in the T>rovince

have shown projections. I would like the

minister to comment on this: Even in the

regional municipality of Waterloo they could

use 600 beds by today's standards. In the

Metro Toronto area there is going to be a

need for 1,000 beds over the next year and
a half, according to the list we have.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I don't know the source

of the honourable member's figures, but 600

nursing-home beds would equal the combined

size of two or three of the hospitals in the

Waterloo region, and I can't imagine that is

the case.

With the recommendations we have re-

ceived to date from the health councils in

Cochrane, Haliburton-Kawartha, Pine Ridge,

the local review that was done in Muskoka,
the review in Renfrew we have approved,

these are the additional nursing-home beds,

for which the local needs can be substantiated'.

As further studies come in, they will be dealt

with on an individual basis. There are a

couple on my desk, including one for Essex,

about which the member for Essex North

(Mr. Ruston), I think, wants to ask a supple-

mentary and which I will be dealing with in

the next week or so. As they come in, as the

need can be verified, they are dealt with and

approved.
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Mr. Breaugh: The minister, in his reply,
said the 600 nursing-home beds were the

total compilation of requests that had been

approved by local boards of health. I would

hardly think that would be an accurate state-

ment.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: It is a projection, based
on the experience of the last year, of what we
anticipate. Obviously, if the numbers exceed

that, then we will have to go back to Man-

agement Board of Cabinet for further ap-

proval, but it is a projection based on the

experience of the last year in which we
approved 400.

3:20 p.m.

Mr. Epp: Supplementary: Would the minis-

ter consider taking a recommendation to

cabinet if it can be clearly shown there is

additional need for nursing-home beds? In

other words, if Waterloo should require 500
or 600 additional bedis, if Toronto needs about

1,000 and if Ottawa needs 390, since only
600 have been allocated for the province
would the minister consider making a recom-
mendation to cabinet that it approve addi-

tional beds?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I would be delighted if

my honourable friend would give me the

figures he has and the soiurce because, to my
knowledge, they db not even have the stamp
of approval from the local health planning
agencies which give us their advice.

I am repeating myself and I apologize, but
let me do it, Mr. Speaker. Where we have got

through the local health councils an indication

of a need which can be substantiated, then in

those cases we have responded in the affirma-

tive in every single case. I can only tell the
member it is my intention to continue to do
so in the future.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF
MEDICAL RECORDS

Mr. Breaugh: I have a question for the

Minister of Health concerning the distribution

of social insurance nrmibers and the confi-

dentiality of medical records.

Is the minister aware that all homrly-rated
and salaried employees of General Motors of

Canada in the transition from Blue Cross to

Green Shield have been provided with forms
to be mailed to the private carrier? The forms
include the individuals' social insurance num-
bers.

Is the minister also aware, as a condition of

signing this form, it says: "Your signature on
the front side of the form constitutes your
authorization to any health-care coverage
carrier, employer or provider of services to

release any information requested with respect
to a claim through the carrier"?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I think my colleague,
the Minister of Consumer and Conmiercial

Relations (Mr. Drea), answered a question
about a similar matter from one of the mem-
ber's colleagues two days ago. I will refer the

matter to him to include in his response to

that.

Mr. Breaugh: Supplementary: Is it also

reasonable on the part of the employer to put
this threat to the employees: "Failure to

complete and return the enrolment form may
result in the suspension of all your health-

care coverage until such time as a completed
form is received and processed by the com-

pany?"

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Again, I will refer that

matter to the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations.

MUNiaPAL ASSESSMENT

Mr. G. I. Miller: I have a question for the

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs. Does
the minister intend to take any direct action

to aid the farmers of ward one in the city of

Nanticoke in order to relieve the biu-den they
face as a result of implementation of section

86 of the Assessment Act which increases

their taxes, it appears in some cases, as hi^
as 200 x>er cent this year and which, unless

they are reduced, may force some of them
out of business?

Hon. Mr. Wells: As members will recall, we
passed amendments to several pieces of legis-

lation last year which would allow munic-

ipalities concerned to phase in the effects of

section 86. At that time, this amendment was

put forward particularly because of the re-

quest of the city of Hamilton. We indicated

then we would be most happy tx> make the

change—and the House voted for them—but
we said we could not provide any additional

financial resources for those municipalities.

Under those sections, as I recall, they can

have either a three-year or a five-year phase-
in of the effects of section 86.

Mr. G. I. Miller: Supplementary: Surely

the minister is aware of the discrepancy b^
tween the taxes paid by industry in Nanti-

coke and those paid by the farmers. I>oes he

intend to ignore these facts, or can he either

by direct financial assistance or by an agreed-

upon phase-in system reduce a potentially

disastrous financial burden for those affected?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think I answered that

question. The remedy for correcting any

potential financial burden rests with the

municipalities. A section 86 reassessment is
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undertaken by a mnnicapility. We wiU do it

for them. My colleague the Minister of Reve-
nue ( Mr. Maeck ) will supply them with a

study showing what the effects of a section

86 reassessment will be. If they go ahead,
based on that factual information, they then
know what they are getting into. There will

be wirmers and there will be losers.

We then have legislation in place wliich

allows the mimicipalities to phase in the

effects of that section 86 reassessment, par-

ticularly for those who are the losers imder it.

I don't see that we can do anything more
and indeed that's what this House decided.

MOTION

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells moved that Mr. MacBeth

be appointed Deputy Chainnan of the com-
mittee of the Whole House for this session.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

LIVE STOCK AND LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Henderson moved first reading
of Bill 26, An Act to amend the Live Stock
and Live Stock Products Act.

Motion agreed to.

COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS OF
CRIME AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Kennedy moved first reading of BHl

27, An Act to amend the Comi)ensation for

Victims of Crime Act, 1971.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, this is a re-

introduction of Bill 38 of 1979 to extend

eligibility for compensation to any person
who has been convicted of an ofi"ence and
sentenced to imprisonment and whose con-
viction is subsequently quashed.

MIDLAND YOUNG MEN'S
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION ACT

Mr. G. E. Smith moved first reading of
Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the Midland
Young Men's Christian Association.

Motion agreed to.

BOROUGH OF ETOBICOKE ACT
Mr. Leluk moved first reading of Bill Pr3,

An Act respecting the Borough of Etobicoke.

Motion agreed to.

3:30 p.m.

BUSINESS PRACTICES
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Epp moved' first reading of Bill 28, An
Act to amend the Business Practices Act,
1974.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Epp: The purpose of this bill is to

provide that a failure by a retail seller to

clarify and clearly mark the price of a

product on the product is an unfair practice
under the act. If a retail seller commits an
unfair practice in this manner, the enforce-

ment procedures of the act are available to

ensure the seller's compliance in the future.

The bill is intended to remedy some of the

problems that have arisen through the use

of the uniform product code by retail

businesses.

I also want to recognize and thank the

students from Wilfrid Laurier University, who
are in the gallery today and' who, as part
of a class assignment, did a great deal of

research and hard work on this bill and
made it possible.

ELECTION PUBLIC
OPINION POLLS ACT

Mr. Samis moved first reading of Bill 29,

An Act respecting Election Public Opinion
Polls.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Samis: The purpose of this bill is to

prohibit the publication and broadcasting of

public opinion polls during elections where
the polls relate to the outcome of the elec-

tion or standing of any leader, candidate or

party in that election. As an addendum, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to add that the con-

stituents of St. Andrew-St. Patrick, according
to the Queen's Park report supplied by the

member, already support this bill.

BASIN-JIB MINES LIMITED ACT

'Mr. Renwick moved first reading of Bill

Prl, An Act to revive Basin-Jib Mines
Limited.

Motion agreed to.

CLASS ACTIONS ACT

Mr, Lawlor moved first reading of Bill 30,

An Act to provide for Class Actions.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Lawlw: The purpose of the bill is to

provide a statutory procedure whereby one
or more persons may sue a defendant in the

form of a class action. The bill is designed to

achieve the purpose by permitting a person
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who wishes to sue on behalf of a class to

apply for a court order authorizing the class

action, and the final judgement binds all

members of the class except those who have

been excluded, as well as the parties of the

action.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

AND RESPONSE TO PETITION

Hon. Mr. Wells: Before the orders of the

day, I wish to table the response to a peti-

tion presented to the Legislature, sessional

paper 26, I also wish to table the answers

to questions 12, 13, 14, 35 and 37, and

interim answers to questions 7, 8, 11, 15 to

18, 20, 24 to 31, 33, 34 and 36 standing on

the Notice Paper. (See appendix, page 292.)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC
BUSINESS

ARMENIAN REMEMBRANCE DAY

Mr. G. E. Smith moved resolution 2:

That this House, on behalf of the people
of Ontario, requests the government of

Canada to officially recognize and condemn
the atrocities committed by the government
of Turkey upon the Armenian people who
were victims of persecution and genocide
diiring World War I; and this House
behalf of the people of Ontario, urges the

government of Canada to make appropriate
representations to the General Assembly of

the United Nations to recognize and con-

demn the Armenian genocide and to express
the abhorrence of such actions as being in

violation of the basic standards of human
rights and decency now embodied in the

United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights; and this House, on behalf of the

people of Ontario, recommends to the gov-
ernment of Canada that it designate April
24 in every year hereafter throughout
Canada as a day of remembrance for the

Armenian community, as it has been by the

Armenian people for many years in memory
of fellow Armenians who suffered such
crimes.

Mr. G. E. Smith: Mr. Speaker, first per-

haps I should qualify as to why I introduce

this resolution to the House. As the mem-
ber for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon)
will know, my home originally was at a
small village called Rockton which was a

suburb of St. George. One of the neigh-
bouring farmers in that area was an Armen-
ian called Sarkis Assadourian, He was an

excellent citizen of the cormmunity and at

that time he was very good friends with my
father, myself and the family. As a result of

the discussions I had with him over the

years prior to his death, he acquainted me
with some of the problems experienced by
the Armenian people.

Subsequently, I had a discussion with Mr.
Peter McGarvey who is, I'm sure you will

agree, one of Toronto's most popular and
authoritative newscasters and who is in your
gallery this afternoon, Mr. Speaker. He spoke
to me about the problems that the Armen-
ians had been experiencing; likewise, the

member for Oriole (Mr. Williams) and other

members of this Legislature also spoke to

me. Subsequently, I had a meeting with the

representatives of the Armenian community
here in Toronto, some of whom are also in

the gallery this afternoon. As a result of all

these deliberations and my interest, I de-

cided to introduce this resolution.

Hatred and fighting between nations has
been one of the most unfortunate aspects of

our history as human beings. I suppose
people could spend many lifetimes trying to

understand the basic causes of war, yet I

wonder how close today we are to the time

when we can all feel secure in our homes
over the planet. I guess that's a very high
ideal and probably one that won't come to

pass in our lifetime, but let us keep hoping
for it nevertheless.

If our century is any indication, humanity
mav be in the process of becoming more

belligerent rather than less belligerent. So

many of the new residents of our own coun-

try have come here to escape from strife,

persecution, war and other disasters. We
must never forget how fortunate we are here

in Canada that we have been spared these

trials.

I am proud of this country's record in

helping to defend freedom and securitv when
it has been necessary. I most certainly want
to go on record in support of President

Carter's determination to resolve and solve

the Middle Eastern crisis by peaceful means,
if possible. I join with everyone in this

House, I am sure, in conveying to him and
to the American people our mutual support
and goodwill, for the United St-^tes and

Canada have been staunch allies for many
years.

The 20th century has seen some real horror

shows so to speak. Not only have the Turks

in our era tried to eliminate the Armenians

but also there are many other well-known

examples of similar contraventions of basic

human rights. Some are going on at this
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very moment in Asia and Africa; some are

lying just under the surface waiting to erupt.
This is very much a living reality to many
people here in Ontario who come from coun-

tries in central and eastern Europe and the

Middle East.

3:40 p.m.

If we in this Legislature could make our
voices heard around the earth, it woidd be

my wish and the wish, I am certain, of every
member of the government and every mem-
ber of this Legislature that we could say,
"You are breaking the law," to those who
feel they can resolve ancient grudges or any-

thing of that sort by means of terrorism or by
shedding blood.

Unfortunately for all of us, the actions of

such people remind us of the old sayings that

those who live by the sword shall die by the

sword and that blood begets blood. The arti-

culation, definition and codification of such
international crimes is one of the finest

achievements of modem jurisprudence. While
there is as yet no international tribunal with

police authority, moral suasion and peace-

keeping forces have been used to good efiFect

in many cases of violence among nations and
races.

Canada has an extraordinarily fine record
as a supporter of this efi^ort. We may be

recognized as a peacemaker, thouglh I woidd
hope not in any cowardly sense but rather in

a positive sense. We must be ready at all

times to defend our freedom and our dignity.
Our forefathers have fought bravely so that

we might be free. It's imperative that we re^

main prepared to do the same for our chil-

dren and those yet unborn.

"Genocide" is a word that does not have
too muc'h meaning for many of us here in

Canada. For many others it's a burning mem-
ory, an ever-present ix)ssibility and, with

respect, I imagine that is true even for some
of the members of this House on both sides.

It is ironic that here where we have the

honour of exercising tfie rights and privileges
of a democracy in a setting that is usually
very peaceful, there should exist, side by
side, individuals with svxAi divergent his-

tories. The same is true of the people we
represent.

We must not forget, moreover, that when
we in this Legislature speak out against such
international crimes as genocide and terror-

ism, our words may be picked up by persons
in strife-torn countries via their relatives here

in Ontario. This is a message that cannot be
heard too often. Genocide is a crime. It's an
aff^ront to human civilization, to freedom and
to dignity.

The United Nations is a body tliat holds
ourt greatest hope for peace, at least in the

long run. Early in its existence, undoubtedly
because of the atrocities committed during
the period of the Second World War, it be-

gan to concern itself with the study and

prevention of genocide. While the concept of

genocide is one w'hich was coined only dur-

ing that period in the 1940s, it is a crime

that has been rearing its ugly head in nearly

every phase of human history. Himian his-

tory has often been marked, regrettably, by
cases where national, ethnic, racial or reli-

gious groups were destroyed.
Under the terms of the 1948 convention of

the United Nations on the prevention and

punishment of the crimes of genocide, any
such act constitutes an essential element of

the crime of genocide. I think that conven-

tion was a giant step forward for mankind.

I am pleased to say that Canada ratified it in

1953 after due consideration on Parliament

Hill in Ottawa. Genocide is a violation of the

essential human right from w'hich all others

derive, the right to life. It is defined as the

crime of destroying the lives, liberty, prop-

erty and culture of an entire racial, political

or other human group.
There has been nothing in recent history

to compare with the policies of large-scale

murder and persecution of minority groups
that were enforced by the government of

Germany under the Hitler regime. It has

been said that the persecution of the

Armenian by the Turkish government. Which

had fallen into the hands of scoundrels, was
the prototype that Hitler studied to plan his

own massacre. He is quoted as saying, "Who
today remembers the Armenians?" Apparent-

ly, he said that as he was planning to wipe
out the Polish nation in order to provide
more living space for his own chosen people.

I'm proud to be able to say that just as

we remember the Jews, the Slavs, the gipsies

and the others who were killed in masses

under the Hitler regime, we in this House
also remember the Armenians. We have the

privilege of having many persons of Armen-
ian descent in our individual communities.

They join with all the rest of us in working
to buUd the fine, free society which we all

enjoy. But let us never take our liberties or

our prosperity for granted.
Our men fought bravely in two world wars

to preserve that heritage. They helped to

liberate millions in the 1940s who had been

subjected to a subhuman existence because

someone had managed to make it the law of

the land that contrary to the principles we
espouse, not all humans were bom with equal

rights.
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The concept and the very word "genocide"
were defined in order to deal with this situ-

ation by international lawyers at the Nurem-

berg trials. The Nazi leaders were convicted

of crimes against humanity. The United

Nations convention defines genocide as any
of the following acts: killin'g members of the

group; causing serious bodily or mental harm
to members of the group; deliberately in-

flicting on the group conditions of life calcu-

lated to bring about its physical destruction

in whole or in part; imposing measures in-

tended to prevent birth within the group or

forcibly transferring children of the group
to another group.

Various factors led up to the stage where
this type of crime has been a denial of

humanity's most basic right, the right of

life. Wars in antiquity, and right down to the

present, as a matter of fact, have opened the

door to many of the excesses and massacres

that history has recorded. Ancient wars were

generally wars of enslavement and annihila-

tion. It required a long evolution in the

history of civilization to mark the way from
the wars of extermination, which occurred in

ancient times and in the Middle Ages, to the

conception of wars as we know them now,
which are limited to activities against armies

and states. I profoundly hope that our century
will not be remembered in history as the

era in which humanity returned to the wars
of extermination.

I do not believe, however, that this House
is the appropriate forum for a lengthy dis-

cussion of the fine points about the precise

meanings of such terms as "race" or "min-

ority" or "ethnic" or "religious" groups
The United Nations gave due consideration

to these intricacies of international law at

the time they were working out the genocide
convention. The Niuremberg trials, the first

time in history that individuals were tried

for the specific crime of genocide, also

worked out a lot of fine points of definition

and so on.

There have been, as is in normal law,

many discussions about what constitutes in-

tent, but if one asks the Armenian people
there is no question of subtleties. In the liv-

ing memory of many persons of the Armenian

nationality, a concerted attempt was made
to destroy them as a people. Their sons were

killed; they were all subjected to forced

marches into the Syrian desert to certain

destruction. Many were massacred on the

spot in the towns and villages they inhab-

ited. Altogether, well over one million people
were killed, according to history.

The causes for such a retreat from himian-

itarianism must be complex and hard to

understand. Yet we must try to understand

them as citizens of Ontario, as citizens of

Canada, and as citizens of the world. We
must never waiver in our effort to calm inter-

national tensions and the economic and ideo-

logical and racial stresses that can be trig-

gered into situations of violence and eventu-

ally give rise to persecutions against scape-

goat minorities or small minority -groups.

3:50 p.m.

Perhaps it is a question or psychological

study of what constitutes real maturity, the

maturity of individuals and groups. I would

suggest that that maturity is charactCTized,

not by the desire to kill or to seek revenge,

but by a wilHngness and indeed a determina-

tion to find peaceful means of working out

our differences.

It is important for us to try to understand

the causes of war. We must do all we can

to seek to prevent violent outbursts against

peoples and countries, and we've certainly

heard many news stories of outbursts, vio-

lence and uprisings in many countries

throughout the world in the last few months.

Today, in particular, with the swelling
numbers of new nation states, the problems
of minorities and nationalities are increasing

in many areas of the world, I have made ref-

erence to the large number of immigrants
who have come to Canada and to Ontario

over the past few years to become citizens

of our country because of conditions that

existed in their homelands. Let us hope that

the day is not too far away when we shall

have a method of resolving these difficulties

before they erupt into violence.

I would urge all members of this House,
on all sides, to support my resolution, I didn't

read it into the record. It is on the Order

Paper, and I'm sure all the members of the

Legislatiure have read it. I'm certain that

many members of the press will be familiar

with it and, again, I would ask all members
to support my resolution concerning the

Armenian people here and throughout the

world.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable

member has three minutes remaining in the

time allotted. Does he wish to reserve any
of that time?

Mr. G. E. Smith! No, Mr. Speaker, I do

not feel this is a controversial area and I've

already made my presentation.

Mr. S. Smith: I certainly want to support

the resolution presented by the member for

Simcoe East (Mr. G. E. Smith). I was very

proud, on April 19, 1979, ahnost a year ago,

to present on the Order Paper of this House

a resolution virtually identical in wording to
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the one that has now appeared under the
name of another Smith, my friend from
Simcoe East.

I was very pleased indeed when, on April
23, 1979, we had an opportunity to speak
to this matter in this House and the Minister
of Intergovernmental AfiFairs, the member
for Scarborough North (Mr. Wells); the
leader of the New Democratic Party, the
member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy),
and I and all three parties at that time ex-

pressed support for the resolution on the
Order Taper which, as I say, was virtually
identical to the resolution now before us.

Therefore, I am very pleased that we now
have, curiously, a second oppyortunity to re-

affirm the importance of this matter.

I want to review with the House briefly
some of the things I said, that others have
said and that the member for St. George
(Mrs. Campbell) has been saying throughout
her career in public life. I want to remind
the House that there is still a certain un-
finished business with regard to the genocide
that occurred in Armenia at the time of the
First World War.

We now are in the year 1980 and, believe
it or not, the government of Turkey, although
presumably now a country with which we
are in some ways allied—certainly, a govern-
ment against which we have no particular

quarrel—has still to this day not accepted the
fact that such a genocide did occur, and
occurred with the approval and under the
orders of the government of the day at that
time.

No one woidd suggest that the present-day

government of Turkey would be capable of

such atrocity and inhumanity. But one does

expect that the government of Turkey will at

some point at least acknowledge, for the

?jake of setting the record straight and for

the sake of everything that is decent in

Ihvmianity, that the genocide occurred, diat

its predecessors had resixmsibility and that

it is genuinely sorry that such a thing

happened.

That, it seems to me, is not a lot to ask.

That is not said in any manner to create

division between nations today in 1980, but

simply to ask Turkey, as West Germany has

done, to acknowledge that an atrocity occurred

and that the government of that time had a

responsibility. Turkey should be big enough
to do that, to deal with the anguish in the

hearts of so many i>eople of Armenian origin
who know what happened and who have to

deal, somehow or other, with that event, as

part of their personal and their family and
their cultural history. There is that bleeding

sore, that unfinished business which surely
should be set right.

I think it is important that members of this

House understand what happened at that

time. From time to time there are those who
say that there is some di-pute, that there is

some question. As time has passed, records

have com© to light: telegrams sent to and
from the front, orders sent from the govern-
ment to district officials, orders sent with

regard to the division of orp'hanages and to

the massacre of Armenian c'hildren and to the

forced marches. These orders are very ex-

plicit; these telegrams are open to ik> am-

biguity, to no alternative interpretations.

Letters are now available, originals that

were sent back and forth between the allies

of the Turks at the time, the German soldiers

and diplomats. These letters make it plain
that there was no question but that a deliber-

ate genocide of the most iiAuman propor-
tions imaginable did occur as deliberate pol-

icy and not as some accident, not as the

excess of some local person, who, somehow
or other, may have been misguided.

This was deliberate policy from the centre,

and it is important that it be recognized—
and not to cause trouble with our friends the

Turks of 1980, not at all. They are fine

X)eople, as good as any on earth; but we have
to remember what happened. We have to set

straight for our children that every hirnian

being on earth must accept what happened
in the past as real, as something for which
all of us in the human race have to at least

bear our share of responsibility, and we must

recognize the facts and be ashamed of them
when shame is what is required.

I feel, therefore, that bit of unfini^ed
business requires that the government of

Canada, on be^half of all of us, take some
action in this regard and that it recognize
and condemn the atrocities that were com-
mitted at that time.

I have said this in the past and I will con-

tinue to say it—the member for Simcoe East

has pointed out the way in which the mas-

sacre of the Armenians was, in fact, the

model used by Hitler. Who knows btit that

the model used by Hitler may not be the

model for some future madman to try to

carry out even worse atrocities.

4 p.m.

There is only one defence against that. Tlie

only defence we can have is to remember
that no madman can carry out his will unless

there is a certain substantial portion of the

population prepared to give him a chance at

least to talk about things like this, give him
a chance to cultivate the sod. As long as
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ordinary citizens are prepared to root out

immediately even the first sign of anything
resembling racist statements and racist exhor-

tations or propaganda, as long as we simply
do not accept that as possible and acceptable
human beihaviour, then no matter that there

might at some future date be another mad-

man, he will not be able to carry out the

kind of slaughter that was done by the

Turks in the First World War and the Ger-

mans in the Second World War.

Therefore, I say it is terribly important
for the sake of our children, for the sake of

the citizens who have forgotten the Armen-

ians-and I hate to tell you this, Mr. Speaker,

but there are many citizens who have for-

gotten the extermination of the Jews and the

Poles some 30 years ago only. There are

people who have. I was shocked at the

time the Holocaust program was on television

when I asked some of the children in our

neighbourhood if they knew what it was

about, and they did not. It is important that

we have occasions upon which we stand up
and say that this has happened in recent

human history, not ancient history.

Look at the Cambodians. Look at what

has happened to that proud people. They
have been virtually wiped out, again as a

consequence of racially oriented strife in that

area of the world. It is very important that

all of us recognize, whatever our differences

over taxation policy or whatever suggestions

we may have about this or that matter, we
are fortunate indeed to live in a democracy.
But there are still occasions upon which,
even in our democracy, we must be on

guard against this fanning of racist flames.

Perhaps I was negligent in not seeing it

before, but I had a chance the other day to

see a program that was recently on Canadian

television regarding students of Chinese

origin who are studying at our institutions

of education. I have rarely in my life seen

a bit of programming as racist as that. It

was as close to being totally racist pro-

paganda as anything I have ever viewed. I

think it is important that we take stands

against this kind of thing.

It is terribly important that we ask the

government of Canada to give official

recognition to what happened to the Armen-
ian people, that we salute the survivors of

that terrible tragedy, the people of Armenian

descent throughout the world today, that we
acknowledge with pride our brotherhood

with them and that we go on record in

favour of all that is decent on the part of

humanitv generally.

Mr. Renwick: It is an honour for me to

speak to the resolution proposed by my very

good friend and colleague in this House, the

member for Simcoe East (Mr. G. E. Smith).

I understand and share the concerns and the

feelings he has expressed in speaking today
to the resolution standing in nis name.

When thinking about what I could use-

fully contribute in this short time in the

debate on his resolution, I had an oppor-
tunity to look at a book published very
shortly after the events to which his resolu-

tion is addressed, called The Blackest Page
of Modem History, Armenian Events of

1915. In the frontispiece of that book, it

quotes what many of us learned very early
in our lives, "And the Lord said unto Cain,
'Where is Abel, thy brother?* And he said,

*I know not. Am I my brother's keeper?"*—
Genesis 4:9.

I suppose that has been the history of our
time in the development of civilization, this

question of who is his brother's keeper, who
is responsible in the long course of history
for advancing the cause of humanitarian con-

cerns against the irmate strife and violence

which seems to be such part and parcel of

our whole history, let alone the history of

this particular century?
I appreciate the historic references which

my colleague the member for Simcoe East

has addressed in these remarks, I need not,

therefore, repeat the origin of the term

"genocide" in modem usage. I do recall the

comments made in the Legislature nearly a

year ago when the government House leader,

the Leader of the Opposition and the leader

of this party spoke on a formal occasion

about the resolution which was standing in

the name of the Leader of the Opposition.

As usual, I welcome What the member for

Simcoe East says because it requires us to

think a little bit about matters on which

perhaps we orily reflect very occasionally. I

want to make two or three comments and
two or three distinctions which I think are

essential thsA the record of the House make
verv clear in speaking and dealing today
with this resolution.

I support the view that there should be in

this country a name day for all of the

various grouxw that compose oiu* society. In-

deed, I guess if I had my way, at some

point in the lives of everyone, let alone the

groups of society, there should be a special

day for that person, called his name day,

where the world would make its own obei-

sance to that individual. I know in my riding

of Riverdale, in the Greek Orthodox Church,

it is quite common to have a celebration on
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the name day of the saint for which that

particular community has established its

church and parish.

I think there's very real need in this coun-

try for formal recognition to be given by
name to particular days in the year that are

of special importance to special groups who
compose, if I may use a somewhat jargon-
ized term, the mosaic of Canadian life.

Therefore, I support that aspect which calls

for a si)ecial day for the Armenian people to

recall the long sufferings of those people
over many years, not just in this century but
in prior centuries.

I do, however, want to make two or three

distinctions. I want to be very clear about
w*hat we in this House are doing When we
are asking the government of Canada to take

some action. I want it to be clear, and I am
sure the member for Simoe East agrees
with me, that the reference to the govern-
ment of Turkey w'hich is in tbe first part of

his three part resolution is a reference to the

Ottoman empire of that time.

I want it to be clear that we are not en-

gaged in visiting or associating the errors,

the tragedies, of that despotism that ruled so

much of Europe and of the Near East for so

long, on the present government of Tiu"key.
I, am not a historian of these areas and I

don't want to belabour the matter, but we
are talking about acts committed in the last

days of the despotism w'hich was known as

the Ottoman empire. That, I believe, is to

w'hat the member for Simcoe East addressed
his remarks.

Another distinction, and I am sure it is

clear in the member for Simooe East's mind,
is that in dealing with tbis resolution we are
not in any way taking any step that is an
affront to, or in any way reflects upon, those

members of tbe Canadian society of Turkish

origin who are Canadian citizens and who
are part and parcel and share the world in

Which we live and work in Canada.

4:10 p.m.

I know, knowing the member for Simooe
East and, knowing the Leader of fhe Opposi-
tion (Mr. S. Smith), that there was no
intention in the resolution to reflect upon the

need for continuing tolerance and harmony
within our Canadian society among all of the

X>eoples who have sought refuge or sought
a new home here in this country. I want to

make that just as clear as I can.

I want in the few moments that remain
to me to make another suggestion. I think it

Would be very important for this province to

give special recognition to December 10, the

United Nations Human Rights Day. It could

be a day when all of the communities could

come together to remember the atrocities and
the horrors of the past which have led to the

requirement of a human rights declaration

on a universal basis, and so that we could

then recommit oiuselves in Ontario to make
certain that to the extent we can do any-

thing about it that kind of activity will not

further occur.

I cannot help but think how important
that would be. In drawing attention to the

sufferings of the Armenian people, I was

giving some thought to the names that come

automatically to mind to all of us in this time

of horror. They are not the decisions solely
of governments of madmen that commit in

many ways the crime of genocide. We must
remember that now in international law geno-
cide can be committed in time of peace as

well as in time of war.

The names of the countries I jotted down
—and I am quite certain it is far from a com-

plete list—include the Argentine, for the

present-day disappearance of something up-
wards of 25,000 or 30,000 people. This has

happened under a regime with which we
carry on business, but they are included

under the broad definition of genocide.

Kampuchea is a word which we have all

heard about, and those who are responsible
for the decimation of that quiet nation never

cease to amaze me.

The other countries I was thinking about,

as I close, are Afghanistan, Uruguay, Uganda,
Iran, Brazil, Vietnam, Bengal, Southern

Sudan. Therefore, I know it is consistent

with what my colleague, the member for

Simcoe East, has proposed, that we seriously

consider setting aside for special remem-
brance and special recommital that United

Nations Human Rights Day of December 10.

Mr. Williams: I feel privileged to second'

the motion of my colleague the member for

Simcoe East (Mr. G. E. Smith) in support of

his resolution this afternoon.

He mentioned in his opening remarks his

early family association with an Armenian

family in his community. I have in mOTe
recent times come to be associated with and
friends of many Armenians who have chosen

to make their homes within the riding of

Oriole. I am delighted that the Armenian

community of Metropolitan Toronto has re-

cently built within my riding a beautiful new

community centre that will help to further

strengthen the social fabric of the Armenian

community.
Most of us in Canada are fortunate in that

we have never been the victims of attempts

by outside governments to rob us of our free-

dom or our lives. We have a heritage of pre-
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serving and respecting countries on earth. It

is my earnest hope, of course, that we remain
so.

As a result of its freedom, prosperity and

size, Canada has been in the fortunate posi-
tion of being able to offer a safe haven to

people who have been the victims of perse-
cutions. For many of these people, the un-

thinkable has been the reality from which

they have had to flee. They remind us that

no matter how complacent and secure we
Canadians may feel, genocide and similar

atrocities are not just legends from the pages
of history books.

Many of our people of Jewish and Slavic

origin, for example, are here because of the

dislocation caused by the Nazis' goal of ex-

terminating the Jews, Poles and others during
the 1930s and 1940s. A number of our people
of East Indian extraction came to Canada in

flight from the brutality of tlie Idi Amin
regime in Uganda. It was a regime that ap-

pears to have been determined to exterm-

inate them along with many native Ugandans
as well.

These days the arrival of Vietnamese boat

people reminds us of the vicious objectives
of a regime determined to expel them from
their homes. Canadians are also welcoming
refugees from Cambodia where something
in the order of three million people have
been killed under the Pol Pot and ensuing
regimes.

April 24 will mark the 65th anniversary
of an event that will forever remain etched
in the memories of Canadians of Armenian
descent. It was on that date in 1915 that

250 Armenian leaders were arrested and
killed at the order of the Turkish govern-
ment. This massacre marked the beginning
of an attempt to eliminate the Armenian
population from the territory ruled by the
Turkish government.
Few peoplte today remember this holo-

caust thou^ it rivals Hitler's worst abuses
in its scale and horror, as has been men-
tioned by other speakers this afternoon. The
Armenians are an ancient national group
whose ancestral homeland was located

roughly between present-day Iran and the
USSR on the east and north. Present-day
Turkey, Syria and Iraq form what would be
the western and southern borders. Mount
Ararat, upon which Noah's ark is said to

have grounded, is located in Armenia. Today
the image of Mount Ararat remains an im-
portant symbol for Armenians of their be-
loved homeland.

Traversed by invasion routes by Europe
and the Middle East, Armenia was con-

quered by various groups throughout his-

tory. In the past 2,500 years, five different

Armenian kingdoms have existed, and the
land has also alternately been ruled by such
groups as the Persians, the Romans and the
Arabs. From the 15th century until the time
of the First World War it was under the
rule of the Ottoman Turks. Armenians,
Greeks and other non-Turks were second-
class citizens in this empire which stretched

through central Europe, North Africa and
much of the Middle East.

Armenia had been the first nation state

officially to adopt the Christian religion about
the year 300. Their religion was one cause
of tension between the Armenians and their

Tiorkish rulers, who were Moslems. This
tension flared up occasionally throughout the

history of this empire but, as rising national-

ism and changing world politics put the

empire under increasing stress late in the
last century, the Ottoman Turks acted with

unprecedented massacres of minorities.

A policy of reprisals focused on the

Armenians. In the years 1894 through 1896
between 200,000 and 300,000 were slaugh-
tered under Abdul Hamid, known as "the

bloody sultan." In 1908, there was a coup
in which the so-called Young Turks over-
threw the Hamidian regime. There was some

pressure from Russia and other European
nations to improve the treatment of the
Armenians. But when the First World War
broke out in 1914, the Young Turks found
themselves free of restraint and were deter-

mined, in their words "to solve the Armen-
ian question once and for all."

4:20 p.m.

Turkey had allied itself with Germany and
the other Central Powers against Britain,

France and Russia at that time. The Armen-
ians in Turkey were accused of taking the

side of the Allies. They were accused of

revolting against their Ottoman rulers. The
Turkish rulers, justifying their actions on the

grounds of self-defence, devised a plan of

extermination. In fact, it appears that the

basic policy of the Armenians living in

Turkey was to be loyal to their rulers.

The causes of the genocide are, no doubt,

as complicated and twisted as those that

underlay Hitler's determination to eliminate

the European Jews. The extermination was to

be carried out by massacres and forced

marches into the desert regions of Syria and

Iraq. In all, an estimated number of

1,500,000 men, women and children died.

Writing as early as 1916, when the fuB

scope of the massacre was not known in

Europe or North America, and even as hun-
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dreds of thousands were on the brink of

death in the desert, the noted historian

Arnold Toynbee gave an account of what
was happening. Toynbee wrote, in part, as

follows:

"The Armenian inhabitants of the Ottoman

empire were everywhere uprooted from their

homes and deported to the most remote and

unhealthy districts that the government could

select for them. Some were murdered at the

outset, some perished on the way and some
died after reaching their destination. The
death toll amounts to upwards of 600,000,

perhaps 600,000 more are still alive in their

places of exile, and the remaining 600,000
or so have either been converted forcibly to

Islam, gone into hiding in the mountains or

escaped beyond the Ottoman frontier. The
Ottoman government cannot deny these facts

and thev cannot justify them. No provocation
or misdemeanour on the part of individual

Armenians could justify such a crime against
the whole race."

Toynbee makes it clear that the Turkish

claims of military necessity neither justified

nor motivated the deportation. It was geno-
cide, though the term itself was not to be
coined for 30 more years by Professor Raphael
Lemkin in working to promote the genocide
convention of the United Nations universal

declaration of human rights.

The American ambassador to Turkey at

the time of the slaughter, Henry Morgen-
thau, confirmed that it was a state policy to

blot out a nation in its midst. He later wrote,
and I quote:

"Undoubtedly, religious fanaticism was an

imT>elling motive with the Turkish and Kur-

dish rabble who slew Armenians as a service

to Allah, but the men who really conceived

the crime had no such motive. Practically all

of them were atheists with no more respect
for Muhammadanism than for Christianity,
and with them the one motive was cold-

blooded, calculating state policy."

Morgenthau claimed it was the goal of

the government to depopulate Turkey of

Armenians in order to eliminate any possi-

bility of a threat to the empire. To achieve

this, they would kill most of the populace,
and kidnap and bring up as Turks those

young enough not to remember their parents.

In the time left to me, I wish simply to

point out that the Armenian people are a

proud x>€ople who cherish not only their

national identity, but also the freedom and

dignity they enjoy through the recognition
and respect accorded to them by their adop-
ted country of Canada and their fellow

Canadians.

In closing, I urge that all the honourable

members of this House join with me in call-

ing for a resolution urging the government
of Canada to condemn crimes cormnitted

against the Armenian people.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I, too, am
very proud and privileged to join in this

debate. I don't know whether I have a con-

flict of interest because I am a tache nag.

However, I think in the time that I have

allotted to me, and it's short, I would just

like to draw some pictures, if I may, to in-

dicate the importance of this resolution, the

fact that we are not going to allow this geno-
cide to die in memory.

I can recall being at the city hall some

years ago w^hen there were a number of

groups within the Metropolitan Toronto

community meeting to protest the violence

in society, the violence that had been in

Europ>e, and still remained, and other simi-

lar types of violence. To my left there was
a rather small group, and a former cabinet

minister of this government, who sat on my
right, said, "Margaret, vou know these peo-

ple. What flag is that?" I said, "That's the

Armenian flag." This minister said, "What
are they doing here?" He wasn't being miser-

able or mean, he was just reflecting what we,
as a society, had allowed to happen.

I would like to take another picture, a pic-

ture in which I was again involved, when I

stood with the Ombudsman and former At-

torney General of the state of Israel at that

superb and horrifying museum to the Holo-

caust. I said then to them, "We are all to

blame for this holocaust because we did not

remember the genocide of the Armenian

people." I repeated the Hitlerian phrase to

which my friend the member for Simcoe

East (Mr. G. E. Smith) referred in his open-

ing remarks. Of course, we're all responsible
if we allow these horrors to go unrecorded

and unremembered.

Sadly, however, I have to remind the

House there was another massacre in Turkey
in the 1950s which was called the September
massacre. It's not very well known and it

hasn't really been very well exposed. Never-

theless, I had the opportunity of speaking
with these young men who came here to this

country at that time telling of the horrors

they had' witnessed. In that massacre it was

decided that if one destroyed the reproduc-

tive organs of the female of the species, it

was unlikely one would have too many more

Armenians. That happened in the 1950s.

One of the things we also have to remem-
ber is that the Armenians do not have a

homeland at all.
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My last picture is to describe for you a

scene in Jerusalem, where I met with the

Armenian bishop of Jerusalem. He was show-

ing me pictures of the present destruction of

the Armenian churches, either deliberately or

by allowing them to fall into decay. This man
has been trying to save the artifacts of the

Armenian people as he finds them or as they
are found for him in the fleamarkets.

4:30 p.m.

It is important that we remember. It is

important that each and every one of us is

prepared to take responsibility to ensure that

these things are not forgotten, partly as an
honour to the Armenian people themselves,
but partly as a step, it is hoped', to ensure

that public opinion will not permit this kind
of thing to keep going on. The United

Nations, unfortunately, seems to have faltered,

if I may put it in those terms, in the way with

which it deals with the present-day problems,
the present-day violence to which reference

has already been made.
I would say that we too have a great

responsibility in that we once had the priv-

ilege of housing in this province a group of

orphans who were left as a result of this

genocide. I'm very much afraid that if one
reads the history of those orphans one wdli

find we forgot, even before they got here.

They were denied an education when they
got to this country and they were, eventually,
sent out around the country side on their

own. It isn't just the Turks. It's all of us.

That's the message I'm trying to get across

in this brief moment in time today.
1 have another colleague who wishes to

speak. I will stop at this point.

Mr. Warner: It's a privilege to take part
in what really isn't a debate but an opi)or-

tunity for each member of the House to ex-

press some sincere concerns that have been

brought to our attention. I commend the

member, my colleague from Simcoe East (Mr.
G. E, Smith), who has introduced the resolu-

tion. I think it's more appropriate, so that

we capture the moment in Hansard, that I

read the resolution so all of those who are

interested, and particularly the Armenian

community, will have it forever:

"That this House, on behalf of the people
of Ontario, requests the government of Canada
to officially recognize and condemn the

atrocities committed by the government of

Turkey upon the Armenian people who were
victims of persecution and genocide during
World War I; and this House, on behalf of

the people of Ontario, urges the government
of Canada to make appropriate representa-
tions to the General Assembly of the United

Nations to recognize and condemn the Ar-
menian genocide and to express the abhor-
rence of such actions as being in violation of
the basic standards of human rights and
decency now embodied in the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights; and' this House,
on behalf of the people of Ontario, recom-
mends to the government of Canada that it

designate April 24 in every year hereafter

throughout Canada as a day of remembrance
for the Armenian community, as it has been
by the Armenian people for many years in

the memory of fellow Armenians who sufiFered

such crimes."

To a civilized person, there is no word that

strikes more fear or terror into die heart than
the word "genocide," because it represents the
most degrading activity that a human being
can possibly contemplate: the destructicm
of other human beings by calculated ways.

I feel indebted to the people from the
Armenian community who have brought their

history to our attention, and wiU confess that,

as a i)erson growing up in Canada, bom and
raised here, I was not aware of the history
of the Armenian people. Today I would re-

main unaware of their history had they not

brought it to my attention, and for that I am
deeply grateful. It provides not only the

exact information about what happened to

the Armenian people, but it is a lesson to me,
as a person in Canada, a very civilized coun-

try, that we must always be vigilant and we
must always do everything we can to try to

bring peace throughout the worid, because
the history is living.

We are not without blemish in this coun-

try. All of us, I bope, remember the undig-
nified and tragic way in w'hich our govern-
ment treated the Japanese-Canadians during
the Second World War, so we are not

w^ithout blemish. We live beside a giant that

is certainly not without blemish. I have been
able to work with many of the Chilean re-

fugees who live in our city, and they know
full well the power of the CIA in the United

States, instrumental in the overthrow of a

democratic government in Chile. And in that

country today there are Canadian banks and
Canadian business interests that continue to

operate.

We live in troubled times. I just hope we
seize every opportunity we have, such as the

one that has been presented to us today, and

speak loudly and clearly in an effort to make
sure that some day peace and civilization will

win and that never again will there be

genocide.
Some day I want to be able to strike that

word from the vocabulary. It is the most

horrible and terrifying word I know.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am very
pleased to join the other members of this

House in supporting this resolution today.

I am very proud to have many members
of the Armenian community as friends of

mine and to be associated with the Armenian

Community Centre in Willowdale, a very
fine

and magnificent undertaking, established

through the hard work and dedication of this

community here in Metropohtan Toronto. I

suggest to any members who haven't visited

the community centre that they visit it and

they will see Armenian culture and Armenian
life presented. It is a very fitting and very

significant place to have in om- oommimity.
There is no question that April 24, 1915,

was a day of infamy. The first genocide of

the 20th century, it is a date that we must

remember, because it brings back, not only to

the Armenian communities but to all of us,

those terrible memories of the massacres that

occurred. It brings back an understanding
that atrocities like this can happen, and that

only through remembering them and con-

stantly keeping them before us can we

guarantee, it is hoped, that those kinds of

atrocities will not occur again on this planet.

I think that is very important.

I am very pleased that we are remember-

ing through many programs in the schools,

many days that are of a cultural importance
to many communities. As I mentioned last

year in this House, the Ministry of Educa-

tion has a multicultural calendar that in-

dicates many days. Of course on that

calendar is April 24, and that means not

only the Armenians, but children from all

over this province can look up and say,

"What is that all about?" They will be told

what it is all about, and that is the sig-

nificant thing. April 24, 1915, will be re-

membered for w*hat it was and many chil-

dren in the future in this province will

benefit from that any they will not forget.

I am very pleased to join the other mem-
bers of this House in supporting this resolu-

tion. I am very privileged to do so.

4:40 p.m.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, it is a real

pleasure for me to have the opportunity to

speak to this resolution. As one of a minority

group whose grandfather and great-grand-

father did experience similar events, I know
whereof I talk.

A year ago the televising of the movie,

Holocaust, gave rise to considerable discus-

sion of the wisdom of recalling that horrify-

ing and blood-chilling chapter in himian

history. Recent events in Iran and Afghanis-

tan have once again brought home to us

all the vital necessity of being vigilant, of

being prepared to stand up for what we be-

lieve in for our democratic way of life. Once
more we have been reminded that we can

take nothing for granted and that we must

always remain constantly aware of what is

going on in the world around us.

In years of prosperity and peace, it is so

easy to allow memories to dim, to gloss over

or to forget tragic and terriblfe happenings
in the past. A nation that forgets its past
does not deserve to have a future. We can-

not and we must not forget. From time to

time we need to remind ourselves, and par-

ticularly our young people, of our history.

Just as we cannot wipe the slate clean of

the developments that led to the genocidal

policies of the Nazis, so it is important not

to overlook the fate of tragically and cruelly

persecuted groups, other than the Jews.

When Hitler began his pogroms he was
warned that the nations of the world would
not tolerate his actions and would not for-

give or overlook the atrocities. To this warn-

ing he replied, "Who today remembers the

Armenians?" Frequently, Armenians have

asked themselves the same question, for

seldom do we hear the story of how 350,000
Armenians were systematically massacred by
the Turks and Kurds in the mid-1890s.

Seldom do we hear of the massacres and

massive deportations of one and a half mil-

lion Armenians by the Turks just prior to

the First World War.

No one, least of all the Armenians, wishes

to rekindle old hatreds and old bitterness,

but the world cannot be permitted to forget.

It is most fitting that we here in the Ontario

Legislature do not debate but simply bring

to the attention of citizens of Ontario our

concerns and demonstrate those concerns by

asking the federal government to designate

April 24 as a day of remembrance through-

out Canada.

I will convey these sentiments to my
federal colleague. Dr. Mark MacGuigan,
Minister of External Affairs, so that he can

personally take that to the United Nations

at an appropriate time.

Mr. Speaker: The time for this ballot item

has expired.

CULT REGULATION ACT

Mr. Sweeney moved second reading of

Bill 12, An Act to monitor and regulate the

Activities of Cults and Mind Development

Groups.
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Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, in some ways
it is quite appropriate that second reading
debate on my bill should follow the discus-

sion that just preceded because the issue

before us is one of whether we shall stand

quietly aside, through fear and allow some-

thing to happen that we know is wrong or

make some attempt to do something about it.

Three years ago I rose in this Legislature

and brought to the attention of the Ministry
of Health the case of three young adults in

my riding who had been admitted to the

London Psychiatric Hospital because of their

association with a group known as PSL At
that time, I asked the Minister of Health

( Mr. Timbrell ) what action could he take to

protect young people in this province from

that kind of mental abuse.

During the subsequent three years, I have
on numerous other occasions, as have other

members of this Legislature, raised similar

questions with the Minister of Health, with

the former Minister of Consmner and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Grossman) and with

the present Attorney General (Mr. Mc-

Murtry), as each new case of some innocent

victim whose mind had been abused was

brought to our attention, either by the par-

ents, by the person himself or herself, or by
one of the various news media.

In each of those cases, the ministers ques-

tioned agreed and admitted that there was a

grave and serious problem in this matter but

they also admitted tliat there was no legis-

lative mechanism in Ontario at this time to

deal with it. It is also coincidental that

about two years ago the Ontario Provincial

Police found itself launching an investiga-

tion of its own. Unfortimately, the OPP also

discovered that the very abuses it did un-

cover could not be remedied with the legisla-

tion on the statute books of Ontario today.

What we have, then, is evidence of young
people in tfiis province being abused, evi-

dence of mental illness, mental damage being

imposed upon innocent victims and we have,

at the same time, evidence that there is not

the nece"^sary legislation to deal with it.

This, then, is the reason for my introduc-

ing this bill at this time because I believe

it is surely the responsibility of this Legis-

lature to act when it sees such a danger
present. I believe it is surely the responsi-

bility of this Legislature not to stand aside

when it sees such a need.

I would like to give credit to a group of

young university students at Wilfrid Laurier

University in the city of Waterloo w'ho have

assisted me in preparing this bill. The irony

is, it was the damage they saw being done

to their own fellow students that brought to

my attention, in addition to my own experi-

ence, the need for this Legislature to do
something.

As a matter of fact, on the campuses of

the University of Waterloo and the Univer-

sity of Toronto I have also spoken to young
students who, with bitterness and anger and

frustration, drew to my attention the way in

which they could literally predict When the

recruiters of some of tnese groups would
come on their campuses, at the very times of

the year when their fellow students would
be most vulnerable, would be most exjxjsed,

would be most open to exploitation. It was
with bitterness and anger they also recom-

mended that something be done.

I have no notion whatsoever whether the

bill I present before you is in any way the

perfect instrument to deal with this problem.
I can only say that for three years I have

agonized over the need to do something and

I am quite prepared to hear the counter-

arguments of my colleagues in this Legisla-

ture. I am quite prepared to see this bill go

to committee where the members of the

public, both those who support my conten-

tion and those who oppose my contention,

would have an opportunity to present their

points of view, because I believe that's what

this democratic Legislature is all about.

4:50 p.m.

Let me point out what my bill does not

do. My bill does not prohibit, it does not

abolish, any group in our society. My bill

does not prevent anyone from joining any

group in our society. My bill does not, in my
judgement, interfere with religious freedom

in this province.

What does my bill do? My bill provides

a complaint procedure. It provides a mech-

anism whereby those who have been abused,

or those close to those who have been abused,

have an opjxjrtunity to turn to someone and

say, "Look, this is what's happening; this is

what concerns us." It provides an opportunity

for the government of this province to hear

evidence that there are groups in our society

who are dangerous, who are deceptive, who
are exploitative. It provides the mechanism

for such groups to be designated as so.

I want to make it very clear that I believe

it is important that we do isolate, that we do

spotlight those groups that do have these

dangerous practices, because there are far

more groups in our society who are perform-

ing worthwhile services, who are being very

supportive to our young people. Unfortunate-

ly, as so often happens, many of these very

good groups end up being tarred by the

same brush because there is no mechanism
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to isolate the ones who do the damage. That

is one of the intents of my legislation.

My legislation would require such groups
to give an accounting of themselves and,

quite frankly, it is my hope that such ac-

counting would encourage them to clean up
their acts. It would encourage them to recog-
nize that in this jurisdiction at least, if no

place else in this country, they cannot con-

tinue to act with impunity, they cannot con-

tinue to harass the minds of our young.

My bill would also point out very clearly

that when someone is responsible for mental

and physical damage, he must assume the

cost of that responsibilitv. My bill would also

provide for a cooling-off period. Many of the

young people who have broken away from
these groups have indicated to me that when
they had a chance to think about it later on

they realized they were lulled into the kinds

of activities they were because they hadn't

been given a chance to stand aside and to

think about the implications that were being
proposed to them, that the pressm-e was con-

stant.

We provide that kind of mechanism in our

consumer legislation. If someone signs a con-

tract we allow him 48 hours at least to think

about it and change his mind, away from the

pressure of the salesman. Shouldn't we have
at least the same amount when we are talk-

ing about the minds of people as opposed
to material possession?

I want to be sure to p>oint out in my bill

that there is a clear distinction between the

appointed commission that does the investi-

gation and the elected members of govern-
ment who make any of the decisions.

What are my concerns? My concerns are
of the well-documented deceptive recruiting

practices, where young people are approach-
ed and told one thing, only to discover later

on something quite difiFerent is actually the
truth. They are urged and invited to join a

group. They are not told the aims of that

group; frequently, they are not even told the
correct name of the group. They are not told
what is likely to happen to them by their

association with this group and that's where
the deception is involved,

I am concerned with the abuse with respect
to deprivation of sleep, food', privacy and
association in the way in which they would
want it; the continuing association with fam-

ily and friends which leads to the breakdown
we talked about before, I'm concerned about
the family separations because one of the

marks of such groups is that they would be

encouraged not to continue associating with

their family and friends.

I can draw to the members' attention some

very real evidence of what I speak. I indi-

cated earlier what happened to the young
people in my community. As a result of that,

Dr, Craig Powell, who was the psychiatrist

at London Psychiatric Hospital when this

took place, has since written a paper about

that particular happening and' those particular

people. Let me share it with you:
"It was our impression that these groups

generated more severe casualties and, further-

more, that they bore more responsibility for

the casualty. The casualty seemed truly

caused, not merely hastened or facilitated."

That would speak to those who say that such

people would have had nervous breakdowns

anyway.
One more point, and I think this is most

enlightening: "Both group and Jeader can
soar to giddy heights of omnipotence so long
as some members can be found who will carry
the load of confusion and madness. Accord-

ingly, it must be emphasized that the pro-
duction of casualties is not fortuitous but
rather a necessary factor in the continuing
survival of the group,"
We were not sure how to imderstand some

of those things so we asked Dr. Silver of the

Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital to read this

for us and give us his opinion. Dr, Silver

says: "Tlie report is sufficiently impressive as

documentation of the issue, I would be quite

willing to help you actively to combat this

menace," Dr, Silver was in charge of the

outpatient clinic of the Lakes'hore Psychiatric

Hospital.

Speaking of deception, I would point out

to some of the members of this Legislature
that material was sent to them a few months

ago about my bill. One piece of literature

was headed: "Who was behind John Sweeney's
bill?" There were two columns, one entitled

"Excerpts from Mr, Sweeney's Bill" and the

other listing a number of excerpts from a
Nazi police chief document produced in

Germany in 1941, There is only one problem.
Of the six items that are supposed to be ex-

cerpts from my bill, only one is; the other

five are not.

The other d'ocumentation that was sent to

members of this Legislature was a copy of a

story in the Kitchener-Waterloo Record en-

titled, "The Council of Creeping Fascism,"

It's surprising that I also have a copy of that

particular story. I noticed that the one that

was sent to the members of this Legislature
did not include the last column of that story.

Perhaps it's not difficult to understand

why, because in the last column of that storj'

the Jewish community in my area clearly says
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it is not concerned about my legislation and

it is not a hazard to that community. In fact,

Marty Resnick, who is a member of the B'nai

B'rith organization and a co-ordinator of the

phychiatric team at Kitchener-Waterloo Hos-

pital, is quoted as follows: "As a psychologist,

Resnick said that he has seen psychotics,

mentally unbalanced followers of the cult

come into the hospital for help. 'I have seen

terrible things that these groups can do. Some
are downright dangerous.'

"
Is it any wonder

that column was not included in the material

that was sent to the members of this Legis-

lature? That's the kind of deception that I

am talking about.

5 p.m.

It has been said that in our society today
it is really not possible to brainwash people;
it is really not possible to control their

minds. May I share one other reference with

you—a reference from Dr. William- Sargeant

speaking to the Maudsley lectures in

London, England, and talking about the

possibility and the evidence of mind control.

He points out we do have the techniques
that cause a person to start to hate the

persons and mode of life they previously
loved and to become attached to ideals,

faiths and persons that they previously

despised.
It goes on to say, "When the mind is thus

altered, new ideas can then be accepted and

"believed which are totally at variance with

all the individual's other past and present

experience and belief." I have numerous
other references to the fact that this is

possible.

I understand I have three minutes; let me
just finish this section then, Mr, Speaker. I

would like to point out that legislation is

needed on this, legislation that will clearly

delineate between those groups in our

society that are helpful and supportive, and

those groups that are destructive and

abusive. I will use my three minutes at the

end, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: You don't have three now.

You've got about a minute and a half.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I rise in op-

position to the principle of this legislation

before us this afternoon. I am tempted, I

suppose, to give a classic civil rights argu-
ment against the principle of this kind of

legislation. I want to leave that for others.

I was born and raised in a small town in

eastern Ontario of a decided minority group,
Irish and Catholic. Among those that I grew
up with, that made me different from every-

one around me, clearly, and at the rink there

was some difficulty in my explaining why I

got up and went to mass in the morning.

There was some problem on the part of my
peer group with understanding why I would

wear robes and what was all this stuflF with

candles, incense, ringing bells, speaking Latin

and having priests. They did not understand

what I was. That, of course, is not unusual

for Irish Catholics—Catholics or people who
believe in any kind of organized religion

where you are a minority anywhere in the

world—nor has it been since time began.

The history of the world shows, as the

previous resolution pointed out earlier this

afternoon, that's a difficult topic for any

society to deid with. What do you do with

people who are not like everybody else? Of

course, no one is really like everybody else.

We are all individuals and somewhat differ-

ent, but some you can identify. They look

different. They wear different clothes. They
talk in different ways. They have different

sets of values. They work to a different

norm. It always seems to be a struggle for

the remainder of society to deal with that

in any rational way.

I don't believe anyone ever really starts

out to commit genocide, or to make a group
of people illegal, or to put them in concen-

tration camps. I believe most of it begins

with this kind of a notion—that here's a

group we do not understand, whose values

we reject and therefore we ought to do what

the member for Kitchener-Wilmot (Mr.

Sweeney) said—isolate them, identify them,

monitor them, regulate them.

That forces an immense problem for me;
I guess all of us face the same thing wher-

ever we live these days. All around us are

groups we don't understand, whose values

we reject, whose way of life doesn't make

any sense to us. We do not understand them

and so we tend to shun them. That, I sup-

pose, is reasonably a human thing to do and

understandable. To go past that and to do

what this kind of legislation suggests in

principle—not just to reject their values, but

to monitor and to regulate them with a gov-

ernment agency—it is at that point I think

we should stop the process.

If someone makes an argument that the

criminal laws of Canada have been violated,

I believe in and support a system that i'lenti-

fies what is a criminal act. I believe in and

support a system that gathers evidence around

that, tries it among oui peers and decides

what is a criminal act and what isn't.

We support in this country all kinds of

consumer legislation that identifies where
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someone has bought into an agreement and

wasn't fully knowledgeable at the beginning.
If someone wants to make a case that we
should apply that to these groups—fine.

There are underlying currents in this.

I don't want to be too dramatic about it, but

it is tough for me to do. I'm making an

argument for groups of people that I don't

understand, whose values I personally reject.

But I would hope the members of this Legis-
lature would understand it is that very prin-

ciple that this Legislature, this society, can

identify a group of psople out there that the

rest of us don't like.

The member for Kitchencr-Wilmot didn't

use the words "good" and "bad," but I think

clearly he implied that: that there are good
guvs and bad guys, and the good ones wear
white hats and the bad guys wear black

hats. All you have to do is identify those

with the black hats. Then you monitor them
and you regulate them, and logically, if

you're clearly determined that they're all

wrong, you put them out of business, in a

nice way sometimes, sometimes in not so

nice a way.

I would hope that's a long way down the

road from this kind of legislation, but I'm

afraid the history of the world shows it isn't

that long a road. It's often a relativelv short

step. We have done it in this country; we
have done it in North America.

If you read any of the newspapers yester-

day you would find all over the world there

are societies attempting to grapple with this

kind of problem and using this technique.

Not quite so formal, perhaps, but they are

certainly isolating groups thev don't agree

with and then putting the full force of the

law on them. I cannot support that.

I do understand the problems parents go

through when their children grow up and
don't do the right thing in the parents'
terms. That's been going on since man began.
I don't know how you deal what that.

I know people, friends of mine, who did

what I thought were irrational acts when they
were 16 and 17 years of age. They went off

to convents and seminaries. They renounced

worldly goods. They took a vow of poverty.

They gave up the automobiles and the hockey
sticks and the football games that I wanted
and thought were important. They didn't

want to go out vdth girls. They wanted to

go into a seminary. How strange, I thought.
How can they do that?

They wore funny clothes. They had values

the rest of my society clearly didn't have.

Were they a cult? No, they were Jesuits. I

think, quite frankly, the Jesuit order in

Canada and in the world has proved its

value to our society.

It's simply a matter of who's calling the

shots. Who are the good guys? Who are the

bad ])uys? It's incredibly difficult to do that.

There are a couple of points in the prin-

ciple of the bill I do find more than disturb-

ing. One is the proposition that a commission

should be set up to do this.

I would have hoped that in our free

society, where our brothers and sisters have
died in two world wars and in a police action

in Korea to retain the rights of freedom that

we have, we would not ever establish in-

quisitions or commissions or whatever nam?

you would care to give them to pro\ide that

kind of activity.

Secondly, nowhere in here does it say
what is a cult and what is a mind develop-
ment group. I listened very carefully to the

arguments put forward this afternoon. I sym-
pathize to some degree with them. But it's

like saying that in here in this bill we dtecide

the bad guys are going to get monitored

and regulated and later on we'll tell who
the bad guys are.

No, no. In the kindest parliamentary tra'-'i-

tion I don't think that should ever be allow-

ed If there are members who want to come
in here and reveal cases, then fine. If there

are members who want to come in here and,
with their parliamentary privilege, name
names, then that's okay. But if there are

people who want to come in here and say
that some unnamed group out there ought
to be monitored, regulated and charged— no.

That strikes me as being against the history
of our parliament and the traditions of any-

body's parliament.
It is difficidt, I know, because I have had

personal experience w^ith it, to explain to

parents that their children have rejected their

values, to explain to a peer group that there

are people among you who do things, who
believe in things that don't seem normal or

right to you. A free society is what that is all

about.

5:10 pjn.

I believe, quite frankly, that there are

groups of people in our society teaching not

just yoimg people, but old people, things

which are wrong. I believe there are groups
out there which are doing bad things to

people. I do not want to see legislation to

monitor, to regulate or to put them away. I

believe in a competing system of values and
if I am correct in the values that I hold, they

oug'ht to stand the li^t of day. If they don't,

then let someone choose another set of

values.
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It is difficult for someone as bog Irish as I

am to make arguments of a sophisticated
nature for the freedom of religious behefs, so

let me make it as succinct as I can. I do not

see this bill, in principle, as being something
this House ought to consider. If there are

arguments to be made for changes in the

Criminal Code, so be it; if there are argu-
ments to be made for changes in consumer

legislation, so be it; but to have before us

legislation of this type, and particularly with
this kind of a name, I feel is going beyond
the beyond. It is insupportable in principle.
It is not the type of thing which we could, as

a Legislature decide in principle is okay and
to send it to a committee to do a little bit of

patch-up work on it. It is dangerous stufF

that is being proposed in this Legislature this

afternoon, and I urge the members to reject
it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, as I stand

to sx>eak to this bill this afternoon, one of the

first things that comes to my mind is some
words from the prayer that we all make at

the opening of the Legislatvu-e each day.
That is the prayer that we might have the

wisdom to govern wisely and well.

To the best of my recollection in the time
that I have served in this Legislature, there

probably has not been a bill before us that

deals with a more sensitive and a more diffi-

cult area into which we might intrude. It's a
bill which spells out, perhaps more cleariy
than anything I have seen before us in this

House, the necessity for this Legislature to

take a both balanced and careful approach
to our deliberative responsibilities in the leg-
islative process.

I asked to be able to speak on this bill

this afternoon during the coiu-se of the de-

bate because of some very deep concerns that

I have with respect to the bill as it stands

before us. I want to make very clear at the

outset that I do not question at all the sin-

cerity of the honourable members who spon-
sored this bill. I believe the member for

Kitchener-Wilmot is both sincere in his views

and in his oonoem about the wdfare of

young x>eople, particularly in this province,
who may in fact be exposed to certain acts

on the part of individuals or groups. That
concern is shared, I believe, by every mem-
ber of this Legislature.

However, I am also of the opinion that the

bill, as it is before us, is probably the most

dangerous piece of legislation that I have
seen in this House. It's dangerous because of

its inadequacies, because of what it attempts
to do. I think, in fact, that it misses the

point.

This bill purports to give great powers to

two bodies, really. A commission, to which
one of the previous sp>eakers has referred,
will almost have the authority to conduct an
inquisition. It has given great powers to

such a body to make recommendations to the
Lieutenant Governor in Council. The Lieute-

nant Governor in Council is purportedly
given the authority to act in a way that I

can only perceive as being potentially very
dangerous. Perhaps the honourable member
has great confidence in the present executive

council of this province. I don't mean to

make light of that, but it's possible that the

present executive council of this province
may not always be here.

I dion't want to make light of the serious-

ness of what I believe to be the issue that

is before us. The bill essentially gives xm-

restricted power to the executive council of

this province to intervene in what may well

be a legitimate religious pursuit on the part
of a group of individual citizens in this

province. It fails, for example, to define the

language that it uses, let alone restrict in

any way the powers that it purports to give.

From reading this bill I don't know what

might fall vdthin the purview of a cult or a

mind-modifying or mind-expanding group.
As the honourable member who spoke just

before me has said, I should asstmie that

many of the now well-respected religious

orders in our society began as rather eccen-

tric groups within their communities and

were, in fact, subjected to a considerable

amount of suspicion. In fact, if this kind of

power had been vested in a government at

the time, they might not have continued to

exist.

Mr. Lawlor: The early Christians would
have been in trouble.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Absolutely. They were
in enough trouble as it was, but it would
have been a lot worse.

Mr. Lawlor: That's just the kind of thing
Domitian Caligula would and did resort to.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's right; absolutely.

Mr. Speaker, if I might, I would point out

one of the things that I think is a weakness

here. I believe that the honourable member
who put this bill before us was particularly

concerned about the consequences of certain

acts, but the bill does not deal with any

particular acts; it talks about groups and

does not define in any way what those

groups may be or what acts they may per-

form that are unacceptable or are damaging
or are harmful. The consequence is that the

bill could apply in an abusive way to almost
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any religious group in our society if it

happened to be in a minority situation and
in an unpopular relationship with the gov-
ernment of the time.

We all have faith, I think, in our

democratic process and hope that would not

happen, but at the same time we cannot
tolerate legislation that would even piuport
to give that kind of authority to the secular

forces of our society, namely, the govern-
ment.

I believe that one of the things which has

also been overlooked, and I may be in-

correct in my interpretation, is that although
there is a separation between the commis-
sion and the Lieutenant Governor in Council,
if one reads the appropriate sections, it seems
to me the Lieutenant Governor in Council is

quite free, under this bill, to act without any
reference to the commission. I am not sure

that the honourable member intended that

and, whether that were changed in com-
mittee or not, I don't think it would signi-

ficantly change the dangerous aspects of this

bill.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, since I am
sure my time is running out quickly, I would
simply reiterate that I believe if the honour-
able members would read the bill carefully
and deliberate on what it really might allow

by way of abuse, that it would strike fear

into the hearts of every person in Ontario,
and certainly every person in this Legislature
who loves freedom and values personal,

spiritual and religious development.
No one could be assured, if this bill came

into force, of freedom from state interven-

tion in the personal values or religious be-

liefs they may hold, and I would urge hon-
ourable members not to support this bill. I

believe, as it is drafted, that the bill is

beyond redemption by way of going to com-
mittee for amendment.

5:20 p.m.

I would urge honourable members to

await the results of the commission that is

drawing to an end under the leadership of

Dr. Din Hill, and it is my understanding
that his report will be coming to us soon.

Perhaps as a result of that we will be able

to see more clearly how we might move to

safeguard the interests of young people in

this province and, at the same time, ensure

we respect safeguards with regard to the

other persons' religious freedoms in the

province.
I trust that it will not be necessary to veto

this bill. I hoi)e it will be resoundingly
defeated when it comes to a vote. But if it

appears that it might not, Mr. Speaker, I

can assure you I will be one person Who will

stand to veto it.

Mr. Stong: Mr. Speaker, it is with a spirit

of deep conflict within me that I rise to

speak on my colleague's bill. I spoke to my
colleague from Kitchener-Wilmot (Mr.

Sweeney) yesterday and indicated to him
that I would have preferred to see this mat-

ter come before this House by way of resolu-

tion, rather than a specific bill, but that I

welcomed the opportunity to be able to speak
on it because I agree in principle with what

my colleague is trying to achieve.

The diflBculty has been related by other

members who have spoken prior to me, the

party on my left and the party across the

floor. There is an inherent unredeemlng fea-

ture of this bill. That is the vehicle which it

creates to deal with the problem that is

before us.

We have all read of the reported experi-

ences of children like the Caine child from

Toronto and the O'Donnell child from

Windsor. We have also witnessed the Toronto

Star which last weekend had the editorial

decency, through one of its senior men, to set

its series in the proper persx)ective, but not

before another slur or negative impression
had been created against a legitimate reli-

gion. It is a religion which carries with it a

time-honoured tradition which predates

Christianity, which has hundreds of millions

of followers and which bases its teachings in

the Bhagavad-gita and the Vedic scriptures of

Hinduism.
I regard the prime function of this House

as one of the protection of the freedoms of

each and every citizen individually or as a

group. In achieving this goal, it seems to me
that we as a group of dected representatives

must counter unwarranted prejudices created

by a medium which may or may not afford

an opportimity for the defending view but

which nevertheless influences our thinking.

We as members of this Legislature are not

beyond being influenced to a point of un-

favourable disposition on any individual

issue.

It is imperative in my mind on this issue,

which is before us in Bill 12, that we as

responsible elected representatives offer a

forum in the nature of a committee where

legitimate concerns can be expressed by all

interested parties and where we as legis-

lators, iipwn w'ho^e shoulders fall the respon-

sibility of protecting each and every citizen

and group of citizens, will be made aware of

and come to understand more fully all of the

factors relevant in this issue.

It is not good enough that we, as elected

representatives and as lawmakers, must rely
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only on the excellent siii>port of x)eople such

as the Dinah Christies and the I^ofessor

Pentons, who are present in the gallery to-

day. We must go beyond that. We must

provide a forum for full debate where educa-

tion may be the basis of our decisions.

I accept the principle of Bill 12 as my
colleague from Kitchener-Wihnot intends it.

I don't think there is anyone in this House
who does not accept the principle that it is

our job, as legislators, to dispute mind-

benders, quack therapists and pseudo-reli-

gious dharlatans who prey on the impres-
sionable young. There is no one who dis-

agrees with that principle.

It is out of that principle that this bill

got its birth. It is keeping that principle in

mind that I ask this House to consider the

creation of a forum, namely the committee,
to which this bill could go in conjunction
with Dr. Hill's report. That committee could

be open to the public. It would be an open
forum for input from all concerned quarters
and sectors of our community. That com-

mittee, that forum, will not be open to us

if this bill in its imperfect state, in its cre-

ation, in my opinion, of an improper vehicle,

is taken away from us, if it is blocked or if

it is vetoed in this House. It is important
that we eradicate a blight on aU religions

and all faiths; that is, the imposition on
individuals and the eradication of their

freedom.

Anyone who has suffered religious perse-
cution in any form whatsoever—whether it

be mockery, as was described earlier, arising
out of misunderstanding or ultimate death for

our beliefs—is aware of the dangers. We and

anyone who has ever suffered in that way is

very much aware of the dangers inherent in

the creation of prejudice.

Specifically, it has been said, Bill 12 is pre-
mature because Dr. Daniel Hill's report is

coming forward. Be that as it may, it is in-

sufficient reason to veto a forum, a legitimate

forum, for the education of all of us in this

community about the protection of the free-

doms of the individual and the protections
of the religious freedom of groups.

There isn't a group, as I have indicated be-

fore, that does not want to eradicate the

mind-benders, the quack therapists, and the

religious charlatans. We are all interested in

doing that and if we do not allow this bill

to go to committee for discussion-

Mr. Lawlor: There is no dause in there

about a committee.

Mr. Stong: That's true. Mr. Speaker, as my
friend from Lakeshore is well aware, after

second reading a bill can go to committee

for discussion. That's a procedure in this

House.

The bill is weak. It is ineffectual. It is

lacking in definition as has already been
described. There's the matter of cult. I might
say Krishna is no more a cult than Protes-

tantism, no more a cult than Roman Cathol-

icism, to which I attempt to adhere. There
are certain aspects that could be called into

question even in that faith; for instance, the

requirement of a person to promise to raise

his children as Roman Catholics before he

partakes of the benefits of Roman Cathol-

icism. No matter what religion we are deal-

ing with, there are certain rules that x>ertain.

It is not that that this bill addresses. This

bill addresses itself to a more severe prob-

lem, the problem of the mind-bender, the

quack therapist and the religious charlatan

who is preying, as I indicated earlier, on the

impressionable young.
This bill, if allowed to go to committee,

could be remedied, could be perfected. It

could be perfected by including definitions

as a result of input from all sectors of our

community. It could also, instead of creating
a commission that affords the government
unlimited power, which I fear personally,

create a vehicle of sx>ecialized investigation

that could be part of our police force, and
could consist of experts drawn from the com-

munity to indicate, "This is mind-'bending;
this is not."

5:30 p.m.

It is not necessarily that I fear a com-

mission, but I do fear the fact that certain

aspects of our society, certain functions, cer-

tain procedures in our society are beyond
investigation and must not be allo^ved to

go unfettered.

The bill addresses itself to the payment of

compensation, compensation for a person
who has undergone what my colleague from

Kitchener-Wilmot describes as brainwashing.
There is no objection to that in principle in

this bill, either. Anyone who causes damage
oueht to be required to pay for it.

Very briefly, I urge upon the members of

this House not to kill the bill because of the

underlying principle. Allow it to go to com-

mittee where we can all be afforded an op-

portunity for discussion, an opportunity for

the creation of a proper vehicle to handle a

blight on the face of our society.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, rising to speak
on the bill I would like to share with you
and with the other members of the House an

amusing thought that went through my mind.

As I read this bill I was thinking of my
friend, the member for Kitchener-Wilmot
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(Mr. Sweeney), and I became very concerned
about him and his colleagues with this bill.

Some of us think the Liberal Party is a kind

of a cult or mind development group and,
when one reads this, certainly some of us

would agree that it is a cult or mind de-

velopment group, adherence to which is

alleged to constitute a danger to the mental
health of any person.

If one accepted that the Liberal Party is

a cult or a mind development group, how
difficult it would be for the party if it were

suddenly designated under the bill and with-
in 14 days had to comply with the provisions
of the bill: for example, to file with his

commission a report describing the practices
and techniques used by the Liberal Party
with respect to the soliciting of adherence,
the counselling of its members and the

nature and contents of seminars conducted

by that group, or the manner of financing
the Liberal Party including a statement in-

dicating the source and application of funds
used by the Liberal Party.

I think the member of the Liberal Party
has unwittingly caused his own organization
considerable difficulty with his bill, which I

think underlines the fact that my other friend

in the Liberal Party from York North, even
as poor as the bill is—>

Mr. Hodgson: York Centre. Now get that

straight.

Mr. Renwick: York Centre, sorry. My
apologies to my friend from York North (Mr.

Hodgson).

My friend from York Centre (Mr. Stong)
was indicating that as poor as the bill is, it

should go to a committee. I am simply saying
it is so poor it should not have seen the

light of day here and I don't reaUy think it

should be necessarily dignffied by a vote in

the assembly.
However, let me talk if I may about one

or two areas that I tiiink are of some con-
cern to the assembly. There is no doubt in

my mind, in any event, that mind behavioural
and behavioural modffication therapies of
one kind or another, by whomsoever practised,
are matters which in a funny way this as-

sembly at some point is going to have to

deal with. Let me at least in an initial way
make a couple of comments about those

matters.

I am talking entirely away from questions
of cults or groups of any kind. I am talking
about the kinds of people in our society who
are involved in mind behavioural modifica-

tion of one kind or another. I think at some
point We are going to have to establish a

system of standards for the practice of psy-

chology, if I may call it in its broad sense

that term, which does several things.

I think we are going to have to identify

the various fields: psychiatry, psychology,
social work, pastoral counselling, community
organization and advocacy, child care, mind

development, et cetera. I think in some way
we are going to have to embrace within those

standards as practitioners in those fields not

only persons with academic qualifications but

many people who have had many years of

experience practising in those fields. I thiiJc

in some way we are going to have to think

about accountability criteria that account for

actual skills of those working in that field

and not simply academic credentials.

In a funny way, we are probably going to

have to come forward with some form of

public participation in a licensing scheme

that will embrace the broad area of persons

engaged in the fields of therapy of one kind

or another. I hasten to say that we were all

upset a few years ago when suddenly a bill

appeared called the Psychology Act. We all

began to get letters when the act had never

been introduced in the House and had noth-

ing to do with what the government's
intentions were or what was the product of

the particular group. I might say, I disso-

ciate myself from the narrow confines of that

kind of approach to this problem.
But a major area of much concern to

people now is modem theraT)eutic techniques

of one kind or another regardless of the

ends and piuposes for which they are used. I

think that general field will need our care,

attention and thought.

But to move from that area, even verging

upon those who might believe in a partic-

ular form of truth—and, indeed, nwst of us

belong to some organization or association

that believes it has a specific comer on the

world of eternal tmth; there are so many of

them that none of us believes any one has

the final answer as to the whole of truth, and

that the world in which we live—I think

that in a world of freedom of speech and

freedom of religion, not to give it too grandi-

ose a term, it is going to be essential for us

to protect inherent freedoms in the kind of

society we have.

I'm a Uttle bit conoemed when my col-

leagues on the right—both my colleague from

Kitchener-Wilmot and my colleague from

Yotk Centre—have strayed so far from the

person whom I thought was kind of a patron
saint of their party-John Stuart Mill. I rec-

ommend to them tfiat they should read again
and again his Essay on Liberty. Perhaps in

that way they could get away from the idea

that you will have some government-
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appointed commission to investigate groups,
cults or organizations in oiu- society. TTiere is

no way in which such a commission can so

curtail its work to be within any acceptable
framework without raising, at the same time,

immense fears and concerns about the legi-

timacies of all the organizations in our

society. There must be freedom of associa-

tion; there must be freedom of speech; there

must be freedom of religion.

I happen to believe that the concern we
have about many of these groups is that they
seem to combine an economic activity Avith

corporate managerial techniques ana with

a high entrepreneurial salasmanship iuA^lved

in them. If they are, in some aspects, basic-

ally commercial undertakings or sales organi-

zations, we don't have that kind of problem
in dealing with those forms of activity. But

once you move to the control of thougnt, the

control of ideas, then I think one has to act

with a great deal of care.

5:40 p.m.

Let me just complete my remarks, Mr.

Speaker, by quoting a brief statement by
William James in one of his books, written

a long time ago, which I don't think can be

improved upon. He said, "Conversion is, in

essence, a normal adolescent phenomenon
incidental to the passage from the child's

small universe to the wider intellectual and

spiritual life of society."

We all recognize that kind of problem
which we all have, particularly when the

rite of passage from adolescence to adidt-

hood is very diflBcult now and there are

many young people who, during a portion
of that time, are going to seek some par-
tictJar byway before they, in fact, emerge
into adulthood. There may be areas where
we are going to have to come to grips with

that kind of problem, as I said—but more

through the role of those who practise in

the field of therapy of one land or another,

through that road.

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, I would like at

the opening of my short remarks to thank
the member for Kitchener-Wilmot (Mr.

Sweeney) for bringing this matter in front

of this Legislature. Although I have very
serious reservations about the form of the

legislation, I know how di£Bcult it must be
for him to bring this matter out into the

open, and on this legislative floor.

The question of possible action to prevent
abuse by some organizations claiming to

promote mind development has concerned
our government for some time. The com-

plexity and sensitivity of the question led
the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) to ask

Dr. Dan Hill, the former chairman of the

Ontario Human Rights Commission, to con-

duct a study into the alleged practices of

so-called mind development organizations.
This was aimounced on October 24, 1978.

While I commend the member for

Kitchener-Wilmot for bringing this bill to

the House. I have to say to him not only is

it seriously flawed in terms of the form of

the bill and the powers it gives to an xm-

accountable commission, but it is premature;
not too much premature, perhaps, in dealing
with this very important problem, because

we expect the report from Dr. Hill to be
tabled in this Legislature witiiin a matter of

weeks.

Other speakers have indicated the dangers
associated with the bill and I think the

member for Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) pointed
out very clearly that many members of this

Legislature lack an understanding of what,
in fact, the problem is, which is exactly what
Dr. Hill has attempted to study.

Mr. Speaker, I could go through the bill

and point out the various portions of it that

are flawed in part—for instance, sections

where the definitions are loose and wide—
but I can understand the problem of the

member for Kitchener-Wilmot regarding the

necessary resources in order to draft the bill

that would close some of these particular

areas.

I want to assure the member for Kitchener-

Wilmot that although I have serious reser-

vations about this bill so that it is impos-
sible for me to support it, I don't want the

Legislature to interpret this as in any way
diminishing the seriousness wdth which tiiis

government considers this issue. I think

once we have received Dr. Hill's rei)ort, we
can take some positive steps, and we will be

doing it with the knowledge that has been

gained by Dr. Hill over the past year and a

half.

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, I know that in

the brief time I have to speak on this biU I

will not be able to go into it in depth. I do

feel that what we have seen happening in the

communities in Ontario, the problems being

faced by the young people who are ap-

proached by these groups, is going to have to

be controlled in some way if we are truly to

protect the young people.

These groups are apparently doing real

harm to young people. It is not just because

they are different from you or me that we
are bringing this bill forward. We are doing

it because the evidence has shown there has

been almost irreparable damage done to some
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of the young people who have become in-

volved in the cults.

I know Dr. Hill is studying the matter
and it is hoped will bring in a report that is

going to help us to be able to legislate to

protect these young people. I think we owe
a debt of gratitude to the member for

Kitchener-Wilmot (Mr. Sweeney) for bring-

ing this bill to the House today so the dif-

ficult task that is before us can be appreciated
by the members of this assembly, a task we
don't understand how to meet. Therefore, we
are going to be better prepared to receive

the report of Dr. Hill, and I would hope,
better prepared to legislate.

Mr. Sweeney: I think I can begin to under-
stand how Congressman Leo Ryan must have
felt as he stood at the airport in Guyana
facing the gunmen of Jim Jones. It's fairly
obvious I'm going to get shot down.

I can well understand the objections that

have been brought before me, especially
when I recognize the individuals who have

presented them. I would only ask that we
appreciate that what we're talking about here
in terms of freedom is truly the freedom of

an individual to choose. That's what's being
denied. When we talk about freedom of

religion, we have to understand that as far

as these groups are concerned, we are talk-

ing about the abuse of the freedom of

religion.

I can well understand some of the objec-
tions. I would only hope that some time in

the near future all the members of the Legis-
lature would recognize there are young
people and parents outside the halls of this

Legislature who are suffering because of
what's going on and who are looking to us
to provide some assistance to them. If it is

shown that my bill is not the acceptable
method, I think there is a responsibility on
those who oppose it to come forward with

something more acceptable. I don't think we
can leave here today or some other day in

the near future and say to people out there:

"Yes, we recognize the danger; yes, we're

concerned, but we're not willing to take the
risk to do something about it."

I think that's w'hat this Legislature is all

about: Recognizing problems and trying to

meet them. There are many individuals whose
freedom is being challenged, is being harmed,
and I think we've got to speak for them as

well.

ARMENIAN REMEMBRANCE DAY
Mr. Speaker: Mr. G. E. Smith moved reso-

lution 2.

Resolution concurred in.

CULT REGULATION ACT
Mr. Speaken Mr. Sweeney moved second

reading of Bill 12.

All those in favour will please say "aye."
All those opposed will please says "nay."
In my opinion the nays have it.

Motion negatived.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker: Normally under situations like

that where there is a division we call in the

members and record the vote.

Mr. Speaker: It's done on a voice vote and
if there is a suflBcient number who challenge
the Speaker's hearing then we call in the

members.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 13, I wish to indicate to the

House the business for the remainder of this

week and next week.
There is a slight change in the proceed-

ings this evening from that which I an-

nounced last week.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: The interjections are still the

same. They never change.

Hon. Mr. WeUs: There is a slight change
with agreement. The interim supply motion

standing on the Order Paper will be con-

sidered and, time T>ermitting afterwards, we
wiU move to supplementary estimates in the

following order: Government Services, North-

em Affairs, Natural Resoiu^es, Transportation
and Communications.
Tomorrow we "will continue debate on the

speech from the throne and, also on Monday,
March 31, we will continue the debate on
the speech from the throne as we will also do
on Tuesday, April 1, in both the afternoon

and evening sittings.

On Thursday, April 3, in tJie afternoon,

under private members' public business we
will do ballot items 3 and 4. The House will

adjourn at 6 p.m. on Thursday, April 3, for

the Easter weekend and remain adjourned
imtil Tuesday, April 8, at 2 p.m.

Mr. Conway: I rise on a ooint of privilege.
It has been drawn to my attention that the

good member for York Mills has issued a

constituency report to her electors that says:
"Dr. Bette Stephenson rejwrts to York Mills,"

under which there is a most peculiar visage,
to my determination not that of the honour-

able member herself. Perfiaps Mr. Speaker

might investigate as to whether or not there

are, in fact, two Ministers of Education that

we should be told about.
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Hon. Miss Stephenson: Let me explain, if

I may. That is a picture the honourable
member should recognize very well. The pic-

ture is of Egerton Ryerson, the father of the

educational program in this province.

Mr. Conway: One of the honourable mem-
ber's electors brought it to my attention

today, ix)inting out that she was very con-

confused by the image and the headline. I

was just drawing it to the attention of the

Speaker and the minister.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I'm sure it was not

one of my constituents. All of my constitu-

ents are of such intellegence that they would

open up the document and see the little

notice at the bottom of the first page declar-

ing that, indeed, this was a photograpfh of

Egerton Ryerson.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sure all members will

agree that it's really not a breach of anytme's
privilege.

The House recessed at 5:55 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 271)

RESPONSE TO PETITION

ONTARIO HOUSING CORPORATION
Petition to the Lieutenant Governor, the

Honourable Pauline M. McGibbon, and the

Legislative Assembly of Ontario, from resi-

dents of 15 Gaulish Road:

We, the undersigned, protest any change
in OHC policies which would result in higher
rents or people who presently qualify for

OHG being forced to move out.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The minister acknowl-

edges the petition and wishes to advise that

while policies are constantly under review we
would like to assure you, the petitioners, that

present tenants who continue to be eligible
for rent-geared-to-income housing will not be

required to vacate their accommodation.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

SCATTERED SITE OHC UNITS

12. Mr. Dukszta: Would the Minister of

Housing inform the House how many "scat-

tered site" OHC units there are across On-
tario by community? What is the present
vacancy rate in these units by community?
Have any of these units been offered for

private sale in the last year? (Tabled March
13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Tbe number of "scat-

tered site" OHC units and the present

vacancy rate in these units are tabled below.
None of these units, except for one in

Malvern, has been offered for sale in the last

year.

Scattered

Community Site Units Vacancy Rate

Metro Toronto 228 2% 4 units
— Malvern 211
- Stapleford Farm 26
Stratford 8

Amiherstburg 2
Windsor 15
St. Thomas 2
Samia Township 7

Wallaceburg 10

London 14

Kincardine Township 4
Welland 5

Stonev Creek 13
Hamilton 74
Barrie 50 10% 5 units

Clarkson ( Mississauga ) 5

Orangeville 8

Scattered

Community Site Units Vacancy Rate

Dm-ham 6
Hanover 8
Huntsville 6

Collingwood 16 19% 3 units

Orillia 2 50% 1 unit

Guelph 11

Hawkesbury 2 6
Carleton Place 2
Kanata 19

Pembroke 3
Perth 2
Trenton 13

Kingston 10
Brockville 1

Amprior 1

Belleville 32 3% 1 unit

Renfrew 1

Ottawa 25
Cornwall 3

Espanola 3
Hearst 9
New Liskeard 4
North Bay 15
Nickel Centre 3
Sault Ste. Marie 10

Sudbury 98

Sturgeon Fdls 4
Timmins 4
Thunder Bay District 29

Nipigon 9
Kenora 4
Minaki 20 5% 1 unit

Red Lake 10
Sioux Lookout 6
Atikokan 12 25% 3 units

FUNDING FOR OHC
TENANTS' ORGANIZATIONS

13. Mr. Dukszta: Would the Minister of

Housing please table an accoimting of any
frmds that have been given to tenants' or-

ganizations in Ontario Housing, OHC
tenants or other persons for the provision of

services to tenants? Would the minister

nlpase make this information available for the

last six fiscal years on a yearly basis? (Tabled
March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I have detailed bdow
an accounting of funds given to the Federa-

tion of Ontario Tenants* Associations for con-

ference expenses, operating expenses and the

purchase of services from 1974 to 1979.

The purchase of service program involves

tihe allocations of funds to persons for the

provision of services to tenants. This pro-
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gram was in eflFect from 1975 to 1978 and
was primarily conducted in Metro Toronto.

1974
FOTA—conference expense $ 8,551

(Federation of Ontario

Tenants' Associations)
FOTA—operating expense

1975
FOTA—conference expense

FOTA^operating exx)ense
Purchase of service

1976
FOTA—conference exi)ense

FOTA^operating expense
Pmrchase of service

1977
'

FOTA—conference expense
FOTA—operating expense

(paid in spring of 1978)
Purchase of service

1978

Funding of local

tenant associations

Purchase of service

15,000

$ 23,551

$ 12,500

49,650

120,000

$182,150

$ 12,500

33,100

120,800

$166,400

Nil

$ 16,550

120,000

$136,550

$ 35,157
130,000

$165,157

1979

Funding of local

tenant associations $ 47,170
1974 $ 23,551
1975 182,150
1976 166,400
1977 136,550
1978 165,157
1979 47,170

Total $720,978

OHC EVICTIONS

14. Mr. Dukszta: Will the Ministry of

Housing table the following information:

number of evictions, by which community,
taken place at OHC from January 1, 1979,

until February 29, 1980? Would the minister

further indicate what were the reasons for

these evictions? How many tenants have

been evicted for nonpayment of amounts of

less than $300? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The number of evic-

tions, the reasons for these evictions, and the

number of tenants evicted for nonpayment of

amounts of less than $300 are listed below:

Commimity

Number of tenants

Evicted between

January 1, 1979 and

February 29, 1980

Total

Number of

Units under

Number of

Tenants Evicted

for Nonpayment
of Amounts

Reasons for Eviction Management of less than $300

Windsor 32

London 4
Samia 1

Goderich 1

St. Thomas 4

Wallaceburg 1

Tilbury 1

Tillsonburg 1

Woodstock 1

Sault Ste. Marie 10

Kapuskasing 1

Tinmiins 1

Foleyet 1

25—Nonpayment of rent

3—Misrepresentation of income
2—OveAoused
1—Refused to sign lease

1—Poor housekeeping
Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

3—Nonpayment of rent

1—MisTepresentation of income
1—Nonpayment of rent and

charges, maintenance

Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

2—Damages
4—Ceased to qualify
4—Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

Nonpayment of rent

Nonpa>inent of rent

3,372 10

597
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Community

South River

North Bay

Sudbury

Niunber of tenants

Evicted between

January 1, 1979 and

February 29, 1980 Reasons for Eviction

Total

Number of

Units under

Management

Number of

Tenants Evicted

for Nonpayment
of Amounts

of less than $300

Burlington

Ottawa

Midland

Orillia

Penetang
Oshawa

Barrie

Lindsay

32

Kitchener
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Community

Number of tenants

Evicted between

January 1, 1979 and

February 29, 1980 Reasons for Eviction

Peterborough 2

Guelph 9

Metro Toronto 256

Total

Number of

Units under

Management

Total (includes

family and seniors) 521

1—Nonpayment of rent

1—Anti-social behaviour

1—Anti-social behaviour

8—Nonpayment of rent

229—Nonpayment of rent

13—Anti-social beihaviour

2-IUegal act

5—Concealment or

misrepresentation of income
5—Ceased to qualify
1—Nonpayment of miit

maintenance charges
1—Safety and sanitary

858

975

32,439

Number of

Tenants Evicted

for Nonpayment
of Amounts

of less than $300

1

66

30,076 129

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

35. Ms. Bryd'en: Would the Minister of

the Environment table a list of all applica-
tions for approval dealt with under the En-

vironmental Assessment Act since its in-

ception in 1975 showing: 1. name and ad-

dress of applicants and date of application;

2. general nature of imdertaiidng or proposal;

3. whether a public hearing was held and, if

so, dates of hearings; 4. was recommendation
of Enviroimiental Assessment Board for or

against proposal; 5. was Environmental As-

sessment Board recommendation changed or

rejected by minister and cabinet? (Tabled
March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Summary of Environ-

mental Assessment submitted:
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11.

12.

13.

14.

Proponent

MOE

MOE
MTC

MTC

Date
Submitted

79/3/28

79/7/e
77/10/4

78/2/2

15.
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39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

Proponent

MTC

MOE

SSMRCA

MTC

MTC

MOE

MNR
MNR
Sault

College
MTC

MNR

Date
Submitted Description

79/11/7 Remote Northern Airports
(Class EA)

79/11/28 Upgrading Sewage Systems
(Class EA)

79/11/29 Water Control Project
—Sault Ste. Marie

79/12/13 QEW between Burlington
and Hamilton

79/12/31 Highway 17-Pembroke

Bypass
80/1/9 Upgrading Water Supply

Systems (Class EA)
80/1/9 Fish Stocking (Class EA)
80/1/15 Fishways (Class EA)
80/2/8 Elliot Lake New

Campus
80/1/11 Kasabonika Airport

Kenora District

80/1/30 Water Access Points

Remarks

Flood Charmelizatioa

Notes

1. No hearings of the Environmental As-
sessment Board have been held under the

Environmental Assessment Act. A hearing is

scheduled starting April 15, 1980, for the

Samuel Smith Waterfront Park.

Note: The board has held nimierous hearings
imder other acts.

2. Those undertakings described as "ap-

proved by minister" were not subjected to a

hearing before the board. Time i)eriods of 30

days minimum after publication of the gov-
ernment review, and 16 days minimum after

notice of acceptance of the environmental as-

sessment were allowed as per the Environ-

mental Assessment Act, for public comments
and requirements to hold a hearing, but no
one required a hearing. The minister there-

fore decided that no hearing would be held

and the imdertaking was approved by the

minister with cabinet approval.
3. The completion of the review of many

of the submitted environmental assessments

has been delayed while awaiting clarifying
addenda from proponents.

4. Proponents (Abbreviations):

Ontario government ministries and agencies:
MGS—Ministry of Government Services

MOE—Ministry of the Environment
MNR—Ministry of Natural Resources

MTC—Ministry of Transportation and
Communications

OH-Ontario Hydro
TATOA—Toronto Area Transit Operating

Authority (imder MTC)

Others:

GRCA—Grand River Conservation Authority,
Box 729, 40 Clyde Road, Cambridge,
Ontario, NIR 5WG

OWLPC-Orillia Water, Light and Power
Commission.

360 West Street South, Orillia, Ontario,
L3V 6J9

SSMRCA-Sauit Ste. xMarie Regional
Conservation Authority, Civic Centre,
99 Foster Drive, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

P6A 5X6
Sault College of Applied Arts and

Technology
443 Northern Avenue, Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario. P6A 5L3

HIGH-SPEED POLICE CHASE

37. Mr. Mackenzie: Will the Solicitor

General table the result of the investigation,

including tlie forensic report, of a shooting
which followed a high-speed police chase in

Hamilton-Wentworth on February 19, 1980?

(Tabled March 14, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: It would be inappro-

priate for me to table the results of the in-

vestigation of a shooting in Hamilton on

February 19 as the matter is at present be-

fore the courts.

INTERIM RESPONSES

7. Mr. T. P. Reid: Will the ministry
table the public opinion polls commissioned

by the govermnent from April 1, 1979, to
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March 10, 1980? Will the ministry also pro-
vide the cost of each poll and the company
that took the poll? (Tabled March 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McCaguc: The ministry will re-

quire additional time to assemble the infor-

mation required by this question. The answer
should be available during the week of April

21, 1980.

8. Mr. T. P. Reid: Will the ministry table

all of the public opinion polls taken by the

government since January 1, 1970, including
the name of the company who did the poll
and the cost of the poll? Would the ministry
indicate how long the government has been

taking public opinion polls? (Tabled March
11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McCague: The ministry has un-

dertaken to establish the number of polls in

question, their availability and the approxi-
mate costs involved in retrieving and repro-

ducing them. Additional time will therefore

be required before a final answer can be
submitted. The answer should be available

during the week of Jime 9.

11. Mr. Dukszta: Would the Treasurer

table any studies of reports available to the

Trea.surer regarding the impact of the high
mortgage rates on Ontario home owners, the

housing industry, and financial institutions?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. F. S. Miller: An answer on the above

question will be forthcoming on or about

April 11, 1980.

15. Mr. Breaugh: Will the Ministry of

Health please table with the Clerk a copy
of the agreement negotiated between the

Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan and the
Ontario Medical Association regarding in-

creases in physicians' fees, and would the
minister also table the report of the indepen-
dent fact-finder, Mr. Thomas Bell? (Tabled
March 13, 1980.)

28. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table the information available to him
regarding physicians* incomes, including the
1977 tax return data which he has oibtained?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

29. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health state what the current OHIP pay-
ment is for the extraction of impacted wis-

dom teeth? What change has there been in

this rate since 1969? What is the procedure
for re-evaluating the level of this fee?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

30. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table all correspondence which he
has had with the Ontario Medical Associa-

tion, as well as its correspondence with him,

regarding the "understanding" between the

minister and OMA regarding billing by
opted-out physicians, which the minister

aimounced in the House on March 29, 1979?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

31. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health please table the provincial dental care

task force study prepared by Dr. Kenrick

Kawall? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

25. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health inform the House how much money
has been awarded in appeals since March
31, 1979, to Ontario hospitals, by hospital

and date of award? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Our interim response
to Order Paper questions 15, 28, 29, 30, 31,
and 25 is as follows: Due to the large num-
ber of Order Paper questions addressed to

my ministry on March 13, 1980, and the

technical nature of these questions, I can-

not provide answers today. My ministry is

reviewing the questions and I anticipate that

responses wHl he tabled by April 15, 1980,

approximately.

16. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Ministry of

Health please table with the Clerk a break-

down by county and medical specialty the

total number of claims processed by OHIP
and the total number of claims which have

been received from opted-out doctors for the

year 1979? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

20. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health inform the House how many physi-
cians have opted back into OHIP by
specialty, monthly, for the last year? How
many new physicians have been licensed by

specialty, monthly, in the last year? (Tabled
March 13, 1980.)

24. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table information outlining the cur-

rent number and percentage of specialists

opted-out of OHIP by specialty and by
county? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

26. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table a breakdown of the number and

percentage of specialists opted-out of OHIP
by county as of the following dates: March

31, 1978, June 30, 1978, Septem']>er 30, 1978,

December 31, 1978, March 31, 1979, June 30,

1979, September 30, 1979 and December 31,

1979? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hem. Mr. Timbrell: Our interim response
to Order Paper questions 16, 20, 24, 26, is

as follows: Due to the large number of

Order Paper questions addressed to my
ministry on March 13, 1980, and the tech-

nical nature of these questions, I cannot

provide answers today. My ministry is re-
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viewing the questions and I anticipate

responses will be tabled by May 15, 1980,

approximately.

17. Mr. Breaugh: Will the Minister of

Health list the data indicated below, for

each set of emergency medical care assistant

examinations which has been written to date:

(a) The failure rates on the theory com-

ponents; (b) The failure rates on the practical

component; (c) The percentage of candidates

who failed at least one component of the

examination (which is equivalent to a com-

posite failure rate)? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

18. Mr. Breaugh: Will the Minister of

Health list the names of the present members
of the emergency medical care assistant com-
mittees below, along with the members'

afiGhation, and position within that aiRliation:

(a) the EMCA steering committee; (b) the

EMCA examination subcommittee; (c) the

EMCA theory working group; (d) the EMCA
practical working group? (Tabled March 13,

1980.)

27. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table a breakdown by hospital of the

additional chronic-care beds which have

been approved and funded in 1979-80?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

33. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health indicate how many ambulances are

presently in use in Ontario \vith more than

50,000 miles of use? Are there any vehicles

at present in use with more than 100,000
miles of travel? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

34. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health please indicate how many new am-
bulances have been put into operation in

Ontario as of March 31, 1979, to date, and
in which localities and under whose auspices
are these ambulances now being operated?
(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Our interim response
to Order Paper questions 17, 18, 27, 33, and

34, is as follows: Ehie to the large ntunber

of Order Paper questions addressed to my
ministry on March 13, 1980, and the tech-

nical nature of these questions, I cannot

provide answers today. My ministry is re-

viewing the questions and I anticipate that

responses will be tabled by April 30, 1980,

approximately.

36. Mr. Bounsall: Will the Ministry of

Education table for each school board in

Ontario for 1978, 1979, 1980, using interim

and estimate figures where necessary: 1. the

average daily enrolment; 2. per-pupil grant

ceiling; 3. per-pupil expenditures; 4. total

expenditure; 5. total local taxation; 6. total

provincial assistance; 7. rate of grant on

recognized ordinary expenditures; 8. pro-
vincial contribution as a percentage of the

total local school board expenditures; 9. rate

of grant for French-language instruction; 10.

decline or increase in number of students

from previous year; 11. decline or increase

in number of full-time equivalent teachers

from previous year; 12. number of self-con-

tained special education classes; 13. number
of full-time equivalent teachers of special

education classes; 14. number of heritage-

language classes; 15. number of students

studying heritage languages; 16. number of

pupils whose first language is neither English

nor French; 17. number of self-contained

classes for pupils whose first language is

neither English nor French; 18. number of

full-time equivalent teachers of classes for

pupils whose first language is neither English

nor French? Will the ministry in each case

also provide composite figures for each schoc^

region, the province, the separate school sys-

tem, the elementary school system and the

secondary school system. (Tabled March 14,

1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: We require addi-

tional time to prepare our response to the

above question. The answer will be ready
for tabling on or about Friday, April 25,

1980.
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Class Actions Act, Bill 30, Mr. Lawlor, first reading 270
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Mr. Stong, Mr. Renwick, Mr. Sterling 280

Resolution 2 concurred in 290

Business of the House, Mr. Wells 290

Recess 291

Appendix: Response to petition and answers to questions on notice paper 292

Ontario Housing Corporation, response to petition by Mr. Bennett 292

Scattered site OHC units, questions of Mr. Bennett: Mr. Dukszta 292

Funding for OHC tenants' organizations, questions of Mr. Bennett: Mr. Dukszta 292

OHC evictions, questions of Mr. Bennett: Mr. Dukszta 293
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Interim answers to questions 7, 8, 11, 15-18, 20, 24-31, 33, 34, 36 297
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The House resumed at 8:01 p.m.

INTERIM SUPPLY

Hon. Mr. McCague, on behalf of Hon.

F. S. Miller, moved resolution 6:

That the Treasurer of Ontario be au-

thorized to pay the salaries of the civil ser-

vants and other necessary payments pending
the voting of supply for the period com-

mencing April 1, 1980, and ending June 30,

1980, such payments to be charged to the

proper appropriation following the voting of

supply.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, the Treasury
critic for the official opposition is also away
from the chamber tonight, so it lies with

the honourable member who has introduced

the resolution, myself and no doubt a par-

ticipant from the NDP to have, I would

suggest, a major discussion on the economic

thrust of the province at this time.

I am informed by my colleagues, however,
that a debate having to do with a shorter

period of interim supply has already taken

place in this session, and I know, sir, our

rules about being repetitive are very strict,

particularly with you in the chair, and it is

not my intention actually to go over all of

those points again even though, because of

my responsibilities as your representative

elsewhere, I was unable to attend the

original debate.

The matter of interim supply is of extreme

interest, of course, to myself and all other

members. But I can recall, as can many of

OUT colleagues, the time when a motion was

passed at this time of year, as we came to

the end of one fiscal year, authorizing the

Treasurer to pay the accounts of the province
for a full year. Then we went into a very

lengthy debate not even on that m,otion but

on the estimates of expenditure which some-

times took us many months. I remember on
one occasion we debated the matters clear

into August, even though the essential m.o-

tion permitting the government to spend
the money had already been passed.

I sometimes still feel that the examination

of estimates, if not the debate of the budget
itself, is a bit futile. The debate of the
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budget, of course, is an opportunity where
the opposition parties may get together and
declare that they no longer have confidence

in the policy of the government, and 1980

may very well be one of the years when that

happens, if the democratic Socialists to my
left would screw up their courage to join

the official opposition.
That is a matter of course that remaim to

be seen. But our rules, as they have evolved

over recent years, do permit the opposition

parties, as well as supporters of the govern-
ment if they so chose, to have a very full

and free discussion of the economic policies

of the government in this connection.

You may recall, Mr. Speaker, the former

member for Sudbury, Elmer Sopha, used to

berate not only the leader of the govern-

ment, but the Speaker, the Clerk of the

House and anyone else who would listen,

in the days when we did not have a debate

of a confidence nature pertaining to supply.
With the changes in our rules, I do feel that

at least we have some useful opportimities

to bring our concerns to the attention of the

government and to the Legislature and, of

com-se, through the Legislature to the public
in general.

The motion before us permits the govern-
ment to pay the bills of the province imtil

June 30, which is now becoming part of our

tradition, a section of the year that usually

coincides with the recess for simimer after

the spring session of this chamber.

The expenditures expected this year will

be well in excess of $15 billion. An an-

nouncement was made today by a rep-

resentative of the Treasury that the budget
will be presented to this House, I believe

on April 22. It \vill be at that time, of course,

that the fiscal policies will be enunciated by
the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller). There will

be a debate following, which in this baimer

year of 1980 may lead to very interesting

political developments indeed. Frankly, I am
one who hopes that is the case.

Hon. Mr. Norton: You are a hawk, then.

Mr. Nixon: It is not often I am referred

to as a hawk, perhaps a well-fed' hawk, with

the doves over there opposite us and the

chickens to my left.
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The matters we are concerned with to-

night have to do with the granting of interim

supply and in the customs that have come
down to us from many years, in fact I sup-

pose centuries-

Mr. Lawlor: The British didn't teach you
very much, did they?

Mr. Nixon: Oh, you are fighting on your
own ground again, are you?
The British taught us that before we grant

supply it is possible to bring to the attention

of Her Honour's ministers any matters that

are of concern in our own areas. The present-

ing of petitions or, I suppose, in another

sense simply complaints from the constituen-

cies, is very much a part of a debate of tliis

nature.

It is not my intention to use the time

tonight for that purpose but simply to say
that we, on this side of the House, have

already expressed' our lack of confidence in

the policies of the government. It is not our
intention to move an amendment to this

motion which would lead to a division at

this time, but we look forward to an expres-
sion of our disappointment at the policies
of the government, and in fact the injustices
that lead from those policies, at a suitable

occasion at the end of the debate on the

speech from the throne.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I want to speak
about three or four matters on this interim

supply motion, if I may.
I may say to my friend who has just spoken

that, of course, it was an NDP motion which
just four months ago toppled one Conserva-
tive government. Our natiu-al sense of
moderation and restraint would indicate that

we not repeat that immediately here.

Mr. Nixon: Moderate in all things.

Mr. Renwick: There will come an appro-
priate time when we will move a motion,
either directly or by way of amendment,
which will be the basis on which the govern-
ment will fall and on which we will go to

the country, but that time is not quite yet.

Mr. Nixon: Youll ne^'er screw up your
coiu-age.

Mr. Van Home: Like you have screwed

up everything else.

Mr. Renwick: We are certainly not going
to play chicken, I can tell you that.

The four matters I want to direct to the
attention of the Chairman of Management
Board of Cabinet (Mr. McCague) in the ab-
sence of the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) relate

again to the sad annoimcement late this

afternoon that four of the chartered banks
have increased their bank rate to 16.5 -per

cent and the fifth of the leading banks will

likely follow suit in the next little while. We
have had an example in the two weeks under

this so-called floating exchange policy intro-

duced by the Liberal government in Ottawa
of a point-and-a-half increase in the bank
rate from 14 per cent to 15.49. Perhaps if I

could round it out in accounting terms, I

should call it 15% per cent. That rate means
that at 16% per cent for the prime lending
rates of the chartered banks tomorrow or the

next day—the beginning of the week at the

latest—there will be a further increase in the

mortgage rate in the province.
For every one per cent increase in the

mortgage rate, on $1,000 it is $10 and on
a $30,000 mortgage it's $300-an extra $25
a month in carrying charges on a normal trans-

action in a house on a renewal of the mort-

gage. I say to the chairman of m^anagement
board, I don't know about the people in his

riding but I know the people in the riding

of Riverdale cannot at this tin>e afford these

additional carrying charges for residential

mortgages in the Riverdale area.

I spoke briefly the other night—I think

it was the night before last in this House-
on a number of matters and one of those

matters was with respect to Bill 10 standing

in my name on the Order Paper. It would

provide temporary relief by way of an ex-

tension of term of the existing mortgages
that will fall due during this year. I com-
mend that bill to the government, not be-

cause I made the remarks but because it

wdll elucidate the reasons I believe this

Legislature has the power to provide that

kind of temporary relief until this govern-

ment and the government in Ottawa can sort

out what, if anything, they are going to do to

protect the residential home owners.

In my judgement, for whatever that may
be worth, that is the crucial problem facing

us at the present time with respect to the

living costs of people. If there is one thing

we need, and something this government and

the government in Ottawa—the present one,

its predecessor, the Conservative government,
and the one before that—'has failed to pro-

vide, it is a stable price structure, not only in

commodities but now in the cost of money.
If this government wants to persist along

the road where they wish to be defeated in

this assembly, they need simply sit back and

do nothing about that problem. Because they
will not only be defeated in this assembly,

they will be defeated in the country on that

single question—coupled with many other

questions because no election is ever fought

and won on a mere single issue. However, a

short time ago we had an indication that
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perhaps the 18 cents on the excise tax was
the sole single isolated incident, if one had
to choose, which caused the downfall of the

complementary government of the Conserv-
ative Party at the federal level.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It is only 16 cents now.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, we haven't heard that

yet and I gather we are going to sell oflF a

little natural gas in order to keep it down
to that level as well. Penny wise and pound
foolish I guess.

The third matter I want to address myself
to is a question related to the balance of

payments of the country and Ontario's par-
ticipation in it. I spoke again briefly on this

the night before last and I don't intend' to

repeat myself about those matters. I have a

simple direct request to the Chairman of

Management Board of Cabinet and I have
a specific request that he relay it to the
Treasurer.

Canada, in the year at present closing, has
a $10.1 bilhon deficit on current account-
that is the account between Canada and the
rest of the world in goods and services. I

would like to see in the budget of the

Treasurer, when he brings it down on April
22, a chart or some other form of presenta-
tion of the key elements in that balance-of-

payments deficit and Ontario's contribution
to that particular deficit. I recognize that that
dteficit can be analysed in any number of

ways. I am not suggesting for a moment I

am knowledgeable about all the ways in
which the analysis can be carried out, but
let me say to the chairman of management
board that there are four or five key areas of

analysis that have to be done and then pro-
rated, with whatever arbitrary accounting
notes to justify the necessary division, to
show what Ontario contributes to it.

First of all, there is a very significant $3.1
billion deficit, I think it is, on the automobile
trade account viath the United States. A
goodly part of that is referable to Ontario
because the major part of the automotive
trade vdth the United States is in Ontario.
We in Ontario are contributing a substantial

part to that part of the deficit on current
account.

I believe there is eitiier a marginal surplus
or a marginal deficit on the trade in other

goods. To divide those goods between raw
materials or semiprocessed goods and manu-
factured goods is another way in which the
balance of payments in goods, as distinct

from goods and services, can be analysed to

show the extent to which there is a deficit

on the manufactvured goods account and the
extent to which this province is responsible,

being the major centre of contribution to the

secondary manufacturing industry.
A third area of analysis is on the question

of the business services which are payable
for services of all kinds rendered to Canada,
which Canada doesn't need, but which it has
to pay for because they have their origin
abroad. The business services account has

gone sky high over the last few years. They
are continuing payments we cannot and
should not have to make. We have the skills

and the capacities within the corix)rate sector
of the country to provide all of the services.

In my judgement, a substantial part of that
business services portion of the deficit is an

escape hatch as an alternate to the payment
of dividends or the payment of interest on
capital debt.

The analysis of that business services

account is absolutely essential. Since we are,

in the words of Dalton Camp, the branch

plant capital of the world here in Metro-

politan Toronto, I believe the great bulk of
the origin of those business service payments,

certainly those referable to the secondary

manufacturing industry, have their origin in

agreements made with organizations in

Ontario.

Let's grow up. Let's try to provide those

services ourselves. In the analysis I am ask-

ing that the Treasurer present to us, I am
asking what Ontario's share is of the overall

contribution made to this astounding deficit

by payments on account for business services

rendered to companies and to corporations
within Ontario from abroad imder so-called,

knowhow agreements or transfers of informa-

tion agreements.
The fourth area, as a suggested area of

analysis for our purposes, is to show to what

degree and to what extent there has been a

deficit on the tourist travel account and to

what degree and extent the province and the

people of Ontario have contributed their

sihare of that remarkably ascending deficit on
the tourist travel account.

8:20 p.m.

I am not interested in these mythological

arguments between academicians about

whether they are cyclical or whether they are

structural or whatever they are. I'm pointing

out that of the $10-billion deficit, tho«e four

areas would make up for a goodly xjortion of

it, and a goodly jwrtion of the overall coun-

try deficit in those four areas could be

reasonably attributable to Ontario. It would
be a measure of the degree and extent to

which this government, in co-operation with

the government at Ottawa—but not, for one

moment, suggesting that this government
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doesn't have a responsibility to come forward

on April 22 with a new set of economic

principles which will reverse over time the

constant, imending indebtedness to Canada
and of the province of Ontario abroad—is im-

porting goods and services; then, to that very
same extent in excess of the goods and ser-

vices we export, we have to make it up by
importing capital.

If we're importing too much, let's start to

cut back so that we can get out of this

eternal treadmill of having to support the

Canadian dollar abroad. We have to bring
more and more capital into Canada which

requires us either to provide a method for

foreign investment from the United States

because there is rumour of a find of signifi-

cant natural resources in Newfoundland and
the money is flowing through the American
stock exchanges to the Canadian securities

andf stocks referable to that resource expan-

sion, or we will find that the federal Minister

of Energy, Mines and Resources, the Hon-
ourable Marc Lalonde—as I was saying with

the Minister of Community and Social Ser-

vices (Mr. Norton) a few minutes ago—is go-

ing to bargain so that the price he will im-

pose on the rest of Canada in his deal with

Premier Lougheed will be below what this

government tried to impose on the people
of Canada last December at the expense of

having to sell off significant amounts of

natural gas to the United States, rather than

conserve that gas so that it can be used in

an economical and reasonable wav over a

long period of time in Canada's future for

the next few months.

That's the third area which is of immense
concern to me. We simply have to turn the

economic policies around and start now to

reverse them so that we are not constantly

and continuously moving in lockstep with

the United States and dependent so entirely

on the results of their economy and the

functioning of their world. I don't think the

people in Canada are prepared to put up
with that continual inabilitv to have some
sense of independence and direction with

respect to their own affairs; to be constantly

told by the business community, supported
bv the government in Canada: "We have no

elbow room; we can't do anything else. All

we can do is to move in lockstep with the

United States or at least a very short dis-

tance behind the United States."

If those figures and projections put for-

ward by the Conference Board in Canada
bear out—and everything indicates they are

not very far ofi^ the range of projections made

by everybody else in the area with respect

to increasing unemployment, with respect to

increasing price instability and inflation, with

respect to the lack of sustained growth in

our economy, with respect to our enlarged
and continuing to be enlarged current ac-

count deficit and with respect to the con-

tinuing inequitable distribution under any
fair share representation of the net balance

of income available to us—to people in the

province—those are the kinds of things that

this government cannot get oflF the hook
about. It bears a portion of the responsibility
for all of that downturn; it cannot escape
the responsibility. It spent a goodly amoimt
of time in the 1960s and 1970s telling us

that the good things about the economy
were because of its doing. It has now to

share the responsibility for the downturn,
and it has to devise and bring forward the

economic policies that will make certain the

long-range turnaround of this country can

take place.

The fourth point is one that is somewhat
technical but I want to speak about it. I

tried to engage the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller), but he tends to spar a little bit with

me and never seems really to get around to

answering it. Some time last fall I think—it

was last October—when we had an interim

supply debate, I was trying to talk about

how Ontario on its own, and not as a sup-

plicant to the federal government, should

make a deal with Alberta for the redistribu-

tion through Ontario, which contributes so

much of it, of some of the funds generated

by the production and sale of crude oil and

natural gas.

I was trying to suggest to the Treasurer

that there must be some taxing mechanism
of the revenues, generated at the pumps in

Ontario, of the transnational oil companies

operating in Canada and largely based in

Alberta so that we in Ontario could have the

benefit of a significant share of the revenues

generated within this province from Ontario

residents and thus receive additional funds.

I am not particularly keen about the pro-

posal that we in Ontario should' become a

have-not province. I know the leader of the

ofiicial opposition and my leader were speak-

ing about it the other day. But I think there

well may be a much better way rather than

for a province of the immense capacity and

diversified wealth of Ontario to have to be-

come one of the have-not provinces. There

would be something fundamentally unfair in

my judgement. I think analysis would bear

out that; that a country of this kind of stable

and diversified wealth—even if we are not
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quite,*ble to get.jt all together—should look

after itself .and, to the extent that it gen-
erates a^y surplus, contribute to the equaliza-

tion payments necessary for the diminishing

number of provinces which need' such

assistance.

I guess it is a reflection on the economic

policies of this government that we now are

in that position, that the wealth generated
here is going to end up producing the kind

of net figm-es which, on a strict interpretation

of the equalization formula, would entitle us

to some benefits.

What bothers me is the traditional method
of taxing corporate profits in Ontario. This

is the same method, which was agreed by all

of the provinces with regard to a trans-

national corporation doing business in vari-

ous provinces, for the formulas that would

be used to determine to what extent the

profits were apportionable to each of the

provinces—Ontario, in our case—so that the

tax rate imposed by this Legislature under

the corporation tax could fasten upon that

portion of the allocated total net profit of

those transnational corporations, subject to

tax, on more or less a formula basis related

to sales, payroll and some technical reasons.

That system is about to go by the board'.

I was curious the other day. I am not certain

how it operates, but the Minister of Finance

in Quebec, the Honourable Jean Parizeau, has

introduced, I gather, almost a sales tax at

the pump related to the actual sale price.

That doesn't seem to me to meet the problem,
because that is a user tax and, unless there is

something I have missed, it would very much
be an add-on tax. This would simply be

further moneys coming out of the i)Ockets of

the people Who went to the pump.
I guess I have missed something, because

Mr. Parizeau is a considerably brighter econ-

omist than I am. But that seemed to me
what he was saying, although I haven't ana-

lysed it.

8:30 p.m.

Mr. Lawlor: He wants to blame the feds

for the increase.

Mr. Renwick: He may want to blame them,
but I don't particularly want to see us go
from the kind of number of cents per litre

that is now the gasoline tax in Ontario to

some sales tax on the price at the pump.
It seems to me that would simply add an

additional burden to the already hard-pressed

residents of the province. It leads me back

to this question of the diminishing base of

the corporate tax with respect to those major
transnational organizations which are moving
their ofiBces out to Alberta, because it now

bodes a fundamental change in their organr
izations. It is a fundamental change in the

sense that the dd system of allocating profits

across the country in transnational operations

on the basis of sales and payroll is going to

give way to these theories of centres of profit.

That leads me to the next question of

transfer pricing within multinational corpo-

rations, which is between constituent parts

of multinational corporations, and which has

nothing to do whatsoever with market prices.

The question is how much one constituent

part charges another part for the goods sup-

plied to that constituent part which, in turn,

may sell them to the public.

Let me see if I can express it. I am in-

debted to Mr. Michael Cough, who is one

of the main legal advisers in a financial

sense to the Treasurer of Ontario, for send-

ing over to me, after my last participation in

the interim supply motion last year, a jaw-

breaking book that only my colleague from

Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) could properly
understand and called Fiscal Traasfer Pricing

in Multinational Corporations, and a legal

case to try to illustrate it. I want to try to

simplif>' in my own words what I think the

problem is going to be.

I am going to use the name Imi)eri'al Ofl

simply as an example. I do not know whether

what I say relates to the reorganization of

their corporate structure or not. I am going
to use it simply because it's the leading oil

company in the country at the present time.

Let me assume that Imperial Oil, formerly
located in Ontario—that is, having its head

office here, having its seat of control here,

being subject to tax here, selling its products

across the country—was subject to an alloca-

tion of its net profit on the basis of sales and

payroll so that Ontario had a substantial i)art

of the profit of Imperial Oil allocated to

Ontario for taxation under the Corporation

Tax Act of the province.

Anyone can see that if tliat amount of

allocated profit in Ontario were to shrink,

then the rate wouldn't matter; we would

simply start to lose revenue, and very signi-

ficant revenue. The very revenue we are

arguing about is the revenue from the pro-

duction, distribution and sale of crude oil

and natural gas.

How is it that problem is going to rear its

head for us? I'm using Imperial Oil only as

an example—I don't want to say that this

coincides with what they do, because I am
not privy to their world—but it's going to

come about if Imperial Oil transfers its head

office, the seat of control of its operation,

to Alberta; then Imperial Oil, instead of seU-
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ing its oil here, will set up a sales company
in Ontario.

Let us say that because the corporate tax

rates in Alberta are low, and because that's

the place where they generate the oil and
from which it is shifiped through to Ontario,

they decide that they want to maximize their

profits in Alberta from their whole cross-

coimtry operation, what do they do? It is not

by reference to a market price at all that it

determines the price at which Imi)erial Oil

will sell its oil to its Imperial Oil sales

company in Ontario.

It doesn't take very much to say that if

they want to maximize their profits back

home they sell at a high price to the sales

outlet company in Ontario. The higher that

price is, the closer it is to the retail market

price and, therefore, the profit available in

Ontario is only the profit of the sales com-

pany. That is the difference between its gross

revenue and the cost of the product they sell,

which has come through at a maximum
versus the Minister of Finance for tl^e prov-

ing to do with the market price at all. Sure,

it's a market price out here, but not as be-

tween Imperial Oil Alberta, the major part of

the enterprise, and the sales outlet in

Ontario.

I happen to think that w'hat has not been

a problem for the province is not very far

off. Certainly the reverse has been true.

Again, I'm indebted to my friend Michael

Gough for sending over to me the case of

Intemational Nickel Company of Canada
versus the Minister of Finance for the prov-
ince of Manitoba. In that case, in the Court

of Appeal, that's what happened. The sale

price was fixed to the other part of the

corporate organization at a level that reduced

the number of dollars that were available as

the pool to be taxed in Manitoba. It was

ux)held. That's the course which corporate

profits are going.
Let me be very clear. I hope there's some-

thing wrong with what I'm saying. I hope
there's a better way of dealing with it. I

may not understand it. I may not understand

what Mr. Parizeau has done. I may not

understand what is hapi>ening when one

looks in the telephone book today as com-

pared with the telephone book five years ago
to find out w'hether Imperial Oil. Gulf,

Texaco and Shell are still here in the same

way they were then. They aren't. A number
of them are out west.

It may well be that it does not affect only
the up-front and centre part of the revenue

problem—that is, the oil companies as such—

but I have a feeling there are substantial

other economic enterprises that are moving

out to Alberta because of favoiuable tax

rates; because of all of the reasons that

people move out. In a fuimy way, I have the

feeling Ontario is going to be in that shrink-

ing pool of available corporate profits to

which our Corporation Tax Act will apply.
I don't know whether Tm right. I spc^e

with the Treasurer, and I have his agree-
ment—not that 1 expected he wouldn't agree
—and I expect to sit down with Michael

Gough and some of the people in Treasury to

see whether I'm crazy; whether the fear I

have is one of real concern or not. I hapi)en
to think it is, and I hapx)en to think it bodes

very poorly for the future of our Corporation
Tax Act with respect to the major trans-

national comijanies which formerly had their

main operations here and which had our

profits allocated on the basis of sales and

payroll. Our sales and payroll were very high
in Ontario; so we got a goodly part of that

pool.

Now, I think, it's going to be the other

way around. With the combination of the

transfers out there and the transfer prices

being set on a nonmarket basis but for the

purpose, in corporate jargon, of a trans-

national organization with various profit

centres established, they decide arbitrarily

where they want to maximize the profits.

They maximize the profits there at the ex-

peme of all of the constituent parts. That is

a matter of major concern to me.

8:40 p.m.

Those are the four matters of immense

concern to me. The first is this continuing

upward rise, regardless of whether the rate

floats half a per cent above the auction price

for the treasury bills, or however it is work-

ing out, that brings us tonight at this point

to 16.5 per cent as the going prime rate of

the chartered banks. That leads me to the

question with respect to mv concern, a con-

cern which I am sure is shared with every-

one about residential mortgage rates, for

those who are having mortgages fall in this

year and my anxiety that the government

seriously consider some version of that tem-

porary relief bill I put on the Order Paper,

Bill 10. Then there is a plea to the Treas-

urer to put into the Treasury docmnent some

analysis along the lines which I suggested, or

along some other lines, regarding this prob-

lem of the current account deficit of the

country and our share in contributing to that

overburdened deficit and the problems that

causes for us.

Fourth, there is this vexed concern and

fear I have—a combination of perhaps hope,

but mainly fear—that somehow or other the
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corporate structure of organization of the

transnational comi^anies is being changed in

such a way that -we are going to have a

shrinking pool of corporate profits available

for our corporations tax.

I appreciate the courtesy of the chairman
of management board in listening to those

remarks, I hope that he will convey them to

the Treasurer and that in due course I may
have some response to them.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr, Speaker, in the absence

of our Treasury critic, I wish to make a few

rambling remarks tonight too. The first re-

marks I have to make are on a document
received fairly recently in all our offices,

called Supplementary Expenditure Estimates,

1979-80, which indicates, without going

through it with any thoroughness, that there

is a sum of $400 million added on as supple-

mentary estimates to last year's picture.
That argues for me a fair incapacity—and

I suppose a fair amount of it must fall upon
management board—to assess shrewdly and
with prudence and perspicacity what the

government's expenditure estimates are likely

to be. Four hundred million bucks in differ-

ential between what they set forth to us

initially and what they end up at is a

startling sum, which argues to certain de-

ficiencies in the government apparatus in

that way.
The second matter I want to speak to for

a moment is interest rates, with perhaps a

suggestion. When in the United States 10
vears ago individuals were finding trouble

financing mortgages because of escalating
real estate values, I believe the way in Which

they basically handled it, particularly through
their national housing auspices, was to ex-

tend the life of the mortgages. What were

previously 10-year mortgages, say, amortized
on a 15-year basis, became 15-year mortgages
amortized on a 25-year basis.

Under the Veterans Land Act in the

United States, they extended them to 35 and
40 years, et cetera, on an amortization period.
If v/e extended the mortgages, wihich in

Canada, I would think, are basically done
on a 25-year basis now, to something like

60 years, we would cut the payments per
month in half.

There is a counter-argument, as there is

in every one of these things that affects our
lives. There is a shadow side; that is, don't
estimate what the amount of interest at the
end of that day would be, because it would
be in many multiples of the size of the

principal. But the mortgages would come
open every five years in any event, as they

do under our present Mortgages Act, giving

any individual the opportunity to pay as

much off the principal as he was able to do
so at that time, thereby cutting into both
the interest side of the fence and the

mortgage itself and terminating it. I could

see nothing wrong with the basic principle
of the extension.

The private market is going in precisely
the opposite way. In the past few days the

Royal Trust, for instance, has announced a

scheme of a six-month mortgage, during
which no principal is paid, only interest.

That is a little like a moratorium. Back in

the old days when things were really bad in

Ontario, if one remembers, they brought in

legislation—my God, it was their government
too—under duress, of course, of the heartiest

kind, which was resisted up until 1933, with

respect to where only interest, taxes and
insurance had to be paid and the principal
stood outside and nothing had to be con-

tributed to it for a moratorium period.

Using these concepts, perhaps by the

responsible people in this government whis-

pering in the ear of the financial magnates
v/ith whom thev are so closely associated, it

might be possible to find some alleviation by
that route.

Standing here, I will confess I am a little

leery about the business of subsidization. It

has its shadow side too, namely, that the

money lenders et cetera, knowing they are

going to be the beneficiary of government

lareess, not directly, but immediately and

indirectly, would have no incentive in those

circumstances to reduce the mortgage. On
the contrary, it might even escalate the in-

terest rates by a point or two in that par-
ticular area and we might very easily get
18 iner cent first mortgages.
Of course, the economy is completely out

of control. The government hasn't got a clue

what to do with it, the Liberals much less so;

it is a total vacuum. Look at them in Ottawa
and listen to their economic strategy here in

Ontario. We are in a parlous state indeed,
as things stand.

I am going to make a couple of suggestions
under that head as I go along tonight. Before

I do, I want to make two or three economic

points. When we listen to the antedeluvians

talk, and they are pretty highly placed these

days, we hear people talkiu'g about printing

money. They say the printing presses at the

Royal Canadian Mint in Ottawa are going
nicrht and day, and the pouring out of dollar

bills and currency' is the cause of our prob-
lems, I hear people literally talking in those

terms, saying that if they slowed up the
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presses or put a bomb iindter them, all our

discontents would be rectified.

The fact is, it is in the private sector, and
not the public sector, that the escalation or

multiplication of money takes place. It is not

printing in any literal sense. The creation out

of clean air of currency and of the where-
withal with which to do financial transactions

—the borrowing xjower and the lending side

of the thing—is done through the banking
institutions.

Everyone knows the basic elementary prin-

ciples of banking: For every dollar deposited,

$12 theoretically can be lent. No bank goes
to that extent. They haven't gone out of

their minds yet to create a 12 to one ratio,

but the ratio is $7 or $8 to a $1 deposit.
This is a book entry. Every time you or I

go, or a manufacturer goes, to borrow money,
that is the basis upon which the money is

lent. Based on those deposits, we can see

there is enormous elbow room for the bank-

ing institutions to move in a purely hypo-
thetical heaven. Would that we were able to

operate so magnificently with other people's
cash by creating mythologicMly something
that doesn't exist, but which has to be bloody
well paid, because we are the ones upon
whose head it falls.

8:50 p.m.

Such are the banking institutions of the

country. So I say that it's in the private sec-

tor that element of inflation is generated. I

wish we could dispel some of the myths that

percolate through our society with the Barry
Goldwaters of this world—for whom there is

seemingly enormous sympathy: "He knows in

his heart that he's right." That's Smith, you
know. "We know in our guts that he's nuts"
was the response in that election.

The second element I want to talk about
in the inflationary picture is the sources of

inflation, an element which I don't think has
ever been particularly elaborated. The main
reason for worldwide inflation at present is

the Vietnamese war. Hundred's of billions of

dollars were expended on that war. Amer-
icans were purchasing all over the world,

particularly in the European market, pur-
chasing on such a vast scale that their money
depreciated in value over a period of about
seven or eight years. Lyndon Johnson and
the Kennedys continued that war; they fought
that war with vastly expanded expenditures
while seeking to retain a fidl-blown domestic

economy. It was the first time in history that

anyone had tried that trick, and it simply
hasn't worked.

What is happening at this time in our

history is that the repercussions and the

consequences of diat policy -are , ^seeping

through the economy. It's not the Americans

only, for heaven's sake, but the European
economies—because they picked up these

substantial funds from the Americans; they
didn't get themselves involved in thisj and

they were able to resist it to a better extent

than anyone else. That's the reason for the

present relative munificence in those coun-

tries.

The capitalist concept, the Financial Post

concept, is that the whole thing was generat-

ed through the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries and the fourfold escala-

tion in oil prices in 1973 as a result of the

Arab-Israeli war and the resentment that

was built up in the Arab nations against

the western role in that matter. Of course,

that was a second factor, and an important
one too, but diminished in significance over

against the one I fust finis'hed mentioning.
The third area I would like to mention is

that there is an increasing concentration

going on in our economy. Whereas 30 years

ago there were 200 to 250 major corpora-

tions in the United States, there are only

100 now. There are ongoing merger and

monopolistic practices. According to our

competition policy, there's nothing wrong
with that—that's always been highly bene-

ficial. Rut in fact what arises out of

monopolistic practices, as with General

Motors, is a thing called administered prices.

jl believe my colleague from Riverdale

(Mr. Renwick) just made some reference to

it, that this province is going to be the

victim of administered prices from the oil

magnates within a very foreseeable time.

They set the prices. The market has abso-

lutely nothing to do with it. The price is

administered. They set their target goals

and, whether they produce great or little,

those margins must be met. So there's none

of tiie ancient operation of supply and de-

mand or any of the play in the market that

there used to be. Therefore, stagflation be-

comes the norm and there's no way of

defeating it; it's working into the very mar-

row of the economy. That's the kind cf

"W'Orld we are living in and the kind of

economy we are suffering from.

I suppose means can be devised through

law and taxation policies to counteract that

trend, but the main thing is to recognize

the trend and to acknowledge that it exists.

But the government refuses to do this, as far

as I can see. It is totally incapable of com-

ing to terms with it. It won't admit that the

free market isn't operating in its plenitude

and that all the benefits we have enjoyed
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in the past and what it says we are going
to be enjoying in the future stem from that

market. The government won't admit that

it is no longer free and that it must deal with

it in terms of tackling that central issue just

as it stands.

The business cycle was supposed to have
been overcome in the 1960s. Under the new
Keynesian theory, the troughs and the heights
were supposed to be evened out, and we
would finally gain control over the economy.
On the contrary, one can now see that it

goes into recession after recession under

shorter durations of time. One of the inequi-
ties of this situation is that these recessions

are sometimes, and very often, artificial. They
are induced. They are made and deliberate-

ly provoked.
I want to quote from a former guru of the

American Treasury, Arthur Bums, who said:

"Most people now realize that our economy
is not recession-proof and that our govern-
ment's ability to deal with recessions, to say

nothing of its ability to anticipate or fore-

stall them, is quite limited. Most people also

understand that, however regrettable reces-

sions may be, it is a mistake to view them
as simply being pathological phenomena. In

fact, recession often performs an unavoid-

able function by forcing managers to im-

prove efiiciency, by enalbling interest rates to

come down and by wringing some of the

inflation out of the economic system."
Fourthly—and he didn't say this—its func-

tion is to bring labour to heel, to take its

forcefulness and its militancy away from it

because of depressed conditions all around.

This is the way of restoring some kind of

health to the economy.
Thinkers as distant as Herbert Hoover and

Karl Marx would agree with Burns and, al-

though Burns or Hoover would not put it

this way, it can be added that the process

they described is rooted in a system of im-

planned, profit-maximizing production with
the correlative structure of maldistributed

wealth.

How do they seek to deal wdth these ups
and downs in the economy, induced or

natural, as this economy stands? We have

got a real kook in the world at present. We
have got lots of them. I am one of them, but

there are a few more. One of them is a guy
by the name of Friedman in Chicago. He
has been over telling Margaret Thatcher what
to think. I hope Nixon didm't run across his

path.

This troglodyte is the chief spokesman for

all the monetarist trends that are taking
place as a way of solving things. They have

got away from fiscal policy pretty well en-

tirely and are now relying solely on interest.

This is the bankruptcy or the desperation of

the system. Having despaired of the use of

the cyclical budgeting and despaired of tax-

ation policies, or not having being willing to

bring them into any efiBcacy, they have
turned to interest as the sole chrysalis by
which they can solve the whole economics.
The theory is if you can raise interest high

enough you will slow down the economy
suflBciently to have some long-term efiFect.

Friedman says some of these things take an
awful long time, as much as 10 years, for

their impact to be felt. He says it is just now
beginning to work after three years through
the British economy. He says: "Stick to your
guns, Margaret. Keep those interest rates and
bank borrowing as high as you possibly can."

I suppose he gets up in the morning when
it has gone up a point and a half from the

previous day, eats a hearty breakfast and'

rejoices because I am sure he has a built-in

indexed pension plan upon which to retire.

These fellows do tend to look ahead.

9 p.m.

This government is falling into the same

snare, and it is the victim. It will bring a

crash to the total picture. It isn't so mudi
regret on my part, but the system the govern-
ment so much reveres and feels so solicitous

towards v^dll fall in fairly short order about
its ears. In this regard as the good bishop
said the other day: "It is better to give away
your rings than to have your hands cut ofi^."

I have one other point on government
spending. I think it's fairly common knowl-

edge, and once in a while one sees an article

on the editorial page, say of the Star, about

government deficit spending. Tliere is nothing
detrimental in government deficit spending.
It is an investment in the future. If it is used
for the production of wealth and if the bor-

rov^dng for the deficit is done internally to

the economy, then it is simply a circulation

of internal money et cetera that is available.

The real fault comes when the borrowing is

done externally and the dividends, interest

and collateral payments go out of this coun-

try into other hands. That is a drain on the

economy; that will eviscerate or take all the

strength out of the operation.
As long as it's held internally—and a great

deal of our debt can be, most of our debt at

present is held by pension funds internally

generated in Canada, spent in Canada and
utilized in this country, backing up the dollar

both here in the province and on the federal

level—that can be and, in terms of a stimu-

lation for the economy, is the only way in
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which that stimulation can take place. So all

the shying away, all the hammering on the

desks and the Treasurer's Neanderthal policy
with respect to this seem to be completely
beside the point, and' he is spoliating our
own economy here in Ontario by a too rigid

adherence to some out-worn orthodoxy that

he picked up—I don't know where—in some
remote place.

I have three nostrums that seem to be

necessary if any mending is to be done to
the economy. The first one is that I don't
think the western world and Ontario, and

certainly this country in particular, are going
to solve their present economic diflBculties,

which are escalating in intensity every day.
There will continue to be increased unem-
ployment at the same time as inflation con-

tinues to escalate. It's all around us; it's

appalling.
There is a certain takeofip point for these

things. I don't know whether we have reached
it or if it is in the process of escalating right
now. It's shooting up like a rocket. It seems
to be the case, if one looks at the bank rates.

This is one of the best indexes of the thing.
Once it takes root and begins to spiral, there
is no knowing where it will go and what one
can do about it.

The only thing that has been discovered—
and my friends aU shrug their shoulders now,
everybody has given up the ghost-it that it

has to do with price and wage-^but mostly
price—controls. We have to reintroduce into

this country a price and wage mechanism of
control. It doesn't have to be elaborate but
it has to be highly selective with respect to

the peaks of the economy, the banking situ-

ation, steel, major chemicals and the 60
major industries.

New Democrats are not supposed to say
what I'm saying at the present time.

The last experiment under Trudteau was
such an abysmal failure that it turned every-
body against the concept itself, particularly
the trade unions. I don't blame them a bit.

They were the targets; they were the only
ones who fundamentally suffered in the whole
process. The next time it is introduced-and
it will have to be introduced within the next
three years; I don't care who is in govern-
ment, they will bring it in. Otherwise, the

shattering efiFect of the rocketing of the econ-
omy is going to be overwhelming, and the
whole house of cards will collapse.

I look forward to highly sdective but very
determined price controls over the economy
that will filter dtown and have an immediate
repercussion on wages, because I don't think

wages are that difficult to keep in line; they
are infinitely easier to control than the other.

To say that only in wartime conditions is

there sufficient zeal and generosity on the

part of the whole community to accede to

these meastires-well, there can be a kind of

turbulence, a kind of violence in time of

peace that can easily resemble war if an

economy is shattering and falling to pieces
in front of one. That realization will begin
to dawn.

There is a second thing I would like to

suggest for the future. I am very strong, not
on worker control as such, but on manage-
ment-labour participation in the running of

industry. If there is any solution to labour

problems and continuing strikes—I would
take Chrys'ler as an example and even give
some credit to Herb Gray. He is a bit of a

left-wing fellow, a kind of independtent
thinker. Herb tells Chrysler, "If we're going
to give you all this largess to prop you up,
we want some of that equity; we want to

participate."
It seems to me it would be a very feasible

thing to have some representatives—knowl-

edgeable people, x>eThaps an accountant or

two, some economists and environmentalists,
some consumer advocates and workers in the

plant, along with men w'ho are singled out as

specific management personnel—sitting on the

board of directors, not just at Chrysler Cor-

poration, but also at most of the corporations
in this coiuitry. There would be a great deal

more peace in the world and far deeper

understanding, because they would be re-

sponsible to some degree for management
decisions. While we can't use the German
model, because our conditions here are quite

different, at the same time there must be a

will to bring about a participation and an

ongoing colloquy between the two deeply
divided sides.

America lives on conflict; it is called the

power of jKJsitive thinking: "The more hos-

tile to you I am, the better for both of us."

We try to make something affirmative or

positive out of sheer hostility. That is both

morally and psychologically the most back-

ward basis on which one can set up a

country that I can possibly think of; but the

reason socialism hasn't gained much power in

America is precisely that this conflict has

been institutionalized. Everybody wants to

perpetuate it, each seeking his own best in-

terest to the total detriment of all. The con-

cept of a common good or an overall benefit

is severely lacking.
That brings me to my third and last xK)int.

It is ironical that the more life becomes
social the more atomic it also becomes. They
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are pouring on to the market these days any
nmrtber of texts about the isolation, the lone-

Hness, the anomy, the sense of hostility of

individuals—each one narcissistically living

for himself. That was attacked by the flower

children of the 1960s, and it has now grown
back as a central feature into the total

society—the most retrograde step imaginalble.

Instead of participation along the lines I was

speaking about, we are becoming more alien-

ated from each other and, therefore, from

ourselves. A i>erson who is divided from his

society and from his neighbours is a divided

human being.

9:10 p.m.

A certain member of this House has writ-

ten a certain book about this very problem.
He tried to give it an element or song, but

it's nothing particularly to sing about. It is

probably the most devastating aspect of the

society as it is emerging at present, which

means that it again will make a contribution

to collapse and anarchy. If one look around

at the present time, one sees the spread of

tliis disease is pathological in form. I think

it is something we all, particularly legislative

people in positions of responsibility for shap-

ing society through the instruments of law to

the extent tfhat we can do that, should be

particularly aware of and wary about. That

is a strange diatribe for a matter of interim

supply, but I had to fill in the gap somehow.

Mr. Charlton: Mr. Speaker, 1 too was asked

to say a few things tonight in the absence

of our Treasury critic. Isn't it amazing, for

such a small fellow, how many of us have

to come to fill in for him? I won't be quite

as long or as philosophical or interesting as

the last two speakers, l)ut I do have a couple

of things I wish to raise tonight. In the

absence of the Treasurer, I'll direct my re-

marks to the chairman of management board.

I'll comment at the outset that I notice the

Minister of Revenue (Mr. Maeck) is also in

the House tonight. Perhaps he can take

note of some of my comments. I ask him to

take note although I understand, as he has

told me so many times, that the majority of

the programs his ministry administers are

not his to take, to change and to use as a

policy, but are set by the Treasurer. For the

purposes of my comments, I will hope they
are referred to the Treasurer, but I hope the

Minister of Revenue will also take note of

them.

We'll start out talking about property tax

reform for a few minutes again. We have
reached a situation where things are hap-
pening. Some of them appear to be nothing.

and some of them aren't talked about. The

major overall problem, though, is not dor-

mant. The Minister of Revenue initiated a

program under section 86 of the Ass:?ssment

Act a year and a half ago, wherein 12 or

so nwmicipalities equalized under section 86

in 1978 for 1979 taxes, and another 90-odd,

I believe, did so last year for this year's

taxes.

In some respects, it has provided some

beneficial change. It has also provided some

problems that, although small in numbers

in terms of people and properties, were

rather significant, perhaps even astronomical,

in terms of the size of the individual prob-

lems. Under the section 86 program, we had

areas of municipalities that were overassessed

getting reductions of foiu:, six and seven per

cent over fairly large areas of the munici-

pality. There were some properties with a

more rural nature, larger in size, with fewer

services for the most part, and properties

where, in many cases, the people who owned

ttem had absolutely no idea of their real

value or even of their potential value be-

causes these were real honest home ovmers,

people who bought the properties 35 years

ago for $135 and built a house on them.

They had no concept of what they were

really being confronted with until they re-

ceived assessment and tax increases that

ranged anywhere from 70 to 100 per cent

and, in some cases, up to as much as 5,000

per cent in one year.

I mentioned at the outset that some of

the clianges were going on and not being

spoken about. I refer now to some policy

changes that occurred last fall and with

which the Minister of Revenue is now

having some problems over and about which

I've talked to him a number of times. The

problem was brought to the minister's at-

tention that under the section 86 program

some of these excessive things were hap-

pening. For whatever the real rationale was,

some changes in policy were made to try

to deal with at least some of those. We
got into a formula situation where I would

assume the minister approved a policy, even

if he wasn't exactly sure what it was he was

approving, where, on residential undeveloped

land, where a developer held the land and

went in and registered a survey, under

normal circimistances under the Assessment

Act that survey would be required to be

assessed at market value or some percentage
of market value that was equal to the per-

centage used in the residential sector of that

section 86 equalization that was being done.
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In some instances that meant for the de-

velopers rather large assessments and tax

increases of the nature of the 70 per cent,

100 per cent or 1,000 per cent and, in some
cases, 3,000 and 5,000 per cent. Under the

cnirrent or old assessment system, however
the House would like me to refer to it, raw
land was very rarely ever assessed at the

same rate as the land in the rest of the

municipality until such time as it was de-

veloped. In other words, if a developer
bought a farm and put a registered plan of

subdivision on that farm, until that land

was developed or at least mostly de\eloped,
most likely the total assessment on the farm
would be taken and c^ivided up among the

lots.

I guess that Avas the bottom-line procedure
in a lot of municipalities. There were a num-
ber of variations that went on across the

province between that procedure and what
s'hould have been happening under the legiti-

mate terms of the Assessment Act. However,
when the legitimate terms of the Assessment
Act were applied, I would assume again—
because I wasn't there in the minister's oflBce

or in the office of his director of the assess-

ment division when the complaints came in—
that the complaints came in and the changes
in policy occurred as a result of a large num-
ber of complaints from some fairly sub-

stantial, powerful complainants, from fairly

large developers like the developer who,se
case in the Ottawa area received a fair bit

of publicity over the past number of months,
which was in Kanata.

As a result, instead of applying the real

letter of the Assessment Act, the market value
or the percentage thereof, which was equal
to the rest of the residential sector in that

municipality, we got into a situation where
the policy was changed to say that, where a

registered plan of subdivision was put in

place, the land would be assessed at only
one third of market value, or the relevant

percentage.

9:20 p.m.

When all the major services had been put
in place, the land would only be assessed at

two thirds of market value, and the land
would not go to full market value, or the
relevant percentage of full market value,
until such time as the development on that

property was completed or the developer
no longer held 50 per cent or more of the

lots in the subdivision.

I would assume the minister felt under
the circumstances that was a fair and equit-
able procedure to assist a developer in the

holding period. Unfortunately, the policy.

and I have suggested this to the minister in

discussions we have had, with an almost

total negation of the whole concept of market
value. This was the concept on which this

equalization was supposed to be based and
which was supposed to make the tax system
fairer.

Ultimately, when one sector is given a
break like that, somebody else has to pick

up the tab. I mention again the Kanata case.

We don't haxe exact figures, but we have
estimated that some $620,000 of assessment

was lost as a result of the policy change in

that particular municipality and that some
$32,000 worth of taxes were lost to the

municipality. Somebody has to make up those

taxes in order for the municipality to end

up with the number of dollars it felt it

required in the first instance. Logically, and
as happens in every case, to make up the

difference of that $32,000 there is a general
mill rate increase.

The minister has made it clear to me that

the whole situation is being reviewed and
that he understandis there are some problems
there. The municipality in question is

screaming to get its money back, because it

doesn't want to stick the rest of its taxpayers
with that increase. Something is going to

have to be done.

I would like to see the minister not only
sit down, as he has suggested he is doing,
and have a close look at the Kanata situ-

ation, but ailso have a look at what the policy

changes have meant right across this prov-

ince, in dollars and cents—assessment dollars

and tax dollars. He should look at who is

getting the breaks under this policy and how
much of an increase it is going to mean for

other taxpayers in the municipality in order
to carry that burden.

'The other problem with last fall's policy

change is that in the instance of the 12

municipalities that first went undter section

86, the assessment loss and the tax loss was
clear and obvious to them, because they got
an assessment roll and then they got a policy

change which gave them a new figure on the

development lands. Those municipalities that

are going on section 86 this year—those

municipalities whose assessments were only

equalized last summer and last fall—are not
at the government's door screaming about
whatever numbers of dollars this policy

change may have cost them, because they
have no idea; they don't know.

Some of the more sophisticated munici-

palities may have done some work on it; I

don't know. I don't even know how many of

the 96 which went this year would have

development lands of a magnitude that it
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would be Very significant but, of those 96

municipalities, there are very few that even
know of the potential losses, never mind

anything else.

I would suggest to the minister that he

take a look, When he is going through this

process, at exactly what the province-wide

picture is. How many dollars of assessment

are we talking about that have been lost?

How many dollars in taxes does that reflect?

The amount varies from municipality to

municipality depending on the mill rate,

whether it is a region with another mill rate

and all the rest of the things that go on in

the tax structure. How much money are they

getting from the province in transfers and so

on?
Did he have a look at the total niunber of

assessment dollars lost through this policy

dhange and the tax dollars? Did he also have
a look at who it is in those municipalities for

the most part that is having to pick up the

difference?

The thing that has come out of the Whole
static position we have been in concerning

proi)erty tax reform is that, as I understand

from the Treasurer the government has set

up a cabinet committee to discuss property
tax reform. I am not sure whidh ministers are

involved in that committee, but I would as-

sume there would be the Treasurer himself,

probably the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs, probably the Minister of Education,

the Minister of Revenue and perhaps one or

two or three others. I am not sure. But my
understanding is that this committee will be

looking at the whole problem of property tax

reform this year. It is to be hoped that com-
mittee will be making some decisions and

proposing some directions before the end of

this year,

I would suggest to the chairman of the

management board that he pass on to the

Treasurer my concern that there at least be
no more quiet, behind-the-scenes finagling
with the system while they are having a look

at it. If he is going to make dhanges Iflce

the section 86 dhange where he is going to

get up and talk about it publicly so that, if

it happens to be a totally unacceptable
change and there is a big public backlash, he
can back ofiF before he makes a mistake, then
that's one thing. But lets not have any more

change in policy w'hich affect the taxes

people pay without talking about them pub-
licly and perhaps discussing them with the
committee itself because, if we create a new
problem by a policy change, it is just another
proiblem this committee is going to have to
solve before it can come back to this House

with some kind of proposal for a new direc-

tion in property tax.

I sincerely hope the committee is able to

deal with this question this year. I can recall

the presentation of the first budget I was
here for in 1978, I think it was the first full

budget because in 1977, when I was elected,

everything that had been introduced before

the election was reintroduced and we didn't

go through the whole process, A lot of

things, for me at least, were missed because

of the rush we were in.

That 1978 budget—we are now two years

past that, and I would assume from the

throne speech that the things I am going to

talk about in a moment will not be in this

year's budget either; there were no indica-

tions of them in the throne speech—the 1978

budget proposed a new formula for property
tax credit. It would have created the first

increase in the property tax credit since its

introduction, I believe, in 1974.

Unfortunately, the new formula has never

been implemented. We do not now have the

advantage and the use of that formula, be-

cause the formula was tied to the introduc-

tion of property tax reform. The then

Treasurer, Mr. McKeough, said very clearly

that the formula would substantially increase

the benefits for low-income people, people
on fixed incomes and seniors in this province
—and it would have—but the new formula

would not be put in place until such time

as property tax reform was implemented in

this province. We still don't have any indi-

cation of when we will get that.

9:30 p.m.

It is now 10 years since we first started

talking about property tax reform, market
value and all of the other things. We are

going on 11 years past that mark and prop-

erty taxes in this province have gone up 88,

90, 92, 93, 95 per cent in varying munic-

ipalities across this province. I would suggest
that most people's wages, most people's

ability to pay their property taxes, have not

gone up by anywhere near that degree in that

same period.
I would suggest most certainly, for exam-

ple, that property taxes in the last five years,

since 1975, have gone up roughly 50 per
cent—some slightly less, some slightly more,

depending again on the municipality. But

most people's wages certainly have not gone

up by 50 per cent since 1975, and certainly

not with 'three years of that five-year period
under wage and price controls. As my col-

league pointed out, that period dealt hard-

est with wage earners in this country and

the wages that they earned. So most certainly
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people's ability to pay their property taxes

has not increased! by 50 per cent or anywhere
near that amount since 1975 but the property
taxes have increased by that amount.

I raised this matter with the Minister of

Revenue two years ago, I raised it again last

year and I raise it again now. There are all

kinds of people in this province, the very

people whom the property tax credit was
intended to assist and the very people whom
the property tax credit was intended to pro-
vide the maximum assistance to, some of

whom are not now getting any credit at all.

Their wages have gone up, and when they
take out the two per cent of taxable income
at the end of the calculation, that figure is

substantially increased but it doesn't mean
their relative position in the economy has

increased nor does it mean their wages have
increased relative to their property taxes.

Many more who still get some credit get
a much reduced credit from what they got
five years ago. Even those that are still

getting the maximum credit—those people
on pensions; whether they be disability pen-
sions and they are only 55 years old or

whether they be old age pensions and sup-
plements and they be 85 years old, it makes
no difference—those people on fixed incomes,
the people right at the bottom, the people
the property tax credit was intended to assist

the most, those people who have not even
come dose to keeping up with the escalations

in cost, who have fallen substantially behind
not only property taxes but every other cost

in their lives over the past five or six years
since the property tax credit plan was imple-
mented, those people, even if they are still

getting the maximum credit, are not getting
what they used to. When we work out their

calculations—and the minister well knows
this, because he probably does some seniors*

income tax in his riding; and if he doesn't,
his assistant does—I am sure that he runs

that kind of operation, because I and my
assistant have done several hundred this year
—these seniors are getting back, depending
on whether they are renters or taxpayers,
from about $370 to about $425 in Ontario
tax credits. That includes the seniors' tax

credit. That's not just a straight property tax

credit.

If they are not seniors, if they happen to

be on a disability pension or if they happen
to be just one of those people who work for

the minimum wage—they don't get the extra

$110 credit a senior gets; they are getting

substantially less again. They are in the $270
to $325 range. All of those people are now
getting less than half of their property taxes

back; but if you look at the average property
taxes when this tax credit plan was imple-

mented, those very same senior citizens were

getting almost all of their property taxes

back—not quite all, but almost all. Now they
are getting far less than half back. It is an

inequitable program that we have to deal

with and we have to deal with it soon.

We have seen proposals and we have

heard it talked about, but the government
has said quite clearly, "No changes, no in-

creases, until we get property tax reform."

So I suggest—I even beg and implore—that

the Minister of Revenue and his colleagues,

the Treasurer and the others who are in-

volved in the cabinet committee on property
tax reform, as quickly as they can possibly

get their act together should come into this

House with some kind of a proixwal that we
can deal with.

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, it has

been a pleasure to listen to the member for

Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) who didn't

take long to say the little bit he had to say,

and to the three members of the NDP who
took a long time to say very little. However,
I do appreciate the comments of the three

members from the front bench who, over

my term here, have made quite a contribu-

tion to the debates of this Legislature.

The member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk

called upon the NDP to screw up their

courage. I think they are a littie too smart

for that. They really don't want to see any
opportunity given to the honourable member
to screw up a lot more than his courage. I

don't think he will get the opportunity, but

should he ever—

Mr. Nixon: Youll make a great bed fellow

with the NDP.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I will take my cracks

both ways.
The member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk

imentioned diat on many occasions the

estimates process and the debates on interim

supply are really to a great extent a waste

of time. We have again proved that this

evening. I think there is a real opportunity
in this House for the three parties to get

together and to reassess their position on

debates of estimates. Over the years I have

sat through several of those sessions, and the

odd thing to me, as a member from the

country, as is the member for Brant-Oxford-

Norfolk, is that we are in estimates debate

and money is very seldom mentioned.

We get dissertations like the one from

the member for Hamilton Mountain (Mr.

Charlton) who stands up and goes on and
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on and on about a matter that really has

something to do with Revenue rather than

the Treasurer's (Mr. F. S. Miller) side of

things or my particular side. So I think it

would behoove us all to rethink our position
and probably go into some of the debates

that the member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick)
would like us to get into—those of national

unity and Confederation and so forth; show
a little more interest in the future of our

country instead of just having a little bit to

say about something that might be of interest

to somebody in our particular riding.
I will bring to the attention of the Treas-

urer those things which have been mentioned

by the various members who have spoken to-

night. I think that, as has been said, we do
have some problems in this province and in

this country, but I really think we are all

fortunate to be Canadians and, moreover, to

be Ontarians.

Motion agreed to.

9:40 p^.

House in committee of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT

SERVICES

On vote 502, provision of accommodation

program; item 2, capital construction, and
item 4, real property acquisition:

Mr. Ruston: I see from tfhe information

supplied to us that capital construction is

$1.8 million in the accommodation program.
Apparently, from the explanation here, that

additional funding is for government buildings
under construction that have progressed at a
faster pace than anticipated, primarily as a
result of a mild winter and improved con-

tract performance.
There is another figure that is a great deal

more, namely, $54,650,000 for property ac-

quisition. That's a reimbursement to Ontario

Hydro for parkway belt west lands purchased
on behalf of the province, I know this has

been on the go for some time, though I'm
not too familiar with it myself. I understand
it is the green belt Hydro had purchased for

a right of way and for whatever necessities

the government may require at a later date.

Now it's being taken over by Government
Services for permanent acquisition.

Could the minister inform us what the in-

terest c'harges have been on tlhis property over
the period of years? Of the $54 million, what
is the actual cost of property and how much
of it is for interest piuposes? The $1.8 million

for capital construction is an increase in his

regular budget. What effect will that have on

his new budget for 1980-81? Is he going to

bring forward some other projects, or would
this be taken ofiF his proposed 1980-81

budget?
Does rtiat mean he may increase his con-

struction program for the next year? That

might be a good idea because I understand

there are a nmnber of areas Where capital con-

struction is required. In some areas, I under-

stand there is a need for new justice build-

ings or court buildings. That's a great prob-
lem in many areas. I know in our own area

and in Ottawa they're going ahead. In the

newspapers lately are long lists of court cases

that are hanging on for as many as two

years.
In our own area, the judges seems to feel

we need more room for courts at least. There

is a backlog of cases. If jtLstice
isn't carried

out within a reasonable period of time, it's

difficult to operate the courts. It's diflBcult to

get a fair trial because sometimes the cases

are as much as two years old. I'm just

wondering if the minister may bring forward

some projects in 1980-81 since some of the

buildings here are now being completed.

Mr. Young: In looking at these i>articular

items here tonight, I understand the first one,

capital construction, is because of the kind of

weather we have had and the ability of many
of the contractors to move forward mu<^h

faster that they might otherwise have done

in the case of snow and heavy storms. Money
is needed, evidently, to catch up with this

progress; that's clear, I think.

The second one is the real property acqui-

sition of $54.6 million, reimbursement to

Ontario Hydro for parkway belt west lands

purchased on behalf of the province. I under-

stand in this case Hydro determined the

kind of land it wanted. The province then

expropriated or bought it; Hydro paid for it

and the province is now reimbursing Hydro
for the section of land it does not need. I

am wondering whether the minister can tell

us something of the division of that land,

how much land was in fact brought under

public ownership and how much of it is go-

ing to stay in the public domain for recreation

purposes.
I understand much of it is now rented,

perhaps back to the farmers who owned it

originally. I think in the western area, that

section following the parkway west belt,

there is certainly a great need for recrea-

Honal land. I know the use highway 400 is

put to, going north, is very narrow and with-

out this kind of provision. People drive north

on it on weekends, although the driving may
become less as gas becomes more expensive,

and many pull oflF to the side wherever they
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can for picnic lunches and it is widely used.

This >vill provide that kind of service for

people travelling west—a much more ade-

quate service if the original vision of govern-
ment is carried through. However, I under-

stand the amount of land has been cut down
rather dramatically from what was originally

intended. That is generally what hapj)ens.

We have grandiose plans we think will serve

the purposes of the future; then local oppo-
sition develops and that plan is minimized.

Perhaps the minister can tell us exactly
what the plans are and what the future is

for that particular section.

There is one other matter I will also raise

with the minister, and perhaps I could get
an answer for the record. That is the appli-

cation of Redford Gardhouse and Walter
Scott on behalf of themselves and the In-

terested Citizens Group, Halton Hills Corri-

dor Community. This was an intervention for

the purpose of bringing to the attention of

the National Energy Board a complaint re-

garding a certain matter. That intervention

was registered. They were asking for certain

things, and sought to have a public hearing
to inquire into the environmental impact of

and the necessity for the routing, siting and
alternative routes available and other relevant

information on the Ontario Hydro transmis-

sion line.

This matter has not been resolved, and I

wonder if the minister could tell us whether
this change of ownership from Hydro to the

province itself will in any way affect this ap-

plication. If those answers are given us, that

may be all I have to ask tonight, although
there may be some other things that will

develop as the minister's answers come to us.

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Mr. Chairman, to

answer the questions asked by my friend the
member for Essex North (Mr. Ruston) regard-
ing the amount of interest and the cost of the
land: The total cost of the land we are talk-

ing about for Hydro is $40,384,191.91. The
interest that has accumulated over the years
is $17,862,531.70. On top of that, there are

overhead charges amounting to $903,542.70
for a total of $59,150,266.31.
The honourable member mentioned that

we have spent an additional $1,800,000 on
our capital projects. I think both honotuable
members asked the reasons for this expendi-
ture, and the member for Essex North asked
if we would be spending more money on

capital projects, such as renting more court-

houses and so on. I hope the Treasurer (Mr.
F. S. Miller) was listening and that when the

bwdget comes out this year he will give us
a little more money in that vote to spend on
those very things.

9:50 p.m.

The member for Yorkview (Mr. Young) was

asking about the number of acres purchased.
The total number was 5,294 acres. I have a

breakdown I could give him. For Hydro,
there are two different purchases. There is

the purchase for the stations, which was 524

acres, and for the right of way, which was

1,758 acres. For the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications, we have 617 acres,

from Milton to Trafalgar. From Milton to

Claireville, in public open space, we have
83 acres; for utilities corridors, we have 153

acres, and for transit corridors, two acres

We have a surplus that will be disposed of

over the next number of years of 2,157 acres

of land. This should make up the figure of

5,294 acres.

The member for Yorkview also asked about

Scott and another name I didn't catch.

Mr. Young: Gardhouse and Scott.

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Gardhouse and Scott.

In discussions with the honourable member
a few days ago, he asked whether we had

gone on with some problem about exporting
hydro to the United States. I'm told this line

would have gone through anyway, whether
or not we sell any to the United States. I

think the concern of Mr. Gardhouse and Mr.

Scott will be settled in the courts, in the

fullness of time.

I believe I've answered the questions I was
asked. If there are any others, I would be

pleased to answer them.

Mr. Young: Will this transfer affect this

action?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: As I imderstand, this

will not affect this transaction for this amount
of money.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask the minister

if any of the $1.8 million he has under cap-
ital construction for acquisition and/or con-

struction of physical assets is going to be

spent in the city of Windsor? Is it going
to be spent to lease and/or purchase the

Steinberg block so additional court facilities

could be provided to the community? The
minister is aware there is an acute shortage,

and as a result, justice is being delayed.
When it's delayed, it is being denied.

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Mr. Chairman, this

money is money that will have been spent or

has been spent this winter as a result of

speedup in construction—the fact that some

of the firms haven't been as busy as usual

and in the open winter they were able to

get more done. As I mentioned to the mem-
ber for Essex North, if in our budget for the

upcoming year a figure of that amount is
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transferred forward, we will have more to

spend on things like that.

Mr. B. Newman: I notice on sheet three

it refers to acquisition and construction, so I

wondered whether you were acquiring i>rop-

erties in the Windsor area, not necessarily

constructing anything.

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Concerning the area

the member mentions, I could get back to

him on that. I don't have information as to

whether we re into renting or purchasing land

in his area. If the member would allow me
to send him that information, I will.

Mr. Young: The minister gave us figures

which are just a bit disturbing. Eighty-three

acres of public open spaces will be left after

the roadways are provided for and the

hydro lines are provided for and other

certain small acreages; then the surplus of

2,157 acres is to be disposed of at a future

date.

As I recall, the whole concept of this

corridor was to have a lot of open space. It

was to be a park belt with more than just the

hydro line and' the road, and yet it seems now
that that's going to be constricted to just

about that kind of space, with, in that long

area, only 83 acres of public open space

left. That's a tremendous shrinkage from the

original concept.
The minister says a surplus is to be later

disposed of. That means then that the 2,000

acres that we thought might be public open

space, a breathing space in that whole west

corridor, is to be disposed of and the whole

idea of public open space, the idea of a

breathing space for that western corridor is

finished. Is this the meaning of what the

minister has told us?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Mr. Chairman, this is

for the disposal of the land that is outside

the belt that is needed for hydro. As you
notice, we had 1,758 acres of right of way,
and there would still be a lot of open space
under those lines and so on. This is for just

the land that is outside of that belt that wiU
be used for the hydro corridor.

I think the honourable member asked me
one day what we were doing with that at

present. Anywhere it is possible we are

leasing it back to farmers, and that land is

being used if the acreage is such that it

warrants itself to be turned into agricultural

purposes.

Mr. Young: Fine, Mr. Chairman, I have no

quarrel with leasing it back to the farmers at

the present time for their use and' to produce

food, but it seems to me that once it comes
into the public domain it becomes a very

great public asset, which, down the road in

the future, might be very useful for public

piurposes, So it seems to me to be short-

sighted for this government to think in terms

of selling that land once it is in the public
domain.

As I say, I have no objection to its being

leased until such time as you may nee4 it-

grow the food there if necessary—but one of

these days down the line we are going to need

that for purposes we perhaps don't even

realize at the present time. Certainly, to sell

it back to the private sector when it is now

public land is extremely shortsighted. It seems

to me the minister and the cabinet ought to

give til is pretty serious thought before such

disposition is made.

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: I appreciate what the

honourable member has said. We have tried

to cover oif areas such as the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications that

might need it for roads, utilities and transit

corridors, this sort of thing, so that I do

appreciate what you are saying and we'H

consider it.

Mr. Ruston: Just to go back to the prop-

erty acquisition where you read off figures

such as $40 million and some odd, $17 million

and some odd, and' you came to $59,150,000.

Today you are asking for $54,650,000. Has

that other $5 million been paid out prior to

this so you just need the $54 million now,

is that the reason?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: No, Mr. Chairman,

we are able to make a saving within our

overall budget this year of the difference

between this figure that I have given you
and what we are actually asking for. The

difference is the saving wdthin our overall

budget.

Vote 502 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the supple-

mentary estimates for the Ministry of Govern-

ment Services.

10 p.m.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS

On vote 704, regional priorities and de-

velopment program; item 2, northern roads,

and item 5, air services:

Mr. Kerrio: Is your aeroplane going to

have the governor's insignia on the side?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The governor of north-

ern Ontario, yes.
Mr. Chairman, we're requesting approval

for $2 million extra for additional expendi-
tures in the capital structure program of the

highways of northern Ontario.
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Mr. Nixon: Are you making that road into

Hudson eight lanes?

Hon. Mr. Bermer: No, just four lanes;

four lanes into Hudson, right to my driveway.
We are also asking approval for an ex-

penditure of $1.2 million for the acquisition
of a new Twin Otter aircraft that we're

accepting delivery of very shortly. That's to

add to the norOntair fleet that's operating in

northern Ontario. It will bring our total

fleet up to eight, and of course it will provide
the needed service that we require in north-

em Ontario.

Mr. Kerrio: Are you making that air force

pay?
Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes, I'm glad you men-

tioned that. I don't want to deviate from the

estimates here but I do want to point out to

the members of the Legislature that the nor-

Ontair service that we have in operation in

northern Ontario is truly the transportation
.«;uccess story of the last decade. We started

at a substantial subsidy for passengers seven

or eiffht years ago and in many of the months
in 1979 we were actually in the black. It's an

excellent service.

It serves s'omething like 20 communities in

northern Ontario now. That completes the

first phase of the operation. We have under-

taken a very intensive study into the second

phase of the norOntair operation, which will

take in the request of 15 additional com-
munities that want to tie on to the service.

I think that will give you some indication as

to the desire of the northern Ontario munic-

ipalities to be part of the norOntair opera-
tion.

It's something that I think the members of

the Legislature can take pride in. It is ser\'-

ing all the communities of northern Ontario,

doing it exceptionally well, and your ap-

proval tonight of another $1.2 million will

assure that that service will be maintained
and improved.

Vote 704 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the sup-

plementary estimates for the Ministry of

Northern Aff^airs.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
On vote 2502, land management program;

item 4, extra firefighters.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, this has to

do vrith emergency firefighting and, of course,
the expenditures in this activity are ncA'er

predictable. The reason we are asking for

this amount now is that the overexpenditure
in 1979-80 was due primarily to a heavy fire

load in the northwestern region, and to a
lesser extent in the north-central region.
Other regions experienced normal fire situa-

tions.

Mr. Nixon: I just have one comment to

make on this. Actually it's a question and
then a comment. Is it intended that this

money be used to lease firefighting aircraft?

The reason I ask is that the minister may
recall the correspondence he had with me
about this. One of my constituents has a

rather elaborate air service with which he
does spraying of crops. He has a contract, I

believe, with the government of New Bruns-
vrick to do spraying and firefighting on a

lease basis with that province.
On a niunber of occasions he has explained

to me the advantages to this province that a

similar service might have. In the past I

believe it's been the policy that the province
own all its facilities, but of course since the

firefighting season does not go on all year,
there are obviously' advantages if we can
lease the planes and the equipment for the

period when the fire hazard is the hi^est.
Just recently my constituent, Mr. Tarr,

once again has brought to my attention the

fact that he feels that the policy of the

government, perhaps while it is coming
aroimd to leasing some of this equipment,
still hasn't been approaching it in what he
considered to be a fair and knowledgeable

way—as least as far as he is concerned and

perhaps other leasing firms in this province
as well. It occurred to me, since this extra

money, more than $6 million, is for extra

firefighting, it may very well be that some
of it would be used for leasing. I trust and

expect the minister will see that all those

who are capable of participating and tender-

ing for this lease will have ample oppor-

tunity to do so.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I recall the correspondence
and, in fact, we do lease a number of air-

craft that are not equipped for dumping or

spraying and so on. They are called bird

dogs. They are generally two-engined small

aircraft that lead the aircraft which are

actually carrying the fire-retardent materials,

whether it be water or foam or whatever, and
we are expanding that.

We do lease some aircraft. We lease a

CL-215 from Quebec and we lease other

government aircraft from other jurisdictions,

depending on the severity of an outbreak and
v/hat equipment of our own and others is

available.

We are in the process of changing some
of our own equipment and it may be that

we will find we can lease equipment from
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private suppliers, provided'—and I think this

is Where the most difficult part might turn up
—they are available on a long-tenn and on a

relatively short standby fee. The greatest

conundrum and the difficult part of the finan-

cial planning is that we never know what
kind of a fire season we are going to have;

whether it is going to be spread around the

province by season or by time of year, or

whether other jurisdictions will have avail-

able aircraft and other equipment.
What we need to have is security of sup-

ply of the firefighting equipment. I am par-

ticularly anxious that we first of all have

security of supply of equipment and then

that we have as little capital investment as

possible. These are sometimes not mutually
attainable objectives. In the rapidly changing

technology that is going on in the land of

equipment used for fire-retardent material,

the distance one has to go from a base and
what kind of a base are not usually worked
out.

This is a long way of saying I would be

delighted to be able to say we would be able

to use all those who would like to work for

us, but it may not be possible to have all of

them working for us when they would like

to have the work and we would like to have
them.

Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Chairman, on the various

committees that I participated in, it is always
a question that I raise with ministers as to

their liaison with other jurisdictions as it

relates to problems we might have here in

the province. The question I would pose to

the minister is whether he has ever had any
communications with the forest firefighters

in northern California, where they have

sophisticated radio detection devices, where
fires are started by lighting. Of course, you
know that early detection is half the battle.

10:10 p.m.

I would just pose the question to you: Do
you have the kind of liaison with those juris-

dictions that have the same kinds of problems
we might have, that have developed some

sophistication in detection and firefighting we
could readily avail ourselves of?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I guess we
were the second jurisdiction to acquire the

kind of equipment to which the honourable
member refers and it is in operation basically
out of Dryden. All the bugs haven't as yet
been worked out of it. This will be the third

year it will be in operation. It is basically
radio detection by triangulation of the light-

ning strike.

What needs to be added is the weather fore-

casting by radar of how much moisture is

falling in those areas and some technological

improvement of the equipment. It is working
very well for us so far and when it is really

perfected, we will apply it in other areas

and it will save us a lot of money and, more
important, a lot of forest.

Vote 2502 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the supple-

mentary estimates for the Ministry of Natural

Resources.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION

AND COMMUNICATIONS

On vote 2604, provincial roads program;
item 3, capital and construction; and vote

2605, provincial transit program; item 1,

capital and construction, and item 2, oper-
ations:

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I have
three items in the supplementary estimates

of my ministry: one additional item for capi-
tal and construction, provincial roads pro-

gram, which is in the amount of $8 million to

accelerate the construction of the E. C. Row
Expressway; $5 million in capital and con-

struction for provincial transit to accelerate

the commuter rail program, and $2,450,000
in GO Transit operations to provide for ad-

ditional operating subsidy resulting mainly
from the payments of outstanding retroactive

charges under the agreement with the CNR
plus payment of the new diesel fuel tax.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Chairman, I will be brief.

Part of the money, I gather, is for the expan-
sion or improvement along the GO Transit

line, is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes.

Mr. Warner: I have corresponded with the

minister asking him to try to apply a few
more imaginative ways to support public
transit in an eflFort to save energy and to try

to keep cars at home, keep tfiem oflF the

roads.

One of the suggestions I made was that

he consider trying to enter into an agree-
ment with the Toronto Transit Commission,
for example, that a user of the TTC be able

to apply a transfer from the TTC to obtain a

lower or reduced fare to ride on GO Transit.

I applied what I thought to be a reasonable

amount: a 50-cent reduction in the GO fare

if one arrived at the GO station by way of

public transit. The i)erson would then be

encouraged to leave the automobile at home,
ride the TTC bus to the GO Transit station

arid, having paid his fare to the TTC, use
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his tTMLsfer as a way to reduce the fare on
the GO Transit system by 50 cents.

That was just one idea of what I thought
Would be a good positive way to try to pro-
mote the greater use of the pubhc transit

facihty, including the GO system. I would

appreciate knowing whether the minister is

ready to accept that kind of idea. If not,

why not? Has he some other positive sug-

gestions of his own to encourage people to

use public transit so we can help to conserve

energy and of course save the precious sup-
ply of fuel?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we are

working very closely with TTC and with
other transit authorities on exactly this par-
ticular program. Last year we initiated an

integrated fare system as an experiment an
the Brampton area, where a person can ride

the Brampton Transit bus to the GO station

and then transfer on to GO Transit. They
really get a free ride on the local transit.

That ride is now shared I believe 25 per
cent by Brampton Transit and 75 per cent

by GO Transit.

It had a very positive eflFect on getting
people to come to the GO Transit station

via public transit rather than via their car.

From our standpoint, of course, it cost us

money. It cost us 37.5 cents to get that cus-
tomer on the train without his car, but that
is less than it costs us to provide the parking
space if he drove. It's working out well for
the Brampton Transit and is working out
well for GO Transit.

We are also looking at other areas where
we may do this very same thing. We have
discussions on right now with the TTC. As
you know, the TTC are bringing in a monthly
transit pass in Metro. We are proposing,
working with the TTC, the possibility of a

joint pass that would be available. From
my own riding, for instance, someone would
buy a GO Transit pass from Oakville to
Toronto and he could also buy a TTC pass.
We are proposing a joint arrangement where
one pass would let him ride the GO and the
TTC.

For instance there are discussions right
now with Oakville Transit, a similar deal to

Brampton and a further experiment in a
diflPerent situation, where if a person had one
particular pass, he would be able to ride

Oakville Transit to the GO station, go to

Union Station and ride the TTC to wherever
he may want to go.

Your specific suggestion of riding the TTC
to the GO and' then riding the GO down-

town, would be expensive. If they get on
the TTC, they can ride anywhere in Metro, so

why would they need to ride the GO? If

they ride the TTC to the GO station now,
then of course they have to buy a GO
ticket, which makes it a much more exi)ensive
ride than if they ride all the way down on
the TTC. We are certainly working with
the TTC on a joint TTC-QO pass and that

may just serve the purpose , you are sug-

gesting.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Chairman, I am encour-

aged by the response from the minister and
I appreciate it. To answer his question, out
in the east end of Scarborough, for many
people it's more efiBcient, more effective for

them to ride the GO system, particularly if

they live near Lake Ontario and they are

near one of the stations and they are com-
ing dbwntown. That's why I was proposing
the combination with the TTC.

I appreciate what the minister has men-
tioned because that's a step forward in my
view. Anything more that can be done in

that way to promote the use of passes or

promote people leaving their cars at home
and riding the public transit is first rate, in

my opinion, and needs to be encouraged. 1

appreciate the answer that has been given.

10:20 p.m.

Mr. Kerrio: I see in the provincial transit

program under capital construction that the

projects have been accelerated as a result

of the federal contribution of $30 million

over three years. Is that $30 million an uncon-
ditional grant, or is it earmarked for specific

programs as it relates to your ministry's in-

volvement?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I could give about an
hour's speech on this one. This $30 million

was committed by the federal government—
$10 million in the year ending in another

few days and $10 million in each of the

following two years—to accelerate the con-

struction of the Bathurst Street, Union

Station, Streetsville, Milton GO Transit capital

expenditure. This was a commitment that has

been on again, off again with three different

federal governments. I think it is all on again.

Mr. Kerrio: You have the $30 million?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I haven't got the $30
million yet. We had a commitment for $10
million from, I should say the previous federal

government now, the one that should still be
there but unfortunately is not.

Mr. Kerrio: You don't elect governments;
you throw them out.

Hon. \fr. Snow: I can hardly wait. We
have a $10 million commitment for 1979-80,

plus similar commitments for 1980-81 and
1981-82.
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Mr. Kerrio: TTie new government is going
to honour this commitment?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would fully expect it

would.

Mr. B. Newman: I want to ask one ques-
tion of the minister. In the $8 million you
have concerning capital cost construction,
none of the funds in there is allocated in

any way, shape or form to railway relocation

studies, is it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No. That $8 million is to

accelerate construction of the E. C. Row
Expressway in order to honour the commit-
ment the government made to both the city
of Windsor and the Ford Motor Company to

expedite construction of the E. C. Row. We
are spending an additional $8 million in

1979-80. It already has been spent. There is

an additional $20 million to be spent in

1980-81 and about $4 million more in 1981-
82. That is in addition to the work that is

going to be done at the other end of the

expressway. This is a major acceleration of

the E. C. Row work.

Mr. Bounsall: Just to continue with the
E. C. Row question, does this mean that the
minister has reconsidered his position and in

this year is going to provide the funds for

both of those two west end phases? I have
written to the minister on it. At one point
just one of them was to be completed in the

coming year, though both phases at the west
end had been originally planned. Is he still

completing just one of those two phases in

that E. C. Row funding?

Hon. Mr. Snow: This $8 million has noth-

ing to do with anything the honourable mem-
ber is talking about. This is money that has
been spent in this current year on the section

adjacent to the new Ford plant. There is one
contract under way right now for the CPR
overpass and there are two major contracts

out to tender. This is at the east end or

north end. There is one major contract to be
called later this year at the higihway 18 end.
That will leave one more contract in 1981.
There is just no way I can manage such

a large construction program as you and

many other people would like in the Windsor
area in this particular year.

Mr. Kerrio: In your capital program, I

wonder if anywhere there is any kind of

money set aside to study other things beside
relocation. On a particular area that you
addressed yourself to on the Sandplant hill

between Niagara Falls and St. Catharines you
did a major reconstruction job as it related

to guardrails and lights to clean up a very
dangerous situation. Has any money ever

been allocated to the widening of that rail

bridge there, provincially and federally? If

not, I just wonder if you might put it on
your list.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, that cer-

tainly doesn't involve these particular supple-

mentary estimates. This is something we can
discuss in a couple of weeks when we get
into my estimates for next year.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to take this opportunity to say to the

minister, in terms of the tender call for one
of the two west-end phases that will be

completed on E. C. Row in this coming year,
if those have not been prepared and gone out
would the minister see that they go out as

soon as possible?
The concern around Windsor is that both

can be built because of the traflBc problems
that would arrive if both the west-end por-
tions weren't; but also there is the timing
factor. I gather they are ready to go, the

engineering has been done and as soon as

those tenders can be placed and the construc-

tion actually going in this coming year, the

sooner it obviously will be completed. Does
the minister see any holdup at all? What is

the delay, if any, in getting that one west-

side project around 18A moving?
Hon. Mr. Snow: Money is the reason.

Mr. Bounsall: But the minister was having
the money set aside in this coming year for it

and we're almost there. Could this not be
called in?

I feel we have lost the battle on the two
west-end portions; onlv one is being done but
it is all ready to go. Why are the tenders not

called, if they haven't been, so that the

construction can start right away once the

next fiscal year is upon us?

Hon. Mr. Snow: There are numerous
reasons on that, Mr. Chairman. We have

many million dollars worth of work under-

way on the E. C. Row right now in Windsor.

We have $22 million worth of work out to

tender at this moment and it's just inappro-

priate, in contract management, to add many
more millions of dollars to a market in a

particular area at a particular time. The other

reason is that my overall budget will not

allow an early tender call on the other jobs.

We are giving the priority to the Ford plant

end of the contract. The other job will be

called a little later this year.

Mr. Bounsall: Just as long as the minister

realizes that one piece from Huron Line to

Dougall is part of the Ford project service

p>ortion. The trucks need to get from the
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bridge, down Huron Line and on that portion
of E. C. Row between Huron Line and

Dougall which still awaits the tender call in

order to get to the Ford plant. That needs
to be going and completed this year so that

that logical one-piece portion is completed in

time for the Ford operation. It's part of the

operation work.

The next piece from Huron Line to high-

way 18 is for the Maple Leaf Mills Limited

plant which is about to come into operation.
The two or three streets in the west end
of my riding will be highly congested until

that is done—I gather not until the following

year. But that one piece—phase 2C I believe

it is—is all part of the Ford traflBc movement
and needs to get moving just as clearly as

dioes the east-side portion in order that that

full bridge to the Ford plant connection be
made.

Votes 2604 and 2605 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the supple-
mentary estimates for the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Gregory, the

committee of supply reported certain re-

solutions.

The House adjourned at 10:30 p.m.
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The House met at 10 a.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

SMALL BUSINESSES
Hod. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Spsaker, I wish

to announce a series of initiatives and new
program directions aimed specifically at the
small business sector of Ontario.
As a background to these initiatives, we

are releasing this morning a policy document
which identifies the key issues that must be
addressed in order to permit and assist small
business in Ontario to develop to its full po-
tential. It provides also a framework for the
new programs we are undertaking and direc-
tions we are following.
We think these initiatives—developed after

extensive dialogue and consultation with
small business owners and operators in the

manufacturing, service-industry and retail sec-
tors throughout the province—represent a

pragmatic and innovative response to the

problems and frustrations experienced 'by
local entrepreneurs.
We believe the contribution of small busi-

nesses to our economic strength in this prov-
ince can be maximized if they are assisted
and encouraged to develop to become finan-

cially secure and anchored in their local

communities, and to increase their competi-
tiveness in both domestic and international
markets.

I would like to highlight 14 of t3ie com-
ponents of our new program. The first in-

volves marketing assistance for small busi-
nesses. Local firms often have limited
resources to allocate to promotional materials
and yet eff^ective marketing can be the key
to increased sales. We are introducing a new
program whereby companies with new and
innovative products will he able to produce
effective promotional materials and acquire
skilled marketing assistance from public rela-

tions and advertising specialists in the private
sector, with my ministry paying 75 per cent
of the cost to a maximum of $7,500 per com-
pany.
The second part of our program will add

new focus to the consulting services avail-

able through my ministry. We will be offer-
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ing to small businesses the s-pecialized skills

of our marketing consultants to assist in the

development of comprehensive marketing
plans and the improvement of internal

marketing skills.

The third new initiative we are under-

taking involves direct financial assistance for

small businesses to undertake research and

development. Many local entrepreneurs want
to develop and apply new technology but

lack the necessary financial re:ources to set

up laboratories or retain engineers, scientists

and technical exi>erts. These firms must have
access to the specialized skills offered through
the Ontario Research Foundation and otlier

research facilities. Accordingly, we will pay
90 per cent of the cost of research and

developement and technical assessment work

performed for small businesses by the On-
tario Research Foimdation or other research

organizations to a maximum of $3,600 per
firm.

The fourth component of our program in-

volves direct financial assistance to provide
local entrepreneurs with access to the kind of

guidance and direction that is available to

major cori>orations through their boards of

directors. To do this, my ministry is funding
a pilot project to set up local boards of

directors composed of successful and aggres-
sive business people from individual com-
munities. The board will meet six times a

year to offer local businesses advice on their

operations. The pilot project will begin next

month in the Kitchener-Waterloo region.
Based on the results in that area we hope to

extend it to other communities throughout
the province.

The fifth initiative we are undertaking in-

volves increased assistance and support for

small businesses wanting to sell to govern-
ment. While our government is already pur-

chasing goods and services from thousands of

small businesses in Ontario, local enterprises

must be encouraged and assisted to sell more

effectively. We have therefore established a

special "Marketing to Government" imit in

our small business development branch. It

will be working with individual firms helping

them to identify specific marketing opportuni-

ties and meet the purchasing requirements of

provincial ministries and agencies.
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John Laschinger, our director of small
business development, will assume tiie role of

small business trouble-s'hooter—offering assist-

ance and intervening on behalf of any small

business owner having diflBculty in obtaining
government contracts. To increase access to

the services of the trouble-shooter, we have
set up a call-collect system whereby any small
business person can contact him at Queen's
Park, free of charge.
As a sixth initiative, we have established a

task force in conjunction with Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet, the Ministry of Gov-
ernment Services and other government minis-
tries and agencies. This task force is studying
the effects of government procurement policies
and is identifying ways to streamline and
standardize purchasing procedures and poH-
cies on as wide as basis as possible.
The seventh component of our program for

small business involves the development of a

complete directory providing information on
how to sell to government, purchasing terms
and procedures, items bought and provincial
purchasing agents and contacts. Thirty-five
thousand copies of this directory, which has
been prepared in co-operation with the pur-
chasing officers' council of our government,
will be distributed next month to small busi-
ness people across Ontario through my minis-

try's 16 field offices.

Our eighth initiative deals with efforts to
assess accurately the share of government
purchases going to small business. My col-

league, the Chairman of Management Board
of Cabinet (Mr. McCague), will be outlining
the quite impressive results of a recently
completed study on this subject immediately
follov^dng my statement. We will continue to
monitor the situation and provide an annual
report to this Legislature.

Ninth, we vdll be introducing a formal
program to encourage increased sourcing by
multinational firms from small Canadian busi-
nesses. This initiative represents an extension
of our Shop Canadian program designed to

promote increased public awareness of the

importance of supporting Canadian manu-
factiu-ed products. We will also be placing
emphasis on the distribution of information on
cmrent import replacement, licensing, joint
venture and private sector opportunities.
The 10th component of our 14-point pro-

gram deals with the promotion of financial

assistance available to small business. Govern-
ments at both the federal and provincial level

as well as many lending institutions have
specific programs designed to provide financial

assistance to small business. One of the most

important initiatives in this area was the

establishment last year by the Treasurer (Mr.
F. S. Miller) of Ontario's small business de-

velopment corporations legislation, providing
attractive tax incentives to encourage equity
investment by small business.

My ministry will formally take on the role

of broker, setting up an information-exchange

system so that the equity capital require-
ments of eligible small businesses can be
matched to registered small business develop-
ment corporations.
The 11th part of our program relates to the

expansion of our staff complement to provide
increased financial planning assistance for

small business and particularly assistance in

preparing presentations for financial support
from public or private lending institutions

through our computer planning model.

The computer model, which has been in

operation for the past year and a half, pro-
vides local firms with financial reports,

balance sheets and cash flow analyses of

their businesses. These financial forecasts

can be used as a control device to plan and
assess future profits, and for support in loan

applications. The expansion of this program
will bring sophisticated computer facilities

to virtually every manufacturer in the

province.

The 12th component deals with the Min-

istry of Industry and Tourism acting as a

voice for small business. To ensure improved
communications between the federal and

provincial governments, my ministry will pre-

pare and submit an annual report to the

federal government highlighting oxu concerns

and including our recommendations for pro-

grams, services and policies with respect to

small business. In this way we hope that

Ontario's small manufacturers in particular
will be taken into full accoimt when federal

jx)licies and programs are developed or re-

vised.

10:10 a.m.

As point 13 in our program, our ministry
will submit an annual report to this Legis-

lature, including information about specific

problems that have been identified, new
initiatives we have undertaken and progress

reports on existing programs and services.

The policy paper I am releasing today repre-
sents the first of those reports.

The final component of our 14-point pro-

gram involves building a base of public sup-

port for and understanding of small

businesses. We will be undertaking a series

of research studies at Ontario business

schools to evaluate the degree to which
skills appropriate to smaller businesses are

being taught, as well as to the effect of the
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existing curriculum on student attitudes to

small business.

We think what I have described today

represents a pragmatic and comprehensive

response to many of the specific concerns of

small business. While our basic ministry
mandate relates to the manufacturing sector,

we are continuing to expand our services to

snmll retailers and service industries. Our
low-cost consulting program offered in con-

junction with Ontario universities, our ad-

vocacy initiatives and our small business

management development program are now
available to, and being used by, local re-

tailers. We are in the process of developing
new programs to serve this wider mandate

and these also will be announced shortly.

As I said at the start, our new initiatives

were implemented after extensive consulta-

tion and dialogue with local business people

throughout Ontario. While we continue to

analyse, review and update our programs,
we think those I have announced today

represent a complete package of services for

small business.

Our financial assistance for the prepara-
tion of marketing materials, the resources we
are making available to small businesses

wanting to engage in research and develop-

ment, and oiu: support for the establishment

of local boards of directors are just a few

examples of our desire to take on the role

of a catalyst, helping those in the private

sector to help themselves and to help each

other.

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
FROM SMALL BUSINESSES

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, at

various times over the past year or so, mem-
bers of this House have expressed an interest

in the extent to which the government pur-
chases goods and services from small

businesses. In response to this expression of

interest, my colleague the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) and I

have jointly commissioned a study to de-

termine the sources from which the min-

istries of government acquire goods and
services.

We are pleased to table, for the informa-

tion of the House, a report that is based on a

statistical sampling of the purchase orders

issued 1978-79. The information contained

in this report reveals tliat 51.2 per cent of

the total value of our piu-chases, exclusive of

purchases for construction projects, was
directed to businesses employing fewer than
100 employees. Of the individual purchase

orders issued by ministries, 63.9 per cent

went to small businesses.

These findings confirm our belief that the

government's purchasing policies and the

way they are being applied by ministries do

not discriminate in any way against small

businesses. Because of the enormous contri-

bution these biisinesses make to the

economic wellbeing of our province, we in-

tend to ensure that small firms continue to

receive favourable consideration for all gov-
ernment business.

FRENCH-LANGUAGE SERVICES

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, le premier

rapport annuel du coordormateur provincial

des services en langue frangaise qui a et6

relache hier fait 6tat de nombreuses initiatives

gouvemementales k I'intention de nos com-

patriotes franco-ontariens. II reflete de fagon

tangible I'engagement du gouvemement on-

tarien a repondre aux besoins et aux aspira-

tions des francophones.
In the event that some of the honourable

memliers may have missed the odd word, this

first annual report of the co-ordinator of

French-language services reflects in a concrete

and practical way the government's commit-

ment to provide services and programs for

the French-speaking citizens of Ontario. In

addition to giving a general overview of the

numerous services available, it also provides
useful information on where to obtain them.

I take pride in this first report and recent

accomplishments. Major strides have been

made and we are well on the way to im-

plementing the provision of French-language
services.

M. rOratem", je me rejouis des progres
realises. Nous sommes sur la bonne voie et

nous continuerons a am^liorer ces services

afin de toujours mieux servir les Ontaxiens

d'expression frangaise.

CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES
POPULAIRES AMENDMENT BILL

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, later today
I will be introducing the Credit Unions and

Caisspes Populaires Statute Law Amendment

Act, 1980, which will allow credit unions in

Ontario to compete better with other finan-

cial institutions. Specifically, the act will re-

move legislative impediments that place

operating restrictions on credit unions and

will better enable them to compete with

other financial institutions to serve the public

and the business community.
The Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires

Act, 1976, provided a complete new code
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for the operation of credit unions and caisses

populaires in Ontario. Many of the new pro-
visions in that legislation streamlined and

contemporized the law relating to these pro-
vincial financial institutions and refined the

methods in which they are able to serve the

public.

However, many si)ecific acts continue to

contain provisions that specifically exclude or

contain legal impediments denying equal

opportunity to credit unions. Representatives
of the credit union movement have ap-
proached my ministry and others with a view
to having these acts amended to permit
credit unions to act as depositories for certain

funds and to authorize investment by certain

institutions in the deposits or term deposits
of credit unions.

In some cases, such as the recent amend-
ments to the Education Act and the Munic-

ipal Act, this has already been done. How-
ever, since credit imion legislation is admin-
istered by my ministry, it was deemed advis-

able that the amendments to the various acts

be presented in omnibus form.

The bill would allow credit imions to act

as depositories for trust funds of real estate

and business brokers, trustees and bailiffs. It

would also permit term deposits of credit

unions to be authorized investments of

trustees, loan corporations, insurance com-
panies and trust companies. It would permit
credit unions to make guaranteed loans to

students of universities, colleges of applied
arts and technology and other post-secondary
institutions in Ontario. Finally, the act will

provide the Ontario Share and Deposit In-

surance Corporation with further enabling

powers so that it may act as a liquidator in

the winding up of institutions under its

cfharge.

DEATH OF MRS. JAMES VIPOND
Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, before ttie

question period formally oi)ens, I am sure the

Legislature will join with me in extending
our sympatfiy to our athletics commissioner,
Mr. James Vipond, on the passing of his wife.

May, particularly in view of the enormous
role that Mr. Vipond, as a journalist, has

played across this province in the establish-

ment 6f a great many charitable institutions

and community betterment projects.

ORAL QUESTIONS
Mr. S. Smith: Will the Minister of Natural

Resources (Mr. Auld) be in, do you know,
Mr. Speaker? I know the Solicitor General

(Mr. McMurtry) is away, but I wondered if

the minister would be here.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I thiiJc so, yes.

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
FROM SMALL BUSINESSES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, in the mean-
time I will ask a question of the Chairman
of Management Board of Cabinet regarding
his statement that small businesses account
for 51 per cent of the government purchases
other than construction. I wonder whether he
is using the same definition of small busi-

nesses as that included in the news release

from the Ministry of Industry and Tourism

today, namely, Canadian-owned companies
employing fewer than 50 people in the service

industry or fewer than 100 people in manu-

facturing.
As I understood what he said, they were

companies with 100 or fewer employees,

period, and no distinction was drawn, as far

as I know, between indejjendently owned as

opposed to branch plant companies. I wonder
if the minister could clarify that and tell us

to what extend independently owned Cana-
dian small businesses are contributing to the

procurement in Ontario because, as he

knows, in the United States the law does say
that these companies which are to be defined

as small should be independently owned.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I believe the study was
done strictly on size of company and did not

take into account the point that the honour-

able member raises.

10:20 a.m.

Mr. S. Smith: I guess then I would like to

direct a supplementary to the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism, and I will put it this

way. We welcome the fact that the minister

is helping with promotion and with research

in small business. Would the minister, how-

ever, instead of just telling the small busi-

nesses how they can offer their wares to gov-

ernment, undertake first of all to find out

how much government is now purchasing
from independently owned Canadian small

businesses and set a target for government

procurement from independently owned' Ca-

nadian businesses? This was suggested by my
colleague the member for Victoria-Haliburton

(Mr. Eakins) in his bill, which of course was
not brought back by the government for third

reading in the Legislature. Would he please
find out how much of present procurement is

from those companies and, like the Americans,
introduce a target for Ontario for independ-

ently owned Canadian small businesses?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There are two points
to make. First, as the study was undertaken

through the auspices of the Ministry of
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Government Services and Management Board

of Cabinet, when one considers the numbers
of contracts—there are literally hundreds of

thousands of contracts that the government
enters into in the course of a year—it becomes

quite a massive project to do the auditing, not

only on the work that already has been done
but in terms of the ownership of those firms.

fThe reason that particular approach was
taken was that it's quite clear the vast ma-

jority of small businesses in this province are,

under the definition, Canadian-owned small

businesses. So it was felt that this gives us a

pretty fair profile.

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, the vast majority
of small businesses under that definition are

Canadian-owned. It became quite an oppres-
sive task to undertake the extra bureaucracy
involved and the cost involved! to find out

whether the remaining portion was five per
cent or eight per cent.

One believes—and we do believe—that if

you secure for small business the kinds of

procurement they are seciuring in this govern-
ment then you are very basically and funda-

mentally helping the independent Canadian-
ovvTied small business sector. I think it's a

fair statement to say that those figures reflect

that.

I think we should also keep in mind that

under almost any sensible percentage figure

you want to use for Canadian-owned versus

non-Canadian-owned small business, the tar-

gets set by the Liberal leader's colleague in

his bill are already exceeded by the pur-

chasing policies of this government.

Mr. S. Smith: We don't know that.

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, in regard to pro-
curement within the government ministries,

the Liquor Control Board of Ontario is plan-

ning to purchase $10 million to $20 million in

computerized cas'h registers. There's a possi-

bility that this contract will not go to Cana-
dian small business. Is the minister going to

apply pressure to the liquor control board to

make sure this purchase is from a Canadian
small business? Is he going to set an example
or are they going to have to sit there and
wonder whether they are going to get the

business? Is he going to act on that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think that's a pretty

good example of the role that our ministry is

taking, particularly through Mr. Laschinger,
who is assuming the role of small business

trouble-shooter.

What has happened in that instance was a

small Canadian firm came in to bid on a con-

tract which in most cases can only be handled

by large international computer firms. A small

Canadian firm came in, made a bid, and in

order to keep in the running for that contract,

for which there is fierce competition, Mr.

Laschinger put that firm in touch with one of

the small business development corporations
set up by this government pursuant to last

year's budget.

We were able there to marry the resources

of the SBDC with the Canadian-owned in-

dependent small firm in order to put them in

a more competitive position to be able to ful-

fil tliat contract requirement by the LCBO.
Currently, because of those very severe and
direct efl^orts made by our small business

development branch, that firm is in very good
standing to be the successful bidder at the time

that decision is made by the LCBO—which I

understand will be approximately May 1. We
are actively promoting that firm, working with
the LCBO and the firm, to ensure that this

firm gets the contract.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, when the

minister was preparing this program for small

businesses, did he examine the government
policy of making a 10 per cent allowance

for Canadian purchasing on behalf of his

government in view of the eff^ect that would
have on the small business sector? In particu-

lar, did he re-examine the study done by
Professor Lowrie, which indicated that the

10 per cent favour for buying Canadian on
behalf of goverrmient in very many cases is

inadequate? It could be substantially raised

and this would give an additional benefit for

small businesses.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, I have some sym-
pathy for that point of view. As a result we
have undertaken a further study, as outUned
in my statement this morning, to ascertain

definitively the efiFectiveness of the 10 per
cent procurement figure. If the results of that

further study, which we should have by early

or late summer, s'how on that specific point

that the 10 per cent is inadequate, I will be

so reporting to the House and my colleagues,

and perhaps we'll see a change in that figure.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition

has a new question.

Mr. S. Smith: I'll direct the question—It's

all right, Mr. Premier; I'll direct on another

topic.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Assuming he is still able to

communicate, which he always does so well,

perhaps the Leader of the Opposition might

ask that question when the minister of

Northern Affairs gets here. I am trying to

find out whether he is just out of his chair.
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Mr. S. Smith: I appreciate the Premier's

eflForts in this regard. I will direct a question
on another topic to the Premier.

GAS AND OIL SUPPLIES

Mr. S. Smith: The Premier is no dbubt

aware that on April 1 the government of

Alberta, through its Alberta Petroleum Mar-

keting Commission, will be implementing new
and additional controls over the nation's oil

industry by certain criteria that might be

imposed, which Canadian refineries will have
to meet in order to continue buying Alberta

crude oil.

Is the Premier aware that these new con-

trols might threaten the supply of feedstock

for Petrosar and perhaps for other processors
in Ontario's petrochemical industry? If so, has

he been in touch with the government of

Alberta and/or the government of Canada in

this regard? If he has, what satisfaction has
he received?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am told

there have been some preliminary discussions.

As I understand it—I am going partially by
press reports—the government of Alberta has

made it clear that this is not an attempt to

reduce the flow of its oil or feedstock here.

The concern of Petrosar has been communi-
cated to me with great regularity by the

member for Lambton (Mr. Henderson)—
Mr. S. Smith: And by the member for

Samia (Mr. Blundy) back in 1978.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Just let me finish—'and

with some less regularity by the member for

Samia, and I always take into account what
the member for Samia says. I just add this as

a slight interjection: I was tJiere with him
not too many months ago at an opening of a

petrochemical plant and he was extolling the

virtues of the government, the environmental

controls in this province, how Samia had
benefited from environmental guidance—I

recall it so well; look at him smiling back
there. He was saying what a great job had
been done. I just wish he would say the same

things here in the House.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh no, he has said it

since. He may say it one day and confess the

next day, but then he says it again the third

day.

Mr. Speaker: Meanwhile, back to feedstock.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Back to feedstock—Mr.

Speaker, you're so good.
The federal Minister of Energy is coming

here next week, I believe, to meet with the

Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch) of this

province, myself and one or two others. This

will be one of the matters on which we are

going to seek clarification as to the approadh
of the government of Canada. Our concern

is for the refineries here, and this government
is very much committed to Petrosar, as we
have made clear for a number of years, and

not only to seeing that it has adequate feed-

stock, but also to continue to make the point

with the govemment of Canada that it has to

be at a price that makes Petrosar very com-

petitive with the i)etrochemical industry not

only in the gulf coast but in the state of

Michigan and one or two other places where

it has been brouglht to my attention there is

a modest de^ee of competition.
After that meeting is over, I will be de-

lighted to report on those discussions to the

House.

Mr. S. Smith: I take it the Premier is

saying there have been some communications

with the govemment of Canada. From his

answer, I am not siu-e whether there have

been some with the govemment of Alberta or

not—I take it there have not been. If I am
wrong, he can correct me—and indicate

whether he intends to have further dis-

cussions with tlie govemment of Canada.

Given that the marketing commission

measures being implemented in Alberta might
result in either the curtailment of feedstock

or possibly feedstock at a higher price from

freehold lands, imder these circumstances will

the Premier be making any suggestions at all

to the Minister of Energy of Canada? Will he

be suggesting, for instance, the possibiHty of

a reference to the Supreme Court? Will he

be suggesting some particular negotiating
stance? What will he be saying to the Min-

ister of Energy other than, "I want the feed-

stock, and you figure out how to get it for

me.

10:30 a.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only

go by the record to date which is not in itself

sufficient. But there have always been sug-

gestions that Petrosar was somewhat vulner-

able^ in terms of price and in terms of supply.

I think it is fair to state that historically the

governments of Ontario and Canada have

been able to maintain a position where

supply has by and large been satisfied and
where to date, in terms of price, we have

been competitive. We will continue to press

that with the govemment of Canada.

I have a note that for some reason the

meeting with Mr. Lalonde may be the week
after next and not this coming week.

The Minister of Industry and Tourism ( Mr.

Grossman) met with the Petrosar people as

recently as last week. We're really very much
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aware of the situation and, while one can

interpret the technical aspects of the new
regulations, the practice to date has been
to meet the needs of Petrosar. We will con-

tinue to press that point of view to the gov-
ernment of Canada. In fairness, the govern-
ment of Canada has been sympathetic to that

point oi view. So has this government, the

fonner government and the government
before that.

Mr. Blundy: Does the Premier recall that

on December 12, 1978, I raised this same

issue in the House? After a page of Hansard,
I couldn't see what his answer was at tbat

time. I would like to raise the question again
now.
The Premier will recall he was present

five months ago when he opened the Suncor

plant, which is also now being jeopardized

by the moves being made by the Alberta

Petroleimi Marketing Commission. Is the

Premier personally going to try to achieve

some kind of seciurity for these two plants

that mean so much to the wellbeing of On-

tario and to employment in Samia an:l

Lambton?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm quite

familiar with the question that was asked in

1978. If the member would like me to go
through the answer I gave in 1978, I would
be delighted to do so again.

The only plain point I would make to the

member for Sarnia—and being the very fair-

minded and objective member he is, I know
he will report what I am saying is that I

think when one looks back to 1978 we see

that we've had two years when Petrosar has

had the feedstock and when it has been

competitive: At the new plant I had the

pleasure of assisting in opening, I made it

quite clear how important this industry was
to Ontario, and that this government would
make every effort to see they got the feed-

stock and that it was at a competitive price.

I think the honourable member perhaps
was almost in support of my point of view in

1978 when I argued, very strenuously with

the then government of Canada, that there

should always be a price diflFerential in terms
of feedback going into Samia vis-a-vis other

areas, contrary perhaps to the policy of

the member's own party. I don't want to

get controversial here today but I think our

position on this has been consistent through-
out. It will be maintained. To date we have
had some measure of success, which has been
demonstrated in my conversations with the

Petrosar people, w^ho have expressed their

appreciation for the efforts of this govern-
ment to see that they remain a very viable

industry to the benefit of the people of

Lambton, Sarnia and the province.
Does the member understand all that?

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. M. Davidson: My question is directed

to the Minister of Education. Yesterday, in

response to a munber of questions I raised

with the minister, she indicated school boards

were carrying out air samplings in order to

determine whether or not asbestos was

prevalent throughout the school system.
Can the minister then explain why it is

that the directives sent out by her ministry
dated January 25, 1980, imder the letter-

head of her ministry, in which the informa-

tion she referred to yesterday is supposedly
contained imder "Collection of Samples for

Analysis," nowhere Joes it indicate that air

sampling should be carried out nor does it

give direction as to how it should be done.

How can she explain that staflF and officials

at both the Toronto Board of Education and
the Metropohtan Toronto School Board have
indicated to us quite clearly that air sampling
is not l^eing carried out nor has it been

carried out? Can she explain her statements

to us given those remarks?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I think

if the honourable member were to read the

document that went out with the numbered
memorand*um in January, he would find on

page 4.1, that the directions for the collec-

tion of samples are spelled out. It is a yellow
document which was included with the direc-

tive that was sent to each and every schoc^

board. The directions for collection have been
devised by the Ministry of Labour occupa-
tional health and safety division and were
considered by that branch to be appropriate.

An hon. member: Did it ask for air samples?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Yes. The directive

which was sent suggested' very strongly that

collection should be taken in air space where
an air plenum might, in fact, be contaminated

with asbestos; that is on the numbered mem-
orandum directive. I cannot tell the honour-

able members why collection is not being
carried out by various school boards, but that

directive was submitted, and if the school

boards are not doing as requested then we
shall certainly attempt to make sure that it

is done.

Mr. M. Davidson: A supplementary: Yester-

day, the minister quite clearly said to this

House that over the last several months we
have developed a policy of investigation of

schools in which some asbestos material might

possibly have been used, and the taking of air
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samples in order to ensure there is no asbestos

hazard to students. In regard to the supple-

mentary she answered: "But boards have

people capable of doing the sampling which
is necessary, including the air sampling which
is being done."

I would like the minister to tell us which
school boards are carrying out air sampling,
and how and where it is being done?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I ^hall collect that

information and report to the House.

Mr. Swart: Read' it.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I'm telling the
member I don't know them.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary: Did
the minister attach to any of those letters

that she may have sent to the boards, a

specific notice that they must return a copy
of their report to her personally, or to her
office personally, so sihe could check up on
them and see that they do carry out the

samplings?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: That request was
not made. It is a useful suggestion which I

shall consider seriously. We have constant

communication with the laboratory of the

occupational health and safety division and
are aware of those boards whidh have done
certain of the work at any rate. That might
be an interesting thing for us to suggest so
we will have a constant record of the boards
involved in it.

Mr. Ziemba: Yesterday, the minister told us
that since 1970 no asbestos-containing ma-
terial is to be used' in new construction. How
is it, at this very moment, that this very same
asbestos-containing material is being installed

at Harbord Collegiate Institute, which is not
too far from here, at some risk to the work-
men and even more risk to the students? The
minister is still doing it.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I'm not doing it. A
directive was submitted in the late 1960s and
again in the early 1970s warning boards of

the potential hazards of asbestos-containing
materials in school buildings. The responsi-

bility for the construction, of course, remains
with the boards of education. While we
attempt to assist them in the discharge of

their responsibilities, it cannot be assumed that

the total responsibility should fall upon the

Ministry of Education.

However, the matter at Harbord is related

to a problem of the air ducts between class-

rooms which have dampers as a fire retard-

ant. Those dampers, I am informed, have
been coated with asbestos. There is appar-

ently no problem when the dampers are

closed. The problem occurs, of course, when

the dampers are open and the air flows

through and the asbestos may flake ofi^. That
is a matter of very real concern, and the

Metropohtan Toronto board, I'm sure, must
have been aware of that. The occupational
health and safety division has been involved

in attempting to resolve this problem, and I

do not know what the final resolution will

be.

10:40 a.m.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I regret I

wasn't here for her statement yesterday, but
will the minister table a compendium of the

various directives that have been sent and
their dates, including that yellow-paged docu-
ment that she referred to? And will the min-
ister also be able to advise the House what

approximate costs may occur in reconstruct-

ing and repairing the various areas that are

involved and how the funds will be provided
to do those reconstruction or repair costs?

Will they come from the board or is the min-

istry going to be in a position to attempt to

resolve this problem which appears to be

widespread?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: It perhaps is some-
what less widespread than we might suspect.

The ministry did carry out a survey of its

own last fall and identified a number of

schools, not a huge number, in which it

could be a potential problem.
As a matter of fact at that time when

there was concern about the installation of

this air venting system at Harbord, the

Ministry of Education's architectural brandi

advised the Toronto city board not to install

those dampers; but they were installed and

they are a problem at the present time.

We will develop the compendimn. We
have early information that almost all boards,

except the Metropolitan Toronto boards, have

provided the survey information for us.

Certain Metropolitan Toronto boards have

not, at this point, but I can tell members
that the Waterloo board, for example, has,

and I believe Kitchener boards have re-

ported the results of their siuveys.

Mr. Ziemba: The minister told the House

that these dampers are only a problem when

they are open. In fact, these dampers are

always open; that is how they work, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: What is the question?

Mr. Ziemba: My question is when are we
going to get some straight answers on this

very serious problem?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: My understanding,
as a non-engineer and a not particularly
mechanical individual, is that a damper is
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something which is closed from time to time
in order to dampen some activity which is

going on. The damper is open in normal
circumstances in that instance, but when a

fire occurs it is closed in order to reduce the

potential spread of the fire.

Mr. Foulds: So it is not a pKyblem when
there is a fire. Is that right?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry, I almost can't bear myself thiiik be-

cause of the honourable members.
It would be closed in time of fire and I

would not say it would not be a hazard

then; it would be a protective mechanism
then in terms of a fire, but not necessarily

very protective in terms of the asbestos

coating that is on it.

To answer the final part of the honourable

member's question which I neglected to do
last time, the Ministry of Education can cer-

tainly absorb its share of the costs required
to provide the protective covering, whatever

is necessary, in order to solve the problem
for all of the schools that we are aware will

have a problem this year.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Mr. M, Davidson: My question, Mr.

Speaker, is to the Minister of Labour. Can
the minister explain to us how it could

possibly 'be that following the death of Mr.

Clifton Grant, recognized by the Workmen's

Compensation Roard as a claim, no follow-up
was allowed to his fellow workers? Can he

explain the statement of John Hastings, the

compensation board's spokesman, who said

that it was up to the occupational health

branch to do any follow-up? Hugh Nelson, a
director of the branch, said his department
was never notified of the case. Can the

minister explain the lack of communication
in his ministry that would allow this to

happen?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
it was at the request of this minister, in

response to a request from another member
that the investigation with regard to Mr.
Grant's claim be expedited, and it was so

done. At that time I, personally, was not
aware of the issue in the claim, but the in-

vestigation was expedited as a result of some
information obtained from one of the mem-
bers.

At this very moment as we talk, some of

my staflF are there investigating the shop
and, indeed, all of the workers in that shop
will undergo a medical assessment. As to

whether there was previous notification, I

am aware of the statement of Mr. Nelson

and all I can tell the honourable member
at this time is that I am making inquiries
into it and I will report to you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. M. Davidson: Given that Mr, Grant
had not worked since June 1, 1979, which
is almost a year ago, and given that there

were indications he was sufFering from meso-
thelioma prior to the beginning of this year
or prior to this incident occurring, surely
there should have been follow-up with the

people who worked with him and beside him
on the job.

In answer to a question from the mem-
ber for Hamilton East on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 14, 1978, when we were talking about
the foundry workers, the minister made the

following statement:

"I want to assure members that as a re-

sult of this incident I have directed that the

entire communications system between the

board and my ministry be reviewed in order

to ensure there will be no recurrence of this

unfortimat© and frankly unacceptable course

of events."

ICan the minister explain why we once

again have a situation where there is no
communication between the board and his

ministry, and how long is the minister going
to allow this to continue?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: The member well knows
the review which took place with regard to

communications but, with regard to this par-
ticular situation, I would agree that once the

determination was made that it was a meso-
thelioma related to asbestos, there should

have been some follow-up; that is what I

am inquiring into.

Let me emphasize, first of all, that not all

mesotheliomas are related to asbestos, but
once that determination was made, there

should have been some communication and

follow-up; that is what I am inquiring into,

and I will be glad to report back to the

member.

Mr. S. Smith: Perhaps by way of stretch-

ing a supplementary question a little, if the

Speaker permits: As a result of this particular

case, there has been considerable discussion

with people in the Ministry of Labour and
some public statements made which would
indicate a good many of the multi-storey

buildings in Toronto and the rest of Ontario

built before 1972 may well be in exactly the

same dangerous position. This could obvious-

ly present a horrendous economic and health

problem to Ontario.

May I ask what the approach of the minis-

ter is at this time with regard to assisting

with inspection of other buildings, apart from
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schools, important as schools may be as a

starting place? What other inspection systems
are there with regard to other buildings, and
what standards are being set? Can the minis-

ter give us any plans at all to deal with this

apparent public hazard?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
I would like to tell the Leader of the Oppo-
sition that a directive was issued last fall to

all inspectors indicating that on any occasion
when they are inspecting a building of any
sort they are to make observations about the

presence or absence of asbestos and report it.

Second, with regard to the overall and
broader problem, which as the member
knows crosses all nations—it is international

and ubiquitous; it is even transministerial,

involving occupational health, environment,
public health—everything—as a result of dis-

cussions that went on at the interministerial

level last summer and fall, we did establish

within the branch a group which had been

preparing a backgrovmd docmnent on the

presence and use of asbestos in public build-

ings and buildings to which the public has
access.

I have been advised that a background
document will be ready shortly and an inter-

ministerial committee will be reviewing it at

tlhat time to come up with recommendations.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: I would like to get a

straight answer from the minister—

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I always give straight
answers.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: That's why I am
asking it of the minister.

On wliat date last year was it determined
that the workmen's compensation claim was
going to be accepted? On what date did the

ministry's doctors determine that mesotheli-
oma was caused by asbestos-related woi'k
conditions? We have not been able to get
that information from the ministry yet. How
long has the minister known?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the member knows,
Mr. Speaker, I was out of town yesterday;
I made efforts late last night and early this

xnoming, but I don't have that information.
That is part of the information I am inquiring
into, and I will be glad to report back to the
member.

10:50 a.m.

MIRACLE FOOD MART
Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, my question is to

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. Would the minister intervene and
advise Miracle Food Mart to rescind its new

pricing policy, which it made eflFective March
10, whereby it retags and marks up the price
of existing shelf stock as soon as the price on
the new stock from the supplier increases?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr, Speaker, I will look
into it.

Mr. Swart: If the minister is not aware of

this, will he look closely at the internal docu-
ment which I am about to send to him? Will
the minister note particularly clause 6 of the
internal document which reads as follows:

"Once a price change is complete, all shelf

stock will be at the same new price"? WiU he
look at clause 3 closely: "All price advances
are to be completed during nonbusiness

hours"?

On a further memo, will the minister note
also that Miracle Food Mart is going to use
a new type of price label known as "remov-
alble come-clean"? His government could use

that. Regarding this statement in the memo,
"They will be used in all stores and immedi-

ately replace the stock of permanent ad-

hesive labels; this particular type of pricing
label will facilitate the implementation of our

policy," doesn't the minister think that is

really a despicable practice and warrants

legislation to prevent this kind of exploitation
of the consumer?

Hon. Mr. Drea: As I said', I will look into

it. If the remarks of the member are as

accurate as his track record, I will report
back to the House in a period of time.

TRANSPORTATION OF
HAZARDOUS GOODS

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker I have a

question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications. The minister is aware
of the citizens in the South WalkerviUe-

Remington Park area and their concern over

the CPR tracks and the carrying of hazardous

cargoes. He is aware of their losing fight with

the Canadian Transport Commission in their

attempt to have those tracks no longer used

for transportation of hazardous cargo. There
is an alternative. The alternative is using im-

used or little-used Conrail facilities.

Before anything that would be implemented
such as I have suggested, railway relocation

studies would be of an advantage. Would the

minister at this time consider the request of

the city of Windsor so we wouldn't have the

same episode happen in Windsor that took

place in Mississauga? And would he imple-
ment railway relocation studies in the com-

munity, looking into unused Conrail facilities

as the answer to saving substantial funds for

the ministry in the development of railway
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overpasses at five different locations in the

community?
Mr. Speaker: The question has really been

asked.

Mr. B. Newman: Will the minister look into

that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will look into it, sir.

Mr. B. Newman: Will the minister imple-
ment railway relocation studies, putting

priority on this type of study so that a

Mississauga episode will not take place in

the Windsor area?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, you are

much more familiar with railways than I am,
but I have no indication I can think of that

a railway relocation study would' have pre-

vented the Mississauga accident.

I am aware of the member's interest in

railway relocation studies, but I really cannot

see any benefit of spending millions of dollars

on railway relocation studies if there is no

possibility of any railway relocation taking

place following the study. I don't think a

whole lot of expensive studies collecting doist

some place will solve anybody's problem.

Really, at this moment, I don't have any indi-

cation that money will be available from any
source to carry out any extensive railway
relocations.

NATURAL GAS EXPORTS

Ms. Cigantes: Mr. Speaker, my question is

to the Premier. I would like to ask him how
much weight he expects the National Energy
Board will give to Ontario's submission con-

cerning the latest Pan-Alberta application for

the export of a half trillion cubic feet of

natural gas?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really can't

answer that question as to how much weight
I expect they will give.

Ms. Gigantes: I would like to ask the

Premier if he seriously expects that a sub-

mission that totals no more than seven pages
of the NEB transcript is an adequate repre-
sentation of Ontario's energy need's as they
are affected by this application?

Why did Ontario present no substantial

background analysis, call no expert witnesses

and generally do a poorer job of opposing the

application than such groups as the Com-
mittee for an Independent Canada, the Cana-
dian Arctic Resources Committee and Energy
Probe?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, despite the

fact that I contradict this on occasion, the

strength of one's argument is not always
measured by its weight.

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS

Mr. Bradley: I have a question for the

Minister of Indtistry and Tourism, Mr. Speak-

er, concerning layoffs in the auto industry as

they affect the Niagara Peninsula.

Is the minister aware that General Motors
has announced that 3,100 employees will be
laid off the week of April 7? Is he aware that

Hayes-Dana has recently laid off approxi-

mately 150 people in addition to 300 people
who were previously laid off and that TRW
has laid off approximately 100 people?
With the unemployment rate 10 per cent

or over in the Niagara Peninsula, would the

minister indicate to the House what very
recent action he has taken to alleviate this

situation of unemployment in the Niagara

Peninsula, specifically in the automotive in-

dustry?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: At noon today, Mr.

Speaker, there will be a meeting with the

federal Minister of Employment and Immigra-
tion, Mr. Axworthy, and myself and several

of my colleagues to deal with, among other

issues, the problem of the extreme layoffs in

the auto indtistry.

We have understood that the current lay-

offs are mostly—I suppose entirely—on account

of the market factors, basically in North

America, affecting the ability of the North

American car manufacturers to meet the con-

sumer demands for new, lighter, fuel-efiicient

vehicles and the consequent impact of im-

ported cars in the North American market.

It is causing very severe layoffs in the auto

industry, both in the United States and in

Canada.
Our efforts have to be concentrated upon

making sure that the workers get through
this diflRcult period. The only way we do tiiat

is to make sure that the federal government
implements a program to assist those workers

who are in a severe layoff position.

Second, to deal with the long-term prob-
lems of the automotive industry, we must

make sure that the retooling goes into the

Canadian-owned plants which will enable

them to fully participate when the market

truTis up, which I fully expect next year.
In the case of all the plants the honourable

member talked about—GM in St. Catharines,

TRW and Hayes-Dana—all of them are in

the process of re-investing, particularly in

those three locations, to ensure they are part

of the upturn in the industry when it occurs

next year. In point of fact, the member's

particular area should be in pretty good

shape a year or so from now, because they
are participating in the new investment pro-

grams for the new vehicles.
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Mr. Bradley: Is the minister not concerned

-taking two out of those three, TRW and
Hayes-Dana, both of which have received
some form of financial assistance from the

provincial government—that the goal of this

program to provide assistance is not going
to he realized, and that these companies are

laying off, recognizing at the present time it

may be short-term? The prospects are not

particularly bright when the money is being
used to move most of the jobs out of the

Niagara Peninsula, which has the 10 per cent

unemployment rate—TRW into southwestern
Ontario and Hayes-Dana into the Barrie area.

11 a.m.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is not a fair state-

ment to suggest that the investment we are

making in those auto parts firms is causing
a layoff of workers. Quite the reverse is the
case.

I think this government would be subject
to a lot of criticism if we sat back during
this particidar time and didn't invest money
to make sure that reinvestment is occurring
in Ontario in those industries and in those

plants. That is precisely why more than 30
per cent of the moneys expenr'ed in the

manufacturing sector by the Employment
Development Fund has gone to the auto-
motive industry—entirely the automotive

parts industry.

By investing those moneys in plants like

TRW, Hayes-Dana and Tridon-^U of which,
I would remind the honourable member, he,
his party and his leader have directly op-
posed—we are ensuring that those com-
panies with Canadian subsidiaries are in a

position to participate in the upturn next

year. In simple terms, without that sort of
cash infusion in those instances, those firms

would fall behind the American companies
in terms of being able to supply the new
energy-efficient products.
When the honourable member talks about

some of the expansion occurring in places
such as Barrie and southwestern Ontario, he
must remember that this sort of cash in-

fusion by the government of Ontario puts
those Canadian operations, in total, in a
better position to compete in all of their

Canadian ODcrations. It anchors their Cana-
dian operations and keeps our balance under
the auto pact from getting more out of
kilter than it currently is.

Those cash infusions are exactly the sorts

of things I would argue that governments
must do. It's better to do it now than three

years from today when the honourable mem-
ber would be standing up and asking us

why this government permitted TRW and

Hayes-Dana to close cown and go to the
United States. We are doing it before the

fact, not after the fact.

Mr. Cooke: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: First of all, I want to hear the
minister repeat his endorsation today for

transitional assistance benefits, and I want
to know how hard he is going to press the
federal government for those benefits to be
implemented immediately.

Second, I would like to ask the minister,
with respect to the promise the government
has made in the throne speech to act to

reverse the deficit in the auto pact, if he is

aware that in January 1980 the deficit was
up some 37 per cent from the record-break-

ing deficit of January 1979. In January 1980
the deficit was $117 million, whereas in

January 1979 it was $83 million.

What action is the minister going to take
to correct the deficit in the auto pact, and
what reason does he have for optimism that

the auto industry is going to turn around in

the next few months-

Mr. Speaker: The question has been asked.

Mr. Cooke: —in view of the observations

made by the Conference Board of Canada

yesterday?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: First, Mr. Speaker,

may I clearly reaffirm our commitment to a
TAB program. We believe a TAB program
must be implemented and that it is solely
and clearly the responsibility of the federal

government to implement that program as it

implemented after the commencement of the

auto pact. We will be making that case to

Mr, Axworthy at noon.

Second, with regard to my optimism, we
have commenced a series of meetings with
all sectors of the automotive industry. One
of the things that is quite obvious is tliat the

current problems are as follows: While there

is a slight downturn in the numbers of

vehicles being purchased, what is happening,
as the honourable member knows, is that

imports now have taken over 25 per cent of

the market. They have taken over that por-
tion of the market simply because of the

capacity of the North American manufac-
turers to supply the lighter fuel-efficient

vehicles. They are mounting that challenge

now, and in eadh of the successive years, in

1981 and 1982, they will dramatically in-

crease their capacity to compete against those

imports. There is every indication that, once

they do that, they will succeed in competing

against those imports. Every study of the

auto industry has indicated that, when they
were able to produce those competitive
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vehicles, they sold. They now are retooling
to cause that to happen.

Third, I would point out that a study of

demographics will confirm that all of tfie Big

Three, the Big Two, or whatever, expect that

the market for automobiles will increase

dramatically over the next decade as two-

vehicle families come into the market. Demo-

graphs indicate tfhat the profile of the popula-
tion will increase the demand for those

vehicles.

Those are some reasons for our optimism.
In fact, the thrust of our efforts now is to

ensure that the lighter, more fuel-efficient cars

are made here and that the parts for those

vehicles are also made in Ontario.

Mr. Haggerty: A supplementary question,
Mr. Si>eaker: Can the minister assure the

assembly that there is no violation of the

General Agreement on TarifiFs and Trade as

it relates to imported cars coming into

Canada?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, this is

a problem we have discussed with several

people in the auto industry. There are many
people involved in the industry who believe

that some of the foreign cars are being

dumped into Canada; yet I must say that for

a variety of corporate reasons no one—so far

—will undertake an action on anti-dumping

against those importers. Some of them com-

plain about the cost of the process, the length
of the process and the time taken, I have

urged upon them that it is important for

them to take the initiative and commence
some activity in this area as a signal, even if

it does take a couple of years to unwind the

process.
I should also take this opportunity to

remind the member that is one of the things

we have been strongly pressuring the federal

government on. One of the reasons we hired'

Rodney Grey, our former chief negotiator in

GATT, was so that we might pressure the

federal government to clean up its anti-dump-

ing procedures. This is bulky, slow, costly

and ineff^ective and, compared to other coun-

tries, we are simply not in the ball game.
Until that process is cleaned up, those people
in the industry who say they won't commence

anti-dumping action have a case to be made.
Let me say I think they should start the

actions anyway if they believe they have the

evidence.

EGG PRODUCTION

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of Agricidture and Food. Is

the minister aware that egg production in

northern Ontario has eroded to the point

where we are only 14 per cent self-sufficient

and that our prod'ucers have shrunk from 40

producers to 25? Does the minister not think

he should do something to protect that quota
from being bought out by the big southern

Ontario operators and being moved to the

southern part of the province, which is going
to cause higher prices for eggs for northern

Ontario citizens?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, in an-

swer to the member for Sudbury, about a

month or six weeks ago the Ontario Egg
Producers' Market Board met with these

producers in northern Ontario. The producers
asked that their quotas be increased in order

that they could supply a little to the west,

maybe the Rainy River district. They asked
that their quotas be increased so that they
could supply eggs for that area of the prov-
ince.

The marketing board has been looking at

that. If it has made a decision, it has not in-

formed me yet. But special consideration for

the north is definitely being considered.

Mr. Germa: Is the minister not aware that,

if we had our fair distribution of the 8.6

million layers of quota for Ontario, there

would be 750,000 layers in northern Ontario

rather than the present 200,000? What is the

minister going to do to ensure a fair distribu-

tion of the Ontario quota?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: That is the decision

of the individual prod'ucers. They themselves

entered into the quota arrangement. It was
the decision of the egg producers of Ontario

to have the quota system. We have egg pro-
ducers in the north who are not large egg
producers. As I say, the Ontario Egg Pro-

ducers' Marketing Board is trying to devise a

plan whereby they will be able to get special

consideration when they are ready to expand
their flocks.

CARE OF MENTALLY RETARDED
Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Health. What plans
does the ministry have to respond to the sug-
gestions of the Ontario Association for the

Mentally Retarded to look after in a more
humane way the needs of the 2,600 mentally
retarded who are in homes for special care?

Does the minister have programs that wiU
reach what we consider to be the needs of

the mentally retarded in these institutions?

11:10 a.m.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, that ques-

tion should be directed to the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr.

Norton ) .
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Mr. Blundy: The minister has got me con-

fused. What plans does the Ministry of Com-

mrmity and Social Services have for this

need?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I can
understand why the honourable member

might be confused by that. It is true that the

homes for special care themselves are under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health-

Mrs. Campbell: But he can't answer.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Of course he can; he is

quite capable of answering.
As members will know from our recent

announcement, the plans are now being im-

plemented to provide for the programming
in the homes for special care for the mentally
retarded residents there. The first stage of

that, as the announcement clearly set out, is

a comprehensive assessment of the mentally
retarded residents, directed initially towards

the children because of the priority placed

upon ensuring they will receive as much
benefit as they can from the programming
that will be beginning very shortly. We antic-

ipate having the assessments completed
within approximately six months.

Mrs. Campbell: Ohl

Hon. Mr. Norton: The member for St.

George should know, as well as I do, that

one can't do things overnight. Good grief,
she moans and groans over there. I think six

months is a very realistic and brief time frame
within which to operate.
As the assessments are developed, the

needs of the children will be determined and
individual programs developed for them. I

would challenge the Leader of tiie Opposition
(Mr. S. Smith) to come up with a better or

quicker solution to meet the needs of those

children. He couldn't do it.

Mr. McCIellan: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: I would like to ask the minister

wbether his ministry or the Ministry of
Health has already undertaken a number of

individual assessments of mentally retarded

people in homes for special care within the
last six to eight months? Would he tell me,
first, whether that is a fact and, second,
whether programs have been implemented
for any of the residents who have already
received an individual assessment?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I haven't got the de-

tailed information with me, Mr. Speaker, but
I can certainly get it for the honourable
member. I know of at least one residence

where programs have been put in place as a
result of assessments conducted. I can't tell

the honourable member the specific numbers
ofiE the top of my head.

Mr. McCIellan: Will the minister get the

details?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, I wiH be glad to

get that informiation for the member.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary, in response to the minister's

challenge. The first thing he can surely do,

does he not agree, is at least double the

amount of nursing hours of care at present

required under the laiw for the people who
are still in the homes for special care. Right
now they are guaranteed approximately one

and a third hours per day, as the minister

knows. Would he at least double that as a

beginning?
I don't wish to distiurb the minister in his

conversation with the Minister of Education

(Miss Stephenson)—I am sure he seldom has

a chance to chat with her—but could he at

least begin by doubling the nursing-care

hours and then get on with moving as many
of these people as possible out of homes for

special care as rapidly as he can; instead of

this very relaxed pace of assessment first and

treatment some time down the road?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I think

the Leader of the Opposition has just demon-
strated the folly of his simplistic approach
to everything. How can he stand in this

House and say that the way to solve the

problem is automatically to double the num-
ber of hours of nm-sing for everyone who
happens to be a resident in a home for special

care?

Mr. S. Smith: Not for everyone—for the

mentally retarded.

Hon. Mr. Norton: All right; for the re-

tarded in homes for sxjecial care. On what
basis does the honourable Iteader assume that

every retarded resident of a home for special

care needs twice the amount of nursing he

or she is receiving at present? If an assess-

ment isn't done, how does one know any-

thing?

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. If you want to carry
out your challenges, do it outside.

METHANOL AND WOOD ENERGY

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Energy. The Minister

of Energy in a statement to the Legislature

yesterday indicated his ministry would be

undertaking a methanol and wood energy
feasibility study in eastern Ontario. Can the

minister assure me that consultants and en-

gineers in eastern Ontario will be given at

least an equal opportunity to bid on this kind

of feasibility study?
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Not only are the results of this study of

interest to people in eastern Ontario, but

also the development of the technical knowl-

edge and the knowhow related to these

lands of products would be most beneficial to

the eastern Ontario area in developing its

ecoiKwny and the expertise of the engineers
in that area.

HoDu Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, we'll be

advertising and inviting proposals; there's no

question about that. We intend to include in

that advertising the publications in eastern

Ontario and to include everyone in Ontario

with respect to this.

This Is a very exciting project, and I'm

glad to have the support of the honourable

member.

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Natural Resources.

Can the Minister of Natural Resources tell

the House why it was that his ministry
failed to notify the public generally or, more

important, the families of the victims in-

volved, when they knew eight days after that

fire north of NaJcina that there were no wind
shifts which caused those people to be

trapped? Why didn't the minister make
that known to the families?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

asked specifically about that, but I suspect
the reason is that the inquest was announced
the day after the fire. One of the things that

I understand inquests wish to see happen is

that people who may well be witnesses don't

start making .statements imtil they get in

front of the inquest.

I think it's also fair to say there was a

certain amount of speculation, and the per-
son involved, Mr. Wesley, who had been
with the children, was in hospital and was
not able to talk to anybody. I assume nobody
knew what had happened to him until some

days later when he was able to be ques-
tioned.

Mr. Foulds: Why couldn't the minister at

least communicate the fact that the informa-
tion that went out over the airwaves initially,

and that his ministry conveyed to the families,

was erroneous? Now that the Solicitor

General (Mr. McMurtry) has indicated' to the

House that he has no objection to tabling in

the House the reports of the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police and the fire marshal, why does
the minister maintain his position, when the
first law oflRcer of the crown has taken the

position that he will table his report? Why
does the Minister of Natural Resources main-

tain his position that he will not table and

make public the internal report of the Minis-

try of Natural Resources?

Hon. Mr. Auld: For exactly the same rea-

son I gave befcMTe. I am advised by our

counsel that doing so might be interpreted as

attempting to influence the jury, and I should

not do it.

Mr. S. Smith: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: On August 22, the ministry
issued a statement saying, "Debris was blown
out of control by a shift in the wind." On
August 23, the ministry knew, according to

testimony, that there had' been no shift in the

wind. Why did the ministry never correct

that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Once again, Mr. Si)eaker,

for the same reason that I just mentioned.

11:20 a.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL

CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES
POPULAIRES STATUTE LAW

AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Drea moved first reading of Bill

31, An Act to amend the Credit Unions and
Caisses Populaires Act, 1976 and to provide
additional powers in certain other acts with

respect to Credit Unions and Caisses Popu-
laires.

Motion agreed to.

ANSWER TO QUESTION ON
NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to table the answer to question 10 standing
on the Notice Paper. (See appendix, page 358.)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Resumption of the adjourned debate on the

amendment to the motion for an address in

reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton-

Grenville had the floor on the last occasion.

Mr. Conway: None of those consultants is

going to vote for you.

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, when I ad-

journed the debate on Tuesday evening I was

relating to the Legislature my concern over

the seciurity of the supply of oil. This is espe-

cially important in the eastern part of our
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province where we rely on foreign oil for
our use.

Since that time two events have occurred
which are fairly significant in eastern Ontario

and, in particular, the area that I represent.

Mr. Conway: Walter Baker's back in the

opposition where he belongs.

Mr. Sterling: That's since Tuesday night.
On Wednesday, I believe the first minister

for Saudi Arabia visited the United States and
indicated that they would be withdrawing, or
would not make available, some of the oil

supply which they had provided to the United
States in the past. As I mentioned in my re-

marks on Tuesday, the United States is using
an enormous amount of oil. Any withdrawal
of any sources of oil for them cannot help but
affect our supplies as well.

Security of supply is especially important to
the rural areas. I understand 60 i>er cent of
the homes in Ontario are heated by oil. In
more urban areas there is an increasing choice,
and a lot of conversions are taking place to
the use of natural gas instead of oil, but those
in the rural community don't have that choice.
This is espeeially so in eastern Ontario. I

understand that in the western part of the

province there is a considerable amount of
distribution in areas that have indigenous
natural gas resources.

I want to urge our government to provide
incentives at this time, when we have a
surplus supply of electricity at our disposal,
to those people who will not likely have the

opportunity to ever make the choice of con-

verting to natural gas to use electricity for

heating at this time so that conversion can
be made. I would hope this kind of program
would alleviate a shortage in the supply of
oil.

I was also pleased yesterday, in the ques-
tion period, to hear from the Minister of

Energy (Mr. Welch) of his move to the
methanol and wood energy feasibility study
in eastern Ontario.

As I indicated on Tuesday night, I have
become extremely interested in this area in

1979. I did a considerable amount of researdh
into the feasibility of synthetic Hquid fuels.

Unfortunately, most of the reports that one
read during that period of time were very
pessimistic as to the economic viability of

producing synthetic liquid fuels.

But I was convinced during the summer
that with the unstable conditions of fhe
Middle East countries and the escalation of
oil prices, no matter how much oil we have,
it is only in a finite amount. I was convinced
it was time we started to move and look at

the technology to produce an alternative

transportation fuel. I went to the Minister
of Energy and the Premier (Mr. Davis) and
asked them to consider this kind of a study
for eastern Ontario.

The county of Grenville has approximately
300,000 acres within its boundaries. Only
about 60,000 of those acres are of good agri-
cultural crop land, as described in soil studies.

There are another 40,000 to 50,000 that

could be used for pasture. That leaves some-
where around 150,000 to 200,000 acres of

land which are not being used at this par-
ticular time for any crop that would provide
economic viability to eastern Ontario,

The county of Grenville is not unique in

that area. There are many other areas in the

county of Lanark and as one goes further

north up the valley. If we can come up with
some good alternatives and' if we look at

these programs in a practical sense, we would
be able to determine whether there is a
financial viability. Even if there isn't a finan-

cial viability today or in a year from now
and the study is supposed to produce its

results, we should strike out in this direction.

The Avriting is on the waU, and I think

everyone knows it. Oil supply is going to "be

a problem. If we can replace the use of some
of that oil we wiU be alleviating that problem,
I think we have to tell the public continually
that although we are looking into these kinds

of things they are never going to be the total

solution. They are a very small part of the

solution.

Energy is of extreme interest to myself

basically because I have been involved with
the building business as a civil engineer, I

hope there will be a continued thrust in terms

of incentives for updating standards and

projects which will encourage existing build-

ing owners and new building owners to make
further energy conservation steps. There have
been some significant examples of how this

"has worked in the past, but I still think there

is a tremendous opportunity to make further

steps in this area of energy conservation.

In talking with several members of the

Legislature on an informal basis, I think it

is fair to draw the conclusion that some of

them are quite frightened of the world situa-

tion at this particular time. With the higher
interest rates, with the supply of oil and that

kind of thing, it is going to he. difficult to

meet these problems, but I think with some

steps like the methanol and wood energy

feasibility study and with other thrusts in

the conservation area, it is really a very
small step towards meeting the problems we
could face in the very near future.

11:30 a.m.
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iQuite frankly, I have grave reservations

whether our government or the federal gov-
ernment or any other government, for ex-

ample, the government of the United States,

is taking measures drastic enough at this

time to meet the potential problems which

I believe we coxdd face within a two- or

three-year period. I would hope our federal

•colleagues are looking at the possibility of

such Draconian measures as gas rationing

and that kind of thing. It may very well be

the time has arrived to implement such a

measure.

One of the parts of the throne speech that

attracted my attention was that concerned

with small business. I was happy this morn-

ing to hear the Minister of Industry and

Tourism (Mr. Grossman) announce a 14-point

program outlining what his ministry is going
to do to support this very vital sector of our

economy. Members may recall in the fall of

1977, shortly after being elected, I rose in

this Legislature and spoke against a bill for

small businesses. I was the only person in

the Legislature who voted against that

private member's bill. Since that time my
opposition to a very highly regulatory piece

bf legislation has proven to be right.

When one looks at an alternate approach,
such as the approach contained in the state-

ment by the Minister of Industry and
Tourism this morning, I feel this is the

proper way to help small business. As I

mentioned back in October 1977, small

business doesn't want more regulation and

doesn't Avant more paper to deal with. It

wants help and access to information. In my
experience as a lawyer representing very

many small businesses, I can assure members
the steps the Ministry of Industry and

Tourism proposes will be of help to small

lousinesses.

In eastern Ontario, we have had the

benefit of the eastern Ontario development
agreement signed in December. This pro-
vides for grants of up to $100,000 for small

business. There are many programs floating

around out there. One of the very attractive

parts of this program is that the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism is going to act as

broker for all of those programs.
I don't know how many times each one

of us as an MPP has been phoned by a

small businessman and asked what kind of

programs the government has that he can
take advantage of. It is very difficult to know
of all the programs because there are a lot

of small programs that are the main pro-

grams in eastern Ontario. The Eastern On-
tario Development Corporation has been one

of the most successful of the large programs
we have been involved in, but there are

many other small programs. I feel the min-

istry's ofFer to act as broker for all of the

feaeral and provincial programs is a right

step forward.

Another very attractive part of the an-

nouncement this morning related to the fact

that every small businessman in this province

can, phone toll free to a troubleshooter here

in Toronto. He can call collect and he can
ask how to solve a particular problem he is

having w^ith government or he can get other

information about what kind of help is avail-

able from our government. This is particu-

larly important in a rural community (»- in a

community which is not densely populated.
The people I represent have difficidty in

contacting somebody in their local community
who is a representative of government. In my
constituency office I have a toll-free number
as well, because I represent an area which
has 14 or 15 telephone exdhanges. I offer

that service to my constituents as this will

offer ready access to all small businessmen in

the province. It will be sort of a one-window

approach, and when a person doesn't know
where to go he or s'he can call Toronto

directly.

There are many other good parts of this

particular program. In the procedural affairs

committee, I guess it was a year ago now, we
were looking at various agencies, boards and
commissions. One of the ones we Avere look-

ing at was the Ontario Research Foundation.

In questioning the president of the Ontario

Research Foundation I found that the number
of scientists or engineers who wofked in tfie

Ontario Research Foundation has not really

increased since the mid-1960s. The Ontario

Research Foundation can tell some tremen-

dous stories about the type of success they
have had and how they have helped a lot of

manufacturers around Ontario, not only to

compete in the Ontario market, but to com-

pete in the world market.

I think it is a tremendous shame in many
ways that the growth or expansion of the

ORF has not continued since 1965. I attri-

bute it in part to the fact that the communi-
cation between the ORF and the business

person is not adequate.
I hope this particular program, whereby

the Ministry of Industry and Tourism is

willing to pay up to 90 per cent or a maxi-

mum of $3,600 to the ORF to do research for

a private business, is one way we can close

that communication gap between the ORF
and our small business.

As an engineer who practised engineering

for two years before going back into law
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sdhool, I felt that our industry in Ontario was
not properly utilizing the te<ihnical expertise
that was available here. We produce some of

the best engineers in the North American
continent.

One of my fellow comrades in engineering,
a brilHant man, went on to the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology after he left Carleton

University and excelled there. He excelled

such that he was at the top of his year in

terms of his doctorate program. But where is

he working at this particular time? He is

working in the United States in research. I

think we coxild utilize a lot more of our en-

gineers right here in Ontario.

The ORF uses some of these technical

people, but not nearly in large enough num-
bers. We need more engineers in our small

manufacturing plants so they can provide the

diversity that those manufacturing plants need
to make new products, to make innovative

products and, in turn, to produce wealth and

jobs. I hope this program in relation to the

Ontario Research Foundation will start that.

11:40 a.m.

One of the programs outlined in the an-

nouncement this morning relates to a new
focus on the consulting services available

through the Ministry of Industry and Tourism.
I dton't know, Mr. Speaker, if in yom- riding

you have had any experience with the con-

sulting program offered through the Ministry
of Industry and Tourism but I have had two
experiences with it in Kemptville and Pres-

cott. The reaction from the business people
has been phenomenal. They have never been
able to afford, organize or understand what a

consultant can possibly do for them. With us

paying almost 99 per cent of the cost, these

people had, albeit a very limited consultation,
advice from outside people coming in and
looking at their businesses.

I think the small businessmen in general
are reluctant to allow someone to come in

from outside and say: "You are doing this or
that wrong." Small businessmen in general
tend to be very individualistic and as a result

don't welcome this kind of comment. But with
the experience that this program has offered

in Kemptville and Prescott, I think that for

those two communities it has coalesced the

business communities. They are now not so

frightened of using outside help when they
face a problem. The practical suggestion made
in the report to each one of the 25 business-

men in each of those areas have been greatly

appreciated and acted upon in many cases.

X am glad to see that the ministry is going
to continue that particular program.

One of the small businessmen in my area

had tremendous ideas. He was a manufac-
turer of small wood products but he had

diflficulty in marketing his particular product
because he had neither the time to put a

marketing package together nor the money to

hire someone to do it. I see in this new policy
statement that the ministry will be paying up
to 75 per cent, or $7,500 maximum, per com-

pany for a marketing program. Again, that

doesn't appear like a lot of money but to the

small businessman it means a lot. For small

manufacturers—five, six employees—this kind

of help will be invaluable.

There are some other new concepts brought
out in this particular proposal. One of them
is the board of directors which will be formed
in tbe community. Often, as I mentioned be-

fore, small businessmen are very reluctant to

go to a consultant or to somebody else and
ask for advice. I think principally it's because

they are frightened of the cost. They are not

really well informed as to the cost that they

might incur by getting good advice. But with

the setting up of a board of directors of

people within the business community who
are willing to give their expertise at no cost

to the businessman, people can go in and get
this kind' of advice.

Right now I have in one area of my riding
what you would call a cottage industry of a

husband and wife who produce souvenir dolls.

They are called Willi-Bod originals. They are

tremendously attractive souvenirs. Last year
this couple made 6,000 of them and they had
no trouble selhng them. Unfortimately, on the

one hand the couple lacks in one area but on
the other hand has tremendous skills in terms

of the design and artistic capability of pro-

ducing this kind of souvenir.

Right now I am facing a great problem in

trying to advise them how they take the

next step. They see they must expand, but

they don't know exacdy how to expand.
Should I send them to an accountant? Should

I send them to a lawyer? To whom do I send
them?

If we had a board of directors like this in

the community, then I feel I could send these

people to them when there were no obliga-

tions being incurred between the two, the

small businessman and the accountant. In

that kind of case, this kind of industry, which
I am sure has a tremendous potential to in-

crease its business 20 times, could get some
direction on where to go for that next step

in order to make some of the basic planning
decisons which it must make. A small busi-

ness person like that doesn't know where to

go for the next step.
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It is difiRcult as an MPP to advise some-

one in a hard business sense. One just

doesn't have the time and the resources to

advise them as to exactly which way they
should turn in the next step of their develop-
ment. If we had this kind of thing, I could

send these people there. I am sure the board

of directors would give them some more ad-

vice so that they could make some of these

initial choices which they must make.

I hope this program is not considered by a

lot of i)eople as just another thing that is

not going to go anywhere. I think there are

some real good ideas in here. It doesn't in-

fringe on the independence of the small

businessman, but it oflFers him a partner, a

partner which he often needs. The program
calls for a complete directory providing in-

formation on how to sell to us, the govern-
ment. That is always a problem in a small

business. One doesn't know whom to con-

tact. How does one contact somebody in the

government?
The people in my area, unfortunately, re-

late more closely to the federal government
than the provincial government. I know how
often I had diflBculty in contacting a particu-
lar person or a particular body, I guess one
would say, in the federal government. It is

extremely difficult. One usually gets it on
about the fifteenth call.

With this kind of a directory, as I under-
stand it, each purchasing agent will be named
and his phone number will be there. I don't

know how many letters you have ever re-

ceived, Mr. Speaker, from a government de-

partment. A letter is signed by John Doe,
executive director of such and such, but there

is not a phone number on it. If you ever try
to find that phone number, as I said before,

you are lucky to get it before the foiuth or

fifth call. Names and contacts are the name
of the game in terms of small business. If

they have that directory it will help a lot of

them expand their businesses.

I could go on and on in terms of what we
are going to do in this particular program
and how it will affect small business in my
area, but there are about three or four points
in this program which monitors what is hap-

pening with small business in our province.
First, it is going to tell us how much business

we as a government are doing with small

business. Second, another report is going to

put together each year what has happened in

small business in Ontario and act in an advo-

cacy role to let the federal government know
what is happening here in Ontario and what
it can do to help this very imi)ortant, signi-
ficant area of our business community.
11:50 a.m.

I was really quite pleased to see the in-

volvement of the government in this manner
with small business. The last thing the gov-
ernment wants to do is to impose restrictions

and regulations on a snaall businessman who
can't understand or meet those restrictions

and regulations. Our role is as a catalyst and
that's exactly what this project achieves.

There are many other areas in the throne

speech which, as I mentioned in my opening
remarks on Tuesday evening, will nave to be
looked at because they are in a general form.

But if the announcement in the Legislature
this morning by the Minister of Industry and
Tourism as to the small business program is

any measure of the type of commitment that

our government is making and the type of

program that we are getting into, I thiiJc the

quality and the thrust of tJbe speech will be

of tremendous benefit to the people of

Ontario.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

have the pleasure of participating in the

throne speech debate. In this debate, I some-

times think one could make a longer speech

on what is not in the throne speech—on what

was left out. However, I think most of us

are aware it is more or less a general policy

statement of the government and quite often

many of tlie policies stated in it don't seem

ever to come to fruition when the budget
follows it in the next few weeks.

I didn't take the time to go over all the

throne speeches for the last 12 years that I

have had the privilege to hear in this House,

tlhanks to the good people of Essex North,

and Essex Kent previous to that. I suppose
it would be interesting, if one studied the

speeches for the 36 years, seven months and

24 days that the Conservative government
has been in power in Ontario, with the 36

throne speeches three have been in that time.

If you went back to the Ceorge Drew days

one would find some statements in one of his

throne speeches that still have not come to

fruition over that many years.

However, there are other parties that have

held power for a considerable length of time

in Ontario. If one looks back, he'd see that

the Liberals did hold power from 1871 to

1904-which is not quite as long as our

friends on the opposite side have held power
—but still was a pretty long time. However, I

must say it has been pretty scarce since then

in Ontario for us—

Mr. G. I. Miller: It's a drought.

Mr. Ruston: Yes. It's a drought, as the

member for Haldimand-Norfolk says. Being a

farmer he knows -what a drought is, I'm

sure. Fm not sure though whether a drought
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or a flood is worse when you're a farmer.

I guess it depends on what kind of crops you
grow. In politics none of us likes the drought,
I'm sure, in an election.

I would get into some of the suggestions
in the throne speech in time but first I want
to say, to kind of pave the way for what I

want to say later, that our leader has brought
in an amendment to the throne speech. I

feel very strongly on all the subjects that it

has been stated this government has failed

to do the things this province requires to do
to be the leading province in Canada.

The Premier has stated that our leader is

power hungry or something. When this gov-
ernment has been in power for nearly 37
years, I think I know who is power hungry—
they are over there. That's why they get

opinion polls to figure out what to do. If

one of those opinion polls that are buried

someplace had told them the Premier could
get a majority government we would have
had an election any time in the last two
years; we can be sure of that.

Look what the Premier did in 1977. He
walked down the hall without any excuse

19 months after the previous election and
said to the Lieutenant Governor: "I can't

govern; the opposition is giving me trouble.

I want to call an election." True, he did

pick up five or six seats, but it didn't do him
any crood. He is the one who has that power
at all times. He could be walking down the

hall right now, while I am speaking, for all

we know. He could do that and there is not
a thing we can do about it.

The Premier asked me in Windsor at the

Paul Martin dinner. "Dick, are you a dove or

a hawk?" I said, "I'll tell you, Mr. Premier,
I'm a hawk ever since April 29, 1977, when
you walked down the hallway." I wasn't

ready, but I've been ready for an election

every day since. People shouldn't worry
about elections. If I say they shouldn't worry
about the cost of them, I mean it. They are

a very minor part of the cost of operating
a democratic system, and the democratic
svstem is what the people of Canada have
chosen and want to live under.

I go back 45 years when I had the oppor-
tunitv to go to the first nomination meeting
for Paul Martin. My father and I went to

the city market in Windsor at 4:30 in the

mornin-', driving 22 miles in an old Model-T.

My fnther gave orders to all my brothers to

be at Belle River at three o'clock that after-

noon for the nomination meeting for the

Essex East riding, which was called Essex-
Windsor at that time. There were four people
contesting the nomination. I wasn't old

enough to vote—and also not old enough to

speak at it—but my father always taught us

that one of the rights we had in a democratic

system was the right to vote and that we
should never set it aside.

It is funny how these little things stick in

one's mind, but I think they are very im-

portant in a democratic country and that's

why I'm in politics. I recall that at two
o'clock on election day my father took the

Model-T and my brother was driving horses—
we used them in those days. I went with my
father. We tied the horses up to the fence

post and went to vote. The most important

thing in our family was that everyone had
to vote on election day.

There are many millions of people through-
out the world who do not have the right to

vote. They would pay any amount of money,
I am sure, to have the right to vote. We have
the right to vote. They claim that the last

federal election cost about $60 million. I

suppose there are roughly 11 million people
working in all of Canada, so maybe it cost

$5 or $6 for each of them to have the right

to vote. One can't even go out and have a

meal for that, or a couple drinks. Anyone
who would complain about voting when it

costs only $5 or $6 ought to be ashamed.

Besides, we haven't had a provincial elec-

tion for nearly three years. What goes on in

Ottawa and how often we have a federal

election is altogether different from what goes
on here. I want to remind the people of

Ontario that the day-to-day operations of this

House have much more to do with the day-

to-day operations of the citizens of Ontario.

The provincial government has its hand in

the pockets of the people of Ontario much
more regularly than the federal government
does, because so much of the money that

goes to Ottawa comes back here to this gov-
ernment which sorts it out any way it wants.

Interjections.

Mr. Huston: We think of the health brandi

last year as an example. Probably there was

$118 million that never went into health care

but went someplace else, wherever the

Premier and his cohorts wanted it to go.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Read that C. D.

Howe Researdh Institute report about the

way in which the feds screwed that up.

Mr. Ruston: The minister shouldn't inter-

ject. She is going to spoil her voice. Oh, she

is leaving. I'm sorry, I'll take that back. She
can stay.

Mr. Kerrio: But only on her terms.

12 noon
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Hon. Miss Stephenson: I can leave be-

cause the member for Sarnia (Mr. Blundy)
is happy.

Mr. Ruston: If the teachers' strike is over,

he certainly should be. I think the minister

should be ashamed it went on so long.
I'll get back to my topic here, if I may.

I hear different remarks in the House about

unemployment in certain parts, certain sec-

tions, certain regions, of Ontario. We, in

Windsor and Essex county, and as far east

as Chatham, are feeling the greatest pindh
of all because of the serious matter of un-

employment in the automobile industry.
The real problem is that the automobile

industry has been in a boom-or-bust situa-

tion for many years, and Windsor, being a

strong automobile centre, is feeling that very
much ri^t now, particularly because of

the Chrysler Corporation, which is in deep
financial trouble. It has been a really serious

matter to many people in the United' States

and Canada.
There has been guaranteed loans through

the government of the United States, and
now they're discussing guaranteed loans with

the govermnent of Canada or if any grants

might be available. It's a shame. It's mis-

management, I suppose, or the lack of fore-

sight in the automobile industry itself in

not manufacturing suita!ble cars.

I'm just wondering if the government de-

sire to abdicate their responsibilities. I

don't see any government members in the

House.

Mr. Acting Speaker called for the quorum
bells.

On resumption:
Mr. Acting Speaker: The Clerk reports a

quorum, so I would ask the member for

Essex North to proceed.

An hon. member: Why doesn't the member
start over?

Mr. Ruston: One of my colleagues has

suggested that I should start from the begin-
ning now because we have an audience, but
I shall not burden members with that.

I was going into the matter of the auto

industry in our area and the high rate of

unemployment due to the lack of sales of

American and Canadian-built cars in the

United States. The auto pact has been stud-

ied, restudied and discussed. I have a copy
of it here, but I read it into the record last

fall so I'm sure there is no use reading it

again. It's a broad statement, an outline with

nothing completely binding on either of the
two governments. The intent of it, of course,
was to enable the industry to transfer its

products from one country to the other

without duty and to build whatever parts

they could in one country with assembly
in the other, so it was all one big operation.
The agricultural industry has had no duty

on any agricultural products or manufactured

goods coming into Canada for many years.
I suppose the auto industry is, in effect, the

same. There is no duty on new cars coming
into Canada and althou^ used cars can go
to the United States they're not allowed to

come into Canada from that country.

The situation in Windsor now is such that

Chrysler has had between 4,000 and 6,000

unemployed at diflFerent times, but at peak
periods there were 15,000 or 16,000 working
in the city. Of course, Chrysler was mostly

making large-sized cars, but in the last year
or two, as the Minister of Industry and
Tourism mentioned today, the company just

didn't gear up for the smaller cars which
were more efficient for gas purposes.

In the United States, in California alone,

foreign imports amount to almost 50 per
cent of sales of which the majority are made
in Japan. In Canada, too, imports have risen

to somewhere around 17 per cent in the last

couple of months.

Another matter of concern to manv is the

GATT agreement. It was mentioned in the

House during question period this morning
by the member for Erie (Mr. Haggerty), who
asked the Minister of Industry and Tourism
whether he thought some of the automobiles

coming in from foreign countries were being

dumped here. The one I have heard the most

about that it was felt was being dumped on
the market in Canada was the Russian car,

the Lada. It's the offspring of the Italian Fiat,

I think. I understand the car, from most re-

ports, is definitely underpriced in Canada.

As the Minister of Industry and Tourism
mentioned this morning, it's interesting, that

it took as long as two years for someone to

challenge this, and a lot of damage can be

done in a two-year period.

12:10 p.m.

I guess what we should be doing is stress-

ing to residents of our country and the

Unitetl States that they have a certain re-

sponsibility to their own people and ought
to be looking at the cars made in their own

country. Many of the smaller cars that are

now made in Canada and the United States

as far as efficiency in gas is concerned, are

coming right along and are quite comparable
to the imports.

In Chrysler's case, they came along with

the Omni and Horizon a couple of years

ago, but the problem was they didn't have the

motors to go with them and they took a con-
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tract with Volkswagen. I think in the first

year there were only 250,000; that is all the

cars they could produce. So they couldn't

supply the demand really, and that has hurt
to some extent as well.

They now want to convert their large-

engine plant from a 360 cubic inch motor
down to probably a V-6 or maybe a four-

cylinder. They have a four-cyhnder which
they are making in Mexico.

Our problem in Windsor is that the 360
cubic inch is a large motor. It is quite an
efficient motor, though, for the size of it—
in fact I would say very efficient—the gas
consumption for the size of the motor.

Chrysler is still making one in the United
States. The problem we are facing is that

they want to close out the operation of the
one in Windsor quite soon, and it would
take at least two years to convert the plant
in Windsor to a smaller engine.

There is going to have to be a lot of

negotiations done, and I know they are in

good hands. The federal Minister of Indus-

try, Trade and Commerce, Mr. Gray, has
been meeting with Chrysler officials and they
are trying to work out some system to get it

going again.

The Ford Motor Company in Windsor also
has had about 2,700 people oflF woi^k due to
their engine plants. The engines they were
making in Windsor were of a large size as

well, and the sales of them have gone down.
They will, by December of this year, be em-
ploying some in their new plant. They al-

ready have a very few people in it, and there
is much construction going on there. By
May of 1981 they should have about 2,600
people working there. The problem is, most
of those 2,600 will be coming from Ford
plants that were already in Windsor and
until they can get the rest of their plants
downsized for whatever other purpose they
are going to use them, Ford's will not really
be picking up any slack for at least two
years.

Some of the slack will probably be picked
up, this December by General Motors who,
in their trim plant and in their transmission

plant where their main enlargement is going,
expect to start hiring this December and
expect to hire about 2,000 to 2,500 more in

the transmission plant.

In the Ford situation, there are many small

plants building right around the big new
Ford plant—the Ford engine plant, the Essex

engine plant. By 1982 or 1983, I am quite

confident, Windsor will be in good shape and
the employment situation will no doubt be
down to the six or seven per cent that more

or less seems to be a general standard

throughout the country now. Just what we
are going to do in the meantime is a prob-
lem we are having.
What I think we should be doing is re-

training some of the automobile employees
for other types of work where we can employ
some of them. For some of the older people
that might not be too satisfactory and we
may have to just give them special benefits

or extend the unemployment insurance bene-
fits until the automobile industry picks up
again in the city.

If you look back to 1964, prior to the

auto pact, we had a deficit in trading of

about $750 million. Of course, now it is up
to $3 billion. Part of that is inflation, and
if we are comparing the two exactly the

increase to now isn't quite as bad. But it is

something I tfhink we are going to have a

real problem renegotiating, especially at this

time with an election in the United States.

They too are at a pretty high unemployment
rate in the automobile industry, and I can

imagine it is going to be very difficult to

make any major negotiations that would give
us any worthwhile benefits right away.

There may be something we may be able

to do. I know both levels of government are

looking at it and are doing something to get
more parts industries going here in Canada.
That is the route I think we should be look-

ing at. We are going to have to have more
than just a couple of cars assembled, as in

the Chrysler plant. Of course. Ford and
General Motors assemble many more than

just two models of cars. That is why they
haven't suffered so much in the assembly line

because they do have more variety, whereas
in the Windsor area Chrysler has just been

making two or three models. If sales happen
to go down it really affects our area.

Everyone is well aware of what happened
in 1975 when we had unemployment, again
due to sales in the United States, the OPEC
oil increases in 1973, the temporary shortages
and so forth. We have good highways in

Canada and the United States and cars will

be driven, whether smaller or not, over the

next many years, but we are going to have to

make some decisions now to tide us over
until then. This has happened through lack

of ingenuity by the automobile industry in

Canada and the United States in building
smaller cars a few years ago to be ready for

this onslaught of hij^jher gas prices and, in

turn, the sale of smaller cars.

Health care is another matter of concern

to many people in Ontario. In our own area

we have had as many problems as anyone
else in Ontario because of the lack of hospital
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beds. The hospitals seem to be under pres-
sure—and the employees in the hospitals too,

the nursing staflF and so forth. There seems
to be an uneasiness throughout the hospitals
that they are being pwessured all the time to

keep their budgets down. This year they did

get a 7.5 per cent increase while last year
it was four or 4.5. That doesn't cover in-

flation. The pressure is there to keep cutting
back on staff. That has been a real concern.

I have received many letters from people
very worried about this. They have parents
or family in the hospital and feel they are

not gettinpj the care they should be getting.

They don't think it is the fault of the stafF,

but that there is insuflBcient staff to carry
out all the work that has to be done. Some
of the older people who are quite ill and
confined to bed seem reluctant, they tell me,
even to ring for a nurse because nurses are

so rus'hed sometimes they are upset and, in

turn, they upset the patient. These things
have been brought to my attention and are

a great concern to many in my area.

We had a petition with 260,000 or 270,000
names about health care in Ontario. I have
heard the local members for the city of

Windsor, the member for Windsor-Riverside

(Mr. Cooke) and the member for Windsor-
Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall), discussing the lack

of health-care facihties, nursing-home beds,
chronic care and so forth.

It concerns me that when our leader brings
in an amendment to the throne speech we
hear from the party those members represent
that they have no desire to see that these

things are righted and that proper health

care is made available. The member for

Windsor-Riverside did bring in a petition
with 26,000 names on it on November 20,
1979. I am surprised he wouldn't support
that very petition, on page 4647 of Hansard
of November 20, where the petition is

spelled out as to what the people are con-
cerned about.

It seems to me the members have been

talking a great deal about this, but when
the time came that we could have had the

power to let the people decide in Ontario
v^'hether the present government is treating
health care with the proper respect it de-

serves, they failed and would not support
us. That surprises me a great deal.

12:20 p.m.

With regard to an announcement in the
throne speech about 600 nursing beds to be
allowed over the next year or so, we have a

report from the Essex county district health
council in Windsor with regard to nursing
beds. This is a report of February 14. It is a

discussion paper on niu-sing home beds. It

says as of February 11, 1980, the placement
co-ordination services consolidated niu'sing
homes waiting list consisted of 174 in-

dividuals who have extended-care coverage
and who are awaiting placement in a nursing
home.

They co-ordinated all the nursing homes
and got a list from each one because there

are duplications. Some people will put their

name into one, two or three nursing homes
and whichever one gets a bed first, well of

course, they go in. With the co-ordination

of all the nursing homes, 174 individuals

have extended-care coverage and are await-

ing placement in a nursing home. Therefore,
the chronic rehabilitation care board recom-
mends in the interim that 100 additional

permanent niursing home bed licences be

approved for provision of extended care to

residents in Essex county.

They are asking for 100 beds in Essex

county. I think the throne speech gives 600

throughout Ontario. That takes almost 18

per cent to 20 per cent of the total in

Windsor and Essex county alone. Unless

other areas are much better off than we are

that doesn't sound like too many beds.

What we are really i)ointing out in regard
to health care is our concern of the opting
out of doctors and the availability of emer-

gency care in some of the hospitals. I know
for a fact that a number of people have had
to occupy beds in hospital hallways for up
to 16 hours before a room was available for

them. That doesn't seem right at a time like

this, because I don't thinJc money is that

scarce. I was looking over the March 13,

1980, Ministry of Culture and Recreation

Wintario grants. They are nice, but I want
the people of Ontario to know there is money
being made available for many other things.
It should be made available for the neces-

sities of life When it comes to the ageing

people and their right to have a little com-
fort in their last days.

I see a grant of $718,000 for construction

of a curling clubhouse facility and a grant
of $66,000 for a golf and curling club, a

grant of $5,000 for a regional library svstem,

a grant of $50,000 to an art gallery. Money
must be available in the overall budget of

Ontario. Sometimes one wonders if the prior-

ities are properly set if that is the case. I

don't think they are.

Another matter of concern with regard to

a local area I wanted to mention concerns

catastrophes and tornadoes. The Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr. Wells) men-

tioned the other day the flooding at Port

Hope. That has now been named a disaster
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area due to the flood, and I certainly can

understand it. Funding is going to be up to

a three-to-one ratio. I think the tornado in

the Woodstock and Oxford district received

a fovu'-to-one ratio, if I remember correctly.

Hod. Mr. Wells: Oxford is three to one.

It was four in Peel.

Mr. Ruston: Pardon me. Oh, yes. All right.

Thank you. I know they vary and it's hard to

keep track of them all. Maybe that's some-

thing we should be looking at. I think in

Cobalt it was a little diflFerent situation.

We had a major explosion in the town of

Essex. It was a natural gas explosion. It was

a sad situation. Apparently an impaired
driver lost control of his car in an alley and
ran into the wall of a store and into two gas
meters that weren't too well protected, al-

though some may say you could not protect
them from that kind of driving. I am not

sure that I agree with that. About 20 minutes

later a major explosion removed about five

buildings on one side of the street and seri-

ously damaged about seven other buildings
in the immediate area. The damage kept

spreading over many areas of the town.

In looking over the area on the same morn-

ing, a friend of mine in the town was teUing

me that he was in England during the

Second World War and he didn't think there

was as much damage done to the town where

he was, which had two 1,000 pound bombs

dropped on it, as there was as a result di the

natural gas explosion in the town of Essex.

Some of the citizens are now filing insurance

claims and are trying to rebuUd. The town is

trying to organize the rebuilding so the build-

ings will be all co-ordinated, which will im-

prove the appearance of the town. Some of

the businessmen are really suffering, because

wlien the buildings are blown up they have

nothing left.

It's a serious situation and the Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs has been made
aware of this. Some of his officials from the

regional offices have looked over the situation

and the town has started a fund. Some

money has come in from the United States,

and I might say the reason for it is partly

due to the fact that the six Americans were

freed by the Canadian embassy oflBce in

Tehran. There is a fund being set up and

local people are coming down to meet with

the minister within the next week or two to

inquire about what assistance will be avail-

able to them after the insurance claims have

been settled.

The other problem is the question of liabil-

ity. I see Union Gas is starting to put protec-

tion around their gas meters which are ex-

posed in all the alleys. A number of them
have been already protected. We contacted

the former Treasurer of Ontario and the pre-

sent president of Union Gas and they are

doing that at present. That was a major
catastrophe. We were fortunate that no one

was killed. There were two or three people

injured. Two or three of the people who
were on the site at the time of the explosion

were blown about 150 feet into the air; two

p>olicemen and other people. We were very
fortunate that no one was killed.

Another thing I would like to talk about is

our colleges and the training of people. I

was reading the Windsor Star a couple of

weeks ago on a Saturday and there were

nearly two full pages of advertisements in the

employment section and 80 per cent of them
were for people with technical training. They
were from companies as far east as London,

Ontario, and from southwestern Ontario. This

has been going on for a long time.

We built the community colleges but the

Ministry of Labour or the Ministry of Col-

leges and Universities never put enough
—I am sure the member for Kitchener-

Wilmot (Mr. Sweeney) has mentioned this

many times and I know he is very concerned

about it as our oflBcial critic for that ministry

—into training people for the jobs required in

an industrial country.

12:30 p.m.
This government has never set its mind to

seeing we have the available manpower to

get into the higher-priced research and devel-

opment field and into these trades so that

we covJd have the abihty to form companies
in Canada to do this very important work.

That is something that has been of great

concern to me. I could never understand

why the government wouldn't take more of

an initiative in seeing that this is available

for people to get into the trades and into

the highly technical skills.

There are some. I happen to know of a

small industry in Windsor. I think the Minis-

ter of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman)

has been down and given them a dedication

plaque or something for their work in ad-

vancing research and development on com-

puters. I think about five years ago they had

30 employees and now they have 300. Most

of their work is done for companies in Michi-

gan and the United States. So it can be done

and it should be done in Ontario. After all,

we have the skills, the universities and the

colleges. There is no reason at all.

I think sometimes there are just too many
people going into colleges, taking arts courses,

and that's about all they learn. They then

come out and think there should be a job
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available. There are jobs available for those

who take the right courses in universities. I

see it in our own university in Windsor,

where for those who are taking the engineer-

ing courses or the four-year commerce

courses, there are people waiting to hire them
the minute they graduate. In the colleges,

all those who are graduating from the two-

year and three-year courses are picked, up
immediately. There are jobs available, and

we need many more of these.

As for interest rates, it is a great problem

right now. I don't know how many economists

are talking about what the answer is to higher
interest rates. It looks as if we are facing it

because of the United States. I always say

it is like sleeping in bed with an elephant.

If he rolls over, we are in trouble. That's

about the way we are Mdth Canada and the

United States. We have the size here, but

we don't have the i>eople. From their direc-

tion in financing, it now appears the Presi-

dent is concerned about inflation because it

has gone up to 18 percent. They are making
the money situation very difficult and trying
this whole system of raising rates to discour-

age buying to stop inflation.

I don't think that is the answer to inflation

any more. I think that might have been the

old way, 40 or 50 years ago, but I really

don't think it is any more. We have inflation

built into our system today. I don't know
when it is going to stop, because it is built

in now and it is going to be 10 or 12 per
cent—I don't care what anybody does—under
our system. We are going to have to look at

some other system for assisting people with

these high interest rates.

I have been wondering whether we
shouldn't be using the credit of the province
to have people invest money. They cotild'

invest it in any bank or credit union or even
the Province of Ontario Savings Office, and
it would be guaranteed by the province.
Then that money could be lent for mortgages.

Apparently the rate needed to operate is

around two and a quarter ner cent from
what I can gather from credit union man-

agers. They can operate quite well on that

basis.

I wonder how many people out there in

the province who have money might invest

it in that way with the guarantee of the

province. In other words, the credit union
or whoever lent the money would be com-

pletely responsible for collecting it. The only
guarantee the province would have to have
is that that money would be backed by the

province, plus the lending institutions.

I know the credit unions have guarantees
now through the provincial system, but I

have been told by credit union managers and

some bank managers that they are finding a

great deal of money out in areas all over.

People are coming in with $20,000 or $30,000
and they might have another $20,000 or

$30,000 but they are afraid to put it in be-

cause they know that guarantee in that

bank is only for $20,000. They can go to

another bank and put another $20,000 in,

but, of course, this is because of inflation.

They may have sold their business, farm or

whatever; that's understandable. These are

not what I would classify as rich people.

They are people who have savings. Some of

them are oretty shrewd and they watch their

pennies. The old saying is: "It's the pennies
that count, not the dollars. The cents will

take care of themselves." There is an old

sa^ang my dad used to say: "Any fool can

make money; it takes a wise man to save it."

There still are quite a few wise people around

but they are a little bit reluctant about put-

ting; money into some of these organizations.

I'm wondering if we could set up a system
where that could be done. I would think

right now that if you were to go out and

say to people in Ontario, "We will guarantee
you 11 per cent for the next 15 years if you
will put your money in here," that lending
institution will make one a mortgage loan

at 13% per cent and it will be a 15-year

mortgapfe instead of a two-, three- or four-

vear. I'm wondering how many people might
have money available to put in there.

They might bring it out of the little vaults

they put back in the comer—the money on
which they don't get any interest. I think it's

something we should be looking at, whether
or not it should be just at times like this. I

don't see any reason why it coiddn't work
the year round, year in and year out. But it

is something we all should be thinking about

and I think it's worth looking at.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville

(Mr. B. Newman) just brought in a memo of

a telephone call from Windsor: "Ford Motor

Company in Windsor is having a feasibility

study. Now talk is that they will be trans-

ferring jobs to the US." We will have to get
the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie) and the

Minister of Industry and Tourism on that

Monday morning or this afternoon; that's for

sure.

Mr. Speaker, I don't want to take any
m.ore time. I have been talkin? quite a long
time and I appreciate those in here listening.

One other matter I would like to mention

is that the tax reform system has never been

working too well in this province. I wanted

to read a letter from the township of Maid-
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stone regarding our assessment policy. This

government took over assessment about 1970,

if I remember correctly, and I'm going to

read this letter because I think it's worth-

while. It's addressed to Mr. Terry Russell,

the Deputy Minister of Revenue:

"I wish to bring to your attention the

deplorable condition of the above-noted

assessment role which we have just recently
received. It is my understanding that the

assessment role should contain the necessary
information to: (1) identify the property by
its full description; (2) allow room for owner
and address changes; (3) provide room on
the opposite page to enable calculation of

taxes on split properties; (4) identify the

properties which are coded for special rate

areas on the role as in the past. The 1979
assessment role does not do this and we are

unable to tolerate this."

iTiis is a large township. I was reeve of

this township for about eight years and we
never had any problem: vdth it. We had
what we called special areas of assessment

where people had pipeline, water, draining

ditches, and so forth all done on local assess-

ment basis. Now since the province has

messed up the assessment otherwise, it is

messing it up so we can't even collect our
taxes properly.

Another complaint I have had from town-

ships is that when somebody moves into a

house in January, the following December
he finally gets the assessment notice; then
the township sends out a tax demand.
Nowadays, we collect taxes about three or

four times a year and all at once the people
get a tax bill for $800 or $900, whatever it

might be. There is no reason why that

couldn't have been sent out six months
earlier. We're getting a lot of complaints
regarding that.

I think maybe I have said enough.
12:40 p.m.
Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker-
Interjections.

Mr. Warner: I think what happened is that
not all members were aware that I would be
participating today in the throne speech
debate.

Mr. Nixon: They were aware.

Mr. Warner: Not at all. I am pleased to

participate in the throne speech debate. I

must say, Mr. Speaker—and I am sure you
have observed the same—the best way to

sum up the throne speech was the picture
of Gordon Sinclair on the pages of our daily

newspaper as he slept through a goodly por-
tion of it. There certainly wasn't anything
in that speech to inspire any citizen in this

province. We have been confronted with

some extremely serious problems in Ontario;

yet the government doesn't appear to have

any answers to them.

What I would like to touch on are two
basic items that are related. They are the

most serious issues the people of Ontario

face—the economy and our health-care sys-

tem. Our economy in Ontario has de-

teriorated to the point where even the gov-
ernment cannot say it is a branch-plant

economy, which we always thought was
what we had in Ontario. Instead, we are

becoming a warehousing economy.
In the face of the serious lack of abiUty

to create new jobs in the province, this gov-
ernment through the throne speech and

through what we anticipate in the budget

apparently will move even more towards in-

viting foreign jurisdictions into Ontario to

create jobs—jobs that will be temporary and
that we will lose when the parent organiza-

tion gets in trouble. That has been the his-

tory of Ontario, and there is nothing to in-

dicate that is going to change. In fact, all

indications from the present government are

that it will become worse.

The government delights in inviting

American dollars to be invested in Ontario

with virtually no strings attached, no guaran-
tees about research and development and

long-term commitments and no rules regard-

ing plant closures or shutdowns. Some juris-

dictions in the world, as members are aware,

have some very strict requirements about

plant closures, particularly those affecting

foreign-owned companies. They cannot just

simply close up shop and steal off in the

mid,dle of the night as they are able to do

in Ontario.

If a stage is reached where a plant must

close, there are some procedures to be fol-

lowed. In West Germany, for example, it

will take at least three years for that closure

to take place, during which time workers will

be retrained and/or located. No such thing

occurs in Ontario. Americans are welcome to

come in, invest their money and provide

jobs. Then if the parent company gets in

trouble, the plant will close here, those

people will be thrown out of work and

absolutely nothing wiU be done by this

government. That has been the history of

Ontario; it will continue and will become

even worse. We had hints of that in the

throne speech, and I suspect that will be

confirmed in the budget. The Treasurer will

say we want more American investment and

we don't want any—
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Mr. Kerrio: That's the reason you vote

against it.

Mr. Warner: Don't get overanxious. The
day will come in here, and maybe a little

sooner than the member thinks. Just hold on.

The necessity to establish a very firm, Ca-
nadian-controlled economy seems to escape
the government's attention. The creation of

jobs should be here in Ontario and we
should have some direction over that. We
should be building our economy. If they took
the matter seriously they would zero in on
the most important, the most potentially

productive area in Ontario and do some-

thing about it—namely, our natural resources.

That surely is the best thing we have to

offer.

Why not build on our natural resources?

Why not make sure the i)eople of Ontario
have the control and the direction over the

development and exploitation of our natural

resources, to ensure we can develop the

secondary industries that are related to those
natural resources? Why not meet that chal-

lenge? Why not ensure, as they have done
in Saskatchewan, that the people of the

province will benefit from the development
of their natural resources, and insure that
instead of hundreds of millions of dollars

flowing out of this province annually to the
United States and elsewhere, the money will

remain in our province?
The success story of Saskatchewan is told

by the figures of low unemployment, a
balanced budget, a high standard of living,
and the highest level of social services avail-

able in the country. That brings me to the
link, that when we develop our economy to
the point of self-sufficiency and being able
to make sure that unemployment is as low
as p>ossible, then we can supply even better
social services than we have now.
The contrast is well known to every member

of this House. While we are fighting desper-
ately in Ontario to protect our health-care

system, to protect what we have, in Saskat-
chewan they are expanding their health-care

system. We look every year at the threat of

premiums going up in Ontario for OHIP;
they don't have premiums in Saskatchewan.
We look at the deterioration in service; in

Saskatchewan there is free dental care for all

dhildren up to the age of 12. Poor
Saskatchewan, a have-not province.

Every member of this House knows that
when the CCF took control of the govern-
ment in Saskatchewan in the 1940s, they
were the second poorest province in Canada.
They couldn't borrow money, but they
brought in medicare. I suppose it is safe to

say the single greatest achievement in

Canada is the medicare system. They brou^^t
that in, and over time, the rest of the country

followed their leadership. Now we fight des-

perately against this government to hang on
to our medicare system.

The problems mount. I have constituents

who come to me in increasing numbers to

tell about how they are denied health-care

services because they can't afford them. That's

becoming a fact of life in Ontario at an

alarming rate.

The opted-out doctors are the ones who
decide our wellbeing, financially as well as

physically. I don't understand that. I don't

imderstand why the government would tol-

erate that process. Doctors have an expertise

in the medical field. I have no way of being

sure they have an expertise in the economic

field to determine who can afford their serv-

ices and who can't. The bills rise.

They can charge whatever they want, and

many of them do. There is no law to say

they even have to follow the OMA schedule.

Some doctors have not only opted otit of

OHIP, they have opted out of the OMA.

They go it alone and they charge whatever

they please. There are some who can afford

it, and some who can't.

Senior citizens, many of them living on

low, fixed incomes, are at the mercy of those

doctors with resi)ect to a bill. The province

of Quebec's answer is a very sound one, but

one that's been discarded by this govern-

ment. It says that if a doctor wants to opt

out of the medicare system, fine, he or she

may do so, but they derive no benefit from

the system.

12:50 p.m.

In Ontario, of course, they get it both

ways. The doctor can opt out; he can receive

fees from the patient by way of the OHIP

plan and charge an additional amount. Per-

haps the answer is that if the doctor really

feels that strongly about opting out of OHIP,

and he does so, then he should bill die

patient for 100 per cent of the cost. Then

we'll see what happens, well see where the

principles that some doctors hold so dear are

when they have to do that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They don't do that in

Saskatchewan, though.

Mr. Warner: Isn't it curious? They don't

have the problem there that we have here.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh yes, the same

problem.

Mr. Warner: They have three per cent or

four per cent who have opted out.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: They have the same

problem.
Mr. Warner: It's certainly nowhere the

magnitude if you're comparing their four per
cent rate with our 18 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It's proportionately the

same.

Mr. Warner: My good friend from Scar-

borough North knows full well that this

province has the most severe and serious

pTX)blem in Canada of opted-out doctors and
there is no escairing that, none whatsoever.

Other members wish to participate in the

throne speech. I want to leave one dear

message with this government: they are in-

capable of improving the economy of On-

tario; they wiH not take any of the measures

that are necessary. They won't take the

action that's necessary because they march
to the beat of a different drummer. The guys
on Bay Street decide their course of action.

The board rooms of Imperial Oil are the

ultimate masters. Aside from public opinion

polls during a minority government we know
where their Conservative policies emanate.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Oh, come on.

Mr. Warner: Not the member for Scar-

borough Centre personally and certainly not

the member for Scarborough North. They're
men of integrity.

Interjections.

Mr. Warner: Thirty-seven years is too long.

I certainly wouldn't subject the people of

On-tario to have one Conservative government
switch for another one. The real change will

come, Mr. Speaker, with the New Democratic

Party. I look forward to that day.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr, Speaker, I'm pleased
to participate in this debate. Because of the

lateness of the hour, though, and while I do
not have very lengthy remarks, they have to

be put in context together, so it might be for

the benefit of the House were I to move to

adjourn the debate until Monday.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Drea, the debate

was adjourned.

The House adjoiuTied at 12:54 p.m.

APPENDIX

{See page 345)

ANSWER TO QUESTION
ON NOTICE PAPER

INTEREST RATES
10. Mr. Dukszta: Would the Minister of

Housing table any studies or reports available

to the minister regarding the impact of the

high mortgage rates on Ontario home owners,

the housing industry, and financial institu-

tions? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

See sessional paper 40.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE NQNISTRY

TILE DRAINAGE PROGRAM

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, on

December 14, 1979, I made a statement to

the Legislature in which I proposed guide-

lines for municipahties to use in considering

apphcations for loans imder the Tile Drain-

age Act. Tlie guidelines were designed to

help municipalities distribute funds to a larger

number of applicants in a more uniform

manner. Following that announcement, my
colleagues and I have received many com-

ments, delegations and constructive sugges-

tions. As a result of our discussions we have

made a nmnber of decisions.

First, we decided to provide extra funds

for the March 1, 1980, debenture issue to

clear up the backlog of applications on file

in municipalities. More than $10 milHon was

required to cover loans for the tile systems
which were already installed but for which

fund's had not previously been available.

Second, it was decided that the interest

rate should be reviewed and adjusted as

necessary. Consequently, for the 1980-81

fiscd year, commencing with debentures

dated April 1, 1980, the interest rate will be

set at eight per cent per annum. It is impor-
tant that municipalities ensure that the funds

allocated to them each year are distributed

among all eligible applicants in a fair and

equitable manner. In this regard', we have

decided that municipalities should retain the

authority and the responsibility to ensure that

funds are fairly distributed among all eligible

applicants.

Therefore, for the 1980-81 fiscal year, we
are applying only the following two new
criteria which are effective from April 1,

1980: First, the sum of all loans issued in

any fiscal year to an individual, as an indi-

vidual or in his role in a partnership or cor-

poration, shall not e.xceed $20,000.

Mr. RiddeU: That's better than the $10,000
before.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Second, the outstand-

ing balance of all loans received on or after

Monday, March 31, 1980

April 1, 1980, by any individual, as an indi-

vidual or in his role in a partnership or cor-

poration, shall not exceed $60,000.

As in the past, the ministry will allocate

funds to the municipalities on the basis of

past involvement in the program and will

reallocate based on the current-year applica-

tions.

VICTIMS OF CRIME

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, the speech
from the throne indicated that justice for the

victims of crime would be a priority in the

administration of justice field. As members

are aware, increasing emphasis has been

placed in recent years on programs to assist

or repay the victims of crime.

A significant step was the establishment in

1968 by the government of the Criminal

Injuries Compensation Board to consider ap-

plications and to make awards in instances

where people were physically injured or killed

as a result of a crime of violence. More recent

initiatives in the criminal justice field include

the community service order program, which

this year will expand from 30 to 50 projects,

as well as restitution, victim-offender recon-

ciliation and victim assistance programs which

are also being expanded.

Today, criminal offenders are being re-

quired to accept responsibility for their

offences by making restitution directly to their

victims or by performing community service

which benefits individuals, such as senior

citizens or handicapped person, or benefits

the commimity as a whole.

As we develop programs which assist vic-

tims in general, we cannot ignore one victim

in particular and that is the victim of sexual

assault. It is evident and' unfortunate that

there is an increase in the number of offences

of this nature. Members of all parties in this

House have not only expressed abhorrence at

the offence of rape, but also recognized

that for the victim it raises some unique and

complex concerns. Assaults of this nature

not only cause physical damage and pain, but

also often result in very real psychological

shock and distress.

We are fortunate that in Ontario significant

assistance is being provided to such victims

by the 15 rape crisis centres. These centres.
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which rely mainly on volunteers, have played
a key role in providing encouragement and

help to the victims and their families in deal-

ing with the often long-term traumatic effects

of such assaults.

The Ontario Coalition of Rape Crisis

Centres approached the Provincial Secre-

tariat of Justice for funding in order to assist

the organization to recruit more volunteers

and to establish the centres on a footing which
will ensure the continuation of their work in

an area which is of growing concern to the

public. The services offered by the rape
crisis centres complement the government's
current initiatives to provide help and to

ensure justice for victims of crime.

I am, therefore, pleased to announce that

the Provincial Secretariat for Justice has

reached an agreement with the Ontario

Coalition of Rape Crisis Centres to provide
funding in the amount of $485,000 over the

next three years. The sum of $35,000 will be

provided to cover startup costs to establish the

organization on a sound footing. In addition

to this one-time payment, $150,000 will be

provided this year and in each of the next

two years. Honourable members will be inter-

ested to know that the agreement contains a

sunset clause which will require a mandatory
review of the funding arrangement at the

end of the third year.

In order to maximize the use of volunteers

and resources in services which assist the

victims of crime, the coalition has agreed to

explore with the secretariat the extent to

which the centres can join forces with other

crisis-related centres.

The funds which the government is pro-

viding will enable the rape crisis centres to

continue to provide a needed service to vic-

tims while giving the centres the opportunity
to broaden their base of support with the aim

• of attaining self-sufficiency in funding.
Mr. Speaker, I will just mention that repre-

sentatives of the Ontario Coalition of Rape
Crisis Centres are in the Speaker's gallery:

Mrs. Joy Kennedy from the Committee Against

Rape an'd Sexual Assault from Niagara Falls

and Miss Donna Slater from the Hamilton

Rape Crisis Centre, representing the entire

coalition.

INCREASE IN SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

advise the members of the House and the

members of the public of changes to the

income maintenance programs of my ministry

whidi will come into effect in April and

May of this year.

I am pleased to say that the cabinet has

approved an additional annual expenditure of

approximately $54 million to increase by 10

per cent the allowances being paid to family
benefits clients and to tliose who receive

general welfare assistance.

The increases in allowances to recipients
under the family benefits program will come
into effect in the cheques issued at the end
of April. Increases to general welfare re-

cipients will be reflected in cheques issued

at the beginning of May. The increased

allowances will benefit approximately 115,000

recipients of family benefits and 56,000

general welfare assistance recipients.

2:10 p.m.

In addition to the general rate increase,

back-to-school allowances will increase from

$30 to $35 for children aged four to 12 and
from $60 to $65 for children aged 13 years
and over. Furthermore, the maximum level

of the allowance to maintain a severely handi-

capped child at home will increase to $175

per month from $150. This means that recipi-

ents with special needs in excess of $150
will be eligible for an increase of up to $25.

As the members know, each year is a con-

stant struggle to allocate limited resources to

greater demands. For this reason, I have
decided t5iat we must first protect those most
in need and those who are vulnerable. Fam-
ilies with dependent children, handicapped

persons and the elderly have great needs and
little room to manoeuvre. On the other hand,

single employable x>ersons, while in need, are

more available for part-time work; in addi-

tion, the relatively short time they must rely

on the program means that they do not incur

all of the expenses of the longer-term recip-

ients.

Consequently, this 10 i)er cent increase will

not apply to single employable persons on

general welfare assistance whose allowances

will remain at the current level. This will

affect about 22,000 persons.

I am sure the members will agree that we
are taking a significant step in restoring tlie

purchasing Tpower of social assistance recij)-

ients. My ministry is constantly monitoring
the levels of our income maintenance pro-

grams, and we will continue to adjust them

on a periodic basis.

MORTGAGE RATES

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

report to the Legislature on the meeting
which took place Friday afternoon in the

riding of Ottawa South with the federal Min-

ister of Public Works, Mr. Paul Cosgrove.
As I outlined to the House last Thursday
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when I tabled my letter to Mr. Cosgrove, I

bad several reasons for requesting a meeting
with the minister responsible for Canada

Mortgage and Housing Cori)oration.
The first topic, of course, w^as the continual

rise in mortgage rates. Mr. Cosgrove out-

lined the plan he announced last week to

assist those Assisted Home Ownership Pro-

gram owners whose 1980 renewals would
cost more than 30 per cent of their income.

There are various subsidies being oflFered,

depending on the particular type of federal

AHOP assistance under which the house was
purchased. Subsidies from $600 to $1,200 per
year are offered for a five-year period, but

again only to those in AHOP units where
more than 30 per cent of income would be

required for mortgage interest and principal

payments. He indicated to me that the pro-

gram is budgeted for about $53 million for

the next five years.
Not yet clear in the minds of CMHC staflF

is the actual number of families who will be
in serious trouble because of the rising mort-

gage rates. I have offered the services of my
ministry to CMHC to try to get a better

picture of what these numbers are in this

province, and my senior staff will be going to

Ottawa again tnis week to meet with Mr.

Hession, the president of CMHC, and bis

staff to work out the details,

I also suggested' that the private sector be

brought in and requested to devise, with

CMHC, a system where renewals of all types
of mortgages could be monitored. In diat

way, a family in financial difficulty could be

reported immediately to CMHC.
I am convinced that the immediate prob-

lem of those in trouble with the federal AHOP
renewals can be assisted by the CMHC
subsidy schemes. The federal minister wiH re-

ceive every assistance from my ministry to

provide the technical and statistical data he
needls to monitor the overall situation and
consider further action in the conventional
market.

We did agree that, as ministers responsible
for housing in Ontario and Canada, we could
not tackle the real problem of ending the

escalation of interest rates. That problem will

have to be handled by the federal Minister
of Finance, Mr. MacEachen.
Two other very important topics were

discussed which I feel that we, as housing
ministers, can address: the need to stimulate
the construction of rental accommodation in

this province and the need to establish long-
term agreements for the community services

contribution program.
T have told the House previously that the

former Liberal government cancelled the

Assisted Rental Program, which eflFectively

slowed the construction of new rental units

to almost a standstill in Ontario. We have a

potentially serious shortfall in tbis area of

housing, and Mr. Cosgrove and I agree that

the senior staffs should meet this week to put
together an outline for some sort of replace-
ment program. I am delighted with this, as

not only would it help to get new units under

way but also it would providfe a stimulus to

the idle construction industry of Ontario.

The long-term agreement for the com-
munity services contribution program is neces-

sary. This program provides federal grant
funds for sewer and water facilities as well as

the federal portion of the Neighbourhood
Improvement Program and capital grants for

municipal nonprofit housing program. The ex-

tension of this agreement will allow us an

opportimity to consolidate several existing

programs such as the Residential Rehabilita-

tion Assistance Program, better known as

RRAP; the Ontario Home Renewal Program,
OHRP; the Mainstreet Program; and possibly
even the Canadian Home Insulation Program,
CHIP, which at the present time is under the

federal government.

Finally, the federal minister agreed with

my request for a meeting of federal-provincial

housing ministers as soon as possible to dis-

cuss all of these items in depth. He is meet-

ing today with the Saskatchewan minister of

housing and eventually hopes to communicate
with other provincial ministers.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, in the

light of the interest and concern shown by
the members of the Legislature last week on
the subject of the use of asbestos in schools

and in the light of the temporary closing

today of Harbord Collegiate in Toronto, I

would like to make a further statement on the

subject.

Concern about the health effects of asbestos

became general in the late 1960s, and by
1972 the construction industry had virtually

phased out the use of asbestos in buildings,

particularly the dangerous sprayed materials.

This was true of school buildings, as it was
of public and private buildings generally. In

1968-69, the Department of Education issued

an official memorandum, supplemented again
in 1974-75, advising against the use of asbestos

powdter as an art material.

We did not issue, as I mistakenly stated

in the House, a memorandum advising against

the use of asbestos in construction, and for

this I apologize. However, in September 1968,

at a workshop for community coHeges, and in
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March 1969, in a school design workshop for

all those involved in school construction, we
did discuss the asbestos hazards in school

construction and advised against its use. This

advice was reiterated repeatedly by members
of our architectural stafiF in their discussions

with school board, college and university

oflBcials involved in building projects.

As I said, as a result of these discussions

and by general consensus within tlie archi-

tectural profession and the construction in-

dustry, the use of sprayed asbestos in school

construction stopped. There did not seem to

be cause for further action until last year,
when it became evident that if sprayed or

other friable asbestos surfaces were not prop-

erly sealed, they could, through deterioration,

create a potential health hazard.

We then took further action, and on June
25, 1979, all of the regional offices of the

ministry were asked to request all school

boards to undertake a general survey of

their schools to determine the presence of

asbestos products. This was followed up by
the issue on January 25, 1980, of a manual,
entitled Inspecting Buildings for Asbestos,

prepared by the Ministry of Labour, occupa-
tional health and safety division. This manual
was sent to every school board, every college
and every luiiversity.

I would like to quote from the document:
"Asbestos is used in a variety of construction

materials, principally applications where
properties of heat resistance, fireproofing and
insulation are required. Products containing
asbestos include reinforced asbestos cement,
patching compounds, pipe insulation, fire-

proofing and decorative coatings.

"Asbestos contained in building materials
can become a health hazard when asbestos

fibres are released into the air and inhaled.

Manv materials, such as vinyl floor tiles, will

not release asbestos since the fibres are
firmlv encapsulated within the body of the
material. However, friable (that is, cnmibly)
materials containincr asbestos ^vill release

fibres when damaged.
"The asbestos materials of concern in

buildings are the friable materials us^d for

fireproofing, insulation or decoration. Friable
materials are usually found on overhead sur-

faces, steel beams, ceilings and occasionally
on walls and pipes. Many of these coatings
are applied by spraying or trowelling."

Aside from verbal discussions with school
boards on this problem that go on from day
to day, I would submit that the Ministry of
Education has done everything possible at

this time to alert every school board in the

province to the danger of the use of asbestos,

how to confirm the presence of the material

and what action to take to render it safe.

The ministry's position is clear. If an as-

bestos-abased material has been installed in

a maimer that may constitute a hazard, we
are asking the school boards to take correc-

tive action regardless of the level of fibre

that may or may not be present in the air.

2:20 p.m.

ORAL QUESTIONS

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to ask a question of the Minister of Natural

Resources concerning the report in the Globe
and Mail on Satiurday.

Given that the natural response of any
minister of the crown, upon learning of a

serious tragedy within his own ministry,
would be to want to know all the details of

what has happened in order that he might
conduct himself in an expeditious and
efficient manner, how can the minister ex-

plain that his response is alleged to have
been—provided this article is accurate—not

to ask to be told all the details but to in-

struct his staff not to tell him any of this

information? According to the article he took
it even to the point of locking in his safe a

report from his ministry regarding details of

this tragic fire. Given that the normal human
response is to say, "How did this happen?"
could the minister please explain to the

House why his response was to sav, "For
heaven's sake, don't tell me anything"?

Hon. 'Mr. Auld. Mr. Speaker, perhaos I

was not completely clear in the telephone
interview that I had on Fridav afternoon

with the Globe and Mail. What I was

attempting to put across was that, first of

all, on the day of the tragedy I had asked
the chief coroner, through the Solicitor

General (Mr. McMurtry), to make an investi-

gation. We had in the following week or 10

days set up the internal board of review.

The inquest had been announced, and I

did not want to be in the position of hearing

complete weekly reports of the goings-on in

the inquest. To me, the purpose of the in-

quest was to find out in a public way exactly
what had happened and, I assume, to make
recommendations which would prevent sudh
a tragedy happening again.
There was no doubt a good deal of con-

fusion at the time, and a number of things

transpired which in hindsight probably would
have been done differently, in terms of public

information, imtil sudh time as the inquest
was set up. But it seeemd to me, particularly
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as far as the board of review's report was

concerned, that if I had not read it I would
not be in the position of knowing anything
which I might inadvertently make public,

which would be contrary to and might affect

the course of the coroner's investigation and

the inquest. As the Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. S. Smith) knows, it is at present only

adjourned from February 12.

When it became apparent that the inquest

was taking a lot longer than I think anyone
had anticipated, and since oiu- own board

of review had completed ite work—three of

the members of that board had testified in

the inquest—any of the information they had

gathered in the course of their studies I

assume was available to the inquest.

A munber of the families—I think five of

them—are represented by counsel at that

inquest, who, as far as I know, have stand-

ing and are able to pose questions to tfhe

witnesses. So the original erroneous impres-

sion given, that the cause of the tragedy was
a wind shift, had certainly been found to be

incorrect shortly after the inquest got imder

way, and I think that everybody was aware

of it. But, as I said in the House the other

day and previously, it seemed improper to

me, and the advice of our counsel was that

we should not release that report. It was sup-

plied to the crown counsel and to the coroner

originally, and its findings were available to

the inquest in that way.
I think it's important to realize too that

counsel—and I was checking this morning—
for some of the families, if not all, have indi-

cated that they were not anxious that the

report be made public. In fact, Mr. Brown,
the ministry's counsel, indicated to me this

morning that he has a letter from Mr. Aubrey

Golden, who I believe is the Toronto agent
for one of the solicitors, Mr. Dubinsky, who
said that he did not want those recommenda-

tions made public,

I was generally informed, of course, as

anybody was, and 1 read the reports in the

press. It seems to me I've taken tlie proper
course of action to keep myself informed as

to the general tenor of events but not to be

informed of every happening, inasmuch as

there may well have Ijeen information or

opinions which I would gather which was not

factual and which I might be tempted to

pass on if I had it.

Mr. Speaker: The first question has taken

seven minutes. I'm going to add tihree min-

utes to the question period.

Mr. S. Smith: Since the minister is one of

the most experienced ministers of the crown

in Ontario, can he honestly exx>ect the House
to find credible an explanation in which he

says he deliberately made sure not to know
the contents of the investigation and deliber-

ately told his staff not to brief him on matters

pertaining to it because he did not find him-

self able to rely on his own judgement not to

blurt some of this out from time to time?

Is the minister saying that he lacks confi-

dence in his judgement in this regard? Does
he expect us to believe, after all these years,

that he would rather be ignorant of what's

happening in his ministry, even though that

may hamper his function as a minister, for

fear that if he knows what's happening in his

ministry he migh blurt it out inadvertendy?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Perhaps I can see why I

had trouble with the Glolje and Mail. What
I'm trying to put across is that the proper

steps were in place to get to the cause of the

tragedy. As long as I was aware, as I was,

that the procedure was taking its course, then

it seems to me I'm carrying out my responsi-

bility. In fact, starting with the day that I

heard of it, that Thursday afternoon, ajid I

believe the following week when we set up a

board of inquiry, I think I had carried out my
responsibihty as the Minister of Natural Re-

sources to get to the bottom of it.

But at the present time the proceedings are

at a stop as far as the coroner's inquest is

concerned because of the alleged statements

or opinions of somebody. It seems to me that

I should take every precaution not to be

one who would say anything in this House

or outside it which might be interpreted by

anybody to prejudice the proper legal pro-

ceedings that are going on in the inquest.

Mr. WUdman: A supplementary question,

Mr. Sx)eaker: Would the minister not agree,

as the minister responsible for the ministry

that is a party to the inquest, that it is part

of his responsibility to be informed of the full

investigation of his own staff and to make

the decision himself, in consultation with

others, as to whether the information should

be made public? Surely it is his responsibility

to know what the internal investigation deter-

mines and then to make the decision as to

whether it should be made public?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I think I

mentioned the other day that I had read the

report about five or six weeks ago when it

became apparent that we were going to have

to take some action as far as our policy of

prescribed burns is concerned this summer,

because the inquest was not going to be

completed. I was consulted. I consulted my
staff. The new manual was presented. It's a

public document. I'm not sure that all copies

have been printed. I know that the media

have at least one, because I gave it to them.
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I have not authorized the further release of

the report of the board of review on the

ad!vice of our counsel and, as I say, backed

up I suppose by the request or comments of

other counsel.

2:30 p.m.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: Did the ministers non-

knowledge or ignorance of exactly what did

happen extend to his stafiF? Did he tell them
not to inform the parents of the people who
were involved, who died as a result of the

accident? Did he inform his staflF that they
were not to speak to those parents who subse-

quently had to hire lawyers at their own cost,

so far, to find out and ascertain exactly what
had happened? Why were they not at least

told about the wind' shift and all the rest of it?

Has the minister madte a decision in cabinet

to assist those people with their legal costs

in regard to the inquest?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, in regard to

the first part of the question, I gave no in-

structions. I am not sure anybody did, other

than when it became apparent that an inquest
was to be held, it may well be, as I imder-

stand happens, that it was indicated the

coroner did not want those who would be

testifying taking part in discussions. No in-

struction was given by me not to inform the

parents. As for instructing my staff not to

brief is concerned, what I said was I do not
need a weekly briefing.

Mr. McCormack, who is the chairman of

the board of review, attended the inquest and
was there every day, as far as I know, and
was available for questioning if the coroner
or the crown counsel so desired.

I was aware in general of the way tlie

inquest was proceeding. What I said was
that I did not want an exhaustive briefing
once a week as to what had transpired at the

inquest.

I think the matter of the solicitors* fees is

a question that should be addressed to the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry), as was the
case on Friday.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to direct a question to the Minister of Educa-
tion regarding the closing of Harbord Col-

legiate Institute and the statement she made
fn the House today.

Given that things have now moved to the

point where the school has been closed and
the students sent home today, on the basis, I

gather, of a high asbestos level either having
been found or suspected-^nd I think it was

found, if I am not mistaken; she can correct

me if I am—would the minister not agree this

is a matter that requires more than the oc-

casional conversation between people in her

ministry and unnamed individuals at the

school board, and a directive should be
ordered that asbestos materials not be used

in these school applications?
Could the minister be more specific, rather

than leaving a pall of some kind over the

entire school board? Could she be si)ecific

as to who it was at the board of education

who commimicated with an oflBcial in the

ministry and what that person was told, so

the public will have some way of assessing

responsibility for the insulation practice which
was going on?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, on

February 27, Mr. Orlowsld of the architec-

tural branch of our ministry met with Mr. G.

Frittenbiu-g of the board of education of the

city of Toronto and three other oflBcials

whose names I do not have, to examine the

dampers which the school board was plan-

ning to use in the project. The architect com-

mented at that time that the asbestos edges
of the damper were not properly finished and

that they might constitute a health hazard.

He suggested that they not be used and that

the manufacturer be contacted to see if an

improvement could be made to reduce that

hazard.

Mr. S. Smith: I am sorry to say to the

House I don't know who Mr. Frittenburg is,

or whether he is a senior official or not.

Perfiaps the minister could clarify that. It

may be that Mr. Frittenburg is well known to

the members in the back row, but I don't

know who Mr. Frittenburg is.

Given the seriousness of the matter, and

given the fact that the school has been closed,

does the minister not think it has come to the

point where an oflBcial directive should and

must now be issued by the ministry, rather

than being left to these informal consulta-

tions with middle-level people who may or

may not have resx)onsibility? Shouldn't the

minister now issue the clear directive that

these materials must not be used?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I think that has

been made abundantly clear to the board,

but I shall take the suggestion of the Leader

of the Opposition into very serious con-

sideration.

Mr. Ziemba: A supplementary question,

Mr, Speaker: Now that the Minister of Edu-
cation has admitted she erred last week and

has apologized, is the ministry prepared to

pay for the province-wide asbestos cleanup
in our schools?
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Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr, Speaker, I

IJhink I have already informed the House
that the funding -which is available through
the Ministry of Education this year should

cover the ministry portion of that problem
within the schools in the province.

There are 4,500 schools in Ontario, and it

is estimated at this ix)int, under fairly careful

conditions, that approximately 150 schools

are involved in this problem.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: Under what conditions

will Harbord Collegiate Institute be re-

opened?
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am

sure that will be done imder conditions ad-

judged appropriate by the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie) as a result of consultations Whic'h

are taking place this afternoon between

representatives of the Toronto board, repre-

sentatives of the occupational health and

safety division of that ministry and represen-
tatives of the Ministry of Education.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: A supplementary ques-

tion, Mr. Speaker: Can the honourable minis-

ter explain to the House why, if it was appro-

priate for teachers and students to be evacu-

ated from the school, no instruction was

given to ask the maintenance workers to leave

the school? It is my understanding the union

had to do that itself around noon today, and
as recently as half an hour ago they were still

waiting in the parking lot for instructions

from the principal to go home.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: No, Mr. Speaker, I

cannot explain that, because the decision was
taken by the Toronto Board of Education. The
Toronto board obviously had some rationale

for that decision, of which I am not aware
at this point.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Education arising out of the

confused handling of this whole asbestos

situation when it has been known for a long
time just how hazardous asbestos can be,

whether it is in the work place, in the atmos-

phere generally or in schools.

Given the statement the minister made to-

day that the ministry has done everything

possible at this time to alert every school

board of the dangers of the use of asbestos,

would she explain how it is, when the car-

cinogenic problems from asbestos were identi-

fied last summer, it was not until November
that procedures for identifying the samples
that would be taken had been devised?

Would she say why it was then a further two
and a half months before the manual given
to school boards was actually received by
them late in January or early February?

If this was a matter of sudi urgency, how
is it it took from July imtil January? And
how was it that procedures developed in

November took two and a half months to

get into the hands of the school boards so

that they could take samples and get them
identified as to whether they contained dan-

gerous amounts of asbestos?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, from

July 1979 until mid- or late fall 1979, a num-
ber of procedures were examined in consulta-

tion with representatives from my ministry by
various school boards to determine the best

way to ensure that the examination would
reveal the information required in terms of

identifying asbestos fibres.

A number of procedures were carried out

by certain school boards which were found
to be useless in dtetermining the presence of

fibres in tbe material. The decision was taken

that, in conjunction with the occupational
health and safety division, a manual which
would be available to all school boards would!

be developed so that the school boards

generally would know the best method for

collection of materials in order that the best

information could be developed related to

the presence or absence of asbestos.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister hasn't even re-

sponded' to part of my question: which is

when the manual was developed? The minis-

ter told this House on November 8, 1979 that

the procedtires had been established, why
was it then a further two and a half months
before that material was put into the hands
of the school boards?

In addition, why is it when we talked to

school boards today we established that there

was total confusion over many aspects of that

program and continued problems in commimi-
cation between the Ministry of Education

and the Ministry of Laboiu:?

2:40 p.m.

Why is it, for example, that school boards

like Carleton Public and Lanark-Leeds and
Grenville apparently never received a manual
on inspecting the buildings? Why is it, when
a number of boards attempted to follow the

instructions to sample asbestos, they were un-

able to get the bags they were told to use?

The Ottawa separate, the Carleton pubh'c,

the Leeds and Grenville public, the Lanark-

Leeds and Grenville separate and the New-
castle and Durham public boards were all

unable to get the bags. Why is it, when
some boards asked about bags, they were

told, on the one hand, "Don't submit samples

unless you get the approved bags from the

Ministry of Labomr," and in another case.
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"Send the material in Glad bags tied with a
little plastic sealer"?

Mr. Speaker: Order. The question has
been asked. Surely, if the honourable mem-
ber wants that much detail, it should be
made an inquiry of the ministry.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The information

regarding the appropriate methods of testing
was developed in conjunction with the occu-

pational health and safety division of the

Ministry of Labour. The occupational health

and safety division then proceeded to the

printing or appropriate setting out of the

information for school boards. It was con-

jointly approved and, when approved, it was
delivered by mail to all the school boards in

the province. If they didn't get it, I am sorry

they didn't, I can't account for the mail

service, but it was submitted to every board
in Ontario. If the bags were not available at

the time the request was made, I am sure

tibiey were made available as soon as possible
by the occupational health laboratory.

Mr. Kerrio: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: While we are all anxious to get this

particular problem clarified, would the min-
ister take it a step further with the minister
in charge of the Ontario Building Code and
the Minister of the Environment (Mr. Par-

rott) to make certain that all the buildings
in Ontario are going to be protected from
this kind of involvement as it relates to

asbestos and asbestos fibres?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Thank you.
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, given the as-

surance the minister has just given the

HoMse, would she explain why it is that the

Carleton Board of Education identified friable

asbestos material in the schools—material
which was capable of causing contamination
with asbestos fibre affecting school children
in its schools—in the fall of last year but,
because of the foul-up in communication and
in getting the bags between her ministry and
the Ministry of Labour, the Carleton school
board was not able actually to submit those

samples for evaluation in ministry labora-
tories until the spring of this year?

Since the inspection manual indicates

clearly that exposure to asbestos at any level

presents a health risk, which increases with
the duration and intensity of exposure, why
is it that a simple request to have testing
carried out got fouled up in bureaucratic red

tape and left kids at risk for a further six

months?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

would submit that, had the Carleton board in

actual fact identified asbestos fibres in friable

material last fall, it had only to contact the

Ministry of Education to find a way in whidi
to seal those friable fibres to protect the

children.

FIRESTONE PLANT CLOSURE
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question for the Minister of Industry and
Toiu-ism.

An hon. member: He is on tour.

Mr. Cassidy: He has been conducting an
active campaign for some higher job, Mr.

Speaker, which takes him around every back-
bencher almost every question period.

Mr. Speaker: That is not a question.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question for the

Minister of Industry and Tourism. What dis-

cussions did the minister hold with Firestone

before it announced Friday that it was closing
its Whitby plant, which produces radial tires?

What action does the government intend to

take to maintain that plant and to protect the
650 jobs Firestone intends to eliminate?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, we had
discussions with the three senior executive

officers on Wednesday morning of last week.

My colleague the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Elgie) was with me at the time. We reviewed
all the aspects of the plant closure and tried

to review most of the prospects for that par-
ticular plant and operation. The company has

agreed with us that it will co-operate in our

eflForts to see if there is anything that can

possibly be done to turn that into a viable

operation or, in the alternative, to find other

people to go in and buy up the plant and con-

tinue to employ the people there.

Mr. Cassidy: Given that this shutdown is

part of the overall problems we are experi-

encing in the automobile industry, and given
that the shutdown is connected with a pro-

gram of global product mandating in Fire-

stone—the kind of program that the minister

keeps on saying will be good for us here in

Ontario rather than losing us jobs—would the

minister undertake to require that Firestone

submit its proposed closure to a public inquiry
and that Firestone be compelled to justify the

closure before the plant shuts down? Will

he do that so the industry in general knows
that we here in Ontario won't put up with

these kinds of closures, which now are

occurring almost every month?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: May I point out to

the leader of the third party that what has

happened here is something that most people
in the tire industry saw coming. There is

much too much capacity in the tire industry.

Firestone is not the only firm in that industry
that has much too much capacity. That par-
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ticular company has been operating at sub-

stantially less than full capacity for many
months.

In 1978, Firestone lost something like $150
million. The leader of the third party should

be aware that the shutdowns in the United

States of the Firestone company's plants

amount to about 35 per cent of its capacity
and 35 per cent of its employment, whereas,

including this shutdown in Ontario, the Cana-

dian shutdown amounts to 25 per cent of

capacity and 25 per cent of its employees
now have been terminated. So the layoffs in

Canada are substantially less than the layoffs

in the United' States.

It has, as the member knows very well,

nothing whatever to do with global product

mandating. It has everything to do with the

market conditions in the industry and in the

tire industry specifically. There are no secrets

about that. There are few secrets about the

challenges in the tire industry right now, and

any sort of pubhc undressing that may make
the leader of the New Democratic Party feel

better about this situation with regard to this

closure is, with respect, so much posturing,
because the people at the union know very
well what the critical situation is in the tire

industry.

They know very well that it has been

operating at substantially less than capacity
for quite some time. They knew there would
have to be some ad^justment going on. They
know that the Canadian layoffs have been
less than the American layoffs, and they
know this situation is not unique to Firestone

but all the firms in the tire ind^jstry are

going through a very difficult time.

With respect, I think it's a little unfair

and silly of the leader of the third party to

pretend in any way that it is the fault of this

government or any Canadian government
that this situation has occurred with Firestone.

There are lots of things government can do,
but even NDP governments can't sell tires

and can't turn around an international market
situation. It's hard to believe, but they can't

do it.

Mr. Breaugh: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: I would like to ask the minister

if, in his kind and thoughtful deliberations,
he has thought about the workers and their

pensions, and did he or will he make any
plea to the company to provide for the 650
workers who are there the kind of early

pension provisions that are in the American
contract?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, my
colleague and I did discuss that situation

with the firm. The Minister of Labour could

rei>ort to the member on further discussions

that he had had with the company. At the

time, we did indicate to them that we were

exx>ecting them to do everything possible to

accommodate those workers. I am told there

are about 100 skilled tradesmen there. These
are rou^ figures which I recall from the

discussions we had, and of course for the 100

skilled tradesmen there they should have

little, if any, problem getting relocated.

There are some 75 or 80, I think, who are

eligible for early retirement, which will

alleviate the problem somewhat, but the

Minister of Labour is obvioiLsly in charge
of the follow-up with regard to what hap-

pens to the workers, and he might be able

to fill the member in further.

FORD CASTING PLANT

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Industry and

Tourism, and I would appreciate it if the

Minister of Labour listened in; he might be

able to add information to my questions.

Is the minister aware of the production

feasibility studies now in progress at the

Ford Motor Company's Windsor casting

plant and the great concern of the union

and employees of the plant that 840 hourly

rated and 128 salaried employees may lose

their employment, and that is in addition to

some 600 Ford workers who now are on in-

definite layoff?

2:50 p.m.

Has the honourable minister looked into

this situation and can he assure the House
that these jobs are not in jeopardy and that

they will not be transferred to the United

States, as is the fear of the employees?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mn Speaker, we are

aware of that particular study that is going
on. There are a niunber of studies going on

within both CM and Ford with regard to

just how they are going to rationalize their

future operations.
As the member knows, all the major car

companies are looking to what is loosely

referred to as the world car concept, which

Avill mean a total reorganization of where

they are making and assembling automobiles,

with a view to getting a complete picture

of what the plans are in terms of CM, Fcard

and even Chrysler at this stage, with regard

to where they are going to be putting these

installations and to make sure we are going

to get our fair share in Ontario.

I am having discussions with the presi-

dents of each of those companies over the

next little while to ascertain firmly from them
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what their investment intentions are and
what other studies are going on so that we
may be in a position to alert the federal

government and know ourselves specifically
what their investment plans are. We are

aware of that study and we are monitoring
it, and it will be part of our overall dis-

cussions vvdth the firms.

Mr. B. Newman: I would assume the hon-
ourable minister is aware that as of April 20,

when Ford will reduce production at one of

its two engine plants in the Windsor area,

there will be 2,700 Ford employees off on
indefinite layoff. He is also aware, I would

assume, that the Cleveland casting plant is

working at only 75 per cent capacity, the

Flat Rock plant in Michigan is working at

approximately 50 per cent capacity, and
there is a real fear among the employees at

Ford Motor Company that, because of this

additional capacity in the United States,

those jobs in Windsor will be transferred to

the United States.

Is the honourable minister going to assrwe

us that we will get our fair share of the jobs
and that as many as possible of the jobs—we
would prefer all of them—will be kept in the

Ford Motor Company Windsor plants?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: May I say to the

member that one of the reasons I am par-

ticularly concerned about the next few
months is, as I have indicated earlier, that

up to date Canada has done relatively better

than has the United States in terms of the

layoffs resulting from the downturn in the

market. Obviously, as time goes on, pressure
is going to build in the United States to even
those losses; in other words, to consider

shifting some of that excess capacity to where
the job losses to date have been more serious

than they have been in Canada. So that is a

concern. In view of the size of the deficit

and the critical natm-e of the situation in

Windsor particularly, we have asked for

meetings watli the heads of each of the com-

panies, and those will be occurring very

shortly.

DEATH OF LILLIAN HESS

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Solicitor General: Can the minister inform

the House whether an inquest will be held

into the death of Lillian Hess, who reportedly
died under very unusual circumstances of

malnutrition, dehydration and neglect? Can
the minister assure the House that such an

inquest or other investigation by his ministry
will be broad enough to examine the finan-

cial relationship between Lillian Hess and
Alderman Thomas Wardle, Junior, and the

activities of Vince Walsh, who allegedly
moved in with Lillian Hess and who, with

the help of large dogs, managed to keep
access away from this woman?
Hon. Mr. McMurtry: So far as an inquest

is concerned, Mr. Speaker, I don't know
whether one has been ordered. I am aware

of some of the news media reports about this

unfortunate lady, and I will certainly be

happy to discuss the matter with the chief

coroner.

In relation to her association with a To-

ronto alderman, so far as I think the member
said this was a financial relationship, I don't

know that this would properly be considered

to be an item that should come within the

jurisdiction of an inquest.

Mr. Philip: By way of a supplementary

question to the same minister, but in his

capacity as Attorney General: Since Mr.

Wardle had undertaken certain financial

responsibilities over Miss Hess's affairs, in

Mr. Wardle's own words, to "protect her own

interests," is it the minister's opinion that

Mr. Wardle had any obligation to seek police

investigation or other assistance when in

November he was prevented from seeing her

by Mr. Walsh and his dogs?
Would the minister comment if there

might be any obligations or duties under the

Criminal Code of Canada, section 54.197,

which says, "Everyone is under a legal duty
to provide the necessities of life to a person
under his charge" if that person is unable to

provide himself with those necessities of life

—and it lists a number of reasons, some of

whicth are age, illness and insanity? Could

he give us an opinion on that, please?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think I'm in possession of a sufficient number
of the facts and circumstances surrounding

this matter to offer any such opinion.

FAMILY LAW ORDERS

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question

is, again, to the Solicitor General. In this

somewhat serialized version of question

period, I would like to refer him back to his

letter of January 9, to Miss Click. In that

letter he says:

"As with other civil processes, such orders

are enforceable by the sheriff. It is only in

cases where a breach of the peace beyond
the capability of the sheriff is anticipated
that the police should be expected to respond
and only by way of assistance to the sheriff."

Is the minister not aware that, first, the

sheriff's office is usually not available dm-ing
those hours when assaults are performed on

wives; second, that the sheriff is not avail-
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able on short notice; and, third, that the

sheri£E is neither equipped nor trained to

deal with this type of violence? Would he

like perhaps to redefine it as an indoor sport

so that he could regulate the hours and so

that we could have police present on these

occasions?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

sure that I understand the question, but

matters that involve custody and access ob-

viously involve a high degree of human emo-

tion. Judges do anticipate from time to time

that tfiere may be some difficulty, and spe-

cific directions are given in the order of—

Mrs. Campbell: Which the Solicitor

General has now nullified.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: That is nonsense,

absclute nonsense. If a judge seeks to direct

the police to assist in relation to a custody

matter, the police will obviously follow those

directions. There has been no such direction

to the contrary.
As a matter of fact, the Children's Law

Reform Act, which was introduced and will

be reintroduced, provides a specific section

to clarify the picture in so far as making it

clear that the courts at all levels will have

jurisdiction to make orders directing the

police to assist where it appears appropriate,
because there seems to be some confusion as

to just what the jurisdiction of the court is.

As the honourable members knows, there

is a section in the Judicatiure Act that some

judges refer to, although it's the view of

many judges—and, as a matter of fact, I had
a letter from one of our senior county coiurt

judges within the last month indicating that

in his view this did not confer jurisdiction

on the court to enlist the assistance of

police.

3 p.m.

Again, it depends on the circumstances of

the particular situation, but what we are try-

ing to do through the Children's Law Reform
Act is to clarify the situation so that in the

appropriate case a court can make such an
order.

However, I don't think it should neces-

sarily follow in every case, just by reason of

the fact that someone has a civil order in

relation to custody or access, that she should

march down to the nearest police station and

say, for example: "Look, my children were

supposed to have been returned to me from
the weekend three hours ago; they're not yet
here. Would you come to my husband's place
and help me?"

I don't know if the member for St. George
was suggesting the police should be used in

those circumstances; but, obviously, when

there is any question in relation to a breach

of the peace or where there is any apprehen-
sion in the court with resi)ect to a possible
battered wife, as the member for St. George
states, then we think the court should make
such an order. This is what is contemplated
by the particular section that deals with this

in the Family Law Reform Act.

Mrs. Campbell: In view of the response of

the Attorney General, why is it that in the

statements to the Ontario PoUce CoHege as

part of their family crisis intervention docu-
mentation it is stated: "Frequent attention is

drawn to the difference in police wwk be-

tween law enforcement and order mainte-

nance. The former is a function which focuses

on specific law violations with clearly defined

guidelines. The latter is a more ambiguous
and problematic police fimction involving the

management of interpersonal behaviour with

specific guidelines."

Would he explain what he is trying to get
across to the police at the college with that

statement?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I haven't seen that

statement, and I am not the author of the

statement. I'U be happy to review the manual
and to determine what better instruction

might be given in an area that I'm sure the

member for St. George will agree is very

complex. There is no set of guidelines, short

of a specific court order, that wall provide the

guidance or the precise degree of guidance
in every case. When to intervene and when
not to intervene in a family dispute is obvi-

ously a \ery difficult question of judgement,
and police officers have lost their lives for not

making the right judgement.

CO-PAYMENT FEES

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Health.

Last fall the minister advised retired people
who are caught in the chronic care co-pay-
ment squeeze to sit down with concerned

friendly bureaucrats and he was confident the

matter could be resolved. I want to know
what advice he now has for my constituent,

whose case I brought to his attention on

October 16, who took his advice and sat

down with the Riverdale Hospital review

board and who, along with myself, sat down
wdth the Social Assistance Review Hoard'. My
constituent found that both of the boards

were unable to bend regulations the ministry

had imposed, and there would be no heilp for

that woman. She now faces a combined blD

of $3,324 and the prospect of losing her

home. What is the minister's advice for my
constituent now?
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Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I will have to bring

myself up to date on that particular indi-

vidual. I might say we have found, and we
have discussed it recently with the Ontario

Hospital Association, that in using what is

known as the form 7, and taking full advan-

tage of the exemptions that are available, even

covering transportation costs to and from

hospitals, we are able to help most individuals

out of this kind of a bind.

I am sorry I am not familiar wdth the up-
to-date facts about that particular case. I will

have to brief myself on it again, and I will

get back to the honourable member about

that particular individual. It would seem, if

the individual has that kind of a bill, no

portion of the co-payment can have been

paid, I don't know who gave her advice to do

that, but whoever did had some responsibility

too.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Nobody gave her that

advice. She took it upon herself and was
warned about the consequences.
Inasmuch as the hospital review board and

the Social Assistance Review Board, using the

ministry's form 7 and working out exemptions,
realized this constituent would only have $85
a month left to feed and clothe herself and to

maintain her home in soimd order, how can

the minister now retain this process? Why
will he not at least give these people the

same exemptions as he gives people who are

imder the age of 65 who can earn up to

$15,000?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: As the member knows,
when we introduced the co-payment a year

ago on the advice of a variety of groups

appearing before the legi.slative committee,

we chose not to go the route of a number of

other provinces where they have co-payment
which involves a flat charge, where everybody

pays. If one has to go on social assistance in

Quebec, Alberta, or wherever, one goes on
social assistance. We chose not to go that

route.

In the case of those who are in receipt of

guaranteed incomes, the policy has been to

address the co-payment to those individuals

on the basis of those guaranteed incomes and
not to delve into the resources of anybody
else in the familv. There are, as compared to

any other jurisdiction where this has been

introduced, very significant exemptions.

Ill take a look at that case again. I'm

sorry; I wish the honourable member had
called me. I could have dug the material out

of the file and brou^t myself up to date. I

will do so and get back to him about that

individual to see what can be done to avoid

any further difBculties.

Mr. Speaker: The honoiuable Minister of

Agriculture and Food has a further answer to

a question asked last week.

EGG PRODUCTION

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, on

Friday of last week the honourable member
for Sudbury ( Mr. Genua ) inquired of me as

to Whether I was aware that there were not

sufiBcient eggs produced in zone 13 across

northern Ontario to supply that area. I

responded at that time that the Ontario Egg
Producers' Marketing Board was looking at it.

I want to update that answer to the efi^ect

that it has been appealed to the tribunal.

The tribunal has had some hearings on it,

but no decision has been rendered.

The appeal was by the member for zone

13. H 3 was appealing against individuals pur-

chasing those quotas and moving them to

southern Ontario. That's the basis of the

appeal.

HARNESS RACING TAX

Mr. McGuigan: Mr. Speaker, my question

is of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. As the harness racing

season is soon to be upon us, and these people

are making plans, would the minister indicate

whether he is going to carry through with his

proposal to reduce the Ontario tax from

seven per cent to five per cent? I believe the

minister broached this subject in an interview

with Mr. Harry Eisen, a noted racing

journalist.

Hon. Mr. Drea: The harness racing season

has been upon us for some time, Mr. Spe^er.
In fact, because of the climate, it has been a

most successful first quarter.

To clarify the question asked by the hon-

ourable member, the proposal to reduce the

government's share of the seven i)er cent

provincial takeout of tlie parimutuel doDar

did not originate with me. It was a proposal

by a group which embraced the thorough-

bred breeders and the thoroughbred owners,

the harness breeders and the harness owners.

I emphasize that because it excluded race-

tracks. That proposal was made in sessions

before me. There was a session with the

Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller), because it is

a budgetary matter. I would therefore pre-

sume that some time next month the answer

will be given. If the honourable member
wants to know if I support it, yes, I do.

3:10 p.m.
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INCREASE IN
SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Community and
Social Services on his miserably inadequate
increase in social assistance rates. I would
like to ask the minister whether he would

agree that from June 1977, which was the

time of the last major increase in social

assistance rates, the consumer price index

has increased 24.6 per cent, and that his

two increases, the one last year of six per
cent and the one today of 10 per cent, leaver

social assistance recipients with a net loss

of purchasing power over the last three years
of something in the order of 10 per cent.

Would the minister agree that is an accurate

calculation of the deterioration in the pur-

chasing power of social assistance recipients

in this province?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, from my
own original sources of information, I can't

confirm those figures. I would concur that

if one looks at the consumer price index the

increases over that period of time have not

kept completely abreast of the rate of in-

flation as indicated by the consumer price
index. I think the honourable member is

aware that the consiuner price index is

arrived at by using a formula that takes into

consideration some matters that may not be
relevant in the calculation of these types of

income support programs.

Mr. McClellan: Food, housing, clothing.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, I am not referring
to that, but to things like the cost of new
automobiles. I think we are doing very well

compared with the general popiJation in this

province in keeping fibreast of inflation. If

one looks at other indicators, things like the

rate at which wages or salaries in various

industrial sectors and other sectors in our

economy have increased vis-a-vis inflation

over the same period of time or a longer

period of time, one could demonstrate we
are doing not too badly.

Mr. McClellan: I would ask the minister

whether he has any plans at all to move to

some kind of an objective standard of

measiu"ing the determination of social assist-

ance allowances so that they will, firstly,
be

raised above the poverty level and, secondly,

be adjusted automatically in accordance with

some kind of indexing mechanism so that

social assistance families and their children,

some 100,000 children in this province, are

not condemned to an existence below the

poverty line.

Hon. Mr. Norton: If I knew of any clearly

objective standard, such as the honourable
member recommends, I would be quite

happy to take a serious look at it. I would

I>oint out to him that he must not make the

mistake of assuming that the objective
standard to which he refers is in existence

at the present time. I know of a number of

subjective standards that are used from tinje

to time.

X-RAY FILM

Mr. Conway: Mr. Speaker, my question is

to the Minister of Health. It concerns the

impact of the large increases in the price of

silver upon X-ray film. The minister is no
doubt aware that in the first quarter of 1980
the cost of silver has been on a roller-

coaster ride. For February and March, I

think the per unit cost has increased in the

order of 215 per cent. This has had a very

significant and negative impact on the radio-

logical departments of our hospitals and our

X-ray clinics.

Can the minister indicate what, if any,

action he intends to take to provide whatever

assistance is required for those departments
to meet those kinds of costs, notwithstanding
the fact that though the price is down now,
it is expected to continue to be very imstable

over the course of this budget year?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, perhaps
I can break my answer into two parts: the

hospitals and the private radiologists. We
have had several discussions with the Ontario

Hospital Association on the question, and

recognizing, as the honourable member has

pointed out in framing his question, that the

price of silver is varying considerably in

recent days and weeks, it is agreed this will

be a matter for year-end settlement. A year
from noAV, or even looking at the 1979-80

budgets, we will take into account any
reasonable amount they are out of pocket

because of these variations.

We would also expect, of course, that every

effort would be made in every case to recover

the silver content as much as possible. I am

going by memory now, but I believe the an-

ticipated recovery of silver from X-ray film

should be as high as about 78 per cent. It can

then, of course, be resold and the proceeds

fed back into the department.

Regarding physicians, we have been dis-

cussing this particular matter with the radio-

logical section of the Ontario Medical Asso-

ciation and we have a proposal before the

Management Board of Cabinet at this time

to address the concerns of the private radio-
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legists so that they will not be put at an
economic disadvantage because of these con-
ditions which are obviously beyond any of our
controls.

Mr. Conway: A supplementary question:
Do I understand the minister is clearly stating
that it will be the policy of his government to

provide assistance at year-end for any large
increases that institutions will have faced over
the course of this year? Do I understand that
is the assurance he has given?

Second, do I imderstand correctly that he
has responded in writing to the letter from
the radiological section of the OMA of some
four, five or six weeks ago? As of last week it

had not been answered, according to the

information with which I have been provided.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: I had instructed that

the section be notified that we were making a

proposal. Frankly, at one point about a month
ago we were all set to go and then all of a
sudden the price of silver did a real flip-flop

again over a couple of days. We decided to

wait a few more days to make sure of our
calculations and our proposal.

With regard to hospitals, it is our policy at

year-end in looking at the settlements to take
account of unanticipated and uncontrollable
increases. Whether it is fuel costs or whether
in one part of the province there might be a

pro])lem with food costs, or whatever, we do
take account of that and we have assiu-ed

the hospital association that we will take
account of this at year-end settlement with the

hospitals.

MORTGAGE RATES
Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Housing. I waited

patiently for his answer to my question 11
on the Notice Paper and I would have come
back on April 11 as he told me, but he said
last week that my figures about the people
who were suffering from the—

Mr. Speaker: I am waiting for your ques-
tion.

Mr. Dukszta: My question is very simple,
Mr. Speaker. I want to know whether the
minister can tell me the correct figures of the

people who have been troubled with the
Assisted Home Ownership Plan and' the cor-
rect figures for the maturing mortgages in

Ontario, since he said last week that I was
out to 'lunch on it. Can he give me the an-
swer to that?

Second, can he tell me what in hell he is

prepared to do about it?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, if the
member was in the House at the opening of

the session today when I read my statement,
he would be aware of the fact that this

ministry is no more absolutely positive than

anyone else in this province of the number
of AHOPs or conventional mortgages in

trouble. It is a matter of going through re-

views.

I said very clearly that the people in the

Ministry of Housing, the Treasury and indeed
Canada Morgtage and Housing Corporation
and the federal people in Ottawa, are now
working to try to put a handle on the situa-

tion.

I said last weCk, if the member will recall,

that he was throwing out a great number of

figures to society without himself having any
statistical proof in being able to say that all

200,000 renewable mortgages had to be as-

sisted in some way.

Mr. Dukszta: A supplementary question:
Most of the figures now suggest there are

about 3,000 people who are on AHOP and
about 137,000 people in Ontario whose mort-

gages will mature this year. Those are the

accepted figures from the federal government.
Why does the minister not accept them?

Does he understand that if we proceed with

these mortgage rate increases there will be
about 30 per cent of those 137,000 people
who will lose their homes? That is what I am
asking him and I want to know what he is

going to do about it.

3:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am still not siu-e

where the member gets his statistics. There
is a possibility that in this province in 1980
there will be 1,737 AHOP renewals. We are

aware of the fact a x>ercentage of those will

be in some need. What we axe suggesting

very strongly, as I suggested in the House on

Thursday and again today, is, in reviewing
the problem of mortgage renewals and as-

sistance, it will be for selective cases where
th3 need factor or cost of principal, interest

and taxes will exceed 30 per cent of the gross
income of households. That is the area gov-
ernment is very carefully looking at as to how
to assist them.

As I said earlier, rather than having it put

exclusively on the shoulders of the govern-
ment to try to come to that determination, in

our opinion there has to be a monitoring by
the private sector and we are seeking their

support and help to get the program in place.

Frankly, I said earlier today the escalation

in mortgage interest rates, indeed in interest

ratcN per se, is obviously not the resxx)nsibility

of the Minister of Housing in Ontario, nor
can the minister reporting for housing in

Canada deal -with it. It is exclusively the
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Minister of Finance, Mr. MacEachen, who
should come down with a program of jwhcies
that will put this in place to oflFer some
assistance.

We recognize very si)ecifically that there

is a selective requirement for some mortgage
help in this province and indeed the rest of

Canada.

HIGHWAY 11 AT ATIKOKAN

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Transportation
and Communications in regard to the donkey

trail, otlierwise known as highway 11, out-

side Atikokan.

Can the minister confirm to me that it is

actually hrs ministry's responsibility for the

upkeep of that part of the highway that

before December was under construction by
George Armstrong Contracting. Is it the

responsibility of the ministry to keep that

road in some kind of reasonable condition?

If it is the ministry's responsibility, can he

tell us why that road has deteriorated so

badly that it is a threat to health and safety?
In fact, many vehicles have been damaged,
and commerce and commuters have been

put to a great disadvantage because of the

condition of that road. Will the ministry pay
for the damage done to vehicles travelling
over that stretch of the highway?
Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I am aware

there have been problems with maintaining
that particular section of highway, which is

under construction. I will check and let the

honourable member know definitely, but it is

my opinion it is the resix)nsrbility of the

contractor to maintain the road while he is

working on it, while it is imder construction.

Unforhmately, with the weather the way
it was last fall, the contractor did not get the

first layer of asphalt on the highway before

the weather closed in on him, which created

quite a bit of the problem the honourable

member and his donkey have encountered.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

table the answers to questions 21, 22, 23 and
44 standing on the Notice Paper. (See ap-

pendix, page 400.)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Resumption of the adjourned debate on
the amendment to the motion for an address
in reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, it is my
pleasure to participate in this debate. Know-

ing full well the very fulsome if more than

weU-deserved tributes that have been ex-

tended to you on the performance of your
duties, therefore I would like to put some
commendations forward to those who assist

you, particularly the Deputy Speaker, the

honourable member for Perth (Mr. Edig-

hoffer), and the chairman of the committees

of the whole House, the honourable member
for Humber (Mr. MacBeth).

In the work of this Legislature, without

discounting the importance of the role of

the Speaker, the House simply could not

function in terms of its very strict time limits,

its scheduling, its allocations of debates, were
it not for the very tireless and very dedicated

performance of those two members. While it

is an unglamorous task to be in the chair at a

time when the House is in committee of

supply, none the less that is where the im-

portant pieces of legislation are handled, be-

cause it is far more difficult and far more
intricate to deal with the specific and the

implementation than it is to deal with the

principle and the concept.

I am pleased that in this assembly and for

this session we have such outstanding people
in the chair: yovu-self, carrying on a tradition

whereby in each session you excel your per-

formance of the past, and the two honour-

able members who serve and who, when this

chamber is often virtually deserted because

there is important work in committees as

well, keep a very steady, a very firm, a very

fair and quite frankly an outstanding hand

upon the helm. I would hope that as this

session evolves it will become apparent to

other honourable members the enormous con-

tribution that those two members are making.

Second, in terms of my own riding and my
own area, I would like to thank the Minister

of Health (Mr. Timbrell) for his expansive

and very excellent program of meeting health-

care needs in the borough of Scarborough—
from the completion of the Scarborough Cen-

tenary Hospital, which, as you know, Mr.

Speaker, has had shelled-in floors since its

inception, to the decision that a new hospital

will be built in the borough imder the

auspices of the Salvation Army, a hospital

that will replace and continue the very ex-

cellent work that has been done at Grace

Hospital in downtown Toronto for so many

years—and also for his concern for chronic-

care beds and nursing-home facihties and a

reinforcement of his ministry's commitment
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that health care throughout the province will

be second to none anywhere.
Mr. CoDway: Frank, you need the Gross-

man compromise.

Hon. Mr. Drea: I must admit I am
probably dense today but that one escapes
me. I am quite sure those who are in on the
in jokes will know what it means, but I don't.

Mr. Conway: Doctors Hospital closing.
Hon. Mr. Drea: I don't know what goes

on in other areas of the province. I am not
from Toronto, as you know, Mr. Speaker, but
I will tell you I have a pretty firm hand on
the pulse when it comes to that magnificent
borough just to the east of Toronto's city

boundary, one that before the end of the

century will be the third largest municipality
in the province.

Mr. Conway: The question is, do you still

want to elect the Supreme Court of Canada?

3:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Yes.

In terms of the borough of Scarborough, I

think it is particularly significant that it has
been this government that has enabled Scar-

borough finally to have a transportation sys-
tem that is beginning to meet its needs.

First of aU, this year the subway wiU be
completed about another mile and a quarter—
or, as in the old days, a concession road to
the east—terminating at Kennedy Road and
Eglinton Avenue, a development that indeed
will relieve a great amount of traffic conges-
tion in the south end of Scarborough, particu-
larly in my riding. This will also provide the

launching pad for the light rail transit system,
which will make Scarborough the only
borough with a rapid transit line from the
town centre, or the borough centre really,

right into downtown Metropolitan Toronto.
This particular LRT line, quite frankly, has

been opposed by a number of municipal
politicians, particularly the mayor of the city
of Toronto, who seems to feel that the sun
rises and sets not only upon himself but upon
his own ideas.

Mr. Nixon: Who is your candidate for

mayor?

Hon. Mr. Drea: It won't be the incumbent,
I'll tell you that.

To return to the rather pressing problems
of transportation in Scarborough, the interest-

ing thing is that the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications (Mr. Snow), my col-

league, has arranged not only that the con-
struction of the LRT line will commence
forthwith, after the termination of the sub-

way line and the construction of a single
station to handle the patrons, but indeed that

there will be an operating subsidy once the

line goes into effect.

It seems to me that once again the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications is

pioneering for North America at a time when
most of the larger cities—by "cities" I mean
within the narrow context of their municipal
boundaries—in the United States are be-

ginning either to open subways or to look at

them. Indeed, here there has been an exten-

sion of the traditional subway, which requires
a high density of patrons, and a liigh density
of zoning and occupation along its route in

order to be practical.

'With the inclusion of the LRT line, which

really doesn't need that heavy patronage be-
cause it is much more flexible, modes can be

arranged so that during the nonrush hours it

can operate quite well with a much smaller

number of cars—and this particular mode is

quite needed outside of the very concentrated
urban core areas. The work that wiH be done
in the borough of Scarborough will have
ramifications in urban areas not only across

this coimtry but particularly in the United
States.

I would like to elaborate just for a few
moments on die government's ongoing com-
mitment to share regulatory authority in ap-

propriate circumstances, as has been outlined

in the speech from the throne. As the House
knows, a year ago in the 1979 speech from
the throne that concept was first put into

reality with the commitment by the govern-
ment that the insurance brokers and insurance

agents of this province would go from total

governmental regulation into sclf-regulation

with an umbrella of government impartiality
at the top.

I think it was noteworthy that this was
the first time in North America, in any juris-

diction, -where this happened to a profession
or occupation once totally regulated by gov-
ermnent. The general insurance industry is

totally regulated by government. From the

design of the examination by which one

qualifies for entry into the field, to the audit

of one's trust account by which his }>usiness

efficacy is maintained and enhanced, it has

traditionally been totally in the hands of the

government. The decision is to share regu-

latory authority, and I think the operative

word in there is "share" because 95 per cent

of such programs of deregulation—actual

physical deregulation—are indeed self-regula-

tions with the occupation or field picking up
many of the day-to-^day regulatory obliga-

tions and responsibilities.

None the less, government has to remain

at the pinnacle. There has to be an impartial
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appeal when there are decisions that might
affect the livelihood of an agent or broker

because of the basic fact that it is a question
of livelihood; and secondly, where a cus-

tomer feels that, notwithstanding the review

that has been given to his or her complaint,

justice has not been served. There still has

to be something impartial where a final de-

termination can be made in both cases. Of

course, that has to operate under the public

auspices and therefore is the responsibility
of government.

It is really no different from the situation

in a regulated industry, in that there has to

be an impartial appeal against the govern-
ment decision, particularly when it comes to

a disciplinary hearing. That has been carried

on very well by the Commercial Registration

Appeal Tribunal. Of course, the Commercial

Registration Appeal Tribimal will continue

to carry on even when an industry is self-

regulated.
I think it very interesting that the con-

cept of self-regiJation is not really in the

concept of deregulation, because deregula-
tion indeed conveys, if it is properly carried

out, a lessening of regulation. The concept
of "shared regulatory authority" increases

regulation, except that you are being regu-
lated and judged more and more in your

day-to-day activities by your peers and the

people who are intimate with the particular

profession, occupation or business field that

you are in, rather than by a centralized gov-
ernment body.
Two things are apparent in this type of

new approach-two things that I think should
be welcomed, not only by legislators, but by
the public. First, one of the difficulties there
has always been with the total government
regulation is that that regulation meets the
need for protection; it does not meet the
need for quality. If you look at the regulated
industries of this province, or the regulated
industries of any jurisdiction in this country
or those that are regulated by 'boards or com-
missions in the United States either as a

federal entity or by each of the 50 states,

the one thing that becomes apparent is that

the regulation at the protective level never

really begins to deal with the quality of the

operation.

If we are to have professions, occupations
and particularly small businesses in the finan-

cial or service area grow and prosper, it is

incumbent that the quality of those opera-
tions increases to meet increased public ex-

pectations. On the one hand, there is no
question that we have a revolution in rising

expectations—to use a clich^—by the public.

On the other hand, there is a frustration

that the quality of service, particularly in the

regulated industries, does not appear—and I

emphasize the word "appear"—to be moving
in line with those increased expectations.

3:40 p.m.

Certainly the service is more than ade-

quate, more than basic, but by the same
token I think the public wants to know that

there is considerable work being done on in-

creasing the quality or the standard of

operations. Quite frankly, that comes only
when there is a sharing of that authority,

because when one is a government regulator,

constantly in the back of his mind is the fact

that he is very big and that many of the

people he is regulating are very small. There-

fore, either consciously or subconsciously,
there is the tendency to regulate quality at

the minimum rather than the optimum level.

It's very interesting that where there has

been a move to the shared authority, one of

the insistences upon the other partner in the

occupation, the profession or the field of

business has been the demand that standards

be increased. I think it is a very beneficial

thing, both in the short term and predomin-

antly in the long term, that such will be oc-

curring. Secondly, I think there has to be in

our society an encouragement of people to

accept more and more of their own responsi-

bilities and that in the decision-making pro-
cess government should not be the be-all, the

end-all and the only resort.

In the shared authority or self-regulation

concept, if one wants to put it into the ver-

nacular, the people in the field have to as-

sume responsibility. There can no longer be

the concept of saying: "We will operate ex-

actly as government tells us to; no more, no

less. Before we attempt to do anything in

our field, we should check with government
to see how it feels, not about the quality nor

about the goal, but whether it wants to con-

sider any type of change at this time."

To me, this is an eroding of human and

business ingenuity, of innovation and imagi-

nation. Yet were we to continue that system
we as legislators would on the one hand be

saying, "No, we wall retain the decision-

making process because we don't think you
are mature or responsible enough," but on

the other hand, "For the sake of meeting
the social and economic challenges of your

community, of this province or of this coun-

try, we want you to be bold, imaginative,

innovative" and so forth.

That just doesn't work. One of the first

things will be seen from the legislation I will

be tabling later this session for the regis-
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tered insurance agents and brokers of On-
tario, the RIBO legislation. It will be very

interesting to notice the increased standards

the insurance agents and brokers are insist-

ing upon and putting into their own bylaws.
It should also be extremely interesting to see

how far beyond they have gone on behalf

of the consumer in terms of protection.

Again, in this throne speech we have

pointed out that we have made a commit-
ment with the real estate industry of this

province. We have made a commitment in

principle to move towards the s'hared au-

thority or the self-regulatory program for that

industry. We hope to have it completed over
the next two years. One thing is common to

both. In neither case, did government im-

pose its will.

In the case of the insurance agents and
brokers of Ontario, they came forward with
a proposal which was accepted by govern-
ment in principle. The real estate industry
came forward with a proposal which was
then accepted in principle after consultation

with government. It then went back to the

general assembly of that organization, where
it was passed at the annual convention.

To attempt to legislate this type of shared

responsibility without the stimulus coming
from the field or the occupation really de-

feats its purpose, because if government is

going to impose shared authority then there

is obviously precious little sharing. It is just

government operating a totally regulated in-

dustry but merely changing the name,
I would hope that in the ensuing years

my ministry will be able to respond to pro-

posals from other regulated industries in this

province. The degree of responsibility, ma-
turitv and the willingness to begin making
decisions very close to the market place
rather than relying upon government to sift

through to develoT) a consensus and then to

regulate, I think bodes extremely well, not

just for the businesses of this province—and
it's verv important there—but for the people
those businesses serve, because the more

decision-making there is in the market place,
the more individual responsibility there is in

the market place, the fairer the market place
will be.

I have never been one who accepted the

concept that it was only massive government
intervention that could ever produce a fair

market place. I think there is an inherent

diflBculty in that approach, because govern-
ment is constantly shifting its weight from
one side to the other in attempting to keep
a balance. I think the consumer has had just

about enough of that

When we talk to consumers and consumer

groups about what they look forward to or

what they want to see, the interesting thing
is that they want to see less formal govern-
ment intervention in the market place. They
want alternatives. They want much more out

there in the way of remedy rather than

punishment or admonition. They are talking

about remedy.
It does a person little good in his or her

wallet or purse for us to ax>prehend some-

body after they have done something and

the victim has to wait until the criminal and
then the civil sanctions are imposed and if

there is anything left, and by that time there

seldom is. then one may have the prosi>ect

of entering into litigation on his or her own
for remedy. They don't want that any more.

I'm quite convinced they never did, but that

is the wav the system evolved and, as such,

they are looking for new types of remedy in

the market place.
I think some interesting examples are the

arbitrations where the industry or the mer-
chants will acceDt the result but it doesn't

preclude the individual from Q:oing into the

courts at the end if he is dissatisfied. It's

mur'h the same as in the Pecristered Insurance

Brokers of Ontario legislation that we are

bringincr in. If the customers aren't satisfied

with ^^'^hat the insurance agents and brokers'

council has decided is fair or is lawful then

th'n^ certainly do have the rig:ht to appeal.
We look forward to some of those other alter-

natives in the vears ahead and once again I

think thev go hand in hand.
If government is going to completely regu-

late—and there are some great theorists out

there, legal thinkers who somehow inevitably
link government regulation with fairness—I

would think government regulation, at least

in theorv, reallv should be only a last resort.

There should be an impetus and a stimulus

put forward for other resorts prior to total

re<nilation. I think this decade will bear that

out.

It is quite interesting that in the speech
from the throne the government has empha-
si7-d that as a nation Canada must have the

courage to follow more independent eco-

nomic policies.

It seems to me at this particular time,

whether the statistics that can be used are

comforting to some and frightening to

others, or vice versa, that we are at the

crux of probably the most substantial test

of confidence in the Canadian economy since

the end of World War II.

3:50 p.m.
I know we have had recessions, in fact

very substantial recessions, since 1945. We
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have had equally on the turns of the

economy greater and greater aflBuence. We
have had cydical and recessional unemploy-
ment; indeed, we now are faced with struc-

tural unemployment. The world has changed
around us in those 35 years. We are pre-

dominantly now a trading partner in North

America, and I think it is realistic to say
that any great boon of a dominant position
in the trade patterns of western Europe is

gone. Our future, obviously, is no longer in

western Europe but indeed probably in the

Orient or Latin America.

We have changed the education system
to meet the economy and the demands of

the economy. We are doing that today. Yet in

all that, tight money, easy money, the revolu-

tionary change in the availability of credit

to individual Canadians, I noticed in a news-

paper yesterday Mr. Dennis Braithwaite, the

columnist, pointing out that at one time if a

person wanted to borrow from a bank he

brought in collateral that equalled the

amount of the loan.

Remember it isn't too long ago that if one
wanted to borrow $1,000 to buy a car—that

may date me or give away my age—you were
asked by the bank to produce a $1,000
Canada Savings Bond as collateral. Those were
the pre-chattel days, but nonetheless there

has been a revolution, and credit has changed
enormously people's attitudes towards the

economy, towards the financial' community,
and indeed towards personal attitudes re-

garding the use of money.
This is the first time in all of that when

the very core of our society, the middle

class, has been tlireatened with the loss of

its most basic possession. Regardless of the

economic theories on how Canada evolved in

the twentieth century to the place of aflBu-

ence, to the standard and the quality of life

and of living that we have, fundamental to

it was individual home ownership. Funda-
mental in the future will be individual home
ownership. Maybe there will be some
changes, not necessarily involving a sep-
arated lot or a separated deed, but nonethe-

less, very, very fundamental that it will be
home ownership.

Not too many years ago in this Legislature
one of the prime concerns was that there

weren't enough houses being built so that

everybody would have the right to exercise

the opportunity to be a home owner. Some
of the remarks made in previous throne

speeches—mind you, we have to go back
five, six, seven, eight years, which is very
transitory in human life, to find them, but

they are there—indicated that people in this

country did have the right to exercise their

opporttmity to purchase and to own a home.
I was looking back at some of those the

other day and I never saw the word
"mortgage" mentioned. Obviously, the avail-

ability of mortgage and of mortgage money
at that time was not a consideration, although
it was a consideration for the people w4io

were buying because they had to be frugal
and practical and look at the amount they
were going to be paying back.

Notwithstanding the innovations sometimes
of those who practise the dismal science of

economics, these people did the right things.

They worked and they saved their money.
In the process of saving their money, they
made sacrifices. They assumed mortgages.

They watched while successive governments
of Canada changed the rules about mort-

gages.
The old 25-year National Housing Act

mortgages went to five-year renewables be-

cause of the need always to attract new
types of mortgage money. At one time, one

couldn't have a government-insured or a

National Housing Act mortgage unless it was
for a brand new home. We watched that go
into resales. Over some 25 years, a great

many rules were changed. But to the persons
who invested in homes, that investment was
so basic to them they very seldom, if ever,

challenged the rules under which the mort-

gages were offered.

What happened by 1980? The financial

system has now produced a situation where

people are not only genuinely concerned

about the investment in their homes, but are

frightened.
On the one hand, thrift and saving seem

to have made absolutely no dent in the situa-

tion. On the other hand, every Thursday
seems to bring about more and more calamity.

The people who do not have to renew mort-

gages in 1980 are beginning to wonder if

perhaps they should, because 1981 might be

worse.

Day after day, if one reads, listens to or

views the media, it is a question of hopeless,

more hopeless and most hopeless.

Mr. Nixon: You watch the wrong chaimel.

Hon. Mr. Drea: If the member can bring
me a gleeful channel, I would very much

appreciate watching it.

I think it is time we began to look at

mortgages and home ownership as not merely
a social right and a social opportunity, as we
have looked at this field since the end of the

war, beginning with the federal government's

bringing in the National Housing Act, but in

the economic sphere.
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Today, because of a change in the world

balance of payments, primarily dictated by
the fact that a cartel has been very success-

ful in rigging and escalating oil prices, there

has been an inabiUty during that period of

time by the government of the United States

and the federal government in Canada to deal

with the question. As a result, the individual

mortgage holder is today confronted with

what he regards, and I must say I regard, as

a very real question.

If we are going to allow home ownership
in this province and in this country to be
at the vagaries of a floating interest rate on
the financial markets, where that floating

interest rate is really determined in another

country and where governments are having
to choose between a vastly devalued dollar

in terms of international currency and ex-

tremely high interest rates, it seems to me
we should begin to start disassociating mort-

gage money from the general market.

4 p.m.

On any given day in North America and
Western Europe there is a billion dollars

available for speculation. On some days it

goes into gold, on some days it goes into

treasury bills, on other days it goes into com-
modities. We have seen what has happened
to silver. We have seen, in not so dismal a

performance, what has happened to gold.
Now we beein to see the manipulation there
can be of 90-day treasury notes with that

amount of money looking for a temporary
placement, a fast profit, nothing permanent
or indeed very long, because this is the

money that is not convinced that rates will

go UD or that rates will go down, but as

usual in the midst of adversity and turbu-
lence there will be money made.
On the one hand we have the wealthiest

nation in the world desperately trying to

cope with the difficulties of a change in

the price of energy, the fact it is pouring
out a great deal of funds in order to keep
its domestic economy functioning and trying
to cool down double-digit inflation, and has

introduced, has encouraged, in fact has de-

manded, rather Draconian interest rates.

The price of our proximity as a neighbour
is that, notwithstanding our inflation rate be-

ing hilf of theirs and other conditions being
entirely dissimilar, in order to protect the

value of our dollar and to prevent the out-

pouring of capital, while not being Draconian
but essentially the same thing, we have

arranged a floating system. This really x>ushes

up the rates so they are comparable to those

in the United States and therefore there will

not be this outpouring of capital. As I have

said, it seems to me the time has oome to

dissociate mortgage money from that.

It was very interesting on Friday, the

member for Essex North (Mr. Ruston) was

discussing the very same thing. It seems to

me that in order to dissociate mortgage

money from the general market, different

terms and conditions for the investor have to

be arranged.
I think it might be very interesting for us

to look into a system whereby mortgage units

could be purchased within limitations, just as

there are limitations on the purchase of

Canada Savings Bonds. Those mortgage imits

would pay a much lower rate of return to

the investor because I would suggest they
should be made tax free. In the United

States, the wealthiest single country in the

^vo^ld, municipal and school board bonds are

kept at a much lower interest rate than our

industrial or federal government debenttues

by the fact they are income tax free.

Since it is generally acknowledged we
can provide mortgage money at somewhere

in the area of 2.5 per cent or on the outside

3.25 cent higher, and live with it, as an

institutional x>rovider, then as the cost of

borrowing money, if we could have mortgage

units that could be purchased in various

denominations and with limitations on the

amounts that could be held by an individual

or a maximum amount fluctuating as used to

be the case with Canada Savings Bonds, with

various cutoff dates for their sale and so

forth depending upon their market accept-

ability, we could begin taking a first step

at differentiating the very fibre of social

capital-which is mortgage money-from that

of the general market, because I don't think

in the short term that the general interest

rates are going to change very much, except

for the worse—and that may he necessary.

It may indeed, in tenns of general invest-

ment money, in terms of general credit, in

terms of consumer credit, in terms of that

aspect of the economy, be necessary as the

price we pay to bring inflation into line.

Were we to allow inflation to get up in the

area of 18, 19 and 20 per cent we would

really be hving in a fool's paradise. We
would never again be able to get long-term,

solid, tangible investment, not when you have

erosion of the dollar at that rate.

As I say, on the one hand, in the United

States, no matter what hapi)ens in the in-

terest market, no matter what the prime
rates are, when it comes to essentials of its

social capital—the ability to raise funds to

build schools, which are the board of educa-

tion bonds or the regional school board

bonds and the municipal bonds—they have
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deKberately encouraged them to be lower-

interest-bearing because of the fact that you
do not have to pay income tax on them.

It would seem to me that in co-operation
with the federal government—because the

responsibility really lies there because it does

set the exemptions and so forth for income
tax purposes; though certainly the province
would have to play a role, because 44 points
on a person's income tax is that of the prov-
ince—it would seem to me that this would
allow very prudent investment—you don't

•get rich buying tax-free municipal bonds in

the US but you make a decent return on

your investment—and would provide, separ-

ately and distinctly from the other capital-

generating portions of the economy, an ade-

quate supply of mortgage money.
If the amount of mortgage money was con-

sidered too high, as it has been in the past
with the federal government, they could
discontinue the sale of those units as they
have cutoff dates for Canada Savings Bonds.

Indeed, they have cutoff dates for a number
of the offerings that they normally put out.

On the other hand, if it turned out that too

many institutional investors were purchasing
and it had become a loophole for taxes, there

are formulas by which it could be turned
backwards.

I must say that I agree with the member
for Essex North that there are a great many
people who would prefer to invest in this

way. Make no mistake about it, that invest-

ment would have to be guaranteed' dollar for

dollar by the province of Ontario, because if

we are going to ask people to accept some
role in social capital I don't think we can
ask them to bear the entire risk, but that one
has a guaranteed investment in terms of

principal and interest. Also, one has a benefit

and a hedge by virtue of the fact that one is

not paying taxes on it, so he can accept that

lower rate, and that lower rate of interest

that would be applicable to mortgages would
be a stimulus for people not just to renew
their mortgage but indeed to take a mortgage,
because i>eople out there in the street are

absolutely terrified.

There are compliments extended to one of

the trust companies—I believe it is Crown
Trust Company—for saying: "Okay, we will

accept just the interest. You don't have to

make a principal repayment." That is fine,

and that would be a cushion for me, but I

suggest it would not be a cushion for a first-

time home buyer in the first five years, be-

cause one pays precious little principal at all

today with an amortization over 35 years.
It's very interesting that in order to sell a

house people are getting into the position of

what they call rolling back or roUing ovct,

raising the price of their house $2,000 or

$3,000 and prepaying two or three years of

interest so that the next person has paid
more for the property in the first place but
the payments are easier over the first three

or four years.

4:10 p.m.

That may be the only way one can sell a

house today. It may be very practical and

certainly very legal, but by the same token

I can think of nothing that will fan inflation

more than to artificially raise the prices of

existing housing, and then where are we?
The name of the game is not to soak the

individual and to squeeze every drop of every

penny from him. There is supposed to be an

altruistic goal to these extremely high interest

rates, ones that this Thursday will go even

higher, and that is we are in a war against

inflation.

If we are in a war against inflation the

burden can't be handled by just one part of

society. If we are going to have a war, then

all of us—and that includes financial institu-

tions—are going to have to make some sacri-

fices. Since the chartered banks in this country

traditionally wanted precious httle to do with

mortgages, although in the last decade be-

cause of changes in the Mortgages Act they

have come to dominate the field, I think these

investment units that I am suggesting might
be made available only through the secondary

financial institutions or the near banks, par-

ticularly the credit unions, or indeed if the

trust companies chose to move in that

direction.

I think it is a suggestion that is well worth

looking at, because I don't think we can deal

with the public on this fundamental issue by
telling them to have faith in t5ie future—and

of course I want them to have faith in the

future—to have confidence in the firmness

and soimdness of the economy—of course we
want them to have confidence, everybody
should have confidence—but by the same

token saying, "In the short term you may be

wined out as part of the better picture that

will emerge much later on."

If we are going to bear the costs of

remedying the mistakes of the past, of cool-

ing out an economy that was either by de-

sign or by lack of attention allowed to roeur

out of control with all of the implications

that now require those horrendous interest

and mortgage rates, then the sharing of the

costs of the struggle to return to normalcy
has to be borne by all of us, not just the

I>erson who is renewing a home mortgage in

1980 and not just the person who is thinking
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for ihe first time of purchasing a home with

the mortgage that comes with it.

Builders are not going to sell many homes
in the future with a six-month mortgage. It

may be amortized over 35 years or over 50

years, which means the buyer will never

physically own it, but we are not going to

instil very much of a sense of longevity with
a mortgage that can be open and negotiable
within six months. One can do better pur-

chasing a nonessential in our society, a car.

At least we can get a fixed term now for an
automobile loan for 24, 30 or 36 months. To

suggest that we can only get a fixed term of

six months for a home really is hardly a thing

upon wliich a sound economy is built.

You will notice, Mr. Speaker, that I haven't

touched the pressing issue of farm mortgages.
It would seem to me that special attention

has to be paid in that area, but already farm

credit and farm mortgages have been sepa-

rated, and for many years, from the scope of

the general investment community. I think it

is essential today that even more attention be

paid to them than has been in the past.

Again, if we can begin differentiating and

separating these items of very necessary
social capital, if we can encourage more in-

vestment in them, investment that will ba
fair even though it does have a lower rate of

return, and the reverse of that, people paying
less than the conventional market would have
them paying for the cost of their occupation,
then it would seem to me there would be
more funds available in the rest of the eco-

nomy for the people who need it, both small

businesses on a day-to-day basis, or for the

expansion of large busines's.

I don't claim to have the answer to the

question of the tremendous impact interest

rates, particularly mortgage interest rates, are

having upon our society, but it may very
well be there is no single answer. Perhaps
there is a necessity for a package of 50 or

100. I don't think that should deter us.

When the basic social fabric of our society

—the ability of people to buy and own their

own home—is so substantially threatened that

people who ordinarily do not weigh many
financial matters such as the interest rate now
follow them extremely avidly because they
are trying to determine where they will be

a few weeks or months from now, I think

there is an onus upon governments in all

levels to focus on this problem.

Some of the things that are being put for-

ward today are not orthodox, but in the

Depression a great many things weren't

orthodox either. If we hadn't gone through a

little less orthodoxy we wouldn't have yet

recovered from the Depression. In the post-

war years a great many things had to be

brought in as innovations. They certainly

weren't in the textbooks of the time. If we
hadn't done that the post-war depression that

was supposed to be so inevitable would still

be upon us.

Here we are today, at a time when we
should be able to harness the affluence and

we should be able to not only generate

enough capital and funds within our own

economy to meet our own social and eco-

nomic needs but be able to export capital

for the betterment of the rest of the world,

we are tied down in an exceedingly tipht

monev supply where we are threatening the

very fabric of our society.

I look forward to other speakers in the

throne speech debate, where suggestions are

broueht forward. The economists got us here.

Governments, financial institutions, experts

and individuals alike faithfully followed the

new economists for some 35 years; and here

we are. I sucrsfest it is time we really started

lookincr at some new economics and some

that meet our own situation. Because unless

and until we solve the problem of the hit?h

mortgage interest rate the rest of the

economy is not going to recover and tfie

social consequences of our failure—of our

collective failure—are going to be very great

indeed.

It seems to me there is an area where the

federal government can act immediately as

a temporary cushion or shot in the arm; that

is, to provide mortgaere deductibility. It won't

cost th^m a dime. It's already budgeted for.

The yellow forms are in everybody's house.

Of course, it's not an answer to the problem;
it's not the sole answer. But if we are going

to ask home owners to bear a great deal of

the cost of this war against inflation then I

think it's incumbent upon government to give

them a little shot in the arm or a little bit

of confidence that government knows what

they are going through, that government
knows what they are going to go through and

that here is a program that would have been

in effect—a very simple one to put forward

—to provide a little cushion because people
are going to pay more for their mortgage
this year, no question about it, they're going
to face uncertainties as to how long thev

should renew for and what the terms should

be, and as a government we understand and

here is a tangible expression of our support.

The federal government—and I certainly

think it has to embrace this government be-

cause part of that deduction would be the

44 points that we would receive—would be

saying here is tangible recognition of the

struggle that people are going through.
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Here is tangible evidence that we are will-

ing to put up some short-term improvements,
because we know the final answer is going
to take time and there will be difficulties

there.

4:20 p.m.

We can say to them, as governments col-

lectively, "We are just as involved with you
m your fight to be able to survive these

awesome, and quite frankly, never imagined

mortgage interest rates, and you don't have

to do it alone." By that there will not be

the unfortunate impression that is beginning
out there among the middle class that, having
done everything right and never having ask-

ed for anything, they now find themselves in

a po5ntion where they are paying a rather

dreadful price for doing so.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I want to join

the other members who have spoken in ex-

tending my congratulations to you, the mem-
ber for Humber (Mr. MacBeth), in your own
specific case in having been elected by the

House as Deputy Chairman of the commit-
tees. I know from my own exi>erience how
well you have done in the past and I look

forward to serving under your direction in

the future. I mention this specifically with

reference to your colleague Mr. Speaker, the

member for Lake Nipigon (Mr. Stokes) and
the Deputy Speaker, my good friend and

colleague the member for Perth (Mr. Edig-
ho£Fer).

I, as you know, have returned from three

weeks at the Palace of Westminster in Lon-

don, England, where I was your delegate to

the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association

seminar on parliamentary practice, so I have
had my interest in these matters somewhat
whetted by my observations there.

The comparisons are certainly extremely

interesting. The one I should refer to in

dealing specifically with your high office is

the tradition at Westminster in having Mr.

Speaker move or ascend above partisan

politics and not contest a seat with competi-
tion from his partisan rivals, and in that way
guarantee the fairness and judgement which
is supposed to come with the removal of

partisan interests.

I believe that does work very well at the

Parliament at Westminster, but I am cer-

tainly in no way compelled or even interested

in examining the possibility of following
that example here. I don't believe the fact

that you, sir, are elected as a supporter of a

political party interferes with your judge-
ment in matters pertaining to this House.

I am prepared to argue on another oc-

casion, and maybe even in a hall that I hire

myself, as to whether or not your support
of the Progressive Conservative Party is valid

but, as somebody said when you were
elected by the House as Deputy Chairman,
it's always nice to see a Liberal get ahead.

Not everybody knows all the meanings in-

volved there, but you and I do. Actually, for

a person who once was a Liberal you have
done very well as a Conservative and still

command my respect and, in this instance,

my support.
I personally believe our own procedures,

particularly as they have evolved since 1975,
are as good as, if not better in this regard
than those practised for these many years at

Westminster. In the election of Speakers
since 1975 the government has not had a
control or the support of the majority of the

members of this House. We have exercised

oiu* own inrlividual iudgements as to the

individual who could assume the respon-

sibility of the chair as Speaker and would
commond the respect and support of all

sides. I believe we have been very fortunate

in that regard and frankly, I hope that tradi-

tion continues.

I would hone that when my party is re-

turned to this House v^dth a majority in the

next few months, if not weeks, it would be
to the leader of the government or the

leader of the Liberal Party to consult with

his colleagues, the leaders of the other

parties—or maybe only one other party under
those circumstances, who can tell—and come

up with a person who would have the per-
sonal support of members of the House on
all sides and not just the support of the

majority, and who would have been elected

in support of the government.
We don't want to dwell on it, other than

to say that my own observations over these

years, and more recently in London, England,
indicate our procedures are as good as any
and, in my view, better for our needs. There
is no sense in trying to equate the business

that goes on in the Legislature of Ontario

with that which transpires in the Parliament

of the United Kingdom. For one thing, we
have three viable political parties here, each

one of which can realistically look to the

future and hope to assume the resDonsibility

of office. While the percentage of electoral

support is not exactly equal, still the three

parties are viable and are seen to be viable.

For that reason, when it comes to close

contests in votes in this House, the system
that has evolved over many years at West-

minster of pairing members is almost un-

workable here. At Westminster, where they

have more votes than we customarily have
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here, it is certainly the custom for the Prime
Minister to be paired with a member of the

opposition so that she may attend special
functions without the concern of having to

rush back to her seat to maintain a parlia-

mentary majority.

The same is true of a good many of the
members. As a matter of fact, all of the

members, as far as I know, except those who
were elected at the most recent general elec-
tion in the United Kingdom, have what they
refer to as personal pairs. If they have a
dinner party or their annual meeting of the

constituency association, something which for
them is important enough to remove them
from attendance at the House, they can
phone up on a personal basis to someone on
the other side and say, "This is my arrange-
ment. Can you accommodate me?" The other

person will, if possible, because he or she
knows that in the next week or the next
month he or she will want to be accom-
modated in turn.

A large number of whips are involved in

the co-ordination and organization of the
votes, and these pairings are reported to
those whips. There must be 10 or 15 for each
party. I'm sure that the bookwork, as well
as the involved aspects of the organization of
the votes, must be far more than we're used
to here.

The other aspect in which we cannot be
compared to Westminster is that they have
638 elected members. That means there is

tremendous pressure from the individual mem-
bers to be recognized by Mr. Speaker at

question time or when a debate comes for-
ward. As a matter of fact, under certain cir-

cumstances there is even real pressure to find
a seat in the House. During the Prime Min-
ister's questions, when Mrs. Thatcher is

holding the floor for 15 minutes every Tues-
day and Thursday, the House is full.

As a politician is often wont to do, I

counted the House. There were about 300
members present and there was no other
place to sit. A number of members were
gathered behind Mr. Speaker's throne and a
number of members were standing in the
gangway so there wasn't room for anybody
else, and yet 300 members did not have a
place to sit except in the galleries where
there are benches reserved for them.
The fact is, however, that individual mem-

bers are pressing their whips and the leadters
of their parties for responsibilities and ap-
pointments to the many committees that are
characteristic of the still emerging British

parliamentary practice. One of the whips
indicated to us that as a disciplinary matter

if one of his members did not attend a vote
or act as the whip thought was proper, the

discipline he would use would be to call him
in, ask him which was his favourite com-
mittee and then remove him from it as a

disciplinary practice. I suppose in our House
the discipline would be to put somebody on
a committee; so it doesn't really work quite
as effectively here as it does there.

I should say, just in passing, that the United

Kingdom branch of the Commonwealth Par-

liamentary Association was our host. There
were representatives from 23 Commonwealth
countries. They were from all parts of the

world, speaking all languages and adhering to
all creeds. They formed a very interesting

group indeed. I should further mention that
the budget of the government of the United
Kingdom was poor by 1,200 pounds per dtele-

gate since it picked up the costs that were
incurred by the delegates during their stay
in the UK. Frankly, I was very impressed
with their generosity, although we, in tm-n,
entertain delegates from other countries in

Canada at least twice a year in our formal
functions with the Commonwealth Parlia-

mentary Association.

The executive director of the United King-
dom branch, Mr. Peter Cobb, was responsible
for the organization and did an excellent job
indeed. We were busy with matters that, I

would say to you, Mr. Speaker, I felt were
interesting and' significant and mind broad-

ening in more ways than one.

4:30 p.m.

The time required for the whole seminar
was three weeks, which I thought was a bit

lengthy for people from this part of the

world. But when I taJked to my new friends

from Singapore, Australia, Malaysia, India,

the Cook Islands—I am just trying to think

of the various parts in that area of the Pacific

—they felt that anything less than three weeks
would have been a needless, unnecessarily

exjyensive trip for a period which could have
been more efficient for them. The three weeks,
over a long period of experimentation, has

tm-ned out to be an eff^ective period of time,

and I found that none of the time was
wasted.

I wanted to deal specifically with two or

three matters that I observed' there that affect

us here. You may recall that last Friday my
colleague the member for Essex North (Mr.

Ruston), was speaking in the House and he

observed that not a single representative of

the government party was in the House. He
very properly brought this to Mr. Speaker's

attention, indicating that a quorum was not
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present, and you know what our procedures
are under those circumstances.

I was interested to note that at West-

minster, even thoug'h they have 638 mem-
bers, there is not a quorum requirement in

that sense. We were told that if a member is

speaking and only Mr. Speaker is in his chair

they can quite legally proceed. The only time
there is any interruption to the flow of their

business is if they have a division: if, in the

total vote, fewer than 40 members are reg-
istered then that vote is null and void, be-

cause in that instance a quorum of members
did not take part in the decision.

Another matter that I found quite interest-

ing was that Mr. Speaker no longer receives

points of privilege from the chair without

notice. He indicated that at a time with

political pressures that would be easily as

great at Westminister as they are here, they
would spend maybe 15 minutes a day with

honourable members rising and complaining
about some editorial or comment that had
been made about them and seeking redress.

There was very little Mr. Speaker could

do, as you, Mr. Speaker, have already found

here, and they developed a procedure where-

by if a member thought his privileges had
been infringed he would Avrite Mr. Speaker
or speak to him personally in his chambers.
Mr. Speaker would then decide whether or

not the matter was of suflBcient import to be
raised in the House.

I didn't feel that the individual members
felt their rights had been significantly re-

duced, and actually, while "we were there, a

matter of privilege was raised. We were told

in our seminar of an instance where a news-

paper writer had indicated that wliile the

government was planning gas rationing it

was evident that the members of Parliament

were seeing to their own supplies of i)etrol in

spite of the rationing that might be fortih-

coming. Some of the members were so out-

raged they raised the matter with Mr.

Speaker and he brought the reporter to the

Bar of the House and there the reporter was

reprimanded for having incorrect facts and

misrepresenting the role of the members of

Parliament.

As a matter of fact, most of the people felt

it was a severe pyenalty indeed, although I

was told by other members of Parliament

that the member of the press did not ajjpear

to be so chastised that he could not continue

with his articles, substantially critical of

Parliament and its members. But that seemed
to be an instance where, privileges having
been infringed according to the members of

the House, Mr. Speaker did take that action.

Actually, we even asked them about in-

carceration in the Tower, and tliey supposed
that, probably in extreme circumstances, that

was possible, but then they pointed out that

if you put somebody in there these days you
have to let them out eventually, since capital

punishment has been abolished.

The committee system has changed drama-

tically at Westminster. I have a feeling diat,

just like the committee system here, it is

somewhat cyclical. Every Legislature and

Parliament, in my view, always tends to think

that its committee system could be improved.
In our instance we have gone to fairly large

committees, having abandoned the multi-

plicity of specific interest committees that

were a part of the procedure when I was
first elected and, Mr. Speaker, I believe when

you were first elected as well. I am not sure

about that.

The Parliament of Westminister is either

partly behind in the cycle or partly ahead,
because they have just moved to a very large
number of committees of the House. I be-

lieve the number is approximately 23. There
is one for each department of government.
Members may be interested to know that

over there they still call them departments.
The word "ministry" floats in from time to

time because, in fact, there are three minis-

ters in each department. There is the Secre-

tary of State for each of the departmental

areas, who is more or less the top dog. Then
there is the minister and a junior minister.

All three of those in each area of govern-
ment form the ministry, but the cabinet itself

is a much smaller and more select group
made up of the Secretaries of State who can.

in their view, carry on business because of

tha reduced numbers and the concentration

of responsibility.

I was interested to see an article in a

well-known British publication. The Econo-

mist, which indicated that if a cabinet had

more than 20 members in it it couldn't do
business efiiciently because it would be just

like a meeting of any other type. I see there

are two very busy cabinet ministers here, but

they, probably better than I, would know
whether or not that is true or even partly

true. When I used to think about these things

I used to feel a cabinet much bigger than

16 would be cumbersome and that it might
be difficult for any but the most aggressive
leader of a government to feel the business

was being conducted without the wasting
of time.

In the United Kingdom they have a very

large ministry, I believe up to 60 or 70 mem-
bers of the ministry, which includes the

parliamentary private secretaries and others.
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Tliey call all these people the people on the

pay list; in other words, they get extra money,
like I do, as House leader of the Liberal

Party and perhaps, Mr. Speaker, like you do,
as Speaker. They talk about the pay list as

those groups which have a special interest,

if not a small conflict of interest, in certain

matters pertaining to things like pension and

changes in the pay scale. I know you and
I would agree that is not so, but you can

imagine that others might believe it were so.

TTie committees, then, are established with
one designated to more or less ride herd or

be involved with each department of govern-
ment. These committees are set up at the

beginning of a parliament after an election

and they are intended to maintain the same
membership throughout. Substitution is, as a
matter of principle, prohibited. The only time
substitution can take place is if there is a
case of bona fide illness or if a person is

promoted to the cabinet and therefore can
no longer participate as a back-bench mem-
ber.

Oddly enough, and I don't know why this

is so other than the traditions of the British

House of Commons, these committees that
are set up to act throughout the parhament
are called select committees. So they have
this large spectrum of select committees,
each one designed to inform itself and re-

view an individual department of govern-
ment. As I understand it, they review the

expenditure of the ministry with the minis-
ters and with the officials and over the

period of a parliament would become very
well informed indeed, and personally ac-

quainted with the upper echelons of the

public service associated with it.

Naturally, when the budget is brought
down and the spending estimates are made
available ministry by ministry the select

committees get hold of those projections and
it is their job during the period of parlia-
ment to see that the spending estimates are

reviewed and their report can be made to the
House. In this way the review of estimates
is done, I suppose occupying in the whole
almost as much time as we occupy with this

project, but in smaller units and units which
could very well overlap in their meetings
or, in fact, decide among themselves to re-

view this business even when the House is

not in session.

In-camera sessions are not only possible
but they hapi>en more frequently than here.

Certainly when I suggested to them that
select committees here sometimes even de-
bated the preparation of the report in public
they were very surprised indeed, because
it is customary in the United Kingdom to go

into camera when they want to collect the
facts that have been gathered together in

open hearings and then have the political

arguments that must always be associated
with the presentation of a report to the
House. The House can then debate the re-

port, but this is a way to review the esti-

mates which is a bit different from the way
we proceed.

4:40 p.m.

Frankly, I feel one of the most inefficient

procedures in our Legislatiure is the review
of spending estimates. When one thinks of
the countless hours that are spent by this

House in committee of supply and in our
various standing committees outside this

House, I am sure, Mr. Speaker, you would
agree, if you think back to your days as a

private member when you took part in those

reviews, that it does seem to be to some ex-
tent a waste of time, if not a procedure that
is almost irrelevant.

It does give an opportunity for private
members to question the minister and, in

instances where the committee meets outside
this House, to get answers directly from
senior civil servants. In that, it is healthy.
But I feel this is one matter where the
House and the procedural affairs committee
should very well give us their recommenda-
tions for a procedure that would maybe be
more efficient, more effective and more
interesting for all concerned.

When we talk about nomenclature in the
United Kingdom we talk about these com-
mittees, which are set up at the beginning of

parliament and last to the next election, as

being select committees. On the other hand,
when a bill is passed by the House and given
second reading it then goes to a special com-
mittee that is named from the House to deal
with that bill only. TTiey call it a standing
committee, although that standing committee
deals with that bill

only outside the House
and reviews any amendments the members
may want to bring forward, or the govern-
ment may want to bring forward as it has,
more or less, a second look at the bill after

the community has expressed its reservations

or opposing views.

It is interesting that the House receives the

bill back on the report of the standing com-
mittee. The motion is for the report of the

standing committee, but the full debate,

following the review by the committee out-

side the House, takes place in what they call

the rexx)rt stage. I was quite surprised that

when the bill came back to the House, if it

required further amendment it was not sent

to the committee of the whole. I thought it
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ratlier strange that the government, which

may have made commitments outside the

House for changes, would make the amend-
ments in this report stage.

Wo really don't have that here. We have
debates on reports of committees, as mem-
bers know, i>articularly the procedural affairs

conmiittee. I understand there was a debate
in my absence wherein certain changes were
recommended which the Conservative Party
was not persuaded it should support, even

though it was obvious a majority of the

members of the House wanted them. How-
evr, that is a matter I will not raise at this

time since it is shghtly embarrassing for

some of us who were not able, because of

other duties, to attend that debate or that

vote.

There are a couple of matters you might
find interesting, Mr. Speaker. I have had a

chance to speak to you privately about some
of them. The question period itself may
very well be eJBBcient as far as the United

Kingdom is concerned, particularly as there

are 638 members, but from my point of view
in comparing it with what we do here it

seemed to be a very complex procedure in-

deed, with perhaps limited advantages be-

cause of fhat complexity.
Written notice has to be given of CA'^ery

question. Then when the questions come for-

ward to be asked at least 100 members jump
up in their places to catch Mr. Speaker's eye.
There must be a very elaborate procedm^
taking place in his grey matter as he scans

the House and decides w'hidh honourable
member shall have preference in a specific
time. Like yourself, Mr. Speaker, he allows

three or four supplementaries and uses his

own judgement when enough have been
asked.

I felt his procedure on supplementaries
was very similar to your own, Mr. Speaker,

altSiough he too was exxwessing some per-
sonal concern that over the years fewer and
fewer main questions are asked as more and
more sui>plementaries are tagged on.

One i>rocedure that I found really strange
was that the questions addressed to the Prime
Minister were designed to be as open as pos-
sible and give the questioner every chance
to ask a siii>plementary. It was found that a

specific question could easily be deflected to

another mim'ster or, if it were a specific

question that tbe Prime Minister decided to

answer herself, that the supplementaries
would be fairly restricted.

So the notice of questions to the Prime
Minister—and each Tuesday and Thursday
there are as many as 40 of them—^are all

almost exactly the same and the question is:

"Will the Prime Minister list her engage-
ments for today?" This means that she can't

deflect them to another minister because only
she is supposedly responsible for her own

engagements. Ooce she says what her en-

gagements are, any supplementary is in

order, and the questioner may then say: "Can
the Prime Minister find time today to rejwrt
on the situation in Zimbabwe?" or, "Can the

honourable Prime Minister,"—"the Right
Honourable Lady," as she is referred to fre-

quently—"tell us her views on the financing
of the Common Market?"

As a result, the first question having to

do with her engagements is followed up by
about five supplementaries, all completely
unrelated. So although the Right Honourable

Lady is extremely adept at answering ques-

tions, as was her predecessor, Mr. Callaghan,
still the questions form no sort of reasonable

response where one question elicits a further

supplementary to draw out more information.

As a matter of fact it was so incoherent

that it was decided on all sides that the

radio report of the Prime Minister's questions
should be cut out and only broadcast after

editing. I assure you this is not because the

Prime Minister is in any way inefi^ectual.

Quite the contrary.
In that parliament, they don't have desks

like this; they simply have benches, and the

chamber itself is narrower, if anything, than

this. When the Prime Minister is answering

questions it is jammed. It is right full. There's

no way for anybody else to get in. The lady
herself is well dressed, like the female

cabinet ministers here, well coifi^ured, and to

look down from the gallery and see her in

the middle of this gang of wolves, all firing

questions at her, is very impressive indeed.

One interesting thing is that some of the

sharpest and most critical questions come
from behind her, and I have a very clear

impression that she doesn't answer the ques-
tion until she is darn sure who is asking it.

I have a feeling that she has a mental black

book and that she doesn't forget names. They
call her the Iron Maiden or Attila the Hen,
for all those things. I didn't have a

natural philosophic sympathy with her poli-

tics but I certainly admired the way she de-

fended herself and her government and at-

tacked her opponents. It was something to

behold.

Mr. Ruston: There's hope for you yet,

Bette.

Mr. Nixon: In the matter of the benches

versus the desks, I must say that a few years

ago I was converted to believe that we no

longer need these desks. They are nice. My
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feet fit in that underside rack almost per-
fectly, but aside from that there is very little

function to having the desks. When I w^as

first elected this was where we did our

business and there's many a longhand letter

I have written to constituents right here.

When the Premier of the day was criticized

for not providing oflBce space, he said, '*You

have got a desk." As a matter of fact, there

used to be an ink bottle and a pen with a

quill—a nib not a quill; that would be a httle

extreme—but that was it. We don't need that

any more.

As you know, Mr. Speaker, we have quite

satisfactory offices. Ours aren't as good as the

NDP but they are not bad. We have secre-

tarial staflF, which of course is overworked,
as everybody in this building is. But it would
be an advantage to us in the long run, it

seems to me, if we could clear these desks

out of here, perhaps even move the rows a

little closer together. The people who are

interested in debates could simply come and
sit and they could talk across the table and

through Mr. Speaker as the debate proceeds.

4:50 p.m.

As a matter of fact, Dalton Camp's com-
mission recommended increasing the mem-
bership of the Legislature considerably and
I don't think that's a bad idea. I hate the

thought of spending more money, but as I

get older I can contemplate these things
more easily than I used to. I think our

constituencies are extraordinarily large, not

only in area for some of us, but in popula-
tion.

In many respects many of the consti-

tuencies are not very different in size from
the federal constituencies, and if we are

going to have a parliament that is closer to

the people then I really think the consti-

tuencies might well be smaller. There would
be more members here and we could revamp
this chamber so that it would once again be-

come a forum for the kind of debate which

might be even more eflFective than what we
do now. This is just a personal view.

I was impressed with what they do in this

regard at Westminster. While we do not

allow outbursts from the gallery, the rule or

the tradition at Westminster is that the mem-
bers are not supposed to applaud either.

Without desks, you are not permitted any
kind of notes other than those you might
hold in your hand and, of course, each mem-
ber has an elaborate Order Paper with hun-
dreds of questions asked every day. You
tliink there are Order Paper questions here.

There are absolutely hundreds of them over

there and very strict rules as to when they

should be answered and so on, and they have

platoons of staff providing the information

for the honourable members.

They hold this Order Paper there. I hap-

pened to be there on a day following a by-
election and the Conservatives had main-

tained their hold by a much reduced majority
in one of the constituencies, and unlike our

tradition, where it takes many days before

the writs are returned and the new member
takes his or her place, the new member was
in either the next day or the morning aft«r-

ward's. There is no fooling around there.

The member came in and, of coiu^se, the

Conservatives were quite enthusiastic. They
started off wdth sort of a low rumble of

"Hear hear," and then they started waving
their Order Papers in the air and you could

see nothing but members waving white pieces
of paper—it reminded me very much of the

last time I attended a Sunday school picnic

at the St. George United Church—there was
this enthusiastic waving for theii chaimpion
as he was brought forward, having won the

by-election.

So the one advantage I suppose we have

with desks is that there is something to hit,

other than one of our colleagues, but I really

think in the long run we will be thinking of

making those sorts of changes in this chamber.

I was also very impressed at the hours the

House of Commons sits there. They have a

very wide range of responsibilities when they

are dealing with many Commonwealth prob-
lems. Certainly they were deeply invoilved

with Zimbabwe and very proud of the fact

that Lord Carrington and Lord Soames had

involved themselves to the extent that it

appears that a solution has come out of a

situation where most people thought there

would be nothing but bloodshed and horror,

so that accomplis'hment was extremely
valuable.

I was impressed at how many members we
met—and we met many of them on all sides

of the House—who were very familiar with

the circumstances in many of the Common-
wealth countries. For example, they were

quite concerned about the situation in St.

Lucia. I have never been there, but there

are governmental problems that look almost

insoluble. Mr. Speaker from St. Lx;cia was

atTtending our conference and certainly ex-

pressed his concern over the future of parlia-

mentary democracy there. He was sure that

it would be maintained, but they have

reached an impasse which is different from

anything else we have experienced in the

British tradition, and we will watch how they
solve it with a great deal of interest.
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The hours they sit are very much like

those we used to sit in this House. There is

no automatic adjournment, and four nights a

week they would sit until 2 a.m. and twice

while I was there the House sat till 9 o'clock

in the morning. I personally think that is

absolutely ridiculous and unnecessary, and
when I expressed my views in those terms

there were those who felt I just didn't under-

stand the grand traditions of Westminster and

that that's what one did there. I said that's

what one did in Ontario at one time, but we
now seem to be able to conduct our affairs

so that perhaps we should spend' more time

on them but in fact we can live a more
civilized life and still, we believe, give suf-

ficient review to public business, so that we
feel at least oiu: responsibilities are in the

main fulfilled.

In closing, there are a couple of other

things I wanted, to mention. During the semi-

nar we had an opportunity to visit a local

government. The leaders took us to the town
of Chichester, the county capital of Sussex.

We met the chairman of the board of the

county and had an opportunity to find out

how they dealt with the government at the

centre.

It was interesting to note that many of

the problems we have here are similar to

theirs. They were complaining about the

imposition of larger units of government,
for example. I was interested to note that

they no longer have boards of education, and
that the municipal council, through its com.-

mittee, is able to deal with the education

responsibility.

The government at the centre was taking
Draconian steps to cut the cost of education

and Mrs. Thatcher had forced through Parlia-

ment a bill which would enable the local

boards to charge for the use of school buses.

This had gone to the House of Lords and,
in a precedent-setting act, it had reversed

it. This was much admired by the people
in the countryside and gave the impetus to

the House of Lords to allow it to exist for

probably another century or two.

The observations of local government were

extremely interesting. As a matter of fact,

they don't have a department of municipal
affairs. It's the Department of the Environ-

ment, oddly enough, that deals with the

municipalities. The Environment department,
in the broad sense, has to do with housing,
the provision of services and the provision of

block grants to the municipalities. The con-

cept of block grants is one that we as

Liberals have been fostering for a long time,

trying to overcome the implacable opposi-
tion of the glassy-eyed Conservatives who

want to keep control of the municipal
decisions. You are familiar with those

matters.

Just in closing, I would say that one of

the most valuable aspects of the trip was
the fact that we had an opportunity to meet,
on a personal basis, a large number of

I)olitical figures in the United Kingdom. As

you know, I have a special interest in certain

arrangements associated with catering. Every

day they provided a very fine lunch in the

Parliament Buildings. We were specially

assigned two members of the House of Com-
mons for every two members of the visiting

seminar, at a table of four, so that there

was usually another Conservative and another

Labour representative; and we would have

a chance to talk politics every noon.

We were entertained at 10 Downing
Street by the Right Honom-able Lady herself.

She is still at that stage in x>olitics where

nothing is too much trouble, unlike many of

us, who soon get to the stage where every-

thing is too much trouble. But she is very
much interested and concerned about the

Commonwealth and put herself out to enter-

tain us.

I had an opportunity to meet the Leader

of the Opposition, Mr. Callaghan. He
scratched his head and said: "I think I'm

coming to Canada soon," I opened the Globe

and Mail the other day and found I'm going
to have to pay $70 to hear him speak at a

luncheon downtown, so he is carrying on
the traditions of democratic socialism that

we are used to here. Anyway, I was very

impressed with him.

Harold Wilson was very much in evidence.

He has a book coming out on the role of

British politics, having to do wdth the de-

velopment of the state of Israel, which I'm

sure will be interesting reading for those

people who follow that aspect of p>olitics. I

asked him why so many of his staff had seen

fit to write exposes of his own prime

ministership. One that I had read had been

written by his press officer, giving in detail

the background of his famous honours list

where he appointed his secretary to the

House of Lords and a few things Hke that.

His only answer was: "I suppose for 350,000

pounds they would write anything." He
may be right.

We met many people. Our new High
Commissioner, Jean Casselman Wadds—whom
many people know i>ersonally—went out of

her way to be sure that the Canadian dele-

gates were entertained at her home, which

is quite a nice place. Ross DeCeer, the Agent
General for Ontario, was extremely hospi-

table, appearing at Heathrow Airport at seven
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o'clock Sunday morning to see that I was
conducted to my hotel in comfort. This was
much appreciated, particularly since he must
have read comments that I have made
about Ontario House in this House in the

past. I will not repeat those at this time.
While I have a high regard for Mr. DeGeer
as a person and appreciate his hospitahty,
there are certain differences in our back-

grounds that remain.

5 p.m.

We had an opportunity to attend the

banquet at which His Royal Highness the

Prince of Wales was the principal speaker.
It was extremely interesting indeed. It was
under the auspices of the Canad'a Club. Mrs.

Wadds was chairman, and there were 1,000
businessmen and others who were associated

with Canada there.

The Prince of Wales has just arrived in

Canada, according to the Globe and Mail.

I see Ms. Trueman has interviewed him with
her usual consummate skill. He is now going
to Victoria to—what's the name of the college?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Lester Pearson.

Mr. Nixon: Lester Pearson, yes, right. Mr.

Speaker, you will permit me if I amend
Hansard in this cormection.

While I am not the most rabid royahst in

this chamber, still I was very pleased to at-

tend a special service at Westminster Abbey
on Commonwealth Day. I understand this

was even recognized here in this chamber
in my absence. Her Majesty the Queen was
there, and the place was jammed with repre-
sentatives of the various countries. The music
was provided by a Trinidadian steel band.
The various religions of the Commonwealth
were represented formally by prayers and
readings. This included, of course, the Angli-
can religion, but also in attendance were the
Cardinal of Westminster, the principal rabbi
in London, representatives of the Hindu re-

ligion, the Mudim religion and others I

should be prepared to name, but I'm not,
because I can't think of them right now.

It was an extremely impressive service. As
an interesting sideline, just as it started, a

very well-dressed lady in a flowery hat rushed
before the front altar and called out to the

assembly that this was a terrible thing to

have before Her Majesty because there were
non-Christians present. She was escorted out
the side door, but she provided the only
aspect of the ceremony which had not been

very carefully planned indeed. We were re-

ceived at Marlborough House afterwards in

the presence of Her Majesty.
I say this simply to emphasize that the

program was an extremely good one. I ex-

pected it would be interesting, but it was
many times more valuable and interesting
than I had expected. I feel I made many
friends from various Commonwealth count-
ries whom I hope I will see again here and

perhaps even in their own lands. It was

interesting to hear their views on modern
issues and to realize that while the same
differences occur among us as would occur
even in this House, our general goals for the

good of our communities and to provide a

community in which we could raise our
families in some comfort and with some com-
munity responsibility are shared by us all.

I am very delighted indeed to have had
the opportunity to attend and I would be
glad to discuss these and related matters in

detail with you, Mr. Speaker, or any of my
colleagues in the House.

Mr. Speaker: If I might just have the indul-

gence of the House for one moment, I think

the information the member for Brant-Oxford-
Norfolk has brought to the House is a clear

indication that these exchanges of opinions
provide an opportunity for somebody from
this House to get together with others and
share the experiences he has given to us this

afternoon. I think it is also a clear indication

that these excursions to other parliaments
within the Commonwealth are a very worth-
while experience and we should be doing
more of them. If we just take for granted

parliamentary democracy as we know it here
I think we do so at our own peril.

If I may be so presumptuous, I would like

to thank the honourable member for sharing
his experiences with us and for bringing, in

detail, a comparison of the way we do things
here as opposed to the way it's done in the

Mother of Parliaments. On behalf of all of

us I want to thank him very much for shar-

ing those comments with us.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Sx^eaker, I would imme-

diately like to concur in the remarks that you
have just made relative to the comments of

the member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk and
commend him, as you have done, for bring-

ing that information back.

I would also like to commend you, Mr.

Speaker, the Deputy Speaker and the Chair-

man of the committees for the job that you
are doing imder sometimes rather difficult

circumstances. I would like to say to you,
from this caucaus, that we are proud of you.
The benefits you bestow on that office are

to some extent lost in other places, but you
can't serve in two capacities. We feel you are

doing an excellent job for this legislative

assembly and for the people of this province
in the position you are filling.
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In oommending the member for Brant-

Oxford-Norfolk, I must also say that I whis-

pered to one of his colleagues before he
started speaking and asked how long he'd

be. He said, "About 20 minutes," If my
doctor tells me that I've only got 20 minutes

to live I hoi)e that Bob Nixon isn't the

timekeeper. I'm not going to go any further

than that because, of course, all of us are

sometimes a little guilty of taking up more
time than we should have.

Mr. Nixon: That's the only way I can get

you to stay in the House.

Mr. Swart: That's not true.

Mr. Ruston: What about the member for

Riverdale last week?
Mr. T. P. Reid: Did you hear Jim Ren-

wick? He took two hours.

Mr. Swart: I was going to say something
nice about the member for Brant-Oxford-

Norfolk, and I will say it in spite of his

colleagues. In tlie five years I have been in

this House I have come to admire the re-

spect that member has for the traditions of

this House and the very real contribution

that he always makes to not only the issues

which I've discussed but the functioning of

this House. Although we may disagree rather

substantially sometimes on twlicies, I think I

share with most members of tliis House re-

spect for him as an individual.

I guess two weeks from this evening or

from late this afternoon we will be voting on

the acceptance-

Mr. T. P. Reid: How will you be voting,

Mel?

Mr. Swart: —of the no-confidence motion

put forward by the Liberals. They know very
well at this time that we are not going to be

supporting them on that no-confidence

motion. They know the very sohd reasons

that were put forth by the leader of this

party for not supporting them. We don't

think the public generally is anxious for an

election at this time.

Mr. T. P. Reid: What about last

December, Mel; the Swart-Welch alliance?

Mr. Swart: We know very well the

Liberals are not proposing that no-confidence

motion for any altruistic reason or because

they really want to make any fundamental

changes in the functioning of the govern-
ment or the functioning of the economy of

this province. There will be no more changes
made if they, by some stroke of luck, were
to win the election. There would be no more

changes than there were when the Conser-

vatives took over in Ottawa or when the

Liberals took power back. Things will go on

just as they were before.

I guess we can all bare our chest a little

bit and say we're not voting for the no-

confidence motion fundamentally for the same
reason that the Liberal members are voting
for it. They tliink that's good politics at this

time.

Mr. T. P. Reid: What did you think last

December, Mel?

Mr. Swart: They know very well tfiat six

months from now or a year from now the

word "Liberal" is going to be a dirty word

nationally. They know that.

Mr. T. P. Reid: A year from now they will

forget about the NDP.

5:10 p.m.

Mr. Swart: The Liberals coidd have voted

for an election last fall. They only want it

now because they think they could win on

the coat-tails. With what the Liberals are

doing in Ottawa, I think Liberals here are

having some second thoughts about that.

There will be probably quite a few of them

away two weeks from tonight.

We know very well that in six months

from now or a year from now not only will

the Liberals be further discredited, but so

will the Conservatives, and the people will

increasingly be looking for an alternative.

Interjections.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, perhaps you could

speak to your colleagues in order to have a

little more order in the House,

We are not doing it for selfish reasons.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Principle is the word.

Mr. Swart: We are doing it because we
believe there must be fundamental changes
in om- society. We are only going to get them

when we get an NDP government. By next

fall or by next spring the people will be

opting for that kind of government,

Mr. T. P. Reid: Not in your lifetime.

Mr. Swart: I do want to say that if ever

there were problems in oiu" society and

problems which are not being met, it is at

the present time. We know the serious situa-

tion with regard to the economy of this

province. All of us have read that the Con-

ference Board in Canada has said there is

going to be no real growth in the year

ahead. If we apply that statement to this

province, it is going to mean a real drop in

productivity in this province and, for that

matter, in the standard of living.

There is going to be some growth in cer-

tain parts of this nation, but with the popula-

tion in this province moving to the west,

with the government indifferent about the
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tremendous unemployment and making no
real move to doing anything about solving

it, this province a year from now is going
to be in a substantially worse situation than

it is at the present time.

Interjections.

Mr. Swart: I have in my office some

clippings from the Niagara Falls Review
which I am going to bring into the House
and read, where the Liberal member from
there said in effect that the government was

starting to move and he thought he cotdd

get along with it, so an election really wasn't

necessary.

Mr. Kerrio: What's wrong with that? They
were starting to move and then they seized

up.

Mr. Swart: It was the day before the

speech from the throne when he made that

comment. His leader had already said he
had to bring down the government. I under-

stand how the member for Niagara Falls

feels. Perhaps he has gained a bit of reason-

ing from this side of the House and, there-

fore, feels at this time pefhaps the election

is not necessary.
There is another area where we in this

province and the economy as a whole are

suffering. It is in the domination of our

economy by the United States by having
major economic decisions in many respects
made outside of this country. Whether it is

investment in the automotive industry or in

a great variety of areas, we don't have a

handle on our own economy and we are

suffering from that.

Another major problem we are having here

is a drop in the standard of living. I am sure

all members of this House would have seen
the recent Statistics Canada statement that

while average income in the last year has

gone up six per cent the average cost of

living has gone up slightly over nine per
cent; therefore, there was a three i)er cent
reduction in the average standard of living.

Then they went on to say that followed a

two per cent reduction in the average stand-

ard of living.

We in this party don't think that is neces-

sary in a country like this and in a province
like this where we still have the highest per-

centage of natural resources per capita of

any nation in the world. I suggest that it is

not necessary for us to have that redliction

in the standard of living.

Perhaps even more serious, at least to some,
is the widening gap between those on lower

incomes and those on higher incomes. The
Science Council of Canada pointed out a

couple of years ago that during the previous
10 years while Trudeau was in office in Ot-

tawa, and, of course, with the Conservatives

in Ontario much longer, the gap in fact had
widened very substantially.

In 1967 those in the top 20 per cent of

income in Canada received 41.4 per cent of

the income and by 1977 they were receiving

42.5 per cent. Those in the bottom 20 per
cent of income earners who received 4.4

per cent of the income in Canada had

dropped down to just four per cent.

Mr. Kerrio: TeU us what the Socialists did

in Britain, Mel.

Mr. Swart: I might tell you what they are

doing in Saskatchewan where they have a

guaranteed annual income and where the

minimum income is 50 per cent higher tlian

it is here in Ontario.

Since 1978 when this report was made,
that pattern has continued and Statistics

Canada reports that the situation is worse

now than it was even two years ago. Although
that is serious enough, it is also serious that

in the last three years when the cost of living

has gone up something like 26 per cent, the

minimum wage has gone up only 13 per cent.

The amount paid out for family benefits has

gone up something like 15 per cent in the

last three years, while the cost of living has

gone up 26 per cent.

That is all bad enough, but it must be

recognized that to those on lower incomes,
the cost of living has gone up substantially

more than the 26 per cent. A larger share of

their expenditures is madte up of the purchase
of food and heat, and those things have gone

up more rapidly than the average increase in

the cost of living. These kinds of things badly
need rectifying and need rectifying quickly.

As you might expect, I want to talk for a

few minutes about the whole issue of con-

sumer prices. I am sorry the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea)
is not here. A minor part of his speech talked

philosophically about the issue of consumer

prices. He put forward reasons why the gov-
ernment should do nothing to intervene

directly in the prices of commodities in this

province. He talked about it in a reasonable

manner, but we in this party have a funda-

mental disagreement with him on the philos-

ophy and the policies he expressed. So have

the people of this nation and the people of

this province.

The Gallup poll published July 26, 1979,

shows at that time that 66 jyer cent of the

people of this nation wanted government to

intervene with some form of price control. I

sent out a questionnaire to constituents in
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my riding. I am not sure whether it was
because it had that question on it, but I had
about 50 per cent more rephes than I ever

had before. I asked the question: Do you
support a price review board with power to

investigate and roll back imjustified price
increases? The yes votes were 96.1 j^r cent,

the no votes were 3.2 per cent, the un-

decided votes were 0.7 per cent.

5:20 p.m.

None of us would state flatly that the

questionnaires we send out are as accurate as

the Gallup polls or many other polling in-

stitutes, but in fact, they accurately reflect to

a very substantial degree—and I am sure

most people in this House who ask questions
on their constituents' leaflets would agree—
the opinions of the people to whom the

questionnaires are sent. Undoubtedly I would
be apt to get more replying to me who would
be sympathetic to the NDP than perhaps
those over there who send out questionnaires
to the Liberals, and the same applies to the

Conservatives; but by and large, they reflect

those opinions to a fairly substantial degree,
at least mine have.

Mr. Conway: Did you ask them whether

they wanted a raise in pay?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Conway: Were they for taxes and

against death?

Mr. Swart: The member for Renfrew
North attempts to indicate that these are

motherhood issues. I want to say to him that

the Gallup poll asks the same question. They
are not motherhood issues. They are state-

ments of the public on their choices on many
very important policies in this province. I

suggest there is a growing desire on the part
of the public and on the part of many insti-

tutions for some kind of ad hoc price inter-

vention in this province and in this nation.

The government of this province, and for

that matter the federal government, has

totally opted out on this matter. There is no

intervention, there is no reprimand. If prices

go up, even if they are unreasonable, there is

no slap on the wrist, nothing is done about it

by the provincial or the federal govenmient.
Late last fall, because I got no action from

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations here, I wrote to the federal Minis-

ter of Consumer and CorjTorate Aff^airs. This

related to the increase in the price of cofi^ee.

I would just like to read the reply he sent

to me.
He says: "While I and my department are

interested in hearing about concerns related

to retail prices, the matter you raised in your
letter does not seem to be related to any

of the responsibilities assigned to Consimier

and Corporate Affairs, Canada, by statute.

Nor is there any longer a program of price
surveillance in place at the federal level un-

less, of course, some statute has been vio-

lated, which does not seem to have hap-

pened in this case.

"Consumers have a number of avenues

open to them for dealing with their concerns

about prices of commodities such as coffee.

For example, consumers can police the

market themselves through careful purchas-

ing practices such as comparative shopping
to seek out the most economical buy." Here

is the significant sentence: "Any complaints

they have about individual prices can be

more effective if directed to the manager of

the store from which the product was

purchased."
That indicates, as clearly as anything could

indicate, total abdication of the government
from intervening to see that anything is done

about prices in this province and, for that

matter, in this nation.

The Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Relations and the Premier (Mr. Davis) of this

province apparently share that view with the

federal government. Even if there is ample
evidence of a ripoff of the consumer, they

will do nothing whatsoever about it.

I have a copy of the Toronto Star dated

June 26, 1979. This was after I released a

document that showed General Foods had a

13-week supply of coffee beans in stock and

the price went up at the beginning of those

13 weeks. They immediately started to raise

their prices even though they were using

the old stock. When the price of oil goes up,
the companies wait until they use up their

present stock. Oil companies have to do that

now before they increase the price. Somehow
or other I think food is about as important.

Interjections.

Mr. Swart: It's fine for these people who
come home from the clear air of the country,

but some of us who live under the smog of

successive Conservative governments find we
have to have some coffee now and then to

keep us alive and active. When a reporter

questioned the Minister of Consumer and

Commercial Relations on what he was going

to do about General Foods increasing the

wholesale price of coffee dramatically, even

though using old beans they had bought at

the old, cheap price-

Mr. Bradley: He said, "Don't worry, the

NDP will keep us in power."

Mr. Swart: —and when I sent the con-

fidential internal document to him, he said:
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**If Swart has got hold of an internal docu-
ment, I don't want to get involved in that

argument. You had better ask General Foods
about it." That is the responsibility shown
by the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations when one proves that a

ripoff is taking place of the consumers of
this province.

The Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations has continuously defended
the corporations and every price increase,
and has provided—I am not suggesting
deliberately—so much wrong information that
his credibility has slipped very badly. I raised
the issue with him in this House on the price
of Miracle Whip salad dressing. He reported
that he had investigated this and that there

really wasn't much difference in the price in

Buffalo, where I bought it, from the price
here.

His answer given in the House was really
preposterous. He said the difference in the
American-sized ounce makes it necessary to

compare in litres. Then he said this: "We
have to convert the US 32-ounce jar into
one litre. In doing so, we multiply 32 by
1.040843 times 28.41225. . . . This brings the

price in the particular supermarket in Buffalo
of a comparable one-litre product to $1.31
as compared to $1.56 in Canada."
Those mathematical gymnastics are imbe-

lievable and they are incorrect. The labels
on the Miracle Whip jars explain it very
clearly. On the United States product it says,
"32 ounces, 0.95 litres." Thus, one litre would
cost 100 over 95 times 107, or $1.13, not
$1.31 at all. That's 18 cents cheaper than
the $1.31 he quoted. All of his arguments
are based on that mathematical mistake which
he, or his staff, made.

5:30 p.m.

I will prove to you right now that the
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-
tions made the same kind of misstatement
when I took up the matter of the conversion
of milk from quarts to litres, and asked him
to ensure that when the conversion was made,
the imperial quart and the litres would be
printed clearly on the containers so that the

average consumer would know exactly how
much milk he was getting. When I asked

that, he stated this in the House: "The only
time in metric conversion that a container or

package is allowed to use both the imperial
and the metric numbers is while the imperial-
sized package remains. Once the liquid or

solid is on the market, only the metric

measurement may remain on it. That is the

law of Canada."

Following that, I checked the law of

Canada, not only in the act, having research

people do it, but I also checked with Mr.
Peter Haidle, the district food specialist of

the federal Department of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs, and Mr. Ron McVey,
regional packaging and labelling specialist.

They confirm that there is no prohibition
whatsoever against the imperial measurement
being printed on the container after it has
been changed to metric—a mistake again by
the minister.

After several months of badgering, the

minister was arm-twisted into producing a

comparison of prices between Buffalo and
Toronto on coffee and a great variety of

things. He sent one of his staff over there
and then tabled a report at some length when
we were dealing with the estimates of his

ministry.
In comparing the price of coffee, whidi

incidentally was shown to be 54 per cent

higher here than in the United States and
substantiated everything I said, he listed the

prices of a one-pound bag of Maxwell House
coffee in Buffalo at $2.59, $2.98 and $2.69.
Then he came over to Canada and listed'

$3.59, $4.09 and $4.09 for a one-pound bag
of Maxwell House coffee. They don't sell any
in Buffalo; they don't sell any in Niagara
Falls, New York. Coffee over there is sold

only in cans, so what he must have been

doing was comparing one can here of Max-
well House coffee, which is much more ex-

pensive than a bag, with one bag in the

United States, yet in his report he says that

it was a one-pound bag.
When we had a discussion on the high

price of detergents, he brought in a report
and again there was a very serious mistake
in his wholesale price in the United States.

It quoted $1.63 for the 50-ounce package of

All; the price, in fact, was $1.38.

So it has been just a pattern of defence
of the high prices, and' in that defence there

have been so many errors that it was mean-
ingless in any event.

But one thing that my colleague from
Riverdale and I did force the minister into

doing was to insist that he get a ruling from
the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) on
whether the province had control over retail

prices. Surprisingly enough, I guess to him,
the minister ruled that they did have such
control. I won't read the whole letter, but
the Attorney General, in a letter dtated

December 18, 1979, wrote a four-page letter

outlining the constitutional authority. This
Is the conclusion:

"So long as it did not purport to regulate

interprovincial or international trade or con-
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flict with valid federal legislation in relation

to the same matter, it would be within the

competence of the Legislative Assembly to

authorize the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations to regulate, control or

roll back prices in the province of Ontario."

Never again will the Minister of Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations be able to

say that he does not have the authority to

do it, because constitutionally there is the

authority.

So not only has there been a total in-

difference, not only have there been mis-

statements given, but the commitments that

were given by the minister have not been
lived up.

Mr. Conway: Shame.

Mr. Swart: Right, shame, very much.
We asked and pressured the minister to

do a survey of prices in the United States—

a shopping basket in Michigan or some

place—and compared it to Ontario, par-

ticularly when most of the goods in it are

made by multinationals. Eventually, he did

agree to do it.

He said: "I will go to this extent. I don't

know what the comparable shopping basket

is with items but we will price them and I

will share with your caucus what the com-

ponents of that comparable shopping basket

are. I just want to say to you though that

we will devise a comparable shopping basket

of 25 or 30 very significant basic essential

products. We will take one side for rather

obvious reasons. When I talk about house-

hold products, I mean such essentials as

cleaners, and some of the more basic per-
sonal products, such as towels, tissues and
so forth. We vidll do it monthly, alongside
the monitoring report we do on the food

prices in Ontario."

They are goincr to do this along with the

monitoring report which they do on the food

prices. That was back on October 31, 1979,

and there hasn't yet been a word in that

monitoring report about the food prices in

the United States compared to here, or about

the shopping basket.

That isn't all, Mr. Speaker, because he

gave a further commitment.

Mr. Kerrio: You've convinced us; we will

vote no confidence.

Mr. Swart: I'm sure it took quite a while

to convince the member for Niagara Falls.

We consider, and all the statistics prove

it, that the prices we pay in this country for

such things as paper towels and toilet tissue

are excessive. The minister made some errors

when he was doing some comparable pricing,

but after we had shown hhn the errors he

had made, he agreed to do an in-depth

study. He said this: "In order to clear the

air on toilet tissue, which seems to vary from

day to day I will have our chief economist

complete an in-depth investigation. It will

take some time, but I will send you the

results of that before the next session com-

mences, Mr. Swart."

I said to him: "Would you do one thing

further? Would you have your economist

contact me occasionally during that investi-

gation?" He said, "Yes, Mr. Swart." He
promised to have that investigation done

before thi^ session started. We have heard

nothing and I have not been contacted once

since he made that commitment to do the

in-depth investigation.

It is the view of this party, with the

situation that we have in this province to-

day, that there should be some interventicwi

by the government at least on an ad hoc

basis to assure that the public of this prov-

ince and this nation—because it should be

a co-operative effort between the federal and

provincial governments—are not paying too

high a price for the goods they are buying.

If there ever was evidence that they are,

it is now.
I'm sure everyone read in the Globe and

Mail about two days ago that the net income

of corporations in Canada—of course, most

of them are foreign-owned—went up 45 per
cent. That followed a 26 per cent increase

in net income last year and an 18 per cent

increase the previous year. There is only one

place that those profits can come from and

that's out of the selling price of goods. Since

the standard of living dropped three per cent

last year and two per cent the year before,

it is time there was some intervention to

see that those prices are kept at a reasonable

level. They're not, when the corporations

can make an increase of 45 per cent in

profits in one year over the previous year.

It is for those reasons that I introduced

a package of bills in this House exactly a

week ago, which would have provided, first

of all for a fair pricing act that would

implement the constitutional authority the

government now has to intervene in pricing;

it would provide that the director would be

able to order prices held with a 15-day ap-

peal period while a decision is made on

whether those prices should be held or roll-

ed back.

5:40 p.m.

In the cases of emergency where there

was enough prima facie evidence and the

prices increased too dramatically, the minister
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would have the power through his director to

put a freeze or a rollback on those prices
that would be effective for 30 days. During
that period of time, those aflFected could

apply for relief from it, and it would expire
at the end of 30 days if no decision had been
made by the appeal board.

The second bill I introduced, the bill for a

public advocacy agency, is as necessary in

this province as is a fair prices board.

Decisions are frequently made in the environ-

mental field, with regard to Bell Canada or

with regard to energy, which are not fair

because one side had not had adequate fund-

ing. One side has not been able to have the

experts and the battery of warriors there

that the other side has had and, therefore,

has lost out.

In the ruling made by the board, which-
ever board that might be, and with a public

advocacy agency adequately funded by those

who make application for increases, as is

done in the state of New Jersey, we would
be assured of a fair hearing where the sides

at least would be equal. This certainly ap-

plies to the upcoming hearing of Bell Canada
which has applied for an increase of 23 to

35 per cent. The people of this province will

have to pay somethinPT like $200 million

extra, while Bell Canada will spend some-
where between $L5 million and $2 million

on that hearing. Bell Canada has a lot at

stake and the public of this province will not

be adequately represented by the battery of

lawyers and experts that Bell Canada will

have. They even go to the United States and

pick up their experts for the hearings on
each section of it. They'll have five or six

of those people there. They have a lot at

stake; they have a lot to win and a lot to

lose.

I say the people of this province also have
a lot at stake when $200 million is involved.

They have a lot to win and a lot to lose,

and they should be assured by this govern-
ment's having a public advocate that their

side is fully and forcefully put at those

hearings. My second bill would do just that.

The third would provide for an automobile
insurance rating board, and this is neither

new nor radical. The Conservative province
of Alberta has such a board. When the in-

surance companies apply for a rate increase,
or state they want to make a rate increase,

they have to apply to that board and it has

to be approved by it. The board has in some
instances rolled back those rates. Because
there is always concern, and rightly so,

about the costs of operation of these kinds

of 1:>oards, that board operates on about

$85,000 a year in Alberta.

Finally, the fourth bill I introduced and
which makes up the package, which is the

minimum we think necessary for consimiers'

price protection, is to amend the Consumer
Protection Act and provide for better com-

petition between the oonstmner and the cor-

porate corporation.

Mr. Speaker: If I might have the honour-

able member's attention for a moment, I'll

allow )'ou to state briefly, or reiterate, I sup-

pose, what you said when you introduced

the bill, but if you are going to go on at any

length, I have a responsibility—would you
take your seat, please—to bring your attention

to page four of our standing orders. Standing
order 19(d)5 says, "Anticipates any matter

already on the Order Paper or Notice Paper
for consideration." If you just want to state

briefly the intent, that's fine, but if you are

going to go on at any length, I'd have to rule

that you are out of order.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I am on the

fourth and the final bfll. Just let me give the

summary that I am trying to put forward.

Although I didn't perhaps need to refer to

the bill, I'm trying to put forward the con-

smner measures that are necessary in this

province and are not being dealt with by the

government.
That final bill would provide that each

item on the supermarket shelf would have

to have an individual price tag. Once the

tag had been placed on the item and once

it had been priced, the supermarket would

not be able to raise that price. In other

words, it would be prevented from raising

the price of old stock.

Another matter of great concern, the

greatest concern of all, I supi>ose, to con-

sumers at the present time, is the matter of

high interest rates. One way or anotiier,

they are going to find their way in to every

or almost every item the consumer pur-

chases. Although this government has litttle

authority over interest rates, nevertheless, it

is true it can bring pressure to bear on the

federal government to take some action to

bring them down.

I think Mr. Broadbent, our federal leader,

put it very aptly when he said that when the

Bank of Canada changed its policy from a

fixed interest rate to a floating one it was

a get-the-govemment-off-tiie-hook policy and

not a made-in-Canada policy. The govern-

ment must have a handle on those interest

rates. It must take some strong action to

reduce those interest rates, or we're going to

sufi^er tremendously in this province and in

this nation.
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There is no need, I suggest, for us to

follow slavishly what is happening in other

countries. The economists say if we were to

reduce the Bank of Canada interest rate it

would mean the value of our dollar would
fall. I suggest that could have some very
real advantages for us. If the dollar did fall

further, it would mean we'd have to pay
more for imports and perhaps there would
be more desire for self-suflBciency within this

nation, which woiJd be good. If the value

of our dollar fell further, it would mean
there would be more incentive for the in-

vestment of dollars within this nation. I sug-

gest that would also be good. Although the

goods we must buy o£Fshore would increase

in price, there would be benefits in lower

mortgage rates and lower interest rates for

farmers. Ultimately, the high rents which are

going to have to be paid in this province be-

cause of high interest rates are going to hurt

severely practically everyone in our society.
Action is going to have to be taken to bring
those down.
We in this party, and certainly I per-

sonally, realize that the competitive system
still is, and wall continue to be, the most
dominant factor in controlling prices in our

economfy, and it should be. But we must

recognize that this competition doesn' exist

now in all sectors of the economy. If there is

one fault I find with the grouo over ther/^

and the group here, it is that thev are such

doctrinaire private enterprisers they won't

recognize that in some areas it simply doesn't

work. We have to find an alternative. We've
reached the stage in some areas in pricing
where sophisticated advertising has reached

the point where it means more in selling

than a lower price and, therefore, competi-
tion is no longer there.

There is, and has been for many years,
a movement towards more concentration.

In many of the areas, even in consumer goods,
there are only two or three companies that

are producing a particular item. Often there

is one company, or perhaps two, that so

dominates the market that the others don't

really dare compete with it or they will be

put out of business.

We see that now in the automotive fidd

where Ford, or Chrysler, even if they wanted

to, wouldn't dare compete with General

Motors, because if General Motors ever

started a price war, they would be out of

business.

Another factor that requires intervention

at this time is a tendency, particularly of the

multinationals, to set prices at the United
States dollar level here. I can understand,

although I disapprove of it, that the multi-

nationals want their profits in United States

dollars, not Canadian dollars, and therefore,

they raise the price on that. To raise the

price arbitrarily to the United States dollar

level, the price on goods which we produce
here, from our own natural resources, is

something we should not tolerate in this

country.

Finally, there are shortages in energy.
There are other areas where shortages

periodically appear, and this is going to be-
come more common as time goes on. For
those four reasons I say we need a package
of legislation with the power to intervene in

pricing in this province and in this nation on
an ad hoc basis. When the ministers speak,
and in letters from the Premier to myself,

they always say this party wants to have

price controls, and they use the term "com-

prehensive price controls." That is nonsense,
Mr. Speaker, as you well know. We believe

there has to be the power to intervene and
do it on an ad hoc basis as required, to pro-
tect the people of this province.

I simply say in conclusion that the refusal

of this government and the federal govern-
ment to intervene under any circumstances in

the price setting in this province is hurting,
and quite dramatically hurting, the people of

this province and of this nation. We must
move as we must move in many other fields,

to some new way of doing things. The new
way of doing things here is to have govern-
ment that will intervene on prices to protect
the public.

Mr. Ramsay: Mr. Speaker, possibly I could

make a point of clarification first: My remarks

are between 20 and 25 minutes long and I

was wondtering if you would wish me to begin
now and finish them tomorrow, or should I

wait until tomorrow and begin after question

period?

Mr. Speaker: If the honourable member
would like to have them all in one nice, neat

package, I would entertain a motion to ad-

journ the debate.

On motion by Mr. Ramsay, the debate was

adjourned.

The House adjourned at 5:54 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 377)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

OHIP PREMIUM PAYMENTS

21. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health table any corresi)ondence lie has had
with the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Maeck),
the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller), the federal

government and any other pertinent person,

regarding the feasibility of having individual

OHIP premium payments recognized as a tax

deductible expense? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I have had no cor-

respondence of the type referred to in the

above question. In any case, this is a matter

which would be the responsibility of

Treasury.

22. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Revenue table any correspondence he has

had with the Minister of Health (Mr. Tim-

brell), the Treasurer, the federal government
and any other pertinent person, regarding the

feasibility of having individual OHIP pay-
ments recognized as a tax deductible expense?

(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Maeck: Please be advised that

the Ministry of Revenue has not corresponded
with the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of

Treasury and Economics, the federal govern-
ment or any other pertinent person regarding
the feasibility of having individual OHIP
premium payments recognized as a tax de-

ductible exx)ense.

23. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Treasurer

table any correspondence which he has had
with the Minister of Revenue, tfhe Minister of

Health, the federal government and any other

pertinent person, regarding the feasibility of

having individual OHIP premium payments
recognized as a tax deductible expense?
(Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. F. S. Miller: The Treasurer has had
no correspondence of the type referred to in

the above question.

NURSING HOMES
44. Mr. Cooke: Would the Minister of

Health table the net and gross profit figures
for all nursing homes licensed under the

Nursing Homes Act in Ontario for the last

financial year? Would the minister also table

the number of beds and type—i.e., private,

semi-private, ward and extended care at each
of the nursing homes licensed under the

Nursing Homes Act in Ontario? (Tabled
November 22, 1979. Interim Answer Decem-
ber 6, 1979. Approximate date information

available mid-March, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: The following figures

represent the average percentage of funds

remaining after operating costs are sub-
tracted from gross revenues, not including
taxes :

Chain operations with more than 500 beds,

6.5; homes with more than 100 beds, 8.3;

homes with 51 to 100 beds, 7.0; homes with
50 beds or fewer, 9.3; overall average, 7.4.

Currently, 35 homes are showing expenses
in excess of revenue.

With regard to the second half of the ques-

tion, the total number of licensed nursing-
home beds in Ontario efi^ective January 1,

1980, was 28,208.
Ontario Regulation 196/72 under the

Nursing Homes Act, 1972, section 5, states

that "a minimum of 55 per cent of the

licensed bed capacity in a nursing home shall

be classed and maintained as standard ward
accommodation for extended-care residents."

O. Reg. 406/76, s. 1.

"Not more than 45 per cent of the licensed

bed capacity in a nursing home may be
classified and maintained as semi-private or

private accommodation, or both." O. Reg.

406/76, s. 2.

The nursing-home operators adjust the pro-

portion of semi-private and private accom-
modation within the stated guidelines to

meet both local conditions and their own
standards of privacy. For example, some
homes consider two-^bed rooms as wards.

ERRATUM

No. Page Column Line Should read:

10 354 1 7 It was four in Field.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

FAMILY LAW ORDERS

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a

point of privilege. You will recall that the

other day I read into the record a paragraph
from a letter from the Solicitor General (Mr.

McMurtry) to Miss Marilynne Glick, a prac-

tising member of the bar in Toronto, and
that paragraph stated: "As with other civil

processes, such orders are enforceable by the

sheriff. It is only in cases where a breach

of the peace beyond t!he capability of the

sheriff is anticipated that the police should

be expected to respond and only by way of

assistance to the sheriff."

According to Instant Hansard of yesterday,
and I am referring to page 42, whic^h deaJs

with the answer of the Solicitor General to

that question, the answer was this:

*1 don't know that the member for St.

George was suggesting ths police should be
used in those circiunstances; but, obviously,
when there is any question in relation to a

breach of the peace or where there is any

apprehension in the courts with respect to a

possible battered wife, as the member for St.

George states, then we think the court should

make such an order. This is what is contem-

plated by the particular section that deals

with this in the Family Law Reform Act."

We thought the situation had been cov-

ered. The directive and the letters from the

Solicitor General indicate different pro-
cedures. This means, in effect, that the

House is faced with, shall we say, an am-

biguity, if we aren't to use the word "mis-

led." We have the ambiguity of the minister

making one directive available to the prac-

tising bar and one statement in the House
whidh varies it.

This is creating confusion in the admin-

istration of justice in this province and I am
of the opinion that the Solicitor General

should very quickly clarify that situation, not

only for the members of the House, but for

those who are practising in this province, in-

cluding -the judges who are making the

orders.

Tuesday, April 1, 1980

Mr. Speaker: As the honourable member
knows, the Solicitor General is not here and
has to be given an opportunity to resx>ond

to the alleged ix)int of privilege. We will

await his arrival.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTRY

ELEVATOR LEGISLATION

Hon. Mr. Drea: Later today I will be

introducing the Elevating Devices Act, which
will replace two statutes that now exist: the

Elevators and Lifts Act, and the Construc-

tion Hoists Act.

Since the Elevators and Lifts Act was
introduced in 1953 and the Construction

Hoists Act seven years later, there has been
considerable technological change in the in-

dustry as well as a significant growth in the

number and types of installations. In 1953,
for example, about 7,500 elevators were

registered in Ontario, while last year that

number had increased to about 24,000. I am
sure I need not add that the variety of in-

stallations has increased substantially over

the past quarter century, as well.

The new act has been designed to address

the current needs of the building and con-

struction industry, while maintaining the con-

sistently high standards of public safety for

the people of Ontario. The regulations will

set out clearly and concisely the required
standards for all elevating devices, their in-

stallation and their maintenance.

It strengthens the requirements for design

submissions, placing the onus on engineers
to meet those requirements in order for the

design to be certified. At the same time, it

allows for variances in design where safety

standards can still be attained. An appeal
mechanism is also provided in cases where a

design has been rejected.

To ensure that safety standards are main-

tained, the Elevating Devices Act allows for

the sealing of any device that an inspector

determines to be imsafe. In addition, there

is a requirement that information regarding

the device, its design and its maintenance

history be kept on site. Accident reporting

provisions have been strengthened, with stiff

penalties facing those who do not comply.

For the first time, the concept of contractor
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registration is extended to the construction-

hoist field.

The Elevating I>evices Act is a modern
instrument of legislation which reflects the

current thinking of the Ontario government
towards deregidation whil© continuing to

provide protection to the people of Ontario.

In drafting the bill, the staff of my ministry
met with those associations and unions

directly affected by the legislation in order

that these groups could provide needed in-

put and express any concerns.

In summary, the Elevating Devices Act

will improve the system for design certifica-

tion, as well as the quality of maintenance

and inspection, while providing the pubHc
with safe elevators, ski tows and lifts.

ORAL QUESTIONS

Mr. S. Smith: With respect, Mr. Speaker, I

did have a question for someone in the front

row, and since th^e is nobody there-

Mr. Speaker: You can only ask questions
to ministers who are present.

Interjections.

Mr. S. Smith: It is nothing to be particu-

larly proud of.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I will ask a

question of the Minister of the Environment
who I think is there in the second row.

Our ofiBce has been in touch with a Mr.

Roy Krueger in the operations branch of the

pesticides and toxic substances division of

the United States Environmental Protection

Agency. This gentleman has told us his

agency intends to destroy 800,000 gallons
of the toxic herbicide 2,4,5-T by way of

high-temperature incineration aboard a ship
at sea. Could I ask the minister, therefore,
'whether in view of this he would consider,

rather than spraying the 2,4,5-T in order

to get rid of the existing stock, shipping it to

the United States and asking them whether

they could add our 35,000 gallons to the

800,000 gallons they are going to be destroy-

ing? Wouldn't that be a more reasonable

way for us to get rid of our stocks?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I have

tried to consider that proposal very carefully.

There are two things that have bothered me
on waste in general. I have had that proposal

presented to me on other subjects. It was

quite x)ossible for us to have shipped PCBs
to the Third World and they were very keen

on receiving them. But I have-

Mr. S. Smith: We are not recommending
that.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: No, I know that; and I

will come to the point raised by the Leader

of the Opposition. I rejected that on the

basis that there was a moral obligation on

the part of the government, on the part of

the people of this province, to deal with

those hazardous toxic substances that we
have used, that we have produced and that

we own and control. I believe this is so

whether it's in government or the private

sector, and that we should not put those

substances into an imsuspecting world.

2:10 p.m.
The Leader of the Opposition takes his

time sometimes in posing questions, so I

think I ^ould have the same privilege in

responding. I'm suggesting that in just taking

that material and putting it out to sea, that

there is a good deal of confusion as to

whether that could be done adequately. In-

deed, there have been a lot of countries

which have decided just to take other ma-

terials out past the 200-mile limit and dump
them.

Mr. S. Smith: That's not wliat I'm saying.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I know the Leader of

the Opposition is not saying that. However,
he is not proposing that it can be guaranteed
that the material and all its harmful effects

would be eliminated. Somehow or other he is

suggesting—and I reject the suggestion, if he

wants the bottom line—that we pass off to

other countries our problems; I think we
must look after our own.

If it's safe to incinerate 2,4,5,-T here,

then why don't we accept the responsibility

of burning it here and not somehow or

other beheve that 200 miles out to sea makes

it safer; it doesn't. If it's safe to do it—as

the Leader of the Opposition proposes, and

he's proposing that it is safe—I'm telling him

in response that we could incinerate that

material here just as well as we do it at sea,

so why then do we not accept those responsi-

bilities of dealing with our own wastes and

not try some magic way, as the Leader of

the Opposition would propose, of putting it

on to someone else?

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Let me hear him make
the case then that it is somehow or other

safer at some distance. It's out of sight but

it's not a bit safer.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
I have to ask whether the minister has heard

the question. Surely the minister recognizes

that since the American government is
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already going to incinerate, or bum, 800,000

gallons of this material out at sea—not dump
it at sea, not ship it to the Third World, but
incinerate it out at sea rather than near

population areas—since they are going to do
800,000 gallons, doesn't it make more sense

for us to send them 35,000 gallons of our

own to join that fire out at sea rather than

spray it over northern Ontario? Does that

not seem like a reasonable thing to do, given
the fact that this kind of cross-border trans-

fer still does occur, as he well knows, from

Upper Ottawa Street? Is it not reasonable to

send the 35,000 gallons to join the 800,000

gallons being burned out at sea rather than

spraying it over northern Ontario?

Mr. Speaker: The question has been asked.

Mr. S. Smith: Yes, but one would wonder
from the answer.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The problem with that

is that one could use the same logic on
other materials. I'm saying to the member-

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The sad point is, Mr.

Speaker, that when this government, and I

as minister, have tried desperately hard to

get those kinds of faciHties in place in oiur

province we didn't get much support.

Interjecton.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The Leader of the

Opposition sees it so simplistioally. The
problem is that somehow or other if one

puts it far enough removed, the hazard no

longer exists. I have a httle more under-

standing of—

Interjection

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I have never suggested
that and I'm not making that rebuttal to the
member's rem^ark.

Mr. Cassidy: If you want to save the fish,

what albout sparing the people in northern
Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Members can make as

light of this as they want over there. They
can suggest it should be done someplace
else. They can suggest it be done 200 miles
out at sea and somehow or other the prob-
lem disappears but that is not the way to go;
you decide whether it can be done safely. If

you do make that decision, you accept the

responsibihty for your own waste in your
own province and you don't try to palm it

oflF on some imsuspecting sea, some un-

suspecting country, some other society. You
deal with the problem here.

The honourable member has been demand-
ing that we deal with our liquid industrial

waste problem and I agree with him. I'll even

give him enough credit that he has raised-

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: You want a little credit,
Stuart? I was going to give you a little credit.

Mr. Speaker: Have you anything further
to add to the answer?

Ms. Cigantcs: Mr. Speaker, could I ask the
minister directly, is it his intent to see this

material sprayed in Ontario this year, and if

it is, will he be informing women in condi-
tions such as I am now about where it's safe

to go camping with their families this year?
Mr. Breithaupt: Harry, you ought to be

defeated for that alone.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I'll worry about that; you
worry about it at home too.

Mr. Breithaupt: You are incompetent.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: How many investigative

trips has the honourable minister made to

Miami?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr, Sp^eaker, let me say
that if I am incompetent, I happen to have the

strong advice of the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee. I am going to read that advice into

the record now. I have done that once; the
honourable member apparently hasn't heard

it, so he should listen to it. I think it's time
that we now read into the record-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Go ahead, have fun. I

don't consider it funny. If members opposite
think our liquid industrial waste-

Mr. Speaker: Order, Does the minister have
a direct answer? We don't need any lectures.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Yes, I do.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order, The Minister of the

Environment has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The letter is dated
March 28 and it's from the Pesticides Ad-

visory Committee, I'll table all of it, Mr.

Speaker, but it reads in part:

"It is our opinion that these additional

reports and reassessments do not support the

condusion that 2,4,5-T or 2,4-5-TP constitutes

a pubhc health or environmental hazard as

regulated and' used in Ontario.

"The committee is concerned over this con-

siderable quantity of formulated products in

the hands of users. The deteriorating condi-

tion of the stored containers has been brought
to the committee's attention. It is only a matter

of time before disposal or cleanup operations
will be needed.

"Accordingly, the committee recommends
that you give further consideration to allow-
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ing the use of pennits in accordance with

regulations under the Pesticides Act, 1973"

—I will be pleased to give the member for

Carleton East those conditions— "and sec-

ondly, that applicants for permits be re-

quired to provide evidence of a qualified

applicator on each piece of spray equipment.
"It is the committee's opinion that the

issuing of permits would' allow the orderly
utilization of the chemicals in a safe and con-

trolled manner. In view of public concern,

you may wish to consider the recommenda-
tions as interim measures for existing stocks."

On their advice—and they are far more

qualified on this particular subject, I would

suggest, than any of the members opposite—
I have done exactly as they suggested.

2:20 p.m.

There is one other bit of information that

I think the House needs to know. I was con-

cerned about this issue, I understood the dif-

ficidty of making the dtecision and I knew that

in the final analysis I, and I alone, would
have to make that decision; but I also took it

upon myself to consult with my two critics. I

have a letter here that I would like to read
into the record because I think it's time that

the Liberal Party came to a position where
it didn't flip-flop whenever it was convenient
for it to do so.

Back on February 19 I wrote to the

Liberal critic. I will be glad to table this; the
letter is very s'hort. It says as foUovi^:

"Further to our recent telephone conversa-

tion, I write to confirm our understanding
that you would be in agreement with the fol-

lowing policy with respect to the herbicide

2,4,5-T, that the existing stocks of 2,4,5-T,
which are sufficient for the 1980 spraying
season only, may be used by application in

remote areas of the province under careful

government control. Following this applica-
tion of current stocks of 2,4,5-T, this hertri-

cide will thenceforth be banned in Ontario.

I believe this sums up our agreement. If it

does not, then please advise at your earliest

convenience."

I respect very much the member for

Huron-Bruce (Mr. Gaunt), the Liberal critic.

I have sent that letter to him but I have not
had a response, and I suspect it is about time
the critic and the leader of that party got
together and formulated one ix)licy that is

consistent.

Mr. S. Smith: Bv way of supplementary,
since the minister knows full well that the

critic of the Liberal Party accepted that posi-
tion believing there was no other alternative,
and having been told there was no other

alternative, and since I have presented to the

minister a clear alternative of sending the

35,000 gallons out to sea with the 800,000

gallons of American waste to be incinerated

there, why does he not answer my question

intelligently instead of trying to put the

finger on the critic for some letter he has

written to him?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I have considered that

alternative. I think it is not a good alterna-

tive because if we have a method of dispos-

ing that is so appropriate, then we should do
it within our own boundaries and not ask

somebody else to take the responsibility for

our products.

Ms. Bryden: By way of supplementary,
Mr, Speaker, I would like to ask the minister

whether he would also place on the record

my letter to him in response to this consulta-

tion with the opposition critics. I do not con-

sider it a proper form of public consultation

on a matter of this importance, but I did

respond to him in a letter at the same time

as the critic for the Liberal Party. I would
ask that that letter be read into the record

as well.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I did not think it was

necessary to do that; however, I am happ>'
to do so. I think it was about March 6 I

intimated to the member for Beaches-Wood-
bine that I would not be accepting what she

said—and I said that directly to her—and that

I would be subsequently making an an-

nouncement. Of course, immediately she

issued a press release. I remember very dis-

tinctly our conversation of that day and I

think that the member will recall that I

reminded her that I was perhaps going to

say this some day in response to a question.

If she remembers correctly, and I think she

does, she said to me, "You reaUy would never

expect our party to take the responsibility of

those kinds of decisions." No, I don't; I

understand that I have to take that. Being a

responsible party, one has an obligation not

to suggest that one of—

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I have re-

frained from answering the interjections.

I think one of the alternatives that was

suggested at that time Avas that on those

huge rights of way the alternative would be a

scythe. Maybe some of the members opposite
would like to take a scythe and contemplate

mechanically clearing hundreds of miles of

right of way Avith a scythe. I don't think

that's one of the viable alternatives as pro-

.ix)sed. It may be to them, I don't know, but

it doesn't seem like a logical one to me as an

alternative. For them then to say immedi-

ately, "We've suggested reasonable altema-
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tives,** isn't so. I'm afraid I just don't concur
with the member opposite.

Mr. MacDonald: On a point of order, Mr,

Speaker: The minister rose and said he would
read the letter into the record. Then he gave
us another lecture and deliberately did not
read the letter into the record.

Mr. Speaker: No.

Mr. MacDonald: He did.

Mr. Speaker: No, there was no commit-
ment to read anything.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, yes, he did.

Ms. Bryden: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker, apparently when the minister dis-

cusses the letter from each of the environ-
ment critics he must read both—

Mr. Speaker: Order. It was the honourable
member herself who suggested that the min-
ister read the letter. There is no compulsion
upon him to put anything on the record.

NAKINA FIRE
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Solicitor General regarding two
agencies within his ministerial responsibility
with respect to the Nakina fire tragedy.

First of all, regarding the fire marshal's

office, is the minister now prepared to admit
to the House that the fire marshal did not
conduct an investigation into that fire as

required by law? Can he inform the House
what action he took, or has taken, in that

regard?

Regarding the Ontario Provincial Police,
the other agency, can he explain to the
House why he took no action when a relative

of one of the fire victims complained to him
that investigations by the OPP were "either

insincere or subverted"?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, first,

it's my view that the fire marshal's office did

carry out the statutory mandate. Second, in

my view the Ontario Provincial Police did

carry out a proper investigation.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
has the fire marshal's investigation consisted
of anything more than what is referred to by
the report signed "J. Taylor," dated October
12, 1979, entered in evidence and read into

the record on page 160 of the transcript? If

there is some other report from the fire

marshal indicating that an investigation was
done, I'm sure the House would be pleased
to hear about that and to receive a copy
of it.

If, however, this is the sole report and the
matters referred to in this report are the sole

investigation, surely the Solicitor General

will admit to this House that this consists

merely of a record of the fact that a Mr.

Taylor examined the positions of the bodies,

sought to see whether there were any belong-

ings of these individuals, and did nothing
more than that. Surely that does not meet
the statutory obligation.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The other day I indi-

cated I would be obtaining as much as I

could in the way of particulars of the fire

marshal's investigation and would be making
this information available to the House. The
gentleman who spent two days at the site

gave evidence at the inquest. I think that

evidence is on the record. I intend to review
it. I just repeat what I said the other day,
that this information, when it is gathered; will

be made available to the members of the

Legislature.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the Solicitor General give us some definite

time when he expects to be in a position to be
able to table those reports and that informa-

tion in the House?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I would
hope it would be in the very near future, but
other than that I can't assist the member
further.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
regarding the matter entered into evidence
on page 160, referring merely to the marking
of the positions of the bodies and nothing
more than that, a matter which was referred

to by Detective Inspector Corbett as not

being a fire marshal's report when he was
asked for his testimony, would the minister

make clear whether he believes that to be the

fire marshal's report, which meets the statu-

tory obligation, or whether he's referring to

some other document that we don't know
about?

2:30 p.m.

Would he please be clear about that and
would he explain why it was that he took no
action when a relative complained to him?
It is all very well for him to say that he be-

lieves the Ontario Provincial Police conducted
a proper investigation, but why did he take

no action when he received that complaint?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: When the information

is gathered it will be made available.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Will the minister explain why it is that in

the investigation of the tragic death of seven

people in a major miscarriage of operations

by the Ministry of Natural Resources, only an

inexperienced employee of the fire marshal's

department was sent up to do a very short

investigation, the kind of investigation that
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might have been carried out on a house fire

or some other much more minor affair? Why
were more experienced' employees of the fire

marshal's department not sent to follow up
and establish whether or not the initial report
was adequate?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I have nothing to add
to what I have replied previously, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: Further to the questions
asked of the minister, could he tell us whether
he discussed any aspects of his investigational

report with Commissioner Graham?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I

haven't discussed the matter with Commis-
sioner Graham.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations relating to the Ontario

Building Code, which was promulgated in

December 1975. According to subsection

6.2.4.10(1) on page 270, it is required that

where fire stop flaps are used in air duct

systems, they be constructed of steel and be
covered on both sides with asbestos paper at

least one sixteenth of an inch thick.

Would the minister confirm that this re-

quirement is the same requirement that led

to the asbestos-coated dampers being in-

stalled at Harbord Collegiate, and would he
also confirm the fact that every school built

since 1975 would be required to comply with
that particular section of the code and there-

fore have the kind of dampers that led to the
Toronto Board of Education closing Har-
bord Collegiate?

Hon. Mr. Drea: I will take that question
as notice, Mr. Speaker,

Mr. Cassidy: Is the minister aware that

some 25 schools in the Toronto area have
been built or renovated since this section of

the building code was brought into force in

1975? Would he be able to tell the House
just how many schools across the province
have been renovated since 1975 and have
been required to use asbestos-coated dampers
of the type referred to, despite the dangers
of asbestos to sdhool children?

Hon. Mr. Drea: I will take that as notice

too, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, will the minister

recall the question I raised with the Minister

of Education (Miss Stephenson): "Would
the minister see to it that we do not allow

this type of asbestos to be used in any build-

ing, because according to this morning's

paper we are now having the problem in

many other buildings, pubhc and private"?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker: I will in-

clude a reply to that question. I'll take it as

notice as well.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question to

the Minister of Education: Since the min-
ister's inspection manual to school boards in-

dicated that exposure to asbestos at any level

is considered to present a health risk, or in

other words there is no acceptable level of

exposure to asbestos, can the minister ex-

plain why there has apparently been no

objection at any time from the Ministry of

Education to the fact that these asbestos-

coated dampers have been required in every
school built or renovated across the province
since 1975?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, it is

my understanding that certain companies
have developyed alternatives in terms of fire-

retardant capacity, and I believe that school

boards have examined those. I do not know
at this point whether the statement made by
the honourable leader of the third party is

correct, in terms of the schools that have

been built since 1975. We shall attempt to

determine that and provide that information

for the House.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister explain

how school boards could use the alternatives

she has referred to—if, in fact, they were

available—when the section I quoted from the

building code of 1975 refers specifically to

covering both sides of these fire dampers
with asbestos one sixteenth of an inch thidk?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am not at all

sure that air and damper system has been

required in all schools that have been built

since 1975. I shall attempt to collect that

information for the honoiu-able member and

report it to the House.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY COMMITTEES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Labour relating to

the mandatory health and safety committees

required under Bill 70, which was passed on

December 15, 1978.

Could the minister explain why both he

and the Minister of Education refused to re-

spond positively to the request of the Cana-

dian Union of Public Employees that they

encourage school boards to establish these

mandatory health and safety committees, in

particular given the fact that one of the

school boards that was dragging its feet on

this mandatory requirement was the Scar-
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borough Board of Education, where a death
related to occupational health factors—that of

Clifford Grant—occurred back in the fall of

last year?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I am not
aware of any reluctance to get involved in

giving advice regarding establishing occupa-
tional health and' safety committees in areas

covered under Bill 70. If the member will

give me some reminder of that matter, if it

was brought to my attention, I will be glad
to look into it again.

Mr. Cassidy: In his letter to Jack Bird of

CUPE, dated March 24, just a week ago, the

minister states: "The minister is presently re-

cruiting and training staff to carry out in-

spections in these work areas"—that is, the

areas of schools.

Since it is now some 16 months since Bill

70 was passed, will the minister say when it

is the ministry or the government will start

to ensure that the mandatory safety and health

committees required under the act are estab-

lished, and how long must school board em-
ployees go without that protection, given the

hazard's of asbestos and other work-related
hazards in their work places?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the member well knows,
the act was proclaimed last October, but I

can assure him that there is no reluctance on
the part of this minister to encourage the

setting up of occupational health and safety

committees, nor will there ever be.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Supplementary, Mr.
Speaker: On the matter of the seriousness of
this matter, I am wondering why the minister
has not replied to my question of Friday as
to when he knew that Mr. Grant was com-
pensable. What was the date? For how long
was the minister not informed and, therefore,
did not get to people in the work place to
establish a proper committee?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, let's not have
any suggestion that I am evading that. The
member will have his answer on Thursday.

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Solicitor General, and it's back on
the same topic I was questioning him about
earlier.

Would the Solicitor General explain to this

House how he can tell us that he beheves
the fire marshal's report to be adequate when
he has admitted' he has not yet reviewed the
fire marshal's report? If he has not yet re-

viewed it, how does he know that it is ade-

quate?

How does he know that the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police investigation was adequate if

he has now admitted that he never asked the
commissioner of the OPP about it and never
bothered to take seriously, or do anything
about, the complaint he received?
How does he know that both of those are

adequate if he hasn't reviewed them?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Dealing with the
second part of the question first, Mr. Speaker,
the commissioner is not my only source of

information from the Ontario Provincial

Police. I have indicated there was quite a
voluminous OPP report that was handed over,
not only to counsel conducting the inquest,
but also to counsel representing various of
the families, indicating the nature of the
OPP's investigation and containing some very
objective comments the OPP made about their

concerns about the likelihood of human error

having contributed to this tragedy.

2:40 p.m.

It is therefore unfortimate that certain

people, for reasons best known to them-

selves, have tried to suggest that the OPP in

some way has attempted to protect the Min-

istry of Natm-al Resources and its employees.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

The reports were turned over to the counsel

ait the inquiry. Without going into the de-

tails, which are going to be considered by
a jury, I would think the findings of the

OPP will be very relevant to the winding
up of this particular inquest. I have indicated

on several occasions that when 1 have all

the relevant information, it will be made
available to the members of the House pur-
suant to the undertaking I gave last week.

Mr. S. Smith: The minister has neglected

something, perhaps because of the length
of the question, so by way of supplementary
I will ask the minister again: If, according to

his statement in this House the other day, he
has not reviewed the fire marshal's report,

how does he know it is adequate under the

law if he has not yet reviewed it? I ask

again, what action did he take when he re-

ceived the letter of complaint from the

xmcle of one of the fire victims?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I have already in-

dicated what will be made available, Mr.

Speaker.

FORD CASTING PLANT

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, a question for

the Minister of Industry and Tourism: In his

response to the question of my colleague
from Windsor yesterday about the great con-

cern of United Auto Workers Local 200 and
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the Ford employees there, was the minister

aware of their total loss of employment from
the casting plant with all but the 351 engine

casting patterns being removed for a feasi-

bility study into the ability to have them
built elsewhere? Is the minister aware that

on February 26, J. A. Betti, vice-president
of Ford, in an address in Cleveland, Ohio,

guaranteed the continued level of employ-
ment in a press release to the Ford workers
in Cleveland? If Ford can do that for em-

ployment in Cleveland, what is this minister

doing about guaranteeing that at least

present levels of employment will continue

to exist in Windsor for all those who work
in the casting factory and in the two Windsor

engine plants?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously a great
part of the consideration that went into that

statement made, I presume, in Cleveland, de-

pended upon the products being made at

that Cleveland plant. It is rather simplistic,
I would suggest, to pretend that Ford or

anyone else is being unfair to Canada be-

cause it has indicated that at one plant, as

opposed to another, employment will be
maintained.

I want to repeat what I said yesterday,
and that is: We have had no indication there
wall be a net loss to Canada as a result of

the work that is being done and the study
that is being undertaken.

As I said yesterday, what is happening is

a reassessment of all that is going on at Ford,
and they must do that in order to continue
to compete with imports—and indeed com-

pete better than they have done until now.
The end result of that process should mean
t!hat Canada will continue to come off rela-

tively well in terms of jobs. Obviously, one
can't give specific answers as to whether the
net jobs will be the same after tiiis pro-
cess, because Ford isn't yet at the posi-
tion at which it has made certain decisions

that win affect Ontario.

To be fair, certain of the steps we have
taken have ensured that at least 2,500 to

2,600 new jobs will be secured in Windsor,
and that is already On the books. That is

because they are at a stage of making a deci-

sion on the V-6 engine plant. Continuing
discussions are going on, I will be meeting
Mr. Bennett in the next short little while to

review his current investment plans and his

future investment plans. This is the way one
ensures that the net employment figures
remain adequate, and I still expect they will

surpass what they currently are in Ontario.

Mr. Bounsall: Is the minister not con-

cerned? I quote the minister from his answer

yesterday: He said Canada has done rela-

tively better than the United States in terms

of layoffs resulting from the downturn in the

market, and that obviously there was going
to be pressure to build in the United States.

Is the minister not concerned when Cleve-

land is running at 75 per cent capacity and
Flat Rock at 50 per cent capacity, while the

stamp and casting plant is down to 50 per
cent and the two engine plants are down to

50 per cent in Windsor?
If those patterns go anywhere—and thaFs

what the feasibility study is about—that cast-

ing plant in Windsor will go down to zero;

with only 351 castings left as a pattern in

Windsor; that could be easily shifted to

Cleveland where the patterns are already
there and 351 engines are being produced
already. Is the minister not concerned at all

that the entire casting could disappear from
Windsor as well as the 351 engine? When he

meets with Mr. Bennett in the near future

will he ensure in that talk that guarantees
are made for the Windsor casting and Wind-
sor engine plants, as Ford did in Cleveland?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I really want to con-

firm for the member that we really are quite

concerned about that. I needn't have volun-

teered the information yesterday, because it

wasn't implicit in the question, that the
lay-

offs in the United States have been relatively

worse than ours and this caused me to have

even greater concern with regard to the

future. I am, in fact, very concerned about it.

Mr. Bounsall: But not in these plants.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, the member can't

suggest it isn't the case wdth those jobs, be-

cause that's part of the reason that we have

asked them to come in and talk, because

these studies are going on. What he doesn't

know is the number of units of equipment,
for example, they have called in from their

various plants throughout the United States

to do the same kind of testing as they decide

wbere to reallocate their equipment.
It's precisely because we are very concerned

about all of that and precisely because of the

situation now. It's hard to imagine it, but

the member lives in Windsor and he knows

it's true, the layoffs in Windsor have not been

as severe as those in the United States.

Mr. Bounsall: Not in the engine and casting

plants, they haven't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for

Windsor-Sandwich wants to take one segment
of the industry and suggest that isn't the case

but, with respect, those of us in the pulilic

sector who have to worry about a whole wide

range of issues and how they are going to

impact on the ultimate decision have to be
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sensitive to the simple fact that the United

States is moving towards protectionism and

that will operate adversely with regard to the

Canadian auto industry. So far, the American

legislators have been strong enough and

courageous enough to resist that temptation.

The more we emphasize the fact that the

Canadian industry has done relatively better

in terms of layoffs, the more we put pressure

on the United Auto Workers in the United

States and the families affected by -the layoffs

there to put more political pressure on the

companies to begin now to make the layoffs

hurt Canada worse than they have up to the

current time. So it is a very delicate situation.

It is very easy and convenient for me to

stand up and berate the companies for the

layoffs that are occurring. In fact, I suspect
I would be a lot more popular in Windsor
and other areas if I did that. But the fact is

that my long-term responsibility is to ensure

that our response is quite responsible and that

we communicate with the companies and try

to imderstand what is motivating their invest-

ment decisions. I say to the member, in fair-

ness, and he knows this is true, one of the

things that is motivating their investment

decisions is the degree of pressure they must

get from the union and others in terms of how
the layoffs are going.

So far we have done relatively well, and
the more we emphasize that fact and the

more we bring that to light and heap upon
that an unusual level of public criticism to the

companies while they go through this process,
the more difficult it becomes to get long-term
investment into Windsor. We are working on
it. We have done a heck of a lot of things

to make sure it happens, including, quite

frankly, some initiatives which I haven't

agreed with, but we are working on it and in

a very responsible manner.

I don't mind the member disagreeing with

respect to some of the steps we take. TTiat's

his right and' privilege. I wish he wouldn't

suggest, though, that we aren't terrible con-

cerned about that particular initiative and all

of the other initiatives that are going on,

because we are and we are acting on them,

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: When the minister talks about politi-

cal pressure, doesn't he realize there is a

presidential election which will be taking

place in the United States and as a result

there will be more political pressure on that

side to move certain Canadian industries or

Canadian plants to the United States?

Can the minister assure us that none of the

machinery or equipment at the Ford foundry
is being transferred at this time to tiie United

States, and can he also assure us that the 2,600

jobs at the Essex plant of the Ford' Motor

Company will be 2,600 additional jobs added

to those that are currently working at the

Ford casting plant?

2:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, to the

best of our information from the Ford Motor

Company, I can tell the member the answer

to his first question is that those kinds of

movements are not now occurring and those

layoffs are not happening.
I must tell him, as well, that our extensive

discussions to date with Ford, CM, Chrysler,

and one major auto parts firm—one of the

major ones whose representatives were in to

see me this morning—all indicate the situ-

ation is so very fluid in the North American

automotive industry that the kinds of answers

everyone gives in very good faith and in all

honesty today may not be operative two or

three months from today. That is a situation

we are really working very hard to stabilize.

I must also say to the member that one of

the things we can do when this sort of situ-

ation is happening is to work as hard as we
can to attract new investment in the auto

parts industry into the Windsor area and into

this province. I have to tell him that I share

his concern. I know that of all the members

who have spoken on this issue he is one who
has one of the longest-standing records of

concern for the automotive industry in

Windsor. However, every time we talk about

giving some money to an auto parts firm to

locate in Windsor or any other part of this

province, his leader comes out and not only

opposes this government, but also jumps all

over the firm involved, tells them they are

cheating and ripping off the taxpayers. Let

the member tell his leader about his long-

standing concern.

MIDNIGHT HAULERS

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of the Environment.

Could the minister inform the House whether

it is the policy of the Ministry of the En-

viroimient to lay a charge the first time the

so-called midnight haulers dmnp industrial

waste and residential waste into sewer sys-

tems, streams and ditches in Ontario? Is it

the xK)licy of his ministry to charge these

people the first time they are caught?

If it is, is he satisfied with the reaction of

the director of engineering of the regional

municipality of Niagara? He said: "No

charges have been laid against midnight

haulers caught so far. They have just been

subjected to a stem talking to. We have got
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their promises they won't do it again. If they
do and are caught, we will press charges." Is

this satisfactory to the minister?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I haven't seen that, Mr.

Speaker, but I can't understand how that

could be said. Quite frankly, there are 138

charges against what was assumed to be a

midnight hauler in the city of Hamilton.

Those charges were laid. They were not ac-

cepted by the court in tiieir hillness, but we
certainly do beheve in charging those haulers

w*ho dump illegally.

Mr. Bradley: Would the minister then give
assurance to the House that he would send
instructions to the various directors of en-

gineering of the municipalities around the

province, asking that if they are aware of

such dumping taking place they will insist

that charges be laid the first time someone is

caught or, alternatively, they will inform the

Ministry of the Environment so that the min-

istry can lay those charges?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: There is no problem
there at all. We would be more than pleased
to do so. I think it is absolutely imperative
to lay those charges. If we can get the co-

operation of the mimidpalities to supply that

information, we will be very co-operative.

Mr. Cunningham: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: May I ask the minister, notwith-

standing the 138 charges he just made refer-

ence to, how many charges are currently on
the books resi)ecting these midnight haulers?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I don't have that in-

formation at hand today, Mr. Speaker, but I

will supply it to the member.

WINDSOR SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES

Mr. Cooke: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
for the Minister of Community and Social

Services. Considering the very high unem-
ployment in the Windsor area, I wonder if

the minister or his ministry staff in the

Windsor-Essex area have bothered to form

any kind of a task force or working group to

meet with the social planning council and
other social service agencies which are ex-

periencing a very high level of use and de-

mand, but because of the shortfall to the

United Way, because people are not able to

fulfil their pledges, the money is not coming
in and many agencies are having to cut back
on staff. Has the ministrv done that kind of
work yet? If not, why not?

Hon. Mr. Norton: To the best of my
knowledge, Mr. Speaker, no task force as

such has been established. The staff of the

ministry in that area has been in contact

with a number of local agencies, and I have
had reports on some of those.

The honourable member will be aware,
since he has brought to my attention a

specific problem relating to one agency, that

I am attempting to find a way—although un-

der our present legislative structmre we do
not have a way—of assisting them further. I

am ejq>loring the possibility of a special pur-
chase of service arrangement or something
of that nature that might assist them through
this diflScult period of tune.

Mr. Cooke: Would it not make sense that

the ministry staff in Windsor should have
initiated meetings months ago with tlie social

planning council and the United Way people
to find out exactly what the situation was,
because many of the agencies, as I have

said, are cutting back staff? Credit counsel-

ling, as I have told the minister before, has

a one-month waiting list before a client can

even see a person on a first visit. This kind

of problem needs immediate action and—

Mr. Speaker: Is there a question there?

Mr. Cooke: The minister has good ex-

perience with task forces. Why doesn't he

set one up and get familiar with the problem
and find solutions in Windsor?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I appreciate the compli-
ment from the honourable mem'ber. I would
also point out that our ministry has very

good field staff in the member's community.
In fact, I was there recently and had a num-
ber of agencies complimenting them for the

good relationship they have with the staff

of my ministry in Windsor.

I would suggest to the member that the

staff of my ministry—whether they have an

organized task force or not—have in fact,

been in communication. As a matter of fact,

the same day the member raised the coun-

selling agency case with me, a few days ago,

I received a report from our field staff on

the difficultie<; being experienced that

brought that matter to my attention. There-

fore, obviously, it had been initiated by my
field staff before the member had an oppor-

trniity to bring it to my attention, although

he discussed it with me prior to my receipt

of that report. We axe trying to find a solu-

tion that will assist that agency and others

in difficulty.

NOISE GUIDELINES

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

for the Minister of Housing. In view of the

fact that in May 1979 the minister put out,

by way of the release of a statement in this

House, what the minister calls Guidelines on
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Noise in New Residential Development Ad-

jacent to Freeways, which guidelines were

put out in conjunction with the Ministry of

the Environment and the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications, would the

minister advise whether the regional and

municipal governments are bound by these

guidelines, which stated! that 55 decibels was
the tolerable level? If they are bound by these

guidelines, would the minister tell us why it

is that the minister and his colleagues in

other ministries are tolerating the construc-

tion of the Vanier arterial road in the Over-

brook section whereby, as a result of this

construction, the guidelines are flagrantly

violated in the sense that there are more than

60 houses that will be facing intolerable noise

levels?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

they are exactly as the member for Ottawa
East describes them: guidelines for munic-

ipalities to try to establish programs and con-

struction operations within their jurisdiction to

comply with them.

If I understand correctly by reading the

newspaper and talking to some of tlie local

representatives—indeed, with the regional and

municipal council last Wednesday—the Vanier

arterial road is in a standstill position for a

period of about three years or until such time

as it's taken off the back burner and put
forward by, again, a political source at the

local level.

The guidelines have been circulated to all

of the municipalities in Ontario in compHance
with those guidelines established by the

fedteral government and accepted and adopted
by the provincial government.

Mr. Roy: In view of the fact that the Over-
brook section is currently under construction,
and there is no moratorium on that particular
section—and that's the section I'm referring to

about violating the ministry's guidelines-
would the minister advise why it is, when
guidelines are put out in conjunction with

the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations—in fact, according to my information,
that ministry is funding 60 per cent of this

Vanier arterial road—that he does not feel

bound by these guidelines? The citizens along
the arterial road will be facing noise levels of

up to 72 decibels. Is the minister prepared to

put out guidfetlines by which his own ministry
and his colleagues within the government and
inferior governments are not bound?

3 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I will admit that a por-
tion of the contract to which the member is

referring in the Overbrook area is under con-
struction. A portion of it has been deferred

for a period of time—I don't know how long-
to be constructed.

The same group of people who are now
asking me this afternoon if we put out guide-
lines and would then want us to take the
mallet or the sledgehammer to force munic-

ipalities into line, I have heard these same
members of this House say many times, not

only to the Minister of Housing but to minis-
ters with other portfolios as well, that we
should try to encourage municipalities to do

things without dictating to them and that

the provincial government shouldn't con-

stantly be dictating its philosophy to these
communities.

We have put out guidelines; we have talked
to municipalities and we have encouraged
them to use them in order to put in the

safety factors in this area and' in otlier areas

of construction. My ministry has many other

areas of guidelines in the development of

communities. Some of the municipalities have

accepted them.

As I have said before, we will give them all

the advice and guidance possible, but it is

not my intention to legislate to drive them
into line. That's the philosophy we have
taken in this party. It's one in which the

opposition parties constantly have said this

government is wrong in trying to do so.

CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of Agriculture and Food if

he would take his seat. While he is coming
to his seat, perhaps I can ask him if he is

aware that the price of chemical fertilizers

has taken a dramatic increase this spring.
The price list I have here from a major sup-

plier shows that urea is up 28 per cent;

anunonium nitrate is up by 33 per cent and
formula 8-32-16 is up by 40 per cent. The
increase by other suppliers is in the same

percentage.

Coupled with the increases in gasoline and
interest rates, is the minister aware of the

triple whammy this will give the farmers

and, ultimately, the consumers of food in this

province and nation? Has he done an investi-

gation and has he plans to deal with it?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, in

answer to the member's question, yes, we are

fully aware that most of the costs to

farmers this year have increased by approxi-

mately 30 per cent. My stafiF and I spent an

hour together this morning-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Within the next 15

days, the federal Mim'ster of Agriculture and

myself will be meeting to see if something
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can be worked out that will help the fanners
of this province.

Mr. Swart: Can we exi)ect a detailed

rejwrt on this matter, with some remedies, to

be tabled in this House within the next two
or three weeks? Recognizing that natural gas
is the feedstock for nitrogen, has the minister

urged the Minister of Energy or the cabinet
to make strong representations to the federal

government to remove all the taxes and
markups on natural gas when it is used for

fertilizers, so we can keep these prices down?
Hon. Mr. Henderson: The Minister of

Agriculture and Food of Ontario is fully
aware of that. I am siu-e the member is

aware that the natiu-al gas to make these
fertilizers is stored 10 miles from my home.
I am fully aware of the total situation. The
agenda that the federal minister and I will

be speaking about is not fully put together
yet, but I can assure the member that these
will be priority items.

OIL COMPANY BOOKKEEPING
Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Premier. In view of the fact that
most Canadians feel they are being ripped
off by the oil companies and that the Ontario

government is doing nothing to question
them, will the Premier please advise why he
can't move immediately to empower his

Ministry of Energy to freeze the books of the
oil companies, a i>arallel to what is going on
in the United States where the books of the
oil companies are audited for overcharging
and illegal bookkeeping practices? Is he
aware that the Standard Oil Company has

signed a consent decree to pay a penalty of

$690 million? If he is aware of these facts,

why can he not empower his Minister of

Energy to take steps to protect the people of
Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will not

presume to say that the policy of the Liberal

Party of Ontario is to move in without any
justification to seize anybodys books. I could

suggest that, but the member's leader is

smiling becau.se he doesn't take the member's
suggestion very seriously.

Mr. S. Smith: I am only smiling because I

am amused by your—
Hon. Mr. Davis: I know what amuses the

Leader of the Opposition and what does not.

His only problem is that there is not enough
that amuses him. He would be a lot better

off if there were a lot more that amused
him.

Mr. Peterson: We all have to laugh a little

bit.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say to the member for

London North, if I can provide him with a

laugh or two to ease his day, so much the

better. I know that, living in the environment
that he does, he doesn't get much oppor-
tunity; so if I can help him out mentally I

will be delighted to do so.

Dealing with the specific question, I would

suggest to the member that if the govern-
ment of Canada felt there was some need
or reason for the seizing of books et cetera,

I do not think they would be reluctant to

take such action. We have had no indication

here that there is a need to move in and
seize books.

Mr. Sargent: Is the Premier aware that

Gulf, City Service, Amoco and Standard Oil

have all been charged in the United States,

revealing xmtold practices in overcharging
and bookkeeping? The fines of hundreds of

milhons of dollars are going to help the poor

people for fuel. This embraces not only

gasoline, but also heating fuel, propane, the

whole ball of wax. It's time somebody
stopped these bloodsuckers. The Premier has

to do something for the people of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly we have had
no indication of any illegalities or impro-

prieties. If the honourable member is saying
to me that he knows something I do not

know, relative to the Canadian companies,
then let him please tell us. His leader is

always telling us how we should be dissoci-

ated from the United States. Here is the

honourable member trying to relate us more

directly to the United States. I wish the

Liberal Party would make up its mind what
direction it wants to go.

I would say to the honourable member
that, if he has knowledge of anything where
he is concerned, if he woiJd convey it to the

Attorney General of this province, of course

we would deal with it. I have not had any-

thing brought to my attention.

NOTICE OF DISSATISFACTION

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, I woidd like

to serve oral notice under standing order

28(a) that I am dissatisfied with the answer

given to my question by the Minister of the

Environment, and I seek to have a discussion

of that matter after the business of the

House is concluded this evening.

MOTION

SELECT COMMITTEE
ON COMPANY LAW

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the select

committee on company law be authorized to
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meet ooncurrently with the House on the

afternoon of Tuesday, April 8, 1980.

Motion ageed to.

3:10 p.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

TELEPHONE AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Snow moved first reading of

Bill 32, An Act to amend the Telephone
Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, section 96

of the act permits telephone systems to enter

into agreements providing for joint opera-

tions, reciprocal use of lines, et cetera, and
the portioning of tolls and expenditures.
These agreements are not valid until ap-

proved by the commission.

The act currently authorizes the commis-
sion either to approve an agreement in its

entirety or to reject it. One of the new provi-
sions authorizes the commission to approve
an agreement with amendments. The other

new provision permits one party of a pro-

posed agreement to apply to the commission

to have the commission specify terms to be
included in the agreement where the parties

themselves are unable to agree and where it

is in the public interest that an agreement
be formed.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT

AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Snow moved first reading of

Bill 33, An Act to amend the Pubhc Trans-

portation and Highway Improvement Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Snow: There are several sec-

tions to this bill, Mr. Speaker. I will just

outline them in general.
We are proposing to include a public

utilities commission in agreements to oper-
ate public transit systems, to carry out plan-

ning studies and to carry out public transit

demonstration projects.

The bill also establishes new terms for

suburban roads commissions to coincide with

terms of council, and allows municipal coun-

cillors to sit on commissions.

Also, the bill increases fines for encroach-

ment on zoning control regulations on King's

highways and controlled access highways.

ELEVATING DEVICES ACT

Hon. Mr. Drea moved first reading of Bill

34, the Elevating Devices Act, 1980.

Motion agreed to.

ESTIMATES

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I have
a message from the Honourable the Lieu-

tenant Governor, signed by her own hand.

Mr. Speaker. P. M. McGibbon, the Lieu-
tenant Governor, transmits estimates of cer-

tain sums required for the services of the

province for the year ending March 31,

1981, and recommends them to the Legisla-
tive Assembly, Toronto, April 1, 1980.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

TAX EXPENDITURES
DISCLOSURE ACT

Mr. Peterson moved first reading of Bill

35, An Act respecting the Disclosure of Tax
Incentive Costs.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, as part of the

Liberal Party's long, lonely crusade to extract

some truth from this government and to get
all of the facts in the situation, we are

introducing this piece of legislation in my
name to force the government to reveal the

costs of any tax expenditure they make. A
tax expenditure is any time an incentive is

given or revenue is forgone for some other

purpose. We want a complete analysis of

those expenditures to make sure they are

done for the pubhc good and that the bene-

fits far outweigh the detriments thereof.

EDUCATION AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Martel moved first reading of Bill 36,

An Act to Amend the Education Act, 1974.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to provide for the establishment

of schools for the trainable retarded children

by Roman Catholic separate school boards.

Individual boards are currently authorized,

under the act, to establish schools for train-

able retarded children. The provision of this

bill parallels, with necessary modification,

the provisions of the act authorizing indi-

vidual school boards to establish these

schools.

LIQUOR CONTROL
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Samis moved first reading of Bill 37,

An Act to amend the Liquor Control Act,

1975.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

this bill is to enable independent grocery

store owners in Ontario to sell beer and wine.
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and I am sure it has the full support of the

member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon)
again this year.

NOTICE OF DISSATISFACTION

Mr. Speaker: I would like to notify mem-
bers of the House that pursuant to standing
order 28, the member for Carleton East (Ms.

Gigantes) has given notice of her dissatisfac-

tion with the answer to her question given
by the Minister of the Environment concern-

ing the possible dangers of 2,5,4-T. This

matter will be debated at 10:30 this evening.

ANSWER TO QUESTION
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

table the answer to question 11 standing on
the Notice Paper, (See appendix, page 443.)

MOTION

SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE OMBUDSMAN

Hon. Mr. Wells moved resolution 7:

That the terms of reference of the select

committee on the Ombudsman be amended
to read as follows: That the committee con-

tinue to review and consider from time to

time the reports of the Ombudsman as they
become available and, as the committee
deems necessary, pursuant to section 16(1)

of the Ombudsman Act, 1975, formulate from
time to time general rules for the guidance
of the Ombudsman in the exercise of his

functions under the Ombudsman Act, to re-

port thereon to the Legislature and to make
such recommendations as the committee
deems appropriate.

Further, the committee may, with the

agreement of the Legislature, be permitted
to sit concurrently with the Legislature from
time to time, and that the select committee
have authority to sit during recesses and the

interval between sessions and have full power
to employ such staff as it deems necessary
and to hold meetings and hearings in such

places as the committee may deem advisable,

subject to budget approval for such travel

from the Board of Internal Economy, and to

call for i>ersons, papers and things and to

examine witnesses under oath; and the as-

sembly doth command and compel the at-

tendance before the said select committee of

such persons and the production of such

papers and things as the committee may
deem necessary for any of its proceedings
and deliberations for which the Honoiu-able
the Speaker may issue his warrant or war-

rants, the said select committee to consist of

10 members, as follows: Lawlor (chairman),

Campbell, Eakins, Havrot, Isaacs, Lane, Mc-

Clellan, G. I. Miller, J. A. Taylor and
Villeneuve.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE

Resumption of the adjourned debate on
the amendment to the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Mr. Ramsay: Mr. Speaker, I have attempted
to listen carefully to what the honourable

members opposite have had to say in re-

sponse to the speech from the throne. Not

surprisingly, their remarks for the most part
reflect a failure to recognize the real merits

and strengths of the proposed legislative

program.
I cannot let go unanswered the charges

made by the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
S. Smith) that this government has grown in-

different and no longer has a vision of the

Ontario of tomorrow. Actually, nothing could

be further from the truth. I am confident that

the citizens of this province will not accept
such a generally negative and abstract i)oint

of view. They, like this government, live in

a real world.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that the

proposals in the speech delivered by Her
Honour the Lieutenant Governor represent a

solid, credible, sensible program for the citi-

zens of this province. They represent a real-

istic response to actual circumstances and to

the real needs of our people. They represent

recognition of significant new departures as

well as consolidation and updating of on-

going concerns,

3:20 p.m.

Today I would like to touch briefly on the

areas of northern affairs, tourism, agriculture,

environment, housing and French-language
services.

First, as the representative of a northern

constituency, I was pleased by the annoimce-
ment of a permanent pavilion at Ontario

Place dedicated to the northland of this

province,

Mr. Martel: They sure opposed it in

Sudbury.

Mr. Ramsay: This is perhaps not the type
of dramatic panacea that the members op-

posite continually insist we need in Ontario.

What it represents is a recognition of a

place in this province which comprises a
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significant portion of the total territory and
is the source of much of our resource-based

wealth.

One of northern Ontario's traditional bug-

bears, and indeed often one of Canada's, is

its stereotyped image: the land of fish and

game, of snow, tree and rocks. We in north-

em Ontario would like the rest of the

province, and indeed the rest of the people
who know Ontario, to see northerners and

northern Ontario truly for what we are and

what we have. Life goes go on north of

Parry Soimd—or north of Eglinton Avenue,
for tiiat matter—and not just in mines and
forests.

To help dispel tiiese myths, the Ministry
of Northern Affairs has adopted a per-
manent theme park idea which consists of

a set of linked pavilions to be constructed at

Ontario Place under the title of Ontario

North Now. This permanent pavilion will

open August 13 this year to coincide with

the opening of the Canadian National Ex-

hibition. The planned activities at Ontario

North Now will run concurrently with the

1980 CNE. Prime focus will be on August
20 and August 21, which will be northern

days at the CNE.
In effect, what Northern Affiairs is doing

is building a showcase for northern Ontario.

The showplace and the show are the re-

sponsibility of the Association of District

Municipalities and of the people of northern

Ontario. Supervision of construction and the

maintenance of the pavilions and site, both

during and after the CNE schedule, will be
the responsibility of Ontario Place.

The real aim of Ontario North Now is

education. We are looking to this display
to open southern eyes to the character and

indigenous beauty of the north, to reveal

the variety of its attractions and the natural

resourcefulness of its people. Ontario North
Now will show that northern Ontario has

economic and human resources that are yet
to be fully appreciated.

Ontario North Now will consist of eight

mini-pavilions and a 60-foot-diameter, geo-
desic type of dome, each unit depicting a

different aspect of life in northern Ontario,

including culture, industry, sports and recrea-

tion, natural resources, native people and
wildlife.

The Ministry of Northern Affairs will be

responsible for the capital cost of the project,

estimated at $1.1 million. Interior displays
and activities will be the responsibility of

the Association of District Mimicipalities and
of the people of northern Ontario.

The theme park will be staffed during the

CNE period by senior high school students

from ncarthern Ontario who are familiar with

the quality and style of life in this part of

the province and who will be able to

properly answer all inquiries from visitors.

An outstanding feature of Ontario North

Now will be a battery of eight searchlights

which will light up Toronto skies with a

nightly presentation of the northern lights.

Through the audio and visual experience

of Ontario North Now, organizers hope to

highlight various aspects of Ufe in the north-

ern regions of our province and, above all,

they hope to encourage a deeper apprecia-

tion of the richness and diversity of Ontario's

northland.

In my area the hospitality industries are a

very important means for many people to earn

their living. In fact, overall in the province,

next to the automotive industry, tourism is

our most important enterprise. Last year the

industry boosted Ontario's revenue by $6.6

billion. This year with the projected increase

of 15 per cent in tourist expenditures, we

expect the industry will be even more vital

to oiur provincid economy. Tourism is na-

turally an important source of government
revenue as well. Last year the industry gene-

rated $1.1 billion in taxes. It is expected in

1980 this amount will reach $1.3 billion.

There are many reasons why more and

more people are choosing to spend their

leisure time in Ontario. Visitors from the

United States and Europe vdll undoubtedly

be attracted to Ontario this year to partake

of our less expensive and more available

supplies of gas and oil. In addition, the lower

value of the Canadian dollar can only re-

inforce a visitor's interest.

While these same reasons will imdoubtedly

account for part of the reason that Ontario

residents will choose to vacation at home this

year, they do not fuUy explain why Canadians

from other provinces, who account for about

10 per cent of our tourist trade, will come to

Ontario.

The natural resources of this jM-ovince offer

environments which support a variety of ac-

tivities that is hard to match. There is some-

thing for everyone in Ontario. While a well-

articulated network of parks draw people to

camp by a beach or follow the most isolated

route of a portage, others come to enjoy the

cultural activities in our cities and towns.

The government of Ontario is committed to

maintaining and developing a variety of out-

door and indoor tourist resources. The image
of a frame cottage buflt with no luxury in

mind was once popular as a metaphor for a
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vacation in Ontario. This is now no longer

applicable. Tourists are spending more money
than ever before and are doing so in more
attractive surroundings.
The goverimient of Ontario created the

Tourist Redevelopment Incentive Program to

assist operators in renovating old facihties or

constructing new ones. The program provides
$15 million in loans and guarantees and $3.5
millions in direct funding to help pay for ex-

pansion and redevelopment in the tourist

sector.

The Ontario Development Corporations
have also been active in providing loan

guarantees and other assistance to tourist

operators. Over the last two years the Eastern
Ontario Development Corporation has pro-
vided tourist operators in Peterborough with
loans of $451,000 to assist them in enhancing
their operating and service facilities.

Activity in and around our provincial parks
was identified in the throne speech as an
area for encouragement. Plans are under way
for the Ministries of Natmral Resources and

Industry and Tourism to combine forces and
together encourage a new kind of vacation

pacakage. Daily visits to our provincial parks
will most surely be complemented with visits

to our local dining and accommodation facili-

ties.

To provide visitors and residents with
easier access to our many resources, the

Ontario government is reaffirming its com-
mitment to actively and better promoting our

resources, both at home and abroad. This

spring, a tourism development program will

be introduced in which we will concentrate
our efforts to expand our market domestically
and to promote it in Europe.
The tourism industry provided employ-

ment for 542,000 people last year, supporting
14.1 per cent of our labour force in Ontario.
The government of Ontario is taking its

leadership in the industry very seriously, and
the task involves the co-ordination of all

levels of involvement in the culture and
recreation areas.

The leadership of this government is mani-
fested in a particularly significant way in the

many issues affecting our all-important agri-
cultural sector. Ontario is rarely thought of
as an agricultural region, yet farm production
in our province makes it a sigm'ficant con-
tribution to the Canadian economy. For
example, 90 per cent of the com, 95 per cent
of the tobacco, 64 per cent of the vegetables
and 40 per cent of the fruit grown in Canada
comes from Ontario. Our livestock sales

amount to 33 per cent of the national total.

Ontario farmers alone earn just over 28 per
cent of Canada's total farm cash sales.

With agricultural production making such
a significant contribution to the Ontario

economy, it is easy to understand why this

government is so deeply committed to work-

ing with farmers, producers and processors
to ensm"e that this vital industry is strong
and to encourage its expansion. Proof of our

commitment to agriculture may be found in

the variety of programs announced in the

recent throne speech. Promises were made to

maintain an up-to-date inventory of foreign

ownership of farm land, to establish an agri-

cultural management resources centre, to re-

search and develop improved energy man-

agement techniques for the farm, to develop
a beef producers' financial protection fund to

ensure adequate return on beef production,
and to create a resource centre for increased

productivity. These highlights demonstrate

oiu" concern to reduce future challenges to

the agricultural sector in our province.

3:30 p.m.

Our farmers have never made a habit of

relying on the state for support. Ontario's

producers have proven themselves to be re-

sourceful and innovative members of the

private sector. It was our farmers who devel-

oped Red Fife wheat and Mcintosh apples in

the last century, and fanners today have

taken a chance on soybean production and on

developing the peanut. It's worth noting that

Ontario now is nearly self-suificient in soy-
beans as a result of recent initiatives and

that, in reaction to the success of the new
peanut crop, the province's first p)eanut pro-

cessing plant is currently under construction.

As well, this government has taken steps

to help Ontario produce to be consimied at

home. For nearly three years, the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food has operated the

special Foodland Ontario promotion to en-

courage consumers to buy domestic produce
whenever possible. In 1979, recognition of

the Foodland Ontario symbol increased by
four points to 43 per cent, while 86 per cent

of consumers polled considered the promo-
tion to be worthwhile.

However, while the government is en-

couraging the consmnption of domestic

produce, it is also encouraging research and

development that w^ill reduce our dependence
on food imports. About 40 i)er cent of the

food imported by Ontario can be and is

grown here. Through development, such as

the waste heat greenhouse project at the

Bruce generating station, near Kincardine, it

may be possible to reduce this dependence
and further expand our province's base of

production.
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In terms of sales, Ontario's agricultural

sector is a $4-billion industry and, in com-

parison to other pursuits, has a greater bene-

ficial eflFect on oiu- economy as a whole than

that exerted by other sectors. Agriculture is

important to Ontario, and we are continuing
to develop policies to enhance the perform-
ance and expansion of this industry through-
out the coming decade.

As anyone who has visited the north of

this province knows, we are blessed with a

very large territory and many miles of forests

and lakes and rivers and streams. We have a

truly marvellous natural environment and

endowment. Contrary to the point of view

expressed by the opposition, this government
has an excellent record in terms of its en-

vironmental protection legislation.

The Conservative government has served

the people of this province well in develop-

ing and enacting into law the toughest en-

vironmental and pollution standards in any
jurisdiction in the free world. That point
bears repeating: We have in this province
the toughest environmental and pollution

standards anywhere in the free world. I want
the citizens of this province to realize that

the charges made by the opposition are

frivolous. The whole issue is a very sensitive

one, and quite rightly so, but I hope no one
takes the negative charges too seriously. In

the past decade or so, the package of environ-

mental legislation is a very fine accomplish-
ment indeed.

The legislation is being applied not in a

fashion that would be unfair or insensitive

but in a fashion that has promoted and ad-

vanced Ontario's environmental wellbeing
without diminishing the depth and capacity
of our economic structmre.

Once again, I believe it's important to

point out that - when the members of the

opposition speak in criticism of this govern-
ment's record, they do so out of an abstract

and frequently doctrinaire point of view
which would render the people of this prov-
ince a great disservice by misinforming and

encouraging frustration and discouragement
rather than the optimism which the situa-

tion warrants. The province's pioneering
commitment to environmental protection has

resulted in the development of legislation,

research programs and policies which have

made the province a recognized leader in the

field

Allow me to point out to members one

significant comment that Her Honour made
in the speech from the throne, one which I

would not want anyone in this province to

miss. "My government," Her Honour said.

"is proud to record the assessment of the

recent report by the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development,
OECD, which showed Toronto to have the

cleanest environment of any heavily in-

dustrialized city in the western world." We
may all justly feel quite proud of that

achievement.

The Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Parrott) has enunciated very clear goals for

the current phase of our battle to protect
our natural heritage. If I may quote again,

this time from the minister's annual report,

he has stated that goals for the present and

immediate future are: "to control con-

taminant emissions, to establish environ-

mental safeguards to protect human health

and the natural environment, to manage On-

tario's water resources and to manage waste,

and to develop and maintain measures to

preserve, restore and enhance the natural

environment."

These are worthy objectives. They address

themselves in a realistic fashion to the cur-

rent situation. They do not trade off one

advantage at the expense of another. On the

contrary, the overall program of this ministry

balanced the needs of all sectors of our

society.

I believe it is important to keep a certain

perspective in mind when we talk about

environmental protection. No one would

argue with the overall aim of maintaining

and enhancing a natural environment that is

as close to pure and unsullied as it is possible

to be, but we must remember that many of

the situations that we now regard as prob-

lematic have only come to light in recent

years as a result of the rapid growth in

scientific knowledge and, in particular, tre-

mendous improvement in humanity's capacity

for very fine measuring.

Ontario is right on schedule ^vith legisla-

tion to safeguard those aspects of our ecology

that we have recently discovered need that

form of protection, and I hope that no one

in this province will permit any person to

argue otherwise. We have a fine record and

it is getting better.

For most Ontarians the largest investment

they make in their lives is the purchase of a

home. Housing is a concern that strikes deep

into the hopes of every citizen, whether

single or a family bread-winner. This govern-

ment is well aware of the need to continually

upgrade its housing facilities in order to

meet the challenges of a changing market

and ensure that Ontarians have adequate

accommodation.
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We are entering a great period of demo-

graphic change in our province. The number
of senior citizens in our society is on the in-

crease. Many changes are occurring in de-

mand for accommodation. As well, rising

energy costs are helping to develop a re-

vival of downtown neighbourhoods. The On-
tario Ministry of Housing recognizes that

there is a need to help upgrade the quality
of many of our downtown cores. Through
the Downtown Revitalization Program and
the Main Street revitalization program, small

and medimn-size communities will have the

support to improve their core areas and
assure the attractiveness of downtown resi-

dential neighbourhoods.
As well as providing support for com-

munities as a whole, the government has pro^
vided more than $110 million to low- and
moderate-income earners to iroffrade their

homes. This program, along with the Neicrh-

bourhood Impro^'ement Program and simibr

initiatives, is ensuring that our communities

will continue to be safe and secure places
to live and raise a family.

In addition, the government is planning
for the future. The Ministry of Housing has

developed a ioint progrram with the federal

housing authorities to stimulate rehabilitation

f»nd conversion of private residential housing.
It is hoped that this program will provide

employment in the construction industry, in-

crease the suoply of rental units, stimulate

improved insulation practices, provide income
for those who are asset-rich but cash-poor,
enhance life in town cores and contain urban
centres within their present boundaries.

These efforts to improve Ontario's housing
stook are in line with the new reality of the

1980s, the need to use present resources in

more effective and efficient ways, and the

goals of these programs—to preserve the home
as a focus of family life and to develop
downtown core areas—are well worth the

eflFort of both private and public sectors.

I would like to point out that from the

davs of Premier John Robarts the Conserv-
ative government of this province has led

the way in Canada in expanding the range
of services available to French-speaking cit-

izens. This year's program carries on that

tradition. The Ministry of the Attorney Gen-
eral will be designating certain small claims

courts for bilingual trials and continuing the

development of French-language court serv-

ices for criminal cases, family matters and
minor ofiFences.

This is quite a giant step forward, and

again I hope that none of our citizens takes

seriously any charges to the contrary. Thanks

to the good offices of this government and its

predecessors, Ontario will be noted by history

as having risen to the call for social justice

on the linguistic level.

3:40 p.m.

The speech from the throne presents a

thoroughly thought-out program for 1980.

Close examination reveals the working of a

government that is alert to the needs of the

citizens of this province on the many fronts

that are of concern to people in today's

somewhat harried world. It reveals a govern-
ment that is determined to deliver the max-

imum of services it can within the fiscal

restraints imoosed by the wishes and circum-

stances of its taxpayers. It reveals the com-
mitment of a government to fostering a

strong, viable, caring society in which the

many and diverse nationalities which make

up our provincial mosaic can live in peace
and flourish in prosperity.

Mr. Conway: Mr. Speaker, I, as do other

members, appreciate the opportunity to par-

ticipate in this debate, such as it is, on the

speech from the throne. I too want to join

with other speakers in extending to you my
best Avishes for the way in which you dis-

charge your resoonsibilities in the position
to which you have been elevated. Of course,

that goes without saying for your two col-

leagues and our good friend from Humber
(Mr. MacBeth).

Mr. Martel: Elevated?

Mr. Conwav: The term "elevation" strikes

me, because that's what they say when you
are called to the Senate.

It has been an interesting debate. Unfor-

tunately, it is not one that has been as well-

attended as I'd like to think these kinds of

debates might be. I have particularly en-

joyed the contributions of the member for

Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon)—whom I

heard in his entirety yesterday—as he related

to us the findings of his three-week penance
at Westminster.

In addition, I must say I thought the

member for Welland-Thorold (Mr. Swart)

last night did very well in taking us through

the maze of consumer issues which confront

the community today. I thought he was some-

what more convincing and impressive on the

Saturday evening network telecast, but c'est

la vie.

I do want to make one comment about

some of the things I see happening in this

place. I was probably moved to that by the

observation of my colleague from Brant-

Oxford-Norfolk about the Westminster ex-

perience that he shared with us last even-

ing. I suppose if ever there were a do-noth-
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ing Legislature, a parliament committed to

inertia and irrelevance, it has to be this one.

After three years, I reflect with not incon-

siderable sorrow upon the never-ending
waste of time that seems to occur in the

debates such as this one. I think the at-

tendance at any given time would bear ade-

quate witness that they are of diminishing

significance.

I hear about me, from time to time, the

increased frustration of private members and
sometimes the protestations of my friend

from Sudbury East (Mr. Martel). I certainly

enjoyed the contribution of my friend from
Sault Ste. Marie (Mr. Ramsay), But I really

wish in a way that the standing orders were
h\''ed up to and that these prepared texts

were done away with. It seems to make for a

much less interesting place,

I dare say most of our problems are

brought on ourselves. We all, as private

members, must understand that, I have said

for some time that the sort of social worker

mentality that is increasingly dominant in

this business vidll be the end of parliamentary

participation that I thought was a centrepiece
of why most of us were here.

Personally, I find select committees, not so

much for their remunerative efiFect—although
that's not unimportant—but for the kinds of

policy deliberations that they allow, much
more important than the daily dehberations

in this place. I see an increasing trend in

that dialectic between the executive and the

legislative—to the executive victory.

As private members in the Legislature, we
are losing the battle at an alarming rate in

terms of our responsibilities to check that

Treasury bench. I suppose what is much
more alarming to me is not so much that we
are losing the battle but that a considerable

number of honourable private members
aren't even aware that there is or should be
a battle, at least of some sort.

However, I think the member for Brant-

Oxford-Norfolk—on the basis of his exten-

sive involvement in these matters—is much
more able than I to chart out some new re-

forms which will save us from ourselves,

I would like to be relatively concise and
to cover a number of points this afternoon.

I would like to deal at the outset v^dth the

blue document which we were all here to

listen to Her Honour read on March 11 and
which my friend from Halton-Burlington

(Mr. J. Reed) speaks of as a travesty. I am
never so unkind as to say those sorts of

things.

I am always overpowered, as a back-

woods politician from the hills of Renfrew

county, to see the praise and poetry of these

throne speeches. I am glad to know that

Mr. Segal does do something for his $50,000-
odd worth of public money. I see his deft

hand on most of these pages, and the gaps,
of course, can be filled in by imagining what

George Gallup and Martin Goldfarb had to

say in their latest dispatches.

Mr. Martel: They write his best lines.

Mr. Conway: Yes, they generally are the
best lines,

I want to take tfvis opportunity to con-

gratulate my colleague from Rainy River

(Mr. T, P, Reid) for having fought the good
battle and won it, having brought to our at-

tention the kind of government that this

minority environment is producing in terms

of the leadership question,
I well remember, as a member of the

select committee on health-care costs and

financing some two years ago, seeing for the

first time the involvement of the Minister of

Health and his reliance upon the kind of

polling that we have now seen to be
endemic. There is, unfortimately, an in-

creased tendency in this government—and,
I suspect, in many others—to rely upon this

sort of public opinion sample, to be led and
not to lead, and I think that is a very

regrettable set of circumstances.

Most of the polling data does not surprise

me, I didn't really see anything in most of

those docmnents that surprised me to any
degree; but the extent to which it was relied

upon, to see the way in which this govern-
ment allowed itself to be governed by these

polling results, was truly of concern to me.

It made me reflect upon Peter Raymond's
film, which I am sure many of you remember
from a year ago. It was entitled The Art of

the Possible, It was an in-house look at the

way this government operated, and that told

me, as one member here, something of

executive leadership in the reign of the

member for Brampton (Mr, Davis), It didn't

inspire a great deal of confidence in me as

to the ability of this Premier and that cabinet

to chart this province's course through the

shoals and the waters of the 1980s, Seeing

what I did in the polling data brought for-

ward by my colleague from Rainy River did

nothing to inspire any more confidence,

I suppose it can't really be expected of

this government to exhibit the leadership

which in the past was commonplace among

parliamentary governments of this kind. I

can onlv speak as an oppositionist from

eastern Ontario. I can reflect upon the great

traditions of Progressive Conservatives when
I think—as I sometimes do in my bipartisan

moments—about a region that over the past
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75 years has been extremely generous to the

Tory party, producing some of its truly out-

standing Premiers and leaders, men like

Howard Ferguson and Les Frost, and whole
groups of cabinet strength along the way.
What we have now is really and truly a

pretty lamentable group of cabinet rep-
resentatives who do not, in any significant

way, represent the great traditions, even of

Progressive Conservatives, and there is the

proof of it sitting in the House. I wouldn't
mind taking on a Howard Ferguson in his

modem incarnation because, while I would
object to that sort of Toryism, at least I could
see it stand foursquare. But what are we
asked to react to?

Now that my friend from Carleton (Mr.

Handleman) is taking his retirement, such as
it is—it seems to be forestalled on a daily
basis-I suppose the government would be
led in the eastern region by my cabinet
friend from Ottawa South. That is one good
indication of where this government has
slipped in terms of its ability to recruit, to

strengthen the regions, to bring those people
around the cabinet table and to deliberate
on the issues of the day and to exercise the
kind of leadership that would make George
Gallup and Martin Goldfarb very redundant
indeed. Surely my friend from Brampton
would agree it is the most important reason
why it is a government that will be turfed
at the time of the next election in this

province. All the good Tories have gone
indeed.

3:50 p.m.

On page two of the blue document, we
are promised that this is a ministry and this
is a government that will "embark on an
extensive and ambitious energy program for
the 1980s," a program that will be based on
energy conservation among other initiatives.

One really has to wonder what is behind
that kind of rhetoric.

I recall being in the press conference
centre here last fall and seeing the poor
member for Brock (Mr. Welch), recently ap-
pointed to his umpteenth cabinet respon-
sibility, walk in and oflFer a document which
was supposedly going to represent the kind
of strength and energy initiatives for the
1980s. As my friend from London South
(Mr. Walker) must privately and surely know,
if that is the kind of leadership they exi)ect
to win the energy debate, then I really and
truly do not expect much of a meaningful
kind to occur.

'When I hear of the conservation initiatives
I can reflect, as I know my leader has re-

peatedly, on the number of traies during the

1977 election campaign that the Premier said,

as I recall, that the state had litde, if any,

responsibility in the attics of the province. I

am truly impressed to see on page three that

a centrepiece of the government's new energy
initiative will be the "Edwardsburgh meth-
anol feasibility project," something to which
I will return momentarily.
On page four there is a statement by this

government that "the strategic importance of

nuclear energy to Ontario cannot be over-

estimated." By and large, that is a commit-
ment with which I am in agreement; I have
said so repeatedly, and I will watch with
considerable interest to see how that strategic
commitment is lived up to.

I was struck, largely because of my in-

volvement on the select committee on Ontario

Hydro affairs as it has recently been studying
the questions of waste management in the

nuclear field, by the comment on page four,
and I quote: "One of the keys to achieving
these standards is to ensure that the public is

more informed and has access to those re-

sponsible for regulating and supervising
nuclear energy."

I have to say that in that sense this commit-
ment of the government to keeping the public
as informed as possible, or more informed, is

not something we have seen a great deal of

in our deliberations, which I hope will be
concludfed within a couple of days, in the

waste management reference.

The record of this government, the record
of Ontario Hydro and, more especially, of the

Ontario Ministry of Energy, in so far as the

waste management program is concerned, the

record of this government in keeping informed
the people of northern Ontario and eastern

Ontario, those two regions not surprisingly

designated for disposal, of what is intended-

Mr. Martel: That's a federal responsibility.

Mr. Conway: Federal responsibilities in-

deed as perhaps my friend from Sudbury
East suggests but now, with his good neigh-
bour the federal Minister of Mines close at

hand, he will be able to deliberate these

matters on a more cordial and personal level.

I say only that the evidence we have heard
in that committee over the past number of

weeks is a stinging indictment of a govern-
ment unwilling or unable, or both, to do the

job of keeping the public, wherever it may be
found in this connection, whether it be in

Atikokan in the northwest, in White Lake in

the east, or elsewhere, informed as to what
is going on, why it needs to occur and what
the resolution of the question will be.

That is something that strikes me as anoma-
lous to the commitment, repeated over and
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over again by this government, that it stands

foursquare with the nuclear commitment.
If no one else does, at least my friend from

Algoma-Manitoulin (Mr. Lane) will acknowl-

edge that unless we are able to convince

people in this province of the needs for

nuclear waste management, of the process and
the research and development, we will defeat

ourselves in this commitment.
When I see what this government has done

over these past years, when I see and hear

the Deputy Minister of Energy come in and

obfuscate as he did in terms of the govern-
ment's responsibility, when I see the kind of

calculating—dare I say the manipulative role

—that the Ministry of Energy has had in this

province in so far as its responsibilities are

concerned, I wonder how great its commit-
ment is to the entire nuclear power program.
I wonder, indeed.

So far as the conservation ethic of the gov-
ernment is concerned, spoken of again on

page five, I have to think again about the

Treasurer's recent elimination, for the month
of February, of the sales tax on automobiles.

I understand that what remained on the car

lots were, by and large, those belchmobiles

not really standing as much of a testament to

the conservation ethic spoken of.

If I might be allowed an aside, I heard
the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) stand before
us and admit, either through the channels of

this House or the press, I forget which, that

he was running around the park one winter

morning when the idea suddenly overcame
him—a bit like Santa's Village—that this

would be a good idea. This would be a tax

cut in the interests of the people of the prov-
ince without any real statistical evidence. In

fact, what statistical evidence he had was

surely to the contrary. I really have to won-
der about the way in which public policy is

made in the Treasury.
I have to think that the real credible ad-

visers over there are still privately laughing
and publicly embarrassed to have a Treasurer

engage in this kind of silliness. We are told

that it cost only $2.3 million and not the $10
million or $15 million that was initially ex-

pected. That's neither here nor there. That
tax cut was wrong. It was indefensible. I

dare say the staflF knew it was wTong. It was,

moreover, in my view, silly. It holds the

Treasurer up to the ridicule which he de-

serves for admitting, as he did, the reasons

for engaging in such nonsense. I almost

yearned and longed for the orthodoxy that

was Chatham-Kent in some of these matters.

Mr. Nixon: He did it, in 1975, to the time
of $600 million.

Mr. Conway: I knew he did it in 1975,
but I understand it was only the Premier's

intervention in the desperate grab to hold

power in the pre-election budget of that

year that led to such a program.
I want to talk briefly about an issue that

is of great concern to me. It has been of

great concern since my election here four

and a half years ago from a county where
we have an unacceptably high incidence of

unemployment generally, and youth unem-

ployment particularly; where, to the degree

young people can get jobs, they are either

very low-paying jobs or more likely jobs that

involve their movement out of the region.

I see on page nine in this blue document:
"The key area of focus will be to produce
sufficient numbers of skilled x>€rsonnel from
within our own work force to meet the needs
of the Ontario economy."

Let me be more specific about this par-
ticular situation as I have found it in the

nuclear industry in my part of eastern On-

tario, an industry to which this government
has almost grown weary of stating its support.
We have the NPD reactor at Rolphton and,

more important, the nuclear training centre,

which over the past 16 or 18 years has

provided the training facility for operators
in our nuclear power program across the

province.
A short number of days ago concern was

expressed that there would be significant

cutbacks at the training centre. It is accurate

to say that some cutbacks will occur. I was
interested by a report that appeared in the

Deep River community paper known as the

North Renfrew Times in which Mr. George
Howey of Hydro was commenting on why it

was that a certain number of people would
have to be moved from the Deep River area

to Toronto, that in itself being an unfortun-

ate and, for me, an unacceptable set of cir-

cumstances. But more important perhaps is

what he said as to why certain of these

people had to be moved. "They had to be

moved," said Mr. Howey, "because there was
now a different kind of problem in terms of

recruiting people to the jobs in this partic-

ular sector." Let me quote from the March

19, 1980, edition of the North Renfrew

Times:

4 p.m.
"
'However,* explained Howey, 'with recent

immigration restrictions and with the short-

age of skilled Canadians, the job of finding

and hiring people has become increasingly

difficult and time-consuming. We used to be

able to hire 10 to 15 people at one go. Now,'
laments Howey, 'it is a much slower process.

There are still the nimibers of applicants.
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but they are Just not suitable, and that ap-

plies to technical and professional staff.'
"

I cannot imagine a more serious condem-
nation of the manpower policies of this gov-
ernment than that statement, which I accept
as essentially true, not only because it ap-

pears there in that context, but also because

I have heard it and I have experienced it

repeatedly.

Here, in this province, where so much is

said of the indigenous value of our nuclear

industry, we are admitting to the people of

this province in 1979 and 1980, fully 20

years after the commitment was made to go
forward in a real and meaningful way to the

nuclear option, that because we can no

longer import the hundreds and thousands of

people to fill the jobs in that sector, we are

going to have very significant short-term and
intermediate-term problems.

I cannot imagine a more deficient man-

power situation, one which falls entirely, ex-

clusively, within the purview of the Ontario

government. What have they been doing, my
friends from Brockville, who have sat in the

ministry since 1962, the very time when this

program was being steamed up, in a sense?

What were they doing in the early 1970s,

knowing that they would not be able to pro-
vide people unless significant changes were
made in this province's educational network
and program, the multi-billion-dollar program
that it is? What were they doing not pre-

paring that system, that multi-tiered educa-

tional system, to provide recruits, to provide

graduates from Algoma, Manitoulin, from
north Renfrew, from the Huron peninsula and
elsewhere? Why were they not going forward
with an Ontario-first program? Why have they
allowed the situation to exist?

Why have we now got a situation, which
has been publicly complained of by Hydro,
that because of immigration restrictions they

cannot, and presumably will not be able to,

fill those vacancies in the short term. That
alone for me is suflBcient cause to vote no

confidence, because it relates very directly,

not to only the education question in this

jurisdiction, but also to the critical question
of jobs for Ontarians and jobs for people

graduating from our very extensive educa-

tional program.
I can agree, as I know the member for

Sault St. Marie just did, with the statements

on page 12, that the marketing of Ontario

provincial parks as a major attraction should

be proceeded with. I have in my constituency,
not only Algonquin Provincial Park, but also

the Driftwood Provincial Park in Stonecliffe

as well as other parks in the county. It is an

extremely important part of our local econ-

omy. I would suggest it has been too long

ignored by the government, which has tended

to take these parks and their by and' large

unused potential, at least as it relates to the

local economy, for granted.

I will be looking with some degree of

interest, ongoing as it will surely be, to see

what the Minister of Natural Resources (Mr.

Auld) and the Minister of Industry and

Tourism (Mr. Grossman) have by way of

specifics to make this wonderful commitment
in the throne speech a reality.

Mr. G. I. Miller: Is Calabogie in there?

Mr. Conway: Calabogie? Not precisely, I

say to my friend from Haldimand-Norfolk.

I was glad as well to see the long and many
protestations of my roommate, the member
for Huron-Middlesex (Mr. RiddeH), were dealt

with in terms of some kind of meaningful

inventory for foreign land ownership in this

province. As one of the two members for

Renfrew county, in which we have been told

that we have a large percentage of foreign

ownership, I feel that I want to know what

is going on in terms of those transactions, and

I think that is to be applauded.

Page 18 raises the question about tlie heart-

warming verity of the role and future of

small-town Ontario. One can just imagine

Brampton Bill sitting there, writing that

phrase himself and feeling, as he no doubt

does like most of us from the hinterland, if

one can call Brampton the hinterland any

longer, which I doubt one can, that we must

maintain the integrity of a small-town On-

tario.

I don't see anything very specific. I d'on't

see anything, and haven't since, by way of

government programs that will keep the good

folk on Walton's Mountain. I will be very

interested to see what kinds of economic

stimulus the government is prepared to offer

to people in my part of the province, for

example. We have seen in rural Ontario a

systematic assault, much of which has been

condoned and privately encoiuraged, I some-

times think, by the government in terms of

our agriculture. Our cheese industry has been

depleted.
At the risk of being boring, Mr. Speaker,

I can take you very quickly through the story

of Edwardsburgh again. Some of us weren't

here back in 1974, but we read the press with

great interest. We were told then by the

government of this province, the same gov-

ernment we have today, that it would move
to protect the economic future of small-town

Ontario. In eastern Ontario, it said, it had the

answer. They were going to move to a large

industrial area in the region, probably—and
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as it turned out—in the Prescxytt area. The

Edwardsburgh land assembly would provide
an opportunity for unheard of, historic de-

velopments in this connection. That was six

years ago.
What does this throne speech talk of? It

sings the virtue and the value of the Ed-

wardsburgh methanol experiment. My friend

from Algoma-Manitoulin knows the region

fairly well. He knows we have our poplar
and our pine. Some of us, in particular, have
an interest of more than a passing kind in

the forest resources of the east. Surely six

years later it is something to be recalled that

the government centrepiece commitment in

terms of a future for the small towns in

eastern Ontario has come to what? A swamp
that will be now used for a methanol ex-

periment. That is not the sort of thing to

make me feel very confident about the sorts

of palaver that are spjoken of in this par-
ticular document.

I supi)ose one could go on, but I don't

want to stay unduly on those questions, be-

cause I am cognizant of the time restraints.

I want to add to some of those comments
certain perspectives which I have gleaned,

having spent a considerable part of the winter

recess visiting the many good constituents in

the great electoral district of north Renfrew.

Like most members, I enjoy the oppor-

tunity to get away from this place for a

sufficient number of days to reacquaint my-
self with many of the issues as they are

perceived, in my case, in the hinterland of

eastern Ontario. To that end, hke my friend

from Welland-Thorold, who was regaling us

last night with the many and varied responses
to his riding brochure questionnaire, I too

have the advantage of guidance gleaned from

a questionnaire which, by and large, was well

responded to. I won't bore my friend from

Mississauga South (Mr. Kennedy) with the

details, other than to say there is in that

return sufficient cause for me to want to

throw the rascals out, to coin a phrase.

In that connection, I might say I had the

opportunity a couple of weeks ago to con-

vene a series of town hall meetings in three

communities which are not part of the more
urban part of the constituency. I want to

share with you, Mr. Speaker, and members

present, some of the points that were raised

for my consideration at that time.

In tihe community of Whitney, which
serves as the gateway to Algonquin Provincial

Patk, there is an ongoing concern—and I ap-

preciate the opportunity to offer this concern

in the presence of the Minister of Natural

Resources—about the Algonquin Park master

plan review. He showed it to me. I was told

not too many days ago that it would be made

public by the end of March, not only in its

own terms, but also with the ministry's

response. I expect of my friend from Leeds

(Mr. Auld) that surely within a very short

number of days he will table that dociunent

and save me the needless point of asking a

question which I now serve in another way.

4:10 p.m.

I will expect from the Minister of Natural

Resources that commitment to be lived up
to. I exi)eot we will see the Algonquin PaHc

master plan review and get some indication

of what his government intends to do about

it—particularly what, if any, plans he has for

changing the program for the summer of

1980.

Again, in the presence of my good friend

the minister—if he is not aware of it, I want

to tell liim—they are fed to the teeth in

Whitney and StoneclifFe and elsewhere with

the casual manpower poHcy of his ministry.

They have discovered very quickly and very

properly that the privatization ethic is

nothing but a tlhinly veiled plot to turn over

many of the responsibilities in terms of em-

ployment, which are justifiably his, to the

burden of unemployment insiu-ance. They are

not very happy about it; neither, I might

add, is the local member.
The good people of those communities are

expecting our friend from Muskoka (Mr. F.

S. Miller) to introduce some changes to the

provisions for the northern hcence fees. I

certainly am expecting at least all of the

district of Nipissing will be given the bene-

fit. As it currently stands, the cute little

discrimination that was struck some years

ago to deal with the electoral requirements

of my friend the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Maeck) are not adequate in terms of meeting

the needs of those people h\ang in the dis-

trict of Nipissing, particularly around the

Madawaska-Whitney area.

I expect, I demand, and as the petitions

which 1 have presented here also assert, the

extension of that provision, not only to the

southeastern comer, and thereby to include

all of the district of Nipissing, but also to

that portion of the county of Renfrew which

uses Mattawa as a service area. The condi-

tions in those areas are no difiFerent from

what they are in much of the rest of the

covered zone. I know from discussions with

the Minister of Northern Affairs (Mr. Bernier)

and the Treasurer that we can expect to see

a favourable response.

There is very considerable concern about

acid rain, and again I bring this to the

attention of the Minister of Natural Re-

sources. There is concern about the impact
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of that very insidious environmental threat

upon the lands and forests and waters of

Algonquin Provincial Park. I know that cer-

tain researches are being done. I want to

see those encouraged. I want to see leader-

ship, which has heretofore been lacking,

undertaken. I want to see the Minister of

Natural Resources table in this House at the

earliest opportunity the results of the winter

research program, which I understand has

been well advanced.

I want to be given assurances that we will

be seeing some countervailing forces put in

place to deal with the Inco fallout, which
threatens so much of that unique natural

resource that is Algonquin Park, as well as

the headwaters of all our major Renfrew

county river systems. I certainly would add
that to the minister's list of priorities, if it

is not already there. I certainly hope it is.

A very justifiable concern of many people

living in those rural communities relates to

what is this government's program for con-

version from oil for home heating purposes.

They find, as I quite frankly do, somewhat
anomalous the position which says if you
live, as most Ontarians increasingly do, in

urban municipalities, we will as a govern-
ment encourage you to convert to natural

gas. What happens if you live, as so many of

my constituents do, in communities where
natural gas is not, nor ever will be, a viable

option? What is this government suggesting
to those people?

I have heard nothing, absolutely nothing.
The only thing I can deduce is that those

people will be forced to go to the electrical

alternative—not in itself, as I see it, a bad
alternative. But what kinds of financial in-

centives are we giving them? I suspect we
are giving them none. Moreover, it is much
more likely we will be expecting those people
to carry the burden for the economies which
Hydro has not been able to effect. I suspect
if something is not done, then for many
people—many i)eople in the senior citizens'

category, many people living on fixed in-

comes—that option will become as punitive
as it will be necessary. They will have no
choice, but they will pay through their teeth

for an option that has not been supported
to the degree it could have been for the

purf>oses of home heating requirements. I

have not yet heard from the Minister of

Energy (Mr. Welch) of any program to deal

by way of incentives with that very vex-

acious aspect of the current energy debate.

I want to take this opportunity to express
a very personal concern, one that was

brought back to me by the March 27, 1980,

press release from the Minister of Transpor-

tation and Commimications, headlined:

"Road deaths up slightly over last year." I

want to be very to the point on this. I repre-
sent a coimty in which we have traditionally

had an unacceptably high level of motor
vehicle deaths. I have found that very dis-

turbing. I don't want to recount the number
of people I have known personally in the

area who met their deaths by way of auto

accidents. I was struck by the minister's

press release, and I want to associate myself
with the concern outlined in it.

He has drawn our attention to the seat-

belt legislation, which was properly sup-

ported by a vast majority of members of this

assembly, and was the right course of action.

It has had a significant effect in bringing
down the number of accidents and fatalities—

by his calculation, 14 per cent for fatalities

from 1975 to 1979, the four-year period

during which there was an 18 per cent in-

crease in the number of vehicles using
Ontario highways. I think that's a commend-
able statistic.

He goes on to draw our attention to a

much less commendable statistic, and that is

the rather sharp increase, 1979 over 1978,

in the number of road deaths in this

I>rovince. I oan only say, from a number of

weeks just passed in my county, that the

carnage on our highways has been appalling.

I am shocked to go home on a weekly basis,

pick up weekly newspapers and see fatalities

in numbers which I would like to believe

are avoidable. I am disturbed and alarmed

by the number of young people, in particular,

who continue to drive in a way that jeo-

pardizes the life and safety of their pas-

sengers, friends and neighbours.

What the remedy is for this problem, I

do not know. I would like to believe that

we can improve the kind of education that

draws this situation to the attention of our

young people and, where possible, to supple-
ment this by a much more stringent enforce-

ment of regulations. Like most people in

this chamber, I probably drive much more
than the average—about 40,000-odd miles a

year. I see too much death and carnage on

the highways in my own county to make
the comment only a local one, and I want to

take this opportimity to support the concern

that was drawn to our attention by the Min-

ister of Transportation in his recent press

release.

I want to conclude with an unrelated

matter. I am pleased to have the Minister

of Natural Resources (Mr. Auld) here for

what I am about to say. It concerns an

incident, a set of circimistances, which I am
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increasingly coming to believe represents one
of the most serious and pressing matters to

'have come before this assembly in my four

and a half years here. That concerns the

Geraldton fire of August 22, 1979, a fire in

which seven young Ontarians met their

deaths in a way which has been related to

us, particularly by the Toronto Globe and
Mail, in the past few days.

4:20 p.m.

I want to say a few things today which I

hope will flag my concern as a private mem-
ber here, and as someone who has had an

ongoing involvement well before my time as

a member. One can't grow up in the western

part of Renfrew county and not be involved

with natural resources, and as a member I

have had a great number of opportunities to

work not only with the ministry generally,

but with its summer program and with the

Junior Forest Ranger program as well. I sup-

port that program; I think it is a marvellous

opportunity for young people, particularly
from urban settings, to take advantage of

the tremendous heritage that is ours in terms

of resources.

I can only comment on this situation as I

reflect upon the words of the Minister of

Natural Resources, the words of the Solicitor

General (Mr. McMurtry), the press articles

which have appeared in the Toronto Globe
and Mail and other material, much of which
I have examined only cursorily. I want to

make that very clear. I want to review very

briefly, as I see it, the fire and some of the

questions it has raised.

This is not a ix)litical attack in that sense,

but I personally find this, as I said earlier, a

matter of urgent and pressing necessity. I

am singularly unhappy, unimpressed and un-

accepting of what I have read and, more

especially, of what I have been told in this

chamber. I am horrified at the grotesque

quality of the ministry's response to this tra-

gic calamity which rests squarely on the

doorstep of the Ontario government. We
must, each and every one of us, remember
what has happened and what we are dealing
with here.

We watch with due concern the nightly
news and see what might happen about the

matter of asbestos in our schools, and my
friends the members for Cambridge (Mr. M.
Davidson) and High Park-Swansea (Mr.

Ziemba) and my leader and others are quite

justified in their expressions of concern about
that threat. But I ask you, Mr. Speaker, and
all members to reflect at this point on what
happened in northern Ontario on August 22,
1979. Seven young Ontarians between the

ages, if I remember correctly, of 17 and 25

lost their lives in the service of this province.
Under what conditions do we think they lost

their lives?

I am only reflecting upon what I have
read and what I have seen. We are told that

immediately after the tragic fire of August
22, the Ministry of Natural Resources told

the families and the province that there had
been a freak of nature, a wind shift that had
blown across the escape route of these

Junior Forest Rangers working on a very
serious and threatening prescril^ed bum. I

know, as do my friend the member for

Algoma-Manitoulin (Mr. Lane) and a lot of

other members involved with natural resour-

ces activities, what a prescribed bum is and
what it can become if it is not properly and

very carefully monitored. A more serious

endeavour is not very often attempted.
After the tragedy, it is less important that

we were told by the ministry that this freak

of nature, this wind shift, had taken the lives

of these seven people. It must surely have

been much more important that the parents
of those people at that particular point were

told it had been a freak of nature that had
taken the lives of their loved ones. That was
the official story offered to those families

under those conditions. As I think we would
like to expect, the ministry also told those

people they would be given every informa-

tion, and that every co-operative gesture

that would be possible from the government
would be extended to those families.

People like Mr. Andrew Reid and others

accepted in good faith that statement of this

government on our behalf as the employers
of those seven people. And what happened?
It soon became obvious upon an examination

of the site that there had been no wind-

shift; there had been no freak of nature. It

soon became apparent—so we are told—that

many of the people involved should not have

been there in the first place.

They were there in unco-ordinated circum-

stances. They were there, not having had the

benefit of going through the complete pro-

gram that would have put them there had

they been qualified in the first place. More

important, and rather quickly, the families

involved were being given a run-around that

each and every one of them, according to

the press accounts, felt very keenly, or per-

haps it would be more accurate to say a

number of them felt very keenly. Within

days, they found themselves very unhappy,

feeling that they were not getting the truth

and feeling, as one of them—Mr. Reid—indi-

cated, they would have to act as prosecutor

because no one else would.
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Then we find out that five families in-

volved themselves individually with legal

fees in the order of $30,000 at last rei>ort—

$30,000 to find out what had actually and

really happened to their children in the

service of this province in northern Ontario,
a service that proved fatal for seven young
people.
We know that within eight days of that

fire a report had been done by one of the

people in the ministry, a person of seniority,
I might add, which disavowed the wind-shift

theory. We know that. We know that when
Mr. Reid and others went to Geraldton at

the end of August, the ministry possessed
information that contradicted not only w'hat

it had told the parents, but what it had told

the province earlier in that eight-day period.
I can draw attention—and I think I should

—to the member for Port Arthur (Mr.

Foulds), who on August 27 issued a state-

ment outlining a series of unanswered ques-
tions at the time. The unansw^ered questions
in this calamity are endless. They are as

endless as they are annoying. Why didn't

Mr. Kinkaid take to the press conference

route and tell those parents that the wind-

shift theory, to use one question, had no
substance?

That really is not what brings me to my
concern in a most direct sense. Not in four

and a half years have I been as outraged by
government as I have been in the past
number of days at bearing the responses of

the Minister of Natural Resources and the

Attorney General and Sohcitor General.

4:30 p.m.

I want to be very specific about the Min-
ister of Natural Resources, for wbom I hold

a very high personal regard. I have had

many dealings with him and I want to say
it pubhcly and I want to say it very per-

sonally, in all of my dealings with him I

have had every assurance that he is a man
who imderstands the government, w'ho under-

stands his department and who, by virtue of

his 26 years in this place, affbras seniority

tihe like of which cannot be duplicated by
anyone other than my good friend the mem-
ber for Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry.

Outside of the Premier (Mr. Davis), this

is the minister of ranking seniority. This is,

I believe, the ranking minister in the gov-

ernment, and that is Why I find the conduct

of this minister in this case reprehensible. It

is not only reprehensible but it is unaccept-
able that he can stand before us, knowing
what he does, after these many days and
weeks of press and other accounts, and say
tihat he does not know, does not wish to

know what his ministry knows about, I re-

peat, a tragedy that took the lives of seven

young Ontarians working in tiie service of

this province.
I am personally appalled. I want to say

so. I want to tell my good friend, the Min-
ister of Natural Resources, and I want to

add, while he is not here today, for the

benefit of itfhe Solicitor General, that his

response, his comments, not only in the

press aceoxmts of recent days but certainly
in this House as well, are equally unaccept-
able.

There is certainly the appearance at least

that we are not getting natural or, what I

would call, deserved justice in tihe discharge
of this particular case. There are, in my view,

so many unanswered questions about the role

and the responsibihty of senior ministers in

this government about this question that we,
as a Legislature, have an immediate and over-

riding obligation to convene ourselves in an

examination of the role and the responsibility

of the government generally and the Minister

of Natural Resources and the Solicitor Gen-
eral more particularly.

I want to conclude by saying there is, in

my view, a clear case for those parents, in

particrdar, to argue that this government has

broken faith with the people. They have not

done what they said they would do, most

especially in the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources. It is simply not good enough for any
minister to stand here and tell me or those

parents or anyone else that he did not want

to know what had happened, why it had

happened, and if, and how, and why, and

when, it would be brought to light most

expeditiously, as was promised those parents

on the day after the accident occurred.

We have, I fear, and I say it most per-

sonally and most seriously, broken faith with

those parents and with those seven young
Ontarians who lost their lives. As I said

earlier, and I repeat in conclusion, from

where I stand as one private member, this

is a question and this is an issue, more seri-

ous and more grave than any I have seen in

my time in this Legislature. On that account

I say again we have, as a Legislature, an

immediate and an overriding obligation to

convene ourselves and ascertain the role and

the responsibility of the ministers involved

in the discharge of their duties in this

matter.

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, I rise to take

part in the debate on the speech from the

throne because it gives an opportunity to

members to assess the government's per-

formance, to analyse the proposals for the

session that were put forth in the throne

speech, and to put forth our own policy
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proposals where we find government policy is

wanting or not meeting the needs of the

province. It also gives us an opporhinity to

indicate our priorities for action and our

timetable for implementing new policies.

This Legislature has met for only eight

days in the past three and a half months.

That is why we think it is time to get down
to the business of the Legislature and not

defer it for another two months with an

election that woud simply be hashing over

past records rather than debating new i)ol-

icies and putting them into effect.

I want to look at the areas where action

is needed. My leader outlined a consider-

able number on which this Legislature can

act in the next year: shrinking jobs, in-

creased energy self-suflBciency in Ontario,

housing shortages, opting out of OHIP, the

economic slowdown and how to turn it

around. These are some of the very serious

problems on which action is needed right
now. Our leader was not able to go into

detail on all the areas where action was
needed and so, as environment critic, I am
going to go into more detail in that area,

although he did mention a number of en-

vironmental concerns.

If one listened to the member for Sault

Ste. Marie (Mr. Ramsay) one might think

that all was well in the environmental field.

If one read the throne speech one would
find the statement that we haxe "one of

the toughest environmental programs in

North America." This is where the credibil-

ity gap begins. I find that when this gov-
ernment cannot show it is taking action on
the urgent problems facing this province it

retreats to rhetoric and unsubstantiated

boasts. Let me ask the government, is it

being tough to continue to allow 2,4,5-T and
Matacril to be used in this province despite

many concerns about their potential effect on
health?

I would like to read into the record my
letter to the Minister of the Environment

(Mr. Parrott) which was referred to earlier

in the question period. This letter was writ-

ten to him after na consulted the tw^o opposi-
tion critics prior to making his decision to

permit existing stocks of this herbicide to be

disposed of by spraying them into the at-

mosphere. After I had been consulted by the

Minister of the Environment on this pro-

posed policy I wrote him the followdng:

"After discussing with my colleagues the

question of retaining the ban on 2,4,5-T but

I>ermitting use of the present stocks on hand,
we have come to the conclusion that we
could not support such a policy because of

the uncertainties about the effects of this

substance on the environment and human
and animal health. We are particularly con-

cerned about the fact that dioxin, in the
form of TCDD, is released as a result of the

use of this substance.

4:40 p.m.

"I feel that it is the responsibility of the

ministry to clearly establish that 2,4,5-T is

safe in the applications proposed before any
usage is permitted. I do not feel that this

has been done. Your executive assistant,

Carol Vaughan, reports that you have re-

ceived correspondence from the federal

Ministry of Agriculture saying that they are

still reviewing methods of detecting the

effects on crops and health.

"Your statement in the Legislature on May
11, 1979, indicates that a final decision on the

continued use of 2,4,5-T cannot be made
until lifting of the legal constraints on the

US data on which the EPA's ban was based.

Appeals against the EPA ban are still tying

up release of this information, I understand.

'1 also think that government agencies
should set an example in safeguarding the

environment. Even if there is some financial

loss to the agencies from not using up present
stocks. I think the overriding consideration

should be the safety of the operation.

"Moreover, the fact that there appeared to

be effective alternatives is a reason for not

using a questionable substance of this natiu"e.

We could consider use of the less dangerous

2,4-D if application was limited to skilled

operators and no applications were allowed in

areas frequented by people, Uke school yards,

parks and golf courses. Drifting sprays must
also be kept away from drinking water sup-

plies.

"We could also go back to weed control on

rights of way by scythes and cutting machines.

It would provide some much-needed summer

employment as well. Savings on unemploy-
ment insurance, welfare and studfent aid

might offset any additional costs.

^*As to the problem of disposing of existing

stocks, we feel that this is part of the over-

all problem facing your ministry with regard
to hazardous wastes. You are going to have

to step up your efforts to find acceptable and

safe disposal methods and develop secure

storage in tlie interim.

'To suggest that the Ontario environment

be exposed to an imknown risk from 2,4,5-T

just because you have not developed ade-

quate waste disposal or storage facilities for

stocks on hand' seems highly questionable.

Better to work on the storage problem right

away and start investigating new ideas for

neutralization or incineration.
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"For the above reasons, I feel that your
only option is to continue the ban and plan
effective disposal as soon as possible."

That is the end of my letter. I think it indi-

cates clearly where this party stands on the

disposal of this dangerous substance.

I may say that the minister and I disagree
on what constitutes public consultation on
matters of this kind. I told him that simply
consulting the two opposition critics privately,
and trying to co-opt them into accepting re-

sponsibility for what is clearly a government
decision was not my idea of seeking public
input on important decisions of this nature.

If the minister wished public input, he should
have held public hearings on the subject be-

fore making his decision.

Going back to the boast that the govern-
ment has one of the toughest environmental

protection programs in North America, I

would like to ask: Is it being tough to pass
the buck for action on acid rain to the
federal government and rdy on the snail's

pace of international agreements? Is it being
tough to let Inco continue spewing out 3,600
tons per day of sulphur dioxide until 1982?
Is it being tough to have a five-year-old En-
vionmental Assessment Act on the books
which has not yet been extended to the pri-
vate sector, or to municipal projects on a

general basis?

Only a handful of private projects and
municipal projects has been brought under
this act by designation. Even if application
to the public sector has been riddled by wide-
scale exemptions, in fact no public projects
were dealt with imder the 1975 act for about
the first two years after it was passed. There
was some delay in proclaiming it, as well.

A total of only 48 public projects, most
of them of a relatively minor nature, have
been assessed under the act in the five years
to February 2, 1980, but no public hearings
have ever been held on any environmental
assessment under the act. I understand the
first one is scheduled for April 16, 1980. This
is the kind of tough environmental assess-
ments we have: the act is seldom applied to

major projects.

The act was not extended to the proposed
conversion of the former sewage plant at

Ajax, which is now, or soon will be, obsolete,
because of the building of the big pipe for

the York-Durham sewer. It is proposed to
convert this sewage plant into a liquid-
industrial-waste disposal facility. If there is

any project that merits a full environmental

assessment, this is one. This proposal is

unique in the province; we do not have any
similar facility anywhere.

This project is expected to handle at least

one fifth of the liquid industrial waste gen-
erated in the province. It is not just a simple

application for a routine domestic sewage
treatment plant; it is a proposal for a new
disposal facility and new methods of treat-

ment of hazardous substances. Moreover, it

relates to some very highly toxic substances,
which may be included in the materials

processed.
For these reasons it is imperative that this

kind of new proposal be subjected to the

most thorough environmental assessment. It

is imperative that the residents of the area

'have a full opportunity to examine it and
voice their concerns. It is imperative that the

processes planned are demonstrated to be

environmentally safe. It is imperative that it

be demonstrated that such a plant is able to

withstand storms and other acts of God,

especially when it is on a flood plain.
It is imperative also that alternatives be

considered. But this is not possible under
the Environmental Protection Act, which is

the act under w'hich the present hearings
on the proposal are being held. It may be
that there is another site, not as close to

residential homes and lands, which would
be a better choice. It may be that alternative

methods of disposing of liquid industrial

waste may exist, but these alternatives can-

not be discussed in the present hearings.

Just last week the Minister of the Environ-
ment extended the Environmental Assess-

ment Act to another project—the Red Hill

Creek highway project near Hamilton, His

reason was that the promise in the throne

speech to extend the act to all major

municipal projects would not be implemented
in time for this project to be included. The
minister said extension of the act to the

project would ensure the Red Hill Creek

community would have "an opportunity to

consider all the aspects of this major

project." I would like to ask, why are the

citizens of Ajax denied this same opportunity?

4:50 p.m.

The minister may say that the region of

Hamilton-Wentworth asked for the exten-

sion, whereas the region of Durham did not.

But a great many citizens in the region of

Dufham attended large public meetings, re-

questing extension of the Environmental
Assessment Act to the project. Many other

individuals and groups, such as Pollution

Probe and the local chamber of commerce,
asked that the act be extended to this

project. Moreover, there is nothing in the

Environmental Assessment Act requiring a

request from the local government before
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the minister exercises his clear authority to

extend the act to a municipal project.
I am not surprised that the region of

Durham did not ask for the extension of the

Environmental Assessment Act to the project.
After all, it is the proponent; it has a sur-

plus sewage plant on its hands and wants
the hearings to be as short as possible in

order to get it converted into an eco-

nomicallly viable project. Naturally, it pre-
fers to apply for approval under the narrower
Environmental Protection Act. In fact, it

asked the Minister of the Environment to

issue a special order declaring that the En-
vironmental Assessment Act did not apply to

this project in case there was any doubt
about it.

The Ministry of the Environment complied
promptly, even though the real minister him-
self was out of town. A substitute minister

was found to sign the requested order in

double-quick time. This order was issued

after a court action had been initiated, chal-

lenging the minister's position that the pro-

ject was not subject to the Environmental
Assessment Act. I must say it looked very
much like an attempt by the ministry to in-

fluence the hearing before the court. It cer-

tainly destroyed any semblance of neutrality
for the ministry in the hearing. However,
that neutrality had already been violated

when the ministr>' put up $160,000 for the

region's cost in the hearing.

What this means is that provincial tax

dollars are being used to oppose citizens'

groups in attempting to obtain as fiJl infor-

mation as possible about the project and to

find answers to their concerns about safety
and health and the protection of their en-

vironment before a decision is made for or

against the project.

Citizens' groups have no source of funds
other than donations from their supporters
out of fully taxed income. The proponent
has his grant from the ministry and the possi-

bility of future earnings from the plant to

pay his costs. The citizens' groups have made
manful efforts to raise monev, but their re-

sources are certainly nowhere near the

$160,000 that the proponent has. Thev have
not been able to afford paid experts, re-

searchers and top-notch legal help, although

they have some legal help who are really

donating part of their services by charging
verv low rates.

The citizens' groups are fightinfr a one-

sided battle with their own tax dollars being
used against them. Under these circum-

stances, the hearings are really a sham. The
public is becoming more aware that all pub-

lic hearings by the government are a charade
or a fraud—except, perhaps, for the two

royal commissions, the Porter Royal Commis-
sion on Electrical Power Planning and the

Hartt Royal Commission on the Northern

Environment, where public funding was pro-
vided for public-interest groups.

Today we have heard that the citizens of

Maple, who have gone through more than

two years of bearings and an appeal on the

proposal to establish in their area the largest

landfill and solid-waste disposal site in North

America, have learned that their initial vic-

tory before the Environmental Assessment

Board has l^een turned into defeat by the

Environmental Appeal Board. They may
wonder why the appeal board could find a

project acceptable which the Environmental

Assessment Board found wanting in so many
serious ways. They may wonder whether the

outcome might have been diflFerent if their

resources had been more equal to those of

the proponents.
Public acceptance of any waste disposal

facility or control order, or of environmental

standards and regulations, will never be won
as long as the public doesn't trust the hear-

ings. If the public thinks it is being conned

or snowed, it will cease to beheve statements

from the ministry. It will not accept future

assurances that facilities are safe, and stand-

ards adequate, if it finds the contrary in

cases where the hearings did not bring out

all the facts and did not allow full examina-

tion of these facts by independent experts.

With regard to the Red Hill Creek high-

way the minister says he walked through that

valley before he issued the order applying
the Environmental Assessment Act to the

project. Apparently that walk convinced him

of the need for a full assesment of the en-

vironmental impact. Has he walked the flood

plains of the Ajax sewage plant, or wandered

through the planned oommimity of Ajax? If

not, perhaps he should look more closely at

the community and tell it why it is not en-

titled to the same benefits as the community
of the Red Hill Creek highway-the benefits

of a full environmental impact studv "to

provide the community an opportimity to

consider all the aspects of this major project."

If the court challenge to the Aiax hearings

succeeds, it is possible the present hearings

will be invalid or have to be repeated under

the Environmental Assessment Act. Does it

make sen^e to risk the loss of time and

money that will accrue if this happens, vhen

the minister has the power under the act to

start over again immediately with the hear-

ings, and to make sure the various groups
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are on an equal basis by providing funding
for the public groups?

5 p.m.

The present hearings are not acceptable
to a substantial body of the community be-

cause they are more restricted than a full

environmental assessment and because the

public groups are not on an equal footing
with the proponents.

If the minister would change that situ-

ation, he would be taking a big step towards

removing the suspicions and the bitterness

and the hostility that have been growing up
around the proposal. Once this is done and
it is clear that the hearings are fair and

independent, then the acceptance or rejec-

tion of the proposal will be made on the

basis of facts that are established by inde-

pendent inquiry and hearing of all points
of view.

I feel the minister's judgement in this mat-
ter may have been impaired by his strong
desire to establish some facilities for the dis-

posal of liquid industrial waste in this prov-
ince in the near future. The foot dragging
by the various Ministers of the Environment
in the past 10 years and their reliance on the

private sector over those years have failed

to produce the necessary facilities, as the
MacLaren reoort commissioned by the min-

istry in 1979 has observed. I quote one para-

graph from the report:

"Despite its efforts, none of the operations

subsequently established by private enter-

prise proved sufficiently comprehensive to

offer a full service for all of the waste gen-
erated in Ontario. As a result, inefficiency
and poor practices still continue in the face
of burgeoning problems."

I can understand the minister's embarrass-
ment at the fact that we still have no ade-

quate facilities for disposing of liquid indus-
trial waste. It's now 15 months since the
resom-ces development committee called for

"a comprehensive plan of action for safe

handling and disposal of toxic waste," but
the minister does not seem any closer to that

objective than he was 15 months ago. He
will not get any closer by continuing the hit-

and-miss approach of a solidification plant
there and a storage facility here and a con-
verted sewage plant in Ajax.

What we need is a comprehensive plan
for the province, a plan which includes the

selection of sites according to a set of basic

criteria which will ensure that the facilities

are not in built-up areas or capable of creat-

ing a nuisance. The criteria must also set

strict standards for health, safety and oper-

ating procedxu-es. Even more important, the

ministry must be geared up to enforce such
standards.

I doubt very much if the Ajax site would
meet any such criteria which might be drawn

up for the proper disposal of hazardous or

toxic liquid industrial waste, but until we
develop the criteria we have no objective
standards against which to measure it. If its

main raison d'etre is the minister's reputa-
tion as an activist in solving the key environ-

mental problem of today, then I am afraid

it is suspect from the word go. Only if it

fits in with an overall plan and meets estab-

lished criteria can it be considered as a pos-
sible solution to the problem. Would the

minister be so afraid of a full environmental
assessment if he thought it was a really good
proposal which was safe and not a potential
nuisance? That is the nagging question that

is bothering some people.
I will concede that waste disposal sites,

like airports, are not popular with residents

of any area. Some of the opposition is based
on false information, some on unallayed
fears and some on a conviction that property
values would be affected, regardless of the

safety or acceptability of the facility.

The minister will say we must all accept
some responsibility for seeing that we have

adequate waste disposal facilities. Agreed,
but those asked to share the responsibility
must have a say in how it is met. We must
work very hard to see that facilities are

developed which are compatible with our

environment, which are safe and which are

not a nuisance or something that will lower

property values. That's why we need an
overall provincial plan. That's why we need
site criteria and standards spelled out. That's

why we need to explore alternative methods
of disposal.

The ministry's public education program
talks about the four Rs of dealing with

wastes. Those Rs are reduce, reuse, recycle
and recover valuable products from waste.

The most important one is reduce—reduce the

amount of toxic waste being produced by
encouraging industry to develop other

methods, using safer prodticts, difiFerent pro-

cesses and alternative materials.

Another area where legislative action is

needed is the question of hazardous materials

going into landfill and the pixyblem of the

unknown dangers in abandoned dumps. The
minister had to back down on his target of

closing landfills to toxic wastes by December

31, 1979, because he had failed to get the

necessary disposal facilities in place. I hope
he will be able to set a new target date as

soon as possible, but that depends on the

development of the comprehensive provincial
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plan I have been talking about. This is

something on whidh we hope to see action in

this session.

We are also still awaiting the promised
perpetual-care legislation to prevent the

emergence of Love canals in this province
and to monitor closed sites. We need to know
what is in the abandoned dumps that were
located by student employees last summer.
An intensive testing program of these dumi>s
must be initiated. LegisLition my be needed
to affix responsibility for hazards arising from
abandoned dumps and to provide funds for

their cleanup.
Another area where we expect legislative

and government action is in protecting resi-

dents who live in the vicinity of aggregate
operations. Many of these operations make
life unbearable for residents in the vicinity.

They carry on 24-hour trucking and round-

the-clock noisy operations, including blasting.

They spread dust everywhere and discharge
effluents into local waterways.

5:10 p.m.
A case in point is the quarries near Beach-

ville in the Minister of the Environment's

own riding. Residents have been complain-

ing about tlie degradation of their environ-

ment for years from quarrying operations,

but they haven't been able to get any action

from the government.
Let me read a few sentences from a letter

by two residents of the area, to a hearing
of the Environmental Assessment Board on an

application for another proposal in that area.

Their names are Jean and Gerhard

Emmerich of RR 2, Ingersoll. This is what

they say:
"When we moved here, across tfie river

from us was bu^ and some tall trees with

hawks nesting in them. Then in moved the

quarries, Cyanamid at first. Since then we
have put up with blasting, dust and dirt,

noise from trucks up and down, day and

night, plus rocks showered on us on several

occasions . . ."

Further on in their letter they say: "We
have put up with so much inconvenience in

the past, we feel we are all entitled to enjoy
our homes, also our gardens, in peace. We
cannot walk on our lawns without our shoes

being white with lime or open our windows
because of the dust and noise, especially

when the wind is in a northerly direction."

While that letter was written in 1977, I

have met with Mr. Emmerich in the past
mont3i and he says that conditions haven't

really improved and complaints seem to have
no effect. We do have a new Pits and

Quarries Control Act in the legislative pro-
cess. I hope we will get on with it and get

an act under which we can get these kinds

of oompLiints dealt with and the environ-

ment of people who Hve in the vicinity of

pits and quarries protected properly.

Unfortunately, in the past the admini-

stration of the Pits and Quarries Control Act

seems to have been left almost entirely to

the Minister of Natural Resources, who seems
more interested in mining the resources

rather than in protecting the environment;
and we have not had much participation by
the Minister of the Environment in this

field.

Another area where government action is

urgently needed is in response to the alarm-

ing report by the Federation of Ontario

Naturalists last year on the disappear.ince of

our wetlands and the environmental effect

of their loss. The Port Maitland develop-
ment proposal by the Misener Steamship

Company threatens a very important marsh in

that area. It is of sufficient size to merit a

full environmental assessment, but since it is

a private project it does not automatically
come under the act. I hope the minister will

extend the act to that proposal so that the

environmental impact of the development
can be ftJly assessed.

Other areas where we need action include

improvement of water quality, enforcement

of pulp and paper control orders instead of

further time extensions, which are becoming
all too common, and pressure to get the

International Joint Commission involved in

approvals for discharges into international

waters, such as the discharge of 100 million

gallons a year of treated effluent by SCA
Chemical Waste Services Incorporated.

We also need new and stronger laws reg-

ulating the transportation of dangerous sub-

stances. This was one of the many recom-

mendations of the resources development
committee in its report on liquid industrial

waste, tabled in the fall of 1978.

Another recommendation not yet imple-
mented from that committee repOTt is the

need for pretesting of hazardous products
before they are introduced into manufactur-

ing processes.

These are areas where we can—I think

with minority government—get some action.

Certainly we cannot wait for the regulation

of the transportation of dangerous sub-

stances after we have seen what happened
in the Mississauga mishap. There are eqxial

dangers on the highways which come under

provincial jurisdiction.

An election now would postpone the

opportunity to deal with these various prob-

lems and to get new legislation in these

areas as soon as possible. The problems are
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urgent. They cannot wait. That's why we say
to get on with the business of the Legisla-
ture, but make minority government
productive.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to have the opportunity to join in this dis-
cussion. It has been a period of time since
I last spoke, and I can't recollect if you held
office at that point in time or not, but I do
commend you for the way you conduct the
affairs of this House and are able to adapt,
as I suppose we do, in the turbulence of
heated argument and those times of tran-
quility when you still remain alert. I don't
think there has been a Speaker in the his-
tory of this Legislature who has fallen
asleep. Maybe we can't say the same for our
honourable members, Mr. Speaker.

I listened with interest to the usual quahty
rhetoric of the member for Renfrew North
(Mr. Conway) but, as I reflected and listened
through it, there was really nothing in the
way of alternatives offered. There was a
great deal of criticism of government, but
nothmg else. Which didn't really surprise
me, because that's par for the course.
On thing he mentioned was that he had

discussions with the people in his riding and
the general consensus there was to throw the
government rascals out. On this side of the
House, we also meet with constituents, and I
have done that and put out questionnaires.
Its simply amazing that I get the very op-
posite opinion. What I hear is incredible, and
lil paraphrase. I've got a great deal of inter-
esting material to convey to the House but
to reduce it down, they are saying, "For
goodness sake, keep those rascal Grits out
of power in this province"-and so there is a
dilterence of opinion.

Another thing he brought up was the auto
sales tax rebate plan. The NDP came out to
the ridmg on Sunday-we had a very impor-
tant meeting that I want to touch on later-
and issued a press release. The press release
prmted on their own letterhead, said, "Let's
not have partisan squabbles over this very
serious issue," with which I agree. Their
press release, which is very partisan, saysDon t have partisan quarrelling about this,"
but the Leader of the Opposition rattled the
sabre and said: "We need an election, but
don t get partisan at this meeting."
On the auto tax rebate, he was quite critical

of the government embarking on that program
to help the industry. It's amazing that we
have criticism from the opposition saying the
auto industry is in trouble, do something
about it and, when we get a positive, objec-
tive program going, we get criticized for
doing this.

Correspondence has been received' by the
Treasurer from no less than Roy Bennett,
president and chief executive officer of the
Ford Motor Company, which I wish to read-

Mr. Renwick: Isn't he one of your con-
stituents?

Mr. Kennedy: He's one of my constituents;
I'm very fortunate to have such able people
in my riding.

"I wish to advise you that the program
was most successful in reducing excessive
stocks of 1979 vehicles. The program met its

objectives in every respect. Our 1979 stock
was reduced by some 80 per cent, and this

placed them [the dealers] in a far better posi-
tion to order 1980 modtels and to prepare
them for the impending spring market."

That means jobs; that is what this is about.
Not only that, that program encouraged
them to join with us.

5:20 p.m.

As he says: "We followed up your pro-
gram with our own rebate program in the
month of March to capitalize on the momen-
tum dealt by your initiative. We appreciate
your action in assisting our industry." That
is the response and the sensitivity of this

government to the needs of the people of
Ontario.

il want to speak for a few moments on a

couple of issues that are of deep concern in

our province. I say this in a nonpartisan
fashion to all members of this Legislature,
because I think the throne speech is one of

the most farsighted and comprehensive throne

speeches I have heard here. It touched all the

bases; everyone agrees on that. Not a min-

istry was left out, nor a region of interest in

this province ignored. By producing a speech
such as this, this government has demon-
strated once again its understanding of the

issues that matter in this province and its

ability to develop practical and appropriate
solutions to the challenges and problems that

face us in the coming decade.

I know this will probably strike a nerve

opposite, but the reactions of the opposition
to the throne speech remind me of the story
of the three bears, or two of them anyway.
The Leader of the Opposition found enough
in the throne speech to inspire him to try
to throw us out, to plunge us into an im-
wanted and unwelcome election. We have
had enough elections. The other, the leader
of the NDP, finds next to nothing worthy of
comment. These make quite a contrast. One
finds the speech too hot to handle and the

other finds it too cold to bother with. The
real assessment and analysis of it is that it
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is just right. It addresses all the issues of

moment and indicates the direction we are

going to go.

This too was one of the other reasons why
the voters in my area said they do not want
an election, that they are pleased with the

performance of this government and im-

pressed by its plans to meet the challenges
of the coming decade. They come to me and

say they are happy with what the govern-
ment has done and find the vision of the

throne speech has presented our province's

inspiration for growiih and confidence in to-

morrow. I cannot find anyone in my riding

demanding an election.

The people of Ontario are optimistic about

the prospects of the province. They are not

impressed by campaigns of gloom and doom.

They want a government that shares their

optimism. The members on this side of the

House do also. They want a government that

knows well enough when to leave the people
alone to their owti initiative and when to

intervene to assist. That is what the auto

rebate plan was about.

I do not know if the leaders of the op-

position parties want to hear this. Usually,

they do not seem to welcome it with open
arms. I can understand that. I have been
here for a number of years and have known
about provincial politics for a period of time.

I knew a lot when I was 21. As we get

older, we learn less and less, but the NDP
and the Liberals seem to know more and
more. Age seems no barrier to them, young
or old. I know that whenever the next pro-
vincial election is called they may find they
are in for a surprise.
As I said, there will be no demands for

an election; just the opposite. The govern-
ment is working very well, we're reasonably
content with the programs in place, and cer-

tainly there is no need at this point to

precipitate us into an election.

Mr. Ruston: What happened' in the last

election?

Mr. Kennedy: Since 1977, we picked up
six or eight seats. That's what happened.

Mr. Ruston: That's a lot of money for a

few seats.

Mr. Kennedy: Not when they're Tories.

That was one of the better investments.

In spite of the economic catastrophes that

have shaken the world, the economy of

Ontario has been growing. The government
has continued to maintain its high credit

rating on the world's financial market.

Despite unemployment figures, we have,
as the Treasurer has mentioned, more people

working this year and in each succeeding

year than in the previous one. That cannot
be ignored. That's fact. The government has

brought public spending and public expan-
sion under control and yet has maintained
the quality of public service which our

people now take for granted.
With the throne speech, the government

has charted a new course for Ontario which
will maintain and enhance productivity,

prosperity, employment and the quality of

life. I am proud that these efforts are meet-

ing with success. It's because we believe in

the people of the province. We believe they
know best how to manage their own a£Fairs,

and the government's role should be to sup-

port and not dominate or stifle their efforts.

One of the fields where this philosophy
is a demonstrated success is in housing. Hous-

ing and housing problems are things that I

am very much aware of. It's very interesting,

at this meeting on Sunday in Mississauga
there was criticism that we had too many
houses. I couldn't help but reflect back to

the debates in this House when the demand
was and is—I believe it was mentioned to-

day—for housing. So there seems to be a

contrast of opinions. But, with the develop-
ment of the province, we can keep a pretty

steady building industry on the go.

Our area is largely made up of residential

housing, perhaps 50-50, with the others in

apartments, but it's single-family and multiple-

family, and young couples have pinned their

hopes and savings on the security of o\vning

their own home. It's not unique to say that

probably the biggest expenditure that an

individual family has is the purchase of their

house. We are well aware of the need to

ensure that our population is properly housed

and that they're paying only a fair rate for

accommodation.
To quite an extent, we can be pleased

with the recent announcement by the Min-

ister of Housing when he quickly addressed

the problem regarding mortgage renewal.

We await more news from the federal

government. We want to help the home
owners under the Assisted Home Ownership

Program who vdll face mortgage payments
that are in excess of 30 per cent of their

income. It's interesting, according to the

Toronto Globe and Mail, that the initiative

was originally devised by the last govern-

ment under Joe Clark.

Mr. Kerrio: Joe Who?

Mr. Kennedy: Joseph Clark, the next Prime

Minister of Canada.

It's an indication of the dedication that

government had in trying to right some of
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the errors anct sins of omission of the previous
administration.

(We in Ontario will participate as much as

we can in any initiative that will lead to the

reduction of the burden currently borne by
home owners, particularly those renewing
their mortgages. Certainly, a federal govern-
ment-assisted scheme should be a great help
to those who meet qualifications for what-
ever program is devised. But there are others

not under AHOP w^ho are meeting the same

problem. The federal government's announce-
ment so far won't mean anything to them.
These programs won't solve the whole

problem.

5:30 p.m.

I know some of my Socialist friends op-
l)0site think the assistance programs will be

only a minor expenditure, but they can't be
if they are to have any meaningful eflPect.

They have got to be bigger; minor expenses
won't resolve the problem. Small leaks in a

boat, Benjamin Franklin said, will certainly
Sink even a large ship.

It isn't a lack of money that is causing
home owners such a problem; it is the lack

of value of that money. In the throne speech
the government stated that in no uncertain

terms. This seemed to be overlooked in the
NDP press release, because it was right in

there—I think those fellows fell asleep when
the throne speech was on—and they haven't

read it yet, I can't understand that. It was
on page five, to be precise.

In the throne speech, the government
stated its willingness to participate in mean-
ingful programs to slash soaring inflation and
interest rates. The Lieutenant Governor, at

the beginning of this month, took special
note of the problems caused by high infla-

tion and high interest rates.

If we are to progress and prosper as a

nation, Canadians must have the courage to

set economic policies that are independent of

those of other countries and appropriate for

our own needs. The Bank of Canada recently
abandoned its former policy of following the

US Federal Reserve Board's setting of in-

terest rates and set the floating rate. I think

that is an abdication by Ottawa. It might
be good politics, but I am doubtful of that

too; it is not good government. The Liberals

in Ottawa are trying to wash their hands of

this responsibility, and it is not going to

was'h.

The federal government has done nothing
fundamental to change the situation with

regard to interest rates. They will continue

to be tagged to the fluctuations of those set

by the US Federal Resei-ve Board and, as a

result, will tend to cancel out the benefits

that we would otherwise have gained from
our present economic strength.

I beheve, as was stated in the throne

speech, and by the Premier, that Canada
should follow a more independent policy on
interest rates. This government believes that

an independent policy can be accomplished
without imperilling oiu: economic future.

Compared to present policy, an independent

agenda for Canada on interest rates will be
a definite plus for om* economy.

There is no reason why our rates shoiild

continually follow those of the United States.

The Bank of Canada and the Ottawa
Liberals must show the initiative that our

private sector has demonstrated over the

years. The federal government must have the

courage to set interest at appropriate levels

that suit Canadian needs; then we may see

some relief for home owners.

I am sm^ every member in the House has

seen the efi^ect that high interest rates have
had on our communities and industries. They
are acting like a brake on economic growth.

They make loans too expensive for small

businessmen and individuals. They are chok-

ing enterprise and intiative in the private
sector.

I have just had two examples of that in

the last two days. One small firm sufi"ered a

total loss of its manufacturing plant through
fire. There was a heavy inventory and spe-

cial equipment. The equipment had to be

replaced. The insm^ance was on depreciated

value, and so this source will nowhere near

pay for replacement. Now that small firm is

faced with the decision: "Eto we go to the

bank at these rates, or some other source,

borrow to put our plant back in place and in

production?" There are 30 employees in-

volved. That is a decision that needs to be

made. That is ian example of what these high
interest rates are doing in stifling progress

and making investors think twice about

investments.

The second case is simply a matter of

replacing obsolete and worn-out equipment
with new. Do they re-equip under the cur-

rent economic situation? It is probably the

tip of the iceberg, but these are some of the

things that are going to escalate if this prob-
lem is not dealt with.

I want to touch for a moment on interest

rates and the discussion at this meeting with

respect to mortgage renewals. The rates not

only are preventing many young couples from

buying a home, they are also quite hterally

forcing people from homes they already

occupy. I participated in this meeting in

Mississauga on Simday where a group came
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together who are ];>erhaps suffering loss of

their homes. They had the courage to bring

this meeting together and let their feelings

be known to all those who came—federal,
provincial, regional and municipal politicians.

Their suggestion was a demand that interest

rates be rolled back to 100 -per cent. Though
politicians were roundly criticized as not

caring, I would have to say this simply is

not so at any level or in any party. It just

isn't so that we don't care. It is a great con-

cern to us.

It bothers me that although families may
have a low equity in their homes, they have

worked hard probably for five years or what-

ever the time has been before renewal. What-
ever term there has been, they have built up
not only financial equity through meeting
their payments, but they have what I perhaps

inelegantly call a sweat equity. That has

been their home, their hopes, their aspira-

tions for the futm-e. They see these possibly

crumbling down all around them. That is

something we must prevent by alleviating

those situations.

There were i)eople there from several loca-

tions in the province. I recall very well two
of them mentioning: "We don't specifically

want a subsidy. We don't want a free ride.

We want a fighting chance," or perhaps,
more accurately, a chance to continue the

fight towards home ownership.
The Premier has said in the Legislattwe

we need to know what plans the federal

government will have and we will co-operate

fully wdth them. There are a number of prece-
dents and options, I believe. I reflected on
the Farmers' Creditors Arrangement Act

which was used in the west to alleviate the

foreclosures at that time of farms whose
owners couldn't meet their obligations. Under
certain conditions, these were stayed through

applications to the court.

The province itself in the 1930s had what
was called the Mortgagers and Purchasers

Relief Act. The main thrust of this was a
moratorium or a hold on payment i>ending
a review by a judge. It wasn't a mandatory
thing by government; it would be in effect

on a selective basis. Just how successful it

was, I am not sure. I was quite interested

to hear our Minister of Housing, who re-

acted very quickly to this quickly worsening
situation, mention a program that would

probably involve selectivity. I believe this is

what took place at that time.

So there are some precedents. I hope the

government will look at these both here and
in Ottawa and do more than the NDP did in

its paper. This government must tell Ottawa
its rates are too high. We have done that

through the Minister of Housing and through
the throne speech—it was rig^t there. So

platitudes are not going to be capable of

dealing with the situation. It needs more.

5:40 p.m.

We should also consider that part-program,
the tax-credit plan, and modify it if they like,

to make it acceptable maybe to the current

government. I think this has potential; I

think there can be possibilities of deferment.
But most of all, in dealing vidth both the

homeowner situation and business, we need
a direct frontal attack on interest rates.

|I wish to refer briefly to the minister's

statement and proposals for a fund to cushion
this interest blow. He met with Paul

Cosgrove, the federal minister, on Friday.
This meeting was Sunday; there was no
reference to that by the opposition at all.

The minister has come up with two

things; to use banks, trust companies and
other mortgage sellers to identify Ontario

home owners who are paying a dispropor-
tionate amount of take-home income to keep
their homes; and to establish a joint fund

from the federal and provincial governments
and then set a list of guidelines as to

eligibility. He thinks these should be selec-

tive in nature. This is the only way I can

see it working. It must be on application,
because we could have two individuals of

similar means and similar houses, one who
through frugality and dedication has man-

aged to keep ahead of the bailiff and the

other who hasn't. As these people recognize,

they don't want handouts; they just want a

chance.

I was quite interested in noting that this

rei>ort seems to indicate the minister has

addressed himself to that problem. He also

said it's not in anyone's interest to see people

losing their homes because they are imable

to keep up mortgage payments through what

I hope is a temporary difficult economic

period. Whether it will be in the form of a

grant, an interest-free loan or deferment is

something that must be decided. I can only

urge both these levels of government to get

on with this: Address the homeowner ques-

tions but more important, address the larger

one of interest rates.

These interest rates, as I recall it cmd

understand it, were introduced to dampen
inflation. Of course, this has been a total

loss. They obviously have failed. Whether

they held the damper down a bit for a while,

I don't know; but certainly it has escalated

now. A dampening-down enterprise is what

is happening now, and at a great social cost.
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It's too high a price to pay for a policy that

has failed to work.

The position of this government remains
as it was in the throne speech. I would Hke
to see the Liberals in Ottawa re-examine
their position on interest rates and inflation

strategy. We are prepared—and have said

so—to participate in this constructively in

any discussions that will lead to a new,
vigorous and independent economic policy
for Canada. Whether this solution lies in the
direction of what is Proposal 89—which is

the Mississauga proposal for lower interest

rates—I don't know. I am from the rural

area of Mississauga and not well versed in

the world of international finance, but I sure
as hell know what interest rates are doing
to initiative and enterprise.
The high interest rates represent the

greatest obstacle to private initiative in this

province. I have cited a couple of illustra-

tions to support that contention. They are
the greatest threat to our communities and
the high quality of life that our citizens

enjoy in Ontario.

Mr. Wildman: Did you say the banks are

the greatest threat?

Mr. Kennedy: No, the NDP say that. They
say just print more money, have give-away
programs-all that stufi^. Those do not work.
Sociahsm doesn't work. The NDP have never
seemed to learn that. Socialism doesn't work.
I have given the things that work here. They
see them demonstrated, or they would see
them if they would open their eyes, but

they won't do that.

iSteps to reduce interest rates are consistent
with the philosophy that runs throughout the
throne speech. Underlying each of the pro-
posals in that speech is the realiaztion that

Ontarians must be prepared' to meet the
broadened and expanded economic oppor-
tunities that will occur in the 1980s and to

take advantage of them. While capital and
advanced technology are important dements
in any economic action plan, they won't re-

place the most important element of all: a

well-educated, enterprising and intelligent

population. We have that. We have the
facilities to develop such a population.

I want to make a few remarks now on the
reference to education in the throne speech.
Graduates of our system are continuing to

prove themselves to be valuable and produc-
tive citizens, not only in Ontario but also

throughout Canada and worldwide.
I have believed, and will continue to be-

lieve, that we have one of the best edtica-

tion systems in the whole world. As we enter

the 1980s, this government has pledged itself

to maintain that quality of education. We
know we must develop an educated and
skilled labour pool in order to meet the de-

mands of modern, higli-technology industry.
That's why this government created the On-
tario Manpower Commission.
We believe we have the brains in Ontario

to develop a skilled labour force. We should
not need to look outside our borders for

skilled labour. For this purpose, more than

$5 million in the Employment Development
Fund was earmarked for colleges and uni-

versities for the employer-sponsored programs,
and further training is in the works. The plan
will draw on the support and expertise that

already exists within the industrial sector.

It's a pleasure for me to tell the Hou.se that

the response to the provincial government's
skill training programs in the private sector

has been very good. I have met, with the

minister, with some segments and we were
most encouraged. Industry and labour both
realize these programs are an advantage to

the province and they have co-operated in

an unselfish, wholehearted manner.

Incidentally, with regard to that training,

it's not only in the community colleges that

we must address the situation; we must also

address it in the secondary schools and tech-

nical schools. With representatives of the two
other parties, we are going to visit a couple
of technical schools in the Metropolitan
Toronto area in a week or so and have a

first-hand look for the 1980s and see how
we are doing. We are looking forward to

that. We are going to Danforth Technical

School and' Central Technical School.

Mr. Breaugh: Why aren't you going to

Harbord?

Mr. Kennedy: They are not on the agenda.
We may go there. The member seems to

know all about that; we will deal with the

issues at hand.

5:50 p.m.

We look forward to the expansion and

continuing success of these training pro-

grams. I believe they will not only result in

an increase in employment, particularly among
the young people, but they should and will

also strengthen our manufacturing sector, the

industries that are the backbone of the

province and our economy.
We hear from the opposition about the

quality of education. They say it is in decline

and poorly funded. This was never true, and
it is certainly not true for the 1980s. The

grants are up by $135 million—this is in the

announcement—a 6.6 per cent increase above
last year's grant. In 1980, the government
will be paying out $2,189,000,000 to local
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boards, with an extra $35 million added to

smooth out equalization. This expenditure
includes increases across the board for all

types: French, grades nine and 10 in sep-
arate schools, programs for the disabled and
the heritage program.

iln general, therefore, the province this

year is paying $1,546 for each elementary

pupil and $2,154 for each secondary pupil,

up about 9.2 per cent and 8.6 per cent if I

recall correctly. Money can't do everything.
You can get the child into college, but you
can't make him think, and that is the

bottom line. But these grants and grant in-

creases will give the boards flexibility in

keeping their budgets and expenditures in

line and yet delivering the needed service.

On the whole, the policy on education is

easily explained. It is described in the throne

speech and is repeated numerous times by
the Premier and the Minister of Education.

It is committed to work with municipalities,

teachers, school boards and parents, to main-
tain our elementary and secondary schools—

a firm dedication to excellence and achieve-

ment founded on a basic, solid core cur-

riculum. I was most pleased to see that refer-

ence in the throne speech.

Interjections.

Mr. Kennedy: I know the members op-

posite don't enjoy listening to these senti-

ments. They never seem to enjoy success,

but it is there as a result of these govern-
ment policies. The government policy speaks
for itself. I make no apologies for it, and I

am proud of it. These programs and the

support we have among the public should

silence these people across here who try to

make waves. The wind that's raised won't
make any waves because of that support.

I am very pleased, too, that there are

arrangements to add support for special edu-
cation. Local boards will be responsible for

providing for students in need of these

services.

I was somewhat taken aback when the

Grits said off the top of their heads—pre-
cipitately, I think—that they wanted to aban-
don the parts of Bill 100 that gave the right
to strike. I don't know whether that should
be pulled out, but I do know that the min-

istry took a look at this issue, as did the

government, and said: "That bill has been in

force for some five years now. It has worked

reasonably well. But we will appoint a com-

mission, a very competent and able commis-

sion, to hold hearings to look into this and
come up with recommendations." Wouldn't
it make sense for any member in this Legis-

lature to await the report by that very able
commission before catapulting into throwing
out the bath water, the baby, or anything
else because a hot issue arises and shows the

instability of that party across the floor? If

we are going to have flip-flops and changes-

Interjections.

Mr. Kennedy: The members opposite are

for auto tax rebates; then they are against
them. They are for Bill 100, which was unani-

mously accepted by the House; then they do
their flip-flop on that, and out it goes. They
should get their act together.
The environment came up in question

period again. They should come forward
with a credible alternative and let us have a

look at it; more important, they sftiould let

the people of Ontario have a look at it,

because right now they don't know where in

the world they're going or which end is up
or whether they have any program that

makes any sense to them at all. The should

lay it out and let's have a look at it. They
shouldn't slide from day to day by the seat

of their pants.
It's no wonder—we haven't been all that

close to the NDP, but by golly they weren't

going to join the Liberals and jmnp on the

bandwagon to bring on an election as a re-

sult of a throne speech that touched every
aspect of the economy of this province. It's

one of the best things they have done. The
leader of the NDP shoiddn't get carried

away by this. Very often we do understand

where they stand even though we don't crften

agree with tfiem—

Interjections.

Mr. Kennedy: The feBows opposite are

going to be statesmen if they keep this up.
Where was I? I have three minutes to finish

up 20 minutes of material.

WTiat I want to say is, it's indicative of

the flexibility, resix)nse and sensitivity of this

government that not only do we have a look

at Bill 100, but we have also gone through
the 1970s with secondary education in place
based on the credit system. Other programs
had this in place and the students in that

decade passed through our educational sys-

tem with that very good program.
In the 1980s Ave have announced, very

properly, that the government is prepared to

undertake another major review of the prov-
ince's secondary school system. This review,

whidh should last about a year, will be

aimed at ensuring the system meets the

needs of the students it will be serving in

the 1980s. There will be a steering com-

mittee and four other committees which will

be dealing with this.
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Before the members opposite go plmiging
off into some other half-baked idea, they
should wait for that to come forward. Let's

join in this together. Let's have a bit of

nonpartisanship in this House and we will

see what they come up with. It's for their

children too—it's for aU the children. One of

the strengths of this government is that re-

gardless of age, station in life, background,
or anything else, we provide for them all.

I have several other things I wanted to

mention. I might have an opportunity to do
so when the budget debate is on. They in-

volve budgetary matters—the grants to edu-

cation, something of the programs in the

community colleges—but they will have to

wait for another day.
I wanted to speaJc of the flip-flops of the

federal Liberal government on transporta-
tion. It was arranged in the 1974 election

that they were going to give us millions of

dollars for urban transportation for the GO
system. Trudeau did a flip-flop, and we re-

ceived no money. Again, the throne speech

says we are going to have electrification <rf

our railways—boy, I wish I could beUeve it;

I'd like to get this docmnented—it says in

here: "We're going to electrify our railways.
We are pleased to record the project has

been recently assured federal assistance."

I must get around to asking the Minister

of Transportation and Communications if

that is in writing, because we don't want
another flip-flop. We want to go forward and
see this province advance. We can use their

aid, and I hope they don't do another flip-

flop on us on that issue.

Mr. Speaker, I'm pleased to have had the

opxK)rtunity to bring a few things forward to

the House today, and I look forward to an-

other opportunity if it comes available.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The member for

Samia is next; I assimie this would be a

good time for him to interrupt his remarks.

On motion by Mr. Blimdy, the debate was

adjourned.

The House recessed at 6 p.m.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
ON NOTICE PAPER

APPENDIX

(See page 418)

MORTGAGE RATES

11. Mr. Dukszta: Would the Treasurer (Mr.

F. S. Miller) table any studies of reports avail-

able to the Treasurer regarding the impact of

the high mortgage rates on Ontario home
owners, the housing industry, and financial

institutions? (Tabled March 13, 1980. Interim

answer March 27, 1980. Approximate date

information available April 11, 1980.)

See sessional paper 46.
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The House resumed at 8:01 p.m.

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
( continued )

Resumption of the adjourned debate on

the amendment to the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable

the Lieutenant Governor at the opening of

t!he session.

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure
for me to join in the debate on the speech
from the throne.

I am very enthused, of course, to see that

six members have turned out to hear what I

have to say. However, I am speaking to you,

Mr. Speaker, and you're the important one.

In that regard I would like to congratulate

you on the manner in which you have con-

ducted yourself in the office of Speaker. I

believe that you have been fair to everyone
in the House and have done a very com-

mendable job.

About the speech from the throne, I am
told by several people that it was one of the

longest in recent years. But I found that it

was also a speech that contained tlie least in

really concrete programs to answer the prob-

lems that are facing the people of Ontario as

we go into tihe 1980s.

This government having been in power for

so long and vdth the decline in the growth
and wealth of Ontario in comparison to

other provinces, I suppose it is difficult to

know what to say.

I would like to make coments about four or

five different matters, and the first one I am

going to comment on is what I consider the

plight of the municipalities of Ontario. Over

5ie last five or six years they have experi-

enced the same inflationary pressures that

have been experienced by all of us, whether

in business or as private individuals.

We remember the Edmonton commitment,

which was made to the mimicpalities of

Ontario back in the days when I was the

mayor of Samia, and we looked ui)on that

as a promise by the Treasurer at that time,

Mr. McKeough. We realized that the mimic-

ipalities couldn't ask for anything more. If

the grants from the province to the munic-

ipalities were to keep pace with the increase
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in revenues to the province, there would be
no complaint by Ontario municipalities.

However, we know what happened to the

Edmonton commitment. The mimicipalitics
of Ontario today are looking for some com-
mitment from the government of Ontario

now. Over the last four or five years, they
have had ever-increasing costs primarily be-

cause of inflation and increased wages. They
have not been given sufficient transfer funds

—from the province to the municipalities—to

keep up with the inflation rate. As a result,

throughout Ontario in the past month,

municipal councils have been poring over

their budgets for 1980. All have found it

looks as if there will be an increase that is

almost unacceptable to the taxpayers in the

municipalities.

In mv municipality, the increase in the

tax rate for the municipal side of the budget,
without regard to the board of education

portion, is 8.5 per cent. That is after the

council cut things that I believe are abso-

lutely necessary for the continued wellbeing
of the city—things that will cost more down
the line. That 8.5 per cent increase on a

regressive tax base isn't going with inflation

as other taxes do, such as income and sales

taxes. The county board of education is cm--

rently dealing with its budget. It's going to

find the same thing.
What has happened here is that the edu-

cation grants to the local boards actually

have been reduced over the last four or five

years. I grant that the school jwpulation has

dropped, but everything else with which

they have to deal has increased far beyond
the amount of money they're getting. Once

again, the local taxpayer is going to be feel-

ing that in his taxes for 1980. What a way
to start the 1980s.

I would like to see a new formula pro-

duced by the province in regard to the

municipalities of Ontario. If the formula

could promise the municipalities that grants

would grow as provincial revenue grows—
somewhat the same as the Edmonton com-

mitment—then the municipalities would be

able to plan how to cope with the problems

of growth and inflation with which they're

faced at the beginning of the 1980s.
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Another thing I would hke to speak about

in that vein is senior citizens' property taxes.

These people have paid property taxes aU

their lives, during which time their children

were educated and raised, and are now gone.

Many of them are living on retirement in-

come, most with one that doesn't increase

with the cost of living or inflation. They are

in a bad way. I believe tlie province is going
to have to increase substantially property tax

credits for seniors. This is the year there must

be a substantial increase—and I don't mean
a token increase of five per cent. These people
are going to be heard.

I say this with a selfish thought, because

if we do not help them to stay in their homes
—which in most cases is the cheapest way to

keep the elderly who have worked all their

lives—they're going to have to go into some
other kind of accommodation provided large-

ly by the revenues of Ontario. I call upon
the province and government of Ontario to

look very closely this year at substantially

increasing the property tax credits to the

elderly.

8:10 p.m.

The second topic I want to talk about is

the environment. We hear so many people

today speaking about the protection of the

environment. I support that 100 per cent.

We have to live with it, and we want to

make it work for us and be able to enjoy it

for years and years to come.
I would like to say that the record in

Sarnia and Lambton for protection of the

environment is one of the best I am aware
of in Ontario. That is at a time when we have
the highest incidence of the petrochemical

industry in Canada within the boundaries of

Sarnia and Lambton. Those people who are

involved in that industry have spent massive

sums over the years to change their means
of production and the various materials they
use. As a result—and you can look it up, Mr.

Speaker—the daily air pollution index of the

city of Sarnia, witli that high incidence of

petrochemical industry, is seventh, eighth,
ninth or tenth on the list for Ontario, almost

invariably. We are lower than Toronto,

Hamilton, Sudbury, Windsor and many other

cities. That is a fact. I pay tribute to the

industry of Sarnia and Lambton for what it

has done over the past 10 years when the

amount of industry has increased tenfold,
while the amount of air pollution has de-

creased by about the same amount.

The same thing applies to water. We re-

member 10 years ago the lead matter in the

St. Clair River. That process by Dow
Chemical has been completely abandoned

and that whole plant has been torn down.
A new electrolytic process now is doing the

same job with no lead involved. It is easy
for us to talk about protecting our environ-

ment. I just want to point out that this

actually has happened. I am proud of it, and
I know that our industries should be able

to be proud of it as well.

The third thing I want to speak upon is

energy, which is a vital concern to someone
from our particular area. We have to know
that we are going to have to conserve

energy; there is no question about that.

Known reserves of conventional oil will not

last longer than 30 years. There are other

forms from which we will get oil that are

down the way and much more expensive.
I would like to draw to your attention,

Mr. Speaker, that I don't beheve the govern-
ment of Ontario has paid attention to the

supply of oil, under these conditions which
I have outlined, to the extent it should have
done. As I mentioned in the House the other

day, I asked the Premier (Mr. Davis) on
December 12, 1978, what he was doing to

protect and secure the supply of crude oil

for the industries of Sarnia and Lambton. He
went on for more than a page in Hansard.

There is only one paragraph on that page in

which he addressed the question I raised. In

that one para^aph, he said: "I am told by
the people of Petrosar that there will be
sufficient market in the petrochemical field

that there will be ample room for expansion
of Petrosar to deal with the midwest and
eastern markets, and certainly any petro-
chemical industry in Alberta will be a viable

source for the western United States." The
rest of the time he was talking about every-

thing else. That was December 12, 1978.

Now the day has arrived that I feared

back in 1978. We see in the Financial Times

of Canada the headline "Alberta moves could

close Sarnia refineries." This refers to the

Alberta Petroleum Marketing Commission

setting down certain guidelines to govern

who will get oil and w"ho will not. In those

guidelines it is specifically stated that

Petrosar and Suncor will not fit into their

scheme of things.

Fortunately, there are freehold leases in

Alberta not governed by the Alberta

Petroleum Marketing Commission. Those two

plants have thus far been able to make pur-

chase deals with the companies having free-

hold leases. Otherwise, the mass of produc-
tion in our province, the mass of money
created in our province and the jobs created

in our area would be jeopardized.
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I am not saying these plants are out of

the woods yet, that they know or have any

security of supply, but I am saying that as

much as a year and a half ago when I

brought it to the attention of the Premier I

got no answer to the question now being
written about in our media.

In addition, I have here a column from
the Calgary Herald, dated Thursday, March

13, by Roy Farran. It is headed, "There Is

Glee in Sarnia." This column says all the

things I don't believe are true as far as the

city of Sarnia is concerned. The writer talks

about the people in Sarnia laughing all the

way to the bank as they make money on the

cheap oil from Alberta. I want to point out

that I have never once in my comments
about crude oil supply to the petrochemical

industry talked or complained about price,
or taken a position on price. I know this is

something over which we have no control,

but I am talking about supply.

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Just one moment.
Whichever honourable member threw that

missile, I want him to understand that is not

permitted in this House. I want to make it

quite clear that is uncalled for.

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, I was not pay-
ing any more attention to them than they
were to me; so I will carry on.

I won't read all this column, but I must
read the last paragraph, which is very s"hort

and succinct. An Albertan says: **As for my-
self, I would rather be a blue-eyed Arab
than a jackal stealing from under the tent."

That is what they think about the people
in Sarnia, and all we are asking for is

security of supply so that we can go on

doing the things we know best to provide
for this province and this country in the

1980s.

8:20 p.m.

I would like to revert for a moment to

my ov^Ti city. I want to tell the House about
the current redevelopment of the core area

under the provincial program of the Down-
town Revitalization Program.

I want members to know also that this

program started in 1973 and 1974, while I

was mayor. During those years, the city went
on its own. The federal program of urban
renewal had been abandoned just at the

point when we were ready to participate in

that federal program; so the city went on
its own. We acquired all of the properties
on the west side of Front Street in the block

between George Street and Lochiel Street.

Those properties have all been torn down

and the world headquarters for Polysar

Corporation stands in the middle of that

block, still leaving over 50 per cent of the

land open for convenient and pleasant access

to the river by the people of Sarnia.

That first agreement for that development
and renewal was signed by me, as mayor, in

1974. Since that time we have continued
the renewal of the waterfront. In the second
block we have a very substantia] high-rise
with more than 50 per cent of the block

open to access and enjoyment by the people.
It is a credit to the area.

We are now in the second phase of the

program, and just last week we received

word that we would get a further loan from
Ontario under the Downtown Revitalization

Program; so that second phase is about to

start. Our downtown area will be a renewed
and beautiful place for people to shop and
live.

One of the things I have always wanted
to see is some assistance in getting a marina
or some attraction settled in the downtown
area in the bay and river for all those

Americans who come up from Detroit. So

far, no development is going on there, but
this is something we are working on.

The fourth matter I want to speak on has

to do with my area of criticism, conmiunity
and social services. Just yesterday, we had
the annoimcement by the minister of the 10

per cent increase for family benefit assistance

recipients and general welfare assistance re-

cipients. There was a meagre increase in

January 1979, but there has really been no

major increase since 1977. Just stop and

think how the costs have gone up for those

people on this meagre income. Everybody
one meets is complaining about inflation, but

what about these people w'ho started from

such a small base and have had so few in-

creases and of a very small nature?

The government has been very dieap in

this regard. These people are living on a sum
of money that makes me wonder how they
do it. We hear about people ripping oflF the

welfare department and so forth, and T am
sure there are some who do that, but the

majority of them have been living on what I

consider a pittance. The minister made quite

a display of his 10 per cent increase an-

nouncement yesterday, which brings a single

disabled person from $286 to $315 a month.

Can members imagine a single person living

in a city today with an income of $315 a

month? I don't know how they do it in

Toronto and I don't think they could do it

Sarnia. I believe we should be looking at

trying to bring these people to the point
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where they would be able to live in some
form of decency, which is not available to

them now.
The next thing I want to talk about

is the needs of the senior citizens in

Ontario. The minister will say, "We are do-

ing this and doing that, and we are provid-

ing this and that," but there isn't very much
provided for the senior citizens of Ontario.

We have a few senior citizen drop-in centres,

but most of the municipalities of Ontario

do not.

We have meals on wheels, which is of

some help, but it is only made possible by
the volunteer work of the people in our com-

munity. It is not made possible just by the

funds of the government of Ontario in this

reccard.

There are more and more people actually

being driven into institutions. The minister

will say, "We want to de-emphasize this:

we want to control the institutionalization of

the elderly," but they are not doing that by
providing the alternatives in the community
that the elderly require if they are going to

stav in their own homes.

We hear, "We have to restrain; we have
to cut back," but I think sometimes they are

cutting off their noses to spite their faces in

these things. It is often the case where

money spent today is going to save a good
deal more money on the same thing later

down the line. I don't believe that is being
looked at now.

The next thing I want to speak about is

the children's aid societies of Ontario. There

is a sad story. Of the 51 children's aid so-

cieties in Ontario, 31 of them appealed their

budgets for 1979 because they saw what we
see. The workload was increasing, there were

more programs such as child-abuse pro-

grams—very good and logical programs—put
at their door, and they had to have more

help to accomplish them. They did get a

small increase for the child-abuse program,
but the general increeise was totally \mable

to carry the load. Thirty-one societies out of

51 appealed their budgets.
On the other hand, 22 mimicipalities ap-

pealed their share of the budget. So here we
have a situation where the budget of the

dhildren's aid societies is not sufficient to do

the work that is allocated to them, which is

obvious to us all, and on the other hand we
have the municipalities appealing against

how much they have to pay in their 20 per
cent to the children's aid societies. What a

terrible situation.

There is no need for me to go into the

increase in work load of the children's aid

societies. With the breakdown of families

and all the things that have gone with that,

the work of the children's aid societies has

increased astronomically over the last five or

six years. I noted in a newspaper that the

Association of Municipalities of Ontario were

going to meet last Friday with a view to

saying that they should take over the chil-

dren's aid societies. That was one of the

main things they were going to do. I say
that would be a mistake. The municipalities
of Ontario have a regressive form of taxa-

tion. They simply don't have the funds to

pay for something so important to the future

of Ontario as the children's aid societies.

I believe there should be no change. The
children's aid societies were started by good,

God-fearing people in the communities band-

ing together as societies to look after the

children in need. Let us keep that input, let

us keep the municipal input, and let us keep
the provincial input. But it is going to have
to be increased or we are going to pay
through the nose a few years down the line.

Those children who have not been looked

after by the niggardly response of this gov-
ernment will be in institutions that are go-

ing to require a lot more money down the

road.

8:30 p.m.

I have covered the four major issues about

which I wanted to speak. I am looking for-

ward to working with the government to

provide these needs for our people. I want
to be able to criticize when those needs are

not being met. I urge the ministries re-

sponsible for these areas to take some leader-

ship so that we will be in a position to take

advantage of all the possibilities of 1980 in

Ontario.

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, if order in a

speech means anything, energy is the gov-
ernment's priority in 1981. From the throne

speech: "Ontario will seek to lead a full-

scale energy initiative that combines re-

sponsibility, resolve and resources towards

ensuring provincial and national security in

the 1980s." It's a back-to-the-basics cur-

riculum for energy policy; the three R's,

according to the Minister of Energy (Mr.

Welch).
It's a notable throne speech, not simply

because it places priority on energy, but also

because, for the first time, the government

gives priority among energy efiForts to a

policy of conservation. According to the

speech, the government wiU "embark on an

extensive and ambitious energy program for

ths 1980s, a principal objective of w'hich
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will be to reduce our dependence on crude

oil." It continues: "The most easily achieved

and quickly developed approach towards this

goal is through energy conservation."

These are welcome words, even though it

has taken so long to hear them said by this

government. I feel our thanks must go directly
to the Minister of Energy. Recently, he quoted
from the report on energy which Darcy
McKeough had prepared for the government
in 1973. At that time Mr. McKeough com-
mented: "Ontario has one of the world's

highest per capita rates of energy consump-
tion. The province has historically had an
abundant supply of energy at a relatively
low cost which has influenced the patterns
of industrial development and domestic use.

iTie province has historically been more
concerned with an assiurance of adequate
energy supply than with the efficiencies and
conservation in the use of energy."

Mr. McKeough's conclusion was: "In a

period of rapidly rising costs and incipient
short supply we must now be as preoccupied
with efficiency and moderation in demand
as in enhancing the supply of energy."
Those were wise words back in 1973. One

has only to compare the disappointing quan-
tities of oil which have so far been produced
by the Syncrude project with the amount of

saved oil that could have been produced,
each year, by the investment of $100 million

in insulating oil-burning buildings in Ontario

to know what the enlightened Mr. McKeough
meant. He was also correct in describing the

preoccupation of Ontario with increasing tra-

ditional supplies of energy, because that's

exactly the choice this government proceeded
to do.

The Conservatives invested $100 million

in the Syncrude project. While we got our

money back, we haven't seen much oil, even
at world prices for Syncrude oil. If the gov-
ernment had taken Mr. McKeough's analysis

seriously, we could have lent that $100 mil-

lion to Ontario homeowners and small busi-

nesses, had our money retiumed as they
saved on energy cost and produced an

energy saving equivalent to 600,000 barrels

of oil each year in the past and every year
in the future.

The Syncrude deal produced a profit for

the Ontario Energy Corporation, but a com-

parable insulation loan program would have

produced a profit where the Conservatives

always claim they want to see it—in the

hands of thousands of individuals. It's not
as if the government's fixation with Syncrude-
like ventures is firmly behind us. According
to the 1978 annual report of the Ontario

Energy Corjwration, the corporation has al-

ready spent almost $12 million as one of
four partners in the ill-fated Polar Gas pro-
ject. If this project gets under way at all, it

would probably be designed initially to pro-
vide natural gas for the export market, be-
cause it would not be an economic venture
for the domestic market until about the year
2000.

In si>ite of this fact, the Conservatives point
proudly to the Polar Gas project as one of
the major investments in energy resource

development which the OEC will undertake
on our behalf in the next year or so. Surely
if Ontario is going to be making major in-

vestments in the natural gas field, it would
be more appropriate to consider purchasing
natural gas holdings in Alberta which are

ready to market at current prices, rather than

investing in high-risk Polar Gas investments
which may only have an export iK)tential if,

indeed, they turn out to have any market
potential at all.

But let's retmn to the question of the
Ontario government's priorities in the energy
field as they are outlined in the speech. I

suppose there's no use crying over wasted
oil, but one would wish that the current gov-
ernment enthusiasm for energy efficiency had
been unleashed seven years ago. Better late

than never, of course, and certainly the cur-
rent Minister of Energy seems intent on get-
ting the government's priorities straightened
around. We welcome that. We'll monitor the

government's deeds as well as its words in

the area of energy efficiency, because the

importance of making our energy use more
efficient cannot be exaggerated, and the

seven-year deficit in government iK>licy has
been outrageous.
We turn oiu* attention now to those ele-

ments of the throne speech which deal with

energy supply. We see a few more new
wrinkles. The government promises to

"•carry out initiatives in such areas as energy
from waste, synthetic liquid fuel, oognera-
tion, upgrading of heavy fuel oil, small

hydro-electric developments, and the full

development of our nuclear power capacity
for industrial purposes."

These are all useful and interesting pro-

posals, many of which have been processed

previously by government press releases, and
some of them should now be well estab-

lished. The Energy from Waste program, for

example, has been recycled rhetorically ever

since I arrived in this Legislature and, in

fact, as far back as 1972. All this was with

the promise that the Solid Waste Reduction

Unit project for garbage burning in Hamilton

would soon have the bugs worked out and
be pumping out useful energy. But when we
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run through the estimated in-service dates for

inunicii>al solid waste projects under evalua-

tion in Ontario^all of which are provided
for our delectation in the glossy publication
called Energy from Waste: A Program for

Ontario, which last week rated a press con-

ference plus a luncheon hosted by the minis-

ter—if we run through that list only one of

12 projects may be under way this year, and

poor old Swam, which was commissioned in

1972, now has a projected in-service date

of 1983.

Another interesting piece of information to

be garnered from the Energy from Waste

glossy pulblication is that of the 72 miUion

barrels of oil per year equivalent projected
for the Energy from Waste program by
1995, one third "could be in the form of

synthetic liquid fuels made from agricultural
and other forms of waste." However, the

pubhcation notes that methanol "can be

produced from a variety of sources, includ-

ing natural gas, coal, crude oil" and, almost

as an afterthought, "peat and biomass." In

the words of the poet, one might think,

"Some agricultin^, some waste."

I hope that once the Ministry of Energy

gets togetfher a mimeographed sheet of details

about its plans for the Edwardsburgh hybrid
poplar pilot project we will see that it is

designed to demonstrate—or, as Atomic

Energy of Canada Limited would say, to

prove—the eflBciency of producing biomass

energy, though not from waste, and not to

prove what we already know, which is tfiat

natmal gas, coal and crude oil can be lique-

fied at reasonable cost.

8:40 p.m.

The flashy document entitled Energy from

Waste will provide questions enough for

several hours of estimates considerations; so

111 move hghtly from the government pro-
mise of "initiative in such areas as energy
from waste and synthetic fuels" to the

promise concerning cogeneration.

Cogeneration in Ontario is practically a

black hole, an absolute vacmmi. Industry
doesn't oogenerate for itself because industry

has not boen informed that current account-

ing methods misinterpret the economic bene-

fits of cogeneration, and industry does not

cogenerate electricity for the electric grid

because Hydro won't buy it.

Industrial cogeneration of electricity in

California is a huge success. The reason, in

the words of Emilio Varanini, commissioner
of the California Energy Commission, to the

select committee on Ontario Hydro affairs,

was: "What we did was, the Public Utility

Commission of California ordered the utility

to pay full marginal price for cogenerated

energy." In other words, if you are a cogen-
erator you see a price that's the equivalent
of being a nuclear generator, for example.
So if you're generating at a cost of 10 mills

per kilowatt-hour, or w^hatever it might be,

and the cost of nuclear was 40 mills per

kilowatt-'hour, you put 30 mills in yoiu"

pocket. That's the way to do it.

Next is the promise of an initiative to up-

grade heavy fuel oil. Everyone knows heavy
oil can be upgraded now; so what has the

government promised? The problem's not

technical. The problem is not the economics.

The problem is skewed markets and ridicu-

lous contracts. All that is needed is the initia-

tive or the will to straighten them out. Why
doesn't the government simply announce

that it intends to achieve that goal in

straightening out the market and drop the

sonorous tone that implies ethereal effort?

Then we move to the initiative promise
for small hydro-electric developments. Here
I must pause and pay tribute to the energy
critic for the Liberal Party. The member for

Halton-Burlington (Mr. J. Reed) believes in

small-scale hydro-electric projects. That's not

hard. More than that, he has for four and a

half years told the government that the

financial figures on which Ontario Hydro had

rejected small-scale hydro-electric develop-
ment were totally screwy. That is hard, but

not for the member, because he owns a

small-scale hydro-electric project.

He has at last convinced the government

enough that Hydro has been forced to come

up with a list of hydro-electric projects which

are economically sound, even if they aren't

particularly small. The problem is that Hydro

plans to take as long to develop this list as

it would take to build a major nuclear plant
in an era of violent envirormiental opposi-

tion and dropping demand projections. It's a

real wonder.
Then there's the final initiative in the

throne speech: the promise to "move to the

full development of our nuclear power
capacity for industrial purposes." This is,

indeed, an interesting proposal, and it has

been recycled more often than a Christmas

turkey. What it means, of course, is that

two thirds of the energy from nuclear re-

actors, which is now poured into our Great

Lakes, will be tapped to make things grow.

What things is really a moot point. The

problem with growing food in a nuclear en-

viroimient is that the food tends to end up

containing non-negligible amounts of the

nuclear enviroimient which tends to be radio-

active.
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According to the best Hydro estimates,

based on studies of tomatoes and cucumbers,

you'd have to eat about five poimds of

tomatoes a week grown in this enviroiunent,

every week, to achieve a significant intake

of carbon 14, for example. I can just see the

label: "Foodland Ontario—the AECB advises

that this product can be injurious to your

health, and danger to health increases with

the amount eaten." It sounds like the slogan
that was fed to the native peoples of

Wabigoon River.

Fi^h grow well in warm waters too, but

the fish condominium idea, which created

such a big splash just a few months ago, is

no longer mentioned in the recycled nuclear

energy proposals. We haven't seen scale or

fin of it for months now. Perhaps its position
on the back burner is related to the fact

that commercial fishing has been long banned
in Lake Huron; PCBs, you know.
For a few fleeting weeks after I first heard

of the idea for fish farms from nuclear-warm-

ed water, I had the hope that we were on the

verge of proving that nuclear radioactivity
had at least one benefit for health outside

of hospitals. Pei^haps it could destroy PCBs.
Before I could investigate this possibility,
the government stopped issuing press re-

leases about the fish farm condominiums. I

should have known better when this govern-
ment talked about condominiums, but that's

for another speech.
These are, in sum, the major "new" initia-

tives in energy policy whi^h the throne

speech oflFers. Let's make no mistake; they
are policy areas where intiatives would be
most welcome.
The Minister of Energy announced on

March 13 that "within the next year or so,"

the Ontario Energy Corporation "could'' be

making capital investments of $40 million in

several areas.

One area of activity is resource develop-
ment, meaning the polar gas project and
three other joint projects to explore oil,

natural gas and lignite coal. A second area is

alternative energy, involving two projects:
tihe use of municipal solid waste, and feasibil-

ity studies for methanol and ethanol fuels. A
third area is power-sharing, which means
agriculture can use waste heat at Pickering
and Bruce and a review of small-^scale hydro.
A fourth area is transportation, involving
negotiations on a public-transit information

program, a proixwal for a van-pool operation,
and the proposed "examination" of more
efficient automobile engines.
When one reads all this, one has to be at

least dubious. The Ontario Energy Corpora-

tion is nowhere near making capital invest-

ments of $40 million on such projects, and
it is clear that famous phrase "in the fullness

of time" is about to be displaced by the

phrase "in a year or so." The Ministry of

Energy, headed by Malcolm Rowan, doesn't

have its act together well enough so that su<J»

talk can be taken seriously, even if the On-
tario Energy Corporation were not also head-
ed by Malcolm Rowan.

Let's move on. The throne speech intrigues
us with initiative and then it declares: "At
the same time, greater reliance will be placed
on natural gas and electricity as substitutes

for petroleum products." First, we are given
the promise of energy efficiency i>rograms as

priority number one. Next we have the

promise of these aforementioned' initiatives.

Then we have the oflFer of greater reliance

on natural gas and electricity.
Given that the first two areas of promise

are still ephemeral in terms of real programs,
I suppose we had better have an oflFer of

greater reliance on something. What exactly
is the government proposing? It is easy to

have a reliance on old standbys, and as oil

prices and' even oil supplies become more

dicey by the day, it is probably easy to

develop "greater reliance" on nat\u"al gas and

electricity. If we place greater reliance on
these two old standbys, will natural gas

actually be available, and vdll it be available

at a bearable price to Ontario? Will elec-

tricity, w'hich is over-available, and will

continue to be over-available in terms of

megawatts on paper, be available in a form
that will heat our homes and run our trans-

portation, and will it be available at a price
that is bearable?

8:50 p.m.

If the government can't provide clear

answers in these two areas, it should not be

pronouncing itself in favour of "greater
reliance" on natural gas and electricity. Seek
as we may, we can find no evidence that the

government actually has clear aswers to these

questions.

This is the government that has done no

comprehensive analysis of the nature of the

Ontario private vehicle fleet or the reasons

why V8s make up the same proportion, about

58 per cent, of that private fleet as they did

five years ago. That same government had no

plans to deal with heating oil shortages if

the past winter had been normally cold. That

same government helped defeat a federal

Conservative government in its infancy be-

cause Ontario consumers and industry were

not being protected at the national level.
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What has this government done to protect
us in the traditional energy field? In policy
terms, this government hasn't even provided
a sophisticated analysis of what we use energy
for or how, in specific ways, we could use
it better. In program terms, it has treated

the energy question as if the problems would
disappear with a wave of a few provincial

press releases and a federal government which
made decisions based solely on Ontario's need
for cheap, traditional energy supplies.

This government helped create a federal

government which will see us pay perhaps
50 cents less for a 1980 barrel of oil at the

wellhead, but at what price? When Mr.
Lalonde has done with his striptease, we will

probably find out that he has traded a year's

supply of natural gas to Ontario, which is

approximately the size of the new exi)ort

application by Pan-Alberta. He bas traded
that for a measly 50 cents on oil, w'hich we
will have to pay anyway some time in the
next five years.

What is this government saying to the
National Energy Board about the exTX)rt of

half a trillion cubic feet of the natural gas
on which we are supposed to have greater
reliance? If we look at the documents
Ontario presented to the NEB hearing which
just concluded, we would have to be kind to

say they contain seven pages of argument-
seven pages that include the notice of intent

to intervene, plus the "final argument." On
top of that, the argument is not very strong.

It is not just in the current hearings of the

National Energy Board tihat the Ontario

Conservatives have failed us. The previous
hearing, late in 1979, was for the export of

3 75 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. The
Conservative government in Manitoba pre-
sented such an excellent case against the

export that the NEB had to worry itself for

several x>ages of findings to try to dismiss

the Manitoba presentation. The Ontario pres-
entation was cast aside in a few lines.

It is not only the supplies of natural gas
which this government fails to protect. When
was the last time we heard a vigorous argu-
ment presented by this government on the

subiect of unpegging the price of natural gas
—w'hich we have in such surplus we must

export—from the price of oil, which we must

import? There is grave cause for concern

about, and even suspicion of, the Ontario

Conservative government on the matter of

natural gas. Natural gas now is abundant in

this country. It is a bargain, even at the

pegged rate of 85 per cent of the cost of the

BTU equivalent of oil, and it is beating elec-

tricity hollow in the heating market of

Ontario, But, as anyone can see, there is a

price for natural gas at which electricity will

be able to compete for new heating markets
in Ontario.

Is it the aim of this government to see

that price achieved? Is it the aim of this

government to oversee the development of a
natural gas shortage through the same
mechanism that gave us our ofl deficiency?
Is it possible that this government cares

more about protecting itself from well

founded accusations of negligent spending on
the nuclear mission than it cares about the

real energy security of the Ontario economy?
These are bitter questions. It's not healthy
to have to ask such questions about the

motives of the government, but it is time we
had some answers.

These days the energy bill in Ontario

hovers around the $11 billion mark. Of that

bill, over $3 billion is si)ent through Ontario

Hydro. The Ministry of Energy proposes
now to double its budget for the coming

year and spend about $31 million to help us

analyse, plan and meet our energy needs for

today and for the 1980s. I would be happy
to see that budget increased if I felt con-

fident that the ministry was capable of car-

rying out the grand phrases of the speech
from the throne! "It goes without saying that

th^ fundamental changes imphcit in a new
energy horizon for Ontario will necessarily
be present in the shaping of our economic
futm"e."

I have read that phrase many times now,
and I actually think I know what it means.

I have even got to the point where I think

I approve of what I think it means, but

maybe I am wrong. Maybe -we should just

expand Mr. Welch's three R's in the throne

speech to four. We could make it respon-

sibility, resolve, resources and rhetoric.

Mr. J. Johnson: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to thank you for the opportunity and

privilege of adding my comments in support
of this government during the throne speech
debate. Her Honour, the Lieutenant Gov-

ernor, in her remarks made on March 11,

outlined many positive steps this govern-
ment intends to take during the fourth ses-

sion of this parliament. I intend to add my
full support, as the member for Wellington-

Dufferin-Peel, to these initiatives.

I believe there are two major concerns of

the constituents of my riding and the people
of Ontario. First is the rising level of infla-

tion and the second is the ever-increasing

demand for more job opportunities in this

province. Tlie throne speech highlights many
positive steps this government intends to

take, if the opportunity is presented, to
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tackle these very major provincial problems.
Over the last four years this government
has demonstrated its responsible budgetary
management. For the first time in five years
Ontario's projected total cash deficit has

dropped below $1 billion. This fact clearly
reflects the growing strength of the Ontario

economy. This is a very positive achieve-

ment, especially during a time of very slow

real growth in Canada and North America.
This government knows there is still a great
deal to be done. I believe it is vital that all

of us, and especially the leaders of this

province as well as those across Canada, are

honest about our circumstances as a modem,
highly developed and infinitely complex eco-

nomic country.

Despite the ravages of inflation, Ontario's

economy continues to be strong and the

backbone of the Canadian economy. Ontario

shows no serious signs of decline now and

certainly will not in the near future. There
is no place for complacency, but Canada is

not about to fly apart and our Ontario

economy is not winding down.

(During the past 10 years, Ontario led

Canada in employment growth. We have
created an average of 121,000 new jobs in

each of the last three years. That represents
40.8 per cent of all jobs created across

Canada and is well in excess of the province's
37 per cent share of Canada's working-age
I)opulation.

This government is committed to strength-

ening the private sector. Consequently, both
our government and the government of

Canada must assume an active and openly
co-operative responsibility to help our com-
munities adjust to change and, when neces-

sary, help our industries realize their full

potential.

9 p.m.

The first step to achieve this goal is the

urgent need to come to grips with the over-

riding and menacing reality that as a country
we are not winning the fight against infla-

tion. Inflation will strangle creative growth,
the credibility of our market, the economy
and all the fine goals we share in this Legis-
lature. This very complicated problem can-
not be solved by one simple solution or by
one government or even one province. I be-
lieve this challenge cannot be successfully
addressed without some reasonable level of
national agreement. The government of

Canada, the 10 provincial legislatures and,
most important, the private business sector
must participate together in discussions
aimed at developing a new, vigorous and

independent economic policy for Canada.

Two sectors of the economy that are hit

hardest by inflation and tight financial times

are small businesses and the agricultural

community. Small businesses account for 40

per cent of total employment in Ontario.

There are 240,000 small businesses in On-
tario, accounting for 23 per cent of total

sales. Largely Canadian-owned and de-

veloped in response to local conditions, small

businesses provide regional growth in all

parts of Ontario. I strongly feel that small

businesses contribute significantly to the

economic strength of Ontario. This can be
maximized only if they are assisted and en-

couraged to develop, to become financially

secure and anchored in their local com-

munities, and to increase their competitive-
ness in both domestic and international

markets.

As an incentive to encourage investment,

this government will be continuing the small

business develooment corporation program.
As a rural member on the fringes of Toronto
and Hamilton, I also fully support the con-

tinuation of the Emplovment Development
Fund and expansion of the Ontario Develop-
ment Corporation to encourage Canadians to

purchase foreign-owned businesses, especially
the many Canadian subsidiaries in my riding
and in the province as a whole.
The small business development program

announced by this government last Friday
is another positive step in assisting the private
sector to retain its full potential. This pro-

gram provides marketing and promotional
assistance to a maximum of $7,500. Small

businesses introducing a new product line

will then be able to provide the high profile

needed to reach fresh markets and a fightinc

chance to become successful in a very com-

petitive marketplace.
Additional assistance through the program

will be the TAP rebate program, technologi-
cal assessment and planning. The aim is to

encourage small business to utilize the con-

sulting services of research professionals,

scientists, engineers and technologists from
the Ontario Research Foundation or from a

contract research agency. The program will

cover 90 per cent of the cost to a maximum
of $3,600.

The small business development program
will also improve communication between

government and the small private sector,

making its needs and concerns known. This

will be accomplished by a province-wide
board of directors to assist owners of small

firms with advice and information and in

obtaining government contracts. The Ontario

Development Corporation and the Ontario
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Research Foundation, to reflect more active

assistance to small companies, have had an
additional $600,000 in funding added to

their budgets to finance the two new
programs.

Ontario's Shop Canadian program is an-

other initiative undertaken by the govern-
ment. Ontario provides a little over eight
million customers to the business of the prov-
ince; yet Ontario still imports over $1.7 bil-

lion worth of agricultural products. The
farming community of this province could

feasibly replace $767 million worth or 45

percent of the imported produce. Canadians
must be encouraged to support Canadian
farmers, processors and manufacturers. This

government will continue to encourage this

practice through the Foodland Ontario pro-
gram and through the Shop Canadian pro-

gram of the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Grossman).

Multinational firms will be encouraged to

purchase Canadian-made parts and supplies.
This initiative represents an extension of the

Shop Canadian program designed to in-

crease the public awareness of the importance
of supporting Canadian-manufactured prod-
ucts when shopping at the local shopping
centre. As a rural member, it is encouraging
to see the increased interest this government
is taking in the rural agricultural com-
mimities.

A number of very positive programs aimed
at assisting Ontario farmers were announced
by Her Honour last March 11. Energy man-
agement is a growing concern in rural On-
tario, due to the farm communities' heavy
dependence on petroleum and fertilizers. The
agriculture energy from waste program is a

positive first step in assuring farmers of

enough energy to carry on a viable, produc-
tive business when energy supphes become
limited in the not too distant future.

While our agricultural sector does not use
a large percentage of Canada's energy re-

sources, approximately three i>er cent, it is a
very vital percentage, and at the oresent
time requires gasoline and diesel fuel, with
no other alternatives being available. For the

wellbeing of all Canadians I hope we aU
recognize and support the priority of the

energy needs of the agricidtural community.
Mr. Kerrio: Haven't you any confidence

in the minister's gasohol program?

Mr. J. Johnson: Not yet.

This government plans to further increase

the drainage loans which will assist in in-

creasing Ontario's agricultural productivity.
Last Feibruary, the Minister of Agriculture
and Food (Mr. Henderson) made additional

funds available for approved projects up to

March 1980. The increased funding was
aimed at eliminating the entire backlog of

completed and inspected projects.
For the information of the members, I

might mention the amounts of funding for

this project: In April 1979, $18 million was
allocated for tile drainage, and an additional

$2 million was further allocated later in the

year. In February of this year $6 million

more was added to this funding and last

week $5 million more was allocated to com-

plete tfie ftmding of this very important

project, making a total commitment of $31
million for the fiscal year 1979-80. To date,
3.2 miUion acres of land has been drained

and another three million acres is expected
to be tiled within the next three decades.

I'm pleased to see this program continu-

ing with increased funding for the 1980s to

be announced in the near future. I have

supported this program since its inception
and it is one of the most fully utilized

government programs.
Tlie introduction of the livestock protec-

tion fund by this government will guarantee
the future of many independent farming
businesses. The new fund will enable the

establishment of a financial protection pro-

gram for beef farmers. In recent years live-

stock producers and dealers have lost

something over half a million dollars as a

result of buyer bankruptcies. A number of

farmers have sufi^ered large financial losses

and long-term hardship as a result.

The new self-sustaining financial protec-
tion program will be funded in the long
term by the parties directly concerned.

Under the proposed legislation, producers of

other classes of livestock may also have

financial protection plans set up.
I might mention at this time the continu-

ing involvement of this government in the

research and development sector. Later this

month, the new swine research centre oper-

ating at Arkell, in conjunction with the

University of Gueliph and the Ontario Porfc

Producers' Marketing Board, will be open.
One area of agriculture that I'm very

concerned about is the nonresident foreign

ownership of prime Ontario farm land. Dur-

ing the last session, I fully supported my
colleague the member for Middlesex (Mr.

Eaton) by seconding his private member's
bill calling for all Ontario nonresidents who
want more than 25 acres of farm land to

register their holdings. The registration of

private and corporate ownership is needed

when 25 per cent or more of the corporation
is owned by a noru*esident.

9:10 p.m.
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I am pleased to see that the government
plans to introduce similar legislation this ses-

sion that will protect the agricultural future

and independence of our Ontario fanning
communities.

Mr. Kerrio: Jack Riddell's bill, probably.

Mr. J. Johnson: No. This bill will allow

local farmers to expand their businesses,

preserve the rural communities and guaran-
tee that prime agricultural land will remain

in production and under tfhe protection of a

farmer who wiU maintain both his farm and

land in order to protect his investments.

Absentee land owners do not have the same

reputation for long-term productivity.
A program that, in the future, could give

additional financial support to farmers and

rural communities and, at the same time,

add to the growth of Ontario's tourist in-

dustry, is the Ontario Farm Vacation Pro-

gram. The member for Viotoria-Haliburton

(Mr. Eakins) might be interested in this

program. ^This is clearly one small area of

the tourist industry that, as yet, has not

been fully developed. Farm vacations would

provide an attractive alternative form of

vacationing for tourists, both from inside

Ontario and from otber parts of North

America and Europe.
I plan to attend the upcoming Canadian

Country Vacation Association meeting in St.

Jacobs near Kitchener this fall. The concept
of farm vacations is based on farmers pro-

viding accommodation either within the farm-

hoxise or, if possible, small cottages that will

offer increased privacy to the vacationers. I

believe there are many urban residents who
would enjoy and benefit from experiencing
life on the farm. In particular, I would sug-

gest that this sort of vacation would appeal
to families with children who had never seen

or been near a farm. I hope the government
will not only endorse this program, but also

provide the resources that will enable it really

to get off the ground.

Mr. Kerrio: Get cracking. Jack.

Mr. J. Johnson: We'll repeat it to Larry
when he returns.

TThe Ministry of Housing has recently an-

nounced the continuation of the Main Street

Revitalization Program. I have many com-
munities with populations below 30,000. This

program is designed to assist these small

Ontario communities to improve and upgrade
their dowTitown areas. Many small towns
often lack the capability to generate the front-
end funding necessary for initiating improve-
ment projects. The provincial government will

provide low-interest loans of up to $150,000
to help the community improve and beautify

municipally owned lands, buildings and

eligible areas. The Housing ministry has ear-

marked $5 million for this program.
The Ministry of Housing is also taking

steps to assist municipalities that operate
Ontario Housing Corporation facilities. These

municipalities will no longer have to share
in the operating loss of these rental units.

This will mean an estimated saving of about

$20.5 million annually for the more than 300

municipalities in which OHC subsidies are

now being paid. Under the new arrange-

ment, which takes effect April 1, the province
will al>sorb the municipality's 7.5 per cent of

the share of the losses.

Some additional programs recently intro-

duced by this government are the energy
conservation programs, such as van and car

pooling, in which I encourage my constituents

to become involved*. Many of the people in

the Wellington-DulFerin-Peel area travel to

Toronto and Hamilton to work. I believe

these commuters should become involved in

a very eflFective energy saving program such

as this.

The Minister of Correctional Services (Mr.

Walker) introduced the Correctional Institu-

tions Food Self-Sufficiency Program. This

program promotes food self-sufiiciency at oiu"

correctional institutions. It now costs the pro-
vincial government $131 million a year to

keep 5,000 inmates in provincial jails and
correctional centres. Institutional operating
costs at present amount to $50 per day per
inmate. The total cost of feeding inmates

annually is approximately $5 million.

Mr. Kerrio: Don't let them grow bean-

stalks.

Mr. J. Johnson: Many of your friends are

in there, and I know you want them out

for the election.

The purpose of this program is to reduce

costs and place more of the correctional cost

burden on inmates and less on the taxpayers
of Ontario. Having inmates grow most of their

own food requirements will significantly re-

dluce the institutions' annual food bill as well

as providing a healthy environment for the

inmates. This is definitely a step in the right

direction.

The Ministry of Health is continuing its

efiPorts to restructure our health system to

meet the needs of our ageing population. The

expansion of the chronic home-care program
is one excellent way in which patients and

taxpayers benefit. The patients are returned

to their homes and receive the support oi

their families and visiting nurses or home

keepers. The taxpayers benefit because the

patients are not taking up costly hospital beds
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and tend to recover faster at home. Since

most of the patients are over 65, their OHIP
costs are free.

I've had some small experience in ex-

amining the OHIP system. It is this kind of

program—one of many—that goes on serving

people very quietly and eflBciently that makes
me realize there are a great many good
things in our health-care system. Having
served on the select committee on health

care financing and costs vi^hich was set up
by this Legislature to review our health-c^e

system, and having examined and compared
Ontario's system to that of other provinces,
the United States and several European
countries, I want to state emphatically that

we in Ontario are blessed with one of the
best health-care systems in the world. All of
us are pretty fortunate to have so many
highly skilled people to count on when we
really need them.

As a member of the resources develop-
ment committee during the previous session,
I participated quite actively in the examina-
tion of acidic precipitation in this province
and the terrible effects it is having on On-
tario's lakes, rivers, forests and wildlife. I am
pleased to hear the Inco Metals Company is

at present developing two diflFerent processes
that will reduce the emissions from North
America's largest point source by 50 per
cent. This will move Ontario one step closer

to fulfilling its commitment of doing its share
in solving the North American acid rain

problem.
Most precipitation in Ontario is a result

of the northerly transport of moist air from
the Gulf of Mexico and the midwest United
States. Their acidic air masses, originating in

Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago and the Ohio
Valley, deposit 80 per cent of the sulphur
and nitrogen falling in Canada. I fully sup-
port the Minister of the Environment (Mr.
Parrott) in calling for an international agree-
ment with the United States in order to
attack this problem.

Mr. Kerrio: Put them down in Niagara on
the SCA thing. We have a lot of work.

Mr. J. Johnson: Even if we could com-

pletely eliminate every source in Ontario, it

would not resolve our problem. This must
be a joint effort between our neighbours and
ourselves. An arrangement, much like the

International Joint Commission, which is suc-

cessfully cleaning up the Great Lakes, is

needed. I see the member for Niagara Falls

(Mr. Kerrio) is nodding in agreement. Acidic

precipitation is not a problem that is going
to go away overnight. Ontario is committed

to doing its part to resolve the problem. I

hope other jurisdictions will follow Ontario's

lead.

J'm very pleased to see the government
will be streamlining and improving Ontario

Municipal Board hearings and Environ-

mental Assessment Board hearings. The white

paper on the Planning Act outlines the pro-

posed changes for cutting red tape and

reducing the number of planning-related ap-

peals to the Ontario Municipal Board and

the Environmental Assessment Board. An
omnibus streamlining bill wdll be introduced

this fall which will include the appropriate
amendments to all applicable acts and regu-
lations.

9:20 p.m.

Mr. Speaker, I again would like to thank

you for the opportunity of participating in

this debate. The government of this province
has introduced many excellent programs that

will benefit the people of Ontario. I fully

support these programs and will make an

extra effort to assist both the small business

investors of the province and Ontario's agri-

cultural committees.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber for the great riding of Rainy River.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Ruston: Notice he says "the great

riding," not "the great member."

Mr. T. P. Reid: It is certainly nice to have

friends, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. F. S. Miller: How would you know?

Mr. T. P. Reid: When I finish with you,

you will know you have one fewer.

Mr. Speaker, I want to speak on three or

four topics, none of which was mentioned in

the throne speech and all of which were
noticeable by their absence.

I want to speak first about the land use

policies of the present Conservative admin-
istration in Ontario. They are the most

balled-up, screwed-up, contradictory pro-

grams that we have in this province. It is

almost unbelievable what the Conservatives

have done to crown land use in Ontario.

With regard to that, I want to deal with

two topics. One is the present policy of the

government in regard to crown land leasing
and the purchase of lots, and the other is

the general subject of crown land policy.

I want to deal with something I find com-

pletely unbelievable and almost despicable
that this government has done—what is

referred to by the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Auld) as his lease conversion

program.
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I and others were very strong some years

ago on the fact that much of our crown land

and cottage lots, particularly in northern

Ontario, was being bought up by nonresi-

dent Canadians, mostly Americans. In parts

of my riding of Rainy River, 70 to 80 per
cent of the crown land was owned by Amer-
icans. It was with that in mind that I and
others suggested vehementiy that this pro-

gram should come to an end, and that we
shouldn't be selling our birthright and our

country in this wholesale maimer.

After years of browbeating, the then ad-

ministration decided not only that non-

residents could not buy crown land, but that

residents could not buy crown land either.

We went into a crown lease situation where
a x)erson was able to lease a lot from the

Ministry of Natural Resources, but was un-

able to purchase it. The government, when
it found something wrong, instead of treat-

ing the disease, buried the body instead.

This was a program that while not uni-

versally accepted—everybody wasn't happy
with it—people learned to live with and
could accept what they were paying as far

as leases went, and were prepared to con-

tinue doing so. Then, Mr. Speaker, while the

present Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller), who
was then in one of his earlier metamorphoses
as the Minister of Natural Resources, was
over in Romania or Czechoslovakia or

Hungary—

Hon. F. S. Miller: Yugoslavia.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Yugoslavia; I knew I would

get it sooner or later. The minister has a lot

of Yugoslavians in his riding, as you know,
Mr. Si>eaker.

The present Treasurer was then the Min-
ister of Natural Resources. While he was in

Yugoslavia, in Dubrovnik or wherever, at the

gambling tables, no doubt, the then previous

minister, the member for Kenora (Mr. Ber-

nier), convinced cabinet that there were votes

in it for them if they changed the policy of

leases and went back to selling crown land-

That was put in the throne speech and the

program was set in place. Since then it has

been an utter mess.

We now have the lease conversion pro-

gram of the present Minister of Natural Re-
sources. He has said to the people, primarily
in northern Ontario, "You can now buy your
lots at market value. You have to the end
of the calendar year 1980 to do so. If you
are not satisfied with the appraisal done by
the Ministry of Government Services, you
can get another appraisal, and then you and
the local district forester or district manager
can sit down and negotiate a price which

may be lower than what Government Services

assessed the lot at."

One point I wish to make clear is that the

Ministry of Government Services in Toronto

—Toronto, again—sent appraisers up to north-

em Ontario who were supposed to appraise a
lot in its undeveloped state in 1971-72.

People have had seven, eight or nine years
to improve their lots, to put in roads, to put
in hydro, to put in septic fields, to do every-

thing to make livable cottages, enjoyable for

themselves and their families.

We are taking an appraiser from Toronto,

whose experience is no doubt best in that

expensive territory in the Muskokas where
the Treasurer is well known as one of the

larger land holders, and where he will be

happy to retire after the next election.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I wUl make you a bet.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I didn't like the bets you
offered yesterday. The point is that we take

somebody from Toronto and we put him or

her up in northern Ontario and say; "Now
appraise this lot," if I may use a word that

I am sure will catch the Treasurer's atten-

tion, "in the virgin state of eight years ago
and tell us what that lot is worth at market

value." I emphasize again, we are taking

somebody whose exi)erience and training

have been in the high-cost land of southern

Ontario or, to coin a phrase, the near north

of the Muskokas, Huntsville, Hahburton and
that area.

AH of these appraisals came in at ridicu-

lous figures. People who have been paying

maybe $100 per year in rent find themselves

faced with cottage lots at the price of

$10,000 for a lot that has now been develop-

ed and improved by the owners. That is

supposed to have been market value at to-

day's prices, but based on some undeveloped
state that existed in 1971 or 1972.

9:30 p.m.

It is impossible for somebody, particularly

from the Toronto area, to come up and

visualize what that lot was like seven or

eight years ago. I want to put on the record

that I am for market value. I agree with

that. For years we gave otu- crown land

away cheaply to everybody, residents and

nonresidents alike. I agree with the market-

vaKie concept except for two matters. First

of all, it was this government itself which

created the high prices in land values by

cutting off the supply of crown land that was

going to be made available to the residents

of northern Ontario.

I don't have to tell members, I am sure,

that most people live in northern Ontario
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because they want to. They enjoy the for-

ests, the lakes, the outdoors, the fishing and

hunting. This government came along and
cut that enjoyment off for many people by
restricting the number of lots that, in the

first place, were available through the Minis-

try of Natural Resources, through its en-

vironmental restraints, through its planners
who came from Toronto and told us again
in northern Ontario what we wanted, rather

than the people in northern Ontario saying
what they wanted.

They created an artificial market by re-

stricting then the sale of crown lots which

automatically and obviously made the supply
of titled land that was available then inordi-

nately exx)ensive for almost anybody except
ovu- southern neighbours of wliom we know
there are 10 times as many as there are of

us. Many of the areas in northern Ontario

are relatively close to Chicago, Minneapolis,

Duluth, Milwaukee and these kinds of

centres.

The Ministry of Natural Resources in tihis

Conservative govemment-^and I won't say in

its wisdom, but in its stupidity-^created a

false market by restricting the amoiuits of

land that were available for lease if not sale.

It also drove the price up of a title deed to

property by three, four and five times the

value and put it out of reach, in most cases,

of a resident of nortihem Ontario.

Eight years later, tihe minister has the

nerve to come along and say, 'Tou can buy
this lot you have been leasing for the last

seven or eight years, but you have to buy it

at market value," That market value is a

false market value because it is a market
created by the ineptitude of the present

govermnent itself.

I hope that is dear, because many people
now who have been leasing for a nimi'ber of

years want to buy that property, but tfiey

cannot pay $10,000 for a lot on top of what

they put into building their cottage, putting
in the septic field and, in some cases, put-

ting in roads. I have talked to many of the

real estate agents in the area and tiiey say
these assessments done by Toronto ap-

praisers tihrou^ the Ministry of Government
Services are absolutely ridiculous. They don't

have any bearing on what the actual market
value is and certainly they don't have any
bearing on what that land was worth in its

undeveloped state.

Mr. Nixon: You had better go over that

again. The Minister of Government Services

(Mr. Wiseman) has just come in. He is

responsible for that fiasco.

Mr. T. P. Reid: The other point is that the

government has said in its wisdom, "We will

give you a break. We will be very generous
with you after we have already messed you
up completely. That break is, you can go out

and get a second appraisal. If it is too low

compared to the one that our Government
Services have come up with, of course then

you will have difficulty negotiating. But you
can go out and get another appraiser, get a

second opinion if you Hke, and then we will

negotiate and half of the cost of that second

appraisal will be deducted from the cost of

the lot."

Of course, what the Minister of Natural

Resources doesn't understand, or nobody
bothered to tell him—and he demandted this—

is that somebody from the Appraisal Institute

of Canada, with a special degree behind his

name, must do the assessment. We tried to

point out to the minister that there aren't

any of these particularly qualified people in

most of northern Ontario.

I think if one lives in Fort Frances ot

Atikokan or Kenora or Red Lake or Dryden,
the closest one is in Thunder Bay. It is going
to cost people in some instances $400, $500
and more to have this appraisal done. It

could run even higher tfhan that because

obviously if somebody has to travel from
Thundter Bay to Fort Frances or Kenora or

Red Lake, wherever it happens to be, and
travel back, that is a day travelling, a day
back and then the actual appraisal that has to

be done.

Then there is no guarantee that SLppraisal

or anything reasonable will be accepted by
the ministry; in fact, the tenor of the min-

ister's letter is, "Boy, you had better not

come in too low, or we are not even going
to talk to you about it."

The minister has turned down the sug-

gestion of the two organized groups in the

area—in Fort Frances and Kenora—that they
allow the appraiser to come in and appraise
one of a block of lots. Then he could use

that as the figure to give the people, who
are being dbne in by the government in this

regard, an even break at least on the ap-

praisal. The minister will not accept that. The
minister has said that the end of 1980 is the

last chance one gets to purchase these lots.

The average price of those lots is between

$8,000 and $10,000, at a time When interest

rates are running at 16% per cent prime,

which means from the bank 17% or 18

probably at the least. This government, with

the interests of the people of the north at

heart, is saying, "You go out and borrow

$8,000 or $10,000 at 18 per cent."

But that is not the end of the story. The

rest of the story is, if one doesn't wish to
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purchase and if one can't afford to purchase—
and many can't and will be unable to be-

cause of these high appraisals—one can con-

tinue one's lease. The leases are based on
10 per cent of the appraised value, according

to Government Services again. This means
that if your lot has been appraised at $10,000,

then you are paying somewhere in the neigh-
bourhood of $1,000 rent or lease per year.

For people making salaries that range from

$10,000 to $25,000, that is an awful lot of

money to be paying out in rent for a cottage

on top of their everyday living expenses
which in northern Ontario are higher than

they are in southern Ontario to begin with.

(I say this policy is unacceptable; it is unfair

to the people who live in northern Ontario.

It is unfair because they got into this situa-

tion, or were put into it by the government
itself in the first instance.

We have heard a lot about the Assisted

Home Ownership Program, how people were
sort of coerced into AHOP and that it is the

responsibility of the federal government and

perhaps the provincial government to assist

those people because they were induced into

that program and the government has a re-

sponsibility to ensure that they don't lose

their homes and they are not hurt.

I say that this government opposite has

that same responsibility to assist the people
of northern Ontario in regard to allowing
them to own a cottage lot in their part of

the world, in the part of the country that

they live in and they love. The government
should not be depriving them of that oppor-
tunity because of the mangled and contra-

dictory policies that this government has

come up with in the last 10 years in regard
to this aspect of crown land.

I hope the Treasurer, a former Minister

of Natural Resources, will pass these com-
ments on to his counterpart, the present
minister.

9:40 p.m.

I want to speak also about crown land

policy generally, again not touched upon in

the Throne speech. Two thirds of the land

mass of the province lies in northern Ontario.

Of that two thirds, at least 90 per cent is

crown land. Another example of the poor
planning, and twisted and contradictory

policies, is what that government opposite
has been doing for 37 years in regard to

crown land and the resources that go with
it in Ontario.

For years, I have been after the govern-
ment to cut dov^oi on the use of croviTi land

by nonresidents, who are able to come
into Ontario, bring their campers, tents.

trailers, all their food, all their supplies and
their liquor, and for the price of a fishing or

hunting licence be able, under legislation of

this Conservative government, to camp on

crown land for up to three weeks without it

costing them anything, without enforcement

on them, without any restrictions whatsoever.

We have been giving these resources away
for years. There is not another jurisdiction

that does it to the extent that this govern-
ment does.

The people of northern Ontario are fed

up with it. They are fed up with the fact

they can't own a lot and the government is

giving the rest of the northern country away
to our friends from the United States. I'm

sure, before the Treasurer leaves, he would
be the first to complain if there were lots of

crown land beside his tourist camp where

people could come and put up their tent,

throw their garbage on the beach, not leave

a nickel, but leave their tin cans for him to

pick up.
I have a fairly lengthy report here that

the present Minister of Natiu-al Resources

was kind enough to send me. It's entitled:

A Trial Program to Control Overnight Camp-
ing on Crown Land, Northwestern Region,
1974 to 1976. The report is dated May 1978.

It's an interesting report, and I take some
credit for it because in those days I was a

member of land use planning groups in

almost all of northwestern Ontario, I en-

deavoured to push the government to con-

trol crown land camping.
After a while I had convinced almost all

the land use groups that they should recom-

mend to the Minister of Natural Resources—

now the present Minister of Northern

Affairs (Mr. Bemier)— that we should have a

policy on crown land camping; we should

try to see whether we could control what

was going on. The minister finally responded
and set up a program with funding of

$675,000 for three years.

As is the wont of the Minister of Northern

Afi^airs, he never finished the program. He
did away with the program after three years

and we are back to the pork and beans

syndrome where people can come up, they

can use the crov^ni land, they can hunt, they

can fisfli and they can leave their garbage

and the Ontario taxpayer is left with the

mess and very few dollars in the pocket be-

cause those kinds of people do not spend

money in tourist establishments in Ontario,

and they don't provide any employment and

they don't provide any taxes.

How we can, in this province, keep squan-

dering these resoiurces instead of conserving
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them and using them, first of all, for the

benefit of the people of Ontario is beyond
me. A year ago in this Legislature I asked

the Minister of Natural Resources if he would
restrict nonresidents coming into Ontario to

licensed tourist camps, to provincial parks,
to licensed trailer parks or motels or hotels

and if—I add this at this time—he would
require them to use a guide when hunting
and fishing.

The minister's resix>nse was: "I don't

know how we can do that. We don't want
to put any restrictions on anybody. We
reallv don't see how we can do anything like

that." If you travel in the United States at

all, Mr. Speaker, you would know there is

no Dossibility of doing in any state in the

United States what an American is entitled

to do in Ontario, which is to go anywhere
in northern Ontario he wants, park his trailer,

pull his boat and motor with him, bring all

his groceries and all his liquor and camp
there on one spot for three weeks absolutely
free with hardly any restrictions on him at

all. I say there are hardly any restrictions

and there is hardly any enforcement. Mr.

Si>eaker, I know you are particularly inter-

ested in this.

As to enforcing the game and fish laws or

dealing with the garbage problem or what-
ever it is, in northwestern Ontario we have

approximately 250,000 square miles. The
whole northern area is two thirds of Ontario.

In northwestern Ontario with 250,000 square
miles, we have 21 conservation officers to go
around checking for fish and game violations.

Even those people opposite can figure out
themselves that that comes to a little over

10,000 square miles that each one of these

con«;ervation officers is supposed to patrol.
How do we know what these people are

takintr out of this province by way of game
and fish, whether they are obeying our laws
or what thev are doing? In fact, we don't
know. We do know about the hunting and
fishing pressure. More than two thirds of the

people, in northwestern Ontario at least, who
are hunting and fishing are nonresident

Americans; yet the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources is talking about restricting the fish-

ing and the hunting to residents because we
are allowing all these other freebies in at no
benefit to the province and the provincial

taxpayer.
The north-central area—an area again in

the Speaker's riding—is over 150,000 square
miles. There are 32 conservation officers. In

the northeastern area of the province there

are 32. Have you ever looked at a map, Mr.

Speaker? I am sure I don't have to ask you
that. In all of northern Ontario we have

about 110 conservation officers to enforce

our provincial laws over 750,000 square
miles.

That is just ridiculous. It can't be done;
it's an impossibility. We all know that. But
there's a way around that. If the government
would accept my suggestion of forcing these

people to stay in licensed establishments, as

is done in every state in the United States,
as far as I know, then the conservation of-

ficers wouldn't have to be covering 10,000

squares miles of bush. All they would have
to do is go around and check the camps and

say: "I want to see your freezer. I want to

see v/hat these people have by way of game
and fish."

Their garbage isn't removed from the bush
either. We are spending thousands and
thousands of dollars—it was $.500,000 about

eight years ago—for cleaning up garbage left

in the bush in northern Ontario, some of it

by Ontario residents, unfortunately. But the

majority of the x>eople in the bush are Amer-
icans who are not spending more than $10.50
for a fishing licence, most of them, or maybe
$40 or $50 for a hunting licence. And what
are we getting out of it?

If they were in these establishments, if

they were forced to stay there, the conserva-

tion officers could check them. It would
solve a lot of the garbage jyroblem. The
tourist operators would get revenue out of it.

We would see a burgeoning of tourist opera.-
tions in northern Ontario. We would see a

burgeoning of trailer parks.

9:50 p.m.

What is the incentive now for anybodv
to go into business in these establishments?

There is none because if one has a tourist

camp in the wilderness or down a road—
and this happens to friends of mine con-

stantly-where one has $100,000 or $250,000
worth of inve^tment by way of cabins and
all the facilities necessary, a porlc-and-beaner

can pull up beside the establishment, park
down at the end of the be^ch and pitch his

tent there for three weeks and not spent
another dime in Ontario.

I'm not the only one who is concerned
with this matter, obviouslv. The Kenora and
District Camj)Owners in 1978 in their Issnes

publication entitled—and I think reasonably
so—"Fifth in a Series of Long-Fnistrated
Howls," passed a resolution on crown land

camping to the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources. It read. "Indiscriminate camping on

crown land cau-^es serious fish and game
management problems and pollution control

problems and results in poor monetary re-

turns for resources used."
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The reocxmmendation of this body—situ-
ated in the riding of the Minister of North-

em Affairs, for those who may be interested

—was, "That cami>ers be required to register

at a commercial or government campgroomd
or a Ucensed tourist outfit or establis'hment

to assist in proper and adequate supervi-

sion as well as support the user-pay
concept."

That's interesting, the user-pay concept.
This was the buzzword in the Ministry of

Natural Resoiu"ces a few years ago as mem-
bers well remember. What it's turned into is

that the Americans use it and the Ontario

taxpayers pay for it. I say to you, Mr.

Speaker, as far as I am concerned, it's time

that came to an end.

I hope the Minister of Natural Resources

will review this policy, because people in

northern Ontario are fed up. Our resources

of fish and game, clean water and clean

areas are dwindling. This ministry and this

government are doing nothing to deal with

the problem at all except to say to the

people in northern Ontario, "You're the ones

who are going to suff^er. You're the ones

we're going to cut back as far as moose

hunting, fishing and all the rest of it go."

The minktry says that even though it well

knows it's our American friends who are

coming and using the resource and not pay-

ing for it. It's just absolutely ridiculous. A
government that's supposedly interested in

free enterprise and the user-pay concept is

allowing "these hordes to come across tihe

border and use crown land in the way they
do. The government does absolutely nothing
about it.

I'm sure my friend from Fort William

(Mr. Hennessy) would agree with this. He
has a lot of people in Fort WiUliam who are

fishermen and hunters who are not going to

stand for this much longer.
Because my time is limited, I wish to

touch on a couple of other matters. We heard
earlier tonight from some of the speakers
about alternative energy sources. One that

has not had due recognition and hasn't been
looked at sufficiently by the government is

peat moss in northern Ontario. We have a

great deal of peat in northern Ontario. In

the Rainy River district alone, I'm siue we
have miles and miles of bog that could be
better utilized.

If I may be personal for a minute—and I'm
sure you'll allow this, Mr. Speaker—nine
months or so ago when I was in Ireland on

my honeymoon, I noticed large peat areas.

Mr. Hennessy: Tell us about it.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I didn't think my friend

could remember those things.

Mr. Kerrio: How come ray colleague didn't

come to Niagara Falls?

Mr. T. P. Reid: That would have been the

second biggest disappointment. Amongst the

other things I noticed there, was the fact

that the Irish, as they have for generations
and hundreds of years, utilize peat as a

source of fuel. One can see as one drives

through Ireland—again, my friend from Fort

William would know this probably as well

as I—the large peat lx)gs and the ]people

out cutting. It is an interesting thincr tfiat

in Ireland a family has a certain section of

bog that belongs to it and which it can use

as a source of fuel.

We have lots of peat in northeastern On-

tario, northwestern Ontario and eastern On-
tario. There are people who are interested

in doing something about this, and given the

energy situation we have I would suggest
that the government should be taking some
initiative in this regard and doing something
more than providing a lot of gas that is

self-generated by the Minister of Energy.

Finland, for instance, has carried this tech-

nology much further than we have in North

America. Ten years after the start of its peat

industry, Finland is producing the equivalent
of 45 million barrels of oil annually and

expects to double that before 1985. Develop-
ment of this industry cost the government
an initial investment of $1.5 million which
is only $10 million over the 10 years.

"Compare this," the article goes on, "to the

$150 million in annual tax concessions to

Dome and similar concessions to other oil

companies that aren't even Canadian." We
have this resource in Ontario and we are

doing nothing whatsoever to exploit it.

If I may quote as well from NORAK from

northeastern Ontario, one of the editorials

that they had in their July-August news-

letter dealt with the same matter. I am sure,

Mr. Speaker, you weren't aware that there

are some 800,000 square miles of Canada
on which there is some kind of muskeg vege-
tation which produces or has peat in it.

The peat is more accessible than the far

north oil and gas reserves. Mining it would

not require constructing mammoth projects,

such as pipehnes that cut across and ruin

the landscape and the environment to the

same extent. Horticultural peat, the nonbum-

ing layer lying above fuel peat, is already a

thriving Canadian industry and there is no

reason why we can't expand it.

A peat power generating station may be

operating in eastern Canada within 10 years,

if all goes well. It is interesting that the peat

can be used to fuel hydro generators and.
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in fact, produce electricity without the acid

rain and the other kinds of problems we
have heard about.

It is a resource that we have and it is

absolutely ridiculous and quite impossible to

understand why we are not making use of it.

It is something we have in the province and

something for which we could very well be
forerunners in the technology. It would cut

down our reliance on coal, which we al-

ready know produces acid rain, and it would
cut down on our relying, as we have been
in the past few years, on nuclear energy.

Mr. Conway: Any more on the honey-
moon?

iMr. T. P. Reid: You wouldn't undterstand.

I will dteal very briefly with two other

matters, but because I speak briefly does not

mean that they are not important.

Mr. Hennessy: How about the honey-
moon?

Mr. T. P. Reid: I will tell the member
for Fort William later, in the confessional.

Actually, I will deal with only one other

matter, because I want to leave some time

fw other people.

10 p.m.

I must admit it came as a shock to me
that under our Ontario Health Insurance Plan

we are not providing artificial limbs to people
who need them. To my mind that is com-

pletely unconscionable. These are devices

that are required, that are needed; they are

not fringes, they are not something people
can do without. They absolutely have to

have them. This government refuses to pro-
vide them undier the health care program. 1

must say it boggles my mind.
I have written the present Minister of

Health (Mr. Timbrell) and brought this to

his attention, and I have had nicely-worded
letters back saying that is very unfortunate.

I am not sure whether he said the Ontario

Medical Association or someone has decided

these matters should not be included under
OHIP. I just cannot understand' it. People
v/ho need an artificial leg, an artificial arm,
whatever it is, should not have to go begging
to a welfare agency or the war amps or some
social service agency or even volunteer orga-
nization for something as essential as this.

It makes no sense at all when the govern-
ment puts these i)eople in the situation of

beggars, because they have to do that if they
are going to get these devices. It is interesting
that OHIP will pay a doctor somewhere
between $1,000 or $1,500 for cutting a leg

off, but we won't provide the patient with

the artificial limb that he needs.

The province of Manitoba in the fiscal year
1979 is unfortunate in having a Conservative

government, but at least they provide these

prosthetic devices. In 1979 it cost the Mani-
toba medicare program $389,137.84. Our

population is seven to eight times greater.

On that basis, if we can use rough figures,

it would cost the Ontario government some-

where in the neighbourhood of $2.5 million

to $3 million for prosthetics for the people
who need them. I wonder where this govern-
ment's priorities are when it cannot afi^ord

that for the unfortimate people who find

themselves in this situation.

I might point out that sometimes those

with really bad problems may need a change
of the prosthetic device twice in a year.

They are very expensive. If these people are

supposed to be in the community trying to

fend for themselves, trying to earn a living,

then they have this added burden on top of it.

When OHIP allows the kind of elective

surgery that it does and denies this kind of

assistance, I quite frankly do not understand
it. Our sister province of Quebec also has

these prosthetic devices covered under its

medical plan; yet Ontario does not.

I will bring to your attention the third

annual report of the Ontario Advisory Coun-
cil on the Physically Handicapped for the

period ending March 31, 1978. If I remem-
ber correctly, Mr. Dunlop, a former member
of this Legislature, is one of its members.
I would like to read, if I may, from this

report:

"The chairman later reix)rted that Mr.

McKeough thought it made a lot of sense

that essential prostlietic, orthodic and assis-

tive devices be insured benefits under OHIP
and was very encouraging regarding tihe out-

come of the recommendation."
In a letter to Mr. Dunlop dated Mav 24,

1978, Mr. McKeough said: "I am confident

that somewhere in our $14 billion program
we can find a low priority $2 million item

which can be cut out to provide the neces-

sary funding for coverage of as'sistive de-

V1C3S.

In 1978, there was a $14-bilIion budget,

and in this day and age we can't aff^ord $2.5

million to $3 million for these devices for

people who are in absolute need of them.

Where are the government's priorities?

The report goes on *o say: "Unfortun-

ately, it seems there has been no further

action taken beyond the matter being under

review by the Ministry of Health. The

council will continue to press for this im-

portant amendment to the provisions of

OHIP."
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There must be some members sitting over

there who are ashamed of that, and I would

hope they would support me in pressing the

Minister of Health to include this in the

program so that these x>eople can be pro-
vided with the assistance they need.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure
to particix>ate in this debate. I will see if I

can complete my remarks before we close

this evening. Rather than talk about the con-

tents of the speech from the throne as such,
I would like to talk about the climate or the

circumstances behind it.

There is a politician in Canada who pro-
claimed on the night of February 18, in

Ottawa, "Welcome to the 1980s." If we
transfer that to the provincial level, and in

the absence of any such proclamation by the

leader of any party, I suppose the speech
from the throne is proibably Ontario's wel-

come to the 1980s.

What I would like to do is compare six

areas, how the welcome into the 1980s com-

pares with the welcome into the 1970s, rather

than, as I say, the specific contents of the

throne speech.
First of all, if we look at the whole situ-

ation regarding interest rates and mortgage
rates, obviously interest rates are at an all-

time record high, and the same is true of

mortgage rates. In fact, both of them are

obscene, obnoxk)us and tremendously harm-

ful to small business, farmers, working

people and anyone else see^king renewal of

a mortgage this year.
The present exorbitantly high interest rates

will mean fewer jobs for the people of On-

tario, less economic expansion by business,

more bankruptcies of small businesses,

farmers and even some larger corporations,
not to mention the fact that 140,000 mort-

gages have to be renewed this year and the

h-emendous burden that is going to place on

the home owners of Ontario.

The high interest rates also prove how al-

most tot^ly dependent our economy in this

country is on the American economy. The
rise in Canadian interest rates is almost im-

mediately dependent on the rise in American

rates. What a difference from the 1970s in

terms of mortgage rates and interest rates!

Another area where we can compare the

welcome into the 1980s is the energy situa-

tion. Despite the confusion and cynicism of

many people there is a growing realization

that the energy situation in Ontario in par-
ticular is getting worse. Here in Ontario,
where for more than 80 per cent of our

energy needs we depend on imports from
other provinces, other countries and other

continents, we are becoming increasingly

dependent on increasingly unstable situations,

countries and political leaders.

We all know that prices will be going up
again soon. The supply of foreign oil is sus-

ceptible to interruption, and I would em-
phasize here that in my part of the province
we depend on foreign oil, not on Alberta oil.

We are increasingly susceptible to frequent
and sometimes drastic price increases, with-

out any advance notice. Clearly, Ontario is

no longer in the secure position it was as it

entered the 1970s. The days of cheap energy
for our manufacturing industry are gone, and
we are now dependent on the Albertas, the

Saskatchewans, the Newfoundlands, the

Venezuelas, the Saudi Arabias, the Kuwaits
and even the Libyas of the world.

A third area, if we compare the entrance
into the 1980s, is inflation. Most people now
face the prospect of double-digit inflation in

this country, and we all know that the

rapidly increasing cost of money will only
create further inflation. With the next feder-

al budget we face the prospect of higher oil

prices, and that again only serves to stimu-

late the inflation cycle; so it's pretty seif-

evident that by the end of the year we will

have double-digit inflation in Canada. What
a difference from the beginning of the 1970s

in terms of inflation rates!

We talk about the dollar. Most people
now are probably resigned' to the fact that

the dollar will stay around the 85-cent mark.

But surely that in itself is only a symbol and
a further reminder of the increasingly fragile

nature of our economy in Canada and in

Ontario and of decreasing confidence that

both investors and Canadians have in the

future of our economy. Again, compare that

with the entrance into the 1970s.

10:10 p.m.

As for the country itself—and here there is

a tremendous difference obviously—in 1970

we knew there was a separatist party in

Quebec, but we also knew it had only eight

seats in the National Assembly. The people of

Quebec had voted in a fedteralist government
with a solid majority, and many people

thought that solid majority would never be

overturned by the separatist party-possibly

by one of the federalist parties in opposition

but never the separatist party. Here we are

in 1980: we have a separatist party in power
with a solid majority and now, according to

the Institut Quebecois d'Opinion PuWique

poll they are now leading in the referendum

battle and most people accede to the fact

that they, not the federalist forces, have die

momentiim at the present time.
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We all have to face the real possibility
that the Parti Quebecois or the "oui" forces

may well win the referendum in May or June.
If the result of such a referendum were a

"oui" vote, it could only serve to strengthen
the separatist cause and their eventual de-
terminattion to leave Canada, to create an

independent Quebec along the lines of

Jacques Parizeau and the original intention of
the movement to break away from tlie Liberal

Party and ultimately, obviously, that would
seriously weaken, if not destroy, the unity
of what would remain of Canada.

Never before in our history have we been
fiiced with such an imminent threat to our
whole existence as a country, and yet this

is what we are facing at the beginning of the
1980.S. What a contrast to the beginning of

the 1970sl

Another area is the growing lack of confi-

dence, and I dbn't say this in a purely
partisan vein or even a provincial vein. But

people are wondering more and more out
loud about their jobs, inflation, the energy
situation, national unity and the entire future
of our society. They seriously wonder, do any
politicians have the answers? Does any politi-
cal party have the answers, or the vdll,
or the fortitude to tackle these problems front-

ally? Is the western world actually in a period
of full and complete decline, and does the

quality of life have any possibility of ever

returning to its former level?

Obviously there is a lot of cynicism about
the whole parliamentary system and the poli-
tical system, and the last election obviously
did nothing to lessen that cynicism. All one
has to do is pick up the paper and read the
latest report from the Conference Board in

Canada, the front-page story. "More Jobless,

Higher Prices," the study says. The con-
ference board now predicts zero growth rate,

higher unemployment, a higher inflation rate
—in fact, some observers say that the con-
ference board is too conservative in its infla-

tion rate predictions based on oil prices—and
it also predicts the lowest housing starts since

1968.

We begin the 1980s in the midst of an
economic recession. Again, this stands in

stark contrast with the beginning of the
1970s. The overall mood out there is not one
of tranquillity, buoyancy or confidence; it is

one of concern and somewhat growing
pessimism.

In eastern Ontario we are traditionally a

slow-growth area in this province, and we
really wonder what lies ahead. We read the
comments and the contents of the recently
published DREE report on Economic De-
velopment Prospects for Eastern Ontario.

When one reads for example on page 10
where it talks about Ontario's position rela-

tive to other provinces in the 1970s, one sees

how poorly we rate.

For example, in terms of annual average
percentage growth, provincial product growth
rate, we rank eighth; in terms of annual aver-

age percentage growth of per capita gross

provincial product, 1970 to 1977, 10th; an-

nual average percentage growth of per capita

income, 1970 to 1977, 11th; annual percen-
tage growth of per capita federal transfer

payments to persons as a i)ercentage per
capita income, 1970 to 1977, sixth; annual

average percentage growth rate of per capita

personal disposable income, lOfch, last; an-

nual average percentage growth rate of public
investment, 1970 to 1979, 10th, last; annual

average percentage growth rate of manufac-

turing investment, 1970 to 1979, eighth;
annual average percentage growth rate of

estimated manufacturing investment, by prov-

ince, 1970 to 1979, seventh; annual average
percentage of residential construction 1970
to 1978, 10th, last. Figures like that hardly

inspire confidence.

Further in the report they talk about re-

gional prospects and about eastern Ontario.

I'd like to quote this from the report on page
23; again, it hardly inspires confidence:

"Following a year of moderate recovery
and output during 1976, the eastern Ontario

economy lapsed into a period of slow growth

during the next two years. As as subregional

component of the provincial economy, it has

been tending to lag provincial developments
more and more. The key public administra-

tion sector, which accounts for approximately
25 per cent of employment in the region, has

had a major dampening effect on economic

performance . . .

"While performances in other sectors, such

as manufacturing, trade, finance, insurance

and real estate, have been fairly good re-

cently, they have not been strong enough to

pick up the slack left by the public admin-
istration sector; the service industry has been

directly affected in a negative fashion in its

performance. The end result has been a con-

stantly increasing unemployment rate in the

region, with figures being 7.8 and 8.5 per
cent for 1977 and 1978 respectively. Accord-

ing to figure 12.2, eastern Ontario currently
has the highest subregional unemployment in

the province."
Later on it says, fortunately: "The manu-

facturing sector, whose performance reflects

provincial trends, albeit in a somewhat ex-

aggerated fashion, has performed well in the

past year. Led by good performances in the

food and beverage, pulp and paper and tex-
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tile industries, the sector appeared to be

benefiting from the lower value of the Cana-

dian dollar and strong tariff protections pro-
vided for clothing and textile commodities. . .

"On a spatial basis, economic performance
is varied. In the eastern portion of the region,

the city of Ottawa ... is experiencing some
difficult times adjusting to the decentraliza-

tion of civil service jobs out of the area . . .

Other areas of difficulty may be associated

with a large arc of high double-digit unem-

ployment and declining opportunity which

straddles highway 7 in the west, sweeps down
through Smiths Falls and incorporates parts

of Brockville and then splits east to Cornwall

in the east and Gananoque in the west. In

contrast, the communities of Kingston and
Belleville appear to be performing well.

"The outlook for the region is not overly

bright. The present difficulties associated with

stagnant growth in the public administration

sector are not expected to improve substan-

tially. One major proposed development in

this sector, the move of OHIP to the King-
ston area, is constandy being delayed by
the provincial government . . . The manu-

facturing sector, while performing fairly well

under favourable market conditions, is actu-

ally masking a very antiquated and techni-

cally deficient industrial structure which is

generally uncompetitive, particularly in regard
to foreign manufacturers. However, protec-
tion for comparatively weak industries, such

as textiles and clothing, which are repre-
sented in eastern Ontario, will be main-

tained or reduced only marginally as a re-

sult of the GATT negotiations. . . . The

forestry sector, which has potential, is being

continually neglected' and run down. On a

spatial basis prospects look best for the

Ottawa-Carleton area and the major com-
munities of Kingston and Cornwall. It is

generally the smaller communities and the

niral areas that have the bleakest prospects.
The outlook for the region as a whole,

therefore, is for continued slow growth, re-

tarded structural development and a high de-

gree of economic vulnerability."

Hardly a report, as we enter the 1980s, to

inspire much confidence. Fortunately, in the

city of Cornwall things have been on the

move in the past few years. Our pulp and

paper industry is doing well; also textiles

with urban development. There is a sense of

buoyancy and confidence in our area and
we now are in a situation where the textile

plants are actually expanding—something un-

heard of in the past 20 years.

If we look around the entire eastern On-
tario region, things don't look that well. Look-

ing at the unemployment rates, almost every
time the Golden Horseshoe has the lowest

rate. Take the latest ones from Statistics

Canada, for example, and look at them

region by region— I should point out that

these are for February: "Ottawa-Hull, 7.4

per cent; Sudbury, 7.8 per cent; Toronto,
5.1 per cent; Hamilton, 4.5 per cent; St.

Catharines-Niagara, 11.9 per cent; London,
7.8 per cent; Windsor, 19.0 per cent; Kitche-

ner-Waterloo, 8.3 per cent.'
'

10:20 p.m.

Those of us Who live beyond the Golden
Horseshoe wonder what's going to happen to

this province and to these slow growth re-

gions. We wonder about things like the long

promised move of the Ontario Health In-

surance Plan facilities. We were told that

would be a major stimulus for eastern On-
tario. Here almost foiur years later, there is

still no OHIP in Kingston, and still no pros-

pects of an actual move.

We look at the speech from the throne, we
look at our fears about regional development
and increasing emphasis on the Golden Horse-

shoe, and we see very litde to assuage our

fears and our concerns for the futm"e. We
look at the government's strategy and we
have even greater concerns, because there are

two fundamental components of that strategy

that make us, beyond the Golden Horseshoe,

wonder.
First of all, a fundamental premise of this

government's strategy is foreign ownership.
Our manufacturing industry, especially autos,

machinery and electronics, are in trouble at

the present time, as evidenced by the 1979

trade deficit and the ensuing loss of jobs.

Much of that problem has to be traced to

the fact that 57 per cent of our industry in

Ontario is foreign owned. For example, elec-

tronics is 65 per cent foreign owned, autos

96 per cent, and machinery 69 per cent. In

this interesting look at the deficit situation,

the trade deficit, for electronics it was $1

billion in 1979, autos $3 billion, and ma-

chinery $3.6 billion.

Our export of end products is as weak as

imports of those goods are dominant. We
simply cannot depend on the export of raw

materials, crude or fabricated materials, as

the basis for export and development policies.

It's because of this that some economists

are now talking about deindustrialization in

Ontario. Let's look at some of the costs we
have to pay for this foreign ownership in

our economy. In 1979, the net drain of in-

terest and dividend outflow amounted to $5.2

billion, up $2.5 billion from three years

earher. Since the Foreign Investment Review
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Agency was established, the net outflow has

been about $20 billion in interest and divi-

dends in Canada since 1974.

Mr. Wildman: Farce.

Mr. Samis: You're right, it was a farce,

and it is a farce.

In 1975, royalties, rent, professional fees,

management fees, research and development
expenses, et cetera, totalled over $1.5 billion.

Everyone is aware of Canada's pathetic per-
formance in the field of research and de-

velopment, and this is exactly where the

future 'lies.

The extent of foreign ownership is still

growing, and judging by the number of ap-

provals that FIRA announced recently it

really makes one wondfer whether this gov-
ernment supports almost all the takover ap-

plications, and strongly supported the former

Clark government in its desire to further

weaken FIRA, if not abolish, it altogether.

If there is anything we need in Ontario it's

a stronger FIRA, not a weaker FIRA. Yet this

government seeks even greater foreign dom-
ination of oiu: economy as part of its indlis-

trial strategy.

Surely we have learned the lesson that

we pay a high price for foreign domination

of any sector of our economy, especially in

manufacturing? Surely the answer to the

problems of our branch-plant economy is not

even more of the same? Surely the answer to

our trade deficits, our terrible research and

development record, our technological

fragility and dependence on outsiders and
the drainage of $18.2 billion to non-Canadian
sources since 1974 is not more of the same?
We must do more to encourage Canadian in-

dustries and manufacturers to modernize, to

become more involved in research and de-

velopment, to develop higher technological
skills and become more competitive on world
markets.

I support initiatives to redevelop and re-

structiu*e our industries, sector by sector, in

order to revitalize Ontario's manufacturing

industry. I support the program to assist the

pulp and paper industry, although I strongly

disagree with the extent of outright grants
and the lack of equity, and the lack of in-

sistence on Canadian purchases, especially
when companies like Abitibi-Price receive

oii'tright grants. I do support programs to

modernize our textile industries, although I

strongly suspect that the estimated $12 mil-

lion made available will be far from enough
for the job at hand.

It's ironic that we have something called

the Employment Development Fund and,

when we look at the result of the grant to

Abitibi, what it was in terms of jobs or

employment, it was the loss of 250 jobs.

The result of the grant to Ontario Paper was

the ultimate loss of 200 jobs. Here we are

using the taxpayers' money in the name of

modernization with the end result that we
have lost 450 jobs in the pulp and i>aper mills

in this province. This is part of the Employ-
ment Development Fund..

We would like to see the Employment
Development Fund used with more direction

from the government, and with a more spe^

cific strategy for specific sectors of the econ-

omy, rather than just giving it out holus-

bolus on an ad hoc basis with very limited

criteria. Much remains to be done in the

fields of electronics, machinery and the auto

industries, to name but three.

The second principle of this government's
economic strategy that causes me concern is

the whole concept of global product man-

dating, which we hear so much about from

the minister. Global product mandating in-

volves restructuring so that the Canadian

subsidiary produces only a limited range of

products, theoretically for an expanded world

market. Ideally, under the GPM system, a

subsidiary would perform the full array of

operations, including research and develop-

ment, design, production, marketing and ex-

porting of this limited number of products.

Unfortunately, by embracing the GPM, this

government has simply throwTi in the towel

with further rationalization of Canadian

manufacturing industries into the North

American market, a policy referred to by
most r)eople as continentalism.

Global product mandating involves the

same production-sharing concept embodied

in the auto pact the defence-sharing agree-

ment and the terms of trade in agricultural

machinery, all of which have been disastrous

for Canada's trade balance. Under the GPM
system Canada would make only one line of

goods, but this ensures that the other 60-odd

lines would be imported.. This will also apply
to manufacturers buying parts and comix)-

nents, because the parts industry will be

fully rationalized.

It's little more than a pipedream that

research and development and world market-

ing functions will be carried out here. In

recent years, consolidation of research and

marketing functions at American head offices

has been, in fact, the trend. Policies of ex-

port-led recovery and broadening our trading

partners have a hollow ring when set in

the context of numerous auto pacts.

As mentioned earlier, nearly 60 per cent

of Canada-US trade consists of interfirm

transfers between branches of multinationals.
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Since the majority of foreign ownership is

American, GPM can only increase the volume
of trade with that country. GPM will not

broaden our trading partners.
If global product mandating is the centre-

piece of this government's trade strategy, one

would have to conclude that the Ontario

government believes the answer to our manu-

facturing problems lies with improving the

performance of the foreign capital already
here. The futility of this approach is seen in

the trade diflBculties which foreign ownership
has already created. It's ludicrous to believe

that the cause of the problem is, at the same

time, the solution.

I do not intend to go into any great tletail

tonight debating the whole question of in-

dustrial strategy, except to point out that our

system and our economy are in difficulty. This

throne speech really does very little to come
to terms with those difficulties, and the gov-
ernment's overall economic strategy is a

source of serious concern on this side. Ob-

viously, in the budget debate, we'll go into

far greater detail on the whole question of

industrial strategy, regional economic de-

velopment and the alternatives being pro-

posed by this party.
Since it's almost 10:30 and I have more

to say, I don't think I can conclude in the

remaining two minutes. I will stop here.

On motion by Mr. Samis, the debate was

adjourned.

USE OF HERBICIDES
Mr. Speaker: Pursuant to standing order

28, the member for Carleton East (Ms.

Gigantes) has given notice that she is dis-

satisfied with a response to a question posed
to the Minister of the Environment. The hon-
ourable member has up to five minutes to

state that dissatisfaction.

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, during question

period I asked the Minister of the Environ-
ment if it was his dear intention to spray

2,4,5-T in areas of Ontario this year. I also

asked him if, given a spray program, he'd

be informing pregnant women about which
areas would be aflFected.

In response the minister reread to the

House portions of the March 1979 report of

the Ontario pesticides advisory committee
which dismissed the findings of the US En-
vironmental Protection Agency that there was
a probable correlation between the use of

2,4,5-T and the rate of spontaneous abortions

in three areas in Oregon.
10:30 p.m.

I was not asking the minister for his

judgement, or for the judgement of the On-

tario pesticides advisory committee on the

causal relationship between miscarriages and
the use of 2,4,5-T. I was asking him if he

would provide the information on where the

spraying would occur so that pregnant wo-
men who have the brains to come to a judge-
ment different from that of the minister and
his advisory committee could take all due

precautions to avoid the spray areas.

My reading of the advisory committee

report does not lead me to the conclusion

that the EPA study can safely be disre-

garded where it associates 2,4,5-T and mis-

carriages. It is iK>ssible that a far more

thorough epidemiological study of the as-

sociation would be scientifically desirable. In

the meantime, it seems to me to be the

height of folly to conclude, as the advisory

committee has, that "the EPA Oregon study
cannot be used on a scientific basis for recom-

mending anv change in the provincial regu-
lation of 2,4,5-T."

While the minister seems prepared to sanc-

tion the risks of miscarriage, which are clearly

indicated by the EPA report, the least he

could do for pregnant women in this province
is to permit them to make up their own minds

about these risks and avoid exposure to them
if they so choose. The verdict is not in on

2,4,5-T and other chemical defoliants.

There is mounting concern in the United
States about the association of the dioxin

contained in such chemicals with birth de-

fects in the children of men who have been

exposed to the chemicals. This afternoon I

checked with the Australian High Commis-
sioner in Ottawa and had it confirmed to me
that weeks of parliamentary controversy in

that country have led to the establishment

of a government probe into the possibility
that Australian veterans of the Vietnam war
who were exposed to defoliants now are

fathering a very high number of deformed
children.

Among the defoliants to which American
and Australian soldiers were exposed in Viet-

nam was the ch^nical known as Agent
Orange, which is composed of equal parts of

2,4,5-T and 2,4-D. The defoliant 2,4,5-T al-

wavs oontaias the dioxin known as TCDD,
and it is 2,4,5-T in particular which is sus-

pected of being related to birth defects in

both countries. One veterans group in Aus-

tralia estimates that 400 children bom to

Australians who soldiered in Vietnam had
serious birth defects which may be associated

with the exposure of their fathers to wartime

use of defoliants.

I do not approve of the minister's proposal
to spray 2,4,5-T in areas of this province, nor

does my colleague, the member for Beaches-
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Woodbine (Ms. Bryden), our environment

critic. We are dealing here with a very
stubborn and very self-righteous minister, as

we know from past experience in similar

issues. Surely it is not too much to ask him
to reconsider his position on 2,4,5-T. After

all, we seem to have the capability of storing

extremely hazardous quantities of reactor

wastes in Ontario, pending the time, God
willing, that we can safely dispose of them

completely.
I feel that even if the minister will not

relent on his spray program, he should at

least be willing to inform residents of On-
tario where he intends the spraying to occiu*.

He might be willing to camp or pick blue-

berries in those areas, but he should give
the rest of us a choice about the kinds of

risks we want to run.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I want to make two very quick comments,
and I will use a very short period of time

to read a statement as well.

The material is not sprayed in the sense

of just giving someone a permit to spray. It

is used under very controlled conditions. It

is in use as spray, of course, but the impres-
sion has been left that somehow or other

one just decides on a certain territory to

spray, and that is the end of it. That is not
the way it is.

It is also very sad that someone would
compare the product 2,4,5-T, as it is used
in Ontario under strict and limited controls,
with a material that was used in Vietnam
and was quite a different product; it was in

concentrations of 400 to 500 times as much.
That in itself makes it a different product.
To make that accusation, to say the least,

is unfortimate, because to leave that impres-
sion with the people of Ontario, the member
just cannot, must not and should not make
that comparison.

I am sure you would agree, Mr. Speaker,
considerable discussion on this subject took

place during the question jjeriod. In reading
into the record the opinion and the assur-
ances of the Ontario pesticides advisory com-
mittee, I had hoped the honourable mem-
bers would have been assured that their
concerns with respect to safety and environ-
mental hazards would be answered. I would
have hoped I had answered the member's
concerns with respect to the safety of those
who intended to camp this summer.

In case those assurances were missed dur-

ing this afternoon's proceedings, I would be

glad to send over to the honourable member
a great deal of information on 2,4,5-T, to-

gether with the conclusion of the pesticides

advisory committee that the substance does

not constitute a public health or environ-

mental hazard as regulated and used in On-
tario. May I send that to the member?

Interjections.

Ms. Gigantes: Don't be patronizing.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, regarding
that last comment, I didn't think I could use
a more modulated tone and I don't think, sir,

with respect, that I have been answering in

a patronizing way. I do hear the interjec-

tions, and it becomes difficult not to respond.

Might I also say that members will find

there are several categories of pesticides and
herbicides listed. This one, 2,4,5-T, is in

a category which demands the greatest

amount of control. It is used only after a

permit is issued, and a permit is Issued only
after great details are supplied to the pesti-

cides section of my ministry, including such

details, for instance, as a map to show the

exact area. No. permit, no spraying. It is

that simple. No one will spray the material

just to get rid of it. It will be sprayed in use

and in use only. As I have said a dozen

times, thnt spraying would occur under very
controlled and safe conditions.

In particular, I would draw the honourable

member's attention to the following para-

graph, which outlines the use to which the

heAicide is to be put. It says, "2,4,5-T and
mixtures of 2,4-D are registered for eliminat-

ing brush near roadsides and rights of way
and minor usage on pastures for the control

of certain noxious weeds. 2,4,5-T is not regis-

tered for use on lawns, recreational areas or

food crops. 2,4,5-T must not be applied to

water, along stream banks or on the inner

sides of ditches, banks or to wet lands."

That is quoted from the information I

have supplied to the honourable member. In

other words, the use of this herbicide will

be strictly controlled and restricted to certain

areas. I have no hesitation in assuring the

honourable member that Ontario will con-

tinue to be a perfectly safe place for all

those women who are in the member's condi-

tion so that they may camp and have similar

recreational activities ithis summer.

The House adjourned at 10:40 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

ACTIONS OF GOVERNMENT
CAUCUS STAFF MEMBER

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order before you commence: I beg your in-

dulgence because I am looking for guidance.
Last Tuesday evening in the resources de-

velopment committee there was a motion
moved by my friend the member for Nipis-

sing (Mr. Bolan) and an amendment moved

by my colleague the member for Port

Arthur (Mr. Foulds) and the chairman of

the committee was not sure how he should

handle the matter.

During the proceedings a representative
of the government stafiF, not a member of the

Legislature, a staff member took to the

chairman of the committee a document in

the midst of the meeting and suggested to

the chairman that, in fact, the matter which
-was being discussed was sub judice and tiie

chairman should rule the motion out of

order. The chairman didn't do that. He
indicated he thought it was sub judice and
then he adjourned the meeting for some 15

minutes while he tried to get a ruling from

your oflBce,

Had that material been sent to one of the

Conservative back-benchers and had they
raised the matter that it could be sub judice,

I could accept that, but I can't accept that

government caucus staff are approaching the

chairman of a committee directly and there-

uix)n the chairman is making rulings. I don't

think, and that is why I am seeking your
assistance in this matter, that we woidd
tolerate someone coming into this House and

approac'hing the dhair directly and no more
s'hould we allow it at a committee meeting.

I would ask that you investigate. As I say,

I am not sure if it is a point of order be-

cause I looked at the orders, but I feel that

our privileges were offended to say the least,

that someone from the staff would take it

upon himself and the dhairman would accept
that and try to rule in iliat fashion. I would
ask you to look into the matter, Mr. Speaker,
to make sure that doesn't occur again.

Thursday, April 3, 1980

Mr. Speaker: As the honourable member
knows, anything that is before a committee
of this House is the responsibility of that

committee. If the committee is having some

difBculty, it can direct the chairman to ap-

proach the House for guidance.
You haven't made it clear whether the

circumstances about which you complain
were ever raised in the committee. Obvious-

ly, it hasn't been dealt with by the commit-

tee, so there is^ xifithing for either me, as the

Speaker^, or this House to decide upon until

such time as it is referred by the committee

back to this House.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

BRANTFORD
BOUNDARIES AGREEMENT

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, last night

representatives of the coxmty of Brant, the

city of Brantford and the township of Brant-

ford announced an agreement which had
been reached in the negotiations on the

boundary and other mimicipal j)roblems that

have faced the Brantford area for some time.

The agreement will now be submitted to

the.-three cotmcils for consideration and ratifi-

cation. If the councils endorse the agreement,
the province will be requested to enact legis-

lation to implement it.

Mr. Epp: On a point of order, Mr. Speak-
er: We do not have a copy of the statement.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The standing order is

quite clear, Mr. Minister. If you are going to

make a ministerial statement, you must pro-

vide copies beforehand.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I completely agree with

you, Mr. Speaker. I had believed' the copies
were sent out half an hour ago.

Mr. Speaker: It shouldn't be too great a

logistical problem to see that members have

copies.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I apologize to my friends.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Wells: To continue: The agree-

ment that has been reached provides a com-

prehensive settiement on a variety of trouble-

some issues, including annexation in 1981 of

approximately 3,500 acres of largely vacant.
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marginal lands and approximately 500 acres

of urbanized lands containing about 2,500

people and a large commercial area; a staged
annexation in 1991 and 1996 of a further 600
acres of largely vacant marginal land; a mor-
atorium of 23 years on future annexations;

provision of a special plaiming zone on the

city's fringe, designated for agricultural and
related uses and subject to special protection;
the establishment of a Mutual Planning Area

Advisory Committee to consider futiure uses

in the fringe area; protection of taxpayers in

the areas proposed for annexation to phase
in over seven years any increases in taxes

caused by annexation; and establishment of a

mechanism to ensure settlement of a number
of cost-sharing, planning and servicing issues

by the end of the year.

While I am not in a position to discuss

the particulars of the agreement and will not

be until I am formally requested by the

councils to act on it, I want to say some-

thing about the process that led to this agree-
ment and its significance for the rest of the

province. Just less than two years ago, when
the Ministry of Intergovernmental Affairs was
established, I spoke to the Association of Mu-
nicipahties of Ontario about the challenges we
all faced. At that time, as one of the major
issues, I identified the need to find a better

way to resolve intermunicipal disputes particu-

larly those related to boundaries or those re-

lated to amalgamations and annexations.

Throughout late 1978 and early 1979, we
worked with various mimicipal associations

to develop an alternative to the costly, divi-

sive and time-consuming process of judicial

disposition of these problems. By August of

last year I was able to annmmce a pilot

project to be tried in the Brantford area
which applied the labour-management bar-

gaining concept to boundary and related

municipal disputes.

We knew we faced a formidable challenge
because of the deep, long-standing and broad
differences that existed between the city of

Brantford and its municipal neighboiurs. It is

a great credit to the municipal leaders in

Brant county that they accepted the chal-

lenge and persevered through a seven-month
process of intensive and highly complex nego-
tiations. Considerable personal sacrifice and

statesmanship was demanded of the 10 mu-
nicipal councillors who conducted the necjo-
tiations. They worked to overcome differ-

ences without compromising their differing

perspectives and they succeeded.

Regardless of the final outcome of the

agreement they recommend, these negotia-
tions have demonstrated that a better way

can be found. They have sihown with good
faith and determination even the most en-

trenched and bitter disputes can be solved.

They have done away with winners and
losers in the annexation field. As a resvJt, I

believe all residents of the province will be
winners.

2:10 p.m.

I have followed the negotiations with great
interest over the months, and I know that

they included many technical and interre-

lated agreements. Yet they found their way
through this maze to come up with a pack-

age of provisions that they could all under-

stand and accept.

Only time will tell whether the agreement
will endure for the extended period they
have provided for, and the public wiU tell

us if the provisions are generally acceptable.

However, the process which they have set

in motion has worked.
For a fraction of the cost, a small portion

of the time and virtually none of the bitter-

ness engendered through the conventional

adversary approach to these problems, the

Brantford area has been presented with a

comprehensive agreement.
Furthermore, this agreement has more

safeguards and holds a better promise for a

harmonious future than could have been
achieved through confrontation. The particu-
lar agreement which has been developed in

Brantford may not be appropriate elsewhere,
but the process can clearly be adopted for

other areas facing similar problems.
I am sure I can speak for all members of

this House in extending to the negotiators
our thanks and congratulations for charting
this new course. In closing, I want to make
particular reference to the two men who led

their respective negotiating teams. Robert

Kennedy, the reeve of Brantford township,
and David Newman, an alderman of the city
of Brantford, were tireless in their efforts and

persistent in their determination to reach
a settlement. I would also like to commend
Gardner Church of our staff who acted as a
fact-finder for the process. To all of them,
particularly hearty congratulations are due.

NAKINA FIRE

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I am
today tabling three documents relating to the

tragic fire on August 22, 1979, near Gerald-

ton in which seven summer employees of the

Ministry of Natural Resources lost their lives.

The first is a series of reports from the

office of the fire marshal. TTie Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) asked on Tuesday
whether I was satisfied that the office of the
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fire marshal had carried out its statutory

mandate in regard to this fire. Officials of the

Ministry of the Solicitor General have re-

viewed the statute and the involvement of

the oflRce of the fire marshal. It is their view,

and I share it, that the office of the fire

marshal did, in fact, carry out its statutory

mandate.
The second document I wish to table is a

rei>ort of the Ontario Provincial Police by
Detective Sergeant R. A. Shaw and Detective

Inspector O. D. Corbett and dated August

27, 1979, five days after the tragedy.
The third document is the 221-page con-

fidential brief for the crown counsel at the

coroner's inquest. It was prepared by the

criminal investigation branch of the OPP. I

am tabling it in full except for two pages of

photographs. These pages have been removed
in order not to cause further grief to the

parents and families by publication of them.

The 12 other photographs of the fire site are

included.

I want to deal with the innuendo in the

Globe and Mail in the past week regarding
this incident. The articles were cleverly

constructed to leave the impression that

there had been a coverup and collusion

among the various ministries and agencies.

I 'believe that if members thoroughly study
these documents, they will judge that in-

nuendo to be absurd, misleading, irrespon-
sible and grossly imfair.

The presence at the site of a large

number of senior public officials, the order-

ing of several investigations and the call-

ing of an inquest are all indications of the

seriousness with which the government
viewed this matter, our determination to find

•the facts and our resolve to do everything

possible to prevent any further such tragedy.
For instance, senior government officials

at the scene shortly after the fire included:

Dr. H. B. Cotnam, chief coroner; Dr. R. C.

Bennett, deputy chief coroner; Frank L.

Wilson, QC, Assistant Deputy Solicitor

General; Lew Ringham, Assistant Deputy
Minister of Natural Resources; R. A.

Baxter, regional director, Ministry of

Natural Resources; Ron Kincaid, fire control

co-ordinator. Ministry of Natural Re-

sources; Detective Inspector O. D. Corbett

of the OPP criminal investigation branch;
Detective Sergeant R. A. Shaw of the OPP
district headquarters, and a number of other

key personnel.
Most of the materia] being tabled today has

been available to counsel for the families of

the deceased and has been introduced into

evidence in some form in the proceedings
before the coroner's jury.

To that extent, it is a matter of public

record and I am thus able to provide it to the

members without apprehension that its re-

lease at this time would create any real

or substantial danger of prejudice to the

proceedings before the jury or the iMTOceedings

before the divisional court.

I must, however, invite the attention of

every member to the provisions of item 7 of

standing order 19(d) which provides: "In

debate, a member shall be called to order by
the Speaker if he: refers to any matter that is

the subject of a proceeding, (i) that is pend-

ing in a court or before a judge for judicial

determination, or (ii) that is before any quasi-

judicial body constituted by the House or

by or under the authority of an act of the

Legislature, where it is shown to the satisfac-

tion of the Speaker that further reference

would create a real and substantial danger

of prejudice to the proceeding."

As a member of this Legislature and as

chief law officer of the crown, I am con-

cerned about the position of the coroner's

jury. Every member of the jury has taken an

oath to "diligently inquire into the death . . .

and determine on the evidence presented at

this inquest his identity, how, when, where
and by what means the deceased came to his

death, and, without partiality or bias towards

any person, render a true verdict in accord-

ance with such evidence."

While the future of the inquest and the

work of the coroner's jury will depend on the

outcome of proceedings now pending in the

divisional court, I would emphasize that six

citizens of Ontario have taken the oath to

which I have just referred and have listened

to more than 40 days of evidence since that

time. Each one of them has made a real per-

sonal sacrifice by answering the call to serve

as a juror.

As members of the Legislature, each of us

has a public duty to ensure that nothing we
say in this House or outside it will preju-
dice the proceedings. Each of us has a

responsibility to ensure that nothing we say

might put upon the jurors the unfair burden
of having to sort out the evidence they have
heard under oath from anything they might
read in the press as a result of comment or

debate or questions attributed to members of

this House.
For that reason I intend to refrain from

any comment, argument or characterization

of the evidence and the issues to be decided

by the jury and the divisional court. I would

urge each of the members to do the same

and to exercise restraint in making any com-

ment inside or outside this House on the
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material I have tabled. Each of us owes at

least this much to the jurors and to the

famiUes of the deceased.

In conclusion, I want to advise the mem-
bers in regard to the liability of the Ministry
•of Natural Resources in civil actions that may
arise from this incidtent. It is not and never
has been the intention of the ministry to

challenge liability.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am tabling
the report prepared by the internal board of

review which I established on August 27 to

investigate prescribed bum number three
at Geraldton, which occurred on August 22,
the tragic incident in which seven young
people lost their lives.

Making public the report at this time is a

change from my earlier decision to withhold
it until the coroner's inquest had been com-

pleted, so as not to influence the inquest jury

unduly. Also, the solicitors for two of the
families involved in the tragedy had formally
requested that the report's recommendations
not be read into the inquest records, and
until today, I had intended to comply.

During the current postponement of the

inquest, the withholding of the report has
been used by certain elements of the press
to unfairly impugn the integrity of the min-
istry and its staflF, through totally unjustified

implications that a coverup is being managed
in this matter. In addition, the current dis-

cussion has brought the credibility of the

inquest itself into question.
As the Solicitor General has released his

documents, I am tabling the report to clarify
the situation and to lay the unjustified innu-
endoes to rest. Members will find the report
is thorough and objective—the very opposite
of protectionist or a coverup.
2:20 p.m.
Even though I had not made this internal

review board report public, it has never been
kept from the key personnel conducting the

inquest. The report was given to the counsel
for the coroner and the coroner himself in

the middle of October. On October 17, the
coroner's counsel met with the members of
the board to discuss it. Subsequently, other

appropriate materials, such as photographs
and maps, were made available to the cor-

oner's counsel. Also during the inquest, mem-
bers of the internal board of review appeared
as witnesses, and their testimony reflected

much of the findings in the report.
The one point that was always kept in

mind, however, was that the 21 recommenda-
tions were not revealed. All sides wanted the

jurors to come to their own conclusions,
based solely on the testimony given in that

inquest. I would like to inform honourable

members, too, that copies of the report are

being delivered at this time to the families

of the victims in Geraldton and in the Metro-

politan Toronto area.

Now that the report is in the honourable

members' hands and in the hands of the

members of the press gallery, I would like

to reiterate the fundamental point made by
my colleague, the Solicitor General, that any
discussion we have in this House over the

contents of this report be thoughtful and cir-

cumspect. We must be fair to the inquest

jury, to the families and to the processes of

our judicial system.
I feel a sense of outrage at the unfounded

attacks being made on my ministry in this

matter. We have an excellent record. Last
summer's terrible event was the first time
we had suff^ered any staflF deaths in fire work
since 1938, or in more than 40 years, despite
the considerable fire-control and prescribed-
bum activities we carry on each season.

In this particular situation we took im-
mediate and responsible steps to uncover
the reasons for the tragedy, as well as to

give whatever comfort we could to the

families of the victims. That afternoon of

Wednesday, August 22, I was advised of the

tragedy and immediately asked the chief

coroner to investigate, as well as to direct

my staff to do everything possible to assist

the families.

Dr. Cotnam and his party fl^w to Gerald-

ton the following day and with the full co-

operation of my senior staff inv°sti<?atpd the

site of the incident and announced that an

inquest would be held into the deaths. In

those first days, too, the assistant deputy min-
ister for the north and the assistant deputy
minister for the south visited the families in

the Geraldton and Metro Toronto areas to

extend their sympathy and to advise them of

all the arrangements that were being made.

Meanwhile, I directed my staflF to form a

board of review to conduct a thorouf^h in-

vestigation of the incident. The board was

to be made up of ministry fire-experienced

StaflF not based in the region where the inci-

dent occurred, plus outside experts on such

matters as fire behaviour. I announced the

members of that board the following Tues-

day, with the eight people already in Gerald-

ton to begin their work.

After interviewing every conceivable par-

ticipant in the prescribed bum, as well as

other witnesses, the board of review handed
in its report to me on October 12. As I have

mentioned, the report was first given to the
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coroner's counsel at the first opportunity,
which was less than a week later.

Among the many invalid implications be-

ing cast recently has been one which sug-

gests that my ministry and the Ontario

Provincial Police have collaborated in their

investigations. I, too, would like to deal with

that one briefly. Nothing could be further

from the truth or the procedure. As the Soli-

citor General has just indicated, the first time

my staff and the ministry solicitor saw the

crown brief, which is the extensive report

prepared by the OPP, was only after the

inquest began, when it was tabled at the

inquest in Geraldton.

Finally, I'm also tabling one copy for the

record of my ministry's new prescribed btmi-

ing manual. As I mentioned in my statement

to this House on March 14, this manual has

been prepared for use by all field staff this

season, is being distributed to ministry

offices across the province and is to be con-

sulted before any plans for prescribed bums
are approved.

RETIREMENT OF MICHAEL STARR

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, on June 1,

1980, Mr. Michael Starr will step down as

chairman of the Workmen's Compensation

Board, a post in which he has served for

nearly seven years.

Applause.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I might say that applause
is not warranted.

Mr. W. Newman: It really shows the

ignorance of the opposition members.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Starr is one of

Canada's best-known public figures. He has

served his province and his country with

distinction.

Applause.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: He was mayor of the

city of Oshawa, a member of Parliament of

Canada for some 15 years, including six as

Minister of Labour, and president of the

Federal Citizenship Court in Toronto. These
were among the important posts he held

before assuming the chairmanship of the

Workmen's Compensation Board.

During an era when public service has

been increasingly demanding and the chal-

lenge of meeting the board's high objectives
more difficult, Mike Starr has never backed

away from the heaivy responsibilities that

were thrust upon him. Nor during his many
years of service has he lost his youthful

vigour, his sense of dedication and loyalty,

or his desire to serve Canada and Canadians.

Now, as he approaches his 70th birthday,
Mr. Starr will retire from the chairman's

post although, I am pleased to say, he will

continue to serve the board in an advisory

capacity until the end of the year. Beyond
that point Mike Starr feels he has a good
many years Ifeft to serve his province and

country, and we intend to take full advan-

tage of that.

I am pleased to be able to announce on
this occasion that Mr. Starr will be succeeded

on Jime 1 by another distinguished Canadian,
Mr. Lincoln Alexander, currently the federal

member of Parliament for Hamilton West.

Line, as he is known to his many friends and

colleagues, is a lawyer by profession and has

been a member of the federal House since

1968. During the administration of Prime

Minister Clark, he served as Minister of

Labour. Prior to that appointment, he had
been a labour critic in the House of Com-
mons.

Mr. Alexander brings outstanding creden-

tials in terms of both professional training

and experience to his new assignment. More

important, he brings a reputation as a tire-

less community worker, dedicated servant of

the people and a sincere humanitarian, to a

post where all these characteristics vdll be

needed in abundance.

I am sure all members of this House join

me in expressing our gratitude to Michael

Starr for his many years of service, and in

extending our best wishes to Lincoln Alex-

ander as he prepares to take up his new and

demanding post.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I know it is

out of order, but if I might just take a

moment, to say that we appreciate the public
service which the Honomable Michael Starr

has given to Canada and to Ontario. We
wish him well in whatever he undertakes. I

want to wash my fellow riding representative
from Hamilton West and my good friend,

Mr. Alexander, every good wish as he takes

on this important job. It is nice to know I

will have a neighbour Avith whom to discuss

some of the problems which might arise from

time to time. I wish him well in this new

post as, I am sure, does every member of

the House.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, in recent

days there has been considerable discussion

in this House and in the media concerning

potential harmful health effects of exposure

to asbestos used in building construction.

With your permission, I should like to take
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a few moments to describe the government's

position on this important issue and to out-

line the activities that we have taken to

respond to the concerns that have been ex-

pressed.

Mr. Cassidy: On a p>oint of order: we may
have received the statement, but there have
been many statements today and I do not

believe that this important statement by the

minister has been distributed to the oppo-
sition parties. Perhaps we could have one
before it is read.

2:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Dealing first of all with

possible health efiFects, it is generally agreed
that there is no valid scientific basis for set-

ting specific levels of exix)sure to asbestos

fibres above which there is a proven health

hazard to the public at large. On the other

hand, many jurisdictions, including Ontario,
have recognized that in the occupational set-

ting the risk of contracting asbestosis can be
reduced or minimized by limiting or control-

ling exposure. Accordingly, Ontario adopted
the threshold limit value of two fibres per
cubic centimetre as a guideline for work-

place exposure in 1972 and continues to

apply it under the provisions of the Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Act.

In the non-occupational environment it is

not possible to be definitive or conclusive
about maximum acceptable exposure levels.

I am not aware, however, of any documented
instances of asbestosis resulting from en-

vironmental exposure and, while it has been

suggested by some that lung cancer may re-

sult from exposure to asbestos in the general
environment, there is no incontrovertible evi-

dence to demonstrate that causal relation-

ship. There is a concern, though, that asbes-

tos exi>osure, even at very low levels, can
cause mesothelioma, a rare cancer of the

lungs and peritoneal cavity.

It is obviously important for us to continue
to assess the nature and extent of the alleged
risks and take whatever reasonable, preven-
tive or precautionary action may be justi-

fied. I shall turn in a moment to the steps
we are taking to ensure that our knowledge
of the situation is as complete and current as

possible. Before doing so, I wish to say

something about asbestos as a building
material.

The most extensive use of asbestos in the

construction of buildings in Ontario took

place between the late 1950s and the early

1970s. The material used included asbestos

cement, asphalt, pipes, insulation for thermal

and acoustic purposes, fireproofing and
asbestos used in decoration. Asbestos which

is bonded in cement or asphalt is not con-

sidered to present any problem except pos-

sibly during demolition or destruction.

Special precautions are required at demoli-

tion sites to protect the workers involved.

Greater concern, however, has been voiced
about asbestos used in spray fireproofing and
for decorative purposes. During the period
I have mentioned, spray materials containing
varying concentrations of asbestos were used
to fireproof girders, spandrels and decking of

buildings constructed of structural steel. In

Ontario only a small number of companies
were involved in this work, and we are

aware of their identity and are able from

available records to determine buildings in

which these fireproofing and decorative tech-

niques were used. The use of sprayed asbes-

tos materials virtually ceased in Ontario in

the early 1970s.

As was noted earher this week, the On-
tario Building Code does contain provisions
which call for tfhe installation of asbestos-

coated fireproof materials in certain desig-
nated buildings. These provisions are under

study, and my colleague the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.
Drea) viall be advising the House as to the

intended course of action.

In other areas, recognizing the need to be

vigilant and to err on the side of caution, we
have taken the following actions, aspects of

which already have been mentioned by me
or my colleagues on previous occasions.

Due to the possibility that children may be
more susceptible to asbestos hazards than

adults, our first priority, as with other coun-

tries, has been concerned with educational in-

stitutions. Last fall the occupational health

and safety division of my ministry prepared
for the Ministry of Education a guide for

inspecting school buildings for asbestos. For

the information of members I am tabling a

copy of this guide, w'hich describes accept-

able methods for inspecting to detect the

presence of asbestos, the manner in which

samples should be collected, procedures for

analysis and certain remedial options to con-

trol the release of asbestos, including tech-

niques for encapsulation, enclosure and re-

moval.

My colleague the Minister of Education

(Miss Stephenson) has already advised the

House that this guide or manual has been

sent to every local school board and to all

universities and community colleges through-
out the province. Recipients have been ad-

vised that all samples of suspect material

should be sent to my ministry's occupational

health laboratory for analysis. The labora-

tory now is engaged in processing samples
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and transmitting the results to the respon-
sible authorities. This program by the Min-

istry of Education will be continued with
the appropriate follow-up procedures to en-

sure that the survey is complete and that the

appropriate remedial action is taken.

In addition, as was announced last Friday

by the Ministry of the Environment, a work-

ing group on air quality in the Toronto Tran-

sit Commission subway has issued its final re-

port. The working group consisted of repre-
sentatives from my ministry, the Ministry
of the Environment and the Toronto Tran-

sit Commission. It was formed in August
1976 to direct studies of air quahty in the

subway system, to evaluate the results in

terms of their possible health eflFects on

passengers and subway employees, and to

recommend any necessary abatement meas-

ures. The working group found the current

subway air quality-

Mr. Speaker: Order. I must draw to the

attention of the Minister of Labour that the

time allotment for ministerial statements on

days when we have private members' public
business shall not exceed 30 minutes with-

out the consent of the majority of the mem-
bers of the House. Do we have that consent?

Agreed.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: The working group found

the current subway air quality acceptable for

both occupational and environmental health

with particular reference to asbestos, lead

and airborne particulate.

To guard against future problems and to

further enhance the air quality in the subway,
a supervised abatement program was begun
last year and a continuing monitoring pro-

gram, as recommended by the working group,
is being imdertaken involving the ministries

of Laboiur and the Environment as well as

the TTC.
The first report of this continuing program

of monitoring was issued by the Ministry of

the Environment earlier this week, and it

showed significant improvements in the

original readings obtained by the working
group which, as I have said, were found to

be acceptable in terms of both environmental

and occupational health.

Third, as I mentioned to the House hst

week, I have caused instructions to be given
to the inspectors of the occupational health

and safety division of my ministry to check

specifically for the presence of sprayed or

exposed asbestos materials in workplaces
during any routine inspections. In this way,
as we go through the normal cycle of in-

spections we should be able to identify the

major sites and, where necessary, issue any

appropriate remedial orders.

Fourth, as members are aware, my ministry

is engaged in the development of an asbestos

occupational exposure standard, to be pub-
lished as a regulation imder the provisions of

the Occupational Health and Safety Act,
1978. A draft of this regulation was first pub-
hshed and circulated for public discussion and
comment in June 1978.

The draft proposed an exposure limit of

two fibres per cubic centimeter and em-

phasized the need for employers to control

exposure levels through engineering controls,

administrative practices and personal pro-
tective equipment. In response to the draft,

the ministry received some 23 sets of com-
ments from industry, labour and the academ-
ic community. From these responses, it is

apparent that there is considerable disagree-
ment concerning the desirable exposure limit.

The various briefs have raised a number of

difficult questions in relation to both the

appropriateness of the standard and mechan-
isms for enforcing it.

All of the briefs have been carefully

analysed by my stafi^, and they have been in-

volved in an in-depth study of the strategies

adbpted or under development in other juris-

dictions to control asbestos in the occupational

setting. I should say that the proposed stand-

ard of two fibres per cubic centimetre is com-

parable to the standards established in most
other jurisdictions which have addressed the

question. However, no final decisions have
been taken, and my objective is to ensure

that the Ontario standards will reflect the

most up-to-date and reliable scientific knowl-

edge available.

Any proposed standard is, as a matter of

practice, referred to the advisory council on

occupational health and safety for comment
on the process followed by the ministry in

setting that standard. In one situation in the

past involving exposure to noise levels, the

advisory council was asked to establish a

special task force to provide external advice

on the issue. While no final decision has been

made, this may well be a procedure we will

wish to consider in the case of asbestos.

2:40 p.m.

Finally, in the broader context, my ministry

has taken the lead in putting together an in-

terministerial working group comprising rep-

resentatives from the ministries of the En-

virnoment. Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, Education, Health, and Labour. Mem-
bers of this group have assembled all avail-

able backgroimd material and information and
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are analysing it in the light of our knowl-

edge of the Ontario situation.

I have already received and studied one
interim report, a copy of which I am tabling

today. That committee is working on further

aspects of that initial document with a view
to developing proposals for consideration by
the participating ministries. In the meantime,
the other programs that I have described in

the educational institutions, in the Toronto
Transit Commission subway system and in

other field inspections will continue.

I s'hall certainly keep members apprised of

present pertinent findings as they are re-

ported to me. In this way, I believe we can
all be assured that every reasonable step will

continue to be taken to protect the health

and safety of the public.

It is clear to me that our work in this vital

area must be intensified and accelerated. To
this end, I am considering certain alterna-

tive modes of procedure aimed at ensuring

(1) that there is ample opportunity for proper

public input and (2) that we have the benefit

of the best medical, scientific and other

expert advice, both within the government
and from the community at large.

I expect to be in a position to make a

further announcement in this connection early
next week.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN
SCHOOLS

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, cer-

tain questions were raised in the House this

week with regard to the use of asbestos-

covered fire-stop flaps in schools. My col-

league the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Drea) will reply next

week to the questions he has taken on notice

about the use of asbestos on these flaps as

required by the Ontario Building Code. How-
ever, I would like to assure the members
that the matter is already being addressed

and steps are taken.

Arrangements now have been made for the

testing of fire-stop flaps, and a full report will

be made when those tests have been com-

pleted. In the interim, in any renovations

or installations where fire-stop flaps are to

be used, the flap will be sealed with a mate-
rial acceptable to the Ontario fire marshal.

We are also attempting to locate all installa-

tions where asbestos-covered fire-stop flaps

have been used, and I have been advised

by my staff that a substantial number of

those installations have aheady been treated.

ORAL QUESTIONS

ASBESTOS HAZARDS

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to ask a question of the Minister of Labour

regarding asbestos. I want specifically to ask

him about the fact that people living near

asbestos mills, who may have no direct ex-

posiu-e, might still come down with meso-

thelioma, apparently as a consequence of

exposure to asbestos.

Does the minister recall our exchange in

the House in November 1978 when I asked

for him to do epidemiological studies for

those who have lived in the neighbourhood
of the Johns-Manville plant and other as-

bestos plants? He said there was a study

being done which wovJd serve "as a feasi-

bility study regarding the possibility of a

larger epidemiological study." I have just

quoted the minister.

Is the minister anvare that the results of

the study, although it has been completed,
have not been released and, further, that the

study had nothing whatsoever to do with

neighbourhood incidence of disease but was
concerned strictly with occupational health

standards? If so, when will he respond to the

concern regarding those who live in the

neighbourhoods?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) and I have talked

about before on occasion, Mr. Speaker,

epidemiology, with regard to public health,

really d'oesn't fall within the domain of occu-

pational health and safety. I did refer him to

a study carried out by Dr. Fitzgerald, who
is the medical officer of health in Scarborough,
in which he surveyed all relatives of people

working in the asbestos plant in that area and

found no problems associated with asbestos.

That may be what he and I were talking

about at the time. As a matter of fact, I

spoke to Dr. Fitzgerald about that some time

later.

It's an appropriate time to do a follow-up
on that study because, as the honourabJe

member well knows, there have not been a

great number of epidemiological studies with

regard to the public health aspects of asbestos.

He and I also know there have been some

autopsy studies carried out and, although

those autopsy studies have revealed that

asbestos is present, to my knowledge there

has been no noticed pathology reported to

date from those studies.

Mr. S. Smith: Given that people who have

been living near the plant have complained
for decades of a sort of white powder over the

neighbourhood, does the minister not feel
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that while perhaps it is not his department,
either he or a cabinet colleague should under-

take a proper epidemiological study of those

people who can be tracked down who hved

in that neighbourhood some 10 or 20 years

earlier to find out what has happened to

these people and to see whether some of

them may have died from illnesses or from

malignancies that might be directly attribut-

able to asbestos?

Doesn't the minister think this is something
that is overdue in Ontario? That sort of thing

has been done in the United States before.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As I mentioned, such a

study was carried out at one time. It may be

that it is time to reassess that study or con-

sider some others. It is certainly something I

am prepared to discuss with the Minister of

Health (Mr. Timbrell). But I would like to

re-emphasize, just so there is no confusion

about it, that there have been some general

autopsy studies done in New York and in

other communities. I would like to reinforce

the position I stated earlier, that although
asbestos fibres have been found in the lungs
of people on whom autopsies have been done,
there is no reported incidence of pathology
related to asbestos in those studies.

Mr. S. Smith: In London, England, there

was.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: There had been on
mesothelioma. In fact, in the city he came

from, Montreal, a study was carried out which
reviewed—

Mr. S. Smith: What about London, Eng-
land?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Let me just talk about On-
tario and Canadian studies. I don't know
that particular study, but I do know of one
here in Canada. There was a study in Mont-
real where someone reviewed' all of the

mesothelioma cases that could be located in

Canada. I think there was something hke 200
over a period of many years. In all of them,
there had been an exposure to asbestos that

was not the general environmental exposure
to asbestos.

It may be that the honourable member
has some information my stajff doesn't have,
and I would be interested in having it, but
that is the result of a pretty detailed study
carried out in this country.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the minister
is aware that I raised with him the problem
of the Bendix plant, the Argyle Road plant
in the city of Windsor. I had asked at one
time that studies be made concerning environ-
mental health or the health of the people
living in the area. Many people in that Ben-

dix plant have lived there for, I would say,

well over 20 years. That would be a perfect

example of a plant that could be studied.

The numbers aren't large, but the studies

could indicate whether living close to a

plant that manufactured asbestos products has

an environmental health hazard.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, as I men-
tioned to the Leader of the Opposition, I

will be glad to discuss that with my col-

league, because I think we should all be

willing to carry out any studies that will

increase our knowledge about these matters.

If the leader has any study that he thinks

would be of assistance to me, I would sin-

cerely like to have it.

Mr. S. Smith: I will address my next ques-
tion to the Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Parrott), but I just want to say parentheti-

cally to the Minister of Labour that there is

a study on that matter which I will bring to

his attention.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, with regard to

2,4,5-T, I would like to ask the Minister of

the Environment if he is aware that his Pes-

ticides Advisory Committee, whose letter he
has read out in the House from time to

time—in the last sitting of the House, in fact

—.told him that 2,4,5-T was safe for spraying,

having read only one side of the recent

United States Environmental Protection

Agency pre-trial hearing, the Dow Chemical

side, and without having read the side put in

by the EPA, a side which indicates there

have been a number of recent studies, of

which the x)eople on the committee were

apparently unaware, which indicate that it

is a very serious health hazard?

If I might just quote the view of the

agency from one summary, it says, "The

quality, quantity and variety of data demon-

strating that the continued use of 2,4,5-T in

Silvex contaminated with TCDD presents
risks to human health is unprecedented and

overwhelming." Why did the committee not

read both sides of the story?

2:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, in this in-

stance I believe they have i>art of that and

are asking for the balance of it. They were

not public documents at that time. iTiey

have read two of them. I'm positive they wish

to read all of them. They have asked for the

other two that aren't public, and that will be

part of their long-term consideration and

advice to me, I'm sure.
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Mr. S. Smith: Is the minister not aware
that we have received the bibliography used

by that committee and that it includes very

clearly a magazine article which states plainly

that the EPA has put in its own pre-hearing
risk brief? It summarizes that brief showing
the fact that there are four new studies

clearly indicating an increased risk of certain

types of cancer, i)articularly in some Swedish
workers. There is a British study and a

Swedish study; and they obviouslv knew
about them. They read the Dow Chemical

side of that matter.

How is it that when we asked for this docu-

ment we had no trouble getting it at all?

Whv did the minister's own people not

bother to read the other side of the story,

esT>ecially given that they read the summary
of it, which I have just quoted to the

minister?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: To suggest that the com-
mittee only read one side is just not correct.

Let me show some surprise that the Leader
of the Onposition puts so much emphasis
now on their position.

Last week, within a few davs, the member
for Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) told us fre-

quently that he does not accept the environ-

mental protection agencies of the United
States. He put them down. He said you can't

trust them; they don't do their job. Then all

of a sudden the Leader of the Opposition
finds they are the greatest thing since sliced

bread to be the protector. I wish the Leader
of the Ooposition would get his act together
a little bit. The member for Niagara Falls

says they're not worthy of protecting the en-

vironment, and now the Leader of the Oppo-
sition is saying they're the best example in

the world. Get together on the facts.

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, is the minister

aware that in Australia the Queensland gov-
ernment has ordered a new investigation into

birth defects from the use of 2,4,5-T there?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I'm not personally aware
of that, Mr. Speaker, but let me say that I

would be amazed. I believe the committee
was aware of that. I have seen the list. I

have given members the reference list, and
it's very extensive. It includes references

from Australia and New Zealand. Both of

those countries and their literattu-e have been
well reviewed by the committee.

Mr. S. Smith: Speaking of that part of the

world, Mr. Speaker, and recalling the rather

gratuitous red herring throvm out about how
this government doesn't think we should send

things like 2,4,5-T to the Third World-I
think those were his words when I suggested
it be incinerated at sea—would the minister

care to give us a comment regarding the fact

that Ontario Hydro has been getting rid of

its stocks of 2,4,5-T by an interesting method,

including selling 3,500 gallons to Uniroyal
for export to Bangkok, Thailand? Would the

minister care to hazard a comment on that

practice by the government of Ontario and
its agencies?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: It's a separate agency.
But if we're going to talk about getting our

facts straight I suggest the Leader of the

Ooposition might get his facts straight about

whether they are burning 2,4,5-T; they are

not. The Leader of the Opposition now
knows that. If his research had been ade-

quate, he would know they are burning quite

a different herbicide-

Mr. S. Smith: Because they have already

proved that 2,4,5-T can be burned.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: That is not what die

member said.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: What nonsense! Let me
tell the Leader of the Opposition, he didn't

tell the members of this House—and they
should know—that 2,4,5-T in the United

States is sprayed on rice fields and all kinds

of places. The United States is using 2,4,5-T.

It is not being sent to the sea to be burnt.

I wish the Leader of the Opposition would

get those kinds of facts straight and on the

record.

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to ask the minister, now that the Ministry

of Transportation and Communications has

said it will be spraying rights of way this

summer with 2,4,5-T, will he tell us which

rights of way are going to be spraved so that

people won't wander into them by mistake

and expose themselves to risks the minister

hasn't reviewed at the level that the Aus-

tralian and American governments obviously

are concerned about?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: May I repeat, Mr.

Speaker, the US government is permitting
use of this material in all kinds of areas. As

I said to members the other night, without

a permit there will be no spraying. The
member should have listened.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Ordter.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: When a permit is issued,

a map is given to the director of the pesti-

cides control branch; the exact locations are

known. That is the way is has always been.

Under strict licensing control, when a permit

is issued everyone will know where that is
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used. It isn't known until such time as an

application is made and a permit issued.

There could be a variety of places where it is

used, but we will not know until the applica-
tion is made and a permit issued.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, given the con-

cern that is reflected in the statement by the

Minister of Labour, we have several questions
about asbestos exposure in the work place.
The member for Hamilton East will be ask-

ing about Johns-Mansville, but I want to ask

the minister about the situation at Certified'

Brake, formerly known as Royal Industries, a

plant where gross violations of Ontario's ex-

posure standards for asbestos were reported
as far back as June 1977.

Can the minister explain why on Maidh 11,
when the workers had stopped work for the

fourth time in foiu: months because of unsafe

working conditions that involved asbestos

dust at that plant, the ministry inspectors
failed to follow the provisions of the Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Act?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I am aware
that Mr. Paul Falkowski of the steelworkers'

union has written me a rather long and de-

tailed letter inquiring into the very matters

the member has raised. Without trying in any
sense to evade it, I have to say I don't have
that information yet, but I will be glad' to

table it in the House next week.
The member indicated there has been some

failure of inspectors to respond. We are pre-

paring the response to that right now. I don't

have the information available immediately.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the fact that the

problems of that plant began back in 1977
and that they persisted after the workers
were moved to a new plant between June
and December of last year, would the minister

not agree that when the inspectors failed to

investigate the work place, where the workers
were exercising the right to refuse, in the

presence of the workers and of the workers'

representative, that was a violation of the act?

Would the minister not agree also that it was
a violation of the act for the inspectors to

depart after only 10 minutes when dose to

100 workers were exercising their right to

refuse? Would the minister not agree that it

was also a violation of the act for the inspec-
tors to say, "We wash our hands of this; it's

a matter between management and' labour"?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I am not trying to evade

anything—to defend or to say there was a

wrong action on anybody's part. As soon as I

have that information, I'll be prepared to

condemn anybody if there has been a mistake

made, and HI be glad to give the member
that information as soon as I have it.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister agree with
the statement by his inspector Mr. Dyson, at
the plant that afternoon, and I quote: "If you
work with fish, you smell like fish, and if you
work with asbestos, you smell like asbestos.
There is no difi^erence"? Does the minister

agree with that statement? Or does he not
agree that, when his inspectors make state-
ments like that, it's a sign of a failure of the
Minister of Laboiu* and his ministry to en-
force the provisions of Bill 70 which were
designed to ensure the health and safety <rf

workers in the work place?

3 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Let there be no mis-

understanding. If that's an accurate quota-
tion of what somebody said, he's got a

problem. But I'm not trying to evade it.

There's no evasion involved in this. I'm

honestly trying to gather together a detailed

response to a lengthy letter, of which the
member has a copy. WTien all that data has
been gathered—and I'm told as recently as

today it will be available next week—I'll be
glad to table it or give it to the member,
whichever he wishes,

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question, also related to asbestos, for the

Minister of Education.

In view of the minister's statement on

Monday that it was in 1968 or 1969 that

her architectiu-al oflBcials told school boards
of the dangers of asbestos in school con-

struction and advised against its use; in

view of her statement on Monday that this

advice was reiterated repeatedly by the

architectrural staff in discussion with school

'board officials since 1969, can she explain
how it is that over five of those years hra:

architectural staff were approving ventilation

systems that contained fire-stop flaps or

dampers which were covered in asbestos be-

cause of the provisions of the Ontario Build-

ing Code in 1975?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I'm

sure that the architects in the school build-

ing branch felt bound to comply with the

requirements of the building code at that

time, and I think they were unaware that

there was any potential hazard from the

asbestos used in that way in those fire flaps.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister explain why
this matter was not brought to her attention.
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or the attention of any senior minister, untH
I raised it in the Legislature this week? Her
statement on Monday made it abundantly
clear that, over that period of time, asbestos

was not to be used in the schools. Why was
that failure a reality? Why did nobody any-
where in the ministry exercise control?

Why, if the minister was so concerned,
did nobody see the hazards posed by putting
asbestos-covered flaps in the ventilation

system, where loose particles could be taken
out into every part of the schools and kids

exposed?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The ministry began
its inspection of this area in addition to

other areas. The air plenum was certainly
one of the areas about which we had specific

concern-

Mr. Warner: When?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I guess it began in

June 1979 as a result of correspondence and

investigations related to the school in

Hamilton.

The leader of the third party also sug-

gested the other day that not all school

boards had received copies of the dociunent
which provided instruction for inspection,
and for the sealing, closing off, or elimina-

tion of the hazard. We have contacted the
two boards which he mentioned specifically
and both of those boards received that docu-
mentation.

Mr. Cassidy: If I may redirect a supple-

mentary to the Premier, Mr. Speaker: Given
that for five years the Ministry of Education
was apparently telling school boards on the

one hand, not to use asbestos, and on the

other, approving the use of asbestos where
the air ventilation systems could carry fibres

into every classroom and expose every child;

given that the Minister of Education has

proven incapable of coming to grips with
this problem, will the Premier not agree that

it is time to remove the minister and put
someone in her place who can do the job of

protecting oiu children from asbestos in the

schools?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, in that I've

had more children in the schools than the

leader of the New Democratic Party—prob-
ably he'll never have as many as I've had in

the school system—I have total confidence
in the Minister of Education, not only to

protect my children, but also to look after

their educational needs as well.

I have no intention of making any altera-

tions.

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. Stong: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Solicitor General arising out of

the documentation he provided the House
this afternoon on the Nakina fire.

In view of the statutory obligation on the
fire marshal to investigate the cause, origin
and circumstances of any fire reported to
him and, so far as it is possible, to determine
whether it was the result of carelessness or

design, in my opinion the fire investigation

report by one Mr. Taylor, which report the
minister provided to the House this after-

noon, does not address itself to any conclu-
sion or suggestion of carelessness or design
but. in fact, contains three fatal errors.

First, Mr. Taylor admits that the original

report may have been somewhat in error.

Second, he admits that the basis of his report
was a statement issued by the Ministry of

Natural Resources the day after the fire.

Third, he admits that he was at the scene
for only two days and, at the time of the

preparation of this report, he did not feel he
could give an honest report on the fire until

the inquest was terminated when all of the
facts were known and made available to him.

In the light of the documentation the
minister provided to the House today, is he
still satisfied that his fire marshal conducted
a proper investigation in accordance with the

statutory provisions?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Yes, Mr. Speaker. As
the honourable member has pointed out, Mr.

Taylor said that as far as his responsibilities
were concerned he felt, for his purposes, there

might be some additional report. What the
member has to understand is that the chief

responsibility in this matter belongs to the
coroner's office and the Ontario Provincial

Police in conducting the investigation for the

purposes of the inquest. The role the fire

marshal's office could play, from a practical

standpoint, is rather limited and not nearly as

important as the roles of the coroner and the
OPP in conducting a full investigation for the

inquest.
First of all, as the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Auld) pointed out, this terrible

tragedy was the first death by fire in 42 years
in Ontario and the fire marshal's office, quite

frankly, is not the best agency to deail with a
fire of this kind. As the member well knows,
the fire marshal's office is generally involved
in investigations where there is some sugges-
tion of arson, or in matters unrelated to forest

fires.

In a matter of this kind the role of the fire

marshal's office, given the nature of its duties,
is a limited one. The chief responsibility lies
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with the coroner's oflBce and the Ontario Pro-

vincial PoHce, quite apart from the responsi-

bility of the ministry that has the greatest

expertise when it comes to matters of forest

fires. To suggest that in these circum-
stances the fire marshal's office had a major
role to play is to distort the picture.

Mr. Stong: I take it from the minister's

answer that he may or may not agree that,

although the statutory provisions are very
clear that he must investigate the cause, his

fire marshal is ill equipped to cause an investi-

gation into fires when the statutory provision

requires it?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: That is a total mis-

interpretation and misstatement. We're talk-

ing about forest fires. When it comes to a

forest fire, I agree that the fire marshal's office

is not going to—

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Agencies of the gov-
ernment do apply a great deal of pressure.
We can't have several investigations over-

lapping. Obviously certain agencies of the

government have greater expertise in certain

areas, and a certain amount of common sense

is obvious/ly important in any of these matters.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I'm concerned
with the response of the Solicitor General. The
statutory responsibilities of the various offices

are not dependent one upon another. I ask

the Solicitor General, would it not have been

important for the fire marshal to have con-

ducted and completed a full report with re-

spect to his investigation so that the coroner
and the coroner's jury would have available

to them as part of the evidence, the report of

the fire marshal in making their assessment,
rather than for the fire marshal to stand back
and say, "When the inquest is all over, I will

complete my report"?

3:10 p.m.
Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I simply

reiterate what I said earlier: The conduct of

the fire marshal's office, in my view certainly,
met the standards of performance that is re-

quired of the fire marshal according to statute.

The role carried out by the fire marshal in

this office, I think was entirely appropriate.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS
Mr. M. Davidson: I have a question for the

Minister of Laboiu*, Mr. Speaker. Is the minis-

ter aware of the report which his occupational
health branch has brought down regarding
Harbord Collegiate Institute, dated March 31,

1980, which shows that the air sample leveils

taken indicate there are two fibres per cubic
centimetre in the cafeteria at Harbord Col-

legiate, and two fibres per cubic centimetre

in the caretakers' lunchroom at Harbord Col-

legiate?
Given that the ambient air standard en-

vironmental exposure level is 0.04 fibres per
cubic centimetre, which means exposure to

persons within the cafeteria and the care-

takers' lunchroom is five times greater than

the ambient air level standard for environ-

ment exposure, can he tell us what his minis-

try intends to do?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I haven't got
the exact dates of visits to Harbord Col-

legiate Institute in my memory, but I can
tell the honourable member there were two
occasions. First, there was the occasion when
there was construction going on—the drilling
of the materials that contained asbestos. On
that occasion inspectors did go to Harbord

Collegiate, did issue a stop order and did

take air samples. When they were satisfied

that the situation had cleared, work resumed
with the workers, on those occasions, wearing
respirators.

I also know that at the beginning of this

week inspectors went to Harbord Collegiate,

again at the request of the employees' union.

I am surprised at the figures the member
reports, because it was only yesterday I re-

viewed them myself. Of the 12 samples taken,
10 were below detection by the microscopic

technique, and two were well below one fibre

per cubic centimetre. If the member is sug-

gesting his figures were not those given to

me yesterday, I would like to have them.
Those were the 12 results I was given yes-

terday on the most recent sampling done at

Harbord Collegiate, 10 of which were below
the detectable limit of the microscope and
two of which were levels that were well

below one fibre per cubic centimetre—and
I mean well below.

As a matter of fact, the union phoned and
asked if they could have a copy of the report.

I instructed my inspector to say that, if the

employer had not given them a report by
yesterday sometime, we would be glad to

give them a report. This was shared informa-

tion available to everybody.

Mr. M. Davidson: This is a rex)ort from the

ministry. It is dated March 31, 1980, and it

shows quite clearly that with the fan off, for

the cafeteria, students-only central area, there

are 0.2 total fibres greater than five micro-

metres in length per cubic centimetre; and

the same applies to the caretakers' lunchroom

area in the school.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Did you say 0.2?

Mr. M. Davidson: Yes. I apologize for the

figures I gave earlier, but it is still far above
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Ac standard, and I am sure the minister is

aware of that.

Can the minister explain why it would be,

given that this report was handed down on

March 31, that on April 1, 1980, the occu-

pational health branch issued a report, which

says: "Recommendations are made. No order

is suggested to be issued"? Is the minister

going to allow that? Is he going to allow

these standards to continue to exist in that

school without making sure that anything is

being done about it?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I thought I made it very
dear that the investigation on March 31,

while the school was closed, was carried out,

I think quite properly, at the request of the

workers there, and the levels foimd were

incredibly low. As a matter of fact, the 0.2

level the member referred to was one of only
two out of 12 that showed anything.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Two is too many in

a students' cafeteria,

Hon. Mr. Elgie: What I am saying is on
the basis of that report the inspector ob-

viously said the occupational standard was
not at issue here. Naturally there will be

plans to review it again, but if the member
is saying the environmental standard is ex-

ceeded I don't want to get into a discussion

about whether there is an environmental

standard, because I say quite honestly, I have
reviewed some of the standards throughout
the world and I know of no other province,
state or country that has an environmental

standard, because, frankly, they don't know
what it should be.

I don't claim to have a full understanding
of the issue or to be a genius about it. All I

can say is, from an occupational standard
the levels reported from that sampling, in

which only two of 12 showed anything, were
well below anything that would be of any
occupational concern.

ASSISTIVE DEVICES

^fr. T. p. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Health in regard to

prosthetic, orthotic and assistive devices for

the physicadly handicapped.
iWill the minister table the internal report

of his ministry in regard to assistance for the

physically handicapped in this regard, a report
that was supposedly being completed in 1978?
Since our sister provinces of Quebec and
Manitoba provide these dtevices under their

medicare and health insurance systems, will

he now give these people what they deserve
and are entitled to, which is assistance for

these devices under the Ontario Health In-

sm"ance Plan without making them go out

and beg, borrow, steal or be dependent on
welfare for these devices?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I am just as interested

in the matter of prosthetics and orthotics as

the honourable member but, with respect, I

think he paints quite a diflFerent picture from

reality when he uses that kind of language.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Where do they get them?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber and I have corresponded on this a number
of times and he is well aware, from the On-
tario Society for Crippled Children or throu^
various organizations.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: When the member talks

about our sister provinces, maybe he wants to

talk about benefits provided in Ontario that

aren't provided in certain other provinces, for

instance, chiropractic, which is a subject he

supports as well.

Mr. T. P. Reid: This is a lot more important
than chiropractic.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: That depends on your

point of view, to the individual who needis it.

Mr. T. P. Reid: You mean if someone
doesn't have an arm or a leg?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, as the

honourable member knows—I have indicated

this to him before in correspendonce, as I be-

heve my colleague the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development (Mrs. Birch) has too—

an interministerial committee is looking at the

question of the provision of assistive devices.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Since 1976.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I would hope in the not

too distant future that interministerial review

wiU be completed and we can release a state-

ment on that.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I might point out that

review has been going on for almost foiu*

years.
Before the Premier goes, could I redirect

a supplementary to him?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Is the Premier aware that

Mr. McKeough, the former Treasurer, on

May 24, 1978, wrote the Ontario Advisory
Council for the Physically Handicapped and

said, "I am confident that somewhere in our

$14-billion programs we can find a low-

priority $2-million item which can be cut out

to provide the necessary funding for coverage
of assistive devices."

With Easter coming up, will the Premier

at least not be as miserly as the Minister of
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Health and say that these people are going
to be entitled to be covered under OHIP for

devices that are absolutely necessary for them
to live in the community and function?

Mr. Cunningham: Use some of the money
the Treasiu"er didn't give away.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
who is asking the question over there,

whether it is the member for Rainy River or—

Mr. Speaker: It is not the member for

Wentworth North (Mr. Cunningham), I can
tell you that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know on so many ques-
tions he likes to feel he is asking everything
over there.

I think the supplementary was directed to

me: Did I know that Mr. McKeough had
made a certain statement? The answer to that

is yes.

With respect to what I guess was a second

supplementary question, this government has

always been sympathetic to those people with
needs and concerns, and we have always
demonstrated our capacity to deal with them.

3:20 p.m.
Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, if I recall

correctly, in the fall when I asked him about
this matter, the minister said that committee
had just been appointed. It had taken some-

thing like three or iour years to get it to-

gether. In the interim, could the minister
take it upon himself to decide who has the

authority to set up a procedure whereby if

a physician recommends that these devices
are necessary—either repair or provision of

new devices—that vdll be covered under
OHIP imtil this committee takes another
three or four years to make its recommenda-
tions to him?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, first, it

was not a matter of three or four years to

begin to address. Second, it is not a matter
that is going to take another three or four

years to address. Third, through a variety of

mechanisms external to government, the

prosthetic and orthotic devices are being
made available. It is a matter that at some
point in the future I wotJd like to see us

get into.

I want to point out to the member for

Rainy River that it was his party two years

ago that demanded my budget be slashed

by $50 million; now it tiies to 'be all things
to all people.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS
Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Labour. Would

the minister bring this House up to date on
the commitment of the former Minister of

Labour regarding asbestos exposure—quoting
from our letter of December 13, 1979-to

develop appropriate controls, to update exist-

ing data and to develop an asbestos register
on current and former workers? What is the

status of the register? Has the imion move-
ment been involved and what information

has been collected by this asbestos register?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, as I re-

ported some time last year to the House, that

nominal roll was in the process of being
prepared. I don't know the exact status of it

but I will be glad to get that infcxmadcm
and forward it to the member.

Mr. Madcenzie: That commitment was
made in 1977. Could I ask the minister also

to check why the imion most involved at

Canadian Johns-Manville has not been asked

for the information it would have to pass
on to such a register or for a list of the

"workers involved? Does the register really

mean anything?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: If that happened, then I

certainly will find out why it did because the

union should have been consulted. I hope
the register does mean something.

DURHAM REGIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL HEARING

iMr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of the Environment. With

respect to the meeting the minister and the

Premier (Mr. Davis) had this morning with

the concerned citizens of Ajax in relation

to the possibility of funding to assist them
in the hearing before the Environmental

Assessment Board, why doesn't the minister,

based on his sense of fairness, agree to pro-

vide the money for this purpose?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: During that meeting this

morning, and I feel it was a good meeting,
Mr. Speaker, we made it very clear to the

people there representing the citizens of

Ajax, that, if they would state their case to

the Ijoard and they wanted exp>ert witnesses,

it has been the policy of the board—and I

would be siuprised if the board changed
that policy—to fund the cost of expert wit-

nesses. That precedent is well established, in

Elliot Lake and other places. I think the

committee went away with a new under-

standing of what they could do to get some

expertise from their persi)ective before that

hearing. To a marked degree they were satis-

fied with that response. I hope they were,

because I think it's valid to have both sides
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of the argument placed before the hearing
board.

Mr. Gaunt: Would the minister consider

funding for the purposes of hiring legal
counsel at such a hearing?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I know the legal pro-
fession needs a great deal of help at this

time but the answer is no.

Ms. Bryden: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I woidd like to ask the minister, since he
talked about precedent, why the precedent of

the Hartt royal commission and the Porter

royal commission cannot be followed in the

case of environmental hearings, where the

citizens' groups were provided with funding,
not just for expert witnesses, but also for re-

search, as well as other costs of appearing at

the hearings?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: In this instance, Mr.

Speaker, there have been and there will be

many hearings. I think all of the costs for

research should be borne by the proponents.
The board would have every reason to believe

that a complete disclosure of the facts would
be part of the hearing process. It's when the

Ijoard is persuaded' that all the facts have not

been presented that other witnesses can and
should be fundted. That has been its position
in the past, and I think it will continue.

As an adjunct to the previous question, I

might say that the municipality has a solicitor

who could very well serve as the solicitor

for those who are asking, desiring and de-

serving of both sides being put forward. So
there is that continuity in the legal spokesman,
for those who might not agree with the

process.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. Ziemba: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Education. Since it's

obvious there has been a government coverup
on the asbestos issue until last week's body
count, and since we have been stalled and the

public has been lied to, could the minister

tell us whether the 90 days, which supposedly
will be required to get confirmation on
whether asbestos is present in samples of

materials taken from Toronto schools, have

any scientific justification? Could the minister

inform us whether the tests really take that

long or whether that's just a convenient period
of time, calculated to stall concerned parents
and the public until the end of the school

year, after which the ministry will have ail

summer to try to cook up a new story?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

would have to suggest that the honourable

member is the greatest fiction writer in this

House. There has been no coverup. I have

provided all the information that has been
made available to me and I shall continue to

do so.

I do not know precisely how long it will

take the occupational health and safety la-

boratory to analyse the samples that are

provided for it. But I do know that it will

take approximately eight weeks for the Uni-

versity of Toronto laboratory, which has ac-

cepted the contract, to do the examination

and the testing of the fire-stop flaps, not the

dampers. That information will be made
available to us, and all of these tests will be

accompanied by tests related to the materials

that are used as sealants upon them in order

to ensure that those sealants are effective as

well.

We are trying very diligently to ensure

that there is an elimination of any asbestos

hazard within the school system, within the

college system and within the university sys-

tem. We have begun with the elementary and

secondary schools because of our concern

that perhaps the growing child may be slight-

ly more susceptible. We are moving as rapidly
as possible through that area. We will be

attacking the college system and the univer-

sity system on that basis as well, however.

Mr. Ziemba: Since the laboratory with

which I have been working can confirm for

me within four days whether there is asbestos

present in a sample of material and since the

minister herself was able to get the tests at

Harbord Collegiate done in just two days,

why should it take 90 days to confirm whether

a sample of material contains asbestos? Why
should parents have to wait that long to find

out about potential hazards to their children?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am not sure what
90 days the member is talking about. I

believe he is talking about the period of time

that is necessary to examine the potential
eventual friability of the absestos pax)er

which is riveted to the fire-stop flaps. If that

is what he is talking about, then we have
been told by the researchers that it will take

that period of time. As far as the dust sam-

ples and the fragment samples ore concerned,
I am sure my colleague the Minister of

Labour (Mr. Elgie) would be able to tell the

member how long it takes to do those tests

within the occupational health and safety lab,

for which he has responsibility.

VACATION PAY

Mr. Eakins: I have a question for the Min-
ister of Labour. Is the minister aware that

people who operate hobby farms and do not
use agriculture as their main income are able
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to evade the four per cent vacation pay? If

so, what does he intend to do about it?

3:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: It is hard to believe it is

happening in Victoria-Haliburton, but I will

be pleased to look into that and report to the

member.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Labour has

the answer to a question asked' previously.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Minister of Labour
have the answer to a question asked pre-

viously?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I have
to tell you, I don't want to go back another

day, if you don't mind.

Mr. Speaker: It was you who sent me the

note. If you don't want to answer it, just say
so.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I think I'll take tomorrow

oflF, if you don't mind, Mr. Speaker.
Last Friday, questions were raised in the

House concerning communications between
the Workmen's Compensation Board and the

occupational health and safety division of my
ministry in relation to claims involving indus-

trial diseases, including fatalities. Specific
reference was made to the case of Mr. Clifton

Grant, a former employee of the Scarborough
Board of Education.

Under normal practice, the Workmen's

Compensation Board forwards copies of all

lost time claims to the occupational health

and safety division of the ministry. Members
are aware of the volume of these claims and
will not be surprised to learn that on the

average more than 800 such claims, recorded
on what are referred to as Form 7s, are re-

ceived by the division from the board each

day. These claim forms are sorted centrally
in the division and those involving work
situations within the statutory jurisdiction of

the ministry are forwarded for appropriate
action to the proper operating branches—
the industrial health and safety branch, con-

struction health and safety branch, or mining
health and safety branch.

I have caused a careful search of our

records to be made and I am advised that

there is no record in the division concerning
Mr. Grant's claim. I should explain—

Mr. R. F. Johnston: I have read it.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Okay. You d"on't mind if I

finish it for the record, do you?

Mr. McClellan: It doesn't make any sense,

but if you want to go ahead, go ahead.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: We let you go ahead; so

why not join in?

I should explain that prior to October 1,

1979, the date upon which Bill 79 was pro-

claimed, work-place coverage was limited by
the definitions contained in each of the In-

dustrial Safety Act, the Construction Safety
Act and part IX of the Mining Act. Conse-

quently, certain sites—for example, schools

and hospitals, other than hospital laundries-

were not covered by the Industrial Safety Act
It appears that prior to October 1, 1979, Form
7 claims relating to those institutions were
not pursued.

I should say that upon closer examination,
which I requested, it appears to me that de-

pending upon the precise natine of the par-
ticular work assignment, some maintenance or

repair work on schools might well have been
covered under the project definition contained

in the Construction Safety Act which, as

members know, was repealed by Bill 70.

In any event, with the proclamation of Bill

70, any uncertainties in this connection have
been removed. Coverage is now virtually imi-

versal. Schools and hospitals are now work

places within the meaning of the new act, and
a system is now in place to ensure that noti-

fications of accident or industrial diseases in

such locations are identified within the divi-

sion for appropriate investigation and action.

In fact, because of the critical importance of

all health matters, the board will now report

separately on all industrial disease claims.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, concern-

ing the answer to my question, which was

just relayed to the House, I can't help but

ask the minister how he can make this dis-

graceful response to my specific question as to

when he knew about this man's case and

when he decided he was compensable and

action could be taken. All he has given me—
Mr. Speaker: What is the question?

Mr. R. F. Johnston: My question is: Why
has the minister given me bureaucratic gob-

bledegook? Why is his department not able

to red-tag any matter that comes through,

whether he has 800 or 1,000 or 2,000 a day?

Why can't they red-flag and get to his

attention any matter of this seriousness? When
did the minister know? How long have they
known? Let him answer my question.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: First of all, I would like

to say that what I was trying to do was to

explain to the member the changes that have

taken place since the proclamation of Bill 70

on October 1. He may be critical of the fact

that prior to that some ofiicials in the minis-

try may have let something shp by because

there was some misinterpretation as to
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whether or not it was covered. But I'm not

perfect and some of them aren't perfect;

maybe the member is. I don't say this

proudly, I say it apologetically that any situ-

ation is missed. I have to tell the member
that after reviewing the system now in place
I don't see that it can happen now there is

this universal coverage of work places.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Is the minister saying
his board is so incomi)etent it can't find this

file, and can't tell him the date? Is it not a
fact that the date that the minister actually

agreed upon for compensation was in Octo-

ber, after Bill 70 was passed, and that the

excuse the minister is putting up is just a
sham? Why did the minister not find out
about the fellow in York who should have
been red-tagged? That's two years old. When
did the minister know about him?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Si)eaker, actually the

question the member asked me was: "When
did physicians in my ministry become aware?"

Physicians in my ministry would not become
aware. I take it the member meant Work-
men's Compeaisation Board physicians.

They made the decision in October 1979.
The employee was notified on November 23,

1979; so I do know the dates. But the mem-
ber's question to me was, when did doctors
in my ministry become aware? I have told

him the only mechanism to allow my staff to

become aware of a claim is by the forwarding
of the Form 7. Now in place is an additional

backup mechanism. I sincerely hope that will

avoid any problem in the futiure, particularly
now that Bill 70 allows universal coverage,
which we all support.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT HEARINGS
Mr. McKessock: Mr. Speaker, my question

is for the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development. In view of tlie fact that the
minister has been requested by the solicitor

for the Niagara Escarpment Northern Rate-

payers' Association to have phase one of the

Niagara Escarpment hearings held in one
central location rather than split between
two locations, and in view of the fact that
the minister has indicated he will not make
tihis change, my question is, would the minis-
ter reconsider this to have the phase one
hearings in one location?

Is it not strange to allow the Niagara
Escarpment Commission two chances to

present its case before the Niagara Escarp-
ment hearing oflBcers? Wouldn't it be fairer

to allow all concerned access to all evidence

presented before the hearing officers?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as the

honom-able member knows, the area being

covered is quite large—more than 450 miles.

The reason there are two hearings, the first

in Ancaster and the second in Owen Sound,
is to make it more convenient for those who
wish to present their views. It's strictly to

accommodate those who will be making their

views known: the farmers and the various

interested groups.

Mr. McKessock: How does the minister

clarify that the second location of the phase
one hearings won't be a repeat of the first

location?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: There could well be
some repetition. At the same time, I think

the honourable member will agree that we
should make it as convenient as possible.

Generally speaking, this has been well re-

ceived.

I can appreciate the views that were pre-
sented by the lawyer who wrote to me. I

wrote back and explained the reasons why
we felt there should be two hearings.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, does the min-

ister not agree this is equivalent to having
two trials over one set of facts? In fact, the

minister is going to force all concerned to

go to two sets of hearings so they get one

clear view of the situation, because it allows

the NEC the distinct advantage of recover-

ing, or presenting a different position if they

so desire, at the second trial?

Surely this is too serious to have a dis-

jointed, fragmented hearing on it and it

should be done once, cleanly and neatly.

There will be no more expense for anyone
else involved. As a matter of fact, it will be

cheaper to have one than it is to have two.

Surely, that's a realistic and fair view of the

situation.

MORTGAGE RATES

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I 'have a

question for the Treasurer-

Interjection.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, I know he has been

waiting—concerning the probltem of the very
dramatic increases in interest rates that are

hitting the whole country.

Since prime rates have reached 17.5 per
cent and mortgages are running at 16 per
cent and higher, and since this is going to

impose some very severe problems on people

renewdng their mortgages, as well as a strong

possibility of simply drying up the supply of

mortgage money, and this in turn will give
us very severe problems in the supply of

housing in the future and in the construction

industry now, why doesn't the Treasurer
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make an announcement now as to what plans
he has to provide some rehef, instead of

playing chicken with the federal government
to see who is going to make the annoimce-

ment first?

3:40 p.m.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, it is not a

question of playing chicken with the federal

government. There is a Canada-wide prob-

lem. The federal government, in my opinion,

has ducked its responsibility for maintaining

the interest rate by allegedly—

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Yes, and you said it the

other day in public. Already you have said

in a pubhc forum that you don't agree with

the Liberals in Ottawa, haven't you? They
have started the ducking and running-

Mr. S. Smith: What a pity you didn't have

the guts to say what you are saying now when

Joe Clark was in power.

Hon. F. S. Miller: —and you were working
hard just a month or two ago to get these

people back.

Mr. Speaker: Order. If the Treasurer would
direct his remarks to the chair, he wouldn't

get into that kind of dialogue.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have a feeling he wants

to get into a dialogue.

Hon. F. S. Miller: We are very concerned

about the problem. The Minister of Housing

(Mr. Bermett), the Premier and I have had
several discussions. Staff are in Ottawa at this

moment discussing the matter with the federal

government. We are working on this.

Mr. Laughren: I would hke to extract some
kiad of commitment from the Treasurer, who
evidendy is waiting for the federal govern-
ment. Will the Treasurer appoint the task

force we have been suggesting, from several

ministries, to look at the possibilities that we
have put before the Premier himself? Some-

thing has got to be done.

When the Treasurer is doing that, will he

investigate the problems being faced by the

farm community? Is he not aware that Ontario

has the poorest programs for subsidy of loans

to farmers of virtually any province in

Canada? When is the Treasurer going to move
on it, and would he give consideration to a

moratorium on foreclosures of mortgages
caused by increases in interest rates? He's

got to do something. He's been sitting there

two months doing nothing.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I don't think that's quite
true. I am very concerned about it, but there

are two sides to the problem. I don't expect
much sympathy for the lenders at this time

but I think those of us who have an interest

in borrowers' ability to get money have to

recognize there's chaos in the marketplace.
Lenders almost always borrow money, too,

and many lenders have been left the inter-

mediaries with long-term loans at much lower
than market rates. ITieir money has moved
into short-term money at much higher than

market rates leaving many companies in very
difficult positions which can quickly bring
chaos to the marketplace. There are two sides

to the problem.

PETITION

HOUSING REPORT

Mr. Dukszta: The petition reads: "Pur-

suant to standing order 33(b) of the Legisla-

tive Assembly, the undersigned members of

the assembly hereby petition that the annual

report of the Ministry of Housing for the fiscal

year ending March 31, 1979, tabled' in the

House on March 11, 1980, sessional paper 11,

be referred to the standing committee on the

administration of justice for such considera-

tion and report that the committee may deter-

mine." Twenty names are affixed to the peti-

tion thereupon, Mr. Speaker.

REPORT

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Mr. Phihp from the standing committee on

the administration of justice presented the

following report and moved its adoption:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill without amendment:

Bill Pr5, An Act to revive Milani Lathing
Limited.

Report adopted.

MOTION

SITTINGS OF HOUSE

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that when this

House adjourns today at 6 p.m., it stand

adjourned until Tuesday next, April 8, at the

regular hour.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL

GOLDEN HOPE MINES LIMITED

Mr. Kennedy, on behalf of Mr. Williams,

moved first reading of Bill Prl5, An Act to

revive Golden Hope Mines Limited.

Motion agreed to.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day I wish to table the answers

to questions 18, 29, 52, 53, 54 and 55 an. the

Notice Paper. (See api)endix A, page 518)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC
BUSINESS

NOMINATION OF OFFICERS

Mr. MacDonald moved resolution 1:

In order to establish in practice as well

as in principle the independence of the Legis-

lature, the nomination of the Speaker should

be made by the Premier only after consul-

tation with the leaders of the opposition

parties; for other officers of the assembly,

namely, the Ombudsman, the provincial

auditor, the chief election oJBficer, the chair-

man of the election expenses commission, the

Clerk and the First Clerk Assistant, nomina-

tion should be made by the Premier after

consultation with the leaders of the opposi-
tion parties, and shall be referred by the

assembly for review and report by the aj)-

propriate committee of the Legislature before

confirmation by the assembly; nomination by
the Premier in accordance with these pro-
cedures should not preclude any member of

the Legislature making another nomination

which would be subject to the same review

and report process.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Spyeaker, the under-

lying thrust of the Camp commission, which
examined the whole operation of the On-
tario Legislatiu^e and made recommendations
for improvement, was that the basic require-
ment was to establish the Legislature on a

more independent basis, independent of its

traditional subservience to the executive

branch, to the government, to the cabinet.

Perhaps I can remind members of one of

the many quotes that can be gleaned from

the report of the Ontario Commission on the

Legislature, the Camp commission, outlining
this. It is to be found on page 18 of the

first report as follows: "A significant step in

strengthening the role of the Legislature is

to give substance to the assertion that what

happens there is important, that the Legis-
latiu-e is not simply a tail wagged by the

governmental dog. It seems to us that the

time has come to reaffirm the principle of

the independence of the Legislature and to

see that this principle is given reflection in

practice."
As we're all aware, the government ac-

cepted the Camp commission report. It cer-

tainly accepted the underlying thrust of it.

There were one or two relatively small items,

in some people's view important items, which
were tiurned down. I would be free to ac-

knowledge that significant progress has been
made in the last five or six years in imple-

menting those recommend'ations so as to estab-

lish a greater measure of independence on
the part of the Legislature.

However, there is one area, and I submit it

is potentially the most important area, where
there has been no implementation; namely,
the chief officers of this assembly are not

chosen in any meaningful way by the assem-

bly and then brought in, so they still remain

a choice of the government. While there is

some measure of formal endorsation of that

choice in the House, it is not establishing the

independence of the Legislature in the fashion

that the Camp commission indicated.

This resolution seeks to establish the pro-
cedures by which the choice of the assembly
not only will be perceived to rest with, but

will rest with, the Legislature, rather than

with the government: If there were any need
—this is really ironic—of my resolution, we
have it produced within the last five or 10

minutes.

I have a copy of the private members' busi-

ness to be debated this afternoon that came
out of the government whip's office. Ballot

item No. 1 is referred to as a resolution re

appointment of government legislative officers.

In other word's, the government whip views

all the officers of this assembly as government

legislative officers. That is precisely the point
of my resolution this afternoon.

3:50 p.m.

To be fair, the Camp commission didn't

speak to this important question. In my view,
I don't think we can have a genuinely inde-

pendent Legislature until we have a per-

manent Speaker. That was one issue on which
the Camp commission just evaded the topic

altogether. As long as the Speaker is chosen

from the ranks of partisan politics and knows
he is going to return to those ranks of partisan

politics, even when he happens to be chosen

from the opposition, as is the case at the

present time, there is a wide range of subtle

pressures and influences which I say, as

quietly and as unprovocatively as possible,

are going to qualify his capacity for inde-

pendent action. Camp didn't speak to this. I

think it is important that the Legislature

should finally get around' to examining the

issue of its chief officers and how they should

be appointed.
Let me divide my remarks in terms of the

chief officers into two groups: one with refer-
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ence to the Speaker himself and the second
to the other officers. I set the Speaker aside

in a separate category for the simple reason

that we all know when a new Legislature is

elected there is usually a new Speaker. The

Speaker has to be chosen some time in ad-

vance, even though his formal election may
not come until the second day of the actual

session, because he has a lot of preparatory
work to do.

Therefore, the procedure I'm suggesting is

that there should l>e meaningful consultations

among the 'leaders of the parties as to who
that person will be. When I say "meaningful,"
I mean it shall be a decision that will be dis-

cussed and not a decision in which the

Premier of the province, in eflFect, calls in the

leaders of the opposition and says, "I am
intending to nominate so and so," and the

opposition parties really have no alternative

but to go along. I'm not aware of any occasion
in the past in which they have not gone along
with it.

The Premier comes in on the first day and
nominates the Speaker. It is usually seconded

by the Leader of the Opposition, and the

House authorizes it. Formally, as far as the

record is concerned, he is the choice of the

House but, in fact, he was initially and
remains a choice of the government.

Let me move to the other group of chief

officers, namely the First Clerk Assistant, the

Ombudsman, the provincial auditor, the chief

election officer and the chairman of the Com-
mission on Election Contributions and Ex-

penses. Once again I'm suggesting here, that

the decision as to who should be appointed to

those offices should be by consultation, in the
first instance, among the leaders of the parties;
but when the nomination is made in the

House, it should be referred to an appropriate
committee for review and report back to the

assembly.
I am quite persuaded that in 99 cases out

of 100, if not 100 cases out of 100, when that

review takes place it will be pretty much of a

formality. But the very fact that there is the

possibility of a review taking place is the best

assurance that there is going to be genuine
consultation back in the initial stages of it

among the leaders of the parties called to-

gether by the Premier. In other words, there
will be an opportunity for the House to play
a role in the whole process. In fact, we might
even go beyond that.

Because of my desire not to bring in some-
thing that is so radical that it won't evolve
from the traditions we have had, I am not

going beyond what has been the procedure up
until now of the Premier's making the decision
and informing the others except that this will

add the further step that it will be genuine
consultation. In many instances, incidentally,
there is no informing of the others. The ap-
pointment of some of these chief officers is

made by the Premier, and one learns about it

when one reads about it in the paper.
There is one interesting instance here I'd

like to draw to the attention of the House as
members may not be aware of it. We moved
in Ontario to getting in step with most other

jurisdictions by permitting the chairman of the

public accounts committee to be a member of
the opposition rather than a member of the

government party. Then an amendment was
made to the statute in 1977 which stipulates
the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or some-
body from the government, should consult
with the chairman of the public accounts com-
mittee before deciding on who is going to be
appointed as provincial auditor. I don't know
whether that has actually taken place. I don't
think we've had a new provincial auditor since

this practice came in. But, to my knowledge,
it is the only statutory requirement impinging
at all on the appointment of any of the chief

officers of the assembly.
Let me just carry this one step forward in

trying to present to the House my thoughts on
this issue. While I, in keeping with our tradi-

tion, have started the process with the con-
sultation among the leaders, theoretically, I

suppose, one could have carried on the tradi-

tions of the past, in which the nomination
would come from the Premier and be sec-

onded by the Leader of the Opposition.
I would like to raise the suggestion that the

nomination of a chief officer of the Legislature
is legitimately a right of any member of this

House. It might even be wise, after genuine
consultation, that we get away from the idea

that the choice is made higher up and' not by
the House, through some back-bencher, who
would be a member of the House without the

strength and power and influence that would
be carried when the Premier himself makes
that nomination.

Let me illustrate my point by drawing to

the attention of the honourable members a

book I would invite them, if they have a few

spare moments some time, to ramble throu^.
It is a book entitled Mr. Speaker, Sir, by
Selwyn Lloyd, an autobiography dealing with
his tenure as Speaker in the British House of

Commons from 1971 to 1976.

There is an account of how his choice was

made, and I quickly want to remind the

House of it because it is a magnificent illus-

tration of the difference between the approach
over there, where a chief officer of the House

of Commons is a choice of the House of

Commons and not of the government.
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Early in 1970, the first approach was made
to Selwyn Lloyd by the chairman of the Con-

servative 1922 committee. The 1922 com-

mittee is a magnificent institution of the

British House of Commons within the Con-

servative Party. It is the caucus minus the

cabinet members, so that they are not in-

fluenced unduly by the executive branch. The
committee came into being in 1922, I think in

reference to the choice of Bonar Law as

leader, and has remained part of the structure

of the Conservative Party ever since.

The chairman of the Conservative 1922

committee approached Selwyn Lloyd regard-

ing the possibility of his accepting the speak-

ership. The Conservatives won the election in

June of that year, and in the fall the incum-

bent indicated his intention to retire. Both the

Labour and the Conservative chief party

whips indicated their support for the nomina-

tion of Selwyn Lloyd and so he agreed to

nm. Only after he had agreed and committed
himself did he learn that an old friend and

colleague had also agreed to run, and, to use

his phraseology, a disagreeable contest was

possible.

Note this, Mr. Speaker, and I am quoting
from Selwyn Lloyd's book: "In due course

the cabinet took up the position that it would

support whichever of the two of us had' the

most support in the Labour shadow cabinet."

In other words, the Tory cabinet in the Tory
government was going to make up its mind in

accordance with which one of two Tory
nominees would be chosen by the opposition
Labour shadow cabinet.

Selwyn Lloyd continues: "The Labour
shadow cabinet voted in my favour by a

substantial majority, I am told, and the

cabinet decided to support me." In other

word's, the search for the candidate had taken

place among the parties in the House of

Commons, with the cabinet and the Labour
shadow cabinet coming in to make a choice

between two prospective candidates. That

process is a measure of the independence of

the House of Commons, but subsequent events

underline just how independent the House of

Commons is.

As Selwyn Lloyd says in his Mr. Speaker,

Sir, volume: "There were two things I didn't

know. First, although the two chief whips had
consulted some people, they had' not done a

comprehensive exercise with their back-bench-

ers, and the Liberals hadn't been consulted at

all." The Liberals are more inconsequential
over there than they are here.

4 p.m.

Thus when Selwyn Lloyd's nomination was

made in the House by a private member.

Dame Irene Ward—who Selwyn Lloyd
reminds us had entered the House in 1931

and was renowned for her robust independ-
ence—it was seconded by a Labour Party

member, a former minister. But when that was

d^ne, the storm broke.

First, the Liberal member for North Corn-

wall rose and he expressed dissatisfaction

with the procedure. According to the simimary
in Selwyn Lloyd's book of what he said: "In

the control of the executive the right of the

House to elect its leader was one of our most

significant victories. The Speaker should be

the servant of the House and not of the execu-

tive and very few members felt they had been

consulted in any meaningful sense of the

word."

Once this Liberal member has spoken, a

Conservative member from the honourable

constituency of Tiverton, according to Sdwyn
Lloyd, rose and said in substance that the

House of Commons had no opportunity to

participate in the choice and that members
hadn't been consulted. Therefore, he nomi-

nated another person. Once he had made the

nomination, that real radical who criticized

everybody, Willie Hamilton from Central Fife

rose in the House and seconded the nomina-

tion. In the course of his remarks, he objected

to the lack of consultation and he asked the

committee of procedtire, I presume the equiva-

lent of our standing committee on procedural

affairs, to consider a more democratic way of

going through the process of electing a

speaker.

Selwyn Lloyd won the election. He became

the Speaker by a very good majority, 294 to

55. But his comment in summing the whole

thing up in this volume was very interesting,

very succinct. He said: "I believe that the

opponents had good grounds for their points

about consultation," or lack thereof, perhaps

I should interject. "Every member ought to

be consulted in some way."
That is the very point I am making. In the

chief oflBcers of this assembly-from the

Speaker, to the Clerk, to the First Clerk

Assistant, to the Ombudsman, to the provin-

cial auditor, to the chairman of the election

expenses commission and to the chief ejection

officer—every member of this assembly should

work towards some mechanism for this pur-

pose. It is our challenge now to devise it

within this House because without it we are

not going to have what the Camp commission

said it was seeking and what the government

has accepted—an independent Legislature.

I leave the matter rest there because if

there is any time left, there are comments I
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might make in the concluding portion of the

debate.

Mr. Jones: Mr. Speaker, I rise today to

support this resolution which has been put
forth by the honourable member for York
South (Mr. MacDonald), but I do so with

some reservations.

The resolution deals with the procedure
for appointment of seven oflBcials of our

Legislature, as the member just mentioned.

If acted upon, it would make Ontario a very
clear leader in the basis and method of

appointment of such officials.

I sincerely hope in making the resolution

the honourable member for York South is

not seeking to imply that our current prac-
tice is not among the best in the world right

now. He did refer to this not being a con-

siderable digression from the system which

takes place to a large degree right now. As

we do our research on this, I know of no
other jurisdiction that has a more liberal

method of involving the other parties in

these decisions.

I also noticed even the resolution does not

mention or attempt to define how this matter

of consultation would take place.

I am grateful this matter has been brought
forward as a resolution rather than a bill. It

seems appropriate to me the Legislature

should be able to si>eak on its own affairs by
way of resolution and should ask the govern-
ment to consider changes such as these.

Furthermore, while I certainly support the

first principle expressed in this resolution,

that the House should be able to choose its

own officials, I do not necessarily support the

idea there should be committee hearings and

auction competitions to decide these posi-

tions.

This resolution is a good example of the

type of problem we wall face since we have
taken away the power to move amendments
to private members' resolutions, and I hope
that point is not lost on the member for York

South.

Whil'e I support the principle of the Legis-
lature's being able to choose its owti officials,

in the case of at least three of these officials

—and the member divided his into two

categories; the Speaker in one and the other

six in the other—the current procedure seems

to me clearly not to depart greatly from this

principle that he espKnises.

In the case of the nomination of the

Speaker, current practice already calls for

the Premier to seek consultation before

nominating a Speaker. It is true we have no
definition of what that constitutes. The mem-

ber suggested there were subtle pressures,
and I won't pretend to be privy as to how
that takes place. But I certainly tmdanstand

from my research there are no clandestine,

heavy-handed procedures that the member
alluded to, if he didn't come right out and

say so.

I note the resolution doesn't attempt to

define what form consultation will take. That
consultation will always be, I would suggest,
whatever we choose to make of it each time

we put it into practice. The key point here

is that we do have an election of the Speaker
so that the Legislature does have the oppOT-

tunity to vote on the nominee. Our practice
is the same as that followed in most jurisdic-

tions, and I think we have examples here in

this province, in Ottawa, and in other prov-
inces which cltearly show that partisan con-

siderations are frequently set aside so that

the House can select the individual it feels

is best qualified to handle this responsibility.

In the case of the Ombudsman it is some-

what more difficult to draw comparisons. Our
federal government does not even have an

ombudsman, to my knowledge. I suppose the

closest thing to that in Ottawa is its human

rights conmiissioner, and we all know who
he is and where he came from and how the

government and not the Commons appointed
him.

As for Great Britain, I enjoyed the com-

ments and history shared with us by the mem-
ber as he moved his resolution, and 111 be

anxious to read' Selwyn Lloyd's book. I

enjoyed the outline of how his appointment
was described by him in his book, and' his

summation. My understanding is that in the

UK, in the procedures for the appointment
of an ombudsman, passed by Harold Wilson's

Labour government, that so-called progressive

party, no one seriously proposed that tfie

House of Commons should have the power to

initiate and control this appointment.
In Ontario, our Ombudsman is appointed by

the crown, but only in an address of the

assembly. I went to the parliamentary dic-

tionary, I looked' it up and there I saw truly

there was provision to make an amendment,
for it to be debated, in fact to divide upon
that. I notice that it does come to this House.

It is an important distinction, because it

means that while the government has the

iniative for making this nomination the Legis-

lature can amend the motion to provide for

another name, or it can simply defeat the

motion and force the government to try

again with another individual.

I would maintain then that the Legisla-

tiure already has the control over the appoint-
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ment of this position and our current practices
do not dtepart from the principles expressed
in the honourable member's resolution.

I believe the same holds true in the case of

the appointment of our auditor. While the

auditor may be appointed by cabinet, there

are two important controls which give the

Legislature considerable say in this appoint-
ment. First, as with the Ombudsman, there

must be the address of the assembly and all

that goes with that. Second, there must be
the consultation with the chairman of the

public accounts committee. I know of no

jurisdiction which has a more generous pro-
cedure in allowing the Legislature a voice in

the appointment of this official.

4:10 p.m.

In both Ottawa and the United Kingdom,
initiative to move the appointment of the

auditor rests only with the cabinet and not

with the private members. I might say, in

passing, it is my impression that Maxwell
Henderson was no less a servant of Parliament
and no less a pain in the neck, I suppose, to

the government because he was an appointee
of the Prime Minister, rather than one from
the Commons or one of its committees. While
I support the principle of the Legislature's

being able to select its own officials, I find

in the case of the three positions I have
mentioned that our current practices do not

depart at all greatly from this principle pro-
posed in the motion today.

Unfortunately, this is not the case with the

remaining four positions which are named in

the resolution. These positions are straight
executive appointments. In the case of three

of these four positions, I honestly do join the

member for York South in support of giving
the Legislature some of the power that is

now completely held only by cabinet. I

cannot understand why, if we already have a

say in choosing our auditor, our Ombudsman
and our Speaker, we should not have a say in

appointing the Clerk, the chief election officer

and the chairman of the Commission on Elec-
tion Contributions and Expenses. These in-

dividuals are officials of this House, and the

House should have a greater voice in their

appointment.

(Members will note I have not included
the first Clerk Assistant among these officials.

Currently, he is a cabinet appointee, but his

terms and conditions are set by the Speaker.
I believe the first Clerk Assistant should be
an assistant, as the word says. His terms
should be set by the Clerk who should be

responsible for all of his staff to the Speaker.
That seems to be the logical following of

assistant.

In summation, I support the principle of

the Legislature's being able to appoint its own
officials. I find that in some instances our cur-

rent practices are in keeping with that prin-

ciple. With the exception of the first Clerk

Assistant, I believe this principle shouJd be
extended to those positions in which it does
not already apply.

I also have some observations about the
nomination and review aspects in the mem-
ber's resolution, but I will leave that to my
colleague from Northumberland (Mr. Rowe)
to share his thoughts, and a broader wisdom
than myself, with the members in this regard.
He is certainly more qualified' to do so than I.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, this House and its

members have come a long way in the last

few years—really since about 1974—in exert-

ing control over the House, its officers and
the precincts of this building. We haven't

achieved anything like total control, but cer-

tainly it has improved since the days, many
years ago, when the Premier decided he did

not like a certain newspaper downtown and

simply let it be known that no one represent-

ing that newspaper could come inside this

building.

I don't know whether objections were raised

when Hepbmrn decided he didn't hke the Star.

Maybe they were, but it is not recorded that

the House was very exercised. Maybe nobody
else in the House liked the reporters from the

Star either.

Sitting as I d!o on the Board of Internal

Economy, I am very impressed indeed when
Mr. Speaker in the chair, with the assistance

of the other members of the board and the

stafiF available and responsible to him, wrestles

with the problems that come forward. They
are by no means minute. Some of them actu-

ally are costly in their solution and all of

them are extremely important to us all.

There are one or two small items that con-

tinue to bother us in that connection. For

example, when there were some complaints
that there are hardly ever any parking spaces

right in front of this building for constituents

and others who want to come calling on us,

Mr. Speaker had to explain that his rule did

not run outside the front windows here and

that the Ministry of Government Services can

stiU allocate the parking. In fact, there is

some indication that people park there who
work down in some of the government agen-
cies and private offices to the south of this

building and have been parking there free,

using up spaces for all this time. There doesn't

seem to be anything we can do about it,

although from now on, we are obviously
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putting those people on notice that there is

something we are going to do about it.

The resolution, of course, is far more im-

portant, however, than any of those things I

have mentioned. I support it almost uncondi-

tionally, and I want to talk about at least one

difference I have with the honourable mem-
ber who proposed it, I believe our procedures
for appointing these oflBcers are acceptably

good, but could be made much better, more
efiFective and much more important, with

regard to the acceptance that the members
of this House should and could order their

own affairs in a fair way, taking into con-

sideration the needs of all sides.

My main objection is the feeling expressed

by the member for York South (Mr. Mac-

Donald) that we should move to a permanent
Speakership. I do not support that. I doubt if

I ever will. Certainly it can be discussed, but
I don't believe that the example of West-
minster fits our requirements here. As you
know—and I briefly described these matters

to you a few days ago—I have had an oppor-

tunity to observe these matters at first hand.

It doesn't make me an expert, but at least it

gives me an opinion. I was very much struck

by the fact that supporters of the government
of the day over there, while they of course

admire the traditions of that Parliament, are

already talking about replacing the inde-

pendent Speaker from the Labour sidte with

an independent speaker from the Conservative

side. Their procedures there are well known,
but still these partisan diff^erences exist, no
matter how long the tradition or how elabo-

rate the procedures for ehminating them.

I was interested to talk to the Speaker from
South Australia, I believe it was, who was
also a member of that seminar. He had been
nominated as a second nominee in the House,
and there was a bit of a campaign associated

with this. He had received his election as

Speaker really against the wishes of the gov-

erning party in that connection. I should have
checked the specific numbers and incidences,
but I know that he, when this matter was

discussed, was quick to point out that the

House in their jurisdiction is quite independ-
ent in that regard.

The member for York South would prob-

ably agree that we are independent here, as

well. I believe he was leading his party at the

time a former cabinet minister was recom-
mended to me, as Leader of the Opposition,
and I believe to the then leader of the NDP,
for election. We had a chance to discuss the

proposal in our caucuses, and I well recall

the events in our caucus, now that it is fading
into dim and distant history.

Mr. Foulds: Your caucus certainly is fading
into dim and distant history.

Mr. Nixon: You are fading at the present
time; we are coming through. By the way, are

you really voting with the Tories next week?

Surely not, surely not.

Now the event is fading into history, 1

think it can be said there was a very strong

feeling in the caucus that we should not sup-

port the nomination of that particular gentle-
man. In the event we did, and as I look back
on it now I am not so sure we did, except
there is a feeling on all sides that there is an

advantage in having a Speaker elected tmani-

mously, if that is possible. There is a feeling
that if a Speaker must begin his service with-

out the support of a group within the House,
or even some antipathy from a group within

the House, then of coiurse his service is cer-

tainly in jeopardy from the start. Well ahead
of political considerations, everybody here

wants the Speaker to succeed, that is, to suc-

ceed in keeping reasonable order and to be
seen and to be respected as being judicious
and impartial.
As I say, we have been fortunate in this

regard, and even with the election of the

present Speaker and those who assist him, it is

quite possible and it would be possible in the

future for us to put forward' other nominees
and perhaps speak in their favour and vote

in their favour. The concept of meaningful
consultation 1 certainly support, and I hope
that it can be extended to the other oflBcers

of the House as is envisaged by this motion.

It is interesting that the traditions associ-

ated with the Speaker do come to us almost

entirely, except in that particular, from the

Parliament of the United Kingdom. Many of

those traditions are becoming well received

by many jurisdictions.

4:20 p.m.

One of the lesser traditions just occiu^s to

me. It has to do with Mr. Speaker's problems
with the monarch in centuries gone by when,
in bearing bad news from the House of

Commons to the monarch, the Speaker was

imprisoned and on a couple of occasions exe-

cuted. The King in turn found that on his

visits to the House of Commons he was in

some jeopardy and Charles I lost his head
under those circumstances.

I was interested to learn that when Her

Majesty goes to the House of Lords to deliver

the Speech from the Throne two whips from

the House of Commons must first go to Buck-

ingham Palace. They set themselves down

comfortably and take tea but they are, in

fact, held hostage by the royal party while

Her Majesty goes to speak at the House of
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Lords. They are not released to go back to

their duties until she returns safely within the

gates of her own abode. These things carry
on.

The review by committees of the nomina-
tion of the oflficers may be misunderstood'. I

hope it does not frighten members of this

House because we have seen the review by
committees of Congress of nominations made
by the President of the United States. These
can become witch-hunts, with a partisan moti-

vation being one of the milder aspects of

them. Yet, even in the roughness of their pro-
cedure and the undue partisanship of the

approach on occasion, there is a refining fire

that does turn up an applicant or nominee
whose background is insuflBcient or has a

cloud on it which would not be revealed

otherwise.

Mr. Speaker, I know you will let me know
when my time is about to run out; thank you,
sir.

Mr. Foulds: You don't have to use it all if

you have nothing to say.

Mr. Nixon: Oh yes, I have even more things
to say than time allows because I can recall

the kinds of references to the opposition which
were much as described by the member for

York South. In John Robarts' time he didn't

raise our hackles much, but we knew he was

going to proceed with his majority to imple-
ment what he was going to do anyway.

I often thought that considtation was an

afterthought. In other circumstances, some-
times the consultation is not meaningful. I can
recall being at the anointing of one of the

senior ofiBcials when many people knew there

were aspects we ought to have reviewed more

carefully before going forward with an ap-

pointment serving this Legislatinre and the

community at large.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
committee review as well as the resolution it-

self are extremely important and I hope the

House will support them.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I want to rise in

support of the resolution before the House
this afternoon.

This House—like parliaments in most parts

of the world—has changed a great deal in the

last decade. People from such different back-

grounds and points of view as Dalton Camp
and the member for Sudbury East agree that

parliaments need to change.
Those of us who have had the opportunity

to discuss this with members from other

parliaments in different parts of the world

recognize that this phenomenon is occurring
around the world. There are parliaments, con-

gresses, legislatures looking at the roles of

those assemblies. What do they do for their

societies?

In our parliamentary tradition the role of a

government is fairly dear but the role of the

Legislature is not so clear. Wliat we are see-

ing is a changing point of view, a different

perspective on what the people who sit in

this room do with their time—what influence

they can have, what roles they can play.

il see them carving out a new and different

role for tliis parliament. Part of that is the

important change of estabhshing the Legisla-

ture, itself, as a body which does things,

which has the ability to change some forms of

legislation, which can conduct investigations,

which can db a great many things. In tliis

House, even in my brief tenure here, we have

changed a great deal. The standing orders,

the practices and traditions of this House have

changed quite a bit since the beginning of the

1970s. This resolution before the House will

change them one step further.

In part it is true to say that in a technical

sense, in principle, some of the parts of the

resolution are in place now. I think the

member is proposing to take it one step

further so that this Legislature will have the

authority, and in fact will practice the ability,

to appoint each chief officer. I find the list

that he has proposed acceptable. I would be

amenable to amendments and alterations if

other members can make good arguments
for them, but I think the basic notion before

the House this afternoon is to establish that

this House as an assembly has some powers to

do things and that its chief officers named in

the resolution are responsible to this House.

In my committee, procedliral affairs, we
are conducting a periodic review of agencies.

There is not much clarity as to exactly who
appoints those agencies, what they do and

to whom they are responsible. I think what

the resolution does, then, is to establish quite

clearly that there are certain individuals who
will function in the province and who are

clearly responsible to this assembly. That

gives the assembly another slightly different

role to play, not the same as in Westminster,
for sure, or the American Congress, but for

here in the 1980s in Ontario. This parliament
has worked itself through a role-change opera-
tion so that we now have things the parlia-

ment can do that it couldn't or didn't do be-

fore.

I sense some sensitivity on the part of the

government members on this, but I think

there is a valid argument to be made that a
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parliament that is more eflFective casts each

one of us in a better light. There may be those

who ask the interesting question, why woidxi

a government traditionally having the powers
to make juicy little appointments ever give

those up? I think tlie answer to that question
is very simply that this parliament is a more
eflFective place.

If it is seen by the public as a place that is

useful, and more important for me as a back-

bencher on this side, if I see that the role I

have here as a member of this assembly is an

important and fulfilling one, then I would
tend to perpetuate that notion among the

people I come in contact with. I can con-

vince them that I don't just go down to

Queen's Park to make eloquent speeches; I

go there to do some work. These are the

people who help to implement the job of a

member of the Legislature.

That is a worthwhile notion, even from a

government point of view, though it might
mean they give up certain appointments that

traditionally they have had, because I think

it will enhance the role of anybody who is

loosely defined as being part of the govern-
ment of Ontario. An eff^ective parliament is

a plus for anybody on either side of the

House, for those who work for the assembly
and for those who are members of the

assembly.

I think the members are being asked this

afternoon to look at a resolution that carries

our process of changing and developing a

new role for the parliament itself one small

step further. There are some other changes
that will perhaps come at a later time.

If you have had the opportunity to dis-

cuss with members from other parliaments
what it is like to be a member in Australia

or New Zealand or Hong Kong, you will see

that this parliament has been rather suc-

cessful at changing how it organizes itself,

changing the role and the amount of in-

fluence individual members have. Frankly, I

don't believe that task is completed by any

means, but I do believe there has been a

willino^ness on all sides of the House to

accept the need for change. There have cer-

tainly been lots of arguments about the

mechanics of how we would do that. Of
course that is fair game.

I do believe this step is necessary and

that it is not just window-dressing. It is im-

portant for the members of this Legislature

to play this kind of role, to establish clearly

that these people in their functions in

Ontario are people who work for this Legis-

lature.

It might be true that for practical pur-

poses nothing much changes. If the Premiei
of Ontario or the cabinet in Ontario decides

they would like someone to be the Speaker
of this House and they have a majority, that

is probably going to happen; but I do think

it important that it be clearly understood

this Legislature has the ability to establish

who will play these particular roles, and
that the people who occupy those roles are

accountable to the Legislature itself.

4:30 p.m.

In other words, there is a clearly defined

role for the members of this parliament to

play; the parliament itself has clearly de-

fined powers and it exercises those. I would

accept that it is taking away somewhat the

traditional role of the governing party in this

province, but I think that in the long rim it

enhances the procedure and the process.

That is why I find this resolution both accept-
able in its present form and necessary if we
are to complete this changing process we are

going through.
For those who might take the point of

view that no change is necessary, that we
are so bound by tradition that we ought not

to change the practices of this House, I

would think those members ought to spend
some time speaking with their constituents

to see if their constituents believe this Legis-

lature is as relevant as it should be and that

the persons it elects to sit in this House have

a significance role to play.

I think they will find there is some unease

on the part of the public about that, about

the role of the parliament, about the role of

a member of the parliament and particularly
about those who do not happen to occupy
that small inner circle known as the cabinet,

which traditionally, in our terms, is what is

referred to as the government.
I think the changes proposed here are not

radical ones by any measure, but are ones

which are important to this parhament, and

important to the process of governing the

province of Ontario.

Mr. Rowe: Mr. Speaker, I'm pleased to

participate in this very interesting debate this

afternoon. I find it a very interesting resolu-

tion and I am pleased to have the opportunity

to offer some comment on the subject as I

perceive it.

The purpose of the resolution, as I see it,

is to drastically alter certain procedures for

the appointment of various key oflBcers of the

assembly, as well as to initiate various review

procedures before such appointments become

e£Fective.
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The first part of the resolution I can agree
with—namely, the procedure for the ejection

of our Speaker. In fact, that is basically the

way, as has been mentioned earlier today,
it is done now. Indeed, the Speaker is actu-

ally now elected by the House in every sense

of the word, which implies that any other

person's name can be placed in nomination
and a true election held. That's the parlia-

mentary way of doing things, and I'm sure

most of us recall that this is actually what
happened in one of our sister provinces,
British Columbia, just three or four years
ago, where two people were nominated and
a true election was held.

T note the proposer's reference to the pos-
sibility of having a permanent Speaker at

some time in the future. That's a different

topic from today's resolution.

However, I do have some concerns about

extending this procedure to all the other
officers of the assembly-the Clerk, The First

Clerk Assistant, the Ombudsman, the pro-
vincial auditor, et cetera. Many of my points
of concern are similar to those expressed by
my colleague, the member for Mississauga
North (Mr. Jones) and others who have par-
ticipated! this afternoon. I, too, appreciate the
fact that the member brought forth this pro-
posal as a resolution today, rather than as a
bill. I think that's the best way, so you can
have a better airing of various views from all

sides of the House. I must say he was almost

convincing in his arguments and the remarks
he made.

But on balance, I've weighed those con-
cerns and I come to somewhat the opposite
conclusion. While I usually agree with the
member for York South (Mr. MacDonald) and
his very reasonable approach, I find I must
oppose this resolution and play the devil's

advocate, since it would, in my humble
opinion, be likely to cause more harm than

good. There have been good arguments in

the other direction this afternoon, so maybe
the House will be convinced'.

I want to concentrate on two points: first,

the concept of independence of the Legisla-
ture, which the member for York South
stresses as basic to his resolution; second, the

strongly negative danger for us all, in my
opinion, if the member's nomination and re-
view proposals were ever to be instituted.

First, concerning the matter of indepen-
dence, the member moving the resolution

makes the word "independence" the reason
for his motion and bases his arguments on
his perception of the recommendations con-
tained in the so-called Camp commission re-

port of a few years ago, wherein the principle

of the independfence of the Legislature was

highhghted.
The member highlights as potentially the

most critical the appointment of the chief

officers of the assembly, which still rests with
the government and which this resolution

seeks to change.
This resolution would, instead, have this

become a function of the Legislature and
subject to a review and report of a conmiit-

tee of the Legislature.
I checked the Camp commission references

as well.

In my opinion, the context of that remark,
made back in 1973, I think it was, was to

make the Legislature not dependent on the
executive for its very existence. To explain

partially, the Speaker and the Qerk at that

time could not set their own budgets and
could not hire and fire stafiF. It was only the

government which did so.

What Camp was talking about were those

very bread-and-butter realities. In my inter-

pretation, Camp was not talking at all about

independence in the sense which this resolu-

tion addresses. I think the honourable member
did mention that in his opening remarks today.
To reinforce: Camp meant independence

of operations and not independence of ap-
pointment. Therein lies the diflFerence.

My point is that this co-called critical area

was not critical to Camp's commissioners at

all. They wanted these officers to have power
and autonomy from the executive, once they
were in their post. Camp did not question
their method of apix)intment, probably be-
cause the commissions knew that at both
Ottawa and Westminster all those same offi-

cers were nominated or appointed by the

executive. That was the parliamentary tradi-

tion.

What has happened here since that re-

port? As has b^ mentioned, the Office of
the Assembly has been instituted, and the

Si>eaker now has a director of administration
and a supporting bureaucracy, independent
of the government's civil service, with the

power to set estimates for approval by—also

something new-the Board of Internal

Economy.
This is a board somew'hat removed from

government per se and from the start has
included opposition MPPs while its Ottawa
counterpart has not, at least not yet.

In effect, the Camp commission has seen
all its wishes in terms of their recommended
independence come to fruition.

My final comment on tfhis point is that the

question of independence can be seen in the

diaries of Richard Crossman, the government
House leader at Westminster in 1966, where
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he made the point that the operations of
these oflBcers of the House was of greater
concern to members than the origins or

mechanics of apix>intment. There, as here,
the powers and ojjerations of these officers

are set out in bills which must originate with
the government. This is where the Legisla-
ture can examine, direct and oversee the
actions and behaviotu- of these officers.

Let me quickly mdce my second point
concerning the proposed nominations and re-

view process in the api>ointment of all these

officers of the assembly.

My concern grows from my first point
about our need to be clear on the scope of

powear we give to our officers. We do that

by statute or ongoing guidelines in relation-

ships as we have done for ombudsmen,
auditors, the Speaker's office, the Wishart
commission and the growth of the Clerk's

office. All of these have emerged since the

Camp report, and we can be proud of the

way they are operating.

My second point is that the nomination
review process, as proposed in the resolution,
is foreign to, and in my opinion does not fit

into, our parliamentary system. Combined
with the further proposal that any member
may nominate any one for these important
offices, this approach, in my assessment of

the matter, goes beyond the worst excesses

of Ae American system, to which the mem-
ber for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon)
referred. There, a House or Senate com-
mittee must sanction several hundred ap-

pointments eadh year. It almost becomes an

open auction for all members to enter into,

to take care of friends, partisans, campaign
managers, et cetera. One might say this

would not happen here, and I would hope
not, if this system were to come about but,

unfortunately, I'm not so sure at this point.

I believe tfiat the present appointees to

the various offices—and I'm sure there's no

argument there—have been wise choices from
the point of view of their respective abilities,

their public raspect and prestige, and the

special knowledge which each has brought
to the position. I believe great and thorough
care has been taken in this process. I also

believe, that this system has public sup-

port and, after all, the executive whidh
makes these appointments is accountable. On
the other hand, who would be accountable

under the wide-open system of public auc-

tions described above, if that were to be
tihe trend?

In sinnmary, it is not the method of ap-
pointment that is of great concern to our

system; it is the power of operations we give
those officials which really matters to us.

That key point, in my opinion, is not
touched in any way by the resolution. There-

fore, I oppose it.

4:40 p.m.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The member for

Renfrew North for up to approximately six

minutes.

Mr. Conway: Almost unbearable limita-

tions, Mr. Speaker, but thank you none the
less.

It is a pleasure to join with my colleagues
in the discussion of the resolution, which for

some seems to turn on whether our friend

from York South is a Yankee Democrat in

some insidious disguise. I must say I will

support the resolution, but not because I

don't agree with other speakers that there is

an almost typical Socialist bureaucracy tied

on as a tag end.

Mr. Hodgson: A Liberal says that?

Mr. Conway: Oh no, my friend, not at all.

My friend from York North had better settle

down.

I want to make one real focus in my re-

marks. It has to do with what I believe to

be the principle wliich the member for

York South (Mr. MacDonald) addresses in

this particular resolution; that is, the in-

dependence of the Legislature. I suppose, if

there is one continuing concern I have as a

private member in this place, it is the nature
of that dialectic; the fact that from my point
of view the most serious and the most

negative effect of the 37 years of one-party
dominance has been its impact on the role

of the Legislature in terms of the consti-

tutional process that brings us all together.
As I was sayiner here the other day—and

I will repeat it—from where I stand it is

certainly my impression that the legislative

fxmction is losing at an alarming rate in that

contest; and that concerns me a great deal.

What concerns me even more is that for an
awful lot of private members, not all of

them on one side, I might say, the sad and

sorry fact seems to be that they don't per-
ceive there should be a dialectic or a struggle
existent between the executive branch and
the Legislature.

I go to committees and I am told I have
no right, as a private member sitting in my
place, to be part of the jury. My good
friend from Wellington-DuflFerin-Peel (Mr. J.

Johnson), as only he can, got very excited

the other night; and, from his point of view,

no doubt, with a great deal of justification.

Being closer to the Treasury bench than I,

he defended what I would argue as a prin-

ciple of executive privilege or executive
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tyranny or, at the very least, executive

dominance in a way which I find absolutely

unacceptable.
I think we must have a recognition, all of

us as private members, that we do have a

function apart from those 24 or 28 or how-
ever many ministers of the crown there are.

That is a principle that has been brought to

our attention in this resolution. We should
do everything in our power to address the
fact that as private members we seem to be
either unaware of our responsibility or xm-

willing to discharge it in so far as the prin-

ciple of the independence of the Legislature
is concerned.

I really want to say that. I want to say, as

well, to my friend from York South that the
mechanism which he establishes is worrisome
in some respects, although I can live with
that kind of worry more easily than I can
with the kind of process that has evolved
here and which has evolved, by and large,
elsewhere in many of the British parlia-

mentary situations.

The pattern of one-party dominance,
whether it be here in Toronto or in Ottawa
or in Alberta or wherever it is, as I see it,

is a very great threat to the British parlia-

mentary model which assumes that dialectic,
which assumes an independence, whidh
assumes that private members are going to

piu-sue vigorously their particular interests as

private members.
The sorts of things this resolution speaks

to, while not perfect, will move us all to a
closer and clearer recognition that as private
members there is an important principle at
stake. For that reason, I am delighted to

support my friend from York South in this

ballot item.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I believe there is

another minute and a half. Does anyone else
wish to speak?

Mr. Renwick: In the brief minute and a
half, Mr. Speaker, I would like to address

myself to two points, I think both made by
the member for Mississauga North (Mr.
Jones).

The reason I would support the proposi-
tion that the First Clerk Assistant should be
included in the list of officers subject to this

procedure is the length of the hours of the
House. We must at all times have available
in this assembly building either the Clerk or
the First Clerk Assistant. One can't expect
any one person to fill the oflBce and be here
all the time. I would think under any con-
firmation provision for the oflSce of First
Clerk Assistant that naturally the opinion of
the Clerk would be of great weight with any

committee considering the matter. But I do

think, in a very real sense, the First Clerk

Assistant must be seen to be the person who
is here when the Clerk cannot be here. We
cannot have a vacancy there any time at all

in the House.

The second point I would make is that

serious consideration should be given to hav-

ing the administrator of the OfiBce of the

Assembly also included in the list of ofiBcers

which my colleague has provided.
In the brief time I have, I think the

fundamental principle is very clear to me;
that is, the ultimate reserve right, whether
it is used or not, must be clearly seen to

reside in the assembly. It is quite likely that

under most circumstances in the way in

which the House operates these matters will

be settled by consultation, by agreement;
There won't be disputes. But the reserve

right, the final right, must be seen to reside

in this assembly.

Mr. MacDonald: In view of the con-

straints imposed upon us, Mr. Speaker, I

didn't realize there was more time. I just

have two or three quick comments to make.
The member for Mississauga North made

the comment that he supports the principle
but he questions the procedure. Let me be

very frank here. I am not wedded solidly to

the procedure. I thought through this and
went back and forth on the questions of the

committee and the objections to be put in.

I was interested when I spoke to two or

three i)eople who could be regarded as ex-

perts—not only Stanley Knowles in Ottawa,
but also other people who are in an inde-

pendent position—tfiat they all finally said

they thought it was a good way to assure

the genuine nature of the consultation in the

first instance.

I come back to the point made in the

British debate at the time of the election of

Selwyn Lloyd, that the procedures might be
considered and spelled out by examination
in our standing committee on procedural
affairs here, the equivalent of tjfieir com-
mittee on procedures over in Britain. In

short, this is something where a full input
of all the various views mi^t be considered
and the spelling out of what those procedures
are, particularly because I can concede again
that the procedure may be different for

various ones of these officers. They are in

somewhat different categories.
The second point I want to make rather

quickly in the limited time concerns the

argument that consultation now is meaning-
ful, and that the Legislature really is in con-
trol of the situation because there has to be
an address to the assembly and a vote. I
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don't want to get into an argument with my
friend from Northumberland (Mr. Rowe) but

he knows that simply is not the case. There
is no genuine consultation.

I wish the member for Brant-Oxfordr

Norfolk were here, because I want to refresh

his mind about the instance to which he

referred. He and I, as leaders of opposition

parties, were called in by the Premier of the

day and told, "It is my intention to nominate
such and such a x)erson as Sx)eaker." What
the honourable member for Brant-Oxford-

Norfolk has forgotten is that, as Leader of

the Opposition, he quickly said, "I will be

glad to second it."

I had reservations, which I am interested

to learn were shared by many members of

the Liberal caucus, about the wisdom of

that appointment. It occurred to me, why
should I challenge it and prejudge the situ-

ation when both the Premier and the Leader
of the Opposition have agreed to it already?
So I let the matter rest. But I suggest an

objective assessment of history would per-

haps underline the vahdity of the doubts.

4:50 p.m.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable
member's time has expired.

Mr. MacDonald: Meaningful consultation

is what is needed, and we don't have that

now when the Premier simply informs what
he has already decided.

OLYMPIC GAMES BOYCOTT

Mr. Villeneuve moved resolution 7:

That this House, in response to the inva-

sion of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union and
in support of the many peoples oppressed

by Soviet tyranny, calls upon the govern-
ment of Canada to support the United States

boycott of the 1980 Moscow Olympics and
that such boycott continue imtil the Soviet

Union ceases to violate the sovereignty of

Afghanistan.

Mr. Villeneuve: Mr. Speaker, the resolu-

tion moved in respect to the Olympics is

something more than a declaration of prin-

ciple. It is an affirmation that Canadians will

not be part of the kind of hypocrisy the

Soviet Union intends to use the Olympic
Games for. It is an assertion that Canadians

should not wish to be part of a diarade

which does nothing but serve the propa-

ganda services of a totalitarian regime which
will stop at no act of aggression or violence

to advance its own self-serving interests.

This we^k Jesse Owens, a black American

athlete who oflFended Hitler by doing so well

at the 1936 Olympic Games, passed away.
I ask members of this House to reflect uiwn

the legitimacy the games afforded Hitler and
liis anti-Christian and anti-humanity Nazis

in the years leading up to the insanity whicii

he unleashed upon the world.

One cannot but sympathize with the

yoimg Canadians who have trained very
hard for the 1980 Olympics and who have

no interest in politics and wish only to com-

pete in the true international spirit of the

Olympic Games. I say to them that what is

planned for Moscow has less to do with the

true international spirit of the Olympics and
more to do with the efforts of the Soviet

Union to advance its own legitimacy and
its own superiority among its own x>eople

and the satellite countries it controls.

We who hve in democratic societies do

not understand the craven lust for respect-

ability that Communist regimes seek among
their own people and within the community
of the world. The legitimacy or respectabil-

ity of the governments in the free world is

determined by the voters when electiorLs

come on a regular basis; not so in the case of

countries like the Soviet Union. They must
seek worldwide acclaim or notice of approval
to prove to their own people that the regime
which is premised ujMJn totalitarianism and

inhmnanity does occupy a place of respect

within the world.

Canadians have often noted how the mili-

tary takes a major role in training those who
compete, allegedly as amateur athletes, on

behalf of the Soviet Union. The military

takes a major role in training the hockey

players, the skaters and the other compe-
titors who compete on behalf of the Soviet

Union, because just as the military serves the

foreign policy purposes of the Soviet Union,

so too do the competitors and the athletes.

It m^^ay very well be that individual aith-

letes and competitors are committed only to

athletics and competition and not to inter-

national politics, but the system used by
them, the system which needs the Olympics
to sustain it and encourage it, sees them as

nothing more than cogs in the larger

battle of advancing Commimist propaganda

throughout the world.

The Olympics remain an important inter-

national institution of co-operation and im-

derstanding, but the Soviet Union must not

be allowed to use the Olympics to claim

support, understanding or international re-

spect after the kind of hostility and

aggression they have mileashed upon the

world this year. If we are to say to powers
such as the Soviet Union that they can

march into neighbouring countries for self-

seeking purposes wdth impunity from even

the mildest international rebuke, then we are
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saying to them that there are no limits to

the violence, inhumanity or aggression Which
they can use in their own interests.

One cannot accept the view espoused by
many young athletes that as citizens of their

respective countries they are not part of the

larger international concern. The notion that

normal relationships can continue between
various nations on an ongoing basis, irres-

pective of what those nations do to each

other, is a notion rooted in callousness and

insensitivity which oiu- world can ill afford.

Going to the Moscow Olympics or not

going; to the Moscow Olympics has nothing
to do with communism or the different kinds
of governmental systems. Going to the

Olympics this year for a country like Canada
would be an admission that the game of

international relationships and the diplomatic
niceties have become more important to the

government of this country than the sub-
stince of international morality and honour.

We should remember that we have our

neighbours to the south, a great power, our
grct friends, the Americans; and in our
northmost reaches our nation stares across at

the Soviet Union. The previous administra-
tion of Prime Minister Clark had an explicit
and firm position that commanded support.
Polls published recently in newspapers have
indicated overwhelming support amongst
Canadians for not going to the Olympics, for

maVmg our point and for taking a stand. It

will be a great shame if the Prime Minister
of this country does not stand up with Prime
Minister Thatcher, President Carter and
others who share their concern on this issue
of the Olympics. It will be a greater shame
yet if the Legislature of this province does
not pass this resolution and urge uoon the

government of Canada the responsible, hon-
est and frank position of saying to the Soviets
that they cannot have it both ways this

time.

One of the greatest areas of cynicism in

the way in which the public views all those
in government, and the conduct of interna-
tional affairs in particular, is that many
people believe that there is no morality, no
rules, no basic code of ethics. Many believe
that governments will continue to trade with
each other and co-operate wUh each other in

their own self-interest without addressing
any of the salient, humanitarian and other
issues which are important to each and every
one of us as citizens of the world and as
hum?m beings.

(We have heard the stories of the atrocities

in Afghanistan. We know of the widespread
suppression of cultm-al, religious and ethnic

freedom throughout the Soviet Union. We
know of the trumped-up regime being

propped up against the wishes of the people
in Afghanistan by the Soviets. We know the

way in which the Soviets have manipulated
the governments in Afghanistan before, and
will continue to do so, in the pursuit of their

own narrow interests. These are not simple
partisan attacks upon the Soviets. These are

facts in the public domain for all to see and
know. The government of Canada must not

only pursue our international interests as it

deems fit, but it has a duty to reflect ade-

quately the concerns, the feelings and the

aspirations of the people it represents.
I believe that the parliament of Ontario

can perform a helpful function by indicating

clearly and precisely to the people of Canada
and to the Parliament of this great country
that we stand as one, Avithout regard to

partisan division, against Canada deserting
the Olympic boycott and in favour of us

standing firm with our allies in the west,

with Britain and with the United States in

particular, in making the Soviets aware of

our desire not to participate.

5 p.m.

This is not a decision which will have a

great cost for the people of this country, nor

is it a decision which carries with it any great

risk, but it is precisely for those two reasons,

if we as Canadians cannot find' the resolve

to make at least this kind of a decision, then

the hard-line Soviets in the Kremlin and
Politburo wili be laughing at us and taking us

as lightweights for years to come.

There comes a time to understand that a

message is not fully understood and received

sometimes without at least some unpleasant-
ness. There is some unpleasantness in our

position that we Nvill not participate in the

Olvmpics. TTiere will be unpleasantness felt

by our own athletes and by athletes of other

countries, but the ultimate fact of our

nonparticipation, Americas nonparticipation,
the United Kingdom's nonparticipation, the

Netherlands' nonparticipation and that of

other free nations of the world will not be
lost upon the Soviet people, who are avid

sx>orts fans and will notice our absence.

If by that absence, and the public notice

in the Soviet Union of that absence, we are

able to promote and encourage some serious

internal questioning at all levels of Soviet

society of the kind of policies and aggressive
initiatives that nation has pursued, we will

be serving the cause of international p>eace
and stability.

It has often been said that the west is

disadvantaged in its dealings with the Soviet
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Union because we, internally, in our coun-

tries must deal with public opinion, with free

press, with many different points of view

which make it often difficult to have a unified!

position on a matter of foreign policy. I have

always believed, as a member of this Legis-

lature, that it is that very free press, that very
questioning, that very openmindedness that

makes our system implicitly stronger and more

capable of enduring.
For us in the west, for Canadians, for

Ontarians, not to seek this opportunity to

make a point to the i)eople of Soviet Russia

which would force them to ask some questions
about what it is their government has been

doing with respect to its foreign policy would
be for us to neglect a superb opportunity to

make a strong case to the Soviets and to

citizens everywhere for peace, for mutual re-

spect between nations and for the very inter-

national stability which Canadians seek as

much as anyone.
The motion moved is one that calls upon

us to take our resjyonsibilities as members of

this Legislatiu-e and as citizens most seriously

indeed.

Mr. Lawlor: Were you equally opposed to

the Vietnamese war?

Mr. Villeneuve: I am opposed, my friend,

to any war. I had three brothers who served

in the last war. I know what a wrecked home
was. I had family feelings for that, and I

know what disruption is in a mild way. They
were saved and had the good fortune of re-

turning, but as a small boy, 11 years old, I

have also seen a fine-looking, young, six-foot-

tall man taken off the train in a basket. I

remember that very well, sir, from the first

war, and I will never forget it if I live 1,000

years.

What I am trying to bring out, whether
we like it or not, is whether we stand up and
be counted now; if some of us are not here,
some of our children will have to pay dearly
for it. That is my feeling, sir.

TTie motion affords this Legislative As-

sembly an opportunity to speak eloquently to

the Parliament and the government of Canada
on behalf of the people of Ontario—without

partisan division in a way that cannot and
will not be ignored.

I would propose, and the members of the

Progressive Conservative caucus on the gov-
ernment side would propose, to make this

resolution available on the opening day of

the House of Commons to every member of
the House of Commons from Ontario, irre-

spective of his or her political affiliation. We
would propose to write to the whips of all

three jwlitical parties represented in the

House of Commons. We would propose to

ensure that the press in Ottawa and the three

organizations represented in the House of

Commons were aware of what one hopes will

be a strong, unanimous voice expressing the

positive concern of the people of Ontario.

I commend this resolution to all members
of this House on the grounds of humanity,

honesty and decency and on the grounds that

those of us who believe in freedom must
never desert our right to speak as Canadians

through deeds as well as words for peace
and freedom for all the people of the world.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Si)eaker, I rise to

support the resolution, as presented by
the member for Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry.
While we debate whether Canada should

participate in the Olympic Games, men,
women and children are dying in Afghan-

istan, caught up in the Soviet Union's

favom"ite sport, the international power game,

played according to its own inhuman rules.

The name of the game is world domina-

tion. The object of the exercise is to fulfil

Khrushchev's promise to the west, "We will

bury you." Afghanistan is yet one more warn-

ing to the free world of the terrible and

terrifying dangers of drifting into a situation

where we are at the mercy of fanatics and

dictators or modern-day barbarians.

It was shameful, foolhardy and self-

destructive for the free world to consent in

the first place to hold the Olympic Games in

Moscow, the nerve centre of the most brutal

colonial empire in the world, from which are

directed the concentration and slave labour

camps, the inhuman psychiatric asylums and

the unrelenting Soviet expansionist policies.

Ask any of the ethnic communities.

Did we learn nothing from the experiences

of the early 1930s, when the world watched

Nazi Germany arm and train its goose-

stepping legions for world conquest while

we deluded ourselves about what lay ahead?

Are we today so steeped in smug, suicidal

self-delusion that we cannot perceive the

hideous and frightening parallel of the 1936

Berlin Olympics, which were used as a huge

propaganda event on behalf of the Nazi

policies? Why can't we be honest with one

another and admit that to send our athletes

to the Moscow Olympics, saying the games
are above politics, is as naive and asinine as

Neville Chamberlain saying he had achieved

peace in our time bv his meetings with Adolf

Hitler?

Let me quote from an official handbook,

called Soviet Sports, put out by the Russian

authorities: "The view popular in the west

that *sxx>rt is outside politics' finds no sup-

port in the USSR." Make no mistake about
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it. The Moscow Olympics will be used to

the nth degree as a propaganda opportimity
to glorify the barbaric and tyrannical Soviet

system.

5:10 p.m.

Excellence in sports by some is considered

excellence in political domination. People
who favour our participation in the games
say: "Don't make the athletes sufFer. Don't

ask our athletes to make a sacrifice." Yes,
athletes will suffer. They will not be able

to go to the Olympic Games, but they are

attending more competitions today than ever

before in the history of civilization.

Even at the Canadian level there are local

competitions, regional competitions, pro-
vincial competitions, national competitions,
the Olympic Games, the World Games, the

Pan American Games, Asian Games, the

English games, and the European games, all

or most of these games to which we send
athletes to compete with the assistance of

Wintario support.
How does the suffering or sacrifice we

would ask of our athletes compare to the

millions of people who have been ground
beneath the heels of the Soviet oppressors?
The editorial in yesterday's Toronto Sun

said, and I'll only quote one sentence: "If

not going to the Olympics is the greatest
sacrifice they have to make in their lives,

they are pretty lucky."
In that same paper, Peter Worthington,

made the following comments in an article:

"To me, the essential thing is that by coin-

cidence the Olympians are in a position
where it is possible—not guaranteed, mind
you; just possible—to influence or a£Fect

Soviet policy.

"By hosting the Olympic Games, tihe

Soviets have put their prestige on the line—
and prestige and face to the Kremlin are

more important than grain, food, technology,
clothes or consumer goods for the people. If

the world or Olympians express displeasure
with Soviet aggression as they have with
South African apartheid, there is a chance
that it would give Soviet leaders pause.
"The world would be saying, through its

athletes, 'Enough'; and if that message could

get across, it would do more for peace than

any other single thing. The opportimity will

not occur again. It is the only time the

Soviets have been vulnerable to world pres-
sure in over 60 years.

"True, there are no guarantees, but to let

the chance slip by would be a dereliction of

civilized duty rather than a sacrifice. The
Olympians of 1980 have a chance to make
a greater contribution to i>eace than any

Olympians in modem history. That should

be the challenge and, though there are no

guarantees, if there is at least a chance, it

shouldn't be missed. That then is the sole

issue of the Olympic boycott."
That is the end of Peter Worthington's

article. How does the suffering and sacrifice

we ask of these various athletes compare
with the miUions of people who have been

ground beneath the heels of the Soviet

oppressors? Not long ago, we welcomed

Valentyn Moroz into the House. Ask him
about sacrifices and suffering. Russian expan-
sionism has spread the Communist influence

into eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin

America and the Middle East. At the same
time, the influence and effective power of

democracies have been reduced to a level

that before long may well endanger the

existence of the free world.

Today the Soviet Union has tihe most
formidable apparatus of war the world has

ever seen, much of it achieved with the help
of western technology, provided in the false

belief that openness and co-operation would

perform some Idnd of miracle and bring
about an improved east-west understanding.

The Russian move into Afghanistan should

be taken as a warning of the Soviet's un-

relenting and sinister intentions. Of course

we should boycott the Olympic Games. We
should also do everything in our power to

influence other countries to do the same.

Perhaps in this way we can bring home to

the Soviet government and its people the

strength of our disapproval of what is

happening in Afghanistan and what has

happened elsewhere in the world. Perhaps
in this way we can bring home to the Soviet

government and its people that this is where

finally we draw the line; this is where we
draw the line before it is too late. We could

take other tough steps. An aggressor—and

the Soviet Union is certainly that—is con-

temptuous of weakness and respects strength.

I read a letter in the Star Letterbox just

the other day, headed "Lithuanians Know
the Soviets," and it reads—I am only reading
two small paragraphs:

"Soviet expansion has had its seasons—

the 1940 illegal annexation of the Baltic

States of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania; the

1956 brutal crushing of the Himgarian

revolution; the 1968 destruction of the

Czechoslovak attempt at freedom—and now,
in Afghanistan, Russian tanks roll once more
across the borders of a sovereign nation.

There is a chilling pattern to all this and it

had its start in Lithuania. Hopefully, Soviet

world domination no longer sounds like an
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extremist notion even to the most liberal

among us. Let us hope we have the moral
fibre to talk when we can, and to act when
we must, while we are still in a position to

do so."

We must convince the Kremlin that we are

aibsolutely determined to resist further Soviet

expiansion. If allowed to continue, this will

one day directly threaten the west and pre-
cipitate a thermonuclear war, which we all

fear and don't want to have happen. Boy-
cotting the Olympic Games is a small begin-
ning in convincing the Soviet Union we
mean what we say, that we are prepared,
and that we believe we are right.
The best way to avoid war is to have

forces available to resist the aggressor and to

demonstrate that we have the will to use
them.

I know the sacrifices the athletes have to
make in preparing for competition. I know
the hours, weeks, months and years many
have to devote to excel in their chosen ath-
letic activities. J know the Olympic Games,
the World Games, the Pan American Games.
I know what it is to compete in Australia,
Moscow, Chicago. I was the coach of the
Canadian Olympic team in those three com-
petitions. I am probably the only member of
this House who has had such an experi-
ence. I support the boycott and ask that
the government of Canada supi)ort the US
boycott, as stated in the resolution of the
member for Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry (Mr.
Villeneuve).

Mr. Acting Speaker: Beifore we proceed
with the next speaker, may I ask the mem-
ber for Stormont-Dundas-Glengany whether
he wishes to reserve any part of tihe five

minutes he did not take?

Mr. Villeneuve: No; I will give it up to

any other member.
Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I rise to be the

dissident again. I wish to opj)ose this

resolution.

I have several problems with it, not the
least of which is the drafting of the resolu-
tion itself. I want to read it into the record
again and i>oint out some matters which the
House has perhaps not considered,

I do not supT>ort the Russian invasion of

Afghanistan. I doubt that one could find

many Russians who are in favour of that
invasion. I take exception to the wording of
a motion Which attempts to leave the infer-
ence that, if I don't support it, I'm in favoiu-
of killing people, or in favoiu- of nuclear war,
or that I'm against the flag and motherhood.

If I am to ofi"er an opinion and to vote,
I at least want to be clear as to what I'm

voting on. I listened carefully to the mover
of the motion and his speech this afternoon.
I did not hear him address himself to the
matter of the boycott, to what you do to the

athletes, to the opposition being put on
them. I heard an eloquent denunciation,
which I support, of the Russian move in

Afghanistan, but I do not support the
alternative.

The second thing about the wording of
the resolution that bothers me is that we are
asked to support the United States boycott.
Why are we, in this House, supporting

Jimmy Carter? If one wants to vote for

Jimmy Carter, that's fair game. If one wants
to work for his re-election, that's okay. But

why ask me, a member of the Ontario

Legislature, to vote for Jimmy Carter's

boycott?
I'm not prepared to do that. Let Jimmy

vote for it, if he wants. Let the Americans
do that, if they want. If someone were to

talk about a Canadian boycott of the

Olympic Games, that would be a difFerent

matter. But to vote for an American boy-
cott is something I'm not prepared to do.

I'm not sure it's even proper to ask the

House to do that.

There are problems with the wording of

the motion. If I hadn't put so much on rec-

ord in this House a!bout my opposition to

blocking votes in private members' hours,
this would he an occasion when that should

happen, if only on the technical matter of

the drafting of the resolution.

5:20 p.m.

I notice in all of this there are combina-
tions at work here. There is the combination
of the Russian invasion. Surely none of the

members of this House are supportive of that.

I am not. But, second, I want to spend some
time addressing myself to the question of

how fair it is to ask a group of athletes to

take on what is now considered to be political

action. If Jimmy Carter and the members of

this House are so upset with that Russian

invasion, where were these members when
the Central Intelligence Agency went in and
overthrew a government in Chile? I didn't

hear a voice. Where were they in Vietnam?
I didn't hear a voice. How come, all of a

sudden, all this moral indignation arises from
the back bench of the Tory party? Where
was their moral indignation before? Why did

they not have a voice? Where was their

resolution then? Why are they so happy to

have Canadian athletes sacrifice their careers

—not a trip to Moscow—their careers for some-

thing that is their idea?

Interjections.
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Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. The member
for Oshawa has the floor.

Mr. Breaugh: We have just heard the little

knee-jerk, spittle-dribbling reaction that this

kind of resolution puts forward.

In-terjection.

Mr. Breaugh: I did not hear myself, but I

thought I chose my words rather carefully to

be anti-Soviet and not pro-Soviet. I take some
objection to that kind of knee-jerk spittle-

dribbling out of the back benches over there.

I would think that, if they want to put this

kind of resolution in front of the House, they
should be prepared to do that in a straight-

forward maimer.
I find this something I don't understand.

In the winter of this year we had the Winter

Olympics. Where? In the United States. It

struck my simple mind that if Jimmy Carter,
or the Americans, wanted to do something
which would be inmiediate, dramatic, why
didli't they say to the Soviet athletes, "Stay
out of Lake Placid"? I didn't hear that. I

didn't even hear them saying anything at all

about the participation of Soviet athletes in

the Winter Olympics. As a matter of fact, I

thought I saw the President of the United

States, when their Olympic hockey team won,
dragging that entire team to the White House.

My objection is simply this: If politicians
want to intervene in the lives of everybody
else, which they do, why pick on this group
of people to do that? All the atMetes want
is the opportunity to achieve for which they
pay the sacrifice in pain, in economic terms
and in terms of comx>etition. That's what they
want to do.

I don't think there's anybody who has been
involved in athletics at any level who dtenies

there isn't politics in athletics. There sure is.

Anybody who has been to an international

tournament of any kind sees that. But the

purpose of the tournament is to allow athletes

to compete. The purpose of the Olympics is to

allow athletes to compete.
The boycott is an unreasonable request,

and in my view it is the height of hypocrisy
on the part of the President of the United
States to turn that phrase on his own athletes,

particularly when, in the Winter Olympics, he
was quite happy to turn a blind eye to every-
body. That may have a little bit to do with

television contracts. That may have a httle

bit to do with the fact that the United States

of America is not above using politics and
athletics together. He himself, the man
moving this boycott, is very content with
that notion.

There are a lot of things which I feel are

unfair about this resolution. I think it puts

an unfair onus on the people who are trying
to compete.

I notice tfhat the athletes themselves, the

people who are being asked to make this

kind of a sacrifice, are saying, "If you want
that to be a moral decision, please let us

make that moral decision." That's a far cry
from saying they can't go; to say to an

athlete, "If you feel that's your form of

protest, then boycott the Olympics." I want
to point out that the Olympics traditionally
have entertained such protest From time to

time, athletes have gone to the Olympic
Games and made some form of protest.

That's relatively conunon and accepted.
What is not common and accepted is a

blockade. People like Jesse Owens, w'ho died

recently, said quite clearly that he thought
the athletes should go. He went to Germany.
He made that occasion a world-famous event

and one which we w^ill remeanber a long
time. Athletes around the world now are

making up their minds individually. That,

surely, is fair game for them to do so. What
is unfair is to enter the political arena at

this time and say to the athletes, "You can't
_ »»

go.

What I do find are tihe imcommon myths
at work here. I find that governments, up
until this matter was brought into tiheir

minds for public discussion, didn't care very

much for athletes, weren't prepared to sup-

port them, weren't prepared, as in tlie case

of Canada, to really give them first-class,

world-class training facilities or to support

them financially at that stage. In Canada we
have an Olympic trust fund whidh is essen-

tially run by the corporate sector, and it has

made its views known, not surprisingly, that

they shouldn't go.

The government of Canada has been

rather sad in terms of its performance of

supi)orting our Canadian athletes. It has not

provided them wirti that kind of world-level

training facility or competition, and now,

when it is to the government's advantage,

the government is prepared to use those ath-

letes to make a political point.

That is what I find unfair; that is what I

find insensitive. I am not denying there is

an argument to be made on the other side

of the coin. My view is very simply this: If

the athletes themselves, as individuals,

wanted to express as a form of protest that

they would not participate in this particular

set of Olympic Games, that, to me, would be

a reasonable stance.

What I object to is the manipulation of

yoimg people who have paid the price ath-

letics demand; the manipulation of them by

government, and particularly spearheaded by
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the American President who is trying to gpt
himself re-elected—and I don't blame him
for that-^but that kind of manipulation of

someone who simply wants to achieve, who
is prepared to pay the price for athletic suc-

cess, I find that morally unsupportable, and
I must say I find this resolution just as

un:supix)rtable.

Mr. Ramsay: Mr. Speaker, before I begin
my remarks I would like to commend the

member for Windsor-Walkerville ( Mr. B.

Newman) for his comments a little earlier.

His distinguished career in coaching at the

international level puts a great deal of credi-

bility and abundant weight to what he has

to say.

On Monday of this week it was announced
that the Canadian Olympic Association has

passed a four-part resolution affirming its in-

tention to accept an invitation to participate

in tfie summer Olympic Games in Moscow.
The resolution states that the association

"rejects in principle the propositibn that the

burd?n of Canada's response to the present
international situation be borne primarily by
Canadian Olympic athletes; and that in the

absence of a much broader Canadian govern-
ment response to the international situation,

the Canadian Olympic Association confirms

its resolve to accept the invitation to partici-

pate in the 1980 Olympric Games within the

time limit provided in the Olympic charter."

As of today, the federal government has

not made a decision to endorse or oppose the

Olympic boycott proposed by the United

States. According to the Olympic charter,

the Canadian Olympic Association must in-

form Moscow of its intention to participate

eight weeks before the games get under way
on July 19. This deadline makes the debate

of this resolution a timely one.

The position which this government takes

and which the Canadian goverimient ought
to take is, in my view, dependent on the

validity of three propositions: (1) the notion

that sports and politics are not mutually ex-

clusive activities; (2) the proposition that the

boycott will provide an effective sanction

against the Soviet Union for its invasion of

Afghanistan; and (3) the Canadian Olympic
Association's assertion that the burden of

Canada's response to the present interna-

tional situation should not be borne by Cana-
dian athletes in the absence of a much
broader Canadian government response.

With respect to the alleged mutual ex-

clusivity of politics and sport, it is initially

interesting to note that if political considera-

tions did not aflFect athletic events or en-

deavours Canadian athletes would recognize

that their burden is shared with athletes,

farmers, dock workers and computer manu-
factiurers.

Geopolitical distinctions between American
and Canadian farmers or Chinese and Cana-
dian athletes would be unnecessary. In fact,

the association itself would not exist if poh-
tical activity were not required of its mem-
bership.

It is my contention that politics and sport
do not function independently. An attempt
to espouse a separation of sport and state is

as futile today as past attempts to assert the

separation of church and state. The activities

of the state affect all members of society,
and athletes are no exception, particularly
when international competition is involved.

The idea that the games are apolitical is

wishful thinking at best. Politics has figured

prominently in the staging of the modem
games since at least 1936, when Hitler used
them as a vehicle for demonstrating the

supremacy of the Aryan race. The late Jesse
Owens proved otherwise. More recently, 11

Israeli athletes were murdered by Arab
terrorists at Munich in 1972. As a result, in

1976 Montreal took on the appearance of an
armed camp in an effort to prevent a similar

incident. In addition, Africans and other

blacks boycotted the games in 1976 because

New Zealand and South Africa were allowed
to compete after New Zealand endorsed

apartheid by competing with South African

athletes in South Africa prior to the games.
The enormous amount of money and effort

being spent by the Soviets in preparation for

the games is a clear indication that the

Olympics are as much a political event as a

sporting event. Even if the games were being
held for the purpose of pure sport, then why
the fanfare, the flags, the uniforms and the

medal count? It is because the Olympics
have not changed a great deal since 1936.

In fact, they have not changed that dras-

tically since their origin when the Olympics
were based on war skills, spear throwing,

running, sword fighting and clubbing.

As Dick Beddoes suggests in a column
which appeared in the Globe and Mail on

January 19, 1980: "The Olympic Games of

Plato and Aristotle reflected the bellicose

roots of western culture. Society tended to

be ordered as it is today, along the lines of

antagonistic contests for personal status."

Today incidentally, the games provide an

international forum for demonstrating the su-

premacy of competing ideologies. Subliminally,

an Olympic medal characterizes not only the

athlete, but also the country from which he
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derives, as being wholesome, knowledgeable
and dedicated. The athlete is his country in

microcosm. It is for this reason many athletes

receive sponsorship. It is for this reason a

boycott of the Olympic Games by a relative

handful of athletes represents the interests

of an entire nation. It is for this reason that

politics is a part of the Olympics.
Were the Olympics being held in Canada

this year, a boycott would prove to be in-

eflFective, not because it would not convey
the feelings of those nations refusing to par-
ticipate, but because the boycott would be
redundant. The feelings of those nations en-

gaged in a boycott would have been con-

veyed to the Canadian pubhc following the

imposition of other sanctions, such as trade

embargoes or the cancellation of tech-

nological exchanges which would have been
imposed prior to the boycott. These feelings
would have been conveyed to the public in
news media reports concerning the imposition
of such sanctions.

The sanctions may or may not have the
desired eflFect, depending on the public's sub-

sequent response. Sanctions can only create

public awareness. They cannot of themselves
stimulate desired change. This is dependent
on the public's response or, in the case of a
democratic political system, the government's
perception of w'hat the public response might
be.

To date. President Carter has cancelled 17
million tons of grain sales, halted delivery of

computer and oil drilling technology and re-

duced Soviet fishing quotas in US waters by
80 per cent. These sanctions have proved
ineffective internally because the Soviet citi-

zens are unaware of their existence. They
have not been reported in the Soviet news
media and their impact will probably not be
felt, because computers, grain and fish can
be cibtained elsewhere or substitutes used.
The sanctions have conveyed American

feelings to the international community but
t!hey have not conveyed the same message to
the average Soviet citizen. It is for this rea-
son a boycott of the Olympic Games will

prove to be an efi^tive sanction against the
Soviets. It will create an awareness among
the Soviet citizenry. There is no substitute
for tlie 01ymx>ic Games.

As Milt Bunnell of the Toronto Star put
it: "The Olympic Games are intended to be
Russia's show window of this century. A
cancellation of the games would be a blow
to the Soviet solar plexus."

However, only a boycott of the games by
the major participants or a heavy majority of
the 135 competing nations would kill the

games. Such participation will not be real-

ized if some nations do not take a first step
and declare their intention to boycott the

games, as I feel Canada should do now. We
must not view such a commitment as follow-

ing the lead of the United States. Our
oommitment must be based on our own
sense of principle and not on a pro- or anti-

American stand. Our view of the invasion as

an xmjust violation of hmnan rights and in-

ternational law cannot be allowed to erode
with the passage of time.

I do not think that is what has happened
where Olympic athletes or members of the

executive committee of the Canadian Olym-
pic Association are concerned. Unfortunately,
I suspect it is something much worse. I

suspect they are turning a blind eye to the

plight of Afghanistan, as evidenced by the

wording of tiieir resolution. The Canadian

Olympic Association worded its resolution

very carefully. They knew they required justi-

fication for their stance and could no longer
rely on the assertion that politics and sports
are mutually exclusive activities. They knew
also they could not claim to have worked
hard and sacrificed a great deal over the

years in preparation for the games, for so

too have the American farmers and the

people of Afghanistan sacrificed.

They had to rely instead on an aibsence of

initiative by the Canadian government, ini-

tiatives which, as discussed, would prove to

be redundant and ineffective. They, there-

fore, suggest in their resolution that it is un-

just that they bear the burden of the Cana-
dian intiative to sanction Russia for its

invasion of Afghanistan. In doing so, they

acknowledge that an Olympic boycott could
be effective and that such an action is

justifiable.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I am very

pleased to address myself to this resolution.

I must confess tihat when the subject of an

Olympic boycott first emerged after the in-

vasion of Afghanistan by Soviet troops, I

spent ia considerable amount of time thinking
about it. Throug'hout my life I have been, as

I am sure most people in this House have

been, a person who believed in detente, who
beheved we had to readh some accommoda-
tion with the Soviets even though, I am
sure, we disagree totally with their way of

conducting purDlic affairs and their very re-

pressive system of government.
I have always been a person who believed

it was better not to make war-like gestures
if it was possible somewhere, somehow to be

talking peace. But I must say, in my view,
what has happened with regard to detente in

the world this year has been to see virixiaUy
the end of it. The Helsinki accord was
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agreed to, with liuman rights allegedly part
of that aooord, but we have seen two very

serious violations of that accord.

We have seen not only the invasion of

Afghanistan, but we have also seen that the

entire Helsinki monitoring group in the Soviet

Union, all those dissidents—political dissi-

dents, nationalist dissidents, rehgious dissi-

dents—who allegedly were supposed to be

watching to make sure that human rights were

being respected—to watch and nothing more
—to the last person have been arrested or

put into some form of exile. There have been

more people put into that kind of treatment

in the last seven months than in the pre-

ceding four or five years.

It is very clear to me that the Soviet Union

has repudiated any idea of detente. Our hope
has to be that somehow or other we can

show enough resolve and enough willingness

to stand for what we believe in, in order to

persuade the Soviets that it is in their best

interests to return to detente and to return

to some respect for their neighbours and some

respect for human rights.

To me, war is unthinkable. To me, the idea

of my children having to go to war is some-

thing so abhorrent. I could think of nothing
worse. But I say we cannot expect the Soviet

Union will simply stop at Afghanistan.

5:40 p.m.

We can't assume that we know why they
are in Afghanistan. There's good evidence

that the Soviet Union may wish to enter the

Middle Eastern oil market next year as a

purchaser of oil. There are a number of

people who say that the Soviet Union has

spent too much money for equipment which

augments the recovery from its existing wells,

but not enough for equipment which effec-

tively discovers new wells. If the Soviet

Union decides that it wishes to enter the oil

market and to piu"chase a share of oil, all that

oil is now spoken for in the western world.

It will impose tremendous strain on the

western economy and it will be very hard

to refuse the Soviet Union, which will un-

doubtedly offer to pay a reasonable price for

the oil. It will be very difficult to refuse them
when their troops are massed on the border

near Iran's oil fields.

Consider the potential and the temptation
for the Soviet Union to stir up trouble in

Iran where, if the ayatoUah were to die or

there were to be some kind of unrest, there

is no other organized group. The Shah has

gone—probably it's a good thing that he has

gone—but the fact remains that without him,
without the ayatoUah, there is no organized

group in Iran that can provide government.

It's very likely that a group of left-wing

pro-Soviet people could turn out to be the

only organized group in Iran. Western in-

terests are therefore very seriously threatened

by the events that have occurred in the

Middle East.

We have to make it very clear to the Soviet

Union that when we define what our strategic

interest is, we are prepared to make sacrifices

to protect that strategic interest. If the

western world miscalculates, if it says as it

did to my friend who is a lawyer representing

Scharansky, in the words of Andy Warhol,

"Anybody can be famous for 15 minutes,"

the implication is that the western world

gets excited briefly about things, then forgets.

Who cares about Afghanistan? Who cares

about human rights for dissidents in the

Soviet Union? The Soviets get the feeUng
that we 'lack the will in the western world

to stand up to the Soviet Union at some

point. Unthinkable as armed conflict may
be, if they get the feeling that we are not

prepared to make any serious sacrifice to

stand up to the Soviet Union, then they
will be tempted into an adventmre that could

lead them to a point of no return.

They might be tempted into pushing and

taking a little more, just stirring up a little

more trouble, just being a little harder on

hirnian rights. They will be tempted to ad-

ventures about which they carmot seriously

predict the outcome if they get the feeling
that we cannot even permit ourselves the

difficulties of doing without an Olympic
Games, if we as a society are not even

prepared to stand up and say to our ath-

letes: "Look, we are terribly sorry this has

happened. We know how much it means to

you.
I know personally a number of Olympic

athletes and it breaks my heart to have to

say this to them because I know how they
have been training. They have been virtually

pushing themselves to me limit to train for

this, but we have to say: "Look, I am sorry.

The realities ^of this world situation have

overtaken us. We will find other kinds of

international competitions for you. We will

give you every recognition possible but we
cannot play into the hands of the Soviet

Union, because if the Soviet Union gets the

impression that we are unwilling even to

make that small sacrifice, what chance would

there be that we would make the serious

economic sacrifices that might be involved in

real sanctions—or even worse, the real sacri-

fices that would be involved in military

preparedness."
If they get the feeling we are prepared

basically to make none of these sacrifices.
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that we talk a good game but we are not
even willing to consider the slightest matter
of inconvenience such as doing without the

Olympic Games and disappointing a nmnber
of our athletes, then what will exist in the

western world to stand up for the things
that we believe are sacred and important
to future generations?

I do not trust the government of the Soviet

Union. It has no business being in Afghanis-
tan. They don't need it to protect their own
vital interests. They can't argue there, as

they do about eastern Eurox>e, that tbey
require a sphere of influence as a buffer

iagainst the heavily armed western camps.
Who do they need Afghanistan as a buffer

between? Are they afraid of Pakistan? What
nonsense it is. This is an expansionist move
on the part of the Soviet Union and the

crackdown on human rights is a very grave
matter indeed.

They use sport for propaganda. They have

always used sport for propaganda. If we go
to the Olympics and convince the people
there that everything is fine with detente,

they can do what they like in Afghanistan;

they can put all the human rights dissidents

in jail; they can imprison and exile Ukrainian
nationalists and Jewish people, who may
want to go to Israel, and anybody else who
may wish to comment on the way the gov-
ernment is run. If we tell them, "That's fine,

we are still happy to come and play games
with you and bring tourist dollars to your
country and give you aU the recognition and
world-wide publicity," if we tell the Soviet

citizens that, they will know the will of the

western world to resist their expansionism
has pretty well been broken.

It is my view, therefore, that we should

boycott the Olympic Games, if we can't

move them elsewhere. I wotdd rather they
be moved elsewhere, but if we can't, we
^ould boycott them and have alternative

athletic contests of our own.

I am very worried about a boycott that

fails. I am very concerned about the fact

that a good many nations may not go along
with President Carter in this boycott be-

cause, of course, a failed boycott could be a

real black eye for the western world in the

Soviet view. I say, however, that Canada
must lead by example. Canada shoidd take a

strong stand for What we believe is right and

I, therefore, i)ersonally—'and this is not, of

course, a position that necessarily has to

bind every Liberal everywhere in Ontario-

feel we should not attend the Olympic
Games in the Soviet Union. We should show
tbem it is simply not acceptable to us that

lihey would iact as international aggressors at

a time when all of us so fervently want

peace.

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, I rise in sux)-

p>ort of the resolution before us this after-

noon, and I do so with some reluctance. I

remember the cautioning my mother used to

give me to watch the company I kept. When
I listened to the speeches here this afternoon

in support of the resolution I must say the

only one which has impressed me signi-

ficantly was the speech givan by my col-

league the member for Oshawa (Mr.

Breaugh ) •

There are two ^des to this question, there

is no doubt about it, and it may be that I

may be a bit naive, but I suspect that the

only way in which we in the west can get a

message to the people of the Soviet Union

that expresses our repugnance at the invasion

of Afg^ianistan is to make a motion at the

Olympic Games that can be seen visibly by
all tbe i)eople of the Soviet Union. In my
mind, the boycott woidd aocomphsh that.

There are two sides to the question. To

support President Carter, in what has been

a very opportunistic season for him, galls

me a bit. To call upon athletes to take an

unfair burden of sacrifice distresses me. I

don't like to see big power politics involved

in international amateur sport, and I am
concerned that this is the first time that the

countries of the west have ever shown any

sign of trying to organize a boycott of this

Idnd. They didn't object to the Olympics in

Nazi Germany, and the 1960 Winter Olym-

pics in Squaw Valley following the US in-

tervention in Lebanon didn't seem to bother

anybody, including the US.

The US may bear some sense of re-

sponsibility for the invasion of Afghanistan.

The history of its relation with Iran led to

events recently which probably made the

Soviet Union feel it could sneak into

Afghanistan without much world notice.

In spite of all these points I do think

there comes a time when we have to give

expression to the moral feeling that we have

about such intervention in another nation. I

think the people of the Soviet Union deserve

a chance to hear our message and this is

one way we can express it.

5:50 p.m.

NOMINATION OF OFFICERS

Mr. Speaker: Mr. MacDonald has moved
resolution 1. Those in favoiir will please say

"aye." Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the ayes have it.

Resolution concurred in.
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OLYMPIC GAMES BOYCOTT

The House divided on Mr. Villeneuve's

motion of resolution 7, which was agreed to

on the following vote:

Ayes

Ashe, Auld, Baetz, Birch, Breithaupt, Bru-

nelle, Campbell, Cassidy, Cooke, Cunning-
ham, Eakins, Epp, Foulds, Gaunt, Gigantes,

Grande, Gregory, Hall, Henderson, Isaacs,

Johnson, J,, Jones, Kennedy, Lane, Lawlor,

Leluk, MacBeth, Maeck, McCafiFrey, Mc-

Cague, McKessock, McNeil, Miller, G. I.,

Newman, B., Newman, W., Norton, O'Neil,

Parrott, Peterson, Philip, Ramsay, Reed, J.,

Reid, T. P., Renwick, Rotenberg, Rowe,
Scrivener, Smith, S., Stephenson, Stong, Tim-

brell. Turner, Villeneuve, Walker, Watson,
Wells, Worton.

Nays

Breaugh, Bryden, Charlton, Conway,
Germa, Haggerty, Johnston, R. F., Kerrio,

Laughren, MacDonald, Martel, McClellan,

Nixon, Ruston, Warner, Ziemba.

Ayes 57; nays 16.

6 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: With the indulgence of the

House, the government House leader will give
members the order of business.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells: It's very brief today. To-

morrow and Easter Monday are holidays.
On Tuesday, April 8, well resume the

throne speech debate, in the afternoon and

evening.

On Thursday, April 10, in the afternoon,
we will have private members' public busi-

ness, ballot items 5 and 6. In the evening,
we will proceed to the 1979-80 supplementary
estimates, in the following order: Colleges
and Universities, Commimity and Social Ser-

vices, Culture and Recreation, Education, and
Health.

On Friday, April 11, we will continue with

supplementary estimates that haven't been

completed on Thursday evening and any
speeches that still remain on the throne

speech debate.

Mr. Speaker: I wish everybody a very happy
Easter. This House stands adjourned until two
o'clock next Tuesday afternoon.

The House adjourned at 6:01 p.m.
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APPENDIX A
(See page 496)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

MEMBERS OF
HEALTH COMMITTEE

18. Mr. Breaugh: Will the Minister of

Health list the names of the present mem-
bers of the emergency medical care assistant

committees below, along with the members'

aflBliation, and ixwition within that afiBli-

ation: (a) the EMCA steering committee;
(b) the EMCA examination subcommittee;
(c) the EMCA theory working group; (d)
the EMCA practical working group. (Tabled
(March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: (a) Present member-

ship of emergency medical care assfetant

steering committee:

Name

Mr. J. S. Bahr

(dhairman)

Mr. J. Buckley

Ms. A. Adamson

Mr. G. G. L. Jones

Mr. G. Stamik

Position

Assistant Director, Ambulance
Services Brandh

Chairman, Healtfh Sciences Division

Chairperson, Health Sciences Division

Director, Operational Services,

Ontario Hospital Association

Consultant, Program Development

Dr. K. G. Ferguson Director of Emergency Services

Victoria Hospital, London

Mr. R. Ysseldyk

Dr. R. McBride

Mr. D. O. Brown
( ex-oflBcio )

Ambulance OflBcer, President ACCP

Consultant, Program Advisory Branch

Co-ordinator, Research, Information and

Training, Ambulance Services Branch

(b) Present membership of the EMCA examination subcommittee:

Mr. D. O. Brown

(chairman)

Mr. F. Abel

Mrs. S. Orr

Ms. S. Drouin

Mr. R. E. Scott

Co-ordinator, Research, Information

and Training, Ambulance Services

Branch

Supervisor of Training

Co-ordinator, Ambulance and

Emergency Care Program

Co-ordinator, Ambulance and

Emergency Care Program

Field Superintendent

Representing

Ministry of Health

Humber College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

St. Lawrence College
of Applied Arts and

Technology

Ontario Hospital
Association

Ministry of Colleges
and Universities

Ontario Medical

Association, Section on

Emergency Medicine

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Health

Metropolitan Toronto

Department of

Ambulance Services

Centennial College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

Algonquin College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

Metropolitan Toronto

Department df

Ambulance Services
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Name
Vacant sdnce

January 1980

Mt. W. a. Shooter

Mr. C. Balvert

List of Resource Persons

Position

Ambulance Officer

Research and Training Development
Assistant, Airibulance Services Branch

Co-ordinator, Ambulance and

Emergency Care Program, St. Clair

College and Ambulance Officer

Representing

Executive Member
Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Ministry of Health

St. Ckir College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

Registrar, College of Nurses of Ontario

Consultant, Program Advisory Branch,

Ministry of Health

Consultant, Examination Development
Section, Ministry of Colleges and Universities

(c) Present meanbership of the emergency medical care assistant theory working group:

Centennial College

Algonquin College

Mrs. S. Orr

(chairperson)

Ms. S. Drouin

Mr. G. Christie

Mr. W. Honsberger

Mr. J. Lanlctree

Dr. B. Rowat

Mr. W. A. Shooter

(secretary)

Co-ordinator, Ambulance and

Emergency Care Program

Co-ordinator, Ambulance and

Emergency Care Program
Ambulance Officer, Kingston

Ambulance Officer, Niagara Falls

Ambulance Officer, Collingwood

Director, Emergency Services,

Toronto General Hospital

Research and Training Development
Assistant, Ambulance Services Branch

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Canadian Emergency
Physicians Association

Ministry of Health

(d) Present members of emergency medical care assistant practical working group:

Supervisor of TrainingMr. F. Abel

( chairperson )

Miss "W. Hunter

Mr. H. Hitchon

Mr. Peter LeBlond

Mr. R. Virgin

Dr. H. Burrows

Mr. D. Thomas

Mr. W. A. Shooter

Teaching Master

Ambulance Officer and Teaching
Master, Belleville

Ambidance Officer, Ottawa

Ambulance Officer, York County

Physician

Teaching Master

Research and Training Development,
Ambulance Services Brandi

Metropolitan Toronto

Department of

Ambulance Services

Centennial College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

Nonaligned ambulance
officers and part-time

college program

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

Association of Casualty
Care Personnel

McMaster University
Medical Centre

Fanshawe College of

Applied Arts and

Technology

Ministry of Healtii
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OHIP DENTAL PAYMENTS

29. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health state what the current OHIP pay-
ment is for the extraction of impacted wisdom
teeth? What change has there been in this

rate since 1969? What is the procedure for

re-evaluating the level of this fee? (Tabled
March 13, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: The OHIP payment
for extraction of wisdom teeth is listed in

the schedule of benefits.

Removal of one impacted wisdom tooth is

not a benefit rniless prior authorization has

been given (authorization is granted when

hospital admission is medically necessary).

Removal of wisdom teeth from more than

one quadrant of the mouth is a benefit ac-

cording to the following schedule:

$36.00 $45.00

Dent Oral

Surg. Surg.
Removal of impacted teeth

single/per tooth

Removal of impacted teeth

complicated/per tooth 61.20 76.50

There has been no change in the rates

since 1969.

The Ministry of Health is cmrently nego-

tiating with representatives of the Ontario

Dental Association the revision of dental

benefits.

LAND ASSEMBLY COSTS
52. Mr. Peterson: What is the total

amornit spent on the Edwardsburg land as-

sembly and what is the breakdown by year
imtil the present for costs of land, admin-

istration fees and interest from the inception

of the project until the present time? ( Tabled

March 25, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Bennett:

Land Costs^

Interest

Land Costs

Expenditure by Year by Ontario Land Corporation
1975/76 1976/77 1977/78

$7,264,159 $304,186 $ 53,398

519,959 692,407 763,380

$7,784,118 $996,593 $816,778

Expenditure by Year by the Ministry of Natural Resoiuxes

9 Months
to December 31

1978/79 1979

$98,840

Total Amount
Spent on

Edwardsburg
Land Assembly
as at 31/3/78

$7,621,743

1,975,746

$9,597,4892

Total

$68,270

$9,566,759

($29,570)

Grand Total

1. Land costs include net acquisition, maintenance and taxes less rental income received.

2. The Edwardsburg land assembly was transferred to the Ministry of Natural Resoiuces at

March 31, 1978, at the book value of $9,597,489.
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APPENDIX B

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE
LEGISLATURE OF ONTARIO

(123 members)

Fourth Session of the 31st Parliament

Lieutenant Governor: Hon. Pauline M. McGibbon

Speaker: Hon. John E. Stokes Clerk of the House: Roderick Lewis, QC
Member Constituency Party

Ashe, G
Auld, Hon. J. A. C.

Baetz, Hon. R. C
Belanger, J. A
Bennett, Hon. C
Bemier, Hon. L
Birch, Hon. M
Blundy, P
Bolan, M
Bounsall, E. J

Bradley, J

Breaugh, M
Breithaupt, J. R
Brunelle, Hon. R
Bryden, M

Campbell, M
Cassidy, M
Charlton, B
Conway, S

Cooke, D
Cunningham, E
Cureatz, S

Davidson, M
Davis, Hon. W. G
Davison, M. N
Di Santo, O
Drea, Hon. F
Dukszta, J

Eakins, J

Eaton, R. G
EdighoflFer, H. (Deputy Speaker

and Chairman)
Elgie, Hon. R.

Epp, H

Foulds, J. F

Gaunt, M
Germa, M. C
Gigantes, E
Grande, A
Gregory, Hon. M. E. C
Grossman, Hon. L

Haggerty, R
Hall, R
Handleman, S. B

Durham West PC
Leeds PC

Ottawa West PC
Prescott and Russell PC
Ottawa South PC
Kenora PC
Scarborough East PC
Sarnia L
Nipissing L
Windsor-Sandwich NDP
St. Catharines L
Oshawa NDP
Kitchener L
Cochrane North PC
Beaches-Woodbine NDP

St. George L
Ottawa Centre NDP
Hamilton Mountain NDP
Renfrew North L
Windsor-Riverside NDP
Wentworth North L
Durham East PC

Cambridge NDP
Brampton PC
Hamilton Centre NDP
Downsview NDP
Scarborough Centre PC
Parkdale NDP

Victoria-Haliburton L
Middlesex PC

Perth L
York East PC
Waterloo North L

Port Arthur NDP

Huron-Bruce L
Sudbury NDP
Carleton East NDP
Oakwood NDP
Mississauga East PC
St. Andrew-St. Patrick PC

Erie L
Lincoln L
Carleton PC
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Member Constituency Party

Havrot, E
Henderson, Hon. L. C.

Hennessy, M
Hodgson, W
Isaacs, C

Johnson, J

Johnston, R. F.

Jones, T

Kennedy, R. D.

Kerr, G. A
Kerrio, V

Lane, J

Laughren, F.

Lawlor, P. D.

Leluk, N. G. .

Lupusella, A.

MacBeth, J. P. (Deputy Chairman
and Acting Speaker)

MacDonald, D. C
Mackenzie, R
Maeck, Hon. L
Makarchuk, M
Mancini, R
Martel, E. W
McCaflFrey, B
McCague, Hon. G
McClellan, R
McEwen, J. E
McGuigan, J

McKessock, R
McMurtry, Hon. R.

McNeil, R. K
Miller, Hon. F. S

Miller, G. I

Newman, B
Newman, W
Nixon, R. F
Norton, Hon. K.

O'Neil, H.

Parrott, Hon. H. C.

Peterson, D
Philip, E
Pope, Hon. A

Ramsay, R. ..

Reed, J

Reid, T. P
Renwick, J. A.

Riddell, J

Rollins, C. T. .

Rotenberg, D.

Rowe, R. D. ..

Roy, A. J

Ruston, R. F. .

Timiskaming PC
Lambton PC
Fort William PC
York North PC

Wentworth NDP

Wellington-DufiFerin-Peel PC

Scarborough West NDP
Mississauga North PC

Mississauga South PC

Burlington South PC

Niagara Falls L

Algoma-Manitoulin PC
Nickel Belt NDP
Lakeshore NDP
York West PC
Dovercourt NDP

Humber PC
York South NDP
Hamilton East NDP
Parry Sound PC
Brantford NDP
Essex South L
Sudbury East NDP
Armourdale PC
DuflFerin-Simcoe PC
Bellwoods NDP
Frontenac-Addington L
Kent-Elgin L
Grey L
Eglinton PC
Elgin PC
Muskoka PC
Haldimand-Norfolk L

Windsor-Walkerville ^
Durham-York PC
Brant-Oxford-Norfolk L

Kingston and the Islands PC

Quinte ^

Oxford PC
London Centre L
Etobicoke NDP
Cochrane South PC

Sault Ste. Marie PC
Halton-Burlington L
Rainy River L. LAB.
Riverdale NDP
Huron-Middlesex L
Hastings-Peterborough PC
Wilson Heights PC
Northumberland PC
Ottawa East L
Essex North L
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Member Constituency Party

Cornwall NDP
Grey-Bruce L
St. David PC
Simcoe East PC
Hamilton West L
Oakville PC
York Mills PC
Carleton-Grenville PC
Lake Nipigon NDP
York Centre L
Welland-ThoTold NDP
Kitchener-Wilmot L

Simcoe Centre PC
Prince Edward-Lennox PC
Don Mills PC
Peterborougb PC

London North L
Stormont-Dmidas-Glengarry .... PC

London South PC
Scarborough-Ellesmere NDP
Chatham-Kent PC
Brock PC
Scarborough North PC
Algoma NDP
Oriole PC
Lanark PC
Wellington South -... L

Renfrew South PC
Yorkview NDP

High Park-Swansea NDP

Samis, G
Sargent, E
Scrivener, M
Smith, G. E
Smith, S

Snow, Hon. J. W.
Stephenson, Hon. B. M.

Sterling, N. W.
Stokes, Hon. J. E
Stong, A
Swart, M
Sweeney, J

Taylor, G
Taylor, J. A
Tunbrell, Hon. D. R
Turner, J

Van Home, R
Villeneuve, O. F

Walker, Hon. G
Warner, D
Watson, A. N
Welch, Hon. R
Wells, Hon. T. L.

Wildman, B
Williams, J
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The House met a 2 p.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINrSTRY

TRIBUTE TO RAY LAWSON
Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I would

like to ask the members of this House to

mark with me the death of one of this

province's distinguished and able citizens,

Ray Lawson.

Mr. Lawson served with distinction from
1946 to 1952 as the 17th Lieutenant Gov-
emer of Ontario. He brought to that position

great charm and dignity and, with the as-

sistance of his late wife Helen and his five

children, deepened the public's understand-

ing and resi>ect for our institutions of gov-
ernment.

Mr. Lawson's appointment followed upon
a productive and successful business career.

With the family lithographic company
serving as a base, he built a commercial

empire that saw his appointment to director-

ships with firms engaged in diverse activ-

ities. His administrative talents and sense of

patriotism were drawn upon by the federal

government during the Second World War
when he was asked to serve as president and
then dhairman of Federal Aircraft, the crown

company engaged in building Anson trainers

for the Royal Canadian Air Force. He was
made an officer of the Order of the British

Empire in 1943 for this significant contribu-

tion to the war effort.

The same talents and sense of citizenship

were also placed at the service of the federal

government when his term as Lieutenant

Governor of Ontario ended. He graciously

accepted an appointment in 1953 as consul

general in New York where he earned the

respect and affection of Americans for the

diligence and great charm he exercised in the

performance of his duties. Unfortunately, ill

health forced his retirement in 1955.

Mr. Lawson, I am glad to say, had a

strong recovery and continued active and in

good health for many years, particularly as

one of the country's leading horsemen.

A distinguished son of London, Ontario,

Mr. Lawson's contributions to the life and

Tuesday, April 8, 1980

vitality of his beloved province and country

were truly significant and worthwhile.

I would as'k members of the House to

join with me in acknowledging these great

contributions and expressing to his family and

many friends our deepest sympathy in their

great loss.

Mt. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on behalf of

my leader and oiu" colleagues we want to

express our sadness at the death of the Hon-

ourable Ray Lawson.

He was, of course, highly regarded and

a well beloved business person, a i)erson on

the public stage as Lieutenant Governor and

later as our emissary from Canada to the

United States.

I think he showed his great wisdom, as

well as his sense of humour, when he used

to say on public occasions that he lived by
the great maxim, "Early to bed, early to rise,

makes a man healthy and wealthy." We're

prepared to attest to his wisdom; the record

would certainly attest to his many other ac-

complishments, but more than anything else,

he was a man who was well respected and

well beloved.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the flags are at

half-mast today in honour of the death of

the Honourable Ray Lawson, and I want to

add my words to the words of condolence

that have been said by the former leader of

the Liberal Party and by the government

sjwkesperson, to Mr. Lawson's family, and

want also to miark in the record of this

Legislature, the services that he performed
on behalf of the people of Ontario and of

the people of Canada as well, in his position

in the United States.

He is one of a long line of people who
have provided distinguished public service

in Ontario and, as such, has been a model

for those of us who have come after him.

Pet'haps he himself drew from the strong

traditions of public service that have always

existed in this province.

[Later]

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I am in-

formed that a condolence book for the late

Mr. Lawson will be placed in the front lobby

of the Legislative Building at 11 a.m. to-

morrow, Wednesday, April 9, and will also
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be tihere on Thursday, April 10, for those

who vnih to sign.

ENERGY ROOM
Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, tomorrow

the standing committee on resources develop-
ment begins 15 hours of examination of my
ministry's 1980-81 estimates. Because of the

wide range of activities now under way in

the ministry and agencies under my direct

responsibility, I thought it would be timely
and useful to share with members the variety
of programs the ministry now has under way.
With this in mind, an energy room has been
set up in room 230 of this building where
members can review the publications, exhibits

and films of the ministry, as well as meet with

key staff. The energy exhibit will be open
from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
April 9, and from 10 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. on

Thursday, April 10.

WINTARIO COMMUNITY
GRANTS PROGRAM

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Speaker, it is with a

great deal of pleasm-e that I am able to an-

nounce here today that the 1980-81 Wintario

community grants program, budgeted at $13.5

million, is in place and open for business. My
ministry's 18 field o£Bces across the province
and our head office in Toronto are accepting
applications effective immediately. These ap-
plications will concern noncapital projects.
The program does not include capital projects,
and I expect to have more to say about oiur

Wintario capital granting plans on Thursday.
When I announced a suspension of new ap-

plications under the Wintario noncapital
grants program last February 14, I said we
were calling a brief halt so that we could tool

up for a new model year. We have done that

and, as a result, this remodelled noncapital
program is in dloser tune with community
priorities, contains firmer budgetary control,
and has built into it some procedural stream-

lining that will mean faster and better serv-

ices for our clients.

I think some of the best examples of chang-
ing priorities are to be found in the sports
area. The new Wintario community grants

program will provide relatively less money
for equipment and relatively more money for

coaching, and that suggests two things: first,

there is an increasing interest in developmental
programs, programs that build skills and
capacities and leave long-term legacies; sec-

ond, the fact that Wintario has invested so

heavily in equipment in the past means that

the need today is not so great. In other words,
the program has done the job.

The Wintario community grants jHTOgram
has been put together in consultation with
the people and in the spirit of its predecessors
in the noncapital field. It exists to support
the desires and efforts of local nonprofit or-

ganizations like community groups, munic-

ipalities and Indian bands. It is there to help
them undertake special projects beyond their

normal activities by matching, in gener^,
d'ollar for dollar, amounts of money that they
raise locally for such special projects.

There are some limits in the program.
Applicants are eligible for no more than one

grant per category in the fiscal year and there

are ceilings on the sizes of grants in a number
of categories but, taken as a whole, the pro-

gram opens up an almost overwhelming range
and number of splendid opportunities.

Some weeks ago I said local community
groups and organizations play the funda-

mentally important role in providing cultural,

recreational, sport and fitness opportunities to

all the people of Ontario. I also said I was
intent on designing a program that would be
of particular attractiveness and long-term
value to these groups. The Wintario com-

munity grants program that I bring to this

House today fulfils that intention.

I have taken the liberty of circulating copies
of this statement and appendices to all hon-

ourable members. I want to acknowledge the

active and effective part that members of this

House play in the Wintario granting process.

There is an appendix attached to my state-

ment and the appendix shows how much
money will be allocated to each program area.

It also lists the specific project categories
within each program area. The budget for

each program area is based on our own best

estimate of what the demand' for help in that

area will be.

2:10 p.m.

I want to emphasize that the program will

be highly flexible. If the demand in one

area is greater than anticipated and the

demand in another is lighter, we will be able

to move money around to ensure it is being
offered where it is needed most.

As I have suggested, one of the main thrusts

of this program is developmental. Honour-

able members will notice, for instance, that

there is an audience and membership develop-

ment category in the arts area. In this cate-

gory, Wintario will become the partner of

such local nonprofit organizations as theatres

and art galleries in their effort to build up

subscription and membership lists. With good

planning, good management and a little bit

of good luck, a successful audience and mem-
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bership campaign should mean greater long-
term stability for those organizations.

Aside from the developmental thrust there

are a number of other great possibilities, and
I would just like to mention a few. The Win-
tario community grants program will support
visits by major artists to communities through-
out the province. It wiU help provide for the

conservation of artifacts that are important
to Ontario's past. It will share in community
group efforts to hold conferences that are

designed to promote greater intercultural

understanding.

It will help community information centres

identify community information needs aroimd

the province. It will support domestic and
international travel for championship sport

teams. It will support studies of recreational

possibilities for senior citizens who live in the

rural parts of the province. It will support

groups of disabled men and women in their

efforts to further develop group leadership.

I'm confident that local groups will seize

upon the opportunities provided in this new
noncapital program, and I'm equally confident

that all honourable members will support the

1980-81 Wintario community grants program,
a program that will enrich the quality of all

our lives.

SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS

Hon, Mr. Maeck: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to take a few moments to provide members
with a status report on the Ontario small

business development corporations program.
It is now just nine months since the SBDC
legislation was proclaimed, but in that com-

paratively short time the program has gene-
rated a great deal of interest and, more im-

portant, a substantial amount of investment

activity. I am tabling for the benefit of mem-
bers statistical information in SBDC registra-

tions, investor grants and credits, capital and

investments, and with the indulgence of the

House I would like to touch on a few of

the more significant results.

As of the end of March, there were 47

registered small business development cor-

porations and' ministry stajff are reviewing an

additional 18 proposals for registration at this

moment. Sixteen SBDCs have made invest-

ments to date, and two thirds of the remain-

ing SBDCs identified potential investments,
which are in various stages of negotiation. In

dollar terms, close to $8 million of new
equity capital has been injected into a total

of 26 small businesses. An additional 45 small

businesses are under consideration as poten-

tial SBDC investments, in amounts ranging
from $7,000 to $2 million.

With one exception, all of the investments

made to date have been in manufacturing and

processing businesses. The goods produced
by these companies range from boats to solar

heating panels, from specialized pumping
equipment to electronic equipment to uni-

forms. A number of these firms were experi-

encing financial difiBculty prior to the SBDC
investment and we estimate that the invest-

ments made have saved dose to 300 jobs.

Ninety-five new employees have been hired so
far as a result of SBDC investment, with the

small businesses concerned projecting the

hiring of 98 additional employees in the

balance of 1980.

While the program has been highly suc-

cessful and has in some respects exceeded
even our optimistic expectations, I would

prefer a wider geographic distribution of

SBDCs and investments than has been the

case to date. Twenty-six of the 47 registered

SBDCs are headquartered in Metropolitan
Toronto. Twenty of 26 investments have been
made in small businesses located in central

Ontario; that is, the Golden Horseshoe and
the immediately siurounding area.

One other development I would personally
like to see is a greater number of public
SBDCs. To date, there have only been two

public companies registered, with one more in

the process of marketing shares to reach its

minimum subscription level before proceeding
to registration. Clearly, the current high
interest rates, which have taken their toll in

stock market activity in recent weeks, have
also had an impact on the formation of

public SBDCs. However, even with the pre-

vailing interest rates, the 30 per cent incen-

tive should make SBDCs an attractive invest-

ment vehicle.

I am hopeful that we will see the formation

of more public companies when interest rates

stabilize. In the meantime, the number of

private SBDCs continues to grow. The trend

has been for private companies to look to

perhaps one or two investments, at least one

of which has been identified before the com-

pany approaches my ministry for registration.

I expect this will continue to be the typical

case.

As to the immediate future of the pro-

gram, I think more eflFort must be directed to

the encoiuragement of community-based

SBDCs outside the major metropolitan centres.

My staff and ofiicials of the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism will be working to this

end in the coming months.
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ELECTORAL SYSTEM FOR
METROPOLITAN TORONTO

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, when the

government's statement on the review of

local government in Metropolitan Toronto
was released, we requested the municipaUties
to submit their responses to our recom-
mendations on the key issues addressed in

the white paper. We have now received

responses from mOst of the municipalities in

Metro and have met with elected and staff

representatives from these areas. In this con-

sultative process the electoral system has

emerged as the issue of primary interest and
concern. It is to this issue that I direct my
comments today.

As members know, the Robarts commission
recommended direct election to the Metro-

politan Toronto council. It was the commis-
sion's evaluation that the primary flaw with

the present system of election is that Metro

representatives are not elected directly to

their Metro council positions and are not,

therefore, directly accountable to the elec-

torate or their mimicipalities for their pol-
icies and decision-making at Metro.

Mr. Warner: The minister got that part

right.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Direct election as pro-

posed by tlie commission was premised on a

major reorganization of the geographic
boundaries within Metro and the composi-
tion of the constituent municipalities. Very
early on in the government's review process,

municipalities and the public protested that

altering the boundaries of Metro was un-

necessary and undesirable; that more

problems would be created than the reor-

ganization could be expected to solve. The

government, in fact, stated shortly after the

Robarts report was released that it would
not entertain any major boundary changes.

Based on the submissions we have re-

ceived since the release of the white paper
and on our consultations with the munic-

ipalities, we have concluded that a strong
consensus for the changes proposed is lack-

ing. The form of direct election proix>sed is

not readily acceptable. There is an appre-
hension that the approach to direct elections

suggested in the Robarts report may create

a climate that is conducive to confrontation

between Metro and its constituent munic-

ipalities. Metro Toronto has been relatively
free of this kind of situation.

Mrs. Campbell: Where has the minister

been?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I say to my friend that if

sihe thinks very clearly on all the things that

have happened over the last nimiber of years
she will agree with my statement.

Under the circiunstances, it is our feeling

that it may not yet be the time for this kind

of diange to be considered. We feel that less

may be gained and more confidence and

good spirit lost if the government proceeds
at this time to legislate changes for Metro

of such a fundamental nature.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Much of the success of

the Metropolitan Toronto exi>eriment has

rested on a foundation of goodwill and a

spirit of co-ox)eration among its members.
It is our view that the metropolitan system

of election is working well. Metro is viewed

with more than 25 years of experience as a

very successful form of urban government.
This is particularly the view from all other

parts of North America that have experienced
the problems of rapid urban growth and

change and have not been able to respond as

well as Metro.

Metro does have a form of direct election—

a kind of double direct election at the

present time—in that 20 of the 37 members
are elected to Metro council by virtue of

election to their local councils. Nevertheless,

the point is still made that the present

electoral system in Metro may be confusing

for some citizens who are not fully aware of

tihieir representatives on Metro council.

2:20 p.m.

We intend therefore to provide an

amended form of ballot for the municiT)al

elections in Metro. It will be required that

the ballot indicate, where applicable, the

office for which the election is being held

and the office that will be held as a result

of the election. Practically speaking, this

will identify the 20 mayors and controllers

who are automatically members of Metro

coimcil. This will draw to the attention of

electors who some or all of their MetTX> coun-

cil representatives are.

iFor most of the municipalities, ex-officio

representation is only part of their total

representation on Metro council. The re-

mainder either are selected from among the

members of the local council, as in North

York and Scarborough, or in Toronto are the

highest pollers in their wards in the election.

Thus it is proposed also that each mimic-

ipality in Metro post notice in the polling

place indicating in straitrhtforward Iftn^uage

the way in which its Metro council represen-

tation is determined. It is hoped that these

provisions will heighten interest in and
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awareness of the responsible politicians on

Metro council.

An argument is put forward that a fwm of

pure direct election would somehow guaran-
tee a Metro-wide view of issues by its mem-
bers. We do not accept that argument. Mem-
bers of all our representative systems—be

they federal, provincial or local—are drawn

ultimately from local constituencies and face

the pressure of local concerns as they meet
their responsibility to deal with broader com-

munity issues. To suggest that a new direct

system is the only approach to achieve such

broader perspective is in our view false. We
think the record of achievement in Metro-

politan Toronto attests to the fact that over

the years the members of Metro coimcil have

looked beyond their own backyards and have

assumed and carried out their responsibilities

for the broader community, and that they
will continue to do so in the future.

At the same time as we have considered

the electoral process in Metro we are also

cognizant of maintaining balance in the

representation system. The government pro-

poses, in view of shifting pyopulation ratios,

that the city of North York and the borough
of Scarborough should have their represen-
tation increased at the Metro council by one

member each. In the past four years the

populations of both North York and Soar-

borough have continued to rise while the

share of population for the four other mem-
ber municipalities has declined. It is time to

recognize those changes in the makeup of

Metro council, and therefore we will be in-

troducing legislation next week to this end.

ORAL QUESTIONS

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. S. Smith: I would like to inqiure of

the Minister of the Enviroiunent, Mr.

Speaker, whether the minister has had a

chance to read the four articles to which I

referred him the other day on the subject
of 2,4,5-T as a definite health hazard in

human beings, based on studies in Sweden
and in England?

If he has read these studies or if he has

been briefed on them, is he now prepared to

change the position regarding the spraying
of 2,4,5-T, which I gather must be imminent,

given the spring season being upon us? If he

has not read these articles, would he under-

take to assure the House that he will not

allow the spraying of 2,4,5-T until he has

read the articles and has prepared a refuta-

tion, if he desires, here in the House to the

articles in question?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I have with

me today the chairman of the Pesticides Ad-

visory Committee. He is in the lobby and I

would be more than pleased if the Leader
of the Opposition (Mr, S. Smith) wished to

speak to him about these specific matters.

He has read two of them and taken those to

advisement, and he has sought out the other

two. We have seen the abstracts of these

articles, but we want the other two articles

which are in transit to us at this time. There
have been no permits issued to this date.

Depending a little bit on how soon we get
the articles, and we think they will be here

soon, we wall deal with that matter at that

time.

Mr. S. Smith: Although I would be very

happy to meet the gentleman in the lobby,
the minister is here in the House, so by way
of supplementary, would the minister there-

fore give an assurance to this House, and

through us to the people of Ontario, that

he will not allow any spraying of 2,4,5-T to

occur until all the articles have been
examined by him and by 'his stafi^?

\If he decides to spray despite those articles,

would the minister undertake to provide a

detailed refutation of the implications of

those articles here in the Legislature prior

to spraying? Surely once it has been sprayed
is not the time to find out that it constitutes

a hazard to health? Surely he must read the

articles first and make his decision accord-

ingly?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: As I said, we have read

two of them and I think there is a good deal

of scientific evidence that should be con-

sidered. I think the advisory committee does

not see any reason to change its advice to

me based on the first two. They will have

the other two right away and they will deal

with them at that time. I don't expect there

will be any permits issued until that happens.

Mr. WUdman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister aware that his col-

league the Minister of Northern AflFairs (Mr.

Bemier) disagreed with his position against

publicizing the locations where 2,4,5-T will

be sprayed in northern Ontario this summer,

stating in Sault Ste. Marie last Wednesday

evening that, "Northerners should be advised

where it will be and not be kept in the

dark"?

Does the minister agree with his col-

league's position? Is he now prepared to

commit himself to table in this House all

applications for ministry permits to spray

2,4,5-T this year?
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Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, may I say

again the applications will come in and there

will be no spraying unless a permit is

granted. We have said we will give the

locations of those permits; we have said

that.

If an application comes in and is denied,
of course, there is no spraying. Conversely,
how would we know where they might be

contemplating spraying? We don't. It will

be known when a permit is applied for and
then a permit issued. At that same time we
are more than prepared to tell the members
opposite where those permits have been
issued. I don't know what more we can do.

Mr. S. Smith: I trust when the minister

gets up to answer this he will deal with the

question he was asked by my friend from
Algoma (Mr. Wildman), which is whether
he would table the applications so that we
will know where the applications pertain to.

By way of my last supplementary on this,

I specifically want to ask, since the minister

now admits his Pesticides Advisory Committee
did not even read two of the four articles and
is now waiting for them to arrive—perhaps the

committee read them when they weren't here;
I gather they are waiting for them to arrive

in order to read them for the first time-
since he now admits he has not read those

articles, how can he be so confident in the

advice the committe gave him, since it should
have known of the existence of those articles,
and will he simply undertake not to spray
2,4,5-T until we have had a chance to dtebate

here in the House his refusal to go by the

implications of those articles?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Dr. Cooper has not only
seen a great deal of this particular literature;
he has also worked with 2,4,5-T. As a matter
of fact, he told me not more than 10 minutes
ago that in his early years he was literally
drenched with 2,4,5-T. He is not a young
man. I am sure he is as conscious of the

importance of this as anyone else. He will

continue to monitor not only this Hterature
but all of the literatiu-e and make the recom-
mendations on behalf of the committee to us,

reviewing all of the literature. He is not

going to put his total emphasis on one or
two papers.
There has been a tremendous review of the

literature, there will continue to be a review
of the literature and I don't think it would
be appropriate to take one piece of literature

and say that is the definitive piece when
there are many other pieces of literature that
have been reviewed at great length. I think
the committee will continue to do that, as it

properly should.

2:30 p.m.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary Mr. Speaker:
Will the minister give a clear yes or no to the

question of my colleague from Algoma, and
the written question of my colleague from
Carleton East (Ms. Gigantes)? Will he or will

he not table in this House, in advance, the

applications he receives for spraying? Does
he not find a contradiction between the ad
hoc approach he now seems to be taking and
the general statement he made some time ago
about it being okay to spray the stuflF across

the province?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I have always said, on
the advice of the committee, it was material

that could safely be used, given the very
strong, stringent recommendations of that

committee. That has been my consistent ap-

proach all of the time. It is under very con-

trolled conditions. It is in use. It is not just

indiscriminately sprayed. It never was in-

tended for that and never will be. I don't

know why it isn't readily understood that it

is a material that is used, not just sprayed.
I will take under advisement whether or

not to table the applications. I don't know the

numbers of those. Certainly, I am quite pre-

pared to tell the member if the applications
have been approved, but I am not going to

give a yes or no answer on that question to-

day.

RADIO SHACK

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask a question of the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie), on the matter of Radio Shack. Is

the minister aware of reports in the press

which indicate that Radio Shack has fired or

laid off four out of five members of the execu-

tive of the local of the United Steelworkers

of America, the executive that succeeded' in

negotiating a collective agreement with Radio
Shack after Radio Shack was convicted of

bad faith bargaining, intimidation, the use of

paid spies and a number of other matters?

If the minister is familiar with these press

reports, surely he agrees that this attempt to

move back to medieval warfare, which seems
to be the motivating force behind Radio

Shack's behaviour, is not to be tolerated in

Ontario. What is the minister prepared to do

to see to it that these union executives get

their jobs back?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, we have
been in contact with representatives of the

trade union at Radio Shack, It api>ears that

six full-time and seven part-time union mem-
bers who were strikers were not recalled on a

temporary basis. Seven full-time and five
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part-time, plus 14 students, who were not in-

volved in the strike, have similarly not been

recalled.

The issue is really whether or not those

workers should all have been recalled and

then laid off on the basis of seniority. That

is a matter that has now been placed as a

grievance. I think the member would agree

it would be inappropriate for me to make any
comment at this time in view of that pro-

cedure.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of a supplementary,
since the minister refers to the current labour

legislation which allows a company like this,

with a lengthy anti-union record, to fire or

lay off workers who participated in the orga-

nization of a legal strike and then to force

them to go to arbitration to try to come back,

which may take a very long time to do, would
the minister consider changing the law so

companies that are found to behave in this

way, companies which dismiss employees

basically for union organization and are then

found to have to take back the employees, are

automatically subject to a very stiff fine so

they won't go through this business of figur-

ing they can last the year and maybe the

employee can't? Isn't it time to change the

law so there is an automatic provision of a

stiff fine for those companies that are found
to have dismissed people because of their

union activities?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: First of all, I don't think

there can be any argument about the fact the

Ontario Labour Relations Board made a

decision about the activities of Radio Shack,
which I think was considered to be just in

those circumstances. The board should be

praised for coming out in that forthright way
which led to a negotiated settlement.

As to whether or not the failure to recall

these particular people has been inappropriate
or has been contradictory to the collective

agreement reached, I don't think there is any
doubt there is a mechanism to resolve that.

That's the grievance procedure.
I don't know that there is anything wrong

with the grievance procedure. It's my view
that in the light of Bill 25, which we passed
last year—I might say with some resistance

from one of the opposition parties
—we now

have in this province one of the finest griev-
ance arbitration procedures in North America.

I don't think we need to be ashamed of it;

we have the opportunity within that system
to resolve grievances properly and efiBciently.

Mr. Mackenzie: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Is the minister aware that the real key to

the people who have been fired at Radio
Shack is the fact that he is dealing with not

only the president of the union but members
of the negotiating committee who have the

responsibility in a difBcult situation of trying
to bring some order out of the chaos in that

plant? Is the minister also aware of the

agreement with the union that people would
be called back, based on seniority, on April 7?

Yet several days prior to that, notices went
out to the leadership people in the plant. The
intent is obvious. Can the minister duck the

fact that they are trying to remove the lead-

ership before they get into negotiations?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I am not

trying to duck anything. I am simply telling

the member the facts as I have obtained them.

They may not be complete and there may be

more information. My problem now is to

decide which matters are going to go before

an arbitrator and whether it's appropriate for

a minister to comment on any action of either

party when that's the very essence of the

matter that will go to grievance. I will be

glad to review it in the light of the comments
the member has made.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Will the minister ensure that these

proceedings before the Ontario Labour Re-

lations Board are dragged out as long as

possible so that when reinstated with back

pay to the time of the loss of jobs the back-

pay packet will be as big as possible?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, does the

honourable member want that in writing or

will a verbal assurance do? I think there's

general agreement that processes and pro-
cedures before the labour relations board

at this time are proceeding very rapidly and

very efficiently.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Labour about his

responsibility for communications between

the Workmen's Compensation Board, On-

tario, and the occupational health people in

his ministry, communications which have

not worked effectively in the past.

In the case of the death of Clifton Grant,

is the minister aware that last October,

when the WCB claims investigator met with

the Scarborough Board of Education and

that borough told the WCB investigator that

they were planning a ma.<ts physical exam-

ination of all the employees involved in the

same type of work as the deceased, the

claims investigator's notes which came to the

inquest said specifically,
"I indicated that I

felt it would be dangerous to overreact in

this particular situation as it seemed to be

quite isolated and that possibly the worst
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thing that oould be done would be to create

a panic situation"?

Is it the WCB's policy to discourage reme-

dial action being taken by employers in

cases where there is clear evidence of asbes-

tos exposure, including excessive exposure
that leads to death?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, it is not

board pohcy to do so, nor does the board
have any influence over what will be inves-

tigated and what orders will be issued with

regard to occupational exposure.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Since the

occupational health branch of the ministry
is now aware of the death of Clifton Grant
and the fact that his death was due to

asbestos exposure in the Scarborough board,

will the ministry now undertake compre-
hensive physical and medical examinations

of all other school board employees across

the province who may also have been ex-

posed to asbestos in the line of their duties?

Will the ministry also move quickly to es-

tablish the health and safety committees

among school board employees which school

boards have been resisting across the prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: The matter raised by
the leader of the third party is a matter

that I have already put to my staff for con-

sideration and I will be glad to report to

him when a decision has been reached. Cer-

tainly that was my first reaction too, that

all shops in boards of education should be
reviewed. We are now looking into the feasi-

bility of that.

Mr. S. Smith: If you consider this supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, would the minister

explain why, in view of the opinions ex-

pressed by experts in occupational health

in Hamilton, blue asbestos is still being
used at Johns-Manville Canada Incorpora-
ted? Why will the minister not, in fact,

eliminate the use of that particular type of

asbestos?

2:40 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the Leader of the

Opposition knows, it is claimed that blue
asbestos has value, particidarly in the manu-
facture of cement piping. It's also true that

a number of countries have reviewed the

appropriateness of the use of blue asbestos.

In two European countries it has been
banned. In some other countries use has

been limited.

In North America at the present time, to

my knowledge, its use has not been banned,

although I understand two provinces in the

west are at present looking at some limita-

tion on the use of it. In this province I am

told that less than 10 per cent of the asbestos

used in the Johns-Manville plant is of the

blue type, and that is a matter I will be

discussing with the president when I meet

with him this week.

Mr. Speaker: That supplementary would
have been okay in the United Kingdom, but

it is not okay here.

Mr. Cassidy: A final supplementary: Could

the minister comment on the communica-

tions problems between the Workmen's

Compensation Board and the occupational
health authorities in his ministry with refer-

ence to the death of Ted Gardner, who
worked for York Board of Education, whose
claim for asbestosis was accepted by the

WCB more than two years ago and who is

subsequently deceased? Was there no com-

munication in that case with the occupa-
tional health people in his ministry?

How many other cases are there across

the province where workers have been in-

jured or have died because of asbestos ex-

posure and w'here action also has not been

taken by the occupational hedth authorities

within his ministry?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As I outlined in my state-

ment last week, it clearly had been felt by
staff that the particular work place involved

was not one that was covered. We went over

that last week. I have outlined—I hope very

clearly—what I believe to be a firm resolu-

tion of the matter so that it will not happen

again.

I don't want to dispute the fact that there

are some difficulties with communication. I

think we have resolved a lot of them. I meet

with the board regularly. For instance, to-

morrow morning I am meeting with it for

two hours to discuss any unresolved diffi-

culties. That is a regular meeting.
I also have asked Professor Paul Weiler to

review the issue of whether there is any
value in integrating WCB and our own occu-

pational health and safety branch in any way
that might eliminate the slightest possibility

of a slip-through problem like this, I am
well aware of the situation, and I like to

think I am doing everything reasonably pos-

sible to correct it.

FORD CASTING PLANT

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question to put to the Treasurer (Mr, F. S.

Miller) arising out of the impending closure

of the castings plant at the Ford Motor

Company operations in Windsor. In view

of the fact that there now are 2,269 Ford

workers in Windsor who are on indefinite
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layoff at engine plants one and two and at

the foundry, and in view of the fact that a

further 840 workers will be laid oflF for the

closure of the castings plant, bringing the

total to more than 3,100 workers, could the

minister explain why we will be getting only

2,400 jobs at the engine plant? Is this loss

of 700 jobs what we as taxpayers paid for

wlien the government of Ontario agreed to

put up its share of the $68 million in grants
that are going to Ford in Windsor?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I will

allow my colleague, the Minister of Industry
and Tourism (Mr. Grossman), to answer the

details when he returns but the honourable

member is trying to mix apples and oranges.

First, I understand that the company is

protecting the 800 jobs of the people in that

plant. Second, the member knows we are at

one of the historical lows in the industry
and to comment that we are getting a new,
modern, up-to-date engine plant in Canada,
which I hope will address the parts im-

balance, while at the same time complaining
about a general reduction in the whole in-

dustry, is to mix apples and oranges.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question:
What I am complaining about is that there

are 3,100 jobs that are about to be lost or

where people are on indefinite layoflF in

Windsor today. Surely the minister can be
more exercised about the problem than that.

Is it not the case that when the grant was

given to Ford, the Premier (Mr. Davis) him-

self said 2,600 new jobs would be created?

What is the story now? Is it not the case

that we are losing at least 700 jobs in net

terms despite the opening of this engine

pl'ant? Why is it that the government did not

insist that when new jol>s were created in

return for the grant, old jobs would not be

lost at the same time?

Hon. F. S. Miller: As I said, my colleague
the Minister of Industry and Tourism, whose

proper preserve that issue is, will address

tiiose parts of it; but I would suggest to the

honourable member that we did see to it

that, once the automobile industry returns to

its normal, healthy state, there will be more

jobs in Windsor at the Ford company than

there were, because of the Ontario grant to

help that engine plant.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary for the Treasurer. Can the

Treasurer assure this House that grant con-

ditions were such that Ford was obligated to

maintain a certain level of employment for

the moneys provided to the company? AlSo,

can he assure us that the 2,750 new jobs

that are created will be in addition to the

jobs that exist at present in the Ford Windsor

casting plant?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the one

thing I will assure the honourable member (rf

is this: I am as interested as he is in seeing

the basic iml^alance in the various auto com-

panies in Canada versus the United States

addressed.

I don't have the cietails, so I can't tell

which companies axe in the best position and

the worst position, but I think it safe to say

that at least two of the Big Three have a

major and permanent imbalance in that area

and that we in Canada have to work hard

with our federal colleagues to see that this

is addressed.

My second letter to Mr. MacEachen in

Ottawa—as I think I mentioned to this House

a while ago-was on this very topic. Very

early in March I addressed him on the im-

balance both in parts specifically and, most

important, in in-house parts in the industry

in the Big Three-I ]:)elieve Ford and Chrys-

ler will have problems in this area if one

looks at their balances of trade—and secondly

on the question of the huge part of the

North American business being taken by im-

ports right now, which is totally out of our

area. I would hope this is an area where we

can all co-operate and worry about getting

our fair share in this country and on this

continent.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the Treasurer if he remembers a state-

ment that was made last week, on April 1,

and maybe there is some significance to the

date that the Minister of Industry and Tour-

ism made this statement: "To be fair, cer-

tain of the steps we have taken assure that

at least 2,500 to 2,600 new jobs will be

secured in Windsor. That is already on the

books."

Does the minister not realize that as of a

week ago his government had no idea what

Ford Motor Company was planning, no job

guarantees, and that as of yesterday the fed-

eral Minister of Industry, Trade and Com-

merce had not even been notified by Ford

that these layoffs were comins? Has this

government been notified, and what kinds of

meetings has the minister had \vith Ford to

tell them that this province, along with the

feds, gave them $68 million and the minister

expects the jobs to stay in Windsor?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, that ques-

tion should properly be addressed to Industry

and Tourism. They have those discussions.
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Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, could I ask the
Treasurer if he has paid the full amount of

the grant to Ford? If he has not paid it all

yet, would he withhold it until such time as

they will guarantee the number of employees
they will have when we give them the

grant?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I will be

glad to look at the terms of the contract on
that basis,

DREE ASSISTANCE

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, to the Treasurer:
In view of the needs of some areas of the

province to have some initial opportunity
to attract and assist industry to locate and
even exx>and, will the Treasurer review with
the federal oflBcials the qualifications for

DREE assistance?

I am thinldng in particular of the county
of Haliburton, which desperately needs as-

sistance since it is not considered in northern

Ontario for provincial consideration and not

in eastern Ontario for DREE purposes. Will
the Treasurer ask for a review of qualifica-

tions to include Haliburton, whose needs are

much more critical than even Muskoka, Vic-

toria or Peterborough, which the Treasurer

has spoken of before?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr, Speaker, in this case

I am ad idem with my colleague.

INCREASE IN SOCIAL INSURANCE

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton).

In view of the fact that 12,255 Canada
Pension Plan recipients won't be able to take

advantage of the increases in family benefits

and Gains payments that the minister an-

nounced last week, and since this is a bla-

tant way of cheating the poor and the needy,
doesn't the minister think it is unjustifiable
that those people, who are unemployable or

disabled, live on $238 or $286 a month?
Doesn't he think that decency requires at

least that they receive the equivalent of the

income they lost from January 1, 1979, until

now, and that their incomes be tied to the

cost of living with an automatic indexing
mechanism?

2:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, just to

make sure I understood the question, I be-

lieve the honourable member said there were
a number of persons on Canada Pension who
would not be able to take advantage of the

increase in the family benefits allowances in

this province; is that correct?

Mr. EM Santo: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I don't know what i)oint

he is trying to make. It seems to me that all

recipients of family benefits are eligible for

a 10 per cent increase in their allowances. I

know of nothing that would prevent that by
virtue of their being in receipt of Canada
Pension.

Mr. Di Santo: A supplementary question:
I wrote to the minister March 3, and he
knows that whenever there is an increase in

Canada Pension disability there is a decrease
in family benefits. Because the minister con-

siders family benefits and Gains are a supple-
ment to other incomes, and since it is six

years that the provincial government has been
unable to negotiate an agreement with the

federal government, doesn't the minister think

it is unjustifiable that these people live much
below the poverty level? Is the government
prepared to remove, unilaterally, the ceiling
on its benefits?

Hon. Mr. Norton: The ceiling on our bene-
fits was not unilaterally imposed, I suggest
to the honourable member, and I am not in a

position to lift it unilaterally. I think the

honourable member has indicated he does
understand that the family benefits program
in this province is intended to be a guaran-
teed level of income to certain individuals

through a program agreed upon between the

federal and provincial governments. He
understands, I believe, the reasons why, when
there is an increase in the Canada Pension—
for disability, I presume he is referring to—
that out of necessity, and by virtue of the

agreement between the federal and the pro-
vincial governments, we must adjust the

provincial benefits in order to maintain the

total income at that guaranteed level.

If I were unilaterally to pursue what the

honourable member has suggested, we would

automatically lose federal cost-sharing for

that program, and that is something we can-

not afi^ord at this time. It would mean we
would lose 50 x>er cent of the amount that

is being paid to those persons in receipt of a

disability pension in the province at this

time. I don't think even the honourable mem-
ber, had he the responsibility of making that

decision, would really advocate that course

of action.

Mr. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister saying he would lose all the

federal portion of cost-sharing with regard
to that program if he stopped the practice,
which is at present the case, that whenever
the Canada Pension goes up according to its

indexing provision, Ontario then pockets the

difference? Ontario has been simply pocketing
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the difference since our Gains level is not, as

the minister knows, indexed to the same cost

of living as the Canada Pension.

Is he saying that if we actually indexed

Gains so that it moved in conjunction with

Canada Pension, Ontario would lose all of

the federal share of the cost-sharing program?
Is that what he is saying?

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, I think that would
not be the case. I think it would be the por-

tion of the increased amount that would not

be eligible for cost-sharing. I would point out

to the honourable member, though, that one

ought not to be misled. He might recall a

year ago in January when, more by coinci-

dence I suppose than by design, both the

provincial assistance and the federal Canada
Pension adjustment took place within the

same month that concern did not arise.

What has happened in this fiscal year is

that there was not a coincidence of the two
dates. It has raised this concern, which has

happened from time to time, not necessarily

with respect to this particular increase but

with respect to other federal assistance, and
so on. I suggest to the honourable member
that it would be desirable if our increases

could always coincide with the federal gov-

ernment's; but I would also point out to

him, as he knows well, that it has not been

the policy of this government to index pro-
vincial benefits, and I think given his knowl-

edge of the financial circumstances of the

federal government of this country it was a

wise decision this government took.

We will continue to review the levels of

benefits in this province, as we have done. I

think the member ought to bear in mind that

the increase that has recently been announced
has been very well received by recipients in

this province. Unfortunately, those who do
receive Canada Pension benefits have experi-

enced approximately a two-month delay in

the announcement of this increase. That is

not a serious problem.

'CHIDAMO HOUSING PROGRAM
Mr. G. E. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development (Mr. Brunelle). In view

of the allegation that money has been wasted
on the Chidamo program, the federal gov-

ernment-sponsored housing program for the

native peoples in Port McNicolI, will the

minister ascertain whether any provincial

money is involved in this program? In view

of the fact that the agreements were signed
for the purchases of the houses at ap-

proximately $30,000, and now they're being
asked to pay in the area of $50,000, will the

minister see what he or the government of

Ontario can do to attempt to resolve the

problem, in co-operation with the federal

government?
Is there any provincial funding in this

program?
Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I believe there is, Mr.

Speaker, but I'll certainly look into it and
make sure, if there are funds available from
the province, that the fimds will be allocated

to this housing program.

LETTER BY POLICE
COMMISSIONER

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, in the con-

tinuing absence of both the Solicitor General

and the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry),
I would address my question to the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Justice (Mr. Walker).
Would he care to tell this House what the

position of this government is with refer-

ence to the letter of Mr. McKay, and his

continuing intransigence in these matters of

ofi^ensive statements? Is the government pre-

pared to declare now that he is ineligible to

continue to serve on the Metropohtan
Toronto Board of Police Commissioners?

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, I'm sure

that's a matter the Attorney General, or the

Solicitor General, will consider when he

arrives back. He will probably be able to

speak to the member on that matter when
he addresses the House next week.

Mrs. Campbell: Since it doesn't seem to

be the practice of either of these gentlemen
to answer these questions, would the min-

ister draw to his attention the question which

I have raised; and would he ask him to

respond on whether this is the appropriate
time to review the police commission in

Metropolitan Toronto, with a view to making
it more representative of the various facets

of this municipality?

Hon. Mr. Walker: I'll see to it the matter

of the police commissioner and the letter is

brought to the attention of the Solicitor

General. He will be able to take whatever

steps are warranted. I will mention to him

as well that the member would like him to

respond specifically to it.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. Ziemba: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Education (Miss

Stephenson). Will the minister table, before

the end of the week, the names of those

schools that are asbestos-contaminated, as

-well as the projected costs of the cleanup?
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Will she now take steps to put teachers

under the protection of Bill 70?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, as I

suggested last week, I will attempt to bring

together the information we have from all

the testing programs that have been carried

out thus far. When that information is avail-

able to me, I shall share it \vith the House.

As I'm sure the member knows, there have

been discussions going on between the

Ontario Teachers' Federation, the Ontario

School Trustees* Council and the Ontario

Association of Education Administration offi-

cials regarding the appropriate kind of reg-
ulation legislation, in terms of occupational
health and safety for teachers, under the

same rubric as, or a similar rubric to, that

of the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

Those discussions are proceeding, and I be-

lieve there will be something forthcoming
from them in the near future to ensure that

equal protection is available to teachers.

3 p.m.

Mr. Ziemba: Since there is no safe level of

exposure to asbestos, and there have been
complaints about dust at E, C. Drury School
for the Deaf since last September, and in

view of the minister's claim that she has

attempted to dissuade school boards from

using as'bestos, why did she take no action

at E. C. Drury, a school nm directly by her

ministry?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I think there is a
little misinformation out and about regard-

ing the E. C. Driu-y school. In fact, testing
has been carried out. The results of that

testing are expected to be available

tomorrow.
This morning, the superintendent of that

school called together all the teachers with-
in the school and held a meeting. They had
a very co-operative discussion, and it was
decided to close the nine boys* shoprooms in

the school, the areas in which there appeared
to be a problem.

Mr. Wollaston confirmed that the nine

shops in question are vented to the outside

and there is no intercommunicating air circu-

lation with other rooms in the school. Three
of the nine rooms do have some flaking as a
result of work-men working fairly closely

adjacent to that part of the building. That
area has been tested. The superintendent of

the school circulated a letter to all parents

apprising them of the room closure and of

the other precautions which are to be taken.

iMr. Wollaston has been instructed by my
ministry to proceed with spraying of the nine

areas today. That is happening, I believe,

this afternoon or tomorrow morning. In addi-

tion, the entire stafF of the school has agreed
to carry on with useful programs in the re-

maining related rooms vvdrhin that building
and not to use the nine that are closed until

all the spraying can be completed.

AMBULANCE ATTENDANTS'
TRAINING

Mr. Bradley: I have a question of the

Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell), Mr.

Speaker. A recent television documentary

program, called Heart Attack: Prescription
for Survival, revealed that hundreds of im-

necessary deaths occur in Ontario each year,

mainly because ambulance personnel are

prohibited by law from offering certain

kinds of paramedical aid to the people they
pick up on their route.

In view of this report and in view of other

supporting evidence that points out this par-
ticular fact, is the minister tiiinking of ini-

tiating legislation which would permit am-
bulance personnel to carry out cardiopulmo-

nary resuscitation? Is he also thinking of

establishing this as a definite qualification for

all those who work in ambulances? What is

the situation at present?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to inform the member that that is

already policy. To date, 81 per cent of all

ambulance attendants in Ontario are qualified

in cardiopuhnoriary resuscitation. For the

member's edification, I will send him a copy
of the letter which I sent to the member for

Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall) last week
in answer to a letter he sent to me on the

same subject.

Mr. Bradley: I thank the minister for that

answer. It is encouraging.
First, are all personnel who ride in am-

bulances going to be required, by a certain

date, to have tills particular training? Second,
is the minister thinking of having his min-

istry initiate a public education program
such as is available in, for instance, the city

of Seattle, wtiere approximately half of the

population at present has CPR traim'ng and,

therefore, is able to assist those who have

had a heart attack in the very crucial first

four minutes?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I have just taken

another look at my letter. It's not 81 per

cent, but 93 i>er cent of the existing attend-

ants wbo are qualified in CPR. Among those,

approximately 400 are fully accredited CPR
instructors and take part in programs in

their communities.

We aho encourage the carrying out of

courses in CPR with St. JtAn Ambulance or
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the Red Cross around the province. This is

something that we have promoted extensively
and would like to see happening even more
in high schools. I have been in correspon-
dence with my colleague the Minister of

Education (Miss Stephenson), about that

and about all asx)ects of first aid.

I think, though, that this will answer the

member's inquiry: It is our intention to have
all of our staff qualified.

It is not quite five years since the emer-

gency medical care attendant diploma was
introduced in the province, and one ongoing
concern we have is to bring these people up
to EMCA standards eventually. We are dis-

cussing this, through our various liaison

groups, with the ambulance personnel. More
than 1,000 of the staff were, in effect, grand-
fathered. We want to bring them to some-

thing approaching the EMCA qualifications

before we start looking at going even further.

I think we should be proud that we do
have one of the best qualified and best or-

ganized services on the continent.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary, Mr. Spe^ak-

er: Can I assume that in the minister's reply
to me, a copy of which I haven't seen yet, he
is going to allow the 93 per cent of the

ambulance staff trained in this regard to

practise that training in the near future; and
if so, when?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, the

member apparently is operating under the

false impression that CPR is not allowed to

be used. They do use it on a regular basis.

I have had personal experience of that. I

have seen it done.

HEALTH AND SAFETY LAWS
IN URANIUM MINES

Mr. Mattel: Mr. Speaker, in 1970-74, dur-

ing the debate on Elliot Lake, Stephen Lewis
warned that fatalities would reach epidemic
proportions. Is the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Elgie) now aware that there are apparently
109 fatalities from lung cancer in Elliot Lake
and some 500 silicotic and presilicotic cases?

Is the minister now prepared to advise the

federal authorities that, unless workers come
under provincial legislation, Ontario will not

send in its inspectors to investigate because
we do not have, as I understand it, legal
status to enforce any of the recommendations
made by his inspectors under Bill 70?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I agree that

the coverage afforded workers by Bill 70
should be universally available to miners in-

cluding the lu-anium workers in Elliot Lake.
As I indicated in a response I gave some

three weeks ago, the federal government has

told us that it will make a decision on that

matter by the beginning of May. I have made
it clear to them that we will have to review

our position if they fail to comply with that,

and that is the position I still take.

Mr. Mattel: Can the minister indicate

whether it is true that when his ministry
sends something to the federal Department
of Laboiu", that department is ineffective be-

cause the Atomic Energy Control Act sujjer-

sedes the Labour jurisdiction in that area?

If that is true, what action does he intend to

take to ensure that the committees that were
recommended will be formed, that workers

can leave the work place when they think

there is danger, and that there will be regular
and proper evaluation of the workers' health

in that community?
Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the member knows,

there are two parts to health and safety in

uranium mines. One part deals directly with

uranium which, it is quite true, does come
under the Atomic Energy Control Act. The
other has to do with general occupational
health and safety in other areas. It was in

January 1978 or January 1979—I can't recall

which—^that the federal government advised

us they had occupied that field. It is in

response to that that we have been in nego-
tiations with them.

My recollection of events—and I will have
to check this with the records—is that we
haven't had any problem with regard to the

willingness of the Atomic Energy Control

Board to co-operate with us, but I will check

that out again to make sure.

CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mr. Sweeney: I have a question for the

Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson), Mf.

Speaker. Is the minister aware that, as a

result of an Ontario Supreme Court decision

of approximately one month ago, the voca-

tional rehabilitation branch and the Social

Assistance Review Board of the Ministry of

Community and Social Services is no longer

accepting applications for financial assistance

to children \vith learning disabilities?

If that is correct, to what extent will the

Ministry of Education become involved in

assisting parents of those students?

3:10 p.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

shall be pleased to ask my colleague the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Norton), if such applications are no

longer being received. It is not my under-

standing that this is so at present, but I will

discuss it with him.
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Mr. Sweeney: Is the minister aware that

inquiries made to the deputy minister's

oflBce, by parents who have been told this,

have been advised the only way out for

them is to ask for a purchase-of-service

agreement from their local school boards?

It is my understanding that a purchase-
of-service agreement can only be made be-

tween two publicly funded boards, not be-

tween a publicly funded board and a

private board? If that is the case, what
should parents do in the hght of such ad^

vice?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am not aware of

this, nor am I aware that such information

has been transmitted from my deputy's
oflSce. I would appreciate having the name
of the individual who gave that informa-

tion, because it is not my understanding
that this sort of thing has been a statement

made by any part of the Ministry of Educa-
tion.

We have had discussions with the Minis-

try of Community and Social Services over

the past 12 months to try to find the appro-
priate resolution to a problem which quite

honestly, in my personal view, is inappro-

priately based at present in the Ministry of

Community and Social Services, but that

problem has yet to be solved. I will attempt
to find the information for the honourable
member and will report to him.

Mr. MeCIellan: Mr. Speaker I will re-

direct a sui>plementary to the Minister of

Community and Social Services. Has there

been any change in the ministry's policy
with respect to funding services to resi-

dents of the province who need learning

disability programs under the vocational re-

habilitation services branch of the ministry?
Has there been any change? Is there a

moratorium in effect?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of any such decision. I would be

quite concerned if that has been communi-
cated to the public in any way without my
being aware of it.

Where some confusion might have arisen

is that there was a court decision recently,

which I myself have not yet seen. I have

asked for a copy of the reasons for the

decision. It may have arrived by now in

the ministry. There was some concern that

the interpretation of the decision of the

court might have the effect of making it

illegal for us to continue to use the Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Services Act as a

means of funding children with learning

disabilities.

As soon as I heard that, as I say, I re-

quested a copy of the reasons for judgement
so that I could have our legal staff assess

that to see if that was their opinion as to

the import of the decision. I haven't re-

ceived it.

I know of no decision which has even

been recommended to me that would have

the effect of changing the ministry poUcy.
If that is being communicated by any of

the staff of my ministry, I would certainly

welcome information as to where it is com-

ing from, which area or regional office it

is being communicated from, so that I can

pursue it immediately.

INTEREST RATES ON STUDENT LOANS

Mr. Cooke: I have a question for the Minis-

ter of Colleges and Universities (Miss Stephen-

son). Last year I raised the matter of the

interest being charged on Ontario student

loans, which was one per cent higher than

the prime rate. I am wondering what action

the minister has taken on that since I asked

the question.

Specifically, I would like to ask the minis-

ter about the plight of a young woman by the

name of Menka Doutsas, who attended the

University of Windsor; she is now out of the

university because of illness, is collecting

mother's allowance and is having to pay $30

a month on a $333 income on mother's allow-

ance, $26 of which goes to interest. Of course,

she will never go back to university because

she is afraid to death to get further in debt.

WHiat is the minister dicing to help such

people and to build in incentives for low-

income people to go to universities through

the Ontario Student Loan Program?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I wonder which

question the honourable member wishes an-

swered, Mr. Speaker.
The first question he asked was related to

the interest rates applicable to the Ontario

Student Loan Program, which was devised as

a specific supplementary loan program for

students when the federal government failed

to move after three occasions to increase the

ceiling on loans and to modify some of the

terms and conditions. Because it was a very

small loan program, the same kind of bene-

ficial rate could not be negotiated with the

banks as for the Canada Student Loan Pro-

gram. Indeed, I gather that the banks are

having some difficulty at present with the

Canada program and are suggesting there

should be a move to the same level as the

Ontario program.
The rate of interest for Ontario student

loans was always about one per cent above
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prime. That was perfectly fine when that level

approximated the Canaoa student loan inter-

est rate. In the past year it has become in-

creasingly diflBcult, and' we have been pro-

viding information to the financial award ad-

ministrators, trying to help them dissuade

students from utilizing the Ontario Student

Loan Program unless absolutely necessary

because of the high interest rates. We have

not been able to renegotiate with the banks

any different interest rate at this time.

The second question which the honourable

member asked of me was whether we were

doing anything to try to help students from

low-income families to attend imiversity. I

would remind him that the entire philosophy
of the modifications to the Ontario Student

Assistance Program in 1978 was based spe-

cifically on helping students from low-income

families. As that grant is available to them
before any requirement for loan is made of

the student, young people may be able to

acquire their first degree without ever having
to go into debt. They are also eligible for

loans as well. With the grant, and with the

Canada Student Loan Program hopefully
amended as a result of the federal-provincial

task force which is in place at present, those

students will be helped even more than they
are right now.

Mr. Cooke: I am amazed. The minister said

last November she was concerned'; now she

says everything is fine. What does the minis-

ter suggest this particular student do? There

are thousands of others in her condition who
are in the same predicament. This person is on

low income and is paying $26 a month in

interest and will never go back to university

because of the disincentive.

Is the minister aware of studies that indi-

cate students from low-income families will

not go into debt to go to university? They
are afraid of debt. What is she going to do
to open up our imiversity system to low-

income students?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The honourable

member has obviously not heard' what I said.

I said I was concerned about it; I did investi-

gate whether a modification of the interest

rate could be achieved, and it could not be
achieved. We could find no way to achieve

it.

In addition, I have simply said—and I

wish the honourable member would listen-

that our grants program is specifically related

to attempting to help those students from

low-income families or students who have
low incomes themselves. It has been success-

ful, when the vast majority of students who
are assisted by the program come from

families with gross incomes for the total

family below the median income of Ontario.

It would seem to me that indicates a very

large number of students, who might other-

wise have difiBculty because of their low in-

comes in achieving their first university

degree, are being helped to do just that.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Deputy Premier (Mr. Welch) in the

absence of the Minister of Consumer and

Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea) and of the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry).

Can the Deputy Premier confirm to the

House that the government does intend to

appeal the recent decision of the Ontario

Court of Appeal which declared certain

portions of the Residential Tenancies Act

tmconstitutional? Can he confirm that appeal

is going to take place?

Second, if there is to be an appeal which

likely will not be heard until the fall, does

the ministry intend to have proclaimed those

other sections of the act not found to be

unconstitutional? There are certain areas in

there with respect to the central registry, as

well as the relief from a service which is no

longer provided, such as cable television,

which would be of great help to tenants in

the present circumstances and which of

course should not wait for the niunber of

months which no doubt will pass us before

that appeal is dealt with.

3:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I will be

very happy to draw this question to the at-

tention of the Minister of Consumer and

Commercial Relations and have him report to

the House on Thursday.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Speaker, will the

Deputy Premier suggest to his fine Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations that

he take a course of action that is something

less than simply sitting on his hands waiting

for this so there is some sort of an appro-

priate legislation in place very quickly to

make sure tenants are getting the kind of

protection they should get?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I hardly

have to remind this House that the minister

to whom reference has been made is not one

with a reputation of sitting on his hands.

He is a man of action and no doubt will

want to be here on Thursday, promptly at

2 p.m., to respond to these comments and

questions.
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INDEPENDENT GASOLINE
DISTRIBUTORS

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, is the Minister of

Energy (Mr. Welch) aware that the major oil

companies now are exerting an additional

squeeze on the independent gasoline dis-

tributors by requiring a much earlier pay-
n>ent for the gasoline? This, of course, fol-

lows a squeeze on the supply to the inde-

pendents.

May I inform the minister of a letter I

have here, from British Petroleum Canada to

Robbins Fuels in Fenwick, which is dated

January 25, 1980, informing Robbins that the

maximum payment period of an average 43

days after delivery has been reduced to 22

days? Verbally, it has been told it is going to

be reduced further than that.

Does the minister know these accounts in-

clude both federal and provincial gasoline
taxes which don't have to be turned over to

the respective governments until a much later

time? Will he investigate and take action to

protect these independent distributors?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I am not
familiar with that particular correspondence
which the honourable member has, but I

will be very glad to have a copy of it so I

can follow it up.
As the House will recall, and the honoiu--

able member will also recall, his leader drew
my attention some months ago to the plight
of the independent dealers. Following those

particular comments and that exchange in the

House, I did have the opportunity to meet
with some of the independent dealers who
have since formed an association, as I re-

ported to the leader of the third party. We
have been working with them on a number
of matters, which of course, is in their interest.

As I say, I haven't had this particular prob-
lem drawn to mv attention but, if the honour-
able member will let me have a copy of what
he's referring to, I should be very happy to

follow up with the independent dealers'

association to which I have already made
reference and to see where we might be of
some help.

Mr. Swart: First of all, may I tell the min-
ister I will provide him with a copy of that

letter.

Does the minister realize this further adr
vanced payment of gasoline tax contributes

to a situation whereby the major oil com-
panies continually have something like $25
million to $50 million of the independent
distributors' and retailers' money to use be-

tween the time they get it and the time they
turn it over to the respective governments?
Does he not think there's really something

unfair about those independent distributors

and retailers subsidizing the major oil com-

I>anies? Is he prepared to step in and get that

money at an earlier date for his own use as

a government or preferably to delay the pay-
ment by the retailer or the distributor?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I certainly would want to

say at this stage, as I have said before, that

the government is very supportive of the

recommendation in the Isbister report that

made some reference to the need in this prov-
ince to keep alive and healthy, economically,
the indei>endent dealers of this province. It's

actually very important. I, as the Minister of

Energy, would view very seriously anything
that could be interpreted in any way as an

attempt to minimize their involvement in the
economic life of Ontario.

NOTICE OF DISSATISFACTION

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

file my dissatisfaction with the answer given

by the Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Norton), and I would like to

debate it at the earliest occasion.

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member has

given written notice of his dissatisfaction with

the answer from the Minister of Community
and Social Services, and this matter will be

debated at 10:30 this evening.

PETITIONS

ONTARIO DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS REPORTS

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 33(b) of the Legislative

Assembly of Ontario, the undersigned mem-
bers of the assembly hereby petition that

sessional paper number 186, tabled October

15, 1979, be referred to the standing com-

mittee on resources development for such

consideration and report as the committee

may determine.

This may provide an opportunity for that

committee to investigate the notification of

closure and the loss of some 650 jobs at the

Firestone plant in Whitby.

LEGHOLD AND BODY TRAPS

Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, I have a petition

in the form of 932 individual letters sup-

porting the private member's bill to be de-

bated on Thursday afternoon as it relates to

leghold and body traps, and I wish to table

this petition.
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MOTION

COMMITTEE MEETING

Hon. Mr. Gregory moved that the select

committee on Ontario Hydro affairs be au-

thorized to meet on Thursday, April 10,

1980.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE
REPEAL ACT

Hon. Mr. Maeck moved first reading of

Bill 38, An Act to repeal the Railway Fire

Charge Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Maeck: Mr. Speaker, my min-

istry has over the past two years undertaken
an intensive review of Ontario's tax statutes.

As a result of this ongoing review and in

line vAth our commitment to deregulation,
tax simplification and reducing paper burden,
several tax statutes have been repealed and
the filing requirements simplified by other

statutes.

As the Railway Fire Charge Act has inroved
itself to be outdated, discriminatory and of

very little significance, I propose the repeal
of this statute.

ONTARIO WATER RESOURCES
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Germa moved first reading of Bill 39,

An Act to amend the Ontario Wat^ Re-

sources Act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

the bill is to prohibit mining activities in

bodies of water that serve or are likely to

serve as a source of community drinking
water. The bill provides for the issuance of

permits to authorize mining activity that is

in the public interest. Mining activity under-
taken without the authority of a licence is

constituted as an offence.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, before

the orders of the day, the chairman of the

resources development committee has asked
me to mention in the House, because of lack

of notices, that the resources development
committee will sit tonight at 8 o'clock.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, I am
tabling the answers to questions 32, 47, 48,

49 and 77 and the interim answers to ques-
tions 38 to 42, 43, 45 and 46 standing on
the Notice Paper. (See appendix, page 577.)

3:30 p.m.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
( continued )

Resumption of the adjourned debate on
the amendment to the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable
the Lieutenant Governor at the opening of

the session.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

take this opportunity to conclude the remarks
I began last week. The focus of my speech
last week was on the economy and the gov-
ernment's industrial strategy. I would like

to conclude that by jxjinting out that, since

I spoke last week, interest rates have reached
17.75 i>er cent for mortgages—an utterly im-
believable and exorbitant rate—and who
knows what they will hit next week.

However, in the brief amount of time

allotted me today, I would like to devote my
attention to the throne speech in terms of a

key item that was missing-^w'hich caused me
considerable disappointment and, I diink,

disappointed many i)eople across the whole

country, not just this province—namely, the

lack of any initiative to resolve the Situation

in Penetanguishene.
Here is a situation that has been lingering

for probably more than a year and a half

now. W© are still faced with the same

niggardly, obdurate, obstinate, if not ob-

structionist, attitude by the government. We
are quibbling over less than $500,000. We
are offering second-rate solutions—compro-
mises that obviously don't satisfy the basic

needs and aspirations of the Franco-Ontarian

minority. On the verge of the referendum,
we are still toying around with compromises
of portable classrooms and talking about

deadlines based on interim solutions for a

period of a year or two. Almost 114 years
after Confederation, we are still trying to

resolve a problem like this. It makes one

wonder when the people next door to us are

debating whether they are going to stay in

Confederation and we are still not resolving

the situation in Penetanguishene.

Mr. Martel: The member for Sault Ste.

Marie (Mr. Ramsay) said it was resolved.

Mr. Samis: He did. If he goes to Pen^

tanguishene and talks to the people involved,

I strongly suggest he will learn otherwise.

I am not going to go into the details of

the various proposed compromises et cetera.
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Suffice it to say that the eyes of Canada are

on this Legislature to see how we are going
to resolve the problem. In the context of the

referendum, what we do in Ontario is

Watched extremely closely by our neig'hbours

to the east.

Let me state clearly that the 33 members
of this party believe that the francophone

population of Penetanguis'hene are entitled

to a completely separate, autonomous, inde-

pendent school of their own like tiiose in

other communities around this province. I

dare say the members to the right would

agree with that. I hope the good people of

Quebec realize tiiat there are at least 60

members of this Legislature—if not 67 mem-
bers—who support the Franco-Ontarian popu-
lation of Penetanguishene in their long

struggle for an independent high school.

What goes on here has ramifications outside

the province. We believe in that school be-

cause we think their aspirations are legitimate;

we believe they are entitled to it. But it also

has an effect on Quebec. For example, last

week there was a big article in the business

section of the Toronto Star. It was headlined

"Ontario Antagonizing Quebec: Chamber
Head." This was an interview with Mr. Roger

Phillips, president of Alcan International

Limited, who said he was shocked "when
Education Minister Bette Stephenson ruled

out a permanent French-speaking school as

too costly. Phillips said: 'While Ontario's

intentions might be good, its image is bad
in Quebec. It's a matter that goes away be-

yond dollars and cents.'
"

This government has made some progress—
we acknowledge that on this side—in terms of

courts, government services and health serv-

ices. Obviously, that progress is not being

recognized outside this province for one

simple reason: Penetanguishene. Nothing
could illustrate better how this whole situa-

tion has been simplified than the fact that the

Premier of Quebec came here wearing a

badge bearing one simple word, "Penetang."

If anything is an albatross around the necks

of the federalist forces in Quebec at this

stage in history, it's that one word, "Pene-

tang." For example, the Positive Action Com-
mittee—which is composed mainly of English-

speaking Quebeckers—felt it necessary to write

to the largest-circulation French-language

paper in Quebec, La Presse, to state their

views on Penetanguishene, headlined, "Le

Comite d'Action Positive appuie les franco-

phones de Penetanguishene."
I would like to quote from this briefly; it is

a letter written by Storrs McCall and Alex K.

Paterson, who are copresidents of the Positive

Action Committee. They say, and I think they
dramatize the issue quite eflFectively:

"Pour le meilleiu- ou pom* le pire, Pene-

tanguishene est devenu ime 'cause celebre*

en matiere de droits linguistiques des

minorites. C'est pourquoi les decisions qui
seront prises en ce qui concerne une eventuelle

ecole secondaire francophone auront de vastes

repercussions, au niveau de I'interpretation

que leur donneront certains groupes et du
fait qu'elles creeront un precedent pour
I'etablissement d'ecoles francophones en On-
tario et ailleurs. Les decisions que prendra
votre gouvernement dans le cas present,

Madame le Ministre, seront importantes non

pas seulement pour Penetanguishene, mais

pour tous les Canadiens qui voient dans notre

aptitudte a encourager la survie des minorites

linguistiques le gage du maintien de I'unite

canadienne."

They are saying that what we do in this

province and Penetanguishene aflFects the

people in Quebec and the federahst forces in

Quebec, and makes their cause that much
more difficult to fight.

I would suggest that when we talk about

rights of minorities—and I want to emphasize
this—we are saying that school should be

granted based on the intrinsic argument and

needs of the population, and not in the context

of the referendlim.

The government should heed the follow-

ing words: "We simply do not believe that

supporting French-language rights is the price

we have to pay to keep Quebec in Confedera-

tion. We support those language rights be-

cause it is right, it is decent and it is a moral

imperative in a free and plurahstic society."

That was the Attorney General (Mr. Mc-

Murtry) speaking in North Bay. It's kind of

ironic that a member of the cabinet would say

that when one looks at the record of this

government on the Penetanguishene issue.

I would hope that the Premier (Mr. Davis)

and his cabinet would pay some attention to

one of their key advisers on the whole ques-
tion of national unity, Mr. H. Ian Macdonald,

president of York University. In one of his

speeches, he said: "If by our behaviour we
cannot say to the people of Quebec that we
want to preserve French-language rights in

Ontario, then it is difficult for me to believe

that the French-speaking citizens of Quebec
will consider that the rest of Canada truly

wants to preserve a place for them."

He is also quoted as saying in a speec'h

last month: "The future of Canada will be

determined largely by our attitude of mind,
and oiur attitude of mind must be progres-

sive, compassionate, innovative and creative."
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If this government had followed the ad-

vice of Mr. Macdonald in the question of

Penetanguishene, this issue would have been

long resolved. We wouldn't have this alba-

tross placed on the necks of the federalist

forces in Quebec, and I don't think we would
have to debate it any longer. I suspect that

if a bill were introduced to resolve it, as

eventually was done in the case of Windsor,
it woidd pass without any difficidty on the

opposition side.

It's extremely frustrating that we have to

go through this battle time after time, every
time the minority in Ontario wants its rights

to be fulfilled. The spotlight in the Quebec
press is on every one of these battles, and
it's always put in the context of. "Look

what it's like outside of Quebec; look what
Confederation means there."

Surely a tremendous gesture of goodwill
and imderstanding, and a positive contribu-

tion to the national imity debate at this

stage, would be for the government to give

that school to the francophone minority, to

recognize their aspirations, to quit all this

playing games with bricks and mortar, tem-

porary classrooms and portables, et cetera,

and to resolve the issue once and for all'. I

suspect Ontario then could hold its head

high as a partner in Confederation. It would

help the federalist cause. It would prove
Ontario's interest in the question of minority

rights and in trying to make Confederation

work for the minorities across Canada,
whether they be in Quebec, in Ontario, in

Manitoba or in New Brunswick.

Before concluding, there are two matters

I would like to touch upon briefly which I

think my constituents would want brought to

the attention of the Legislature. One is the

increasing concern in our corrununity about

the imminent possibility of a closure of a

chronic-care rehabilitation hospital in the

city of Cornwall, MacDonell Memorial. Many
people are concerned about the rising cost of

health care in terms of premiums they pay.

We have lost al'most 200 active treatment

beds in the city of Cornwall over the 1970s.

As we enter the 1980s we will have almost

200 fewer active-treatment beds, and now
•we are faced with the possibility of the

MacDonell Memorial being closed.

3:40 p.m.

The people of Cornwall feel strongly about

the high quality of health care they have

received at MacDonell Memorial Hospital.

The Religious Hospitallers of St. Joseph's

have played an active and strong role in

terms of health care services in our com-

munity. I would ask the government to re-

consider its plan. It's not the two existing

hospitals which are forcing this move; it's the

Ministry of Health with its budgetary restric-

tions and the straightjacket it is imposing on

the local hospital board.

We've had enough cutbacks in this prov-
ince. We're getting tired of handouts to the

big corporations and to people who want to

buy new cars, while our hospitals are told

they have to cut back further and further.

Now we have to close a hospital' because we
don't have the money to support it. We can

give away $100 million to a pulp and paper

company, $29 million to the Ford Motor

Company, $65 million more to the manu-

factm-ing sector, but we tell people there

isn't enough money to maintain that

hospital.

Peoplte are wondering what the priorities

are in this wealthy province of Ontario

Avhen we carmot sustain a hospital of that

sort.

iThere is a final, local matter I would like

to address. Since tourism is a major indus-

try in our area, many people are deeply

concerned about the fate of the only live

theatre in our area, the Prince of Wales

Theatre in Upper Canada Village.

There is an imminent possibihty that the

theatre will not open this year. It has been

in operation only two years. Last year it was

tremendously successful at the box office,

as well as artistically. If one travels east

of Kingston, the opportunities for live thea-

tre are almost nil outside of Ottawa and

Kingston. It's something we desperately

need in our area as a stimulus to tourism.

It's a stimulus to the heritage of the area,

because the play is based on the unique

Loyalist heritage of the Seaway valley. It's

an extremely educational and gratifying

experience.

Getting something like this started is not

easy. The people involved in the Prince <rf

Wales Theatre, the committee and Mr.

George Blackburn, have done a tremen-

dous job. It would be a tragedy if we let

them sink without any assistance this year.

It's something Ontario can be proud of.

It's going through a difficult period now.

I would plead with the Minister of Culture

and Recreation (Mr. Baetz) not to let the

Prince of Wales Theatre go down this year,

and to do whatever he can to see that, as

closely as possible, it is attached to and inte-

grated with Upper Canada Village to make

it more viable, more accessible and more

visual to people passing by.
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The people of eastern Ontario suffered

long enough without a facility of this sort.

Every major report on tourism in our area

suggests the need for such a theatre. We
have it; don't let us down. We need some-

thing like this desperately in terms of our
sunmiertime tourist development.

There are other topics I would have ad-
dressed but, because of the time, I will

ignore them at present. But I would lilce to

mention the fate of people on fixed in-

comes in this province, something which
bothers me immensely, and the inadequate
increase that was given them last week.
There are a variety of other matters, but

I will leave them in order that other people
can participate in the debate.

Mr. MaoBeth: Mr. Speaker, I too am
pleased to have this opportunity of enter-

ing the debate on the speech from the
throne. Before doing so, I want to say how
good it is to see the member for Essex
North (Mr. Ruston) occupying the chair. I

suppose if I were where I might otherwise

"be, I would be there and he would be

making this speech today. I am pleased to

have this opportunity to speak occasionally
from this desk, rather than from the posi-
tion the member for Essex North now is

occupying.
I also want to say how much I enjoy

my association, in the chair of the House,
with the member for Perth, (Mr. Edighoffer)
who regrettably is not here today because
of responsibihties in his own riding. Both
he and I take a great deal of enjoyment in

reflecting the glory of the member for Lake
Nipigon (Mr. Stokes) and the manner in

which he presides over the affairs of this

House. Because he does it with such dig-
nity and control, his fame has become
known throughout the Commonwealth in

this regard and I think the member for
Perth and myself do reflect somewhat the

glory that he brings to his position. I am
delighted to have the honour which the
House bestowed upon me as deputy chair-
man of the committees of the whole House.
However, when one has a duty of that

nature, it puts some restraint upon one, par-
ticularly when it comes to partisan matters.
I will admit that I try to avoid being par-
tisan in most of my conduct about this

place. Occasionally it is a little difficult,
but I do try to do so, as do, of course,
the Speaker (Mr. Stokes) and the Deputy
Speaker, (Mr. Edighoffer) but in doing so
it does put one in a certain amount of

jeopardy in his own riding. Some of my
electorate feel that I have either died or
have been appointed to the Senate.

Mr. M. N. Davison: I'll bet the member
doesn't know which is the worst.

Mr. MacBeth: I don't know which is the

worst. But to allay the feelings that may
be out in the riding, and to assure my con-

stituents that I am still alive, it gives me
pleasure to take part in this debate.

On a noncontroversial start, I would like

to say a few things about the riding of Hum-
ber. It's bounded on the south by the Queen
Elizabeth Way and on the north by the

Maodonald-Cartier Freeway, which flanks the

west bank of the Humber and goes over to

the street we all know as Kipling Avenue. It's

mainly a residential riding of people of mod-
erate means but reasonably able to look after

themselves. It has a few provincial buildings
within it; not very many.
The Ontario Food Terminal is the very

southern boundary, and it is a good and
active place. I think it contributes to the rid-

ing, not only in the way of jobs but also in

the general industry and atmosphere it brings.
I know there is some suggestion that it has

outgrown its facflities there and shoidd be
moved elsewhere. I am sure if it is moved we
will be able to find good use for the land, but
on the whole they have been good citizens of

Etobicoke and we have been pleased to have
them there.

I am not speaking of Etobicoke now, sir;

I'm speaking of the riding of Humber. On the
northern boundary we have two provincial

institutions; one is the health laboratory, and
the other is the water resources laboratory.

They're both very fine buildings and they
enhance the neighbourhood. Beside them is

probably the only industry I have in the rid-

ing of any size, but it's a good one. It's the
Labatt's brewery. I'm sure that all of us from
time to time don't mind enjoying some of the

products they put forth.

But, as I say, for the most part it is a resi-

dential riding. It does contain three golf
courses. I mention this simply because I have

expressed fears from time to time that re-

assessment may make it difficult for the con-

tinuing existence of private golf clubs.

Those golf clubs not only look after the

membership there, but they also serve the

whole community. In the wintertime they are

open to the use of the young people. They
do provide an excellent greenbelt. iTiey're
an attractive thing to have in a riding and,
as I say, an asset, not just for the people who
are members of that club, but also for the
entire ridine, as well as for those who back
on them, who live beside them or close to

them. I reiterate here that I hope nothing is

ever done by way of the revision of assess-
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ment that will a£Fect in any way the ability

of those clubs to carry on.

Incidentally, they do pay a portion of

taxes, business tax and otherwise, as well as

a fair amount of sales tax. They are also good
contributors to my honourable friend the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions (Mr. Drea), in one of the industries that

he supervises; so they're a good asset to the

community.

Mr. M. N. Davison: I missed that. What
was that?

Mr. Martel: What is the contribution?

Mr. MacBeth: What is the contribution?

They occasionally have reason to put in an
odd order with the Liquor Control Board of

Ontario. They do support the province in

many ways.
The riding makes the usual citizen demands

upon the public Treasury of this province,
but for the most part I think it's a paying
community r'ather than a receiving comanu-

nity, and I'm hafypy that is the case. As 1

say, it is a good community, and the people
in that community are good solid citizens.

3:50 p.m.

Speaking of solid citizens, I would like to

take this opportunity to pay tribute to two
citizens we have recently lost, both of whom
passed on last month. One of them was Ozzie

WafHe, a name that some members may re-

call. He was reeve of the township of Etobi-

coke, my immediate predecessor in that oflRce.

He was a great salesman for Etobicoke. He
put Etobicoke on the map in the days of its

expansion. I guess there wasn't a conference
around Canada he didn't attend and make
well known where he was from. He was a
builder in Etobicoke, a man of optimism.
Latterly, he had been a very courageous chap,

suflFering through a debilitating disease that

kept him handicapped for the last, I suppose,
10 years of his life, and yet despite that, he
carried on as best he could and continued to

contribute to the welfare of the community.
Then too, a former mayor, the first mayor

of Etobicoke, who was actually my successor,

passed on just a few days ago. I am referring
to Ed Horton, who was a Deputy Minister of

Municipal Affairs under the Hepbiurn govern-
ment. He was from Elgin county and one
of the bright young men that Mitch Hepburn
brought in here to get affairs straightened
away at that time during those depression
days.

When Ed left the provincial government
here, he occupied two deputy portfolios. He
went to Ottawa, where he served the com-
munity there, and then came back and went
into private enterprise. He liked that, but

the call was still for public service. He was

deputy reeve of Etobicoke for a while. He
went on to Peterborough in business and
then came back to Etobicoke and became
the first mayor. He, too, was an energetic
man who did a great job in bringing the

combined Lakeshore communities of New
Toronto, Mimdoo and Long Branch into the

township of Etobicoke imder the new name
of the borough of Etobicoke. I would just

take this opportmiity to pay tribute to two

great Etobians who have recently jyassed on.

There are a few matters of concern in the

riding of Humber. Wben I made my maiden

speech in this House, I referred to a kind of

pollution we have in Etobicoke—noise jwllu-
tion. We are bothered by om* proximity to

the Toronto International Airport, We also

have the two highways which I mentioned,
one to the north and one to the south, x>ass-

ing through. They create, as do any of those

facilities, a certain amoimt of nuisance and
a great deal of noise.

That still exists. The day I made my
maiden speech in this House in connection

with noise ix)llution was the same day the

then Treasiu-er, Darcy McKeOugh, aimoimced
the beginning, in 1972 I guess it was, of the

plan to move the new airport to the east of

Metro Toronto. In a sense, we thought that

was the answer to some of the problems we
have from airplane noise. Of course, we all

know what has gone on since. Toronto

International continues to be a busy airport

and, in the interests of Ontario, it must con-

tinue to be that.

Some of these noise problems still exist,

but some are inevitable. It is inevitable that,

if the airport is busy, tiie country is busy. If

the railways are busy, the ooimtry is pros-

perous. But the broader commimity served

by the railways, by the higjhways and by the

airport must do its best to alleviate the

problems that are brought about by the

proximity and the use of the railways et

cetera. That responsibility, in i^art, rests with

the provincial government. In a couple of

instances I will now mention, I don't think

we are doing all that could or should be

done.

The first instance involves a little com-

munity in the riding, called Kingsview Vil-

lage, immediately south of Highway 401,

between Kipling and Islington avenues. It

has been there a long time, a long time be-

fore highway 401 was put through. Because

it is a collection of private homes that bade

on to that highway and not densely popu-

lated, it has a low priority as far as a noise

barrier from that highway is concerned.
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We have si)oken to the Minister of Trans-

portation land Communications (Mr. Snow).
He has heard a delegation from Kingsview

ViDage. He has promised he will do what he

can. I hope that matter will be rectified in

the near future by the erection of a noise

barrier, despite the fact there are a limited

nimiber of people affected, mainly because

they have put up with it for so long and, as

I say, it is a case oif them being there before

the highway was.

The other matter also affects the Ministry

of Transportation and Communications and
has to do with the building of a third line

on the CP Rail main line from Toronto

which goes out to Chicago or Windsor. That

line is a two-track affair. The province wants

to put 'a GO service along there, which I

support land whidh would be a good thing
a.nd serve a broader community. At the same

time, CP Rail is telling the province, the

Canadian Transport Commission and I guess
the government in genei^al, that to accom-

modate the GO service it must have a third

track there. That i)ossibility of a third track

is upsetting to the people in the neighbour-
hood of Montgomery Road, Who are object-

ing to the noise pollution and, o^f coiu"se, the

danger, because Montgomery Road serves a

good many community facilities including

Etobicoke Collegiate, Our Lady of Sorrows

separate school and the hockey arena, as

wefl as a swimming pool. There is a great
deal of youthful traffic at that crossing.

If the province wants to put that GO
train along there, and it should; and if one

of the conditions of the railway is that it

become a three-track affair, then it is up to

the province to make sure that does not

proceed until a grade separation is built and
some kind of noise berm, or whatever is

technically best, is erected along that part
of the track so the broader community will

do its part in alleviating some of the poUti-

tion that must inevitably come from the use

of that railway track.

We still have a few school problems con-

tinuing in the riding, mainly in the separate
school system, which is still growing. Again
in Kingsview Village, I refer to St. Maurice

separate school. I am just going to take a

moment to read part of a letter I have re-

ceived from Mr. Botticella, who is the

president of the Kingsview Village Rate-

payers Association, setting out some of the

problems as regards school accommodation:

"As you are probably aware by now, St.

Maurice School of Kingsview Village has

recently been plagued by overcrowding. The

school, which was originally built to accom-

modate 300 students, is now populated by
522 students. At present there are 227 stu-

dents in six portables and, if recent con-

servative projections are correct, the number
will increase to 306 by 1982.

"Parents are duly concerned that the mush-

rooming of portables (from six to eight) in

the school yard is not only unsightly, but

totally unacceptable in terms of the effect

they will have on the physical and mental

safety of otor children and their educational

needs."

That letter goes on and is considerably

longer than that, but I also refer to a sec-

ondary school called Don Bosco, where a

priest by the name of Reverend Father

Mohan is principal. Father Mohan is a most

energetic and cheerful leader, and I say
leader in the true sense of that word. He
has developed a great school spirit in the

Don Bosco school. At the same time, the

original building is not much better than a

portable and there are more portable class-

rooms than there are in the original, rather

portable building.

These are problems in our school system
within my riding. I wish the Ministry of

Education would supply sufficient funds that

tliese things could be rectified. I know the

problems there, however, and what I am
asking of the Ministry of Education is to

try to work out more co-ordination between
the public school system and the separate
school system in regard to school accom-

modation in the Metropolitan Toronto area,

because I do believe more could be done.

4 p.m.

I know the public schools in Etobicoke in

particular have empty classrooms. I know
those empty classrooms are not always
situated where we might like to have them,
but they are there and I think greater effort

could be made to try to supply the needs

of one from the surplus of the other. I guess

it's up to the Ministry of Education to do

that if the local authorities can't get together

themselves. That is the request I make of

the Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson).

We have three good hospitals that serve

Etobicoke riding. In Metropolitan Toronto

all the hospitals serve everybody, and I don't

mean to say that the other hospitals in

Toronto don't serve the riding of Humber.
St. Joseph's particularly is one of the Toronto

hospitals that gives us great service. But we
have three newer hospitals, Humber Mem-
orial, Queensway and Etobicoke General.

None of these is in the Humber riding, but

they are the ones we look upon as serving
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Humber. They are all excellent hospitals,

xelatively new, and are well-staffed with

qualified nurses and doctors and other health

workers.

I am sure the ministry is doing its best to

supply the beds we need, but sometimes I

think the ministry looks at the problem as an

overall Metro problem and in doing so there

are pockets that go unserviced. I feel that

Etobicoke, and these three hospitals par-

ticularly, are being somewhat los-t in the

overall Metro picture and there is a need for

some 400 chronic-care beds in Etobicoke.

Again I am asking the Ministry of Health to

take a look at those three hospitals to see

whether they can look after the demands

they have upon them. They are growing hos-

pitals serving the community well, and I

think they could have a little more assistance.

One area most i)eople agree the province
^ould not be cutting back is hospital beds.

I am being a little critical of the various

ministries, but I do want to pay a compli-

ment to the Ministry of Community and

Social Services, whidh recently gave a grant
to Etobicoke Conmiunity Centre. That centre

has been carrying itself financially for many

years. This year, for the first time, it ran

into a little difiiculty and needed some help

from the ministry. The problem was tiiat it

hadn't been on the list before and the hsts

were closed. Thanks to the minister, con-

cessions were made, and it was decided tbat

those who had been able to look after them-

selves should not 'be prejudiced or punished
because they had looked after themselves; so

a very much-needed grant has been received

Whidh will allow the Etobicoke Community
Centre to continue the good work it is doing.

We have a few cultural and recreational

problems which need some attention. The
Etobicoke Olympium is doing a great job; it

coidd do a better job if it were able to ex-

pand some of the 'area it already has but

which is imfinished. We could belp a great

deal there. We have the great Etobicoke

Philharmonic Orchestra under the leadership

of Eugene Kasih which is doing a great work

but of course could use a little help from

the Ministry of Culture and Recreation. We
also have an Etobicoke arts councfl, which is

supervising all of these things and hkewise

could use a little help from the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation. Of coiu^e, we will

be speaking to the minister concerned.

Having dealt with a good number of local

concerns, let me pass for a minute to a very
close concern tihat I have spoken about

before; it is our procedure in regard to

private members' bills. As I have said before,

I am not very hai)py that, in dealing with

private niembers' bills, we must often deal

with very important matters in what amounts
to an hour or perhaps an hour and a half at

the most.

I think of all the time we spend here

looking over estimates in committee. I think

of the hours that were spent on the Treasury

estimates; in this past year it amounted to

the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) and the two
critics more or less having a fireside chat

about the matter with very few other mem-
bers in the House—I think there were fewer

in the House at that time than are in here

now. Yet we spent hours on the Treasury
estimates. I think of a back-to-work order

bill for tfhe Toronto Transit Commission

when I was Minister of Labour on which I

think every member of the opposition spoke
—of course, they had a right to do that and

I think it is proper.

But it gives me great concern that on a

bill sudh as the member for Kitchener-Wil-

mot (Mr. Sweeney) put forward the other

day on cults, or a similar bill that the mem-
ber for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall)

put forward. Bill 3, the most any of us had

to talk on that was 20 minutes for the

introducer and 10 minutes for the other

members.

That matters of that imjwrt shoidd be

dealt with by this House in an hour or an

hour and a half and then have to vote on it

seems to me a great restriction on the free-

dom of expression which we brag about here

and to wbich we all think we are entitled. It

doesn't give full discussion as far as the

public is concerned and, more particularly,

it doesn't allow an individual member to tell

the electorate his position on that bill and

why, or how he Voted as he did.

I am suggesting that the procedural affairs

committee should look at it. Maybe they can

cut some time out of the estimates. I am
not sure that the government w^ants to spend
more time on private members' bills, and I

know a good reason why they should not.

Yet I think it's the consensus of members of

this House that they would hke to spend

more time on private members' bills. If that

is so, I think it must arrange, at the expense

of something less important, that more time

be given for the discussion of private mem-

bers' bills than an hour or an hour and a

half. This limits somebody who has a great

deal to say ^bout suCh imix>rtant matters to

10 minutes.

I have spent a few minutes on the paro-

chial affairs of both this House and my own

riding. I would like to turn now to matters

of national concern.
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These days we hear a great deal about,
and are somewhat upset by, the term

"sovereignty-association." The definition of

sovereignty, I guess, is being supreme as far

as power is concerned. If you are sovereign,

you are supreme in power; also, it bears a
certain connotation in regard to the mon-
archy. I don't know why so many of us

get upset over the term "sovereignty-associa-
tion." I say, "What's new?" Confederation
in 1867 was just that. It was an alliance of

supreme powers, and I would remind the
House that, at the time of Canadian federa-

tion, neither the federal nor provincial parlia-
ments enjoyed supreme power in that the
mother government at Westminster still re-

tained a greiat deal of the powers imto

herself; so Confederation was just that—an

amalgamation or a joining together of

supreme powers, or sovereignty-association.
In Canada we enjoy a Confederation of

sovereign provinces, sovereign in their own
right, and not a unitary system as is enjoyed
in Britain, where there is one government
that has responsibility for everything. Here,
it is a sovereignty-^assodation where the prov-
inces are sovereign over certain matters and
the federal government is sovereign over
others.

Turning to the controversy and the termi-

nology between Parliament and the Legisla-
tive Assembly, there are some people who
make much of this issue, who try to suegest
rtiat the Legislative Assembly is something
less than a parliament. I have a good parlia-

mentary intern, Mary-Beth Currie, who is;

working for me. She has done some work,
and I woidd like to read a few of her notes
into the record, because I think it is im-

portant at this time when we are talking
about sovereignty-association.

I am reading notes from F. F. Schindeler's

History and Protocol of Provincial Legisla-
tive Bodies and Responsible Government in

Ontario. It refers to section 69 of the
British North America Act Whidh provides:
"There shall be a Legislature for Ontario

consisting of the Lieutenant Governor and
of one House styled the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario." The first session of the prwin-
cial legislative body was termed "The First

Session of the First Parliament" in our vari-

ous journals. However, in 1879, the h'^adinpr

"Fomth Session of the Third Legislature"
was adopted. This was corrected in 1952 and
now the original terminology is used. Before

Confederation, members of the assembly of

the province of Canada were designated by
the initials "MPP." After Confederation,
since the BNA Act provided for provincial

legislative assemblies, members should have
the letters "MLA" following their name. The
Legislative Assembly made MPP the official

abbreWation on April 7, 1938. I am going
back, because some people talk about the

Legislative Assembly as being perhaps some-
what lower than the Parliament.

4:10 p.m.

In 1868, the federal government dis-

allowed an act giving the Ontario assembly
the same parliamentary privileges, immuni-
ties and powers that the federal government
enjoyed and which were equal to those

present in the House of Commons in Britain.

The federal government held that, since a

legislatmre was not a parliament, the power
to give itself privileges did not inhere in it

by virtue of its status, since it had only those

powers granted it by the BNA Act, and this

act made no provision for parhamentary
privileges at the provincial level.

However, in 1876, the Legislature passed
a new act claiming these same rights and

privileges, and this legislation has remained
in force to this day without interference from
the federal government.

Quoting from Alex C. Lewis in Parlia-

mentary Procediue in Ontario, he defines the

first minister as Prime Minister; that is: "The
Prime Minister is the King's chief minister

and his sxjokesman in the Legislative Assem-

bly." He also says: "The rights of the prov-
inces, that is the old provinces of Upi>er and
Lower Canada land of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, are of course of longer standing
than are the rights and powers of the Do-
minion authority, dating back to the day
w*hen those provinces derived their authority
direct from the crown."

I would like to read from a book called

What and When is Parliament, in a chapter
referred to as "Whereas and Whatnot." It

was written by W. Heighington in 1934. I

may add as an aside that Heighington was a

member of this House for the riding of St.

David. He is quoting the words of the judi-

cial committee of the Privy Council in one
case which wrote that the power of a pro-
vincial legislature is "as plenary and ample
within the limits prescribed as that at Ottawa
or Westminster itself."

It refers to a judgement of Mr. Justice
Riddell in the Ontario Supreme Court, in the

case of Florence Mining Company versus

Cobalt Lake Mining Company, a 1909 case,

where the quotation is: "The Legislature
within its jurisdiction can do anything that

is not natiu"ally impossible and it is restrained'

by no rule, human or divine."
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In the Township of Sandwich East versus

the Union Natural Gas Company, a 1924 case

reported in Ontario Law Reports: "The powers
of the Legislature of the province are the

same in intention, though not extension, as

those of the Imperial Parliament. The Legisla-

ture is limited in the territory in which it may
legislate and in the subjects; the Imperisd

Parliament is not—and that is the only dif-

ference."

Parliament is defined thus: "A national

legislative and', in some cases, judicial assem-

bly, especially that of England, later of the

United Kingdom." Or: "A meeting or assembly
of i>ersons for conference or deliberation . . .

summoned by the sovereign's authority to

consult on the afiairs of the nation and to

enact and repeal laws." A legislature is held

to be "the body of men in a state or kingdom
invested with power to make and repeal laws;

the supreme legislating power of a state."

Heighington goes on to say: "Although it

is specifically termed 'Parliament,' Ottawa is

really a legislature, just the same as in

England. 'Parliament' is a legislature . . ."

He suggests that it is almost invariably the

practice of judges to refer to what should be
done by the legislature in reference to correc-

tion of legislation: "Here, as elsewhere, it

must be recognized' that, in British countries

at least, every Parliament is a legislature
and that no actual term apphed to that body
which performs that function can alter or

correct this conclusion."

As regards the definition of "legislature"
versus "parliament," rights were acquired by
Ontario and Quebec in 1792, and sections 65
and 129 of the BNA Act preserved those

powers formerly exercised by those two gov-
ernments. Section 129 says specifically that,

unless otherwise stated in the BNA Act,

powers in the Canadas, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia shall continue in Ontario, Quebec,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia as if the

union had not been made. It also makes it

clear that, in respect to these matters, only
the provincial Legislatiure has the authority
to abolish or alter.

Section 92 outlines the powers of the pro-
vincial government. He goes on: "Thus, from
an authority based' on 'custom and usage,'

ample judicial precedent and also statutory

authority, the position of the provincial Legis-
lature should surely not be open to these

attacks. Summoned at the call of the sover-

eign, supreme in legislative powers, meeting
for conference and deliberation, reinforced

by the authority just mentioned, it should now
be apparent that, certainly among the older

provinces of the Dominion, and probably

among them all, the provincial Legislature is

properly termed a 'Parliament.'
"

MPP corresponds more closely to the steps

in our constitutional development and Heij^-
ington says, "MLA should be relegated to

oblivion." That's the last note of this author

—that MLA should be relegated to oblivion.

I don't feel that strongly about it. All I am
trying to say in that long list of quotations
I have given is that in the controversy be-

tween these two, in effect, they are the same
words. I ask members to look at the Order

Paper before them and they wiU see "Order

Paper and Notices, The Legislative Assembly
of the Province of Ontario." That refers to

the Legislative Assembly. At the bottom, it

refers to the "31st Parliament."

As for the difference between a legislatmre
and a parliament, I am saying that this is a

legislature and it is also a parliament. Be-

cause we are known as a legislature at times,

that is in no way showing any inferior posi-

tion to the House of Commons at Ottawa.
This is just as much a parliament and is

sovereign.

I have gone through all that to suggest
that we are sovereign in our powers. The
fear might be that I am supporting Mr.

Levesque when I say I am in favour of

sovereignty-association. I'm not sure Mr. Le-

vesque knows what he means when he says

sovereignty-association, but I am saying to

the House now that this body is, in effect, a

sovereign body and has absolute powers over

those things that are set out by the BNA Act
as legislative jurisdictions for it. So, in a

sense, we have a kind of sovereignty-associ-

ation now.

I don't want anybody to think I am in

favour of Mr. Levesque's proposal, because
I think it goes too far. I'm only saying this

to suggest that there is great room for work-

ing out with Quebec and the rest of Canada
the common demands we have, the common
problems that are before us at present.

I said I wouldn't be controversial, and I'm

sure I won't be controversial when I say the

present Prime Mim'ster of this province
makes very few mistakes. I suggest that once
or twice he might be subject to slight indis-

cretions. He perhaps made a slight indiscre-

tion when he decided he would be known

by the name Preanier, rather than Prime

Minister, because I think he is entitled to the

phrase Prime Minister, as I have suggested
from some of the notes I have read, just as

much as the Prime Minister of Canada is

entitled to that phrase, again emphasizing
that we are in ourselves a sovereign body.

Mr. Bradley: That's the least of his errors.
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Mr. MacBeth: It may be the least of his

errors, but I think it was a very slight one. I

really beheve that we have some of the prob-
lems we have today because the federal gov-
ernment has encroached upon the sovereign

powers that are enjoyed by the Legislature.

That is what has happened in Quebec and
that is what has given rise to some of the

concerns in Quebec.
I think Quebec's problems are similar to

our own. What is good for Ontario is often

good for Quebec. History has proved that.

Very often at provincial conferences we have
both gone there with the same intent and
the same point of view. I think we have to

tell the people of Quebec and convince them,

despite the language that might be used—
sovereignty-'association or whatever else—our

interests are common interests; that we have
the same problems they have; and that

British Columbia has the same problems.

Really what we want to do is to get together
to decide what these problems are, where we
need to realign the powers the provinces have
and the federal government has, to realign
these powers or clearly define them, to get
rid of some of the overlapping, and to let

matters of culture rest with the provinces as

the BNA Act originally intended they should.

Let matters of education also rest with the

province as they should.

4:20 p.m.
We want to approach the national crisis

that we have—our constitutional crisis—in a

spirit of co-operation, and not in a spirit of

antagonism or in a spirit that we are not

sitting around a table with the same interests

that they are sitting around with, or that we
have divergent interests, because that's not

so; we have the same interests. I hope we
will be able to convince Quebec soon that

this is the case. There is no doubt in my
mind that the sum of the provinces is greater
than the whole of Canada and that, in this

age, when we are looking at economic blocs,
whether the European economic bloc or the

Mid-East economic bloc, we are looking for

bigger trade associations, and not smaller

trade associations.

I don't think there is any question that

powers relating to national defence, ci'stoms

and excise, the ix>st office, currency, banking-
even Quebec, I think, would agree—should be-

long with the federal government. I am look-

ing forward to the debate on our constitutional

issues as promised in the sx)eech from the

throne, and I hope that all sides will have a

pretty common approach to this. I think we
will and that we n*ay accomplish something in

the interests of Canada when we finally arrive

at our constitutional debate.

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, I am always

pleased to stand during the budget debate
or the debate on the speech from the throne

and see the full public gallery that we have.

The members' gallery and the Speaker's

gallery are jampacked with people and, of

course, the media are here in force, as well

as all members of the Legislature. This is

most encouraging when each one of us rises

to speak in this Legislature. Perhaps it's an
indication of the degree of interest that not

only the public has, but specifically the

members of this Legislature have in both

the speech from the throne and the budget.
Be that as it may, I will continue un-

intimidated by the large numbers that we
have with us today.

Mr. M. N. Davison: You have quality
folk here.

Mr. Bradley: Definitely quality, as the

member for Hamilton Centre (Mr. M. N.

Davison) points out.

I will go through the ritual—although I do
so in sincerity on this particular occasion—
of complimenting the Speaker once again on
the excellent job that he's doing. It is almost

traditional that members of the Legislature
rise in their seats to pay some tribute to the

Speaker regardless of whether he is doing a

good job. My particular view is that the

Speaker happens to be doing an excellent

job in this case.

I have been very impressed with the

decision of the Premier (Mr. Davis) in this

particular case to suggest the member for

Lake Nipigon (Mr. Stokes) as the Speaker of

this House. Although we in the ofl5cial op-

position may have disagreed on occasion

with some of the decisions rendered by the

Speaker, we hold him in a good deal of

respect. For this reason my comments are

sincere; I am not merely going through the

motions.

I will deal with matters in reverse order

from the order followed by the member for

Humber (Mr. MacBeth). I always find his

remarks interesting. I think the last time I

spoke in the Legislature on the budget de-

bate or the throne speech debate I spoke in

close proximity to the member for Humber
and I heard his speech at that time. Cer-

tainly with his own experience, both as a

cabinet minister and as an individual mem-
ber of this House, he brings a unique quality
to it and is not only a member who is well

known for his concern for his own consti-

tuents, but also, of course, for provincial and
federal matters.

I will deal, first of all, with the issue of

national unity because that issue afi^ects us
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at all levels of government, be they

municipal, provincial or federal, I guess those

of us who rise in the Legislature now have

a certain feeling of helplessness as we look

upon the Quebec referendum. Most of us

would agree that the question itself is some-

what deceptive. Perhaps it is deceptive by
design, in that it doesn't ask the people of

Quebec to render a judgement on whether

they wish to separate from the rest of

Canada or not. The word "independence" is

not used; the word "separatism" is not used.

Instead, we have a reference to sovereignty-
association—whatever that might be, accord-

ing to whoever is defining it.

Not only that, but the question is not

precise enou^ to ask the i>eople o^f Quebec
to deal specifically with whether they want

sovereignty^association or not. It is instead a

question designed, according to the Premier

of Quebec, to provide a mandate for him to

negotiate sovereignty-association. It is very
much like the laboiu: union that asks for the

support of its membership to negotiate from
a position of strength.

Those of us who have been members of

labour unions or federations or organizations

recognize the importance of providing the

negotiating team with a good deal of strength
in terms of the nimibers and in terms of the

percentage of those voting in favoiu" of sup-

porting the negotiating team' which is fight-

ing for a specific goal.

In this, the Premier of Quebec and his

colleagues must be complimented on their

cimning approach to the referendum. I don't

know whether it's a virtue to say that one is

cunning, I suppose politicians look with a

good deal of favour bn other politicians who
are cunning enough to achieve their goals.

But whether in moral terms and ethical terms

we can assess it as being a virtue is another

question. Certainly I woiJd not agree that it

is a virtue.

We have a situation where the Premier of

Quebec asks his people to deal with a ques-
tion that I'm afraid is going to be misinter-

preted in the rest of the country, if the result

of that referendum is a "oiii," or as we
would say in English, a "yes." The people
of the rest of Canada no doubt will see this

as an expression of the people of Quebec in

favour of some form of separatism.

It is my view, with my limited contact

with the grass-roots people of Quebec, and
with my limited knowledge—limited to what
I can glean from reading from the news
media and from the electronic media—that
this is not genuinely the viewpoint of the

average person in Quebec.

We have Premier Levesque at the present
time lining up allies that we are surprised
about. There are those who belong to

French-Canadian associations outside the

province who insist once again on falling for

—if we can use that term—the ploy of the

Premier of Quebec, insisting that the only

fway they can gain the rights they feel they
deserve is by supporting morally and vocally
the "yes" option in the referendimi. These
kinds of allies concern me very much.

As well, there are some within Quebec
whom one would have anticipated would
have been federalists, members of political

parties who at the national level are truly

federalist and believe in a reasonably strong
federal government. Some of these people
have lined up behind the "yes" option in

Quebec for various reasons. This is to me a

matter of concern.

I'm not certain that anything I say in this

House, nor anything that most members of

this House choose to say, either here or on

the hustings, or indeed if we were to ven-

ture into Quebec, is going to have a sub-

stantial effect on the outcome of that vote. It

might well have a substantial effect on the

ultimate outcome of the negotiations as they
relate to constitutional reform and to national

unity. But the effect on this referendum I

think is going to be negligible, although I

do feel it is our role to be positive.

It seems to me that we as legislators must

be proponents of moderation and concilia-

tion, rather than piuveyors of prejudice.

There are issues which arise in this provincial

House, w'here with an election impending—
and th^s ijarliament will end in June 1982 by
law, and before that if either the Premier

decides that that shall be the case or if the

two opposition parties defeat the government
—at this time we see a situation where there

are certain issues that could be used to play

upon the prejudices of certain segments of

the popiJation of Ontario. I think when

people's backs are against the -wall, there are

some who would pander to those prejudices.

That concerns me very much,

4:30 p.m.

It .seems to me that we, as elected legis-

lators, have a role to play; a role of modera-

tion, a role which is constructive and posi-

tive, I sp^ak of all members of the Legis-

lature and all sides of a question where

this can be vmed in saying that we as mem-
bers of this Legislature have an obligation

to the people who have elected us to show

leadership in this direction. We should avoid

pinning the label of bigot on others who
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are merely expressing a fair point of view,
or suggesting they are trying to curry favour

with people on the basis of their ethnic

background.
It's a di£Rcult temptation to resist. We

recognize there are those who have formed

leagues, who have formed organizations,
who will speak in favour of a "yes" vote.

I think of an organization, for instance,

such as Bilingual Backlash, which was a

fairly strong organization, at least in terms

of its ability to get media coverage a couple
of years ago. Certainly it intimidated cer-

tain members of this Legislature and certain

members of the federal Parliament.

This is not to say that some of them
didn't have a legitimate and honest point
of view to bring forward, some of those

who might have been attracted by some of

the pronouncements of that organization.
There was a genuine concern, I think,

among some people who were used' to a

certain tradition within this province. But
there were those in the leadership of that

organization who did more to sow the seeds

of national disunity in Quebec and in cer-

tain other segments of the population than

many others.

I think those politicians who were able to

resist that kind of stampede towards preju-
dice are to be commended. I would say the

overwhelming majority of members of this

Legislature certainly fit into that category.
The last time I spoke on this issue I com-

plimented the Minister of Intergovernmental
AfiFairs (Mr. Wells), who had put out a book-
let explaining French-language education

and other French-language services in this

province. He certainly would be considered

a moderate and a leader who could be
looked upon with considerable favour by
members of this House. Of course, we have
members of the opposition parties who
would fit into the same category.

So we have to rise above partisanship, it

seems to me, at this time of crisis in

Confederation—indeed if there is any time

we don't have a crisis in Confederation I'm

not laware of it—even though partisanship

might be very tempting.

While all of us in this House probably
would encourage constitutional reform, we
reject w'hat we see as the meaning of

sovereignty-association, I admire those peo-

ple in Quebec who at the present time are

standing up in favour of federalism, be-

cause federalism is sometimes difficult to

defend. If we think of the recent debate in

the National Assembly of Quebec we
would recognize that the official opposition,
the Quebec Liberal Party led by Mr.

Claude Ryan, chose to deal with the ques-
tion itself; chose to deal with the wording
of the question; chose to point out that it

was a question of deception. It was a ques-
tion which was giving a false impression to

the people.

Nevertheless, they were not particularly

effective in following this line of argument
because it is not an emotionally popular
line of argument. It is much easier for the

"yes" forces in the referendum to say that

if you have any pride in Quebec, if you
no longer want to have the big boot of

English Canada pushing down yoiu face,

that somehow the only way you can show
this is to vote "yes" to this very nebulous

question which was before the National

Assembly of Quebec and will be before

the people of Quebec when the Premier of

that province decides that shall be the case.

So I express an admiration for those

people—Claude Ryan and his colleagues, tihe

members of the Union Nationale, the mem-
bers of all political parties and those who
have no particular political affiliation who
are speaking out in favour of federalism

at this time although their individual defini-

tions of federalism might well vary.

I look upon the proposals of Claude Ryan
as being at least a basis for discussion. Being
from Ontario, and being a person who be-

lieves in a strong national government, there

are many of those proposals with which I find

disagreement, with which I'm very con-

cerned, even those which are advanced by
Claude Ryan. But he and his supporters do
it in the context of a brief in a renewed
federalism as opposed to doing it in a neg-
ative context of wanting to advance the

causes of sejyaratism. So I think there has

to be discussion, and meaningful discussion.

Perhaps those of us who believe in a strong
central government in 1980 are an anachron-

ism in this country. I have had many who
said I was being rather naive when I ad-

vanced the theory that the federal govern-
ment should remain strong and that many of

the powers it has at the present time should

remain in its hands. Indeed, the federal gov-
ernment that w'as in power from May 1979
until February 1980 advanced the theory that

there had to be some decentralization, that

the provinces had to have much in the way
of increased powers.

I cannot speak for the members on the

government benches, but I would venture to

say that there are many members who sit

opposite us who did not agree with that con-

cept of Confederation. It is in the vested

interests of Ontario to have a strong central

government because we have done very well
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by Confederation. Most of the industry is

located in Ontario, in central Canada; we
are favoured with that. We have the national

capital in Ottawa. We have a financial cap-
ital in the city of Toronto; Bay Street, as it

is referred to.

Many of the decisions that aflFect the en-

tire country are "made in Ontario" decisions.

I don't deny that I, as a citizen of Ontario,

speak from a vested interest, but Ontario and
the people of Ontario have been generous
over the years, having had a commitment to

build a strong nation from coast to coast as

opposed to merely a strong central Canada.
For this reason I think we can speak with
some degree of honesty, and on a good basis,

when we advocate the continuation of a

strong national government.
The role of the central goverrmient is to

ensure that we have something resembling
equalization of opportunity across this coun-

try. Nature is not as kind to certain parts of

the country as to others. Some parts of this

country do not jxyssess natural resources,
some do not have other valuable resources.

Nevertheless, we have the opportunity,

through federal legislation, through federal

agencies and through the federal government
to share that which is found in each and

every province. The point that we bring from
central Canada is that this country is stronger
because it has a strong central government.

I don't travel much outside of this country.
This year I spent five, six or seven days in

Quebec. I go to Druimnondville in late Jan-
uary or early February each year to a minor

hodkey tournament. I like hockey and I go
when St. Catharines teams are there. I must
reveal to the members of this House the re-

ception that the people of Ontario receive

from small-town Quebec. Drummondville
isn't that small a town—it is a city of 50,000
—'but we also had a chance to visit such

places as Pierreville and Magog to play some
exhibition games there.

One has to be overwhelmed by the cor-

diality and the warmth of the reception that

we, the people of Ontario—largely anglo-
phones and, for the most part, unilingual

anglophones—received from the Quebec
people. Many came up to me and to the

others who were from Ontario to indicate

their opposition to separatism. In the refer-

endum, some of them might well vote "yes"
for a negotiation of sovereignty-association.
The majority of those I spoke to, I suggest,
vA\l not vote that way.

There was this feeling of warmth for all

of Canada. It was interesting that they noted

every time that the people of Ontario and
the people of Quebec had so much more in

common than they had in terms of differ-

ences. For this reason I was particularly

pleased by the reception this year, in the

context of the referendum, and in the con-

text of the fact that they have had since

November 1976 a government which is com-
mitted to independence.

I would mention, a gentleman by the name
of Ron Labbe, for instance, and his family,
who each year have billeted others. The
kind of reception M. Labb6 and his family

provided the people of Ontario is simply an

example of the kind of hospitality provided
by all the people of that town.

4:40 p.m.

Once again, as mundane as it n^ay seem
to say, I feel when we talk on a person-to-

person basis rather than a govermnent-to-
govemment basis or a political-person-to-

political-person basis, we have so much in

common in this country that it would cer-

tainly be a tragedy to see us move signifi-

cantly apart.
I remember a speech made by Canada's

former Prime Minister Lester Pearson some

years ago, probably during the flag debate
when he used words to the effect: "I refuse

to believe, as I know you refuse to believe,

we cannot rise to the occasion, match our

problems and be equal to our opportunities.
I refuse to believe when the crying need in

this nation is for unity, when all over this

world others are coming together that we in

this nation must move apart."
This may not be the exact phraseology

Mr. Pearson used on that occasion, but I

think it once again exemplifies the feeling
that we in Ontario certainly have. So we
become concerned when we hear the strident

voices of separatism in Ontario. In Quebec
they don't hear about some of the gradual

steps we are taking towards accommodating
the French-speaking community, as slow
and tentative as some of those steps may be.

Instead they hear about incidents where the

French-speaking population of Ontario is

denied certain rights. Those incidents are

blown up in the Quebec press. I don't know
how we are going to overcome this. It is

very diflBcult to overcome, as are the sensa-

tional items that tend to come to Ontario.

Everyone in Ontario knows you can't have

bilingual signs in Quebec, for instance, but

we don't know about the many other rights

available to English-speaking Canadians in

that province. So it seems to me it is our

duty to educate ourselves in these facts, to

travel back and forth. I commend those who
are responsible for setting up the student

and other cultural exchanges that take place
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because we really get to see how the com-
mon folk of both provinces feel about one
another.

I am equally concerned about the situa-

tion that exists in western Canada; we can't

talk about alienation only in Quebec.
Recently, I guess in the last five or six years,
we have heard of western Canada's aliena-

tion. I think part of it is the media telling

people that they are alienated. I believe
after the last federal election the media did
a siu-vey and asked, "Do you feel aliena-

tion?" They said, "Yes, we are ahenated."
Then when they got away from the idea of
the media formally asking questions of

people, nobody talked about alienation;

they talked about problems common to

people across the country.
It seems to me it is going to be diflRcult to

accommodate the wishes of western Canada
and Quebec unless we are prepared to move
towards decentralization, which in Ontario
we dt) not see as a virtue. It may be anachro-
nistic to express the point of view that the

best and most favourable way for people
across the country to participate in a national

confederation is through being part of the
national government.

Many in this House would disagree with
some of the policies that have been brought
forward over the years by the Right Honour-
able Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau.

Perhaps those who are not members of his

party would not wish to agree publicly,
but most would agree with his concept of

federalism in terms of the fact that Mr.
Trudeau has always been a proponent of a

strong national government. Indeed one of

his goals as prime minister was to bring a

significant number of French Canadians to

office in Ottawa to participate in our national

government.
This has produced a reaction not always

favourable in the rest of the country when
we hear members who don't speak English
perfectly, who speak English with perhaps a

very heavy French accent. There is some-
times resentment which builds up in the

rest of the country. But I see this as a virtue,

just as I see it as a virtue when someone
from western Canada holds a very prominent
position in the federal government.

I think one of the favourable things about

having the Right Honourable Joe Clark as

Prime Minister for a short period of time
was the fact that a westerner was elected

as Prime Minister of Canada. Once again that

raises the point that Ontario doesn't run this

country necessarily, nor does central Canada

always run this country.

It seems to me we must build institutions.

The political parties must reach out to make
certain they have representation from all parts
of Canada. It seems to me the province of

Quebec and the people of Quebec can have
some of their goals realized tlirough the

national government. They can have services

provided to them in all parts of Canada by
their federal government in one of the two
national languages.

This does not impose upon provincial legis-

latures the mandatory requirement that these

services be provided to the same degree for

each of the provinces. It does not mandate
that municipalities provide these kinds of ser-

vices, although they may be desirable in

certain areas of certain provinces where the

population dictates they should be in efiFect.

It does, nevertheless, give them the idea that

their national government is their national

government as well as the national govern-
ment of British Colimibia, Alberta, Saskat-

chewan and so on.

I am hopeful that some of the people of

Quebec, Alberta, Saskatchewan, British Co-
lumbia and Manitoba will see that through
federal institutions, be it through the federal

civil service or through federal political in-

stitutions such as the federal Parliament, the

Senate and the cabinet, their voice can be
heard in Ottawa and they can have a mean-

ingful role in national government without

hiding behind provincialism and without

elevating provincial Premiers to a status equal
to that of the Prime Minister of Canada,
whoever might hold that office at a particular
time.

One other area which I think is important—
and I guess it is easy for a person from On-
tario to say it now—is natural resources. Once
again, I express, first of all, an unconstitu-

tional point of view and, second, an unpopular
point of view in many parts of this coimtry
v/hen I say that all natural resources should

belong to all Canadians, whether it be the

uranium or nickel or other resources we have
in Ontario, or the oil in Alberta or the fish in

Newfoundland. I won't go through the Bryce
Mackasey speech about how he flies over the

country and sees all these things and how
nice they are; I won't go through that.

Mr. Nixon: Don't go through that.

iMr. Bradley: No, I don't think I will, in

this case. My colleague the member for

Kent-Elgin (Mr. McGuigan) within the past

couple of years made what I thought was a

rather eloquent speech on the fact that he
felt the prairies were his prairies as much as

the mines of northern Ontario should be the

mines of a person who happened to be a
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representative of the province of Saskat-

chewan. I express this point of view though
it's an tinpopular point of view and an un-

constitutional point of view. Nevertheless, it

is one which I hold and which I think I will

continue to hold for a good many years to

come.

Mr. Conway: Is the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea) a

natural resource? If so, he should be shared

nationally.

Mr. Makarchuk: That's one we don't in-

tend to nationalize.

Mr. Bradley: I won't allow the members
to interject continually in reference to the
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-
tions who has gained some favoritism with
members of the opposition for the style in

which he presents his answers to the House,
if not the substance of some of his answers.

Th«-e is another pet peeve I have and I

don't know how to overcome this. It seems to

me provincial Premiers who maintain office

through attacks on the federal government
serve to sow the seeds of disunity in this

country as well. We have this occurring right
across the country and we have it regardless
of political affiliation. The gentleman who
sits opposite to us is a master in allowing the
federal government to assume responsibility
when it's a problem within the boundaries of
this province, but he is large as life and
first in line when there is credit to be taken
for the successes that happen to come about
as the result of federal legislation.

It seems to me those who fudge the issues

to such an extent that they are able to put
the blame somewhere else tend to oonfiise

the population. Heaven knows, with our
three levels of government, and four for

those of us stuck with regional government,
the papulation has a hard time determining
who is responsible for what. Certainly the
Premier of any province who tends to blame
the federal government for all the problems
and woes of this nation is an individual who
does not serve national imity well, although
he may serve his own government and his

own party very well. I hope that's something
we can try to avoid in the future, but I am
certainly not going to hold my breath imtil

that happens.

4:50 p.m.

I will narrow in a little more provincially
and try to approach the problem from a

parochial point of view when I look at the

Niagara Peninsida and my own dty, and
that's the unemployment problem. In my

specific area of the province, the city of

St. Catharines and district, the imemploy-
ment rate is now over 10 per cent. I would

suggest that when the next set of figures

comes out it will have risen further.

Two of the major industries in our area,

the auto industry and the construction in-

dustry, are in considerable trouble. Those

who represent Oshawa, Windsor, OakviHe,

Kitchener and St. Catharines, for instance,

are extremely concerned not only about the

present doldrums of the auto industry but

the future and the cloud that hangs over the

future of the auto industry in this province

and in this country.
There are ominous signs. First of all, there

is the oil situation. We saw a headline in the

newspaper a couple of days ago that said

gasoline could possibly be in short supply in

some places in Canada this year. This tends

to make people think twice about purchasing
a second automobile perhaps. It makes them

think twice about purchasing the present auto-

mobiles that are for sale, which are some-

times those that consume more gasoline than

we would like. Because of the energy situ-

ation we see a reluctance to buy them.

Second, because of the economic situation,

there are people unemployed and fewer

people are prepared to put out money for a

car. Because of the interest rates that exist

in this country at the present time, fewer and

fewer people are prepared to borrow money
for the purchase of a new car, or indeed, even

for a used car to keep the market moving.
We are concerned with an industry that

has done relatively well in the last few years.

We have seen some changes. We have seen

some ups and dowTis but they have been

relatively minor ups and downs. Now we
see a situation where the signs are very bad.

Some of the solutions are easy to see and

some of them are not so easy to see.

Obviously, we have to develop automobiles

and designs for automobiles that are some-

what different from those that exist today.

My own leader has released a report on the

use of methanol and the possibilities it offers

for use as a mixtiure wdth gasoline. Perhaps
in the future we might be running cars com-

pletely on methanol. Several years ago, ff

you said that to people, they would look at

you and shake their heads and say, "Well, of

course, that simply can't happen."

Necessity being the mother of invention,

we now have a situation where people are

seriously entertaining the thought that within

10 years we may be running our automobiles

exclusively on some product such as metha-

nol. We see a need for substantial changes
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in the style of our vehicles and in the prod-
ucts used to run those vehicles. Those of us

who represent the ridings that are very much
dependent on the auto industry are hopeful
for movement and look to government for

movement and direction.

We also need to adjust the auto pact. I

recognize the problems when you start open-
ing up a pact, but I think when you look at

the figures—I recall a headline saying there
is a $3.14-billion deficit—being exi>erienced
in terms of auto parts, this is something of

genuine concern. We recognized back in 1965
when the auto pact was brought into efiPect

that it offered a lot of promise. Indeed, there

were some good initial years but more and
more people are recognizing now that we
might just as well take our chances with re-

opening the auto pact. We might get a better

deal for Canada and Canadians than we would
by allowing it to deteriorate at the rate it is

at the present time.

I also look at the situation with Foster

Wheeler Limited in my own riding. Some of

the members who sit in the House, such as

the member for Essex South (Mr. Mancini),
sat on the particular committee which dealt

with the Babcock and Wilcox Canada Limited
reference. I believe, Mr. Speaker, you sat in

on some of those sessions at least. We recog-
nised that Ontario Hydro was doing business

essentially with one company—Babcock and
Wilcox—for a variety of reasons. We have
condemned that; the all-i>arty report con-
demned it,

I won't go into the si)ecific details, but one
of the major firms in the Niagara Peninsula,
Foster Wheeler, was prepared to bid on
Bruce B, I believe, and was denied the oppor-
tunity because of a negotiated contract. So a

plant that sorely needs this kind of contract

in an area that needs employment opportun-
ities was denied those opportunities because
of the policies of Ontario Hydro. We hope
this policy will be changed as a result of the

report that was brought down in this Legis-
lature.

Another area I would like to deal with is

the Economic Development Fund, which is

a two-edged sword. First of all, we have a
situation where the government is giving out
loans or grants without getting any shares in

that company, without really being able to

determine the future and the policies of that

company to any great extent. This has to be
a matter of concern when we are using tax-

payers* dollars to do that.

The provisions of these contracts are

secret. I tried for several months to get
from the Ministry of Industry and Tourism
the specific contract between TRW Canada

Limited, for instance, and the Ontario gov-
ernment through the Economic Develop-
ment Fund, Eventually, between the mem-
ber for London Centre (Mr. Peterson) and

me, we ended up getting a standard con-

tract—not the specific provisions, but a

standard contract. So we are unable to de-

termine what the provisions of that contract

are, what are the stipulations in terms of

employment.
The members who represent Windsor and

district get up in this House and ask, with

this huge infusion of funds from the federal

and provincial governments into the auto

industry in Windsor, what we are getting
for it. Are we losing jobs on one hand and

gaining on the other hand? Unless we have

those contracts before this House, we lare

unable to make that determination for cer-

tain, so we want to know what the specific

employment guarantees are, and it seems
to me that the contract should be tabled

in this Legislature,

We are really concerned, as well, that

perhaps these grants and loans are being
used to move jobs rather than to create

new jobs. Let me be parochial enough to

use the Niagara Peninsula as an example
and areas adjacent to my riding although
not specifically within my riding, Hayes-
Dana Corporation has room to expand in

the city of Thorold. It has a fair tradition in

Thorold, It has a plant, as well, within the

city of St. Catharines. The expansion in-

stead is taking place in Barrie, which is

nice for the people of Barrie. The unem-

ployment rate, however, is very high in the

Niagara Peninsula, and this grant or loan

is being used for expansion of their opera-
tions which we, as members of this Legis-

lature, applaud, but are very concerned

that it does not take place in an area of

high unemployment.
The second is TRW. Yes, there is a minor

expansion in the city of St. Catharines

which is supposed to create some 100 jobs,

but also there is a new plant opening
in western Ontario, and so the people who
are working at the plant in St. Catharines

are asking me: "What are the provisions of

that contract? Are we really starting to di-

versify for TRW? Are we really moving
jobs that otherwise would have been created

in the city of St. Catharines? Are we really

using government grants to create those

elsewhere?" So areas of the province which
have high unemployment legitimately ask

these questions, and we don't yet have the

answers.

The other problem people talk about now
is inflation. While we recognize that home
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owners, farmers and business people are

looking for a solution to the high interest

rates, we also recognize that largely this

falls within the domain of the federal gov-

ernment, although we in the provinces do
have the opportunity to provide certain re-

lief if we deem it necessary. It seems to me
that we, as a Legislature, in conjunction
with the federal government, are going to

have to meet this problem head-on, at least

on the short-term basis and perhaps on a

long-term basis if the problem persists.

We will also see that big business is

gaining an advantage as a result of the

present high interest rates because it is able

to sustain itself in a much easier way than

the small business people are.

5 p.m.

I also looked to the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Drea), in his role as public advocate, to

keep an eye on the price situation. We
recognize he can't realistically impose prices
in Ontario. He can't do that unless he is

prepared to have all aspects of the economy
completely controlled, not that he has that

jurisdiction himself, personally.
For those who advocate a complete con-

trol of prices, it would involve the complete
control of the economy; we know that. How-
ever, we do look to him and his ministry
—and they have to a certain extent done
this and we will second-guess when they
don't do what we feel is adequate—to pro-
vide investigations in those areas where
the public is being, to use the modem jargon,

ripped off. We ask him to continue those.

He did it, for instance, in the automotive

repair business about which people are very
concerned. We look for an expansion of

that role for the minister and his ministry
in that field to counteract some of the effects

of inflation.

Mr. M. N. Davison: You will be looking
for an awfully long time.

Mr. Bradley: That might well be, as the

member for Hamilton Centre suggests. How-
ever, we will know in this session jut how
serious the minister and ministry are in this

regard.

Looking at another issue, and that is pub-
lic opinion x>olls, we know they are valuable

—knowing what the population feels—to a

certain extent. For the government to under-

take such polling procedures may have some

merit; I'm not convinced of that merit yet,
but it may have some merit.

I think the concerns that are expressed by
people who speak to me about this, however,
revolve around the fact that they feel that

perhaps the govenmient is ruling by Gallup,
rather than by providing the leadership that

is necessary. Time and again we see policies

that have been announced by this govern-

ment, policies that have been carried out by
this government, just coincidentally happen
to be those policies w'hich the population has

indicated through the polls it would be pre-

pared to accept. Yet we have the Premier

( Mr, Davis ) stand in the Legislature and

deny that these polls would be used for poli-

tical purposes.

What nonsense. How can the pubHc of

this province be asked to believe that when
the govenmient takes polls, paid for with the

taxpayers' money, it is not going to use those

polls for ix)litical reasons. If they are going
to spend the taxpayers' money to undertake

such polls then they should be prepared to

share the results with all members of this

Legislature and with the public at large.

Thanks to the member for Rainy River (Mr.
T. P. Reid) and others in the opposition-

Mr. M. N. Davison: Plus the motion from

the member for High Park-Swansea (Mr.

Ziemba). Let's not forget that.

Mr. Bradley: —even t5iose who want to

keep the government in power for ever—

thanks to those people, those ix)lls have been

released to the public. We find some rather

revealing things about them, but any polls

that are taken then sJhould be shared with all

of us. We congratulate the member for

Rainy River and others. This, of course, is

all part of the propaganda.

Interjection.

Mr. Bradley: I hear an intervention from

the Minister of Correctional Services (Mr.

Walker) over there, who has reinvented the

wheel. A gentleman showed me some old

history books of Lincoln county or some-

where, where they had prisoners within the

system working on tihe farm—this was in the

1890s—and undertaking several other proj-

ects. Now the minister announces this with

a lot of fanfare and gets all the publicity.

The media must have nothing to print some

days. He gets a double whammy in terms of

his own newspaper.
He smiles there as he knows What I'm

saying is true, that he has reinvented the

wheel and has been successful enough to

make it look as thouglh it is indeed some-

thing new. He has had a difficult time, of

course, maintaining the profile that the previ-

ous Minister of Correctional Services man-

aged to cultivate, with his Friday morning

announcements, standing up in the Legisla-

ture announcing his new programs.
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We now see the members opposite and

particularly the cabinet ministers opposite

embarking upon one of their propaganda
campaigns. They usually come just before an

election campaign.
I recall in 1975—1 didn't run in that par-

ticular election, although tihey tell me it was
a good time to run—listening in August and

Septemiber and I couldn't beheve the num-
ber of ads on radio and television with the

various ministers telling one to get anti-

tetanus shots and to save energy and all of

these things. They are starting to recur now.

My good friend and colleague the member
for Brock (Mr. Weldh) is now on the radio

telling us we should be conserving energy.
While we recognize the value of conserving

energy, we also recognize the political value

of having the minister's voice saying this—

not that he needs it in his own riding wliere

he has been a very popidar individual and
is returned with regularity by the population
in that area.

But right across Ontario we have vari-

ous ministers—ithe Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Grossman) is saying to "Shop
Canadian" and he's got the billboards with

"Larry Grossman, Minister," on the bottom;
the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell) is

asking, "Have you undertaken your immuni-

zation program?" Right across die front ben-

ches in the next few weeks we'll see more
and more of the taxpayers' money being
spent to promote individual cabinet ministers

in that government, and one has to wonder
how in conscience they can do tihis.

Going through the paper again today I

noticed the heading, "Simple Jiistice." The

gentleman in this House who always talks

about simplistic answers now gives us simple

justice; we get a full-page ad in each of

these newspapers telling us all about his new
justice system. Of course, it must have on
the bottom—this is of paramount importance—
"R. Roy McMurtry, Attorney General." We
couldn't have it without that. It reminds me
of the signs on the highway: "Another
Ontario Highway Development Project—Bill

Davis, Premier, and James Snow, Minister."

One has to wonder—and I am sure the

member for Kingston and the Islands (Mr.

Norton) agrees with me—at the morality of

this. Of course we wish to keep the public

informed, but not of the names and addresses

of the ministers.

One could probably agree with this if the

individual members of the cabinet, w'ho are

embarking upon these campaigns, would

agree to include them as part of their ex-

penses in the next leadership campaign. But

all this points to the need for a change of

government in Ontario.

Almost 37 years of rule of this province

by the Progressive Conservatives has pro-
duced a government now which is extremely

arrogant, which feels that it rules by divine

right. It has produced a civil service which
feels that it must be a part of that govern-
ment. The civil service has become poli-

ticized. They are almost members of the

Tory party in many cases, except those excei>-

tions who smuggle those brown envelopes
out to the opposition members on oc-

casion. They tell me that does happen.

They have people in virtually every posi-
tion. If there is to be a fruit inspector in the

Niagara Peninsula, he must be a Tory hack
to get the job. From the lowest to the high-
est position we have Tory hacks or, I should

say Tory adherents—to be kind, because some
of them are very fine i)eople—occupying
some of these positions. So this government
takes a back seat to no government in this

country when it comes to political patronage.

5:10 p.m.

Interjections.

Mr. Bradley: I now hear the voices of the

other members of the coalition speaking.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kingston
and the Islands thinks he has a point of

privilege.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I rise on

a matter of privilege. I trust the Speaker
will allow me to explain what I believe the

matter of privilege to be.

The member for St. Catharines (Mr.

Bradley) just launched an attack, which I

felt was unjustified, upon a group of people
who are unable to defend themselves in this

House, namely, the members of the civil

service of this province, many of whom are

employed in my ministry. I regard that as

an indirect reflection upon myself. I'm the

only spokesman those x>eople have in this

Legislature.

It was more than an implication. The

member opposite stated that the members
of the civil service of this province, who are

known from coast to coast for their objec-

tivity, their professionalism and their non-

involvement in political activity are in fact

partisans associated with this political party.

I think, in view of the professionalism of our

civil service, that is a very ofiFensive state-

ment.

Although it's directed to people he claims

are associated with my party, I suggest it

would be equally ofiFensive-in fact, I per-

sonally think it woidd be more ofiFensive—if
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he were suggesting they were associated

with the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The member for

Kingston and the Islands in a rather con-

voluted way has tried to suggest that his

privileges as a member of this House were

being abrogated because the member for

St. Catharines chose to say something about
certain members of the public. It's not the

responsibility of the chair to protect every-

body whose activities may be called into

question in this House.

iThe member for St. Catharines may have
been out of line, but he certainly didn't

abrogate the privileges of the member for

Kingston and the Islands. I think I can allow

him to continue.

Mr. Bradley: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. It may help if aU
other members would be quiet and listen to

what the member for St. Catharines has to

say. If the latter directed his remarks to the

chair, he woidd get into fewer difficulties.

Mr. Bradley: Mr, Speaker, to carry on with
another favoiu-ite project of the members
opposite, that of regional government, I

would like to bring up to date members of

this Legislature on its lack of success in my
area of the province. We have the various

chairmen of regional government and those

in positions of influence in regional govern-
ment and those who have vested interests

going about the province now telling us what
a great job the regional governments are

doing. They have a perfect solution.

They know people are concerned albout

mimicipal government, that there is duplica-
tion of services and that the municipal gov-
ernment doesn't always respond to their

needs. Their solution is easy: abolish the area

municipalities and have one big regional

government and you solve all the problems.
Of coiu-se, this is in their own vested

interests.

May I suggest—and I had it on my ques-
tionnaire last time—that the people of this

province, and specifically the people in my
area, want nothing to do with regional

government. They indicated by 80 per cent

that they want nothing to do with regional

govermnent in my specific area.

The member for Welland-Thorold (Mr.

Swart) took a similar siu^^ey and found it

was very unpopular there because there is a

lack of commonality of interests among the

various municipalities within our region and

because regional government is not close

enough to the people and lacks financial

accountability.
But we have the solution in our area. The

regional people say it's really an identity
crisis for which they have a solution: "Let's

build a $5-million palace on the edge of the

escarpment, looking over the escarpment, and
that will solve all the problems. We'll have
some regional identity then." The municipal

taxpayers' money, and to a certain extent the

provincial taxpayers' money—l^ecause some of

the grants come from this area, although a

diminishing amoimt in terms of percentages
—will end up paying for a palace for the

upper echelons of regional government in our

area.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Are you suggesting
we replace regional government?

Mr. Bradley: I hear interjections from the

member for Hamilton Centre. One can well

recall when that party used to be in favour

of regional government. Some of the strong-

est proponents of regional government are

located in the seats to the left of this party,

and one can now determine that they are

very concerned about the position they once

adopted.
The former member for Niagara Falls, Mr.

George Bukator, and the present member for

Erie (Mr. Haggerty) spoke out against

regional government being implemented in

the Niagara region. This party moved an

amendment that would have delayed its

implementation for a year and—what hap-

pens?—the New Democratic Party and the

government, the grand coalition which is

now renewed, got together and imposed

regional government on people in the

Niagara region and we are stuck with it.

We were hopeful that the New Democratic

Party, having seen the lack of wisdom in its

previous position, would now want to defeat

the government that imposed regional govern-

ment. But, alas, we find that despite the

fact the New Democratic Party and its leader

have brought forward resolutions of no-confi-

dence in this government, when they knew
there wasn't going to be an election as a

result, now, when the chips are on the table,

they feel they must prop up the government
and become part of the grand coahtion.

To save money for the taxpayers of Ontario,

I suggest we convert the room downstairs,

which is now the NDP caucus room, into

some recreational facility and that we have

the NDP caucus move into the government
caucus room and they have their meetings

together.
I could go on at length, and I know that

members opposite would want me to do so.
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But I want to look at a very serious matter.

I'm sure all members of this Legislature share

a concern about health-care services. We may
disagree on the quality of health care that

exists in the province. I think we have been

proud, as a Legislature and as legislators, that

we have had a good health-care system in

Ontario. I think all people agree with that.

Our concern is that that quality is deteriorat-

ing because of the action or lack of action

of the members opposite.
We have, for instance, the front-line ser-

vices which are being cut back. If one asks

people who have been in hospital, or those

who have had relatives in hospital, about their

evaluation of the services they will tell you
the technical services are good. They're glad
to have new machinery; they're glad to have
skilled technicians; they're glad to have skilled

medical personnel, but they feel that the real

problem exists in terms of the front-line ser-

vices. The kind of nursing care that used to

exist when we had a good number of nurses

on each floor has now declined considerably.
It's pretty well held throughout—

Mr. Eaton: You want to experience it. That
is certainly not the case, my friend.

Mr. Bradley: The most partisan member of

this House who objects so vehemently over

there, and who will not concede anything is

wrong, would, if he polled his fellow mem-
bers in that caucus, recognize that some of

them have a concern about the front-line ser-

vices that exist in health care. We recognize
that to a large extent it's a matter of priori-

ties, of where we're going to channel the

money, but nevertheless that does exist. If

the member for Middlesex is not aware that

the constituents in his riding, in my riding
and in various ridings are concerned about
those health-care services-

Mr. Eaton: I can give you first-hand ex-

perience over the last two weeks that it's

damned good care.

Mr. Bradley: —then I say that he's out of

touch with his constituents.

Mr. Nixon: I hope it wasn't anything more
than the member's tonsils he had out.

5:20 p.m.

Mr. Bradley: The second matter that mem-
bers are concerned about is the opting out

of OHIP by doctors in Ontario.

In this province we have gone a substantial

way to accommodate the wishes of the

medical profession in terms of increasing their

pay. Some may still contend that for specific

services they are not being paid adequately.

Nevertheless, there are a large number of

people concerned that they have to pay over

and above the rather generous rate OHIP
pays at the present time.

It is not an easy problem to get out of.

We can't just pass a bill, saying one thing or

another, and hope everything is going to

turn out all right. If we pass a bill in this

Legislature which today or tomorrow forces

all doctors into OHIP, we could at that time

have a situation where I am certain many
of the doctors who are now out would auto-

matically go back in. But we would have to

accept at least the short-term consequences
of a number of them who would leave this

jurisdiction, a number of them in that pro-
fession who are very good and whom we
would not want to lose.

It seems to me we have to accommodate
their wishes in terms of the billing process,
which has to be speeded up. I have heard

members of all parties talk about this. We
have to try to avoid the situation that exists

in Saskatchewan, where doctors at the present
time are allowed to opt out or have a system
of balance billing. It is a problem which must
be met head-on by members of this Legis-
lature. It seems to me we have gone part of

the way at least in providing some of the

funds for those doctors at the present time.

We might well have to make certain other

concessions.

Of course, the New Democratic Party has

a very simple solution to this: simply legis-

late them all into the plan and all will be

fine. If we are going to get them all into the

plan, certain of their wishes have to be ac-

commodated in terms of monetary concessions

and in terms of the total allocation of money
to health care in Ontario, because many of

their objections are in the field of the facili-

ties they might have available to them.

There is another area in which we have

expressed a good deal of concern. If the New
Democratic Party members are very con-

cerned about this, they would no doubt be

happy to support the amendment to the

speech from the throne which deals with

health-care services. We will see then

whether they are sincere in their beliefs and

their concerns about the degree of deteriora-

tion in the health-care system in Ontario,

brought about by the members opposite. We
will see in their vote in the Legislature next

Monday whether they are serious.

We also have the matter of the environ-

ment and SCA Chemical Waste Service

Incorporated dumping into the Niagara River.

We in the official opposition are very con-

cerned about this, and the member for Niag-
ara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) has expressed his con-

cern. We now learn that the government of

Ontario—at least we hear rumours to this
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effect—is prepared to provide certain money
so that the water source for the town of

Niagara-on-the-Lake will be something other

than where this is being dumped in.

Instead of standing up to those on the

other side of the river who wish to get in-

volved in this dumping situation, they are

prepared to say: "Go ahead and dump in the

river. We know we can't object in conscience

because of the fact that we have certain of

our industries which are not meeting the re-

quirements of the Ministry of the Environ-

ment. So go ahead and dump. We won't ob-

ject. We will just put a pipe somewhere else

to get the water from somewhere else." That
is not satisfactory to those of us in the

official ojyposition.

The other area I would like to touch on
concerns the financial management of the

regional library system. The members oppo-
site like to say and like to convey around the

province the idea that they are the financial

managers and that few mistakes are made in

terms of managing the finances of this

province.

The regional library system in Niagara was
allowed to go into debt by some $800,000.
The Ministry of Culture and Recreation,
which is supposed to be a watchdog and
which provides most of the funds for the

regional library system, sat idly by, either

not knowing about it or not taking the neces-

sary action. The regional library system was
able to borrow funds without legal authoriza-

tion to do so, and yet the Ministry of Culture
and Recreation did nothing about this.

This is the government which characterizes

itself as a government of careful management
of the finances of Ontario.

Interjection.

Mr. Bradley: The newest minister—of

whatever he is minister of now, I don't

know; I can't keep track of them over there

—the minister of nothing objects, Mr. Speak-
er. But it is very difficult for him to pass
the buck in this case, because the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation almost totally

funds the regional library system, and has an
individual whose responsibility it is to keep
track of this and an individual in the minis-

try who was informed of the problems that

existed in the Niagara region for years.
It seems to me the solution is relatively

simple: get rid of the regional library system
and allow the largest library in the area to

carry out the same services which were pro-
vided by the regional library system. Many
areas in this province now recognize that get-

ting rid of that level of bureaucratic control

called the regional library system is a very

good solution; it is a very practical one and
I think one which will be implemented. I

hope the minister sees fit to do so.

I promised certain people in the St. Cath-

arines area I would bring up the issue of

Women's Place, which is a place for battered

and abused women in the city of St. Cath-

arines and surrounding area. I attended a

testimonal dinner about two weeks ago in

honour of Laura Sabia, who was leaving St.

Catharines.

Hon. Mr. Pope: No further comment than

that?

Mr. Bradley: No. She is leaving to come
to the city of Toronto. I fotmd there that the

people of St. Catharines and those who at-

tended had done so as a testimony to Mrs.

Sabia and the role she has played in our

society, but second—and I beheve this was a

stipulation of Mrs. Sabia as well—in recog-

nition of the fact the funds from that dinner

would be devoted to Women's Place, some-

thing that is required in our city. I am hope-

ful the Minister of Conrniunity and Social

Services (Mr. Norton), who has indicated he

is very concerned about these problems—and

no doubt he does have a rfncere and genuine
concern about—

Hon. Mr. Norton: You go about the prov-

ince saying "No new spending" and "No new

services," so make up your mind.

Mr. Bradley: I hope I have the ear of the

Minister of Community and Social Services

and that instead of interjecting he would

listen very carefully to the fact that these

people vvall be approaching his ministry for

funding and he may then look upon it with

a good deal of consideration.

Mr. Eaton: The member's leader won't

listen to him; so he wants the minister to.

Mr. Bradley: Another last parochial issue,

if I may, is the courthouse in the city of

St. Catharines. A new one has been prom-
ised since about 1937 and it has now been

announced in the city. I notice in the St.

Catharines Standard, which is certainly noted

for its bipartisan support, that the govern-

ment members all got credit. The Premier

(Mr. Davis) came; we had the Minister of

Government Services when that was the

Honourable Lome Henderson; we had about

four cabinet ministers, all kinds of pictures

in newspapers and so on, and the big an-

nouncement that it was going to be built.

Of course, I received the usual amount of

credit that I receive from the St. Catharines

Standard.

Mr. Eaton: Just what you deserve.
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Mr. Bradley: A very, very amusing inter-

jection by the member for Middlesex, who
seems to be overcame with his own humour.

Nevertheless, what I am proposing in this

difficult time in the construction industry in

the Niagara Peninsula is that the timetable

for this project be accelerated to help in

some small way to spur the construction in-

dustry. Because it is on the books, it is to

be undertaken and is something that is very
much required.

In conclusion—that should bring thumps
fiom the members opposite—I would say for

those of us who have served at the municipal
level and those of us who are very non-

partisan in our outlook, the adjustment to

the provincial Legislature is very difficult.

We recognize there is a good deal of par-

tisanship because I suppose that is what
makes the headlines around the province.
But I am hopeful when it comes down to

the crimch, and I think we see this to a

certain extent in committees, as members of

this Legislatiu^e we can solve problems and

we can bring our individual points of view

to those committees and we can bring about

the kind of government through this Legis-
lature that the people of this province seek,

the people of my constituency seek and the

people of all constituencies seek.

5:30 p.m.

I thank members of this Legislature for

their indulgence and you for yours, Mr.

Speaker, for allowing me to deviate just once

in a while from the speech from the throne

and its contents, which I thought would
have been most suitable to the year 1972.

Mr. Charlton: Mr. Speaker, I think an

appropriate comment to you might be to

mention in regard to the last speaker, the

member for St. Catharines (Mr. Bradley),
that as his former party leader, the member
for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon), was

leaving the House, he mentioned he could

no longer stay here and listen to this vicious

attack on Mitch Hepburn. Perhajjs the mem-
ber for St. Catharines can find some signifi-

cance in that.

I assure you, Mr. Speaker, I won't take

as long as the last member took. I imagine
most members here will find that quite

acceptable. I found a number of things in

the throne speech that set me ofiF a bit. There
was some mention in it about women's

issues, a very brief mention unfortunately. I

have just spent some time on the general

government committee which was doing the

public hearings on Bill 3, the bill of my col-

league, the member for Windsor-Sandwich

(Mr. Boimsall), on equal pay for work of

equal value. As we are well aware, that bill

was passed by this House in principle last

June. We have completed public hearings
and the committee has reported the bill back

to the House.

Through the process of those public hear-

ings, it became very clear to me, and I think

to most of the members of the committee,

including the members to my right, that

there is in this province very substantial

public support for the fairness in the work

place which that legislation implies. Unfor-

tunately, the government in the throne

speech made it very clear it had no inten-

tion of proceeding with that bill and no

intention at all of seeing that the work places
in this province can deal with women in the

way they deserve in terms of their value in

the work place.

The government has made it clear it has

no intention of proceeding with that legisla-

tion at this point. We in the opposition are

very happy to see they are finally conmiitted

to seeing that the law that has existed in

this province since 1974 will now be effec-

tively enforced. But that doesn't deal with

the issue Bill 3 dealt with and it doesn't deal

with the concern expressed to us in the

committee about the value of work as com-

pared to other work. It bothers me that this

government is going to try to lose that issue

in its albeit welcome eflFort to enforce exist-

ing law, it is going to try to lose another

issue in its move to enforce the law that has

never been properly enforced in this

province.

That brings me to an omission from the

throne speech which also bothered me quite

substantially. Members may recall that I

introduced a bill in the spring, which we
debated in the fall, on inclusion of domestic

employees in four sectiom of the Employ-
ment Standards Act from which they are now

specifically excluded. My bill was defeated.

That's fine and that's acceptable. But at the

time we were led to believe by members of

the governing party and by the Minister of

Labour himself that one of the reasons they

were blocking my bill was they didn't feel

it dealt adequately with the issue; they were

having a serious look at the whole problem
of domestic employees in Ontario and they

intended, probably this spring, to bring in a

rather substantial package to deal with the

whole question. I find it particularly offen-

sive that those people, who were held out a

promise—as vague as it might have been—

last fall, have been totally ignored in the
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throne speech and by the present govern-
ment.

That leads me into several other issues

which have been totally omitted from the

throne speech and which are issues that have

been totally ignored by the party to my right

—the party that's asking us now to support
them in their move to defeat the government
next week. For example, I find the omission

from the throne speech of any reference to

property tax reform in this province to be

almost frightening, because some 12 years

ago this government—still the same govern-

ment—took on the responsibility of providing

proi)erty tax reform in Ontario. Some of the

problems they have run into in the coiu-se of

trying to do th^at, I imderstand. Other prob-

lems, I don't quite imderstand. But aside

from that—and the Speaker can probably
correct me if I am in error here, because he

has been here through the whole period I am
talking about—this is probably the first throne

speech in 10 years with no mention of prop-

erty tax reform whatsoever, none.

I admit that in every throne speech over

the E>ast 10 years it hasn't been laid out in

specific or great detail, but at least it has

been mentioned as a goal this government
was still striving to accomplish, if nothing
else. This year it is not mentioned at all, and

that concerns me, not only because of the

job we set out to do 10 years ago, but also

because of a number of things that have

happened over the last year or year and a

half.

After the then Treasurer, Mr. McKeougih,
chose in June, 1978, to shelVe indefinitely

the property tax reform package—the pack-

age that was recommended by tihe joint

provincial-municipal committee—we were led

to believe a number of things were going to

hapi)en. One of the things was this equali-

zation program under section 86 of the

Assessment Act which has been going on in

a number of municipalities.

We now have more than 100 municipal-
ities equalized under section 86. We were

led to believe that was part of an ongoing,

step-by-step program to deal with property
tax reform in a more equitable and phased-
in way. Yet we have seen nothing from the

government to indicate we are going to go

anywhere beyond that particular program.
That concerns me, because I said at the out-

set that section 86 woxild deal with some

problems. I said that section 86 of the

Assessment Act would deal with some of the

inequities that property taxpayers in this

province face, but that in no way—the minis-

ter agreed with me, and the minister still

agrees with me; whether he will do it

publicly, I am not sure—in no way is section

86 a solution. It deals with some of the

problems and, in fact, creates some new ones

we did not have before.

The government in its wisdom has seen

that the new problems section 86 creates are

less offensive than the problems section 86

will correct, but we are seeing no indication

from the government of where it intends to

go beyond that program—and it's simply not

acceptable to stop there.

5:40 p.m.

It also concerns me that there was no

mention of property tax reform this year for

a number of other reasons. A year ago last

fall, an amendment to the Assessment Act

was made which in effect freed up the

equalization factors in Ontario—the factors

which vary the moneys that come from this

province to the municipalities according to

their assessment levels. The equalization fac-

tors had been frozen for 10 years and were

freed by that amendment.
In July 1979, when the new equalization

factors were announced, we talked to the

government. We talked publicly about the

fact that those new equalization factors

created a number of new problems that had

to be dealt with. Unfortunately, it took the

government from July until September to

realize there was even a serious problem in

riural Ontario, where the problem was evolv-

ing. The resulting shifts were from urban

municipalities with fairly substantial com-

mercial-industrial bases to rural municipaH-

ties, the farm communities and the farm and

residential communities, with little or no com-

mercial-industrial bases.

It took the government until well into the

fall to realize there was a problem with the

new factors, and then it took them several

months to try to decide how to deal with the

new problems that had been created. They
couldn't come to any definite conclusion as

to how best to deal in the long run with

those problems. So they announced and im-

plemented what we were told was to be a

one-year program of phasing-in, so that no

municipality got the full extent of the hard-

ship that would have been created by full

implementation without other measures to go

with it.

We were led to believe that the phasing-

in-the five per cent limits and the 10 per

cent limits, depending on which category you

fell into—was a one-year program; that this

year there would be some major new an-

nouncements from the government to tell us

how they were going to deal with transfer
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payments, grants to municipalities and the

whole question of equalization factors across

Ontario. We were led to believe by the

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr.

Wells), by the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller)

and by several others that there would be a

whole new major direction. Yet we have

absolutely no mention whatsoever of anything
in the throne speech. For those reasons, the

whole question of what has been left out of

the throne speech concerns me greatly.

As the members of the Liberal Party and
the government party know well, whether

we want to talk about national unity, un-

employment or any other issue in this prov-

ince, one of the very basic aggravating,

antagonizing, underlying issues that affects

almost every person is property tax reform.

It is one of the things that one hears about
most at the d^oors when one is canvassing, it

is one of the most universal concerns out

there, but there is no mention of where we
are going, where we have been and the prob-
lems we still have to deal with, never mind
the solutions.

I wanted to raise that, because it leads us

into another problem that I will mention

briefly before I finish, so that others can get
on with the things they have to say. Two
years ago, in 1978, the then Treasurer, Mr.

McKeough, also announced in the budget a

new formula for the property tax credit. That
formula has never been implemented, be-

cause the Treasurer tied it directly to the

implementation of property tax reform.

This year in the throne speech there was
mention of new financial assistance for

seniors. Some in the media and others, even
from this House, have speculated that the
new financial assistance to seniors will take

its form in an increase in the property tax

credit. Nobody is going to know for sure

until two weeks from today, but I can't see

that, because any increase in the property
tax credit will affect more than just seniors.

Surely the government in its throne speech
would be making that clear. But there is no
question that there is a very definite need
for a substantial increase in the property
tax credit.

I have spoken in this House on a num-
ber of occasions about the fact that a few

years ago, in 1974, when the present prop-

erty tax credit program was set up, seniors

in this province got all or almost all of their

property taxes back from the province-
seniors who have no taxable income; seniors

who are living at the base minimum level.

All of us know well about those kind of

people. They got almost all of the property

taxes back at that point, but that is no

longer true.

They still get dollars back; no question.
But now we are looking at a situation where

they are getting somewhere between 40 per
cent and 70 per cent of their property
taxes back, depending on the are*a of the

province that they happen to live in and the

level of property taxes in that area. They
are certainly not being assisted to stay in

their own homes to the same degree that

they were in 1974-75, when the program
was first implemented. The same is true, not

only for senior citizens, but also for those

who are receiving disability pensions from
the province or from Canada Pension, those

who are under 65 and yet still on fixed

incomes at approximately the same inade-

quate levels as our seniors, and all those

people in the low working income tax

bracket who used to get all or almost all

of their property taxes back in the credit

and no longer do.

Then there are people in that whole sec-

tor of our middle class who used to get

something back, some assistance on the

property tax credit in 1974, 1975 and even

into 1976, I would guess, who no longer

get anything back at all. Yes, their incomes

have gone up; so have their property taxes

and so certainly have their costs of living-

mortgage cost, food cost, but specifically

their property taxes have gone up.

Those people in 1974, 1975 and 1976 who

got something back on the Ontario property
tax credit, their incomes have gone up, but

their relative real position in the economy
hasn't changed. In fact, those in the lower

and lower-middle income level actually have

lost ground since 1974; they haven't gained.

They have lost ground in terms of their

relationship to the real cost of living and

to their property taxes. So there is a crying

need—if the property tax credit is to be what

it was intended to be in this province—
for revision of that property tax credit up-

ward this year. Yet there is no indication

at all that we are going to see that or that

the precondition which the government has

put on it will fall into place this year either.

Those are the two major areas that con-

cern me most about the throne speech. They
concern me most, I suppose, not because

they are any more important than some of

the other issues that have been talked about

but because they are the two major issues

for me that I see nobody in this House

speaking about—nobody from the Liberal

Party and nobody from the government

party either. The throne si)eech neglects it,

the government members who speak to th,e
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throne speech neglect it, and I have heard

none of the Liberal members mention it. It's

an issue that caimot continue to be ignored.

5:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, I believe

this is the first opportunity I have had to

address myself to the throne speech since I

was first elected in 1975. Since that time

there has been a change in the Speaker, the

Deputy Speaker and the deputy chairman of

the coiranittees of the Whole House. I would
like to pay my respects and to state that all

three are doing a fine job. I think some of

them might stay there forever, despite the

earlier remarks. In my position and in the

function I attempt to fulfil, I can say that

one appreciates someone who can rule with

a firm hand and make decisions stick. We
seem to have three people who fill that

category.

jMr. Breaugh: Who are they?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: If my friend dt)esn't

know, he shoidd.

Because I enjoy working closely with the

government House leader (Mr. Wells) and
the House leaders and chief whips of the

opposition parties, I woiJd like to state that I

feel we treat these meetings of the House
leaders with tender loving care.

The honourable member should come
sometime, it might teach him how to run
his conmiittee.

I would like to pay tribute to the member
for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) and the

member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr.
Nixon)—who I thought would be just dying
to be here for my speech, but obvi^ously he's

not—as well as the member for Wellington
South ( Mr. Worton ) and the member for

Scarborou^-Ellesmere (Mr. Warner), but
neither is here. That's the one drawback to

this whole thing, the fact that the member
for Renfrew North (Mr. Conway) is here.

Mr. Conway: Remember when we started

out together five years ago on this speech?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: It's amazing how one
will soar ahead and the other just sits back.

I would like, as my colleague did earlier,

to make some remarks about my riding of

Mississauga East. Many members won't know
where it is, but it's the gateway to Toronto—
or it*s the place that Toronto is the gateway
to; I think that's probably a better way of

putting it. My riding is a comparatively
small-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: I have difficulty speak-

ing over the uproar, Mr. Speaker. I wonder

whether you would have some control over

the—

Mr. Speaker: A Uttle while ago you com-

plimented the chair for controlling the

House. I don't know whether I have much
control or not. I'll try it. Order.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, Missis-

sauga East is a comi>aratively small riding

on a geographic basis. The boimdaries are

the Queen Elizabeth Way on the south,

Eglinton on the north, Highway 10 in the

west and the Etobicoke Creek. It's fairly

large on a population basis, approaching
about 90,000 people at present. By 1985,

there shoidd be in the neighbourhood of

100,000 people. It's a high-density area.

About 50 per cent of those people live in

other than single-family homes, or in mul-

tiple residences, be they rental, condominiiun

or whatever.

It's a mixed riding in that we do have all

the problems that are apparent in an urban

riding. Most of them we have been able to

solve—perhaps that speaks highly for the

quality of representation in my colleagues

from Mississauga South (Mr. Kennedy) and

Mississauga North (Mr. Jones). I hesitate to

say anything about myself in that regard.

We have, of coiurse, an excellent member on

our north in Brampton as well.

The riding in Mississauga East encom-

passes the former towns of Somerville, Cooks-

ville, Burnhamthorpe and Dixie, w*hich many

years past were small rural towns. At that

time, there was a population in the area of

perhaps 2,500, and one wouldn't be going

back much more than about 35 years to find

that. Now the population of Mississauga is

approaching 300,000 people. It is a high-

growth area. I would like to get into that

subject, but I haven't much time left. I guess

I'm going to have to come back tonight.

We are southwest of Toronto International

Airport, and this has caused us some

problems. Mr. Speaker, you might recall that

on December 7, 1978, I presented a private

member's resolution asking that the Ontario

government state in no uncertain terms to

the Prime Minister of Canada its opposition

to the building of any additional runways at

the Toronto International Airport.

I did so with the same sense of frustration

that has plagued the people of Mississauga,

Brampton and Etobicoke during the past

eight years, as the member for Humber (Mr.

MacBeth) mentioned earlier. As the people

of Mississauga and the other municipalities

affected by the threat of runway expansion

are well aware, five successive federal Min-
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isters of Transport have stated there would
be no expansion of runway facilities at the
Toronto International Airport, and yet the
issue continues to resurface.

The reason the prospect of a fourth run-

way is of such concern to these citizens is

that the necessary flight paths would afi^ect

the homes of some 90,000 people. Many of
these citizens have lived in their homes for

20 years and more on the assumption of a
certain degree of neighbourhood quietude.
The construction of a fourth runway woidd
be most hazardous to their health, to say
nothing of my health and that of my
colleagues.

There can be no question that the matter
of a third terminal is a different question. I

appreciate that additional terminal require-
ments will require internal structural changes,
parking facilities, baggage handling, ground
transportation and traffic management. I do
not anticipate any serious objections to any
such improvements, provided they are inte-

grated into the present runway system.
The people in Mississauga are the first to

recognize tiie importance of a viable airport
in their community. The airport provides
direct employment to 12,000 of our citizens

and secondary employment to many more
thousands. As well, many citizens have
chosen to live where they do because of the

proximity of the airport. Other citizens work
for companies that are located in Mississauga
because of the location of the airport.

Last year, Toronto International Airport
experienced more than 270,000 flights, or an

average of about 740 flights per day. To the
citizens living directly under the flight paths,
the environmental damage, particularly in

the summer when people are outdoors and

windows are open, is more than a simple
inconvenience. The noise, especially when
only one runway is being used for prolonged
periods because of wind conditions, is hazard-
ous both to conversation and to one's nerves.
As we know, the airport is subject to

restricted use during the period from mid-

night to 7 a.m., but many people have no-
ticed that these restrictions are honoured
more in the breach than in the observance,
with the result that the sleep of many
citizens is disturbed.

The airport inquiry commission has stated

that, with a fourth runway at the Toronto
International Airport, 208,000 people would
be affected by noise. The region of Peel
estimates that 200,000 people now are

affected by noise and with an additional

runway another 70,000 would be affected

directly and some 30,000 to 50,000 indirectly.
The airport inquiry commission has made

it quite clear that Canada has not yet
achieved its full potential for air cargo move-
ment. It has also pointed out that we could
be making an error in underestimating the

possibilities that exist in this area. In the

long term, it makes economic sense to under-
take the construction of a new airport facility
now. It would also mean an additional eco-
nomic resource for the area in which it is

established. Jobs and industry will come with
the building of such a facility.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Would this be a good
point for the honourable member to move
the adjournment of the debate?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Gregory, the

debate was adjourned.

The House recessed at 6 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 551)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

HOSPITAL CONSULTANTS

32. Mr. Breaugh: Would the minister

state which Ontario hospitals have engaged
tihe Naus-Newlyn hospital consulting firm?

How much have tliese hospitals paid for

these studies, or how much do they expect

to pay for them? (Tabled March 13, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Hospitals are auton-

omous bodies and any decision made by
their boards to engage consultants is a matter

between the hospital and the holder of that

contract. Hospitals are not routinely required

to provide the Ministry of Health with the

informatit>n requested by this question.

INTERIM RESPONSES

38. Mr. Mancini: Will the ministry table

financial reports for the operation of Holiday
Beach Provincial Park for the fiscal years
1974-75 to the present? (Tabled March 24,

1980)

39. Mr. Mancini: What are the annual
revenues and annual costs of operations for

the Holiday Beach Provincial Park for the

fiscal years 1974-75 to the present? (Tabled
March 24, 1980)

40. Mr. Mancini: How many employees,
both permanent and part-time, have been on
staff for Holiday Beach Provincial Park for

the fiscal years 1974-75 to tfhe present and
what were the anniial costs for salaries?

(Tabled March 24, 1980)

41. Mr. Mancini: Has the ministry con-

ducted any economic or other surveys con-

cerning Holiady Beach Provincial Park

during the past five years? (Tabled March
24, 1980)

42. Mr. Mancini: Has the ministry re-

quested irroposals for the leasing of Holiday
Beadh Provincial Park to private operators?
If so, is this part of a new provincial parks

policy, and if such a policy exists, when was
it announced by the government? (Tabled
March 24, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: Because of the volume of

material involved in the preparation of

answers to questions 38 to 42, we will re-

quire additional time to submit om* response.
The final answer will be on or before April
18.

43. Ms. Cigantes: Would the Ministry of

Health ever table—and if ever, why not now

—the report of the Ontario committee to

review the Badgley commission report?

(Tabled March 24, 1980)

45. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Ministry of

Health indicate what funds the ministry has

received for health-care services from the

federal government through the Estabhshed

Programs Financing Act and other programs

yearly since 1977? What have been the

amounts and sources of the additional

revenues used for health care in Ontario?

(Tabled March 24, 1980)

46. Mr. Breaugh: How much money has

been collected to date from tfie chronic-care

co-payment fee? How much has the Ministry

of Health received? How much has been

retained by hospitals? How many persons are

paying this fee? How many are over 65 years

of age? (Tabled March 24, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: My interim response

to Order Paper questions 43, 45 and 46 is as

follows: Due to the large number of Order

Paper questions addressed to my ministry on

March 24, 1980, and the technical nature of

these questions, I cannot provide answers

today. My ministry is reviewing the ques-

tions and I anticipate that responses will be

tabled on or about April 30, 1980.

CROWN COTTAGE LOT APPRAISALS

47. Mr. Foulds: Would the ministry table

copies of esLCh appraisal made for each

crown cottage lot in tlie Thunder Bay
district that was taken as a result of the

cottage lot conversion program from lease-

hold to freehold? Would the ministry also

supply a copy of this appraisal to each of the

individuals involved? (Tabled Mardh 25,

1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The Ministry of Govern-

ment Services provides an appraisal service

for the Ministry 6f Natural Resources on a

client/consultant basis. The appraisal report

is used by the Ministry of Natural Resources

to determine the present market value of the

cottage lots. This report is forwarded to the

district manager's office and is available for

scrutiny by the lessee and is openly dis-

cussed with him.

Appraisals are carried out on a subdivision

basis and, as such, copies are not made avail-

able to tihe individual cottager due to the

confidentiality normally requested by the

individual regarding the value of his

proi)erty.
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48. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry indi-

cate how many, and in what areas, appraisals

of cottage lots were taken in the cottage lot

conversion program from leasehold to free-

hold? How many of the appraisals were taken

by the Ministry of Natural Resources staff

and in what areas, how many of the ap-

praisals were taken by Ministry of Govern-

ment Services staff, and in what areas, and
how many were taken by private appraisal

firms, contracted for by either the Ministry
of Natural Resources or the Ministry of Gov-

ernment Services, and in what areas? ( Tabled

March 25, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: In our north central

region, which encompasses the Thunder Bay
district, there were 92 appraisals completed

involving approximately 566 lots. All of these

appraisals were carried out by the Ministry
of Government Services on bur behalf.

49. Mr. Foulds: Would the ministry esti-

mate the cost in appraising the lots involved

in the cottage lot conversion program?

(Tabled March 25, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The estimated cost for

completing these appraisals is approximately
$65 per lot.

OHC PROJECTS
77. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Housing inform the House on: (1) how many
OHC projects are given to private companies
for management; (2) the names of the com-

panies; (3) the existing contractual arrange-

ments; (4) the cost to the OHC? (Tabled
December 18, 1979)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The number of OHC
projects, the names of the companies, the

existing contractual arrangements and the

cost to OHC are:

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Private Companies

Evergreen Holding Group

Greenwin Property Management

Meridian Group
Montreal Trust Company

Metropolitan Trust Company
YWCA Macphail

6 Comjxanies

Project No.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(continued)

Resumption of the adjourned debate on
the amendment to the motion for an address

in reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, it's nice to

be here again and do the same old act. I

forget where I was, but I'm sure it's going
to be just as interesting.

I recall that back in about 1977, I heard a

speech by the member for Grey-Bruce (Mr.

Sargent), in which he stated he was used
to speaking before a vast audience. I some-
what liken myself to him, because when he
said that he was speaking in front of a half-

vast audience. I think that's apropos of to-

night. I'm sorry there are not too many
members of the opposition here.

Mr. Haggerty: Watch your language.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: I said half-vast. That's

a word. It means large.

I'm delighted to have the extensive show-

ing I see in the opposition benches. It re-

minds me of a Thursday night a couple of

weeks ago.
I was speaking about Toronto International

Airport, the opposition to the addition of a
fourth runway there, and the concerns of the

people of Mississauga, particularly in Missis-

sauga East, because we're directly under the

south leg of the proposed new runway. There
are advocates of a fourth runway, of course,
and some of them argue that a strict curfew
at the airport would provide an answer to

the noise problem. They do not argue, of

course, that such a system would impose an
economic penalty on those using the airport,
because curfews do not provide for the maxi-
mum use of airport facilities and, in turn,
increase the cost to the customer.
Curfews also affect the flexibility in schedu-

ling and limit the abihty of airports to spread
their peak hours out. This, in turn, means a

higher volume of traffic in a shorter period!
and may increase the hazards. This, too, is

not to mention the inconvenience for the

travelling public.

Tuesday, April 8, 1980

Another suggestion put forward by the

supporters of a fourth nmway has been to

soundproof the homes in highly sensitive

noise areas. Residents who already have

soundproofing, however, do not speak favour-

ably about this. I am told, for instance, there
is a greater perception of noise once one
leaves a soundproofed home to go into the

garden.
I might also mention that new curfews are

not what is needed to resolve present noise

problems. Rather, we need a stricter enforce-
ment of existing curfews.

I have spoken many times about the pos-
sible, or threatened, expansion of "Missis-

sauga International Airport," as our beloved

mayor likes to refer to it—and, if she has
her way, she will probably have it renamed
too.

I would like to mention another one of her
favourite subjects, and that is what she
chooses to call the Mississauga miracle, which
I don't regard as a miracle at all. I was most
pleased that specific reference was made in

the speech from the throne to the successful

evacuation of Mississauga. That occurred last

fall, I think it was about November, follow-

ing the train derailment.

The success of the evacuation was, indeed,
a tribute to the people of Mississauga, the

police, the fire department, the civil defence
and other public servants of the municipali-
ties and the province. All of Mississauga was
pleased to learn that this province will com-
mission the preparation of a consolidated' re-

port and critical review of the full details of

all that transpired in Mississauga. I'm confi-

dent the report will be helpful in any futiure

such incidents, and it will assist other jmris-

dictions in Ontario, in Canada and through-
out the world in their own contingency
plaiming.

It is safe to say that more than 300

agencies, community groups and companies
helped too. It would be very risky, of course,

to start naming them, because I am bound to

miss some, and I think everybody played a

part.

April 20 to April 26 is Volunteer Week
across the province, and I think Mississauga

epitomizes such a week. We were fortunate,

of course, when the derailment occurred, that
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it happened on a weekend, a Saturday night.
Had that same incident happened on a week-

day, when all the working people were in

Toronto, where I am told at least 60 per
cent of them work, the situation might have
been somewhat diflFerent. We were helped a
little by extreme luck but, for the most part,

by a well-organized community that enabled
this to happen so smoothly.

I would like to touch for a moment on
the growth in Mississauga. Mississauga is the

growth area of the Golden Horseshoe, and
industrial development in Mississauga con-
tinued to grow in 1979. It was up some $28
million over 1978. It is predicted that it will

continue to grow at the same rate and that

it will continue to lead Metro Toronto and

surrounding regions in attracting new indus-

try this year.

Recent statistics released in Mississauga
show that the total value of all building last

year increased by $39 million over the $250
million recorded in 1978. Although commer-
cial building was off slightly, down $4 mil-

lion from the $36 million value in 1978,
industrial building was up $28 million to $88

million, and residential construction was up
$23 million to $160 million. It is worthwhile

noting that a report indicates that 45 per
cent of all new industry in the Metro area is

located in Mississauga.

While it can be argued that the depressed

economy and high interest rates may keep
Mississauga from matching the 1979 indus-

trial totals, I am certain the city's programs
to encourage new industry will continue to

pay off in 1980. There is a massive $4.2-

billion industrial project being planned by
Traders Associates Limited on 680 acres of

vacant land near highway 10 and highway
401 which will give the city a wide variety

of industrial locations. It is expected that

the Traders project will employ more than

7,000 people when completed, and -will gen-
erate about $1 million in annual taxes for

Mississauga.

This project is situated in an area of some
12,000 acres, known as the hole in the

doughnut, and it is worth noting that the

location is near Mississauga's international

airport and the Gateway postal facility

which, incidentally, is in Mississauga East.

[Mississauga now has its own industrial

commissioner, a function that was performed
last year by the region of Peel, and the city

is sending out letters to all new industries

welcoming them to the city and inviting

them to discuss any problems with city

staff.

The throne speech made specific reference

to a program of self-sufficiency in the Minis-

try of Correctional Services which w^as very
well received in the region of Peel. Residents
of Peel were pleased to learn last week that
a five-year program to make positive use of

inmate labour has been initiated so that cor-

rectional institutions can be more self-suffi-

cient in meeting their own needs. The
member for St. Catharines (Mr. Bradley)
made light of this particular project, and said

it was something that had been planned or

was being done years ago. I think he Avas

probably referring to the days when they had
chains and forced people to do these things.

This plan particularly is very successful

and has been in the—
Mr. M. N. Davison: You mean six weeks

ago.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Sorry? I'm going to

ignore that interjection, because I can't

figure out what he meant.

I think this is an appropriate time to

reiterate that the plan calls for a significant

cut in the food bill by having inmates grow
more of their own requirements. The minis-

try serves 6.3 million meals a year, which is

more than many large hotel chains in

Canada.

8:10 p.m.
As much land as possible will be con-

verted so the cultivation of root crops and

vegetables can get started. Further, inmate

labour will be used to clear and plough the

land.

It is the ministry's hope that in five years
the inmates will be farming 2,200 acres and
will be totally self-sufficient in the produc-
tion of essential root crops and vegetables.
The cannery operation at the Burtch Cor-

rectional Centre in Brantford will be

expanded and surplus production -will be

sold to institutions operated by other minis-

tries. The ministry has stated that farm im-

plements will be manufactured at a plant
established at the Guelph Correctional

Centre.

Mr. Germa: What about Burwash?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Does my friend want
to go there? They would welcome him

there.

Mr. Germa: They have 2,000 acres there.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Then we are more
than 80 per cent of the way there, aren't we?

Mr. Makarchuk: Tell us how the govern-
men closed Burtch down and now they are

opening it up. They are a bunch of wastrels.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: I'm glad to see the

member for Brantford (Mr. Makarchuk) here.
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I am delighted he came along. I was

wondering with whom I was going to have

some fun tonight. If he hadn't been here,

I would have had nobody to slam.

Inmates will be put to work in wood-

cutting projects. Wood not used for fuel

will be sold for use in public parks. Indus-

trial programs will be expanded. More in-

mates will be put into productive work to

teach them trade skills and to generate new
revenues.

Mr. Hodgson: You should note how many
Liberals are listening to your speech. There
are only three.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: They probably don't

understand it.

In this way, inmates and not the tax-

payers will contribute to offsetting future

correctional cost increases. Finally, the min-

istry will continue to make correctional

institutions more energy-efficient.

I think this House owes a tribute to the

former Minister of Correctional Services

(Mr. Drea) and the current minister (Mr.

Walker) for bringing these matters to pass.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Now that some of

the opposition members have come down
out of their trees again, we will get into

something a little closer to their hearts.

That is a subject they know nothing about,
which doesn't stop them from speaking
about it.

Apart from paying tril^ute to some of the

opposition members with whom I said I had
the pleasure of working on the House
leaders' committee, I have also had the

good fortune or bad fortune to meet with
some of them at functions which take place
outside of the House. I recall a meeting
which all members probably read about. It

was on a thing called Proposition 89, on
which a group of home owners got together
because of the problems they are having
with escalating mortgages under the Assisted

Home Ownership Program and the very high
interest rates now being imposed on them.

There was a large meeting which took

place in Mississauga. We had the pleasure
—I guess we could call it that—of having
more influential members of the opposition
parties in one riding at the same time than
we have ever seen before. I rather suspect

they thought there was some political

opportunities for them there. I hate to say

that, but they did come. They were all

there. The Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
S. Smith) was there; the leader of the third

party (Mr. Cassidy) was there; and there was
a federal Liberal and a federal New Demo-

crat, My God, they were all there. It was
amazing. They were speaking to the group.

Mr. J. Reed: Were >'ou there?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: I was there. It is odd

my friend should ask was I there.

Mr. J. Reed: Was the Premier (Mr. Davis)
there?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: No. I was there speak-
ing for him. I would like to read to members
a letter I got as a result of that meeting. I

have heard it has happened often, but this

was the first time I actually witnessed the

Leader of the Opix)sition being booed on a

stage by a group of people he thought he
was trying to help. Where he made his mis-

take was to come out armed with an election

speech, and they weren't buying it. What
they wanted to do was to talk to somebody
who would listen to their problems and pos-

sibly offer some solutions.

Mr. J. Reed: Did you?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: May I read this to the

honourable member? Will he listen? This is

a letter signed by Mrs. Joyce M. Yeo from
St. Catharines, who was a visitor at this thing.
It is addressed to me, just in case the mem-
ber doubts that.

"First, I would like to say it was a pleasure
to meet you at the rally in Mississauga yes-

terday. I felt you were the only politician

there who was not there to argue politics or

to campaign."
Isn't that delightful? The member thought

he would come out and get some votes, but

he blew it again. That is what he always

does; the honourable member knows it, and
that's why he is smiling.

I have to say I would have expected
this from the leader of the third party, but

the leader of the third party was very quick
to realize, "There are no marks there, baby."
So he came out and started listening to

people and talked about ways of helping

them; he didn't come out rattling his sabre.

He has rattled it so much but I haven't heard

him draw it yet.

The leader of the third party came out on

a responsible basis, and it surprised me; I

will say that. He came out in a very respons-

ible fashion with the idea of trying to help
the people. That is what I was there for. So

much so, that a member of the honourable

member's caucus—
Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: May I go on? In this

letter it says: "I felt that you were there to

hear the people. I am extending an invitation

to you to attend the first of many rallies to

be held in each municipality." Listen to this.
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"It is to be held at the Niagara Falls Public

Library, 4848 Victoria Avenue, Niagara Falls,

Ontario."

One of the members of the honourable

member's party is going to be there. As a

matter of fact, he came over to me today and

said, "Are you going to be there?" I said, "I

can't be there." He said, "What do you
think we should do?" I said, "What you
should do is play it smart and not do what

your leader did. You should listen to the

people, because they want you to hear their

problems and come up with solutions, not

with election speeches." I hope he does, be-

cause I like the member for Niagara Falls

(Mr. Kerrio) very much. He's a great guy. I

would hate to see him get booed as I saw
his leader get booed for a very obvious pitfall

he walked into. I think that's unfortunate,
but surely a man who is leader of a party
would have more sense than that.

Mr. J. Reed: The Premier didn't even show
up.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: The Premier sent me
as his emissary as he couldn't attend him-
self. I went armed with a letter telling them
I would speak for him, and I did. Oddly
enough, with me speaking for my leader,

they said I was the only member there ready
to hear what they had to say.

The leader of the honourable member's

party went, as well as the third party leader.

They didn't like what they said, and these

people aren't exactly Tory supporters. They
were from all over Ontario, by the way, and
I don't think they are entirely Tory sup-
porters. What I am saying to the honourable
member is maybe he, having perhaps more

political experience, should tell his leader.

Mr. Mancini: Why are you so worried
about it?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Worried? I am not
worried. I came out a winner in my own
riding against the combined leaders. It can
come again next week. As a matter of fact,

they can come any time they want to. All

they do is give me votes. I say to the hon-
ourable member, any time his leader wants
to come out to Mississauga East I will wel-
come him with open arms.

I am way off the subject, aren't I, Mr.
Speaker? I apologize for that, sir.

The member for St. Catharines (Mr.
Bradley), who spoke before the member for
Hamilton Mountain (Mr. Charlton), got on
to a diatribe. I have heard this continuously
from that party ever since I have been here;
that is, condemning regional government.
This a form of government of which the

former leader of that party was an advocate.

Yet his members continually hammer it. I

think it is unfortunate.

One of the reasons the members hammer
it is that they haven't been successful when
it has to do with ridings that those members

represent. They spend all their time con-

demning it.

Mr. Ruston: Why didn't Darcy bring it

into Chatham?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: I think I am getting to

the member for Essex North (Mr. Ruston);

I have never heard him so excited in a long
time.

Mr. Hennessy: It's the first time he's been

awake.

8:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: If the member thinks

regional government is not working out, I

would like to take a minute and tell him
how well regional government is working in

Peel. It is working well in Peel, so well, I

would say it's second to Metro Toronto,

because Metro Toronto is working awfully

well, too, despite the newspapers.
In the region of Peel, where the largest

community has only 45 per cent of the vote

and is outvoted by the other two com-

munities, it is amazing how well they can

get along when there is a little bit of co-

operation without a determined efiFort to

destroy it, such as I hear coming from that

party over there—a determined eflFort to

destroy regional government, even though

they are working well.

Hon. Mr. Pope: They don't want to hear

it.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: They don't want to

hear that because it's not in their best in-

terest, is it, to hear it is working well? In

the region of Peel it is working extremely

well, even to the point—and I read this

earlier—where the city of Mississauga now
has its own industrial commissioner. Where
do the members opposite think the initiative

for that came? It came from the region of

Peel.

There is a co-operation in the region of Peel

because the people in Mississauga and the

people in Brampton and the people in Cale-

don work to work well together. They work

hard at it, and you have to work hard' at

getting along in politics. The members know
that. Even though they can stand up in the

region of Peel and give speeches condemning
one another on certain things, they are dedi-

cated to one thing, and I think it should be

realized in this House: They are dedicated

to making regional government in Peel work.
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and it is working. It is working very well,

and it is not the only instance in Ontario.

The opposition members should spend' less

time condemning it and not knowing where

they are going next with it. They don't know
the alternative for it; all they do is condemn
it. That seems to be the attitude of that

party over there. They don't have to have

any answers.

Mr. J. Reed: Why did you stop putting
it in?

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Because they have

gone as far as they wanted to go. It is as

simple as that. The urban areas are regiona-
lized at the present time; that was what they
were aiming at, and it is being done. I can
tell the member this, the success in Peel has

sold me on the project.

I won't go on much longer, because I think

the members opposite really haven't got any
answers anyway. May I say I was delighted
to see the co-operation in my riding when
they were visiting there, and I was very

proud to welcome the visiting politicians.

Some of them didn't add very much to the

situation. Some of them tried to antagonize
the situation for political gain, and I think

that is unfortunate. But I must commend the

leaders of the third party who came and
showed some responsibility, and I commend
them for that.

I think it is an unfortunate thing when
the opposition party comes into a riding \vith

the sole purpose of disrupting everything. It

didn't matter what the people wanted, that's

what they did. I can tell them this: They
can come into Peel region or to Mississauga
East as often as they want. I welcome them
there, because all they do is lose marks.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I, too, want
to enter the throne debate and extend to you
my best wishes on a job well done here in

running this assembly. At times, as I said

before, I think some of us do perhaps step
out of line but, through that strong arm of

yours, you sure do bring us under control.

I also want to commend you on your ex-

tended duties to the members of the Legisla-
ture in providing us perhaps with some ample
facilities here; I am sure that is based upon
your thoughts and views. I believe the

Speaker has served the same number of years
as I have in this chamber here—I think it is

going on 13 years; we're of the class of 1967.

I was interested when the previous speaker
talked about regional government in the

Niagara area. I suppose one way to settle

the argument would be to have a referendum
in the regional municipality of Niagara. I

can assure him that if a vote were taken

today regional government would be out.

Mr. Hennessy: Out where?

Mr. Haggerty: Right out in the cold where
it should be.

One of the main reasons there is no men-
tion in the throne speech about more revamp-
ing of government in Ontario is perhaps that

it is becoming rather costly for the taxpayers
in the region. It's nearing a stage where
people would sooner turf it out than pay for

a duplication of services in the region. I see

nothing in here to provide assistance to mu-
nicipalities which are hard pressed' owing to

the increase in local government taxation.

Nothing whatsoever is mentioned in the
throne speech about the Edmonton com-
mitment.

As I look at the promises of this govern-
ment for the next decade, they are not too

promising. I was interested to read an article

by Jean Edward Smith, professor of political

economy at the University of Toronto. In it

he criticized the Tories for lack of ideas.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The member had
to go to Jean Smith, a totally unbiased
observer. Does he know Jean Smith? I rec-

ommend him.

Mr. Haggerty: The Minister of Education

(Miss Stephenson) should read this. I will

put it on the record to clear the air. He said:

"Accordingly, when Premier, William Davis

attempted a year-end review of the decade
of the '70s—and offered a glimpse on behalf
of his government into the '80s, it was
scarcely noted in the press." I suppose the

throne speech was accepted in the same
way.

"This is unfortunate. For Davis's 29-page
report, The 70's and the 80's: From Growth
to Matiuity, represents the most far-ranging
restatement of the views of Ontario's Pro-

gressive leadership in recent memory. It also

offers chilling affirmation of what most ob-
servers have suspected for several years.

Namely, that the Tories have run out of

ideas and are coasting on the past
achievements."

Mr. J. Reed: They never had any.

Mr. Haggerty: My colleague is right. If

one looks back at the 1970s, there wasn't too

much to be proud of. Mr. Smith continues:

"Instead of dynamic economic and social

leadership, the best Davis can offer is the

patent smugness of the decades of respon-

sibility—the fatigued, chiulish arrogance of

too many years at Queen's Park which con-

fuses the victories of yesterday with the

battles of tomorrow."
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He goes on to talk about the 22 points
that George Drew had. I believe there are

some 30 points that have been mentioned in

the throne speech. He goes on to talk about

the educational program: "The record in the

field of education is scarcely different. Drew
proposed a complete revision of the prov-
ince's antiquated educational stnicture,

which up luitil then favoiued the children of

the urban well-to-do.

"For the most part, this pledge had been
realized. Under Drew, Frost and Robarts—

with, ironically, Davis as Education minister

under Robarts—Ontario built an education

system second to none in Canada and second

to few in the world. But under Davis's pre-

miership, Ontario has simk to eighth place

among Canadian provinces in per capita

grants to imiversities . . ." That well sums

up the present problem.
Hon. Mr. Pope: Jean Smith is the pubhc;

really great!

Mr. Haggerty: The minister talks about

somebody in this chamber who is not listen-

ing to the public. He doesn't have to go out

and take any private polls to teU him that.

The students and the education system speak
for themselves.

The article also says about the program:
"A brief comparison of Drew's initiatives and
current Tory policy reveals the extent to

which the Conservative leadership has stulti-

fied. Take the area of unemployment and
human resources. Drew recognized the enor-

mous productive capacity of Ontario's popu-
lation and the opportunities for expansion
which post-war reconstruction provided. He
pledged the government to support, 'by ap-

propriate legislation,' the efforts of all sectors

of the economy 'to increase employment at

good wages.' By contrast, the present Tory
government appears content to allow imem-

ployment to remain in excess of seven -per

cent of the work force indefinitely."

I suppose one can look to the former

Treasurer of Ontario, Darcy McKeough. In

his budget in 1975 or 1977 he indicated that

one way to improve the unemployment situ-

ation in Ontario was to increase it from three

per cent to 5.6 per cent. With the present
throne soeech w^e find the government mov-

ing in that direction again, to vidpe out un-

employment in Ontario; we'll have it at 7.5

jper cent or 7.6 per cent and accept it on that

basis. That's what the government's doing. I

don't have to tell them that; somebodv else

is. I don't know what their latest poll tells

them in that particular area, but unemploy-
ment is a problem in Ontario.

8:30 p.m.

Again quoting Smith: "In the field of labour

legislation, Drew turned away from the in-

dustrial strife of the Hepbium years and

proposed legislation ensuring 'the fairest and
most advanced laws governing labour rela-

tions—recognizing at the outset the right to

proper and enforceable . . . collective bar-

gaining.'
"

That's something that isn't taking

place in Ontario even under the present

legislation.

"The resulting Ontario Labour Relations

Act was a model for its time, but successive

Tory governments have lost the thread, and

today Ontario leads all Canadian provinces—
and every state in the US—in man-days lost

through strikes and lockouts. And as seasoned

observers of the labour-management field

recognize, the vast majority of these stop-

pages, and certainly the most acrimonious,
derive from the inadequacies of the existing

legislation pertaining to union security—
inadequacies which the present Conservative

government have been unwdlling to correct,

even at the price of the worst record of work

stoppages in North America." That speaks for

itself.

The throne speech does mention something
about labour legislation we are going to see

some time. It mentions proposed amendments
to the Labour Relations Act regarding labour-

management relations. I hope this time the

government will put forward some amend-
ment to the Labour Relations Act to include

all persons employed in Ontario, regardless
of which industry or work environment is

involved. When one considers that only 30

per cent of the persons who may have griev-

ances in a labour dispute are covered by the

Labour Relations Act, it's time we brought

equality into labour legislation. All persons
should be entitled to a decision or a griev-

ance for being fired or dismissed for some

unjust reason. They ought to have recourse

to the Ontario Labour Relations Board.

Another matter is energy conservation pro-

grams. I don't know how often members on

the opposition side have suggested to the

government different conservation programs
which would be helpful to all Ontario resi-

dents and x>erhaps even to the rest of Canada.
I recall that back in 1973, Ontario's first

Minister of Energy, as he was then, Darcy
McKeough, was going to co-operate with the

federal government. At that time they wanted
some guidelines on energy conservation and
even an energy conservation policy for all

Canada. For some unknown reason, this gov-
ernment has not followed the course that I

think the public across Canada wanted to see.

I stroncrly believe in a federal energy policy
that would be able to share all our energy
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needs here in Ontario witliout perhaps even

exporting much to the United States. I thought
then that he would be moving in that direc-

tion. Back in 1973, I directed the question to

the minister. We didn't need a poll at that

time to read the climate of need for energy
conservation. I asked him what direction he

was going to give to the automobile industry

to start building smaller cars—to conserve

energy—with smaller engines et cetera. He
said "I'll take that under advisement."

That was in 1973, and the government sits

back and wonders why we have problems in

our automobile industry today. The industry
wants to receive a grants handout and yet, for

some reason, it says, "This is the private sec-

tor, the free-enterprise system." It can't be
the free-enterprise system any more when
there is involvement of government funding.

That's where much of the fault lies today. I

don't have to tell members about the situation

here in Ontario.

The same situation prevails on the

American side. This is from the BuJBFalo

Evening News: "Tight money puts pinch on

sales of new autos. Slowdown seen for area

industry. Area auto plants curtail produc-
tion."

Even the United States is facing difficulties

in this area, for the simple reason that people
are not buying large cars. They can see the

energy crisis we're heading for. What is

hurting the United States is the import of

Japanese and other foreign cars, even from

Europe.
I directed a question the other day to the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr.

Grossman). I asked whether there was a

breach of the General Agreement on TariflFs

and Trade between Canada and other coun-
tries as it relates to the automobile industry.
Tlie minister couldn't give me a clear-cut

answer. He said he had left it up to the

automobile industry to bring that informa-
tion in to him.

If the government is interested in the

automobile industry, it should have that in-

formation at its fingertips, whether or not
there is a breach of GATT. I believe there is.

I think it is indicated in the United States

that there is dumping of the smaller vehicles

there.

We talk about communications and in-

dustry, and there is the matter of the elec-

trification of the GO trains. The previous
speaker mentioned how great the area of

Mississauga was on regional government and
how it was working very well there. I sup-
pose if the government would subsidize by
50 per cent the capital costs of the GO

train or the GO buses to other Ontario com-

munities, in addition to the local transporta-
tion they do subsidize, then people would

say: "This is great. This does relate to

regional government. We can cross boun-
daries in certain areas."

I suggested there should be a regiMial

government transit system in the Niagara
region. I don't think this business of pooling
cars is going to work. The government hasn't

been able to curb the problem on the Queen
Elizabeth Way, where almost every car one
sees has only one person in it. And yet we're

subsidizing the GO system.
It may work very well in this area. But I

suggest there are other areas where the

electrification of a railway system on an

experimental basis should be tried. They
could revamp the old trolley system in the

Niagara region that was there some 20 years

ago and used to run from Port Colborne to

Port Dalhousie. It could move a number of

employees working in industry in St.

Catharines and Welland back and forth to

Port Colborne. It could be of assistance to

Niagara College. It could be of great assist-

ance to students at Brock University. I think

it has great potential.
If the goverrmient wants to commit addi-

tional funding to promote a transportation

system of this nature, I suggest that it be

done in the Niagara region. In fact, they
should even move into the Nanticoke area so

they wouldn't have to be spending the

millions of dollars they're talking about for

the new Townsend site, moving people be-

tween the two steel towns, the one at

Nanticoke and the city of Hamilton. That's

probably the area the government should be

looking at.

One of the problems we have today relates

to the economic state Canada, and even this

province, is facing. I refer to the matter of

government waste — goverrmient agencies'

funds that are being wasted.

As a member of the select committee on

Ontario Hydro affairs, I have observed un-

necessary, wasteful expenditures—the cost of

the past overbilling and the present over-

billing and foreign exchange losses and the

interest charges on the money—Hydro has

to borrow. I suppose it relates to the high

inflationary rate that faces Canada and has

faced us in the past.
8:40 p.m.

When we talk about surplus buildings—
and I hope, I'm correct in this—there is a

surplus of 4,000 megawatts, which is about

the size of the Nanticoke fossil fuel plant.

The chairman of Ontario Hydro has in-
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dicated that exports reduce the power bills.

He says Ontario Hydro earned more than

$155 million from power export sales to

United States utilities last year. That looks

great, but when we're buying about $400
million worth of coal from the United States

and paying the exchange on that, we're look-

ing at about $60 million in extra costs. If

one takes the cost of borrowing on loans in

the American market and if one looks at the

actual foreign exchange loss for the 12
months ended June 30, 1979, one finds that

consumers in Ontario had to pay about an
extra $85 million for borrowing on the

foreign market.

When one adds up those two and the

other things one wonders if we are making
a profit on anything that's being exported to

the United States. I don't think we are. As
I look at it, it means about a 15 per cent

additional cost on our 1979 hydro bill. I

can't see how the chairman can say that

consumers are paying about seven per cent
less for electricity than they would be with-
out exports. I suppose there could be argu-
ments both ways on this particular thing,
but I still think one of the problems that
we have in Canada is borrowing money on
the foreign market at highly inflationary
rates.

It's not happening only in Ontario. The
provinces of Quebec, Saskatchewan, Nova
Scotia and Nevi^oundland are going to

foreign markets to borrow money to finance
some of their programs. I look at this and
think it's time the government took another

strong approach to curtail the borrowing
of money on the foreign market.

Members are going to ask how this can be
done. I have a quote here about Walter
Gordon which I thought might be appro-
priate to read into the record: "Walter
Gordon, one of Canada's outspoken econo-
mists and former Minister of Finance, has

clearly stated Canada requires new leader-

ship in economic policies for Canada. The
rapid rise of such firms since Word War II,
which has placed immense power in the
hands of a relative few senior financiers and
businessmen, could mean that a few hundred
individuals will soon become more powerful
than many governments."

I can accept that comment, that this is

what is taking place in Ontario, even as it

relates to multinational corporations. Sure,
it's great to come into Canada and, with
the resources we have, establish a business

here and then walk oflF with huge profits.

Some of it is taken oflF to reinvest in Third
World countries. I think Canada is going

to have to take a hard line in this matter

where capital is leaving Canada.

It can apply to the banks as well. They're
international too. When capital leaves On-
tario or Canada, it's going to have to be
treated the same as an export where it can
be taxed. A tariff can be applied to it.

Under highly inflationary rates, high in-

terest rates, banks are doing very well. If

one looks at the Royal Bank of Canada's net

income, one finds it rose from $62 million

in 1974 to $136,902,000 in 1978. The Cana-
dian Imperial Bank of Commerce is another
bank which has increased its revenue sub-

stantially.

I say it's wrong policy for this money to

be leaving Canada. I don't think it's fair

to Canadians or to consumers in Ontario
that the Canadian dollar, or even interest

rates, have to be used for speculative pur-
poses. I don't think we have to follow the
United States, that if they increase their

interest rates to 20 per cent, the banks in

Canada should follow.

Mr. Lawlor: You're becoming a wild-eyed
radical.

Mr. Haggerty: Oh, I am. My Irish dander
is up right now; so look out.

I suggest where it is used on a speculative

basis, it should be prohibited. As much as we
enjoy our neighbour to the south, we appre-
ciate their technology and one can't survive

without the other. The United States is our

largest trading partner by some 70 per cent,
which is pretty large.

Maybe there should be a common market
on this North American side, so we can put
up a common front in saying to certain

bankers—the money users, the money-lenders,
whatever one wants to call them. I think it

is time, when we start putting the Canadian
dollar and the Canadian interest on a specu-
lative basis, that there has to be something a

bit different.

We can't have the Ontario Development
Corporation, for example, saying it will give

interest-free loans to 12.25 per cent, while

a poor person who owns a home has to p>ay

16 per cent—and it could even go higher
than that. Is there any justice in our system?

Suppose we compare industrial' sector tax-

ation with the tax principles that apply to

the average Canadian family. We pay the

highest there is. Industry and business can

apply the interest they are i>aying in capital

for the purchase of real estate or buildings

against their taxes. They can reduce their

income taxes, but a property owner can't. He
is not given a depreciation allowance, and
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yet almost every business—including banks-
has a certain tax concession here.

It is time this government took a good
close look at it to bring some equity to

taxation. It can't forever hit the working man
all the time. Are the grants it gives the auto-

mobile industry going to solve their problem?
Then there are the grants it gives to the

paper industry, which makes millions of

dollars profit a year. One paper firm made
$114 million and the other said, "I can't

commit myself, because in the last 10 years
it has been roughly $15 million." Surely, if it

can find the nwney there, it can find it to

relieve the present home owners from the

high interest rates—and it won't cost $15
million. I think either this government or

the federal government is going to have to

come up with a xerogram .

If this government is going to have to

subsidize interest rates, then for Pete's sake

why not peg them ait 12 per cent? That's the

same as applies to grants to other industries

in Ontario. Without the purchasing power of

the home owners and the wage earners who
have to pay the cost of all these, where is the

industry going to be?

I read an article from the Bufi^alo Evening
News, headed, "Tight Money Puts Pinch on
Sales of New Autos." If one is going to

spend it all trying to maintain his home, or

hold this high interest rate for at least one or

two years, one is not going to have money
to be purchasing other goods that are going
to keep the manufacturing industry going.

I think the government should be pegging
the interest rate. In the first place, I sup-
pose, they should remove it from its relation-

ship to the price of gold, which was pegged
imtil a few years ago. I can see a normal
increase in its price, but it doesn't have to

run to $600 or $900 or $800.

Mr. Ashe: You should be in Ottawa.

Mr. Haggerty: No, I shouldn't be in

Ottawa.

Mr. Ashe: Several of your colleagues
•would be glad to hear from you.

Mr. Haggerty: The honourable member's
party is sending out messages for polls. He
has had some of the best poll-taking advice
of any member in this chamber. He doesn't
have to go out and spend $500,000-blowing
the taxpayers' money. If the government
would only listen to members on this side, it

would have some of the answers to the prob-
lems it is facing over there now. It is that

simple.

8:50 p.m.

For example, the Export Development Cor-

poration will offer 14 per cent interest on a

$250-million United States offering. That is

damned well ridiculous. When I sit back and
look at the financial statements available to

many of us here—for example, the financial

statements of the banks—I see there is some

$132 billion sitting in Canadian savings. Even
with the high interest rate there, one doesn't

see the interest rate or those savings climb-

ing that high. Somebody has to be making a
windfall profit. It could be the banks. I don't

think it is the trust companies, becauses I

think the banks are in a better position than

the trust companies since they are calling the

shots.

I suggest this is an area we should be

looking at. I strongly believe we should tap
the Canadian money resources that are here.

Let's give the person who is saving, whatever
the small savings that may be there, a break

in some of these areas by way of tax con-

cessions.

Look at the United' States and what they
have done. They ensure tax-free income if

one purchases government bonds, for ex-

ample. They are tax-free. To get us over

these economic diflBculties and perhaps to

buy back some of Canada, let's move in that

direction and say, "If you invest in the

government of Canada or the government of

Ontario, or if you purchase Ontario Hydro
bonds, we will give it to you at eight or 10

per cent, which will be tax-free for 10 years."
It would be worthwhile saving money. We
wouldn't have to be going to the foreign
market and being held at the mercy of large
countries and large banking institutions.

There is a method in Canada to raise

money and buy back Canada and put us

on an even keel so we don't have to depend
on outsiders on terms of usury. That is what
we are being used for. We are being goaded
into these high interest rates. It's the fault

of all levels of government, I guess, and I

strongly beheve we should be looking into

this area.

One of the areas is Ontario Hydro. Let's

try it with Ontario Hydro instead of borrow-

ing money. The chairman of Ontario Hydro
said in an address to the Electrical and Elec-

tronic Manufacturers' Association of Canada,
November 6, 1979:

"Energy Futures estimates that Canadian
electric utilities will require $110 billion in

investment between now and 1990. That's

more than half the total energy investment

needed in the country during that period.

More than a few economists and financiers

have claimed that such a scramble for capital
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could put a severe strain on world money
markets. Some experts question whether
traditional sources of funding can meet the

demand at aU.

"For Canadian utilities whose debt-equity
ratios are uncomfortably high"—note that—
"and whose power rates are comparatively
low"—I can't quite agree with that, because
it has been proven here that Ontario's rates

are not the lowest—"the simple answer would
seem to be raise prices and reduce borrowing."

I suppose that is one way of getting it, but
I suggest the other way of getting it would
be to look into that area and give Canadian
small investors an opportunity to share in

the economic growth in Canada and in On-
tario. I suggest this is one area we should be

looking at. I am sure if we move in this

direction of giving a break to a small person
who is saving some money, perhaps he would
invest in a program of this nature which
would be tax-free for a period of 10 years.

Something is needed that will put us back
on an even keel so we shouldn't have to go
to the foreign market. I don't think there is

any need for that. I think the money can
be raised here in Ontario and throughout
Canada.

Surely some of the Alberta Heritage Sav-

ings Trust Fund could be put to work for the
benefit of all Canadians. I don't say it has
to be done as a giveaway program, but it

should be there for the benefit of the major-
ity of Canadians.

I leave those few comments wdth members.
The throne speech debate might be rather

dull, but I do support my leader's proposed
amendment: "The assembly, however, regrets
that the speech again reflects a lack of gov-
ernment initiative, leadership and jwlicy ade-

quate to the needs and aspirations of the

people of Ontario at this time and for the
next decade, and specifically condemns the

government for failing to present the assembly
with programs which will restore economic

growth and prosperity after a decade of

decline in the 1970s"—

Interjections.

Mr. Haggerty: I don't know how my friends

to the left cannot support this—"protect the

people of Ontario from escalating high inte-

rest rates on residential mortgages, small
business loans and farmer loans; establish a

firm, fair revenue-sharing agreement with

municipalities and school boards; reverse the

ongoing erosion of Ontario's health-care .sys-

tem; develop the talents and skills of young
people for the opportunities which exist in

industry and commerce; protect the environ-
ment from dangerous, wasteful and unneces-

sary pollution, and lessen this province's de-

pendence on ever more expensive oil by
developing alternative energy resources at

competitive costs and by introducing compre-
hensive conservation programs. Therefore, the

assembly declares its lack of confidence in

the government."
I hope my friends from the left will sup-

port this amendment. I think it is worth while.

Interjections.

Mr. Haggerty: We are going to go to the

polls some time. I just wish I knew what the

cost is now for the advertising. The only one

I haven't heard so far is the Treasurer's (Mr.

F. S. Miller) little announcement on radio. I

have heard it from the Minister of Energy
(Mr. Welch) from the time I turn on the radio

in the morning till the time I shut it down at

night-time. The Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Grossman) is giving out his

free election campaign. We can see it com-

ing. The election is in the wdnd and the

members know it over there. They are doing
the advertising on radio now at the expense
of the public.

Hon. F. S. Miller: You are worried about

the pensions that haven't yet been earned on

your side of the House.

Mr. Haggerty: I am not worried about

mine. We can tell the election is coming by
all the advertising on the radio.

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, I am not only

proud of being in this party, but especially

on this occasion I am really proud to give

my contribution to the debate on the throne

speech.
I enter this debate with dismay because we

are confronted with a situation which is crit-

ical. It is a dire situation which reflects the

situation the Liberal government faced in

1943 when Harry Nixon and Mitch Hepburn
said that in Ontario we had reached a pla-

teau of development that would last for one

generation. That is exactly what the Premier

of this province (Mr. Davis) said on December

29, 1979, when he produced his document,
The Seventies and the Eighties: From Growth
to Maturity.

We are confronted with a deep economic

crisis in our province. It is a crisis which will

last long because the conditions of this prov-
ince have changed dramatically since 1943

when we had the last Liberal government.

Today we are faced with exactly the same
situation. We have a party and a government
without ideas, without leadership and with

an economic situation which is worsening

day after day.

9 p.m.
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If the Liberal Party thinks we can change
this situation with only a motion of no confi-

dence at this point and for crass political

purposes, we think that is not the case

because the problem is much more complex.
We do not think that we will solve the

present political situation in Ontario just by
replacing the Conservative government with

another government which is without ideas,

which has contradictory propositions, which
has been telling the people of Ontario one

thing one day, another thing another day.
All of us in this House remember the

positions of the Liberal Party. Its leader,

the member for Hamilton West (Mr, S.

Smith), was in favour of the excise tax on

gasoline on September 29, 1979, when he
said that the solution to the energy crisis

was to impose an excise tax. Then we had
the same leader fighting the last federal

election against the 18-cent excise tax im-

posed by the Conservative government.
We have the leader of the Liberal Party

going around Ontario literally cheating the

ethnic groups of this province and talking
one language to one group and another

language to another group. He goes round

saying, against the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board, Ontario, that the WCB dis-

criminates against Italian-Canadians and

accusing the WCB because it asks so much
time for the members to produce their

appeal. Then we have the chairman of the

board who says that since January 1, 1977,
the leader of the Liberal Party has produced
only 11 appeals.

We have to denounce to the people of

Ontario the doubletalk of the leader of the

Liberal Party. While he is talking to the

injured workers, accusing the Workmen's
Compensation Board, what does he say when
he meets with the board? I quote from the

words of the chairman of the board, and
he says: "The leader of the Liberal Party
said that the Workmen's Compensation
Board^'—I have to translate—"has performed
excellent and efficient work in assisting the

injured workers." This is the alternative that

is proposed to us with the motion of no
confidence.

I don't want to talk about the oppor-
tunistic, unprincipled and dishonest stance
taken by the leader of the Liberal Party
in dealing with the problems of the teach-

ers and the work-to-rule campaign in North

York, when the students of North York, the

riding I represent, gave excellent proof of

responsibility. The leader of the Liberal

Party went there attacking the work-to-rule

campaign, attacking the right of the teachers
to strike.

We all remember when my colleague, the

member for Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren),
introduced a bill to amend the Workmen's

Compensation Act in 1978. Who spoke
against the very minor amendments which
introduced some measure that were basically

accepted in December 1979 when the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgic) introduced
the amendments? The member for Niagara
Falls (Mr. Kerrio) accused the New Demo-
cratic Party of taking sides with the work-
ers against the poor employers. It turned
out in December 1979 that despite the in-

creases in pensions and fringe benefits the

assessment was not changed at all.

Being a member of a minority group, I

would like also to remind the House that

last year when we were discussing heritage

language—^which we think was an achieve-

ment in Ontario—which gave the minority

groups the right to learn the languages of

their origin, the then critic of education of

the Liberal Party, the member for London
North (Mr. Van Home), cautioned the

Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson) to

refrain from spending too much money in

that sector.

I think that party has not the right to

propose itself as an alternative to government
but should be ashamed because it has been

working and is working against the interest

of a veiry large constituency in Ontario, That
doesn't prevent us from seriously and

honestly discussing the serious problems we
have in Ontario.

This province has been developing this

economy in the last century because of for-

tunate conditions. We had all the natural

resources available and we also had legisla-

tion and a type of tariff barrier which pro-
moted the development of the manufacturing
sector in this province. Unfortunately, what

happened, mostly because of the provincial

Conservative government's position, is we
have been developing a branch-plant econ-

omy that now in the 1980s is becoming a

very serious burden and will become a very
serious headache for the generations to come.

We know that in the last decade Toronto

has replaced Montreal as the financial centre

of the country but now the centre is shifting

towards Alberta and Saskatchewan—the prov-

inces which now have the resources that are

valtiable and important for the development
of a modem economy.

Ever since I was elected I have been

seeing the erosion of the economy of this

province, slowly but consistently, in every

sector—esi)ecially the manufacturing sector

because of the branch-plant economic struc-
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ture of this province. It is not only in the

manufacturing sector but in every economic
sector of the province. Tourism has con-

stantly been in a deficit. The forest industry
is becoming so critical that the foresters are

telling us that 15 or 20 years from now
Ontario will be one of the importing

provinces.

In agriculture, the farm land is disappear-

ing in Ontario. We know there is farm land

which has been disappearing at such a fast

rate that there is widespread concern among
all the communities in our province. The

mining industry, which was once the pride of

this province, is now in such a serious crisis

that we have communities such as Atikokan

where the only two iron mines have been
shut down and we have a whole community
disappear because people have no other

source of income.

For the first time we are facing a crisis

in skilled workers, because for decades we
have been importing skilled vw)rkers from
abroad with no contribution at all from the

government or industry. For the first time we
have industries which are looking for skilled

workers. There is no government program,

despite the promises, despite the manpower
commission set up by the government, be-

cause the government hasn't the guts to ask

industry to pay its fair share in order to

qualify our manpower for skilled jobs.

9:10 p.m.

The most serious crisis is in the manufac-

turing sector and, imfortunately, we have a

most inept Minister of Industry and Tour-

ism (Mr. Grossman). He doesn't understand

that unless we develop an economic program
for the manufacturing sector, an industrial

strategy, we are selling out our province. A
journalist with some imagination wrote in

the Windsor Star on January 25, 1980, that

"Grossman is in eflFect saying, *We are beau-

tiful and we are idiots; come and take us.'
"

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Will the member for Cam-
bridge (Mr. M. Davidson) stop interrupting

his colleague.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: What ears!

Mr. M. Davidson: My apologies.

Mr. Di Santo: This journalist says that the

Minister of Industry and Tourism makes it

clear that we cannot be raped because we
are giving it away. He says: "At least we
can't be accused of prostituting ourselves.

Prostitutes want money for their favours, but

these brochures"—the Ministry of Industry

produced two brochures for the consumption
of the Americans—"makes it clear that

Ontario attaches no strings. If you have got

money to invest and want to use Ontario

workers in government-subsidized things like

land, piure water, sewage facilities, energy,

highways, railways, airports, then this is a

way to make more money."
This attempt of the minister, reflected in

the throne speech, to attract investments

from the United States is the most disgrace-
ful mistake that any government can make
at this point. There has been ample literature

which proves that investment in Canada is

destructive for our economy. Professor Prowe
of the University of Alberta said that from
1955 to 1976, if we hadn't had foreign in-

vestment, we would have been only six

months behind.

One problem we have with our current

account deficit is that we are paying very

high professional fees, interest and profits to

foreign companies. This government is un-

able to understand these problems and is

unable to work out an alternative, the

alternative that the New Democratic Party
has been proposing.
The problems with our branch-plant

economy are well known. We have plants
^vith short production runs to serve the

Canadian market which basically serve the

purposes of the multinational companies and
not the interests of the Canadian market.

Because the Canadian market is so large and

fragmented it carmot be served by one single

industry.

We lack specialization. Despite the fact

that the Minister of Industry and Tourism is

proclaiming his new policy of world product
mandating, we know we are totally at the

mercy of the multinational corporations. No
one can convince Ford Motor Company today
to produce one car in Canada which can be
used for export purposes because the de-

cisions are made in Detroit. No one can
convince Westinghouse to produce one line

which is used for export to the world market,
unless that is in the interest of Westinghouse.
We have the much-heralded example of

Northern Telecom, one of the leading com-
panies in the communications field. It was

producing lines for export when it was in

the interest of the company, but two weeks
ago the president of Northern Telecom asked
the government of Canada for a subsidy
because it could not compete any longer.
Also, we all know that if Westinghouse
manufactures one line in Canada we have
to import the other 60 lines it produces
abroad.
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We have a further problem, which this

government doesn't understand, with the

GATT negotiations. Despite the fact that we
have the Canadian adviser, Mr. Grey, as a

consultant for the Ontario government—he is

London-based, and I think somehow it is

difficult to communicate with him—we are

totally unprepared in Ontario to face the

outcome of the GATT negotiations.

Eight or nine years from now, 80 per
cent of our merchandise will flow freely

from Canada to the United States. At that

point it will be virtually impossible for the

small branch plants of Ontario to compete
with the large American plants. At that point
it will be much more convenient for the

Americans to produce and manufacture in

the United States than in Canada, because

the market will be wide open. Therefore, I

think it's sheer stupidity to ask for a common
market in North America, because what we
are is an economic colony.

I don't want to discuss the serious

problems we have in the automobile industry,
because that issue has been raised several

times. In 1978, the then Treasurer recognized
in his budget paper that we need a fair share

of the market. We know what a fair share

of the market is. We know what the Cana-
dian market is. We know what the Canadian

population is. We know what the consump-
tion of cars in Canada is.

Canada is one of the major consuming
nations in terms of automobiles. But despite
that, and despite the auto pact, we have an

increasing deficit, which last year amounted
to $3,140,000,000 in total automobile trade

figures and $4 billion in parts manufacturing.
That means, in efiFect, that we are not only

losing thousands and thousands of jobs, but
we are also making our position extremely
weak.

In this party we think we need an eco-

nomic blueprint for the 1980s—a blueprint
that the Conservative government is unable
to provide, because it cannot provide the

compassionate, energetic and pragmatic
leadership that was provided 37 years ago
by George Drew, when he introduced his

22 points.

Today we have the docmnent. The
Seventies and the Eighties: From Growth to

Maturity, a document of failures and one
that proves the leadership of this govern-
ment is becoming so anachronistic that it is

destined for failure. What is even worse
is the fact that because of its inability to

put this province in a position of growth—
and if the forecast of the Conference Board
in Canada is true, that in 1980 we wall have

zero growth in Canada, in Ontario we will

have negative growth; if there is zero growth
in all Canada, we know the growth will be
in the west where the resources are, and
we know that in the last two years Ontario
was the last province, the 10th province. In

terms of growth in the manufacturing
sector—we will be in a situation almost of

bankruptcy.
What is even worse is that this government,

in order to impose what it calls a policy of

restraint, is asking the weakest sector in our

society to pay—the pensioners, the disabled

people, the people on general welfare, those

who are less able to fight back.

9:20 p.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Hogwash.
Mr. Di Santo: I could also make a com-

ment on the policies of the Minister of

Education.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: By all means, do.

Mr. M. Davidson: That's your government
policy: hogwash.

Mr. Di Santo: Yes, I will, in fact make a

comment. They are bringing the education

system in this province to the point that only
the wealthy ones can afford to get to uni-

versity.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: That's not true.

Mr. Di Santo: That's true.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: It is not.

Mr. Di Santo: Somebody will denounce that

at some point because by increasing tuition

fees by 17 per cent the minister is excluding
the children of the workers and the children

of the people from going to university.

Mr. Ashe: Baloney.

Mr. Di Santo: What's even worse is she

has been unable to develop a program of

apprenticeship which will allow the people
who come out from the secondary schools to

get trained to become skilled workers. That's

why we are importing skilled workers from
other countries, because of the minister's in-

abihty and the failure of this government.

Mr. Mancini: That's an election issue.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: There are 35,000

people in apprenticeships right now.

Mr. Di Santo: I have raised today the case

of the people who are on Canada Pension

and disability and this government is giving

them $236 a month when they are considered

unemployed.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The real problem
for those people is inflation, and there isn't

a government in this country that has been

fighting inflation more vigorously.
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Mr. Di Santo: I'm glad that the Minister

of Education interjects in such an unwise

way, because if she would go back three or

four years she would understand that the

government of British Columbia, imder Pre-

mier Barrett in 1975, on his own—
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Almost bankrupted

die province.

Mr. Di Santo: That's factual. The minister

cannot deny the facts. I know that she has

strong and wrong convictions but she cannot

deny the facts. He removed the ceilings so

that when the cost of living goes up and the

Canada Pension disabilities are increased,

family benefits and Gains also are increased.

If the minister can tell me that today a single

person can live on $236 a month, I think

either there is something in her or she doesn't

understand the situation.

I want to conclude my remarks by saying
that the economy is the most serious problem
we have. There is a serious problem with this

government because it is asking groups in

our society to pay that can least aflFord it.

There are promises that this government has

not kept but which it keeps raising time and
time again, such as in 1977 in the so-called

Bramalea charter when it promised to elimi-

nate the education tax from the property
taxes for senior citizens; it has increased the

tax credit by 2.6 x>er cent. That speaks to the

failure of the policies of that government.
So we will not vote for the motion of no

confidence of the Liberals because we do not
think that's the appropriate way to handle
the economic crisis that we are faced with,
but we will promise that we will keep fight-

ing very hard for the people of Ontario.

Mr. M. Davidson: A point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker: First of all I want to thank you for

having brought me to order when my col-

league was speaking. I congratulate you for

that and I apologize to my colleague, but I

didn't realize, sir, that his sp>eaking style was
such that it required three open microphones.
I was simply talking to my colleague on this

side of me, and if you picked that up I am
terribly sorry.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am delighted to

have the opportunity to play a small part
and to say a few words in this debate on the

feply to the speech from the throne.

Mr. Speaker, I would first like to con-

gratulate you on the excellent quality of your
performance in your very arduous role and
to congratulate you on the enviable distinc-

tion which you bring to that role in terms
of both exi>ertise and knowledge. Your role

has been eminentiy fair, and I think members
on all sides of the House appreciate the

judiciousness with which you function in

your chair.

I have the honour to represent a riding
which is the fourth largest, in terms of popu-
lation, in this province, and which represents
what I suppose the sociologists would call

all strata of economic base. It also is com-

prised of a very interesting mixture of all

of those people who make up our varied and

facinating population within this province.
There are many of those who are Anglo-
Saxon, who have been in this country for

some time. We have a relatively large popula-
tion of francophones, of members of the

Jewish community.
More recently in the past five years we

have welcomed to York Mills a very excel-

lent representation of many of the newer
arrivals in Canada. All of these citizens have
madie a strong commitment to this province
and to this country, in that almost all of the

residents in the riding of York Mills are own-
ers of homes. They feel very strongly about

their commitment to this province and this

country, and have so signified that commit-
ment by becoming permanent residents in a

specific place.

They are knowledgeable and interested

people and responsible for the first French-

language secondary school within the Metro-

politan Toronto area. It is about the com-
mitment of this government in the area of

educational services to our French-speaking

community that I would like to speak briefly

this evening.

I would like to begin with a short historical

overview which I think will describe the

development of the policies of the govern-
ment in respect of French-language education.

Then I would like to describe a few of the

current programs in support of those policies.

I guess the first lesson history teaches us

in this province is that our francophone com-

munity has very deep roots in Ontario society.

When we discuss the rights of the franco-

phones within this society and in this province
to educational services in their own language,
we are not talking about an issue which is

just emerging at this time. Except for a very
brief period at the beginning of this century,
the French-speaking community in this prov-
ince has always had access to elementary
education in Ontario.

In fact, I am told that the very first school

established within Ontario was a French-

language school at Fort Frontenac, now
Kingston. But until more recently, French-

speaking Ontarians did not have a full kinder-

garten-to-post-secondary educational oppor-

tunity within their own language. Before
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1968, students entering secondary schools in

Ontario had to attend schools where usually

the only language of communication per-
mitted was English and where only a few

subjects could be taught in the French

language. The alternative, of course, was to

attend a private school.

9:30 p.m.

In 1968, legislation was introduced which

changed this situation dramatically. Through
Bill 140 and Bill 141 the use of the French

language as a language of instruction, a lan-

guage of school administration and of general
communication with pupils was given legal

recognition. In addition, the provision of

instruction in the French language was made

mandatory when a minimum number of stu-

dents requested it. Third, French-language

advisory committees were formed to advise

boards of education regarding all aspects of

French-language secondary school programs
and services.

Following this landmark legislation

French-language secondary schools were
established throughout the province. We
now have more than 20 schools serving
more than 20,000 students in the French

language in secondary school programs.
Most of these schools were established with

a spirit of co-operation but there were some

problems experienced in the implementation
of the ministry's policy.

The government therefore set up a com-
mission in 1971 which was chaired by
T. H. B. Symons with a mandate to examine
the general provisions for French-language
education in the province and to submit
recommendations for the equitable resolu-

tion of problems arising from the imple-
mentation of the 1968 legislation.

The Symons commission submitted a

number of important recommendations many
of which were quickly implemented. The
council on French-language schools was
created and chaired by a French-language
senior oflBcial with the status of an assistant

deputy minister. The mandate of that coun-
cil is important, because it was to advise

the Minister and the Deputy Minister of

Education on all matters related to French-

language education at both the elementary
and secondary levels. Its first task was to

provide guidance to the Ministry of Educa-
tion in the implementation of the other

recommendations of that commission.
The council's early recommendations

were proposals that more French-speaking
oflRcials be recruited and that they be
seeded within the various departments of the

Ministry of Education and within its regional
offices in order to provide these offices and

the branches with an on-the-spot sensitivity

to French-language educaticm.

Shortly thereafter the French-language
staff within the Ministry of Education
doubled and the percentage of that popula-
tion is now 17 per cent of the total staff.

Thereafter there were further steps taken

by the ministry in creating the Languages
of Instruction Commission of Ontario, the

role of which is well known to the members
of this House.

Another significant development occurred,
of course, when the chairman of the coun-

cil on French-language schools became, in

fact, an assistant deputy minister and wa.s

appointed a full member of the ministry's

management committee, a committee which
is composed of the assistant deputy minis-

ters and the deputy minister, which reviews

all of the major proposals within the minis-

try and all initiatives within the ministry.
The participation of that French-language
assistant deputy minister in those delibera-

tions gives the Franco-Ontarian community
very significant representation at the very
centre of the decision-making process with-

in the Ministry of Education.

In 1978, the ministry reviewed its regula-
tions governing the operation of both

schools and classes. For French-language
education the regulations were amended to

make it mandatory for teachers in French-

language classes to have received their

teaching certificates and their teacher train-

ing education in the French-language
teacher training institutions. Those policies

also made it mandatory for school boards to

appoint French-language co-ordinators or

French-language vice-principals when the

French-language enrolment reached a speci-

fic minimum level.

Through these recommendations and the

pohcies that have been developed there has

been an expansion of French-language
education within the schools, but it was not

sufficient for approximately 15,000 students

within the mixed school situation in the

province and that, of course, led to the

statement of policy which was delivered

October 5 regarding mixed schools.

We are urging, through this policy state-

ment, school boards operating mixed schools

to review their current arrangements in very

close consultation with their French-

language advisory committees and where it

is judged to be appropriate, desirable and

possible, to establish French-language school

entities by appointing French-language prin-

cipals and staff and grouping its French-

speaking students in a homogeneous setting.
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As la result of that initiative, I can say that

of the 34 mixed schools within the province
the most recent information we have would
demonstrate that within eight boards deci-

sions have been made not to change the

status of their mixed schools for 14 schools.

Three boards have made the decision to

establish French-language school entities.

Ten boards are going to maintain their mixed
school program with a gready improved
French-language program. There are three

'boards with entities already established and
which will probably expand their program,
and there are three boards with four schools

that are still deliberating the activities which

they will undertake.

Just a few weeks ago the ministry an-

noimced additional funding to facilitate these

school reorganizations in order to provide a

further French-language educational pro-

gram. Included in that program is a grant
of up to $3,000, payable over three years, to

offset the costs associated with the establish-

ment of each new French-langauge secon-

dary school entity. Additional grants have
also been provided through the small

secondary school program which will ensure
that small French-language secondary schools

of the secondary variety are able to operate
as viable units in spite of a relatively small

size.

In addition to that, mixed language secon-

dary schools will be receiving additional

grants as well in order to encourage the

expansion of course offerings in the French

language within those schools. To further

enable school boards to establish new
French-language secondary school entities,

capital fxmds will be made available to

undertake such alterations as are necessary
for the board to properly implement the

program.
It is obvious that policy statements may

not ensure that francophones will be prov-
vided with a quaUty of educational oiypor-

tunity within their own language. The gov-
ernment's initiatives in the general area,

which for the purpose of these programs is

extensive, will be of value within French-

language education. But there are programs
which we are carrying out in support of that

French-language education which are not

generally well known.
One of the major obstacles to overcome, if

we are going to provide French-speaking
students with quality educational programs,
is the diflBculty in ensuring the adequate
delivery of appropriate learning materials in

the French language. To illustrate the sever-

ity of the shortage, in 1971 Circular 14,

which contains the list of the authorized text-

books for use in secondary schools, con-

tained 2,500 English-language titles and only
100 French-language textbooks.

Given that the French-language schools

must cover the same range of coiu-se offer-

ings, it is easy to imagine that this could

have a crippling effect on the quality of

education. French-speaking teachers teaching
in French-language schools to French-speak-

ing students would either have to translate

or use materials available only in English.

Because of the limited marketability of

French-language materials, the pubhshers in

Canada find it financially very diflBcult to

produce the required materialls for programs
being offered in French-language schools.

The ministry has taken a number of initia-

tives to alleviate this problem. The Franco-

Ontarian resource guide is at the present
time being developed, produced by the

Ministry of Education in conjimction with

the University <rf Ottawa.

Teachers in French-language schools at all

grades will be able to use this publication,

not just to help French-speaking students

understand their heritage, but also to help

English-speaking children become more
familiar with French Canada and with

French literature and heritage.

An annual grant of $500,000 is allocated

annually to the Centre franco ontarien des

resources p^dagogiques in Ottawa. The prin-

cipal function of the centre is to facilitate the

sharing of French-language, noncommercial

learning materials, materials which are pro-

duced by the various school boards. Last

year some 50,000 items were sold at cost

recovery to schools across the province and

even to some schools outside Ontario.

In addition to that, in 1975 the ministry

launched a special project to assist financially

publishers and producers of learning mater-

ials. One third of the total amount of the

approved budget in the learning materials

development plan was allocated to the pro-

duction of learning materials for French-

language schools. In the first 19 months of

operation of this plan, more than $1 million

was spent for the development of French-

language learning materials for Franco-

Ontarian students in this province. This

included a federal participation of almost

$400,000.

9:40 p.m.

In 1977, a special fund was created to

meet the specific needs of French-language
schools. This new fund replaces the French-

language component of the learning materials

development plan, and in its first three years
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of operation $7.5 million has been allocated

for the production of some 350 items of edu-

cational resource material for Franco-Ontarian

students.

In addition to this, efforts have been made

by the ministry to improve the quality of

French-language education related to the

qualifications of teachers and the availability

of specialized professional services. There are

two French-language teacher education in-

stitutions in Ontario, one in Sudbury and

one in Ottawa. Once teachers graduate from

these institutions they receive from the min-

istry a teaching certificate valid for French-

language schools.

The schools, whether they be French-

or English-language institutions, require more

than teachers with basic qualifications only

if they are to offer their pupils adequate edu-

cational opportunities. In this respect, French-

language schools have special needs because

generally speaking, in this province and else-

where outside Quebec, there is a shortage of

French-language teachers with additional

qualifications in specialized areas.

We have taken a number of initiatives to

try to alleviate this problem. We are trying

to take full advantage of the expertise that

is currently available, and the ministry at this

time purchases the service of French-language

experts in various fields from school boards

employing such experts and lends these ex-

perts free of charge to other boards in need
of the services. The seconded specialists are

grouped in three regional teams, each headed

by a co-ordinator, and there are 42 educators

involved in this program this year. The min-

istry has allocated $1.9 million this year to

that program to provide the support services

required for French-language education.

We have also established a bursary pro-

gram to assist teachers in French-language
schools to upgrade or update their qualifica-

tions through winter evening courses. Addi-

tional allocations are given to teachers who
have to travel some distance to attend these

courses. Last year, 1,000 such bursaries were

granted, for a total of $225,000.

Since the need to work and learn in the

French-language context is experienced not

just by students but also by teachers in their

professional development, the ministry has

made arrangements to create a French-

language professional development centre at

Laurentian University, where a number of

French-language courses are offered each
summer. If a school board wishes to send one
of its French-language teachers on a full-

time study leave, it can apply to the ministry
for a special $20,000 grant towards the salary

of the substitute teacher. The annual budget
for this program is $300,000.

The ministry has just concluded an agree-

ment with the government of France whereby
20 French-language teachers of this province
will be given an opportunity, at very little

cost to them, to attend a four-week summer
course at the University de Tours.

In addition to that, the ministry has estab-

lished a special fund to help school boards

and teacher associations in the organization

of professional development activities for

teachers, and the budget for that this year is

$300,000.

French-language schools have a rather

special role to play in this province. They
are looked upon by the French-speaking

community as one of the principal bulwarks

against assimilation, and they function in

many areas of the province without the sup-

port of a French-language socio-cultural en-

\'ironment. To complicate this even further,

there isn't any doubt about the fact that it

costs more to provide minority-language edu-

cation because of such factors as more limited

enrolment and the higher costs of learning

materials which must be provided.

To ensure that school boards are able to

meet those extra costs associated with the

provision of French-language education, the

ministry has provided additional financial

aid to school boards across the province. The

boards receive an additional $150 per ele-

mentary school pupil, $45 per grade nine and

10 pupil, and $50 per grade 11, 12 and 13

pupil. These funds must be used for the

improvement of French-language services

and procedures, and they have been estab-

lished to ensure that this is effectively carried

out. The budget for this program kst year

was $17 million.

In addition to elementary and secondary

education, a good deal of activity has taken

place within the post-secondary field as well.

Educational services to francophones have

been extended in the last decade at the post-

secondary level and this is increasing on a

regular basis. The expansion of French-

language services in the universities is re-

flected in the bilingualism grants allocated to

the institutions.

Following a 1976 study by the Council for

Franco-Ontarian Education and the Ontario

Council on University Affairs—which calcu-

lated the actual costs of bilingualism-the

grant for bilingualism was increased by $1

million in 1978-79 and a further half million

dollars in 1979-80, over and above the

normal operating grant increase. In 1979-80
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the bilingualism grant was $6.25 million and
in 1980 $6.7 million.

In addition to the bilingualism grant which

sujjports incremental operating costs, the

ministry administers a program of grants for

the development of new French courses.

These grants are awarded on the recom-
mendation of the Council for Franco-Ontarian

Education and they are aimed at defraying
the costs of development and startup of new
courses. In 1979-80, the grant under this

program was $263,500. Some of the projects

recently funded include the inter-university

group of Franco-Ontarian studies, the science

and engineering courses at the University of

Ottawa, the translation of medical textbooks

at the University of Ottawa, the translation

program at Glendon College, social work
courses at Laurentian University and a com-
merce program at the College de Hearst.

The decision by my colleague, the Attor-

ney General (Mr. McMurtry), to extend the

right to trials in French in this province
made the need for lawyers trained in the

French language more urgent and the faculty
of law at the University of Ottawa agreed
in 1977-78 to begin offering, in addition to

their civil law program, compul'sory courses

of the common law in French.

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities

supported the university with increasingly

large grants in 1977-78 and 1978-79, and in

1979-80 a grant of $160,000 has been made.
Initiatives have also been taken in the health

sciences by the government. It has been
decided to provide, in 1980-81, a special

grant of $100,000 to support new courses

and other projects in the health sciences area

at both Laurentian University and the Uni-

versity of Ottawa. The grants will be an-

nounced in the very near futiure.

There are fellowships for studying in

French available to French-language stu-

dents within this province. The federal pro-

gram of second-language fellowship in

Ontario is administered at the Fellowship for

Studying in French and gives $1,000 or

$2,000 to students for Franco-Ontarians and
others to take programs in the Frendi

language.

There are initiatives which have also been
taken within the community college system
in support of French-language education. The

policy for teaching in the French language
in the community colleges was approved by
my predecessor, now Minister of the Environ-

ment (Mr. Parrott), in 1976. The policy pro-
vides programs and/or courses in the French

language in the community colleges which
serve French-speaking communities. It also

ensures a sharing of learning resources

materials among the colleges in ordter to

maximize their use and to minimize their

costs.

The implementation of the pohcy was
initiated through an intensive and ongoing
program of professional development for

francophone personnel and the implementa-
tion of a mechanism for equitable fimding of

the incremental costs incurred by six colleges

offering and planning to offer courses and

programs in the French language. Those col-

leges were Algonquin, Cambrian, the Corn-
wall campus of St. Lawrence, Canadore,
Northern and Niagara.
Five colleges constitute a smaller group:

Georgian, Sault Campus at Elliot Lake, Con-

federation, St. Clair and Mohawk plan to

meet the needs of Franco-Ontarian adults

and eventually those of post-secondary stu-

dents. This year there is a budget of $140,000
allocated for this purpose.

In 1972-73, 31 programs were offered to

693 French-speaking students at the com-

munity colleges of this province at a cost of

$790,000. In 1980, for a total of $4 million,

these funds are to be expended in maintain-

ing 2,133 students in 87 programs taught

entirely within the French language or in the

bilingual mode, and in specific adult educa-
tion projects employing 500 French-speaking
personnel at the community colleges of this

province.

9:50 p.m.

At the present time we have under inten-

sive study the possibility of offering man-

power, apprenticeship and trade programs in

the French language. Human resources will,

in fact, be required to develop, to translate,

to implement industrial training coiu"ses for

motor vehicle mechanics, tool and die makers,
and the entire range of skilled tradesmen

required in the work force.

The ministry identifies and monitors and

audits all funds allocated for French-language
services in the community college system.
The colleges are currently meeting the chal-

lenge of the 1980s for their Franco-Ontarian

constituents I believe in a competent, efficient

and very cost-effective manner.

There are so many activities related to

French-language education in Ontario that I

find myself obliged to give only a partial list

of those activities; but I do know that in

spite of what one reads very frequently, par-

ticularly in the Quebec press, and what one

hears very frequently, particularly from mem-
bers of the third party, the government of

this province continues its priority efforts to

improve French-language services, and it
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indicates through the amount of activity

which is carried out and the commitment to

that activity, the extent of its supix)rt, which

is vigorous, towards the French-speaking

community within Ontario.

I am aware that those across the floor

believe there is less than total commitment
to that program. It is unfortunate that they

are entirely and unequivocally wrong in that

assessment. We continue to provide further

support for French-language education and

shall continue to do so to the best of our

ability. We shall do so with the best, I

believe, of good small-c conservative prin-

ciples, and that means we will do it as

efficiently, as economically and' as rapidly

as we possibly can. We shall, as we have

always done in the past, involve the French-

language community in the discussion of the

programs that are to be developed and

provided.

There Is no province in this country more

committed to the support of French-language
education for its minority group within its

province. We do not believe one has to pass

legislation in order to ensure that that pro-

gram will be delivered; it is much more

rational to dfevelop the program to provide

the services to the people than it is to pass

legislation that cannot be met.

The record of this government is excellent

in support of French-language education. It

continues to be so and it will be in the

future. We shall be very much concerned

in order that we will provide the best

possible French-language educational oppor-
tunities for Franco-Ontarian students in

Ontario. We hope, as well, to be able to

encourage our anglophone students to parti-

cipate equally vigorously in the French-

language instruction that is available to

them. It seems to me that the future of this

country depends upon our capability to

understand and be sensitive to one another

We cannot afiFord in Canada to do any less.

Mr. Ealdns: Mr. Speaker, it's a pleasure
to rise to speak briefly in this debate. As
the representative for the great counties of

Victoria-Haliburton, I feel very honoured to

represent the counties that have sent to

Queen's Park some very excellent leaders

who have certainly left their imprint on this

province.

I heartily agree with my leader that the

future of Ontario is indeed up for review.

Traditional advantages have been weakened,
old development attitudes are no longer

applicable and the international economic
situation has changed drastically. Ontario's

progress can no longer be taken for granted.

Ontario has been described as the troubled

giant of the Canadian economy. Long the

dynamic industrial and financial heart of

the country, recent reports now show the

province is uncertain and faltering. This Ls

the disturbing view of the Ontario economy
recently made public by the Department
of Regional Economic Expansion.

I want to touch on a number of areas

which cause me concern, some provincially
and some affecting parts of the riding I

represent.
The Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) was here

earlier and I want to touch on the needs of

the county of Haliburton. This afternoon I

spoke on the need for Department of Re-

gional Economic Expansion funding for this

county.
We listen in the Legislature to members

speaking on behalf of areas of the province
which are in need of assistance because of

unemployment. One problem for the county
of Haliburton is that it is considered to be

neither in northern Ontario for provincial

funding, such as the $10 licence plates, nor

in eastern Ontario as far as DREE is con-

cerned.

The county of Haliburton needs assis-

tance for the creation of employment. It

is very difficult to qualify for DREE fund-

ing when one of the major requirements is

a percentage of unemployment. It has been

difficult to have industry locate there be-

cause of the lack of provincial and federal

incentives.

I feel we cannot, as the Treasurer has

done, compare Haliburton with Muskoka,
Victoria and Peterborough coimties. Hali-

burton is in a class of its own because of

its particular position. It has perhaps the

largest number of senior citizens and the

second lowest wage rate in the province.

The county of Haliburton is going to be

requesting a meeting with the minister and

I hope that, with provincial support, we can

change the quahfications for DREE funding

so that Haliburton can participate.

I want to touch on several items. One is

Wintario funding, for which the minister

this afternoon announced the noncapital

support program. I believe on Thursday he

is going to discuss the capital support pro-

gram.
I hear criticism both in my own party

and by members in other parties in regard

to Wintario funding, but I pay tribute to

the Ministry of Culture and Recreation for

what it has meant to the small communities

of this province.

A number of these could not afford a

focal point, a community centre, were it
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not for the assistance of Wintario. In any
changes the minister plans to make I hope
he wiU keep in mind to make a commimity
centre available.

Through its assistance to the comities of

Victoria and Haliburton it has given a new
life to small communities which otherwise
would have had to go to a large centre for

recreational activities or even for a com-

munity focal point. This has been of great
assistance to them, and I thank the Win-
tario project and the ministry for the pro-
gram to date.

I hope this program will not be changed
so drastically that it will eliminate many
of the smaller communities.
The Minister of Consumer and Com-

mercial Relations (Mr. Drea) is here, and I

want to touch on one item that interests him.
I discussed it in the House a week ago. I

have been concerned about a contract soon
to be awarded by the Liquor Control Board
of Ontario—^which comes under his ministry—^for a system of computerized cash registers.
This was reported in the editorial section of

a Toronto newspaper a few weeks ago.
The contract will be worth between $10

million and $20 million to one of eight firms

which have submitted tenders. One of those

firms is a small Canadian business which

apparently is offering the right price, ad-
vanced technology and an attractive product.
Yet, it may not be the successful bidder for

the very reason that it is a small business.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Come on, the honourable
member knows better than that.

Mr. Eakins: That's true.

Hon. Mr. Drea: After what I have done
for them?

Mr. Eakins: I'm talking about the remarks
of the Minister of Industry and Tourism
(Mr. Grossman). The LCBO might award
the contract to a larger, more established

firm because it is easier and less risky to

deal with a sure thing.

10 p.m.

The LCBO is an agency of the provincial
government. If such government bodies are

not going to do business with the smaller

enterprises, then how can we expect the

private sector to extend a similar preference
towards small companies?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Grossman said that?

Mr. Ealdns: No, I'm saying it. We dis-

cussed this in a question to Mr. Grossman
and he said we would not know until May 1

who the successful bidder would be. But one
of the problems is to make sure that Cana-
dian small business is going to have that

opportimity to compete and to be awarded a

contract.

Hon. Mr. Drea: I think you've been very
badly misled, or I don't understand the con-
text. They're in a very enviable position.

Mr. Eakins: I'm glad to hear that. I just

want to make sure they are in an enviable

position.
The Ministry of Industry and Tourism

should not have to be a watchdog, as it has

been, to ensure that the small businessman
is getting his fair share of govenmient con-

tracting and subcontracting.

Hon. Mr. Drea: That is factually incorrect.

I took the lead in it.

Mr. Eakins: The Minister of Industry and

Tourism, if the member v^dll check Hansard,
said he took the lead in it.

Hon. Mr. Drea: No, I took the lead in it.

Mr. Eakins: I'm pleased to hear that.

A legislative commitment would guarantee
this. That is why I introduced, in October

1977, an act respecting small business in

Ontario. That is why I intend to reintroduce

it in this session of the Legislature. When
the act was debated in 1977 it was accepted
in principle by all parties of the Legislature,
but the present Minister of Industry and
Tourism has refused to bring it to committee.

Section 3 of my act would have ensmred
that where a small business is ofi^ering the

same bid as that offered in all other valid

tenders, the bid of the small company would
be accepted. In other words, the LCBO
example is exactly the kind of situation that

my small business act was intended to ad-

dress. The concluding statement of the

editorial, I believe, summed it up perfectly—
that industrial strategies don't come about by
accident.

Also, I want to turn to tfie tourism sector

and address some remarks to that. I wonder
whether Ontario will be left behind in the

1980s in its tourism sector. We all know we
have had a great deficit over the years in the

tourism sector. Ontario's share has been

something like $600 million. The national

deficit is $1.7 billion. So it is of great con-

cern, and I feel that it should be giving a

higher profile and greater priority to this

industry.

With research indicating that Ontarians

have been spending an increasing amount of

their disposable income on tourism-related

activities, there is every indication that our

tourist trade could be one of the most promis-

ing industries in this decade. If, on the other

hand, Ontario does not caxritalize on this in-

creased totuism si>ending, our provincial
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travel account will see far greater losses in

revenue than ever before as Ontarians take

their dollars elsewhere. They vnW do that if

other destinations prove more attractive.

My concern is that our tourism sector may
not have been upgrading or maintaining its

facilities enough to give us the competitive

edge needed to attract our share of the tour-

ist trade. Five years ago, 26 cents out of

every dollar loaned by the Ontario Develop-
ment Corporation went to toiurism. This fig-

ure has experienced a steady deterioration

over the last five years. The annual report

of ODC for 1978-79 has just been released

and has indicated to us that now less than

six per cent—I believe it's 5.9 per cent—of

every dollar loaned by the province goes to

tourism.

On April 9, 1979, I pointed this out to

the Minister of Industry and Tourism, who
felt at the time that his ministry was paying
a great deal more attention to the tourist

sector than many other industries; yet the

most recent ODC report shows that the dol-

lar amoimts being loaned to the tourist sector

relative to other sectors is less than one-

quarter of the share it received only five

years ago.
In the report of the Liberal task force on

tourism, we warned the minister that the

small tourist operator had neither the time

nor the expertise to deal with the provincial

development corix)rations.

The attitude towards the ODC has be-

come one of frustration, due to the ipaper-

work necessary to present a case for financial

assistance. The tourist operator in northern

Ontario has only a few short weeks before

and after his regular season for any capital
structure improvements. The delays he might
have to put up with from NODC could set

his plans back for many months.
As one representative put it to our task

force in one of our meetings there, "We are

not lawyers, we are not accountants; we are

tourist operators." It is my suspicion that

many tourist operators have given up trying
to deal with the ODC.
By the ministry's own submission, it has

realized the sharp decline in the borrowing
activity of this sector, and now maybe the

minister will admit the fact there is a prob-
lem here. Until he starts to appreciate the

make-up of our provincial tourist sector and
starts to deal with the sector in a more ef-

fective way, our facilities will continue to

erode.

Whether Ontario will keep the benefits of

increased tourism expenditures in the 1980s
or be the loser in the travel trade will depend
largely upon the maintenance and improve-

ment of our tourism sector facilities. I only

hope we are not left at the starting gate.

Last evening I met with a group of camp-
groimd operators from district six, surround-

ing the area which I represent, and they are

very concerned with some of the liaison

through the provincial ministry. Members
will recall that in May of last year the

minister announced he •N\'as turning over the

licensing of campgroimds to municipalities.

I suppose this is imder the thought of im-

proving mimicipal autonomy, but it has left

the campground operators in the hands of

some 700 or 800 municipalities in Ontario

which are unaware of what to charge or how
to assess the campgrounds.

I think it has been rather unfair that the

ministry has brought this about without

carrying through with the liaison on their

behalf. I know the campground people have

written to the Minister of Intergovemmental
Affairs (Mr. Wells) and I believe the minis-

ter's reply is that he will be making a deci-

sion within the next month, but no decision

will be made without input from the camp-

groimd people.

I hope there will be some legislation

which will be supportive of them, because at

the present time they are a pretty divided

group, having been dropped from licensing

by the Ministry of Industry and Totu-ism.

They play an important part in the economy
of this province, and I hope they will be

given every opportunity to put forth their

case vdth the minister.

There is another area which the member
for Wellington-Dufferin-Peel (Mr. J. John-

son), is very interested in, and I would like

to sujyport him in the promotion of farm

vacations here in Ontario. Ontario is per-

haps one of the smaller vacation areas for

farm vacations in Canada. While they are

booming in Quebec and the Maritimes and

western Canada, we have not really given a

great deal of thought to this. I feel it is a

great opportunity for our farms, our agricul-

ture people, to make available their facilities

to people wishing to become involved in

vacations. It is a great opportunity and I

am sorry the Ministry of Industry and Tour-

ism is not as interested in the farm vacation

program as are other provinces.

I am pleased there is going to be some

improvement in the tourist information cen-

tres. This has been a great need for a long

time. The facilities we have had have not

been encouraging to people who visit our

country. There should be an all-inclusive in-

formation centre where people not only get
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information but can also exchange money and

get all types of assistance and information.

Also in connection with that, we need to

upgrade the rest areas along many of our

highways which I think are a disgrace.

Mr. Haggerty: Particularly in the Niagara
Peninsula.

Mr. Eakins: That's right, in the Niagara
Peninsula there is a tremendous need for

upgrading and I just hope they realize that

and do something about it very soon.

10:10 p.m.

I would like to mention that when the

Treasurer brings in his budget I hope he
will give consideration to the 10 per cent

tax on meals. I feel it is wrong to charge 10

per cent for what they call luxury meals in

Ontario. One can buy a fur coat for one's

wife and the tax is only seven per cent, but
on meals in Ontario over $6 it is 10 per cent.

I feel, and I am sure our party feels, the tax

on meals should be no higher than it is on

any other commodity. I also feel the exemp-
tion should be raised to $7.

Another program which I think deserves

a lot of support and also deserves to be given
a much higher profile is the "We Treat You
Royally" program. It is an excellent program.
However, wearing a button with the words
"We Treat You Royally" doesn't mean that

we treat you royally. I go into hotels in

Toronto and see people wearing the "We
Treat You Royally" button to help the pro^

gram, but they never smile, they never speak
to anyone and they do anything but treat

people royally. This is one area which I

think started o£F well, but the training pro-
gram itself has to be upgraded.
The minister could start right at Queen's

Park and not go out to the people working
in the hospitality industry and say, "You treat

people royally." It is something which is not

going to happen this year or next year; it

is something which is going to be ongoing.
It is an excellent program that has been
started, but we have to give it more profile
and more priority.

I shall also be looking forward to the min-
ister's announcement in regard to what is

going to happen to Minaki Lodge. I believe
at the end of March he was to reach some
decision and that he is working on it at the

present time. I don't know whether it is going
to be a prison farm, as suggested by the

member for Simcoe Centre (Mr. G. Taylor),
or a gambling casino, as suggested by the

member for Fort William (Mr. Hennessy).
Whatever it is, it is costing the taxpayers of

Ontario $1,000 a day. I think the minister

should certainly come up with some decision

very shortly.

I would also like to suggest to the Minister

of Industry and Tourism that I feel it is time

Ontario Place operated in the black. At the

present time, I believe we are still subsidizing
Ontario Place by approximately $1 million,

or perhaps a little less now. With the number
of people attending and the very reasonable

rates charged for some of the excellent enter-

tainment, certainly some accommodation could

be made to increase the fee at particular
hours if necessary, but I think it is time that

Ontario Place operated without a subsidy.

Our party also strongly supports a conven-

tion centre for Metropolitan Toronto. At last

count, there were some 77 international con-

ventions which could not come to the Metro-

politan area because it does not have a con-

vention centre to accommodate them. While

many people feel that perhaps a convention

centre serves only Metropolitan Toronto, this

is not true. I feel it can be a great force for

tourism right across the province, for this can

be the focal point for people. With tourism

information centres in the convention centre,

the rest of the province can benefit greatly.

First of all, we have to get the people here

and a convention centre is the proper ap-

proach. I hope some decision will be made
at all levels of government to bring this

about.

In order to help the tourism industry in

this province, I feel a realignment of minis-

tries would be in order to focus upon the

tourist industry, our second industry in the

province. Recently, British Columbia devel-

oped a ministry for tourism only. All too often

the Ministry of Tourism in Ontario is hidden
under the shadow of the Ministry of Industry.
We are, I believe, the only province in

Canada where tourism is second to another

industry. In every other province it is first.

In the days and months ahead, I hope that

Ontario will see a very progressive tourism

industry and that we \vill soon be operating
in the black instead of in the neighbourhood
of a $600-million deficit.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

express my appreciation to you for the excel-

lent job you are doing as the Sx>eaker of this

House. I would like to say I appreciate per-

sonally the excellent liaison you have created

with the people who visit Queen's Park. I

know all members of the House feel this way,
and they have all appreciated your hospitality
and the liaison you have been able to bring
about. I appreciate it personally, and I would
like to take this opportunity to thank you.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, following
the Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson),
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I feel like saying, "M. le President"; I am
very pleased that French-language services

are being so weU filled in this province.

It is especially pleasant for me to be able

to speak this evening, because it is approxi-

mately the first anniversary of my election,

although I was not inducted into the House
until April 12. I follow a great member,
Stephen Lewis, my predecessor, who spoke
in many throne speech debates. It's my
pleasure to try to follow in his footsteps, al-

though I reahze there wiU be a great amoimt
of room on either side as I step.

I would also like to join tlie last speaker
in what I tmderstand is the traditional recog-
nition of the role of the Speaker. In all

honesty, I am pleased to be able to do so. I

didn't know I would be able to get the

privilege of complimenting you publicly for

the things you have done in terms of making

my life easier as a new member. I did not

have to be shown the washroom, but a

number of other things you did were very

helpful, sir.

I would also like to say you have made
yoiu* imprint on this House and on the way
the Legislature operates, both in your open-
ness to all staff and all members and in your

openness to the public at large. As a result,

these buildings are very much a welcome

place where ^all Ontarians can feel at home.

I don't know if this is procedurally correct,

but I would also like to send my compliments
down to the table to thank them for their

efficiency and the dignity with which they
have treated my faux pas as I have sent

them down. I have been reminded that I

am supposed to add Scarborough West be-

hind my name, because there is another

member in the House with a similar name,

althoug'h he has no "t" in it. I have been
advised as to the appropriate ways to submit

res-olutions, which I did again today to mark

my anniversary in the House. I appreciate
the work they have done as well as the

number of resources they have in the chamb-
ers downstairs and the advice they give

privately as well.

I find it strange to be speaking in the de-

bate on the speech from the throne, because
it seems to me they are all very vague; they
all lack direction. But this particular one, it

seems to me, must have been written by a

very large committee indeed. I think it work-

ed on the principle, "If you can qualify any
statement, please do so." They must have hiad

a very large thesaurus of vagaries and a

means of diluting, with any adjective one
could find, any direction that might come
out of a statement. I find it very hard to get

to the meat of anything in this speech from

the throne.

If one were looking at it in terms of the

time we are spending in the House, one
would have to say that it ls a very innocuous

mixture indeed of Pablum and platitudes,

and we sx)end an inordinate amount of time

and debate on it. I find it frustrating that we
are not getting down more to the practical
business of the House. But that is perhaps my
own impetuous youth speaking.

I would hope that I would see in a

speech from the throne some vision—some-
what blurred, somewhat vague, as one would

expect visions to be, but at least showing
some sort of direction. I must say that is

especially the case at the beginning of a

decade. I must say I find the speedh from

the throne very disappointing in that fashion,

but 1 find it impossible to attack bombastic-

ally. I find it hard to yell and scream about

it because there is so Httle substance to it;

it is so much ^ wet bag and very hard to

deal with.

10:20 p.m.

That is why I find the position of the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) on

the no-confidence motion just so much pre-

posterous posturing, because I feel he has

decided that he can hold the same position

maybe for another four, five or six weeks

and therefore be able to run through a

campaign. But as the member for Downsview

(Mr. Di Santo) says, if it went any longer

than that I am afraid he would be reversing
himself again and would have to fight the

election on totally different grounds.

I guess one df my greatest disappointments
with the si>eech as a whole is that it doesn't

reflect what I am getting back from my con-

stituents in my latest riding report in terms

of their concerns. I asked them to name the

two largest issues in this province, and I

received back the following kinds of prior-

ities: unemployment, the high cost of food,

high energy costs and concern about the

supply of energy, and mortgage and interest

rates. Those are the major ones that seem

to be repeated over and over.

If one goes through this speech from the

throne and tries to find any hope that these

things will be resolved, one finds slim pickings

indeed, and I find that quite disappointing.

In my riding there are a great number of

people who are suffering very directly from

the unemployment problem. In the last year

we have had' the notice from the multi-

national Inco Limited that they are moving
out their ESB battery plant and men with

25 years of seniority are being put on the
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streets. Pilkington Glass Limited, another

British major multinational, has dosed up
half of its shop and some 400 people are

without jobs there. There is no agn in the

speech that there is going to be any action

from the government to stop multinationals,

to put teeth into actually trying to convince

them not to treat us just like poor second

cousins or third cousins but to try to pre-

serve jobs.

There has been no sign in this House in

question period from the Minister of Indus-

try and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) that he was

even willing to meet with the Pilkington

workers and talk about it. As a result I have

people in my riding who are most sadly

out of work and with very few prospects

for jobs, many of them being unskilled and

many of them not being likely to find other

work, being in their mid-50s to late 50s.

Many of the people who have been res-

ponding to my questionnaire have been call-

ing for better use of our natural resoiurces,

saying we should be producing more of our

own goods from our natural resources, some-

thing we in this party have been calling for

for a number of years. Yet there is no indi-

cation that we will be doing that either.

Another very large concern is this whole

business of labour and the way there seems

to be a double standard. We treat the multi-

nationals with kid gloves and give them

guaranteed free loans but won't protect

workers. This double standard concerns me
about the whole area of labour relations,

from the first-contract problems that have

been experienced around this province, where

there is no indication that there is going to

be direct action to overcome them, to the

lack of wiU on the part of the Minister

of Labour (Mr. Elgie) and the Minister of

Education to enforce Bill 70 in the schools

in terms of the maintenance workers and the

asbestos problem.
I was in a blistering rage the other night

in trying to pose a question to the Minister

of Labour and I am afraid I was ineflFective

because of that. A red rage is not the most

effective way to try to conduct parliamentary

business, and for that I apologize to the

House; it would have been better if it had

been a cool white temper, I think at that

time.

For four months that ministry knew some-

body had died' from an asbestos-related lung

ailment and had taken no action to go out

and investigate the needs of the workers in

that work place. That same minister knew the

imion had been fighting to try to get a health

and safety committee established in that area

two months after the compensation claim had

been accepted by his ministry, and yet he
was not wdlling to take any action.

I was in a rage about that. I feel there is

a lack of seriousness on the part of this

government in terms of the rights and tlie

safety of workers in this province, and that

is deplorable.
Nowhere do I see in the speech from the

throne any idea that the major inequity of

the property tax burden is going to l>e lifted,

that there are any real solutions in sight; no
mention that education costs are tmnatiu^ally

placed on the home owner; no idea that the

elderly are going to be protected from this

extra burden; no idea of just how an equit-
able assessment is actually going to be

brought about and why social services should

be lumped on so heavily under property tax.

I think that's one of the areas where leader-

ship is lacking and where the people of

Ontario are looking for leadership.

The question of affordable housing is very

important to people in my riding—a riding
which has had a lot of affordable housing
in the past but no longer does. I commend
the Minister of Housing (Mr. Bennett) for

stepping back from Seaton, which was a

terribly planned concept, but I deplore the

fact that there is a total laok of imagination
as to what to do in Metro about housing.

In the northeastern portions of Scarborough
there is a huge tract of government-owned
land which could readily be used for public

housing. In the Downsview airport lands

there is a huge tract that coiild be used for

affordable housing. There is no suggestion
in this speech that there is going to be any

priority given by this govenmient to find

that kind of housing.

That kind of housing, given the energy
costs that are going to drive people back in

to Metropolitan Toronto from places like

Oshawa and farther east, could be linked

to the TTC very efficiently and effectively.

It should be something which will be in-

cluded, hopefully, in the budget.

OHC tenants have recently gone through
the fear and the spectre that public housing

will be taken away from them. I was con-

cerned about the kind of language that was

used by some groups in the city to try to

sponsor that fear, but I understand the root

of it. Although I am pleased with the an-

nouncement of the Minister of Housing about

their rent-geared-to-income—that assistance

will now be provided and municipalities are

not going to have to pay that seven per cent

—I do have to wonder what deal is behind

that. What bargaining is the Minister of

Housing undertaiking there?
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In my riding I have a group of women
whom I am very proud to have worked with

—family benefits recipients who have gone
back to school, and who have tried to up-

grade themselves and come back into social

service work to help the people of this

province and do so better than a lot of

social workers who came from middle-class

backgrounds like my own might be able to do.

They have been there and they have ex-

perienced what it is like to have to live on

family benefits assistance in this province.

Hon. Mr. Norton: What are you saying
about social workers?

Mr. R. F. Johnston: It's nice that the

Minister of Community and Social Services

now decides to heckle at this point. I think

it's only appropriate that he should do so.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Do what?

Mr. R. J. Johnston: To heckle, sir.

I would like to suggest at this point, be-

cause the heckling interrupted my fine flow,

that this is an appropriate time to ask for

the adjoiimment.

On motion by Mr. R. F. Johnston, the de-

bate was adjourned.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview

(Mr. Di Santo), under standing ordter 28, has

stated that he is dissatisfied with an answer

to a question posed to tlie Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services (Mr. Norton). I

will listen to the member for up to five

minutes.

INCREASE IN SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Mr. Di Santo: Thank you Mr. Speaker. I

wrote to the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton) on March 3.

Today I asked a question related to the fact

that whenever a Canada disability pension

recipient has an increase in his pension be-

cause of the cost of living he automatically

loses the same amount of money in terms

of family benefits and Gains.

I think this is a despicable situation. I

invited the minister to review this situation,

because we all know that despite his latest

increases announced last week this situation

doesn't change for people who are either

imemployable or disabled; and I never did

understand that distinction.

We all know that today it is impossible
for a person to live on $230 a month when
that person is imable to work because of a

physical disability. We also know that for six

years the provincial government has been

trying to make a new agreement with the

federal government. That agreement has not

been reached. The only people who are pay-

ing are the people who are on family benefits

Or on Gains in the province. The number of

those—according to the figures of the ministry
—is 12,255. I don't see any initiative by this

government to remedy that situation because

we know that the poverty line, as established

by Statistics Canada, is $4,800 for a single

person. I'd like the minister to explain to

us how a person can live on $238 a month.

[10:30 p.m.]

I received many letters, and I want to

read one into the record because it's very in-

dicative and responds to the callousness and

the lack of sensitivity of this govenament.
"Dear Mr. Di Santo:

"In the past month, February, I received

an additional amount of $26 to my Canada
Pension Plan, but in the second week I

noticed that it had been subtracted from my
family benefits payment.

"Mr. Di Santo, those of us who are unable

to work and depend on those monthly pay-
ments find it hard to understand why this

type of action was taken. How can the gov-

ernment, both federal and provincial, honest-

ly believe that they are doing me and my
family good by adding in one and subtract-

ing from another?

"Those of us who are under family benefits

are not lazy, for it is for health reasons that

we find ourselves where we are. The raise of

$26 on our Canada Pension Plan is not a

remedy to the high cost of living when it is

being deducted elsewhere.

"If the federal and provincial governments

truly want to help, an increase in either both

or one benefit should be granted and my
particular matter be rectified. With the taxes,

gas, water and electricity going up, it is very

hard to live on the payment that my family

receives. If one bill is paid, the other is not.

"I have written to Mr. William Davis on

a mnnber of occasions, but he neither an-

swered my letter nor has tried to help. Could

it be that he is unaware that people are liv-

ing at a much lower standard than he is?"

This is the problem. We have a govern-

ment that doesn't want to take into con-

sideration a situation which is extremely

serious. In fact, the minister in bureaucratic

language answered my letter by saying the

province is unable to be flexible in this

matter due to the federal government re-

quirements contained in the Canadian Assist-

ance Plan, whereby family benefits allow-

ance must be reduced in accordance with an

increase in available income.

Then the government, as we read in the

Toronto Star last week, was able to give $3
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million to sell new cars, while a mother
waters down the formula for her baby. The
headline in the Star is very indicative, and
I think the minister should consider it.

"Cheating the needy is an invitation to dis-

aster." That's what he is doing, because these

people are so scared that they send anony-
mous letters because they fear the ministry
can deduct completely family benefits ot

Gains. The minister is doing a disservice to

our society.

Mr. Speaker: The member's time has ex-

pired. The Minister of Community and Social

Services.

Mr. Grande: Come clean.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I intend to

come clean, entirely clean.

With respect to what I thought this after-

noon was the essence of the member's ques-
tion, I stand by that aspect of my response
this evening in terms of the explanation of
the technicalities of why it was necessary for

my ministry to make adjustments in situations

where there are increases at times in the
Canada Pension Plan that do not coincide

with our provincial increases. As I understood
the member's question this afternoon, it was
specifically directed towards that.

However, I do wish to respond a little

further to the member's statements this even-

ing, particularly in so far as he raised the
issue of the question of poverty in tiiis prov-
ince and certain other issues with respect to

initiative. I would point out to the member
that he speaks of something of which I know.
He may feel that because of certain constit-

uents he represents or a certain background
he brings to bear in this Legislature, as each
of us do, he has a unique perspective on that

situation. I suggest to the honourable mem-
ber that if that is his perspective, he is

somewhat misled.

If, in fact, he is addressing himself to the

specific issue of why, when the Canada Pen-
sion Plan was increased, the provincial one
is not—and this is my understanding of his

question this afternoon—this evening his

question went beyond that. It is a different

question from the one I dealt with this

afternoon.

If, in fact, he admits now—and he is nod-

ding his head—that his question is related to

the specific question of why, when the Can-

ada Pension Plan is increased automatically,

the disability pension provincially is not in-

creased. Is that the question?

Mr. McClellan: You use it as a subsidy.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Is that the question?

Mr. McClellan: You are using it as a sub-

sidy.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I am sim-

ply coming to the conclusion that I don't

know what the question is, because of a

variety of voices that are emanating from the

benches opx>osite. The honourable member

initially nodded his head indicating that was

the issue. Now I ask him to shake his head

if he means that is not what the issue was.

If that's the issue, I would respond as I

did this afternoon. As the member knows,
and as I explained this afternoon, the ques-
tion was simply: When the Canada Pension

Plan increases, why doesn't the disability i>en-

sion provincially increase? I explained that

to the honourable member this afternoon as

clearly as I can. I can't understand why he

fails to understand it.

There is a ceiling which is established with

the concurrence of the federal government in

terms of the total income of certain indi-

viduals who are in receipt of family benefits,

which includes disability pensions. If the

income from one source or another increases,

the ceiling will not increase, especially if it's

from a federal soiurce. The federal govern-
ment demands that of us as a provincial

government.
As a result, when federal pensions increase

to those persons who are already in receipt of

provincial benefits, the provincial benefits

must be adjusted so their total income does

not exceed the agreed upon amount. It's as

simple as that.

Mr. EM Santo: It's deplorable.

Hon. Mr. Norton: The member may say it's

deplorable.

Mr. Speaker: The minister's time has ex-

pired.

The House adjourned at 10:38 p.m.

ERRATUM

No. Page Line Should read:

9 327 4 Supplementary estimates, Ministry of Government Services,

Mr. Wiseman 319
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTRY

RURAL ELECTRICAL RATES

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

advise the House that I have requested the

Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch) to obtain

from Ontario Hydro, special electricity rate

proposals designed to reduce the diJfferential

between the retail rate for electricity paid

by rural residents and that paid by urban
residents.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Finally, after 37 years.

What a great day!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Do you want some of the

history of it?

Mr. S. Smith: There wouldn't be an elec-

tion coming, would there?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say to the

interjection of the Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. S. Smith), who still so badly wants an

election, this government feels it is here to

govern. If he wants to go out traipsing around

politicking every day of the week, let him
be my guest.

The government and Ontario Hydro have
had discussions about the desirability of mini-

mizing the spread in rates between rural

Hydro customers and those communities serv-

ed by municipal utilities.

The House leader for the Liberal Party

(Mr. Nixon) has a particular interest in this.

It may have some economic impact.

Mr. Nixon: I have been subsidizing your
rates for years.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The order before the

House is ministerial statements.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am delighted to see you
in the chair, Mr. Speaker, but your colleagues

really are interrupting a great deal today.

Average rm-al rates are 29 per cent higher
than the average municipal rates. It is my
exx>ectation that those proposals will be avail-

able this fall so that revised proposed rates

could be introduced by Ontario Hydro as

quickly as possible. My own personal objec-
tive would be no later than January 1.

Thursday, April 10, 1980

As members of this House are aware, the

retail electricity distribution system in this

province is for the most part municipally
based. Ontario Hydro produces bulk power
at cost and sells it to the 324 retail municipal
electric utilities, serving over tw'O million re-

tail customers. Each municipal public utility

purchases electricity at essentially the same
rate from Ontario Hydro and then adds its

own retail distribution costs. These costs usu-

ally represent about 15 to 20 per cent of the

total cost of electricity sold to the consumers.

Because of the different distribution cost con-

ditions in different communities, municipal
retail rates differ widely across the nrovince.

When a municipality does not choose to

establish a municipal electric utility, or in the

more remote areas of the province, the Power

Corporation Act requires Ontario Hydro to

supply electricity directly to the retail cus-

tomers. Ontario Hydro also sells electricity

directly to 100 large industrial customers and,

by means of diesel electric systems, to cus-

tomers meeting minimum density require-
ments in remote communities, mostly in the

far north. At the present time, Ontario's rural

retail svstem or rural power district serves

over 770,000 retail customers or 27 per cent

of the electricity customers in the province.

The rural power district serves a large geo-

graphic area, some 250,000 square miles, with

a very low average customer density: an aver-

age of only 14 customers per mile of distribu-

tion line versus an average of 100 customers

in the municipal system.

The current inequity is going to become

increasingly burdensome as the trend con-

tinues towards urbanization. Each year more
and more rural areas are becoming part of

our urban municipalities, and in most cases

it is the most densely populated portion of

the rural areas which undergo this change.
All of this means that over the next few years
the rural cost burden will be shared by a

decreasing number of people in more sparsely

settled areas of the province, unless we do

something to offset the situation.

In the last 10 years, some 80,000 custom-

ers who were formerly supplied with electric-

ity directly by Ontario Hydro became custom-

ers of municipal utilities. The percentage of

Ontario electrical consumers served by munic-
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ipal utilities is also increasing steadily. Gov-
ernment policy continues to be aimed in that

direction, but the comparatively higher rate

consequences for those not served by munic-

ipal utilities are obvious.

It is with this probability in mind that I

have directed that ways be found not only to

avoid this rate trend but, in fact, to reverse

it*

Let there be no misunderstanding about
the government's continuing and abundant
faith in the mimicipal distribution system.
There is the highest regard for the com-
missioners and staflFs of the 324 municipal
utilities who serve the people of Ontario so

well. They perform an essential and in-

creasingly important service in the distribu-

tion of electricity throughout their municipal
systems.

It is the government's objective that the
rural rate differential be substantially
diminished for those who by reason of

geography are served by Hydro directly and
who pay more than municipal customers.

This will mean that the lower rate would not
recover all the costs of the rural power
system.

It has long been a principle that the elec-

trical customer receive power at cost. That

principle will be maintained. It is also a

fundamental principle that each community
—that is, municipality—should pay for its own
retail distribution costs and this may, as it

does, result in mimicipal electric retail rates

varying widely across the province.

However, when the principle that each

municipality should pay its own retail dis-

tribution costs is applied to the customers of

Ontario Hydro's rural power districts, it is

apparent that there is an inequitable burden
being placed on those who live in the rural

parts of Ontario.

It is this inequity that I have asked the
Minister of Energy and Ontario Hydro to
address and to make recommendations to me
ior its solution.

Mr. Nixon: On a point of order: As Mr.
Speaker and the Premier (Mr. Davis) know,
the rules require the tabling of the com-
pendium of background information on a
statement of policy of this type. Does the
Premier have the material available for the

interested members of the House and the

community?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I under-
stand the rules. The policy being announced

today is a very simple one. I have asked the
Minister of Energy and Ontario Hydro to

make recommendations to me and to the

government as to how we might reduce the

inequities between the urban and the rural

customer.

I would suggest to the honourable member
that when those recommendations come for-

ward, which will result in a further policy

statement, we would be delighted to attach

to it the various studies et cetera that are

required. I think it is fair to state that there

doesn't need to be a compendium on a

statement where I have asked Ontario Hydro
and the Minister of Energy to solve a prob-
lem.

Mr. Nixon: Would the Premier simply
table the information that is available to him
that indicates the serious nature of these

disparities and which would lead him to ask

his colleague, the Minister of Energy, to look

into it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have a

feehng the leader—not the leader, that's a

Freudian slip—the House leader of the

Liberal Party actually discussed some of

these figures with me some months ago in

this House. But I would be delighted to get

further information for him.

Mr. S. Smith: Now that after 35 years they

have discovered the rural rates are the high-

est in Canada west of New Brunswick, who
knows what else we might find out from the

cabinet today?

Mr. Nixon: Nothing like a httle pressure to

make the Tories move.

Mr. S. Smith: Word of an election sure

brings them out.

ORAL QUESTIONS

ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask a question of the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller), in view of the very severe financial

difficulties Ontario farmers are finding them-

selves in because of the unprecedented high
interest rates, and in view of the requests from

the Ontario Federation of Agriculture made
to the Treasurer on March 25 asking for

short-term loans at 10 per cent interest to

help farmers-

Interjections.

Mr. S. Smith: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker, it

would appear that some of the urban mem-
bers of the Conservative caucus are not much
interested in hearing about the problems
faced by the farmers, but we're quite inter-

ested.

In view of the letter the Treasurer has

received from the Ontario Federation of Agri-
culture asking for short-term loans at 10
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per cent interest to help the farmers through
the 1980 cropping season, is the Treasurer

now prepared to state what assistance he will

provide for needy farmers in Ontario?

2:10 p.m.

Hon. F. S. Miller: In specifics, no, Mr.

Speaker. I can only say to the Leader of the

exposition (Mr. S. Smith) that this problem
is very grave. He knows we're studying it and

discussing the problem of interest rates in

general with the federal government.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary:
Since there have been considerable numbers
of reports indicating that some farmers have
had to sell oflF their farm machinery to reduce

their debts, and one bank alone is said to have
foreclosed on 40 cash-crop farmers west of

London, Ontario, this winter; and since bank

managers have files on their desks right now
of farmers who are being put to the wall; and

given the many millions of dollars that the

Treasurer was able to find for other matters,

including $15 million he was prepared to

spend to help some people get rid of the in-

ventory of 1979 automobiles, it does appear
to me that the Treasurer should be doing
more than studying this.

Would the Treasurer not accept that this is

a very serious threat to rural Ontario? Will he
do what every other province has been able

to do, and make some money available to the

needy farmers in Ontario, before it's too late,

at reasonable rates of interest?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I find myself in rare

agreement with the honourable member, who,
the other d'ay, had the opportunity to say he

totally disagreed with Ottawa's interest-rate

policy. He has an opportunity to say that in

public today.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's after helping to get
them elected.

Hon. F. S. Miller: It's nice to see him
turn around so quickly after he canvassed

rural Ontario on behalf of that party. The
Liberals then raised the interest rates far

beyond what our government had.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr, Speaker, I have a
twofold supplementary question. Why does
the Treasurer have to study this when prac-
tically every other province has indicated the
solution is the provision of preferential inter-

est rates?

Secondly, if the Treasurer is willing to see,
for example, the distressed businessmen in

Port Hope being assisted, and worthily assist-

ed, at six per cent interest, why can't he

move immediately to do something about the

distressed farmers of the province?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I would

say I'm kind of aware of the distressed farm-

er problem because I happen to own half of

a farm; it happens to be a dairy farm. I hap-

pen to know what interest rates are doing to

that farm, and I happen to know that right

now you can't change the price of miUc if

you want to when the interest rates go up. I

know what's happening to the price of feed.

It's very simple to try to put the blame on
this government when the members opposite

know, and I know, that fiscal and monetary

policies of that nature are federal.

Mr. MacDonald: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: The Treasurer has deliberately
avoided answering the question.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Nixon: Mr, Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary of the Treasmrer. Would he not agree
that the fact that in this province less than

one per cent of our budget is allocated for

agricultural programs is a clear indication

that the province, and the government of the

province, is not sufficientiy concerned with

the problems the farmers have and, in fact,

he is not listening to his Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food (Mr. Henderson) or, perhaps,
the minister is not speaking loudly enough to

the government members, who don't seem to

understand that there has to be the allocation

of some funds in this regard?

Hon, F. S. Miller: It's interesting to note

that when the Minister of Agriculture and
Food read the statistics on federal grants to

farmers in three provinces—I believe he did

that very recently—it showed that the grants
in Ontario per farmer were somewhere in the

$400 range and in Quebec, they were in the

$3,000 range. That's a supplement the mem-
ber supports.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: What steps will the government of On-
tario take in order to provide credit at modest
terms to farmers in view of the fact that every
other province in Canada now provides that

kind of credit assistance for farmers, and

recognizing, as this province has yet to do,

that lower-rate credit for farmers not only

helps farmers but also helps to keep the cost

of food down to the consumer?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Obviously, Mr, Speaker,
the cost has to come up somewhere, I think

the one thing the member's party has never

recognized is that a subsidy in one area costs

somewhere else. That's one of the major prob-
lems. The interest-rate problem has potential

for cost that we believe has to be shared with
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the federal government. Ontario stands ready
to work with that government.

Mr. Riddell: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: If the Treasurer agrees with

me that the farming industry is still the

basic and prime industry in Ontario and that

agriculture provides 20 per cent of the jobs

and relies directly on the farmer, why is it

so diflBcult to come up with $25 million to

help the farmers in 1980 when he can come
up with $28 million overnight for the Ford
Motor Company of Canada Limited to estab-

lish one of its plants in Windsor?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Obviously, Mr. Speaker,
in a total budget of around $16 billion, we
are providing money on many fronts. Yet day
after day, in my estimates debates, the

Liberal Party consistently tells us we spend
too much money on support programs. I

don't understand how the honourable mem-
ber can say both things.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. Final supple-

mentary, the member for Welland-Thorold

(Mr. Savart).

Mr. Swart: Does the Treasurer not realize,

Mr. Speaker, that Statistics Canada has in-

dicated there will be a general reduction in

net farm income estimated this year at some
12 per cent and in Ontario at 40 per cent?

Shouldn't this encourage him to put in a

special plan for Ontario to have a system
•which does not give less than the other

provinces do to the farmers?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
bers opposite have all 'assumed we are not

concerned about the problem. That is totally

wrong. We are very concerned about the

problem. The thing is to have a solution

that is efiPective and does not multiply the

problem. We have been trying to sort some
of these problems out at the proper level of

government. Ontario stands ready to share

a number of things with the federal govern-

ment, but not necessarily to go it alone.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Second question, the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith).

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order: Hundreds of farmers have driven

down to hear this question answered. I think

the chair should please consider the fact

that they want some answers on this very

important qiiestion our leader asked. I think

we should have more supplementaries on it.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. That is, I

suppose, a type of a point of order. I will

consider the suggestion from the member
for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent). However, I

have taken into consideration that this matter

will be discussed at a later time in the opera-

tion of the House this afternoon. Second

question, the Leader of the Opposition.

Hon. F. S. Miller: But on this special day,

on his 65th birthday, the member should be

allois^ed a supplementary.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. The Treas-

urer has suggested that the House give con-

sideration to the member for Grey-Bruce. Do
I have the agreement of the House to allow

the member to ask a supplementary?

. Interjections.
' Mr. Sargent: When I get my first pension

'cheque, I will buy you all a drink.

i Mr. Speaker, in view of the fact that the

Treasurer and the Premier (Mr. Davis) have

been bragging that they are too proud to

accept a $500-million equalization payment
from Ottawa, why should they allow thou-

i sands of farmers and small businessmen to go
down the drain in this province because of

pride? They can't take pride to the bank.

What are you going to do about this dis-

astrous situation? We had a meeting the

other night with 500 farmers-

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The question has

been asked.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I hate to be political on

the honourable member's birthday, but the

first Telex I got from the Minister of Finance

was that he was retroactively bringing Bill

C-26 back into action, which cut Ontario oflF

from any chance of equalization payments.

Interjections.

2:20 p.m.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Just a second now. For

some time Ontario has been trying consistently

to renegotiate a reasonable redivision of the

moneys flowing through this country. It recog-

nized there are problems. Five hundred and

seventy million dollars is owed to us. Three

billion dollars has flowed to the seven recipient

provinces per year. One half of that, $1.5

billion, goes to our neighbours to the east in

Quebec. Not a cent goes to Ontario and we
wouldn't get it retroactively from the federal

Liberal government even if we tried'.

Mr. S. Smith: That is the height of hyx>oc-

risy because the minister knows he favoured

that.

Mr. Rotenberg: It takes one to know one.

Mr. S. Smith: Now that the Treasurer and

I have been painted with the same brush by
the member for Wilson Heights (Mr. Roten-

berg), we have a certain kinship in this regard,

at least in the eyes of that honourable mem-
ber.
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FORD AGREEMENT
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I ask the

Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller): Are there any
agreements, memoranda or letters between
the government and tlie Ford Motor Com-

pany of Canada Limited setting out the terms

under which the government of Ontario pro-

vided $28 million to Ford to build a new
engine plant in Windsor? If there are such

agreements, memoranda or letters, will the

Treasurer agree to table those documents as

soon as possible?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Yes, there are, Mr.

Speaker, and yes, I am prepared to table

them.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary, I

would appreciate it if the Treasurer would
table them today, if he can. I can appreciate
it may take a little time.

Can the Treasurer tell the House if those

documents confirm what the Treasurer stated

in this Legislature March 29 last year. I quote
his statement at that time. He said: "This new
plant will represent a net direct addition to

total employment in the area of 2,600 jobs."

Is that statement in fact confirmed in the

agreement?

Hon. F. S. Miller: No, it is not, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question: Perhaps the Treasurer could answer
this on behalf of the government. In view of

his willingness to be forthcoming with the

agreement between the government and Ford
Motor Company, could he explain why the

Minister of Indtistry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) said that after taking legal advice he
would in fact table the agreement? That was
several months ago and he has not yet done
so. When will this government put that on
the table and why isn't it before us now, in

view of the promises that were made before?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, govern-
ments make many agreements between parties,

not all of which are put out in the public
domain. Yet, in diecldng this agreement and

asking for legal advice, I could find no reason

for its not being in the public domain, nor

any legal impediment to doing so.

In that case, and since it doesn't divulge
matters which are confidential, I would rather

the House have the opportunity to 'look at it

than assume there was something in it that

was not correct.

Mr. S. Smith: The Treasurer now admits his

statement of March 29, 1979, in this House is

not in accordance with the agreement his

government signed—I understood him to say
that. Would the Treasurer please explain to

this House whether, when he said, "The new

plant will represent a net direct addition to

total employment in the area of 2,600 jobs,"

he was simply mistaken or was in any way
misled in his understanding of the agreement,
or whether he knew what the agreement said

but was simply engaging in a certain degree
of wishful thinking?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I would like to look at

the exact words in Hansard. I don't think I

tried to imply the agreement required that. I

think we were saying that that was the num-
ber of jobs that were created by that particu-

lar investment. iTiat was only roughly half

the total number of jobs.

I have to point out to my honourable col-

league that the number of jobs that are being
created in that area, because of that plant

being there, is 2,600.

Mr. S. Smith: It is right there; read it.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I can read and I gladly
will. The idea that the number of people

working at any one point in the automotive

industry stavs constant is one I am sure

members will recognize as not acctirate.

What I tried to say the other day in this

House was that we are at a very low point
in automotive production. I am told, for ex-

ample, that Ford's production in Canada is

down 21 per cent this year from last year. It

is down 24 x)er cent in the United States. We
have actually stayed somewhat ahead of the

Americans in that area. The whole automo-

tive industry has gone through cycles for-

ever. The fact remains that when that fac-

tory is functioning we will have that many
more employees than we would have had
without it.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

redirect my question to the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman). I would
ask the minister if it was his understanding
that there were any, if not written commit-

ments, certainly oral commitments from Ford
that these jobs would be in addition to the

present work force in Windsor? If so, what
has he done over the last couple of weeks to

talk to the Ford Motor Company and put

pressure on that company to maintain the jobs

in the casting plant in Windsor? What has

he done and how much notice has Ford given
him about the closure of this plant?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: With regard to the

first part of the question, my interpretation

and reading of the document conform with

that of the Treasurer's. Discussions are going
to go on among ourselves, Ottawa and the

Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited to

try to ascertain just what was implied in tfie

contract.
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I think it is fair to point out that with the

situation in the Ford Motor Company opera-
tions in the United States where some 45,000
people have been laid ofiF, it's rather difficult

for anyone to suggest that it was foreseeable
two years ago that today there would be
45,000 people laid oflF in one car company
alone in the United States. We can't foresee
all those things. Indeed, if the American auto

industry, governments or the UAW had been
able to foresee this land of market situation,
the technology would have been mounted two
years back to meet the market conditions to-

day. It wasn't that easy to predict.

With regard to the second and third parts
of the question, I had a meeting with Roy
Bennett, the president of Ford Motor Com-
pany of Canada Limited, a week ago today
in my office at which time we discussed a
whole range of matters including this one. At
that time he updated me on the discussions

going on.

I should remind the House that as of today,
Ford Motor Company still has not reached a
decision to close that plant. This is not to

say it will or will not make that decision. I

only remind the member that the decision
has not yet been taken by the Ford Motor
Company and I asked Mr. Bennett to come
to my office last week to discuss specifically
that matter and a whole range of other
matters.

I should caution the House at this time that
I suspect we are going to see more layoflFs in

the auto industry over the next few months.
The situation will likely get worse before it

gets better. I do firmly believe, as do all of

the motor companies, the car companies and
the auto parts industry, the situation will get

dramatically better in the next couple of

years. But let's be honest and open with
ourselves: The situation is not going to im-

prove in the next couple of montibs.

We spoke to Mr. Bennett about it, im-

pressed upon him the importance of giving
us the opportunity to have input in that de-

cision, and stressed upon him the importance
of keeping that plant open if at all possible.
He undertook to keep us informed on a day-
to-day basis with regard' to the decisions of
Ford Motor Company over the ensuing days.
He has met that undertaking. My ministry
officials in my absence over the last couple of

days have spoken to Ford Motor Company
daily, as recently as this morning. We will

continue to keep on top of the situation and

press upon them the importance of tr>ing to

find a resolution for this matter in favour of

Ontario.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: On Tuesday, April 1, I asked
the question: "Can the minister assure us that

none of the machinery or equipment at the
Ford foundry"—that is the casting plant—"is

being transferred at this time to the United
States? Can he assure us that the 2,600 jobs
at the Essex plant of the Ford Motor Com-
pany wiU be 2,600 jobs in addition to those

that are currently working on the Ford casting

plant?"

2:30 p.m.

The minister replied: "I can tell the mem-
ber the answer to his first question is that

those kinds of movements"—that is, referring
to the movement of equipment out of that

plant—"are not now occurring and that those

layoffs are not happening."

My wife has received half a dozen phone
calls at my house indicating that machinery,
equipment, dies and so forth currently are

being transferred to the United States. Once
that equipment is transferred, we can rest

assiu-ed Ford will not put that plant in opera-
tion again. Can the minister assiu-e us that

is not taking place?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, our in-

formation, which I believe to be quite ac-

curate, indicates the press reports upon which
the honourable member based his question
last week were accurate; that is, tools and dies

only, and only some of them, had been moved
to Michigan to do some testing back at the

head office operation. Obviously they have not
moved any of the—

Mr. M. Davidson: What do you mean
"only"? What else is there?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I acknowledged last

week, I might say, that Ford Motor Company
obviously was testing the equipment with

regard to the company-wide plans to reallo-

cate some of its equipment; that applies not

only to the Windsor plant, but also to a

whole range of plants throughout the United'

States. I indicated the tools and dies had
been taken there for testing. The heavy equip-
ment there obviously is still in place, because

the plant is still operating as of today.
I repeat to the honourable member that

the mere fact Ford Motor Company has not,

as of today, moved out the heavy equipment
as yet, as some people fear, indicates it has

not made a decision to close down that plant.

I want to make it absolutely clear, we do not

suggest that tools and dies have not been
moved. I indicated that last week; the press

report was accurate. Indeed, we are concerned
about that. Hence, my request to meet with

Mr. Bennett; and he came in to see us.
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ASSISTANCE TO FORD

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question for the Premier (Mr. Davis), arising

out of a trip to Windsor which I made yes-

terday with a number of my colleagues from

the federal and provincial NDP caucus to

see what is happening in the auto industry.

If I might, Mr. Speaker, I would say that

while we are very concerned about what is

happening in Windsor, I am even more de-

pressed by the subservient attitude the gov-
ernment is taking in view of the unemploy-
ment and layoffs occurring in the auto in-

dustry.

My question to the Premier is this: Given

that two years ago the Premier said Ontario

was providing assistance to Ford Motor Com-

pany, not because it believed in incentives

to the automobile companies, but because it

had come to the conclusion that the money
had to be given owing to the jobs involved;

and since it is clear now that with the closing

of the casting plant there will be more jobs

lost or more layoffs at Ford than will be

created at the new engine plant; will the

Premier say what steps the government in-

tends to take to ensure that the 2,600 new
jobs, to which he referred in August 1978 in

connection with the engine plant's construc-

tion, are new jobs in fact and not simply re-

placement jobs for jobs that now are being

phased out?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, one has to

look at this both historically and in the

light of the current situation.

Mr. Laughren: Go back to 1965.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, not back that far.

As I recall the discussions at the time, the

government of Ontario and the then govern-
ment of Canada—now the present govern-
ment of Canada—made a decision to assist

Ford Canada. It was done on the very simple
basis that if we had not, that particular

plant, which represents close to $600 million

worth of investment, would have been
located at another geographic location, prob-

ably Lima, Ohio. That fact is really without

dispute, and there is no questions that was
the intent of the government.
The honourable member can question that

decision, but I have to tell him this, and I

say this very objectively: If we had not

made such a decision, the problems they face

in Windsor and the expectation as to their

resolution with respect to employment six

months, a year or two years down the road,

would be far worse than they are today.
If I were a member from Windsor, I

would be not grateful; that's not the right

word—I would recognize the decision that

^^'as made to assist Ford Canada was a great

plus then and an even greater plus now in

the light of what is happening to the auto-

motive industry generally.
When that decision was made—I know

the member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy)
has very great foresight

—the automotive in-

dustry generally did not anticipate the

downturn it is now facing. I will take a lot

of blame in terms of government policy for

some things, but I will not accept the re-

sponsibihty for people not purchasing auto-

mobiles, nor will I accept responsibility for

the fact that an increasing number of people
are purchasing automobiles made outside

this continent. I won't accept responsibility
for that. I don't dictate that policy.

The reality is that the automotive in-

dustry is going through a difficult period.
In terms of the Ford plant and the invest-

ment the taxpayers made in it, I would be

very upset if at this moment we were facing
the Windsor situation knowing that that

$500-million to $600-million plant and 2,600

jobs were being created in a state of die

union rather than in Ontario.

Hindsight is a great thing, but I have to

tell you, Mr. Speaker, I am very thankful

we made the decision when we did, or the

situation would be far more difficult than

that which we are facing today.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question:

Since the Premier talks about the responsi-

bility of his government, is he prepared to

take the responsibility to ensure that giant

multinational corporations don't take away
with one hand what they are being paid by
the taxpayers to provide with the other?

Specifically, will the Premier undertake that

in future, if the government decides to ad-

vance any fmrther money into this industry or

other industries in ordter to help to create

jobs, it will ensure there are guarantees that

no old jobs will be taken away at the time

the new jobs are being created?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Unlike the leader of the

New Democratic Party, I don't have that sort

of divine power to create a market situation.

What I can do, and what we have done, is to

make it abundantly clear that moneys were

advanced by this government—and this was

made clear to Ford—in anticipation of the

creation of new job opportunities.

I think it is fair to state-and I am not here

defending Ford, multinationals or anyone
else-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's all right. Listen,

you people don't sing the same tune when
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you are back home in Windsor. You people
don't sing the same tune when you are at

oJBBcial openings. Neither do the people in the

Liberal Party sing this tune when they are in

Windsor talking to their own constituents.

You don't say this when you are talking to

the UAW membership; you don't say this sort

of thing when you are there present with
them. I happen to know that some of you
have said the government was right in sup-

porting Ford's creation of this new plant.

Mr. Speaker, what I can't do for the leader

of the New Democratic Party is guarantee
what the car market is going to be. This mudi
I can say: If the car market historically had
remained this year and last year as it has

been for the last five years there would be
no problem in Windsor; in fact, there would
be 2,600 new jobs being created because of

the foresight of this government and this

situation wouldn't have occurred. I can't

guarantee the market; I wish I could, but I

can't.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

redirect a supplementary to the Treasurer

(Mr. F. S. Miller). In view of the statement

that the Premier has just given about the

high number of foreign cars being sold, and in

view of the Treasurer's public musings about
his suspicion of dumping by the Japanese
car manufacturers, has he requested an offi-

cial inquiry by the combines investigation
branch or by the dumping authorities in

Ottawa to look into this matter, in view of

the fears he has expressed?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I dont

think I could say I have officially requested it,

but in my letter to Mr. MacEachen I did

allude to the problem and suggest we had
ereat reservations about this and we would
like to see something done. I also followed

that up much more bluntly and openly in our
discussions with him—I don't mean bluntly to

him, but in terms of the problems—and I did

answer some questions from the press when
I was in Ottawa that day about the 25 to 30

per cent, or whatever it is, of the Canadian
car market currently occupied by foreign
products.

I simplv say that we in this country have
lived by the spirit and intent of GATT nego-
tiations. At the same time, we have seen other

coimtries, through nontarifF barriers, virtually

prevent our products from going there. I

think we have a very common front here and

something needs to be said about it.

2:40 p.m.

Interjection,

Hon. F. S. Miller: Who in fact controls

importation in this country? Not the province

of Ontario; it is the federal government, and
the member knows it.

At the same time I did point out to them
and asked the companies involved why this

doesn't happen. If the documentation is there

that Japanese cars are $400 to $600 less in

Ontario than they are in the United States,

why can't something be done?
Their argument is that the present require-

ments at the federal level are such that it

would take two or three years to prove a

case and even then their chances are poor.
That is exactly why I suggested some of the

requirements by Mr. MacEachen.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if I can redirect

back to the Premier, I would report to him

the sense of outrage that exists in Windsor
over the impending closuue of the Ford cast-

ings plant and the feeling everywhere we
went in Windsor that this is a breach of faith

by Ford Motor Company, particularly after

having received the $6 million in federal and

provincial money, or whatever they received

of that up until now. Is this government pre-

pared to take any remaining sums that were
to have been paid to Ford and urge the fed-

eral government as well to take any sums
that it has yet to pay to Ford and put that

money into a special fund, making it clear

that money will not be released until Ford

agrees to rescind its plans to close the cast-

ings plant with a loss of 850 more jobs?

Mr. Ruston: I asked the Treasurer that on

Tuesday.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member asked the

Treasurer on Tuesday? Tm delighted he asked

it.

Mr. Roy: He didn't answer either.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He didn't answer it either?

Mr. Speaker, I intend to answer.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I know you
are very nonpartisan but your former col-

leagues are really being very obstreperous

today. They are interjecting a great deal.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Just disregard the

interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Do you disregard them,
Mr. Speaker?

In answer to that supplementary question,
this government has been in almost daily

communication with Ford of Canada. They
are very aware of our concern about the

casting plant. They are very aware of our

concern about the state of the automotive

industry generally and the desire we have, in

this government, to protect as many jobs as

we possibly can. This has been communicated
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to the head of Ford of Canada and to mem-
bers of his staff.

I think it would be very prematxire to sug-

gest that we get into a situation of penalty
or what have you. We are looking for solu-

tions both in the short- and the long-term
with respect to Windsor and the automotive

industry generally.

METRO DAY-CARE SURVEY

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new
question for the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton), arising out of

the survey of day care in Metropolitan To-
ronto which was completed recendy by the

Metropolitan Toronto Social Planning Council.

In view of the findings of that survey that

there are 2,500 parents with kids on waiting
lists for day care in Metropolitan Toronto and
that there are 3,600 inquiries every month

by people desperately looking for a place
where they can get day care for their children

so that they can have two incomes that they
need to survive, can the minister say what

plans the government has to provide an ade-

quate amount of day care this coming year in

Metropolitan Toronto and elsewhere in the

province?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I find it

difficult to comment on the sx)ecific document
to which the honourable member refers since

I have not yet received a copy of that. I have

requested a copy. It had been the practice

previously when such reports were being
made public that they often sent a copy to me
sliglitly in advance of its public release so

that I would be aware of it. For some reason

that did not occur this time.

However, in response generally to the hon-
ourable member's question I think that he

ought to bear in mind that the implications—
at least if the press reports are accurate in

terms of what that says—of that report are

quite incorrect. It suggests there is some
reduction in commitment on the part of this

government to the provision of day care. In

fact, we have annually, over the last three

years, had increases in the funding for day
care in excess of 12 per cent. In the 1979-80
fiscal year, the increase in funding for day
care was 12.5 per cent greater than the previ-
ous year.

This year we are projecting an increase of

12.9 per cent in the funding for day care,

which will raise the total expenditures in the
course of this present fiscal year to almost

$48 million. I suggest at a time when in other

provinces in this country there are reductions
in the number of spaces provided for children
in day care, this province stands well in ad-

vance of other jurisdictions in Canada by con-

tinuing to increase the commitment to day
care.

In fact, my expectation is this year we will

increase the number of spaces by between
700 and 800, at a time when it would appear
that in other parts of the country the number
of places are being absolutely reduced. The
overall situation in Canada is that there is a

reduction in the number of day-care spaces,
but that is not the case in Ontario. Ontario
continues to expand the service in the com-
munities across this province.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Would the

minister not agree that what Ontario is doing
is running to stay far behind, and that nothing
is being done to match the demand that

exLsts among families and single parents who
need day care, specifically since Metro social

services tells us that only 65 new day-care
places were created in Metro Toronto last

year? Since, by that measure, it would take

40 years of provision of day care to catch up
with the waiting list that exists today, can the

minister say whether or not the government
intends to take the vigorous kind of action

that's required in order to meet today's day-
care needs today? Specifically, will he take

day care out of the welfare system and argue
for it to be put in the educational system in

vacant classrooms so we can provide adequate
day care when it's needed', which is now?

Hon. Mr. Norton: There are actually quite
a few questions in that question. I am not

sure whether I can remember them all at this

point.

I think, first of all, I would refute, and I

think I need say no more than that the as-

sumption that the member has put forward,
that day care is part of the welfare system in

this province, is totally erroneous. It is mis-

leading the public for the member to suggest
that.

With respect to the numbers of spaces, I

can't, without having had the benefit of

knowing where they got their data, confirm

whether, in fact, 65 is an accurate figure or

not. It seems to me to be extremely low, al-

though I would suggest to the honourable

member that it is not the province which
funds specific day-care spaces. We fund the

municipalities and on the basis of our budget-

ary increases to them, they make the pur-
chases of service.

What lias happened in some municipalities,

and I am very unhappy about this, is there

are subsidies being given to very-high-income
families. In fact, I .suggest in some instances

that is causing die family in greater need to

go without. The policy of one municipality
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in this province has led to subsidies going to

families with incomes in excess of $75,000,
and that is in the leader of the NDP's munic-

ipality, in the Ottawa area. He should check
with his municipality. The municipalities have
a responsibility, I suggest, to ensure that the—

Nfr. Cassidy: And so do you.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Certainly we have, and
we are discharging ours. I think they ought
to be sure they engage a more equitable and
fair distribution of the limited resoiuces that

are available. We are providing resources at

substantial rates of increase over previous
years. Each year we are doing that. The
municipahties have a responsibihty as we'll to

ensure the distribution of that at the munic-

ipal level is equitable. I cannot assume that

responsibility for them.

Mr. S. Smith: If I could I'd like to redirect

a supplementary to the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller): Will the Treasiirer consider bringing
in tax incentives for businesses that will estab-

lish day-care centres on their premises for

their employees? Does he not think that the

time has come for incentives of this kind,
which would enable the larger industries to

have day-care centres on their premises for

the children of their employees?

Hon. F. S. Miller: In the normal course of

events within the cabinet, a process with
which I assume the member will never be-

come familiar, we have a mechanism by which
a policy field reviews things. I would expect
a recommendation from that minister to me
and then we would give the money if such
sum was required.

2:50 p.m.

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, we'd rather

have d'ay care in schools than in factories.

I'd like to redirect a question to the Minis-

ter of Community and Social Services with

respect to his statement that day care is not a
welfare service. I ask the minister how he

expects an average-income family to afford

day care, since the subsidy is only available

to low-income people who go down to the

welfare oflBce and fill out a means test.

How does the minister expect an average-
income family to afford day-care fees of as

much as $240 a month, which is what was
quoted to me today by one of the commercial
centres in Toronto, or $210 a month, which
is what Metro mimicipal day-care centres

charge?

An hon. member: Per child?

Mr. McClellan: Two hundred' and ten

dollars per month pyer child. How does the

minister exi)ect an average-income family to

afford a fee like that under his subsidy struc-

ture?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I think the

point is simple. There are limited resources

available, as is always the case in the pro-
vision of services on the part of the govern-
ment. We do not have an unlimited amount
of resources.

Mr. Laughren: It's the priorites that are

wrong.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, I think the priorities

are right. When limited resources are avail-

able it is important that they be applied first

to those who are in greatest need.

If the position of the member's party is to

refuse that and ignore the fact that there are

people whose needs are greater than others,

then I'm sorry, I cannot subscribe to the mem-
ber's philosophy, I believe the responsible

position is to ensure that people in greatest

need receive assistance first. There is simply
no way that the resources—

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Norton: The member may advo-

cate that it be universal and free. I suspect

that is his official position. That is unrealistic.

The resources do not exist in oiu- society at

this time to take that approach.

NIAGARA RIVER POLLUTION

Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, I've a question

of the Minister of the Environment (Mr. Par-

rott). Is the minister aware of the fact that

the Department of Environmental Conserva-

tion in New York state has granted a licence

to SCA Chemical Waste Service Incorporated

to dump a million gallons of treated efiluent

into the Niagara River? Is he aware that nei-

ther he nor ofiicials from his ministry attended

those hearings?
I wonder if he would resxxmd to an article

that appeared in the Niagara Falls paper, as

it relates to the concerns of the people of

Niagara-on-the-Lake and along the Niagara
River about the quality of the water.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Would you please

place your question.

Mr. Kerrio: I placed it at the start. I said

"Is the minister aware?" The article says:

"The l>eginning of the end to Niagara-on-the-
Lake's water-supply problem appears as close

as the end of the year. Additional, unexpected

grants by the Ontario Ministry of the En-

vironment should save the Niagara region

almost enough to pay for $3.2-million trunk

water projects to connect the town with the

Depew water treatment plant." How does the

minister respond to that?
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Mr. Deputy Speaker: You said you asked

your question at the first: "Is the minister

aware?"

Mr. Kerrio: How does the minister resjx^nd
now that he is going to pay to jripe water to

Niagara-on-the-Lake?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker: I think

there were three questions. The answer to the

first two is yes. In reply to the third ques-
tion, I would be glad to supply the informa-
tion to the member, and not only relative

to the region of Niagara. There were many
other municipalities that we were able to fund
with grants that will let them have an in-

creased water supply and improved sewage
treatment. I will be glad to give him all that

information.

Mr. Kerrio: Is it the Minister of the En-
vironment's idea of responsibility just to keep
going further upstream to get clean water?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I don't think this one is

upstream. The member is talking about water
supply and that's in another area. As I visit

with the federal minister, I'll be waiting for
him to decide what action he is going to

take, now that the member has made such a
strong presentation to him.

CHALK RIVER REACTOR CLEANUP
Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Speaker, my question

is to the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie).

I would like to ask the Minister of Labour
whether he will investigate reports by the

Ottawa Citizen and the Canadian Coalition

for Nuclear Responsibility concerning
multiple cancers in two men, Bjamie Paul-

son and Ken McOrmand, who are among
the group of more than 550 men who were
involved in the cleanup and decontamina-
tion of the 1958 accident at the NRU reactor

in Chalk River? Will he report to this House
concerning the medical follow-up which
federal authorities did, or failed to do, in

order to determine the incidence of cancer

among these hundreds of men?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I will see

whether it is a matter that falls within my
constitutional jurisdiction. If it does, I will

be pleased to make inquiries into it.

Ms. Gigantes: As the federal authorities

have given no indication of a concern or

willingness to initiate a comprehensive
epidemiological study of the men who par-
ticipated in the cleanup of the contamina-
tion—and that was confirmed to me by
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited a few
minutes ago—will the minister undertake to
establish a provincial investigation in line

with his responsibility for the health and

safety of workers in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the honourable mem-
ber can appreciate, there is a constitutional

distribution of powers in this country. The
issue of radiation is one in which the federal

government has asserted its jurisdiction. Hav-

ing in mind that fact of life, I will be glad
to make inquiries.

Ms. Gigantes: Is this minister content to

tell us that, because the federal government
has assumed ultimate responsibility, he will

assume none when the federal government
fails?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I did not say that at any
time. I simply said, as the honourable mem-
ber and other members of this House know,
that the federal government has clearly

asserted its authority in the area of radiation.

I said I will make the inquiries that she

has requested. I have never displayed any
lack of interest in problems related to occu-

pational disease.

FORD AGREEMENT
Hon. F. S. Miller: On a point of order,

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. S. Smith) kindly sent me a copy of

Handsard for March 29, 1979, implying that

the contract for Ford Motor Company of

Canada Limited had a clause in it that re-

lated to the number of jobs, and claimed

that I had said so. The words he gave me—
Mr. S. Smith: No, I never said it was in

the contract.

Hon. F. S. Miller: That's what I thought
the Leader of the Opposition implied.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He just hinted at it.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I'm trying to clarify

the record. While I said that, I did not say
the contract said it. That's why I checked
the record.

While I'm on my feet on tfie point of

order, Mr. Speaker, I was also intrigued at

that time, when we announced the number of

jobs in Windsor, to hear the member for

Windsor-Riverside (Mr. Cooke) say, "You
don't even have the skilled workers in that

area. You are blind."

EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT
Mr. Conway: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell).
Given this government's commitment to a

buy-Ontario policy for procurement, is the

minister aware that the new Ottawa Health

Sciences Centre, to be opened later this year,

has undertaken, for the pmpose of procuring
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all equipment for that new facility, contracts

in the order of $5 million to $6 million with
an American purchasing agent? As a result

of that initiative, major Canadian manufac-
turers and suppliers have not been notified of
the tendering process. The few who have
been notified were not able to meet the dead-
line.

Is the minister aware of that situation? If

he is, what did he do when he was presented
by the Canadian Surgical Trade Association
with that unhappy set of circumstances many
weeks ago?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: The matter was raised

many months ago, Mr. Speaker. At the time,
we were in touch wdth the executive director—if that's his title—Jean-Pierre Kingsley of
the new Ottawa Health Sciences Centre. We
were satisfied that all proper procedures in

tendering had been followed. There was
nothing improper at all.

The member vdll understand that with
some rare or sophisticated pieces of equip-
ment sometimes there are no Canadian sup-
phers. The very nature of the equipment re-

quires buying from abroad because there isn't

a Canadian suppher. I don't recall all the
detailed information, but I'll be glad to get
that for the member, including dates, who
talked to whom, et cetera. I'll get that to the
member as soon as possible.

3 p.m.

Mr. Conway: The Canadian Surgical Trade
Association indicated to me that much of the

argument about its members not being able to
meet this Ottawa situation is absolutely non-
sensical; that, in fact, they can meet most or

all, in terms of quality and cost-competitve-
ness. Where does this leave the buy-Ontario
policy?

(Did the minister direct the Ottawa Health
Services Centre in what it might do in meet-
ing that stated government policy? More
specifically, will the Minister of Health, in

conjunction vdth his friend the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman), imder-
take to report to me and members of this
House: how many Canadian companies sub-
mitted bids on any of those equipment con-
tracts; how many of the contracts went to
Canadian companies and of what total value;
the reasons, such as they were, for rejection
of Canadian bids, if any were submitted'; and
a list of Canadian companies qualified to sub-
mit bids on those contracts, assiuning that
the government still believes in the buy-
Ontario program?
Hon. Mr. Timbrel! : First of all, let me

correct the honourable member, as he has
obviously not been reading the ads. We are

promoting Canadiansm; we are not bal-

kanizing this country; we believe in Canada.

Second, it is interesting that the honour-
able member who has so often, in the public
accounts committee or the social development
committee, stressed local autonomy and local

responsibility for the operation of hospitals,
now suggests that the ministry should some-
how operate every function of every hospital.
Isn't that interesting? It is the old story of his

party: "Here are my principles; if you don't

like them, I have others."

I have already indicated I will remind my-
self of the fact that it happened a number of

months ago, and convey that to the member
and to the House. We were satisfied, though,
on investigation and discussions with the hos-

pital and with the association, that they did

follow all proper proceedings.

EVICTION OF TENANT
Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, has the Minister

of Housing (Mr. Bennett) received corres-

pondence from the Sudbury legal clinic on
behalf of a Mrs. Valeda Timmins, a 71-year-
old pensioner who is a resident of a senior

citizens' apartment in Sudbury and is being
evicted because of arrears of $2,460 in her

rent?

Is the minister aware the arrears were
learned of after Mrs. Timmins received a
form letter from the Sudbury Housing Au-

thority indicating that Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board pensions are considered income
for calculating rental rates, and on learning
that Mrs. Timmins herself went dowm to indi-

cate that she had a $127 pension? They are

now trying to evict her or to get the $2,400
back.

Would the minister intervene personally
and tell the Sudbury Housing Authority to

back off and not to deprive this woman of the

little bit of savings she has in the bank and'

evict her from her apartment?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, on the

first part of the question, no, I have not

received a letter from the legal clinic in

Sudbury. Secondly, I will be glad to re-

view the case in all aspects to make sure

the individual is being dealt with fairly

and honestly and under the terms of reference

of rent-geared-to-income housing in Ontario.

Mr. Marte!: The incident occurred through
this woman's mLsunderstanding. Because a
WCB pension is not considered income for

tax purposes, this confusion arose. Immedi-

ately on learning the facts she went to dis-

close the oversight. Doesn't the minister

think he can intervene and ask the Sudbury
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Housing Authority to write this oflF, because
there has really been no loss of income?

At the same time, would the minister

indicate to us whether he is prepared to

have the Sudbury Housing Authority pro-
vide its policy booklet to some of the advo-
cates in the Sudbury area, such as the legal

clinic, so they would know what in God's
name the Sudbury Housing Authority is

doing on occasion?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not about to

jump to conclusions in the whole case. The
member speaks of certain aspects of which
I am not aware. Nor do I want to try to

establish the validity of the particular case in

this House without the background informa-
tion.

We try to deal with the people who are

in public housing, whether it be for seniors

or families, on a fair and equitable basis

across the province. Indeed, the tenant
knows very well the terms of reference of

occupancy of our units when she makes
application, indeed, on the annual filing of

her income, whether it be from sources other
than the direct Canada Pension or supple-
mentary pension.

The terms of reference of how one cal-

culates his or her rent geared to income is

spelled out very clearly. It is available to

anyone who wants it. I suggest, without

trying to determine the validity of the case
here this afternoon, I will review it, I am
not about to give the Sudbury Housing
Authority instructions to write oflF any
amount of money until I know the facts

exactly, any more than I would to an au-

thority in any other region in the province.

TOURISM ASSISTANCE

Mr. Van. Home: I have a question to the
Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr.
Grossman), Mr. Speaker.

I hate to interrupt the minister, who is

planning a trip with his colleague, but I

would like to say that in his recently an-
nounced Tourism Redevelopment Incentive

Program, his qualifying factors did not in-

clude regional diflFerences or prioritizing,

according to districts. In other words, aU
parts of the province are supposed to be
treated equally.

How then does the minister explain the
statement of the ministry's London branch
office, which incidentally was at the top of
the list in this rather slick brochure the

ministry put out, to a motel owner who in-

quired about the program, that London

didn't qualify because it is not considered

by the ministry as a tourist area?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously, I would
want to investigate the facts behind that,

Mr. Speaker, before I comment on the re-

marks of any of my staff or, more accurately,

the alleged remarks of any of my staflF.

For the honourable member's information

and for the information of his constituent,

may I say TRIP Is essentially set out to in-

crease our accommodation of tourist facilities

basically for those types of operations that

can become four-season operations outside

the major cities.

Inside a major city they are eligible but,
in terms of the selectivity of the program
and how we are going to allocate the money,
I want to make it quite clear that there is a

preference given to the smaller operation

needing a lot of assistance to expand in a

more dramatic way for vacations in rural and
semi-m-ban areas, rather than, for example,
to structure a program under which, say, the

Royal York Hotel might qualify. The Royal
York Hotel is not the kind of operation we
are looking to support through TRIP.
There is a grey area, and it is not acci-

dental, but we will sort out that situation

with the member's constituent and our field

StaflF.

Mr. Van Home: I would submit to the

minister that his brochure is a little mis-

leading, because it indicates money would
be available for upgrading, renovation and

expansion of facilities where those investments

are likely to succeed. There is no indication

of any other qualifying factor. If it is true,

that should be made very clear to all the

ministr>''s regional oflBces. Would the min-
ister not agree?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will check the in-

structions that have gone out to our regional
oflBces to make sure the information getting
out to applicants is quie clear. I will try to

clarify that for the member.
I should emphasize, of course, that bro-

chure is meant to indicate the general area

under which people may qualify and be eligi-

ble. That does not mean they will be accepted
under TRIP as being the kind of particular
resort operation we wish to support. They
are eligible, but that does not mean they

qualify for assistance.

REPORT

STANDING GENERAL
GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE

Mr. Cureatz from the standing general gov-
ernment committee presented the following

report and moved its adoption:
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Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills without amendment:

Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the Midland

Young Men's Christian Association.

Bill Pr8, An Act respecting the City of St.

Catharines.

Bill PrlO, An Act respecting the Township
of Cumberland and the Township of Glou-
cester.

Your committee would recommend that the

fees, less the actual cost of printing, be re-

mitted on Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the
Midland Young Men's Christian Association.

Report adopted.

3:10 p.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

INSURED HEALTH SERVICES ACT
Mr. Martel moved first reading of Bill 40,

An Act respecting Insured Services imder the
Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of
this bill is to declare that surgical procedures
for breast reconstruction are insured services

under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan.

CITY OF BRANTFORD ACT
Mr. Makarchuk moved first reading of Bill

Prll, An Act resi)ecting the City ctf Brant-
ford.

Motion agreed to.

ANSWERS TO QUESTONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

table the answers to questions 50, 51, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 97, 98, 99, 100 and 101,
and the interim answer to question 19 stand-

ing on the Notice Paper. (See appendix, page
655.)

MOTION

MOTION TO SUSPEND
NORMAL BUSINESS

Mr. Cassidy moved, pursuant to standing
order 34, that the ordinary business of the
House be set aside to discuss a matter of ur-

gent pubhc importance, namely, the unem-
ployment crisis in the Windsor-Essex area
as evidenced by the 22,000 unemployed, the

2,600 layoffs at Ford, the 5,100 jobs lost at

Chrysler, the 2,000 jobs lost in auto parts
and the imminent closiire of the Ford casting
plant in spite of the $68-milhon grant from

the government of Canada and the govern-
ment of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The notice required by the

standing orders was given, and I am prepared
to listen to the honourable member for up to

five minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, yesterday, with

the member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr.

Cooke) and the member for Windsor-Sand-

wich (Mr. Bounsall), along with Bob Rae, Ian

Deans and Sid Parker of the federal New
Democratic Party caucus, I spent a day talk-

ing to auto workers, to the mayor's committee

on unemployment and to social service agen-
cies and other people concerned with what is

happening in Windsor.

I do not think the government appreciates

the seriousness of the situation in Windsor.

The current unemployment rate is approxi-

mately 20 per cent. In January, there were

1,700 new registrants for unemployment in-

surance; in February, there were 910 regis-

trants.

When we talked to the unions, we were

told that at Ford there now are 2,269 workers

on indefinite layoff and a further 850 will be

added to that number if the castings plant is

shut down, as has been widely rumoured.

There are 1,500 of those workers who have

run out of both their supplementary unem-

ployment benefits and their unemployment in-

surance benefits.

At Chrysler, which had 10,000 workers at

work less than two years ago, there will be

only 1,800 workers on the job as of this week
because of the four-week shutdown of the

assembly plant which is casting a further

4,500 Chrysler workers out of their jobs.

We met with the social service agencies,

who told us about a 34 per cent increase in

welfare applications at the beginning of this

year. They told us about problems with family

benefits assistance. They told us of the prob-
lems with family crises and the mental health

problems. One of the people there told of

going to a psychiatric ward in a Windsor

hospital; of 23 beds, 21 were occupied by

Chrysler workers who had been put into an

unstable mental position because of the family

crises that had been induced by the layoffs

there.

In short, we are calling for an emergency
debate because the situation in Windsor is

too serious to be ignored by the Legislature of

Ontario and because we believe that Ontario

has got to come up with a tough policy to

bring the multinational automobile corpora-
tions into line and get them to stop victimizing

automobile workers in a city the size of

Windsor here in Ontario.
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I am distressed by the attitude of the gov-
ernment. When we raise questions we find

that the so-called new jobs that were promised
two years ago turn out to be replacement
jobs—if we are lucky. We find that the agree-
ment that was reached with Ford, which the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) has not tabled up until now, contains no

guarantees about protection of old jobs. We
find that the ministry is keeping in close touch
with Ford so that they will know the exact

time, place and date when a further 850 jobs
in the casting plant go down the drain. We
say it is about time the government started to

protect jobs rather than watching idly from
the sidelines as they go down.

This is exacerbated by the $68 million in

assistance which has been given to Ford.

Clearly, that is the most expensive job-
creation program in Ontario's history. It may
be followed, if we don't watch out, by pro-
vincial or federal guarantees to Chrysler
Canada which could have the same kind of

tragic consequences in terms of failing to

create jobs.

Tliere are a number of sx>ecific reasons why
we need an emergency debate on the auto
situation in Windsor, and why we need it

now. First, there is the lack of action by the

provincial government to provide relief to

the workers who are unemployed rit^ht now.
There are 22,000 of them in the Windsor
area.

The second reason is the need for the prov-
ince to provide support for social services in

Windsor which are being pressed to the wall

because of the situations with which they
are having to cope. We are saying that if the

government of Ontario can find $28 million

as Ontario's share of a grant to the Ford
Motor Company, surely Ontario is able to

provide emergency assistance to the social

service agencies that are having to cope with
the consequences of Ford Motor Company
layoflFs, which now are numbered in the thou-

sands.

We raise the issue and ask for an emer-

gency debate because of the impending clo-

sure of the Ford casting plant and because of

our unease and the unease across the prov-
ince that the government will continue to fail

to get our fair share of investment under the

auto pact which should be coming into Can-
ada as part of the retooling and technological

change in the automobile industry. We ask

for an emergency debate because of the need
to reverse the trade deficit which is causing
such a loss in jobs in Canada and here in

Ontario, where most of the automobile in-

dustry is located.

If the government had said today it was

prepared to insist that Chrysler and Ford
would bring production and jobs into Canada
so they were not in deficit to their commit-
ments under the auto pact, this emergency
debate might not be necessary. But up until

now, with all the problems we know of, there

has been no action. We need an emergency
debate to try to get action now from the

government. Tlie people of Windscwr demand
and deserve nothing less.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, we in the Lib-

eral Party certainly want to see this debate

proceed. We believe that Windsor has be-

come a scene of economic calamity, a scene

which we have the requirement here in the

Legislature to speak about and to take action

about.

In deference to the fact that a good many
people from other parts of Ontario, particu-

larly involved with agriculture and certain

other areas, have journeyed to the Legisla-
ture today, my understanding is that there

has been some agreement struck among the

parties that, should this emergency debate

proceed, it might proceed later in the day,
which I think would be fair to all concerned.

But most certainly it should proceed.

Mr. Cassidy: That is correct, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. S. Smith: I thank the leader of the

New Democratic Party in that regard. I be-

lieve that it is essential that both levels of

government, federal and provincial, come to

the aid of Windsor at this time, given the

economic calimity that has hit the area. It is

obvious that supplementary smd special bene-

fits, which I am happy to note the federal

government did apply in recent weeks, have
to be extended with regard to a good many
other workers. Certainlv this provincial level

of government would have to take its share

of responsibility in this regard. We simply
cannot stav idle and turn a blind eye to what
has been happening in Windsor which, as I

say, is a scene of economic devastation.

3:20 p.m.

I am very interested in the matter of Ford
Motor Company, because I think we have a

very interesting situation here. The Premier

(Mr. Davis) is saying we are fortunate to

have the new plant being built in Windsor
and that things would be even worse if there

hadn't been the money given to Ford. Cer-

tainly it was my imderstanding when we
gave that money to Ford that there was some

agreement these would be additional new
jobs.

The Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) in March

1979, said very plainly: "Investment by Ford
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will have significant impact. The new plant
will represent a net direct addition to total

employment in the area of 2,600 jobs." To-

day he says he was wrong when he said that;
that there was no such agreement, and that

he gave away the money without knowing
the jobs would be a net addition. What we
see has happened is the money has been
given and the jobs have disappeared.

It may be argued that the Premier can-
not control the sale of cars in the United
States of America. That is true: He can

hardly control anything here in Ontario, let

alone in the United States of America. But
I would point out that, in 1978, Ford sales

of cars and trucks in the United States were
about four million, and in 1979 that fell

drastically to 3.3 million, a very large de-
crease indeed. In Canada, however, the mar-
ket held up. In 1978, there were 335,000
cars and trucks sold by Ford in Canada, and
that actually increased in 1979 to 338,000.
While the American market was collapsing,
the Canadian market actually held up.
What do we see now? We see the layoffs

at Ford amounting to 21 per cent of their

Canadian work force and about 21 per cent
of their United States work force. Why is it

that we are suffering equally when our
market has held up and their market has not
held up? Why is it that we in this country
should not be given some form of preferen-
tial treatment in this regard? After all, our
market has not been respoasible for this de-
cline the way the American market has been.

If we have corporate citizens in this

country, they should recognize that the
market in this country is still related in many
ways to the degree of their investment here
as a rough proportion, or it is supposed to

be a rough proportion. It is bad enough that

tihey don't buy their parts here in proportion
to their market, but they are laying off

people in excess of what would be required,
taking into consideration the way the Cana-
dian market has held up.
Even if the money had not been given

and they had not been building the engine
plant, what one would normally find in any
circumstances is some balance between the

degree of layoff on one side of the border
and that on the other side of the border.

They have to do that to keep the unions

happy on both sides, to keep the senators

happy and to keep the politicians happy on
both sides.

We understand that sort of thing. But
what we are asking is: What did we get
extra for our $68 million? If all we got was
the same degree of layoff we would have

had anyway—even more than what we
should have, considering the market—if all

we got on this side of the border was
roughly the same consideration they would
have had to give x>olitically anyway—in fact,

not even as much consideration as we should
have had—what did we get for the $68
million? That question has to be answered,
and the government has a lot of answering
to do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, no one
in this House, certainly no one on this side

of the House, ought to try to understate or

underestimate the seriousness of the situation

in Windsor at this time.

Mr. Laughren: Oh, you are doing pretty
well.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That isn't so. In fact,

I have spoken on the matter for a number
of months, and other members of this House
have pointed out the oncoming situation

for a great number of months. Indeed, the

Chrysler situation, as we have seen it de-

velop over the past many months, has

brought the situation to the fore in terms
of almost every citizen of North America,

making them aware of the terrible market
conditions that are affecting sales of North
American automobiles. There is no question
that this is the major contributor at the

present time to the unemployment situation

in Windsor.
We have watched it develop, as has the

government of the United States and as have
the automobile companies. No one is happy
about the situation, and the only solution is

for the North American automobile manufac-
turers to be in a position to manufacture the

kind's of vehicles that will seU in the North
American market.

In the meantime, we have to deal with the

current situation, in which we have been

attempting to get the federal government to

agree to supply the necessary assistance to

workers who are temporarily laid off in the

Windsor area, to ensure that they're there,

that they are healthy and that they are

decently looked after during the cyclical
downturn in the market.

We have met with the federal Minister of

Employment and Immigration. Mr. Axworthy
has undertaken to put in place immediately
a program which will cover, he says, all but

2,000 of the workers. He has agreed to deal

with each of the 2,000 other cases individually
to try to find' a way to accommodate each and

every one of them. Mr. Axworthy has indi-

cated that, if the figure continues to rise, as

it has week after week, he will continue to do
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everything possible to accommodate each and

every worker who is laid off.

'We have met with the federal Minister of

Industry, Trade and Commerce, Mr. Gray, to

discuss long-term steps to renegotiate i>ortions

of the auto pact in order to ensure that this

kind of thing does not happen in the future.

Neither of those matters is new; neither of

them has developed in the last few days. All

of them have been discussed in this House
over the past many weeks, indeed, the past

many months. We have many initiatives under

way. We think a discussion in this assembly
on the steps that ought to be taken, given the

auto deficit in this country and the layoffs in

Windsor, ought to be undertaken at some
time.

We must leave it in your hands, Mr.

Speaker, to decide whether there is a sudden,

urgent, pressing need which brings this matter

to the point where a discussion this evening
will be pivotal or crucial to the future of the

auto industry in this province. We have seen

•the problem developing. Goverrmients at all

levels, to be fair, have been grappling with

this problem. General Motors and' Ford don't

like to lose money and they have been

grappling with the problem.
We have been meeting with the auto com-

panies. I take quite severe objection to the

remarks of the leader of the third party (Mr.

Cassidy). He suggests we are meeting vdth
the companies only to get the time and date

of the closings. I cannot assure the leader of

the third party that the closings that we all

fear will not occur, any more than the Presi-

dent of the United States can assure people in

various states throughout the United States

that the 45,000 figure—the current figure for

layoffs there—will not increase over the next

period of months. That is practically impos-
sible for a government to do.

What we can do, and are doing, is deal

with the long-term situation. We can also

deal with the short-term critical situation

regarding the unemployed workers and make
sure the social services and the support pay-
ments are in place; we have done that.

With regard to the pending layoffs, we
have been doing a heck of a lot more than

meeting with the presidents of those com-

panies to get the time and date. We have
been urging upon them the important levels

of employment in Windsor. We cannot do
more than is currently being done.

I regret—and this is always the case—that
the discussions and the kind's of pressure we
attempt to put on those companies are not
held in the light of day. It becomes most
difficult for us to do more than assure this

House that we are exercising every conceiv-

able effort to see that those layoffs do not

occur.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, as you must de-

cide whether this evening is the critical

moment to discuss what is a long-developing
and not unique situation in Ontario. In the

longer term, and indeed in the medium
term-

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member's
time has expired.

Hon. Mr. Grossnuui: — the negotiations
with the United States under the auto pact
are the core of the problem. The auto pact

negotiated 17 years ago is being met by the

Ford Motor Company and by General Motors.

The problem is that the requirements under
the auto pact are not sufficient to ensure that

this kind of situation will not occur.

That is surely a longer-term situation. I

wonder what can be decided today, but there

are many more matters which I would like

to deal with. If you decide this is a matter

of urgent public importance, we will be

happy to debate it this evening.

Mr. Speaker: The notice of motion was in

keeping with the standing orders. I believe

the contents of the motion fit standing order

34, that it is of urgent public importance.

However, I am as concerned as other mem-
bers are that, given its timing, it does pre-

empt a very important part of our work here;
that is, the private members' public business,

I do rule that it is of urgent public impor-
tance. The next question to be decided by
the House is, shall the debate proceed?

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, as you have

just stated, because it is a private members*
afternoon and there are two important mo-
tions and many people have come from a long
distance to view the debate on those mo-

tions, with the concurrence of the House, I

would like to move that standing order 34(b)

be changed to allow this emergency debate to

continue tonight at eight o'clock.

Mr. Speaker: The sense of the motion is

that the debate should proceed, but at eight
o'clock this evening. Do we have agreement
on that?

Motion agreed to.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC BUSINESS

ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS

Mr. Speaker: I want to remind our guests

in the gallery they are perfectly welcome
here. The numbers in which they have come
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have indicated the importance of the matter

to be discussed, but I want to remind them
that outbursts from our guests in the gallery

are not permitted. You are welcome, but

please remain quiet, if you will.

Mr. McKessock moved resolution 3:

That, in the opinion of this House, the

government of Ontario should take immediate

steps to see that the farmers of Ontario are

given the same comi>etitive opportunities pro-

vided by other provinces and countries to

their farmers to allow Ontario farmers to com-

pete fairly with other provinces in Canada
and other countries of the world in agricul-

tural production; and in this regard the gov-
ernment must take action to reduce rural

hydro rates, reduce farmer and small business

interest rates, increase money for tile drain-

ase, increase the capital support program to

$20,000, stop the encroachment of cities and

towns on to prime agricultural land, stop

nonresident foreign ownership of farm land

and many other areas in which the farmer

could be helped to allow him to survive in

Ontario.

Mr. McKessock: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to reserve three or four minutes to wind up
at the end of the debate.

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member has

up to 20 minutes. I understand he wants to

reserve three or four minutes for a windup.

Mr. McKessock: I am pleased to have the

opportunity to lead ofiF this very important
debate on agriculture in Ontario, to spell out

what other provinces in Canada are doing
for their farmers and to request that the

Ontario government do the same for our farm-

ers immediately to allow our farmers to be
competitive with other provinces, thereby

holding our share of agriculture in Ontario.

To put it more bluntly, in facing the

immediate need, we need assistance to keep
our farmers from going bankrupt. The main

emphasis is assistance on interest rates,

which are now 18 to 19 per cent for farmers

today. The situation is urgent.

I intended to get this speech ready last

Saturday, but I didn't get at it. I have never

had so many phone calls or so many farmers

call at the farm since I got this job as I

did last Saturday. They are very anxious

and concerned about the viability of their

business with the high interest rates at this

time. Farmers will be dropping out like

flies if we don't take action as other prov-
inces have. The number of people we see

here today in the gallery and those who
can't get in are an indication of the trouble

they are in and the trouble we'll be in for

food in the future if we don't support them
now.

I have here a recent issue of a western

Ontario paper sent to me by a farmer, and
in it there are more than 190 farm sales

listed. This is only a little newspaper in

Ontario, but it also points out that farm

land is dropping by up to 33 per cent. Why?
These interest rates are going to be the

straw that broke the camel's back.

When I wrote this resolution last Decem-

ber, I took a good look at it to see why
some people, including myself as a farmer,

might be opposed to it. I came up with three

reasons, but I have dispelled all of them.

I'll go over those three reasons. First, the

principle of giving assistance to a free-

enterprise business is wrong. I agree with

that principle, but when other businesses,

such as Ford and Chrysler, are getting help,

yet the food industry in this coimtry em-

ploys 40 per cent of oiu* people, are we

going to sit back like nice guys and go broke

gracefully or let other provinces and coun-

tries, which are giving their farmers assist-

ance, produce the food for us?

Our farmers are hit with high input costs,

unfair competition from other provinces and

an unfair share of the province's budget. I

decided, therefore, that objection number
one was not justified at this time.

The second reason that farmers, including

myself, might be opposed to the resolution

is that they are in an okay position. What
do I mean by that? I mean they might have

started farming 20 years ago and they have

built up enough equity and have enough
low interest rate mortgages to survive.

I myself have a 6.625 per cent Farm
Credit Corporation mortgage that doesn't run

out for another 15 years. Is it fair for me
to say things are okay today? No. I am in a

position to know, and I know that without

the kind of assistance farmers got in the

past I couldn't have survived. This assist-

ance over the last 10 years has disappeared
in Ontario, but it is needed now just as

badly as ever before. The other provinces in

Canada seem to be aware of this.

I started farming with a four per cent

Ontario government junior farmer mortgage
loan. I expect there are some farmers who
are still benefiting from that four per cent

interest rate. If they are, or if they have in

the past, I hope I don't hear them say that

no assistance is needed today.

If we want agriculture even to hold its

own, we must give it the assistance it needs

now, because over the past 10 years it has

not been holding its own in Ontario.
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The third person who could be opposed to

the resolution is the consumer, the taxpayer,
because it is going to take tax dollars. 1 want
to point out that food in Canada has been the

cheapest of anywhere in the world, except the

United States, over the past years. It will not

stay this way if we allow our agricultural in-

dustry to shrink. Therefore, it is in the con-

sumers' interest to keep as many of our

farmers as possible and to keep them strong

so the consumer will have a good flow of

agricultural produce right here at home.
We are already importing too much food.

The price of a first shipment of imports may
look good but, after our farmers are put out

of business, then watch the prices climb.

Interruption.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Any further outburst

and we'll have to ask you to leave.

Mr. McKessock: I hope I have now helped

anyone who might have been opposed to the

resolution to understand why this resolution

is a must at this time.

Farm production costs today are outstrip-

ping what appear to be high prices for meat,

milk, eggs and other products. The cost of a

tractor today is double what it was in 1972.

The interest rate is 18.5 per cent, or one over

prime; that is what most farmers are paying.
If a person is a farmer's son, he will be paying
19 per cent, or 1.5 per cent over prime.
One may ask, "Are these costs not the same

for other provinces?" No. The point is they
are not, and haven't been for some time. This

is why Ontario has fallen behind in agricul-

tural production in the last 10 years. Ontario's

share of production in Canada has been de-

clining steadily over the last 10 years, and I

have the facts here from Statistics Canada to

prove it.

In 1968, Ontario's share of Canada's total

farm cash receipts for cattle and' calves

amoimted to 34.6 per cent; in 1979, this

figure had declined to 29.7 per cent. In 1968,
37.3 per cent of Canada's total cash farm

receipts for hogs belonged to Ontario; by 1979
this had declined to 34.8 per cent. Dairy
products declined from 38.6 per cent to 35.4

per cent. Poultry declined from 39.4 per cent

to 36.8 per cent. For other livestock products,

excluding sheep, the decline was from 35.1

per cent to 30.1 per cent. The only commodity
in these staple products to increase was sheep
and lambs, which increased from 33.1 per
cent to 39.4 per cent.

If we compare Quebec's share of Canada's
total cash farm receipts for the same com-

modities, for the same period, we find that

their share has been increasing rapidly. Why?
Let's take a look at it.

rrhe Ontario government over the last 10

years has had a record in agriculture of

moving too late. Back in 1972-73, Ontario

lost some of its Canadian share of milk quota
to Quebec because Ontario did not fill its

quota. This allowed Quebec, under the law,
to absorb the quota Ontario didn't fill if it

needed it. Quebec needed it because the

Quebec government was assisting its farmers

in agricultural costs. They could produce more

competitively than could Ontario farmers. For
these reasons, Ontario production lagged andf

quotas were not filled. Quebec absorbed the

quota.

3:40 p.m.

The Ontario government, seeing what had

happened, brought in incentive programs,
causing a flow of milk which we didn't need
with our reduced quota. They took steps to

lock the door after the horse had been stolen.

When I look at the drop in Ontario's share

of Canadian production, I feel we have lost

a few more horses in the past year, and we
are about to lose more if immediate action is

not taken.

This resolution requests that Ontario farm-

ers be given the same competitive oppcwtuni-
ties as farmers in other provinces and in

countries. That's all we ask; nothing more,

nothing less.

What are other countries doing? One and
a half years ago the member for Haldimand'-

Norfolk (Mr. G. I. Miller) and I visited farms

in Switzerland. At that time, beef farmers

were receiving the equivalent of $1.50 a

jxjund on the hoof for market steers; 25 cents

of that was paid by the government. It is

reported that the countries in the European
Economic Community can now borrow money
at a three per cent interest rate.

In the United States, farmers get govern-
ment loans ranging from 11 to 13 per cent.

There's a law in the United States whicA

compels commercial banks to charge fanners,

small businesses and individuals no more than

three per cent—under compulsion of a fine.

il had a local farmer call Texas on Tuesday

morning to get the up-to-date interest rates.

This farmer, whom I know, borrows money in

Texas and feeds cattle down there in a feed-

lot. The present rate of interest for Ontario

farmers in Texas is 17 per cent. If you are

a resident of Texas, it's less. In Ontario, it's

18.5 to 19 per cent.

Now, back to Canada and to Ontario com-

pared with other provinces in Canada. I have

asked for assistance on interest rates and {or

increased capital support. Let's take a look

at what the other provinces are doing.
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In New Brunswick, a new entrant who
hasn't previously borrowed from the Farm
Adjustment Board can borrow money with-
out paying any interest for two years. For
the next five years the farmer pays the pro-
vincial lending rate minus three per cent,
which would be 9.75 per cent. From the

eighth year, it's the provincial government
lending rate, which at this time would be
12.75 per cent.

In 1979, British Columbia reimbursed farm-
ers to a nine per cent interest rate. This year
it will be reimbursing them to a maximum
of $10,000 per farmer.

Manitoba's Agricultural Credit Corporation
assists in long- and intermediate-term loans at

half of one x>er cent above the cost to finance

in the province. At present, it's 12.5 per cent.

Young farmers—get this—have a rebate of

principal of four x>er cent a year up to $10,000
for the first five years.

Saskatchewan has loans of up to $90,000
for 15 years at 6.75 per cent for the first five

years and 8.75 per cent for the balance of

the loan.

Nova Scotia has farm loans of up to $200,-
000 per farmer, ranging from six per cent

interest for young farmers to 8.5 per cent for

a commercial operation. For new farmers the

entire interest is paid by the government for

two years.

Alberta has loans up to $150,000, with a
two per cent interest rebate. They also have
loans of $200,000 at six per cent for land

purchasing.
I know several farmers who have sold out,

moved and purchased farms in the west—
and no wonder.
Now for Quebec: I don't have time to give

all the farm programs that Quebec has, be-
cause there are four pages of them, I'll list a
few.

There are long-term loans, up to 39 years,
for $250,000, with an interest rate on the
first $15,000 of 2.5 per cent and in interest

rate of eight per cent on the next $150,000.
There is capital assistance of $100 a steer

up to 400 steers, if one wants to build a feed-

lot. Get that. That's $40,000 per farmer—and
that's just for beef. I'm asking for capital

support of only $20,000 per farmer in Ontario.
What has Ontario got? There is only one

thing the Ontario government has in the way
of assistance that is really worth mentioning.
1 refer to the tfle drainage program. It was
so desperately short of funds that it wasn't

working adeauately; some farmers could get

money and others couldn't.

Then the minister did put some more
money in the pot, but not enough. Ten days
ago, on March 31, at a time when we are

trying to get assistance with interest rates,

the minister raised the tile drainage loan

money from six per cent to eight per cent. I

can't figure him out. Maybe he has too many
friends.

Ontario has a 13-year-old, $3,000 capital

support program. If a farmer used his

$3,000 13 years ago, he is out of luck. On-
tario has no interest assistance on general
farm loans.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food
(Mr. Henderson) should consider becoming
Jimmy Carter's Minister of Agriculture, be-

cause he is really good in dealing with

peanuts—'and peanuts are all we are getting

here in Ontario, compared with other prov-
inces.

I have now covered what I feel is the

most immediate concern of the resolution:

help with interest rates, increased capital

support, and more money for tile drainage.
I want to touch briefly on the other parts

of the resolution. Fanners should get better

hydro rates; rural rates, as the Premier ad-

mitted today, now are 29 per cent above
urban rates. Quebec farmers are paying
less.

Foreign buying of farms shouldn't be
allowed unless the buyer wants to live here

in Ontario. If Ontario farmers are not given
the assistance they need now, they are go-

ing to be very vulnerable to foreign buyers.
I know a farmer who has been ofi^ered a

large sum of money for his dairy farm, and
he would be allowed to manage it in-

definitely. It is Arab and German money
that iN being provided to make these farm

purchases.
The food land guidelines are not preserv-

ing farm land. Cities are eating ut) the land

that feeds them. Toronto is using more prime
ff^rm land than any other city in Canada.
With our growing population and depleting
land reserves, it is just a matter of time until

we in Ontario won't be able to feed ourselves.

If we don't take steps now to assist farmers

with these interest rates, then we will have
lots of land, because there will be nobody
to farm it. Either way we have problems.
Both ways we must take action.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, as a person who
has some roots in the farm community and
is attached to a party which has real con-

cern about what is happening to agriculture,

I am very happy to take part in this debate.

The first impression one gets from the

resolution we are debating is this kind of

scatter-gun approach taken towards farm

problems in the resolution itself. But if it

is intended, as I believe it is, to stress the
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serious situation generally in the farm in-

dustry, it serves a very useful purpose.

Sitting in this House, one cannot help
but conclude that the government doesn't

really recognize the magnitude of the prob-
lem facing the farmers of this

jprovince.
The

very fact that today there is only one cabinet

minister out of 27 in this House, when the

most important issue that has faced farmers

in many years is before us, it is a good in-

dication of their concern.

The issues boil down to three fundamental
ones: the viability of farm operations, the

self-sufficiency of food and the continued

provision of that food at reasonable prices.

If the government over there and all of

us in this province—consumers as well—don't
think that all three of those are seriously

threatened, I say we are living in a dream
world.

Statistics and projections by agronomists
and farm organizations indicate that Ontario,
and even Canada, is self-sufficient in a

seriously diminishing number of farm com-
modities. The Ontario Fedferation of Agricul-
ture and other groups tell us this province
is self-sufficient in only egg and vegetable

production; perhaps there is another com-

modity or two at times. Ontario imports
from out of the country $100 million to

$200 million worth of fruits and vegetables
and their end products, which could be pro-
duced within this nation and much of it

within this province.

This is not the fault of the farmers; they
can produce what we need. Rather, it is a

fault of government policies, both provincial
and federal. It is high time there was a long-
term agricultural strategy for this province
as recommended by the OFA in its brief to

the government just a few days ago.

3:50 p.m.

The current trends in agricidture, particu-

larly the feclc of self-sufficiency in food, have
to be frightening to both the consimiers and
the i>roducers. Statistics Canada projects that

realized net farm income this year will drop
12 x)er cent in Canada and a massive 40 per
cent in Ontario. I would point out that this

projection was done before the latest interest

rate increase; so the actual situation will

probably be worse. This follows a net income
ri«^e for farmers of only 14 per cent from
1977 to 1979, which was less than the in-

flation rate, while operating expyenses rose 48

X>eT cent. In general, even this limited net

income of farmers is computed without con-

sidering their dapital investment in the

farms.

There is no question that if return on in-

vestment was taken into consideration even

at 10 per cent, let alone the 18 per cent,

there would be hardly a farm in Ontario

with any net income at all.

What we are doing in this society is living

ofiF the capital invested or created by farmers,

in the form of lands or buildings, one or two

generations or decades ago. Why should

farmers not have the same investment return

on capital as all other segments of our

society?
Two days ago, the Globe and Mail carried

a report on its financial pages concerning

Weston's, that small company operating in

this nation. After saying food distribution,

which is Loblaws, was the cornerstone of

the company, that report made this comment:
"The food distribution division did not

match its estimates of a suitable return on

equity." Yet the return reix)rted was 15 i)er

cent. What has so much more value about

food distribution oomi)ared with food pro-

duction that a corporate giant is dissatisfied

with its 15 per cent but fanners have to

settle for little or no return on their equity?
Let me say that it is going to catdi up

with us as farm ownership changes and this

generation moves on to the next. New ac-

counting procedures will come to parallel

those of other businesses. When that hapx)ens,

and it will, Ontario consumers are going to

pay a tremendous price for the failure of this

government to keep farm land values at a

reasonable level. The price of most farm land

is far above a viable price for farm purposes.

The two factors that have caused it are the

urban speculative shadow and foreign owner-

ship, matters over which this government has

now and had fuU jurisdiction, but simply

refused to act.

There is no farm land in this province,

regardless of its agricultural value, firmly

and definitely designated for agricidture, be-

cause there is no provincial land-use plan.

Look at the Niag'ara fruit land. When the

Tories came to power in this province, only
45 x)er cent of the urban development of

Niagara was taking place on that fruit land.

Which is only one quarter of the iarea of

Niagara.

During the whole 37 years of Tory cov^

emment, not a single major urban develop-

ment has been prevented or even deterred

because it was to be located on the fruit

land. During the present $2-million Ontario

Municipal Board hearings to try to preserve

the 50 to 60 per cent of the remaining

unique fruit lands, this government has re-

fused even to ajypear at those hearings and

defend its hi^y publicized statement that
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there are 3,000 acres too many within the

urban development boundary. What a facade!

What hypocrisy!
The same approadh is taken to foreign

ownership: Minimize the dangers, mouth

pious words and do nothing. A short way
down the road Ontarians and Canadians are

going to i>ay a tremendous price for this

squandering of our agricultural resoiurces.

This government must move during this

term of office to preserve everything that is

left of our best land or it must be replaced

by a government that will.

All the viability prc^blems facing fanners

are compounded and oversliadowed this

spring by the unprecedented rise in input
costs as outlined by the member for Grey
(Mr. McKessock). At the top, of course, are

interest rates; but there are such things as

fertilizers, sprays, fuels and so on. Once

again, this government and the government
in Ottawa, the Liberals and Tories, refuse

to do anything more than wring their hands.

Almost every other province recognizes the

worth of its agricultural community by
providing capital and other loans at sub-

stantially reduced interest rates—but not On-

tario, which lias the most important agri-

cultui'al production of any province. I am
not going to go into the details of what is

given by other provinces, because the mem-
ber for Grey has done that. However, I must

point out—

An hon. member: We finally got another
cabinet minister.

Mr. Swart: That miakes two out of 27.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order, please. The
time is limited.

Mr. Swart: I might point out at this time
tiiat none of those provinces he mentioned
has a Liberal government. They might not

have the programs either. I challenge this

government to bring in a loan program such
as they have in Saskatchewan and most other

provinces. The minister will get quidc sup-

port from all sides of this House if he does.

The ultimate solution on interest rates rests

with the federal government. The re-emerg-
ence of the Liberals there has simply
heightened the problem. We are not in-

dapable of dealing with the interest rate

crisis; rather, we have bad governments at

Ottawa that are committed to letting the so-

called marketplace determine everytning, in-

cluding interest rates. That is no longer good
enough. We in this party aren't shackled by
Such outdated philosophies.

Direction must go to the Bank of Canada
to lower its interest rate step by step imtil it

gets to a reasonable level. Neither in agri-

culture nor in any place else can we aflFord

the existing rate. As well as hurting people,
it will grind our economy to a halt. Siue, the

value of our dollar will fall and imports will

cost more, but that may well be a blessing.

Certainly, we will have to become more self-

sufficient. It will enhance consumption and

production of our own farm products. A low
doUar value will discourage exjport of capital.

While there are certain disadvantages, the

advantage of substantially reducing the

interest rate far overweighs keeping it at the

present level.

Other government policies have also de-

livered staggering whammies to farmers this

year, such as the cost of fertilizer because

this government over here and the federal

government hasn't done anything to separate

the price of gas from the price of oil.

Nitrates are up 30 per cent this year, spi^ys
are up, gasoline is up and there is no effort

by this government over here or the federal

government to keep those input costs down
for the farmer.

I commend the member for Grey for

giving this hi^ priority to agriculture. I wish
his party, provincially and federally, felt the

same. He knows it is the Liberals who have

permitted the sharpest interest rate hikes at

Ottawa and approved natural gas prices that

have driven nitrate fertilizers up by 30 iper

cent this year. He knows it is his own
Liberals here who two weeks ago seemed to

put every major concern of his party into a

no-confidence motion to bring the govern-
ment down, but made only passing reference

to one single farm problem in that seven-

point motion.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable

member's time has expired.

Mr. Swart: Even on that, with regard to

interest rates they put farmer loans after

residential mortgages and they put them
after small business loans. We in this piarty

will give support to this resolution, and we
will endeavour to bring about something
real over there with regard to helping the

farmers.

Mr. Watson: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to

have this opportunity to speak to the resolu-

tion presented by the member for Grey which

asks for the same competitive opportunities
for Ontario farmers as are provided in other

provinces and other countries.

This resolution is rather all-inclusive. One
could take it apart phrase by phrase, agree-

ing with some sections and disagreeing with

others. For example, last year most of the

74,000 farmers in this province had the oppor-

tunity to participate in $126 million in direct
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payments as assistance to farmers by way of

tax rebates, drainage installation and crop
insurance grants. Farmers and the govern-
ment of Ontario as partners in the past 10

years have spent $245 million maintaining
and improving our drainage systems on more
than a million acres. Of this, about $111 mil-

lion was borrowed from the province under

the tile drainage program.
Last year this government provided! pay-

ments to Ontario farmers and municipalities,

totalling $41 million, for improvements to

drainage systems. The member for Grey made

comparisons with other provinces. I would

point out that this amount exceeds by 50

per cent the amount provided by the province
of Quebec for tile drainage.

The provision of $54 million for the farm

tax rebate last year was provided to take a

significant tax load off the farmers. These

rebates provide for 50 per cent of municipal
taxes on land and farm buildings assess-

ment. Again, if we wish to make compari-
sons with other provinces, this compared
with only 35 per cent to 40 per cent rebate

offered to Quebec farmers by the Quebec
government.

4 p.m.

Ontario farmers, since the capital grant

program was instituted in 1967, have shared

in a program which has provided $182 million

in grants to farmers for buildings and

improvements.
iThe new farm productivity incentive pro-

gram, which was introduced in 1979, in-

creased the grant allowance from $3,000 to

$6,000 per farm for the combination of facil-

ities such as manure storage and soil-erosion

control devices. In the past fiscal year, this

involved a $13-million expenditure by the

Ontario goverrmient to the farmers.

These are some of the examples of the

steps that are already being taken to assist

farmers in this province. But the main and
immediate concern of the farm community is

the present interest rates on operating capital.

The problem of high interest rates is certainly

not unique to farmers in Ontario. It is a con-

cern to farmers throughout Canada, North
America and indeed the world. It is a con-

cern to the small businessmen, the farm co-

operatives, the farm suppliers and home
owners and anybody else who has to borrow

money.
The monetary and fiscal x>olicies of this

country are not determined in this Legisla-

ture, but are determined in the Parliament of

Canada. In this regard, I have been informed
that the Minister of Agriculture and Food

(Mr. Henderson) will be meeting with the

Hon. Eugene Whelan here next week to dis-

cuss this very issue. I hope that our Minister

of Agriculture and Food will be pressing for

information on what the federal government's

plans are to assist Canadian farmers in coping
with the high interest rates.

It has been the policy in Ontario to encour-

age farmers to use existing sources for long-

term loans and especially loans from the Farm
Credit Corporation. It is interesting to note

it was announced just last week that the FCC
loan interest rates were to go up to 13 i)er

cent for the land and 13.25 per cent on loans

under the Farm Syndicate Credit Act.

It is my opinion that the farmers really

don't want subsidies as such, but they are

businessmen and they would want to obtain

their living from the marketplace. It is only
when there are factors in the marketplace
that are beyond their individual and collective

control that they find themselves in extreme

difficulty.

The government of Ontario has arranged,
and will continue to arrange, for low-interest

loans to meet disasters for special adjustments
of production. Last fall, for instance, the prov-
ince provided up to $100,000 at six per cent

for farmers who suffered damage from the

tornado that crossed Oxford, Brant and Nor-

folk. It is expected that subsidies on this

disaster relief loan will approach $1 million

this year. Greenhouse growers in southwestern

Ontario were assisted interest-free in the first

year and six per cent below prime in the

second year, to recover from the damage of

the storm of almost tornado proportions of

early 1978.

The member for Grey calls for a stop to

encroachment of cities and towns on to prime
farm land. I remind him that there is en-

abling legislation and Foodland guidelines for

municipalities to designate land for agricul-

tural use.

The foreign ownership bill announced in

the speech from the throne addresses the con-

cern of farmers regarding foreign ownership.
It is interesting to note that the resolution

presented by the member for Grey calls for

the stopping of noiu'esident foreign owner-

ship of farm land, and a private bill intro-

duced by his colleague the member for

Huron-Middlesex (Mr. Riddell) calls only for

the registration of farm land by owners. I

must conclude that not everyone in that party

is unanimous in how to deal with all the

situations in rural Ontario.

I cannot let this opportunity go by with-

out emphasizing the tradition of this govern-

ment, through the Ministry of Agriculture

and Food, of providing the best possible field

staff to serve farmers. The advisory staff pro-
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vides a wide range of expertise and is par-

ticularly known for its farm management,
crops and livestock programs, which are not

surpassed anywhere in Canada. The mission

of the staflF is to help the farmers help them-

selves. This service in the field of assistance

and advice is there for the asking.

The advisory staflF is backed up by research

scientists working at Guelph, the agricultural

colleges and research stations. There is more
than $21 million budgeted for agricultural

research in Ontario this year. I think the

people should know that this government's

budget for that is more than that of any
other province in Canada; in fact, Ontario

for years has been spending three times more
than any other province in Canada on agri-

cultural research. The eastern agreement with

the federal government has been announced,
and projects have been approved this month
for the development of agriculture in eastern

Ontario. The introduction of the general

agreement for agriculture in northern Ontario

is anticipated. These agreements for cost-

sharine programs are with the federal Depart-
ment of Regional Economic Expansion. Nego-
tiations have been long, diflficult and resulted

in an interruption of the past ARDA pro-

grams.
Ontario's percentage of the federal com-

mitments under the general development
agreements in the last four years is less than

five per cent of the Canadian total. As an

example, in comparison, Quebec received 27

per cent of these federal funds. Expressed as

dollars contributed by the federal government
to agriculture in each province, this repre-
sented $900 per census farm in Quebec, com-

pared with $100 for every Ontario farm.

It's pretty easy to give out provincial funds
when it's flowed through the federal govern-
ment and comes from our farmers to begin
with. I don't think this is equitable treatment

for Ontario farmers. It certainly isn't equit-
able for those in southwestern Ontario who
are left completely out of these agreements.
It may be equitable for some in eastern On-
tario and some in northern Ontario and I

suppose for the member for Grey; he is kind
of in the grey area, and they really don't

know whether they are in or out most of the

time with regard to those agreements.
I intend to support this resolution. I

recognize that it has some flaws, but I will

be supporting it because the philosophy

expressed in the resolution is of concern to

me and the people I represent. We do
have an immediate and pressing concern for

the cash flow of Ontario farmers, and the

interest rate at the present time is at the

head of that list.

At the same time, I want to point out

that many Ontario farmers do not want to

be limited to the same competitive oppor-
tunities that are provided in other countries,

as is listed in the resolution, because un-

restricted opportunities to farm in this prov-
ince are what has brought them to this area,

and they don't want to return to a system
that enshrines them in some ineflRciencies

in farming operations in a place where the

government wants to keep everybody
equal. It's because we have opportunities

they don't have in other countries that our

agriculture has been able to flourish.

The underlying concern of this resolution

is of importance not only to farmers of this

province, but also to everyone else. Farm-
ers produce the food we eat—and that

affects everybody, regardless of their voca-

tion or the location. Inflation and high in-

terest rates affect us all. Food production
affects us all. The farmers of this province
are the producers of food. As government,
as farmers, and as consumers we must work

together to ensure that the basic producer
of this province not only survives, but also

is provided with an opportunity to carry
on a healthy business in a healthy province.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, I would first

hke to commend my colleague the member
for Grey for introducing a resolution that

is so meaningful to the farmers of Ontario

today. The very fact that an opposition
member had to introduce this resolution in-

dicates to me this government's lack of com-
mitment to the agricultural industry.

They can talk all they hke about the

drainage loan, about the minimum capital

grant, and about the amount of money that

is spent on research, but that is not going
to help the farmer who is coping with high
interest rates on his mortgages and on his

operating loan today.

A further indication of the lack of com-
mitment on the part of this government is

the fact that the Minister of Agriculture
and Food didn't respond. He wasn't the

first speaker on that side of the House to

get up and give us some answers, particu-

larly when we have a House full of farm-

ers. I will be very disappointed if I don't

hear some kind of response from the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food today.
We in this party and the farmers of this

province are concerned that, because of the

lack of commitment given by this govern-
ment to the agricultural industry, in the

years ahead we will not be able to fulfil

our responsibility to provide eflBciently and

economically the food needed to feed the
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growing population of Ontario, Canada and
the world for that matter.

4:10 p.m.

Farmers today are facing increasing pres-
sures from many sides: economic pressures,
land pressures and social pressures. When
our farmers view this government's sup-

port for agriculture in relation to the assis-

tance provided to farmers by other provin-
cial governments and by other countries,

they despair at the prospect of becoming
noncompetitive. Ontario's 1979-80 agricul-
tural expenditure, as a percentage of total

budgetary expenditures, is 1.17 i)er cent,

the second lowest in Canada, and only

higher than New Brunswick's.

That's a sad commentary. Anybody who
says the agricultural industry or the farm-

ing industry is highly subsidized in Ontario

had better take a look at the commitment
the government makes to the farming in-

dustry in this province.

Agriculture truly has become this gov-
ernment's forgotten industrial sector. This

province was nearly self-sufficient in food

in 1961, but it is rapidly losing the capa-

city to feed its own citizens. Ontario's

agriculture is worth about $4 billion an-

nually. About one third of Canada's agricul-

tural output comes from Ontario. In other

words, Ontario is still the agricultural heart-

land, but we would never know it accord-

ing to this government.
The value added in this province by

Ontario farmers is greater than that of any
other primary industry, including mining,
and ahead of that of any single manufactur-

ing industry. Twenty per cent of our popula-
tion works at jdbs cormected with the food
and agricultural industries. Agriculture ranks
as the top primary goods-producing industry.
When we consider tliat only about four per
cent of our people are farmers, we see how
tremendous a contribution they make. Are
we prepared to see them going down the

drain? I hope not.

There has been a steady decline in the

position of Ontario farming in comparison
with agriculture in Canada. Moreover, there

is a growing dependence in t5iis province on

imported food. In 1978, Ontario imported

approximately $256 million worth of fresh

fruit and vegetables and $245 million worth

of livestock. The potential for growth by re-

placing imports pales w'hen compared to the

potential for growth in exports. We are not

utilizing our full capabilities in this province.
Ontario farmers need meaningful progiiams
from the government to restore and build

their confidence and to stop the decline fore-

seen fcM" agriculture in the 1980s.

Our farmers ask for no more than assist-

ance to compete with the programs offered

farmers in other provinces or countries. Our
farmers cannot compete with the treasuries

of other countries. For example, ever since

the European Economic Community was

founded, it has followed a policy of subsidiz-

ing its own agriculture at the expense of

both its consumers and overseas farmers.

European farmers are not as cost-eflBcient as

we are; so they have used higher intend

support prices to achieve their goal of higher
domestic production. A very large part of

the EEC countries' budgets goes to subsidize

something that would never be tolerated

here.

This naturally has destroyed our market,
as have several of the spinoff^ from their

high support prices. In the mid-1960s, nearly

half our exports went to the EEC countries,

but in 1978 tJiese coimtries represented only
38 i)er cent of Canada's trade. Farm incomes

for Ontario for 1980 are forecast to decline

by 40 per cent because price levels are too

low to ofi^set rising interest rates and input

costs.

Last year the largest increase in operating

expenses for farmers occurred in interest

charges, which were up 36 i)er cent. Interest

rates at today's unprecedented heights will

spell the end for many of the province's
farmers. If this 'happens, it leaves Ontario

fanners in the vulnerable position of selling

t^eir farms to the large number of foreign
investors who are most anxious to invest their

capital in Ontario's farm land. Surely this is

not the kind of legacy this government
Would like to leave future generations of

Canadians.

Credit is a vital component of the modem
farm business. Credit flow to farmers is in-

creasing at a rate of 18 per cent per year.
Farmer indebtedness in Ontario now is about

$3.4 biHion. It has been calculated that every
time interest rates rise one i)er cent, Ontario

farmers nay out something like an additional

$32 million a year to banks and finance

companies.
Ontario is the only province, other than

Prince Edward Island, that does not have

some sort bf silbsidized credit program for

farmers. Quebec off^ers privileged interest

rates and loans up to $250,000. I'm not go-

ing to elaborate on that, because my col-

league has already done so. He also went

through the type of low-interest-rate loans

other provinces are offering—from 2.5 per
cent in Quebec to 6.75 per cent, nine per
cent and prime minus three per cent in other
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provinces. In the United States, about half

the farm loans are provided through produc-
tion credit association loans, at 12.5 per cent

to 13 per cent interest rates, and through the

federal government's farmers' home aominis-

tration loans, at 11 per cent.

That government recently passed a bill

extending t3ie farmer home administration

economic emergency loans to September
1981 and increasing the fimd from $4 billion

to $6 billion. They are looking after their

agricultural industry in the United States.

There is a need for the government to

preserve the farmer in tough times, just as

it is prepared to do with other industries.

There are a number of precedents for the

government coming to the aid of troubled

industries. Let me give a few: a $28-million

provincial grant to Ford Motor Company of

Canada to build a new plant; a $10.5-milhon

grant to Domtar Incorporated to modernize

its pulp and paper facility; a $16.6-million

loan to E, B, Eddy Forest Products Limited

to improve plant facilities; $7 million to

Spruce Falls Power and Paper Company to

improve plant facilities; $15 milhon in assist-

ance to modernize the textile industry; $15
million to Abitibi-Price Incorporated to

modernize its facilities; $15 million auto-

mobile sales tax rebate for 1979 model cars

—nothing nKwe than a grant from Ontario

taxpayers to some car dealers.

Yet the provincial government says it is

unable to find even $25 million for a pro-

gram, asked for by the Ontario Federation

of Agriculture, to provide short-term loans

at 10 per cent interest to help farmers

through the 1980 cropping season.

There is a lack of commitment on the

part of this government to the agricultural

industry in Ontario. Unless its attitude

changes, we will see not only many farmers

go into bankruptcy, but also those who rely

on the farming industry, including machinery
dealers, feed companies, merchants and
businessmen in rural Ontario.

Since the Minister of Agriculture and
Food comes from rural Ontario, he should

realize the seriousness of the situation.

Surely he will tell this House some time

today what the province is prepared to do
to help farmers over this tough time.

I don't want to hear him say: "It's a fed-

eral jturisdiction." None of the other provinces
looks at it that way. I expect the minister

to follow suit with the other provinces.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

speak briefly on this resolution, the intent of

which I support. I congratulate the member
for introducing it in this House.

While doing research for this speech, I

looked at the front page of today's Toronto

Star, and I saw: "Interest Spiral Hits Store

Credit Rates." The figures are almost im-

believable.

The first paragraph of the story says: "At
least two major retail chains, Simpsons-Sears
and Hudson's Bay Company, are raising the

annual interest rate to 23.4 per cent from
21 per cent on purchases made with their

charge cards."

Whatever happened to the word "usury"?
It's in the dictionary. It's in the Bible. It has

been a part of most societies that there are

limits on what creditors can charge people.
In the United States, many legislatures have
enacted legislation that has a specific figure

beyond which interest can't be charged. We
don't do that in Canada. We don't do that

in Ontario. Whatever happened to that con-

cept of usury, which in many societies was
considered to be a crime, iand not a symbol
of success or profit?

The federal policy of tight money in-

dicates how dominated, controlled and

manipulated om- economy is in this country
and province. I recall Herb Gray saying on
television during the last federal election

campaign that, if he were a minister in the

next government and that government were
to increase interest rates, he would resign
as a minister in that cabinet.

When the people in the galleries today
listen to politicians, when they see examples
like that, they say, "How can we believe any
of them?" People campaign across the country

against high interest rates, and what do they
do when they get in power? We've had two

parties in power, federally, in the past six

months and they've both done the same

thing. Is it any wonder the politicians are

regarded with such scepticism and cynicism?

4:20 p.m.

What do these governments do for Ae
farmers? Several members have already out-

lined what other provinces are doing. In

this Legislature, all we ever hear is: "It's

the feds. We'll talk to the feds. We'll see if

we can get something from the feds," At

least I can look back on the history of this

party and say we have consistently fought
the concept of tight-money policies, whether

federal or provincial.
I think we're the only ones who can say,

"We don't get money from the banks when
it comes to election time." We will bare our

campaign contributions, and we challenge
the other parties to put their records on the

line and show the farmers here how much
money they get from the chartered banks.
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the finance companies, the trust companies
and the profiteers.

Surely, the proof of the pudding is if they
criticize them but take their money at elec-

tion time; what are they doing? Who are

they kidding? At least we can say we don't

get money from the banks. We don't answer

to the banks. We don't owe favours to the

banks, because we're opposed to the

monopoly power and cartel power of the

banks in Canada today.

I can look at the record of this party and
see that we were the first party in Canada
to introduce legislation to protect farm land

from encroachment. We did that when we
were in power in British Columbia. We took

a lot of flak for that, but we stood firm be-

cause we believed in it. Our party has fought

consistently against the principle of foreign

domination of our economy, whether it be

industrial, commercial or agricultural.

Going back to the roots of this party, the

CCF raised the issue of foreign ownership
and foreign domination, and yet the parties

in power have consistently sold out this

country, sold out our resources, sold out our

land and sold out our people to the highest
bidder. Their record is clear, and it's a record

that's an insult. We have fought for Cana-
dian ownership. We have fought for small

business. We have fought to restore the role

of Canada as an independent country, and
not a satellite or lackey of the United

States.

We were the first to propose a mechanism
to stop or control foreign takeovers, and

actually proposed a strategy to recover

Canadian control of our economy. We intro-

duced strong legislation in Saskatchewan

against foreign ownership of farm land.

When the New Democratic Party was in

power in Manitoba, we introduced similar

legislation to limit foreign ownership of farm

lands.

Our party in Saskatchewan has introduced

legislation to help farm businesses in com-

munities of less than 6,000 to protect the

viability of those small communities.

Our party believes that we should do as

much for small business—and I'm including

agriculture in that—as this government does

for big business.

Look at the record of this government in

the past 12 months. There was $100 million

for the pulp and paper industry, those poor
sufi^ering profiteers with 94 per cent average
profits in 1978. They got a gift—not a loan—
of $100 million. Henry Ford and friends got
$29 million, and look what's happening in

Windsor today. The manufacturing sector

will be receiving $65 million. And people
who wanted to buy cars that dealers couldn't

sell got $3 million. All were gifts and not

loans.

Our party supports the efiForts of the dairy
farmers of eastern Ontario to get a fair deal

when it comes to quota. We support the

efforts of the small cheese factories to sur-

vive. We believe in the integrity and the

viability of the dairy industry and those

cheese factories. They are an integral part
of our heritage in this province. We believe

in the family farm. We believe it's viable.

We believe in the power and long-term
future of the family farm.

We believe in controlling the power of

the chartered banks. No other party in a

provincial or federal legislature has the guts

to take on the power of the chartered banks.

We're prepared to end their monopoly, to

end the power of the cartels. We're the only

party that talks about monopolies and cartels

which fix prices, control supply, and increase

costs for the farmers.

We've had an example of the two old-line

parties in pK>wer federally. Look at their

record on interest rates, on the banks, on the

cartels, on competition and monopolies. That

record speaks for itself.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, I am
rising to take part in this ddbate today, not

to criticize what has been said but to si)eak

to a point of very grave concern. This is far

too serious to speak the way that party has

been today—trying to make it a political

i?sue.

I listened to the two Liberal members
who are farmers themselves. They understand
the real situation and spoke from their heart

aibout it. I congratulate them. TTiey imder-

stand tfhe situation. People in the audience

all around here know what the real problem
is.

Each and every one of those people sit-

ting up there is an experienced farmer who
has gone out and worked in the soil. They
have cared for cattle, they have cared for

hogs, they have cared for chickens, turkeys,

what have you; they are from every walk of

life. Their real concern today is the high
interest rates. Where are they going to get

money to carry on the operation of their

farm this year? I share that concern witih

them.

I am not speaking here today for political

gain. We should 'all be concerned, on a

nonpartisan basis, to try to arrive at a solu-

tion. If it were permissible today, Mr.

Speaker, and I realize it is not permissi1>le,

I would ask the member for Grey to add
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something to his resolution. Next Wednesday
morning, when I meet the federal Minister

of Agriculture, I would like the support of

this Legislature to request him to go back
to his colleagues to request the Bank of

Canada to make money avaiilable through
the local lending institutions at an interest

rate similar to or lower than t'he interest rate

that was experienced some 18 months to two

years ago.

I really believe the honourable member
would incorporate that, but I realize that

House procedure doesn't permit it. I am go-

ing to request that of the minister, and I

would hope that I would have the support
6f the House. I know I will have the support
of our party. I don't need to worry; I feel

confident about having it.

I think it is important that the people

sitting up around us here are aware of the

penalty the people of Ontario are paying
through the federal distribution df equaliza-
tion grants. Keep in mind that Ontario was
offered $500 million. Our Treasm-er (Mr.
F. S. Miller) turned it down. He said it was
not a fair share to Ontario. We haven't taken

it.

Newfoundland got $344 million; Prince

Edwiard Island, $79 million; Nova Scotia,

$419 million; New Brunswick, $356 million;

Quebec, $1,574,000,000; Manitoba, $295

million; Saskatchewan, $52 million; and

Alberta, nil.

4:30 p.m.

I know I am not speaking to the farmers
of Alberta, but is there any reason why t!hey

should get less than the farmers of Saskat-

chewan or Manitoba? Think about that,

because the other part of Albertan society
is wealthy. The farmers there are being
penalized in exactly the same way as the
farmers in Ontario are being penalized.
Britis'h Columbia is also deprived of any
help for the siame reason.

Earlier today, at the microphone outside,
I spelled out some of the programs we have
established for our farmers in Ontario. I

repeat that in Ontario, of the $200-million

budget I administer, $128 million goes in

direct grants to the farm communities. The
only direct grant to our farmers that hasn't

been mentioned here today is the farm tax

rebate.

Mr. Riddell: That's also part of the

minister's budget.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Sx>eaker, the

Liberal Party is a very honourable party; in

fact, all members of this House are honour-

able members. But some of them try to make

political gains out of something that is very
serious to me.

I informed the executives of the Ontario

Federation of Agriculture when I met with

them some 10 days ago, that, following their

presence in Ottawa about two weeks down
the way, I will be very glad to sit down and
talk to them to see what solutions we can
work out.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The member for

Crey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent) for up to three

minutes.

Mr. Sargent: Three minutes?

Mr. Makarchuk: He has to be an excep-
tion. He's 65 today.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I think it is a

shocking situation when the Premier (Mr.

Davis) and the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller)

have other things to do when the most im-

portant group in our economy is in dire

trouble. This whole subject toclay isn't poli-

tical. Every one of the government members
knows the minister is totally wrong. It is the

responsibility of the government to look

after its people. What does one teU a farmer

who was paying nine and 10 iper cent in-

terest last year on bank money and now has

to raise another $20,000 a year extra or go
down the tiibe if he doesn't pay?

Hon. Mr. Norton: What has the member
said to Mr. Trudeau about this?

Mr. Sargent: This is not a federal prob-
lem. It is a job for the province to solve

itself. Last week in the House, when I asked

the Premier what he was going to do about

giving us the same deal as Quebec, he said

he had no plans to do anything. I asked the

Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Henderson), and he said he would wait to

•see w'hat the federal government was going
to do.

The group in the galleries came to the

meeting today as businessmen. Agriculture is

big business, the biggest business in Ontario.

They are going to go down the tube if the

minister carries on the way he is doing. They
want a commitment as to what the minister

is going to do.

I suggest to the minister that the dhickens

are going to come home to roost pretty soon

when these x)eople have given their lives.

We had 500 farmers the other night. One

young chap got up and almost cried. He
said: "I am not only going down the drain;

I am taking my mother and father with me."

This is happemng right across the whole

scene, and the minister has the arrogance to

talk about asking the federal government
what it will do. What a ridiculous situation!
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He is poing to ask them. Why in the hell

doesn't he run his own ship and give these

X>eople the deal they have coming to them?
iTiese people have come here to bring a

message to the Premier, and to all Ontario:

This system is not working. The system is

unparalleled in our liberties and equality and

prosperity, but today it is aimed against us.

These people are going to be put out of busi-

ness because they can't pay 20 per cent for

money, and this government knows that. What
can they do?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. Sarejent: Mr. Speaker, with your indul-

gence, I'd like to quote one set of figures

•which are very important to us at this point.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber has 30 seconds.

Mr. Sargent: Some x>eople will say that two

per cent is not important. It isn't very im-

portant from 10 to 12 per cent but, when we
get from 18 to 20 i>er cent, $100,000 becomes

$8 million between 18 and 20 per cent. It's

a mathematical certainty that the whole econ-

omy will go down the drain on this setup.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, Order. The
honourable members have just wasted some
time. The member for Grey has four minutes,

Mr. McKessock: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
It concerns me that the government has had
two chances in the last year to deal with

two federal governments, two diflFerent par-
ties. I don't know what the problem is, but

they seem to have trouble getting along with

either of them. I will certainly support this

government when they try to get money
from the federal government, but I don't

want to hear them blaming this on the feds.

The other provinces probably blamed it on
the feds too, but the governments of the

other provinces went out and gave assistance

to their farmers. That is all we are asking
for: the same assistance that other provinces
in Canada are giving their farmers.

The member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. Wat-
son) mentioned that the farmers don't want
assistance. If he ever intends to become Min-
ister of Agriculture and Food, I hope he gets
out into Ontario and looks at other counties

besides his o^vn, Maybe things are better

down there, but this resolution is of particular

importance to my riding, because Grey county
has the second largest agricultural acreage of

any county of Ontario, according to this gov-
ernment's survey. Also included in the riding
is the rich farmland of Minto township in

Wellington county and the Melancthon town-

ship in Dufferin county.

I would like to welcome those people who
are here today from my riding and all farm-

ers who are here from across Ontario.

I want to thank the members who took

part in this debate on the present and future

of agriculture in Ontario. I urge all members
to support the vote on this resolution at 5:45

p.m. this afternoon if they like to eat.

The Ontario Federation of Agriculture pre-
sented a brief to the Premier and the cabinet

one years ago, and on page 1 1 it states: "Tliis

government has indicated its intention to pro-
vide incentives for industries, particularly to

the automobile manufacturers, to stimulate

Ontario's manufacturing sector. Ontario agri-

culture is facing serious competition from the

treasuries of other provinces and other coun-

tries. It requires just as great a commitment
from this government as does the manufac-

turing industry." The OFA was asking for

these same things one year ago, and they are

supporting this resolution here today.

Ontario spends less than 1.5 per cent of

its provincial budget on agriculture
—a smaller

percentage than any of the other nine prov-
inces in Canada. Ontario seems to have no

problem coming in 10th these days. The Que-
bec livestock commissioner says that, bv 1982,

Quebec will be producing close to half of

Canada's hogs. By 1985, they will not have

to depend on eastern Ontario for feeder pigs.

Both Ontario and Quebec farmers have

been borrowing money to build bams in the

past few years. Now that the crunch is on in

both hogs and beefs, who is likely to survive?

Will it be the farmers in Quebec with their

2,5 per cent and 8 per cent interest loans, or

the Ontario farmers who are paying the full

shot of 18 per cent and 19 per cent?

4:40 p.m.

On Tuesday evening a group of 500 con-

cerned farmers in Bruce county met to dis-

cuss the current interest-rate problem; a

great many of them are here today. A banker

said after the meeting that the urgency of

getting immediate assistance was not stressed

enough that night. He said that within the

next few weeks a lot of decisions are going
to be made.

The minister must make an announcement

within the next week or there is going to be

real trouble. The farmers in Ontario are go-

ing to be in a very vulnerable position when

contacted by some of the German and Arab

money that is floating around for farm pur-

chases. I know, because it has reached my
to\vnship. We must give our farmers assist-

ance on these interest rates to allow them

to survive and encourage them at this time.
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Statistics Canada said there was going to

be a 12 per cent drop in the net income in

Canada. It is going to be 40 per cent in

Ontario. I couldn't understand that until I

realized that—

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. The honour-

able member's time has expired.
That completes the allotted time for ballot

item 5, and it will be dealt with further at

5:50.

GAME AND FISH
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Philip moved second reading of Bill

15, An Act to amend the Game and Fish

Act.

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

commence my address to this House by ex-

pressing my appreciation to the various

groups which over the last two years have
shown interest in the problems addressed by
this bill: to Annette Christensen of the

Toronto Humane Society, to Lloyd Cook of

the Ontario Trappers' Association, and to

the presidents and members of various

animal protection groups who have been so

very generous of their time. They have
shown great patience with me as I continued

to ask one question after another.

One person in particular, Avril Mitchell,

deserves special mention for the work that

she has done. Mrs. Mitchell is the executive

assistant to the New Democratic Party House
leader, the member for Sudbury East (Mr.

Martel). She has made the passage and

implementation of the bill a personal mission,
and there are few members in this House
who have not been lobbied by her on the

merits of this bill. I would also like to thank

the members of all parties who have asked

for more information and who have shown
interest and support for the bill.

Lastly, I would like to say that I appre-
ciate the interest and the support shown by
the Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Auld).
He has informed me that he will be voting
for this bill and that he supports its prin-

ciple. I met with him and his staff, and I

have drafted some minor amendments based

on input from various groups and based on
some of his own views on the bill. It is hoped
by both the minister and myself that these

amendments can be made expeditiously when
this bill goes to committee of the whole and
that the bill will receive third reading and

royal assent as soon as possible.

The purpose of my bill is to restrict the

use of body-gripping and leghold traps in

urban areas. It exempts farmers in the pro-

tection of their property and licensed

trappers. There are basically two types of

trapping, one for fur and one for pest and

predator control. The humane societies have
box traps which anyone can borrow for

trapping and control of urban pest wildlife.

I have a small model of such a trap here,

and any member can easily examine it and
see how efficiently it works. This is the kind

of trap that should be used by the inex-

perienced person in an urban area trying to

deal with a pest problem. Because of their

bulk, these devices are not suitable for trap
lines. However, there is no reason whatso-

ever for not using them in an urban area

where only one or two animals may be a

problem.

My bill is supi)orted by both licensed

trappers and humane societies. I would like

to read three letters that summarize the

feelings of both of these groups, which are

in support of the bill but for different

reasons. First of all, I would like to quote
from a letter from George Lyons, who is

secretary-treasurer of the South Lake Sim-

coe Trappers* Council, Sutton West. Mr.

Lyons states in a letter to the Toronto Star:

"I commend Mr. Philip (NDP, Etobicoke)

who recently introduced the private mem-
ber's bill prohibiting the sale to and the

use of leghold trajys to the general pubhc.

"Lloyd Cook, president of the Ontario

Trappers' Association, has been trying for

years to get legislation passed that would
ensure the leghold trap could only be sold

and would only be permitted to be used by
licensed trappers."

In the same vein, there is this from the

Canadian Association for Humane Trapping:
"The Canadian Association for Humane

Trapping fully endorses your bill to limit

leghold and body-gripping traps to those

persons holding a vjJid trapping licence or

farmers experiencing nuisance animal prob-
lems.

"Most animal traps are tools which, if

set and used by inexperienced persons, can

cause serious damage, pain and stress to

both domestic and wild animals. The prob-
lem of animals being caught in improperly
set traps in urban and semi-urban areas

has been frequent enough to cause growing
concern to humane groups in many parts of

Canada.

"As populations increase and land uses

diversify we can expect an escalated occur-

rence of these incidents unless the use of

trapping devices is limited to those persons

who know how and where to set them. The
humane potential of any trap, like the hu-
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mane potential of a gun can only be real-

ized by a person skilled in handling it."

We have a letter from the Toronto Hu-
mane Society, stating: "Ed Philip recently
introduced a private member's bill in the

Ontario Legislature prohibiting the use to

the general public of body-gripping and

leghold traps. Excepted from such a prohibi-
tion would be farmers, hcensed trappers and

people trapping rats and mice. The bill

poses no threat to the fur industry.
"While the Toronto Humane Society

would be dehghted if people would show
more respect for wild animals by banning
all trapping, the society recognizes that the

fur industry is currently firmly established

in Canada and to expect a total ban would
be unrealistic.

"TTie society therefore supports this bill

since it is at least a step in the right direc-

tion. Last year the society received 68 com-

plaints with respect to urban trapping. There
are other and humane methods of dealing
with the wildlife nuisance such as the box

traps made available iby the Toronto Hu-
mane Society."
The Toronto Humane Society had asked

all other Metro governments to support a

Scarborough attempt in 1977 to ban the

use of leghold traps. Only one borough,
Etobicoke, failed to respond. Now I am
happy to report that the council of Etobi-

coke has unanimously passed a motion in

support of the bill before you. The bill has

the support not only of the trappers and the

humane societies, but also of the municipal
politicians who deal with this problem at a

local level.

Last year—as was mentioned in the letter

I just read—68 animals caught in these de-

vices were picked up by the Toronto Hu-
mane Society. An average of two domestic
animals per month—dogs and cats—are

caught. One must multiply this by the num-
ber of other municipalities in Ontario to get
some appreciation of the problem. Him-
dreds of animals are tortured every year
in these devices, by people who do not
know how to set or to secure them

properly.

Many people would not take their pets to

the humane society if they happened to be

caught in these devices. Distance is one
factor. Also, many people take their pets to

the community veterinarian on a regular
basis. To the number of animals the humane
societies pick up, we can add those that are

brought to veterinarians across the province.
I would like to read a report in the Scar-

'borough Mirror of one incident where a

pet was brought to a veterinarian.

"Dennis Jukes oi West Hill was horrified

last week when his cat crawled home drag-

ging a steel trap on its front leg. TTie family

pet Nicky was taken to a veterinarian, who
was forced to amputate the mangled limb.

"Jukes, who lives on Clyde Road, said that

the cat left the house on Sunday and did not

return until the following Wednesday. *I feel

very strongly that somebody would do this

kind of thing,' he said. 'Not only did the trap

catch our cat, but apparently other animals

have been caught in this area.*
"
The letter

goes on to give other, more gory details.

4:50 p.m.

The leghold and body-gripping traps in the

hands of an unlicensed or an unknowledgeable
trapper are a danger not only to the person

setting the trap, but also to other human

beings. A large animal caught in a leghold

trap and not adequately secured is a danger
to the first child or other person it runs into.

I have with me only a few pictures and I

have picked some of the less gory for those

who have stomachs that may not like some-

thing a bit more gruesome. I would share

these pictures with members, and I have

circulated them to the members at their

desks.

The first picture is that of a skunk caught
in one of these traps. A skunk can be a very

dangerous and, needless to say, awkward
animal if caught in such a trap. On the other

hand, a skunk caught in a box trap similiar

to this one, or a larger facsimile of the same

design, can be easily covered and quickly
taken to the humane society where it may be

disposed of.

The second picture is of a cat that is caught
in a trap. I think this picture requires very

little elaboration.

The third picture is a picture of a raccoon

that starved to dfeath because the trap was
not anchored properly.

I have here a trap that was set by one

such inexperienced person. Members will

notice that it has a very short chain and that

the person was foolish enough to think that

somehow it could be secured by a piece of

rope. When an animal is caught in some-

thing like this, it quickly chews the rope and

can be caught by the chain somewhere else

to die of starvation. Or in its fury, it coidd

attack the first other animal, including a

human being, that comes into contact with it.

The last picture is of a cat that was caught
and lost its leg. Members will notice also, by
the scratches around its face, that it has been

badly mangled by some other animal. The
animal was obviously caught in this. It was

caught in a way that secured it but not very
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adequately. It completely immobilized it,

and the animal was attacked by some other

animal that we do not know.
There is no fed'eral regulation of trapping.

The Criminal Code of Canada disallows the

trapping of animals kept for lawful purpose.
There is also a prohibition from the wilful

infliction of unnecessary pain and suffering.

However, the humane societies inform me
that to their knowledge there has been no
successful conviction in this regard. The regu-
lation of trapping is clearly a provincial

responsibility.

As chairman of the standing administration

of justice committee, I had the pleasure of

presidincf over a debate that provided en-

abling legislation from the province to the

city of Toronto to ban the use of leghold

traps within its boundaries. There were cer-

tain obiections which the government had to

this bill, obiections that I could understand
and empathize with. However, I am certain,

as the minister will confirm when he speaks,
that my amending bill overcomes these objec-
tions.

The citv of Ottawa now has a bylaw sim-

ilar to Toronto's, but we must realize that

these bylaws do not form a precedent for

other municipalities. It is clearly up to us,
as a provincial Legislature, to pass this bill

which will make the use of leghold and body-
gripping traps illegal in urban areas.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber has eight minutes remaining of the 20.

Does he wish to reserve any of that time?

Mr. Philip: Yes, I wish to reserve it to

answer any questions and points that mem-
bers of the House may raise.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The full eight min-
utes?

Mr. Philip: Yes.

Mr. Lane: Mr. Speaker, I rise to support
Bill 15 in principle, and I would like to say
to my friend from Etobicoke that, if we had
more private bills of this kind, I think we
would see a lot fewer vetoes of private bills

in this House. This is the type of thing we
reallv should be discussing in this private
members' hour, and I will support the bill.

However, having said that, and being a

northerner, I must put on record some con-

cerns that the trarypers and the native people
have about the bill.

I also want to point out that members of

the government are as concerned as opposi-
tion members are about the most humane
wav to trap fur-bearing animals. Even in the

rural areas of the north, pet docs and cats

often travel considerable distances from home
and sometimes get caught in traps. This

causes distress not only to the animal, but

also to the owner.

I would like to take this opportunity to

read a couple of paragraphs from a publica-
tion put out by the Ministry of Northern Af-

fairs last October. It mentions special funding
for the extended trapper education program
being provided by the Ministry of Northern

Affairs in support of the regular Natural Re-

sources trapper education workshops, for

which the Ministry of Northern Affairs has

provided $150,000. A $360,000, five-year

program is being funded bv the Ministry of

Northern Affairs, primarily for northern

Ontario. It includes Indian band areas of the

province. The Ministry of Natural Resources

also sponsors workshops for the rest of the

province.
Later on in the publication it says: "North-

ern Affairs has set aside $150,000 to be used
over the next three years for the manufac-
ture of a new foot-snare live trap developed
last spring by the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources. The foot-snare trap is lighter and
less expensive than the traditional leghold

type and applies very little pressure to the

snared animal." So we have put some dollars

in the pot to help provide a more humane
way to take fur-bearing animals.

I would like to refer briefly to a news
column put out last November 7 by the
Premier (Mr. Davis). One paragraph says:

"The fur industry in Ontario generates more
than $17 million in revenue each year. The
government of Ontario, while recognizing the

important contribution of the fur industry to

our provincial economy, also holds a long-
established commitment to develop better

and more acceptable methods of harvesting
furs. Indeed, to impose intentional or needless

suffering on any living creature is unthinkable

and a practice we firmly opi)ose."
Further on in the same news column, the

Premier says: "Fur trapping has long been a

sensitive issue but one that requires a bal-

anced perspective, attained through respon-
sible and informed opinion. There is always
room for improvement, and I'm proud to say
that Ontario remains in the forefront of the

drive to find sensitive and more humane
methods of harvesting furs." I wanted to

put on the record that this government is in

favour of the most painless way to take fur-

bearing animals.

A few other statistics might be interesting
to members of the House regarding the fur

industry in the province. Two types of trap-

ping licence are issued in this province. Lost

year, 2,800 licences were issued with exclu-

sive tranping rights on crown land. In addi-

tion, 8,700 residents' licences were sold to
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those Who trap on private property with the

land owners' permission. Many of this sec-

ond group are located in southern Ontario,
and a majority are part-time trappers, using

trapping revenues as a supplementary in-

come. The amount of wild fur harvesting

during the 1978-79 season equalled about

$20 million. This figure is exi)ected to

increase.

It goes on to say something about trap-line

management. "Trap lines are carefully man-

aged by the Ministry of Natural Resources.

Strictly enforced quotas for particular species
are imposed. The length of the trapping
season is controlled and, where necessary,
closed seasons are establis'hed to protect

dwindling species. The end result of such

a program is that the fur-bearing population
is the highest ever, a level that could never

have been imagined 30 years ago."
5 p.m.
A great deal of public concern has sur-

faced over the use of leghold traps. The
Ministry of Natural Resources is in the

process of developing a humane live trap. It

is based on a lasso principle and substan-

tially reduces injury to the animal. In tests,

a trapped animal has no cuts, chewed feet

or broken bones. It has also proven to be
as eflBcient in capturing and holding foxes,

coyotes and raccoons as commonly used leg-

hold traps. Ministry lawyers are currently at-

tempting to obtain patents on this new live

trap. Following this, manufacturers wfll be
licensed to produce it.

Improving our fur industry has been a

long-established goal of the Ontario govern-
ment. Solid wildlife management, improved
trapping techniques and proper enforcement
of trap lines ensure the growth and improve-
ment of our wildlife population and a key
provincial industry. This is truly an estab-

lis'hed, renewable natural resource. The trap-

ping of wild fur Was Canada's first land-

based industry and has produced an annual

crop of fur for more than 300 years. Solid

management will ensure Canadian trappers
another 300 years of prosperity.

Those are a few facts regarding the

industry.

I would like to mention that my friend

the member for Cochrane South (Mr. Pope)
had intended to speak on this bill today, but
•his schedule took him out of town. I will

express some of the concerns from his area.

There is a group known as the Timmins
Fur Council which is made up of about 100

people who are hcensed to trap in that area.

The fur harvest in Timmias brings in ap-

proximately $250,000 each year, most of

which is spent in Timmins.

Timmins is one of the few cities in Canada
which includes many acres of prime trapping
land within its city limits; so trapping does

improve the economy of that area.

I spoke to a fur council member this

morning and was advised that they want to

take fur-bearing animals in the most humane
way possible, but they are not prepared to

lose any revenue from this source.

I am sure this is the general feeling of

the trappers in northern Ontario. I have

many trappers in my riding. Many of them
are native people who have provided a live-

lihood for themselves and their families for

many generations. These people are good
trappers. They are able to prepare the pelts

for the market in excellent condition. While

they too want to take animals in the most
humane way possible, they still have to be
able to make a living.

We will have to be flexible enough in

legislation in this manner to allow these

people to continue to be able to live from
their profession and, at the same time, work
into the system a more humane way of

taking the animals. Therefore, a new trap-

ping device must be as effective as the

methods now used.

I hope what I have said will express our

concerns about the income in northern

Ontario that is received from trapping. I also

hope it expresses the support of the prin-

ciple of this bill by this government to

prevent any needless pain and suffering of

animals that are being trapped.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I certainly intend

to support the bill in principle. I am very

glad to hear, via the grapevine around here,

that the bill is intended to go forward in

government time for amendment in commit-

tee and vdll be enacted. Whether it actually

goes on the statute books on the basis of

private member's legislation remains to be

seen, but certainly the bill is extremely

worthwhile and I am very glad to support
it.

Actually, I was rather extensively lobbied

by a very effective lobbyist, around here, a

person many of us know reasonably well,

Avril Mitchell. I want to give her a great

deal of credit, not only for that, but also

for the well-worded letter that appeared in

the Toronto Star. Of course, the visual aspect

of the letter was picked up by the fact that

the Star editorial board decided that the

picture of the honourable member who intro-

duced the bill should appear along with the

letter; so it's all very worthwhile.

One of the reasons I am speaking on this

bill is that at this moment there are probably
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100 leghold traps set on my farm. A creek

known as Fairdiild Creek—and I deny at once
that it was named after me—runs through
the property, and at this time of year it is

crawling with muskrats. I have given written

permission to a farmer and a university
student to trap the section of the creek

through my property, and each year they
take out a substantially large number of

muskrats that are extremely valuable. There
are still people who like to wear muskrat
coats—believe it or not. Miss Mitchell—and
whatever one thinks of that, they are very
valuable. I know one young man who has
contributed enormously to his own post-

secondary education in this way, and a good
friend of mine who is a farmer probably
nets about $3,500 every spring from a rela-

tively short section of the creek.

I don't think the muskrats die a pleasant
death, and I don't suppose the pigs that are

slaughtered at Canada Packers today die a

pleasant death, but that doesn't mean I am
going to stop eating bacon with my eggs. I

would also say that misuse of those traps is

one of the most horrible things one could

imagine, I am sure.

Over the Easter weekend, my wife and I

were walking back through our creek prop-
erty, and I found one of those traps, well

removed from the creek. As a matter of fact,

it was on the top of a hill, a quarter of a
mile from the creek. The trap was well

anchored to the ground, with the remains
of a skunk still attached, and the grass that

was just starting to grow was pounded flat

in a radius of about two feet. When one
thinks of the poor animal having suflFered

that agony, probably for many days before
he finally came to extinction, and that the

person who put that trap there had the

callous, inhuman indifference not even to

go back and check it, it is practically un-

thinkable—except that it happens, and that

is really why this bill is here before us.

Naturally, being a reasonable bill, it ex-

cludes licensed trappers. I know that the

people I was referring to who trap on my
property are licensed, and I can only trust

that they were not responsible for the

incident I have described. I intend to find

out about that.

A good deal of trapping goes on in south-

western Ontario of the type that I have
described earlier in my remarks as definitely

productive. This type of trapping is not

really interfered with by this bill, and I don't

think it should be.

I should also indicate that another ex-

tremely important use of leghold traps is the

control of a cuddly little menace called a

groundhog. We have about 250 acres on our
farm. We had an aerial photograph taken of

it at one stage for mapping purposes, and we
were able to count something like 400

groundhog holes in the farm. It is not in any
way the worst farm, because the usual con-

trol method is to persuade all my sons'

teenage friends—I guess they are in their

earlier 20s now—to come up with their shot-

guns and help us control them. I don't use

leghold traps but many farmers use them
for this purpose, because a method of con-

trolling groundhogs is yet to be developed.
I phoned the experts in the Ministry of

Natural Resources—I haven't phoned the

minister about this yet, and I should have,

because he is extremely knowledgeable in

these matters—about the more modern

ways to control this pest, and really nobody
knows. We use gasoline bombs, we use the

exhaust from the tractor, and at one time

we even pumped cyanide dust down there

imtil we found that we were probably at

much more risk than were even the ground-

hogs. But they are a very bad pest on the

farm. The holes and the burrows actually

use up a lot of productive land, and it is

very difficult for implements and tractors

to go over those bumps.

Actually, one of the best means of con-

trolling groundhogs is foxes, which live in

the burrows in the areas. If one looks at the

refuse around the fox dens, groundhog
bones are usually what are found more than

anything else. Except there is some fantas-

tic commitment on the part of great white
hunters in the area to ffo out and kill foxes.

There is nothing they like to do better than

that, which is unfortunate in one respect.
The other side of that, of course, is that

the foxes are very vulnerable to rabies. Not
this past winter but a year ago, we lost

two head of cattle to rabies, and I was the

one that had to shoot the one animal. TTie

other, when we weren't sure what the ill-

ness was, actually died; it was then tested

and found to have been rabid. It is expected
that these animals were bitten by foxes or

skunks who were rabid at the time. It is

necessary that supervision and control form
a part of any program.

5:10 p.m.

I am glad the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources is going to embark on a program of

anti-rabies vaccination. It's not necessary to

run around and catch these animals. Bait

is put out which has the proper vaccine in

it. I sincerely hope we can control this

terrible disease. It is very rare for humans
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to get it, and there is treatment; but when
animals get it, it is a terrible thing. It is

not much fun to boniow the neighbour's

rifle, shoot the animal, drag it out and bury
it. Naturally, there is economic loss, but

there also are other traumas involved.

I like the way the bill has been drawn.

I understand there are two or three amend-
ments. I am not sure it will have much

application in territory like my own, where

farmers controlUng pests and trappers who
are licensed can probably find exemption
imder the terms of the bill. As in the city,

there still are people in the country who are

prepared to put traps out and catch domes-

tic animals—cats, dogs and so on—but who
do not have the basic humanity to super-

vise the traps to see that any animal trapped
is destroyed without delay.

While not world-shaking, this bill is defi-

nitely useful, and I am glad not only to par-

ticipate in debating it, but also to know it

can go forward and either become law or

become the basis of a law which will be

enacted and enforced in this jurisdiction.

Mr. Isaacs: Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure
to rise and participate in this debate in sup-

port of the bill introduced' by my colleague
the member for Etobicoke (Mr. Philip).

I want to quote a very short paragraph
written under an editorial pseudonym in the

magazine BC Outdoors. It reads:

"The leghold truss is the most barbaric

form of torture man has inflicted on the

animal kingdom. As its name suggests, the

trap catches its victim around the leg or

paw and holds it in a vice-like grip be-

tween steel jaws. The trap, invented some
300 years ago, is still as primitive as the

ages which spawned it. The trapped animal
or bird awaits death by, first, starvation or

exposure, torture that can last for days and
even weeks. The most kindly fate is for one
of its enemies to appear; then death is rela-

tively fast. Another way of dying is for the
victim to rip o£F or chew off a foot or leg.

Since nature has no sympathy for the de-

formed, this mutilation condemns most ani-

mals (predators in particular) to the slow
death of starvation."

The bill is long overdue. It may not have
the province-shattering importance of the

previous debate, but I think it is unfortimate
that it has been overlooked so long. It is

something the government could have dealt
with some years ago and which we are left

now to deal with through this mechanism
of private members' hour.

It is fortunate there is support, apparently
on all sides of the House, for this measure
—support that is very welcome and very

necessary because of some problems I will

get to in a moment. It is support we can

appreciate without ihaving to listen to the

kinds of argument that took place in the

previous debate, which in my view was

degenerating on the government side into

a tirade against the unfortunate economic

situation of Quebec
The problem this bill deals with is not

academic. We do not have to engage in

partisan debate because of the inability of

the government to deal with the situation. It

is a problem that is here, today, in our

urban areas.

I didn't want to upset the order and

decorum of the House, but I have in the

corridor outside a leghold trap whicii was

fished from the waters of a pubhc park area

in the city of Hamilton just two weeks ago

by an inspector for the Hamilton Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

These traps are being set in urban areas,

often by inexperienced people, in ways that

pose a real hazard to the public and to

domestic pets, as well as to wild animals

that might legitimately be caught.

The insi)ector concerned. Inspector Ban-

dow of the Hamilton Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals, wrote to me

along these lines, and I would like to quote

just a couple of sentences from his letter.

"Le^old devices are presently readily avail-

able in the city bf Hamilton from a mmiber
of hardware dealers. The devices are pur-

chased by imsusi>ecting members of the

public. They frequently believe they have

purchased a killer trap in order to trap

nuisance animals like skunks, raccoons and

squirrels. Once trapped, however, we [the Hu-
mane Society] are called to free the animal

from restraint. Unfortunately, because of ex-

tensive injuries, these animals suffer needless-

ly. More often than not, a neighbourhood pet

gets caught, w'hich may not only cause in-

jury to the animal but often results in need-

less neighbourhood confrontations."

The humane society inspector described

to me how on a nimiber of occasions very

recently €\e HSPCA has been called to deal

with animals that have been ciaught in one

of these leghold traps. The animal is in a

state of rage, as one can exp)ect, and it is

imx>ossible for a. hmnan being to approach.

The only remedy open to the humane

society, be the animal a skunk, a raccoon or

a domestic dog or cat, is to shoot it from a

safe distance. One problem is leading to an-

other. The use <rf firearms to shoot animals

caught in traps in the city is to me abso-

lutely abhorrent. We shouldn't be allowing

the situation which leads to that need.
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"iTiis morning I was demonstrating to an
interested individual, a leghold trap which
the humane society lent to me. I set the trap.
It was one that had a fairly weak spring,
because I haven't yet been able to set the
one that was fished up out of the stream and
I have in the corriidor, the spring is so

powerful. But I used one that had a weak
spring and could be set quite readily. I

triggered it with a pencil. These are the
two parts of the pencil. One attempt, trigger-

ing the trap with the pencil, and the pencil
was immediately split. If one inspects the

pencil closely, it is very clear that before

breaking it was thoroughly compressed.
There is tremendous force in the steel jaws
under the spring tension of the trap.
When those traps are used in urban areas,

when they are used in residential neighbour-
hoods, when they are placed by persons un-
known in waterways to which the public has

access, that spring force could very easily be

applied to the leg of a dog or cat, or possibly
even to the fingers of a child who was walk-

ing through that park area and M'ho decided
to play in the watercourse.

The legislation is long overdue, and it is

very sensible legislation. It does not infringe
on the rights of hunters, trappers and native

people at the present time. I hope that in time
humane traps will be developed and will be
available for commercial and farm use and
that leghold traps and body-gripping traps
can be outlawed entirely from this province.
For the time being, my colleague in his word-

ing of this bill has taken the only sensible

course, which is to ensure there is no inter-

ference with the need for disposal of vermin
and for those who are engaged in commercial

trapping operations. When the alternative

comes, I hope the government will be swift

to ensure that the alternative humane trap is

made the only legal trap for legitimate and
quasi-legitimate trappers, hunters and farmers
across this province.

5:20 p.m.

To show how important this issue is and
how much we should be concerned about
humane trapping as well as about our treat-

ment of animals here in Ontario—just as many
people in this province are concerned about
the humanity of the seal hunt and of other

operations that go on outside our province—
I would like to close with an extract from an
article put together by the Association for

the Protection of Fur-Bearing Animals. That
association writes:

"On land, the animal dies by starvation,

freezing, attack by other animals, thirst, or a

blow from the trapper's club. If the trapper

does not visit his trap line frequently, this

can mean that this needless agony goes on

for days or even weeks.

"Some animals escape by chewing off or

wringing off their paw. This is called a wring-
off. What the trapper sees on his return is

only the animal's paw left in the trap. Infec-

tion and reduced capacity to manage in the

demanding life of the wilds usually dooms
such escapees to yet further suffering and

certain death."

We are a humane society. It is time that

we moved away from this barbaric torture of

wild animals and of domestic pets that are

inadvertently caught in these traps when they

are set, frequently in urban areas. I commend
this bill to the House.

Mr. Jones: Mr. Speaker, as did the members
before me, I rise to support this bill. I do so

because I believe the principles behind the

bill calling for humane trapping are valid

and because this bill is a logical extension

of the programs and initiatives which the

government has had in place in this regard
for many years.

I am happy to see that the Minister of

Northern Affairs (Mr. Bernier) is with us to-

day, and the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Auld), because they too have taken a

very ciurent part in tiie initiatives that this

bill seeks to address.

At the outset, I would like to mention

briefly the role the trapper has traditionally

played in Ontario. I would also like to ex-

amine the support role that this government
has provided, being in the forefront of the

development of new methods in humane

trapping.

I am sure we all agree that the concept of

urban trapping is a relatively new phenome-
non. As the member for Mississauga North,

I have discussed this with my colleaeues the

member for Mississauga East (Mr. Gregory)
and the member for Mississauga South (Mr.

Kennedy). They have had discussions with

constituents and have expressed a shared

concern because, in the Mississauga area and
the Peel area generally, we have large

wooded areas. We have a lot of urbanization

mixed in that community, and we hear and
see incidents such as were described by
speakers before us.

The legacy of the trapper is still being
carried on by more than 10.000 individuals

in this province whose livelihoods depend
either fully or partly on trapping. These trap-

pers form a bedrock of an industry that has

witnessed rapid expansion and prosperity in

recent years. What is perhaps more important—I think it is something we sometimes tend
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to lose sight of—trappers, most of whom are

dedicated professionals, perform a service

that is increasingly vital to successful provin-
cial wildlife management.
Time and time again, we have seen that

trapping is a necessary means to the control

of depredating wildlife, and it is extremely
useful in preventing the overcrowding of fur-

bearers and large-scale dieoffs through star-

vation and disease that would otherwise take

place. Quite significantly, trapping is seen as

an aid to the reduction of human and animal

exposure to rabies, such as was described to

us by the member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk

(Mr. NLxon).
A trapline management program has been

in existence in Ontario since 1946. It has

been acclaimed worldwide as the greatest
conservation achievement of the century.
Without going into too much detail, the

program calls for the enforcement of strict

quotas for particular species, control of the

length of the trapping season, and the estab-

lishment, where necessary, of closed seasons

to protect diminishing species. These initia-

tives undoubtedly help account for the rela-

tively healthy levels of population of most
fur-bearers that we enjoy here in Ontario.

In southern Ontario alone we have more
than 50 wildlife management areas being
developed by the Ministry of Natinral Re-
sources with an eye to increasing opportuni-
ties for outdoor recreation and where the

land is being developed specifically for wild-

life. Efficient management of fur-bearing
animals is necessarily linked to Ontario's sys-
tem of wildlife management, and our

approach to both is based on a deep and
fundamental respect for the animal world.

The wilful infliction of needless suflFering
on any living creature is, beyond a shadow
of a doubt, a practice this government is

strictly opposed to. In fact, Ontario has been
in the forefront of the drive to develop ef-

ficient, more humane trapping techniques.
Since 1972, the Ministry of Natural Resources
has operated a trap-testing development pro-
gram. The ministry has acted also as a cata-

lyst in the federal-provincial conunittee for

humane trapping, which continues to receive

our avid and dedicated support.
In the light of the increasing concern over

the use of these leghold traps, which we heard
so vividly explained to us this afternoon,

particularly in the land setting, the ministry's

testing and development program has worked
intently on examining the feasibility of a

variety of traps submitted to them. Many of
these traps were necessarily rejected.

However, as the member for Algoma-
Manitoulin (Mr. Lane) outlined for us, the

ministry has developed a new device known
as the foot-snare live trap. This is a trap
that provides an alternative to the leghold

trap, designed to encircle the animal's foot

like a lasso and where a more gentle pressure
holds the animal in place without pain or

injury. Because of its flexibility and effective

tension mechanism, the trap may be used for

catching foxes, coyotes, wolves and possibly

lynx and fisher.

I think that all who share the opinions we
have heard expressed in the debate today
are happy to see this new trap, which has

been heralded as the first workable and
worthwhile holding device since the intro-

duction of the cone bear-trap, and that it is

now, as the member mentioned, available

to the stage where the ministry's lawyers
are currently attempting to obtain the patent
to bring it into being. The Minister of

Northern Aff^airs, on my left, has designated
some $150,000 towards the private manu-
facture of that device; we all take consider-

able pleasure in that.

I understand from the minister that the

trap is going to be made avaflable free of

charge for test purposes to trappers across

the province. It acknowledges that most part-

time trapping in Ontario is carried out in

the southern regions of the province, as one
of the members defined, in his own farm, in

his own area.

5:30 p.m.

It is in the urban environment, naturally,

where the chance for serious and unwar-
ranted accidents probably most often occur. It

follows that the use of animal traps in more

heavily populated areas must be regulated
in such a way as to work towards eliminating
the risk, which also has to include the harm
to domestic animals, as was mentioned by
the mover of the amendment bill, to adults

and particularly to children.

In the instance of urban trapping, the

newly developed foot snare trap we have

had described to us can play a particularly

useful and effective role, since the trap

would reduce or eluninate the risk of injury

to those peoples or animals for whom the

trap is clearly not intended.

The basic intent and humane spirit of this

bill—and I compliment the member who
brought it to the House—are reflective of the

kind of attitude and approach held by all

members of this House. I, too, join him in

happily observing that there appears to be

unanimity in support of this bfll. But I think

it would not be proper to exclude another

important facet because, whether it be the

trap with the new loop or >^ether it be one
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of the box traps, as described by the mover
of the bill, the fact seems to remain that

there is more to the issue.

The supervision that was mentioned for

any kind of trap is important. Education is a

salient point in the development and main-

tenance of a safe and healthy trapping en-

vironment. For this reason, the government
is committed to implementing a comprehen-
sive education program designed to inform

and educate both the general public and

trappers.

The Ministry of Natural Resources has

operated trapper workshops throughout On-
tario since 1974. Here, novices and profes-
sionals alike are trained in the newest, most
humane methods of trapping. The Ontario

Trappers' Association, in co-operation with

Georgian College, conducts fur management
courses in Parry Sound, South River, Brace-

bridore, Dorset, Barrie, Orillia and other

centres. We all feel it's just and proper that

we should encourage the safe and ethical use

of traps. I, for one, remain confident that

trapping will continue to play a positive role

in our economy and in preserving our natural

heritage by maintaining tihe spirit of mutual
trust and co-operation. Ontario can continue

to set the high standards of excellence in

the field of trapping that it has in the past.

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
for a moment or two in support of the hon-
ourable member's bill. I wish to commend
the member for Etobicoke (Mr. Philip) in

bringing forth this bill and providing an

opportunity for both m-ban and rural people
to be able to speak from their experience.

I represent a riding which has a great
many licensed trappers under the Ministry
of Natural Resources. I have always
threatened that one of these weekends I am
going to go out on the trap line with some
of our people and see just what does hap-
pen. I do have many people calUng me
who are looking for opportunities to get
into the trapping business, and I know in-

terest is increasing all the time. In my riding
also, we are very concerned with what is hap-
pening in this field. We have Sir Sandford
Fleming College at Lindsay, a natural resour-

ces school. I know the students there are very
interested in what happens to the field of

trapping. There is also tfie Leslie Frost Cen-
tre at Dorset.

I am pleased to see the bill does exempt
farmers and licensed trappers. It's my ex-

perience that people who are licensed under
the ministry certainly know what they are

doing and are doing a good job. I have
heard very few complaints at all. I have

kept a very good liaison with ministr>'

managers in Lindsay, Minden and Bancroft.

I have had excellent co-operation from

them. At all times, they are available to

explain just what is happening in regard to

trapping and the various traps. I appreciate
that very much.

I feel it's important that the business of

trapping should continue, because the fur

industry is certainly a big industry in the

economy of this province. However, it is

important that this work be in the hands of

those who are skilled and that we limit as

much as possible the misuse of these traps.

I think it's important, and I strongly sup-

port the banning of these traps in urban

areas. Many people, as I do, have pets, and
I think it's very unfortunate indeed when

they come in contact with this type of trap.

My only recommendation is that the Min-

istry of Natural Resources continue to

monitor and to develop new humane trends

in the field of trapping.
I do support the bill, and I commend the

member for introducing the bill for debate

here today.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to

rise to speak on this bill, and I would like,

as the others have done, to commend my
colleague the member for Etobicoke (Mr.

Philip) for submitting this bill. He and I

have had some discussion about it. I know
his deep concern on this matter, I also

know there are economic matters he would
have liked to have had dealt with in this

private member's bill, and there are human
matters he would have liked to have dealt

with in this private member's bill, but he
set those aside to have this very important
matter promoted. I guess it is a very hu-

mane matter. In fact, I suggest it's almost

a moral issue as well.

These leghold traps are used legitimately

by the two groups that have been men-
tioned: farmers who need a form of pest
control and trappers. I suggest that prac-

tically all other uses of the leghold trap
are uses which should not be permitted.
This is what this bill actually does. All

other uses includes people who set them
out to deliberately catch raccoons or skunks

or squirrels or some other innocent animals,
animals which are going about in the nor-

mal course of events to get their food and
are suddenly caught in these traps and suffer

great pain, often for long periods of time.

These traps are cruel in every respect, and
there are alternatives to their use which
have already been mentioned. There are

the box traps, in the case of skunks. I am
given to understand that the traps which are
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used within urban areas are used in an

endeavour to catch skunks, yet there are

now chemicals which can be put on lawns

so the skunks won't bother them.

There is some risk to humans in the use

of these traps. There are occasions in this

province where a child has been caught in

one of these traps. It is significant that

most countries in the world now have legis-

lated against the use of leghold traps.

Granted, many other countries do not have
a trapping industry, as we do here, and
therefore are not adversely affected. But
most countries have now abolished the use

of these leghold traps.

The incidence of domestic animals getting

caught in these traps is very high in the

urban centres. I checked with the city of

Welland, and two weekends ago they had
three complaints from citizens about domes-
tic animals being caught in these traps and

they had to investigate them. The city of

St. Catharines reported there w^ere 30 com-

plaints last year of animals being caught in

these leghold traps. The majority of them
were skunks or squirrels, but six of them
were domestic animals.

5:40 p.m.

I have some gory stories that I won't take

time to repeat, with one exception. There
was a raccoon at the pollution control plant
in the city of Welland that became a pet of

the operators. One morning, that raccoon

was missing. It was gone for a whole day.
The next day it came back dragging on its

back foot a leghold trap and with its front

foot eaten off, likely by the raccoon itself.

Similar tales could be told in many in-

stances. Anybody who sees, or even hears

about one of those occasions, I thirik would

support this bill.

This bill has been carefully designed. It

will impose no hardship on trappers or

farmers who have a legitim'ate use for the

traps. But, of course, all of us hope there

will be a new trap designed which will do

away with the cruel types used at present.

What hasn't been mentioned, and what
also is important about this bill, is that

except for the two groups, it makes the pro-
hibition of these leghold traps imiform across

the province. There is i)ermissive legislation

now—or there is going to be—for a munic-

ipality, at least in the Toronto area, to pass
a bvlaw. But province-wide appliOation is

preferable, first, because there will be public

knowledge of it and, second, because en-

forcement is difficult for a local municipality.

I assimie when the bill is brought in by the

Minister of Natural Resources it will have a

clause whereby enforcement will be by his

o£Bcials and sta£F.

I conclude by saying that the proposal is

so reasonable that I don't know why it

wasn't enacted into legislation years ago. I

had hoped the Minister of Natiu-al Resources

(Mr. Auld) would speak on this bill cmd
would publicly give a commitment in

Hansard that he would either bring in a bill

of his own or, preferably, let this bill go

through the three readings. I imderstand that

is his intent. I would have liked to have
seen that put in stone at this time.

I am pleased to support this bill and,

again, to commend my colleague from Eto-

bicoke for introducing it.

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, I wovJd Ukc to

thank the members of the House for what

appears to be fairly unanimous support for

the biU.

I would like to comment on a few of the

ideas mentioned by each of the speakers. My
friend the member for Algoma-Manitoulin

(Mr. Lane) expressed the concerns of his

colleague from Cochrane South (Mr. Pope)

concerning trap lines in the north that run

through certain urban areas.

1 would point out to the member that

under section 3 of this bill he will notice

that: "The minister may by order designate

areas or municipalities in Ontario in which

the prohibition set out in subsection 2 does

not apply." That section is being put in

specifically to overcome the fears of the

people he may have spoken to.

I appreciate the remarks of the member
for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon), As he

correctly acknowledges, the licensed trapper

to whom he has given permission to trap on

his property wiH not be affected by this bill.

Irresponsible people, most likely unlicensed

trappers, who are probably trespassing on his

property, will be affected by this bill and,

it is hoped, by other legislation which will

in future make it an offence to sell these

devices to anyone not holding a trapping

hcence.

Some trappers' groups have also asked for

legislation to make it impossible for someone

to obtain a trapping licence without first

tmdergoing courses, and some of the mem-
bers have talked about the need for such

programs. My colleague, the member for

Wentworth (Mr. Isaacs), has correctly pointed

out how ignorant people can misuse these

devices—someone who goes into the hardware

store and says he has a pest problem, but

has no idea what the pest is, and buys a

device from someone who is equally ignorant

of how to use it.
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The Toronto Humane Society has found
animals that have been sHced in the face by
people who have actually put bait in these

traps, and other traps where someone has

actually welded sawblades to the -trap. Ob-

viously one of the purposes of this bill is to

legislate against such people. Another is to

act as an educational process. I hope the bill,

its debate and the publicity surrounding it,

will help to do that.

My neighbour the member for Mississauga
North (Mr. Jones) mentioned that the develop-
ment of humane traps has been long in com-

ing, and they are still on an experimental
basis. I would point out to him, however,
that an amendment I will be introducing in

committee of the whole House vdll allow

the minister to designate a trap as humane
and exempt it from this biU should such a

device finally be invented and' the tests prove
favourable.

The member for Victoria-Haliburton (Mr.

Ealdns) mentioned the great number of let-

ters and telephone calls he has received in

support of the bill. Few private members' bills

have received such attention through letters to

the editor and telephone calls from the public,
and one can only compliment all those

citizens who took such trouble.

The member for Welland-Thorold (Mr.

Swart) states that this is a moral issue. Such
issues frequently attract public attention, and
I am happy that our society is still sensitive

enough to be concerned about them.

Once again, I thank the members for their

support. I thank the minister and his stafiF for

their co-operation and their support, and I

hope all members wdU vote in favour of this

bill.

ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS

Mr. Speaker: The first question to be
decided this afternoon is resolution 3, stand-

ing on the Order Paper in the name of Mr.
McKessock. Any member objecting to this

question being placed before the House
should now rise.

Resolution concurred in.

GAME AND FISH
AMENDMENT ACT

Mr. Speaker: The second question to be
decided is Bill 15, standing in the name of

Mr. Philip. Any member objecting to this

question being placed before the House
should now rise.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole
House.

5:50 p.m.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 13, I would like to indicate

to the House the order of business for the

rest of this week and next week.

Tonight, of course, we will be engaged in

the emergency debate on the motion by the

leader of the New Democratic Party (Mr.
Gassidy).

Tomorrow we will continue the debate on
the speech from the throne.

On Monday, April 14, in the afternoon

there will be the windup to the throne

speech debate, with the vote on the main
motion and the amendment at six o'clock.

On Tuesday, April 15, in the afternoon

we will consider legislation: Bill 2, the

Drainage Amendment Act; Bill 26, the Live

Stock and Live Stock Products Amendment
Act, second reading; Bill 15, the Game and
Fish Amendment Act, committee stage; and
Bill 6, the Durham Municipal Hydro-Electric
Service Amendment Act, second reading. In

the evening we will consider legislation: Bill

7, the Welfare Units Repeal Act, second

reading and committee stage; and Bill 1, the

Libel and Slander Amendment Act, second

reading.

On the afternoon of Thursday, April 17,

we will consider private members* public
business ballot items 7 and 8. In the evening
we will debate reports on the Order Paper:

first, order 19, Ontario Highway Transport
Board report; and, second, order 20, the re-

port from the standing public accounts com-
mittee.

On Friday, April 18, we will deal vdth the

supplementary estimates still remaining from

1979-80 in the following order: Gommunity
and Social Services, Gultm-e and Recreation,

Health, Colleges and Universities, and Edu-
cation.

The House recessed at 5:51 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 628)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

PROVINCIAL RAIL POLICY
TASK FORCE

50. Mr. Foulds: How many meetings has

the provincial rail policy task force held

since its inception? What topics have been

discussed? Will the ministry table any in-

terim reports or findings of the committee?

Will the ministry list the names and ad-

dresses of the members of the committee?

(Tabled March 25, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Snow: 1. Since its inception on

January 23, 1980, the Ontario Task Force on

Provincial Rail Policy has held 10 meetings.
2. A very wide range of topics has been

discussed and a number of highly qualified

witnesses have made presentations to mem-
bers of the task force on subjects of a tech-

nical nature.

3. An interim report on the findings of the

task force is scheduled for completion by
September 1980.

4. The names and addresses of the task

force members are as follows: Mrs. Margaret

Scrivener, MPP, Legislative Assembly,

Queen's Park; Dr. Allan Blair, Science Ad-

viser, Science Council of Canada; Mr. Harold

F. Gilbert, Deputy Minister, Ministry of

Transportation and Communications; Mr.

Arthur J. Henidge, Deputy Minister, Min-

istry of Northern Affairs; Dr. J. Herbert

Smith, Toronto, Consulting Engineer; Dr.

Richard M. Soberman, Director, University
of Toronto/York University Joint Program in

Transportation; Mr. John C. Thatcher,

Deputy Minister, Ministry of Government

Services; Mr. L. R. Wilson, Deputy Minister,

Ministry of Industry and Tourism; and Dr.

J. Tuzo Wilson, Director General, Ontario

Science Centre.

VINYL CHLORIDE SPILLS

51. Mr. Swart: Will the Ministry of the

Environment taible contingency plans to deal

with any vinyl chloride spills in Ontario and,

in particular, what special emergency plans

exist for areas where there is an extensive

concentration of vinyl chloride tank cars such

as Port Robinson and Samia? Further, will

the minister table any and aU studies which

his ministry has done relative to the safe

handling of chemicals in the Port Robinson

area as well as all correspondence pertaining

to tfie matter between his ministry and the

Niagara Regional Emergency Measures Or-

ganization and other emergency units in the

area? (Tabled March 25, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The Ministry of the

Environment has developed and administers

a contingency plan for spills of oil and other

hazardous materials. The formal document

which commits the participation and support

of six other ministries and two federal or-

ganizations consists of over 200 pages and is

available for reference in the Legislative

Library and the oflBces of the Liberal and

New Democratic parties.

The plan provides for response by my
ministry and others where the capabilities of

the responsible parties and the local govern-
ment agencies are inadequate to provide the

appropriate response to a spill to the natural

environment.

The plan has been widely distributed and

has provided the basis for promotion and

development of contingency plans at local

and regional levels and with industrial

groups.
The fJan provides a catalogue of the or-

ganizations and people that have specific ex-

pertise or facilities and that may be con-

sulted or called upon for assistance. Specific

mention should be made of the 24-hour con-

sultative service available through the

Transportation Emergency Assistance Plan

(TEAP) of the Canadian Chemical Pro-

ducers Association and the newly developed
Information and Emergency Centre of the

Department of Transport. StaflF of my min-

istry are available on a 24-hour basis for

consultation and will normally be at the site

of a spill.

Appropriately, the Ontario plan is broad

and does not deal with specific products or

specific sites. The development of site spe-

cific plans remains a local matter. Histori-

cally, there has been strong industrial par-

ticipation, support and leadership.

My staffs have been in consultation with

staff of the regional municipality of Niagara

on an ongoing basis. The regional munic-

ipality has a comprehensive contingency plan

which remains under regular update.

Currenriy, the region is studying the Port

Robinson situation, and I am advi.<?ed that

their report will be available within the next

two months.

MTC CONTRACTS IN OAKVILLE

56. Mr. Cunningham: Would the Min-

ister of Transportation and Communications

table the total cost of aU MTC contracts in
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the city of Oakville from 1975 to the current

fiscal year? (Tabled MarOh 27, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Snow: The ministry's exx>endi-

tures on contracts in the city of Oakville in

the fiscal years 1975-76 throu^ 1979-80
were as follows: 1975-76, nil; 1976-77,

$716,800; 1977-78, $2,860,000; 1978-79,

$5,736,150; and 1979-80, $9,320,020; for a
total of $18,632,970.

However, some $1,532,200 was recover-

able from 1979-80 expenditures, and in con-

sequence the net expenditure over the five

fiscal years was $17,100,770.

ONTARIO RESEARCH FOUNDATION
57. Mr. Gaunt: According to the public

accounts records for 1978-79, the Ministry
of the Environment allocated $158,422 to

the Ontario Research Foundation. An addi-

tional $109,502 was allocated by the ministry
to the foimdation under the general head-

ing of Deposit, Trust, and Reserve Accounts.

Will the minister provide a breakdown of

programs for which these moneys were used,

and will he indicate the amoimts spent on
each program? (Tabled March 27, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Payments made to the

Ontario Research Foundation for the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1979:

1. "Other Payments"-$ 158,422:
Project Amount
Resource recovery consultation

project public hearing on the

burning of PCBs at St. Lawrence
Cement $ 8,134

Sbjdy of atmospheric hydrocar-
bon composition in the Nanticoke
area 9,854
Source testing and ambient air

survey for PCB emissions from
St. Lawrence Cement and Tricil

Limited 101,665
Evaluation of ELPO oven emis-

sions at the General Motors of

Canada plant in Scarborough,
Ontario 223
Hamilton STP extension #1-0215 805
To assess the olfactory response
of 57 environmental officers for

the Ministry of the Environment 2,800

Feasibility study of alternatives

to high-volume .sampling for

labile constituents of atmospheric

particulates 30,699

$158,422
2. "Deposit Trust and Reserve

Accounts"-$109,502:
(Provincial Lottery Trust Fxmd)
Study of the atmospheric deposi-
tion of mercury in Ontario $109,502

ONTARIO TAX CREDITS

58. Mr. Van Home: Would the Minister

of Revenue explain his decision to disallow

some Ontario tax credits, addressing himself

to these main questions: 1. When did the

ministry become aware of the significance

between a person subject to Canadian in-

come tax only and a person subject to both
Canadian and provincial income taxes? 2.

Does the minister intend to collect provin-
cial tax credits from nonresident students

who have claimed them on last year's in-

come tax ( 1978 ) or earlier years' income
tax? 3. How are nonresident students identi-

fied on their income tax forms? 4. How much
revenue will this action provide for the min-

istry'? (Tabled March 27, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Maeck: 1. The ministry has

been aware of the difference between a

person subject to Canadian income tax only
and a x>er?on subject to both Canadian and

provincial income taxes for some time. The

apjylicable section is section 250 of the In-

come Tax Act which provides for "deemed
resident" of Canada for income tax purposes.
The Ontario Income Tax Act does not have
a similar provision. In the 1976-77 provin-
cial auditor's annual report, a recommenda-
tion was made that Ontario develop its own
field audit program to provide additional

verification of Ontario tax credit (OTC)
claims over and above the audits under-

taken by Revenue Canada. During the

monitoring of this Ontario audit program,
which commenced in 1978, it was noted that

foreign students, who were not deemed
residents of Ontario and therefore not sub-

ject to Ontario income tax, were claiming

OTC in error.

2. The ministry intends to collect OTC
from students who have claimed them for

the 1978 taxation year, which currently is

under audit, but not for prior vears. The
claims for the 1979 taxation year are now
being disallowed.

3. Foreign students are identified by a

code in the social insurance numbers issued

to them.

4. It is estimated that approximately
$750,000 may be subject to recovery.

ONTARIO PLACE LOSSES

60. Mr. Cunningham: Will the Ministry
of Industry and Tourism advise fhe House
of the total of all losses at Ontario Place

since its opening? (Tabled March 28, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Grossman: $12,710,551. In-

cluded in the above amoimt is $451,521

regarding storm damage during 1978-79.
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OHC EVICTIONS

62. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Housing table the following information:

( 1 ) Number of evictions taken place at OHC
from January 1, 1979, until November 30,

1979? (First tabled December 19, 1979.

Tabled March 28, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The nimiber of evic-

tions which have taken place at OHC from

January 1, 1979, until November 30, 1979,

totals 353.

WAGE SUBSIDIES
TO INJURED WORKERS

63. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Labour table the following information. (1)

How many injured workers have been placed
with private employers who will benefit from

wage subsidization from WCB? (2) How
many employees hired with such an arrange-
ment have been fired once the subsidy ex-

pired, from December 1, 1978, until Nov-
ember 30, 1979? (Tabled December 19,

1979)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: 1. Generally, training-on-

the-job arrangements are preceded by a vo-

cational assessment program of the injured
worker's capacity and suitabiHty for certain

types of employment.
During the assessment program, for wWch

the board assumes total financial responsi-

bility and whic^h on the average lasts for

four weeks (very seldom exceeding six

weeks), the employer can assess the worker's

abilities and the worker in turn has an op-

portunity to determine whether tfhe various

activities that constitute the job and the

climate of the work place are compatible
with his interests and abihties.

Quite often on the basis of the vocational

assessment the employer is satisfied that the

worker is suitable, and the worker is placed
on the employer's payroll without under-

going a full on-the-job training program.
Between January 1 and November 30,

1979, the board's vocational rehabilitation

division iaitiated 1,708 vocational assess-

ments with Ontario employers and com-
menced 586 training-on-the-job programs.
The assessment program prior to any on-

ths-job training is of considerable importance

to ensure successful rehabilitation. Similarly,
the board takes great care in placing the

injured worker with a suitable employer and
also in making sure that appropriate training

where needed is provided. During the actual

training period the initial cost to the em-

ployer is minimal but as the worker's knowl-

edge and skills increase so do the financial

contributions from the employer, with the

board's "subsidy" gradually being reduced.

2. Although we have no readily avadable

data on this question, the information that

we have on injured employees who have

successfully completed on-the-job training

programs does not suggest that termination

of the board's "subsidy" to an employer has

contributed to or resulted in the termination

of the injured worker's employment.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS IN OPS

97. Mr. Germa: How many professional

engineers are there in the Ontario public
service? (Tabled December 14, 1979)

Hon. Mr. McCague: 1,095 employees.

EMPLOYEES IN
MANAGEMENT MODULES

98. Mr. Germa: (1) How many em-

ployees (total) are there in the management
modules in the public service? (2) How
many professional engineers are there in each

of the engineering and surveying classifica-

tions in the management professional mod-
ule? (3) How many employees per classifica-

tion per level are there in the management

professional module? (4) How many em-

ployees per classification per level are there

in the other management modules? (Tabled
December 14, 1979)

Hon. Mr. McCague: 1. 13,670 employees.
2. Engineering and Surveying PM-12—5

Engineering and Surveying PM-14—32

Engineering and Sm-veying PM-16—156

Engineering and Surveying PM-17—107

Engineering and Surveying PM-18—312

Engineering and Surveying PM-19—282

Engineering and Surveying PM-20-152

Engineering and Surveying PM-21-48

Engineering and Surveymg PM-22-1. Total

1,095.

3. and 4. As follows:
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The House resumed at 8 p.iTi.

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS
Mr. Speaker: In accordance with the order

passed earlier today, the ordinary business of
the House has been set aside to discuss a
matter of urgent public importance, as set

out in the motion moved by Mr, Cassidy and
seconded by Mr. Cooke.
The motion is as follows: That the ordi-

nary business of the House be set aside to

discuss a matter of urgent public importance,
namely, the unemployment crisis in the
Windsor-Essex area, as evidenced in the un-

employed and the 2,600 layoffs at Ford,
5,100 jobs lost at Chrysler, 2,000 in auto

parts and the imminent closure of the Ford

casting plant, in spite of the fact of the $68
million grant from the government of
Canada and the government of Ontario.

I remind all members they may speak for
no longer than 10 minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, we called for
this emergency debate because of the critical

situation with unemployment in Windsor,
which has been caused by a combination of
factors. It has been caused, on the one hand
—and we recognize it—by the sliunp in the
United States market for cars, w^idh has

dropped sharply and drifted towards im-

ports and, therefore, has had consequences
in demand for North American vehicles,

many of which are made here in Canada.
It has been caused as well because of the

continuing shortfall in production, in invest-

ment and in research in Canada under the
Canada-US auto agreement. We are now
feeling the combined impact of that. When I

was with my colleagues in Windsor yester-
day, we coiild see and feel how that com-
munity in particular is being affected, and so

gravely affected, by ifhe slump in the auto-
mobile industry and the failure of this gov-
ernment and of the federal government ade-

quately to protect the interests df the

woi'king people of the community of

Windsor and the industrial interests of
Ontario.

This afternoon when I asked for this de-
bate I gave some of the figures about the
situation. Approximately 20 per cent of the
work force, 22,000 people, are unemployed

Thursday, April 10, 1980

in Windsor today. It is the worst-hit of any
automobile-producing community but it is

symptomatic, however, of problems in auto-
mobile towns across this province.

This week there has been an additiooal

layoff of 4,500 workers at the Chrysler
Canada Limited plant in Windsor. They will
be off for four weeks. There is a rumour
they will have to go to a single shift, with
the loss of about 1,500 additional jobs in

June. The engine plant at Chrysler, which
was to shut down in October, has now had
the shutdown date advanced to June, and
that is a permanent shutdown from then.

One of the things that came throu^ to us
was just liow systematically Chrysler Canada
has been stripped of its major operations.
The 440-V8 engine had been transferred out
of Canada. The 400-cubic-inch V8 engine
has been transferred out of Canada. The
straight six, which lias been a staple of pro-
duction in Chrysler Canada for about 20
years, has been transferred out of Canada and
it has now been converted into a diesel in

some other plant elsewhere on tihe North
American continent. Chrysler is now trans-

ferring its 360-V8 engine production out of

Canada, leaving very little. The cars that are
left being produced at Chrysler in Windsor
are the Cordoba and the Mirada which,
while they are fine cars, are large cars in a

market that is increasingly turning to smaB
ones.

In order to balance the situation, Chrvsler

intends apparently to start producing Imper-
ials and to break back into the luxury oar

market, once again going into an area where
the consumers are not going to be as active

because of the demands of fuel econom>'.
The van plant is down to only 900 workers,
or maybe less than that, at Chrysler, "niere

are real dangers they could take that entire

production to the St. Louis plant and leave

nothing here in Canada.

When we talked to the workers of Local

444 at Chrysler, we were told the major

changes taking place in the corporation, if it

gets assistance from the Canadian, American,
Ontario and other governments, would not

be until the 1983 and 1984 model years.

There is a very long period ahead when next

to nothing will happen at Chrysler because
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of government discussions right now. There
is no indication of preparations to cushion

the workers in the way that Chrysler was

asking for, namely, transitional assistance as

a corporation.
I read in Popular Science last night that

Chrysler won't have any six-cylinder engines
in its cars after 1985. Yet it is proposing that

only V-6 engines be made here in Canada if

it gets public assistance.

I talked today with Roy Bennett, the

president of Ford Motor Company of Canada
Limited specifically about the closing of the

castings plant. The company hasn't con-

firmed what its decision would be, but Mr.
Bennett spoke of mothballing the plant. It

appears that the pressure from us, from the

workers, from Ford counsel in Chatham yes-

terday, from the federal government and
maybe from this government, is begiiming
to have an effect.

Ford realizes it has gone too far, but moth-

balling is another means of saying that it is

going to close the plant down. Mr. Bennett
said optimistically, "We might mothball it

for a year." Perhaps pessimistically, he said,

"Perhaps two years." He said, "We don't

expect the industry to really turn around
until around 1982."

This is a corporation which already has

2,300 workers on indefinite layoff in Windsor,
of whom 1,500 have exhausted their supple-
mentary unemployment benefits and their

UIC. They didn't work in the car industry
last year and, therefore, Mr. Axworthy's pro-

posals have no effect at all on those par-
ticular workers. They are in a very serious

situation. I mentioned this afternoon the

family crises, the mental breakdowns, the

problems being created for people in

Windsor because of the situation there.

We have to ask ourselves in this Legis-
lature what the government has been doing
about it. Why is it that the rule always
seems to be, "Heads we in Ontario lose, tails

they somewhere else win." I read an inter-

view with Lee lacocca when he appeared on
The Fifth Estate back in December 1978.

He said, "With my former employer"—that

was Ford—"one of the last things I did was
on the threat of losing 2,000 jobs in Windsor,
we got $73 million outright." He talked

about the way Ford and the other giant
multinational automobile companies conjure
with countries and with provinces to get the

maximum amount of bucks or the maximum
advantage.

When my colleagues at the federal level,

Ian Deans and Bob Rae, met with Mr.

Lander, the president of Chrysler Canada

Limited, a few days ago, he outlined to them
the plans for a V-6 engine and for the pro-
duction of a mini-van with a world product
mandate at the Chrysler Canada plant. This

is the package that Chrysler is putting before

the Canadian government. They asked, "In

that case, if it's a success, will you guarantee
that all the production of this mini-van will

stay in Canada?" Mr. Lander was not pre-

pared to give that particular guarantee. It

was another case of tails we lose, heads they
win. If the Chrysler project were to win, it

would be taken back to some plant in the

United States and, once again, we would be
left here in Canada holding the short end of

the stick.

I asked Mr. Bennett, "Were there any
guarantees for that $68 million we gave

you?" He said, "No." We knew about that.

Heads we lose, tails they win. We know
now that Ford gave no guarantees and we
are facing the loss of the castings plant
which accounted for 1,400 jobs in 1979. No
jobs will be there in a few weeks, according
to the plans the company apparently intends

to follow.

What bothers us is the fact that all the

time we have had an impending crisis, this

government has not revealed what the facts

are. When this industry is so important in

tliis province, it's about time that the gov-
ernment of Ontario published on a regular

quarterly basis the statistics of what's hap-

pening in the auto pact, the behaviour with

regard to the commitments of all the major
manufacturers and their behaviour with re-

gard to the balance of trade between Canada
and the United States. It's about time that

began so we had some agreed-upon facts

about the true situation. We know there was

a $3-billion deficit last year. We don't know

yet, and this government could tell us, just

who was responsible and why.
It's about time there was a game plan

for the industry and this government is not

providing it, despite all the time it has had

to develop a strategy to ensure that we get

the fair share to which everybody on the

government side has now finally decided he

is prepared to subscribe. Mr. Trudeau, dur-

ing the election campaign, noted the fact

that the big automobile companies spent

$375 million of Canadian money on research

in the United States and $5 million in Cana-

da. Where has this government been for

the last 16 years in not insisting that we

get a fair share? Why is there no public

funding for a public auto research corpora-

tion which would help the parts manu-
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facturers in Canada to compete for jobs and
for contracts with the Big Three?
8:10 p.m.

Finally—because my time is apparently
running out—when will this government sub-
scribe to the principle that we have ad-
vanced for so long, which is: If it is okay
for the government to give assistance to

corporations facing major technological

change, then it should also be prepared to

give assistance to workers facing major
technological change in the automobile in-

dustry. I find it completely unacceptable
that slapdash short-term panaceas are pro-
vided for a few workers down in Windsor
when pressure is put on Lloyd Axworthy.
We found out yesterday that the UIC oflBce

in Windsor isn't even yet aware of what
the ministry intended to do, but auto work-
ers elsewhere in the province don't have
the benefits of that. We need a transitional

assistance program in order to benefit the

workers and not just benefit the corjwra-
tions.

Those are the kinds of things we would
like to see coming from the government,
and the reason this is an emergency goes
far beyond a slump in the industry. The
reason we have the emergency is that the

government has stood idly by and failed

to ensure that we get the fair share that

Canadians deserve in the automobile in-

dustry, which is so important and which
provides one job in every six in Ontario.

Mr. Cureatz: Mr. Speaker, might I begin
by saying that labour displacements from
economic fluctuations are always a serious,

sobering matter for consideration for us in

government on all sides of the House.
When we tie these displacements with the

weaknesses in the auto industry itself, the

number of individuals in Ontario who
might potentially be experiencing the im-

pact becomes quite considerable.

I know of the possible difiiculties first-

hand. With the General Motors of Canada
Limited parts facility located in my riding
of Durham East and other CM plants in

Oshawa, I have personally experienced the

good times and the more difiicult periods
of the auto industry and its market cycles.
As members of this Legislature, we

know the automobile industry is of primary
concern to all of us. Something like 90 per
cent of Canada's auto industry is located

here. The job opportunities and market
stimulus that this industry provides are im-

portant to the economy of Ontario as a

whole.

Realistically speaking, the automobile has

been of central importance, not only to

our economy, but to our whole way of life,

ever since it became a major purdiase for

the average family. It will remain central

for quite a number of years to come; I am
positive of that.

I believe the future holds great promise
for the automobile industry throughout the
world as well as in Canada. Tlie 1980s
will present the industry with many oppor-
tunities for innovative thinking, iFor new
approaches and the application of new
technology. In short, the future for the

automobile is not that dark at all.

At present, the auto industry is plagued
by a drop in production. In Durham East we
have not suffered as greatly from this drop
as have other regions in Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: Sam, you didn't write this

yourself; a little more sincerety in the voice,

please.

Mr. Cureatz: If I just may add to the com-

ments, I wonder where the member for

Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) is. He has the CM
automobile plants in his riding; where is he

tonight? Why isn't he here? Is he in his riding

campaigning already? I ask the member for

Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds), where is the mem-
ber for Oshawa?

Mr. Foulds: He is going to be here in a
few minutes.

Mr. Cureatz: In February, GM's production
of new cars was down 13 per cent while
truck production was down 15 per cent.

However, overall sales of both cars and trucks

are up 3.4 per cent. Other companies, how-

ever, are not doing so well. Ford's production
of cars is down and so are their sales. AMCs
production of jeeps is suffering, as has quite
often been pointed out by the member for

Brampton (Mr. Davis). Other car sales, par-

ticularly among the smaller fuel-eflBcient

models, are riding high. Then there is

Chrysler. Combined car and truck sales of this

company are off by 11 per cent.

Things, however, should be kept in perspec-
tive. The situation in our auto industry is

nowhere near as bad as it was in 1975. As

well, this drop in production is not due to a

decline in sales in the domestic market. Fall-

ing production is mainly the result of a slump
in sales in the United States. About 80 per
cent of Canadian production in the auto-

motive field is exported to the American
market. Fundamentally, it is the sluggish

American economy that is the root cause of

about 8,000 layoffs in the Canadian industry.

That is how the situation lies.

But what of the future? Will production
and sales of trucks and cars regain old levels

and continue to expand? I believe they will.
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In fact, if we look dosely at the situation,

we will find that the market for automobiles
is as strong as ever in Canada. Recendy, the

president of the Automotive Industries As-
sociation of Canada said that the average
Canadian family will spend $2,400 on a car
this year.

Cars will be the largest family expense next
to owning a home. According to the Automo-
tive Industries Association of Canada this

figure breaks down in the following manner:
50 per cent will go for replacement or de-

preciation; 25 per cent will be spent on oil

and gas; and ihe remaining quarter will go
to defray costs of insurance, maintenance and
licensing.

In spite of these examples, the Canadian
love aflFair with the automobile is far from
over. A recent federal government survey in-

dicates that the majority of travel in Canada
is done by the private auto. Only five per cent
of Canadians travel by airplane, and only five

per cent by bus or train; 90 per cent of
Canadian travel is by car.

The results of this federal government sur-

vey are conclusive. From these statistics I can

only conclude that the Canadian afFection for

the car is still strong. In fact, as far as

General Motors is concerned, things have
been going well. CM had its seventh con-
secutive record-breaking year in 1979. The
company has increased its total vehide sales

by 10 per cent. One of the reasons for GM's
success is the company's ability to read market
trends and' then build the type of car people
want and need. CM is ahead because its

product is more competitive.
The other auto manufacturers have fallen

be'hind because they have nOt been as flex-

ible, innovative and imap;inative. Adaptation
to change is what the free market system,
under which we operaste in Ontario, is all

about. Every businessman knows that his

product has to change towards changing
values. This is as true with cars as it is with

toothpaste or shampoo.
It has become a cliche to say that the auto

industry is entering an unparalleled x)eriod of

innovation. The industry, labelled by many
critics as an industrial dinosaur incapable of

change and sluggish in its movements, is

pi^oving remarkably adaptable in the current

environment of evolution. Vast sums are be-

ing earmarked for research and development
by all of the auto makers and by many of

the independent parts producers. New in-

vestment is the order of the day.
I certainly do not need to tell this as-

sembly how vital these questions are and
how politics and international competition

get mixed up in them. Estimates vary on

how much will be spent on new research

iand development in the decades ahead. It

wiH be in the billions of dollars. New plants
will orJy account for albout eight per cent

of this investment. The remainder will con-

sist of research, develoiwnent, testing and

expansion and retoohng of existing plants.

We know the reasons for this massive

expenditure. The single most important in-

centive is the need for improved fuel econ-

omy. I was fasdnated to read in the paper
that the United States government may re-

quire the auto makers to achieve a fuel

consmnption rating far exceeding what pre-

sent day expectations are. The necessary
research effort will be gigantic. The industry-
wide response to the energy crisis is a major
reason for the new R and D. But we must

not forget the increasingly stringent environ-

mental protection requirement and consumer

demand for safer cars. These areas, too, need

much research.

The other side of the coin is predictions

of continued high consumer demand for cars

and automobile products. As I mentioned

earlier, our love affair with the car is not

over. People will still buy cars. More fami-

lies wiH buy that second car. The car buying

I>opulation will increase over 25 per cent in

20 years from current levels. This means that

the annual increase in car demand will be

two per cent to three per cent up to 1990.

That is a tremendous increase in anybody's

language.
It is essential that Ontario and Canada

get their fair Share of this new research and

investment. The current situation in the auto

industry is only a foretaste of what will

happen if we fail to change the auto indus-

try's track record in Canadian-based research

and development.
Certain economists have long maintained

that Canada is still only a partially indus-

trialized coimtry. Our greatest single weak-

ness is in hi^ technology industry of which

the auto industry is a major component. In

other countries it has been shown that tiiere

is a close tie between long-term economic

development and the use of sdentific and

technological knowledge in the production

systems of an economy. Without sufBcient R
and D, long-term industrial growth is

imx)Ossible.

One of the causes of the present problem
in Ontario's auto industry is a lack of suffi-

cient R and D innovation. We tend to as-

semble cars, not design new ones or build

parts. Canadian plants tend to construct the

old-fashioned large cars, not the new fuel-

efficient small cars. We are vulnerable to
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technology and change, and are exi)eriencing
the effects of that today.
8:20 p.m.

The Big Three auto makers have con-

centrated their R and D capacity in die

United States, especially Detroit. While this

may be extremely convenient and eflBcient

from their point of view, it reveals an amaz-

ing lack of sensitivity to Canadian needs.

Contrary to what some auto makers seem to

think, we do not have to move research

centres just for the sake of moving them.

Research means jobs in a developing and

evolving industry. Some experts say Canada
should have another 1,400 engineering jobs
in its auto industry backed up by a further

2,800 support staff. If we got our fair share

of parts production, we could have up to

19,000 more jobs in manufacturing.
The federal government should take part

of the blame for an inequitable distribu-

tion of the North American innovation. It

should take a great role in helping research

with tax relief, incentives, write-offs—the

works—to make it more attractive to carry
out research right here in Ontario. I am
pleased to note that CM is something of

an exception to the rule of insufficient re-

search and new investments in Canada.
General Motors of Canada plans to invest

over $2 billion here in the next few years.

This is just the sort of new financing that

our auto industry will need to take advan-

tage of the opportunities in the future.

At the moment the auto industry is on
the downside of the business cycle, but for

the long term it is in its most advantageous
position in decades. The tremendous pace of

change and innovation allows us to get in

on the ground floor of retooling and pro-
duction of the world car for the 1980s and
1990s, It is up to the industry to profit

from continuous high demand, I see no
reason why the next decade should not con-

tinue on the favourable upswing for the

automobile industry.

Mr. Mancini: Mr, Speaker, I rise to par-
ticipate in this emergency debate concern-

ing the impending closure of the Ford cast-

ing plant, which actually means a further

loss of 850 jobs in the Windsor and Essex

county area. The loss of 850 jobs, taken by
itself, is substantial; however, when we add
this to the 2,600 layoffs at Ford, 5,100 lay-

offs at Chrysler and 2,100 layoffs in the

auto parts industry, this further proposed
layoff is monumental.
How much can a government or an in-

dustry expect a small community, a medium-
sized city like Windsor, to take? Let me
put this in a better perspective. In the

months of January and February, there were
2,500 new applicants for Unemployment
Insurance Commission benefits in Windsor
and Essex county. Windsor has a depression
level of unemployment; it's 20 per cent and

growing. Many families in the Windsor area
are on the verge of economic ruin.

Action must i)e taken immediately by this

government. The Ontario government must
support in principle and financially a fed-
eral government proposal to extend unem-
ployment insurance benefits. The recent

comments made by the federal Minister of

Employment and Immigration have been

encouraging, but we want to hear from
the Ontario government that they will par-

ticipate in giving this assistance, that this

is an emergency in Windsor and Essex

county, and extraordinary measures must
be taken and will be taken. The province
must make it clear to the social service

agencies in Windsor that they will receive

the moneys necessary in order to deal with
the hardship situations that have been
created by this economic downturn.

This is for the short term. For the long
term, the province must fully support and
take whatever action necessary to assist the

federal Minister of Industry, Trade and
Commerce to renegotiate certain parts of

the auto pact, I heard the other c^ay on

television the president of General Motors

stating that he felt the auto pact need not
be looked into or renegotiated, I have news
for the president of General Motors; the

people of Ontario are not going to stand

for a depression level of unemployment. We
are not going to stand for a $3,1-billion defi-

cit in the auto parts industry. Measures and
action must be taken against this and the

tools lie with the government. It is their

responsibility.

Further, the Ontario government should

end its love affair with the branch plant

economy that it has created in Ontario. By
this, we don't mean that anyone who is

already in Ontario has to be asked to leave

the country, I want to explain this because
I am sure the Minister of Industry and
Tourism would try to distort this.

We don't want anyone who is here to leave

the country. We need those jobs. What we
need is a Minister of Industry and Tourism
for Ontario who is prepared to assist Ontario

entrepreneurs and Ontario businessmen, who
is prepared to allow Canadians to take their

part in the mainstream of our economy. That
is what we need. Ontario desperately needs

an industrial strategy. Ontario needs a code

of corporate behaviour, as was proposed by
the Ontario Liberals.
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This issue of the impending closure of the

Ford casting plant could not be discussed

without mentioning the new Ford engine

plant at present imder construction in

Windsor. When it was annoimced that the

$600-million plant would be constructed in

our area, the people of Windsor and Essex

county were quite pleased. We thought we
were at the dawn of a new economic era.

We thought that, and we were led to be-

lieve that Windsor was a fortunate place to

be in Ontario. How soon the cookie crumblesi

Because of the recent economic downturn
in the United States, and because Windsor
is basically a one-industry town, we now have

a depression level of unemployment. The
Ontario government's role in helping to ob-

tain the Essex engine plant has turned out

to be a gigantic hoax, a shameful exercise.

The Ontario government and the Ford Motor

Company have perpetrated a hoax on the

people of Windsor and Essex county, on this

Legislature and on the people of Ontario.

We were told that the $28 million which

was provided by the Ontario government
would be used to create 2,600 new jobs. The
Ontario Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) stated

on March 29, 1979: "Investment by Ford

will have significant impact. The new plant
will represent a net direct addition to total

employment in the area of 2,600 jobs." That

is a direct quote from the Ontario Treasurer.

Today, under questioning from the Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) the Ontario

Treasurer did not refute the statements. He
agreed he had made them. He could not

deny what appeared in Hansard, but he told

this House there were no job guarantees.
What we have been led to believe is not

true. Never was the public or this Legislature
told that this money would be used for re-

placement jobs. We did not have to give the

Ford Motor Company of Canada $28 million

of Ontario taxpayers* money for our share

of the layoffs in an economic downturn. I

am sure we would have received our s'hare

anyway.
Let's look at the figures concerning

Canada and the United States as far as pro-
duction levels of automobiles and as far as

levels of layoffs in both countries are con-

cerned. In Canada in 1978, Ford of Canada
built 335,797 cars and trucks. In 1979, Ford
of Canada built 338,600 cars and trucks, an

increase. In the United States, Ford built

4,280,644 cars in 1978 and 3,364,372 cars

and trucks in 1979, a decrease. Yet, when
we look at the layoff figures, we find that

in Canada 21 per cent of the automobile

industry is laid off and almost the identical

figure in the United States.

8:30 p.m.

So what did we get for our $28 million?

We got the layoffs we would have got under

any circumstances with this type of eco-

nomic downturn. We didn't get a single job

from our $28 million. This government and

Ford of Canada have played a hoax on the

people of Windsor and Essex county in

Ontario. Never once were we told that this

was money for replacement jobs.

In closing I would hke to say that the

Ontario government should take whatever

steps they have to t^e to have any of the

money already given to Ford returned to the

Ontario Treasury. I think further payment of

the $28 million s'hould not be made and that

the Ontario government should use this

money for job creation programs in Windsor

and to help extend the unemployment in-

surance benefit for people who are without

work.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, it never ceases

to amaze me. First of all we hear a company

apologist from the Conservative Party and

now we hear somebody who dissociates him-

self from the federal Libei^s who were 60

per cent partners in that grant to Ford. They
didn't ask for any more guarantees from the

Ford Motor Company than did this govern-

ment. That member's party and the govern-
ment party are responsible for the problems
in Windsor.

I want to spend some time talking tonigjit

about t?he problems we're having in Windsor

—not necessarily the problems in the auto

industry itself, but the effects of the industry

problems on the people of my city.

When we visited Windsor again yesterday,

I went back to my home town and brought

along three federal members and my provin-

cial leader. I think I got a better sense

yesterday than I even have had from living

in that community during the last number
of months when the layoffs had been an-

nounced on a montlhly, wedcly and daily

basis.

We met with the social service com-

munity. We went to the unemployment help

centre. I guess the only way I can describe

the feeling in Our community right now is

one of depression. I just don't mean econ-

omic depression, I mean emotional depres-

sion. Those people who are working are

worried about losing their jobs. Those people

who own small businesses are worried about

going bankrupt because of the lack of busi-

ness and the lack of any spending power on

the part of the people in our city.
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The students who are feoldng to have
summer employment in order to go back to

university or college this fall know there will

be no jobs that they will be able to look for.

Again, with the cutbacks that are taking

place and the various provincial job creation

programs for students, there won't even be
those types of jobs for students to look for

this summer.
We've raised this matter in the Legislature

now for over a year. Just a couple of weeks

ago, the second or third day that the House
was sitting, I fcilked to the Treasurer (Mr.
F. S. Miller) during a concurrence debate

and outlined some of the problems we were

experiencing in Windsor. I want to read the

one line the Treasurer interjected. I think it

indicates very clearly to all of us how sensi-

tive ^tas government is to the problems in

Windsor. I had been going through aU the

layoflFs and all the economic depression and
he said: "You don't know What the 1930s

were like."

That was his comment to me in reaction

to the problems we're having in Windsor

right now. We have 20 per cent unemploy-
ment and that bloody Treasurer has the

nerve to say that we shoidd be heading for

30 and 40 per cent unemployment, and we
should be satisfied with 22,000 unemployed
because we could be much worse off. That's

the kind of attitude of this govermnent. It's

a disgrace.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He didn't say you
should be satisfied.

Mr. Cooke: He said that it could be a lot

worse.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He didn't imply that.

Mr. Cooke: That was exactly what the

implication was.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cooke: Back in December, in a series

of letters that I had written to the Minister

of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman),
he wrote me back on December 27. I want
to read part of the letter. I've read it before

in the Legislature but it's worth reading

again. It is dated December 27, not that

long ago. The crisis was coming to the levels

that we're now at. It said:

"I fully appreciate your concern with the

unemployed people in Windsor. My ministry
is fully aware of the severe downturn in the

automotive industry and what it will do to

the Windsor economy and we are monitoring
the situation closely."

At the present time, according to Statistics

Canada, the unemployment rate in the

Windsor area is approximately 9.1 per cent.

The minister knows as well as I do that

those statistics are about as accurate

well, you might as well not take the surveyi
because they are not accurate.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They were accurate

then, though.

Mr. Cooke: They were not accurate then.

If you take the number of people who are

unemployed and divide it into the work
force, the imemployment rate was double
that then and it is over 20 per cent now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why didn't you write

me another open letter and tell me about it

at the time?

Mr. Cooke: I did; there are follow-up
letters.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cooke: He goes on to say: "While
this is higher than the 6.1 per cent average
across Ontario, we do not consider it to be
an immediate crisis.

"In my previous letter of November 8,

1979, I stated that in the event there

develops a clear, long-term Chrysler unem-

ployment crisis, then a job creation program
may well be required. This situation has not

yet developed, and therefore, a job creation

program for Chrysler is not yet warranted.

"A recent study by the Ontario Manpower
Commission has indicated that there are

several firms in the Windsor area with

definite plans for expansion over the next

12 months. It is hoped that these expansions
will be able to absorb some of the un-

employed."
That is the kind of response we get from

that minister and then he wonders why I,

and others in our party say this government
states its concern, but certainly by the re-

action—its letters and its actions—there is

very little concern.

If there is not a long-term employment
crisis in Windsor now—we realize Chrysler
will not turn around at least imtil 1983 or

1984, according to Mr. Lander—then what
the heck is such a crisis? Ford Motor Com-

pany today told my leader they were looking
at the mothballing of that casting plant for

one, or two years or maybe longer. If that is

not a long-term employment crisis, what is?

When is this government going to

recognize there is a crisis, and when is it

going to do what we did yesterday? When
will they take some of their cabinet min-

isters—the Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Norton), the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism, the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie)—and go sit down with the social

agencies the way we did yesterday?
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When will they listen to the executive

director of the Catholic Family Service
Bureau who says demand for their services

is up 15 per cent over last year; or the Credit

Counselling Agency that says the demand
for its services is up 20 per cent; or the
head of the Essex County Mental Health
Association who says there are many cases
of auto workers who are now in psychiatric
hospitals because of the depression, because
of the tension, because of the lack of security
that exists in our city and with their families?

Why doesn't the government talk to those

people?

Hon. Mr. Norton: My ministry has a rep-
resentative on the mayor's committee, you
know.

Mr. Cooke: Yes, and I have heard him.
The kind of autonomy that he has—

Interjections.

Mr. Cooke: The fact of the matter is that

those social agencies told us they had written

to the various ministries in the federal gov-
ernment and the provincial government and
they have not got a response. They can't

meet the needs; the needs are growing so

rapidly in Windsor that they cannot meet
them.

Let me read a letter I received just the

other day from a constituent of mine who
happens to be a laid-off Chrysler worker.

It says:

"This is a letter for some kind of assistance

for mortgage relief. I hope you will read my
letter and consider my apphcation. I am on
indefinite layoff at Chrysler. I am attempting
to find work and I will supply you with a

list of several job applications. I bought my
home in the government-sponsored Hall Farm
subdivision and the mortgage is with Montreal
Trust for $45,000 at 14 per cent. The follow-

ing is my balance sheet: . . ."

His mortgage payment is $528 a month.

The taxes are $85 a month. His other loans

are $76 a month. His utilities are $58 a

month. Food and clothing is $300 and his

insurance $40, for a total of $1,087 in ex-

penses a month. Yet he is on imemployment
insurance, which gives him $708 a month.

8:40 p.m.

The minister can see as well as I what
the implications are. This individual is going
to have to sell his home. He is going to have
to give up his investment, his dream, because
there has been a lack of planning in our

community and because there has been no
effort on the part of this government to get
into Windsor and respond to the crisis.

Let me also indicate what is happening
with the welfare rolls in our community. We
received some statistics yesterday on wel-

fare in Essex county. In January 1979 they
spent $93,600 on welfare and in January
1980, $142,500; in February 1979 they spent

$99,500 and in February 1980, $142,300.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber's time has now expired.

Mr. Cooke: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

want to say in conclusion that this govern-
ment has to react. I am glad we are having
the debate tonight because it gives us an

opportunity to focus on the problems in

Windsor. Maybe, for once, we can get through
the thick skulls of the government on that

side the fact that there is a crisis in one of

the major communities of this province and
that it has a responsibility to respond.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The Minister of

Labom-.

Mr. Makarchuk: Is the minister one of the

thick-skulled characters?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I don't know. Come on
to my operating table and I will check the

honourable member out and see what his

skull is like. I have to say it will be thick

and hard and it may even be insensitive, but
I am not sure about that last part.

Mr. Roy: On a point of order: The Minister

of Labour is inviting the NDP on to the

operating table. That is not where they have
been. They are in bed with those people, not

on the operating table.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I am glad to

speak to an expert on that subject.
I am, as are all members in this House,

deeply concerned about unemployment in the

Windsor area as in all areas of this province.
Members in this House share the feelings

expressed by the member for Windsor-River-

side (Mr. Cooke). He is not alone in those

views and I don't think he claims to have a

monopoly of concern for people who have

problems.
I tell him, whether he believes it or not,

that this government's efforts to try to im-

prove the economic climate in this country,
and to assure industry in Detroit and in the

Windsor area, have been aimed at that

purpose.

Interjections.

Hon Mr. Elgie: First, I would like to re-

view for the benefit of members some recent

events relating to the Windsor work force,

including initiatives at the federal level

which should go some way towards alleviat-
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ing that problem. The federal government
has a program within its constitutional

authority for dealing with the unemploy-
ment situation on an emergency basis.

Two weeks ago, along with the Minister

of Industry and Tourism and other members
of this government, I met with the federal

Minister of Employment and Immigration
and expressed my deep anxiety over the

situation. Shortly before the meeting, the

unemployment rate in the Windsor-Essex-
Lambton area had, for the first time, ex-

ceeded 11.5 per cent and, as a result, cer-

tain additional benefits of a substantial

nature became available under the provis-
ions of the Unemployment Insurance Act.

First, the trigger mechanism for reducing
the employment qualification period to the

lowest possible level— 10 weeks for repeat-
ers seeking UI benefits—is now operational
in the Windsor area. It now is possible for

many of the unemployed who already have

been on unemployment insurance to qualify
for benefits for periods of up to 42 weeks.

Second, to tlie extent that the auto com-

panies cannot provide laid-off workers with
the necessary 10 weeks of employment re-

quired to qualify, emergency job creation

measures will be put in place to give work-
ers the opportunity to get that necessary
10 weeks of qualifying employment. This

will be done through the emergency re-

sponse features of the Canada Works pro-

gram.
Third, the federal government has indica-

ted a willingness to consider other meas-
ures such as increasing training in the

Windsor area, especially for workers who
appear to be faced with extended periods
of unemployment. I expect to be having
furtlier discussions about that with the

Minister of Employment and Immigration.
With respect to the unemployment figures

presented in the motion, frankly, I see little

point in debatinrj them. They are there and

they are disturbingly high. However, there

is a real prospect that the new 1981 model
production requirements will turn around
the level of consumer demand for North
American cars later this year. This, of

course, assnmes that the current recession-

ary trend in the United States eases oflF. In

addition, the industry has stated that parts

assembly for 1981 models will begin during
April and vehicle assembly during August.
This should result in substantial numbers
of workers returning to work during the

spring and summer months.

However, until that basic retooling for

hghter, gas-efficient cars is completed and
the new facilities are operational, we can

expect to have less than satisfactory levels

of employment in the Windsor-Essex region.
We will have to try to ensure that all work-
ers get as much employment as possible and

encourage the federal government to use

existing or new income support programs to

assist those employees when work is not

available. As the general rationalization of

auto production proceeds, the government
will work to ensure that a fair share of this

production is maintained in Ontario, which
^ould re-establish more favourable em-

ployment circumstances in that industry.
As I have said, I am deeply concerned

about the extent of unemployment in the

Windsor area, but the problem really may
be much deeper than that. TTie unemploy-
ment figures in Windsor—and I put this to

members opposite if they want to listen to it

—may be symptoms of a troubled industry,
one that has not, at least in recent months,
shown itself capable of competing as effec-

tively as before in the international maricet-

place.

I tiiink it may be time for some soul-

searching on the part of both labour and

management in the automobile industry. It

is all very well for us to talk about indi-

vidual layoflFs and about the failure of gov-
ernments to respond with instant solutions.

The automobile manufacturing and auto-

niotive parts industry have always prided
themselves on their productivity, their eflB-

ciency and their ability to compete effec-

tively in tlie free market. I welcome the

opportunity to join in the debate this even-

ing because I believe these and other funda-

mental assmnptions miLst be examined very

critically.

Some argue that t!he current problem
results from offshore competition. To the

extent that this is so, why is it that our

major foreign competitors have been able to

capture such a large and growing portion
of the North American market with products
that appear to be highly attractive to the

public? Has there been ii failure on the part
of our industry to identify and anticipate

public needs and desires? What has hapH

pened to the ability of our manufacturers

to assess the ciurent market and to predict
its requirements in an accurate and timely
fashion? Is there something lacking, for

example, in research and development? It

can hardly be said that the problems flawing
from dramatic increases in energy prices

have occurred overnight. The first energy

price shock occurred almost seven years ago.

It may indeed even be fair to ask why the

industry did not adjust sooner to these new
realities.
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Our diflBculties are no doubt due in part
to slumping sales. But I as^k the question, if

members opposite are prepared to listen, is

it any wonder that sales are slumping when
our manufacturers until very recently con-

tinued substantial production of large and
ineflBcient vehicles that won't sell? $f sales

are slumping, the challenge to this industry
is to provide to the consuming public of

North America products which meet the

needs of 1980. One does not have to be an
economist to know the prices of North
American vehicles have risen dramatically.

They have, in fact, outstripped the general
rate of inflation in the past two years,

despite assertions of improved productivity.
At the risk of being anecdotal, let me refer

to a specific case of one of my constituents.

He priced a popular Canadian-made auto-

mobile in April 1979. The base list price
was fust under $5,300. The same constituent

priced that identical car model in Octo^ber

1979, just six months later, and found the

list price on the same automobile had in-

creased to something in excess of $5,900.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Take it to the Minis-

ter of Consumer and Commercial Relations

(Mr. Drea).

8:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Just settle down, boy.
That represents an increase of almost 14 per
cent over a six-month period. There have
been wage increases over this period, but

not anything close to that magnitude. "While

there may be valid reasons for this dramatic

increase, I think we are entitled to receive

an explanation from manufacturers who are

now claiming tfhat consumer demand has

suddenly fallen. It is equally apparent from

the record if one takes the time to review

the record—and takes the time to be quiet
and listen—that collective bargaining settle-

ments in the auto industry have been ahead
of annual inflation rates.

Mr. Di Santo: Whoever wrote that

speech?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I wrote it.

In fact, it has been traditional for the

auto settlement to contain a full-running

cost-of-hving escalator clause in addition to

wage increases of approximately three per
cent, plus other benefit improvements.

I think the question that now must be

squarely faced is whether the pricing and

wage-setting practices in the auto indurtry

are in accord with the realities of market

conditions in the 1980s. There are those who
say that oligopolies like the automobile in-

dustry are becoming insulated and incapable
of responding to market forces.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable
member's time has now expired.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I was going to speak
further about the need for self-restraint on
the part of management and on the part
of employees. I was going to talk about the

need to get on and face the issues that

are really there for us. I want the House to

know that I think it is time that we face

those issues now.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: It may be a bit irregular, but the

minister did not respond at any point to the

question of whether Ontario asked the fed-

eral Minister of Employment and Immigra-
tion about a TAB program to protect the

workers in Windsor.

Interjections

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, order. That
is not a point of order.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I rise to

participate in this debate, to make a few
comments and also a few suggestions—in

a way, to alleviate some of the problems
that the city of Windsor is confronted with

today.
We are going to debate this for two and

a half hours. We are going to talk a lot,

but I doubt we are going to accomplish

very much. I only hope the ministers on the

other side of the House, as well as those in

Ottawa, pay attention to some of the com-
ments that are being made here tonight and

do everything they can to alleviate the

problem in the Windsor area, in the Essex

county area, as well as any other area in

Canada that may be adversely affected as a

result of the auto trade pact. I hope that

after these remarks are read by Ford Motor

Company it will reconsider any plans it had

to close up that Ford castings plant, and will

reopen it once again.

No community in Ontario, maybe even in

Canada, has been as adversely afiFected by

unemployment as has the city of Windsor.

Windsor was generally known as the garden

gateway to Canada, the arrow pointing into

the heartland of the United States. Having

gone through the depression days of the

1930s, the Ford strike in 1946, then Ford

moving a major portion of its facilities from

the Windsor area into the Toronto area, and

now the potential closing-down of the Ford

foimdry as well as the downturn at the

Chrysler plant, we probably have experienced
more difiicult days than has any municipality

in Canada. It is about time that govern-

ments, collectively, came to the assistance

of the community and the workers in the

community, in the provision of services or
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costs of services as far as social and other

ancillary services are concerned. We also

need some type of transitional assistance

benefit or assistance for the unemployed, the

laid-ofiF worker, as a result of the downturn
in the automobile industry.

Even minor unemployment is bad, but

when there are 20,000 people in a given

community without work, I don't know of

anything more serious. It is useless to go

through the litany of how it affects individual

families, what they have to do without, the

trials and tribulations that result when no

pay cheque, or a very small pay cheque,
comes in.

In some instances people have, in good
faith, purchased substantial pieces of prop-
erty or upgraded themselves as a result of

the thought that once the $28 million was

given by this government to the Ford Motor

Company rosy days were ahead. They bought
in good faith but they were let down by the

auto industry in this case by the Ford Motor

Company.
It seems that Ford, which some say made

Windsor, now is breaking Windsor. We hope
Ford management reconsiders its decision

concerning the castings plant and puts it

back in operation. The rationalization of

operations that Ford is contemplating in the

Windsor area is probably the most serious

type of rationalization we have had.

Having been given $68 million from the

combined two levels of government, $28
million from Ontario, Ford is now going to

eliminate between 2,600 and 2,800 jobs in

total with the closing down of the castings

plant. They are not creating any new jobs—
to the best of my information—with the

fimds provided by the two levels of govern-
ment for the Essex plant.

It is important to read this into the record.

It has been read in twice before, but we
have to emphasize to the government that

they guaranteed us, or sold us a bill of goods,
that there would be 2,600 additional jobs in

the Windsor area. This is the press release

issued by the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller)

for the supplementary estimates of Thursday,
March 29, 1979.

"The new plant"—that is the new Essex

plant—"will represent a net direction addition

to total employment in the area of 2,600

jobs." That is 2,600 additional jobs. "In

addition, because the plant is a parts facility

it ^vilI require substantial input from directly

related feeder industries. The impact on this

group could equal the 2,600 employment
gain from the plant itself." In other words.

he was talking about 5,200 jobs in all that

would be created by the $28 million.

"The Ministry of Industry and Tourism
has estimated that additional econoiuic activ-

ity generated from these workers and the

income they bring into the area could raifle

the overall employment impact to between

7,500 and 8,000 workers." They sold a bill

of goods to the community that there would
be 8,000 new jobs created in the area and
we are going to be lucky if we break even

and stay at the same place where we already
were before the $28 million was given to

the community.
One of the suggestions that Td Iflce to

make is that we should require companies to

prove to the governments that they are actu-

ally living up to the auto trade pact
9 p.m.

Statistics from Ford vary from tiiose col-

lected by Chrysler and those collected by
General Motors. There is no base from

which they gather their statistics. They
should be exactly the same for each of Big
Three in Canada so that one can compare

apples with apples and oranges with oranges
and not have them all mixed up. There is

no way of comparing the statistics as pre-

sented by any one of the three big auto

makers.

Another recommendation I would like the

govermnent to consider is one that has been

suggested time and time again in the past
We know there are going to be more people

looking for jobs than there are jobs available.

Now is the time to attempt to implement a

shorter work week. We could probably con-

sider a 35-hour work week so that instead

of having only x number of employees taken

on we would have 17 per cent more. With a

40-hour work week as opposed to a 35-hour

work week, we would employ 17 per cent

more people. That recommendation has even

been made by one of the congressmen from

the state of Michigan in tlie Congress of the

United States. Congressman Conyers has

suggested that the answer to part of the

problem is a shorter work week.

We should also ask industry to give an

advance warning of operational changes, be

they layoffs or closings, and sufficient ad-

vance notice. They don't work on a week-to-

week basis. They plan well in advance. They

may not realize that market fluctuations can

catdh them by surprise occasionally, but they

are generally shrewd enough to know what

the market is going to accompli^ within a

given period of time.

If we don't come along and do that and tf

industry doesn't come along and give us ad-

vance notice, then we are going to have the
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same clamour for rigid <x>ntrols that is now
going on in the state of Michigan. A Demo-
cratic Representative by the name of Perry
BuIIard in the state of Michigan has sug-

gested a two-year advance notice. I don't

suggest a two-year period, but at lefast there

should 'be substantially greater notice of a

change in operations.

There is much more one could say, but

within a 10-minute time period one is re-

stricted. I hope the two levels of government
get together and assist the thousands of

unemployed in the city of Windsor.

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, the debate

tonight has been originated by the crisis

which is developing in the city of Windsor
with the incredible layoflFs of 22,000 workers.

This is a human problem that no one should
underestimate. I have been amazed by listen-

ing to the members of the government party.
The member for Durham East (Mr. Cureatz)
was talking in rosy terms about the auto-

mobile industry, when we all know we are

confronted with a very serious and major
crisis, for which there is no end.

rrhe human problem is a serious one, but
unless we look at the real economic problem
of the automobile industry, we will not under-
stand why we are in this situation today and

why Ontario is going to suffer seriously in

the next years. I think we have to make
very clear we are dealing with multinational

corporations that have points of view that are

not our points of view, that have interests

that are not the interests of Ontario or the

other provinces or the states in the United
States of America.

I want to mention what the president of

Chrysler said on December 11, 1979, during
a program called Fifth Estate, dealing with
the multinational corporations. He said: "I

have great experience with this. I have played
Spain versus France and England so long I

am tired of it. Ford, when I worked there,
and General Motors, Chrysler, all over the

world, we pit Ohio versus Michigan, we pit
Canada versus US. We get outright grants
and subsidies in Spain, in Mexico and Brazil,
all kinds of grants. With my former employer,
one of the last things I did was, on the
threat of losing 2,000 jobs in Windsor, we
got $73 million outright."

This is the philosophy and the mentality
and the interests of the multinationtl corpora-
tion. We in Canada are operating within the

framework of the auto pact, which in 1979

produced a huge deficit for Canada; $3.1
billion and $4 billion in auto parts.

That deficit represents $360 for every
Ontarian and $32,000 for every auto worker.

To add insult to injury, it is ironic that the

parts deficit is essentially lower than what it

would be were Canadian vehicle production
not down 11 per cent. This is because Cana-
dian assembled cars contain primarily im-

ported parts. In fact, in Canada most of the

parts are produced by tlie four big car manu-
facturers and the eight multinational parts
manufacturers.

These deficits are occurring despite the
fact that sales of North American vehicles in

Canada continued to rise in 1979. General

Motors, Ford and American Motors sales are

up 10 per cent, six and 15 per cent respec-

tively. Only Chrysler sales were down, over
20 per cent, but Chrysler retained its share
of Canadian market in 1979-18 to 20 per
cent of the market. Where it fell down was
in the American market.

The reason for this high deficit is the

recession and energy crisis in the USA which
has caused sales of cars there to plummet
nearly 25 per cent. Since over 70 per cent

of Canadian car and parts production is ship-

ped to the US, Ontario auto workers are

bearing a disproportionately large part of the

American slump, and when the elephant
sneezes, Canada catches pneumonia. Exports
have remained stagnant while, at the same

time, imports of vehicles have risen more
than 33 per cent in the last year, together
with parts imports into Canada, which have
increased 20 per cent.

This increase alone represents about $2
billion worth of business for the giant auto

companies and is equivalent to five per cent

of US production. The irony and the crisis

in this situation is that while Canadian auto

w'orkers are bearing the brunt of the American

recession, the expanding Canadian market is

providing a vital safety cushion for General

Motors, Ford, American Motors and even

Chrysler. In this situation the s'hortcomings
of the auto pact become painfully obvious.

In particular, the fact that Canadians make
disproportionately few of the popular sub-

compact cars, and parts for them, is a matter
of immediate concern.

As the auto industry gears up to retool

for the new generation of small cars, it is

crucial that we assess the prospects for a

fair share of that investment in Canada.

Only that investment will ensure the future

health of our auto industrv, and this govern-
ment has done nothing. The auto compan-
ies are almost as good as the oil companies
at confusing and twisting the facts.

General Motors plans to spend $38 billion,

but in Canada, only $2 billion. Ford will

spend $20 billion by 1985, and in Canada,
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less than $600 million. Even Chrysler, if

it gets through its troubles, plans to spend

$14 billion to $15 billion in the US. In

exchange for a massive bail-out from the

taxpayers of Canada, Chrysler promises $1

biUion, or even less, investment in Canada.

9:10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do you think we
should help Chrysler?

Mr. Di Santo: I think the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism has a special responsi-

bility. He has been silent about the federal

Conservative government because Mr. de

Cotret was a friend of the American Treas-

urer. Now, because there is a Liberal gov-

ernment, he should acknowledge his

responsibilities.

I want to remind the Minister of Indus-

try and Tourism that he was in this House
in 1978 when the Minister of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental AfFairs

produced' a document called "Canada's

Share of the North American Automotive

Industry: An Ontario Perspective." They

proposed three targets. I will read them

because, of course, the minister has not

read them.

"A *fair share' output target for die

Canadian industry, implicit in the auto

agreement, would require a production level

consistent with the market share." The
minister shoidd know the figures. We are

at least 10 per cent of the North American
market.

"The industry should also have a struc-

tural target which would require a mix of

assembly and parts activity equal to the

North American average."

"Next, a 'fair share' research, design and

development target would require that

Canada be allocated research, design and

development jobs and expenditure propor-
tionate to its market share."

Finally, "In 1976, attainment of all three

targets would have implied an additional

25,000 jobs, $866 million additional net in-

vestment and an additional $200 million in

research and development expenditures.

These are the targets of 1976. The Prime
Minister of Canada, Mr. Trudeau, when
speaking in Windsor on February 14, 1980

—and it was also a part of the Reisman

report—said that Canada contributed $375
million in terms of research and develop-
ment to the United States while there was

only $5 million in Canada. If the Minister

of Industry and Tourism read the latest

report by the Science Council of Canada,

produced by Neil MacDonald, who was a

former executive of Ford, he will know

what the net loss was for Canada in terms

of specialized jobs, in terms oi research and

development, in terms of design. In total it

amounts to the loss oi jobs that we are dis-

cussing today.
If we have today in Windsor 22.000

workers laid off, that's not an accident. If

the Premier of this province—as he tried to

do today—is trying to legitimize the fact

that there is a—

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable

member's time has expired.

Mr. Di Santo: —cycle in the automobile

industry then I think that's a poor justifica-

tion. I think the government will pay for

that.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Before calling on the

next speaker, I would like to introduce, in

the member's gallery, a former member and
minister of all trades, the Honourable Allan

Grossman.

Mr. Makarchuk: Why don't you ask him
how he closed down Burtch and Walker is

oi)ening it?

Mr. Acting Speaker: He has a few sins to

answer for, but I understand he's here this

evening to celebrate the birthday of the

member for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent), and
to hear how his successor, the member for

St. Andrew-St. Patrick, is conducting
himself.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I keep sending him
answers. What can I say?

Without this coming off my time, Mr.

Speaker, he's here because we were suj)-

posed to have dinner tonight; then, because

of the leader of the third party, we couldn't

have dinner, so he is suffering through Mr.

Siu-gent's celebration and this debate this

evening. That doesn't come off my time, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Acting Speaker: I'm afraid it does.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I thought, before

we begin, I might send this little sticker over

to the third party to anyone who wants it.

The member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr.

Cooke) might want it. It says: "Buy the

cars your neighbotirs help to build." They
may take that to their caucus meeting next

week and pass it around, or perhaps stick it

on all their Volvos.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Or yoiu* Volkswagen,
David.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Or their Hondas or

their Toyotas or whatever they have.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Or your Mercedes,

Donald.

Mr. MacDonald: That ws^ years ago.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: It doesn't count
then. It just became patriotic this month.
Mr. Speaker, now my 10-minute period

begins.

Mr. Acting Speaker: You have eight
minutes left.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I must say I have

enjoyed the debate this evening, particularly
when I reflect back on the discussions a
month earher, -When people suggested assist-

ance should never be given to the multi-

national firms. I think back to the member
for Windsor-Riverside bitterly criticizing the

activities of the Chrysler Corporation when
it shifted operations to a heavy V-8 engine

plant. He said they were terrible people,
that Chrysler was wrong and this govern-
ment should never come to its assistance. Of
course, when it looked as if Chrysler was

going to go under and cause more problems
for Windsor, he wanted to support the

Chrysler Corporation.

They want us to support Chrysler, but

don't want us to have supported Ford. They
reason that Chrysler isn't so bad because it

had its financial problems when it was more

pressing for them in Windsor.

In the Ford situation we created jobs two

years ago, before there were problems in

the market, so that is a diflFerent situation.

I want to deal with that point: "Did we
create jobs?" It has become a routine in the

House today to discuss what "net new jobs"

means, what "new jobs" means, what "addi-

tional jobs" means. I suggest that if one is a

worker in Windsor tfie plain fact is that

because of the actions of this government
and the federal government there will be

2,600 workers working in the Ford V-6

engine plant who wouldn't otherwise be

working there. If that isn't additional jobs, I

don't know what an additional job is.

Either it is a new job or it is not a job.

Those people will be working there. If we
hadn't made that contribution, if we hadn't

caused that plant to go there, we would be

looking at 2,600 fewer jobs than there are

currently in Windsor. I think it is interesting

to note-

Mr. Cassidy: The minister sells this

province down the drain year after year and

expects us to be grateful.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The honourable mem-
ber should show up tomorrow morning. He
has another chance. He might enjoy Fridays.

He will be down in Windsor tomorrow

morning taking pictures again.

When we talk about Ford contemplating
closing a casting plant built in 1934 remem-
ber that, in addition to the V-6 engine plant

this government caused to be located in

Windsor, it also caused, as a result of that,

a new Ford aluminum casting plant to go
into Windsor. That plant will be opera-
tional this year.

Mr. Cassidy: Two hundred jobs as op-

posed to 1,400 in 1979.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Are 200 jobs not im-

portant to the honourable member? Two
hundred jobs in Windsor are important to

me, and those 200 jobs are there solely be-

cause of the activities of this government.

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber for St. Andrew-St. Patrick has the floor

at the present time.

Hon, Mr. Grossman: The Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) was speaking
earlier today about the fact that these were
not really new jobs. Let me tell members
about his view of the situation as recently
as a couple of years ago when we were talk-

ing about it. What did he say? He said, and

I quote from Hansard: "If the Ford company
is going to make a decision to put the plant

elsewhere, and we are going to lose 2,600

jobs because of the political wrangling that

is going on at the moment, that would be a

tragedy for the working people. It would be
a tragedy for our economy. It would be a

tragedy for the future possibility of pro-

viding employment for the young people of

this province."
I could go on and read the "Dear Pierre"

letter that the Leader of the Opposition
wrote at that time.

9:20 p.m.

Mr. Bradley: The minister is ducking his

own responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am not. I want to

point out to the Liberal Party that at no

time during those extensive discussions—

when the Leader of the Opposition was say-

ing, "If $17.5 million won't do it, give them
another $17.5 million," during that infamous

discussion that he led on behalf of the

Liberal Party of Ontario—not once did he

refer to getting overall job commitments to

maintain the current levels of employment.
He didn't say a thing about it at the time

and for a good reason: because everyone
understood that there is something called a

marketplace out there.

The member for Downsview (Mr. Di

Santo) attempted in his closing remarks to

suggest it is the fault of the government of

Ontario that the market for North American
vehicles has almost disappeared. Thankfully,
the Leader of the Opposition has not re-
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sorted to that inanity. But I want to say to

the Leader of the Opposition, who isn't here

this evening, and to the members of his

party who are here, that anyone who pur-

ported to be intelligent enough to participate
in that debate a couple of years ago must

surely have understood that 2,600 net new
jobs for Windsor means 2,600 more jobs

than are in place at any given time in that

community. No one can guarantee what the

market for those vehicles will be, not even
oiu" Volvo buyers from the third party.

I have two or three minutes left and I

want to deal directly with the situation at

the old Ford iron casting plant that is con-

templated for closure. Ford is currently doing
what all of the major automobile manufac-
turers are doing, that is, trying to asses where

they are going to cut back output over the

next few months. The market isn't there and

they have to close down some of their opera-
tions.

I want to make this point to members. The

point I made to Roy Bennett, the president
of the Ford Motor Company of Canada,

Limited, when he was here to see me, was
that we have a huge auto parts deficit in this

country and a cood i>ortion of that deficit is

comprised of the in-house sourcing by the

Ford Motor Company. There is little question
about that. I said this to Mr. Bennett: "You
are in a situation where you have 50 per cent

capacity in a 1934 casting plant in Ontario,
50 per cent unused capacity in a plant in

Cleveland, I think it is, and 25 per cent un-

used capacity at a second American plant."

Mr. Warner: Ford rips us off and the min-

ister apologizes for the company.
Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member may even

enjoy this if he will be quiet for a second.

The point I made to him was this. In view
of the chronic auto parts deficit in this coun-

try largely contributed to by Ford's in-house

sourcing, and in view of the fact there is very
little prospect of Ford building any new
parts plants in North America over the next

few years, surely he owes it to this country
and this province to see that they do not

close out the Windsor casting plant now.

Surely, in view of the fact there is little

opportunity to acquire more V-6 engine plants
because they are putting in no more new
parts plants, Ford is obliged to ensure that

the plants in Ontario currently suxyplying their

in-house parts are not closed out in favour of

the American plants.

Ford is currently assessing the situation. I

am sure Ford will do what all business people
must do and that is assess which of those

closures is the most eflBcient and the most
economic. I put it to Ford of Canada—

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order, The member's

time has expired. The House will give the

member an opix>rtunity to close.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I want to affirm to

this House, which has been asking about the

details of our conversation, that we put it to

Ford of Canada that that casting plant should

not be closed in view of the chronic Ford
in-house sourcing auto parts deficit in this

country. We are awaiting a response. It

couldn't have been put to Mr. Bennett more

forcefully than this government has put it

to him.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I gladly join with

my Windsor colleagues in this party in sup-

porting this motion.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Is this Tuesday? What
is the member doing here? Are the courts

closed in Ottawa?

Mr. Roy: Here we go. Here we go. The
Minister of Health—

Mr. Acting Speaker: Will the Minister of

Health please take his seat and let us pro-
ceed with the member for Ottawa East?

Mr. Roy: I am here one day a week and

I get them all exercised. What's the matter

with those people over there?

We in this party have no hesitation in suj)-

porting this motion, because the Liberal Party
in Ontario has the faith and confidence of

the people of Windsor. That's where they

put their faith, both provincially and fed-

erally. Those on the other side are always

prepared to blame the federal Liberals in

times of trouble.

We are seeing it happen right now. We
are seeing it in interest rates. They can't

blame them now because the federal Lib-

erals have moved in with a program and

they have reduced, at the first opportimity,
the period of working to gain unemploy-
ment benefits from 20 weeks to 10 weeks.

They have accepted their responsibility,

something for which the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie) even tried to take credit.

People in that party are really something.

Interjections.

Mv. Roy: I \vill speak to you, Mr. Speak-

er, because you are more receptive than

those washouts on the other side.

Mr. Speaker: Don't just speak to me, look

at me.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I should have no

difficiJty doing that after looking at those

warm bodies on that side, but I say to you—

Hon. Miss Stephenson: At least we are

warm, the member for Ottawa East is not.
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Mr. Roy: Bette, I wasn't talking about

yours.
I want to say that when there are times

of trouble and things aren't going well, that

government is always prepared to blame the

feds, but when something good happens,
when they move in with their program, even
the Minister of Labour, who is both a doctor

and lawyer and knows the fields of juris-

diction, tries to take the credit for unem-
ployment benefits. He said: "Because of my
intervention, the feds have moved in."

A long time ago we decided that the

leadership or the nonleadership given by
this government was not good enough and
we see the consequences of it today. Can
anyone possibly imderstand how the Treas-

urer could make a statement by way of a

press release where he said clearly—and
those of us who have some difficulty with

English can understand this—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This is the fourth
time he has given this speech today. He
better get a new speech writer.

Mr. Roy: Yes. Obviously you will have to

hear it tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I won't. He won't
be here tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker: Order. The member for St.

Andrew-St. Patrick has already spoken. I

don't want to hear him any more.

Mr. Roy: Yes, and I would point out that

the Minister of Industry and Tourism spent
exactly two minutes of his 10 on the topic.
That's the importance he attaches to this

subject. Have you, Mr. Speaker, ever seen
a Treasurer of a province who would make
a commitment by press release, and then
m^e it in the House, where he would say
clearly the new plant will represent a net
direct addition to total employment in the

area of 2,600 jobs? He said that. He puts
it on the record but he is not prepared to

put it in the contract. Some negotiators
those people are.

I listened to the Minister of Health say-

ing to these people: "Are you people driv-

ing Volvos or are you driving Peugeots?"
Those people were subsidizing the purchase
of these cars back in 1975, so they shouldn't

give anybody a lesson about who is buying
what in this province because when the

chips were down, when the election was
called in 1975, they were prepared to sub-

sidize the whole automobile industry in the

United States. That's what they tried to do
and they tried to do it again with that $15-
million program.

9:30 p.m.

It has been obvious that the leadership,
or the nonleadership, given by this govern-
ment in putting its money in foreign plants
is something this leader and this party are

not prepared to accept. We have moved a
motion of no confidence. On Monday next
we are presenting this motion and we hope
that the people to our left will give it the

support it deserves.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: Seldom have I seen the people
to my left so exercised as tonight. My God,
I thought the member for Scarborough-
Ellesmere (Mr. Warner) was going to fly

right out of his chair he was so exercised.

Yet, in perspective, it is just a lovers' quarrel
because on Monday they will be holding
hands under the table. On Monday they will

be in the same bed.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: We agree with the motion of

the NDP. We agree with what my col-

leagues have said, but on Monday where
are they going to be?

Mr. Samis: Are you going to visit us on

Monday?
Mr. Roy: You bet I'll be here.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: Then we will see how they vote.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Roy: Til be here Monday; ITI tell you
that.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: I understand the leader, the

member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr. Cooke),
the member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr.

Bounsall), Bob Rae and somebody men-
tioned even Ian Deans, were there, I don't

believe Ian Deans was down there with the

leader in Windsor. Apparently, these people
were in Windsor and talked up a good fight.

They got a lot of press and a lot of people
to talk about it.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: But on Monday when the chips

are down, where are they going to be?

Mr. Makarchuk: Incidentally, we are here

every Mondav as opposed to y-ou on one

Monday in 10 months. Hurrah! Give him a

big hand.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the member for

Brantford please come to order?

Mr. Roy: The same party which moved
this motion, the same party which has made
so much fuss here tonight will be in bed
with the Tories on Monday.
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Interjections.

Mr. Roy: I say to my colleague from

Windsor, go back on Monday and tell the

people of Windsor where the NDP members
were, in bed with the Tories on Monday.
When the chips are down, when leadership
is needed, when they are not getting it from
that side and when they have an opportunity
to throw tfhem out, where will they be?

They will back right oflF.

The commitment we have given and are

giving the people of Windsor is something
we are prepared to back up with our votes.

I wish members to my left would do the

same.

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, I have a

tendency to agree with you on the manner
in which the House is conducting itself. This

is an emergency debate, dealing with what I

consider to be a very serious problem facing
the people in the province. Not only does it

affect the city of Windsor, which is probably

being more hurt than any other sector with-

in Ontario, but the results of the Windsor

layoffs and the results of the trauma that

exists in Windsor are also being reflected in

other communities throughout Ontario.

I for one do not understand the frivolity
that exists in the House tonight, given that

this is an emergency debate to deal with

that problem—an emergency debate tbat was
initiated by the New Democratic Party be-

cause we fully understand and appreciate
the difficulties faced by working people in

the city of Windsor. We want this Legisla-

ture—which supposedly has some sense of

responsibility for overseeing and looking
after the people of this province—to at least

debate the issue and hopefully come up
with gome kind of an answer that may help
the people in the Windsor area.

What I see instead are members of the

Legislature who seem to think the situation

in which the people in Windsor find them-

selves is some kind of joke. I for one do not

feel it to be a joke. Had I thought the

debate on this very important issue would
have deteriorated as it has done this even-

ing, I would probably not have supported
the motion to debate the issue.

I did not realize that 125 people coiJd

have so little concern for a community that

exists within the province. I feel badly about

that. I feel badly that those on all sides of

this House, including some of my own col-

leagues, take it so frivolously when we are

liopefuUy talking about a most important
issue.

It is an emergency debate because there

are people in one sector of our province who
are being very seriously hurt because of lay-

offs dealing with tiie auto industry. It's not

only the Windsor people who are being
affected by this, although it shows probably
more there than it does anywhere else. I

have had the opportunity of listening to the

apologists from the Conservative Party, I have
had the opportunity of listening, for example,
to the Liberal representative for Ottawa East.

It pleases me to hear that he will be here

on Monday, April 14, for the vote. It will be
the first Monday since I was elected in 1975
that he actually shows up and I hope he does
show up to support his own party.

Mr. Roy: How are you going to vote?

Mr. M. Davidson: I think perhaps it is

incumbent upon this Legislature to take a

nonpartisan look at what is happening to

Windsor, to take a nonpartisan view as to how
we can possibly assist the people of Windsor,
and perhaps, as a nonpartisan group of 125

people, look at the overall auto industry in

the province to see how it affects not only
one city in which we live—and hopefully try

to represent to the best of our ability, regard-
less of which party we belong to—but also on

the basis that it's not only Windsor but otiier

areas.

Let's take a look at what is happening to

the auto industry in this province. It's not

only Windsor, although Windsor reflects by
its unemployment rate probably a greater
need than other communities within Ontario

itself. The auto industry is in trouble. I'm

not sure that what the present government
has been doing by granting Ford Motor

Company so many dollars is the answer. I

don't see that it solves anything.
I'm critical—I guess because I'm an opposi-

tion member—of the way they went about

doing that. Had it worked maybe I couldn't

be as critical, but it doesn't seem to have
worked. So maybe all of us should be trying
to find a way that we can help not only the

people in Windsor but the other centres in

Ontario that also have not only the major
three auto companies, but who have parts

manufacturers for the auto trades throughout
the entire province.

9:40 p.m.

Let's take a look at where we are at. We
have layoffs not only in Windsor. We have,

for example, Sealed Power Corporation in

Stratford where I understand the plant closed

down in February 1980. We have Canada-

Ferro Company Limited in Brampton; that

plant is supposedly going to close down in

April. Gabriel of Canada Limited in Orange-
ville—sure, it has only 20 workers, but to

Orangeville that's a large work force—in all

probability will be closing down.
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There is the tire industry, widi Firestone
in Whitby, layofiFs in Hamilton and in Joliette,

Quebec. There is Chrysler in Windsor, with
some 430 people at the moment on indefinite

layoff and another 2,000—God knows what's

going to happen to them—and Ford Motor

Company in Windsor, where there are ap-
proximately 2,500 laid off at the present time.

There's the Chrysler trim plant in Ajax with

layoffs, and Lear Siegler Industries Limited,
in my own area of Kitchener-Waterloo, with
some 400, or half of their work force laid

off, and Budd Automotive Company of Can-
ada Limited in Kitchener, also with half of

their work force laid off. In addition, there
is Butler Metal Products Company Limited in

Cambridge and Bundy of Canada Limited,
also in Cambridge. All of those are suppliers
to the automobile industry, all of them work-
ing at probably half their capacity, and we
sit here and make jokes about this debate.

I can't accept that. It's too serious a

problem. We, as members, have a respon-
sibility to at least attempt to find a solution.

In this kind of a debate that is put on the

floor, it is hoped that through the comments
that are given by all sides of this House we
may be able to come up with an answer—not
a total answer, but an answer that will be
not only beneficial to the companies that

employ these people—because God knows
we need them; we need the jobs that they
provide—but also so that we have some land
of an answer for the people who are facing
the situations that are there.

It's no joke when thousands upon
thousands of workers in this province in one
industry are laid off. It's no joke when they
are living on unemployment insurance and,
given that their benefits may have run out,
that we have to go to the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services (Mr. Norton) on
occasion and request that he start supporting
these people. They are tax dollars. As long
as we have the numbers of people that we
have today laid off within our society, those
tax dollars aren't coming in and we're ex-

pected to pay more out. I think it's incum-
bent upon us as legislators to try to find a
solution.

I have no use whatsoever for the type of

speech that was made in this House tonight
bv the member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy).
It was a totally biased, political speech try-

ing to discredit someone in this place as

being the cause of what is happening. Sure,
I'm an opposition member. Sure, I can be
critical of the people on that side who are
the government. But I will do so in the con-
text that there is some realism behind It and

not, I would hope, because of the fact that

I'll show up next Monday for the first time
in five years and try to get the support to

back up that kind of straight political

dialogue that has no place in this type of

debate.

Throughout Ontario at this moment there

are thousands upon thousands of workers in

the automobile industry who are laid off,

and there are others who now are employed
but are not sure whether they will be laid

off. I think the debate tonight should have
substance. I think it should be looked at on
the basis that it is not a politically biased
debate. I don't know if I have made a con-

tribution, but I hope from now on that the
other speakers will look at it on that level.

Mr. Watson: Mr. Speaker, in rising to speak
in this debate, I believe we are consider-

ing a serious subject tonight. We are talking
about the livelihoods of many thousands of

fine men and women who have contributed

very conscientiously to the building of our

society. Through no fault of their own,
people are finding themselves in difficult cir-

cumstances, with painful consequences in

some cases I know.

'There is no question the layoffs in the

auto industry, as in any other industry for

that matter, are quite properlv a top-priority
concern of this government. The security of

our work force and the general prosperitv of

the Ontario economic environment have

always held a high priority in the eyes of

the government. To 5Uggest otherwise is

simply to be blind to the facts. To suggest
the government is somehow responsible for

the layoffs is absolutely wrong.
There is no denying that many areas of

our industrial and economic activities are

experiencing change. Many books on the

best-seller list have discussed the profound
changes and transitions that technologies and
our various societies themselves are going
to be going through.

The auto industry, as other speakers have

pointed out, is undergoing a period' of great

technological change. We have been through
this in the past in other areas and we have
survived. It was not too many years ago that

the doomsayers were predicting everyone
would be thrown out of work by automation.

There are still a lot of people working, and
most people will go on working.
The changes we are moving throTigh in the

transportation sector in response to energy

shortages and materials supply fluctuations

are just as much opportunities for new direc-

tions for development as they are problems.
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We are going to see a lot more research and

development in transport in future years.

I know the minister has been working very
hard to maximize the benefits for Canadians

of our participation in the auto industry, with

particular emphasis on the manufacturing of

parts. I know too that the minister has been

working in co-operation with his federal

counterparts to expand our marketing effort,

and not without success.

Nevertheless, despite the best efforts of

planners and executors in industry and the

hard work of those in government, humanity
has not yet mastered the art of stabilizing

the business cycle to the satisfaction of every-

one. Sales have their ups and downs; produc-
tion activities are a direct reflection of this.

People do get laid ofi^. It is not really any-
one's fault—in fact, on the contrary, if busi-

nessmen had their way, the cycle would stay

high all the time. Going full tilt probably
would be in everyone's l^est interest.

I certainly cannot accept the suggestion
that we in this government are somehow
unaware of or unconcerned about the impact
of layoffs of workers. That is far from the

truth. I might spe*ak on a i>ersonal note for a

moment. In my own riding of Chatham-Kent,
it is not an inconsiderable number of citizens

who depend on the auto industry in Windsor
for making a living. People find employment
in the auto plants and in other work in sup-

port services that benefit from the economic

spinoffs. The multiolier effect of wages paid
for the car manufacturing companies cer-

tainlv affects my area. We benefit when
things are coing good; we feel it when things
are going bad. We are aware of the conse-

quences of the layoffs in my area. It is hard

not to be.

There would be no way of measuring the

tremendous efforts that members of the gov-
ernment have expended over the year in a

drive to create new jobs to keep our pecmle

working, to create an economic climate that

encourages people to upgrade their skills and
develoD new ones in order to remain success-

ful and competitive in the employment mar-

ketplace. There is not anywhere nearly

enough time in this debate to review the

many services administered by this govern-
ment which have had as their direct aim the

economic welfare of our citizens. But there

is only so much that government can do.

That may sound harsh, but it is realistic.

Warning signals about the possible eco-

nomic dislocations have been on the horizon

for some time. The more fortunate members
of society have adjusted their situations to

become as flexible as possible. No one is hav-

ing it easy these days with high interest rates

and rising prices. We heard about that this

afternoon when we had the group of farmers

here at Queen's Park. That is connected to

the auto industry in my particular area be-

cause a lot of young people who are starting
out on farms depend on their winter jobs to

help pay those mortgages and pay those oper-

ating debts. This winter they haven't got that

particular type of employment.
The workers who are laid off in Windsor

will receive the federal unemployment insur-

ance benefits. Following consultation with

the representatives of this government, the

federal Minister of Employment and Immi-

gration announced revisions to the benefits

package available to the Windsor area auto

workers that reflect a real awareness of their

true needs and the reasonable expectations
that can come out of this situation. He has

also announced other job-creation thrusts to

be addressed to the Windsor situation.

9:50 p.m.

The Windsor situation is a major concern
to both the federal government and the

provincial government. Let no one think

otherwise. The Ministry of Community and
Social Services has income maintenance pro-

grams in place which will help the people
in the Windsor area. Increases in this pro-

gram have been announced recently.

There is a struggle, of course, in govern-
ment for the limited resources that are

needed to pay these tyi)es of programs, but

no one in this province shall be without the

necessities of life, barring a major disaster.

For those in real need, family benefits assist-

ance is available. But we must remember
that it comes out of money levied from the

people of Ontario in taxes.

Contrary to the destructive i)oint of view

spread by Socialists, the government is not

some kind of a rich uncle that can pull

money out of a hat whenever things get a

little rough.

I would like to say several things to the

auto workers. First, let's not panic. We're

going to make out much better if we can

remain calm and rational in this situation.

Second, lefs not get led astray with unreal

expectations of what government can deliver.

Government is only the people, just like

those people out there looking for work. We
all work very hard to gear our job-creation

and employment development programs to

those areas that look like they will be the

most vulnerable. We have had success in

maintaining secure economic circimistances

for the vast majority of industrial workers

throughout this province. Many millions of

taxpayers' dollars have been invested in sudi
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eflForts in recent years, and this money has
been allocated responsibly and effectively.
We fully realize there are people out

there who are hurting. We talk to them. We
meet them. We know them, and we're con-
cerned about their plight. We are totally
committed to restoring their livelihoods as

quickly as it is humanly possible,

Mr. Huston: Mr. Speaker, I suppose those
of us who are taking part in this debate
would much rather we didn't have to. Let's

face it. I'm sure of that. We would much
rather that the unemployment situation in

Windsor was not so low that we would have
to spend time on a special debate. But since
that is the situation, I think it is quite in

order that we should discuss some of the

problems of the Windsor area.

First, anyone who has lived in the area
for many years can go back over the auto-
mobile industry's history. I worfced in Ford,
If I remember correctly—it was a few years
ago—I made the hubs for the back wheels of
cars. I think that is what I was working on.
That goes back quite a few years ago,
A few years later. Ford had a slowdown.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville (Mr.
B. Newman) mentioned that in 1955 Ford
moved a great deal of its operation to Oak-
ville. This caused a great deal of concern in

Windsor; real estate prices went down, there
was quite a bit of unemployment and sO
forth.

Then, about 1957, Chrysler made some
cars, and they had problems with them.

Chrysler wasn't too successful with them,
and unemployment again increased consider-

ably. The automotive business didn't really
get going again until 1964, when the auto

pact came in. At that time it looked like a
saviour, I suppose that ran well until 1975,
when OPEC oil prices started going up so
much. In 1973-74, the Americans got scared
and quit buying cars for a while. In the
1975 situation, the sales of cars in Canada
were still within the usual range, but the
sales went down in the United States sfa

much that it naturally caused an awful lot of

unemployment in the auto industry in

Ontario, particularly in Windsor,
I have read the auto pact and I have read

it into the record. It's just a statement of

IX)licy. It's not like a bill we would pass,
with paragraphs A and B, section 37 and so
on. It was more or less a statement of policy
between two governments, signed by the
President of rtie United States and the Prime
Minister of Canada.
The intent of it was, hopefully, to—

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member for

Windsor-Sandwich (Mr, Bounsall) just cool

it?

Mr. Huston: The intent of the auto pact,
it was hoped, was to improve the employ-
ment situation in Canada, I believe it did
that in most of the years that followed and
served a good purpose. The details of it

are going to have to be put down in black
and white eventually. As many know, they
are talking now about whether it should be
rewritten or just reviewed. Most people feel

1980 would be a diflScult time to draw up
a new auto pact because it is an election

year in the United States and there is a

great deal of unemployment there,

I was reading an article in the Windsor
Star of April 5, 1980, written by Bill

Shields, its automotive reporter There are
a few paragraphs I want to take note of:

"In Canada for the first quarter, General
Motors was holding firm with last year's
record sales pace. Ford was off 19 per cent

and Chrysler 14 per cent, AMC increased
29 per cent, Chrysler showed signs of im-

provement in the US, where sales of the

Windsor-produced Cordoba and Mirada,

sparked by a rebate program, improved 23

per cent and 84 per cent respectively. How-
ever, Chrysler had a 202-day supply of Cor-
dobas and a 193-day supply of Miradas in

early March, Foreign imports grabbed 25

per cent of US sales last month, down three

points from the previous month." That is

a serious situation.

The article continues: "This week there
will be 20,000 Canadian auto workers on
layoff next week"—that was from last week's

paper—"8,600 of them indefinitely. In the
US there will be 223,000 workers on layoff,

including 160,000 indefinitely. These figures
do not include parts suppliers in either

country. These firms will also encounter ex-

tensive production cutbacks and layoffs,

"Domestic auto makers employ about

780,000 in the US and 65,000 in Canada.
At the height of the 1975 automotive down-
turn, there were 350,000 US and about

25,000 Canadian autoworkers on layoff."
That is part of what is happening to

the car industry. There are other causes. A
few minutes ago I mentioned imports. The
Windsor Chamber of Commerce has a new
campaign and has been receiving donations
from many industries in Essex, Kent and
Lambton counties. It is a new sticker, to

put on envelopes and so forth, which says:

"Buy the cars your neighbours helped to

build."

They are trying to convince people to

buy cars made in Canada or the United
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States so that we have a real interest. I

don't know what we can do to convince

people that, in order to have a good econo-

my, we have to help people who are work-

ing alongside us. It is too bad the chamber
of commerce and others have to spend

money to try to get people to buy some-

thing made in their own country. We see

cars in every parking lot—parking lots, I

suppose, around the Legislative Building—
which have been made in other countries.

I don't mind trade. Canada has always
been a trading country. But I would like it

to go both ways. There are many coimtries

that export cars to Canada, but none of

them imports ours. That concerns me a

great deal.

Mr. Speaker, I don't know if you would

object, but I have a few of these stickers

in an envelope. If I may, I will pass them
around to each member in the House at

present. I ordered 100 of the stickers from

the Windsor Chamber of Commerce, as I

feel deeply about this. I think one way we
can help solve our own problems is if we
buy cars made by our neighbours.

10 p.m.

The member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr.

Cooke) spoke a few minutes ago. I am not

sure what he stands for with regard to in-

dustry and industry promotion and assistance

by governments, because he did not speak
in the auto pact debate last June 23; nor

did the member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr.

Bounsall). The member for Windsor-Walker-

ville (Mr. B. Newman) and the member for

Essex South (Mr. Mancini) both spoke in

that debate. The strange part of it—and
members may recall I mentioned it in this

House some time ago—is that they did not

speak in that particular debate that day,
but when the then Prime Minister of Canada
was down breaking sod for the new Ford

plant, they were there and had front-row

seats. I had to sit eight rows back. However,
I guess the orders they had were: "Don't

speak on it. We won't say anything about it,

but we will be there and think it's a great

thing when they start building the blocks."

We know we have problems, but I think,

as with the oil situation, every so often it

seems to flare up. I think most people would

agree that the Canadian or American auto

industry has not kept pace with the wants
of the people in the United States with re-

gard to small cars. I think they were slow
in doing that.

General Motors now has produced a small

front-wheel drive car, as has Chrysler. But
General Motors made quantities of them,

and they are going very strong at the trans-

mission plant in Windsor. They are buying

property all around their old plant. By
January 1981 they should have another 2,000

people working there. I believe 100 from

Chrysler have gone into the transmission

plant already, and they will be picking up
some of the slack. But we certainly need

some assistance now, and I don't think it

can be done overnight. What we have to do
is make siu-e that funds are available for

people to get by with at a time like this.

Mr. Boimsall: Mr. Speaker, it is very

tempting at this stage in the debate to

respond almost totally to the remarks made
by some of the members. Let me lead off

with one comment. If the government feels

that the member for Durham East (Mr.

Cureatz)—and I must admit that I too would
feel this with them—should be making some

speeches and getting some publicity, they
had better make sure they write his speeches
as well. All he did tonight was solicit a $500
donation from General Motors for his next

campaign. He did not even mention the un-

employment occurring in his riding because

of the slowdown of CM workers and the

layoffs in the Oshawa area.

il am totally ashamed that the person

representing the riding of Durham East is

the person here in this House rather than

the former member we had. Let me say, if

it isn't that former member who returns next

time, we will have another member just as

good. I feel it personally, because that is

the part of the country from which I came,
in which I was bom, and I say to the mem-
bers my relatives will not tolerate that kind

of inadequate representation any longer.

The only service that the Ford Motor

Company has done us in Canada in the ac-

tions it has taken in the past few days in

return for the $68-million grant we handed
out was to ensure that Canada will never

make another handout to industry without

some guarantees or at least one guarantee.
I say to the Minister of Industry and

Tourism (Mr. Grossman), it is appalling that

he was expected and asked to pay—and did

pay—40 per cent of that handout, without

ensuring that he was in on those negotiations

and that Ontario, through that minister,

added some guarantees to that handout.

That is a disgrace which both the Liberal

federal goverrunent and the Conservative

government here in Ontario must bear for-

ever. History will show they were most

recreant in their duties.

With respect to Chrysler, the federal and

provincial governments must grant monetary
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supports to Chrysler if it is to exist as a cor-

poration in this world and as an operating

entity in Ontario. But we have learned our

lesson from Ford. Would I ever have loved

to have played poker with either the provin-
cial government or the federal government
at the time of that grant. It's obvious that

even pecunious poker players could have won
from both of these governments, particularly

the federal government, that Liberal Party.

It's to be hoped' they have learned their

lesson. In return for any amount of handout
to Chrysler Canada, it's obvious we should

demand an equity position in that corpKDration

for those dollars. In return for that grant, in

any reconstruction—and it won't be large,

perhaps—of any plant in Windsor or any other

place in this province, there should be firm

guarantees that all that reconstruction should

be done by Canadian construction companies
using Canadian labour and that all supplies
and materials should be Canadian. That is

something the government did not get from

Ford, and it's well-documented. The con-

struction companies were American and
American labour has been on that site, while

we had unemployed persons in Ontario in

those same craft industries.

In addition to that, in Chrysler, for every
handout to produce any product at that

Windsor location, there must be a guarantee
that all the tool and die work to produce that

P'-oduct must be done in Canada and that all

the parts required to service those products
must be manufactured, must be machined
and must be cast in Canada. Where else can
we produce any meaningful job production for

any funds we hand out? Any Minister of

Industry and Tourism in Ontario had better

be at that bargaining table and had better be
able to ensure for Ontario that we get that

guarantee for reconstruction and for tool and
die work.

The current member for St. Andrew-St.
Patrick (Mr. Grossman) is back. I don't need
to convince his father.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He understands.

Mr. Bounsall: His father may understand.

The tool and die work and all those parts
should be made here in Canada as an absolute

guarantee. The minister had better ensure

that is done this time around.

With respect to the Ford situation, let me
say it boggles the mind that no guarantee of

any kind whatsoever was taken for the $68-
million handout. We heard yesterday that the

member for my riding federally, the Minister

of Industry, Trade and Commerce, Hon. Herb

Gray, had said he will look at the parts of

the agreement and will sue to recover some

or part of the federal portion of that

million grant. He is an honest, bright, hard-

working person, but one of the most political

and manipulative politicians I have ever met,
because we heard from the president of Ford
Canada today in a telephone conversation

that there were absolutely no guarantees
whatsoever and that was confirmed here to-

night by the Ministry of Tourism and Industry.

10:10 p.m.

There was no basis whatsoever for any
lawsuit of any kind to be laimched because

guarantees were abridged, and the present
federal Minister of Industry, Trade and
Commerce knows that. He is just trying to

grab a headline which he knows he will

never have to substantiate. That is the most
dishonest piece of headline-grabbing I have
seen in Canada in my lifetime. That minister

should be called to account for that blatant

piece of hypocrisy and dishonesty.
In a survey of my constituents, 90 i)er

cent of them indicated they feel tiiat in

return for the Ford grant the minister should

have had all those guarantees in terms of

labour, plant construction, nDaterials and

supplies. When asked "if taxpayers' money is

going to be given to private industry, should

the government demand some sort of equity
and return on that investment?" 85 per cent

.said yes and only 10 per cent said no. The

government has a mandate.
Let me say something else about what

the people of Windsor thought about that

money handed out to Ford. They knew, and

they knew in no uncertain terms, that Ford
was going to build there anyway. None of

them is convinced that any penny of that

$68 milhon needed to be handed out at all.

Talk 'about poker playing with these two

governments. Anybody could have won.

Turning to the various otiier speakers who
made comments, I might say that it is again

interesting that the solution to the problem
proijosed by the member for Essex South

(Mr. Mancini) would have warmed the

heart of Marie Antoinette. His solution to

unemployment and the whole problem in

Windsor is to have an election. It is one of

those "Let-them-eat-ballots" situations.

It was interesting to note that the mem-
ber for Essex North (Mr. Ruston) was not

at all convinced tonight that the state of

urgency in the auto situation in Windsor

really merited the emergency debate.

I will not comment on the remarks of the

member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy), who
had, as usual, virtually no content whatso-

ever in his address.

I will close this statement, and I wish I

had more time for rebuttal, by saying the
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one positive thing that should be done in

this is for this provincial government to in-

sist—because the pi^vincial government was
too hasty, and it paid out the whole of its

$28-million grant—to insist that the federal

government should save it. Say to the fed-

eral government: "You have $10 million you
have not paid out. You pay into a special
fund and until"—

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Watson: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: On behalf of my colleague the

member for Durham East, whom the mem-
ber for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall)
mentioned by saying the only reason he gave
his speech tonight was to solicit a $500 dona-

tion, I think that remark sihould be stricken

from the record.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. That is not a

point of order or a point of privilege.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr, Speaker, it would be

very easy for me to go into the pit at the

level of the debate in which the honourable

member, who is sitting in the wrong seat,

would like to engage.
Somewhat earlier tonight, some remarks

were made which I must say I endorse

wholeheartedly. In no way do they reflect

upon the speakers who came after the par-
ticular remarks by the member for Cam-
bridge (Mr. M. Davidson), and I substan-

tially caution the member w'ho doesn't even
have the courtesy to take his own seat that,

if he wants to try it in the pit tonight, to

try it with somebody else.

As the last speaker tonight, I feel there

are certain responsibilities thrust upon me. It

seems to me on the basis of an emergency
debate t!hat we are focusing on the economic-

ally and socially dreadful predicament that

faces Windsor and the automobile parts and

supply industry in southwestern Ontario, But
it also seems to me that we are focusing on
what is one of the resources of the province,
which is the assembly of automobiles in all

the dimensions in which that industry exists.

It was not too many years ago that the

economic dream in this province was to have
a thing called "Detroit wages." There was a

desire for not only parity of wages, but also

parity of opportunity. That was symbolized
in those days by the growth, prosperity and
the opportunity in Detroit and its environ-

ment.

After a great deal of consultation and

consideration, the auto pact was laimched.

There is no question that the auto pact in

its original form transformed the whole of

the manufacturing sector of this province. I

don't think it is fair today to suggest that

the troubles that afflict the continental prob-
lem—because it is a continental problem—
in the automobile industry are connected in

all asi>ects of the auto pact. Let there be no

arguments: There are very fundamental
weaknesses in the auto pact that have beeo
pointed out as that pact has evolved and
matured.

On the other hand, while it is convenient
to harangue against the automobile industry,
in the situation we have today haranguing
against the automobile industry is not going
to put one person in Windsor back to work;
it is not going to put one person in Oakville

back to work; indeed, in the ancillary field it

is not going to do anything for the car

dealers, particularly those of the Ford Motor

CJompany and of the Chrysler Corporation,
who today are almost an endangered species.

They are faced on the one hand with the

very high interest rates which, there can be
no question, are an impediment to consumer

buying; on the other hand, they are faced

with a ver>' difficult and transitory market.

In this Legislature we have to rise above
the natural inclination to play pohtics. If one

goes back into the Depression, one reads over

and over again the epithets hiu"led against

politicians: "The politicians can solve nothing;

they talk, argue and fight, but one has to

look elsewhere for the solution." Out of the

Depression and before that, out of the very
troubled 1920s, there was a result that came
from a lack of confidence by the person in

the street about the ability of the orderly
democratic process to confront challenges
and to overcome problems.

It seems to me tonight that while focusing

upon Windsor—and let there be no mistake

about it—that when one casually goes through
life as usual, behind that life as usual in

certain quarters there is desperation, loss of

confidence and apprehension about the future.

It seems the first thing we should do as

politicians collectively is to start coming for-

ward with some solutions, with some ideas

that will transmit and stimulate a sense of

confidence in the ability of an orderly sys-

tem to rectify the problems that exist.

10:20 p.m.

Obviously, the first and foremost concern

has to be with the human resources that are

afiFected now. There is no question that by
consultation and co-operation the federal

and provincial governments have an exjmnd-
ed role to play, in terms of doing as well

as they know how, in easing the tremendous

social burden that has been thrust upon
the individual working residents of that

area. I suggest, however, that just doing that

does not do anything for the future.
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Of couurse, the provincial and federal gov-
ernments have an obligation to mitigate the

substantial economic problems in that area,

but we have to go beyond that. The auto

pact is going to have to come into play. There
must be a Canadian approach—and I mean
Canadian; not Ontario, not Quebec, and not

what the federal cabinet or its advisers feel—
a Canadian approach to a better automobile

pact. If it means tradeoflFs in certain direc-

tions, then as politicians we have to accept
that in order to enhance a natural resource-

that is, the automobile industry in this prov-
ince and, indeed, in all of Canada—we have
to be prepared to make tradeoflFs.

I don't think, in all seriousness, a question

period about who signed what document at

what time or why they didn't foresee some-

thing that nobody else foresaw is necessarily

going to solve the problem.
I say to the member for Essex North (Mr.

Ruston), I got some buttons last week in

Windsor which are exactly the same as his

stickers. That's one of the things that has to

be done in the s'hort term; there has to be a
sense of responsfbflity put upon the Canadian
consumer. The Canadian consumer can't run

a tag day for foreign aid. If we want to be

responsible Canadian consumers, then I sug-

gest we have to make some tradeoflFs.

Tliat's hard for me to say. I have had 16
or 17 cars in my time, and I have never had
a foreign car. Maybe I am unusual, and I am
not faulting anybody here or anybody on the

outside who has bought a product that came
from oflFshore but, by the same token there

is an obligation upon the consumers to take
into consideration the fact that these auto-

mobiles are made by people who live in this

province and in Canada, and who contribute
to the ability of those consumers to pay. I

think this is something that has to be re-

inforced.

There is no question we are a trading
nation, but I am getting very tired of having
to be concerned about how well the Japanese
auto worker exists and how superior his

product is.

In conclusion, I would suggest on the basis

of this debate that, rather than focus on what
has happened up until today, there should
be a determination in this Legislature,
whether it is the situation in Windsor or a
situation that may emerge in another auto-
mobile centre, that the obligation is to look
to the future and towards a solution, rather
than debating who signed what and when.

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
in this debate with a good deal of sympathy
and concern for the people of the city of

Windsor. I can understand that concern and

worry for the people of Windsor because,

according to a Canadian Press report this

week quoting Statistics Canada, the St. Cath-

arines-Niagara area now has the highest rate

of unemployment of any city in Canada.

The article says: "Among major cities sur-

veyed by Statistics Canada, the unemployed
rate in St. Catharines-Niagara, Ontario,

soared to 15.3 per cent. The second highest

was the car production city of Windsor,

which continued to show sharp fluctuations in

its rate, with a drop to 13.8 per cent from

February's 19 per cent."

I recognize these figures can fluctuate and

that we do not know specifically what areas

they cover. Nevertheless, tliis is another auto-

making city that is in very diflBcult financial

straits and, as representatives from these

cities, we recognize the ramifications for the

whole community.
Two out of the three companies I am go-

ing to mention have received some assistance

from either the Employment Development
Fimd or some other provincial government

agency. One hundred and forty people have

been laid oflF at TRW, which received a grant

from the provincial government, and 550 at

Hayes Dana, which received financial assist-

ance to locate an operation in Barrie. As

well as this, 3,100 workers were laid oflF at

General Motors.

So I well recognize what has happened
in the city of Windsor and the concern we
should be showing.

Many of the members who have spoken in

this debate have indicated some of the solu-

tions to the problem, and I will not be repe-

titive enough to get into those. But I will

be repetitive enough to implore the Minister

of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) to

table in the House the specific contracts that

are made between the Employment Develop-

ment Fund oflBcials and the companies that

receive this money so that we, in the Legis-

lature, can see for ourselves the job guaran-

tees—if indeed they exist; and the minister

has suggested that they do exist. If they do,

members of this Legislature and the public

in this province who are footing the bill for

these grants to the corporations deserve to

have those details before them.

I am concerned—as the members from

Windsor and other members of this Legisla-

ture are concerned—that these funds might

be used to do a shift, to move some jobs out

to another country perhaps, to create new

jobs, yes. Or they may be used to move

them from one conununity to another. Hayes-
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Dana could well have expanded in the I am happy this Legislature has taken the

Niagara Peninsula, where the unemployment time to discuss this matter, and in a serious

rate is 15.3 per cent, and TRW might have way for the most part. I implore the govem-
been able to undertake its entire expansion ment to take all appropriate action to over-

program in the Niagara Peninsula, where the <^o"^® ^^ problem for the auto workers in

unemployment rate, I repeat, is 15.3 per
*^® various areas of this province,

cent The House adjourned at 10:28 p.m.
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The House met at 10 a.in.

Prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTRY

INSURANCE INFORMATION

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, two issues

which concern my ministry have been

brought to my attention recently.

The first question concerns Ontario life in-

surance companies obtaining personal infor-

mation about applicants for life, accident and
sickness insurance. The concern was raised

that companies may be using unreliable

sources for their information and that the

methods by which this information may be
collected should be questioned in light of the

applicant's right to privacy. I am deeply con-

cerned about this allegation, as is the Cana-
dian Life Insurance Association.

In an effort to protect the interests of all

applicants, the association has recommended
to its members right-to-privacy guidelines
that Avill ensure only proper and authorized

means will be employed to collect personal
and health information. Due notice of the

intended use of the information will be given
to the individual concerned. Proper safe-

guards for the protection of the confiden-

tiality of that information will be instituted.

I applaud the industry in taking this initi-

ative and endorse its guidelines. In order to

ensure effective and uniform adoption of

these guidelines, I am requiring conformance
to them as a condition of the continued

licensing of all life and accident insurers.

Any insurer not conforming to these guide-
lines will be subject to a hearing with

respect to bis licence application. They can

bring their licence with them if they require
a hearing. Accordingly, I am tabling a copy
of the guidelines, whidh are effective immedi-

ately.

A second question has been raised about

employees being requested to provide social

insurance numbers for themselves and their

dependants, again with respect to heatlh and
accident benefit insurance plans. The purpose
of the requirement is simply for identification

of applicants for benefits. Our investigation

Frtoay, April 11, 1980

has not shown the use of this number for

any other purpose.
It should be remembered that the creation

of the social insurance number was an act of

the federal government and that any ex-

pansion or restriction of its use would have
to come from tbat source. The federal

privacy commissioner is currently investigat-

ing the uses of social insurance numbers and
is expected to report his findings before

August 1 of this year. When this report is

made public, we will direct it to the associ-

ations concerned.

The guidelines, which really are now the

rules for conformance to licens'ing for life

insurance, accident, sickness and health com-

panies, are as follows:

The nature of the business of insurance

carried out by a company requires that the

company collect, use and retain personal
information about those individuds to and

through whom the company's services are

provided, and to disclose such information

to third i>arties when authorized or required

by law.

The company must balance carefully its

need for such information against the indi-

vidual's right to privacy, the need for fairness

and the need to minimize intrusiveness and

take necessary precautions to protect these

interests.

To that end, the companies will be guided

by the following guidelines: Only proper and
authorized means will be employed to collect

that personal information which is pertinent
to the effective conduct of the company's
business. To the extent practicable, such x>€r-

sonal information will be obtained directly

from the individual concerned. Prior to col-

lecting such personal information from any
other source, the individual concerned will be

notified or the individual's authorization will

be secured. Pretext interviews and false and

misileading practices must be avoided.

The individual will be advised, on proper
written request, of the intended use of the

requested information.

An individual, upon proper identification

and written inquiry, will be advised, subject

to any applicable legal or ethical prohibition

or privilege, of the nature and soiuce of per-

sonal information about him retained in the
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company's records. Personal medical informa-

tion will be made available through the indi-

vidual's designated physician.
Personal information that is collected and

retained will be considered to be confidential,

and proper safeguards will be provided to

protect that confidentiality.

Every reasonable eflPort will be made to

ensure that personal information collected,

used, retained or disclosed is accurate, rele-

vant, timely and complete. An individual may
correct or clarify personal information re-

tained by the company regarding that indi-

vidual.

Without the individual's express written

consent, the company will not permit access

to, or disclosure of, personal information re-

tained by the company to any person, other

than an employee or agent with a legitimate

business need for the infOTmation, except as

may be required by legal process, statutory

authority, contractual obligation or business

practice.

All employees, agents, brokers and other

persons or organizations acting for or on the

company's behalf will be required to conform

to the applicable guidelines.

ORAL QUESTIONS

UNEMPLOYMENT
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Premier (Mr. Davis) in the absence

of the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller). Is the

Premier aware of the latest imemployment
figures for Ontario which would indicate that

157,000 young people between the ages of 15

and 24 were out of work in the month of

March 1980, which represents an increase of

23 per cent from one month earlier? It's an

increase from 128,000 to 157,000. Even com-

pared to last March, it's an increase of 12,000.

Has the Premier been madte aware of these

figures? If so, does he have an explanation
as to why this very large increase in unem-

ployment among our young people has oc-

curred in March 1980 in Ontario? If he has an

explanation, would he share it with the

House?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

explanation relates primarily to the economic

situation, where at this precise moment the

opportunities for employment are somewhat
fewer than they were a year ago in this par-
ticular month. It's also fair to state we antici-

pate these figtues will be somewhat altered

over the coming three or four months, particu-

larly as they relate to young people who are

at present within the school system, with the

programs that have been initiated by this

government for young people for summer
activities.

It's fair to state the figures do reflect a

concern with the economy, -with the fact that

some industries are not moving as rapidly as

they were a year ago, partially because of

interest rates and partially because of market

conditions. Without getting into any great

detail, by and large, that is the answer.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary, I

appreciate the Premier's saying essentially

they are out of work because the economy is

bad. I'm asking specifically whether the

Premier has noticed that these figures are

very different inasmuch as the young people
seem to have been impiacted differentially

and excessively. The age group of 25 to 54

is virtually unchanged from either last year
or a month earlier, but the young people
have been virtually devastated.

This is the largest increase I can re-

member. Perhaps the Premier's memory goes
back longer, and he may remember some-

thing larger, but I suggest to him I've never

seen that many young x>eople out of work in

Ontario. I wonder whether it's because of

the difficulties small businesses, being a major
employer of young people, are engaged in

right now. I don't know what the explana-
tion is, but I would hope the Premier would
have some explanation. Surely he agrees with

me that being unemployed is no way for our

young people to start their adult lives.

Hon. Mr. Davis: My memory does go back
a little further than tihat of the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith). Yes, I think that

is factually correct. There have been other

periods of some difficulty—fortimately, by
and large, of sht>rt term. I expect this wiU
be of a ^ort-term nature too.

10:10 a.m.

I think the reason, very simply, why the

other age categories have not been impacted
as much is that if one is a businessman and

maintaining the present employment rate and
not adding new people, the chances are thiose

who are more mature chronologically are not

going to be invcylved in any displacement or

alteration. I think this is understandable and
I think, in fairness to those who have a

certain seniority within a business, this

should be anticipated.
Our concern is to see that the economy

does pick up. I am, in the longer term—even

in the shorter term—relatively optimistic. We
can accommodate some of these young
people over the summer months, but I think

it is fair to state the reason there is a differ-

ential between the young i)eople and those

who are, like the rest of us, not quite as
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young, is that a number of employers are

giving some recognition to the seniority of
those who are somewhat older. I don't tiiink

this is something this Legislature would
criticize or in any way condemn. I think that
has been a traditional pattern.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if I can try to

translate what the Premier has to say into

specific situations: in Windsor, there are so

many layoffs that there will effectively be
no jobs opening up in the automobile in-

dustry this June for the young men and
women who are graduating from high schbol
and community colleges in that community.
An entire year's graduating class will find no
jobs are available; ^nd that situation is

duplicated in many other industrial towns
across Ontario.

Will the Premier not accept that this is

not a short-term phenomenon, that we have
had a rate of unemployment approlaching
300,000 for the past four years? Is it not
time that the government stepped in with

job creation programs directed to young
people as well as a long-term industrial

strategy to make sure it doesn't continue to

happen through the 1980s?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was just

giving supporters of the leader of the third

party (Mr. Cassidy) time to applaud with
greater vigour and at greater length, but the
man in charge of Magna Carta lost his en-
thusiasm all of a sudden^

I would say to the member for Scar-

borough-EUesmere (Mr. Warner) he is still

in that young-person category. He has un-

fortunate'Iy foimd gainful employment and
we want to alter that at some time in the
future.

Mr. Cassidy: Answer the question. Don't

play with the futm-es of young i>eople.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the leader
of the New Democratic Party, no one is

playing with anyone's future. The people
across the House may feel that is the way
to do political business; we don't. If the
honourable members look at the record of
this government in this province in terms of
our ability to assimilate the number of people
coming into the labour force, they will find

we have done better than just about any
other industrial society. Can the members
opposite show me an instance where we
haven't done better? Can they show me an-
other community of this nature that was
successful in creating 166,000 jobs?

People compare us to West Germany on
occasion-the honourable member doesn't be-

cause they are a bit of a free enterprise
system—but the reality is, we have had—

Mr. Cassidy: They have a Socialist govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh yes, but they are not
Socialists like the honourable members. They
don't believe in nationalizing everything that
walks as do the honourable members.
We have been successful. I suggest, with

respect, this is a short-term situation. No one
is going to argue that a large number of

young people graduating from St. Clau Col-

lege will be assimilated into the automotive
industry this June or July; but I would say,
with respect, they will be assimilated into

the automotive industry within a very short

period of time. I happen to be more optimis-
tic about the capacity of the auto industry
to adjust to the market conditions than are
the members opposite. I happen to think it

is going to become a healthy industry again.
I happen to think our manufacttirers will be
able to compete with those who are at

present exporting into this country.
The honourable member may not have

that confidence. I happen to think the mem-
bership of the United Automobile Workers
who, on occasion, support the New Demo-
cratic Party, although not in the numbers
the honourable member thinks they do, have
the ability to turn this situation around. I

have complete confidence in them.

We have been very successful in creating
job opportunities for several thousand young
people over the summer months. We will

have again a very significant program to

assist the young people of this province.
I would also say to the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy), there are some
communities where many businesses will be
looking for employees in terms of their on-

going operations. It is not every community
that is sufi^ering like Windsor. The announce-
ment by the government of Canada yester-

day, which I totally support, of the decision
to buy the F-18—I hope I have the number
right—is going to be a great shot in the arm
for the economy of this province and for

employment opportimities, including those
for young people.

Mr. G. I. Miller: A supplementary ques-
tion, Mr. Speaker: I wonder whether the
Premier realizes that Stelco is going over-
seas for 100-and-some employees. The Minis-
ter of Labour (Mr. Elgie) is well aware of

that. Has the Premier been able to come up
with those people from Ontario and from this

area? There are plenty of young people
making applications for jobs.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: This government, along
with some members of the industrial com-

munity—not all of them—is making a very
substantial effort to see we don't have to go
offshore for specialized help.

I think it is also fair to state to the mem-
ber there will be those occasions when some
industries for specialties will go offshore. The
practice or tradition has been that when one

person comes here from some other jurisdic-

tion in terms of a specialty, that, in turn,

creates a number of new job opportunities
for people of this province.

Mr. Nixon: So it is a good thing to bring
them in?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, it happens. The
honourable member can nod his head. The
ficTures are there and they are indisputable.
If the honourable member wants the figures,

I will get them for him, but that happens to

be the reality.

Mr. S. Smith: I have them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's about eight to one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, about eight to one. I

know that isn't high enough for members
opposite.

Mr. S. Smith: It's metalwork. We can train

mechanics to do metalwork.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Some of it is metalwork;
some of it isn't. There is more we can d'o here

in terms of manpower training. We are in the

process of doing it. We have been endeavour-

ing to do it for three or four years.

Mr. B. Newman: Why not for 10 years?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the honour-
able member for Windsor-Walkerville (Mr. B.

Newman) who is asking a supplementary
question, fine. But I would also say to him
that to a certain extent part of the problem
traditionally has been the attitude of business

itself, and to a certain extent the attitude of

the unions, which have been reluctant until

fairly recendy to lay out before the ministries

of Education and Colleges and Universities

the kind of people they want. In fact, it has

been only very recently they have been pre-

pared to do it. It is relatively recently the

unions of this province have accepted an obli-

gation to broaden the apprenticeship program,
et cetera.

Mr. S. Smith: It is the union's fault. Every-
body blames the unions. We don't need a pro-
vincial government at all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the Leader
of the Opposition, who is interjecting once

again, that in terms of manpower training
we have made very significant progress.

Mr. Nixon: You are the grandfather of the

education system.

Hon. Mr. Davis: When the member for

Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) was the

education critic, he would have had us spend-

ing 10 times what we are at present spend-

ing, while at the same time talking about

restraint.

GAS AND OIL SUPPLIES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, in the absence

of the Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch), as

well as a good many other ministers, I would
like to direct this question to the Premier (Mr.

Davis).
Is the Premier aware of reports that indi-

cate there is some thought there may be a

shortage of gasoline in this country this sum-
mer? The reports indicate that perhaps be-

cause of the refinery situation the west might
be affected more—which is a bit of an irony,
I suppose, but after all, it is all one country.
I suppose the Premier would have up-to-date
information in this regard. Could the Premier,

therefore, tell us whether there is any pros-

pect for gasoline shortages and how he

assesses the situation with regard to Ontario

and the rest of the country?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will not

presume to make any assessment for the rest

of the coimtry. I would leave that to others

—the National Energy Board and the federal

minister responsible. Our information at this

moment is that in terms of gasoline supply the

chances are that things will be relatively

stable.

I have heard these reports before. In

December the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
S. Smith), if memory serves me correctly,

was asking questions relative to the availa-

bility of home-heating oil.

Mr. S. Smith: And you arranged for a warm
winter.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will take credit for a

Warmer winter because if it had been a

cold winter, he, in his rather circuitous way
of assessing responsibility, would have

blamed me for it.

Mr. Speaker: It's a federal matter.

10:20 a.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will accept total credit

for a warmer winter, but the reality-

Mr. Speaker: We have ice and snow in

northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I want the honourable

members to know there is ice and snow in

northern Ontario. I don't want to embarrass

you, Mr. Speaker, but when were you last
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there? Oh, last week. Some of it has dis-

appeared. The ice is out in Georgian Bay.
The smelt season starts at the Musquash
Channel tonight at eight o'clock.

I would say to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion that we don't anticipate, in very general

terms, a problem with gasoline supply. As

the National Energy Board said, we have to

be careful, we have to conserve, we can't

be wasteful, but at this precise moment I

think we will see our way through the spring

and summer months.

Mr. S. Smith: I have a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker. Far be it from me to blame the

Premier for anything. I have learned that

for the last 37 years in Ontario everything

good has come from that side of the House
and everything bad from the federal govern-
ment. We are well aware of this view which

permeates the thoughts of the people on the

opposite side as tihey dream of another 37

years of ix)wer. Believe me, they are not

going to have that.

Interjections.

Mr. S. Smith: I am sure the weather isn't

particularly cold in Jerusalem or Fort Lau-
derdale.

I want to ask the Premier a supplementary
question. He said the chances are we won't

have gasoline shortages and that is good. I

hope he is right. Does he not agree, however,
that there is something unusual and irregular
about the degree to which we as a country
and as a province seem to be selling gasoline,
which is after all subsidized by om- taxpayers,
to Americans who have come over for the

sole purpose of buying that gasoline at

certain border jwints?

While recognizing that we want to en-

courage tourism and we certainly don't want
to do anything which would put bona fide

tourists into difficulties, does the Premier not
think that some kind of limitation should be

put on the gallonage that any service station

dealer is permitted to sell to cars at the

border points within one or two miles of the

United States? Does he not think there is

something a little unusual about people lined

up from the United States to buy gasoline
that Canadians are subsidizing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to get into a debate as to the degree of sub-

sidiration. If the honourable member is

asking whether thrre is something unusual or

unique about Canada, then I say, "Yes, thank
heaven for it." We are a unique and im-
usual nation and that is one of om- great

strengths.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: When I listen to the

Leader of the Opposition, he now has doubts

about his wisdom in supporting the new gov-
ernment so enthusiastically. On February 17,

he was gung ho, they were going to solve all

the problems. They have been in power two
months and he is dissociating himself again
from what they are attempting to do.

He accused me about dreaming of another

37 years of power. I assure him I don't have

fantasies like his. My fantasies don't extend

in that direction. He should keep his fantasies

to himself. He doesn't know what I dream

about; I have my private thoughts. We will

be in power long after he has left, that much
I can tell him. I wouldn't predict 37 years.

If the Leader of the Opposition is telling

me we should close the borders to our Ameri-

can neighbours because of the amount of gas

they are buying, I have to say no. I don't

think we are prepared to close the borders.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Premier (Mr. Davis) which arises

out of the decision of the Toronto Board of

Education to establish its own task force to

test 80 schools suspected of having asbestos

to a degree hazardous to children, mainte-

nance workers and teachers. Given that the

Toronto Board of Education has repeatedly
over a number of months tried to find out

from the Ministry of Education what the

guidelines are, what the standards are, how
to do the testing; given that the board, want-

ing urgent answers, has been told by the

Ministry of Labour that tests on schools

would take six to eight weeks, and' given
that the board has been told by the Ministry
of the Environment that it won't test for

ambient air standards at the same time or on

the same basis as the Ministry of Labour, can

the Premier say which ministry is responsible
for cleaning up asbestos in the schools and

why this confusion has been allowed to con-

tinue?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really think

that question should go on the Notice Paper.

By my count, there were approximately five

statements of questionable facts and three

questions. I think the Minister of Education

(Miss Stephenson) is fully knowledgeable on

this subject. The question properly should be

directed to her, and she is sitting there in

eager anticipation, anxious to answer it.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question:

Ajyparently there is no minister responsible

for cleaning up the asbestos situation in the

schools and the government has left that

situation in limbo, causing a lot of the
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problem. Can the Minister of Education
who has been designated to reply, explain

why it is that confusion continues in the

ministry to a point where the Toronto Board
of Education has had to establish its own
task force to do its own testing and to send
the tests out to private laboratories be-
cause of the failure of this government to

come up with answers at a time when parents
and kids need them?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, the

Ministry of Education, with the support of

the Ministry of Laibour, last JiJy began re-

questing school boards across this province
to investigate all buildings within their juris-

dictions for possible asbestos hazards. That

request went out in early July. By late fall,

all of the boards in northwestern Ontario

had complied with the request.

I am not aware at this p>oint that the To-
ronto board has completed its visual inspec-
tion. At the end of January, information

drafted by the occupational health and safety

specialists was sent to all boards in the prov-
ince informing them what further testing
should be done and what should be done to

solve the problem if asbestos were found in

any of the samples.

The merriber for Hi^ Park-Swansea (Mr.
Ziemba) is the only person in this House
who has suggested that the occupational
health and safety laboratory would require
six to eight weeks to complete the testing. It

i^ my information from the laboratory that

the testing is completed in almost all in-

stancRs within 30 days and that testing can
be speeded up if the boards have specific
concerns.

There is a difFerence between air testing

done within and that done outside a build-

ing. The Ministry of the Environment has

develoi>ed the expertise to test air samples
from the exterior air and I think that ex-

pertise should remain within that ministry.

Inside buildings it is the specific area of

expertise of the occupiational health and

safety people who have developed their tech-

nique. Co-ordinated supix)rt is being pro-
vided to all school boards across this prov-
ince.

I am delighted to hear that the Toronto

board has formed a task force and is going
to become really active in this arda. I will

be delighted to continue to provide assistance

to them if they feel they require it. I am
happy to hear they have established a task

force, not to deal with asbestos but to look

at other hazards that they think may be

within the schools. That's a reasonable exer-

cise for a responsible board.

Mr. Nixon: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: can the minister explain why that

well-known and objective spokesman for the

Toronto board, Fiona Nelson, would have

said this morning that it's not the individuals

in either of the ministries but the organiza-
tion of which she is critical? The Ministry of

Labour looks after the quality of the air in-

side the schools and the Ministry of the En-
vironment looks dfter the quality of the air

outside. While the minister may claim that

there is a difference, surely, to any reasonable

person, it would seem that if they can't co-

ordinate, then the Minister of Education

should co-ordinate these matters and these

tests in support of the boards in Toronto and

across the province.

10:30 a.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
aw^are some concern has been expressed that

there is different testing outside and inside

the schools. My concern is primarily within

the schools because that is where the students

are present for a concentrated and prolonged

period of time over the day. If they are out-

side for recess for 15 minutes, it really is un-

likely to be particularlv hazardous unless

there is some asbestos plant within the area

which might jwssibly be causinc; trouble.

The efforts being taken through a co-

ordinating arrangement among the ministries

are successful, and I think they will continue

to be. It is our responsibility within the

Ministry of Education to ensure that the ac-

tions taken within the school system are taken

directly and positively and in support of elimi-

nating as many hazards as possible from those

schools. That is what we are doing, and we
are grateful for the assistance that has been

given to us on a very free and open basis

by the occupational health and safety people
within the Ministry of Labour and by the

Ministry of the Environment.

Mr. Cassidy: A final supplementary ques-

tion, Mr. Speaker: If the minister contends

that the actions of the government are co-

ordinated in resolving the asbestos problem
in the schools, can she then explain why it is,

after all the concern rais*^ here and, across

the province, the Toronto Board of Education

has still not been able to determine whether

or not the ministrv is prepared to oarticipate

in funding the cleanup of asbestos in the

schools?

Can she explain, as well, why it is that the

Ministry of Labour has told the Toronto board

that even where asbestos contamination is

susoected. the testing process will take six to

eight weeks, and the only way to get around

it is to close down a school and take crisis
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measures the way they had to do with Har-
bord Collegiate Institute? Surely this is a

sign that the co-ordination is not yet working.
It is about time the ministry responded with

urgency, because parents and children are

concerned and they want answers within days,
not months.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, we
have responded, I think, with rational urgency
because no one is more concerned about any
potential health hazard to children than the

staff of the Ministry of Education and the

minister; but I am now informed by the

occupational health and safety division tliat

the period of time required for testing is two
weeks. I don't know where the leader of the

third party is getting his information, but I

suspect it may be from the chairman of the

Toronto board.

Mr. Cassidy: Just on a point of order: The
information we have is what the Toronto
Board of Education is, in fact, being told by
the Ministry of Labour-

Mr. Speaker: New question. Th«re is

nothing out of order.

FORD CASTING PLANT

Mr. Cassidy: I have a new question for the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man), Mr. Speaker, if he would like to get in

his place.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Sorry about that.

Mr. Cassidy: Yesterday afternoon, when I

spoke to Roy Bennett, the president of Ford
Motor Company of Canada Limited, he indi-

cated the company is planning to mothball

the Ford casting plant in Windsor for a period
of a year or two or more, with a loss of 850

jobs in addition to the 450 or 500 workers

aheady laid off from that plant.

The union tells us that duplicate patterns
of every part that is made in that plant have
been taken to the United States. I would like

to ask, in light of those actions by Ford and
that statement—surely the honourable minister

would agree that mothballing is just another
form of closure—will the honourable minister

undertake to ensure that Ford does not moth-
ball the casting plant and that it keeps that

plant and its 850 jobs in Windsor?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As the leader of the

third party knows very well, short of taking
over Ford and seizing the assets, this govern-
ment and no government can assure the House
that that plant will not be closed. He knows
that very well.

I want, though, to take this opportunity
to repeat what I stated last night dtiring the

emergency debate, and that is I have in-

dicated as forcefully as possible to the Ford
Motor Company of Canada that that par-
ticular plant should, in my opinion, not be
one that is mothballed or closed.

The reason I put this proposition to the

Ford Motor Company was that the $3-billion
deficit in auto trade Canada currently faces

is made up largely of Ford's in-house auto

parts production capabilities. Very little of
that is in Canada, so if we really are going
to get serious about reducing the auto parts

deficit, it becomes crucial for Ford Motor

Company in particular to do everything it

can to maintain its in-house parts production
in Canada.

I am aware of the alternatives Ford Motor

Company faces. It has two plants in the

United States and one in Canada, all with
substantial excess and unused capacity, all

doing approximately the same thing. Of those

three operations, the Canadian one, the one
in Windsor, is by far the oldest.

In my view, unless the inefficiencies of

opting for the Windsor plant are overwhelm-

ing, they should opt to keep the Windsor

plant open. In simple terms, having had a

lengthy discussion with Roy Bennett, the

president of Ford Motor Company of Canada
Limited, it is apparent that Ford Motor Com-
pany will not be undertaking major new
auto parts plant production over the next

many years. They will be renovating and re-

tooling and re-equipping old plants. There is

unlikely to be any major new auto parts
facilities built by Ford in North America
over the next few years.

That means whatever plants are in place
must be retooled and we must see reinvest-

ment in them if we are even to maintain our

current position. Based upon that analysis, I

said very strongly to Mr. Bennett that in

view of the fact that he was going to have

limited, if any, capability to put in a new

parts plant in Canada over the next many
years, it becomes terribly important that

whatever Ford in-house parts plant facilities

are already in place here in Ontario be main-

tained and fully operated. I put that position

as forcefully as possible. It couldn't have

been put more forcefully and we're waiting
to see what the next response from Ford

will be.

Mr. Cassidy: In light of these words of the

minister and in light of his recognition that

Ford is responsible for a very large propor-
tion of the huge auto parts deficit we have

v/ith the United States, can the minister ex-

plain why it is that while Ford is supposedly
considering a shutdown of its castings plant,

the duplicate dies and patterns have already
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been taken to the United States? Can he say
what assurance he has had that those dies

will not be used to produce parts in the
United States tliat could be created or pro-
duced here in Canada by Canadian workers
in Windsor?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: With respect, the

original question has been restated; I have
nothing to add to my original answer.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, a supple-
mentary of the minister: As the question was
asked by the leader of the third party (Mr.
Cassidy), is the honourable minister aware he
has now been asked that same question twice

by me? Would the minister consider asking
Ford Motor Company not to remove any
more equipment, tools, dies, jigs, fixtures and
so forth from the Ford casting plant and/or
to return the equipment they have moved
over to the casting plant in Flat Rock so we
can be assured that when the auto industry
has a turnover and improves, that Ford cast-

ing plant will again be in full operation?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I could

only add one thing to the earlier answer I

gave and that is we are informed the move-
ment of that equipment is a normal move-
ment of equipment occurring out of very
many plants in the United States prior to

some overall decisions being made by Ford
Motor Company with regard to which plants
are going to do what.

Ultimately, if the decision is made to close
that plant in spite of the very severe pressure
brought to bear by us on Ford Motor Com-
pany, then they are going to move the bal-

ance of the equipment. I can only assure the
member that at this stage the plant is opera-
tional. The decision hasn't been taken to

close out those operations.

Mr. S. Smith: For further testing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Listen, Fm not up
here to tell the honourable members they
moved that equipment out of there for

reasons other tfhan to assess whether they
should close down that plant. I have never
said that it is for any other reason.

Mr. S. Smith: Yesterday you said it was
for testing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I said it was for

testing, precisely. If the members will read

my comments of yesterday and of last week,
I said it was precisely for testing as they

analyse what is going on in various plants
prior to deciding which plants to rationalize

and close. There is no question about that.

I'm not here to pretend anything eLse. There
is no question about that.

I say very simply that unless anyone across

the floor wants to suggest this country ought
to seize the equipment or prohibit by legis-
lation the movement of that equipment,
short of bringing pressure to bear on the

company not to close that plant there is

nothing further any government anywhere
could do in the circumstances.

10:40 a.m.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I think the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism should go into

public relations for Ford.

Last night the honourable minister said in

the emergency debate and he said it today:
"Ford has a vast deficit in the parts side of

the auto pact," yet yesterday Mr. Bennett

issued a statement saying the Ford Motor

Company has lived up to the letter of the

auto pact from day one. How does the min-
ister reconcile those two statements? If there

is a huge deficit, would he table the figures
of what Ford's deficit on the auto parts side

of the auto pact has been from the first year
of the pact, and w'hat it is today, and would
he also table the figures for Chrysler Canada
Limited and General Motors of Canada
Limited?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, with

regard to the first part of the member's

question, tihe reconciliation of those state-

ments is fairly straightforward. I and many
others have stated fhat the provisions of the

auto pact, as originally negotiated in the

early 1960s, were not sufficient to stop the

chronic deficit in auto parts that has accumu-
lated. The member knows that very well.

He knows too that Ford is currently meet-

ing its obligations under the auto pact. The
problem is that the auto pact is not strong

enough and not far-reaching enough to in-

clude particulai'Iy those auto parts produc-
tion items whioh are the entire source of the

deficit.

As the member well knows, tires and bat-

teries were specifically excluded from the

auto pact, as were all after-market auto

parts equipment. That's where all the deficit

is occurring. It is, to be fair, a problem of

the auto pact provisions, and that's how the

two statements can be reconciled.

The deficit accruing to each of the auto-

mobile companies, as the member knows—
let's be fair about tliis—is not a new issue.

The problems in analysing their commit-
ments and their performance under the auto

pact is also a chronic problem in this country
and goes back to some limitations in the

original provisions of th3 auto pact which
don't specify how these calculations are to

be made.
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The federal government, dirough the De-

partment of Industry, Trade and Commerce,
is currently struggling with a definitive

analysis of the performance of tlie automobile
manufacturers under the auto pact, and a-i

soon as that is available, obviously it will be
available to everyone.

EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT
Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, yesterday

the member for Renfrew North (Mr. Conway)
asked me a question concerning procedures
followed for the selection and' purchase of

equipment by the Ottawa Health Sciences

Centre General Hospital.
In mid-December I received a telegram

from the Canadian Surgical Trade Association

in regard to this matter. Following receipt of

the telegram, staff of my ministry contacted

the association on my behalf. My ministry
offered co-operation if a problem existed after

the association made direct contact with the

executive director of the hospital in question.

Following contact between the hospital and
the association I was advised that the associa-

tion had only general concerns. The hospitiil

offered to have further meetings with the

association but there had apparently been no
further request. Likewise, staff of my ministry
who offered further discussion with the asso-

ciation have apparently received no such re-

quest.

After receipt of the telegram my staff made
inquiries and reported that as there are few

hospital equipment consultants, the hospital
in question solicited assistance from its archi-

tects, its health-care consultants, other health-

care consultants in Canada and the ministry
to identify the appropriate resource.

It was reported that there appears to be no
Canadian hospital equipment consultant, but
a leading Canadian firm of general consultants

was asked to bid, along with the hospital's
own building consultant and an American

equipment consultant. Bids ranged from US-
$90,000 to C$328,000. The hospital then
seiected an American firm of equipment con-

sultants at a cost of US$95,000.
The final equipment list for the hospital

identified approximately 100,000 items by
category, location and department, and the

consultants prepared approximately 1,300
draft specifications based on thorough consul-

tation with and input from all the staff of all

departments. The specifications were groui)ed'
into 35 bid packages, based on the similarity
of the equipment required. Approximately 153
different vendors received bid packages. To
the best of the hospital's knowledge, 62 of

these firms have manufacturing facilities in

Canada and 115 are Canadian-based distribu-

tors. No vendor was refused the opportunity
to submit bids.

There were a minimum of three vendors

per package, with at least one Canadian
vendor per package, and more were possible.
All bids were originally scheduled to dose
on December 28, 1979. However, after the

packages were in the mail, it was discovered
that a number of vendors who had been added
to the list were not provided with the neces-

sary packages. To give these bidders an equal
opportunity, the closing date for these pack-
ages was extended to January 11, 1980. All

vendors were advised of this change and no
problem was reported.

Based on this information, I believe that

the hospital has handled this matter in a fair

and equitable manner, and that it has en-

couraged Canadian participation.

I want to stress that the responsibility for

purchasing this equipment rests with the

hospital itself as it owns and operates the

facility for the community through a com-

munity board. This is an important point. The
hospital has stressed that the entire process
followed for the selection and purchase of

equipment has been, and will continue to be,

supervised and approved by the board, and
all decisions will be taken by it.

I should add that the board of trustees of

that hospital is very conscious of the impor-
tance of encouraging and supporting Canadian
manufactiurers.

Mr. Warner: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: The length of the answer that was

given, I would think—

Mr. Speaker: Order. I'll decide whether
it's been too long.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Since the minister's statement indicates that

as a result of that process about 90 of the

successful bidders manufactured outside of

Canada as compared to only 60 who manu-
factured in Canada, is the government pre-

pared to establish a provincial purchasing

agency that will bring together the require-
ments of hospitals across the province and
use that purchasing power to get hospital

equipment from Canadian manufacturers

rather than have so much come in from
abroad?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: No, Mr. Speaker. First

of all, I didn't say that 60 of the successful

bidders were Canadian manufactiu"ers. I

don't have the information that was immedi-

ately available yesterday about the success-

ful bidders. What I said was that 153 ven-

dors received bid packages, of whom 62 had
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Canadian manufacturing facilities and 115
were Canadian-based distributors.

I would draw the member's attention to

the fact that for many years, through the
Ontario Hospital Association, there has been
a program for co-operation among the hos-

pitals throughout the province, and in

various regions of the province, in purchas-
ing equipment and supplies to maximize their

potential and get the best possible price.
That already exists.

DURHAM REGIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL HEARING

Mr. McGuigan: Mr. Speaker, my question
is to the Premier (Mr. Davis). In the Toronto
Star of April 5 he was quoted as saying that

he promised the citizens of Ajax funds to

finance expert witnesses in their fight with
the Ajax waste disposal plant. Is this promise
any difi"erent from that given by the Minis-
ter of the Environment (Mr. Parrott) to the
citizens of Harwich township, in the county
of Kent, where he promised to bring in ex-

pert witnesses? The point is whether these
witnesses are chosen by the Environmental
Assessment Board or his ministry, or are they
chosen by the citizens or the municipalities?
Can he give us a distinction in terms of his

promise?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't re-

call exactly what the comments were in the

paper. My recollection of the discussions at

the meeting, and of what the minister said

in the House is as follows: If the group in

Ajax felt that in one or two areas there were
people who had specific or expert knowl-
edge that could be helpful in terms of the
board making a determination—followincr on
the pattern that we used, I believe, in Elliot

Lake—those suggestions would be made to

the board, which in turn would be re-

sponsible for seeing that those expert wit-

nesses were called to give their point of view
at the hearing.

I assume this is the same pattern that has
been suggested in the situation raised by the
honourable member. It is roughly the pattern
that was used, or developed, at Elliot Lake,
and that was discussed with the grouD of

people who came in to see me and the Min-
ister of the Environment with respect to the

Ajax situation.

10:50 p.m.

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the Premier if he considers that provid-
ing, and paying for, expert witnesses does

anything to put the citizens of the township
of Harwich, or the other areas, on an equal

basis with the proponent who is being offered

up to $100,000 of government money?
Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think one

has to understand the responsibilities of the

people who are hearing these applications.
There is a great deal of discussion about "the

proponent." I think what we are all seeking
in these situations is a reasonable and fair

judgement. The board has the responsibility
to make certain judgements relative to the

proposal before it. It is to take into account
aU the material that is submitted to it. One
has to assume that most people who appear
before the board, be they experts or other-

wise, have a certain degree of conscience and
are as interested as the honourable member
in seeing that the right answers are found.

I think it is fair to state thlat, in my dis-

cussions with the i)eOple from Ajax, they had
total confidence in the people who were

hearing the submission. I think the sug-

gestion made to the citizens of Ajax, whereby
in certain areas—tihey mentioned two or three

to me; I forget the exact specialties they
were concerned about—names or fields should

be suggested to the board, which would in-

vite people who had some expertise, resolve

a good deal of the problem.
The honourable member has to understand

that the board, like all of us, is looking for

reasonable solutions. It should not be, and

really hasn't been, an adversarial situation.

It wasn't an adversarial situation for those

of the honourable member's colleagues who
followed the experience in Elliot Lake. It

was a situation wfhere everybody genuinely
tried to find the proper answer. That is the

way these assessments should be made.

DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCILS

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is for the Minister of Health (Mr.

Timbrell). Will the minister give us his as-

surance that no district health council will

be established in Metropolitan Toronto with-

out public hearings to discuss the recom-

mendations of the steering committee, which
has been meeting in camera and out of reach

of groups opposed to the concept, including
all the boards of health in Metro Toronto and
the city coimcil of Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I think

it is a little imfair to say "out of reach."

Representatives of the council of the boards

of health have sat on the steering committee
that has been examining tiie health coimcil

question.

I have met with representatives of boards

of health, and the subject has come up
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frequently. In fact, we had a spedBl meeting
just to discuss this six weeks or so ago.

I will take the honourable member's sug-

gestion as notice as to whether there should

be fiuther hearings. I think the steering com-

mittee, which did the job voluntarily and
was drawn from a wide breadth of groups in

Metropolitan Toronto—political, health, soci-

ally oriented—did yeoman service in pulling

together the report, but I will take the hon-

ourable member's suggestion as notice.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Can the minister ex-

plain why the chairman of that steering com-
mittee allegedly said yesterday to an oJBBcial

at city hall that his report will not be made
public, certainly not before the minister an-

nounces the establishment of this powerful
buffer and names his appointees to it?

No matter what the representation was,
is the minister really considering a continu-

ation of what I, and the city of Toronto,
consider to be a covert process on a sup-

posedly publicly accountable level of health-

care planning, which will have probably
$1 billion worth of responsibility in terms of

planning? Isn't it necessary to have open
public hearings 'before making such !a de-

cision?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I will take the sug-

gestion imder advisement. I remind the hon-

ourable member that submissions were

publicly invited from interested parties, and
I take exception to any notion of covertness,

if that is the proper word,
I would be glad to consider this. I am not

going to go any faster than is necessary to

ensure that the health council does get off on
the right foot. So I wdll take the honourable

member's suggestion under consideration.

UNEMPLOYMENT
Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, a question for

the Premier (Mr. Davis), in the absence of the

Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller): In view of the

fact the unemployment rate in the St. Cath-

arines-Niagara area now is listed as 15.3 per

cent, according to the latest Statistics Canada

survey, which names it now as the highest
level of unemployment in any city surveyed,
could the Premier indicate to the House what

specific measures this government plans to

take in the immediate future to overcome this

problem? It is now a chronic problem of un-

employment in that area of the province.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, part of our
answer is a policy which the member's party
does not support; that is, the attraction of in-

vestment, the encouragement to business and

industry to expand, sometimes with some
modest degree of government support. There

has been some modest support to plants not

too far distant from St. Catharines, to which
that member's party has objected but which
we think will lead to long-term economic

growth in that part of the world.

The honourable member and his colleagues
can't have it both ways. The member should
not ask me questions about what we are going
to do when he and his colleagues consistently
are critical of policies of this government
which create investment and provide job op-
portunities, whether in St. Catharines or up
north.

Mr. Nixon: Certainly you use up taxpayers'

money.
Hon. Mr. Davis: The Liberals won't get a

seat north of Hamilton West, the way they
have behaved to the people in northern On-
tario.

Mr. S. Smith: The peninsula is south of

Hamilton West.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right; I know. And
the Liberals have been critical of what we
have been doing there as well.

Mr. Nixon: There is only one of your people
there, and he is on the way out.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The question was
asked by the member for St. Catharines (Mr.

Bradley), and not by the member for Brant-

Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon).

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I really

gave the answer in the early part of my rather

prolonged answer covering more geography
than just the St. Catharines area. Quite obvi-

ously, it is partially related as well to the

auto industry. The honomrable member is fully
aware of that. He know^ of the efforts of the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism to support
investment in the auto industry in that part
of the province, and we are optimistic that the

employment situation there will improve in

the longer term.

I reiterate tiiat we are meeting with people

fairly consistently to encourage new invest-

ment, and we will continue to do that. That
is part of the answer, I just wish the Liberal

Party would be somewhat more supportive
of those efforts instead of being critical at

every incentive we give.

Mr. S. Smith: They don't work.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They do work.

Mr. Bradley: In view of the fact that

workers have been laid off by all those cor-

porations which have received funds from

the provincial government—corporations such

as TRW Canada Limited and Hayes-I>ana
Limited—and that the majority of the ex-

pansion has taken place largely outside of
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the Niagara region as a result of the in-

centives that have been given, would the

Premier not consider it appropriate to sug-
gest to those corporations that the expansion
take place where tihey are located presently
and where t3ie level of unemployment is so

high?
Hon. Mr. Davis: We are interested in

those areas with higher imemployment rates,

I think it is also fair to state that part of our
interest has to be the general economic

growth of this province.

Certainly, a company looks at unemploy-
ment; buit it also looks at the longer-term
situation. If tfiey come to us and say it

makes sens© from their standpoint to locate
a plant in Barrie, for example, then we are

not going to say they will not get an in-

centive because they want to go to one

geographic area of me province as opposed
to another. I think the honourable member
understands that; one would hope that, un-
like his leader, be would give some indica-

tion that this makes a certain degree of

sense. Our interest is in getting jobs generall)'

for the province.
We are obviously concerned about the

peninsula area. We are also concerned about

parts of eastern Ontario and parts of the

north. But I think it is unfair to suggest we
should have a policy that encourages in-

dustry only in those areas where there are

higher levels of unemployment. One has to

look to the longer term.

II a.m.

Mr. Swart: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Could the Premier tell us specifically w'hat

representation he has made recently to the

federal government to ensure that the Alaska

Highway pipeline contracts will come to the

plant already built in Welland and to speed
up the construction of that pipeline?

Hon. Mr. Davis: The last part of the

question is very interesting, Mr. Speaker.
The traditional approach of the member's

party has been to delay every significant

project anywhere in this country, and th'at

includes pipelines.

Mr. Swart: Come off^ it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, it does. He knows
it as well as I do.

Mr. T. P. Reid: It's the first time you
have been right this morning.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What does the member
mean by saying it's the first time I have been

right all morning? Let him tell me and tell

his leader that w'hat we are doing for the

pulp and paper industry is wrong. He
shouldn't come over to this side of the House

and tell me what a great program it is at the

same time as his leader is up publicly criti-

cizing it,

Mr. T. P. Reid: I have never done that. I

don't agree with the giveaways.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, you have so. You
have told us it is a grelat program. It is a

great program, and you know it,

Mr. Speaker: Can we get back to St.

Catharines?

Mr. T. P. Reid: On a point of privilege,
Mr, Speaker: The Premier alluded to the fact

that I supposedly had gone over to that side

of the House and agreed with the govern-
ment's giveaway program to the pulp and

paper industry. I say to you, sir, that is not

true, I have never done that, and I don't

agree with that program,

BEER AT BASEBALL STADIUM

Mr. Warner: Mr, Speaker, I have an impor-
tant question for the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations (Mr, Drea). I

would like to know why the minister is more
interested in catering to the American tourists

who will be attending the Republican conven-

tion in Detroit than he is in trusting 1,5

million loyal and faithful Blue Jay fans to

have light beer in disposal containers while

they sit back and cheer the home team.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, as I said

yesterday, when the honourable member
failed to show up to introduce his bill which

pertains to this subject, this is obviously the

month of April, What the member is trying
to compare very simply are two noncompara-
ble things,

Mr. Nixon: The Republicans' big drink is

Canadian Club,

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I find it very
humorous that the Liberal Party, which came
to me on bended knee as a suppliant asking
for a fair consideration, a request in Windsor,
now wants to smart aleck.

Interjections,

Mr. Speaker: Order,

Hon. Mr. Drea: They are not comparable
situations. I think I have detailed the situa-

tion in Windsor at great length as to the

reasoning of my own recommendation to

cabinet, the cabinet decision, the agreement

by the mayor and: the chief of police within

the mimicipal limits of Windsor, the five

members from the area and so forth.

The question of beer in the ball park is not

a question of hours. It is a question that has

been before cabinet even prior to my time as

the minister. It involves the very fundamental
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question of the consumption of alcoholic

beverages in a person's seat in athletic sta-

diums throughout Ontario.

Mr. Ruston: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker. The honourable minister in his reply
said that five members were contacted from
the area with regard to the late hours. I want
to tell him I did not contact him. Would he

please straighten that out?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I will with-

draw that. I must admit I didn't call that par-
ticular honourable member, but I did ask

what was the feeling of the members in the

area. The response given to me was that they
thought the decision I was asked to make
would be correct.

Mr. Warner: Recognizing that the minister

trusts American tourists ahead of Ontario

residents, can he tell me whether he really

honestly believes that the good citizens of

Toronto are somehow less mature or less re-

sponsible than are the baseball fans in

Montreal?

Hon. Mr. Drea: As usual, the member is

obsessed on the wrong topic. I have implicit
and actual trust in all the residents of Ontario

when it comes to the consumption of alcohol.

That is not the question. The question facing
the cabinet of Ontario is the direct selling

and the direct consumption in one seat in

athletic stadiums, both indoor and outdoor
across Ontario. That has nothing to do with
the trust of the participants.

I believe I have particularly answered the

member's question. I wish he would show
up today to introduce the bill he talked

about so much yesterday.

LOTTERIES

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Culture and
Recreation (Mr. Baetz). In the light of sag-

ging sales and other problems in the auto

industry, would he consider having a Win-
tario or Lottario draw for some given num-
ber of automobiles as a means of disposing
of some of the surplus automobiles on the

market?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Speaker, as this

House knows, we are very inventive in the

lottery fields, and there is no idea we will

dismiss out of hand. We will take it under
advisement.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, in the absence
of the minister responsible for Hydro, I

would like to ask the Premier (Mr. Davis) a

question. In view of the Ontario govern-
ment's decision last year to ban 2,4,5-T be-

cause of serious concerns about its eflFects on

health, does the Premier condone the re-

ported policy of Ontario Hydro to dispose
of its present stocks of this highly question-
able herbicide by selling them to other prov-
inces and other countries?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, just to

clarify the early part of the question, no
minister of the crown is responsible for

Hydro.

Mr. McClellan: That's for sure.

Mr. Breaugh: That's obvious.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right. I jmt want
to make it clear. There is a minister of the

crown who reports to this House for Hydro,
but I want to make that very real distino-

tion<

Mr. McCIellan: Nobody is responsible.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I was there. I

know what it's like.

Mr. Bradley: Now we know who calls the

shots.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, what was that

irrelevant remark from the member for St.

Catharines (Mr. Bradley)?

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I was just getting wound
up, Mr. Speaker. I will get that information

for the honourable member and have a

reply for her on Monday, or the minister who
is responsible to the House for Hydro, but
not for Hydro, will reply, if I don't.

MEMBER'S ALLEGATION

Mr. Cureatz: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

privilege: Last night, when you were not in

the chair, the member for Windsor-Sand-
wich (Mr. Bounsall) said of me in the

debate, and I quote: "AH he did tonight was
to solicit a $500 donation from General Motors
for his next campaign." I view that language,
on the face of it, as a violation of my privi-

lege as a member and, as a consequence, a

threat to the privileges of all members.
I have checked the draft Hansard today to

determine the comment. The member was
recorded on page 2200-2. Immediately after

the member for Windsor-Sandwich con-

cluded his remarks last ni^t, my colleague
the member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. Watson),
in my absence, drew the attention of the

Deputy Speaker (Mr. Edighoffer) to the re-

mark. The Deputy Speaker replied flatly that

the point raised by my colleague was neither

a point of order nor a point of privilege.
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I further draw your attention to standing
order 19(d) (8) and (9), which say "a. member
shall be called to order" when he "makes

allegations against another member" and he

"imputes false or imavowed motives to an-

other member." Mr. Speaker, I would ask at

the very least that the member for Windsor-
Sandwich withdraw his remarks.

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member is

not in the House to respond to the comments.
I wiU look at Hansard to see what was said

and whether it is a 'breach of the rules of the

House.

11:10 a.m.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

CO-OPERATIVE HEALTH SERVICES
OF ONTARIO ACT

Mr. Rowe, on behalf of Mr. McCaflFrey,
moved first reading of Bill Prl6, An Act

respecting Oo-oi)erative Health Services of

Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

BEER IN THE BALL PARK ACT
Mr. Warner moved first reading of Bill 41,

An Act respecting tfhe Sale of Beer at the

Canadian National Exhibition Stadium.

'Motion agreed to.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

this bill is to declare the Canadian National

Exhibition stadium to be a licensed premises
for the sale and service of beer at games
played by the Toronto Blue Jays baseball

team. I trust the i)eople in Ontario.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
( continued )

Resuming the adjourned debate on the

amendment to t!he motion for an address in

reply to the speech of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, when I

spoke last, I talked about the lack of imagina-
tion in the throne speech in terms of the

way it did not meet the major concerns of

people in my riding.

I am disappointed to see that there is no

major provision for the extension of public
transit in the city of Toronto, no suggestion
of an enlargement of the subsidy to that

utility, no recognition of the fact that it will

be one of our major ways of meeting the

energy problems in our city, and especially

no suggestion at all diat it wiU be made
totally accessible to handicapped and elderly

people who are unable to make use of it.

As Metro spokesman for the NDP, I am
particularly disappointed to see that in the

throne speech, and since, tiiere has been no
idea of reforming Metropolitan Toronto gov-
ernment and the way it is established. It has

been three years since the Robarts commis-
sion reported, the second commission to have

reported. About $1 million was spent, and it

was a magnificent report in almost every
aspect. Except for my resolution presented
last week suggesting four major electoral

reforms, there has been no suggestion nor

movement by tho provincial Conservative

government to make that level of govern-
ment more accountable.

Specious arguments have been raised

against direct election in terms of overgovern-
ment and the establishment of a new tier of

government. There is no new tier; it would

just be an accountable tier. The need for

three-year terms for a government which

makes larger expenditures than some prov-
inces do should be self-evident. The need to

have an elected member of that council as

chairman should be self-evident. An election

expenses act, much like our own provincial

act—I hope with some improvements so that

there are ceilings on expenditures—should be
an essential part of making that level of gov-
ernment more accessible to people who do not

have high incomes.

I am disappointed to see that in statements

on industry and tourism there is no mention

of a convention centre for Toronto. Instead,

we learn Ontario Place is going to provide
information about northern Ontario. There is

a need for a convention centre to help the

construction industry in this city, and there is

an even greater need in the premier city in

Canada for a facility that can attract large

conventions. Many national conventions of

Canadian unions and orgaizations are no

longer able to meet in this city.

I hope if they do come forward with an

idea for a convention centre it takes into

account the needs of property taxpayers in

the city of Toronto and doesn't pose any
burden on those people in terms of the deficit

that kind of convention centre will necessarily

incur. I hope the province will be generous in

accepting its share of the responsibility for

carrying that and will also make a huge
demand on the industries which will be the

major direct recipients of such a centre.

It's wonderful to see the comments in the

throne speech about open government. Today
I raised the issue of the health coimcil in the

city of Toronto. The Minister of Health (Mr.
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Timbrel!) has been sitting on a report from a

steering committee which met, with advice

certainly from local people but with no direct

input or ability to cross-examine by the public
in Toronto, for the estabUshment of a district

health council.

It is rumoured, and I believe it is true,

that the minister intends to introduce this

unnecessary body in the city of Toronto with

the ability to spend a billion dollars worth

of funds every year in terms of health services

in Metropolitan Toronto without it having a

proper public hearing.

We have the example of the East of Bay
site. There were promises of acceptance of

the city's land-use plan for developing hous-

ing in that area. Instead, we learn the govern-
ment has huge expansion plans that are going
to necessitate its controlling that area and

excluding the prosi>ect of housing in the city

of Toronto in a key location, which is neces-

sary if we are going to keep the city of To-
ronto a humane place to live.

The promise on page nine to increase group
homes may be met by some of us with a bit

of derision. I think enough has been said in

this House already, but it will be said again
in terms of the fact that the government can-

not just through public relations alone bring
about a fair and equitable group homes policy
for this province.

Municipalities must be mandated to provide

orderly provision of group homes. It is abso-

lutely essential. I know there is a philosophi-
cal difference of opinion between myself and
the member for Scarborough East (Mrs.

Birch), who is now shaking her head. We are

both members of a municipality, Scarborough,
which has decided it will accept mentally
retarded individuals into its community, mem-
bers of its community who already exist there,

and say they can stay as part of that com-

munity, but will not allow other dysfunctional
adults and dysfunctional children to be housed
in group homes in our community. I think

their rights override the rights of a munic-

ipality to have some sort of local autonomy
in setting up prejudicial standards. The gov-
ernment must take efforts in that area.

Mr. Nixon: Do you feel your colleagues are

trying to tell you something?

Mr. R. F. Johnston: My colleagues are all

listening outside in the box because it's

easier to hear.

The back wards in the community that

have been developed in the Parkdale area are

a shame, and a shame upon this entire

House. Unless we have licensing of those

boarding houses, unless we have provision of

care in those boarding houses, I believe we
will be prolonging an intolerable situation.

Moving on to the matter of a citizens'

complaints procedure, again it is welcome
to see that the minister is planning to pro-
ceed with that legislation. I am hopeful it

will come back in a slightly different form,

taking into account the principles that were
raised by the New Democratic caucus in ad-

vance of his entering his initial bill.

There are many good reasons for wanting
a civilian review process and having that in

the control of local people in order to make
our police more accountable and to over-

come the suspicions that have developed,
especially between our visible ethnic minori-

ties and the police in the city of Toronto. At

the moment, as the bill is developed it sets

up so many roadblocks that I cannot per-
ceive many of those people will proceed who
feel they have been hard done by in the

policing in the city of Toronto. There are

just too many roadblocks set up before it

ever has to go to a public review of any
land.

I'd also like to comment on the lack of

any initiative by the Minister of Intergovern-
mental Affairs (Mr. Wells) on the reform of

the Metropolitan Toronto Board of Police

Commissioners. It's absolutely crucial that

control of that commission be turned over to

Metropolitan Toronto and taken out of the

control of the provincial government so that

the appointees from this government in On-
tario do not control the wishes of the people
of Metropolitan Toronto.

11:20 a.m.

Another thing which disturbed me greatly

in the throne speech was yet another omis-

sion: The absence of any concentration on

the need for day care. Yesterday in the

House our leader raised the issue of the

recent report by the Metro social planning
council and the Action Committee on Day
Care on the problems of day care in the city

of Toronto. There are 2,500 people on wait-

ing lists trying to get places, and over 3,000

calls a month from people wanting to get

places who obviously have to go and take

other kinds of service, inadequate service in

a lot of areas.

There is a total lack of recognition of the

importance of those day-care workers in

terms of the kind of salaries they need to be

paid. Child-care workers should be as im-

portant to us as high school teachers or uni-

versity professors. They have in their hands

the potential for prevention of sociological

problems, of learning disabilities, of the pro-
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longation of the class system which still exists

in the city of Toronto today.

I have with me a list of petitions from the

Action Day Care group which I would like

to send to the minister's oflBce. They sent it

to me without a request from me. Therefore,
the wording of it does not meet the reqmre-
ments for introducing a petition in the

House, so I would merely ask that it be
taken to the minister's oflBce.

It read as follows: "We, as the parents,
wish to express our concerns over the pend-
ing cutbacks within the day-care community
in Toronto. We beUeve it is the government's

duty to provide quality services to all chil-

dren in need of day care. The signatures
below reflect our conviction regarding these

issues."

There are well over 340 names of parents
on that list, parents from only a few of the

Metro day-care centres in Metropolitan To-
ronto.

What we're doing with day care at the

moment is we're turning it into a welfare

program. There has been a dramatic leap in

the numbers of poor families and subsidized

families who are using day care and an in-

significant rise in the number of people from

middle incomes who are using day care. The
reason for that is the reason that was raised

by the member for Bellwoods (Mr. McClel-

lan) in question period yesterday. There is

no way the average income earner can afford

to pay $240 a month for day-care costs for

one child in the city of Toronto today. They
have to find other resoiu-ces.

That major failure will speak volumes in

terms of developmental problems in c'hildren

over the next decade in this city and in the

province in general.

As members may know, my background
before becoming elected to the House last

year was working in the field of the elderly.

One of my major reasons for becoming in-

volved in the political process was to hope-

fully get governments to stop treating the

elderly in a patronizing fashion and to under-

stand that their needs are serious needs. In

the next 20 to 30 years, the needs of the

elderly will become the largest single sociial

issue in Ontario. If we don't do our planning
for it now we are going to be in serious

trouble at the turn of the century.

There are some very vague hints in the

throne speech that the elderly are going to

be pleased on budget day. This harks back

to the days when the government used to

give out the $50 bonuses at Christmas to

senior citizens, one of the most patronizing

acts I think has ever been perpetrated in

this province. Tli'ank goodness it has been

replaced.
I don't know what the break wiB be, but

whatever it is, it will be needed in terms of

financial stability.

There is also the statement in the throne

speech that chronic home care is going to be

extended throughout the province. It doesn't

exactly say that. Like everything else in the

throne speech it is qualified. It says that

special efforts 'will be made to see that

chronic care is extended to all parts of the

province.
The Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Norton), the Minister of

Health and other ministers have recently re-

ceived information from a coalition of com-

munity-care programs which are asking that

chronic care be brought in this year and

that they not wait any longer. They have

had that for about two weeks at this point,

and I would hope we might see a positive

response from the government.
The problem with this government and its

dealings with the elderly is this: who is

going to believe this government is willing to

take action?

The other day in the House, the member
for Downsview (Mr. Di Santo) raised the

problem of pension pass-throughs. When the

federal government raises disability pensions
the family benefits assistance benefits are

dropped off at the other end. We were given

absolutely no satisfaction by the Minister of

Community and Social Services that he was

going to deal with that.

There has been no effort at all made to

stop housing authorities from taking the fuU

amount of any increase that's given in terms

of the cost of living by the various levels of

government and adding that on to the cost of

housing for the individual, especially in

Metropolitan Toronto.

The last-minute grants to a group of Meals

on Wheels programs this spring has maybe
saved them from falling apart in Metro-

politan Toronto, and thank goodness for that.

But when the government does last minute

things how can it expect anybody to believe

it is actually considering a major rethinking

and xmdertaking of the community care

services package. The methodology that's

been used in presenting what is known, in

tremendously ironic terms, as the community

dialogue on community care services is just

a farce, and indicates just how involved and

how committed to community interaction this

government actually is.

A meeting I was at in Scarborough, which

invited various service agencies, had missed

a number of them. For instance, it had missed
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the disabled totally. They had not told them
to come. None of the elderly groups in the

borough of Scarborough was invited to that

meeting, and neither was the chairman of the

task force which has been looking at the

problems of inner-city diflBculties that are de-

veloping in Scarborough.
It was a total farce. The questionnaire,

which I don't have on hand, is many pages
long. It's decided upon consensus. There is a

secretary at that meeting and she takes down
notes which are then reinterpreted by that

chairman who then takes them back and re-

interprets them again to a committee which
then tries to achieve a consensus out of their

comments, and one ends up with absolutely

nothing.

Last fall I asked that there be a white paper
presented for discussion in public hearings. I

was told that white paper would be produced
before this community dialogue was started.

Let me correct that. It was produced but it

was not released to the pubhc, and is not

likely to be released to the public.

Supposedly we're going to have a green
paper this summer, and I v^dll wait to see

if that actually comes forward. But at the

moment there is no one in the delivery of

home-care services for the elderly in this

province who can have any confidence at all

that this government is actually taking seri-

ously the need for a continuing of care for

the elderly in Ontario.

One of the things I've raised time and time

again in this House is the problem of chronic

care payments, and the injustice of treating a
married couple who happen to be 65 years of

age differently than you do a married couple
who are 64 years of age. A married' couple
of 64 years of age has a $15,000-a-year exemp-
tion in terms of the copayment for chronic
care facilities if one member of that couple
happens to be in a chronic care institution.

But the day after they become 65 and

they're both pensioners that privilege is taken

away from them and there is almost no way
at all that a pensioner can be excluded from
that deterrent fee. That abhorrent discrimina-

tory practice should have been addressed in

the throne speech, which should have stated

it would be retracted this session. It has not
been done.

There has been no significant change to the

property tax provisions for the elderly in this

province in the last five years. I hope that's

what the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) is talk-

ing about when he's talking about them look-

ing forward to the budget when it comes

forward; that there will be some recognition
that this no longer meets the needs of elderly

people trying to maintain a home in the com-

munity.
The other factor in terms of care for the

elderly is institutional care. In the huge rush
to deinstitutionalization, Ontario has decided
to forget about institutionalization; forget
about the absolute necessity for institutonali-

zation.

Reports have been received from Metro
Toronto stating that we're going to need
600 to 1,000 new beds in homes for the aged
right now, this spring, in Metropolitan To-
ronto. That need is going to increase. The
need for that kind of care, and that kind of

standard of care, has been demonstrated many
times. Instead, this provincial government has

decided it's going to create 600 new nursing-
home beds.

Nursing-home beds in the private sector

make profits on the backs of the elderly, a

priority which is dead wrong. If there is a

responsibility for institutional care it should
be in the public not the private sector. It is

a major ideological difference between our-

selves and the government. The thrust to

turn it over to an area which has too few

standards, too few guidelines, is absolutely

wrong.

11:30 a.m.

I have mentioned already the need to have

standards for rest homes and boarding homes.

The example of what was done in British

Columbia in terms of stopping recidivism of

the people, especially back into mental in-

stitutions, should be taken seriously. The
Parkdale ghettos of this province should be
assisted immediately with a comprehensive
program.

I would like to make a plea through the

only minister I see in the House to include

accessible transit as a major priority for all

senior citizens and to get away from this em-

phasis on things like Wheel-Trans. It does

not meet the needs of elderly people with

minor heart ailments—like my parents, for

instance—who are not able to handle the

stairways in the TTC. They can't get on

Wheel-Trans. They get no priority there.

We have to make the subway system and

the buses accessible. It can be done, and is

being done in other jurisdictions. That should

be a major emphasis of this government.
If this government had any imagination

and any real commitment to the needs of

the elderly we would have seen more men-
tion of those needs in the speech from the

throne. There must be recognition that a

majority of our elderly people are living in

poverty in this province. That should be

absolutely unacceptable to us. That 54 per
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cent of the people who built this country
and province are living below the poverty
line—according to recent statistics which may
be higher or lower at this point—should be
unacceptable to any humane government.

This government should be looking at

ways to make sure there is income stability
for older people. It should be working on
creative ways to make the transition to re-

tirement more flexible, so that older people
are not caught in the shock of being seen by
our society as vi'orthwhile people one day,
and as worthless the next day in going
through the various traiunas involved.

I would like to see this government be
positive and look at concepts such as recog-
nition of the principle of "30 years and out"
for anybody who is a labourer, and recogni-
tion that people who have been in a
hazardous labour situation should be given
special consideration for early retirement.

Special compensation in terms of full Work-
men's Compensation Board pensions should
be provided immediately to anybody who
has been given an asbestos-related compensa-
tion claim in the asbestos industry. That
should be recognized.

There are extended unemployment periods
for older people between the ages of 55 and
65. That should be recognized in develop-
ing a flexible retirement age so that older

people can retire earlier if they are going
through an extended period of unemploy-
ment which outlasts their unemployment in-

surance benefits.

The ability for people to phase out of the
work force should be crucial. I realize this
will not be as appropriate for people on the
plant floor as for those in clerical work, but
they should be able to move into part-time
work and not lose income. They should be
able to take sabbaticals between the ages
of 60 and 65. Thoughts like that should be
put in throne speeches. Some imagination
should be put forward in terms of how we
should be dealing with our elderly.

When we were talking about the Ontario
Educational Communications Authority and
other publicity functions of the govermnent
there should have been an emphasis on trying
to overcome the stereotypes that have de-

veloped about the ageing process and about
the work of older people. It could easily be
done through OECA having a special program
for developing ads in co-operation with the

Ontario Welfare Council's committee on age-
ing or the advisory council on ageing both of

which have suggested that exact approach.
That should have been included in the throne

speech and I am very disappointed that it was
not.

Monsieur le president, je voudrais parler

quelques minutes en frangais. Et ceci pour
beaucoup de raisons. Premierement je dois

vous remercier pour la possibilite d'apprendre
le frangais; pendant les huit derniers mois j'ai

appris le frangais dans mon bureau quelques
heures chaque semaine. Pour moi, c'etait dfes

heiures difficiles mais tres agreables. Mais

pour mon professeur, c'etait une epreuve de

patience formidable. Aujourd'hui je ne suis

pas bilingue mais j'ai sufiisamment confiance

en moi pour prendre la parole en frangais

aujourd'hui. En plus, je suis fier de dire que
dans cette Chambre nous avons maintenant
trois de mes collegues qui suivent les cours en

frangais et quelques autres deputes aussi. Et
nous vous en remercions pour I'opportunite.

Mais en meme temps que je vous remercie,

je dois dire que notre assemblee ne reflet pas
la realite culfurelle de notre province. Presque
toutes nos affaires sont traitees en anglais, nos
debats sont en anglais, nos comites de travail

sont en anglais, nos services de traduction sont

limitcs. Et, nous, les deputes, nous repre-
sentons une society multiculturelle qui a

deux langues officielles. Par exemple, dans
combien de langues avons-nous imprim6 cette

brochure Queen's Park? On ne pent pas
I'acheter en frangais. Sait-on qu'^ I'hdtel de
ville de Toronto on ofire des services et

renseignements municipaux en quatorze
langues? Si nous voulons serieusement repr6-
senter la mosaique culturelle de I'Ontario, si

nous voulons accueillir les touristes mondiaux

qui viennent ici, nous devons pouvoir oflfrir

des services 16gislatifs multiculturels et prin-

cipalement dans I'autre langue offici^le et

j'esp^re que nous utilisons les televisions et

Amissions directes pour cette raison.

Dans quelques jours nous aurons peut-
etre dans cette Chambre un d^bat sur Tavenir
du Canada. Cet d^bat pent etre un exercice

ferme et futile, ou il est peut-etre un ^v^-
nement important dans I'histoire de notre

province. J'espere que les trois partis de cette

Chambre d^cideront d'avoir un d^bat t^l6vis6

au moins en anglais et en frangais, si c'est

possible, aussi le canal multiculturel, ce serait

un ev^nement trop important pour etre limits

aux seuls anglophones.
II y a une autre raison pour laquelle je

veux parler en franpais. C'est parce que je

suis convaincu que le gouvemement conser-

vateur n'en a fait assez pour garantir les

droits ^ducationnels des Franco-ontariens.

Certainement, j'approuve Tannonce de I'ou-

verture d'un college de technologic agricole
de langue frangais a Alfred, et la liste des
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services 6ducationnels ^numer^ par le minis-
tre de I'Education mardi soir est merveil-

leuse i entendre. Mais le role du gouveme-
ment conservateur dans I'afFaire Penetang est

genante, degoutante. Pour les Canadiens

frangais en Ontario et au dehors de I'Ontario,

Penetang etait un symbole de la perte de
leurs droits sous le pouvoir de la majority

anglophone. Et a cette 6poque fragile de
Thistoire du Canada, il est incroyable que le

gouvemement conservateur soit incapable de
faire preuve de bonne volonte pour symbo-
liser raffirmation des droits indiscutables de
I'autre nation fondatrice.

11:40 a.m.

Si fai tort, et si les droits des Franco-
ontariens sont acceptes dans Teducation, et

si b rdle democratique des comites consulta-

tifs de la langue frangaise des conseils

scolaires sont acceptes, pourquoi est-ce que
ce gouvemement a decide de suspendre le

droit d'enumeration des electeurs franco-

phones? Comment peut-on avoir un comite
^lu sans le pouvoir d'identifier les electeurs

de ce comite? Mais ga. c'est la realite mainte-
nant et ga. Test depuis quelques annees.

En Janvier 1978, I'association frangaise
des conseils scolaires de I'Ontario a adopte
k I'unanimite une resolution demandant Tin-

elusion dans le municipal enumeration notice

d'une simple question qui identifierait les

X)ersonnes d'expression frangaise. En juin

1978, le ministre du Revenu (M. Maeck) en

repondant k une question du depute de
Hamilton-Mountain (M. Charlton) a promis
une enumeration I'annee prochaine.

Mais puis-je lire un paragraphe d'une
lettre du ministre du Revenu au depute de
St. George (Mme Campbell), qui comme
moi meme a adopte la cause. La lettre est

<lat6e du quatorze fevrier de cette aimee:

"In the final analysis, the results of the

Ottawa-Cadton experiment leave me with a

strong belief that the municipal enumeration
is not an appropriate vehicle for identifying

persons eligible to particii>ate in the election

of French language advisory committee

members, and that some other means should
l)e developed. However, it is clear that the

future determination in this project should
come not from this ministry but from the

Ministry of Education. I believe my col-

league, Dr. Stephenson, has the matter imder
consideration."

Monsieur le president, quelle St-Valentin?

Monsieur le president, quel cadeau? Apr^
•deux annees, il n'y a toujours rien. Bientot,
il sera trop tard pour ajouter cette question
il la carte d'enumeration pour I'election cet

automne. Voici la question: Etes-vous

d'expression frangaise? Est-ce si diflRcile 4

ajouter? Non monsieur. Le gouvemement ne
veut pas le faire,

Jeudi prochain, M. Max Yalden viendra id

pour parler avec le premier ministre, J'esp^re

qu'av'.mt cette visite, le gouvemement se sera

cngige k ajouter cette question sur la carte

d'6numeration dans chaque municipality avec
un CCLF dans la province. Sinon, nous,

citoyens anglophones d'Ontario, nous pour-
rons regarder la reaction du Quebec, honteux
et coupables. Une action positive sur cette

question et dans I'affaire Penetang peuvent
faire plus pour oonvaincre les Canadiens

franpais que la conf^eration ipevSt tr^ bien

marcher, que toutes les promesses pass^es.

Mr. Ashe: Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the

opportunity to be able to participate in the

throne speech debate, particularly when you
consider that in this particular throne

speech, probably more so than ever before,

one issue has been highlighted above all

others. By that, I am not suggesting the

many other issues and initiatives as put for-

ward by the government are not imix)rtant,

but I think the highlighting of energy with-

in the throne speech does indicate once

again the importance this government and
this province sees in that overall issue.

I might point out that this position is not

new. Back in the mid-1970s before any other

jurisdiction within Canada, whether it be at

the federal level or at the provincial level,

before any of these were recognizing that

a diflBcult period was coming upon us,

Ontario was pointing out to all others that

it was coming and in fact was starting to

do something about it. This was highlighted

very early on in the remarks of Her Honour
the Lieutenant Governor, and I quote:

"First and foremost, my ministers be-

lieve our capacity to sustain economic self-

reliance for Canada, as for Ontario, will

depend in a large part on Ontario's ability

to advance significantly towards greater

energy security. As the largest consumer of

energy in Canada, our responsibility to

provide leadership is clear. To this end, my
government will embark on an extensive

and ambitious energy program for the

1980s,"

Indeed, many of these particular initia-

tives that are highlighted in the throne

speech are already well on their way by
this government as co-ordinated and put
forward through the Ministry of Energy.

There's some criticism of this particular

thrust—I must say I am sure not by some
of the members opposite—but we do not

feel the government should be the sole sup-
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plier of the capital funds for all of these

projects that will be needed, that will be

developed, and that will be brought into

the marketplace in a rational, convenient

and competitive way over the next two
decades.

There are sc»ne who are maybe more
socialistically inclined who feel it is the

right and responsibihty of the government
to be the end-all for everyone, providing all

of the capital that is necessary, but we all

know there are limitations to this approach.
If we make a particular field, a particular
area, attractive to the private sector, the

free enterprise system will react to that,

develop along with it and will, in fact, be
the major provider of capital and technology
and knowledge that is needed. That really
is what w^e have been saying.
The role of government in our view is to

initiate, to prompt the private sector, to

work together with the private sector and
other ministries within the government,
within Ontario Hydro as well, and come
forward in the research and development
area. The seed money area is the role of

government. When something comes on the
market and is available and is competitive,
the economic attraction will prompt the pri-
vate sector to bring forth the capital that
is needed for further developing and further

marketing.
It is going to take a lot of money over

the next 15 years to fulfil Ontario's energy
needs from within. At the moment, we im-

port nearly 80 per cent of that energy from
outside our jurisdiction and it is the goal
of this government to increase our self-

sufficiency from that relatively low 22 per
cent to 35 per cent by the year 1995. To
do that is going to take an estimated $30
billion, which is an awful lot of money in

any man's terms. We feel the private sector
will respond with a good percentage of that

capital when it is needed.

Referring further to the actual remarks of
Her Honour, I would like to quote again:
"With the overall Ontario energy bill for all

uses by all segments of our society approach-
ing $11 billion a year," a huge sum of money,
"making Ontario more energy efficient must
be a shared commitment of all Ontarians."

Again, I move on: "Government will carry
out initiatives in such areas as energy from
waste, synthetic liquid fuel, cogeneration, up-
grading of heavy fuel oil, small hydroelectric

developments and the full development of our
nuclear power capability for industrial pur-
poses."

The government has not been slow to start

to implement what was suggested in this

throne speech just one month ago. In the

past month the Minister of Energy (Mr.

Welch) has introduced through this Legisla-
ture many of the thrusts to fulfil the com-
mitments being made. I am sure members
are aware of many of them—the thrust into

the solar energy field, energy from waste, the

feasibility study in eastern Ontario about

methanol, wood energy use and so on. There
are many others in the oflFing to fulfil the

commitments made within the throne speech
itself.

Mr. Nixon: All those nice pictures down
the hall and those nice ads on the radio.

Mr. Ashe: That's right. I am just drawing
to the attention of the honourable members
and the general public out there-

Mr. Nixon: Trying to save your necks; that's

what you're doing with public money.
Mr. Ashe: That's a matter of perception.

We feel and of coiu^se we know from our

surveys, which the members opposite so

soundly criticized, that John Q. Public out

there Hkes to know what's going on and likes

to be involved in the decision-making pro-
cess of the government. We respond to those

people out there, making them part of the

decision-making process.

Mr. Nixon: That's the best explanation for

buying votes I ever heard.

11:50 a.m.

Mr. Ashe: Yes, we can be criticized for

that. It is very easy to criticize that approach-

Mr. Nixon: It certainly is.

Mr. Ashe: —but if the member goes and
talks to the people out there he will find

they want a government that responds to

reasonable and responsible views. That is

exactly what this government does.

Mr. Kerrio: They were here yesterday.

Mr. Ashe: Is that right?
As part of the overall energy thrust within

Ontario we are very fortunate that a reason-

ably large percentage of our generation comes
from electrical sources. These are available

in Ontario through a technology developed

principally in Ontario, but not exclusive to

Ontario. It is a Canadian technology known
as the Candu nuclear system.

Again, in the context of the throne speech,
the strategic importance of nuclear energy to

Ontario cannot be overestimated'. My govern-
ment looks forward to receiving the final

documents of the Porter commission during
this session.

As honourable members know, the Royal
Commission on Electric Power Planning has

tabled its final report and has backed up
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completely the initiatives taken by the gov-
ernment and Ontario Hydro over the years.

It comes out strongly in favour of the

Candu concept of nuclear generation. It also

recognizes the potential for further develop-
ment and further conversions and expansion
of electrical use within this province. It

points out loud and clear that those out in

the marketplace who suggest that we should

abandon the growth of electrical generation
and nuclear power to concentrate on solar

power as the only answer for future energy
needs have, to put it very mildly, their heads

in the sand.

I quote directly from the royal commis-
sion report, "Abandoning nuclear power in

favour of solar power could be tantamount

to writing a prescription for disaster." There

is no doubt that is so. This government
recognizes that we can't put all our eggs in

one basket; we have to take advantage of

the pluses we have going for us. There is

no doubt that the capabilities, the technology,
the knowhow, as well as the basic resources

of uranium, are right here in Ontario. It is

encouraging to know that we can control our

destiny in this area as far as possible.

It is also nice to know that the commis-

sioner, Mr. Porter, has justified the minority

report as put forward by the government
members on the select committee on Ontario

Hydro affairs relative to the target for growth
that Ontario Hydro should plan for in the

future. He talks of "growth range for peak
capacity to the year 2000 of two and a half

to four per cent a year." Those numbers are

very similar to numbers that were put forth

in the minority report of the select commit-
tee. It suggested that a range of two to four

per cent was much more appropriate than

the narrow restrictive view put forth by op-
position members of only two to three per
cent.

Mr. Porter has recognized, as did the

government members of the committee, the

great potential that is open to us for further

electrical use in the years ahead. The quan-
tity is unknown. I don't think anybody would
debate that issue. My view, and I think it is

shared by the majority of people out in the

marketplace, is that we all feel much more
secure with an energy source home made in

Ontario. I think people feel much more
secure in the knowledge that they can go to

their light switch at any time and know that

the lights will come on, that they can go to

their electric stove, that they can go to their

electric furnace or any furnace when it in-

volves a motor and that it will come on.

That's exactly what we are planning for.

What exactly are the potentials available

for the other over-and-above-the-normal de-

mands in electrical use? Of course, again it's

unknown. The government is looking into

the possible electrification of the GO system.

As a matter of fact, this Legislature endorsed

a resolution brought forward asking the

federal government to look very seriously

upon the upgrading and electrification of

the main rail corridor within Ontario through
to Quebec, namely, the Windsor-Quebec
City corridor. There is great potential in this

for use of additional electrical energy in the

years ahead.

Hydrogen in itself has a great future, as

well as fusion. Both of these technologies,

which are still being developed and are no-

where nearly fully developed, rely upon and

require great amounts of guaranteed elec-

trical generation. This province has and will

continue to have that reliable source of elec-

trical generation in the months, the years

and the decades ahead.

Some people would like to suggest that the

nuclear system within Canada—^the nuclear

svstem anywhere is their first argument—^the

Candu system, is somewhat unsafe and, for

that reason, should be put out of business.

The Royal Commission on Electric Power

Planning has fully backed up its view, after

hearing a multitude of testimony, that the

Candu system has proven safe. Most recent

statistics, which are made available on a

yearly basis, show the proof is in the pud-

ding. Ontario Hydro and US nuclear reactors

dominated the charts in a performance com-

parison. Of 104 reactors worldwide during

1979, Hydro had four in the top 10. Pickering

unit four reactor was in second place.

When one talks alx)ut a life-time per-

formance—and I would suggest that life-time

performance is really the proof of the capa-

bility and the performance of anything, in-

cluding nuclear power generating stations—
the life-time performance puts the Rckering
unit two reactor at the head of the class.

It is number one in world class reactors, and

a total of six from both Pickering and Bruce

are in the top 10.

How can anybody argue with the facts?

How can anybody stand up and say that

people are being disabled and i>eople are

being killed because of nuclear generation?

We know that is not so. In Canada, as a

matter of fact even with North America—
but we will keep to the Canadian technology,

the Candu technology—there is no doubt at

all there has never been a single person of

the general public hurt, disabled or killed

by nuclear-generated electrical power. I
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don't know of any other industry that has a

safety record like that.

The statistics also prove that even for the

people who work in that industry there is no
better safety record than within the nuclear

stations themselves. It is also an excellent

work place as well as an excellent provider
of a relatively inexpensive source of power.

Electrical generation is not the only answer.

We appreciate that. It is part of the answer
in the years and decades ahead. What are

some of the other things? As members know,
the Ministry of Energy's current budget was
tabled recently and is now under review by
one of the standing committees. This year's

budget estimate is something in the order of

fust under $31 million, of which more than
80 per cent is dedicated to energy conserva-
tion and renewable energy. The Ministry of

Energy conservation and renewable energy
program has increased over 40 times between
fiscal 1976-77 and fiscal 1980-81.

There is a recognition that there is no

single answer and that Ontarians, as well as

all Canadians, have to be looking for that

self-sufficiency within this Dominion that is

available to us and to the alternative energy
forms that must be developed over the next
decade or two.

12 noon

We feel, as was enunciated in the publica-
tion Energy Security for the 1980s: A Policy
for Ontario, that we can develop within On-
tario an alternative source of total energy
generation equating to roughly five per cent
of our total needs by the year 1995; 1.8 per
cent of that would come from the develop-
ment of solar energy. That amount, 1.8 per
cent, may not sound like a very significant

sum, but when you're starting from virtually

zero, 1.8 per cent will be quite a challenging
goal, to put it very mildly.

Another area, which I suppose one could

say is much broader, is that we feel by the

year 1995, 3.2 per cent of our total energy
needs can come from energy from waste in

its various forms. Whether they be municipal
wastes, which is already a disposal problem,
whether they be wastes from industry,
whether they be forest wastes or industrial

wastes, these can be utilized and will pro-
vide 3.2 per cent of our total energy needs

by 1995. To do this will require an awful
lot of money, which I referred to earlier.

We're talking about Canada as a country.
We're talking about Ontario and its position
on energy and energy pricing within Canada.
It is and has been the position of the govern-
ment of Ontario, and it has been enunciated
on many occasions, particularly over the last

year or two, that this country has the capa-
bility to become once again self-sufficient in

its needs for crude oil over the next decade
and a half.

I'm sure all honovirable members are aware
that at the moment we are importing ap-

proximately 20 per cent of our total crude oil

from outside Canada. If we do nothing to-

wards increasing our self-sufficiency in that

regard, in locating and developing new re-

sources, in developing the frontier oils, the

oil sands and all the synthetic fuels that are

available, by the year 1990 we will be pmr-

chasing from abroad, from uncertain sources

both price-wise and guaranteed delivery-wise,
40 per cent of our crude oil needs. We can-

not let that happen in this country when we
have the amount of natural resources that we
do. I don't think we will.

>But we do not feel that one of the ways
to get to that in itself is by adopting a

price for that commodity that has been set

artificially by the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries.

Mr. Kerrio: Convert to natural gas.

Mr. Ashe: Is that right? That's another part
of the overall solution to our total energy
needs.

We feel that a Canadian price for crude
oil should be a made-in-Canada price—by
Canadians; for Canadians—and not dictated

by an artificial world price by others. I think

that's a very reasonable and responsible posi-

tion, and yet not a new position for this

government. I know it has been suggested
that Ontario now is crying in its beer because
we are not having things aU our own way
in terms of energy sources. We have to buy
a good percentage of our energy, as I've

already mentioned from other jurisdictions,

both within this country and without.

We have said all along that it is not un-
usual to be recommending and suggesting a

two-price system for a commodity. We have
been saying that for many years. I hark back
to uranium, which is widely mined in Ontario.

As a matter of fact, the principal sources in

Canada were identified in Ontario before any
other jurisdiction. We said then there should

be a Canadian price for uranium; there should

be an export price for uranium. Again, we
are being consistent.

Many of the producing jurisdictions outsidte

Canada have a two-price system. Whether

you're talking about Venezuela or Mexico or

Saudi Arabia, the price within the country
is one; the price for export is another. It's

very reasonable, very rational and, in my
mind, very justifiable. I think our position on
that is not unusual.
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We have never said we don't recognize
that the price of crude oil, whether it be
Canadian or otherwise, will have to go up.
We all know that's going to happen. The

days of cheap energy in all forms are long

gone and, of course, crude oil is leading the

way. What we have said very consistently

is that any price increase within Canada for

Canadian crud'e oil should do two jobs: It

should provide a reasonable return to the

producing province—I don't think anybody
disputes that—and it has to provide a reason-

able rate of return to the producer. If the

producer doesn't make money—known as

profit, which is not a dirty word—then in my
view he is not going to be in business very

long.

Beyond that, what we have to do with this

extra revenue is earmark the balance to go
towards guaranteeing that source of supply
over the months, the years and' die decades

ahead to provide for energy security in

Canada, energy self-sufficiency in Canada.
Those dollars have to be earmarked. Some
of them, in the meantime, will have to be
used to cushion the blow of these higher

energy prices for those within our economic

sphere who need assistance. That includes,

in my view, some of the industries that would
be hardest hit during a transition period to

higher energy prices. I tliink those are very
reasonable, very responsible reasons.

At the same time, we can recognize the

pluses for Canada being in that position.
Let's not kid ourselves. We are a relatively
small country compared to our neighbour to

the south. Any competitive edge we can
have in the marketplace has to be a plus for

all of Canada. At the moment we have the

plus, if you will, in terms of our export trade

because of the great siemificant difference

between the value of the Canadian and
American dollar. We can maintain a further

edffe by having a lower cost for energy forms
within Canada. I don't think anybody loses

by that, because as our balance of trade be-
comes more favourable, as our exports grow,
the whole economic system within Canada
benefits.

The energy i'^sue is not an easy one. It's

not a light one. It's not one where any par-
ticidar solution in itself, in isolation, will

solve the problem.
The honourable member opposite talked

about conversion to natural gas. That's also

part of the answer, obviously, to cut down
on the use of crude oil. This government has

encoru-aged that. There is no doubt about it.

In 1979, conversions to natural gas increased

from 8,600 to 19,650. The utilities forecast

that this year those conversions will increase

within Ontario alone to 26,500. There is no
doubt at all that the availability of natural

gas has been proved to be somewhat more
significant, available and deliverable than

many of the crude oil products that have

yet to be found, or have yet to be developed
in the context of them being deliverable to

market within Canada at a reasonable price.

That is part of the answer. Electricity is part
of the answer, and many of these other

alternative energy forms that we are just

starting to develop are part of the answer.

I think this government has indicated in

the throne speech that it has identified and
has associated itself with many of these

issues, and has indicated it is going to tackle

them head on and, in fact, is already doing
so.

May I just draw to the attention of you,
Mr. Speaker, and the House, a closing few

paragraphs of Her Honour's remarks as de-

livered on March 11, one month ago.

"Honourable members, the promise and

opportunity of the 1980s wdll require Cana-
dians throughout Canada to resolve to make
maximum use of our political, economic and
social resources to shape a decade of security

and achievement.

In Ontario, oiu continued prosperity can
best be realized through self-reliance, hard

work, initiative, innovation and responsibility
to our fellow citizens. Government and the

private sector must work carefully to en-

sure our quality of life and the economic

opportunity and social stability it provides.
"Ontario is a province where there is no

limit to the kind of achievement, progress
and security OTir people can earn and enjoy.

We must, therefore, take the coiu^geous
decisions necessary now to preserve that over-

whelming opportunity for all our people."
That is the commitment made by this

government and that is the commitment that

will continue to be made by this government
in the years and decades ahead.

12:10 p.m.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to rise and participate in the reply to the

throne speech, an opportimity which is avail-

able to all members of the House and one

which all members look forward to. In the

confines of the operations of the House
members are usually restricted in what they
can speak upon and how long they have,

but once a year when we have the throne

speech debate these restrictions are not as

severe. I am pleased to take my turn as

spokesman in the Liberal Party at this time

in reply to the throne speech.
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May I first Congratulate the member for

Lake Nipigon (Mr. Stokes), who has been

reappointed Speaker of the House. I have
had the opportunity to sit in the House
under two Speakers, the member for North-

umberland (Mr. Rowe) and now the mem-
ber for Lake Nipigon. Both men have car-

ried out their duties well and it has been
a real pleasure to sit under the leadership
of the Speaker's chair and the leadership
shown from that member.
We have just recently returned from our

Easter break and I sincerely hope that all

of the members of the House had very

enjoyable, happy and holy Easter holiday.
I hope they have taken time to reflect upon
the many problems the people of Ontario

face, and are now ready and eager to meet
those challenges in the spring session.

It appears, due to political circumstances,
that this session might go all the way to

the end of June and be adjourned. How-
ever, political circumstances change rather

quickly in this House and that may not be
the case at all.

This may be the last time in this parlia-

ment that I have an opiportunity to com-
ment on the throne speech, and there are

several important items which I feel should
be placed upon the record. I will start with
some general discussion about the very
lovely riding I have the opportunity to rep-

resent, the riding of Essex South. Having
been their representative since 1975, I feel

I am now getting to the point where I con-

sider myself an able representative, a per-
son who knows the area and has become
well acquainted with people's concerns.

As all members are aware, this process
does take some time and when we are first

elected we have a lot of good intentions but
the experience is not there. It certainly does
take some time in the House and in the con-

stituency to get a good feel of what the con-

stituents need and what they want. I guess
that is an excellent reason why I should be
re-elected in the forthcoming election, when-
ever it comes.

I represent five small towns and several

rural townships, all of which are unique an--!

have their own concerns and problems, and
their own particular items which make them
stand out within the community.

In the town of Amherstburg where I

live, we are very fortunate to have a volun-

teer ambulance service which services three

communities, Amherstburg, Anderdon and
Maiden. This service has been established

for many years. The people involved in this

service are strictly volunteers. They buy
their own vehicles. As a matter of fact, only

a few short nK>nths ago the volunteers felt

a new ambulance was necessaiy for the com-

munity and thought that $35,000 was need-

ed to buy it. It had to be raised locally.

The support of the community for this

organization was such that in very quick
order in excess of $70,000 was raised,

enough for two new^ ambulances if need be.

One has been bought, and the funds left

over will be put away in safekeeping for

whenever they are needed.

This volunteer community service has had
its problems, like any other community ser-

vice. But the problems they have faced

have been different because, I would say

they have been political problems. They
have had constant interference from the

Ministry of Health. From the very first day
I was elected, I knew of the turmoil taking

place and of the many meetings that were
held prior to my election and since my
election. The bureaucrats in the Ministry
of Health want all ambulance services in

the province to be identical and all ambu-
lance operators in the province to look the

same. They have had a running feud with

our service in Amherstburg for the only

reason, I believe that we are independent,
diS^erent and self-supporting. Somehow some
bureaucrats in senior positions cannot accept
that.

In the past year and a half I have had the

opportimity to invite the Minister of Health

(Mr. Timbrell) to Amherstburg. He ac-

cepted my invitation, the invitation of the

volunteers and the invitation of the three

communities. He came to Amherstburg,
visited our community, and went to the

ambulance hall where he met and spoke
with the volunteers and the community
leaders, mayor, reeves, et cetem. I am
pleased to say the Minister of Health noticed

that the service was a benefit and that it

was cost-efficient and community-supported.
He said it would stay tlie way it is and if

there were any changes made to the service

whatsoever, certainly the local people would
be contacted first.

I want to thank the Minister of Health

sincerely for his intervention in this matter.

My riding and I sincerely thank the minister

for using his discretionary ministerial powers.
It is good to see any minister use some of

the discretionary powers he has.

Mr. Grande: Make up your mind. You
ask the minister not to intervene and now

you thank him for intervening.

Mr. Mancini: I hear jfome heckling from

my left, but I think all will be quiet Monday
afternoon at approximately 5:45. I am going
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to come to that later on. I will have a lot to

say about what is going to happen on Mon-
day afternoon about 5:45.

Recently I had the pleasure of attending
a centennial celebration for one of my
municipalities. The township of Colchester
North is now 100 years old. It is a beautiful

municipality. That is something the NDP
wouldn't know much about. There are many
beautiful farms and there is the small com-

munity of McGregor. We received congrat-
ulations from the Lieutenant Governor. The
citizenry of that area appreciated that

greatly.

12:20 p.m.

The riding of Essex South is unique. It is

such a nice place to visit and live in. I urge
all members to visit the sun parlour of

Canada. We have unique attractions that I

am sure would be a pleasure for members
to see.

There are many ethnic groups in my
riding. The riding has changed considerably
in the last 20 years. We have large ethnic

communities in each part of my riding.
We have a large Itahan community in the

Amherstburg area and a Portuguese com-

munity in Harrow. We have large Leba-

nese, Itahan, Mennonite and German com-
munities in Leamington and a large

Portuguese community in the village of

Wheatley. These groups have taken their

place in society in that part of Ontario. They
have established well-nm and w^ell-organized
ethnic clubs. They hold ethnic festivals every
year, and the activities these provide are

enjoyed by all the people of Essex South,
who look fonvard to them.

I was speaking recently with the president
of the Portuguese club of Leamington. They
are going to construct a large, expensive
ethnic commimity hall. They are going to

raffle off a home in order to raise money
for this endeavour. If any member of the

House is w^illing to purchase a $50 ticket hs
would have an opportunity to win an

$80,000 home. I think that's better than the

Provincial draw.

Mr. Kerrio: The chances are much better.

Mr. Mancini: Yes. I think it's better than
the Provincial draw. If we have any hunters

in the Legislature—^personally I do not hunt—
we have a world-famous pheasant hunt on
Pelee Island in mv riding that now hapoens
twice a year with the new winter hunt. Every
fall we invite the citizens of Ontario and sur-

rounding American states to come to Pelee
Island and partake of the pheasant hunt.

The riding of Essex South is a nice place
to represent. However, Essex South, like every

other riding in Ontario, is not without its con-

cerns and problems. It is my responsibility to

bring these concerns and problems forward in

this Legislature so that strict government
action can be taken when necessary.

I am not afraid to compliment a minister

of the crown when he takes action and solves

problems for the citizens I represent. I am
not afraid to do that because I enjoy political

action, I enjoy having problems solved and
I enjoy people who use their power wisely.

The riding of Essex South is growing

rapidly. The western end of the riding is

heavily industrialized. We have a highway
that links Amherstburg and the tri-community
area with the city of Windsor which we re-

cently have had resurfaced. We consider that

just interim maintenance. For the past 20

years we have continuously approached the

provincial government to ask that that high-

way become a link between the county and
the city, that it become a four-lane highway,
a lifeline to our community. Because we are

so closely situated to Detroit, the automotive

industry has some impact in my community.
There is a great amornit of trucking done and
we need this four-lane highway. We need
this lifeline link to Windsor which will then

cormect us to Detroit.

In the past we received some expansion
from two to four lines, but that was done

sparingly and we need to upgrade it further.

This highway must be expanded. It has been

postponed during the past two or three years
because of necessary sewage projects in that

part of the riding, but now the sewage pro-

jects are under way.

They will be completed soon and I want
the Minister of Transportation and Communi-
cations (Mr. Snow) to know that we are going
to hold him to his promise. He has stated to

us that when the sewage projects were com-

pleted, highway construction would begin and
we would finally once and for all have our

four-lane highway, our lifeline from Amherst-

burg into the city of Windsor. We are going
to hold the Minister of Transportation and
Communications to this promise.

Another reason the riding of Essex South
is unique is l^ecause we have more green-
houses situated in my riding than any other

place in Canada. We are world famous for

our greenhouse production and our green-

house farmers. We in the Leamington area

feel very close to this industr>'. Many of our

Mennonite and Italian immigrants have settled

into this industry. They have helped build

this industry. They have made their liveli-

hood from this industry and they would like

their children to proceed and continue to
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work in the greenhouse tradition and become
greenhouse farmers.

However, that may not be the case. We
are under extreme pressure in the greenhouse
industry. As the chairman of the Greenhouse

Vegetable Producers' Marketing Boardf said,

we are fighting for our lives and we are not

going to go down without a battle. I wish
to commend the marketing board for the

actions it has taken in the last several years
to make sure the industry stays afloat and
for the representations it has made to the

government. I have been only too happy to

assist it.

/In the summer of last year I presented a

critique on the Ontario government's pro-

posal to estabhsh a greenhouse industry in

the Kincardine area. A friend of mine, a Dr.

Premnanda, from the Leamington area, assist-

ed me with this critique. Basically what we
did was to outline what the government was
doing, or what we thought it was doing, to

assist the greenhouse industry in Leamington.
Second, we did what was necessary to ensure
that the greenhouse industry would continue
to be a viable force in Essex county agricul-
ture.

If the greenhouse industry is allowed to

become economically unviable, a severe re-

cession will take place in the county of Essex.

The greenhouse industry is as important to

Essex county as the automobile industry is

to Windsor, no less. That's why we have

continually pressed the government on many
matters concerning the industry and we have
found them lacking in their awareness of

what the true situation is.

I presented this critique. I explained to the

government that simply by creating a green-
house industry in Kincardine, even if it's

possible, whidh we don't believe it is, what
does that do to the greenhouse farmers in

the Leamington area? What possible bene-
fits could the Leamington greenhouse industry
receive from an industry established in Kin-
cardine? Do we expect the greenhouse farmer
in Leamington to sell his farm and move up
to Kincardine? Who is going to buy a farm
in Leamington from a greenhouse farmer
when the person knows that other person is

going up to Kincardine to help put him out
of business?

Mr. B. Newman: Irradiated tomatoes.

Mr. Mancini: Yes, That's a very good point,
irradiated tomatoes. What would happen if

the tomatoes were irradiated? That would
mean that the consumer who does not

know-

Mr. B. Newman: Glowing tomatoes.

Mr. Mancini: Yes, we would have glowing
tomatoes. That would mean that if the con-

sumer did not know whether the tomatoes
were from Kincardine or from Leamington,
he would not know which ones were ir-

radiated. The consumers wouldn't buy a

single tomato. The whole industry would go
bankrupt. The more I think about this Kin-

cardine thing, the worse it gets.

12:30 p.m.

I thought Dr. Premnanda and I published
a fairly nonpolitical constructive document
and I am sorry to say we got no response
from the Minister of Agriculture and Food
(Mr. Henderson), a man who has spent his

lifetime in agriculture, who should know and
be concerned about all aspects of agriculture.

He has not said a single word' in reply except:
"We are proceeding in Kincardine. Kincar-

dine is the answer. Somehow an industry in

Kincardine will solve Leamington's prob-
lems." That is not the answer.

I was very interested to see-^this was

brought to my attention by a Ministry of

Energy press release dated March 15, 1979—
who was actually involved in Kincardine,
which Ontario farmers were pressuring the

government, who was meeting with the

Minister of Agriculture and Food to help
build an industry in Kincardine. The Ministry
of Energy has told me who these particular
farmers are. Let me repeat them to the

House: George Weston Limited', a big farmer

from southwestern Ontario; TransCanada

PipeLines Limited, a big farmer from north-

em Ontario; Jarmain Holdings, another

farmer.

These names were mentioned in a Ministry
of Energy press release. These are the people
who are involved in the Kincardine project,

gigantic corporations who want vertical inte-

gration from the soil all the way to the

supermarket. These are the people who are

supposedly concerned about establishing a
new greenhouse industry. It won't take

George Weston Limited long to bankrupt
the Leamington farmers after it has been
able to create a stable situation in Kin-

cardine. Shame on the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food for being involved with these

people and helping to bankrupt Leamington
fanners. Are these the small farmers he cries

crocodile tears about? No, they are not.

In my critique on the greenhouse industry
I proposed two suggestions I quote from

page 15:

"Finally, I would like to conclude by
making two suggestions to the Ontario gov-
ernment which I believe to be affordable,

feasible and reasonable. One, that the
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Ontario government immediately starts on-

site experimentation in order to merge new
modern technology and the Leamington
farmers' cultural expertise. It is not good
enough just to have laboratory experimenta-
tion. The nevi' technology must be made to

work in practical circumstances in the field.

"Secondly, the Ontario government should

provide low-interest loans so that the

Leamington greenhouse farmer would be

able to afford to modernize his operations
with any present and future energy-saving

technology."

In the same way that the government has

assisted the pulp and paper industry with

millions of dollars and has given $28 million

to the Ford Motor Company of Canada
Limited for replacement jobs, it can assist a

whole industry situated in my riding.

We put the case clearly, fairly and non-

politically to the Minister of Agriculture and
Food. He saw fit not to take any action. We
saw fit to go to the Ministry of Industry and
Toiuism. They saw fit, with the Ontario Re-

search Foundation, to have a $50,000 study
carried out in my riding to see whether
modern technology can be merged with the

cultural expertise of the farmers. Shame on

the Minister of Agriculture and Food for

allowing the Ministry of Industry and Tour-

ism to usurp his responsibilities and take

action when he failed to do so.

Mr. Nixon: He is not even here.

Mr. Mancini: He's not even here to listen

to a word.
On April 9 I issued a press release con-

cerning a disturbing and unbelievable in-

cident—I guess I can call it an incident—

v/hich took place in my riding. We have
heard a great deal from the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) about
the Employment Development Fund. I say
the Employment Development Fund in my
riding has caused unemployment. I'd like to

read the press release I issued on April 9.

It is headed, "Employment Development
Fund Creates Unemployment." It reads:

"Since the middle of January, I have been
in contact with the Minister of Industry and
Tourism about the substantial layoff^s which
have occurred at Freedland Industries

Limited located in the town of Kingsville.
In this small town of about 5,000 people,
the laying off^ of more than 200 employees
will have considerable economic impact on
the community at large, not to mention the

hardship of the people involved and their

families.

"I have now also become seriously con-
cerned about the extent to which the Min-

istry of Industry and Tourism has, it seems,

been instrumental in bringing about these

layoffs, which are directly due to the fact

that the company has lost work, which it

previously carried out for Motor Wheel

Corporation of Lansing, to Rustshield

Plating Limited of Windsor.

"The ministry's involvement is twofold.

Back in 1970 Freedland received a $250,000

forgivable loan from the province. This loan

was completely forgiven in 1977," and I

quote from the minister,
"

'after the company
had fulfilled its commitments to the province
of Ontario.' Rustshield, on the other hand,
has in the last little while received a

$170,000 Employment Development Fund

grant, supposedly to create 60 so-called new

jobs and expand its operations.

"Just what kind of employment develop-
ment policy is the government pursuing? By
helping to create 60 jobs in Windsor, it has

effectively destroyed 200 jobs in Kingsville.

"Frankly, I am bitter and angry about

this entire matter. It is bad enough that

essential jobs have been lost in my riding,

due to direct government intervention, but

for Essex South taxpayers to be forced to

pay for the Rustshield expansion, which is

damaging their own community, is surely

heaoing insult upon injury.

"Throughout, the minister has been most

reluctant to provide me with information

on this matter. Because I believe he is hold-

ing back important details, I have today
tabled an Order Paper question. Under

legislative rules, the minister must respond
to such a question within 14 days"—and we
certainly look forward to his answers. "This

information will be made public by me to

the people of Essex South at the earliest

possible opportunity.
"This clear instance in my own riding

of the manner in which the Employment
Development Fund is actually creating un-

employment leads me to wonder if similar

situations have been created elsewhere in

the province."
That is basically the context of the press

release. What has happened is that we had

a small industry in one of my towns. It had

received a loan originally from the Ontario

government. The loan was forgiven. It thus

became a grant. This all happened in 1977.

Mr. Ashe: Did you complain about the

grant?

Mr. Mancini: Listen, this is important.

You have put 200 people out of work.

Two years later the same government

gives a grant to a company in Windsor

which is able to take the original contract
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from Freedland. Freedland basically opera-
ted on this one sole contract from Motor
Wheel Corporation of Lansing. Rustshield

was able to get this gift-$170,000 from the

government—to improve its status in the

contract negotiations and was able to take
the contract from Freedland Industries.

We traded 200 jobs for 60 and gave
away more than $400,000. That's the Em-
ployment Development Fund; that's the in-

dustrial policy of the Ontario Conservative

government.

Mr. Ashe: Did vou complain about the

$250,000?

Mr. Mancini: The people of Kingsville
are aware of this. No amount of double-
talk from that particular member or any
member from that side of the House is going
to be able to change the facts. The people
of Kingsville are aware, and they're not
happy. The Employment Development
Fund is a complete failure.

12:40 p.m.

Mr. Ashe: What a lot of garbage.
Mr. Mancini: The people of Kingsville

will be glad to read that comment from the
member for Durham West. (Mr. Ashe). The
member for Durham West has said it's a
bunch of garbage that we lost 200 jobs in

Kingsville. That's his opinion.

Mr. Ashe: You're a bunch of garbage,
talking the way you are.

Mr. Mancini: Now he heaps derogatory
remarks on me. I'm not going to get into
any name-calling with the member. But the
peiople of Kingsville are going to know what
he thinks about them losing 200 jobs. I can
guarantee that. Not only did we tax the
peoole of Essex South to give this money
to Rustshield, but we took 200 jobs from
them. If that makes any sense to anybody in
the province. I wish they could come to
Kingsville and explain it to the people.We have two provincial parks in my
riding. They are very-well-nm parks. I cer-
tainly have to compliment the Ministry of
Natural Resources. The people are happy
with our provincial parks. We have one
situated in Wheatley and we have one situa-
ted in Maiden township, just north of Am-
herstburg on Lake Erie.

One of thf? problems we have recentily
encountered that has been of great concern
to the people of Essex South is that tJie

Ministry of Natural Resources, without noti-

fving a single community leader, without
notifying a single reeve of any municipality,
without notifjdng the warden of Essex
county, without notifying anyone, decided in

its wisdom that Holiday Beach Provincial

Park in Maiden township, which serves

many thousands of Windsor and Essex

county residents, is going to be privatized.

Let me explain privatizing to members.
After I was able to find out what was hap-
pening, the reply from the ministry was,
''We were in the process of letting you know
that we were privatizing." Which is nice

to know; it's heartwarming to know that

once we found out, they were in the process
of making this public. They say for some
reason—I haven't put my finger on it yet—
the Ministry of Natural Resources can no
longer operate Holiday Beach Provincial

Park through the busy season, from May
until Labour Day. What they're going to do
is call for contracts. I believe they already
have 23 tenders. These people are going to

operate the park and take whatever profit-

Interjection.

Mr. Mancini: We hear more jabber from
the member for Durham West, but I'll try to

ignore him.

We have 23 tenders, and they are going
to operate the park. There are some serious

concerns here. The Ministry of Natural Re-

sources, which operated the park very well

and everyone was satisfied, was able to take

in only $61,000. It had three employees,
who spent three quarters of their time at

that park and one quarter somewhere else,

and approximately 16 part-time employees.
The grass was cut on time. The park was
well kept. Everything was kept clean and

everyone was satisfied.

But when you take in only $61,000 to

maintain a park this size and to make sure

the proper services are given, no one can

expect to make a profit. The park fees are

the same today as they were in 1973. We
haven't had an increase in park fees in aU
these years. Then the ministry complains
that it can't make any money, it can't break

even. However, even though there is much
opposition, they are going to go ahead and

open these tenders and they're going to have
someone operate the park.

I want to say to this individual: How can

anyone expect to maintain the park the way
the ministry did? The ministry informs me
a major prerequisite is going to be that who-
ever gets the park has to maintain it and
offer the same services the ministry has been
able to offer. How can anyone do that by
taking in only $61,000 and expect to make a

profit or a decent salary? This is beyond
belief.

I'm afraid the park is going to deteriorate.

The tourists who come to Essex coimty to
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spend money, stay and visit friends, rela-

tives or neighbours, or just pass through, are

going to receive less service. They're not

going to be as happy. Next year they might
not come back to Essex cotmty. The people
of Windsor and Essex county who paid for

the purchase of that land, who paid to make
that park what it is today, are now going to

receive something less than they orginally

paid for.

Parks in our society were never intended

to be fhe gigantic profit-making opportu-
nities the Conservatives want them to be.

They are part of our natural-resource system
where people of average income can go and

spend one, two or three days at a reasonable

cost and with reasonable service. They ex-

pect the grass to be cut and the beach to be

clean.

When did the government announce this

policy change? When did the Conservative

government say to the people of Ontario,

"We no longer think the provincial parks

are meant to be what they used to be, they're

going to be privatized, and we're going to

ask entrepreneurs to go in and try to make

money"? I've not heard that.

I have a question on the Order Paper,

and I'll be glad to see the answer from the

minister. His deadline has already passed.

He has asked for a two-week extension to

answer the question. We'll be glad to hear

the answer when we get it.

We in Essex county are not going to stand

for buying a park, paying for it, giving it to

a private entrepreneur, and then receiving

less service than before. That's not the in-

tention of a provincial park, and we don't

plan to stand for that economic nonsense.

Yesterday we had the opportunity to en-

gage in an emergency debate that was called

by the New Democratic Party, and supported

by the Liberal Party, concerning the im-

pending layoffs at the Ford Motor Company
casting plant in Windsor. On Wednesday of

this week several New Democrats, along
with the New Democratic Party leader, were

in Windsor trying to get as much publicity

as possible crying crocodile tears about the

layoflFs and telling the people of Windsor they

were going to have an emergency debate as

soon as they got back. We had that particular
debate.

But they failed to tell the people of

Windsor and Essex county a very important

thing. Even though they don't believe in the

economic policies of the Conservative gov-

ernment; even though they believe the gov-
ernment could do more for the people of

Windsor, and that they would if they were

the government; even though they believe

these things, they forgot to tell the people
of Windsor that at 5:45 p.m. on Monday the

love affair would begin again. There would
be hand-holding under the desks.

Mr. Renwick: I'll be in Windsor tomorrow
and ni tell them then.

Mr. Mancini: I know that bothers the

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick), Fve
heard the member for Riverdale give many
eloquent speeches in committees and in the

House. I know from listening to his speeches
how he feels about this government. I don't

know what happened between Christmas and

today to make all the things the member for

Riverdale said prior to that time period
irrelevant.

What has changed the mind of the mem-
ber for Riverdale? Has the government
instituted all those landlord-tenant reforms

he called for? Is that why he now is in a

new love affair with the government? Has it

instituted anything he can point to which

has caused him to change his mind? I'll

listen to the member for Riverdale if he has

an answer.

12:50 p.m.

The Ford casting plant in Windsor, we
all know now, is going to be closed. The

terminology that Ford uses now is "moth-

balling." We know the plant will be closed

and that a further 850 jobs will be lost in

Windsor. This is already added to the 2,600

layoffs at Ford, the 5,100 layoffs at Chrysler,

and the 2,100 layoffs in the auto parts in-

dustry. We have 20 per cent unemployment
in Windsor, Depression-level unemployment.

Yesterday in the debate concerning the

impending closure of the Ford plant, after

the minister responsible for the Treasury

(Mr. F. S. Miller) refuted the statement he

made in the Legislature on March 29, 1979—
and I quote, "Investment by Ford will have

significant impact. The new plant will repre-

sent a net direct addition to total employ-
ment in the area of 2,6(X) jobs"—and after

we were told clearly that the new Ford

engine plant in Windsor and the $28-million

provincial grant which helped bring it to

Windsor were only for replacement jobs and

not new jobs, I suggested that the Ontario

government should take steps to have re-

turned any grant money that has already

been given to Ford.

I suggested the government not give them

any further amounts of money, as Ford had

expected, and that the Ontario government
should use this $28 million for job creation

programs in Windsor and to help pay for
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extended unemployment insurance benefits

for the Windsor area auto workers whose

benefits have expired. That is what the $28

million should be ussed for.

Never did we know that the $28 million,

after having listened to the Treasiurer—read

Hansard, page 489, March 29, 1979-was

going to be used for replacement jobs. A
hoax has been perpetrated on the people of

Windsor and Essex county, a sad hoax by
this Ontario Conservative government.

Mr. Ashe: There are a few federal ministers

in Windsor. You should speak to them.

Mr. Nixon: Darcy McKeough is the only

one who knew what was going on.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, in my com-

munity of Amherstburg, we have the privilege

of living near the busiest seaway channel in

the world. We live on the Detroit River. The
town of Amherstburg is one of the oldest

toviTis in Ontario situated in that area, and

was made famous during the war of 1812,

as I am sure many of the historians in the

Ontario parliament would know.

(However, when one hves near such a busy

seaway one knows what the dangers are. We
have excessive vehicle traffic on the river,

with many people buying boats and with

freighters going up and down the river, many
at a time. We find the situation, although

pleasant and enjoyable most of the time,

dangerous some of the time. We have had
several fatahties on the Detroit River in the

past year. I brought this to the attention of

the Solicitor General (Mr. McMurtry), who is

responsible for the Ontario Provincial Police.

I asked him if he would convene a meeting

among the three levels of government to see

whether proper policing could be afforded

the Detroit River on the Canadian side. From

my knowledge, the minister did not convene
such a meeting.

Recendy, on March 24, 1980, possibly five

months since I put my original question,
which I put late in the fall because I wanted
the minister to have time to take action for

this coming spring, the minister replied that

there was not enough money in the Ontario

budget to ensure policing of the Detroit River.

It would be foohsh for anyone to assume we
had been asking for 24 hours a day, seven

days a week policing from April until Novem-

ber, but we need some type of security force

on the Detroit River.

The criminal element uses that river as a

crossing area to come into Canada. Surely the

Solicitor General should be concerned about

that? I brought it to his attention, and also

the fact that on many occasions, especially

during the holidays in the summer, the river

is severely congested. Some type of policing

force is needed for those times.

If there is not enough money in the budget
for constant policing, we accept that and we
accept the minister's answer. But we do not

accept, we totally reject, the answer that there

is nothing available whatsoever. I want to

bring this to the minister's attention again. I

see there are a couple of cabinet ministers

here, although I am sure the Solicitor General

is away on business of urgent public import-

ance.

If he gets a chance to read some of my
remarks I hope he would look at this problem

again to ensure that for the people who want

to use the Detroit River for enjoyable pur-

poses when the river is exceptionally con-

gested there will be some type of security

force there, there will be some type of police

visibility. That is very important to my riding.

It is very important to the people who use

the Detroit River. We have had several

fatalities and others may be avoided in the

future if we take proper steps now.

I see it is now almost 1 p.m. I have been

pleased to have this time to make my com-

ments in reply to the throne sx)eech. I made
them in all seriousness. I raised many con-

cerns which the people of Essex South feel

are near and dear, and I hope the govern-
ment looks at them in the manner in which I

have raised' them. They are straight problems
to which we want straight answers.

On motion by Mr. Breaugh, the debate

was adjourned.

The House adjourned at 1 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

FISH STOCKING PROGRAM
Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, last Decem-

ber I reported to this House concerning our

fisli stocking program in Lake Ontario. I dealt

more specifically with disease problems in

coho salmon, namely IPN or infectious pan-
creatic necrosis. I expressed our concern about

stocking the lake with diseased fish and the

effects that such stocking could possibly have
on other species in Lake Ontario, such as

brook, lake and rainbow trout.

I explained in my December statement that

I was debating the pros and cons of releasing
the coho in the spring and that any decision

would be deferred until I had studied the

science, the law and the intentions of other

agencies that are also releasing this species in

the Great Lakes. I have considered the advice

of the scientists of my ministry who have re-

viewed the programs of bordering Great Lakes
states. We have examined the economic and
recreational aspects, particularly of the Lake
Ontario salmon fisheries.

From this I have come to the conclusion

that virtually nothing would be gained by
failing to plant our coho salmon this year.

However, these plantings will be restricted

to Lake Ontario where, as members will know,
a number of other agencies, especially US
fisheries, are making similar and, in most

cases, larger plantings in the Great Lakes.

Before this decision was reached, a meeting
on stocking and' disease control programs and
concerns took place among the heads of Great
Lakes fisheries agencies, with my deputy
minister, Dr. Keith Reynolds, representing
our province. Prior to that meeting, more in-

formation was garnered from a January 17

meeting of the Great Lakes Fisheries Com-
mission's fish disease control committee at

Romulus, Michigan. So members can see that

the decision to release our coho was not made
without much soul-searching.

I want to assure you and all honourable

members, Mr. Speaker, that my ministry will

continue to press for and provide leadership

Monday, April 14, 1980

in an international eflFort to control disease

and to search for and develop disease-free

salmon stocks. But this will take time. There
is no logic in our being out of step with every-
one else to the detriment of a thriving sports

fishery which has developed in recent years.
I would like to repeat, however, that it is our

firm intention to encourage all other agencies
which make Pacific salmon plantings in the
Great Lakes also to pursue most vigorously
efforts to reduce and eventually eliminate the

planting of diseased fish.

Our goal must be to improve the overall

environment and habitat of the Great Lakes
for the establishment of other salmonoids
which will be self-propagating, something
which, it appears, coho and chinook are un-

likely to be.

As members know, rainbow trout reproduce

successfully in a number of Lake Ontario

streams. Our stream improvement work under
the strategic planning for Ontario fisheries

(SPOF) program is extending the number of

successful spawning streams. In the case of

stocked lake trout, we have observed concen-

trations of mature spawners on the shoals of

eastern Lake Ontario, and we are checking
on the success of reproduction by searching
for young fish.

Such growing evidence suggests welcome
and encouraging results of the province's
efforts, spearheaded by the Ministry of the

Environment, to improve the water quality
of the Great Lakes, especially Lake Ontario

and Lake Erie. This year we will supplement
the coho plantings with 140,000 rainbow and

400,000 lake trout in Lake Ontario. Members
will be interested, I am sure, to note that the

plantings this spring will bring our total

plantings over the past five years to approxi-

mately 587,000 rainbows, 1,282,000 lake

trout and 945,000 cohos. This is in addition

to some 539,000 fingerling chinook salmon.

We are taking these steps to continue my
ministry's dedicated eflForts to maintain and

ex-pand our fishery heritage in the Great

Lakes.

SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDY

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, on

February 22, at the Secondary School Head-
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masters' Council, I announced that the

Ministry of Education would commence an
intensive one-year study of secondary school

education in this province.

The study will be under the chairmanship
of Mr. Duncan Green, director of education

for the city of Toronto. I am grateful to the

board of education for the city of Toronto
for permitting his participation in this im-

portant study. Mr. Green, who is a former

secondary school teacher and principal, v^dll

assume the responsibility of generating a

;seTies of sequential reports. These reports
will deal with assessment, evaluation, re-

action and design, which vdll culminate in

recommendations that will indicate the ways
and means whereby secondary education can

operate in the best interest of students and

society as we approach the 21st century.

The project includes the following objec-
tives: to focus upon the needs and the goals
of secondary students commensurate with

their levels of ability; to set the criteria for

a program which prepares students for the

futures envisaged by society; to assess the

goals of education and to realign the second-

ary school program to ensure that the goals
and programs are compatible and viable; to

redesign the program to better prepare
students for the world of work; to consider

the structure of intermediate and senior

divisions Avith respect to the characteristics

of adolescents and the problem of mobility
of students within and to or from the prov-
ince; to assess such features as the credit

system, required subject policy and diploma
requirements; to devise means to provide
appropriate educational programs which in-

clude courses at various levels of difficulty to

meet the needs of students with different in-

terests and aptitudes; and to re^ond to con-
cerns regarding standards and discipline in

secondary schools.

The project will involve the work of four

committees which will operate in a consecu-

tive progression towards the development of

the overall plan. The membership of the

committees will include educators employed
by school boards, students, representatives of

parents, emplovees' organizations, represen-
tatives of employers and others from the

private sector, and officials of the Ministry
of Education. Each of the committees vdll

be chaired by Mr. Green.

The first committee is the steering com-

mittee, with a membership of 18 people, in-

cluding a secretariat. I wdll name the mem-
bers at the conclusion of this statement. The
steering committee commenced its work on

April 1 and will function until March 31,

1981. Its initial activity will be the prepara-
tion of an assessment report which will

identify existing issues and problems relating
to secondary education, assess the issues and

problems in their present context and com-
ment on future possible directions and alter-

natives. This exercise will take place during
the next three months, after which the steer-

ing committee will continue to co-ordinate

the activities of subsequent committees as the

project progresses.

2:10 p.m.

The second committee is the evaluation

committee, consisting of approximately 10

members, with a balanced membership repre-

senting both the Ontario public and' the pro-
fession of education. Its peak activity will

take about three months, overlapping with

the work of the steering committee in the

early summer of this year. The evaluation

committee will study and analyse the assess-

ment report and assist the steering committee
in organizing a symposium to be convened
for three days which will provide an oppor-

tunity for approximately 175 participants to

react to papers and debates on issues related

to secondary education. International, national

and provincial expertise will be provided and

will be a valuable input.

On the basis of the reaction with experts,

submitted papers and symposium findings, the

evaluation committee will prepare a report

for the consideration of the steering com-
mittee.

The third committee is called the reaction

committee, and it is to consist entirely of

members drawn from the general public, in-

cluding students. The committee members will

have attended the symposium and will then

have the opportunity to react to the papers

presented, to discuss further and analyse the

issues that are of concern, to review the re-

ports of the previous committees and to assess

contemporary data. That committee will sub-

mit a report for the use of the steering com-
mittee. The work of the reaction committee

will require approximately two months and

should' be completed early this fall.

The final committee is the design com-

mittee. Its membership of approximately 12

people will be drav^ni entirely from the edu-

cation profession, and it will study and review

the assessment, evaluation and reaction re-

ports. These members will also have partici-

pated in the symposium.

From the broad background of studies

generated throughout the project, the design

committee wall develop a secondary school

plan and submit this as a design report to be
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prepared' over approximately a three-month

period and to be ready by the end of 1980.

The steering committee will publish the

design plan as a discussion paper on second-

ary education for comment by the general

public and the educational community. The
time allotted for reaction to this paper is

approximately three months. On the basis of

reaction to the discussion pai>er, the steering

committee will prepare a final blueprint for

secondary education in Ontario which will be

examined by senior officials within the Minis-

try of Education and submitted for considera-

tion a year from now.

Mr. Green, the project chairman, will con-

tinue with the Ministry of Education until the

end of June 1981 and act in a consultative

role as we consider the future implementation
of the project's recommendation for secondary
schools in this province. The secretariat,

which consists of Mr. Green and three minis-

try officials, will be working full-time through-
out the entire project and will assist the four

committees in their studies and the develop-
ment of their reports.

The steering committee wiH have the over-

all responsibility for monitoring the activities

of the secondary school education review

project. I am pleased today to announce the

members of the steering committee.

The membership is: Mr. Duncan Green,

project chairman, director of education, To-

ronto Board of Education; Mrs. Sonia Bata,

director of Bata Limited; Mrs. Jalynn Bennett,

assistant vice-president. Manufacturers* Life

Insurance Company; Mr. Gerald Blake, educa-

tion officer, senior and continuing educa-

tion branch, Ministry of Edtication: Mr.

Thomas Bolton, deputy chairman and chief

executive officer. Dominion Stores Limited;
Mr. Carl Butcher, regional director of edu-

cation, midnorthern Ontario region; Mr.

Frank Clifford, director of education, Water-

loo County Roman Catholic Separate School

Board.

Mr. P. R. Doyle, president, Sault College

of Applied Arts and Technology; Mrs. Kay

Forsythe, chairman, Kapuskasing Board of

Education; Mr. George Isford, education

officer, senior and continuing education

branch; Mr. Rosaire L^ger, director of edu-

cation, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry

County Board of Education; Mr. Gregory

Murtagh, director of education and training,

Ontario Federation of Labour; Dr. Charles

Pascal, chairman of higher education group,
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education;

Dr. Ronald Watts, principal and vice-chan-

cellor. Queen's University; and Mrs. Mar-

garet Wilson, president, Ontario Secondary
School Teachers' Federation.

The secretariat consists of Mr. Green, Mr.

Patrick Fleck, Mr. Jack Bell and Mr. Morris

Liebovitz.

Mr. Nixon: How much is that going to

cost?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Six hundred thou-

sand dollars.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, today I

would like to table the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications and the

Ministry of Northern Affairs road construc-

tion program for 1980-81. This fiscal year my
ministry is planning to spend an estimated

$302.1 million for construction on the King's

highway system in northern and southern

Ontario, an increase of approximately $26
million over last year.

In addition, we will be subsidisdng munic-

ipal road construction for another $220 mil-

lion, which generates about $380 million in

total expenditures when we include the

municipalities' share.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Obviously some of the

members are not interested in the road pro-

gram, Mr. Speaker. I know you are interest-

ed in our road program, and I thank you
for listening so intently.

In all, some $682.1 million will be spent
on projects considered critical to preserve
the present quality of the existing highway
system, which ensures the nwvement of

goods and people in Ontario.

iBriefly, we are proposing new work on a

total of 579 kilometres of the provincial high-

way system in southern Ontario, primarily

on two-lane highways. Construction of 64

bridges is also scheduled to begin.

In northern Ontario, my ministry will con-

tinue to carry out the planning, design and

construction of some 575 kilometres of pro-

vincial highways, a system which I am sure

all the members know is the partial responsi-

bility of the Ministry of Northern Affairs,

which allocates the JFunds for capital road

construction. Again, the majority of the work

is primarily on two-lane highways, although

the construction of passing lanes, remote and

municipal airports is also included.

Details of all these projects and others are

contained in the program document I am

tabling now, copies of which will go to all

members via the legislative post office. In

addition, we are including copies of the
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ministry's long-range perspective for pro-
vincial roads, reflecting the government's

viewpoint of Ontario's future highway sys-

tem, a perspective which, of course, is sub-

ject to an annual review.

ORAL QUESTIONS

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

direct a question to the Minister of the En-
vironment (Mr. Parrott) who is in the process
of taking his seat. Given that there is only
a month or so—because of the nature of the

material and the time of year in which it has

to be used—before the minister will be giv-

ing out permits to spray the 2,4,5-T and

2,4,5-TP stocks, would the minister agree to

the immediate formation of a committee

representing all three parties in the House
to review the available evidence and to oflFer

advice to the minister and to the Legislature?
Would he agree, before doing any spraying
of this material, that there should be such
a committee?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I find' that

an unusual suggestion, given the history. As
the member well knows, I consulted with his

Liberal critic and had what I thought was a

reasonable agreement on what we would do.

I also consulted with the New Democratic

Party and was told I really could not expect
them to take that kind of responsibility on
behalf of the government. In other words,
the member's suggestion has been rejected by
the New Democratic Party previously; so I

see no way it would make sense. Indeed, his

own member has not seen fit to give alterna-

tive advice.

Mr. S. Smith: I am disappointed that the

minister continues in this vein. The minister

now admits that the information he gave to

both opposition critics was incomplete—

Hon. Mr. Parrott: On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker: I did not—

Mr. Speaker: Let him finish.

2:20 p.m.

Mr. S. Smith: —inasmuch as four of the
most recent articles were not even read by
the Pesticides Advisory Committee. The minis-
ter admits that at least some of the articles

show that 2,4,5-T is a danger to health, and
some of those articles have not been read by
the Pesticides Advisory Committee. He also

admits that he did' not know about the possi-

bility of burning at sea. And who knows what
other information he did not have when he
consulted with the critic.

Since this is so, why will he not accept a

constructive and reasonable suggestion to have
an immediate committee set up, with all three

parties on it, to look at the available informa-

tion, to meet with members of the Pesticides

Advisory Committee and to make a decision

within the next month before he starts to

spray a material that he considers too danger-
ous to store?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: It is rather interesting

that the leader of the Liberal Party should

suggest in this House that we meet with the

Pesticides Advisory Committee. Just last week
I made it very clear in this House that the

chairman of that committee was here on that

given day, and not a single soul of this House,

including the Leader of the Opposition, chose

to consult with him then or since. In fairness,

he was here.

Mr. Nixon: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker: The honourable minister said in this

House that the gentleman was waiting in the

lobby to spyeak to us. We went out there and
could not find him. What kind of an arrange-
ment is that supposed to be? He was not out

there. Let us bring him into this committee.

What kind of arrangement is that?

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The Minister of the

Environment has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: With due respect, Mr.

Speaker, a member of the press did find' the

gentleman in question. I really thought that

the members opposite would have had the

same ability to have ferreted out that gentle-
man which they suggest is so difiicult. Not

only was the press able to find him, but I

also made an offer here and I pleaded with

members to speak to him. He was readily

available.

May I go the next step and suggest that, if

the members wish to speak with the com-
mittee as a whole, I will be very glad to offer

their services. But I do reject the concept that

they will not accept the responsibility and
then ask the next day that they have that

privilege again.

Ms. Bryden: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I would certainly be interested in examining
the evidence that has come before the Pesti-

cides Advisory Committee and meeting with

them. But I would like to ask the minister,

while this is going on, will he put on a com-
olete ban and not issue any permits this year?
Will he have it put in storage for another year
until we get a chance to look at the evidence?

There is all sorts of new evidence coming in—
a new study going on in Australia and so on.

Will the minister maintain the complete ban
for another year?
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Hom. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I think we
have answered that question several times. I

have acted on the best advice it is possible

to get in Ontario. There isn't any doubt

about that. The leader of the Liberal Party

suggests there were one or two studies that

the committee has not seen, as though that

was a very representative approach to the

consideration of the committee. I think that

is not correct, that they have-

Mr. S. Smith: It was the basis of the

EPA's whole case.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: No, it wasn't. Indeed,

the committee reviewed many pieces of

literature, and the chairman was involved

with those studies right at the very inception.

He has been well briefed in not only those

studies but many others. I listed them in the

House and I think all I can do is reiterate

that we will be more than pleased to let

any members of the House visit with the

committee. The member for Beaches-Wood-

bine (Ms. Bryden) suggests that they will

not take part of the responsibility, that we
take that solely on ourselves. That's fair

enough; I understand that and accept that.

But I think the consultative process would
be not very fruitful.

Mr. S. Smith: Instead of sending members
of the House out to see if we can ferret out

the chairman of this or that committee, will

the minister do things in a businesslike

fashion? Will he arrange to have a committee

of all parties in the House meet expeditious-

ly on the matter?

While he is deciding that, can he tell the

House whether he has ever laid eyes on this

report, which happens to show the at-sea

incineration of herbicide Orange on board
the MT Vuloanus. Has he personally ever

laid eyes on this report, and what does he
think it says?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: It is interesting that the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith)

suggests he has all this great information and
then—I had better be careful with my choice

of words—he implies that 2,4,5-T is being
burned at sea. It is not. He implies that it

is the same thing as Agent Orange. It is not.

If he has read that report, I think he needs
his glasses improved a great deal, because
he doesn't read it very well.

Mr. Wildman: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: First, since the minister seems determined
to allow spraying across the province this

summer, and especially in northern Ontario,
is he ready to admit that 2,4,5-T will be

sprayed in conjunction with 2,4-D, which is

Agent Orange?

Second, if he is concerned about the safety

of this pesticide, is he lobbying with the

federal Minister of Agriculture to deregister
this material for use across Canada?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I am not sure I heard
that correctly, Mr. Speaker, but I thought I

heard that 2,4,5-T is one and the same as

Agent Orange.

Mr. Wildman: That is not what I said.

What I said was that 2,4,5-T would be

sprayed in conjunction with 2,4-D. The com-
bination is indeed Agent Orange.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: There is a vast dif-

ference, as I have tried to indicate here in

the House. The member is wrong on two
occasions. We are talking about Agent
Orange which has a tens of thousands more
concentrated form. As I said in the House
the other night, that makes an entirely dif-

ferent preparation.
Second, the member has incorrectly sug-

gested that it would be sprayed only in

northern Ontario. I answered that previously.

I said it would be used as a useful product
on the same conditions throughout all of

Ontario.

PHYSICIANS OPTING OUT OF OHIP

Mr. S. Smith: I would like to ask a ques-
tion of the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrel!),

Mr. Speaker. In his submission to the Hall

commission on health services the minister

stated, and repeated in the Globe and Mail

today, that the issue of physician participation

in the Ontario Health Insurance Plan has

been a concern to some observers of the

health-care system. I would like to know from

the minister: Is he one of these concerned

observers and is he worried about the rate of

participation in OHIP? If he is concerned,
what does he intend to do about it?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, short of

rereading into the record the full extent of the

Hall submissions—which I would like to do

at some point in the future, perhaps in the

budget debate—let me say that of course we
are concerned. I think our actions prove that.

In particular, we have been very careful not

to take actions that would undermine the

health-care system of this province.

Mr. S. Smith: I think it behooves the minis-

ter to have the courage either to state that he

finds the present situation reasonably satis-

factory and is prepared to let it continue, or to

state that he is seriously concerned about the

present level and finds that it is not accept-

able to let it continue. Why will he not get

off the fence? I know the Premier (Mr. Davis)

refers to me as unbalanced, but he knows a
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lot about balance, because he has been on the

fence on this issue the whole time.

Interjections.

Mr. S. Smith: The minister's allies to my
left who are supporting him on health care

are busy interjecting. His allies in the New
Democratic Party want the present situation

to continue for at least one more year. We
know that much. What I want to know is:

What does the minister want? I know what
the NDP wants. It wants the present situation

to continue for another 12 months. But what
does the minister want? Does he want the

present situation to continue as it is? Is he
concerned about it? Is he not? If he is con-

cerned, why does he not take action to change
the situation?

2:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I find it amusing that it

would be the Leader of the Opposition who
would make remarks about sitting on the

fence. He reminds me of that member of the

British House who was referred to by the

Right Honourable Lloyd George in 1915 as

having sat on the fence so long that the steel

was embedded in his soul. That's the member
for Hamilton West (Mr. S. Smith).
The honourable member knows very well

that we believe the present system has served
the people of this province e>rtremely well. I

don't know if he has read the whole sub-
mission to Hall—likely not—but the opting-out
situation is in the main confined to six coun-
ties. Our reaction to that is to address par-
ticular concerns that have led to opting-out,
such as concerns about family practitioners'
incomes. That has led to a significant reduc-
tion in the number of GPs opting out down to

very manageable proportions. We have also

developed proposals such as the alternative

payment arrangement for anaesthesists. We
will continue to explore for, find and apply
innovative solutions to particular problems
rather than using some heavy club. I'm not
siu-e whether the Leader of the Opposition
agrees with that, because he has never taken
a position one way or the other.

Mr. Breaugh: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: I would like to ask the minister if, when
he is reading into the record his concerns, he
would also read into the record the concerns
that we expressed before Mr. Justice Hall?

Further, would the minister also read into

the record all the fine concerns expressed by
the Liberal Party of Ontario to Mr. Justice
Hall? It shouldn't take long, because that

party didn't say a damned thing.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I am
siu-e that at the appropriate time my friend

from Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) will read into
the record his own brief. I am waiting to see
what the member sends Mr. Justice Hall, in-

asmuch as he promised to send him some
information as to how the member would
implement what he said he thought should
be done. I am deeply interested in that. But
I agree with the member: I was most im-

pressed with the Liberal brief to the Hall
commission. It's the typical thing that comes
out of Liberal parties.

Mr. S. Smith: If I were the mmister, I

would be embarrassed at the support of the
NDP.
The minister has referred to the situation

involving the specialty of anaesthesia; will

he tell us whether the anaesthesists of On-
tario have accepted his suggestion that they
all accept to work on contract? If they have
not yet accepted his suggestion, is he pre-
pared to make it an order?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: We have been ap-
proached by a number of the larger
anaesthetist groups which have indicated an
interest in this proposal. As I indicated to the
House a number of weeks ago we will, there-

fore, be sitting down with them on an in-

dividual basis. I believe meetings have
akeady been held and will be held over the

spring. In this way we believe we will be
able to bring about a mutually satisfactory
solution rather than driving some of our best

physicians out of Ontario.

EQUAL PAY

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion to the Premier (Mr. Davis) since he was
talking to the women's conference of his

party at about the same time I was talking
this weekend to the women's conference of
the New Democratic Party in Kitchener. Our
people came up with damned fine recom-
mendations as well.

Now that the women of the Progressive
Conservative Party have added their voice
to what women in the NDP and women
across this province have been saying for a

long time now in urging the government to

bring in legislation to provide for equal pay
for work of equal value, is the government
prepared to bring Bill 3, which would pro-
vide that equal pay, into this Legislature for

third reading? This is the bill introduced by
the member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr.

Bounsall). If not, is the government prepared
to announce that a bill from the government
side to bring equal pay for work of equal
value will be before this Legislature this

spring?
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Mr. Breithaupt: You don't have to vote for

them.

Mr. Bolan: Let the Premier throw them
a crumb.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would only

say to the interjections of the Liberal Party
that it's quite obvious the relief they feel

that the New Democratic Party, in its wisdom,
may support the government a little later

today is causing them a great deal of em-
barrassment,

Mr. Breithaupt: Up to the wall.

Mr. S. Smith: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, the member said

something earlier to me about how I was
surrounded by the most incompetent group
of people he has ever seen. The only reason

he can say that is he never looks to his left,

he never looks to his right and he never looks

behind him. That's how he would make that

sort of observation. That is the kind of thing
that limits his political career. That is what
will limit his political career.

Mr. Speaker: Need I remind the Premier
that the question was asked by the member
for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) and had

something to do with equal rights?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was just

trying to get equal rights in the Legislatinre.
I was just answering a supplementary obser-

vation from the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. Roy: Say "Yes, Mike, my friend."

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I have to say to the

member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy)—
Mr. Speaker: No, you don't have to say

that at all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: This is the first time I

have seen him on a Monday in generations.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Premier have a re-

sponse?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, I do, Mr. Speaker.

They really are interrupting me.
I would say to the leader of the New

Democratic Party that I hope he reads very
carefully the text of what I said on Saturday.
I know it is upsetting to the Leader of the

Opposition, but I did indicate a degree of

responsibility on the part of the New Demo-
cratic Party, which promoted a response from
the leader. Did my friend hear his response
on the news? It was very facetious and some-
what sarcastic.

However, I did have the pleasure of speak-
ing to more than 300 dedicated, hard-working,
intelligent Progressive Conservative women on

Saturday; that is correct. I assume the leader

of the New Democratic Party had the same
delightful experience with the same numbers

when he was addressing whatever the multi-

tude was in Kitchener. It was not quite that

number, I happen to know.
What I did make clear to the women of our

association was that this government, in terms

of its desire to see equality, had taken signifi-

cant steps of both a legislative nature and a

policy nature. I pointed out to them the dis-

tinction between equal pay for equal work
and equal pay for work of equal value, and
made it quite clear-

Mr. Bounsall: They knew it all right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am just telling the mem-
bers what was said. I made it quite clear to

them that this government is committed to

equality of opportunity, to nondiscrimination;

this applies to females as well as males. I said

this government has been in the forefront of

this sort of approach for many years, and we
would continue to pursue this matter over the

next several months. That is, in substance,
what I said.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the Premier says this

government has been committed to equality
of opportunity and to that principle for a num-
ber of years, explain why it is at present, of

the $400 million spent annu^ly in Ontario

on skills training for workers in the province,
that only $6 million, or 1.5 per cent, is spent
on the 40 per cent of the work force who are

female? Can the Premier explain that in-

equality?
Is the government prepared to bring in an

affirmative action program at least to redness

that imbalance and to give women equality of

opportunity in the work force if he will not

give them equal pay for work of equal value?

2:40 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the leader of the

New Democratic Party knows full well from
the historical standpoint why there are more
males than females involved in, shall we say,

skills training.

Mr. Cassidy: No, I don't.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member does know.

Historically there have been more men than

women involved in that sort of activity. I

am not saying whether that is good or bad.

I am just saying that is historically the case.

It is also historically the case that manpower
training programs or on-the-job training pro-

grams by and large have related to the job

occupations that are there at present.

This government, through the Ministry of

Education and the Ministry of Labour, is

making every eff^ort to see that these pro-

grams are expanded to include women. But

I say once again to the leader of the New
Democratic Party that part of the problem
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historically has related to the traditional

Ix>sition of the labour union movement
when it comes to questions of apprentice-

ship, et cetera. I lived with it as Minister of

Education and debated with the heads of

the labour unions as to what degree of credit

would be given in the four-year program in

the secondary schools in this province. I

know what their attitude was then. It has

improved.
I think we can anticipate that they will

see, along with the business community itself,

a far higher percentage of women moving
into those particular areas. But it will not

be done overnight. I am not going to lead

anyone astray.

There are certain historical or established

situations of which a number of people who
support the New Democratic Party have
been a part over the years.

Mr. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Doesn't the Premier consider it to be a

paradox, if not positively antediluvian, that

his own party and the New Democratic

Party still have separate women's groups,
instead of the women being active members
of the parties? Surely it is an old-fashioned

approach that the Premier is leading a party
where the Progressive Conservative women
—they're fine people, and many of them vote

for me in my own constituency—are required
to be hived off to meet separately, and every
now and then the Premier and one of his

colleagues will go down and say: "You're

coming along fine. We think you're doing a

good job." Siu^ely it's time he showed by his

actions that he really believes in equality
in that regard.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the Liberal

Party of Ontario—or, as their letterhead now
indicates, the Smith Party of Ontario—could
never have a women's organization. The
women in my party debated this at some
length—they are not told what to do; they
are quite independent, quite intelligent and
have the capacity to make their own de-

terminations—and said, "We would like to

have the Ontario Progressive Conservative
Association of Women."

Unlike the Leader of the Opposition or the

Liberal House leader (Mr. Nixon)—the former
leader who is some days acting leader—who
dictate to the women in their party, the

women in my party are independent and can
make their own determinations.

Mr. Bounsall: By way of supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, when the Premier addressed his

remarks to the Ontario Progressive Con-
servative Association of Women on Saturday

and dwelt upon the topic of the technical

difficulties of implementation of equal pay
for work of equal value, can this House
assume that neither the Premier nor the Min-
ister of Labour (Mr. Elgie) knew that the

Quebec Human Rights Commission, the

Canadian Human Rights Commission and the

United Steelworkers of America, all three

of whom have a clear implementation method
for achieving this principle, all oflFered On-
tario their advice and expertise in this area?

Hon. Mr, Davis: Mr. Speaker, I say to

the member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr.

Bounsall) that I covered many topics when
I was discussing certain issues. I covered

topics such as the rather apparent desire of

the Liberal opposition in this province to

have an election at any cost, at any price,

for any reason, at any time, with no justifica-

tion. That made up a part of my remarks.

This is all in answer to the question.

Mr. Breithaupt: An election based on prin-

ciple.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Kitchener

(Mr. Breithaupt) should be careful. We may
beat him this time. He should be a little more
nervous. It will be in the same way we de-

feated his cousin in Peel South. Does he re-

member? We're looking forward to it.

I also touched on many other subjects. I

will not burden the House with them, because

I know the members do not want to hear me
repeat all of those things. I am not averse to

getting advice, suggestions, information or

guidance from any source. It is then our re-

sponsibility to assess how helpful it is.

ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) about

the impact of interest rates on Ontario farmers

who, it is estimated, are going to suflFer a 40

per cent drop in their net incomes this year
and who have had an increase of $140 mil-

lion in interest charges over the last two

years and face a further increase of $140
million in interest charges in 1980.

Can the minister tell the House, given that

Ontario has got the least generous provisions

of interest rate assistance to farmers of any

province in all Canada, when we can expect

programs from this government to help farm-

ers who are hit by the rising interest rates

and thereby, as well, help consumers have an

assured, continued supply of food at reason-

able costs?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I think that

is basically the same question I was asked on

Thursday, if I am not wrong. At that time, I
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tried to answer the question. I had been

hoping for some guidance from the speech
from the throne in Ottawa today. I really

have not seen much guidance in that speech

and, therefore, I am continuing with my
efForts to see what can be done.

Mr. Cassidy: Given the fact that his Liberal

colleagues are not prepared to act on this,

according to the speech from the throne, are

the Treasurer and government of Ontario

prepared to implement any action to protect

farmers, some of whom are being driven to

the wall because of the interest rates that are

being charged for the spring seeding and
other costs they have to bear for the spring

planting?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Obviously we are con-

sidering the impact and the costs of assis-

tance to a number of areas. It has to be said

that it is not easy to draw a line. I think the

member would agree with that. A farmer has

specific problems. A small business has specific

problems. Individuals owning homes have

specific problems. One of the problems we
face is that a program for one immediately

^^gets a program for another. It is very diflB-

ciilt to know whether the total impact can be
borne. We had hoped for some guidance—so

far I have not seen it in this document—to say
there would be some kind of a federal pro-

gram. I trust and sincerely hope there will be.

In the event there is not, of course, Ontario

has to consider alternatives.

Mr. McKessock: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: In view of the fact that other provinces
in Canada have moved on their own and have
not waited for the federal government, and
in view of the fact that there does not appear
to be anything in the throne speech for the

farmers in regard to assistance on interest

rates, can we expect in the provincial budget
that will be coming out soon to have a pro-

gram similar to what the other provinces in

Canada are doing for their farmers?

Hon. F. S. Miller: With the budget's

being a week tomorrow, Mr. Speaker, I am
afraid the member will have to await that

date.

Mr. Cassidy: Given the fact that farming
in Ontario is almost as imi)ortant to the

Canadian economy as farming is in Sas-

katchewan, can the Treasurer explain why
we could not at least emulate the provisions
of interest rate assistance that are given to

farmers in the great province of Saskatche-

wan, where FarmStart programs allow farm-

ers an interest rate of eight per cent on the

first $90,000 and thereby enable young
farmers to get into and stay in farming?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I tried to point out that

I am not unaware of the gravity of the

problem here. In fact, I would have to argue
that I do not know how a young farmer gets
started in business today if one has to buy a
business.

The facts are very red. The gentlemen
from Grey-Bruce area who came here with

the member the other day had a number of

problems of which interest rates were one. A
ULunber of the farmers were hog producers,
as I recall. It is not a question of interest

rates alone for hog producers. I think the

member would be the first to admit it.

Digressing for a second, I ran into one

problem with the photographers. They
brought a big, I would say, bovine animal

with them that day. The photographer who
w'as talking to me said it was a cow. I said it

was a bull. A young lady in the elevator

said it was a steer. I was only able to say I

would not steer members wrong, and that's

no bull.

Interjections.

2:50 p.m.

Mr. Riddell: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: The problem is a little more serious

than the minister would lead us to believe.

Is he aware of the vulnerability of our farm-

ers to foreign investors? Their interest rates

are now so high that they are being com-

pelled to sell their operations, and thousands

of acres of land are now being sold to

foreign investors. That is absolutely right. I

wonder if the minister is aware of that and
if it is not time to do something to try to

keep the land in Canadian ownership.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I am aware of the

allegations the member for Huron-Middlesex

(Mr. Riddell) has made fairly consistently,

but I think the person best able to answer
tihat question is the Minister of Agriculture
and Food (Mr. Henderson), who has often

discussed the problem with cabinet.

PRE-TRIAL PUBLICITY

Mr. Stong: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) with

respect to the Allen Spraggett case. The minis-

ter often has held' himself out to be a cham-

pion of the rights, freedoms and protections of

the individual in our society. In so far as that

local and well-known broadcaster has been
not only acquitted, but also completely vindi-

cated by a court at his trial—although not be-

fore suffering tremendous personal loss and

humiliation as a result of untimely publicity
—will the minister introduce legislation to pro-
tect the identity of accused persons at least
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until the time of trial, saving them from trial

by media with all its consequent negative
ramifications?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I share

the concerns expressed by the member for

York Centre (Mr. Stong). As he knows, this is

a diflBcult, controversial issue. It is a matter
I have discussed with media representatives—
for example, at their annual seminar at the

University of Western Ontario—because I

agree with him that many individuals, par-

ticularly those who are prominent and have
some public profile, have their reputations

damaged irreparably by pre-trial publicity.
A subsequent acquittal is of little comfort to

those individuals. The public forgets the ac-

quittal and recalls the initial publicity, which
is often quite extensive, as it was in this case.

On the other side of the issue we have the

right of the public and of the press to know
when somebody has been arrested, particu-

larly if this arrest involves incarceration, so

that it does not appear that these matters are

being held in secret. Against the one issue we
have the other issue, that this criminal process
be carried on as openly as possible. I know
the member would agree that also is a serious

consideration.

It is a matter that has long troubled! me as

a lawyer who was active in the courts before

becoming a member of this Legislature. I will

welcome discussion of the matter during the

estimates of the Ministry of the Attorney
General, which will commence on Wednesday
of this week.

I am not in a position to state that I would

support such legislation but, at the same time,
I have to concede it troubles me greatly. I

think it brings unnecessary unfairness into

the lives of many people who are judged to

be not guilty at a later date. I just do not see

any ready solution to it at present other than

to continue to urge our friends in the media
to show great restraint as far as pre-trial

publicity is concerned.

Mr. Stong: Does the minister at any rate

rpcognize that the two interests that he has
alluded to are not irreconcilable, namely, the

right of the public to know and the protec-
Hon of the individual from unfortunate, un-

timely publicity? In so far as those two prin-

ciples are not irreconcilable, in my respectful

submission, does the minister not recognize
that the public can be made aware of the

facts without disclosure of identity?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: In certain cases that

Is quite so. In other cases it may not be so. I

don't think I can add anything further to

what I have said, other than that it is an
issue I am not prepared to give an o£F-the-cufiF

response to and say, yes, we should have legis-

lation or, no, we shouldn't have legislation.

I really suggest it is a matter that does re-

quire a great deal of thoughtful discussion

and well-considered' debate.

DECLINING ENROLMENT
Mr. Bounsall: I have a question of the

Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson),
Mr. Speaker.
With reference to the honourable min-

ister's statement today on the Green study
and investigation on post-secondar>' educa-

tion, can she assure the House that this study
will in no way delay her fonnal response to

the Jackson Commission on Declining School

Enrolments in Ontario, a response we have

been expecting periodically since last summer,
and v/ill in no way interfere with or delay
the public hearings on her resi>onse before a

committee of this Legislature, as she also has

been promising since last summer?

Hon. Miss Stenhenson: Mr. Speaker, I can

make that assurance to the honourable

member.
Mr. Sweeney: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would that also include the hon-

ourable minister's response to the committee

on the cost of education, started in 1970?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, the

commitment I made was related specifically

to the report of the commission on declin-

ing enrolments. Of course, much of the

activity recommended in the earlier reports,

the compendium of seven or eight repiorts

altogether, has already been carried out.

Some of what Dr. Jackson suggested is

similar to that which was recommended by
tfiat other committee. It will not include a

formal response to that committee's reports,

no.

FRENCH-LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

of the Minister of Education (Miss Stephen-

son).
On December 28, 1979, when the hon-

ourable minister made an announcement for

Ottawa-Carleton that she was rejecting what

had been accepted unanimously in all of

Ottawa-Carleton-that is, a French-language

sdhool board-^srhe said what she would be

doing was establishing What is called French-

language i>anels. The purpose of these panels

was to allow Frendh-language trustees to

have more say in the decision-making process

affecting francophone education in Ottawa-

Carleton.

When does the honourable minister plan to

implement this decision, and does she plan
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to implement it in spite of the fact this sug-

gestion has been rejected unanimously by
francophones and anglophones in Ottawa-

Carleton?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

am not sure I could support that rather

sweeping final statement of the honourable

member, but I am delighted to have the

opportunity to resxx>nd to a question of his

on Monday. That is an unusual opportunity
for a member of cabinet, since Mondays and

Fridays are not the member's usual da)'S of

attendance in the Legislature.

3 p.m.

I am pleased to reply to the honourable

member that the examination of the responses
we have had to the proposal made regarding
tho activity, which would ensure greater

francophone control over the educational pro-

gram for francophone students in the Ottawa-

Carleton area, shows resix)nses have come
from a Avide variety of sources expressing
some support and some concerns, and also

intimating some rather dtetailed matters that

really had to be investigated very carefully
in terms of ensuring there would not be a

limitation of the right of the individual to

exercise an electoral frandiise.

A number of other matters along that line

have occupied our time since February 28.

We are still examining that and I anticipate

we will be making some response to that in

the not-too-distant future, but at this time

I can't give members a date.

Mr. Roy: The announcement of the deci-

sion was made December 28. I am sorry to

say the honourable minister's performance on

Monday is no better than on other days of

the week. I asfk the honourable minister, if

she is not even aware her suggestion has

been rejected in Ottaw'a-C^'rfeton, is it her

plan to remain with the status quo in Ottawa-
Carleton? Is it her plan to pass the buck and
do nothing for Ottawa-Carleton? If so, why
doesn't she say so instead of putting people
off with excuses and plans that are not work-
able?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: When I said I dis-

agreed with the honourable member's final

statement in his initial question, it was that

all the anglophones and all the francophones
had disagreed Avith it.

Mr. Roy: Elected.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: That isn't what the

honourable member said; he should read

Hansard. Indeed, not all the people in Ot-

tawa-Carleton disagree with that proposal,
but we are looking at responses that have
come forward in terms of specific areas of

concern.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Supplementary: Given
that the first question raised in the House
about this matter was two years ago in June,

by the member for Hamilton Mountain (Mr.

Charlton), and given the fact that all the

flacks around the province have now agreed

upon a wording that they would like to see

in enumeration, why is the honourable minis-

ter not able to guarantee that by TTiursday,
when Mr. Yalden is here and all the press
vWll be around and the whole national ramifi-

cations of this will be brought to bear, she

wiU be prepared to be able to make a state-

ment about enumeration for the French
electorate?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
not at all sure that is a supplementary ques-
tion.

Mr. Speaker: I am not at all sure it is either.

DEATH OF LILUAN HESS

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Solicitor General (Mr. McMurtry) re-

garding the bizarre death of Miss Lillian Hess.

Has the honourable minister read the recent

statement by Mr. Vince Walsh that Thomas
Wardle Junior's financial arrangement with

Miss Hess effectively tied up her savings and
she wasn't able to get sufficient funds to live

on? Is he now prepared to reconsider his re-

sponse to me in this House on March 31, at

which time he told the House the financial

relationships of Miss Hess would not be con-

sidered by an inquest?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I said

that was not a matter that would come within

the jurisdiction of an inquest under the pro-
visions of the Coroners Act. Following this

matter being raised by the honourable mem-
ber, I communicated my concerns to the

chief coroner and subsequently to the honour-

able member, to the effect that the chief

coroner had asked one of our local coroners,

I believe Dr. Cass, to investigate the matter

to determine whether it would be appropriate
to have an inquest. In this respect we also re-

quested that the local police assist the

coroner's office in the investieation.

I am not aware of the matter just raised by
the honourable member, but if there are any
legal issues that should command the atten-

tion of the police other than in relation to the

inquest itself, I am sure these issues will be
dealt with according to law. I don't want to

say anything more than that, particularly as

I am not aware of the statement just at-

tributed to Mr. Walsh. I am sorry, I am just

not aware of that.

Mr. Philip: By way of supplementary:
Would the honourable minister not agree that
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under section 9 of the Coroners Act, the

coroner may investigate where a person may
have died from a negligence, and in so doing,
under section 14 of the act, inspect and ex-

tract information from any writings or records

related to the deceased? Would the honour-
able minister and the coroner contrast the

recent statement by Mr. Wardle, in which in

a public statement he claims he has had no
part in the discussion or arrangements sur-

rounding the making of the will of Miss Hess,
and the information in a recent newspaper
article which claims that Miss Hess handed to

her lawyer instructions for her will written

in semi-legal language, language that one
would not expect a lay person to have knowl-

edge of?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I am not going to

comment on any of these matters that might
have appeared in the press because I don't

know them to be facts, other than to say
tliat the honourable member is quite right in

referring to the particular section of the

Coroners Act, which I think does give the
coroner who is in charge of the investigation
a fair degree of latitude.

It may be that if certain financial arrange-
ments are related to the manner in which
this unfortunate lady met her tragic death,
then this is certainly a matter which will be
considered by the coroner and the police. I

don't think it would be appropriate for me,
particularly diu-ing an investigation, to com-
ment on any of the statements other than to

say what I have already said.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT
Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, on Tuesday

last in the absence of myself and the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry), the mem-
ber for Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt) asked
whether a decision had been made as to

whether the Residential Tenancies Act court
decision would be appealed. The chief law
oflScer of the crown, the Attorney General,
has decided to appeal the case to the

Supreme Court of Canada.
As a supplementary question, thr> hoTio^:r-

able member asked whether there were cer-

tain sections of the act I could proclaim or

put into action. I cannot bcause the enforce-
ment of those sections relies upon compliance
orders. It is the abilitv of the tribunals under
that statute to provide enforcement that is

the core of the case that will go to the

Supreme Court of Canada.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, would the
minister then include the central registry and
those other provisions I referred to under
that heading as well?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Those are the sections,

particularly the central registry, I was re-

ferring to. The enforcement for that pro-
vision was a compliance order by the com-
mission. Since the ability of the commission
to issue compliance orders is the core of the

appeal case, that would be impossible.

WINE AT TRADE SHOW
Mr. Eakins: I have a question for the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations (Mr. Drea), Mr. Speaker. When I

attended the food service trade show at the

International Centre yesterday, I was rather

appalled to see that our Ontario wine com-
panies could not oflFer others in the food
service industry a complimentary thimbleful
of their product because it was Sunday and

presumably there must be some food served
witli any wine s?>mpling. Since this was a

controlled food-industry trade show and not

open to the general public, and since only
a few feet away all kinds of food was
available for free, because the exhibitors

were not allowed to sell the products, why
should our wine companies have to close up
their demonstration? What steps does the
honourable minister intend to take to make
sure that this hypocrisy is ended?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

the Liquor Licence Board of Ontario did not

grant that application, nor has it granted one
for this Sunday for a rival food industry show.
The reason for the board's denying the ax)-

olication—and it wasn't just Ontario wine, by
the way; it was all wine—is that the board
was not going to grant to a trade show what
the ordinary public could' not have on a

Sunday. There's no hypocrisy in that.

The very fundamental rule of alcohol con-

sumption on Sunday is that while the indi-

vidtial does not have to eat, the particular

nremise, even with a special-occasion permit,
has to provide food in at least a 50-50 ratio.

If we are going to exempt trade shows, then

we are going to have to exempt premises in

Ontario. Right now, the lounges that do not

serve food are not open on Sunday. It is that

simple.

3:10 p.m.

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, is the honourable

minister then saying that he places greater

faith in the bartenders of Windsor than he

does in the people in the wine show here at

the trade centre?

Hon. Mr. Drea: No comparison. But I

would' ask the honourable member, is he

going to go back to Lindsay and say he
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wants open drinking on Sunday? That is

exactly what he asked me.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would the honourable minister take

this opportunity to enlighten the House as to

whether or not he will consider the experi-
ment with the Republican convention in

Windsor-Detroit to be exactly that, an experi-
ment? If it works out well, would he then
tiike that opportunity to expand it into some
other tourist areas of the province so that

our tourist-based economy in those regions
can be helped?
Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I don't regard

it as an experiment. I think the honourable
member might be on more soUd ground if he
suggested events rather than areas to me.
The exemption was not given simply because
it was the area of Windsor; it was in conjunc-
tion with the event. If there is a similar type
of event—and I am not talking about scope-
that is in another area, than I will look at it.

INSURANCE INFORMATION
Mr. Grande: Mr. Speaker, my question is

for the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations (Mr. Drea), regarding the right-to-

privacy guidelines that were tabled in the

Legislature last Friday,
In view of the fact that the guidelines the

honourable minister tabled last week do not
lessen the broad powers insurance companies
had prior to this issuance, and the fact that

the insm"ance companies can gather informa-
tion not only from authorized medical sources
but from employers, friends, enemies and'

neighbours of the applicant, and disseminate
this information to whomever they please,
would he inform the House what reasons the

insurance companies gave him for retaining
those wide i>owers?

Second, if the honourable minister were
concerned about protecting the privacy and
civil liberties of Ontario citizens, why did he
not tell the insurance companies that the

only information they can get is from properly
authorized medical sources and no more?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Obviously the honourable
member didn't read those rules. They are not

guidelines; I madte it very specific on Friday
there were now rules and conditions of the
licence. Not just an insurance company, but

anybody dealing in life insurance or sickness

and accident insurance or any type of benefit

protection has been very sharply curtailed by
those rules.

In conjunction with applicants for certain

types of protection, that statement made it

very plain there is a balance between the

privacy of the individual and also the right

of the insurance carrier to know circum-
stances that occasionally are other than those
that can be supplied directly by a physician.
Those rules make it very plain that if you
are going out and seeking information, tnen

you are going to have to be accountable for

it. It can be challenged; it can be validated.

The problem in the whole area is the

privacy of the individual, that fact that the
information is used correctly to determino
the aeccpt.ibility of an applicant or the

proper rate. In regard to the rest of society
it would be a very difiBcult thing to enforce.

In fact the rest of society might very well

be prone to subsidizing an irresponsible indi-

vidual by the fact he deUberately lied on an

application, knowing full well it could never
be checked or validated.

Mr. Grande: Since obviously the honour-
able minister is now going to curb the power
of the insurance companies in this province,
would he consider the proposition to estab-

lish a pennanent body within his ministry
that is going to have powers to get into the

life insurance company files and computer
banks, whether they be in the United States

or Canada, to get rid of all the damaging
little bits of intelligence that the insurance

companies have right now on Ontario

citizens?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Obviously the honourable

member is confused or he hasn't read those

rules. If any bit of information is secured

about a person, the insurance company or

the accident benefit company or whatever

type of operation it is must disclose to the

person whence it came and what it is, and

give the person the opportunity to challenge
it. I know of no tighter rule anywhere.

JAIL REMANDS
Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, in the absence

of the Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr.

Walker), I'd like to put a question to the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) having to

do with the statement made by his colleague,

the provincial secretary, which indicated that

17,000 people are jailed needlessly in On-

tario at least in part because of the pro-

cedures of the courts and the tendencies of

the lawyers.

Will the minister indicate his views in

connection with the provincial secretary's

statement, as follows: "It's a great old ploy
to leave people rotting away in the cells. In

that period of time memories fade, witnesses

pass away. Remove a key witness and you

might raise a question of whether a convic-

tion will be registered"?
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Would the chief ofEcer of the crown care

to comment in that connection?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I have
not seen my colleague's statement. I will be

happy to review it and comment on it later.

I rather suspect that the statement made by
my colleague dealt with a whole host of

issues related to problems facing the Mini:try
of Correctional Services. Occasionally cases

are delayed simply because lawryers are too

busy, but I certainly would not like to com-
ment until I have had the advantage of

reading the statement as a whole.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, might I direct a

supplementary to the provincial secretary
since he has now resumed his seat? Would
he care to express some additional views to

the House, since there is obviously so much
interest and concern and since the indication

is that 17,000 are jailed needlessly? Since it

does involve the Attorney General directly,
v/onld he care to comment on the statement
made by Clayton Ruby? He charged:

"The crown attorneys abuse the bail sys-
tem and often try to jail people to put
pressure on them to plead guilty. Young
people often sit in jail awaiting trial on
charcres for which conviction wouldn't merit
a fail sentence, just because they can't raise

$100."

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, I basically

reject most of the comments made by Clay-
ton Ruby, who is a noted counsel in the city
and who also thought our food was no good
and that our jails had a lot of stink attached
to them. I certainly do not accept those
comments at all.

With respect to the comments I made in

the paper, I indicated in a broad interview
that I was talking about a large number of

people who had been remanded for a sig-
nificant period of time in jail and yet finally
were not given a sentence of incarceration
at their time of trial. The numbers were
quite dramatic; in that particular example I

quoted a figure of 17,000.

We can sav that two thirds of the re-

manded people are basically people who do
not receive a sentence of incarceration once
their trial occurs. That has to suggest that

a large number are serving sentences prior
to trial, and obviously in an unnecessary way
if the numbers are that dramatic, and we
think they are.

I indicated at the time that there are many
reasons for it. Some people, of course, are

acquitted, and that's appropriate; some

people have their time spent on remand
taken into account by the judge and are

given some credit. Others are probably the

subject of busy lawyers; others are the sub-

ject of perhaps some finagling with the sys-

tem. There is a host of reasons why people
are unnecessarily staying in there and that

was only part of it.

3:30 p.m.

PETITION

UNIONVILLE SCHOOL FACILITIES

Mr. Stong: Mr. Speaker, I have a petition

containing 2,000 signatures from the Union-
ville area requesting a high school facility,

and I would present this as a petition to the

Premier (Mr. Davis). It reflects the frustra-

tion the residents of Unionville feel in their

dealings with the Minister of Education

(Miss Stephenson) and requests in an accom-

panying letter that the Premier intervene on
their behalf to provide a much-needed high
school in the Unionville community.

REPORT

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Mr. Philip from the standing committee
on administration of justice presented the

following report and moved its adoption:
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill without amendment:
Bill Prl, An Act to revive Basin-Jib Mines

Limited.

Report adopted.

MOTION

SHARING OF TIME

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the time spent
on considerat'on of the third order today be
divided equally among the parties.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL

FARGO DISPOSAL COMPANY
LIMITED ACT

Mr. Philip moved first reading of Bill

Pr20, An Act to revive Fargo Disposal Com-

pany Limited.

Motion agreed to.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would
hke to table the answers to questions 61, 65,

66, 67, 68, 69, 72 and 78, and the interim
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answers to questions 64, 73, 74, 75, 76 and
80 on the Notice Paper. (See appendix, page
765.)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THRONE SPEECH DEBATE
(concluded)

Resuming the adjourned debate on the

amendment to the motion for an address in

reply to the speech of the Honourable tfie

Lieutenant Governor at the opening of the

session.

Mr. Brcaugh: Mr. Speaker, it's a pleasure
to participate in the debate this afternoon.

I want to put before the House the two
matters which are of prime concern to us

this afternoon. One is, there will be a vote

later this afternoon, at which time the

members of this caucus will have the oppor-

timity to be supportive of the throne speech.
The second matter which will be considered

by the House this afternoon is an amend-
ment to that throne sjoeech which has been

presented by the Liberal Party in Ontario,
as I believe it is now called.

It poses a bit of a problem for people like

me. If one were given only to knee jerking,
if one were given to kind of an immediate

response, one would say there isn't any
chance to vote for something one Kkes this

afternoon, but I thought we should run

through the procass that I have been going

through for the last little while, the first set

of business.

Since naturally I don't have a clear prefer-
ence of voting for either one motion or the

other motion t'his afternoon, I thought we
would do what the government does.

It seems to be very popular these days to

conduct public opinion polls. In the absence
of a freedom of information bill in this

province, I thought I would take it upon
my-elf to supply the members with that in-

formation from my personal poll, which was
conducted by a series of extensive interviews

throughout the province. Althouc^h not quite
as extensive as Goldfarb, it offers a cross-

section.

The first person interviewed on this matter
of whether we ?^hould have an election was
a gentleman employed in the petroleum in-

dustry. His .speciality is interpersonal rela-

tions, and he spends his entire day inter-

facing with the population in the great riding
of Os'hawa.

While he was ptunping gas into the back
of my Chevrolet, I asked him: "Whit do
you think about the Lib<^ral amendment?
Should we support that?" His answer was a

bit confusing because it was another ques-
tion. He asked me if this guy Smith was

really as crazy as he seems. I proceeded to

tell him that I thought the member was

quite a distinguished psychiatrist and

probably very good at that trade, and may
soon get his opportunity to ply that trade

again.
I asked other people in the riding, and there

seemed to be a clear consensus that there

was not much reason to have an election now.
In the recent past some very clear political

issues were put to the people of Ontario, and
the Liberals showed a great reluctance to

vote for no-confidence motions at that time.

They could not see why now, on a throne

speech dfebate, there ought to be an elec-

tion. There was a growing consensus on that.

In the CO' rse of conducting this particular

survey, I went to visit that centre of cultural

influence in eastern Ontario called Napanee.
I point out to members that Napanee pro-
duced not only the member for Oshawa, but

also the press secretary to the Premier of

Ontario (Mr. Davis), and I understand the

Liberal Party has an adviser who practises law

there; so I thought that would be a logical

place to go to look for advice on a matter as

urgent as this.

In a three-day search in that town—and it's

possible to cover a great number of citizens

in three days—I found no one who thought
that having an election was a good thing or

that I should vote for the Liberal amendment.
•Around the province, in conversations with

many people, I have found those who thought
it would be a disaster to vote for anything the

Liberals proposed. I was unable to find any-
one who thought that having an election now,
over a throne speech, was a good idea.

I think the matter is summarized rather

nicely in an editorial which appeared in a

publication known as the OHEU News. It

puts the question rather succinctly. It says:

"Ontario Liberal Leader Stuart Smith, en-

couraged by the federal victory, is making
noises about forcing an election. Hopefully
the opposition parties can resist the tempta-
tion and work towards making the present

^rovemment start to solve some important
current problems, like repairing medicare,

providing affordable housing, stopping the

complete erosion of Ontario's manufacturing

industry, and improving Ontario's labour legis-

lation to stop first-contract and dues checkoff

strikes." Perhaps that provides the consen.sus

we need.

I think most of the members of this House
become impatient with the governing party,

in part because we fail to recognize what
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we're dealing with. We have a rather old and

sorry lot governing Ontario these days. Speak-

ing in terms of my own field of criticism, tiie

field of health, I think we sometimes forget
that it is difficult to teach this old hound new
tricks.

As I believe we did in the f^l session of the

House, it is certainly possible to provide-
around an issue as broad as medicare, and
with things of considerable substance, like a

petition which ultimately had close to 300,000
names on it—that kind of broad kick near their

thinking point that forces the old hound to

get up and move around a little bit and
shake off a few fleas. But it is difficult to get
the old hound' to lurch its way out the door.

There are continuing problems with that.

I believe there are occasions in this House
—and this is one of them—when the govern-
ment's attention has been brought clearly into

focus on an issue which it did not choose.

3:30 p.m.

In January of this year I wrote to the

Premier and suggested to him that in my
own area there were three or four substantive

matters which the government should con-

sider. The first was the project now known in

North Pickering as Seaton. It previously was
called the North Pickering project and, before

that. Cedarwood. The government has been

having great difficulty with the project for

some time. I said to the Premier that surely
was one matter which the government did
not have to proceed with at this time. I am
pleased to see that, at least in that case, the

government has decided the Seaton project
would cause rather serious damage to the

local economy in the region of Durham. It

would come on stream at a most inappro-
priate time. The government has decided it

will not proceed with Seaton.

We also proposed in that letter that the

government give serious consideration to the

extension of GO train services from Metro-

politan Toronto to the Durham region at a
time when energy prices are of prime concern
to commuters. The government now is doing
a study in that regard. There are at least some
indications the government is listening on

particular issues and that, in its inimitable

way, it is moving with glacier-like speed to

resolve some of those difficulties.

On the matter of medicare—which is rather

close to my field of work here—the govern-
ment has recognized there are substantive

problems in that area.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Breaugh: You don't have to set them
down for me, Mr. Speaker. I pay little atten-

tion to them. When I was a young boy, my
Uncle Willie Rush told me there are two

ways to handle young pups. First, never let

them in the parlour, because they are liable

to chew up the chairs and dirty the rug.

I've always followed that credo. Second, if

they get too loud and yappy, just give them
a shot on the snout and they'll run under-

neath the wood stove. I've always followed

that practice, and I've found it works faith-

fully.

On the matter of medicare, I believe sub-

stantial changes have taken place on the

part of the government. I think they are

worth noting. I do not anticipate that the

Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell), the Pre-

mier or anybody else is going to acknowledge

publicly the role that members of all parties

in this Legislature have played in bringing
attention to the great difficulties the medical

care system has had over the last few years

in this province. It has reached a point where

the level of care in particular hospitals has

dropped substantially. In particular, there

are problems in doctors' offices these days.

Through the committee system, through de-

bates in this House and through the question

period, I think that matter has been brought

clearly into focus, and the government in its

ov/n way has responded.
For example, I recall the debates about

this time last year when government min-

isters were maintaining that there were no

problems in hospital funding but that, if

there were, they would certainly look after

them. We put our committee system to work.

In July 1979, the government annoimced

an additional $65 million in funding for

health-care institiitions. That was a response.
In September 1979, another $100 million

from the lottery fund went towards the con-

stmction of new teaching hospitals. I believe

that, in January 1980, hospitals received an

announcement of a percentacre increase

double that of last year's. Those who have

read the throne speech acknowledge that,

in the orovision of 600 more nursing home
beds, there is at least an acknowledgement
that the serious problem of bed shortages

has been recognized by the government.

A number of specific projects have been

put before the House. In most parts of the

province, we could run through areas where

documentation has been provided, in many
cases by opposition members, showing that

local hospitals need more funding. There are

problems that need to be resolved, and

financial resolutions can be part of it.

We have to point out that some unfairness

remains within the system. Physicians put it
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to the government that they had problems
with the Ontario Health Insurance Plan and
v/ith the amounts of money that were paid.

Through their negotiating committee, they

got increases ranging between nine per cent

and 11.5 per cent this year. Physicians have
had the government respond to them.

I am awaiting the response of the govern-
ment to the other health-care workers-

nurses, nursing assistants, hospital workers in

a number of unionized situations—who share

that problem even more. The discrepancy is

much sharper at the level of hospital-care
workers and their incomes. The government
has recognized that physicians had some

legitimate grievances in terms of their

salaries. I anticipate that this government
will deal in the same manner with people
who have lower incomes but a more valid

case.

I do not accept the notion that the govern-
ment's increase in funding for hospitals will

solve the problem there. I do believe that for

hospital care workers, for nurses, and for

patients who use the hospitals, the problems
will remain and, I believe, will become ag-

gravated. I believe some of the problems for

administrators have been resolved by the

funding that was announced this year. The
headlines from around Ontario reflect that.

The Brantford Expositor said' the province has

given hospitals some breathing room, and I

believe that to be a reasonable assessment

of what has occurred. There is now some

breathing room in the budget for hospitals

that was not there previously.

There are a number of hospitals whose
names we could bring before the House this

afternoon which have had budgetary prob-
lems in the past. Slowly, but surely, that

particular phenomenon, on which we spent
so much time in this House last year, I see

at least being addressed by the government
and some resolution in place.

Mr. Martel: Where were the Liberals last

year?
Mr. Breaugh: I don't know where the

Liberals were last year. I never get terribly

concerned—
An hon. member: Do you really care?

Mr. Breaugh: I don't really care where they
were last year. It seems to make very little

difference where they are.

There are some encouraging signs in the

rather long, sometimes confusing and cer-

tainly always complicated debate about the

provision of medical services in Ontario.

For a number of physicians who, last year
about this time, thought that opting out of

OHIP was the great thing to do, it would

now appear that some of their c<mcenu must

have been resolved—certainly, in my judge-

ment, their financial concerns. The basis for

opting out of OHIP was strictly financial. It

would be my judgement that the set of

negotiations just resolved would provide to

physicians adequate salary or income, from

anybody's point of view; so I think that one
should be resolved. The current trend shows
a slight increase in the numbers of doctors

opting back into the plan.

I am further encouraged by an incident

which occurred at the Clarke Institute of

Psychiatry in Toronto, where the psychia-
trists on that stafi^ could have dealt a rather

serious blow to the provision of mental health

services and psychiatric assessment for virtu-

ally all Metropohtan Toronto. The Clarke

Institute is a fine one and one that is used

extensively by a great many service agencies
and organizations around Toronto. I am
pleased to note the psychiatrists at the Clarke

Institute have voted as a group to stay within

the plan. I find that an encouraging sign

and one we should not deal with lightly.

In a number of other areas there are some

interesting experiments being planned. The

province of Ontario, according to statements

madte by the minister, now is considering

using as a model the plan used at Toronto's

Northwestern General Hospital for the pro-

vision of anaesthetic services. Although that

may not be applicable in all parts of the

province, I think what is useful to note is

that the ministry now is prepared to move
forward with some alternatives for the pay-
ment of physicians to provide them with

adequate income. They are now prepared to

recognize there are other ways to provide

that. It has not necessarily been the one

which has always served in the best public

interest, at least by perpetuating the fee-for-

service process.

In many parts of the province there are

some interesting alternatives being considered

very seriously—we might even say for the

first time—by the medical profession. These

are matters, that to put it as fairly as I can,

have been proposed at some length by mem-
bers of this party.

There are some changes in the provision

of ambulance services which shoidd be noted.

The ministry has set up a new ambulance

centre. At some point in time the members
of this Housse will want to spend some con-

siderable effort looking at a great many things

that have to db with the provision of ambu-

lance services in the province. There are

diflFerent levels of service, which I think most

people would acknowledge. The ministry has
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been extremely active in the last years in

providing some rather interesting concepts
about communications centres.

There is a continuing problem, though, in

terms of private operators who seem to have
some rather substantive problems in com-

municating their needs and problems to the

ministry. There have been continuing prob-
lems with ambulance drivers in terms of get-

ting certification. I am sure the minister is

aware of all those problems. I know I have

a number of questions on the order paper
and, when the ministry finally gets around

to responding to those questions, we may
well have some resolutions to some rather

serious and conflicting problems that were

there.

3:40 p.m.

In the throne speech debate, members on

this side have pointed out with great regular-

ity in this House that there are great prob-
lems with the provision of ambulance
services in the northern mrt of the province,

particularly with air ambulance services. The
ministry at least has acknowledged that

problem by announcing in the throne speech
it is going to make use df jet aircraft to

provide these. The proposal centres partic-

ularly on the provision of a. jet helicopter
service to bring patients into a central point
and then to bring them down here.

I would encourage the government to read

Hansard and to listen to the other problems
having to do with air ambulance services

from the north, such as whether relatives

can come back and forth with their children

to Metropolitan Toronto, where a number of

the medical centres are, and whether we
can provide this service in a reasonable way
to all of the north or only to certain parts
of the north. I am not personally convinced
the ultimate answer is contained in the

throne speech, but I am aware the ministry
has several proposals on its table.

I would hope the ministry would take
under consideration at this time, because it

didn't do so before it made this announce-
ment in the throne si)eech, those concerns ex-

pressed by different health coimcils through-
out the north. In my visits with health
councils in Thunder Bay, Timmins and a
number of other places in the north, tliey
seemed to me to have a goOd grasp of at

least what the local problem was and to

have provided some considerations to the

ministry through their health coimcils. I am
not sure that all those considerations are
met bv the provision of two jet aircraft. I

think the government, having acknowledged
the problem, now has an obligation to fol-

low up on all of the other perspectives that

have been presented on the provision of

ambulance services from the northern part

of the province and to consult with those

health councils that it supposedly set up in

the first instance to advise the minister on

health matters.

There are a great many concerns we have

put to the government on health-care mat-

ters. In our submission to the Hall commis-

sion, we attempted not only to reiterate what

those concerns were, but also to provide

documentation on them and to provide for

the consideration of Mr. Justice Hall some

other documents we have used here in com-

mittee and in the House dining question

X)eriod.

One of the things we have been rather

firm about is the matter of changing the

provision of health services to the population

at large. About a year or so ago we pre-

pared a discussion paper called a green

paper, the title of which is Prevention—

Not Curative Care. That green paper

attempted to identify a model for the pro-

vision of health-care services. It is one that

is already in operation in many parts of the

province. I guess the most succes^ul health

service organization is probably the one we
refer to as the Sault Ste. Marie clinic. That

clinic has been in existence for some time

now. It serves a population of about 35,000

people and does so with great success.

A number of the other health service

organizations are not nearly so large or so

well established. To follow up the argument
that we have nianaged to get some conces-

sions from the government, about a year

ago we began to raise what was a serious

problem with HSOs, that their funding had
been frozen, for some of them for two- or

three-year periods. This most economical

way of providing good health care to the

population at large was not getting the

emphasis. We found out, for example, that

the ministry staff have been relatively re-

moved from that particular kind of consider-

ation and that the funding for many of our

lowest-paid physicians in the province had
been frozen. The government did respond
to that, and there have been finther

studies and, finally, some consultation witfi

these.

I note too, with some sadness, that be-

fore the public accounts committee of this

House there is the question of the operation

of one of the HSOs in Ontario. This may
shake the tree. I would encourage the gov-
ernment to look at all the other health ser-

vice organizations. Though they might have

identified what appears to be, at least at first
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glance, a problem in the way one is set up
and run, that s'hould not be transferred to

get tliis government to retreat to its previous

position of ignoring the HSOs here in On-
tario.

I have found the most dedicated physi-

cians, nurses, nutritionists and therapists at

u'ork in the health services organizations I

have visited. They have a clear understand-

ing and most of them have a community
board. There is interchange between the

community they serve and the professionals
who provide the service.

I would urge the government to take the

current state of funding health sei-vice or-

ganizations and to expand it to provide that

alternative form of care and that alternative

organizational model. I find it to be a good
one.

I have noticed that here in Metropolitan
Toronto there is a new St. Lawrence com-

munity health service centre. It's a com-

munity clinic of a kind different from many
of the ones I have visited, and it has a

good deal more funding. It's my under-

standing that it does not have a community
board, but at least we are seeing some alter-

natives in place now in the province that

were not there a couple of years ago. Those
that are providing good care and reducing
the utilization of hospital beds, I think, are

providing several good services—good health

care—to the people of Ontario.

I think a great deal of savings can be
achieved through the use of these health

service organizations, although that is not

my prime concern in supporting them. My
prime concern is that they provide good
health care on a broad base, using a team
approach, to an identifiable community.
Whether or not we save money is not the

prime thrust to the motion. It provides, in

my view, a better balanced form of health

care. It certainly provides a clear alterna-

tive to the OHIP fee-for-service system
which is now so prevalent. I would urge the

government to continue with that concept
of health service organizations or commu-
nity clinics.

I have put on the order paper for discus-

sion in this session a resolution that would

urge the members of this House to consider

a dental care program and particularly one
that is modelled on the one operated by the

New Democratic Party government in Sask-

atchewan.

Mr. Kerrio: Those models you can keep.

Mr. Breaugh: The member's interjection is

rather interesting, because the Liberal health

critic is quoted in the Toronto Star as being

highly supportive of that program. As a

matter of fact, I even saw somewhere, I be-

lieve, the current leader of Her Majesty's

loyal opposition quoted as being in favour of

that kind of dental care program for children,

modelled on the NDP experience in Sask-

atchewan.

Mr. Kerrio: Our plan—not a Socialist plan.

Mr. Breaugh: I think it does show that

models for the provision of health care, and

in this instance for the provision of good
dental care, can be provided to a large seg-

ment of the population at relatively low cost

and that the cost savings for that are sub-

stantial if one looks at the other end of the

scale.

I think that the balance, in terms of pre-

ventive care versus curative care, is beginning

to shift slightly. It would be my concern that

the government continues to provide that

balance, that it encourages those activities,

those models, those provisions of health-care

services that are preventive in nature. I am
not making an argument that we should cease

to fund curative health care in this province,

because that can never happen. I am saying

some balance is necessary.

I notice that in a number of other areas—
providing housing needs for the physically

handicapped, for example—the government
now is conducting a survey in my own riding

of Oshawa. I find that a little unusual, be-

cause I wrote to the Minister of Housing

(Mr. Bennett) in the fall and outlined my
concern that we had a large number of vacant

housing units in the area. I suggested to him
that perhaps he could take under considera-

tion the matter of converting those units into

good housing for handicapped and another of

other groups of people in our community,
like senior citizens, who require more hous-

ing. He said at that time that he didn't think

he could do it, but I also notice that the Min-

ister of Community and Social Services (Mr.

Norton) is in the process of doing exactly

that. So, quite frankly, I don't exi)ect a

straight answer from the Conservative min-

isters. I am satisfied to get the answer that I

want from one of them over there.

There is another area where problems have
been identified; I refer to the use of X-rays
in hospitals and extensively in a number of

other health-care service units. The govern-
ment finally has twigged to the fact that

there is a problem with that as well and has

that under investigation.

The number of in-home health services,

which in my view are for many people a

better way to provide health care than keep-

ing people in an institution, is expanding
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somewhat. I am encouraged by the news that

the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell), who
last year at this time had promises—for ex-

ample, of chronic home-care programs in 12

communities across the province—^now says
that in a couple of years he hopes to have
that expanded across the province. I think

that, too, would have a substantial impact on
not only the cost of health care in the prov-
ince, but also on the quality of care that is

provided.

There are certainly some outstanding prob-
lems sitting in front of the government these

days. There is a substantial problem in terms
of people who provide care in psychiatric
units. There are a number of those people
now who are attempting to bargain for a
new contract, and there is some difficulty

viith that. I would hope, as I said earlier,

that the model set out when the government
sat down with the Ontario Medical Associ-

ation, through its committee on physicians*

services, would be used as a model for every-
one else and that the dollar values are rough-
ly equivalent and the percentages are in the
same ball park, because I think the govern-
ment would want to make sure that what is

fair for the doctor is fair for everybody else

who provides health care to the people in

Ontario.

3:50 p.m.

I note too that a number of the groups,
the agencies that are out there—the nurses'

association in particular—have been very
active in the last few years talking about
their role as providers of services; I might
mention physiotherapists as well in that con-

text

A number of studies are under way in

different parts of the province on how to

provide good health care to the elderly. I

guess if we are looking at one kind of health
care that is extreme'ly important, one only
has to look at the population projections on
our ageing population over the next 20 to

25 years to discover, perhaps with some
shock, that this government had better get
clued in as to how to provide good heaJth
care to the increasing number of elderly citi-

zens in Ontario. I know they are aware of

the problem, because a number of grouns
have made formal presentations to the gov-
ment, outlining their concerns about the

provision of those services, and many of
them suggested solutions to those problems.

I mentioned previously the committee be-

ing chaired by Mr. Justice Emmett Hall. The
one thing I must get on the record is that I

was somewhat disarypointed, because my col-

league who is the health critic for tlie

Liberal Party of Ontario can be an articulate

spokesman from time to time on various

matters, and I was somewhat taken aback
that he or his party did not make a presen-
tation to Mr. Justice Hall.

I supixwe one can understand, in the fall

of the year when some 284,000 people

signed our petition on medicare, why the

leader of the Liberal Party would have re-

fused to express his concern at that time.

One can understand, when there was a no-

confidence motion put to the House in the

fall centering on medicare and the provision
of services, that they would be a little reluc-

tant to do that. But I don't understand

how they can turn their backs on that many
citizens of Ontario, ignore them, and when

they have something to say about how health

care should be provided or problems they
perceive in thf provision of those services

that thev wouldn't at least take the time to

drop a note to Mr. Justice Hall, who is an

extremely distinguished citizen in Canada
and has done a great deal in providing
medical services across the country.
There remain some disturbing problems in

bealth care. I want to mention two or three

w'hich I th'Tik th° government ought to pay
hnmed'atp attention to. This government has

been diddling with thp problem of whether
doctors have the right to opt out and
whether they can get away without in-

forming patients ahead of time if they have

noted out of the plan or if thev are going to

charge more than the Ontario Medical A.9so-

ciation rate.

I think that has gone on iust about long

enoup-h. There now falls on the government

an oblip^ation to provide v^ry clearlv, not

iust a nice statement by the minister here,

but some kind of firm agreement we can see

in writing between the government and who-

ever is chosen to act as the sf>okesman for

phvsicians in Ontario. I would think that is

obviouslv the OMA. I would like to see a

firm agreement between the medical associa-

tion and the government that, if doctors are

going to continue to opt out, there is a legal

obligation on those physicians to notify their

patients.

Mv first choice, and I want to make this

clear, is that doctors do not opt out of the

plan and that we have one fee schedule for

medicine in Ontario. We agree that we
.s^hould sit down and negotiate that with the

OMA committee and. hiving struck that

kind of agreement, then all parties should

live up to it.

There are problems in health care and in

evervthing else that this government has be-

fore it. I said at the beginning that there are
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some inequities, which I want to ix)int out.

Here is one which bothers me substantially:
We had in this province some few years ago
a major discussion in the House and outside
of tfie House, in the media, about denturists

and how they provide that kind of service.

I am not sure I understand the rationale of

fairness which says that for the making of a

partial plate sombody ought to pay a $1,000
fine or go to jail for 14 days. It seems to me
that is tfhe kind of simmering dispute that I

and most of the members in here thought
was resolved. It now appears obvious that it

was not resolved, and I am waiting for the

min'ster to make some kind of a statement,
some kind of a c'hange in his regulation, to

talk to the dental surgeons committee and
come up with some kind of a rationale so

that we don't have that kind of inequity in

operation in Ontario.

There are many occasions when members
can spend much time on particular issues.

Let me focus my remarks on one proposal
in Metropolitan Toronto. It oflFers, in synoptic
form, some of the alternatives that are before
the government in health care.

There is a proposal for a high-risk preg-

nancy program in Toronto. I attended a

forum on this at the St. Lawrence Centre
about a week ago where there were panellists

presenting opposing views. I think it is reason-
able to say that everyone here wants to do
the best he or she can for the provision of

medical services in high-risk pregnancies. We
do not want small children to die. We want
those mothers to have good care.

In abbreWated form, the proposal is this:

Do we go to a highly technological model
already in existence in this province, which
uses extremely expensive medical personnel
and costs slightly more than $6 million a

year? Or do we run through an option, de-

veloped and put forward by a Toronto nurse
named Doreen Hamilton, to move to some
form of preventive care program in the com-

munity? Which of those options should tbe

government exercise at this time?
It is difficult for me to understand, when

we have this kind of unit at Women's College

Hospital down the street from this Legisla-

ture, why it makes sense to provide a second
unit of the same nature across the street at

Mount Sinai Hospital. Why not take the

advice of Dr. Cynthia Carver, who says there

should be some revamping of the funding at

Women's College Hospital so the unit can
be expanded somewhat to accommodate more
of these mothers and children and to move
to the preventive care program?
To put it starkly, surely it is better in the

long run to prevent illness than to let it

occur and pay the hi^ cost <rf curative care
afterwards. Specialized care units of this

nature cost around $2,500 a day, and a lot

of the money the government would have to

invest for the equipment used in this kind
of care unit would go to the United States.

I have visited a similar unit at McMaster
University in Hamilton. The success rates are
worth looking at.

I am not making a proposal against that
kind of high-risk unit, because I think that

perinatal care is important. In terms of de-

veloping the type of care and expertise,
Canadians did a lot of the work. Unfortunate-

ly, we don't have an industry in Ontario
which supplies much of the technology for

that kind of care imit. None the less, I think
we should take a look at that kind of alterna-

tive care program.

My argument is this: In terms of priority,
we have in place the curative care unit, the

high-risk pregnancy unit at Women's College
Hospital. It has some funding problems that

should be resolved and some capacity which
could and should be expanded somewhat.

But I believe, too, that the preventive care

program outlined by Ms. Hamilton is one
that this government ought to suooort \vith

some fervour. If in future we are looking at

the choices a government has, then careful,
balanced weighing of evidence on both sides

through the careful introduction of new pro-
grams of alternative care can be presented
to the people of Ontario. Subsequently, if we
want to make judgements about which gives
us a better rf^tum on our dollar—although I

hate that kind of evaluation of the provision
of health-care services—we can do that. We
need to have the alternative in place before

we can make that judcrement.

There are a number of current political

topics before the Legislature. There is the

matter of the Windsor area and what will

happen with the auto industry in that com-

munity. I think most of us on this side of

the House are saying, "The govenmient has

an obligation now.**

When it hands out the money it gave Ford

Motor Company, when it discusses providing
r»ublic monev to a private comoanv like

Chrvsler Corporation, it has an obligation to

s°e that is done in the context of securing

the economy of this province. It does none

of us pny orood if we put large amounts of

public money into a private firm and come

up empty in terms of employment. If we
settle for kind of a short-term salvation of a

companv, but in the long run the effect of

doing that is that the local economy takes a
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nose dive anyway, we really have wasted our

money.

4 p.m.

For the most part, we are looking at

places in difficulty and my own area is one
which is now facing great difficulty. In

Oshawa last week there were about 4,000
auto workers who were laid oflF. Hopefully,
we are saying they are laid oflF temporarily,
and that there will be some adjtistments. We
know there are problems with an energy
crisis. We know there are problems in terms

of the production facilities in Canada and in

the kind of models of automobiles we
provide.
What we look for from this government

is some sensitivity in going through that

process to see that when we do put money
into the private sector it's a clearly under-

stood business arrangement and not a give-

away program, that we have added some
substance to the economy of this province,
that we have protected the jobs we now have
and expanded those into new job oppor-
tunities for Canadian citizens, for the people
of this province.

That is the single most important issue in

my area. It is not reallv whether we would
have an election. An election does provide
some employment. I understand that, but it

does not provide long-term jobs. I don't par-

ticularly want to have an election out of this

afternoon's routine. I am searching for solu-

tions for a government which does have some
difficulty recognizing or admitting there are

some things which this government has not

done particularly well. What I am searching
for then are solutions, not elections.

I want to point out as I get near the end
of my remarks that I listened to some inter-

jections this afternoon from some people in

the far right on this side who really want
an election.

Mr. Philip: Social Credit Party in Ontario.

Mr. Breaugh: I thought they were called

the Luddites, but perhaps Social Credit is

good enough.
For those of you who are so anxious to

have an election, I recall that on the second

day this House was in operation, there was
a debate on a Thursday evening which could

have been taken clearly as a matter of con-

fidence—the government said so anyway. It

had to do with whether the rules of this

House would be changed so that 20 members
standing in their place could block a vote

from taking place.

I happened to chair the committee which

brought that rejxxrt before the House. We

did so because in the fall of last year we
debated Bill 185, An Act respecting Environ-

mental Rights in Ontario. The proponent of

that particular piece of legislation had the

opportunity for the debate, made a rather

fervent argument in here and left the House
that afternoon absolutely incensed that the

government had 20 members stand to block it.

That particular member came to see me
and demanded—demanded no less—that we
change the rules of the House. We went oflF

to committee and we did what that person
wanted us to do. That honourable member
insisted on tfiat rule change. We did it in

committee. We made the minority govern-
ment work. We brought that report back in

here. We had the debate on it, which we
had been waiting for since last fall. Come
time to vote, some members were absent.

The proponent of that particular bill was
the honourable Leader of Her Majesty's loyal

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) in here, the cur-

rent leader today, at least, of the Liberal

Party in Ontario. When they had their first

opportunity to defeat this government, two

days after this House opened up, they were
not here. Now this afternoon we are being
asked to join with them in throwing the ras-

cals out.

Mr. Cassidy: They only had 18 of 34 here

that night.

Mr. Breausrh: While I believe there was a

good explanation, the one I heard is there

was a dinner on down at the Sheraton Centre.

That is an indication of the great importance
thev gave to that matter. Certainly, a shift

in nriorities took place, so I don't reallv have
a feeling of obligation to vote for a Liberal

amendment about anything.
Mr. Foulds: It's a pity they couldn't have

taken the opportunity to improve the Legis-
lature.

Mr. Breaugh: Yes. This minority govern-
ment is far from perfect, but I do feel very
sincerelv that certain advances have been

made, however awkwardly, by the Tories

over there. I would be the first one to say
too that they did not do so willingly, but

this minority government has been produc-
tive. It has not been successful in the sense

that an NDP government in Ontario would

be, that's for sure, but it has managed to

make some concessions here and there.

Mr. Kennedy: We wouldn't want to be suc-

cessful like that.

Mr. Foulds: Exactly, we feel exactly the

same way.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, there are a few

interjections which are almost causing me to

change my mind. I wouldn't want to do that.
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I todc some time in working our way
through this process by talking to a great

many people in my own riding and in other

ridings across the province about whether
there should be an election. All I have to

say is that in my own little pubhc opinion

poll the overwhelming response was no, not

at all.

When I asked the second question, which
was "Should we support the Liberal amend-
ment?" particularly of those people who were
friends of mine who were a little uncomfort-

able with the New Democratic Party's sup-

porting the Tories on a speech from the

throne first of all, I had to go through the

process of describing what the speech from
the throne is.

Once we had it clear that the speech was
not really based on issues or directly on legis-

lation but on the government's general inten-

tions, much of which we might happen to

agree with, they said it was really not too

reasonable to cause an election on a throne

speech. But when I put to them as succinctly
as I could that in order to defeat the govern-
ment we would have to vote for a Liberal

amendment, the consensus was clear. If they
ever caught me voting for a Liberal amend-
ment in Oshawa they would, quite properly,
run me out of town on a rail. I gave them
my assurance I certainly wouldn't make that

mistake this afternoon.

Interjections.

Mr. Breaugh: In a week or so we're go-

ing to see if this government is going to put
its money where its mouth is. That is a

matter of considerable substance. We will

look at it.

Interjections.

Mr. Breaugh: I might be given to change

my mind if I saw the leader of the Liberal

Party. Who is the leader of the Liberal

Party today? Whoever he is, whoever has

the badge on today, if he were to come
in here and listen to this important debate,
I might change my mind. I don't expect
him to show up for the vote because I've

seen the track record of the Liberal Party
on no-confidence motions six times in the

last three years. There are lots of people

taking walks.

I saw the Liberal whip two days srfter the

House cranked up and he couldn't get the

members back here for something his leader

wanted. If they can't get the Liberal caucus

to support the Liberal leader, why would

they under any guise expect me to do that?

Mr. Kerrio: How about a little wager on
this afternoon?

Mr. Breaugh: I'm prepared to invite the

entire Liberal caucus to come to Oshawa
and run against me the next time. They will

quadruple the number of Liberals in that

town and well still beat the whole lot of

them hands down.

Mr. Conway: How about Napanee?
Mr. Breaugh: That might take a few years

to work on.

I want to conclude my remarks this after-

noon by sayin'T I think there is a reasoned
and a rational argument in looking at what
accomplishments have come out of the

minority to say we should not take questions
of confidence lightly. If there are matters

put before this House—and I'm sure there

will be—where there is a clear division mi
a specific, well-focused issue or piece of

legislation, those are things that ought to

be treated seriously. But I cannot treat the

amendment proposed by the leader of the

Liberal Party very seriously at all, either

from his track record or based on what is in

the amendment.

I, for one, will not be supporting that

amendment this afternoon.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I take great pride
in representing my party.

Mr. Foulds: Are you doing this on legal
aid?

Mr. Roy: Isn't that interesting? Listen,

it's very rewarding to know there are more
NDP members in the House for my speech
than there were for the member for Oshawa

(Mr. Breaugh).

May I begin with the traditional word of

thanks and congratulations on the fine job

you, Mr. Speaker, are doing in the Legis-
lature. I don't want to go through the rou-

tine of giving you the traditional kind words
because I feel sincerely, as one who has

been here since 1971 and watched the per-
formance of difiFerent Speakers, that you
have a perception of what this place is

about. We see it every day. We see it

in the paintings in the corridors. We are

seeing simlight in this place for the first

time in many years.

4:10 p.m.

We see it as well in your rulings. It is

important that it be put on the record that

the tradition and precedent that you are

establishing now is going to make it ex-

ceedingly diflScult for the government party,

in the future, to instal as it did in the

past.

I don't want to be unduly harsh on some
of your predecessors, but there were times

when we felt the Speaker was not really an
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independent oflBcial. Basically, the Speaker
was responding to, and often reflecting, the

directions and wisdom of the executive

branch, if not the party of the legislative

branch of government. So it seems to us

you are doing something important. I want
to be on the record as encouraging that, and

any steps taken to continue the tradition

and precedent established in this House
will certainly receive my support.

As I view the press clippings which I see

occasionally from the federal House and

especially during the referendum debate

from the Quebec House, I feel somewhat

annoyed tihat w'hat we are seeing coming out

of this Legislatm-e that is taken up here in

the gallery is not of professional quality or

does not enhance this House as it does, for

instance, in the National Assembly or the

federal House. I see no reason why the

members of this Legislature should have a

second-rate service. If the House feels we
should go a step further in giving mem'bers

the services available to other members, be
it in Quebec or at the fedend level, I am in

full support of it.

When people tell us the cost is excessive,
I look at the money the people opposite
have wasted, be it on Minald Lodge or on
programs involving the sale of used cars or

land assembly plans. When we look at prior-

ities, it is not too much to ask that this

institution is not seen across the province, or
across the country, as something second-rate
or inferior to, for instance, the Quebec or
federal institutions. I will fully support any-
thing that will enhance not only the rules

and regulations, but also enhance the media
and the way the public sees the workings of
the House.

I want to say something about some of
our colleagues who will be leaving the House
shortly. I understand the member for Carie-
ton (Mr. Handleman) is leaving. I don't know
if he is coming back or is at the end of his

term.

Mr. Conway: Today is the last day.

Mr. Roy: I'm told today is the last day.
I want to say to my colleague from Carleton
that I think his contribution, not so much to

this House but to the province through his

eff^orts as a member of the executive at one
time, is something that should be singled
out. I did not always agree with the mem-
ber for Carleton—in fact, more often than
not I disagreed with him. If I may say it

with kindness, there were times I thought
the member for Carleton was something like

the Tasmanian devil you see in Li'l Abner:

I was never sure which direction he was

going to take. In any event, the contribu-

tion he has made is something that should

be singled out and underlined.

I also want to say that member has given
the best of himself on behalf of the province.
We know he has had heart problems. I say
with sincerity to him that this is something,

unfortunately, that results when one has

possibly worked too hard, whose enthusiasm

was not mixed with a certain amount of

pace and variety of activities so that he

could accept the work load. I think his con-

tribution should be underlined and he is one
of the members we s/hall miss.

Talking about missing certain members,
how we miss the former leader of the New
Democratic Party in this place. I think he is

one, over the years, whose debating skill

and oratory is certainly missed. I intend to

talk later on about my (colleagues to the left.

The enthusiasm that man generated as com-

pared to what I thought was the thinking

socialist, the member for Ottawa Centre

(Mr. Cassidy). I thought he was going to

stick to principle. Considering what is hap-

pening on that side now, Stephen Lewis

must be wondering what is happening to his

old party. Another fellow we miss around

here is the former member for Wentwortli,

Ian Deans, who is now in the federal House.

We also miss some of our colleagues, like

the former member for Samia, James Bull-

brook, who performed well. We miss Darcy

McKeough, who also was able to give this

place some flavour. These are people we miss

and I want to underline the fact tfiat without

them the place is not the same.

It is a pleasure for me to participate in

the debate and it is an important day for

members of this party, because this is our

first motion of no confidence proposed by the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith).

Mr. Laughren: It took a long time for you
to screw up your courage.

Mr. Roy: To the member for Nickel Belt

(Mr. Laughren), I remind him that we told

the NDP on its eight other no-confidence

motions-we told it regularly—"We will tell

you when we are ready, and when we are

ready we hope you are." What happens on

the first occasion we are ready? I intend to

talk about our colleague from Nickel Belt.

I can remember that famous statement of

his, "Get out of the way, we are coming

through."

I must not get sidetracked. As appetizing

as it is to go towards that issue right now,

I must say other things that have been

written for me here.
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We in the oflBcial opposition had no choice

but to propose a motion of no confidence for

what I consider to be this weary, backward-

looking, unimaginative, unfeeling and at

times cynical, smug and arrogant govern-
ment.

I will have choice words for the Minister

of Education (Miss Stephenson) at the proper
time.

One wonders why they feel so smug. It

certainly can't be based on their accomplish-

ments, because the credo of the Tory Party
since 1975 has been basically one of doing

nothing. As my leader has said time and
time again, theirs are sins of omission. They
feel arrogant because they have managed
to cling to power for 37 years and under Bill

Davis, especially since 1975, they have had
no goals, no priority except one—that is

basically retaining power. I intend to pro-
ceed on the ways they have managed to

retain power.
In an article just a few weeks ago in the

Toronto Star, the author said, "The spirit of

care and concern which brought the Tories

to power under George Drew, nurtured them
under Frost and sustained them under

Robarts, has fossilized under Davis." I

tboutrht that was so a propos.
I have some difficulty with the English

language so right away I ran to my dic-

tionary and I said, "What does fossilized

mean?" Somebody wrote this down for me
and I wasn't sure I understood, so I went to

look. It says, "Belonging to the past; anti-

quated; incapable of further development."
I thought, "Right on; this is what it is all

about." I said to myself, "What appropriate
words to talk about the total lack of initiative

in the throne speech."
How many topics are there in the throne

speech? I think there are about 90. On the

basi; of the old scheme they say: "If we
talk about it people will get the impression
we are doing something about this, so we
will talk about every possible topic that has

been raised since 1975; not only raised by

people out there in the community but raised

b>- thf- opposition, raised by our friends,

raised by every possible group out there in

the community."
4:20 p.m.

We have basically a throne speech which
reflects the leader himself. I thought the

Ottawa Citizen said it well. Looking at the

Ottawa Citizen of Wednesday, March 12,

1980, if I may read, the title of it is "Too
bland to bother." It goes on: "Premier
William Davis can take a bow. The speech
from the throne in the Ontario Legislature

has been graven in his image—bland and in-

oflFensive." I thought, right on.

"No one will get too excited about any-

thing it promises except a few anti-nuclear

alarmists who don't realize that the Davis

government is saying nothing new in con-

firming its commitment to nuclear energy.
This docmnent will not bring about an elec-

tion this spring despite Liberal leader Stuart

Smith's avowed intention of defeating the

government." Listen to this—it's not me say-

ing it, it's the Ottawa Citizen: "TTie shaky-
kneed New Democrats won't even introduce

their traditional amendment to force a vote

of no confidence."

Mr. Conway: Say that again.

Mr. Roy: It says: "The shaky-kneed New
Democrats won't even introduce their tradi-

tional amendment to force a vote of no

confidence. They are desperately afraid that

no matter how carefully they word the

amendment the Liberal's might rationalize

it and join forces to cause an election." It's

absolute panic over there.

These are examples of what we were talk-

ing about, how bland the speech was. One
can see that the government is really think-

ing. Davis and the boys—Hugh Segal-
Mr. Conway: Some of the girls.

Mr. Roy: —and a few of the girls once in

a while, get together and they say: "How
can we get that enthusiasm of the past, the

days of George Drew?" One will remember
that effort in 1977, the charter, which was

intended to repeat the promises that brought
on a Tory administration back in the days
of George Drew. "How can we bring some

of that back?" they ask.

As one of the many examples of fossiliza-

tion that characterizes this government, the

throne speech states once again, "Proper

manpower development and deployment will

be of the utmost importance as one of the

cornerstones of a healthy and growing

economy in the 1980s."

Mr. Nixon: The Minister of Laboiw (Mr.

Elgie) is leaving.

Mr. Roy: That is right. His timing is just

beautiful.

Mr. Nixon: He is on his way out in more

ways than one!

Mr. Roy: Unfortunately he has the same

contempt for this place as most of his col-

leagues and is walking out while we are

talking about him. By the way, his maJOT

program—
Hon. Miss Stephenson: The only one who

shows contempt is you. You never bother to

arrive.
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Mr. Roy: Yes, Bette, yes. I am trying to

understand what the minister is saying but

I can't.

Mrs. Campbell: "Full of sound and fury,

signifying nothing."

Mr. Roy: Right. It goes on to say, "The

key area of focus will be to produce sufficient

numbers of skilled personnel from within our

own work force to meet the needs of the

Ontario economy." Since 1963, at about the

time the Premier (Mr. Davis) became Minister

of Edlication, at least half a dozen govern-
ment reports have strongly recommended the

expansion of alternatives to formally institu-

tionalize education and training. They have
recommended enhanced apprenticeship pro-

grams.
In the throne speech of two years ago the

government spoke of giving highest priority

to evolving training programs geared to the

manpower needs of industry. This year, some
17 years later, we get more talk and the

situation desperately cries out for action.

Just last month we had something like

150,000 young people between the ages of

15 and 24 out of work. The rate of unemploy-
ment at that level is 14.5. We are talking of

Ontario, not Newfoundland. There has been
a 23 per cent increase in unemployment in

that age category in Ontario, Yet, at the

same time, industry is desperately short of

skilled manpower for its needs and is forced

to look to Europe and elsewhere to fill these

jobs.

This crisis was predicted and is worsening,
but we have had nothing but empty words
from this government about the importance
of skills and training. We need fresh ideas.

We need enthusiasm. We need belief in

change, in progress and the ability to create

a bright and prosperous future for Ontario.

We are not going to get it from the Con-
servative side, but we are going to get it

from the Liberal side.

The throne speech is reprehensible, not

for what it says but for all that it omits. In

our motion of no confidence, we list programs
to get the economy growing; to protect
Ontarians from high interest rates; to pro-
tect the environment; to develop skills for

young people; to reverse the erosion of the

health-care system, I say to my colleagues on

my left; to develop alternative energy sources;
and to establish fair revenue-sharing agree-
ments with municipalities and school boards.

In looking back to 1975, where have the

Tories really come dovni hard? What visible

policies have they brought forward? It is

encouraging to think that the issue on which
the Premier and the Minister of Education

really came down hard on was tlie Lord's

Prayer in the schools. Remember that? Did

the minister take a poll before she decided

on that?

When one thinks about the doers on the

Conservative side, when one thinks about

people who were at times misguided but

were not afraid of taking a decision, one

thinks back on Darcy McKeough. He has

to be happy to be out from the fossils in

that party. He has to be happy to be out

from that group.
Whatever the faults of Darcy McKeough,

whether one agreed with him or not, he was

a minister who was at least willing to take

a stand. Shortly before he quit in complete

frustration, he said—and the Tory whip
should listen to this as he will learn some-

thin «^ from it—"Maybe the decision to do

nothing is the best politics and maybe it's

right but at some point you have to stop

saying and you have to start doing whatever

you are going to do."

That is called leadership. I sure wish some

of that was transferred over to the Minister

of Education who has been vacillating on so

many issues here. Clearlv none of her cabi-

net colleagues agreed with that. The member
for Carleton (Mr. Handleman) at least was a

McKeough, action-type individual who pre-

ferred to make decisions and preferred to

live ^\dth the results. What's hapnened to the

Conservative Party over there? What has

happened to property tax reform after all

those reports? What has it become? Local

option?

McKeough said at that time: "You can't

continue to get up in the morning and look

at yourself in a mirror, knowing that you are

doing nothing about an inequitable system."

That's what he was saying. He had the guts

to say that. I guess the government, includinq:

the Minister of Education, just stopped look-

ing in the mirror. I guess they don't mind
what they see.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: I hear the Minister of Correc-

tional Services (Mr. Walker) interjecting. I

say to the minister, while I have the oppor-

tunity, that he owes an apology to the bar of

this province, to the lawyers. Maybe some of

my colleagues could tell me if he ever prac-

tised. Was he ever involved in the liberty of

the individual?

It reminds me of the days of Charles

Dickens, when he said for instance, that

lawyers were an impediment to justice. The
member should be apologizing to the bar of

this province for his wide-sweeping statement.

4:30 p.m.
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Mr. S. Smith: Withdraw your statement.

Mr. Roy: As my leader has said on many
occasions, if the Tories don't have any moral

leadership at least they are supposed to be

good managers. Remember, the old story:

"There is not much imagination over there,

but they can really run the store. These

guys are competent. They know what they

are doing." They may have lacked warmth
and compassion and imagination, but they

wore three-piece Conservative blue banker's

suits. They were supposed to be good man-

agers of the Ontario economy.
Talk about a waste of money. I can recall,

and my colleague from Brant-Oxford-Norfolk

(Mr. Nixon) remembers how we used to fight

over the purchases of land in this province.

Do they rememl:)er the purchasing of land?

Do they remember John White saying satel-

lite cities were going to be built all over the

place and that these were going to be great

investments? They started buying up land all

over the place for new industrial sites. I can

remember we used to say to him, "You are

paying too much money for that land." We
told him what he was doing was foolish.

Trying to plan, trying to pay with the sort

of checkerboard type of process where he

was going to decide where the town or city

was going to go was foolish. Do they remem-
ber that?

I ask the Minister of Correctional Ser-

vices, if he remembers the criticism we had

of the minister of that time? Does he re-

member how we attempted to establish, and

to get the minutes of Ontario Housing Cor-

poration to determine how much the gov-
ernment was paying for that land? Does he

remember how we were rebuffed? I ask

my colleague from St. George (Mrs. Camp-
bell) if she remembers when they were cyni-

cal and said, "You don't have to know these

things"?

Mrs. Campbell: Yes.

Mr. Roy: Yes. We are finding out now.
I can remember the most beautiful pro-

cess of all was the decision to buy in eastern

Ontario, Edwardsburgh. I can remember
that process. I can remember four ministers

apparently making that decision, all the

minirters were involved except the minis-

ters for eastern Ontario and, of course, the

boy minister, the real tiger, the member for

Ottawa South (Mr. Bennett) who was not

involved at all.

Interjections.

Mr. Roy: That was the member for Ot-

tawa South.

Mr. McEwen: They didn't tell him.

Mr. Roy: No, they didn't tell him. In fact

he was the Minister of Industry and Tour-

ism, before he got that promotion—he says

—to Minister of Housing. That is what he

says. He was the only person in the prov-
ince who thought he had a promotion. That's

what he said, I am cynical about the Min-

ister of Housing, but really he was right

on this. He said: "We would be comnletely
off our nut to build a new industrial park
there."

Mr. S. Smith: He was right.

Mr. Roy: Yes, he was right on.

Mr. S. Smith: He was right once.

Mr. Roy: Yes. He was right that time. As

it turned out, unfortunately for the taxpayers

of Ontario, he was rijafht. It was $7 million.

We are getting into really big millions, just

hang on. We are just starting. Then they

transferred this to the Ministry of Natural

Resoiu'ces at a book value of $8.8 million.

This new incarnation was going to be for

the gro\ving of trees. That's what they said.

It went from an industrial park to growing
of trees.

Then, recently, the Minister of Energy
(Mr, Welch) came out with a new program
on methanol and how you can make substi-

tute energy out of trees and garbage. The
first thing we knew the minister and his

sidekick the member for Carleton-Grenville

(Mr, Sterling) were out there in eastern

Ontario and there is a third incarnation for

Edwardsburgh,

Mr. Sargent: A woodlot.

Mr. Roy: Yes. It is going to be for trees

for this new alternative energy source. That

is the type of foolishness the Tories indulge
in. We talk of $30 million in South Cayuga,
and $270 million in Pickering, It was beau-

tiful when the Premier (Mr. Davis) in re-

sponding to my leader's question, said:

"I am a little surprised that he is saying

by implication that the province shouldn't

move ahead to help stimulate development
at that park, put lots on the marketplace to

provide additional potential housing accx>m-

modation. I can only assume from tlie ques-

tion he doesn't feel this should be appro-

priate policy, whidh is fine. I just have to

tell him I think he is in error."

That is what the Premier was saying

to the Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. S. Smith: A month later they can-

celled the whole thing.

Mr. Roy: That's right. A month later, as

my leader says, Claude said—
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Mr. Acting Speaker: If you are referring
to a member of the House would you please

refer to him by the riding he represents?

Mr. Roy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, It's a sign of

aflFection because Claude and I have this

special—The menVber for Ottawa South made
this statement: "You have to know enough
to cut your losses and not be foolish enough
to extend them." That's what he said a

month after the Premier said, "The Leader
of the Opposition is misguided." The minis-

ter goes on to say—that's a new policy of

this government apparently—"A government
without flexibility is a government without

responsibility."

There is no end to their flexibility. In fact,

I think they are contortionists. There are

times they are so pleased with themselves

they can emibrace themselves with their new
policies.

We have had reports from the Toronto

Real Estate Board which said the Ontario

Land Corporation was not worthwhile, that

it cannot possibly break even. In fact, the

land would have to double in the next seven

years for the Ontario Land Corporation to

break even on this investment. So we have
waste.

Do I mention Minaki Lodge? Everybody
knows about that. We have already spent
«?ome $8.5 million, and have they had one
tourist in the place? I ask the Minister of

Northern Affairs (Mr, Bemier), have they
had one tourist in Minaki Lodge? He doesn't

respond. I take it from his silence that he

says no.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: What is the question?

Mr. S. Smith: Have they had one tourist

in Minaki Lodcje?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Steryhen hevAs tried.

The federal government supports Minaki

Lodge, Did the member know that?

Mr. Roy: Who supported Minaki Lodge?
Hon. Mr. Bemier: The federal gov-

ernment,

Mr. Roy: I'm glad to see the Premier com©
in. I'm tempted to go back and talk about
some of the—

Interjections:

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order,

Mr. Roy: I want to say something to the

Premier. I wonder what he is doing as leader

of thi> province when I look at the economy
and how it has iwospered under his

administration.

Let's look at some of these things. In the

1970s the government was in last place

among the provinces on average percentage
growth in the gross provincial product, in

per capita GPP, in per capita income, in per

capita personal disposable income, in the

rate of public investments, in residential

construction and in the rate of gross value

added per capita. The Premier should be

proud of that. Those are the good managers
of Ontario.

An hon. member: Behind Newfoundland,

Mr. Roy: That's right. The good managers
of Ontario,

To be clear, this is not a nationwide trend.

All our sister provinces are growing while in

Ontario, the province of opi)ortunity—

Hon. Mr. Pope: That's selective use of

figures.

Mr. Roy: I challenge the Premier to show
us the diff^erence. Show us figures that say

that my figures are wrong. Let me tell the

Premier that we in the Liberal Party have

full confidence in our research staff. Tney are

right on.

I could go on. The average real family

income in constant 1971 dollars in Ontario

sank from $13,518 in 1976 to $12,916 in

1978. Those are the facts. Under the Premier,

the former Minister of Education, this

province of Ontario has declined to eighth

place among Canadian provinces in per

capita grants to universities, $1,000 below

the Canadian average and $1,800 below

Quebec.

4:40 p.m.

That's the province of opportunity; that's

what has happened under this administration.

So is it any wonder that it is embarrassing
for this government, when the equalization

payments come forward and it says: "No,
we don't want that. That's too embarrassing.

We need that money but we have this tradi-

tion and we are not going to touch some of

this stuflF."

I could go on talking about the Tories

and some of the things that have happened
since 1975 and since the last election in

1977. We could talk to some of my col-

leagues who represent the north about what

has happened to some of the industries there.

Does the government remember the member
for Rainy River (Mr. T. P. Reid)? He is the

one who forced it to release the results of

the polls.

When we look at the shortcomings in the

area of interest rates for homeowners and

farmers and small businessmen in this

province, when we see the government that

is not prepared to accept its responsibilities-

Interjections.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber for Ottawa East is having diflSculty be-
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ing heard. Will the rest of the House please
be quiet?

Mr. Roy: The Premier has set aside a large

fund, millions of dollars, to help all these

large corporations. In the meantime, farmers,
small business people—just over the week-
end in Ottawa some of my colleagues were

talking about four car dealerships that have

gone under. We talk about Beach Foundry
Limited^200 jobs. Anyway in no time at all

we had something like 800 jobs. What's this

government doing to help small business?

The same people-
Mr. Laughren: They've done about as little

as the federal Liberals.

Mr. Roy: The federal Liberals were the

first ones to come into Windsor. They helped
out on the unemployment insurance.

Hon. Mr. Maeck: What are the federal

Liberals doing about it?

Mr. Roy: I don't see the government thank-

ing the federal Liberals for their purchase
of that new plane. Is the Premier going to

congratulate the federal Liberals for creating

employment in this province? He is prepared
to criticize them; he is prepared to pass it

off. But at least they are prepared to take

some initiatives for Ontario, something tliat

he has not shown at least since 1977.

I think it's clear that this government is

not deserving of support. But for the people
of Ontario to have a new administration we
need help. When we proposed this motion,
we thought for sure we were going to get
the support of our colleagues to oiu" left.

Even though thev are misguided, at least

thev have principles and they are led by a

leader who was elected by a group within

that party who are called the thinking social-

ists, the principled socialists. We thought that

same party, which on so many occasions had

proposed motions of no confidence—and I

must look here, how many there were—
eight?

Mr. Martel: Are those the ones you sup-

ported the government on?

Mr. Roy: Eight motions of no confidence.

Let us look at some of the motions of no
confidence which were proposed since 1977.

First of all, two were proposed by the former
NDP leader and six by the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy).
As we told the members to my left

throughout, when we are ready, we will let

them know.

Mr. Martel: What did you vote?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, let me read from
Hansard in 1978. This is the new leader of

the New Democratic Party speaking: "Mr.

Speaker, I had neither expected nor intended

this early in our leadership to move a motion
which could bring an election. We in the

NDP would welcome a chance to take on the

Tories in an election if that is the outcome
of the motion today." That's what he said

in 1978. In 1979 we had a motion.

Mr. Cassidy: \Vhere were you?
Mr. Roy: In 1979 we saved them. In 1979

there was going to be a motion on $6 mil-

lion for the Toronto Transit Commission.
That's what the motion was all about; re-

member in 1979?
There are far more important issues today.

Where is the NDP?
Mr. Martel: Where were you then when

we needed you? You pulled out when we
needed you.

Mr. Speaker: Ordter. The member for Sud-

bury East does not have the floor.

Mr. Roy: They are much more lively dur-

ing my speech than they were during that of

their colleague the member for Oshawa (Mr.

Breaugh).
The leader of the NDP said in 1979: "The

resoonse we have from the government is a

desperate search for old remedies and a re-

fusal to look at anything new, a failure which
will cost this province dearly and will cost

us even more for each further month that the

Progressive Conservatives are in power"—
"each further month that the Progressive
Conservatives are in power." Need I go on?
Motion after motion.

Some of this was beautiful. In 1978 the

leader—I don't think he was the leader then,

I think he was the critic—
Mr. Nixon: In everything.

Mr. Roy: In everything, as one of my col-

leagues said. I think he was known as their

Treasury critic then. He stated on pacre 695

of Hansard: "New Democrats are prepared to

act. We think it's about time this motion was

passed and that this government was simoly
stood down." That's what he said at that

time.

Some of the exchanges were excellent.

Stephen Lewis, then the leader, said to the

government: "You will be decimated if you
call at this point. With any help from the

Liberals you shall fall. Come on. Pull the

plug. Let's get this thing on the road."

That's what Stephen Lewis was saying then.

His colleague the member for Scarborough-
Ellesmere (Mr. Warner), said: "Time to

change managers over there."

The best part was from my colleague from

Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren). Here are some
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of the sweet things he was saying on the

budget in 1979: "It's a good time for a New
Democrat to be responding to the budget of

the Treasurer, not because of the ammunition
which we have to respond but because it's a

good feeling in general in Ontario today to

be a New Democrat." That's what he was

saying.
He said: "Ever since a year ago, when we

elected a new leader, we've gone onward
and upward." Then he went on with some
of his musings. He said: "When occasionally
I ramble through the back alleys of the

bureaucracy around Queen's Park, the word
I hear from the bureaucrats, many of whom
are in highly placed positions in tlie civil

service, is that the Liberal Party in Ontario

peaked early, and it's all downhill for them."
He said: "The Conservatives, under the

benign neglect of the Premier (Mr. Davis),
are withering on the vine." That's what he
was saying at that time—"withering on the

vine."

He went on to say: "Tomorrow belongs
to the New Democrats. Move aside, we're

coming through."

4:50 p.m.

Mr. Laughren: A point of order, Mr.

Speaker.
Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt

knows there is nothing out of order.

Mr. Laughren: Then on a point of personal

privilege: I did want to make it clear that

nothing has changed since I uttered those

words. We still intend to make the others

move over because we're coming through,
but we're not going to pass on the Liberal

curves.

Mr. Roy: The leader of the same party,
which brought forward eight no-confidence

motions since 1977, said in March 1980:

"Rushing into an election is an easy solution.

It is a lot tougher to devise answers to our

problems."
What has brought this on? Is it the polls?

It could be the polls. We're crass politicians.

We look at such things as money. Somebody
told me there are 16 New Democrats whose

pensions may be affected by this. I said,

"No, not these principled individuals, not

them. They wouldn't be thinking of that.

We are crass politicians and we would be

thinking about pensions, but not them, not

these New Democrats."
I want to say we have 15 who may be

affected by pensions, but we're talking about

bringing down the government.
'What are they going to say to Cliff Pilkey

of the Ontario Federation of Labour? What
are they going to say to him about the ap-

pointment of Lincoln Alexander to the Work-
men's Compensation Board? Are they going
to say that on Monday afternoon they sup-

ported' the Tories? What are they going to

say to the 275,000 names?

An hon. member: What are you going to

say?

Mr. Roy: We're going to say we had the

guts to bring the government down at any
time. They don't deserve to be in politics.

On the one side, we have a party that has

lost its principles and, on the other, we have
a party that never had any principles.

I want to say in closing that there are

two overriding issues. The question of energy
and the question of the very survival of this

country are of primary importance in this

province. I ask the Premier did he really

need a poll to tell him that Ontario was

going to get ripped off on oil prices? Did he

need a poll to tell him Ontarians feel there

should be some national input in oil prices?

This leader and this party do not need a poll

to fight to protect Ontarians.

At this very time, especially since 1976

when the very survival of this country was

at stake, when it was important to this prov-

ince that this leader, this Premier, give

leadership in that area, did he really need a

poll to tell him that Ontarians wanted him
to fight for Canada? Did he really need a

poll to tell him that? Did he really need a

poll when we are talking about rights as

important as those of the franco-Ontarians?

It is one thing-

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member's

time has expired.

Mr. Roy: I ask, is power really that

important that one needs a poll to fight for

Ontario? This leader and this party don't

need a poll to fight for Ontario.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is a great

privilege to join in this traditional discussion

in the Legislature, in spite of the words of

the member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy), to

endeavour to persuade the members of the

official opposition to reassess the questionable

amendment they placed before this House,

to show just a little sign of maturity and

intelligence and logic in the process.

After listeninfj to the member for Ottawa

East I realize that appealing to his intellec-

tual capacity would be a ^vaste of my time,

his time and the Legislature's time, so I

won't endeavour to do so. However, I do

want to thank the honourable member for

being here on this Monday. It is a unique
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situation for all of us and I would just sug-

gest to him—
Mr. S. Smith: At least he is here for your

speech. You weren't here for mine.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh yes, I -was here for

two or three of the honourable member's

speeches, and at least when I missed his

speech, I woiJd say to the Leader of the

Opposition, I wasn't out playing tennis.

Mr. S. Smith: You've missed the la^t

seven.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the

Leader of the Opposition, I apologize, but I

really did have a matter of some importance.
I really find it very reveding that the Leader
of the Opposition can, in fact, remember
seven important speeches he has made. I

guess they were the only ones. I don't keep
track of the speeches I make, which is prob-

ably just as well for everyone.

Mr. S. Smith: Neither does anyone else.

We sit here for them. We don't keep track

of them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know I am really tres-

passing on the goodwill and the patience of

the Leader of the Opposition to listen to my
brief observations this afternoon.

Mr. S. Smith: My respect is for the Legis-

lature, not for you,

Hon. Mr. Davis: I won't get into any dis-

cussions of that nature with the Leader of

the Opposition. I would only say to the

member for Ottawa East, tliat I enjoyed his

observations and the sincerity with which he

made them. I saw the tongue in both cheeks

when he was saying most of the things he
was saying. I have known him for many
years. Actually, ths member has been more
effective before juries tlian he has been this

afternoon, but I enjoyed it anyway. I heard

some of it in my office as well.

5 p.m.

Mr. Roy: I would put more faith in tiie

jury system than I would in you people.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Let me say to the mem-
ber so would L

Mr. Roy: I would run you oflF a jury.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am sure the member
would try to nm everybody oflF a jury if he
had hi> way.

It is not my intention this afternoon, sur-

prising as it may seem, to be provocative in

terms of replying to some of the observa-

tions from across tlie House. I intend to

address a few remarks to one or two broader

i'sues. But in case any members of the

House or any members of the press gallery

really haven't a summation of the feelings of

the Smith party of Ontario, if they will call

Jim Decks at 965-1676, he will give them
more information on their latest press release.

Actually, I am very fond of Mr. Decks.

He gave me a great fine once. I can't recall

it exactly except it went something like this,

and I really am taking exception to it: "Go-

ing to work for the Liberal Party is some-

thing like going to work for the Argonauts."
I have to say as a supporter of the Argonauts
I find that very hard to accept. However, I

won't go into any of that.

I just wanted to read the member fw
Windsor-Walkerville (Mr. B. Newman) one

paragraph from his favourite newspaper be-

fore I get into other matters. This is from

the Windsor Star, which is not known for its

overall commitment to the Conservative gov-
emmsnt of this province. Related to the

health-care s^'stem, it said: "But TimbreD's

policies indicate tfhat, despite the threats of

rising hospital costs and government re-

straint, our health-care S)'stem is in good
hands." That is from no better authority,

than the Windsor Star.

I won't bring any editorials from the

Hamilton Spectator as they relate to the

Leader of the Opposition's desire to have an

election. I know he has read them carefully,

assessed them carefully and probably now
agrees with what that great newspaper has

said on those particular issues.

I just want very briefly to set something
at rest if I can. The member for Ottawa

East mentioned certain figures in the latter

part of his prepared remarks, which I think

he digressed from at some length—perhaps

totally. Getting around to some of the basic

facts of Ontario's real growth from 1970 to

1979, here are the figures: Japan, 6.1 per

cent; Canada, 4.2 per cent; Ontario, 3.7 per

cent; Germany, 3.2 per cent; United States,

2.9 per cent; and the United Kingdom, 2.1

per cent.

Let us take a look at some of the figures

on job creation, put them into perspective,

be reasonable, objective and understanding.

Thev are Ontario, 3.0 per cent; Canada, 2.8

per cent; United States, 2.2 per cent; Japan,

9 per cent; United Kingdom, 0.1 per cent;

and Gennany, 0.4 per cent. Here we have

one of the most important economic indi-

cators one can find anvNvhere and we are

ahead of any other jurisdiction. I ask the

member to take a look at the figures.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He should listen to me.

1 didn't interrupt him and, for a change, he

should try listening to someone else. It will

be very refreshing for him, it will come as a
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shock to him and he might even learn some-

thing.

Let us look at total manufacturing invest-

ment from 1970 to 1979. It is Ontario, 10.3

per cent and the rest of Canada, 9.9 per
cent. The figures are here. Let us just men-
tion another modest figure, Ontario's share

of employment growth, 1970 to 1979. In

1975, it was 33.8 per cent and in 1979, 41.5

per cent. Let the member tell me where he

can find a jurisdiction that has had that

measure of success.

In manufacturing job creation, Ontario

outperformed the rest of Canada without any

question. The figures are here. I could go
on at some great length.

Mr. Roy: And so you should.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are talking about

percentage terms. Certainly it's a surprise.

The figures disappoint the member. How-
ever, I really intend to deal with the throne

speech and one or two issues of concern to

me.

I have no hesitation in supporting the

throne speech with all that it contained. It

is, in our view, a fair-minded, very reason-

able and imaginative program which lorovides

our province with a kind of outline for

progress and stability which the taxpayers
we collectively serve have a right to expect.

I understand it is the tradition that I use

this opportunity to rebut at length the dis-

tortions and exaeeerations of the Leader of

the Opoosition (Mr. S. SmithX It is tradi-

tional but, in my view and in today's cir-

cumstances, a waste of both my time and
that of the a.ssembly. I think it is fair to

state th'^t the Leader of the Opposition has

chosen, of the many instruments available to

him, the one of belittlinnr Ontario's contribu-

tion to Canada and d'stortinsr the overall

economic strength and potential of our

province—a totally negative approach.
He refers, for example, to net revenue

figures when he knows what he is talking
about is revenue to government, taxes, and
then he comnlains that our figures are not

the highest. Does he exi^ect or want Ontario
to raise taxes so that we cnn equal Alberta's

oil-based revenues? All that would do is

increase the burdens on our own citizens.

Look at the way he has iised the figurr-s.

One might assume he wants an election, th^t

he is going to bring us up on this basis by
imposing higher taxes for Ontarians. That
would be his solution to the problem.

I think it is fair to state that the caucus

of the member for Hamilton West (Mr. S.

Smith) may feel enthusiastically inclined.

perhaps through loyalty, to potmd their desks

as the tune gets a little more hollow and the

tone gets a little shriller day after day. I

understand politics. I listened to the member
for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy), and I almost

thought here was the opening salvo of his

own leadership campaign for 1982. I got that

impression. I thought he did very well at the

last convention.

The people of this province, as they have

proven repeatedly, have far better judgement
than that. I think it's fair to say, as I have

listened to and read a great number of the

contributions from thoughtful members on
both sides of the House, the challenges facing
Canada and Ontario at this moment are clear

and significant. We should be devoting our

energies to resolving those difficulties and not

threatening elections at this time.

The challenges which emerge from a very
troubled world—I think that's an under-

statement—and, let's be honest about it, a

troubled nation, are challenges which, in the

name of continued prosperity and opportunity
in this province, we must meet head on with

a clear and precise grasp of our priorities

and potential.

The importance given to energy in our

proOTam is very clear evidence of Ontario

seeking to do all it can to maximize our

opportunities and prospects. I think tiie

member for Ottawa East was treading on

pretty shaky ground when he started talking

about energy policy in light of the total lack

of energy policy put forward by the Liberal

Party of Ontario. Look back at it historically.

The Liberal Party has had at least five dif-

ferent positions on energy: world price one

diy, less than world price the next day, back

to world price the following day.

Those people are going to be very em-

barrassed when we debate these issues be-

fore the pubhc because the reality is they

have had no consistent, logical, credible

energy policy. I say that very sadly. I say

it constructively but objectively, because it

happens to be the truth. On all fronts-

hybrid electric heating, energy' from waste,

hydrogen energy, methanol, the expansion

of the Ontario Energy Corporation, conser-

vation, fusion rese-'rch—the Deput\' Premier

and Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch) has

launched a serious and well-developed pro-

gram. That is as it should be.

I listened to the member who is a great

advocate for Bell Canada. He looks very

impressive promoting Bell Canada long-

distance ads, higher rates, TV ads, and so

on. I am glad he didn't ask us whether we
had an intervention before the rate hearing
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on Bell Canada. What position would he

take on that rate hearing?

Mr. Roy: Has the Premier got a poll on

What position he is going to take?

Hon Mr. Davis: If the member for Otta-

wa E^st had been here on occasion, he

would know the position we are taking be-

fore the board. One does not build on an

alternate energy program or increased energy

security with a hobby-horse approach, such

as has been adopted by the other side.

Mr. J. Reed: Tell the truth.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is a hobby-horse ap-

proach. The member for Halton-Burlington

(Mr. J. Reed) knows it is true. His mind may
have diflBculty with it but in his heart he

knows it is true.

5:10 p.m.

The government's role must be one of

integrated leadership, a position which

encourages both private sector investment

and public confidence. When the Leader of

the Opposition spends a few more years in

his area of responsibility he will ciome to

understand that, however slow that revela-

tion may be.

On the large fiscal issues, let's make no
mistake about them. The federal govern-
ment clearly has the pre-eminent role. That
is fundamental. It is something that as we
get into discussions later on in the session,

constitutional change, et cetera, there is just
to be no mistake about the position of this

government or this Premier as to the need
to have a national government with the fis-

cal, monetary, financial resources and re-

sponsibilities to do the job. The federal

government has some obvious responsibili-
ties in the context of assuring both national
balance and equity.

Unlike the Leader of the Opposition,
whose view of Ottawa seems both politically

paranoiac and mildly schizophrenic—a diag-
nosis he might share were he the physician
and not the patient in this case—the posi-
tion of the Progressive Conservative govern-
ment of this province is straightforward, it is

consistent, it has been the same since the

energy debates took place. There has been
no alteration, moderation or deviation from
it.

A strong national government deserves tlie

support of all Canadians when it attempts to
act in the interests of all Canadians. Our
position on a Canadian energy pricing regime,
on reducing government duplication and
limiting its growth, on retaining a fair fiscal

balance between all regions, on ensuring a
nation that can both share and' care together,

has been and remains consistent over die

years.
Whatever the partisan afiBliatlon of the

government in Ottawa, in terms of achieving

public policy goals for the people of cnii

province, goals that enhance our ctJlective

quality of life in expanding our economic

opportunities, Ontario has and will continue

•to put partisanship aside. We have supported
and we have opposed governments of any
affiliation in Ottawa, issue by issue, in the

interests of all of the people of our province,
and that is as it should be.

I have no difficulty either in standing with

my national party—and I make no apologies

for it—in good times and those that weren't

quite so good, but without compromising my
responsibility to all Ontarians.

I would say to the member for Niagara
Falls (Mr. Kerrio) I have been consistent. I

have always been a Progressive Conservative.

I have never tried to change the name of our

party. I have never limited my participation.

I have disagreed with our national policy on

occasion, but at least I have been loyal, I

have been consistent, I haven't tried to exploit

it because I think there is a short-term

political advantage. That is more than can

be said about some members of this House

when it comes to their involvement.

Mr. Roy: That will be a good speech at

the next federal leadership convention.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Ottawa

East flatters me. One minute he is saying
how bland we are. I am going to have a

new slogan, "Bland works." He should take

a look around us. I will never try to compete
with the member for Ottawa East, with his

rhetoric, his style, his lack of logic, or any-

thing else. I won't try to do that.

1 think the record is very clear. I haven't

attacked the new government in Ottawa just

on single issues or issues that might be

transient in nature. I believe that Canadians

generally, and Ontarians specifically, really

expect the freshly mandated government in

Ottawa to be given a fair chance, be given

the benefit of the doubt on the large issues

facing us all as Canadians.

I am a partisan person, but I genuinely
believe the people of Ontario want to see, in

this time of national difiiculty, some measure

of understanding and co-operation between

the govenmient of this province and the

government in Ottawa, because we do share

certain responsibilities and certainly we share

the interest of the people of this province.

I make it abundantly clear, and it may come
as a bit of a shock, it may disappoint some

members, but it is my intention to work with
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Ottawa wherever possible in the interests of

Ontarians.

As the throne speech clearly indicated, as

pohticians we really can do little to enhance

public confidence in public institutions in

this country if as government our agenda is

distrust and our program for needling each
other mercilessly is better developed than
our desire for common achievement and pro-

gress. Sure, it is the easy route to go—very
easy—not so hard for any of us. But while we
reserve the right to marshal our forces on

any clear issue of substance where we see

unfairness or as the magistrate, Mr. Attorney
General, would say, "arbitrary measures," we
also firmly assert our responsibility to seek

opportunities to work together with the na-

tional government in the national interest.

Despite how some directly opposite may
feel, I think the people of this province, at

this time in our history, deserve no less.

Quite frankly, I believe the period this nation

faces at the moment is one of peril but also

of opportunity. In this great nation, some
would suggest it was ever thus.

I think I can say with some historical

p-^rspective that as Ontarians we have al-

ways put our nation, or Canada, first. I say
to the House that whatever the international

economic uncertainties, w'hatever the strains

on our Confederation, economic or otherwise,
we shall as Ontarians continue to put
Canada, our Canada, one Canada, first in all

matters of nolicy and program. That is the

direction this government will take. It is

rsally in that context that all of us in this

parliament and in this province must face,
without being naive and with no delusions,
th^ seriousness of the events unfolding be-

fore us.

To the east of t!he Ottawa River, oiu* sister

province grapples with the most serious deci-

sion. Our fellow Canadians in Quebec aren't

involved in a semantic exercise or in a simple
reaffirmation of a desire for constitutional

change. Th^*v mav be encouraged, however,
to think otherwise. They mav, indeed, be
discouraged from facing the fact they are

participating in a decision that will seriously

shape attitudes, opportimities and potential
for all of Canada in the future.

A victorv for the "yes" side may be seen

as a mandate to negotiate by some, but I

think it is important to point but that it will

b"? clearly used as a giant leap down the

road to independence by the independent
forces. Let's not fool anyone about that. Let's

imderstand that when people are saying:

"Vote yes, it's only an opportunity to nego-

tiate," in fact, there is an imderlying belief

by some tiiat this would give them just

another step forward on the road to the

independence some of them are seeking.

In my opinion, it will result in a closing

of more doors and more minds throughout

English-speaking Canada than I care to ima-

gine. I'm afraid it will toughen conciliatory
mentalities throughout this nation. That is

my personal point of view.

Were it just as some would say—and I

understand the subtleties of what is being
said—a mandate to negotiate, and I find this

concept intriguing, I would have to ask a

couple of questions: To negotiate what? To

negotiate with whom? Will it be a mandate
to negotiate a "now you see it, now you
don't" independence? Is that what they are

saying? This has already been rejected by
Premiers and federal leaders. With whom
will Quebec negotiate sovereignty-association?

The member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy)
didn't touch upon this, but he has some
modest knowledge in constitutional law. I

would say the knowledge of the member for

Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) is even more sub-

stantial. I don't say that unkindly, I happen
to think it is.

My understanding of the constitution is

there is just nothing in the constitution that

permits negotiation. There is no vehicle

whereby, in fact, constitutionally, legally or

any other way, it can be done. Indeed, all

the room to negotiate, all the room to find

creative new dimensions for this country,
new structures, new federal-provincial rela-

tionships, all the capacity to build on a

mutual resx>ect and tnist. are only liberated

bv the no option in the present Quebec
debate.

5:20 p.m.

That, in essence, is what it is all about.

The temptation to go through all the litanies

of two weeks ago was great, but I am trying
to lay before this House and before the

people some '(rf my own points of view. I

want to restate one or two.

The position of this province, certainly

of this government, I hope remains crystal

clear to our compatriots in Quebec. This gov-
ernment will go anywhere at any time and it

will negotiate with anyone to accommodate
constitutional reform, change, anything that

strengthens the capacity of Canada to serve

better the regions, the language groups and

tlie provinces of our nation. Speaking for titiis

government and this party, our minds are

open and, most important, so are our hearts.

Our spirit is positive; it is also creative.

The people of Ontario have had a genuine
commitment to constitutional reform going
back a number of years. It is not something
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that happened in the last year, or two years
or even three years. These are among the

positive and creative concerns we would seek

to address for our own reasons, as do Cana-

dians elsewhere: needless duplication, waste-

ful overlapping of government expenditures,

a concern for representative national insti-

tutions. I would ask the voters of Quebec to

understand the depth of our positive and
real commitment to constitutional reform

for this country.

Sovereignty-association, on the other hand,

as a proposition would stem the creativity

and weaken the commitment. Just as we
would leave no stone unturned in the con-

text of progressive constitutional reform, we
would not be part of and we will fully op-

pose any negotiations, at any level, at any
time, on sovereignty-association. It is not

acceptable.

Negotiating the end of our nation is not

part of the mandate of this government, nor

is it the mandate of the government of Can-
ada. Its preservation through legitimate
means is very much our collective mandate.

Compromise, call it some other word if you
like, Mr. Speaker, in the interests of progress
and helpful reform has always been the pos-
ture of this province. Weakness in the face

of those who would destroy Canada has not

been part of our history, nor will it be as

long as it is my privile'Te to serve as Premier

of this province.
I have spoken of the peril and the op-

portunity to the east of us in Quebec. Let me
now address the challenge from and for

wcstc?m Canada. Let me begin with a com-
ment on what I regard as some grossly un-

fair observations that have been made about
the federal voting practices of the people of

this province.
In 1979, when Ontarians, along with

Canadians in other parts of this nation, voted
to elect Prime Minster Joe Clark observers

said our people voted to isolate Quebec. In

1980, when Ontarians chose, in the main—
not with my help, but they did in the main—
to give a mandate to Prime Minister Pierre

Trudeau, our people were charged by some
with voting to isolate western Canada. I

read some of the comments. Attributing these

motives is both tasteless and divisive.

The x)eople of Ontario have the right to

vote for the federal government of their

choice without having their patriotism ques-

tioned, just as other Canadians have a similar

right. We need not apologize for our strength
in numbers to anyone, nor do we intend to.

Our capacity to have an impact on federal

election results is not a distortion. There are

eight million plus people living in this prov-

ince. It is the clear result of a democratic

parliamentary system in which citizens—
people, not oilwells, maps or regions—deter-

mine the outcome of elections.

The government of Canada, dependent on

the confidence it can sustain in the House of

Commons and elected by all Canadians, rep-

resents all Canadians—that is the reality—
however they may have voted, until its man-

date is elapsed or the confidence of the

House is lost. We reject utterly—I say this

for myself—the view espoused in some quar-

ters in western Canada that if the party of

one's choice does not win a national election

then the electoral system is little more than

a conspiracy to frustrate one's objectives. I

just don't happen to support that point of

view. If the democratic system we use were

to change everv time some interest group felt

it had not T>roduced the desired result, there

would not be any democratic system worth

keeping or worth chan^rincr.

In a very brocd national and historical

sense western Canada has some legitimate

PTievances, where inequities must be re-

dressed. But western Canada—and I speak
here of all the provinces west of Kenora—
have also helped build this nation and as

such it shares a great human and material in-

vestment with the rest of us. That investment

can be measured in the years that the

farmers in the west have devoted to building

our great western trrain and livestock re-

serves over the decades. It can be measured

throun^h the human investments—not just in

mone>'—in pulp and paper industries, the

risk-taking throughout the resource sector

right across the board.

As new energy-based wealth now broadens

western opportunities, our compatriots in the

west can launch themselves on an even

broader development and expansion, diversi-

fying their industrial base and building a set

of opportunities that will be unparalleled in

their history, as well they should.

Lest our position with respect to their

opportunity be misrepresented or distorted,

I say to my fellow Premiers, I say to th'^

Canadians in western Canada: We applaud
and support your efforts to build your

future, to generate new wealth, to capitalize

on the good fortune of the geographic

accident of mineral resources, for when you
build your future, you build Canada's

future. There are no Ontarians who are

opposed to that; in fact, our burden as

federal taxpayers will lighten as all the

regions strengthen. This is the reality.

But as we have said consistently in the

past, regions must not be allowr^d to

strengthen themselves unfairly by weakening
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the country as a whole, and there is a dis-

tinction. We should not, and I believe

western Canadians will not, wish to finance

rej2:ional economic wealth on the one hand
Avitih national economic weakness on the
other. The two, in my view, would be in-

compatible.
Were that to happen, divisions of great

dimension would threaten this country, di-

visions that could force many to take sides

against each other, rather than stand side

by side for this nation. Here again is the

peril but also the opportunity. If we seize

the opportunity to build on new strength, we
will markedly reduce the peril; if we fail to

seize the opportunity, the peril may seize
all of us.

Present energy-related capital flows, fi-

nanced largely by the consumers of this

province, if distributed fairly, can be a great
part of not only helping western Canada
but abo helping all of Canada repatriate
more of our economy, build energy-conserv-
ing capacity nationwide, increase alterna-
tive energy development, and deepen west-
em and Atlantic Canada's economic bases.

There can be a constructive, positive force

helping to build Canada, just as Ontarians'
billion-dollar equalization payments to the
rest of Canada have been in the past.

But I make this observation very objec-
tively: these flows must be part of an overall
national fiscal system that is balanced and
equitable. As the system now operates, On-
tario consumers' money increases western
oil revenues, thereby twisting the existing
equalization formula to force Ottawa to send
more money to Atlantic Canada to bridge
the revenue gap.

When Ottawa does that, Ontario taxpay-
ers pay over 40 per cent of the cost. Mean-
while, as our economy shifts energy dollars

west, we lose our fiscal capacity to serve
the people of our own province. Clearly this
is not a pattern that we in this province can
accept.

5:30 p.m.

I say to you, Mr. Speaker, and' to the peo-
ple of this province and of Canada that
Ontario seeks fairness and equity for all

Canadians. We intend to stand firmly be-
hind our resolve that these are the only
goals worth seeking. One does not build a

partnership among Canadians by holding
one group's economic interests hostage to
finance the interests of another group. In
this regard I would be failing in my duty
as a Canadian and as Premier of this prov-
ince were I not to draw attention to the
Petrosar issue.

Alberta's decision to treat Petrosar as a

foreign company is surely not acceptable to

Canadians—not even, I think to the people
of Alberta. The government of Alberta may
see this as a bargaining chip in a larger

poker game with the government of this

nation. It may be that its position of several

weeks ago is a posture that can be worked
out among negotiators of goodwill. But what-
ever is the strategy or intent, I flatly reject

any suggestion that Canadian companies in

Ontario are any less entitled to oil and gas
from Alberta than Canadian companies in

Alberta. I reject utterly the proposition that

Some tribunal in Alberta, Ontario or any-
where else can disrupt interprovincial trade

or economic activity for tlie gain or profit
of one government among 11.

No single initiative could challenge the
nature of Canada more. Our desire to co-

operate, our desire to see western Canada
strengthen its own future and Canada's is

sincere and heartfelt. Our dogged determ-

ination, on the other hand, to oppose the
balkanization of this nation, to oppose rip-

ping the threads that unite us should not
be misunderstood by any in this country.

Provincial ownership of resources is one

thing; we understand it. Provincial eff^orts to

undermine the national interest are another,
and we do make a distinction. Om- desire to

see western Canada grow is real; it really
is. But let no one doubt that our desire to

defend the interests of a strong, united
Canada are just as real as well.

I think it is fair to state that western
Canada is now benefiting from the capacity
of our manufacturing sector to contribute

reasonably to western energy expansion, as

we contributed to national levels of service

to all citizens in have-not provinces through
equalization. This has been the historical and

proper posture. We believe that all Cana-
dians are prepared to contribute to and bene-
fit from that expansion through fair Cana-
dian pricing.

I interject here to say I was encouraged
by the phrase in the throne speech from the

nation's capital, uniquely at 11 o'clock this

morning, which referred to a Canadian price
or something that had a sort of familiar rinc:

to it, a made-in-Canada price. I can recall

using the phrase. I liked it as a phrase, as

a matter of fact.

Mr. S. Smith: Joe Clark didn't like it but

you supported him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The Leader of the Op-
position (Mr. S. Smith) was whimpering and

blimpering around the province in t4ie early

part of that campaign. He is now trying to
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dissociate himself from the same people he
was trying to elect. I'm trying to say very
nicely and very politely to the member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio), not needling him
in any personal sense, that I make no apolo-

gies for my commitment to our national

party. I won't repeat it in this House again.
I'm not just with them when the polls look

good and I'm not going to desert them when
the polls look bad. That may be his ap-

proach, I say to the member for Hamilton
West (Mr. S. Smith), but it is not mine and
it never will be. I guess that makes the dis-

tinction between us.

Mr. Makarchuk: You just take a little

longer holidays sometimes, but that doesn't

mean anything.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I've got to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, actually it was shorter than in

normal years.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the mem-
ber for Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt) that I

could say I was down there inspecting the

same beach he was inspecting for corporata
law or whatever it was.

Mr. Peterson: He looks better without his

clothes on than you do.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I won't say anything to

the member for London Centre (Mr.

Peterson). He's saying the member for

Kitchener looks better with his clothes oflF

than I do. I could ask a question: How does
he know?

Mr. Makarchuk: Wait until Claire Hoy gets
hold of this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would suspect the mem-
ber of many things but never that.

Mr. Worton: I don't think either of you
would look good.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I must say to the member
for Wellington South (Mr. Worton) that I am
not sure he is one who should talk either.

This discussion is getting very personal.

Mr. Lawlor: Get on with it.

Mr. Nixon: What happened to that preach-
ing call?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

preaching for a call here today. The member
for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) knows
what it is like to preach for a call.

Mr. Nixon: Your learning span is very
short.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have had a little longer
to learn than the member has.

Mr. Nixon: No, the Premier is not quite
50.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, I am. As a matter
of fact the member is wrong again. I am
going on 51. I know one could never teU,
but-

Mr. Peterson: Don't talk about your waist-

line.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have dme better re-

cently than the member for London Centre.
I haven't had to change the part in my hair

and get new glasses either. But I have to say
the member has a great family.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Getting back to the point,
Mr. Speaker, we believe Canadians are pre-

pared to contribute to and benefit from that

expansion to fair pricing through balanced
new fiscal recognition of capital flows—I think
that is fundamental—and through reinvest-

ment nationally of the fair portion of energy
revenues.

Potential capital flows under the present

system indicate the tremendous distortion

that the present system imposes on the con-

suming provinces. In fact, net wealth in our

province, in our commimity as a whole, could

be seriously weakened in the years ahead,
not because of any lack of performance, and

despite the overwhelming strength of otur

manufacturing sector, our agricultural sector

and our job creation.

Ontario holds out the hand of partnership
and co-operation to all Canadians in our

great national enterprise. To our generation
fall the tasks of building on the opportuni-
ties that embrace our future and facing up
to and defeating the perils of regionalism and
division that plague our present and which
have plagued' our past.

I have never been more confident of our

capacity as a people and as a nation to choose

the right path and to build the right way.
The promise of freedom and opportunity this

nation holds is not diminished, and the role

of Ontario in helping to shape and deepen
that promise has never been more important.
Our people look to us here in Ontario to

provide a large share of the leadership and
commitment that sustaining this nation will

require. Our throne speech is a creative and

humane testament to our belief as Ontarians.

It is a testament to ourselves, to our future,

to our country and to our common purpose
as Canadians.

Let this parliament, Mr. Speaker, even at

this late hour-and I address these words to

the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Smith)—
affirm that very purpose through rejecting,

reassessing and reconsidering that Hi-con-

ceived amendment of the Leader of the

Opposition and joining with us in sustaining
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a program of cx)nfideiice, progress, humanity
and civility, dedicated to this province but

also as a part of a true nation, Canada.

The House divided on the amendment by
Mr. S. Smith, which was negatived on the

following vote:

Ayes

Blundy, Bolan, Bradley, Breithaupt,

Campbell, Conway, Cunningham, Ealcins,

Epp, Gaunt, Haggerty, Hall, Kerrio, Man-
cini, McEwen, McGuigan, McKessock,

Miller, G. I., Newman, B., Nixon, O'Neil,

Peterson, Reed, J., Reid, T. P., Riddell, Roy,
Ruston, Sargent, Smith, S., Stong, Sweeney,
Van Home, Worton.

Nays

Ashe, Auld, Baetz, Belanger, Bennett,

Bemier, Birch, Bounsail, Breaugh, Brunelle,

Havrot, Henderson, Hennessy, Hodgson,
Isaacs, Johnson, J., Johnston, R. F., Jones,

Kennedy, Kerr, Lane, Laughren, Lawlor,

Leluk, Lupusella, MacDonald, Mackenzie,

Maeck, Makardhuk, Martel

Bryden, Cassidy, Charlton, Cooke, Cu-

reatz, Davis, Davidson, M., Davison, M. N.,

McCaffrey, McCague, McClellan, McMurtry,

>w

McNeil, Miller, F. S., Newman, W., Norton,

Parrott, Phdip, Pope, Ramsay, Renwick,

RoUins, Roteriberg, Rowe, Samis, Scrivener,

Smith, G. E.

EH Santo, Drea, Dukszta, Eaton, Elgie,

Germa, Gigantes, Grande, Gregory, Gross-

man, Snow, Stephenson, Sterling, Swart,

Taylor, J. A., Taylor, G., Timbrell, Turner,

Villeneuve, Walker, Warner, Watson, Welch,

Wells, Wildman, Williams, Wiseman, Yaka-

Jjuski, Young, Ziemba.
'' Pair: MacBeth and Edighoffer
^

Ayes 33; nays 87.

The House divided on the main motion by
Mr. Cureatz, which was agreed to on the

same vote reversed.

Resolved: That a humble address be pre-

sented to the Honourable P. M. McGibbon,
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario:

May it pleas© Your Honour, we, Her

Ma]'esty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the

Legislative Assembly of the province of

Ontario, now assembled, beg leave to thank

Your Honour for the gracious speech which

Your Honour has addressed to us.

The House adjourned at 5:55 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 740)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

WCB PUBLIC RELATIONS

61. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Labour table the following: (1) how many
people are employed by the public relations

department of the Workmen's Compensation
Board; (2) their names and salaries; (3)
their functions and role; (4) ethnic language
publications, staff employed for each one of

these, the cost and circulation? (First tabled

December 18, 1979. Tabled March 28, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Attached is the response
to question 61. Regarding the fourth part of

the question, it is not possible to specifically

identify the costs related to each individual

publication in terms of staff involvement as

all of the staff of the communications division

of the board would contribute to each indi-

vidual publication in varying ways.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION STAFF
L. R. Cameron, Acting Executive Director

($38,700); resjyonsible for the development
and implementation of the board's public
relations, information and advertising policy
and programs.

C. E. Hamon, Executive Secretary

($17,100); secretary to executive director

and supervisor of support services.

News and Information Branch

L. R. Cameron, director. This branch is

charged with the development and publica-
tion of all board pamphlets, brochures, news-

letters, magazines and other printed material.

In addition, its responsibilities cover news
media liaison, internal (staff) commrmica-
tions and community relations.

C. A. Beatty, manager, information services

($26,700); resxx)nsible for the supervision of

writers, editors and distribution clerk; as

chief editor is directly charged with the

development of all board publications.
M. GriflRths, co-ordinator, internal com-

munications ($24,000); editor of the board's
internal newsletter Compensator and respon-
sible for general staff information and board

library.

J. Hastings, media liaison officer ($26,700);
acts as the initial contact for press, radio and
television reporters seeking information. In

addition, is responsible for gathering infor-

mation to assist constuner columns such as

Star Probe.

J. McCracken, editor, external publications

($21,300); resi)onsible for editing and over-

all liaison of creating external publications.
*E. Nielsen, si^ecial projects oflBcer

($22,500); responsible for all arrangements
involved in taking the board's industrial Bade
Education Program into industry.

A. M, Sluga, co-ordinator community rela-

tions ($22,700); responsible for the develop-
ment and implementation of commimity in-

formation/communications projects including
the board's display programs.

*A. Hardiman, writer-editor ($20,400).
M. Hollett, writer-editor ($18,000).
T. Mumford, writer-editor ($18,000).
D. J. Wright, co-ordinator, audio-visual

production ($31,200); acts as a consultant

and producer of audio-visual material for

both internal (staflF) training and external

(television and radio) use.

Support Services Section

Ms. A. D. McKinley, secretary ($14,600).
Ms. L. D. McDowell, distribution clerk

($14,600).
Ms. T. Zeppieri, researcher ($15,200).
Ms. B. A. Haines, word processing oper-

ator ($12,500).
*Ms. A. Viranka, secretary ($7.75 per

hour paid to temporary agency).

Ethnic Conmiunity Relations Section

*Rocco Lofranco, co-ordinator ($30,500);

responsible for the development and imple-
mentation of communications programs in

the ethnic community; works closely with

community groups and acts as haison with
ethnic news media; also responsible for the

publication of Periodico d'informazione

( Italian-language newsletter ) and super-
vision of translation and distribution of other

board information material.

*Prof. R. Carcangiu, writer-editor ($18,-

100); assists the co-ordinator in the prepara-
tion of editorial material for the various

Italian pubhcations, radio messages, news
releases and speeches.

*U. Crocione, writer-editor ($18,000);
initial responsibility was to develop distribu-

tion outlets for Periodico d'informazione; also

contributes to editorial content of newsletter

and translation of existing information ma-
terial from English to Italian.

*A. M. Vilardo, assistant to the co-ordi-

nator ($15,000); handles inquiries from em-

ployees and employers regarding claims and
other matters.
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*S. SheriflF, secretary ($12,900).
*B. Suppa, driver/messenger ($12,100);

handles distribution of Periodic© to 800 out-

lets in Metro Toronto.

*Contraot or Temporary employees.

Ethnic Language Publications

1. In All Cases of Accidents; poster; Eng/
Fr/Ital/Port/Greek; last printing, January
1980; quantity, 50,000; cost, $5,781.35.

2. Information About Apx)eals Procedures;

Eng/Fr/Ital/Port/Greek; last printing, Dec-
ember 1979; quantity, 25,000; cost, $2,150.

3. Additional Information on Appeals for

Out-of-Province Residents; Eng/Fr/Ital/
Port/Greek; quantity, 1,000; cost, $396.

4. Periodico d'informazione; Italian

(monthly newsletter); latest billing, 3 issues,

1979; quantity, 50,000; cost, $2,500 per issue.

Bilingual Publications

1. Getting Back to Work—Help for the

Disabled Worker;
English: last printing, July, 1979; quantity,

25,000; cost, $1,445.05;
French: last printing, February 1979;

quantity, 5,000; cost, $653.56.
2. Help for Employers Who Hire Rehabil-

itated Workers;
English: last printing, July, 1979, quantity,

25,000; cost, $1,142.12;
French: last printing, February, 1979;

quantity, 5,000; cost, $653.56.
3. Doing Yourself a Favour—Employing

Injured Workers;

English: last printing, January, 1980;

quantity, 25,000; cost, $2,099.67;
French: last printing, February, 1979;

quantity, 5,000; cost, $653.56.

Core Booklets

1. Making A Claim; Eng/Fr/Ital/Port/
Greek (new brochure); last printing, April,

1980; quantity, 50,000; cost, $11,883.

Forthcoming Core Booklets

1. Making An Appeal; Eng/Fr/Ital/Port/
Greek; estimated cost for 50,000 copies,

$9,334.
2. Your WCB; Eng/Fr/Ital/Port/Greek;

estimated cost for 25,000, $4,094.
3. Doing Busmess with the WCB; Eng/

Fr/Ital/Port/Greek; estimated cost for 25,000,

$4,094.

PRESCRIBED BURNING

65. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry table

the plan for PB3 for Geraldton district 1979?

(Tabled April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The plan for PBS for

Geraldton district 1979 is included as ap-

pendix 11 of the board of review report
tabled April 3, 1980.

66. Mr. Foulds: Would the ministry out-

hne the approval process that was carried

out for PB3 for Geraldton district, 1979?

(Tabled April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The approval process that

was carried out for PB3 for the Geraldton
district 1979 is listed as section 3.1.7, page
17, of the board of review report. The actual

correspondence is part of appendix 11 of the

board of review report tabled on Thursday,
April 3, 1980.

67. Mr. Foulds: Would the ministry de-

scribe in detail how PB3 for Geraldton

district 1979 was in fact carried out? (Tabled
April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The detail of how PB3
for Geraldton district 1979 was carried out
is listed in section 3 "Sequence of Events"

commencing ot page 12 in the board of

review report tabled on Thursday, April 3,

1980.

68. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry table

the Kincaid report into the fire at Esnagami
Lake, August 22, 1979? (Tabled April 1,

1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The Kincaid report was
tabled as an exhibit at the inquest into the

fire at Esnagami Lake. There are some points
of conflict between the Kincaid report and
other evidence placed before the jury. The
latter will have to weigh all the evidence and
determine which information it will rely on.

It is inappropriate therefore for discussion of

the observations made in the Kincaid report
to take place until the jury has so deter-

mined. The report of the standing committee
on resources develoi>ment supports this posi-

tion. It is there«fore my view that tabling the

report at this time would lead to prejudicing
the inquest.

69. Mr. Foulds: Will the Ministry of

Natural Resoiu-ces table the internal ministry
board of review report into the fire at Esna-

gami Lake on August 22, 1979? (Tabled

April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The internal ministry
board of review report into the fire at Esna-

gami Lake on August 22, 1979, was tabled

on Thursday, April 3, 1980.

72. Mr. Foulds: Would the minister table

the prescribed bum manual mentioned in his

statement of March 14, 1980? (Tabled April

1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: The prescribed bum
manual mentioned in the statement of the
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Minister of Natural Resources on March 14,

1980, was tabled on Thursday, April 3, 1980.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCY
COMMISSION

78. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations table

information telling the House: (1) how
many employees have been transferred from

rent review program to the Residential

Tenancy Commission; (2) how many were

transferred from OflRce Overload; (3) are

the employees on permanent or temporary
staff; if temporary—why; (4) wage diflFer-

ential with government employees with same

qualifications? (First tabled December 17,

1979. Tabled April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Drea: 1. (a) Twenty-five former

rent review officers were transferred to the

Residential Tenancy Commission as commis-
sioners under the legislation.

(b) In addition, 25 former contract staff

were transferred to the Residential Tenancy
Commission in various capacities.

2. Eighty-six former Office Overload staff

are employed by the Residential Tenancy
Commission.

3. (a) All employees of the Residential

Tenancy Commission are now permanent
crown employees, with the exception of the

commissioners, who are appointed to sx>ecific

terms, and 18 who remain on contract.

(b) Those employed on a contract basis

may not be appointed to permanent staff at

this time for a numaber of reasons. For

example, the employees may be over age 65

years, or may be filling the position on a

^ort-term basis, pending the return of the

regular incumbent,

4. Staff of the Residential Tenancy Com-
mission are paid within the same salary

ranges for the equivalent classffied service

pay grade in the Ontario public service per
OIC No. 2631/79.

INTERIM RESPONSES

64. Ms. Bryden: Will the Minister of the

Environment table a summary of the sta-

tistics on liquid industrial waste reported on
the waybills for the last three months for

which tabulations are completed showing for

each month: 1. total volume of each type of

waste listed on the waybills; 2. disposal
method for each type showing percentage

going into: (1) landfill; (2) incineration;

(3) export to US; (4) storage; (5) other dis-

posal methods; 3. geographic origin of liquid

industrial waste reported showing total

volume originating in each major economic

region of the province? (Tabled March 31,

1980)

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The Ministry of the

Environment will require additional time to

assemble the data requested by Ms. Marion

Bryden for question 64 placed on the Order

Paper on March 31, 1980. The information

requested will be provided on April 18, 1980,

approximately.

73. Mr. Foulds: Would the ministry
table the material, including the recom-
mendations and procedures outlined for pre-
scribed bums that arose out of the prescribed
bum seminar of 1976? (Tabled April 1,

1980)

74. Mr. Foulds: How and to what extent

were the proceedings and recommendations

of the prescribed burn seminar of 1976

brought to the attention of the ministry per-

sonnel tlu-oughout the province who are

responsible for carrying out prescribed bums?

(Tabled April 1, 1980)

75. Mr. Foulds: Woidd the ministry list

the number of personnel engaged in pre-

scribed bums for the years 1976, 1977, 1978

and 1979 in each of the following categories:

(a) full-time permanent employees; (b)

full-time temporary employees; (c) contract

employees; (d) casual employees; (e)

Junior Rangers; (f ) Smnmer Experience em-

ployees? (Tabled April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. Auld: Because of the volume of

material involved in the preparation of

answers to questions 73 to 75, we will require

additional time to submit our response. The

final answer will be ready on or before

April 30.

76. Mr. Peterson: Have any crown agen-

cies, boards or commissions taken any pubhc

opinion polls in the last five years? If so,

what is the subject matter, who took it and

what is the cost? (Tabled April 1, 1980)

Hon. Mr. McCague: The ministry will

require additional time to assemble the in-

formation required by this question. The

answer should be available during the week

of May 19, 1980.

80. Mr. Conway: Do the following min-

istries have a policy which divides the prov-

ince of Ontario into various regions for ad-

ministrative purposes: Solicitor General,

Transportation and Communications, Natural

Resources, Education, Health, Agriculture

and Food, Community and Social Services,
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Correctional Services, Environment, Govern- Hon. Mr. McCague: The ministry will re-

ment Services? If so, what criteria are used quire additional time to assemble the infor-

and what line of demarcation is used to mation required by this question. The answer
divide northern Ontario from southern On- should be available during the week of May
tario? (Tabled April 2, 1980) 12, 1980.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

RESIGNATION OF
MEMBER FOR CARLETON

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that a vacancy has occurred in the member-

ship of the House by reason of the resigna-
tion of Sydney B. Handleman, Esquire, as

member for Carleton, effective Tuesday,
April 15, 1980. A warrant has been issued

accordingly.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

DEATH OF CROWN WARD
Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, it is with

deep personal regret that I rise to inform the

House and the pubhc in the province of the

death yesterday, during the afternoon, of a

15-year-old youth from Niagara Falls who
was a crown ward placed in oiu* Sprucedale
Training School in Simcoe. The youth was
found imconscious in his dormitory by a

staff member and the staff immediately be-

gan applying artificial respiration. The youth
was rushed to the Norfolk General Hospital
in Simcoe, where shortly afterwards he was

pronounced dead.

The local coroner has conducted a post-
mortem and I understand in these circum-
stances an inquest is mandatory, the date

being announced by the local coroner. This

tragic occurrence is under investigation by
both senior officials of my ministry and the

Haldimand-Norfolk Regional Police. It is

being investigated as an apparent suicide.

The deputy superintendent of the training
school informed the parents of the death of

their son yesterday afternoon and offered to

provide every possible assistance to the

family in the time of their grief.

I am sure members of the House share

with me in my expression of condolence to

the members of the family. I assure the

honourable members that I will keep them
informed as more information is available

from the investigation.

Tuesday, April 15, 1980

USE OF HERBICIDES

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, for some
time now the Legislature has been debating
and raising questions with respect to the

disposition of herbicide 2,4,5-T. Throughout
the questioning I have endeavoured to en-

sure that all members of the House were

apprised of the advice received by my min-

istry from the Pesticides Advisory Committee
relative to the use of 2,4,5-T.

It has also been my practice to consult the

environmental critics of the other two parties
in the House with respect to the decision we
were contemplating taking \vith respect to

2,4,5-T. The view often advanced about
shared responsibility in minority government
has not been particularly strengthened by
the responsibility shown by my opposition

counterparts.
The critic of the official opposition was

informed of our intention to follow the ad-

vice of the Pesticides Advisory Committee
and spray the 2,4,5-T this year, as in the

past, to deal with the difficulties in storage.
Given full opportunity to object, he did not.

The third-partv critic flatly said no with-

out addressing the issue of storage, an issue

which she knows to be of considerable con-

cern for the reasons of safety.

Misinformation, political posturing and

politicizing a technical issue do not con-

tribute to shared responsibility or public

safety.

Tvpical of the misinformation which has

confused and misled is the invidious com-

parisons of the 2,4,5-T used in Canada with
the hicthly contaminant Agent Orange used

in Vietnam. Further, there is the newspaper
storv on the Swedish study. We are aware
of this ongoing work. The chairman of the

Pesticides Advisory Committee is quite
familiar with this work on the occupational
health aspects of working with herbicides

and pesticides. I am advised by Dr. Cooper
of the Pesticides Advisory Committee, that

the ongoing status of the Swedish work is

not relevant to the decision to use the re-

maining amoimts under controlled circum-

stances.

As another typical example of misleading

information, it has been alleged that the use
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of 2,4,5-T would be confined to northern

Ontario. This is not the case. Of the 12

apphcations for spraying to this date, only
one has been from northern Ontario.

The question of absolute public safety has

always been our bottom line. The Pesticides

Advisory Committee has thoroughly studied

the herbicide and has reported to us fully
on the safety aspects. No herbicide has been
so fully studied. Without these absolute assur-

ances and tight controls imposed, I would
not have approved its use.

I have asked the ministry to advise all

holders of 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-TP that they
must hold the substance until proper facili-

ties can be established to safely store it, x>€iid-

ing the establishment of an appropriate facil-

ity for total destruction of the herbicide. The
decision to proceed now to storage is based

upon my own assessment as minister that the

climate of public confidence will be best

served through this action.

However, the issue of safe storage must
still be addressed and I am hopeful, despite
the less than encouraging record to date, that

all parties in this House will be constructive

in the area of establishing safe storage and
destruction facilities for these and other ma-

terials, which, as minister, I have been en-

deavouring to do for a very considerable

period of time.

Mr. S. Smith: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, having to do with the notice which
was given to you, sir, concerning our inten-

tion to ask for an emergency debate on this

very matter this afternoon: In view of the

minister's recent enlightenment, there will be
no need to proceed with that motion. We
will not put it forward.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, in the light of

the announcement the minister has just made,
we will be withdrawing the resolution which
the member for Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) in-

tended to have debated in this House in two
weeks' time, which would have called for a
ban on any further spraying of 2,4,5-T
across the province.

I do want to say that the advice the min-
ister has received from the Pesticides Ad-

visory Committee leaves doubts in our minds
that we won't have this same situation again
because of a body which too often is a cap-
tive of the industry rather than serving the
needs—
2:10 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: Order. I don't know what
prompted the honourable member to get up
other than to say that the bill being proposed
by the member for Oshawa would be with-
drawn. Any further comment was superflu-

ous, and I really don't think it required a

response. It was out of order to begin with.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I won't be responding
in that way, but I did comment about mis-
information. The suggestion was made that

it is a captive of the industry. Out of 13

people on that board, three are from indus-

try; in all fairness, I think the member should
correct the record in that it is not a captive
of the industry.

[Later:]

Mr. Speaker: On a point of order.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, the leader of

the third ixirty has just indicated that there

was a resolution on the order paper to be
debated two weeks from now in the name
of the member for Oshawa with respect to

the contaminated material. The one in the

book I have has to do with dental care. Which
is it?

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, to correct the

record, here in my hot little hand is the reso-

lution which would have been submitted to-

day had we not been so graciously treated

to that retraction.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, it is not every

day the leader of a i>arty stands up to with-

draw something he wishes he had said by
now.

RESIGNATION OF MEMBER
FOR CARLETON

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this is a

matter of personal privilege or whatever way
you might wish to describe it. Before I ar-

rived at the House, you announced word of

the resignation of the member for Carleton

(Mr. Handleman). I would like to inform the

House that it was with regret I acquiesced
in his wish to resign for matters of health

and, one would hope, to pursue another

career.

As the member of the Legislature for Carle-

ton, as a parliamentary assistant, and as Min-
ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations,
he has oflFered this province some of the best

years of his life. His dedication, his selfless-

ness and hard work are a tribute to his own
view of public service and his sense of re-

sxx>nsibility to his province, to his own com-

munity and to our party.

We have all been encouraged by his re-

covery from a very serious illness a few years

ago. I am sure all of us in this House are

more than pleased that he now is in good
health and in good spirits and that he is in a

position to pursue less demanding opportuni-
ties outside an elected jwlitical oflSce.
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I am sure all members will join with me
in wishing Sid Handleman well, and I would
like to take this opportunity to convey our

respective good wishes to him in the imme-
diate future.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, on behalf of

members of the official opposition, I too want
to convey our best personal wishes to Mr.
Handleman. He has been a very hard-work-

ing member. He was a hard-working minister

of the crown during the time he served in

that capacity. He is a person who l^elieves

sfrongly in certain principles and, even if we
did not always agree with either the principles
or the beliefs that stemmed therefrom, we
certainly respected his devotion to Ontario
and the clarity with which he stuck to the

principles he believed in.

We believe he has been a servant of the

public in Ontario who is worthy of the thanks
of every citizen for his willingness to serve in

difficult circumstances and for giving all of

himself to the public good as he understood
it. We certainly wish him well in whatever
new career he undertakes.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
this to sound like an obituary for Sidney
Handleman. I am not sure if he is here. But
I expect and wish him many productive years
of life ahead, having left this madhouse and

gone back to the saner world of Ontario or

wherever it is he intends to be.

I don't think we should say that Sidney
Handleman was just a devoted public servant

in this province. He also was a contumacious

Tory, a man who believed in his principles, a

man who was prepared to confront students,
tenants and people like that on behalf of his

party and in defence of the principles he
stood for. I know he was also a man who,
from time to time within his own party cau-

cus, was prepared to stand up and fight for

things in which he believed.

I would say that even if I didn't always or

even frequently agree with him, either as a

colleague from Ottawa or as a member of

this Legislature, Ontario's public life is the

poorer for having Sid Handleman leave and
having, as the Premier said the other day,
the "blands" take over where we had some-

body of conviction.

On behalf of our caucus, I wish Sidney
Handleman well. He knows we will be doing
our best to replace him with a fine New
Democrat in the by-election in a few weeks'

time. Wherever he goes in Ontario public life,

he will always be welcome when he comes
back to visit in this Legislature.

VISITOR

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I have a

very important statement but, before that, I

would like to draw your attention to the

fact that the mayor of Dunedin, Florida, is

with us again this year. He came up for the

opening Blue Jay game yesterday, which un-

fortunately we weren't able to provide him
with, but he is going to stay around and
cheer the team anyway. I'm sure we would
like to welcome him.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTRY

ONTARIO YOUTH
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to announce today the renewal of the On-
tario Youth Employment Program for 1980.
This program is aimed at encouraging On-
tario businesses and farms to provide summer
job opportunities for young people from 15
to 24 years of age. It has operated success-

fully for three seasons. In 1980, OYER, as it

is called colloquially, will run from May 5
to October 26, and the amount of the grant
is again $1.25 per hour.

I expect the program will create about

50,000 jobs. The province has conuuitted
about $30 million to the program. This com-

pares with the 1979 program, where 42,000
jobs were created by employers across this

province, vith the provincial cost being
about $26 million.

Both employers and the province's youth
benefit from this program. The young people
gain valuable work experience, skills, con-
tacts and references, which better equip
them for full-time participation in the labour
force. Employers gain because the cost of

simimer labour to them is reduced, and the
farm and business sectors are better able to

recruit youth for future employment.
In 1980, employers may apply for a grant

for up to 150 weeks, or 6,000 hours of em-
ployment. Ten positions will again be the

operative number for regular employers. The
minimum requirement to participate in the

program is the provision of six weeks of em-
ployment, with an average of 25 hours per
week for each employee.
To ensure that all farms and small busi-

nesses across the province have full and easy
access to the program, we are this year plac-

ing an initial limit of 50 positions on those

employers who operate with franchises and
associated companies. Once this number of

positions has been filled—it's all very care-

fully co-ordinated—the employer may be
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approved for more positions if the funds are

available.

We have been pleased and encouraged by
the response of the business people and the

3;gricultural community across this province
to the Ontario Youth Employment Program
over the years it has been operating, and we
expect that everyone will continue to benefit

from this very worthwhile program.

2:20 p.m.

ORAL QUESTIONS

FORD AGREEMENT
Mr. S. Smith: I would like to ask a ques-

tion of the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller), who
was kind enough to table the agreement with
Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited.

Could the Treasurer explain why his gov-
ernment woiJd have signed an agreement that

makes absolutely no mention anywhere of

the word "jobs"? There is no mention of new
jobs, no mention of additional jobs, no men-
tion of old jobs, no mention of jobs at all.

Why would the Treasurer have allowed the

government to sign a document with Ford

giving up the money of Ontario when there

is nothing in the document to guarantee the

production of jobs?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, if the hon-

ourable member looks at the date of that, he
w^ill discover it probably preceded my time as

Treasurer, But that is beside the point; I am
glad to defend it, because I think it was the

right decision.

The fact is that my honourable friend has

a great deal yet to learn about the business

world just as he has a great deal to learn

about the political world. I would like to

know if he goes into Windsor these days and
tells people we are wrong to have that new
engine plant going there. I don't think he
d'oes.

The fact is, at this time unemployment in

another industry we talk a lot about, the

construction industry, is very low. There are

quite a few jobs going on right now in build-

ing that plant, and I think those are impor-
tant. It wasn't too long ago that all the heat

in this House was on that sector.

It is also a fact that we have very cyclical

industries. There are certain fundamental

problems in the automotive industry, and the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Gross-

man) and I will never try to deny that. The
fact remains the current problems are dtie

mostly to the cyclical nature of the business,

something that applied to the nickel industry,

to the pulp and paper industry and' to a num-
ber of others which since then, thank good-

ness, have become healthy again. The auto-

motive industry will become healthy again

and when it does we shall have those 2,600
extra jobs that plant will require in full

operation.

Nothing in the world can guarantee jobs

unless people buy cars. One cannot, therefore,

write into a contract a guarantee of sales.

Mr. S. Smith: Since the Treasurer knew full

well, I assume, that his predecessor signed a

document which said absolutely nothing about

any jobs—new, old or additional—why would

he have told this House on March 29, 1979,

that the new plant will represent a net direct

addition to total employment in the area of

2,600 jobs? Since he knew there was no such

guarantee, why did he suggest that he could

be quite certain these would be additional

jobs in the area?

Hon. F. S. Miller: First, all of us have

agreed that the thing we needed in Canada
in the automotive industry was more parts-

producing facihties. This is a parts-producing

facility and will draw upon ai number of other

Canadian suppliers which, in turn, will hire

labour in that immediate area—from the metal

supply companies right through to the various

parts companies. But looking at clause 13 on

page five, unless one has a totally automated

plant I really don't understand how the re-

quirement that they produce 1,500,000 engines

in the model years 1983 through 1987 can be

achieved without people working on the

machines.

Mr. Cassidy: Perhaps I could redirect this

question to the Premier (Mr. Davis), Mr.

Speaker, since, as the Treasurer says, he was

not involved in the agreement at the time,

and the Premier clearly was.

Can the Premier explain how he could

have claimed there would be 2,600 new jobs

created in this plant when it turns out the

agreement itself calls for the production of

only half of the capacity of the plant over the

five model years from 1983 to 1987? If the

plant can produce 600,000 engines a year,

but the company is only obligated to produce

300,000 engines a year over the five years'

operation of the agreement, then surely

nothing close to the 2,600 new jobs he

claimed were guaranteed were, in fact, guar-

anteed. How does the Premier justify that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Very simply, Mr. Sneak-

er. If one reads that particular section of the

agreement, if one goes back to the discussion

at the time when the automotive industry

was somewhat more buoyant than it is at

this precise moment, it was predicated on

thit plant operating at relatively full capacity,
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which we all trust and hope at some point it

will again.
If the honourable member wants to debate

the figures as to the number of men that will

be required to operate that plant at capacity,
fine. Our estimates, which are provided by
the company and which I think can be sub-

stantiated, are that there would be in the

neighbourhood of 2,800 employees in that

plant operating at capacity. What the guar-
antee provides is that, if they don't reach

certain figures
—1.5 million—there will be a

reduction in our degree of support.
I think it is fair to point out that no one—

not the United Auto Workers; no one—de-

bated the figures at that time. I don't think

they are debatable at this moment. If that

plant operates at full capacity, that nimiber

of jobs will be there.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary of the Premier: Is the Premier aware
that on February 21, 1980, Roy Bennett,

president of Ford Motor Company, made the

following statement: "Ford still intends to

create more than 2,800 jobs in Windsor at

new plants and not just absorb workers from

existing city operations."
On October 15, 1979, John Roberts, vice-

president, public relations, of Ford of Canada,
said: "The company has absolutely no inten-

tion of closing any plants in Windsor in the

foreseeable future."

Would the Premier not agree that Ford
is reneging on its promise?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think there

are two separate issues. The honourable mem-
ber is pointing out where the head of Ford

Canada, as recently as February, made it

clear that there would be 2,800 new employ-
ees at that particular plant. I assume the

member for Windsor-Walkerville has accept-
ed that as being a reasonable figure for the

tvpe of facility and the number of engines
that would be x>otentially produced.

I think it is fair to state—and I am not

privy to the internal discussions of Ford Can-
ada—^that up until a few weeks ago, perhaps
even a couple of months ago, they were more

optimistic about the automotive market than
is ciu*rently the case.

As the Minister of Industry and Tourism
has pointed out, and as the Treasm-er has

pointed out, and I reiterate, we are all very
concerned about the automotive industry.
One thing we cannot do is create a market
for automobiles. We cannot do that; we do
not have that capacity. The reality is that the
automotive market at this moment is in some
measure of difficulty, but they are two sepa-
rate issues. I think the member would have

to ask Mr. Roberts and Mr. Bennett whether
in October, or whenever, they anticipated the

downturn of the market.

I can recall reading some of the predic-
tions late last fall, even early this winter,
from the automotive companies; they were
more optimistic than the ones I think they
would be prepared to make at this precise
moment. The market is not as buoyant as

they had anticipated. This has created a

problem.
If the honourable members want to make

it a focus of the debate, that we should not

have assisted Ford Canada in the develop-
ment of a $500-million plant with a potential
of 2,800 jobs, fine, they should say so. All

I can suggest to them is that even at this

moment in history in terms of the $28 million

we provided, I would make a rough guessti-

mate, based on our tax on building materials

and on the income being generated in terms

of the people being employed in the con-

struction of the plant, that the taxpayers have

already had returned to them several mil-

lions of dollars of the $28 million we ad-

vanced.

One can be philosophically opposed to it

I understand that. But in terms of the

economy of that region, if any Windsor mem-
ber wants to get up in this House and say
"We should not assist the automotive in-

dustry. We shouldn't be concerned about

competing for new investment with the

United States," then let him get up and say
so. Let him get up and say he doesn't want
it.

Mr. Cassidy: Perhaps the Premier would
take into account that today, at a press con-

ference in half an hour, Ford of Canada in-

tends to announce the closing of the casting

plant with the consequential loss of 850 jobs.

Surely, if the government at the time had
insisted on a guarantee of protection of old

jobs in this agreement, we would not have
had that announcement being made today.

Surely, as well, it undermines—

Mr. Speaker: The question has been asked.

Mr. Cassidy: —the credibility of the gov-
ernment for the Premier to claim 2,600 or

2,800 new jobs when, in fact, the agreement
guarantees only half of that, or only 1,400

new jobs.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The honourable member
really has reiterated the same question. I

think one has to look at it with some measure

of objectivity. That plant has been built. We
supported it to the extent of $28 million,

and the government of Canada to X million

—I forget the exact figure. I think one has
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to assume that the commitment in terms of

square footage and the dollar cost of the

plant was on the basis of utilizing it at

capacity.

2:30 p.m.

If the honourable member is suggesting
that Ford Canada, with all of its limitations,

is building a plant twice in excess of what
it believed it would need at the time it made
the decision to build it, fine. I just don't

.think that was the case.

The agreement is quite clear. The public
interest has been protected. I would suggest,

with respect, if we had not made that de-

cision, if that plant were now being built in

Lima, Ohio, the members opposite would
be singing from a totally different hymn
book. We wouldn't even be able to under-

stand the hymn they were singing. They
would be critical of us for not having done
it. The fact is, we have done that and it

is going to be a plus for the members of the

UAW and many others.

SUDBURY TEACHERS' STRIKE

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Education (Miss

Stephenson) with respect to the strike in the

Sudbury secondary school system. Does the

honourable minister agree that this strike,

having gone on for approximately 42 school

days by now—perhaps she can correct me on
the exact number—needs to be brought to an
end? Will she impose compulsory arbitration

there and in any other school strike in On-
tario and bring such strikes, which are harm-
ful to the students, to an end?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, we
have been in contact with great regularity
with the Education Relations Commission,
which the honourable member knows has re-

sponsibility for monitoring, supervision and
assistance in finding solutions in such situa-

tons. I am aware that the commission is meet-

ing at the present time and I believe will have
a statement to make later this afternoon.

Based on the content of that statement, the

recommendation of the minister will be
transmitted to cabinet colleagues and what-
ever action is necessary will be taken. But I

would remind the honom-able member that

in this instance, as in all others, the respon-

sibility for finding a solution belongs to the

parties and in this instance there has been
a good dteal of difficulty in attempting to

achieve a settlement.

I am aware that a very special strike com-
mittee involving the former leader of the New
Democratic Party was dispatched to Sudbury

and that, in spite of his best efiForts, he could

not persuade one party to the bargaining to

move to the acceptance of arbitration as a

means of solution last Saturday night.

The meeting that is taking place is be-

tween the members of that special strike

team and the Education Relations Com-

mission, and I anticipate that we shall be

hearing what their decision is some time

later this afternoon.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of a supplementary

question: Does the honourable minister not

accept now what the ordinary members of her

party understand and what most citizens

understand, that while the two sides are

arguing and are somewhat intransigent, it is

the students who suffer? If secondary stu-

dents at this time of the year can miss 42

school days, and can miss those days with

impunity, then what kind of education sys-

tem do we have in Ontario? What is being

taught up there if they can miss 42 days wdth

impunity? Surely the students should be back

in the classroom and the two warring parties

should have to deal with a responsible method

of compulsory arbitration?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: It is my understand-

ing that all members of this House have felt

basically that collective bargaining was a re-

sponsible method of resolving difficulties be-

tween employers and employees, and when
there is an impasse no one is more aware

than I of the uncomfortable and unfortunate

situation the studtents face.

As I have said repeatedly, in bargaining in

the public sector it is the third party that is

in difficulty throughout most of the bargain-

ing, and I would like to find a way to ensure

that there is the presence of that third party
at the bargaining table throughout the entire

process.
I am anticipating that the special review

committee will be looking at all aspects of

Bill 100 and the mechanisms it controls in

terms of regulating collective bargaining be-

tween teachers and employers. I am also

aware that a large number of parents have

concern about those mechanisms that are

available at the present time.

I would remind the honourable member
that the thing he should be doing is putting

pressure upon the Ontario Secondary School

Teachers' Federation and upon the board' of

education in Sudbury and persuading them to

find a solution to the problem, because they

have to live with one another throughout the

term of this contract.

A great many people have been exercising

that responsibility, some of them in the mem-
ber's party, some of them in other parties,
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and some of them in no party at all. I think

that will have some effect upon those who
are at the bargaining table.

Let the honourable member not misunder-
stand me. No one is more concerned about
the educational experience those children are

having than the minister is at this point. I

can say that some method of making up
some of the lost time for those students in

Sudbury, will be necessary.

Mr. Sweeney: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Is the Minister of Education
aware that 3,000 of the secondary school

students in that area are on the semester

system and that, as of today, they have lost

exactly half of their entire program? It is

literally impossible, from an educational

point of view, to make up the equivalent of

half a year.

Following from that, would the honourable
minister not agree that the present proce-

dure, whereby she has to wait for someone
to tell her that the students' education is in

jeopardy, dioesn't work?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, yes,
I am aware; but no, there is nothing in this

world that is impossible. I'm sure the hon-
ourable member, as a former educator, is

aware of the ways in which the educational

system can be modified to achieve the neces-

sary quality of education those students de-

serve and will achieve.

It was because of my concern that there

might be problems related to the collective

bargaining process between teachers and
boards that we set up the special commission
to review Bill 100, in order to make recom-
mendations about its improvement.

Interjections.

Mr. Cassidy: I think what it means, Mr.

Speaker, is that even when times are tough
there is a need to have respect for the prin-

ciples of free collective bargaining.

MORTGAGE RATES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller). It

arises out of the announcement in the throne

speech in Ottawa yesterday with reference

to similar proposals that were made by the

Minister of Housing (Mr. Bennett) for a con-

tin-^ency fimd to help home owners who,
because of the big increase in mortgage
rates in the renegotiations currently taking
place, are now facing the loss of their homes.
The federal government is proposing some-
thing comparable to the idea that was floated

by the Minister of Housing at the provincial
level.

Since this is something we have been
pressing the government to look at over the
course of the last month or two, is the gov-
ernment prepared to bring in a contingency
fund which, in conjunction with the federal

government's, will ensure that home owners
do not lose their homes because of the large
increase in interest rates they face when re-

negotiating their mortgages this year?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I'm sure

the leader of the New Democratic Party
knows that the traditional language of the
throne speech was at its best in these an-

nouncements; it was relatively vague. It was
encouraging to us because we know it can
mean considerable aid, but it was also a bit

disconcerting because it wasn't specific
enough to make us believe it would be
general in application and far-reaching
enough to solve many of the problems out
there.

2:40 p.m.

I understand my colleague the Minister of

Housing has already been in touch with his

colleague in Ottawa expressing his pleasure
that there is some aid indicated, but also I

believe requesting a meeting. I think his sug-

gestion that ministers of housing in the vari-

ous provinces get together to discuss the

matter on a common-front basis is a very
valid one. The honourable member may wish
to redirect the question to the Minister of

Housing to ask more about that.

We have implied all along that Ontario was

ready to work with the federal government on
these matters. I think we would be pleased
to do so once we see some of the detail of

their plan. We need to see it.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question:
Given the fact that housing starts were down
by 26 x>er cent last year in Hamilton, by 40

per cent and 50 per cent respectively in

London and in Oshawa, and by 51 per cent

in St. Catharines; given the fact that 30 per
cent of the construction workers in the Metro-

politan Toronto region are currently out of

work, and since the federal throne speech
failed to come to grips with the problems
that are occurring in the new housing market
because of the slump in construction, what

proposals can we expect from this govern-
ment to rescue the housing market, to restore

jobs in that sector and to ensure that people
on modest incomes continue to have access to

a home of their own?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I think the question is

now taking the form that really should be

properly addressed to the Minister of Housing
rather than me.
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Mr. Cassidy: I would redirect the question,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, would the

Treasurer not agree that time is becoming
very much of the essence in this province?
So far, his strategy has been one to request

meetings; meanwhile, small businessmen,
farmers and mortgage holders are experiencing

very serious problems day by day. Does he
not agree that time is of the essence and that

something must be done immediately—that
he must, failing federal action, come forward
with a specific fund, a specific program, and
get going rather than waiting for three or foiur

months?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, it's great
for the honourable member to talk like that.

The fact remains that Ontario, in the per-
sonal income tax base alone, as he knows, is

at 44 points compared to ICIO for the federal

—let's say, one part for two roughly. We've
argued that the costs need to be shared in

some kind of relationship to our revenue base.

If the member's friends in Ottawa, who have
at least four years ahead of them with the

majority government, don't feel any urge to

do something quickly, then I am as concerned
as he is.

We have been trying to prompt them into

doing something. They aren't even willing to

bring in a budget to let us see what they want
to do. The member knows it's very difiicult,

on my tax base, to take the full brunt of that

kind of thing, nor should we. If he was
sitting here he would be working the same
way I am with the federal government to try
to enlist their support.

Mr. Peterson: I would never work the way
the Treasurer is doing. It's ridiculous. No
sane man would.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I will tell the honourable
member that he would never put in the hours
that I do.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The honourable mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre with a final supple-

mentary.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the Treasurer has said

that the question of the slump in the housing
market is somehow not his concern as Treas-

urer, I'll redirect the question to the Minister

of Housing.
Is the government now prepared to submit

publicly details of a contingency fund to help
home owners hit by rising mortgage rates

when they renegotiate? What plans does the

government have in order to stimulate a

housing market which is severely depressed
at a cost both to the workers in the industry
and the people who need homes?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I indicated

to this House some weeks ago that I had had
discussions with Mr. Cosgrove trying to come
to grips with the problem both in housing
starts and in rental starts. I indicated clearly
that we projected that in Ontario there would
be a substantial shortfall in most of the urban
areas of moderately priced rental accommo-
dations. I was hopeful that yesterday, in the

federal speech from the throne, we would
have seen some type of indication that they
were prepared to undertake this program; we
did not.

I immediately sent off a letter to Mr, Cos-

grove indicating to him our satisfaction at

seeing they at least recognize some diflBcuI-

ties in the general mortgage problems in On-
tario and in Canada. I said I trusted I should
be hearing from him within the next short

period of time to indicate some of the terms
of reference they were going to put, together
with their program.

Mr. M. N. Davison: What are 'die plans
of the Minister of Housing?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am try-

ing to answer a question which was asked

relating to our relationship with the federal

government. I consider the problem to be
rather serious. If some other members do not
want to listen to the request we are making
of the government, fine.

I think in the eves of the people of On-
tario and Canada there has to be a program.
I am saving very clearly and very franldy

that we have asked Mr. Cosgrove to give the

terms of reference to us, provincially.

I might S'ay the ministers representing hous-

ing in the other provinces have supported
Ontario on the idea of having a general meet-

ing of ministers from across Canada and the

federal minister to find out what programs

they were speaking of in the federal throne

speech yesterday, and to see exactly what they
are going to be able to do to relieve some of

the problems and pressures upon us. I have

not been given those terms of reference at

the federal level, and I do not intend to out-

line a x>osition of how the provincial govern-
ment will respond at this time.

In the field of trying to develop new hous-

ing construction, I have said clearly and

frankly that the program in place some time

ago, which the former Liberal government
let lapse, was one that created a cnreat deal

of new housing stock in Ontario and Canada.

I hope they will review it and maybe under-

take a similar program to put housing and
rental accommodation back into the market-

place in the next few years and to satisfy
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the demands that we have made upon that

indoistry.

Let me caution the House of only one

thing; let us not continually try to prime the

pump of economics in Ontario and Canada
with the housing industry when at the other

end we are not sure who is going to buy the

units. For too long a period we have been

priming the pump in just such a way. At

times it means having a surplus of housing

units, which creates another problem for

governments as well.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Parrott), in light of his announcement today
with reference to 2,4,5-T, reversing the posi-

tion—^which incidentally the Liberals had
been prepared to support—that 2,4,5-T be

sprayed across Ontario.

Interjections.

Mr. Cassidy: My question is this: Is the

Minister of the Environment aware that early
this year the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy in the United States decided to seek a

complete ban on the spraying or use of

2,4,5-T? Is he also aware that on January
25, 1980, the EPA produced a prehearing
brief in connection wdth that request which

stated, "There is no safe level of human
exposure to 2,4,5-T, and this substance may
pose significant health risks to exposed hu-

mans at exceedingly low levels of exposiu-e."

That quote comes from a comprehensive
review of all the impacts of 2,4,5-T, and

underlay the decision of the EPA to seek a

complete ban on 2,4,5-T. Is the honourable

minister aware of that study? When did he
become aware of it? How is it that his de-

partment, until today under political pres-

sure, continued to insist that 2,4,5-T should

be sprayed across the province when the

evidence—and his department should have

known about it—existed for at least two and
a half months that there was no way that

2,4,5-T shotdd be sprayed across Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, it is nice

to see the leader of the New Democratic

Party has made a few changes in his position

too. He is now talking alx)ut all Ontario as

compared to talking about northern Ontario,

which was never the case. It just happens to

be another fact of life.

The honourable member suggests to us

they have this great source of information

and knowledge and are technically seeking a

ban, not that it has been put into place in

the United States at this time. I repeat what

I said in my statement. The amoimt of mis-

information centred on this particular issue

is astronomical.

Technically, the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee stands on its position. It is here with
me today. The members happen to believe

their advice is still correct and they do have
the latest information. We made that de-
cision because of the tremendous amotmt of

information that is misunderstood in the

minds of the public.

2:50 p.m.

Mr. Cas^dy: Since the honourable minis-

ter is saying that the Pesticides Advisory
Committee had the latest information, we
have to assume that over the course of the

last two months it knew of the studies the

United St^^tes Environmental Protection

Agency had made; it knew of the findings

of the EPA that the dioxin in 2,4,5-T in-

duces a wide range of adverse effects on

several animal species and that this occurs

at exceedingly low doses, and it knew that

the TCDD, or dioxin, has extremely great

toxic potency.
Is it correct then that despite all of that

evidence the Pesticides Advisory Committee
at no point chose to change its advice to the

minister? If that is the case, and in the

light of the same kind of wrong advice we
have had from that same board on the ques-
tion of matacil and of 2,4-D, is the honour-

able minister not prepared to review the

people who advise him about the use of

toxic herbicides and pesticides in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I think there are several

comments that should be made in that re-

gard. The technical advice that the member
is talking about is based on one paper. With

respect, I think any advice that any com-
mittee should offer would be on a very
broad spectrum of papers, not one.

It is Dossible to finrl a paper on almost

every substance that will tell of the harmful

effects of the use of that particular sub-

stance. One can go down a huge list of

common, in-use every-day substances that

people have said are harmful if used, and

yet society continues to do so. Very com-

mon, ordinary household products are in that

category. So I ask the honourable member
not to pick one paper that happens to

coincide with his political bias on an issue

and use that as the definitive source. It isn't

scientifically sound.

Mr. Cassidy: Is the honourable minister

not aware that the EPA, in basing its case

for the request for a ban on 2,4,5-T in the

US, prepared a brief which was based on
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as extensive a literature study and as up-to-
date a literature survey as has been per-
formed anywhere in the entire world? Can
he simply dismiss that with the back of his

hand?
Will he tell us, when they learned that

the EPA was seeking the ban, did the Pesti-

cides Advisory Committee or his department
find out what the EPA was about? Was
the EPA contacted? Was that advice assess-
ed? Or did the honourable minister simply
blinker himself to what was happening in
the US and pretend that he could pouT this

stuff across the province regardless of the

consequences?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I must sav, what a sad
choice of wordis, to say "douse" and "pour."
That is technically not correct. The exaggera-
tion there is beyond behef. It so happens that
two different scientific bodies have read a
.eroup of scientific paoers and have come to
different conclusions. That is not unusual. It

happened vesterday and I can assure mem-
bers it will happen tomorrow on manv sub-
jects. DiflFerent people will come to different
conclusions reading the same scientific litera-

ture.

It so happens in the US today they are
using 2,4.5-T on food products. We have not
done that in Ontario. The honourable mem-
ber holds up this great model of protection
for the people of the US when they are not
doing half the job we have done here in
Ontario v^dth the same material.

TEACHER'S CERTIFICATE
Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Education (Miss
Stephensooi), which should also be of interest
to the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie), in

regard to the human rights case concerning
Mr. Terrv Snyker of International Falls, Min-
nesota, who has been teaching for the Fort
Frances-Rainy River Roard of Education.
The honourable minister is aware of the

somewhat catch-22 situation in which a teach-
er, Canadian bom and living in Canada, may
very well be put out of a job because of
the ruling of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission in regard to Mr. Snyker, whose
residence is in International Falls, Minne-
sota.

Is the honourable minister prepared or is

she going to take any action in regard to
Mr. Snyker's Ontario teaching certificate,
which I understand by the act and regulations
is under the control of her ministry and the

deputy minister, in regard to renewals, par-

ticularly because Mr. Snyker does not live in

Canada?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, it has
less to do with the fact that he has not lived

in Canada than it has to do with the fact

that he is not a Canadian citizen. I am aware
there was an error committed at one point
related to the certification for teaching, which
I gather was issued without the full knowl-

edge of the citizenship of that individual.

This is a matter I am looking into at the

present time.

I think the honourable member should be
aware there has been concern expressed about
that citizenship requirement by our Ontario
Human Rights Commission and by other
human rights commissions for teachers, which
I would remind the honourable member has
been in effect for as long as I have been resi-

dent in Ontario and which was perhaps more
clearly defined within the last several years
when the Rritish-subject portion of that re-

quirement Avas eliminated. I have had conver-
sations with the human rights commission. I

know the members of the commission feel

strongly that citizenship relates to nationality
and under our code that is prohibited as a
basis for discrimination.

It is a very difficult problem for the Fort

Frances-Rainy River Roard of Education and
one I hope we are going to be able to help
to resolve, but at this point I can't say what
the course of resolution will be.

Mr. T. P. Reid: A supplementary question:
In view of the fact that Mr. Snyker apparently
agreed to move to Canada, to Fort Frances,
and in view of the fact the regulations
indicate that a person should be living in

Canada, as I understand it, to receive—

Interjection.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Let me rephrase that; The
renewal of certificate is dependent upon the

Minis-try of Education and the fact that jjer-

son, as I undterstand the act, should be living

in Canada.

Does the honourable minister not agree
there is something wrong with the law some-

where, if a Canadian citizen is going to be

disadvantaged, possibly lose his job, while

someone resident in another country continues

to be employed by a school board in Ontario?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, as I

understand it, it has, as I said earlier, less to

do with being resident in Canada than it has

to do with a Canadian citizenship. The resi-

dency in Canadla would lead, one would hope,

eventually to a Canadian citizenship. I be-

lieve that is probably the basis upon which
the statement and the concern has been ex-

pressed. That individual has for the entire

term of his teaching with that school board
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continued to reside in International Falls.

That is a matter of some concern to me and

obviously is a matter of some concern to that

board as well.

Mr. Sweeney: A supplementary question,
Mr. Sx)eaker: Given the current surplus of

certified Ontario and Canadian teachers, what
is the present practice of the ministry with

respect to issuing these temporary teaching
certificates called letters of standing in On-
tario? What is the honourable minister doing
now?
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, unless

the individual teacher is employed with the

board and is in the process of achieving
Canadian citizenship, the letters of standing
are not issued, but they do have a period of

time, a period of grace which has been ex-

tended.

Mr. T. P. Reid. Is it 10 yeare?
Hon. Miss Stephenson: No, no, it is not 10

years. It is, I believe—

Mr. T. P. Reid: He has had 10 years.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: He has had 10

years, that is right. The period of grace was
extended upon the advice of the human
rights commission approximately 18 months

ago to ensure there would be ample time for

those teachers with letters of standing who
were employed by boards to achieve their

Canadian citizenship so their certificates could
be issued.

I am not positive about this and I will

check, but I believe the period of grace that

has been extended to them is until June 1981.

PROVINCIAL PARKS
Mr. Wildman: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Auld). Will he tell the House whether
or not the decision of his ministry not to open
Mara and Devil's Glen Provincial Parks over

the Victoria Day weekend', for the first time
since they were opened, is the kind of de-

cline in service we can expect to see more
of as a result of the impact of his govern-
ment's constraint program, which incidentally
has long been supported by the Liberal Party?
What effect does he expect this to have on the

provincial park system as a whole?

3 p.m.

Mr. S. Smith: You supported them; we
opposed them, didn't we?
Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I quote the

Honourable Allan Grossman some years ago:
"The enemy is over here."

Mr. T. P. Reid: It's also over there. You
are all one. You've got a rump group again.
Hon. Mr. Auld: It's your time.

To answer the honourable member's ques-
tion, it is true that park will open a month
late this year and it is true this is because
the dollars that the ministry has allocated for

park operations require it. I dcwi't think it

will have a significant effect on the park
system. There are two parks close by: Bass

Lake, which has close to 100 campsites and
is about five miles away, and McRae Point,
which is two miles away and has, I think, 200
sites.

A number of parks are having later openings
this year and this is because past experience
has indicated their use is minimal until later

in the summer season. We did this last year
and it did not have significant effect. There
were few complaints and I expect the same
situation will apply this year.

Mr. Wildman: Will the honourable minister

not agree that the impact of limiting the in-

crease in the parks bud'get to a mere 27 per
cent since 1971, while his overall budget in-

creased by some 182 per cent, is forcing park
managers either to reduce service levels or to

lease provincial parks to the private sector?

Does he agree with the feelings exxjressed to

us this morning by his Huronia district staff

that, "We in the field are very concerned
about the negative implications that privati-
zation may have on parks with respect to

revenue, staff and level of service?"

Hon. Mr. Auld: It is fair to say that feeling
is expressed by some of our staff in the field.

We are doing it cautiously and slowly as an

experiment. So far it has been successful as

far as our owti operating costs are concerned,
in service to the public and in helping us to

put more of our resources in other fields.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary question for the Minister of Natural

Resources. His ministry is at present priva-

tizing Holiday Beach Provincial Park in my
riding. Since that park had an income last

year of $61,000, how can the minister feel

confident that any private entrepreneur can

operate that park with only $61,000 and
have enough left for some so-called profit

that he expects to have happen?
Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr, Speaker, we are not

privatizing the park. We are privatizing the

operation of the park. We will know when
the tenders are opened—I believe the end of

this week—whether there is a private operator
who believes he can operate according to our

standards, meet the requirements set out in

the tender and make it pay.

ASSISTANCE TO HOSPITAL PATIENT

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

draw to the attention of the Minister of Com-
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munity and Social Services (Mr. Norton) the

case of Peggy Ann Walpole. He may be aware
of this case. Because of an ailment, she will

require a food substitute probably for the

rest of her life. It costs about $25 a day. She

applied for welfare to assist her with this. She
was refused. Because there was no source of

funding or any agency to assist her, she had
to be readmitted to St. Michael's Hospital to

sustain herself.

Is this government policy and what is the

minister going to do about it?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I am not

familiar personally with that case. If the

honourable member would choose to provide
nle with the details, I would be glad to look

into it. I don't know, for example, whether
the individual in question has appealed to

the Social Assistance Review Board or not—
in other words, has exhausted the avenues of

appeal that are available to persons who are

denied assistance. If he would like to give
me a copy of whatever document he has, I

will check into it and get back to him.

Mr. Peterson: If I may perhaps redirect

it to the Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell): Is

it his ministry's policy—because obviously the

other minister isn't aware of this kind of

situation—not to assist people: Is it policv to

admit them to hospitals at several hundred
dollars a day rather than assist when they
can fimction on their own in their own
homes?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, I think

we have shown amply in the past where
these similar cases have arisen that there
are always ways to assist these individuals.

I have taken note of the name, and I am sure

my colleague will check with his staff, as

will I. I have a feeling that this is the name
of a person about whom I had a phone call

this morning from a private citizen in Metro,
and we are already looking into it.

FRENCH-LANGUAGE SCHOOL IN
PENETANGUISHENE

Mr. Samis: A question to the Minister of

Education (Miss Stephenson), Mr. Speaker,
on the impact of Penetanguishene. In view of
the fact that the francophone commimity has

decisively rejected both her protposals and
since the Simcoe County Board of Education
voted unanimously not to implement a split-

shift sysem at the high school in Penetan-

guishene, could the honourable minister tell

the House, what she proposes to do now to

resolve the impasse?
' Hon. Miss Stephenson: I am sure the

honourable member is aware that the Simcoe

coimty board is considering at least one
alternative in another action. I expect I shall

be hearing from that board within the next

few days in order to determine the course of

action from here to provide the educational

program for the francophone students in

Penetanguishene.

Mr. Samis: Can the honourable minister

assure the House that if she is to put forth

any further proposals she will consult both
of the groups affected prior to presenting

any such proposal? Could she also explain
her remarks in the Globe and Mail, saying
that she would ask the Simcoe coimty board

to hire a principal for a new French school

as soon as possible?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: That was a request
that was made on March 6 of the Simcoe

county board, and it was agreed to by those

representatives of the board who were pre-
sent at that time. The decision was not taken

at the last meeting of the full board. I have

simply suggested that the board should pro-
ceed with that action at this point because

that will place it in a position to devel^ the

educational program appropriately.

JAIL BEATING

Mr. Bradley: A question for the Minister

of Correctional Services (Mr. Walker), Mr.

Speaker: In view of the severe beating that

inmates at the L'Orignal Jail gave to two

youthful first-time offenders who were

jailed—I think, as part of a provincial judge's

deterrent experiment—could the minister re-

veal to the House what kind of investigation

was conducted into this incident and what
the results of that investigation are?

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, there

were two investigations: an investigation was
done by the Ontario Provincial Police and

another was done by the internal inspection

branch of the Ministry of Correctional Ser-

vices.

Charges have been laid. In the case of

one gentleman by the name of Harrison, he

has laid three charges. The second person,
named Laframboise, is awaiting further ad-

vice. I believe there is some intention on

his part to lay charges although that is by
no means certain at the moment.

The matter at the moment would have to

be considered still up in the air relative to

the investigation. We have not had our final

report on the investigation. I think it will

finally await the OPP report.

Mr. Bradley: A supplementary question:

Has the honourable minister consulted with
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the Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) to

make sure that judges are aware of the

potential danger that exists when youthful
first-time offenders are put in jail—let's call

it as an experiment—since it is obvious the

correctional services system in Ontario is

unable to guarantee the safety of every

prisoner within the system?

Hon. Mr. Walker: With something in the

range of 69,000 remands in a year, it is not

that difficult to assume the odd incident will

develop. We are not dealing always with

people who are totally co-operative and who
are able to cope with their confreres in the

society they may find themselves in, which
in that case might be jail. We have to accept
that from time to time. However, I am sure

there is not a judge in Ontario who doesn't

understand the fact that occasionally things

may get out of hand in some of the institu-

tions; they have to assume that.

I don't think we have to consult with the

Attorney General to advise him to advise

the judges of that. They well know that; if

they didn't know it, they probably read the

story about L'Orignal.

3:10 p.m.

USE OF HERBICIDES

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of the Environment

(Mr. Parrott). Does the minister's statement

today, reversing his policy on 2,4,5-T spray-

ing in the province, also mean he will stop
Ontario Hydro from pursuing its reported

plans to sell its stocks of 2,4,5-T to other

provinces and countries?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I don't

th'nk we will direct any of those who have
the material on what they shall do with it.

Of course, they must not use it here without
a permit. That has always been the case,

and they will not have a permit. Whether

they choose to sell it to another province
is a matter between them and the other

province.

Ms. Bryden: In view of the minister's

statement in the House on April 1 that he
felt the Ontario government had a moral

obligation to deal with the hazardous sub-

stances we own and control and that we
should not put these substances into an un-

suspecting world, does the minister not think

he should use his persuasive powers to get

Hydro to cancel its plans for the sale of

these stocks to other provinces and countries?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I can't quite believe I

heard the member say other provinces are

an unsuspecting world. I would have thought

the member would have had a higher regard
for other provinces of this country than to

use those terms. That surely isn't an accurate

reflection of the member's appreciation of

other provinces.

USE OF ROBOTS IN INDUSTRY

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Elorie), whom I see in the back row.

Is the minister aware that, in the moderniz-

ation facilities, mechanical marvels or robots

will be used to a very large degree? As

Japan is at present developing a computer-
controlled, automated factory that will be

operated by 10 employees doing the work

previously carried out by 700 people work-

ing on individual machines, is the minister

developing some type of policy concerning
the use of robots in industry?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Actually, Mr. Si)eaker, I

was thinking of putting them in the ap^po-

sition where they belong.
I had the opportunity when I was recently

visiting Windsor and the new General Motors

transmission plant to discuss this very matter

of the use of robots with representatives of

the trade union there as well as with man-

agement. The interesting thing I found was
that the one robot that is going to go into

the new GM transmission plant is a robot

that is going to be doing work that really

was not considered to be desirable for the

other employees. This message was given to

me quite loudly and clearly by union rep-
resentatives.

As to the broader question of the future

of technological advance and automation, I

am sure the member knows that the history

of it to date has been one of producing an-

cillary employment related to the technology.

It is a matter we always have under review

and consideration, but I do not know that it

is a matter about which one could have an

immediate policy.

Mr. B. Newman: Is the minister consider-

ing some type of ratio between moneys in-

vested and numbers of employees that would
be used in any given industry?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: No, we have not given
consideration to that.

EVICTION OF TENANT

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

of the Minister of Housing regarding Mrs.

Timmins again. The Sudbury Star of Satur-

day evening says, "An informer finally told

the housing authority about the pension in

August 1979."
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Is the minister aware that in our further

discussions with Mrs. Timmins she indicated

that, upon learning she had to declare the

workmen's compensation pension, she went
to the Sudbury Housing Authority and the

authority at that time advised her it knew
of the pension? Would the minister be pre-

pared to tell us what the real facts are as to

when or if she went to declare this in an
honest fashion?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I was not

present when the situation started to de-

velop around Mrs. Timmins in regard to the

declaration of her income as far as a pension
from the Workmen's Compensation Board,
Ontario is concerned. The form that is sub-

anitted to the Sudbury Housing Authority,
or to any housing authority indicates clearly
what income is, namely, income from any
source, including pension. The declaration
was not completely or accurately filled out
at the time of Mrs. Timmins's occupancy of

pubhc housing in 1974.

There was a point later on when it came
to the knowledge of the Sudbury Housing
Authority that Mrs. Tinunins was receiving
a WCB pension as a result of a back injury
she sustained some time prior to that at

her previous employment. That information
came to the housing authority, I am told,

through other sources. They then inquired of

tihe WCB whether there was a monthly
cheque going forward to this particular per-
son. It was confirmed, back around August
1979, that the compensation was coming in.

Some time after that Mrs. Timmins indicated
she was receiving a WCB pension.

Back rent has been calculated on that in-

come of Mrs. Timmins and some adjust-
ments have been made in other rent factors

with an indication that there is more than

$2,000 owing to the Sudbury Housing
Authority, which has asked for payment. I

might say that Mrs. Timmins, when it was
indicated to her what the outstanding debt

happened to be, ofiFered to pay $1,000 in

cash and the balance over a period of time.

The housing authority, as is typical of the
situation anywhere in Ontario when they
find that a tenant has not made a complete
declaration of income and there are arrears,
tried to find some reasonable solution to

the problem. They have submitted to Mrs.
Timmins and her representative, whom I

believe is a lawyer, an indication of what
they think is a reasonable settlement of the
back debt.

Mr. Martel: Does the minister really be-
lieve that's an adequate settlement to ask
from this woman, who was 72 on Sunday:

to cough up $1,000 immediately, to increase

her rent by $30 and to ask for an additional

$75 a month besides? Is what the Sudbury
Star quoted the minister as saying true: "He
did niot specify what this monthly amount
should be, but he said her offer of $10 a

month"—which, was made by the way, by
former Speaker Jerome's ofiice—"was not

reasonable. 'At 71 years old, he said $10 a

month isn't reasonable.' "? Is it reascmable

to ask a woman of that age for that

amount? Is it not more acceptable to give
her the benefit of the doubt?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not starting to

indicate what the benefit of the doubt hap-
pens to be. I am looking at the settlement

in this particular case, in relationship to

100,000 tenants of the Ontario Housing
Corporation.

It was Mrs. Timmins herself who offered

the $1,000 cash as a settlement of a $2,000-
odd bill that was outstanding on rent arrears.

Mrs. Timmins through her lawyer, whoever
he happened to be, offered $10 a month in

settlement. The settlement ^vill be arrived

at between Sudbury Housing Authority and
its tenant.

I know nothing about the $75 a month
of which the member for Sudbury East (Mr.

Martel) speaks, but it is my understanding
that the position of the Sudbury Housing
Authority, as presented to Mrs. Timmins and
her lawyer, is that it would accept the

$1,000 cash as part settlement and that the

balance of the arrears, something in excess

of another $1,000, would be paid at the
rate of $50 per month in addition to the

rent that will be calculated on 25 per cent
of rent geared to income.

I have to say very clearly to this House that

we have not had any response from either

Mrs. Timmins or her lawyer to the Sudbury
Housing Authority,

3:20 p.m.

MEMBER'S ALLEGATION
Mr. Speaker: Last Thursday evening, dur-

ing the course of the emergency debate, while
the member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr.

Bounsall) had the floor, the member for

Chatham-Kent (Mr. Watson) rose in defence
of his colleague the member for E>urham East

(Mr. Cureatz) and took exception by way of a

point of order to a statement that had been
made by the member for Windsor-Sandwich.

At that time, the member for Perth (Mr.

Edighoffer), the Deputy Speaker, was in the

chair. As a result of the point of order raised

by the member for Chatham-Kent, the mem-
ber for Perth, who heard the remark, who
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heard the context in which the remark was
made and who heard the tenor of the remark,
ruled at that time that the member for

Chatham-Kent had neither a point of order

nor a point of privilege.

The following morning the member for

Durham East got up and said he thought he

had a point of privilege as a result of the

exchange that I explained! earlier. Not being
aware of it myself, I said I would investigate

the record and report back.

I have had an opportunity to check the

record. I have had an opportunity to discuss

it with the Deputy Speaker. I have found out

that, according to the Legislative Assembly
Act, the Deputy Speaker or anybody who
assumes the Speaker's chair has the same

authority and the same prerogatives as the
~'

Speaker. On the basis of that investigation, I

would have to advise both the member for

Chatham-Kent and the member for Durham
East that the matter was disposed of at that

time because the Deputy Speaker was in the

chair and ruled on what he heard at that

particular time. I have no authority to deal

with it.

MOTIONS

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the select com-

mittee on Ontario Hydro affairs be authorized

to meet at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 17,

1980.

r^
Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that the standing
committee on general government of the third

session of the 31st Parliament, as constituted

on December 20, 1979, to deal with Bill 3,

An Act to amend the Employment Standards

Act, 1974, be authorized to meet on Wednes-

day morning, April 16, 1980, to consider its

report on its observations and deliberations

respecting the bill, and that Mr. G. Taylor be
a member of the committee for this delibera-

tion.

Motion agreed to.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day I wish to table the answers

to questions 70, 71, 96 and 107 on the Notice

Paper. (See appendix, page 804).

ORDERS OF THE DAY
DRAINAGE AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Henderson moved second read-

ing of Bill 2, An Act to amend the Drainage

Act, 1975.

Mr. Speaker: Does the honourable minister

have an opening comment?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have an opening comment prepared. I think

the act and all the sections within it arc self-

explanatory. It's a matter of housekeeping
within the act, but I would be glad to re-

spond to any questions.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, I have a few
comments I want to make on the amendments
to the Drainage Act. I think we all recognize
that this act is the result of a study by the

drainage committee which was established

back around 1972. The present Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Henderson) chaired

that committee, and I know I appeared at the

odd meeting when they were discussing with

the farmers some of the changes they felt

should be made to the Drainage Act.

While there was considerable input from

right across the province on this matter, I

guess the input was not suflRcient, because

the minister felt he had to go to Florida to

study drainage in "alligator alley," or in some
of the swampland down there. I supp>ose he

thought it had some application to Ontario

conditions. If that is the case then it all ended

up in quite a good act.

However, nothing is perfect. It was ob-

vious, after five years, that there were some
minor defects in the bill; so the minister has

endeavoured to correct them wdth the amend-
ments that are before us. As the minister has

indicated, they are housekeeT>in<? amend-

ments and certainly worthy of our support.

However, the amendments do not address

certain problems that were discussed in some
detail at the last Ontario Federation of

Agriculture convention.

A certain section of the act, more specifi-

cally 4(l)(c), is suspected of being misused.

This misuse can result in the loss of land

and unnecessary assessment and inconveni-

ence to the farmer, and can result in the

acquisition of additional land for the pur-

poses of road widening instead of for the

original intent, which is drainage.

I notice the minister is wandering over to

consult with some of his senior staff Tt may
well be that this problem will be addressed

in further amendments the minister will in-

troduce—I have received some just now, and

I believe I got some amendments yesterday

which were left in the House—maybe I've

overlooked this, but I don't think so; I don't

think the amendments have addressed this

problem.
If the minister agrees that this section has

been misused, then surely he would be pre-

pared to have these sections revised. I know
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the minister will want to comment on this

section and give us the reasons he did not
amend it, knowing that it was a resolution,

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Would the member
just go over the part that he said was mis-
used? I have the section before me. I would
like to follow it through.

Mr. Riddell: I am alluding now to section

4(l)(c) of the act. Section 4 deals with peti-
tion drains.

"A petition for the drainage by means of
a drainage works of an area requiring drain-

age as described in the petition may be filed
widi the clerk of the local mimicipality in
which the area is situate by, . . . where a
drainage works is required for a road or part
thereof, the engineer or road superintendent
appointed under the Public Transportation
and Highway Improvement Act and having
jurisdiction over such a road or part . . ."

Then it goes on to another section.

3:30 p.in.

The ix)int I believe the Ontario Federation
of Agriculture was trying to bring out—and
I think my colleague the member for Kent-
Elgin (Mr. McGuigan) is going to address
this problem as well—is that some of the
councils are using this section of the act to
have roads widened, rather than using it for
the purpose for which it was intended, that
is, drainage. I don't know that, but it is

something he should comment on. If it is

being misused, then it would take just a
little amendment to change it.

Another problem the amendments do not
address pertains to petition drains involving
unorganized municipalities. Such drains re-
quire the co-operation of all land owners,
rather tfian a majority of eflFective land own-
ers as in organized municipalities. This can
present an impossible barrier to farmers wish-
ing to drain in or through unorganized munic-
ipalities.

Once again, if the minister had taken the
OFA resolution into consideration, he would
have amended the act to provide farmers the
opportunity to drain in or through unorga-
nized municipalities in the same way as in
organized municipalities. I hope the minister
will comment on this as well.

I want to make a brief comment on munic-
ipal drains. The present policy of the Drain-
age Act as it pertains to municipal drains
requires private engineering reports to qual-
ify for provincial grants. The fees of engi-
neering consultants in most cases are
outrageous and in many cases exceed the
amount of ehgible grants. In view of this,
and considering the contractors' tenders on
mimicipal drains are much higher than

privately negotiated contracts, the minister

might consider it advisable to add, where
necessary, additional engineers to the agri-
cultural oflBces in the province to assist

land owners in preparing engineering reports
on municipal drains, including assessment

reports. I believe the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture also expressed a request that
land owners participating in a municipal
drain might negotiate directly with con-
tractors.

Another concern that farmers have ex-

pressed to me is the method of assessing the
cost of a municipal drain. In some town-
ships—and I don't know how genera] it is—
the land owners on the bottom end of a

municipal drain bear the lion's share of the
cost. I fail to understand why a municipal
drain at the bottom end is any more bene-
ficial to that land owner than the drain is to

the land owner on the top end. Sm-ely the
fact that the water is going to find its way
to lower land in the absence of a municipal
drain is not satisfactory logic to i>enalize the
land owners at the bottom end.

All land owners benefit from momicipal
drains and should be assessed a more eouit-

able share of the cost. In many cases, it is

the land owners at the top end who have
requested municipal drains and, because the

outlet has to extend across the lower land to

a creek or river, the land owner at the

bottom end should surely not be expected to

pay more than his share of the benefits. I

would like the minister to comment on this.

It is a matter that is drawn to my atten-

tion time and time again. I can speak from

experience on it, although I am not using
myself as an example. I happen to be on the

bottom end. There was a request made for a

municipal drain. It ended up that I paid ap-

proximately 50 per cent of the cost of that

drain bcause I happened to be on the bot-

tom end. I appealed it to council. The
engineer came back in, did some redrafting

and returned with the same result, that I

was going to pay the lion's share of the cost.

As a result, I had to put in an open drain,

rather than go to a closed drain, because I

simply could not afford the cost of a closed

drain since I was paying somewhere in the

neighbourhood of 50 per cent of the cost.

I don't think it is fair, and I can certainly

sympathize with the farmers who are draw-

ing this matter to my attention.

Finally, I want to comment on the minis-

ter's statement in the House during last

session and his subsequent statement in the

House this session on the necessity to change
the allocations system under the tile drainage
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program. Under the former program, drain-

age was being maintained or improved on

about 200,000 acres every year. About one

third of the money oomes from provincial

loans. Therefore, for 1980-81, he recom-

mended new guidelines for use by municipal
councils. These guidelines were as follows:

"Initial drainage allocations will be an-

nounced following the Treasurer's budget in

the spring. They will be based on the appli-

cations received over the previous three

years. A municipality may apply for reallb-

cation of funds for tile drainage del)entiu-es

based on the applications received by the

mxmicipality prior to August 31, each year.

As in previous years"—

Mr. Eaton: This is not part of the bill.

Mr. Riddell: We'll listen to what the mem-
ber has to say later. I get a little sick of

some of these interjections. We are talking

about drainage, and some of the points I

am raising certainly pertain to drainage and

the Drainage Act. If the member is not going
to bring them up—and I am sm-e it has been

drawn to his attention—someone has to. That

is the reason I mention it at this time. If the

memlber wants to speak later, I will be glad
to listen to him.

"As in previous years, applications are to

be based on"—

Mr. Eaton: Tile drainage isn't in this act.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll bet on that.

Mr. Riddell: What does die Minister of

Industry and Toiu-ism (Mr. Grossman) know
about tile drainage?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: More than the mem-
ber knows about industry.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Riddell: I see he has had enough; he
is now leaving the House.

The guidelines continue: "As in previous

years, applications are to be based on not

more than 75 per cent of the estimated cost

of the project up to a maximum in 1980-81

of $200 per acre tiled. The maximum amount

any one farmer may receive in loans in one

year is $10,000 and the maximum accumu-
lated loan for a farmer is not to exceed

$40,000."

I will admit that in a subsequent state-

ment made by the minister, he has increased

that to $20,000 for an individual farmer and
the maximum accumulated loan not to ex-

ceed $60,000. I know the minister changed
that because of the pressure that was brought
to bear upon him by farmers who I am sure

talked to him at meetings and wrote letters

to him. I certainly raised it in the House

through question period. The minister, in

his wisdom, saw fit to change it.

These criteria, he said, have been designed
to ensure that as many farmers as possible
are able to take advantage of the program.
Most people familiar with the tile drainage
loan program are aware that it has served

the needs of Ontario farmers in an eflBcient

manner for many years. It was originally 75

per cent of the gross cost loan and it was
available to all farmers. This program has

had major significance in the development
and eflBciency of Ontario agriculture.

The tile drainage loans and the Drainage
Act have been better parts of the ministry's

policy here in the Legislature. We have no

qualm> about the programs he has had in

the ppst and the Drainage Act.

In the past few years this program has

degenerated into a hotchpotch of confusion

and uncertainty in many municipalities. Some
townships are issuing loans on a basis of a

percentage of job cost. Others are using a

limit breaker. Some are following a first-

come, first-serve approach as long as the

monev lasts. Still other adjoining townships

may have funds left unused if there are not

many loan applications in any one year.

The proposal to retain the loan ceiling at

75 per cent of cost, with the $200 breaker

limit, immediately negates the 75 per cent

concept. The cost of installing systematic

drainage systems in the 1980s will not be
less than $400 per acre in most situations.

The placing of a $200 breaker limit will have

the immediate effect of (1) the licensed

drainage contractor being asked by the

farmer to design a system which the con-

tractor knows is not adequate, and (2) the

installation of ill-conceived systems which,

when eventually brought up to efficient

standards, will result in the destruction or

abandonment of a major portion of the

former work.

While the 75 per cent ceiling on loans is

acceptable and has stood the test of time,

there should be no limit to what the farmer

can invest per acre. It is a ridiculous figure

when measured against land values, com-

modity values, equipment values and the

historical cost of drainage vis-i-vis the

system at any point in the last 50 years.

The restriction of the loan per farmer,

formerly $10,000 and now $20,000 per

farmer per year, with an accumulated ceiling

of $60,000, is not realistic.

3:40 p.m.

The average drainage job today is close to

100 acres. The average Ontario farm is not
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flat, and this results in a random system of

mains, with laterals being usually straight
and evenly spaced. Farmers attempt to grow
crops that will be cut oflF and out of the way
when the land is being tiled. Spreading the

work over several years makes this imprac-
tical, if not impossible. If contractors are

forced to install only "mains in one year and
to return in each of the next three years to

complete the work, it will badly disrupt the

farmer's ability to manage crop rotation.

Add to the contractor's cost the moving
on and off the job, with his attendant waste
of labour, equipment utilization and trans-

portation and v/asted fuel and energy costs,

and all of this can only result in higher cost

to the farmer. While it may be argued that

these expenditure ceilings will make the loan

funds available to more farmers, it must also

be recognized that one quarter of the On-
tario farmers now produce three quarters of

our agricultural products; these are not the

operations that should be restricted.

Would it not seem reasonable that no

ceiling amount be established other than the

75 per cent, considering that one of the

policies of the government, as indicated in

the throne speech, was to make Ontario more
self-sufficient in food production?

While some township councils find them-
selves with insufficient drain loan funds,
others have allocations they are unable to

use. This is the result of the fluctuations in

demand within a municipality in a given

year. It appears to me that if these alloca-

tions were open-ended tihey would put an
end to the imcertainty and confusion ex-

perienced by township councils and farm-
ers and at the same time put very little,

if any, upward pressiure on the provincial

budget. Certainly it is a much less costly

program than those in some other provinces;
for example, in Quebec, which pays an out-

right grant of 50 per cent of the total ex-

penditure.

It has been my opinion that the Ontario

drainage legislation, prior to the announce-
ment of the proposed changes, has been a

model, one that gets the job done without

being a burden to the taxpavers. The pto-
I>osed changes, however, make the legisla-
tion much less effective. Members of both

opposition parties have long expressed objec-
tions about good farm land disappearing
under asphalt and urban development,
which to most petople is a valid concern.

Our most valuable resource in southern
Ontario is agricultural land, and it is for this

reason that most of our towns and cities are

situated in good agricultural areas. What we

sometimes fail to recognize, however, is that

thousands of potentially good acres tiirough-
out Ontario are waiting for the right farm-

ers to develop them. Drainage is one of the

most important tools in this development,

recognizing that well-drained farm land in

Ontario makes efficient use of tillage and

harvesting equipment, conserves fuel and

energy by having larger fields, permits the

farmer to use more flexible cropping prac-
tices and virtually eliminates the need for

crop insurance on other than specialized

crops.

In conclusion, I simply want to say that

no farmer in Ontario should be legislated

into the position of being a hilltop farmer.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, the minis-

ter has described this bill as a housekeeping
bill. As suggested in the explanatory notes-

lengthier than any bill I have seen for quite
some time—it is pretty massive and exten-

sive in its housekeeping, but I still think

it is essentially a housekeeping bill.

I know the Ontario Federation of Agri-
culture has examined the bill with great
care. I had a chat with Ron Jones, who is

the chairman of their properties committee,
which committee did examine the bill. They
agree it is a housekeeping bill, they are

happy with it, and therefore I have no par-

ticular additions to make, since those who
are primarily involved with it are essentially

content.

However, there is one related matter,

and I am not certain whether it can statu-

torily be fitted into the bill, but I would
like to bring it to the minister's attention.

That is, there is a measure of concern out

in the farm community with regard to the

relationship between engineers and farmers

as they are dealing with drainage.

Rightly or wrongly, there are many farm-

ers who feel that the engineers don't feel

they can lower themselves to the point of dis-

cussing in detail the problems in relationship

to drainage, and therefore the public rela-

tions effort associated with the job tends to

get fouled up. That is a bit tragic. If we
are engaged in what everybody would agree
is an extremely important piece of work,

that it is adding to the productivity of the

land and is the kind of thing that should be

done, it is most unfortunate that the effort

should be clouded by this kind of relation-

ship between farmers and engineers.

How exactly one can come to grips with

that, I don't pretend to have a definitive

answer. There are good engineers and there

are bad engineers. There are engineers who
are certified, and therefore nobody for one
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moment would question their professional

qualifications, but they may not necessarily
be the right people to be engaged in drain-

age problems.
I have wondered, and I put this to the

minister, whether it is possible in some fashion

or another, on the basis of experience with

engineers, to provide a list— I hope this dbesn't

get him into violations of professional codes
or something of that nature—so farmers or

municipalities won't be dealing with engineers
whose past record is that, good professional

engineers as they may be, they don't seem to

be able to do the job with the appropriately

good public relations necessary.
I understand, for example, that if it has not

been discussed with the minister directly—
he was recently apix)inted to this position and

may not have had an opportunity for repre-
sentations to be made directly to him; maybe
they were made to his predecessor—stafF from
the Ontario Federation of Agriculture have
met with staff from the food land development
branch and this problem has been discussed.

I would ask the minister whether this kind

of problem can be dealt with so we don't

•cloud an otherwise important and essential

piece of work in connection with our agri-

cultural and our rural dtevelopment.

Beyond that, I am not going to take any
more time of the House today, because if

tliere is general satisfaction out in the agri-
cultural community with regard to these

housekeeping efforts as the Ontario Federation
of Agriculture states, I think we in this Legis-
lature can be relatively content that we are

giving our support to a bill that is worthy of

support.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, might I

give a copy of the act to the honourable
member? There is a section I would like him
to read while the next honourable member is

speaking.

Mr. McGuigan: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
about the item that was mentioned by my
colleague the member for Huron-Middlesex

(Mr. Riddell) regarding the belief on the part
of quite a number of farmers that the present
act is being abused in relation to using the

act as a shortcut for road widtenings. The
minister is aware, as the honourable member
mentioned, that the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture has put forward a resolution from
its convention to the ministry raising this

very question.

J had occasion to visit a particular site

about two years ago in the township of

Romney. There is a very wide deep ditch

on the south side of the road which is eroding

away the road. Clearly, because of this ero-

sion, there is a danger to vehicles that pass.

The road superintendent, under the authority
of the act, has petitioned that the ditch be
moved over on the north side of the road,

quite a distance back from the road. The spoil
from that would be pulled back to the road
and form part of the road lied, thereby effec-

tively moving the road to the north.

When one looks at the particular problem
in this case, what they really need to solve

this road problem is some spiles on that south
side of the road, because it is only a question
of time until the road erodes further and
further takings will be required. In this par-
ticular case the drainage, the natural fall, is

to the north. The farmer has tile installed in

Vis fields and he has no drainage problems.
None of the other land owners along the

route was affected by drainage problems; nor

were they requesting drainage problems.

3:50 p.m.

The particular farmer involved, Stanley
Balsam by name, a resident of Romney town-

ship who has studied this, has appealed to

the tribunal. One might say he is a bit of

a hardhead. I think he is a hardhead, but

he is the kind of hardhead we need to pre-
serve the law and respect of the law that is

necessary for the proper carrying on of gov-
ernment. Were it not for people like this

gentleman, the laws gradually would fall into

disrespect. Recognizing his position, I must
commend a man who is willing to stand up
against conventional wisdom for freedom and

democracy.
It is interesting to note that the reeve of

the township commented to the local press

as follow^s: "Romney TowTiship Reeve Harry
Robinson told the Tilbury Times the town-

ship had originally wanted to install their

ditch as part of a road-widening scheme."

The Drainage Act is very fine, and certainly

we support it, but I cannot find anything in

that act about road widening.

The report continued: "Romney coimcil

wanted to obtain the land through the Drain-

age Act because the Wickwire property,
which is affected by the plan, was tied up
with estate problems. None of the property
could be purchased through normal channels

at this time. 'It was such a minute matter,*

he said, 'we thought we could speed it up.'
"

I'm sure the reeve had a good purpose in

mind. I'm not faulting him, but I am fault-

ing the system which apparently over the

years has begun to regard this act as an

easy way to bring about a road-widening

project. I wish to bring that to the minister's

attention. It is supported by the many mem-
bers of the Ontario Federation of Agricul-
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ture. I think there is an omission in this act

that has not been dealt with.

The farmer involved, Stanley Balsam, went
to the appeals tribunal and was turned down.
I would like to read the reasons for turning
him down: "The appellant argued that the

adjacent owners did not request the drain and
that they were prepared to accept the water
from the road service. He further argued that

if it were necessary to proceed that a sub-

surface tile would be preferred and would

present less of a public hazard. The drain-

age engineer replied that the drain was re-

quired for the security of the road."

He says it is "required for the security of

the road"—not for drainage—and a subsur-

face tile drain would not function properly
in the heavy clay soil. It's hard to tell that

to those farmers because they drain their

land that way.
The tribunal recognized that the major

purpose of the drain was to serve the require-
ments of the road authority. The most damag-
ing part of it is that throughout the years the

tribunal has more or less assumed this was
standard practice; they recognize this. As

legislators, perhaps we should point out that

was not part of the law. I admit that going
to other laws to accomplish this is certainly

going to prolong the affair. It probably will

cost more money as compared to this system.
Nevertheless, if we are to have respect for

our laws and for our whole system, it seems
to me incumbent upon all of us to address

these problems when they are brought to

our attention.

I am not raising this matter in the spirit of

trying to find blame or fault anyone for what
has apparently developyed as an accepted
form of operation. I am not trying to blame
the reeve or the council for going this route,
because it seems there has been ample pre-
cedent for it, and even the tribunal itself

appears to accept this.

I just appeal to the minister to take this

matter under review and perhaps bring in

legislation at some later date to correct what
I believe is a misuse of the Drainage Act.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, if I

might respond in reverse to the speakers,
the memiber for Kent-Elgin (Mr. McGuigan)
has referred, as the other speakers did, to

section 4 of the Drainage Act, which is the

petition section. Section 4(l)(c) says: "Where
a drainage works is required for a road or

part thereof, the engineer or road superin-

tendent appointed under the Public Trans-

portation and Highway Improvement Act and

having jurisdiction over such road or

part . . ."

I would respond by saying that section

refers only to the drainage that is required.
There is nothing in this act in any place that

gives the council the authority the member
is concerned about. He has suggested that

perhaps the coimcils are using this as a
means of viddening roads. That is not the in-

tent of the act. I don't disagree with him
that maybe the councils are using it, but I

am sure he would agree that the drainage of

a road is as important as the road itself. I

can't agree at this moment that there should

be a change in that part of the petition

procedure.
The member for York—I airways have to

look up to see what his riding is.

Mr. MacDonald: York South; the great

farming area of York South.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: He should take a

look at his name on this list. It says York

Sud.

Mr. MacDonald: South.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: No. Mine says

"Sud." What does that mean?

Mr. Swart: You have it in French.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: The member hasn't

read the paper recently. That's the reason I

am having problems in remembering his

riding.

The honourable member brought up a

very important point, a point the drainage

committee took into serious consideration

regarding farmer input before the actual

report is put into print; that is, the idea of

the present act under section 9. I have sent

it over to the member and he now under-

stands it. I would agree with him that pos-

sibly there are engineers out there who are

not carrying out the intent of the act. Th<^

intent of the act was that the engineer

should meet with the people to 9ee what

recommendations there might be before a

final report is put to the cmmcil.

I think the member would agree that the

legislation is there. He has suggested to me
that we should make a list of engineers

available to municipalities. I believe we are

doing that in the case of engineers who have

worked under the act and whose work does

appear to be satisfactory. I thank the honour-

able member for that input.

I might go now to the first speaker. I

believe he is the member for Huron-

Middlesex; not for Middlesex-Huron. I'll get

his riding right.

Mr. Riddell: They are both excellent

ooimties.
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Hon. Mr. Henderson: I wotild have to

agree. For once we're in agreement.

4 p.m.

The member for Huron-Middlesex brought
out the petition which was referred to by
the member for Kent-Elgin. I beheve I have

answered that. I beheve I have stated my
position regarding the abuse—if we can use

that word—of the act by the local municipal
councils. I'm not sure I would call it abuse,

but we will leave the record saying we be-

lieve tliey are abusing the act, if that is the

way they're doing it.

The act is meant to make drainage, and
not to give them authority to acquire land

and to widen roads, if I might answer it

in that way.
Next, regarding the unorganized areas,

section 122 of the act is pretty broad, and
it's only four lines—I'm not sure whether
the honourable member has read it or not;

I will read it so it is on t!he record.

"The minister in his discretion and from
time to time may prescribe the manner in

which a drainage works shall be initiated

and carried out in territory without munic-

ipal organization and the maimer in which
and the terms and conditions under which

grants may be made."

It's very short and simple. At the pro-
\'incial level we pay 80 per cent of the cost

of the drains. Since we don't have taxing

authority in those areas there must be a full

agreement with the property owners as to

where the other 20 per cent comes from.

That's the way drains are taken care of in

unorganized territories.

At the moment I am not aware of any
way to improve that situation. We believe

it's working quite well. The member may
have examples where it is not. We would
be happy to be made aware of them and
to look into them and try to correct them.

Respecting assessment, the honourable

member went to great length in setting out

the assessment procedures. I don't plan to

get involved in what to me is the engineer's

responsibility. I believe the act sets out

sufficient appeal procedure—procedmres which
have worked very well. I get congratu-

latory letters. For every letter criticizing

it, I would say I get 10 approving it. I fully

realize what the honourable member has

brought out, mainly to the effect that there

is disagreement among the farmers as to who
should pay what. Some of them at the lower

end think they should not pay anything,
\Vhile those at the upper end think the lower
end should pay equal to the upper end.

That argument has been aroimd a long

while. I believe the courts have handled it

well in the past.

The honourable member mentioned the

Tile Drainage Act. I refer him to my state-

ment of March 31. I believe it's quite clear.

I would only re-emphasize that some five

years ago we lent about $10 million through
the Tile Drainage Act. Last year the alloca-

tion before the last month of the year was
$20 million. We picked up all l>ack loans

that the councils were ready to lend on, and
another $11 million in the last two weeks of

the fiscal year, making a total of approxi-
mately $31 million last year.
There will be a new allocation announced

when the Treasurer brings down his budget.
I believe the councils will be able to ad-

minister this new allocation.

I have an amendment to this act, Mr.

Speaker, and I would like it to go to the

committee of the whole House.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole
House.

LIVE STOCK AND LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Henderson moved second read-

ing of Bill 26, An Act to amend the Live
Stock and Live Stock Products Act.

Mr. Riddell: I was waiting for some open-
ing comments by the minister, Mr. Speakar.
I would just say that discussions on an in-

dustry program for financial protection have
been going on for quite some time. I am
sure the livestock industry is most pleased
that we now are dealing with a bill that is

going to give it some kind of protection.

Assurance that a producer will receive

payment for livestock that he has sold, as I

indicated, has been an issue of considerable

concern to cattle producers in Ontario. Since

1973, I believe six major packing firms have

gone into bankruptcy, at least one owing a

considerable amount to community auction

sales and others owing a considerable

amount directly to cattle producers.

I might just go over some of these. In

1973, Colemans, London, went bankrupt with

a default of $250,000. In 1975, Essex

Packers, Hamilton, went bankrupt with a de-

fault of $250,000. In 1977, Better Beef,

Toronto, had an original debt of $850,000,

although I believe this is being worked off

and is supposed to be repaid by 1981. In

1977, Sunnybrook Packers, Toronto, went

bankrupt with a default of $180,000. In 1979,

Forest Packers, Toronto, owed $192,000. In

1979, Monarch Meat Packers, Toronto, closed
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with a debt of $92,000. In many cases it has

been the livestock producer who has borne
the brunt of these bankruptcies.

I beheve there are also two country live-

stock dealers who went into bankruptcy in

1979, one in ea.stem Ontario and one in

western Ontario. The default for each dealer
amounted to somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of $100,000.

Is it any wonder that the livestock in-

dustry has been waiting for some kind of

legislation in which it would be given some

protection from people who handle livestock

and encounter financial difficulties? The issue
is of gro\ving concern to cattlemen, who
realize that losses resulting from dealer bank-

ruptcies are borne by the producer, either

directlv in a major single lass or indirectly

through hieher commission charges which
will inevitably take place. The third possible
alternative which could also occur is bank-

ruDtcy of the commission firm, or auction
sale operator.

A financial protection task foice was
established by order in council in 1976. I

believe it reported in 1977. The board of
directors of the Ontario Cattlemen's Associa-
tir>n enrlorsed in principle the recommenda-
tions of the financial protection task force.

There are two basic recommendations from
the task force which can be applied to the
cattle industry. One was prompt payment
and the second was the establishment of an
insurance fund.

In considering those two recommendations,
the Ontario Cattlemen's Association ranked
a requirement for prompt payment as the
hiehest priority, and ranked provision for the
establishment of an insurance fund as a
second priority as measures which would
resolve the concerns, not only of cattle pro-
ducers, but also of auction sale operators. It

did appear to the OCA at the time that the
means to the end for a promr)t payment re-

quirement was the hVensing of livestock deal-
ers. I think this is where the hantnip came.

I mentioned the delay in this bill. The
minister can't be blamed totally for this delay
an I know there was some problems in

getting co-operation from dealers, although I

think he got co-operation right from the

berrinning from community sale operators. I

believe he got co-operation from processors
and certainly from producers, but the dealers
seemed to present somewhat of a problem.
I guess it was this matter of licensing of

dealers that was responsible for the delay in

the introduction of the bill.

4:10 p.m.

The Ontario Cattlemen's Association recog-
nizes that this kind of measure does repre-
sent an intrusion of government into a seg-
ment of the business community. I think we
all realize there is no freer enterprise in

Ontario than cattle producers. They certainly
don't want any more government intervention

than is necessary, but I believe some kind of
financial protection is necessary.
At a time when less, not more, government

involvement seems to be the order of the

day, all segments of the industry involved in

cattle merchandising—that is, producers, auc-
tion firms and packing-house operators—
agreed in principle to requirements for

prompt payment, in the full knowledge that

dealer licensing was a prerequisite.
If we go back into history—and I know,

being a former operator of a sales barn^—in

manv cases the buyers for the processors
would buy their livestock, but we wouldn't

get the payment until they came back the

next week and purchased their livestock.

Really, we were carrying them. It was a

pretty good investment as far as the buyers
were concerned, but we were always a little

shaky as to whether we were going to get
that payment.

Auction barns, and the commission firms in

the Ontario stockyards in Toronto, are all

bonded. There is no question about that, but

they can still get into pretty deep trouble if

they don't watch the buying process and oc-

casionally cut off some of the buyers if it

appears they are buying a lot of livestock

and the firm isn't too sure of their financial

situation.

Legislation requiring the licensing of live-

stock dealers has been in place in all western

provinces for many years, and to the best of

my knowledge it did not require a great deal

of administration, either in cost or in person-
nel. The minister, after considerable delay—
and I have indicated the reason for the delay—^has undertaken a legislative amendment to

provide a prompt payment provision. We are

certainly pleased to see that is part of the
bill.

The establishment of an insurance fund
under the umbrella program announced by
the former Minister of Agriculture and Food
was a measure which could have added
further payment security for the producers.
In my view, the fund concept would only
function in a fair and honest fashion, with-
out abuses, after a dealer licensing require-
ment. Furthermore, getting agreement
amongst packers, producers and auction firm

operators on the issues of contributions to

and eligible participants in the fund were
somewhat more difficult than imagined.
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All these matters have been taken into

consideration, and we now have legislation in

front of us which is going to give protection
to the producers of livestock and to some of

the dealers and others who handle the live-

stock after it leaves the farm gates. Also in-

corporated in the legislation is the authority
to establish an insurance fund and the licen-

sing of dealers.

I talked to Graham Hedley of the Ontario
Cattlemen's Association when the bill was
introduced, and he said he couldn't see any
reason to object to what was in the bill,

other than that the bill seemed to make
reference to so many diflPerent acts that exist

at the present time. From his perusal of the

bill, he seemed to think it pretty well satis-

fied the requests that were made by the cat-

tlemen and it still remains to be seen how
it will work. If there are changes that need
to be made to the legislation to improve the
kind of protection livestock producers need,
then we can always deal with that at a later

time. I simply want to say, after these com-
ments, that we support this legislation.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, we too will

support the bill on second reading.
The member for Huron-Middlesex (Mr.

Riddell) has detailed the situation which has

produced a need for this bill. It doesn't need
to be repeated, because one reading in the
record will be as good as two, but obviously
there has been a gross deficiency and inade-

quacy in justice in the normal operation of
the so-called free enterprise system.

Every time a bankruptcy was experienced,
either at a processor or dealer level, the

person who took the rap was the producer
who had put all his time, effort and expense
into it and was Ifeft holding the bag with

nothing in it, so to speak, in payment of
his efforts.

Down through the years we have had
representations from the Ontario Cattlemen's
Association in our caucuses in the opposition
parties as, I am sure, has the government
side. There is no mystery why it placed
high priority on prompt payment. If one
could get prompt, spontaneous payment,
there would be no problem in getting caught
-with no payment in the event of a bank-

ruptcy, imless the cheque bounced after one

actually had got it.

The government has taken a regrettable, if

not unconscionable, length of time to come
to grips even with that aspect. As the mem-
ber for Huron-Middlesex pointed out, other

provinces have been licensing for some years.
There appears to be no mystery how it might
be done in a viabl»e and acceptable fashion.

Having expressed my regrets about l>elated

efforts, however, it is done now and we
welcome it. Along with that is the fund
which the industry is going to provide to

protect those involved, particularly the

producers, in the event of bankruptcies.
Given the turmoil and uncertainty of the
current economic scene, there may be more,
rather than fewer, bankruptcies in future.

There is need for such a fund. The bill

provides for that. Therefore, it is a step in

the right direction. As with all bills, we may
find there are bugs in this one, or points
that can be improved. With the benefit of

experience, those can be coped with in the

years that lie ahead.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I want to speak
briefly about the bill, but naturally I support
it enthusiastically.

I am glad the licensing procedure pro-

perly has been removed from the regulations
and put in the bill. Over the years there

have been criticisms directed towards many
ministries, and particularly the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food, for allo\ving too many
of these things to be left in the regulations.

I hope there will be other amendments put-

ting these powers in the bills. This is more

directly responsible to this House.

I remember, over many years, the ques-
tions and irate exchanges between the Minis-
ter of Atrriculture and Food of the day,

usually William Stewart, and members of the

opposition when these companies either were
close to bankruptcy or there was word in the

wind that some of these payments were not

guaranteed. When they would finallv go
bankrupt, I remember the terrible losses

suffered by the farmers.

It is difficult to convey to Mr. Speaker,
who is a northerner and more of a fisherman
than a farmer, that perhaps those losses are

in some quality different from losses sufFered

in other businesses. All are dramatic, but,
from the experience of the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food (Mr. Henderson) and a

number of members of this House, the work,
commitment and Avorry that go into raising

livestock are perhaps more of a personal
commitment than in some other types of

business.

With a cow-calf operation, one thinks of

the deliverv of the calves and seeing they
are properly looked after, cha.sing them
around the pasture when they get pink eye,

seeing that certain other vital operations are

performed on them at the appropriate time

and even cleaning out their pens and seeing

the proper food is put in. This is not always
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pleasant but, still, we are always concerned
with the quality of the meat that is bought.
There are long hours of hard labour which,

frankly, most farmers enjoy.
Then comes the great day when the truck

comes rumbling into the bam and one has a

hard time at many farms getting the animals
out of their pens and on to the truck. What
a great relief it is when the tailgate is

slammed shut and the truck goes out the

lane. The farmer thinks, "I've really accom-

plished something." The thought then of

losing the animals after all of the commit-
ment of resources is almost more than a

human can bear.

4:20 p.m.

Obviously the loss of funds from any busi-

ness is similarly a catastrophic thing, but

having experienced not the losses but the tra-

vail of getting the animals on to the truck

and away to market, I have often had many
sympathetic pangs when donstituents have
come to me indicating the substantial losses

tlhey have suffered under those circum-

stances.

We regret that there has been so much
delay in the bill, but it is here now, and I

think we support it with a good deal of

enthusiasm. We hope that it works as well

as the indications from the minister are

tfhat it will.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponding to the honourable members across

the way, I would first like a page to take

this chart over to the member for York
South and put it on his desk so he will have
it.

Mr. Speaker: I want the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food to know that didn't hap-
pen by accident. It was done by design,
because we have had a lot of requests for

a bilingual seating plan.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: I fully realize that,
Mr. Speaker, and I am quite able to read
that-

Mr. Nixon: In either language.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Yes, quite able.

In resi)onding to the three honourable
members who have spoken, I think they
realize that I do have, I believe, the full

support of the Ontario Cattlemen's Associa-

tion for this bill. There were some prob-
lems that I did encounter, and that is the
reason I didn't bring it forward in the fall

session of the House. First, I felt at one

stage we should bring it in for cattle only.

However, the community sale bams, as was
mentioned, did bring to my attention the

other sale yards here in Toronto. They said

cattle account for about 90 per cent of tiheir

business, and they felt that if we were bring-

ing in legislation it should provide complete
coverage. I beheve this bill does give the

necessary coverage that was requested.
I could go over the bankruptcies as the

member for Huron-Middlesex (Mr. RiddeU)
has done, but I believe they are on the

record sufficiently.

I do have one amendment. I gave copies
of that to tihe opposition yesterday. I would
like this bill to go to committee too, Mr.

Speaker.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of tlie whole
House.

House in committee of the whole.

GAME AND FISH AMENDMENT ACT
Consideration of Bill 15, An Act to amend

the Game and Fish Act.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Are tiiere any
members wishing to speak to any section?

Mr. Philip: Mr. Chairman, I have a num-
ber of amendments which I have circulated

to the Clerk, the critics and, of course, the

minister. It is my understanding from my
consultations with the minister tiiat he and
his ministry are in complete agreement and

support of each of the amendments I will

be moving. I will therefore speak very briefly
to each of them.

On section 1:

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that paragraph 1(a) of section 1 of this act,

as set out in section 1(1) of the bill, be de-
leted and the following substituted therefor:

"la. 'body-gripping trap' means a trap de-

signed to capture an animal by seizing and

holding t!he animal by any part of its body
but does not include a trap designed to

capture a mouse or rat."

Mr. Philip: The reason for this amendment
is that there are some traps designed to cai)-

ture mice and small rodents that are not

wood-based, and the words "small rodent"

are proposed to be struck out because it is

not exactly clear what the word "rodent"
means in this particular case.

The words "for which it is set" are also

deleted in this amendment, as they could

provide a loophole. For example, I could
set a trap for a raccoon and accidentally
catch the neighbour's cat, and then argue
that my intent was not to catch the neigh-
bour's cat. That is a brief explanation of the

reason for the deletion of one section and
the changing and substitution I propose.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that paragraph 16(a) of section 1 of the act,

as set out in section 1(1) of the bill, be

deleted and the following substituted there-

for:

"16a. 'leghold trap' means a trap designed
to capture an animal by seizing and holding
the animal by the leg or foot."

Mr. Philip: The reasons for this are the

same as in the last amendment. I think they
are self-evident.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that section 1(2) of the bill be deleted and
the following substituted therefor:

"(2) Paragraph 30 of the said section 1 is

repealed and the following substituted there-

for:

"30. 'trap' means a spring trap, body-
gripping trap, leghold trap, gin, dead fall,

snare, box or net used to capture an animal,
and 'trapping' has a corresponding meaning."

Mr. Philip: The way "trap" is defined in

the act at present is considered to be too

narrow. A trap is not used to catch only
game, but any animal. We have, therefore,
broadened the definition. The ministry of-

ficials and the minister and I have consulted
on this and they are in agreement that this

broadening is in the interest of the act.

Mr. Nixon: What is a gin?

Mr. Deputy Chairman: The member for

Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) has asked
the member for Etobicoke (Mr. Philip) what
a gin is.

Mr. Philip: I will ask the minister's officials

to—
Mr. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, I never expected

to find the honourable member consulting his

advisers on what gin was.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I don't think he
would need to ask was "gin" was, but "a

gin" may be something diflFerent.

Hon. Mr. Auld: To answer in nontechnical

terms, Mr. Chairman, it is a very old-fash-

ioned trap that is partly leghold and partly
body-hold.

Mr. Nixon: I knew that gin was a snare.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Does that satisfac-

torilv answer the honourable member's ques-
tion?

Mr. Nixon: It doos very well.

Section 1, as amended, agreed to.

On section 2:

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that section 2(3), as set out in section 2 of
the bill, be deleted and the following sub-
stituted therefor:

"(3) Notwithstanding subsection 1, this act

applies to domestic animals and to persons
referred to in clause (b) of section 1 in re-

spect to the restrictions on the use of body-
gripping and leghold traps referred to in

section 29(a)."

4:30 p.m.

Mr. Philin: Section 2(1) states that the act

doesn't apply to domestic animals, and this

amendment makes the exception for this pro-
vision in the bill. Section 2(l)(b) says it

doesn't apply to people in defence of their

own property. The intent of this bill and of

the amendment is that we want it to apply
to people in defence of their own property,
with the only exception being farmers who
are excluded.

Motion agreed to.

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.

On section 3:

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that section 29a(3)(a) of the act, as set out in

section 3 of the bill, be deleted and the

following substituted therefor:

"To a person who holdls a licence to hunt
or trap fur-bearing animals."

Mr. Philip: The problem with the original
section is that there is no such thing as a

licence to trap, but only a licence to hunt

or trap fur-bearing animals. Therefore, we
simply are changing this to correspond with

the definitions in the original act.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip mo\'es

that section 29a(4)(a) of the act, as set out

in section 3 of the bill, be deleted and the

following substituted therefor:

"The minister may, with the approval of

the Lieutenant Governor in Council, make an

order desigmting areas or municipahties in

Ontario in which the prohibition set out in

subsection 2 does not apply."

Mr. Philip: This makes it a regulation,

which means that it would be published in

the Ontario Gazette and therefore is given
some circulation in that form. The minister

asked for this change, and I agreed that such

a change made sense.

Motion agreed' to.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that section 29a of the act, as set out in

section 3 of the bill, be amended by adding
thereto the following subsection:

"(5) The minister may, with the approval
of the Lieiitenant Governor in Council, make
an order designating any body-gripping trap
or leghold trap as a humane trap for the

purpose of clause (c) of subsection 3."
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Mr. Philip: The members will recall that
there were at least two or three members on
the government side of the House who point-
ed out that there was a national committee
with provincial input and consultation that
was working very hard at turning out a leg-
hold trap that would be humane, and it was
being tested. This simply allows, if such a

trap does prove its worth under proper
examination, that the minister may designate
it as a humane trap.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Philip moves
that section 29a(3)(c) of the act, as set out
in section 3 of the bill, be deleted and the

following substituted therefor:

"To a person who uses a body-gripping or

leghold trap designated by the minister as a

humane trap."

Mr. Philip: This is a complementary amend-
ment too.

Motion agreed to.

Section 3, as amended, agreed to.

On section 4:

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

ask the minister what his intention is regard-
ing the implementation of the bill as we
have now dealt with it. The bill has been
extensively amended to bring it into line
with what the minister's advisers would con-
sider to make it a workable bill rather than
just the principle that was expounded in the

previous debate.

I am very much interested at the extent
to which last night's co-operation has been
carried forward into this perfect imion of

opposition and government in evolving this

important piece of legislation but, as a mem-
ber of a party that has not been deeply
involved in this collaboration, I feel that I

would like to know what the minister's in-

tention is. Will the bill, as it has now been
extensively amended, go forward to re-

ceiving royal assent and proclamation?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am glad to respond and
have an opportunity to say that the govern-
ment supports the principle of the bill and
the substance of the bill as amended. I will
be bringing forward other amendments to
the Game and Fish Act, some of which are,
in eflFect, complementary to this bill, I had
intended to cover the matters covered by
the bill brought forward by the member for
Etobicoke (Mr. Philip) and which is similar
to the bill he introduced two years ago. I

have agreed that this bill should have third

reading and receive royal assent.

When I introduce my bill I intend to ask
the consent of the House that the honourable

member's bill be repealed and the section,
as approved today, will appear in my govern-
ment bill. The honourable member has
agreed to this only for the reason that there
are matters in the government bill relating
to licensing of trappers and so in which
relate to this section. It seemed to us that it

would be more convenient for those who
will be affected by both pieces of legislation
that they be in one place. However, I am
quite happy with this section as it now
stands.

Mr. Nixon: If the minister brings forward
his own bill, the wording will be exactly as

it is here.

Section 4 agreed to.

Section 5 agreed to.

Bill 15, as amended, reported.

DRAINAGE AMENDMENT ACT
Consideration of Bill 2, An Act to amend

the Drainage Act.

Sections 1 to 20, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 21:

Hon. Mr. Henderson: I move that section

21 of the bill be struck and the following
substituted therefor:

"Section 77 of the said act is amendfed by
adding thereto the following subsection:

"(3) Where the relocation of a drainage
works or part thereof referred to in subsec-

tion 2 is to be effected within the lands

under the jurisdiction of the road authority
the engineer may prepare a written opinion
instead of a report."

This amendment is made at the request

of the Ministry dF Transportation and Com-
munications. A report, as defined in the act,

is required before MTC can relocate a drain

from the road on to private land. The new
subsection provides that if a drain is relo-

cated entirely within the road's right of way
a written opinion, rather than a report, will

suffice.

4:40 p.m.

Mr. Riddell: Having had it further ex-

plained by the ministry staff, we certainly
lend our support to this amendment. As I

understand it, the main purpose of the

amendment is to save money, and any recom-
mendation to save money has to receive

support from us. We support the amend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: I have just received
a note from my staff pointing out that there

is one line left out. I'll read the new amend-
ment. "Where the relocation of a drainage
works or part thereof referred to in sub-
section is to be effected within the lands
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under the jurisdiction of the road authority

it ^hall be sufficient for the engineer to pre-

pare a written opinion instead of a report,"

Just to make the honourable members

aware, during my municipal days I ran up
against a situation where a drain had been

put through. A new highway came through
in 1932 and the highway authorities moved
that drain one rod without approval. They
just moved it. They bought the land and
moved the drain over on to land ovAned l;y

the highways department. We got into the

greatest dispute in the courts o\'er that drain.

It was no longer the municipal drain. That's

how simple something of this nature is.

Could I have one second to confer wilh

legislative counsel?

Mr. Riddell: Let me get that clear. Is it

"it shall be sufficient for the engineer to

prepare a written opinion"?

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I picked up the

addition as being "it shall be sufficient," but

let's wait until we get something properly
before the chair.

Mr. Riddell: It seems to me he's changed
that again, though.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, the

first amendment that I presented is the

amendment. It seems that legislative coun-

sel removed those words in the second

amendment I presented. The first amend-

ment, the amendment I presented to you,
is the amendment.

I will read it again:

"(3) Where the relocation of a drainage
works or part thereof referred to in subsec-

tion 2 is to be effected within the lands

under the jurisdiction of the road authority
tihe engineer may prepare a written opinion
instead of a report." That is the amendment.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: That is the one the

chair has before it.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Chairman, am I to un-

derstand this is I'he amendment as it was
first put?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: That is the amend-
ment that was presented to the member for

York South (Mr. MacDonald).

Mr. Warner: We've given the matter

some considerable thought. We agree with
the amendment and we will support it.

Motion agreed to.

Section 21, as amended, agreed to.

Sections 22 to 30, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 2, as amended, reported.

LIVE STOCK AND LIVE STOCK
PRODUCTS AMENDMENT ACT

Consideration of Bill 26, an Act to amend
the Live Stock and Live Stock Products Act.

Sections 1 to 4, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 5:

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Hon. Mr. Hender-
son moves that section 5 of the bill be
amen led by adding thereto the following
subsection:

"(2) The said section 6 is amended by
adding thereto the following subsection:

"(3) Any regulations may adopt by refer-

ence, in whole or in part, with such changes
as the Lieutenant Governor in Council con-

siders necessary, any grade, standard or

grade name established under the Canada

Agricultural Products Standards Act as

amended or re-enacted from lime to time,

and may require compliance with any such

grade, standard or grade name so adopted,
including any such changes."

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, the

purpose of this amendment is to permit the

Lieutenant Governor in Council to make
regidations to adopt by reference, in whole
or in part, any changes, if necessary, in a

grade, standard or grade name established

under the Canada Agricultural Products

Standards Act. Similar authority was inserted

in tiiC Farm Products Grades and Sales Act
in 1972. The reasons for this adoption-by-
reference approach are as follows:

It permits the province to adbpt a Canada
grade without the necessity of redrafting the

provisions of the federal regulations to bring
the latter in line with drafting standards

established for Ontario regulations. This

avoids considerable duplication of regulation-

making by the province.
It permits changes in federal grades to

come into force in Ontario at the same time
that such changes come into force federally.

The result is that Ontario and federal grades
can be in conformity at all times.

It permits the province to considter federal

amendments on an individual basis to deter-

mine whether they should be adopted in

Ontario. This amendment does not make
fc deral grades apply automatically in Ontario.

A regulation by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council is required before any federal grade
takes effect; so that the province has an

overall discretion as to what grades should

be adapted. It is still open to the province
to establish different or additional grades
within the province.

The recent decision of the Supreme Court

of Canada in the Dominion Stores case makes
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it advisable for the province to adopt federal

grades, standards and grade names for pro-
vincial purposes. So that graders and inspec-
tors will be applying such grades, standards

and grade names for both federal and pro-
vincial purposes, it is our practice to appoint
federal graders under provincial acts for

provincial purposes.
That is 'the only amendment I have to the

act, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Chairman, we certainly

support the amendment. What it boils down
to is that, if there are any changes in federal

regulations, they will apply here in Ontario

unless Ontario chooses to do something dif-

ferent, as I understand it. As the minister

indicated, we don't necessarily have to adopt
the federal regulations. It's really a matter
of convenience. We don't find any problems
here in supporting this amendment.

At some time—and I dbn't know whether
this is the appropriate time; so I'm not going
to pursue it now—we've got to get into this

matter of grades and labelling of products.
Consumers are confused; when they go in to

buy a product and see a stamp on it, Canada
Grade A, B or whatever it may be, they auto-

matically think that because it has that stamp
on there it is a product of Ontario or a

product of Canada. Somehow we are going
to have to change the grading system or the

labelling system on the product to let the

consumer know that, because it has a Canada
Grade A stamp on it, that doesn't necessarily
mean it was a product that was grown in

Canada.

4:50 p.m.

Chicken is a good example. A chicken

comes over from the United States, is graded
here and has a stamp on it, and people will

buy the chicken thinking it is a Canadian

product or an Ontario product when really
it is not. If we are going to have a buy-
Ontario, buy-Canadian program, then some-
how we have to make it less confusing for

the consumers. It is probably something we
should be discussing at another time. It is a

matter that will likely have to come before
the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations (Mr. Drea), but I simplv mention
the foct that the consumers are confused* with
the grades on our products when they go in

to buy meat or whatever it may be.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Chairman, this is an

extremely important amendment. As the

minister well knows, it goes back to the

original court case which involved one of the

breweries. The decision handed dovm in that

instance resulted in the Supreme Court re-

jecting the cases that were pending regarding

those people who had mixed the beef and
the pork in an attempt, I would take it, to

fool the public.
It is back into the provincial jurisdiction,

and the government here is faced with

making some very tough decisions. It seems
to me that what the amendment speaks to,

and certainly what the explanation that is

provided suggests, is that the government
has the opportimity and should take it to do

something about this. Most of the stores

which were listed, if not all of them, were
fiom Ontario—the oflFenders, the ones who
were being charged. Government has the

opporttmity to make sure we take some

tough action so consumers are protected.
It seems to me that, in addition to amend-

ing this bill, there is a responsibility for the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions and the Attorney General (Mr. Mc-
Murtry) to act to make sure those people
v/ho were trying to hoodwink the public b}'

taking a great opportunity to make some
extra profit while the public was left un-

protected, are brought to task. We should

end up with some very strict regulations. If

the ball game has changed and it is going
to be up to the provinces now to adopt
standards in keeping with the court decision

that was handed down, then we are going
to have to come up with some very tough
standards, and the sooner the better, because

in the meantime the consumers are left in

the lurch.

I appreciate the comments made by the

member for Huron-Middlesex (Mr. Riddell)

that we like to think there are Canadian
standards. Obviously, as one goes from coast

to coast, one likes to think Canada Grade A
means the same in Halifax as it does in

Vancouver. We are moving into an age
where that may no longer be possible be-

cause of that court decision.

Canada Grade A, or whatever the designa-
tion is, may not any longer have the same

importance.

I would strongly urge the government to

make sure every step is taken to protect the

consumers, as well as the producers ob-

viously, and that in very strong terms the

Attorney General pick up what was left

hanging, what was rejected bv the Supreme
Court and take every one of those people to

court.

There is no way we should be allowing

people to hoodwink the public. There is

absolutely no way they should be allowed

to get away with that. Since the Supreme
Court has rejected that suit, then I believe

it is properly the responsibility of the Attor-
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ney General to pick that up and pursue the

matter in the toughest way possible in the

courts. Having said that, we will be pleased
to support this amendment.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Chairman, on
that same point, I won't ask the minister to

draft and prepare a law that will outlaw

corporate greed, because that would require
a government of a persuasion more similar

to my own.

On the particular issue that was raised

during discussion on this amendment, has

the Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Henderson) had a chance to sit down with

his colleagues the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, the Attorney General

and whatever other ministers might be ap-

propriate, because it covers such an incredibly
broad field as a result of that court decision,

to discuss the impact, especially on food-

stuffs, although he may have some input into

other matters?

If he hasn't participated in such a meeting,
will he give a commitment to the assembly
at this time to initiate such a meeting with

his colleagues the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations and the Attorney Gen-
eral to discuss that area?

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Chairman, in

response to the last two speakers, we in the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food are proud
of the inspectors we have, and I know they
are. We want food that is second to none in

the world for the citizens of our province.

The minister and I have not had meetings
over it. We have talked about it, but our

staff have spoken about it and there is

organization between the two departments.
I believe that is sufficient. If the honourable

member feels it is not sufficient, I have no

objection to meeting with the minister, but

I really believe it is in hand and the fact

that we have brought in this amendment
to the act shows our staff have worked on

it.

While I am on my feet, I want to thank

the two opposition parties for their help on
these two bills, the first two government
bills this session. It is important that we have
this legislation for all the people of Ontario,

and I want to thank them for their input.

Mr. M. N. Davison: I appreciate the

minister's comments on the issue raised ear-

lier. I do want to agree with the minister that

his ministry is chockful of fine people doing
a fine job. When he referred to the minister,

was he referring to the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations or the Attorney
General? I reaUy think his ministry should

bo working with lx>th those ministers in this

case.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: When I referred to

the minister, I meant debates we have
around the cabinet table. Both ministers are

on hand for those debates, but our staffs

have certainly co-ordinated matters aKvays.
I made it in the plural to cover both

parties, just to clarify it. They tell me there

are two opposition parties. I was really aware
of it but maybe didn't admit it.

Motion agreed to.

Section 5, as amended, agreed to.

Sections 6 and 7 agreed to.

Bill 26, as amended, reported.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Gregory, the com-
mittee of the whole House reported three

bills with certain amendments.

5 p.m.

DURHAM MUNICIPAL
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SERVICE

AMENDMENT ACT
Mr. Ashe, on behalf of Hon. Mr. Weldi,

moved second reading of Bill 6, An Act to

amend the Durham Municipal Hydro-Electric
Service Act, 1979.

Mr. Ashe: Briefly, Mr. Speaker, this is

strictly a housekeeping amendment. It does

not change what has been happening or what
is intended to happen in future as it relates

to the bus system in the city of Oshawa. It

clarffies that the legislation governing the

operation of the bus system set up by the

city of Oshawa in 1960 still applies, and any
reference to the commission refers to the

legislation and guidelines contained in that

act. In actual fact, nothing has changed. It

is putting into effect what has been happen-

ing since January 1 in any event.

Mr. J. Reed: Mr. Speaker, my under-

standing is that this amendment also will

clarify tfie business of the restructured hydro
electric commission and simplify it so far as

its content and application across the prov-

ince are concerned. If my understanding is

correct, the business of the transportation

part is no longer included with the munic-

ipal hydro-electric service. Is that correct?

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I wanted to

say a few words on this occasion. There is

no major problem with this bill, but there

are a couple of points I would like to make.

The bill in essence clarifies what nmv

exists, I take it and there is no inference on

the part of the government for any change,

alteration in pattern or inclusion of other
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municipal bus services which might operate
in other municipahties covered under that

jurisdiction. I take it there is no indication

the government intends to set up any kind

of intermunicipal bus system other than that

no\v operated by the Toronto Area Transit

Operating Authority, TATOA.
I want to point out to the House that

there have been a few changes. The bus

service in Oshawa has been altered some-

what. There is a proposal to do some re-

routing which, strangely enough takes it

away from one part of town called Gibbons
Street which has a rather high proportion of

senior citizens. They are rather dependent on

the municipal bus service to provide them
with transportation. There is always a

rationale for whatever any public utility

commission or other agency of government
wishes to do about low ridership and the

problems with the funding given to it by
Ontario to provide transportation services.

I want to make the House aware of this,

because I think it sometimes does this House
well to understand that there are people in

Oshawa on a street called Gibbons Street

who need a bus service. That bus service has

been withdrawn since the original bill' was
put before the House. I thought it would not

hurt the members of this assembly for a

change to listen to the prdblems of those

people, to understand that every time we
make changes, however small, there are

ramifications.

I see by the assistant's nodding of his

head that the other types of bus systems
currently operating in the regional mimic-

ipality of Durham will not be brought under

this, and that this is simply a housekeeping
amendment to cferify the status of the

Oshawa Public Utilities Gommission. I want
to point out, however, that there are some
difficulties with that. There are other diffi-

culties about the comi)eting jurisdictions

which provide, to some degree or other,

levels of transportation in the region of

Durham.
The minister's assistant is well aware of

the issues that have been raised around the

extension of GO Transit through the region
of Durham, and I am sure the government is

mindful in its current study that there may
be ramifications on the operation of the

Oshawa PUC.
We do support this bill, but I wanted to

put those few, small remarks on the record.

Mr. Nixon: I agree the remarks were small,

Mr. Speaker. I am sure the honourable mem-
ber has been concerned that the citizens of

Gibbons Street have been expressing dis-

satisfaction with the representation in Queen's
Park because they have not had buses

rurming up their street. I know it concerns

the member for Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh), but

I don't recall him having raised it before.

In all these years the residents of Gibbons

Street have not had adequate bus service,

which is all the more reason why eithrr of

the other parties may reasonably expect a

change in representation in the city.

This bill is a clear indication of the heavy

body of progressive legislation that the gov-
ernment wants to lay before us. As we see

from the explanatory note, the act transfers

the management of the bus system operated

by the Public Utilities Gommission of the

City of Oshawa to the Oshawa Public Util-

ities Gommission. I know the citizens of the

area have been waiting for this legislation

for a good long time.

Nobodv has been adequately speaking for

fhe elderlv residents of Gibbons Street, and

I am very glad that the two members from

the area have finally got around to doing

something for those people who have been

so seriously under-represented all this time.

Mr. Ashe: Mr. Speaker, to respond first to

the question posed by the member for Halton-

Burlington (Mr. J. Reed): In actual fact, there

is no change in this legislation relating to the

operation of bus systems or policies relating

to systems. It just clarifies the fact that there

is a slight change of name in the title of

the operating authority. There is no doubt

there was a shortcoming in the original legis-

lation in that it did not make the cross-

reference that the City of Oshav^^ Act, 1960,

still applied in terms of its legislative ability

for the commission to operate a bus system
within the city of Oshawa. There is no change
in that regard whatsoever, and it is not a

policy issue.

As far as the member for Oshawa is con-

cerned, as I am sure he is quite well aware

when he makes reference to section 11 of

the original legislation, that section does talk

about the control and management of the

bus transi>ortation system—and only that sys-

tem—operated by the PUC of the city of

Oshawa. In other words, it refers to the sys-

tem they opcTSite, which would not preclude
or include any other system unless that com-

mission chose to enter in the future—which

they have the right to do—into a contract

to expand the system on a shared basis or

whatever. But that would be entirely in the

purview of that commission.

As I mentioned before, nothing is changed
here whatsoever. Nobody is waiting with
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bated breath for this legislation, because it

does nothing—
Mr. Nixon: My point precisely.

Mr. Ashe: I agree. It does nothing—
Interjection.

Mr. Ashe: The honourable member didn't

let me finish. It does nothing except clarify
what already exists and draw a cross-reference

to previous legislation. Operationally and

jurisdictionally, nothing is different now from
what it was on January 1, 1980, when the

original legislation came into effect.

As the member for Oshawa knows, I agree
that representation in that area may have
been a little lax, and hence the bus service

not very good, but this piece of legislation
does nothing to change the policy of that

commission as to whom it will give adequate
bus service.

Having followed the issue in the press and
in no other way, I understand that particular
commission is concerned with its rather large
deficit and is, in its wisdom, cutting down
on the level of service it is providing to cer-
tain routes in the system. If we support at
all the concept that this problem should be
handled by a local administration on behalf
of a local service area, and if he has any
differences of opinion with that, he should

approach the commission directly. This in-

cludes one of his colleagues by the name of

Mr. Pilkey, who has the same political lean-

ings as he has.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, I suggest
that the clock is very close to six.

The House recessed at 5:11 p.m.
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APPENDIX

(See page 787)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

PRESCRIBED BURNING

70. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry table

the results of the OPP investigation into the

fire at Esnagami Lake north of Geraldton on

August 22, 1979? (Tabled April 1, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The results of the

OPP investigation into the fire at Esnagami
Lake were tabled on April 3, 1980.

71. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry table

the results of the fire marshal's investigation

into the fire at Esnagami Lake north of

Geraldton on August 22, 1979? (Tabled April

1, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The results of the fire

marshal's investigation into the fire at Es-

nagami Lake were tabled on April 3, 1980.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CONSULTANT'S CONTRACT

96. Mr. Breithaupt: Will the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) advise

the House as to the financial terms of the

former one-year consulting contract made be-

tween the ministry and Mr. Jack Young? What
are the financial terms of the renewed' con-

tract? What are Mr. Young's duties? What
were Mr. Young's expenses during the former
contract year? (Tabled April 8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Jack Young had
an initial contract with the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism running from March 6,

1979, through December 31, 1979. The finan-

cial terms provided total remuneration not to

exceed $30,000, plus itemized expenses. Total

itemized expenses incurred and approved
amounted to $9,685.59 during the period of

the contract. Efi^ective January 1, 1980, Mr.

Young's new contract with the ministry pro-
vides for monthly remuneration not to exceed

$2,500 (or an annual maximum of $30,000)

plus reimbursement for itemized expenses.

iMr. Young's title is internal trade consult-

ant. He undertakes market probes and special

assignments on Ontario's opportunities abroad
and recommends ways and means to enhance

the effectiveness of the ministry's trade de-

velopment and industrial development man-
dates. The decision to open new oflBces in

Dallas and Atlanta was largely based on Mr.

Young's dietailed investigation of the potential
in the US southeast and southwest regions.

HIGH-SPEED POLICE CHASE

107. Mr, Mackenzie: Will the Solicitor

General table the result of the investigation,

including the forensic report, of a shooting
which followed a high-speed chase in Hamil-
ton-Wentworth on February 19, 1980, as the

matter is no longer sub judice? (Tabled April

8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: It would be inappro-

priate to table the information requested as

the matter is still sub judice.

Action has been taken under the Police

Act regarding one of the pohce officers in-

volved. If the finding is against the ofiicer,

he has a right of appeal to the Hamilton-

Wentworth Board of Commissioners of Police

and to the Ontario Police Commission. Tabling
of certain information would therefore be

contrary to section 19(7) of the standing
orders.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

WELFARE UNITS REPEAL ACT

Hon. Mr. Norton moved second reading
of Bill 7, An Act to repeal the Welfare
Units Act.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I have a

full statement on this. A few comments

might be in order since some of the honour-
able members might not have had occasion

to refer to this act during their tenure in

the House.

Mr. Nixon: The Welfare Units Act?

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's correct, the Wel-
fare Units Act. I had mixed feelings about

bringing forth this bill tonight, which will

have the eflFect of rej>ealing the Welfare
Units Act. It might be appropriate to leave

it on the books as a testimony to the fore-

sight and pfogressiveness of that great
former Premier of Ontario, the Honourable

George Drew, during whose tenure I be-

lieve it was originally passed.

Mr. Nixon: I think it's a misspelling. It's

the Welfare Eunuchs Act.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I know how it is

spelled.
The bill was passed originally in 1948 to

enable municipahties, by passing a bylaw
and with the approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Coimcil, to assume the adminis-

tration of municipal and provincial welfare

services. Under that act any municipality,

by bylaw, could establish a welfare unit with
the same territorial jiu"isdiction as the muni-

cipality. Such units oould be established by
the province in those parts of Ontario which
had unorganized territories, and any muni-

cipahty located in such a territory could

join in the unit.

However, once the welfare imit was estab-

lished, a public welfare administrator ap-

pointed by the province and approved by
the municipality would carry out the duties

assigned under the act and regulations. The
province would be required to pay 50 per
cent of the administration costs. I would
point out to the honourable members oppo-
site that these percentages have improved
somewhat over the years. I probably should
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hesitate to admit that at tluit time Aere
was no contribution from the federal govern-
ment either, so that in terms of availability

of services and overall costs there has been

quite a dramatic change since that time.

Any unit could have been resolved or

oould be resolved by the municipality or

the province. The only units that were, in

fact, established under this act were a few
in the unorganized territories or communi-
ties in northern Ontario. In southern On-
tario this legislation was never used, and
has not been used in northern Ontario since

the passing of the District Welfare Adminis-

tration Boards Act of 1962-63.

Since the bill has fallen into disuse and
has been replaced by subsequent improved
legislation, I bring forward the bill tonight
with the intent of repealing this legislation.

Mr. Nixon: I am surprised and appalled
that this is the sum total of the legislative

program the honourable minister's oflBcials

could come forward with since the House
rose for the Christmas recess. No doubt
there will be further legislation presented
some time early in June. I personally have
a lot of respect for the honourable minister

but I would think, hke some of his col-

leagues, it is extremely bad management
that he cannot persuade his oflBcials, who,

looking at the blue book, are paid a reason-

able amount of money, to come forward
with legislation in this most important minis-

try.

It deals with children's aid, preventive
care, child abuse, all of these things which
the honourable minister gets white and 1^)-

trembling about when he is answering ques-
tions—and yet practically nothing comes be-

fore this House. We come back here to

spend the evening talking about a bill as

ridiculous as Bill 7, a complete irrelevancy.
I wonder who in the honourable minister's

staff even discovered that welfare units were
no longer required—if, in fact, they were

required in 1948.

I don't feel in an argumentative frame of

mind. I fust want to convey to the honour-
able minister how disappointed I am that the

Legislature of Ontario, with some of our

greatest citizens in the gallery watching us

do whatever we do, has this Bill 7 before
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it tonight. It isn't even a joke; it's com-

pletely irrelevant.

I don't believe the honourable minister is

as yet irrelevant. He may have many years
of active law practice ahead' of him but, as

far as a bill like this is concerned, one
wonders what the legislative draftsmen are

called upon to do. Who would even deter-

mine that such an insignificant little patch
of typesetting would be put together and

presented to us here?

Surely the honourable minister, leading a

department with grave community concerns
of which he is more aware than anyone, could
see to it that we had legislation on the books
before us so we could have plenty of time

to look at it, argue about it among ourselves

in caucus and get the views of the community.
There is not a thing in this bill book that is

of any significance at all.

I suppose it's the Premier (Mr. Davis) of

whom we should' be critical. There's no doubt
about it. The poor minister sits over there,

practically alone, with only the chief whip
for support, with this sort of thing—
Hon. Mr. Gregory: What do you mean

"only"?

Mr. Nixon: Just what I said—only—nobody
else in the whole ministry; nothing but empty
seats. The poor taxpayers are sitting up there

saying, "My God, is this what we're paying
for?"

When we come here on Tuesdays to deal

with legislation, I think the government of

Ontario ought to have something to put be-
fore us after 37 years. They are running out
of gas. They have no initiatives left. They
think we have reached perfection and there
is nothing left to do.

What we should do, I suppose, is bring
down the government on this bill just to show
it is time somebody else took over the re-

sponsibility, because there is plenty of legis-
lation that should be before us tonight.
However, we are going to support the bill.

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, I too, am
bewildered why the honourable minister
would bother to waste the time of the House
on this piece of legislation. I assume he
instructed' his officials to comb through the
archives to find the most singularly useless

piece of legislation on the statute books and
bring it before the assembly for debate.

This is an act that was rendered super-
fluous in 1963, and here we have the
honourable minister coming forward with his

spring 1980 legislative program to repeal this

nonentity. I should mention he made some
noises about progress in the provincial share
of welfare expenditures under—

Mr. Nixon: Ziemba's predecessor solved the

problem of George Drew, if that is what you
are worried about.

Mr. McClellan: Under former Premier

George Drew at least the province was paying
50 cents on the welfare dollar. Under the

present Premier (Mr. Davis) it pays 30 cents

on the welfare dollar. I suppose that's

progress.

The other comment I might make—I be-

lieve I'm not mistaken—is that this is the

first piece of welfare legislation that has come
before the House since the passage of the

Family Benefits Act in the middle 1960s. It

is acknowledged that the welfare system in

this country is a shambles and in a state of

complete discombobulation.

I have the report of the provincial-federal
task force on the administration of social

security, on the income security system in

Canada. I have referred to that in previous
estimates debates. It is a report compiled by
senior officials of each of the provincial

governments, together with the federal

government. It talked about the incredible,

bewildering proliferation of income mainten-

ance programs across this country—some 80
in total. It talked about the urgent necessity

of some process of disentanglement. That's

the phrase these normally cautious bureau-

crats use—"a process of disentan«^lement."

We've gone through an entire decade, from
the beginning to the end of the 1970s, where
the federal and provincial governments wast-

ed each other's time in a series of fruitless

deliberations on the insane social security

system in this country. They came up with

nothing. This ministry is in the same state

of paralysis. I don't want to prolong this

because it's too silly to waste time on it. We
have the estimates coming up on Friday and
we can pursue some of these things later.

8:10 p.m.
In the past, we have talked of the

desirability of integrating the general wel-

fare assistance programs and the myriad of

provincial social assistance programs as part
of the total process of rationalizing them. I

do not see any initiative on the part of the

government in this direction. I do not see

any thinking taking place anywhere within

the ministry with respect to how that ra-

tionalization could take place. Instead, what
we have before us is a totally imnecessary
bill to repeal a defunct statute.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, I intend to vote

against this bill. I'll tell members why. It is

because I, like the member for Brant-Oxford-

Norfolk (Mr. Nixon), am extremely disturbed

that in the face of some of the most pressing
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problems which our province and our coun-

try have faced in some time, we are

presented, as the forerunner to the govern-
ment's legislative program, with the most

inconsequential piece of legislation that any-
one could contrive. Quite frankly, I am
annoyed.

I think of the fact that our country is

facing the most horrendous constitutional

wrangle that we have had in our history;
the fact that the country is apparently coming
apart—we have an enormous problem at-

tempting to solve the constitutional issue

which faces us; we have severe problems of

unemployment in Ontario—with the city of
Windsor facing 25 per cent of its popula-
tion out of work; with us having been ripped
off by the Ford Motor Company of Canada
Limited to the tune of $68-million—this gov-
ernment gave them the money and they are

gone—we do not have any jobs to show for

it; when we have serious energy problems;
when we have a judicial system that is in

utter chaos—in half a year, 17,000 people
who were innocent rotted in jail because of
the judicial system in Ontario; when we have
a cost of living that is out of sight for the

average Ontarian; when we have farmers
who are being driven out of their farms,
who are going to lose their farms, because
of high interest rates-

Mr. Rotenberg: Stick to the principle of

the bill. The honourable member is out of
order.

Mr. Warner: —small businesses that are

going to cave in because of high interest

rates; home ovmers who are going to lose

tlieir homes-

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order.

Mr. Warner: —serious complaints against
the police in Metro Toronto; child abuse
across the province which is not addressed;
children's aid societies which are in receiver-

ship-

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. Will the mem-
ber for Scarborough-Ellesmere please tell

me how this is tying in with the principle of
the bill?

Mr. Warner: Mr. Sx)eaker, I stated at the
outset that I am in opposition to this bill.

The reason I am in opposition is as a voice
of conscience against this government-

Mr. Rotenberg: The honourable member
had his chance yesterday.

Mr. Warner: —when the best it can oflFer

is an inconsequential piece of legislation
when there are serious problems confronting
the people of Ontario.

I find it inconceivable to think that any
member of this Legislature could contem-

plate entering into a debate on this legisla-

tion when there are far more serious problems
pressing.

Mr. Acting Speaker: All right, the honour-
able member will have his opportunity during
the budget debate and he did have his oppor-
tunity in the debate on the speech from the
throne. I would request the member to limit

his observations to the particular repeal, or

otherwise, of this bill.

Mr. Warner: Right, Mr. Speaker, I appre-
ciate that assistance.

The purpose of this bill is to do away with
a piece of legislation that is not being used

anvway. That's fine from the government
point of view, but I know many members
would agree with me that when the Legisla-
ture is sitting as infrequently as it does we
should at least be addressing the serious

problems which the people of Ontario face.

Quite frankly, this doesn't happen to be one
of them.

If the Minister of Community and Social

Services ^Mr. Norton) is concerned about his

ministry he would be introducing child wel-

fare legislation, he would be introducing leg-
islation which would help the children of

Ontario, particularly those who are wards
of the court, and he would be introducing
leofislation against child—

Mr. Acting Speaker: All right he might be,
but he has not in this bill. I would ask you
to limit your remarks to the contents of the

bill.

Mr. Warner: I appreciate the fact you have

recognized the problem with the legislation,
Mr. Speaker, and I assume you will be vot-

in^r against it as well.

Other honourable members may wish to

participate. I am extremely frustrated with
a government which cannot introduce legis-

lation that is needed in this province, which
cannot address the problems of unemploy-
ment and high interest rates and soaring in-

flation, and instead chooses to introduce gar-

bage. Frankly, I am fed up with it.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I had no
intention of partaking in the debate, but after

hearing comments by previous speakers I

thought I, too, should bring to the attention

of the honourable minister the problems
constituents are involved in. The minister is

asking the repeal of an inconsequential bill,

yet back in my own community, with not

1,000 or 2,000 but \vith approximately 22,000

unemployed, the ministry's legislation re-

quires individuals to have four job searches
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before they can qualify for welfare assist-

ance.

'Mi. Acting Speaker: I am trying to be tol-

erant. Would you limit yoin: remarks to the

contents of the bill?

Mr. B. Newman: I am speaking, Mr.

Speaker, because this bill does not address
itself to the concept—

Mr. Acting Speaker: You are quite right
and I agree with that.

Mr. B. Newman: The honourable minister

does not even address himself to the situ-

ation in my own community. I hope he will

overcome the problem as far as his legisla-
tion is concerned, for the city of Windsor.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, not to be outdone

by my colleague from Windsor-Walkerville

(Mr. B, Newman) but to reinforce what he
has said, I think this bill does, in some way,
talk about welfare.

Mr. Acting Speaker: I have an idea you
are out of order, but proceed anyway.

Mr. Cooke: I heard the member for Scar-

borough-Ellesmere (Mr. Warner) give that

excellent speech about all the inadequacies
of this honourable minister and this govern-
ment. Maybe the honourable minister would
like to take the opportunity of responding to

the comments of the opposition and tell them
exactly how he intends to respond to the

problems of the city of Windsor and the wel-
fare problems we have brought to his atten-

tion on three or four or 10 or 20 occasions.

We have had no response, and because we
have had no response we are forced to bring
it up at times when we are really out of order.
Because we don't get a response when we are
in order, we keep trying and trying and try-

ing. Tonight he has another opportunity and
maybe he will respond tonight.

Mr. Acting Speaker: If I am in the chair,
he will not have that opportunity on this

bill. Does anybody else wish to speak to this

bill? Mr. Minister, please limit your remarks
to the contents of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I shall, Mr. Speaker. In
the style of those who have gone before me,
I would say at the outset, thank goodness
there are not any more members from Wind-
sor in the House tonight or we might have
gone on until 10:30 p.m.

I agree with the remark of the member for

Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) when he
said the members of the public in the gallery
will be saying, "Is this what we are paying
taxes for?" I would echo that, especially in

view of the performance they have observed
from those verbose but honourable members
opposite, especially if those members in the

public galleries understand that the principle
of this bill is very simple and very straight-

forward. It is a repeal bill for legidation
which is no longer used.

8:20 p.m.

In fact, the purpose of this evening's debate
is to do what ought to be done by govern-
ment from time to time, which is some house

cleaning in terms of the existing legislation

that remains on the books.

Mr. Huston: Is that all you can find?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I am sure there are

others, but it appals me that in the past, a

little over a year ago, we spent literally

months in this House dealing with some of

the most comprehensive changes to child

welfare legislation that any jurisdiction has

passed, and I must say with co-operation and
assistance from the honourable members op-

posite who served on the social development
committee of this Legislature, and then the

member for Scarborough-Ellesmere could'

stand up and say, "Why don't you introduce

some child welfare legislation?" I don't know
where he has been since he was elected to

this Legislature.
Similar suggestions have come from some

of the other speakers. I think what I ought
to do is prepare a little memo for some of

the honourable members opposite, reminding
them what we have done on behalf of chil-

dren and dealing with matters of child

welfare, child abuse and so on over the last

year or so, and point out to them how irrele-

vant their remarks have been tonight.

I don't wish to prolong this matter any
further. This is simply to repeal a redundant

piece of legislation, a no-longer-useful piece
of legislation. The honourable members from

Windsor, whichever their ridings may be, can
be assured that with the many millions of

dollars my ministry is putting into their

ridings their constituents are being well

served. In fact, members of my staflF are

serving on some of the committees, the

mayor's committee in Windsor, for example,

looking at the situation, making recommenda-
tions and responding to the needs in that

community. In fact, the member for Windsor-

Riverside (Mr. Cooke) would be aware of that

if, in fact he didii't rely upon—
Mr. Acting Speaker: I remind the honour-

able minister that he is straying from the bill,

Hon. Mr. Norton: —unreliable information

from sources within his community and then

spend months in the Legislature attacking

me, only to learn later that he was acting on

wrong information.
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Mr. Acting Speaker: Hon. Mr. Norton has

moved second reading of Bill 7.

All those in favour will please say "aye."
All those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion the ayes have it.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for third reading.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The member for

Scarborough-Ellesmere (Mr. Warner) can

hardly wait, Mr. Speaker, until the Attorney
General's estimates start at 10 o'clock to-

morrow morning.

Mr. Warner: That's right.

Hob. Mr. McMurtry: I happened to be out

in the lounge listening to his contribution

earher and I see this as kind of a warming-

up session. It looks as if the Attorney General

is going to have a lively time for a few days.

LIBEL AND SLANDER ACT

Hon. Mr. McMurtry moved second reading
of Bill 1, An Act to amend the Libel and

Slander Act.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Bill 1 will accomplish
two objectives. First of all, under the present
Libel and Slander Act, the definition of broad-

casters did not include cable television. What
the amendment seeks to do is simply to

include cable television, which was not con-

templated at the time this legislation was

passed, and to include that within the defini-

tion section of "broadcasting" to place those

people in the field' of cable television on the

same footing as other broadcasters. The
second objective of the proposed amendment
has to deal, as the members know, with the

issue of fair comment.

Mr. Haggerty: That applies to all members.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I think the fact that

this legislation is proposed by the govern-
ment is interesting. It is not a private mem-
ber's bill. The proposed amendment is in-

tended to promote and maintain free dis-

semination of opinion. Those in government
are more often than not the targets of this

free expression of opinion, which may not

always be of a laudatory nature.

Some of the members will know there was
a decision in the Supreme Court of Canada,
the Chemeskey decision, delivered in Novem-
ber 1978, which in my respectful view created

a great problem for publishers with respect

to letters to the editor in relation to the de-

fence of fair comment. In that particular case,

the defence of fair comment failed simply
because the publisher could not produce the

author of the letter that was published in

good faith by the newspaper to establish that

the author held this specific opinion.
It might be of interest to remind the mem-

bers that the defence of fair conunent is

only available if the facts upon which the

comment is based are true. Tlie Chemeskey
case is a rather confusing decision. There was
a very vigorous dissent in relation to the

issue of fair comment in relation to whether

the defence would be open to a publisher
who was unable to produce the actual author

of the letter to say he held that opinion if

the publisher was not in a x>osition to say
that he held that opinion.

In other words, what we are trying to do is

maintain the freedom of opinion by permitting

publishers of newspapers to publish opinions
which they themselves may not agree with

but which they think are of relevance to a

free and full discussion of a public issue,

where opinions are based on proven facts and
based on a situation where an individual

could honestly hold that opinion, even though
the author of the letter might not be avail-

able to give evidence.

The Chemeskey case caused a problem in

particular for small newspapers that were

very concerned about the threat of libel suits

and did not have the resources to check out

every letter to determine whether the author

of the particular letter honesdy held that

particular opinion. In our view, it placed a

very heavy onus on all newspaper publishers,

in particular with resi)ect to the letters-to-the-

editor column, but also for the smaller news-

papers of this province that had expressed

great concern.

In conclusion, I am asking the members to

support this legislation on the basis that it

is directed to maintenance of free discussion

and dissemination of opinion which is so

necessary to the maintenance of our demo-
cratic institutions.

8:30 p.m.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I am sure you
are aware that this bill is in a sense an his-

toric departure around here. It is designated
Bill 1 and was introduced on the opening

day of this session of the Legislature. It has

been customary for a spokesman of the gov-
ernment to introduce a bill indicating that

the Legislature chooses and has the power
to undertake business of its own before tak-

ing up the business put before it by Her

Honour the Lieutenant Governor's speech.

In the past, the bill has usually been a

nonentity, one of practically no importance,

similar to the bill dealing with welfare mat-

ters that we had a moment ago. On this oc-

casion, however, the government has chosen
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to introduce a bill which is going forward
and is being considered by the Legislature.
It is interesting, at least for a limited number
of people, I suppose, on that ground alone.

I should also express, not a conflict of

interest but perhaps a footnote of interest,

in that my wife, great lady that she is, hap-
pens to be a member of the Ontario Press

Council. This is not a government organiza-

tion, agency or emanation, and I feel she

does excellent work on that council and finds

it useful and interesting, if not particularly
lucrative. After all, pubHc service, we have
all learned, does not always benefit in a

monetary way. But we have been informed

by oflBcial communication from the press coun-
cil that they support this, and it may very
well be that it was at their behest that the

government saw fit to bring in the bill.

In spite of the opinions expressed around
home about the bill, I must admit I have
some personal reservations. Without naming
any community specifically, I would say there

are certain provincial publications whose
most interesting page is that dealing with
letters to the editor. It is the only place
where there is very much original material,
and it is a good forum for people to express
views.

Certainly politicians would ignore it at

their peril, and some politicians that I know
of, particularly the member for Brantford

(Mr. Makarchuk), write extensive letters to

the editor. I am not sure whether this bill

would relieve him of personal responsibility
for anything he might write that would be

irresponsible, because in a recent letter he
referred specifically to an employee of the

Attorney General (Mr. McMurtry) as being
the source of certain allegations that he con-
tinues to put forward. But that is another
issue that i>erhaps we will be talking about
later in the session.

It does seem to me, however, that the bill,

if it is passed in its present form, will permit
publishers to be completely without responsi-

bility for what is included in the contents of

letters that are put forward by people who
write to the editor.

I see the Attorney General is making some
cuneiform notes, and perhaps I am wrong in

that. The Attorney General would be the first

to say that I am not learned in the law.

However, I do have the responsibility to assif;t

in making good law, and if one reads the

operative subsection I really defy him to

understand clearly what is meant. I quote it:

"Where the defendant published defama-

tory matter that is an opinion expressed by
another person"—okay, I got that all right—

"a defence of fair comment shall not fail for

the reason only that the defendant or the

person who expressed the opinion, or both,

did not hold the opinion, if a person could

honestly hold the opinion."
That may have a clear meaning to the

Attorney General and to the juries which will

apply this law, and the honourable gentle-

men and ladies on the bench, but for me it

leaves some doubt as to what is the responsi-

bility the publisher must hold. I would think

it would be a major concern for those of us

here, who might more than almost any other

citizens be the subject of such letters, that

they could be defamatory, be published irre-

sponsibly, and the only defence would be, I

suppose, on the person who writes the letter

rather than the person who widely dissemi-

nates it.

I don't suppose we have to be terribly

self-conscious about these things because, of

course, we have open to us, as the member
for Brantford' well knows, access to those

same columns to defend ourselves.

Mr. Makarchuk: The Tories couldn't find

literate letter writers.

Mr. Nixon: Just as we often feel the editors

get the last word, it's my experience that the

member for Brantford frequently gets the last

word too. It is one of those crosses that is

sent to us to bear, both in this House and

perhaps in the columns of the Brantford

Expositor.
I feel sure the minister will be able to

assist me in this problem. It occurred to me
it would not be unreasonable to suggest that

if we were to give this bill approval in

principle—perhaps not all my colleagues

agree with this—we could send this to the

standing committee on the administration of

justice for an hour or two of hearings. Frank-

ly, I would like to have the press council

and perhaps others interested in this come
in and express their views.

I really feel the wording of that section 2

is unclear. I know my learned friend in the

NDP (Mr. Lawlor), the spokesman on matters

pertaining to hbel and slander, is proposing

an amendment which may assist. I would

support it quite reluctantly, in spite of some

undue pressures brought to bear upon me

personally. I would feel much more satisfied

if we could have an assurance from the

minister that we could send it to the com-

mittee, not for a long series of hearings-

heaven forbid, that's unnecessary—but even

to hear from the press council and perhaps
one or two others who would' be interested

in this matter.
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Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, the Attorney
General (Mr. McMurtry) is right. I am looking

forward to the estimates which begin to-

morrow morning as we will attempt to restore

some sense of order to the chaotic justice

system.
I welcome this bill because it does break

the tradition of introducing an inconsequential

piece of legislation as the first bit of business

for the Legislature. It is a very important

piece of legislation and one which I support.

To answer some of the questions which

the member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr.

Nixon) had, if we did not have this piece of

legislation I think we would find that the

public was generally more restricted in its

opportunity to make its views known through
the newspapers. The newspapers, in fact,

would become more closed in their attitude.

Some of the comments that were brought
forward to the Ontario Press Council were

to the eflFect that since the Chemeskey case

the papers were far more concerned about

the comments that were contained in letters

to the editor. Their lawyers were employed
full-time to try to determine whether what
was being printed was libellous or not. It

meant a more restricted opportunity for the

members of the public.

In fact, if one carries through the Chernes-

key decision what it means is that the

publisher has to agree wnith the comment in

the letter to the editor before he will publish
it. That, to me, is dangerous. That's not in

keeping with free speech, in my under-

standing.
1 bow to the knowledge of the Attorney

General in terms of matters of law. If I have

learned anything out of the exercise about

libel and slander it is to the effect that libel

law is not easy and it is not simple. There
isn't a straightforward answer in terms of

libel lavv'. The question of fair comment, for

example, that has been brought up in this

bill is not an absolute defence. One still has

to have some honesty and good faith if one
wants to use fair comment as a defence. The
irrefutable defence is the truth in libel, and
that may not always be easy to prove.
None the less, the truth will be a defence.

8:40 p.m.
I was persuaded by a comment by Justice

Brian Dickson that was included in the re-

marks made by the Ontario Press Council. I

think it bears repeating. Mr. Justice Brian

Dickson said: "It does not require any great

perception to envisage the efi^ect of such a

rule upon the position of a newspaper in the

publication of letters to the editor. An editor

receiving a letter containing matter which

might be defamatory would have a defence
of fair cx)mment if he shared the views ex-

pressed, but would be defenceless if he did

not hold those views.

"As the columns devoted to the letters to

the editor are intended to stimulate unin-

hibited debate on every public issue, the

editor's task would be an unenviable one if

he were limited to publishing only diose

letters with which he agreed. He would be

engaged in a sort of cens(»rship, antithetical

to a free press.

"One can readily draw a distinction be-

tween editorial comment or articles, whidi

may be taken to represent the paper's point
of view, and letters to the editw in which

the personal opinion of the paper is, or should

be, irrelevant. No one believes that a news-

paper shares the views of every hostile reader

who takes it to task in a letter to the editor

for errors of omission or commission, or that

it yields assent to the views of every person
who feels impelled to make his feelings

known in a letter to the editor. Newspapers
do not adopt as their own the opinions voiced

in such letters, nor would they be expected
to.

It should be remembered that fair comment
is not an absolute defence but a qualified one.

The last sentence is my own. I agree with

those sentiments.

We had some discussion within our own
caucus and some members were concerned

that by supporting this bill we would be

allowing some very extreme comments to be

made in the newspapers which would then

not be held responsible. To be quite blunt

about it, racist remarks could be made in

letters to the editor and the newspapers
would not be held responsible. I don't be-

lieve this bill allows that. What the bill does

is allow, if the editor or the publisher is sued

over comments made, the editor to hold the

defence of fair comment if he honestly be-

lieved that the person who expressed the

opinions honestly held those opinions.

In order to clarify section 2 of the bill, I

would like to introduce an amendment that

I think helps to make the intent of the bill

more clear. In general principle I support

the bill. When it goes to committee, I would

be pleased to have the opportunity to mov«

an amendment.

Mr. G. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I, too, share

some of the apprehension of the other mem-
bers of this House. I have never been re-

luctant to speak in favour of or against, or

even with apprehension, bills that are brought

forward in this House, wliich is one of the

great features of this government.
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I put that on the record at this time. But
I do speak with apprehension, with concern
and with a bit of reluctance about the form
this piece of legislation takes. It is possibly a

dtefence for small newspapers, of which there

are many in my particular area.

I have information on how those small

newspapers work. I hope, as a result of what
I say and what the other members have said,

when it gets to the committee stage there

will be an opportunity for the Attorney
General (Mr. McMurtry) to clarify this situa-

tion in debate.

It isn't the first section that gives me
consternation but the second section, which
we've discussed. Although we're not dealing
with the exact words—and there is an amend-
ment coming from the New Democratic

Party—there is the last phrase in section 2.

I bring it to members' attention, although
it's not part of the debate to deal specifically
with it.

It says, "If a person could honestly hold
the opinion." My concern is with "a" person,
rather than "the" person. When he put for-

ward the amendment, the Attorney General

possibly concerned' himself with "a" person
and whether it should be "the" i>erson who
puts forward the information, "the" person
who writes the letter and "the" person who
is on the talk show. Should that be the one
we are involved with, rather than with any-
body out there in the world who might pos-
sibly hold a similar opinion?

Naturally, we know this flows from the

Chemeskey case. That has been gone through
with great detail in the Attorney Generd's
statement and that is what we're trying to

get over. In this House we all know, more
than anybody else, that the Chemeskey case
dealt with a politician. I'm sure of all the
letters written to editors, probably the poli-
tician or those people on appointed boards or

elected boards are the targets of those pieces
of literature more than any others, be they
municipal, federal or provincial politicians.
Here we have a Supreme Court of Canada

decision where someone has seen fit to take
a grievance he has had all the way to the

Supreme Court of Canada which runs through
a number of local tribunals to the appeal
courts and finally to the Supreme Court of

Canada. There we have a decision made by
those gentlemen in their \\asdom—and they
are wise men—dealing with the common law.

They have made a decision on the common
law of libel, slander and defamation, one
that has grown with years of experience.

Maybe they were giving a defence to the

politicians because it is not the first one

that has gone to that court or to higher
courts that has had a politician being the

one defamed. Maybe they were giving us

that defence that was not in the statute law
as it exists at present. Here we are taking it

away from those very people the Supreme
Court of Canada said it was defending.

We've got to look also at the merits of that

case, where somebody called an individual

politician a racist. The member for Scar-

borough-Ellesmere (Mr. Warner) has asked

whether this will allow racist remarks to be

paraded in the newspapers and in the media.

What type of opinion are we protecting?
Does it mean we are going to allow anybody
to make whatever opinion he so desires? As

long as that person honestly holds that opin-

ion, can he put that opinion in print, put it

on the airwaves, and put it anywhere he so

desires in the public media and let it flow,

while the publisher or the owner of the radio

station can sit there with impunity and say:
"It's his opinion. He is welcome to it. I don't

quite agree with it, but there it goes."
Let's look at the history of newspapers and

some of the other media. The history of those

papers happened to be, as we all know, that

they were political machines and were known
to be so in their history. That was a Grit

paper; that was a Tory paper; that was a

Whig paper. We still haven't totally over-

come that, but some of those newspapers
were known for that. The paper grew out of

somebody's personal opinion as to what he
felt on a particular subject. He got out the

personal print papers and got into the news-

paper business.

We've come a long way, with nevi^papers
now saying, "Well share the other people's

opinions by allowing a letters-to-the-editor

section." Now they want to let that run with

impunity and let what venom may be in

those letters flow, and usually against poli-
ticians.

I wonder if we've come too far when we
look at the history of newspapers. I don't

know when letters to the editor started or

whether they were always in newspapers as

a practice. Maybe that's the salve that news-

paper people put on themselves to say they
allow freedom of expression and freedom to

put forward these opinions. Maybe that free-

dom is too large. Maybe we aren't, by deny-

ing this bill, stifling public opinion.

8:50 p.m.

It is there if we look at newspapers. It is

there by their editing process. It is there in

the electronic media by what picture they
want to use; what snippet; what section;

what words. They are not free from editing
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or free from their own tricks of the trade

known to us all and, more so, in the public

figure's life of a politician.

Let us look at some other features of the

electronic medium, where that is even more
so. It comes to me with some fervour when
I listen to people on the phone-in shows.

They are a new innovation in our society.
The speaker can speak on a phone-in show
with whatever opinion he or she desires, and

put it forth with total anonymity. There are

seven-second delays so one can bleep out a

few words that may be oflFensive because

they are not in common use in the living
rooms of our community, but they can state

whatever opinions they desire. They may say
that so-and-so is incompetent; so-and-so is

not too stable up top.

Whatever opinion is put forward goes

through those electronic media with, in some
situations, the seven-second delay. Should
there be anonymity for those people? If they
possess an opinion should they not put it

forward as their opinion? Maybe we should
have an addendum to this. Maybe the NDP
will put one forward for the electronic media
that a person must identify himself if he is

going to so put these opinions on the air-

waves.

The publishers are providing a vehicle.

They provide the cable systems, the news-

papers and the radio stations from which

they make plenty of profit. Yet, they do not
want to absorb the responsibility of the

vehicle they are providing to disseminate

opinions, be they correct or not.

If I hold an opinion and I speak it to my
colleague, it may be defamatory of the
individual about whom I am talking, but it

still goes only to my colleague in the quiet
surroimdings where it is expressed. But if it

is put on the airwaves, or in the print media,
then it becomes defamatory. This is especially
so in a small community where individuals

are known to more people than in a large

metropolitan community. When a letter goes
to an editor there, it is given some semblance
of authority because it happens to be in a

newspaper. It goes across the community with

people believing what is contained in that

newspaper.
Is what is in those letters within the bounds

of politeness? Or is it libellous? Is it defama-

tory? What determines the editor? I stick to

letters to the editor. I'm sure they throw

away many letters that they know would

bring scorn upon them, bring libel actions,

bring suits in the courts. We have received

some on our desks where one can usually

see where a codv has been sent to an editor.

We know some have not been printed be-

cause the editor has used some discretion.

Why do we remove even more discretion

from that editor? Leave it with that editor,
that radio station, those people. They have to

return something to the community for the

money tliey make. That is just one of them.
The cable shows are a new system and I

am pleased to see that that is brought under
the section dealing particularly with cable.

I look at other areas, too. When I started

practising law in Metropolitan Toronto the
mentor I had at that time worked with
numerous publications. I could wait for the

publication to be put out on the street and
the phone would start ringing the minute it

got there. It is a renowned Canadian puUica-
tion, by the way, and the defamation am)
libel notices would come in because that was
the way they wrote as a publication.

Mr. Nixon: Did you work for Flash?

Mr. G. Taylor: Could you imagine that,

Mr. Speaker? The member for Brant-Oxford-
Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) talks about Flash. I recall

being in high school in Hamilton and an
edition of Flash came out at that particular
time dealing with the high school I went to.

It featured a picture of a stork carrying a

baby over the high school, to illustrate a

story about there being a club in the high
school where numerous girls were pregnant.
Believe me, in a small community I didn't

know whether to hide because the stork was

going over my high school. Was that my stork

or somebody's stork or nobody's stork? Flash

renowned itself in that style of publication.
Could one imagine what type of letters it

would allow if it was willing to go to that

extreme to put those types of stories in or

what letters to the editor there would be in

that same style of publication?
I use that as an example I hope the

Attorney General can counter in this debate
as to how we will go on. Those publications,
as I say from my own legal experience, were

pushing the limits of their own editorial

content and their own story content as far as

they could to sell their particular types of

items.

This is no reflection on the group I am
going to talk about and no reflection on the

newspaper, but I bring it as an example of a

letter to the editor. Again, as I say, it has

nothing to do with the local newspaper. I

have a group in the county of Simcoe called

the Simcoe rescue squad, about which the

Attorney General knows very well. We have
done some very good things in that regard.
TTiTe is a statement by the Attorney Gen-

eral who. under the heading of Solicitor
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General, says, "Re crash rescue program." I

don't want to take too much time, but I use
this as an example. You might, Mr. Speaker,
bear with me as I read his statement. "Re
crash rescue. An intensive training program to

improve the crash rescue skills of Ontario

firefighters and the Ontario Provincial Police

was announced by the Solicitor General, Roy
McMurtry, today. 'I am convinced we will

save many lives and reduce hospital costs by
cutting down the time it takes to remove
those injured in traffic accidents from their

vehicles,' Mr. McMiutry stated."

It goes on a little bit further. I come down
to the final paragraph of that statement which
was made on February 21, 1980, if anybody
wants to get more details of it. "The minister

praised the work done by volunteer organiza-
tions like the Simcoe rescue squad and the

Quinte rescue service and plans to utilize

their enthusiasm and expertise in developing
a more sophisticated approach to crash rescue
in 1980." That is the only statement the
Solicitor General made on the subject of
crash rescue at that particular time.

Then we had an editorial in the Barrie

newspai>er. One step before that, as a result

of that statement there was an article con-
tained in the Examiner, a local daily news-

paper in Barrie, dated February 21, 1980.
The heading said, "County-Wide Rescue
Service May Be Formed This Year." I para-
phrase and quote some words from it: "Both

McMurtry and Dupuis praised the work of
volunteer rescue organizations such as the
Simcoe rescue squad."
The next article in the same paper of the

same date, February 21, 1980, was headed
"Fire Crews Bear Rescue Burden." It went
on to say "An interministerial task force on
crash rescue . . ." There are some more items
contained in there. I paraphrase the whole

story under the authorship of Stephen
Nicholls, a very good reporter for that news-

paper.
He wrote: "The task force study notes four

problems with crash rescue in Ontario. The
report says in some areas organized extrica-

tion exists, but special equipment and train-

ing is inadequate or nonexistent, says the

study. Volunteer rescue squads, such as Sim-
coe rescue squad, provide extrication services,
but there are no established standard's of

capability or responsibility." Still there is no

suggestion that the Solicitor General made
those .statements, just that they were made.

There is an editorial on the next day by
the same newspaper, dated February 22, 1980.
It goes on, and I pairaphrase again: "The pro-
vincial task force study into government res-

cue services released by Solicitor General Roy
McMurtry Thursday ..." It goes on to praise
the rescue squad and says what is going to

take place, and I paraphrase that.

9 p.m.

This leads to the letter to the editor from

Lynda Bonney on February 25, which says:
"Sir: It may have been inevitable that the

Simcoe rescue squad was not given funding
through the government, but for Mr. Mc-
Murtry to say the members of the Simcoe
rescue squad are ill trained and poorly
equipped is totally erroneous." A bit further

in the letter she says: "Mr. McMurtry states

that half the victims might not have died had
the responding members had better training
and equipment. I think Mr. McMurtry is for-

getting the half that survived because they
were removed from the trapped situation."

A little further down, she goes on: "I feel

Mr. McMurtry would to this day not be con-
cerned with the plight of the trapped indi-

viduals, and enough credit and recognition
is not being given to the initiative of these

men,'" referring to the men in the rescue

squad.
There is someone who honestly holds a

belief which is totally and factually incorrect.

Mr. McMurtry never made any of those state-

ments; in fact, he praised the Simcoe rescue

squad, as he has done on many occasions,
and as has his brother, Dr. McMurtry. I even
went to the exten*; of trying to find the writer

of this letter by looking in the assessment

rolls, the voters' rolls, the telephone book
and in other sources. There is no Lynda
Bonney available to me in the normal situa-

tion. The only way I suspect I could get it

is if I went back to the newspaper and said,

"Do you know who sent in that letter and do

you have an address?"

There is someone who is indeed infer-

ring by innuendo and by statement that the

Attorney General is making statements that

are factually incorrect and has no support for

rescue squads, which is just the opposite of

what Mr. McMurtry is saying. I bring the

honourable members that little situation as

an example of where this may protect that

person. I am sure Mr. McMurtry, being a

gentleman who is used to comments and let-

ters to the editor, would not bring any suit

against the newspaper or suit against the

individual, but it is a situation where if those

words were put a little more harshly by that

individual, the newspaper could, by impimity,
not have been sued because it would say

somebody out there holds that opinion or

that individual holds that opinion.
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I hope the Attorney General will take from

my comments, as I have made them in

generous context, that I am concerned about

this piece of legislation. I am concerned that

we may be giving away too much of the

decision that has been defined by the Su-

preme Court of Canada. I am concerned that

the suggestion that it go before a committee

will be heeded by the Attorney General, not

tliat I prefer all items to go before a com-
mittee to be worked over thoroughly, but he
will heed the words of the members of this

House and will send this to a committee to

be further discussed. Indeed, I have sent

away for the press council's briefing, about

which I received a letter only yesterday
which said they would provide me with this

information so I may have a more thorough

background. Maybe with that more thorough

background and with what Mr. McMurtry

says, my opinions could be tempered on this

particular piece of legislation.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, with your x>er-

mission, in reference to my House leader's

mention of Dorothy Nixon being on the On-
tario Press Coimcd, I attended the funeral

today of Harvey Davis. Harvey Davis was
the former warden "of Bruce county. He was
on the press council and he was the current

president of the Good Roads' Association of

Canada. He was one of the greatest citizens

of our area over the years.

I would like to take the opportimity to

ask the House to express to Rita Davis and
her family its deep sympathy in the tragic

death of this great man.

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
on Bill 1 and to express many of the same
concerns that have been expressed by some
of the other honourable members of the

House of all x>arties who have seen certain

problems which mi^t arise with this legis-

lation. I won't be completely repetitive of the

arguments made by the member for Simcoe
Centre (Mr. G. Taylor). Through examples
he presented, I think he pointed out there

are certainly dangers in proceeding with
this legislation as it appears at the present
time.

I recognize there are many in this House
and many in this province and country who
are very concerned when freedom of speech
is limited. There are those who feel that the

decision of the court in the Ohemeskey case

went some distance towards limiting the

freedom of those who were in the publishing

business, those in the media business, i)erhaps
even of the public indirectly.

I recognize also that there are those who
are concerned that if this legislation were

not passed, publishers and radio station man-
agers and owners could use this as an excuse
in this case to prevent legitimate opinion
from being brought forward and presented

through tile news media from individual

citizens within the community.
IHowever, I guess those of us who serve in

public oflBce recognize probably better than

anyone else the dangers of this legislation
and the fact that one's reputation can be
completely ruined by those who would be
irresponsible enough or vindictive enough to

write letters to the editor or phone hot-line
shows to make charges that simply cannot be
substantiated.

I think we recognize, and we have seen
in so many cases, instances where the repu-
tations of many people, be they in political
life or otherwise, have been ruined by the
initial charges. The retraction is usually
made somewhat later, often on the back
pages of the newspaper as opposed to those

pages that would be read most frequently, or

comes later on after a hot-line show has
taken place. The initial damage has been
done or the seeds of doubt have been sown
in the minds of the public.

Unfortunately, many people believe much
of Avhat they find in a newspaper or much
of what they hear on a cable TV program,
on television other than cable TV, and on
radio programs. Much of this of course is

accurate information or information that can
be substantiated' in terms of building an

argument. But there are items presented to

the public over the airwaves and through
the written media which are not accurate

and which do great damage.
The instance the member for Simcoe

Centre used with the Attorney General (Mr.

McMuTtry) I think was a legitimate one.

Although we make light of the fact, never-

theless it is a clear case where the Attorney
General has been misrepresented in his views.

Certainly there are many occasions where

we can be critical of the Attorney General,

and legitimately so, but this certainly would

not be one case. Those of us who serve in

public office would be sympathetic with this

case, seeing that the Attorney General was

misrepresented in his views. In fact, the

exact opposite to what he had attempted to

convey to the public was conveyed through

this newspaper.
So I have this great concern that people

in the public eye, or not necessarily people

in the public eye, will be libelled or slan-

dered and the newspaper publishers will not

have to exercise the necessary control from

this happening. I think most newspapers in
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this province are relatively liberal, and I use
that as a small-1 liberal, in their policy of

printing letters to the editor. Even my ovra

local newspaper, vi^hich certainly is a friend

of the Family Compact across the aisle, has
a very liberal policy when it comes to pre-

senting letters to the editor.

il am referring to letters to the editor, not
their coverage of what I say in the House
buried on page 68 in the bottom left-hand

comer. The only reason it was in was be-

cause I happened to attack the NDP on that

occasion. That was why it was put in the

paper at all.

9:10 p.m.

Nevertheless, this newspaper is, I think,

probably a good example of many news-

papers in its policy of allowing the public
free expression. In the last five or eight to

10 years the letters-to-the-editor column and
the hot-line show have become very popu-
lar. There are those who would suggest that

hot-line shows and their callers consist of

people to whom no one has ever listened' in

the past, and with a good deal of justifica-

tion, because they have seldom had any-

thing constructive to say about anything or

anyone.
I would say there are some who do use

the letters-to-the-editor column and the elec-

tronic media for that purpose and others who
express a legitimate, reasonable and non-

vindictive point of view, even if it is in

contrast to what we would like to hear.

The question of anonymous letters to the

editor and anonymous phone calls to these

various programs is another one which I

think is attempted to be addressed by the

member for Scarborough-Ellesmere (Mr.

Warner) in his amendment. This, of course,

is something which concerns all of us. Again,
the member for Simcoe Centre points out

that this individual could not be traced

through the normal telephone book, the

voters' list, or things of this nature. Often

people are able to hide behind that to ex-

press points of view. I am told that some-

times—particularly in the political field-

people even use other people's names and

addresses when writing letters to the editor,

either with or without their permission, to

express particular points of view.

I understand there are people in other

parties who do that. Certainly there was

some question in British Columbia that there

was aH organized campaign by one of the

parties on the extreme right there, now

affectionately referred to as the 'lettergate

scandal."

For these reasons, some of us members of

this Legislature are quite concerned about
this. We would ask certainly at the very
least that this go to committee so that

others can express their viewi)oints. We so

often hear from people, "I read it in the

paper." Three months later they don't re-

member where they read it, but they read it

in the paper so it must be right. Or they say,
"I heard it on the radio, so it must be right."

I think people have a right to be protected

against irresponsible and totally inaccurate

statements made by those who often hide

behind anonymity, or even those who are pre-

pared to sign their names and rest assured
that they will not be prosecuted for either

libel or slander.

So I guess my message this evening is one
6f extreme caution, and a request that this

go to committee at the very least and that

the minister even consider withdrawing the

bill.

^

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, I am delighted
to see with Bill 1 the reintroduotiOn of the

Attorney General (Mr, McMurtry) in control

and handling his own legislation. When he
is not in charge I find that very serious ir-

rational defects tend to take place. This is an
occolade to the Attorney General and a dis-

service to his representative in the House, be-
cause I have b?en through a particular pro-
cedure, as he knows, and about which I have
written him, which seriously discontents me. I

am convinced that if he had been personally

present during the course of those hearings,
manv of the events that took place would
not have taken place. Better sens2 would
have ruled the day.

In the case of this legislation ft is defective.

It is too broad. It is worded in such a way
that one quite respects the intention. You

try to meet the position of the Supreme
Court in the matter. There the problem
wasn't a question particularly of defamation;
it was a question of fact. It was a question
of whether the defence of fair comment, a

qualified defence, arose.

As a matter of procedure, largely, the t^vo

students who originally wrote the letter to the

newspaper making the aspersions or deroga-

tory remarks in question were not in i^e

province, nor were thev called to the witness

stand to test their credibility or to test their

honesty. Nor was the publisher of the letter

prepared to go on to the stand and say

categorically that he honestly believed in the

truth of the matter. This might have suificed.

But he was vacillating, or let's say neutral.

He neither believed nor disbelieved, he simply

published and felt justified in so doing. The
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court ruled he was not justified in so doing.
The whole thing might have been easily

obviated if one of the letter writers had ap-

peared on that particular occasion.

As my colleague has said, the law of libel

and slander is not easy. Take a look at Gat-

ley. There seem to be at least three elements

present.

First, a statement to be honestly made to

be fair comment has to be a matter of pubhc
interest.

Second, I don't think it can be malicious in

intent. If the maliciousness is evident within

the statement itself or as it emerges before

a jury on cross-examination, then I would
think the fair comment element is expunged.
Nor can it be mendacious. That goes to the

truth or falsehood of the defamation in itself.

Third—and this is a bit tricky—can it be

irresponsible? I think upon reading some

judgements on the matter that irresponsibility
as judged again before a court would wipe
out the honesty 6f intent that is critical to

making the defence stand in that particular
situation.

In tliis legislation, the Attorney General

exculpates, in effect, both the publisher and
the letter writer and goes off into some
ozone, into some nebulous sphere and puts
his finger on the man, as I call him, from

Coboconk, that nebulous individual who
might just possibly, objectively speaking ad-

mittedly, have an honest opinion that coin-

cides with the opinion meant. It means that

the publisher must prove this. I suspect it

wouldn't be all that difficult, as one can

always find someone who honestly holds the

most weird opinions on the face of the earth,

even outside of irresponsibility. Fanaticism

isn't the same as being mad, necessarily, as

we have learned from acquaintances we have.

With that in mind, when the Attorney

General says the defendant or the person

who expressed the opinion did not hold the

opinion but some person from Mars or a

distant planet might possibly and legiti-

mately have held that opinion, then it's too

broad, it's too ambiguous, it's too vague. We
have to nail it down. The court in the

Cheme^key judgement constantly makes

reference to either one or the other, namely,

that the publisher honestly holds the opinion,

in other words, on good grounds. I would

suggest a high degree of responsibility re-

poses there, which would be reposed by any

jury as to what the honesty really was of

the communicator of the opinion. The

Attorney General has to put his finger on

it better than he has done.

The amendment or some revision of the

amendment that we are bringing before the

House might just meet that. We do our

amendment in the negative, and I will read
it before I sit down.

I want to quote a bit into the record horn
the Chemeskey decision, quoting at 10:72

from Sahnond on torts: "Comment or criti-

cism must be carefully distinguished from
a statement of fact. The former is not action-

able if it related to matters that are of

public interest, and the latter is actionable

even if the facts so stated would, if true,

have possessed the greatest public interest

importance.
"Comment or criticism is essentially a

statement of opinion as to the estimate to l>e

formed of a man's writings or action. Being
therefore a mere matter of opinion and so

incapable of definite proof, he who expres-

ses it is not called upon by law to justify it

as being true, but is allowed to express it

even though others disagree with it, pro-

vided that it is honest."

9:20 p.m.

I suppose in a way I would like to see

honesty spelled out a bit more in terms of

the criteria that constitute it in the Attorney

General's own legislation.

On the next page, the justification for the

legislation appears. "People are entitled to

hold and to express freely on matters of

public interest, strong views, views that

some of you or, indeed, all of you may
think are exaggerated, obstinate or preju-

diced, providied"—and this is the important

thing—"that they are views that are honestly

held.

"The basis of our public life is that the

crank, the enthusiast may say what he

honestly thinks just as much as the reason-

able man or woman who sits on a jury. It

would be a sad day for freedom of speech

in this country" — this is the Silkin versus

Beaverbrook Newspapers case — "if a jury

were to apply the test of whether it agrees

with the comment, instead of applying the

true test, which is, was this an opinion, how-

ever exaggerated, obstinate or prejudiced,

which was honestly held by the writer?" I

think that has to be the test, not if some

invented or hypothetical personage, how-

ever kooky he or she may be, could possibly

hold the opim'on, which is what this legisla-

tion does.

I want to take one moment to express a

slight discontent over a letter received in

connection with this legislation. It's from

the Ontario Press Council and page two of
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that letter, the second jxaragraph, reads as

follows:

"When it first ciaUed for an amendment,
the press coimcil emphasized that it did so

in the public interest, alarmed that the de-

cision might restrict the free expression of

conflicting, controversial and strong opinions
vital to the health of a free society."All to

the good; we all feel the same way.
It noted that: "Newspaper publishers and

broadcasters could easily avoid the risk of

defamation actions by declining to publish

only opinions with which they agree." I think

it's a badly worded sentence and I want the

press council to know it. I have a naive faith

in journalism, which has been somewhat
eroded over the years, et cetera, and in those

who govern that particular field as to their

literary excellence. That sentence doesn't

mean anything. I can tell the press council

that. It has to be reworded. I think it should

read, if it is to mean anything, ". . . the

risk of defamation actions by declining to

publish opinions other than those Avith which
thev agree," and that was the danger.

If you take the first point I made earlier

that the opinion must be honestly held by
the publisher, that is terribly restrictive and
no one could go along with that. Tliere is

no reason in the world why he shouldn't pub-
lish a wide range of opinions with w'hich he

thoroughly disagrees, provided you can tie

down the opinion itself as to its veracity and
its good faith in being made at all.

The amendment we are proposing reads as

follows: "Where the defendant publishes the

opinion of another person, the defence of fair

comment should be available to him, except
whsre he has knowledge that the person

expressing the opinion did not honestly hold
that opinion."

It's done in the negative but could be
done the other wav roimd, but at least it ties

down and makes definite where the opinions
emanate from and who is forwarding them
find doing the real damage in terms of pub-
lication and its efi^ect upon the general public.

I think that's enough said about the legis-

lation. Bv the wav, the member for Brant-
Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon) was extremely
reticent over this tonight and almost deferen-
tial. It warmed and caused a slight glow
around the aorta.

In any event, it should go to committee
and we should look at it.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I have concerns
about this bill. I know how much everyone
treasures freedom of speech. We all agree
with that. The problem is, there are many
abuses of it. This may be more so in political

life and with people in the area I am familiar

with, who also have been in some form of

political life, whether it be municipal or

whatever. I have seen cases over the past
number of years, local and otherwise, where
people would put articles in the weekly
paper without signatures on them. There

might be a big advertisement with people's
names in the ad. I have been advised of

people who went to the local newspaper and
it didn't want to tell them who put the ad in.

If one is going to run and own a news-
paper, it seems to me there has to be some
responsibility. I don't think it should be
necessarv that the newspaper agree with the

article, but I think it should be aware of the
content enough to know that it mi^t be
liable to someone at some time. It seems to
me that's w'hat we should be looking at.

I don't want to get too involved because
I may be involved in something of this

nature—in fact, it is on the border right now.
I don't want to speak about that. I have
known occasions when a newspaper has
printed something that was completely
wrong. As other members have said, it will

print a retraction four days later on the 17th

page. In the case I was involved in they
put it on the second page. However, some
people think the second page is the same
as the 17th. In a way, the damage has al-

ready been done.

I have great concerns abouut extending
the freedom we have, as stated in this bill.

T would be reluctant to support the bill.

Apparently, from what I can gather, there

are a number who would like to see it go to

standing committee.

I would then have the opportunity to hear
the presentations of people who have some-

thing to add to it. It probably would clear

my mind. I might agree then that the bill

has some merit, but at the present time I

am very reluctant to support it.

Mr. McGuigan: Mr. Speaker, I do not
have any profound words of wisdom to add
to this debate. I'm sure members from the

legal profession and those \vith journalistic

experience have already expressed those.

I would like to say that I had occasion,
within the last couple of weeks, to look at a

letter that had been sent to me as a copy
of a letter sent to an editor. There were
some inflammatory remarks in it. From my
non legal training I thought these thiners

were libellous. I was preparing to ask a

question in the House on the basis of this

letter. I phoned the editor and asked if he

had published the letter. The editor said:

"No, we did not publish the letter. We saw
the libellous character of the letter. We sent
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it back to the sender and pointed this out
to hin>. We said to him, 'Do you really want
us to publish the letter in its present form?*

"

9:30 p.m.

Having known some of the background,
and having talked to the person who wrote
the letter, I know it was written in anger
over a long-standing grievance of this i>ar-

ticular gentleman. I agreed with a good
many of his points of issue. Nevertheless, I

am quite sure the letter was written in

anger. If it had not been for the fact that

the publisher recognized its libellous nature,

and recognized his responsibilities to the

person, it no doubt would have been pub-
lished and put this man in very bad position

—perhaps, at the end of a successful lawsuit,

in the position of losing his life's work.
So my position is that I would not wish

to support this bill unless, as my colleagues

suggested, it went to committee where we
could hear expert witnesses igive their

opinion upon it.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I'll

attempt to be relatively brief because I have
no objection to the legislation going to com-
mittee. I do recognize that the law of libel

and slander is a very complex area. At the

same time, I would like to make some obser-

vations, because I believe there is some

degree of confusion—I understand how it

could occur—about the purpose, intent and
effect of the legislation, and the extent to

which it alters the present law. There are

some very basic misconceptions as to what
we are attempting to accomplish.

First of all, I am very grateful for the

concern expressed by my colleague and

very good friend, the member for Simcoe
Centre (Mr. G. Taylor), as to the apparent
unfairness done to the Attorney General by
a correspondent to a newspaper who mis-

represented the facts and then expressed an

opinion. While that is and always should be
of concern to anyone in or out of public

life, I would like to make the point that

that individual is not protected by this

legislation.

If the facts were wrong, and they were

wrong in the letter, then there is a cause

of action because the defence of fair com-
n^ent is dependent upon the truth of the

facts.

Where the facts are misstated or pre-
sented in an untrue fashion, then a cause

of action lies. I think it is important to keep
that in mind. I recognize the difficulty that

the law of libel presents to lawyers and,

obviously, to non lawyers.

What we are attempting to do in this

legislation is not to extend any privilege or

to give licence to publishers to defame in-

dividuals. We are simply attempting to clar-

ify what many people have always believed

to have been the law—not to create any
additional immimity but simply to clarify

what I regard to be a rather imfortunate

situation created by a highly respected court.

Mr. Haggerty: But it does give them
additional immunity?

Hon. Mr McMurtry: No, it does not. It

clearly does not. The defence of fair comment
is only available if the facts are truthful.

It should also be ix>inted out that this

legis^lation does not affect the liability of the

correspondent or the author of the letter, for

example. It is quite clear that we are talking

about the publisher. If the facts are demon-

strated to be untrue, as they were in that

case the member mentior>ed, then the defence

of fair comment is not available to news-

papers. I think it is important to recognize

that. The legislation does not affect the liabil-

ity of the correspondent. It is only the carrier,

as it were, of the letter or broadcast—the

publisher-and I think it is very important

to keep that in mind.

Under the Chemeskey case, the problem
it presents, apart from some overriding con-

fusion as to just what is stated by the major-

ity judgement, is that it places the publisher

of a newspaper in a position where not only

is a publisher required to seek out the cor-

respondent but if someone has written a

letter, to publish the letter the newspaper
should be aw'are of the facts upon which the

opinion is expressed. Then it is open to an

action for defamation. The newspaper can

publish the letter with some degree of impun-

ity only if the facts upon which the opinions

expressed are true, first, and second, if it is

an opinion that is honestly expressed. Perhaps

it is expressed with bias and with some

degree of prejudice but it is an opinion that

could be honestly held.

What we are talkintj about here is objec-

tive opinion as opposed to subjective opinion.

I think we all in this House agree on the

fimdamental importance of a free and reason-

able dissemination of opinion on matters of

public interest, but the difficulty that is

presented by this decision to a publisher—and

this is a particularly grave dilemma, in my
view, for publishers of more modest means-

is that they then seek out, in order to be

confident that they are not making themselves

vulnerable to a libel action, the author of

the letter to ascertain that person actually

exists.
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Not only that but they must make some

sort of judgement, which I think as a prac-
tical matter would be very difficult, as to

whether that person agreed with the opinion
he or she expressed. And not only must they
do that but they must further be assured

that author would be available two or three

years down the rotad if the action came to

court.

In my view this places a very unfair onus

on publishers. Despite the bruises they cause

some of us in public life from day to day, I

think we all recognize they are a very
essential and vital ingredient of the demo-
cratic process. What we are attempting to do

in this legislation is to maintain what the

three distinguished jurists, who gave the

minority decision, believed to have been the

state of the law—not to change it but simply
to be what most individuals believe to be
the state of the law with respect to the de-

fence of fair comment.
That is, first of all the facts must be

proved to be true. Second, the opinion must
be one that can be honestly held and not

one that is expressed with mahce. For ex-

ample, the proposed amendment by the NDP
in my view makes it clear that if a publisher

published a letter knowing that the corres-

pondent does not hold that opinion that

would probably amount to a prima facie case

of malice and would by itself defeat the

defence of fair comment.
I recognize that this legislation, because of

the complicated nature of the libel law, has

caused members of all sides of the House
some concerns. Therefore, I have no objection
to the legislation going to committee. But I

want to urge upon the members that in my
view this is very important legislation in

maintaining the avenues of reasonable demo-
cratic freedom of expression itliat are so

essential to our democratic institutions.

I would urge that the legislation be sup-

ported in principle and that members be
afforded the opportunity in committee for

further discussion.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for standing committee on admin-

istration of justice.

The House adjourned at 9:45 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

MEMBER'S PRIVILEGES

Mr. Isaacs: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point
of privilege under section 45 of the Legislative

Assembly Act.

In an article in the Hamilton Spectator of

last night, a copy of which I have sent you,
an official of the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources makes comments, which I believe
would be interpreted by any reasonable per-
son to indicate that I have knowingly been
in possession of illegally removed property. I

suggest the making of that accusation by that

o£Bcial is a breach of my privileges under the

Legislative Assembly Act, and I would' ask

for your ruling.

Mr. Speaker: Obviously, I haven't had an

opportunity to look at it and I am not going
to take the time of the House now. I will look
at it and see whether there is any basis for

any question of your privileges having been
abrogated.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to outline to the members of the House cer-
tain arrangements to ensure the availability of

all testimony needed to enable the Environ-
mental Assessment Board to reach well-in-

formed conclusions on matters before it. To
achieve this, we are putting into place-

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I am sure the
honourable minister has the report somewhere
but I regret it hasn't reached my desk. I

would like to follow his statement, if I could.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I thought it

had been distributed.

OLEOMARGARINE-BUTTER BLEND
COMMITTEE REPORT

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, today it

is my pleasure to table the report of the

Oleomargarine-Butter Blend Committee. It is

my understanding this has been sent to the

opposition parties and the report will be de-
livered to you, sir.

Thursday, April 17, 1980

Mr. Peterson: The honourable minister

doesn't have to send his; it doesn't matter.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Wait until the hon-
oiurable member hears it. The committee also

investigated colour diflFerentials in margarines
and the situation with regard to cheese

analogs.

The members of the committee represented
the Ontario Creamerymen's Association, the

Ontario Cream Prodlicers' Marketing Board,
the Ontario Dairy Council, the Milk Com-
mission of Ontario, the Ontario Milk Market-

ing Board and the farm products quality
branch of my ministry. The committee re-

ceived 21 briefs or reports from concerned

organizations and individuals.

This report points out that there would be
serious consequences for our dairy industry
if the present regulations affecting these

matters were to be changed. In general, I am
in agreement with the findings of the com-
mittee.

Experience in other jurisdictions shows

that once butter blends are introduced, the

butter part of the blend is constantly reduced

until it gets as low as five per cent. This

could mean a reduction of as much as 15

per cent in the country's total market share

quota.

In the case of cheese there are two serious

drawbacks. Not only would dairy farmers

lose part of their market but our import situa-

tion would be affected as well. We would

have to import the analogs at first since none

are made here. Later we would have to go on

importing vegetable oil and components as

not enough are available here. In my opinion

cheese analogs represent a threat to one of

our finest agricultural products—Ontario

cheese.

As far as the colouring of margarine is

concerned, I believe consumers have a right

to know, just by looking at it, whether they

are getting butter or margarine. There is no

reason that I can see why margarine should

be allowed to masquerade as butter.

Therefore, I will not be proposing any

changes to the regulations governing these

three matters.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT BOARD

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to outline to the honourable members
of the House certain arrangements to ensure

the availability of all testimony needed to

enable the Environmental Assessment Board
to reach well-informed conclusions on matters

before it.

To achieve this, we are putting into place

funding arrangements which will enable

panels of the board to bring before hearings
such expert testimony as is seen to be ap-

propriate at their discretion. This will apply
to all hearincTs in progress and future hear-

ings under the Environmental Protection Act

and the Ontario Water Resources Act.

Although the Environmental Assessment

Board is an independent body and not sub-

ject to my direction, I have advised them

through mv deputy minister that the min-

istry is willing to accept the costs incurred

by these arrangements.

In making such determinations with respect
to the calling of expert testimony before it,

we expect the board will invite representa-

tions from the parties involved in the hear-

ings.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
COMMITTEE REPORT

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, todav
I am tabling the renort of the Professional

Organizations Committee which I received

this morning. The committee, chaired by H.
Allan Lenl. QC, and consisting of Dr. Alex

Corry and Dr. Stefan Dupre, was established

by me three years ago to look into the four

professions of law, accounting, engineering
and architecture.

I don't want to attempt to make a com-

prehensive statement covering all the recom-

mendations, for the simple reason that hav-

ing only just received a copy of the report
I have not had a chance to study it in detail.

I did want to share it with members at the

earliest possible oirportunity.

Having looked through the summary of

recommendations, a number of important
items deserve to be summarized.

The committee's comprehensive report
concludes that, by and large, the professions
it studied are healthy, dynamic and respon-
sive to public and self-criticism. The report
sets out 81 separate recommendations sug-

gesting changes to ensure that professions
more eJffectively protect the interests of the

public and of their members.

The recommendations are aimed at pro-
tectiniT vulnerable interests, ensuring fair-

ness of refTulat'on and enhancing the public

accountability of the rep^ulatory bodies.

The committee has been careftil to take

account of considerations of practicality and

feasibility of implementation when framing
its proposals. Throughout its work it h^s en-

gaged in an extensive process of dialogue
and consultation \\dth interested groups and
individuals. Every possible opportimit>' has

been given to the professions to express their

views at length on a broad range of issues.

The report's recommendations respect the

autonomy of the professions; thev suggest

that the role of government should be largely

confined to legislation establishing the powers
and general structure of professional bodies.

To ensure that due attention is given to

the general public interest, lay representation

is recommended on the governing bodies of

professions. To guarantee that there be an

independent, formal and nonprofessional re-

view of the disposition of complaints by pro-

fessional bodies, a lay observer procedure
should be established in Ontario.

The committee worked with the Associa-

tion of Professional Engineers of Ont?»r'0

and the Ontario Association of Architects, as

these two professional groups n'^gotiated

their joint agreement on the scope of en-

gineering and architectural practice, a matter

of long-standing dispute.

2:10 p.m.

Turning to the accounting profession, the

committee recommends that the Public

Accountants Council should be abolished

and the Certified General Accountants Asso-

ciation of Ontario, the Institute of ChoTtPT*^

Accountants of Ontario and the Societv of

Management Accountants of Ontario should

all acquire the right to issue licences in pub-
lic accounting to those of their members who
satisfy common licensing examination re-

quirements. This licence will encompass both

audits and nonaudit reviews.

In response to a number of submissions

from groups such as architectural technolo-

gists, engineering technologists, law clerks

and legal secretaries as well as other groups
in different occupational sectors, the com-
mittee recommends an omnibus statute to

permit the registration of reserved titles.

The newly certified groups would have to

develop and enforce qualification require-

ments, a code of ethics, a complaints pro-

cedure and a disciplinary mechanism.

The committee expresses concern about

the proliferation of new licensed professions,
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suggesting that a special committee should

be struck to look into each new claim for

professional privileges.

On the question of professional fees, the

report suggests that professional rules should

require practitioners to disclose to potential
clients the basis on which any fees will be

determined. There should also be mechan-
isms for the mediation of disputes concern-

ing fees. The committee rejects suggestions
that contingent fees for lawyers be intro-

duced in Ontario. The report recommends
that restrictions on lawyers' advertising in

Ontario be further relaxed.

Finally, the committee suggests that the

disciplinary processes in each profession
should be as much concerned with profes-
sional incompetence as with misconduct as

such.

I am looking forward to reading the re-

port in its entirety, to discussing it with my
colleagues and to receiving the comments
of interested organizations, groups and in-

dividuals. Once members have had a chance

to read the report, I am sure they will agree
with me that the committee has produced
an invaluable and comprehensive report. The
government intends, however, to review the

recommendations contained in it and to con-

sider carefully all submissions made before

introducing any legislative or policy pro-

posals based on the report.

CIVIL SERVICE STAFFING

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I am
sure that all members of the House have
seen the press reports this morning relating
to the report of the Auditor-General. In par-

ticular, Mr. Macdonell's apparent observa-

tion that the civil service could be reduced

by 24 per cent has aroused a great deal of

interest. While his report applies only to

the federal government, I am siu"e that this

House and the public at large are also in-

terested in the staflSng situation in the On-
tario government.

To begin with, it must be noted that the

size of the Ontario government work force

has declined considerably in the last few
years. On March 1, 1975, our total staff

amounted to 87,109 people. As of December
31, 1979, the work force was down to

82,929. This is a reduction of 4,180 or 4.8

per cent.

During this same time, the Ontario popu-
lation has grown by 4.2 per cent and popu-
lation growth is a good measure of the over-

all work to be performed by the civil service.

Thus, considering these two factors, total

population to be served and the staffing

levels, it would appear that we are improv-
ing the productivity of our work force by
about 1.8 per cent per year.
The improvement would appear even more

substantial if Wf» were considering the new
initiatives that have been lannched, such as

the Ministry of Northern Affairs, children's

services, occiipational health and safety—
proOTams where significant staffing increases

havp occurred.

In achieving these reductions, we did not
take the easy route and concentrate our cuts

on that segment of the work force outside the

management group. Rather, our five per cent

overall staff cut includes a 15 per cent cut in

permanent senior management positions. That
is, beginning in January 1976 we have re-

duced our permanent executive superstruc-
ture from 689 to 590.

In the 1975 to 1979 time period, -while

Ontario was reducing its staff by 4.8 per
cent, the federal government expanded its

work force by 7.3 per cent, adding more than

22,000 staff to the payroll. Perhaps this ex-

plains the reason for the report of the Auditor-

General and why the overall conclusions do
not appear to apply to the Ontario scene.

In concert with our emphasis on controlling
the size of the civil service, we have been

stressing prudent and efficient management of

all the programs and services provided by the

Ontario government. In this regard*, we use a

systematic approach to program management
called managing by results, or MBR for short.

The MBR approach stresses the results aspect
of the program or service. By identifying and

measuring results and by relating them to the

resources assigned, we can determine the

productivity improvement that is being
achieved.

We can illustrate the concept by using a
simplified example from one of our typical
MBR programs. In 1978-79, the retail sales

tax branch in the Ministry of Revenue pro-
cessed 1.6 million tax returns with a staff of

552 for the year. This same staffing level will

be maintained in 1980-81 but the results will

increase to 1.9 million returns being processed.
This represents a 19 per cent productivity

improvement over two years, considering only
the processing of tax returns.

MBR cannot guarantee that the optimum
level of efficiency has been reached, but it

does provide continued emphasis to minis-

tries and program managers to improve pro-

ductivity.

Considering the overall staffing levels, the

MBR approach to program management and
our general record of expenditure restraint.
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I'm satisfied that at this time the Ontario

government work force is at the appropriate
level. There may be isolated pockets where
some latitude still exists. However, we are

looking hard to identify and correct these

situations which, in total, are not significant.

We have a very good record, attributable

to both the priority that this government has

assigned to good' management and to tiie

excellence of the public service in Ontario.

However, we are not resting on our laurels.

I look forward to discussing some of the new
initiatives that we are imdertaking to further

enhance the management process, initiatives

such as improved management education,

management standards, productivity improve-
ment, et cetera.

The distressing fact about this report is that

it may apply only to the federal government
but it adds to the public perception that

government cannot operate eflBciently. The

management and staflF in the Ontario public
service has shown this is not the case.

MEMBERS' ANNIVERSARIES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, to mark the fact

that today is the first anniversary of the elec-

tion of the honourable members for Went-
worth (Mr. Isaacs) and Scarborough West
(Mr. R. F. Johnston) to the Ontario Legisla-

ture, I would say they have done a very fine

job.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, we never even
noticed they were here. It didn't even take

them a year before they started supporting
the government; it's amazing.

ORAL QUESTIONS

INTEREST RATES

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to direct a question on the subject of interest-

rate relief to the Minister of Agriculture and
Food (Mr. Henderson).
Would the honourable minister be willing

to tell the House whether he is prepared to

introduce a program along the lines of the

one we have suggested this morning, or along
whatever lines he prefers, but something that

would offer relief from the high interest rates

for the farmers of Ontario, particularly those

who are finding themselves in a very severe

economic pinch at this time? Would the hon-

ourable minister be willing to take action

whether the federal government enters or

does not?

I'm sure he agrees with me that although
the federal government should be of some

support in this case, other provinces have

helped their farmers without this federal sup-

port. We certainly would be willing to help
our farmers and take Ontario's responsibility.

Is the honourable minister prepared to do the

same?

2:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponding to the honourable member's ques-

tion, I would like to make a comment or two
about his statement. I note he has set out

75 per cent for a certain wage level, 50 per
cent for another, and so on down. I have had

meetings with farm people who are in diflB-

culty. They are in the position of having filed

a completely negative income. In fact, most

of them are fihmg an income at a great loss

of $30,000, $40,000 or $50,000.
Their Minister of Agriculture and Food

for Ontario is certainly looking for some
method of help. I don't have it all worked

out, but I have been working on it all week.

I am in no position to give a commitment
other than that my staff and I are working
on some type of help. At this moment we are

not ready to convey it, but I want the House
to know that we are fully interested. This

statement, the honourable member's recom-

mendations, will be considered.

Mr. S. Smith: I would certainly thank the

minister for that and I am pleased his staff

is working on a solution. We will look for-

ward to hearing what that is.

May I, by way of supplementary, question
the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) as to whether

he tob is working on something that might be

of assistance to the small businesses of On»-

tario and to the home owners who have mort-

gages to renew this year. Keeping in mind

particularly the promise made by the Pre-

mier (Mr. Davis) in 1975 that, even though
he wanted the federal government to act at

that time, he was prepared, tf forced, to act

by himself to underwrite some of the high
interest costs for Ontario home owners, would
the Treasurer show us that he too is pre-

pared to help small businesses and home
owners whether or not the federal govern-
ment comes in as part of the arrangement?

Mr. Nixon: Of course, 1975 was an elec-

tion year.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But in 1976 the govern-
ment did something.

Hon. F. S. Miller: The answer is that of

course we are working on something and,
unlike the party of the Leader of the Opposi-
tion (Mr. S. Smith), I am talking to my col-

leagues about what we are doing. They don't

find it out in a press release; we are working
together. I think the honourable member
tends to talk to some of his colleagues on
the back benches^
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Mr. Nkon: What kind of a comment is

that? Mr. Speaker, I would certainly ask you
to call the Treasurer to order so that he does

not misrepresent the facts in the instance to

which he is referring. We worked very care-

fully on the program and support it. The
honourable minister doesn't have a damned
thing to offer.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Treasurer have a

further response?

Hon. F. S. Miller: It's so seldom that I

pique the anger of tJie member for Brant-

Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nixon). I try not to be-

cause I recognize the tenuous state of his

health.

I think one can look at the relief we do

give and at the attempts we have made. I

will be bringing down a budget next Tuesday.
We had hbped to see some results in the

federal throne speech. There are some hints;

we are not sure what they are. We would

point out that we do give a good deal of

help to farmers in this province that doesn't

get counted. I don't know what the total

figure is; I think it's something like $128
million or $148 million in property taxes.

Mr. Riddell: You are not using that prop-
erty tax rebate? Surely you are not.

Hon. F. S. Miller: The honourable mem-
ber doesn't want it? Would he like to go
back and tell the i)eople in his riding he
doesn't want that 50 per cent in tax given
back? That's one of the best things we do
and the member knows it.

Mr. Speaker: Order. A supplementary.

Mr. S. Smith: Specifically, the farm ques-
tion to the Minister of Agriculture and Food,
asked what small business-

Mr. Speaker: Order. Obviously the Treas-

urer wasn't addressing himself to the supple-

mentary or the original question. Does the

member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy)
have a supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I will

direct this to the Treasurer and just ask

him whether he is aware that in the Owen
Sound area there now are five forced sales

a month because of interest-rate costs, where
last year there was only one a montfh. Is he
aware that auctioneers in the Cambridge area
tell us there now are 15 to 20 forced sales a

month, where before there was only a hand-

ful, and that the picture is the same in other

parts of the province, in particular among
young farmers who acquired their farms in

tJhe last five or six years? Is it the govern-
ment's intention to bring in relief so that

these farmers can stay in business and not
be forced out?

Hon. F. S. Miller. Mr. Speaker, <^ course

it is our intention to try to help that area.

We have been trying to get federal help. I

hope my colleague would agree it would be
mudh more useful on a co-operative basis.

It is a sad fact that this province, throuj^
good financial management, has made some
room for discretionary decisions, while it

appears that our colleagues in Ottawa,
through relatively poor financial management,
do not have that room to move. It's difficult

for us, with peAaps one third of the fiscal

base to their 40 per cent, to be faced with
the suggestion that all the costs should fall

back on us. We are going to do our best.

I think the one happy note I saw yesterday
was the indication that perhaps the peak had
been reached in the interest-rate cycle. In
New York City a very respected economist
said he believed the top of the cycle had
been reached. Today in Canada the presi-
dent of the Royal Bank re-emphasized that

statement. We saw bonds go on the market
from Ontario Hydro yesterday, and following
that news in New York City they went to a

premium. That is the first good news we
have had in that kind of market.

We have some reason to believe the peak
has passed. That does not in any way stop
us from examining those routes that are with-
in our fiscal competence to follow.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion about small business. In view of the
fact that in southwestern Ontario alone there
has been a 40 per cent increase in bank-

ruptcies, not only personal but corporate,
and principally involving small business,
would the Treasurer consider going jogging
around Queen's Park and rattling his head
again to come up with a program in the next
few days, as he did with the car rebate pro-
gram, to bring in some immediate relief?

It is clear to everyone, including his col-

league the Minister of Agriculture and Food,
that time is very much of the essence. Would
he commit himself to move immediately on
these very pressing social and economic
problems?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, we are

working quite quickly on it.

Mr. McGuigan: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Agriculture and
Food. When he is twisting the arms of his

cabinet colleagues, would he point out to

them that the agricultural sector has provided
the greatest annual increases in production
of any sector of our economy. Farmers are

not the cause of inflation; they are one of

the means of holding down inflation. The
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record is very clear in this matter. I am
sure the minister has that information.

Hon. Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, let the

record be put straight. My cabinet colleagues
do not need their arms twisted; they are well

aware of the situation.

Let me inform the honourable members
across the way that it is not simply a ques-
tion of high interest rates. The price of

farm products is not high enough. You can

put the interest rate at zero and the farm

people still have a problem. Let's not kid

ourselves; it's more serious than we think.

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to direct a question to the Premier (Mr.

Davis). In view of the massive layofiFs and
terminations in the auto industry, which
account for one out of every six jobs in

Ontario, directly or indirectly, would the

Premier agree to establish a select com-
mittee of this House to examine the immedi-
ate impact of the layoffs and the future

XMTOspects for the industry in Ontario, by
hearing the views of senior officials of the

auto companies, the parts manufacturers, the

workers, the mayors of the communities
affected and others?

In making his reply, the Premier might
recall the select committee on Inco layoffs,

established under similar circumstances in

November 1977.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I do not
think a select committee is needed to obtain

the bulk of the information which the Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) is suggest-

ing would be relevant. I have never been
reluctant to make available any kind of in-

formation that would be helpful to members
of this House. I shall certainly take a look
at that information the Leader of the Opposi-
tion has suggested would be worthwhile

having. I would have to assess the practica-

bility or the wisdom of having a select com-
mittee involved in this. Some of the informa-
tion is readily available, and I will endeavour
to get that for the honourable member.

2:30 p.m.

Mr. S. Smith: If the Premier would give
consideration to a select committee, I would

appreciate it. I think there is some merit in

all of us being part of the solution instead
of being perceived, as we sometimes are, as

part of the problem.
I would ask the Premier, in the absence of

the hon. Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie),
whether he has given or would give some

thought to encouraging McDonnell Douglas
of Canada Limited, which will be hiring for

the expanded work that they have to do on
the F-18A, to hire laid-off automobile

v/orkers who in many instances have the

same skills, or skills which could with only
a little work be upgraded, freshened or ad-

justed to the requirements of the airplane

industry?
Given that the aircraft industry is ex-

panding at the time the auto industry is in

trouble, would it not make sense for many
of the auto workers to go to McDonnell

Douglas? Gould the government try to be of

assistance in this regard in working with

McDonnell Douglas to help in the retrain-

ing as required so this kind of cross-hiring

could occur?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am not quarrelling with

the idea, but I have to tell the member it is

not really new. I know the researcher from

the Liberal office was in touch with Mc-
Donnell Douglas earlier today with two or

three inquiries. I would only say to the Lead-
er of the Opposition that there are a mmiber
of people formerly employed in the automo-

tive industry who have already been in touch

with McDonnell Douglas.
From my knowledge of that particular or-

ganization, which is geographically situate not

too far from my own constituency—there are

a number of people from Brampton employed
in McDonnell Douglas, and I have some
modest knowledge of the company's activi-

ties—I think I can assure the members of this

House that their requirements will increase,

not just because of the F-18, but also be-

cause of new work that has been given to

McDonnell Douglas with respect to the DC-9.

The McDonnell Douglas plant in Malton,
which is part of Mississauga, is devoted to the

commercial aircraft part of the company's
activities, and has expanded its work force in

the past two years very substantially.

I personally will undertake to chat again
with the people of McDonnell Douglas with

respect to assisting in any way they can those

people who have been laid off in the automo-

tive industry. I say to the honourable mem-
ber that I appreciate the suggestion, but it is

not really new.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the Premier how it is that on February 26
the Ford Motor Company was able to issue a

press release in Cleveland stating that, if there

were plant closures in that city, it would be
for the purpose of retooling to meet the new
market demands, yet in the Ford Motor

Company of Canada Limited announcement
of the layoffs in Oakville and Windsor there
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is absolutely no commitment to retool those

plants to meet the market forces that we
know now exist? Why do American workers

get treated that way by an American corpora-
tion and Canadian workers get the poor end
of the deal?

Mr. Warner: Because they got our money.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What is the member's
trouble?

Mr. Cooke: Just answer the question for a

change.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I didn't hear that construc-

tive suggestion.

Mr. Cooke: I'd like to hear a constructive

answer for a change.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Pardon?

Mr. Cooke: Let's hear an answer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I was being interrupted

by one of the member's friends on his right.

Mr. Foulds: We have no friends on our

right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I'll tell the member for

Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds) that he is slowly

losing his friend's on the left, too.

Mr. Foulds: I may be, but my party isn't.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I wasn't talking about the

member for Port Arthur's party; I was talking
about him. I would only say to the member
for Windsor-Riverside (Mr. Cooke)—

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If his ovm members would

stop interrupting me, I might be able to an-

swer his question. Would he please do me a

little favour and discipline his own col-

leagues?

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier should dis-

cipline himself and answer the question. He
is filling in time. Doesn't he have an answer?

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Port

Arthur was interrupting me.
I'm not famihar with the press release from

Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Laughren: We can tell by the Premier's

answer. By his stalling, we can tell.

Hon. Mr. Davis: All right; the member is

familiar with it. Some researcher gave him
a press release from Cleveland, Ohio. I don't

have it. All I can suggest to the member for

Windsor-Riverside is that he won't get me
making any brief for Ford, CM, or Chrysler,
but he might for American Motors. He won't

get me making a brief for other reasons.

I would only say, as we see the figiu"es that

were announced yesterday—and I say I haven't

got the final figures—it would appear that the
number of layoffs in the American part of the

automotive industry, on a percentage basis.

probably are as high as or higher than they
are here—

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Davis: All right; so the honour-

able member disagrees. I think the figures

may show that. I think it is also important,
to keep this issue in some degree of perspec-

tive, that the figures of layoff-

Mr. Cooke: The Premier thinks so? Has he

bothered checking?

Hon. Mr. Davis: The honourable member
was kind of rude to me just a few minutes

ago. I am trying to give him as much infor-

mation as I can, and he continues to in-

terrupt. The honourable member oan't have

it both ways. Does he want to listen or does

he want to interrupt?
Can I just give the honourable member

one or two other statistics? I have them at

the moment only from the American side of

the border, but in 1975 the total layoffs were

in the neighbourhood of 212,000. I am not

going to be held to these statistics, because

I think we have to keep this in perspective

and recognize that the automotive industry

has gone through cyclical difficulties before.

The best estimate at the moment is 176,000.

Those are US figures; we are going to get

the Canadian figures.

In 1975, in terms of layoffs or downturn
in the market the automotive industry was

experiencing as significant a piioblem as it

is facing now. This may alter within the next

month; I can't predict the market, but I think

as we assess this whole question we do have

to keep it in perspective. The automotive

industry was in trouble in 1975; the fiiriires

are here. The automotive industry recovered

and went through two or three ver>'^ good
years in tenns of total production and total

employment.
The best information we have from the

industry generally is that the automotive in-

dustry will regain that over a period of time.

It is not going to happen in the next 30 days
or two months unless automotive purchases

increase, unless consumer attitudes alter. But
the reality at this moment is that people are

not buying automobiles.

I think it is important from our perspec-
tive that Canadian auto workers are not

receiving the short end of the stick, which I

believe was the phrase used by the member
for London Centre (Mr. Peterson).

Mr. Warner: They sure are.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member doesn't even
know what the figures are, I would say to the

Magna Carta from Scarborough-Ellesmere;
he hasn't the foggiest idea.
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Nfr. Warner: I know they got $28 million

of our money—and no jobs.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't mind interjections
if the member knows what he is talking

about, but he doesn't.

Mr. S. Smith: Coming back to the subject
of McDonnell Douglas, has the Premier heard
some of the rumours which have been circu-

lating that McDonnell Douglas is giving con-

sideration to seeking the importation of cer-

tain skilled workers because of the addi-

tional work it has received?

Would the Premier assure this House that

he will take the measures required to make
certain that no workers are imported by
McDonnell Douglas until the auto workers
who are laid off or terminated are offered

first chance at all the jobs that exist? Further-

more, would he assure us that his govern-
ment will be prepared to help with the re-

training that might be necessary for the auto

workers, so that those whose skills are in

some way allied to the ones in the aircraft

industry would be able to get tiiose jobs and
we will not be importing the skilled workers?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We have to be very care-
ful in this House not to build up an expec-
tation-

Mr. Wildman: Why not put a levy om Ford
and have them help with it?

Mr. Speaker: Just ignore the interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is so hard to ignore
those constructive interjections, Mr. Speaker.
We should be very careful not to build up

a lot of expectations. McDonnell Douglas has
increased employment related primarily to
the DC-9 and Whatever other components it

is building in Malton.
I think the Leader of the Opposition is

suggesting that, because of this recent con--

tract, new work will start almost immediately
in—my guess is it will not be Malton; I do
not know where some of the work will take

place. My own giiess is that by the time
McDonnell Douglas requires large numbers
of people, the automotive situation may have
substantially improved.
What I am trying to say is that McDonnell

Douglas isn't contemplating, as I understand
it, employing several thousand people within
the next two or three weeks or a month. It is

not in a position to do that yet. What I can
say, because I am relatively aware of the
situation, is that as opportunities are avail-
able at McDonnell Douglas, it has been the

company's policy, and it will continue to be
its policy, to make its very best efforts to fill

them—and it has been very successful in this

—using local people or people in this prov-

ince. I do not think there is any problem in

that regard.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, given the fact

that Canada has been getting the s'hort end
of the stick as far as automobile trade with

the United States is concerned, to the tune

of a $3-billion deficit in our auto trade last

year, does the Premier not agree that the

layoffs in the industry should have been de-

signed to ensure that at the very least we
get back to a balance, rather than continuing
to run a deficit this year at the same annual
rate of $3 billiion? What steps is his govern-
ment prepared to take to ensure that we are

spared the kinds of layoffs we are getting

right now and that we get back to a fair

share of the automobile trade and produc-
tion?

2:40 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the hon-
ourable member is raising a very complex
issue. As he is well aware, part of the prob-
lem on the deficit side relates to the parts

component of the industry. I think that is

a relatively fair statement. That is not easy
to resolve in the present situation.

Mr. Wildman: Especially when you send
their leader to Paris.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Algoma (Mr. Wildman) is interrupting

again. I want to point out—I do not want to

be provocative because the member has
been highly critical—that one way we have
endeavoured to protect the Canadian part
of the automotive industry is our modest
commitment to Ford Canada.

Mr. Cooke: That was a great decision.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, it was. It was a very
good decision. The more we see what is

happening, the wiser that decision becomes.
I want to tell the honourable member

something else. I have a few of his former

supporters in my riding—people who have
been on the line in the automotive industry.
The member should go and ask them about

assistance to the automotive industry. They
are very much in support of it. They happen
to have a little greater insight into some
of the problems than the member for

Winds f>r-Riverside (Mr. Cooke). Even some
of his former friends in Windsor will tell

him they are very thankful the government
of this province made that commitment.
Otherwise that plant, which will be a major
asset both in terms of the economy and in

terms of employment, would now be nearing

completion in another jurisdiction. I wish he
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had the integrity to stand up and acknowl-

edge that to be true.

Mr. Cassidy: Every auto worker I know
says there should be job guarantees.

Mr. Speaker: Order. We have spent 23
minutes on the first two questions. A new
question.

OUTBOARD MARINE
Mr. Cassidy: I have a new question for

the Premier, Mr. Speaker. Today the parent

company of Outboard Marine Corporation
of Canada Limited in the United States

announced that it is eliminating the global

product mandate of its Peterborough plant
to export outboard motors to Africa and
South America. It is going to take that ex-

port trade back to the United States, thereby
eliminating 40 per cent of the output at the

Peterborough plant in Ontario. In view of

the fact that plant has been profitable and
has been selling every outboard motor it

could produce, what action does the govern-
ment intend to take to maintain that pro-
duction and the hundreds of jobs coimected
with it in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I may be

wrong in this, but I think the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr, Grossman) is in

Peterborough right now.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the Minister of Industry
and Tourism is havincc a seminar in Peter-

borough that has nothing to do with this

particular closure, as far as we were able to

establish, is the Premier aware that the shut-

downs at Outboard Marine since 1964 have
taken away snowblower production, snow-
mobile production, chainsaw production and,
in February, 276 jobs involved in parts pro-
duction? Will the Premier say what steps the

government is prepared to take to stop
American companies shutting profitable
operations here in Canada and taking the

jobs back to the United States?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will deal vd-th only one

part of the question. I am only going by
memory, and I could be totally wrong. When
it comes to the question of the snow machines,
or whatever the trade name was, production
was not taken to the United States; I do not
believe it was. My recollection is that Out-
board Marine decided to get out of that par-
ticular market, as have a number of others,
because there were too many people in the

marketplace with respect to snowmobiles. I

may be wrong about that, and if I am I will

make that point tomorrow.
I would make this point to the honourable

member: In regard to the chain-saw business.

this government was somewhat beneficial and

helpful in that particular community, to the

extent that there now are many people em-
ployed. It was this government's initiative

that caused that to happen. We have always
been prepared to assist where we can in the

maintenance of any employment in that com-

munity or any other, and we have had some
measure of success in doing so.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the Premier say what the

government intends to do with its policy of

global product mandating when that policy is

costing us the jobs connected with 40 per
cent of the outboard motor production at the

Peterborough plant of Outboard Marine and
when there is consistently more evidence, as

at Firestone Canada Limited' in Whitby, that

global product mandating is a means of taking
jobs away from Ontario, rather than bringing
jobs to the province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am not sure there is any
factual basis for those observations. One can

argue global product mandating any way one
wishes-

Mr. Wildman: Which is just what the

Premier is doing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have to say that the

member for wherever, is at his noisiest and
nonconstructive best today. Is he enjoying
his gum? I could observe very kindly that he
is certainly beating them with great regu-

larity this afternoon.

Mr. Martel: My, you're funny.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, he provokes me.
I have to say this to the honourable mem-

ber: With respect to, say, outboard marine

engines, it is not just a question of global

mandating. I think he will find, if he gets his

researchers to work, the reality is that the

market at this time has diminished somewhat.
Outboard Marine prodtices a range of out-

boards. They are under the trade names of

Johnson and Eviiurude. I don't want to betray
any trade secrets, but in many respects they
are the same engine. It is not just a case of

global mandating.
Firestone was not a case of global man-

dating being wrong. Firestone was in sc«ne

difiBculty. It had overproduction. Unfortu-

nately, we lost a plant in Whitby, but there

were several plants in the United States that

closed at the same time, one in Salinas, the

only industry in that community. They grow
artichokes in the surrounding community, anct

I think 1,800 to 2,000-maybe 2,200-were

laid off in Sahnas.

AU I am saying to the honourable member
is that I think it is a bit unwise to say it is

only this province or this country that is being
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affected by the existing economic situation.

It is, believe it or not, happening in the

United States. I would not argue, but I would

suggest, as I did to tiie member for Windsor-

Riverside, that on the automotive side of the

impact in the United States has been as great
in percentage terms as it has been here.

Mr. Speaker: I want to remind all honour-
able members that the question period started

at 2 p.m. We have heard three questions. A
survey of the use to which the question period
was put was dbne by our Legislative Library
research staff. They reminded me that in a

10-day period, an hour and 42 minutes of the

time of question period was pre-empted by
interjections such as we have had today by
the member for Algoma. So it is your ques-
tion period-

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: A new question.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC
AND CULTURAL NATIONALISM

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, does the Premier
not think it is time to reconstitute the select

committee on economic and cultural national-

ism, which sat in this House in the early
1970s? In the past month, we have had major
layoffs in the automobile industry, the major
shutdown of Firestone in Whitby, major lay-
offs now occurring at Outboard Marine in

Peterborough and the shutdown of the Beach

Appliances International Limited foundry in

my riding of Ottawa Centre.

Would the Premier give an undertaking to

this House that the committee will be re-

constituted and that it will be given a specific
mandate to look at the way foreign-owned
corporations are shutting down plants here
in Ontario?

Mr. Riddell: And buying up our good farm
land.

2:50 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for wherever in the Liberal Party-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The Premier knows
the problem we are having. He should ignore
the interjections. If he has a response directly
to tile question, I wish he would please give
it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on that point
of order-

Mr. Speaker: It's not a point of order; it's a

point of view of the chair.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, in comment-
ing on your point of view—no, I won't do that.

The answer to the question is, I am not so

inclined at the moment.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the fact that the

Ford casting plant in Windsor made a profit

of $11 million last year, and made a profit of

$2.5 million in the first quarter of 1980,
which is the evidence that the plant was not

a victim of the slump in the industry but of

corporate manipulation which this govern-
ment does not seem to want to control, would
the Premier be willing to bring into assistance

the advice of all members of this Legislature,

given the success of the select committee last

time, to show a path by which we could* estab-

lish an economy that is run by and for Cana-
dians rather than at the whim of foreign

corporations?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, in order to

meet your view, my answer is still the same.

ESSEX EXPLOSION

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs (Mr. Wells). Could the minister tell

me what alternatives he has for as^^isting the

town of Essex with regard to the February
14 natural gas explosion where about $5
million worth of buildings were destroyed?
Since the government is not designating the

area, what alternatives do the merchants

have to try to ret any assistance from the

Ontario Development Corporation?

Hon. Mr, Wells: Mr. Sneaker, in resnonse

to a meetinor with the mavor of Essex, who
asked that we consider th^^ problem there,

we reviewed it verv carefully. It was obvious

that the normal designation of a disaster

area under our disaster relief fund was not

an appropriate thing to do in the case of

Essex since the losses involved were not

those for which funds were going to be

raised in the community and matching pro-

vincial dollars would be needed. We looked

at the other components of this disaster.

There is a lot of insurance coverage involved.

Obviously, there are going to be liability in-

surance claims and liability battles.

The solution we came up with was that

the Ontario Development Corporation people,
from the Ministry of Industry and Tourism,
will discuss things they might do to heln in

the area. Beyond that, I see no further pro-
vincial involvement necessary.

Mr. Ruston: The minister said there were
no funds to be raised locally. I want him
to be aware that a committee has been set

up to raise funds locally, and between

$4,000 and $5,000 already has been raised.

I would ask the minister, if it takes a desig-

nation for the toum of Essex to be eligible

for funds at a lower interest rate from the
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Ontario Development Coiporation, why
could he not designate it with a limited

amount for the dollar-for-dollar assistance

and still allow the development corporation
to lend the money?

Hon. Mr. Wells: There is no legislation or

legal provision for designation to bring into

effect a plan that provides Ontario Develop-
ment Corporation loans at low interest.

Th-^re is no such program. The Ontario De-

veloxwnent Corporation has certain ground
rules and certain things it can do. My sugges-
tion was that their people talk to each of

those local businessmen who have a problem
down there and see if one of the regular
ODC programs, or something they have in

place in other places in the province, might
be of help. They are going to have to do
th.at and consider each case individually and
on its own merit.

Mr. G. I. Miller: I have a supplementary
to the minister which is not in regard to

Essex, but it is with regard to the disaster

relief fund.

Mr. Speaker: Sorry, the original question
was quite specific.

CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton). He may re-

call last Tuesday when the question of fund-

ing to learning disabled children imder
vocational rehabilitation was asked, the min-
ister replied with respect to a recent court

decision, "I have asked for a copy of the

reasons for the decision." He went on to

say that the effect of the decision seemed
to be to make the use of the Vocational Re-
habilitation Services Act illegal for funding
children with learning disabilities.

I want to ask the minister whether he has

discovered yet that the reas'on for the deci-

sion was the fact that his director of voca-

tional rehabilitation services sued in the On-
tario divisional court against the decision of

the Social Assistance Review Board to try to

overturn a decision in favour of a young man
called Mekler. Can he explain why his min-

istry sued against the decision of that board
and why, in particular, his ministry argued
in court that funding under the Vocational
Rehabilitation Services Act for learning dis-

abilities was illegal? He has caused this mess
himself.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, since re-

sponding to the honourable member's ques-
tion a week ago, 1 have had an opportunity

to review the decisron which I had not had
at that time. I think the import of that deci-

sion is open to more than the interpretation
that has been placed upon it.

Mr. McClellan: Answer my question.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I am, if the honourable

member will just listen for a moment. It

may be difficult to explain to him the point
I am trying to make, because it is to some
extent a legal nicety.

The case in question was dealing not with
a dhild but with an adult. The question be-

fore the court dealt with the issue of

whether, imder the Vocational Rehabilitation

Services Act, a vocational objective or goal
was necessary as part of the plan to qualify
for funding. The court found in that case

that was so.

It has also come to my attention that the

Social Assistance Review Board, in hearing
some appeals since that time, apparently had

applied that decision as binding absolutely.
I sought some additional legal advice, rather

than try to advise myself, and I was pleased
there was some body of legal opinion that

supported my perception of that decision.

I have since met with my senior staff and
I have directed them, as a matter of a policy
decision on my part, that they will not treat

that decision as binding upon the applica-
tions for assistance to learning-disabled chil-

dren. I said that in my opinion, and as a

matter of policy on my part, that wasn't an

issue; that wasn't what was before the court.

The decision of the court went beyond—the
member shakes his head. If he has a legal

opinion to the ctontrary, I would be glad to

hear it.

I would like to point out to the member
that as a matter of policy I have directed my
staff that we will treat the educative goal of

the program with respect to learning-disabled
children as pre-vocational and therefore we
will continue to receive those applications
and to process them. I have also communi-
cated my policy decision to the chairman of

the board so that the board may take that

into consideration in making its determina-

tion on any appeals that might come before

it.

Mr. McClellan: Is the minister aware that

the Social Assistance Review Board has been

using tihe Mekler decision as an excuse to

turn down appeals involving kids with learn-

ing disabilities? I have one such case here

which uses the precise language of the Mekler

decision.

Does the minister not think it would make
sense for him to amend the regulations of

the Vocational Rehabilitation Services Act
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so that it is absolutely clear tihat the act en-

titles children with learning disabilities to

financial assistance? Would not his ministry

just stop all this game-playing it has indulged
in over the last five years?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I do not wish to inflame

the passions of the honourable member op-

posite whose passions often tend to distort

his perception of the facts. In this matter, I

think I and the staif of my ministry have
acted very responsibly, and I don't believe

any change in regulation is necessary. I be-

lieve that the policy decision I have directed

my staff to apply to those cases is sufficient.

I am aware that in two or three cases the

board applied that decision, and presumably
it is one of those decisions that the honour-
able member has before him.

3 p.m.

I do not have the authority to direct the

board, but I have advised them that I would
like to see them reopen those cases or invite

counsel to come back before them. I am not
sure what the best procedure is, but I have

requested them—I can not direct them—to
reconsider those three cases in the light of

my policy directive to my staff.

ASBESTOS AT HOSPITAL
FOR SICK CHILDREN

Mr. Leluk: Mr. Speaker, a question to the

Minister of Health: In view of the press

reports in which the member for High Park-
Swansea (Mr. Ziemba) alleged that the Hos-

pital for Sick Children has 100 asbestos fire

dampers and that the workers are at risk

from this cancer-causing agent, can the minis-
ter tell the House if this is so? Has the minis-

ter had an opportunity to investigate this

situation, and what can he report?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, I thank
the member for that question. I wish the
member for High Park-Swansea had been
here and had asked it, because I have had a

chance to review this matter this morning
with my staff and with the officials of the

Hospital for Sick Children.

If the Speaker will allow, I would like to

read into the record a very brief report I

received from the Hospital for Sick Children
this morning. It is a very serious matter, and
I beg your indulgence.
The letter is from Mr. C. C. Hunt, the

administrator of the Hospital for Sick Chil-

dren. It is addressed to me, and it says:
"At the request of the deputy minister, I

enclose for your information a report on
asbestos insulation at the Hospital for Sick
Children."

I will be glad to table it, Mr. Speaker, pro-
vided any member is interested. The report
reads as follows:

"Following Mr. Ed Ziemba's visit to the

hospital on April 15, 1980, hospital authorities

have examined the use of asbestos insulation

and can report on his statement that asbestos

used in recent construction could be getting
into the main hospital air supply.

"l.A. Asbestos in air supply (fire dampers):
There are no asbestos 'fire stop flaps' in-

stalled in the air ducts of the hospital. The
ceiling/floor fire rating of the building code

does not require them for this structure. Con-

sequently, there can be no contamination from
this source.

"l.B. Asbestos in air supply (other

sources): For reasons of disease control, the

air supply of the hospital is not recirculated.

All incoming air passes through a sophisti-

cated system of filters to ensure pure air to

both patient areas and research laboratories."

I questioned the official of the hospital this

morning as to whether or not those filters

wpre asbestos filters and he said they were
not.

"2. Fume hoods: All laboratory fume
hoods are lined with an extremely hard as-

bestos/cement compound (Transite)" —I take

it that is a product name— "that is not subject

to flaking. All fume hoods vent directly to the

outside atmosphere and are not connected to

the main hospital air supply."

Again, under questioning from myself this

morning, the official of the hospital confirmed

that all those hoods are constantly under nega-
tive air pressure and always exhausting.

"3. Steel frame insulation: Only the ste^

structural beams of one wing (Elm Street) are

covered with a blown insulation material. The
composition of this insulation is not known but

is currently being analysed. The beams con-

of^rned are in what is termed 'dead' space'

(i.e., no air circulation) and isolated from the

ventilation system.
"4. Medical opinion: In the opinion of the

chief of the chest division, Dr. J. A. P. Tur-

ner, FRCP(C). and the associate director of

the Hosnital for Sick Childrrn Research In-

«:Htute. Dr. T. A. Lowden, MD, PhD, there

is no dancrer to patients ?nd staff."

I repret that the member is not here. I

shall withhold some further remarks I have

on his tactics until he is.

LAKE SIMCOE-
COUCHICHING REPORT

Mr. Caunt: Mr. Speaker. I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Parrott). The minister indicated in the Legis-
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latuTC on December 18, 1979, that the Lake

Simcoe-Couchiching report would be sub-

mitted to the cabinet and a decision made in

January. What has been the result of the

submission to cabinet, and what decisions

have been made to deal with this vexatious

problem?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, the date

might have been a little optimistic, but it

has been to cabinet and the decision has

been made rather recently. I would like to

consult with the mimicipalities that are go-

ing to have to administer the plan, and per-

haps to the steering committee as well. I

have not had an opportunity to do that as

yet, but I hope to do that in the very near

future. I will be more than pleased to give

the member those details immediately after

we have met with both the municipalities

and steering committee, if they feel it is

necessary.

Mr. Caimt: Could the minister indicate

when the report was submitted to the

cabinet? Was it yesterday or was it last

week? Further, with the construction of the

York-Durham sewage scheme, will the water

quality of the rivers and streams east and
north of Metro be improved and will the

whole scheme affect the phosphorus content

and the loadings and, if so, to what extent?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: If I remember correctly,

the report went to oiu: policy field in Janu-

ary or early February at the latest. There
were some more questions that properly had
to be addressed before I proceeded to

cabinet with it. I am pleased to say it now
has the support of—

Mr. Gaunt: When did it proceed to

cabinet? Yesterday?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I won't respond as to

the exact date, but the member will be

pleased to know it has gone through cabinet.

Let me answer the question about what it

will do to the streams north and east of To-
ronto. I am pleased to tell the member it wall

have a significant ejffect by redirecting to the

Duffin Creek plant. I would not infer that

there will be large decreases in the phos-
phorus loadings to the total area of southern
Ontario by the redirection of those plants.

The streams north and east definitely vdll

be improved markedly, not only for phos-

phorus, but obviously for other substances

as well. When the Lake Simcoe reductions

are in place—and we think there are many
ways this can be accomplished in addition to

mere phosphorus removal at streams and

plants—then there will be a pretty significant

reduction to the total basin of the phosphorus
loadings.

PROCESSED MEATS
Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

for the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations (Mr. Drea) concerning the dropping
of charges by the federal government against
57 food stores, including, incidentally, food
stores belonging to all the chains, for selling

ground beef containing pork.
Has the minister noted that these charges

were dropped because the Supreme Court of

Canada ruled, specifically pertaining to beer

but with a much broader application, that the

federal government has no authority to pre-
scribe "standards of composition, strength,

potency, purity, quality or other property of

any article of food, dtug, cosmetic or device"?

The article pertaining to this went on to say
the coiu*t said, "Such powers fall within pro-
vincial jurisdiction."

As this matter of quality, purity and com-

position of all kinds of food is essential to

consumers, as the minister well recognizes, is

he going to bring in legislation quickly estab-

lishing statutory recipes for processed' meats
and other food products so as to fill this

vacuum which now exists?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I know it is

with the best of intentions—and I presume
the member is reading from a newspaper
article—but that is kind of an oversimplifica-

tion of two decisions by the Supreme Court
of Canada. The first is known colloquially as

the apples case, which was discussed in this

Legislature last session. The second is the

beer case.

I am very aware of what the Supreme Court
of Canada did in the beer standards matter.

I am aware of what it did in the apple matter,
and I am somevvhat aware of what led to the

federal government's decision to withdraw
those charges. I had asked the chief law officer

of the crown, the Attorney General (Mr. Mc-

Murtry), even before last Thursday's with-

drawal by the federal government, to take a

complete look at product labelling, product
ingredients and product standards in the light

of the apples case decision by the Supreme
Court and the Labatt's case decision by the

Supreme Coiurt.

3:10 p.m.

There are some oversimplified interpreta-
tioas that the federal government has lost its

entire jurisdiction. There are some over-

simplified reactions that nothing has been
lost because they might be able to proceed
under an alternative provincial statute, with

the exception of the beer matter.
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I consider this to be a matter of some

urgency. I can assure the honourable mem-
ber that the Minister of Consumer and Cor-

porate AflFairs in Ottawa considers this a
matter of some urgency. As soon as the full

analyses of those two decisions, plus the

withdrawal by the federal government in the

beef and pork case, are available I intend

to share them with the House.
There are two alternatives. One is the

assumption by this province that if that is

in the cp.rds for standards, that ha.s implica-
^'ons for the rest of Canada. The other is a

method by which there can be an inter-

provincial approach, with enforcement by
the federal government, that would meet the

standards and the criteria outlined in those

court cases.

I do not want to belabour the issue too

loner, but the difficulty in the court cases is

that the court was not very definitive about
the solution. In both those oases they went
almost to the line, but they never said exact-

ly what some people are interpreting to them
to have said.

Mr. Swart: May I ask the minister if he is

aw-^re that Mr. Allan Rosenzveig, who
handled the case for the federal government,
is not siu"e there is any method of recouping
the authority which they fear they have lost,

or may never have had, but he is sure that

the provincial government does have full

authoritv over what is produced and sold

within this province.
The minister will kmow, T am sure, that

the charp-es which werp laid, even though
an investigation was made all across Canada,
were laid onlv against Ontario food stores,

and probably because of the inadequate con-

sumer protection in this province. Will the

minister go ahead on his own now and brin^

in that necessary legislation, even though
the federal government may have the power
in the field?

Hon. Mr. Drea: When I hear that kind of

remark, I am not surprised at the debate

going on in a province to the east of us

which basically involves standards.

If the honoiurable member had read the

apples case—and he has not, because he looks

at me with utter abandonment and be-

wilderment—he would know the Supreme
Court was moving in a direction.

The beer case involving the generic title

for light beer did not originate in this prov-
ince. It began in the Supreme Court of

British Columbia and proceeded to the

Supreme Court of Canada.

In the beef and pork cases—and I do not

care if the disgruntled prosecutor feels a

bit uptight that he bungled—they had the

opportunity in the food cases to lay charges
imder the provincial statute, as we discussed

last session, or under the federal statute.

They chose to lay them under the federal

statute.

It is not a question of who can provide
the best consmner protection. It is a very
fundamental question. If it turns out that

the determination by the Supreme Court of

Canada is that this area is one that should

be, must be and has to be totally occupied
by each one of the 10 provinces, without

any regard to national standards or inter-

provincial trade, this Legislature and this

government will be the first to do it.

Until there is a definitive decision and a

consultation between the other provinces
and the federal government as to what the

implications of those court decisions are, I

would think it rather foolhardy to say we
are going to proceed on a course. The in-

formation will be tabled in the House as

soon PS the constitutional law authorities of

the Ministry of the Attorney General have

analysed those cases.

MUNICIPAL ASSESSMENT

Mr. G. I. Miller: Mr. Speaker, my ques-

tion is for the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs (Mr. Wells). It is a question I have

asked before, but I would like a response to

a letter from the Haldimand Federation of

Agriculture, which stated: "Ministry gives a

tax break at the expense of farmers in the

city of Nanticoke." The federation has asked

the minister immediately to evaluate the fi-

nancial affairs of the city of Nanticoke. Has

that been achieved?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, my friend

asked me about that before. I will find out

where that situation stands and let him know.

HAMILTON-WENTWORTH
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs. Has he met with the mayor of Hamil-

ton and the regional chairman for Hamilton-

Wentworth since the unfortunate walkout

from council last Tuesday? Can he offer the

House any constructive suggestions he has

given? Is the minister prepared to consider

implementing single-tier government as the

only practical solution in Hamilton-Went-

worth?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, my answer

to tlie first question is yes. The Premier (Mr.

Davis) and I met with the mayor this morning.
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It was a meeting the mayor had arranged
with the Premier to talk about sports facilities

in the great city of Hamilton. We talked

also about some of the regional government
problems. I have some discussions coming
up with the regional chairman.

I met with the mayor of Stoney Creek last

week. As the member knows, there is no

unanimity of opinion in that section of the

world. I am surprised to hear from the mem-
ber for Hamilton East (Mr. Mackenzie) and
the member for Wentworth (Mr. Isaacs) that

they now support a unitary system for that

area. If that is the policy of the member, we
will consider that as we look at all the solu-

tions for the area.

Mr. Laughren: What is the minister's

policy?

Hon. Mir. Wells: What is our policy? In

simple terms, our policy for that area is to

make the two-tier regional government, which
we brought in, work. I believe that if all the

people in that area put their minds to it it

could work. If they gave up some of the

intermunicipal warfare and some of the other

things that are going on, it could work. We
have assued the mayor of Hamilton, and we
will assure the regional chairman and others,

that we will look at the problem and see if

we can come up with something to help
bring some stability to that area.

Mr. Mackenzie: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member has 30 seconds.

Mr. Mackenzie: Can I ask the minister if

he is considering single-tier government as

one of the methods of resolving the issue?

Hon. Mr. Wells: At this time, no.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

NOTICE OF DISSATISFACTION
Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 28(a), I would like to give
oral notice of my dissatisfaction with the

answer to a question of the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr. Norton)
and of my intention to debate it on adjourn-
ment this evening.

Mr. Speaker: Pursuant to standing order

28(a), the member for Bellwoods (Mr.

McClellan) has given proper notice. I would
like to advise the House that this matter
will be debated at 10:30 this evening.

ALLOCATION OF SEATS
IN MEMBERS' GALLERY

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order: The members have received a com-

munication from our estimable Sergeant at

Arms indicating that, on Mr. Speaker's be-

half, he was reserving all the seats in the

gallery for budget night. We know the cus-

tom in the past has been that it is not Mr.

Speaker's friends who want to occupy the

gallery, but the friends of the Treasurer (Mr.
F. S. Miller). Is it not possible that some of

the private members might still have access

at least to part of the gallery cm budget
night?

Mr. Speaker: That is news to me. It is my
understanding that on the opening, when
Her Honour comes in to read the speech
from the throne, and during the budget
night, it is the responsibility of the Speaker's
office, not necessarily of the Speaker, to

allocate those seats according to a formula
that has worked well over the years. In the

case of budget night, it has been traditional

that the Treasurer, since it is his night, be

given more seats than normally would be
allocated. It will not be the Sergeant at Arms
who allocates, but somebody in the Speaker's
office, my administrative assistant, according
to a formiJa that has worked well in the

past.

3:20 p.m.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, may I inform

you further, and perhaps you will be able to

help me. The communication reads as

follows "On the evening of the budget
address the members* gallery will be reserved

by the Speaker's office as has been the past

procedure. Your members' gallery ticket will

not be valid on this night."

As I recall the procedure, there is a very

large wdngding at the Albany Club, and all

those overstuffed Tories come into the

galleries to watch the Treasurer in action. I

would simply suggest to you, sir, that you
should at least leave some access, perhaps
the back galleries, or some of the back rows
or something like that, for the visitors who
apply to the members of the opposition and
who may not be so much in accord with

the nearls the Treasurer is casting on that

occasion.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, a point of

order: I want to make it abundantly clear

that probably 50 ner cent of the Treasurer's

guests, that the honourable member refers

to as being overstuflFed, vote Liberal

federally.

Mr. Speaker: I think I can give assurance

to the member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr.

Nixon) that we will adhere to a time-

honoured tradition that has worked well in
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the past. Friends of anybody will not get

exclusive rights in those seats.

[Later:]

Mr. Speaker: I have just been handed a

memo which states verbatim, "Liberals have
at least 101 seats for budget." Does that

answer the honourable member's question?

Mr. Nixon: Why did you see fit to com-
miuiicate to us, Mr. Speaker, that we would
not have access to the gallery?

Mr. Speaker: I was not aware that I had.

LEGISLATIVE PAGES

Nfr. Speaker: While the honourable mem-
bers are here, I want to remind them that the

group of pages we have will be serving their

last day with us tomorrow. As is the custom,
I would' like to read their names into the

record for posterity.

They are as follows: Anil Anthony, Scar-

borough East; Brenda Ashcroft, Grey-Bruce;
Heather Bromley, Humber; Perry Clarke,
Ottawa West; Julian Daboll, Brantford; Carol

Dashner, Haldimand-Norfolk; Amanda de

Chastelain, Kingston and the Islands; Cindy
Fisher, Carleton-Grenville; Wendy Hatch,
Muskoka; Stephen Kriter, Kent-Elgin; Laura

Leduc, Downsview; Tom Leiper, Wellington-
Dufferin-Peel; Brien Lewis, St. George;
Douglas Lounsbury, Huron-Middlesex;
Michael MacKinnon, Cambridge; Melissa

Marentette, Essex North; Marion McDougall,
London Centre; Geofi^rey Newman, Parry
Sound; Paul Prescott, Prescott and' Russell;
Michael Stirling, Algoma-Manitoulin; Susan

Toop, Sault Ste. Marie; and Kerra Wylie,
Oshawa.

I am sure all honourable members would
like to join me in thanking them for their

service.

PETITION

SUDBURY TEACHERS' STRIKE

IVfr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, I have a peti-
tion to the Lieutenant Governor in Council
from parents and students of the city of Sud-

bury. This petition has more than 1,000
signatures and the first two paragraphs read
as follows: "We, the undersigned concerned

parents and students of Sudbury, most strongly

urge the government of Ontario to take im-
mediate action to settle the Sudbury second-

ary school teachers' strike. We believe that

the educational future of Sudbury high school

students is indeed in jeopardy, and the failure

to get them back to school within the next

few days will do them irreparable harm."

REPORT

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Gaunt from the standing committee on
social development reported the following
resolution:

That supply in the following amounts and
to defray the expenses of the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation be granted to Her
Majesty for the fiscal year ending March 31,
1981.

Ministry administration program, $9,124,-

000; heritage conservation program, $20,002,-

000; arts support program, $50,114,000; citi-

zenship and multicultural support program,
$10,989,000; libraries and community infor-

mation program, $29,307,000; sports and fit-

ness program, $19,328,000 ministry capital

support program, $51,816,000.

MOTION

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC BUSINESS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that, notwithstand-

ing the standing orders of the House, Mr.

Belanger be permitted to carry Mr. Yaka-

buski's ballot item this afternoon.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moved first reading of BiH

42, An Act to amend the Legislative Assembly
Act.

Motion agreed to.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moved first reading of

Bill 43, An Act to amend the Executive

Council Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon, Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, these two

bills give effect to the recommendations pre-

sented to you in the third report of the Com-
mission on Election Contributions and Ex-

penses with respect to the review of mem-
bers' compensation. They comply with and

fulfil that report completely.

INCO LIMITED ACQUISITION ACT

Mr. Martel moved first reading of Bill 44,

An Act to acquire the Assets of Inco Limited.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. Nixon: Have you checked this with

your Tory friends?

Mr. Martel: No, but I think a deal was

made with the honourable member's party

today that we would support its no-confi-

dence motion if it supported our amend-

ment.

Mr. Speaker, the purpose of the bill is to

vest the title and control of the assets situate

in Ontario of Inco Limited in a crown corpo-

ration, the Ontario Nickel Corporation. If

compensation cannot be agreed upon, pro-

visions are made for arbitration. The objec-

tives of the Ontario Nickel Corporation in-

clude the task of operating and maintaining

the assets of Inco Limited so as to provide

employment and other economic benefits to

the province of Ontario. The head office, of

course, would be located in Sudbury.

3:30 p.m.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to table the answers to question 15, 16, 25,

28, 31, 79, 89, 91, 92, 93 and 94, and interim

answers to questions 81 to 88 and 90 standing

on the Notice Paper. (See appendix page

869).

ORDERS OF THE DAY

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC BUSINESS

USE OF WOOD AS HEAT SOURCE
Mr. Belanger, on behalf of Mr. Yakabuski,

moved resolution 9:

That this House recommends to the Minis-

ter of Energy the establishment of a sub-

sidiary of the Ontario Energy Corporation
dedicated to the study and full exploitation of

wood as an alternative heat source in Ontario.

Mr. Belanger: Mr. Speaker, I am very

pleased to have the opportimity today of

placing this private member's resolution be-

fore the House.

(I don't believe there is a question of greater

interest or concern in this country today than

how we ensure an adequate energy supply.

Meeting our increased energy demands is a

complex and intricate problem, one which

cannot be solved by implementing one simple
solution.

It is my firm conviction that the answer to

securing an adequate supply of energy for

this province lies in a number of directions.

The largest portion of the answer lies in in-

creased conservation.

This past fall, the Minister of Energy (Mr.

Welch) set a target for energy growth in this

province. We hope that by the year 1985

the energy growth rate will be kept at two

per cent. Currently our energy growth is

somewhere around 2.5 per cent per annum.

This may not seem to be much of a goal but

even a fluctuation of half of one per cent

in energy growth can mean a difference of

thousands of barrels of oil or a couple of

nuclear reactors.

I was very pleased to see the Minister of

Energy initiate assistance for Ontario munic-

ipalities in an eff"ort to have them set up
their own conservation programs. This is a

program that has proved to be very success-

ful in California and that should have com-

parable results in Ontario. Activities such

as better subdivision design, recycling pro-

grams, rezoning of land use, and changes in

the building code can prove to be very
successful energy savers.

Conservation also has another advantage

over producing new energy sources. The

capital outlay for conservation measures is

usually much lower than that of building a

new power plant. By simply increasing the

insulation, by correct placing of heaters in

large warehouses, and by using proper ven-

tilation, many dollars can be saved by both

private home owners and by industry.

The best energy source available to us

today is that barrel of imported oil that we
man3ge to save. As I mentioned before,

conservation is the largest component of

achieving energy self-sufficiency in this prov-

ince, but it is not the complete answer.

There are other pieces of the puzzle which

will contribute to completing the overall

picture.

I have heard many solutions to our energy

problems. Many are often touted as being

of great importance. I believe they all have

a role to play in finishing this energy puzrle,

but we must put their contributions in the

proper perspective. We in government can-

not alway.s give the public a simnle answer.

In this particular case, the public by and

large is looking for an energv panacea—one

answer to all our problems. This government
must continue to stress that no such answer

yet exists, nor does the near future hold

much promise of finding one.

What we can accomplish is to make sure

we have the ability to use all the possible

pieces. The Ministry of Energy must have

the capacity to co-ordinate and develop

existing and future energy sources. Just be-

cause ethanol may prove to be a viable

answer to some of the transportation prob-

lems in the midwest United States does not

mean it will be applicable here. Agricultural
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capabilities in the Ottawa Valley are radi-

cally different as are the climate and trans-

portation needs. The job of the Ministry of

Energy should be to identify and analyse
these differences and then help promote
these individual solutions.

I believe we have taken some of the

initial steps needed to increase our in-

digenous energy sources. Last summer the
Ontario Energy Corporation was restructiu-ed

and given a mandate to become more in-

volved in the commercial development of a
wide range of new energy projects. As an
economic Conservative, I was also pleased
to note that this activity was to take place
without displacing private investment or

private initiative. Funding was increased and
a number of directors from the private sec-

tor were added to its board of directors.

The corporation has continued its involve-

ment in the Polar Gas project, producing

energy from municipal wastes, feasibility
studies on ethanol and methanol production,
and the Bruce and Pickering agri-park pro-

jects. But I feel further expansion is needed
to explore other solutions.

Subsequent to a promise in this year's
throne speech, the Minister of Energy an-

nounced that OEC will establish subsidiaries

in four areas of activity, namely, conventional

energy resources, alternative energy sources,

power sharing and energy transportation. It

is a step in the right direction but I would
like to see further diversification.

Instead of lumping in hydrogen produc-
tion with methanol production, why not
create a separate organization dedicated to

that and that alone? It would still fall within
the stated objectives of OEC and perhaps in-

tensify the corporation's effort in more specific
areas. It would also remain as a stimulation

to the private sector and initiate investments
in a variety of energy projects that normally
might not be considered.

I believe it is important that OEC under-
line the importance of individual energy
soujxes. I am convinced the private sector will

be more impressed with a subsidiary corpo-
ration devoted to a single energy source than
one that has many sources that fall within
its purview. If this is the case, then it would
naturally follow that areas of the private
sector that are not involved in energy invest-

ment might make the investment that is cru-

cial to energy source expansion. One such

energy alternative development that would
benefit from such a structure would be the

use of wood heat in Ontario.

Using wood heat as an alternative fuel

source is perhaps not as jazzy as solar energy

or hydrogen but it has played a significant
role as a heat source in the past and has the

potential of playing just as important a role

in the future. Because of this image problem,
a separate subsidiary of the Ontario Energy
Corporation may well provide the focus need-
ed to launch this alternative energy source

into playing an important part in meeting our

energy needs.

Although there are no statistics for early

Ontario, it is fairly certain that wood pro-
vided close to 100 per cent of the fuel needs
of our early settlers. I don't think it would
be unreasonable to assume that the needs of

the Canadian Indian were met by that same
category. Wood continued to be the primary
fuel for Ontarians imtil the latter part of the

19th century. It was used for heating homes,
cooking, to produce the hot water needted in

farms, and for cottage industries. It pro-
vided charcoal for iron-making and steam for

the early steam engines, railroads and steam-

powered sawmills.

But things started to change at that time.

As industry grew, its needs changed. In the

second haLF of the 19th century, co^ became
increasingly important as an industrial fuel.

It was not tmtil the late 1800s that coal began
to surpass the solar fuels, wood, water, and

wind, as the primary industrial fuel.

Yet, despite the displacement of wood as a

chief source of industrial fuel, the same

changes did not take place until much later

for residential heating. Until well into the

20th century, wood remained the major home
heating fuel in Ontario, finally declining only
in the face of the abundance of cheap and
convenient oil, gas and electricity.

3:40 p.m.

In the mid-1950s about 10 per cent of all

Ontario dwellings were heated by wood. That

figure fell to about three per cent in the

mid-1960s. Wood heat, at its lowest point in

Ontario in the mid-1970s, constituted less

than one per cent of all residential heat for

dwellings in this province. At the present time

this figure has risen just slightly. It has been
estimated that more than one per cent of

residential heating needs are being met by
wood heat.

It is not what one would exacdy call a

staggering resurgence. This figure of one

per cent can be vastly improved upon. As a

source of residential heating, wood should

play a greater role in meeting our energy
demands. Northern New England, for ex-

ample, was using an amount of wood for

home heating in 1973 comparable to Ontario-
less than one per cent. But right now more
then 20 per cent of homes in northern New
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England are heated primarily with wood
and more than 50 per cent of all homes are

partially heated with wood. I can see no
reason why a similar growth cannot occur

here in Ontario, especially in areas of north-

eastern Ontario.

The reason for such a resurgence is not

just purely an economically motivated one.

Although using wood as a residential heating
source can provide a substantial saving for

those who are unemployed or are from
low-income families and who can cut their

own wood, the saving compared with oil,

gas or electricity may amount to hundreds of

dollars a year. But for those with little time

to spare, cutting their own wood may pro-
vide only a marginal return. For those who
cannot or choose not to cut and split their

own wood, the saving will not prove to be
as great at the present time.

It seems, however, that many New Eng-
landers are hedging against higher energy
costs. They obviously feel the price of wood
stoves will not rise as quickly and as far as

oil or gas prices. Another reason that can-

not be discounted for the rise in popularity
is a purely emotional one. Many people
using wood heat are doing so for political

reasons. They know that wood is a source

that is American, as are all the components
needed to make a stove. On top of that, it

is a renewable energy source and is aestheti-

cally pleasing. Let's face it, I think we would
all get a lot more pleasure from throwing a

log in a roaring fire than by listening to the

furnace automatically turn on.

Where will this wood come from? Will we
be able to meet expanded future demands?
I believe Ontario will be able to create a new
market—a market for the large quantities of

rough and otherwise unusable trees that are

ignored by the commercial logging industry.
An in-depth study by the Ontario Energy

Corporation would be able to determine the

size of this potential woodlot and it would
give us a better indication of what percent-
age of residential dwellings could be com-
fortably supported by our present stock of

trees. This is an endeavour that would be
best carried out by separate subsidiaries of

the OEC devoted entirely to pursuing wood
as a source of heat.

As the market increases, for wood, other

benefits to the logging industry should

appear. Timber stands should improve with
selective thinning. It would provide economic
incentive to remove the poor-quality material

that at present retards good timber growth.
Other benefits would be realized by loggers

using whole-tree harvesting machines that

increase productivity and reduce the job
hazards associated with traditional logging
methods. Another benefit derived from using
a complete logging approach is that the

slash left over from present quality timber
can be utilized. At the present time there is

no market for this waste. Such a market
would provide two distinct benefits. First,

this slash is objectionable to both foresters

and recreational users of the forest. Remov-
ing this waste improves the quality of the

forest and its regeneration capabilities.

Second, it provides another form of economic
return on an otherwise wasted commodity;
the percentage of waste from present logging

operations should be almost eliminated.

This slash would probably best be trans-

formed into wood chips. At the present time,
wood chips would have greater capabilities
in an industrial setting, but I do not think

that is the only way they can be used. I

believe real potential exists for using wood
chips as a source of home heating. Two
engineers at the University of New Bruns-
wick attest to this fact and point to a broad

potential market in the province for wood-

chip heating. The New Brunswick Energy
Secretariat has provided $7,000 to mount a

couple of residential demonstration wood-

chip furnaces. A stoker-burner unit was pur-
chased from Sweden and an oil-fired hot-

water furnace was adapted to the Swedish
unit.

The combination was put into service last

summer. Operation of this unit has proved
much cheaper than that of an oil furnace

over the summer months. The furnace burn-

ed about one cubic foot of chips a day in

heating domestic water. The chips, which
were provided at cost from a forest ranirers'

school, cost about 30 cents per cubic foot.

This compares very favourably to the esti-

mated $1.20 cost of the oil they replaced.
It is estimated that about 2,000 cubic feet

of chips per year will be needed to heat

the house. The diflFerence in money is quite

staggering; the $600 worth of chips re-

places more than $2,000 worth of imported
oil.

The system is in the growing stages and is

not without its problems. The stoker itself

costs about $2,500, which is considerably more
than the oil tank and pump it replaced, but

there is a positive feeling that this cost could

drop with large-scale Canadian production.
One estimate has been given of a produc-
tion unit cost of about $1,500.

Despite the increased cost of the stoked-

bumer unit, it would still remain attractive

to an individual home owner if the diflFerence
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between wood chips and oil remained the

same. However, I am sure most honourable
members will agree that the chances of oil

prices remaining stable are about the same as

the chances of the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries holding a two-for-one
sale.

The only two remaining problems to over-

come in such a system are the constant supply
of wood chips and the convenience of the

home heating unit. The present unit fails to

match oil, gas and electric heat because chips
must be added manually in a daily ritual, but
a 512-cubic-foot storage-bin stoker would
have the capacity for about a month's supply
and would somewhat alleviate the problem.
However, I am sure that continued large-
scale savings would' provide ample comi>ensa-
tion for the average home owner. I know I

would be receptive to suffering such a mingr
inconvenience myself. The only other concern
is that such a unit is dependent on a consistent

and reliable supply of wood chips.
iSimilar feasibility studies to that conducted

for the Ontario government on wood-waste

production would be needed. The Hearst

wood-waste energy study provides a good
model for other municipalities to examine.
This area might prove ideal for such resi-

dential wood-chip furnaces. The magnitude
of the wood-waste disposal in Hearst is quite
substantial. It is estimated that somewhere
in the order of 129,000 oven-dried tons of

waste wood are produced annually.

Only about two thirds of the whole log

entering a lumber mill can be converted into

commercial lumber and wood chips. The
remainder is waste in the form of bark, saw-
dust and solid wood. At present, this refuse

is trucked to landfill sites or incinerated.

Even the incineration provides a problem be-

cause burners can be a source of air pollution
and they require combustion support with

significant amounts of natural gas and fuel

oil. The annual energy potential in this waste
alone is estimated as being equivalent to

about 371,000 barrels of heavy fuel oil.

Hearst biomass that can be used as an

energy source comes from a number of dis-

trict sources. Mill residues and Jogging resi-

dues are two sources that have already been
mentioned. The salvage of dead and dying
timber and intentionally produced biomass
for energy purposes such as the hybrid poplar
and the European larch, are other sources
that may prove significant.

3:50 p.m.

One problem that could have a negative
effect on intentionally produced biomass is

the possibility that competition would result

for land that might otherwise be used for food

production. This could result in lower food

production and higher food costs, but at

present I think this may be an imagined prob-
lem. This would exist if that wood were also

being used as a human foodstuff, such as com
is, but the land that the hybrid poplar can

grow on is usually unsuitable for other, more
traditional types of agriculture. As long as

farmers grow these trees in currently unused

portions of land, it will be an acceptable

energy source.

I doubt very much if all mill waste wood is

acceptable for such a residential wood-chip
furnace, but I am sure at least some of it

would be suitable without much reprocessing.
These questions could best be answered by

the OEC study, in conjunction with the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. Belanger: Mr. Speaker, I had a few
more comments to make, but thank you very
much.

Mr. J. Reed: Mr. Speaker, first off, I would
like to commend the government members'
service bureau for writing that speech for

the honourable member. At least, I assume
that's where it originated. I would like to

commend the member for Prescott and Russell

(Mr. Belanger) for his eyesight in being able

to read it while standing erect.

I have seldom seen such a great example
of attempting to catch the caboose when the

train is leaving the station as I have seen

this afternoon, with a resolution of that

nature. I assume the creator of that resolu-

tion, or the speech writer, whoever he might
have been, spent some time reading the

Hansards of the last four years on energy
estimates and speeches in this House,

dwelling esi)ecially on speeches by the

Libsral energy critic regarding the utilization

of renewable energy and the benefits of con-

servation to the people of this province.
It has long been known, at least by mem-

bers of this opposition, that conservation and
renewable energy are the two keys, the

cornerstones, of a secure energy future for

Ontario. It is quite interesting to see the

government, by way of a resolution, suddenly
on the road to Damascus, awakening to the

great light and turning around and saying:

"Maybe these people have something. We'd
better get on the bandwagon just in case."

I get a real kick out of that.

I would, however, advise the member for

Prescott and Russell, before he embarrasses

h'mse'lf further, to check with the Ministry
of Consiuner and Commercial Relations and
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certain divisions within that ministry and
decide what their attitude is to the burning
of wood in Ontario. He should see whether

they have shut down a wood-burning boiler

in the town of Acton, which prompted a very
imiK)rtant and intense meeting between
members of the opposition and the govern-
ment to try to resolve it. The Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations was not

accepting the quality of the smoke that was

issuing forth during the first few minutes
when the boiler was stoked.

I would like to ask the member, before he
embarrasses himself further, to check with
the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations on its view on add-on wood-burn-

ing equipment and the amount of time this

opposition spent with the minister and tbat

ministry in trying to get them to adapt their

views, to modernize and bring themselves
into the 20t1i century on the burning of

wood. It really gives me a thrill.

The member advocates in the resolution

the creation of a separate division of the

Ontario Energy Corporation to look after

this particular area. I am sure the honourable
member heard tihe si)eech from the throne.

In that speech the government, on whose
side the member is, has indicated the OEC
would be subdivided so that a multitude of

energy uses would not be put under one

operating framework, but the kind of thing
that this thrust suggests would be allowed
to happen.

I should also point out to the member,
before he erabarrasses himself, that he should

understand what the OEC is. It is an equity

corporation designed to make a profit. If

there is an area where we could find support
for this resolution, it is that it is not only a

recommendation to study the exploitation of

wood, but also appears to indicate that the

OEC should participate in the fuU exploita-
tion of wood. If that is the intent of the

resolution, I think we can support that

thrust.

The honourable member brings to our at-

tention the wood slash that is left when the

forest industry, as now constructed, passes

through. We brought the importance of wood
slash to the attention of this government on
occasion after occasion during the last four

years. The honourable member will know
that the Ontario Liberal Party last fall com-
missioned and completed a study on methanol

using wood slash. We introduced it this past
winter to show how important the removal
of wood slash would be to the proper re-

forestation of the province. I wonder just
what the member is saying that is new and
original.

I cannot disagree with the member's speech
on the importance of utilizing wood and I

cannot disagree with the comments he makes
on uses outside of direct combustion, because
we have been saying these things to the

government time and time again, year after

year. I can only say to the member that when
he supports a resolution of this kind he should
remember where the original infcwmation and
thrust came from. He should remember that
had it not been for this opposition party and
members of the third party, the government
would not be as attached as it appears to be
today to the importance of biomass renewable

energy and conservation.

There is no question that Ontario has a

great wood resource. There is no question that

since the turn of the century the utilization

of wood has been confined to very specific

species, very specific types, and that there

exists in Ontario today a plethora—if that's

the correct word—of wood.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: That's a pretty big word
the member is using.

Mr. J. Reed: It really is too big a word for

me. We have an abundance of species of

wood, of acreages of wood that have grovioi

up, matiured and now are diseased and dying
because they were not in demand by some
branc'h of the industry. Those species cer-

tainly can be used, and when they are utilized

they can contribute to a much more compre-
hensive reforestation program than we have
ever had in the past.

4 p.m.

That brings me to one other area I want to

dwell on, and that is the record of this gov-
ernment in managing these forests. We know
the harvesting that is taking place dbes not

involve replacement on any kind of compre-
hensive basis. We are concerned that any in-

creased eflFort to utilize wood resources in

Ontario, a move which our party supports

wholeheartedly, will be accompanied by an

equally increased effort in comprehensive re-

forestation that wall allow species to grow
and mature and provide for our children and
our children's children a perpetual abundance
of this great resource which can add so much
to the energy security of Ontario.

Ms. Cigantes: Mr. Speaker, I rise in sup-

port of the resolution because it is impossible
to be against the resolution. It is like being in

favour of motherhood. Far be it for me these

days not to speak in favour of motherhood.

It is a sham© that the member for Ren-

frew South (Mr. Yakabuski) is not here to

join in this discussion, if we can dignify it

with the word. I understand he is iU, and I
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very much regret he has not been able to

join us. The member for Renfrew South is

one in this House who we know is capable
of riding hobby horses with a skill and flair

that few other legislators in Ontario can
rival.

It appears that his latest hobby horse is

made of wood. Perhaps I could make the

suggestion that when he is better we could
recommend that he have a sabbatical (that

used to be one of his favourite hobby horses;
he was not in favoiu: of sabbaticals) to take

the time to study the outline of government

pohcy that we have in 1980 that touches

upon n>any areas of conservation and renew-
able sources that were mentioned by the

member for Presoott and Russell. At this

point, however, they amount to lists of areas

in which the government intends action.

The member for Prescott and Russell gave
us a little lecture, which is a new tone from
tlie government these days. He gave us a
little lecture on how important conservation

was and how we could produce energy by
saving energy for Ontario.

All this is true, but I have to remind the

honourable member that lists of projects do
not save energy. We must have the projects.

We have seen an awful lot of wood wasted
in the production of glossy documents. They
do not even fill the pages when they print
these lists of things they are going to look at

in the future. These are the kinds of lists we
have been getting for the last two or three

years.

Their way of accounting progress in the
area of conservation and renewables is to
create lists, to recycle lists <and to recycle
press releases. As the member for Halton-

Burhngton (Mr. J. Reed) pointed out, the
latest list that we got in terms of what the
Ontario Energy Corporation is supposed to
be doing indicated that this resolution is not

necessary.

If I can read some statements from the
minister to this Legislature on March 13, he
said, in part: "The corporation is currently
involved in a number of projects which can
be segregated into the areas of activity I have
just mentioned which are as follows"—and
he notes in the second point: "In ihe field

of alternative energy the OEC is participat-

ing in two projects involving energy from
municipal solid waste and in feasibility
studies for synthetic liquid fuels, methanol
and ethanol."

When I sought further infonnation on the

much-advertised Edwardsburgh methanol

study, the information sent to my ofiice indi-

cated the government has proceeded to the

point where it is calling tenders for the

feasibihty study.
There are a lot of questions that need to

be asked about the government's proposals.
The only significant and concrete suggestion
we have had is that the government wfll in-

volve itself at least in a study of the pos-
sibility of getting into methanol production.
The Edwardsburgh site itself is one that is

fascinating as a choice. As you will be aware,
Mr. Speaker, it is proposed for land that was
assembled by the former Minister of Industry
and Tourism, the well-known member for

Ottawa South (Mr. Bennett), who thought it

would make a good site for an industrial

park. It turned out to be kind of swampy
and out of the way for an industrial park,
but now that there seems to be tlie hope that
if we cover it with trees—hybrid poplars—
it might be a good place to check out the

possibility of using wood plantations for the

production of methanol.

We are going to have to look at this pro-
posal very closely. The size of the plantation
that the government seems to have in mmd
is so small that one doubts whether the
economic attractiveness of wood plantations
for methanol purposes is going to be proved
or disproved by this project. It was inter-

esting to me to hear the member for Pres-

cott and Russell point out that probably the

best source of wood for the production of

methanol wiU be forest waste—waste that is

now left in the forest and, as the member
for Halton-Burhngton pointed out, impedes
good reforestation.

There is probably no accident to the fact
that the member for Renfrew South proposed
this project in the resolution before us today
at this precise time. A group called Energy
Pathways, which is located in his neck of
the woods, recently got funding from the

federal Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources to do a regional energy study
of Renfrew county. The conclusions of that

study, though preliminary in nature, cer-

tainly indicate that a significant proportion
of the energy used by residents and indus-

tries in Renfrew county now comes from
wood and, furthermore, that it would be
feasible to develop an even greater reliance

on wood as a source of fuel in Renfrew

county.

I think it is important to point out that

while that may be true in Renfrew county,
and while it may be very imxwrtant in Ren-
frew county, it is not the kind of reliance

we can look to in the urban centres of

Ontario. I think it is important for the

member for Prescott and Russell to acknowl-
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edge that, once urban development todc

hold in Ontario, the idea of fuelling our

furnaces or our heating appliances with wood
simply became out of the question because

of the pollution it would create.

iHe has listed for us the many ways in

which wood can be useful and some of the

things the government has looked at. I sug-

gest time would be better spent by the

member for Prescott and Russell and the

member for Renfrew South if they went
after the government to make sure the

projects it is listing for us these days will be

undertaken and that the projects are designed

actually to demonstrate that wood' in its

place and taken from the proper source can

be a benefit, particularly in the provision of

liquid fuels for the future of the Ontario

economy.

4:10 p.m.

Mr. Cureatz: Mr. Speaker, might I say
how pleased I am to be allowed the oppor-
tunity to say a few words in regard to this

resolution. Indeed, I will follow the previous

speaker in commenting that I am sorry the

member for Renfrew South is not here and
that we should give tribute to the member
for Prescott and Russell in following through
with the resolution. I know the whole House

ai>preciates that very much.

I was greatly impressed when the mem-
ber for Halton-Burlington opened up by
saying this is a government resolution. Isn't

that cute? All the times I have been here

during private members' hour, I have heard
time and time again the opposition over there

screaming, "This is private members' hour;
this is for the private member." The first

thing the member for Halton-Burlington does
is stand up and say, "This is a. government
resolution." I say to him, for shame.

Mr. Kerrio: That's what it is. It's a gov-
ernment resolution.

Mr. Cureatz: Listen to the member for

Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) with all that hot
air. Is that going to be the replacement?
The member for Halton-Burlington was won-
dering if I was in support of this resolution.

Indeed I am. I am a firm supporter of

Ontario's nuclear electric program as the
member well knows, and we trust we will

see him down the select committee on On-
tario Hydro ajffairs in about 20 minutes.

Each one, however small its contribution,
has a role to play in the energy mix. I am
convinced that wood in itself has a fairly

important potential. It is one of Ontario's
most abundant resources. Surely it deserves

close study to ensure we are exploiting it to

the fullest possible degree.
I know there are a significant number of

people living in this province for whom
wood stoves remain a principal source of

heat in the home.
lit is interesting to note as well that even

here in the centre of this large city, one of

the most desirable features a house or ai>art-

ment can have is a wood^buming fireplace
or stove. In other words, we possess an abun-
dant natural resource, and it is a renewable re-

source. To some Ontarians it is necessary, to

others a pleasant addition to the home setting.
To many, it is even regarded as a luxury.

There are some questions we must ask in

this regard. How much do our energy plan-
ners know about wood? How much are we
using and how much could we be using?
Can wood be in any way a substitute for

imported oil? Could we be using it more efiB-

ciently? These and a number of other ques-
tions come to mind.

Mr. J. Reed: How does the member for

Hastings-Peterborough (Mr. Rollins) feel

about it?

Mr. Cureatz: Indeed, the member for

Hastings-Peterborough has brought this to

my attention.

It is my belief that, even if wood accoimts
for as little as one per cent of our total

energy supply, it is worth plenty of attention.

'Motivated by the increase in the price of
fossil fuels and by the aesthetic appeal of

simpler lifestyles, there has been significant

improvement in combustion technology in

recent years. Work has been done to apply
the most sophisticated of today's technologies
to all type of installations. These range from
stoves and fireplaces for home heating to

highly sophisticated, large-scale fluidized re-

actors for gasifying wood so that it can be
used to fuel electric generating stations or to

make methanol, which can be used as a gaso-
line substitute or supplement.

iFar from creating a threat to the raw
materials supply of otu" existing forest indus-

tries, the prospect of increased demand for

wood for its energy value, wherever this

may be feasible in Ontario, offers potential

opportunities for generating new economic

wealth and for promoting upgraded long-
term forest management and utilization.

One of the first tasks of a subsidiary of the

Ontario Energy Corporation dedicated to the

full exploitation of wood as a fuel source

would be to establish several pilot plants or

prototype furnace installations to demonstrate

the commercial viability and to monitor the
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ecenoinic benefits that might accrue from

the large-scale program.

Obviooisly, too, we would want to en-

courage the full participation of the private

sector. We would want this participation to

be on a large enough scale to ensiu-e the

full advantages of economies of scale regard-

ing all aspects and all phases of the fuel

cycle, harvesting, transportation and distri-

bution.

The established forest industry, primarily
in the northern and eastern parts of the

province, already uses mill residues to fuel

lumber drying kilns and to provide space
heating. Mill residue is being used increas-

ingly to replace oil and gas as fuel to heat

I)article-board presses and veneer dryers. In

fact, the pulp and paper industry, one of the

province's largest, is considered to be a prime
candidate for total energy self-suflBciency.

Commimities such as Chapleau, Hearst, Kirk-
land Lake and White River would be excel-

lent locations for compressed wood fuel such

as that provided by the Woodex system.

Experts believe, however, that while there

is a great potential for increased energy

production by the forest industry, there is

not an adequate demand to consume the

energy locally. Apparently, too, it is not

feasible from an economic jwint of view to

transport wood long distances for energy

purposes. These are but a few of the many
facets of the wood fuel cycle that this prov-

ince ought to devote its full attention to.

/While wood suitable for energy purposes
is plentiful throughout northern Ontario, 93.5

per cent of Ontario's ix>pulation live south

of the French and Mattawa rivers. Our

energy needs are greatest in southern On-
tario, Fortunately, there is an abundance of

low-grade wood throughout the Algonquin
and eastern regions and parts of central and
southwestern regions of this province. Wood-
combustion technology for large-scale appli-

cations is well developed and considered

cost-competitive with oil and gas. There are

tmdoubtedly a large niunber of facilities

where the economic feasibility of various

types of wood could be verified. In some

cases, the addition of a wood energy sys-

tem would not require a complete new
boiler system. In other cases, the existing

heating plant would be used as a standby

backup system.

There is a need to compile a more com-

plete list of facilities that are advantageously
located vdth regard to available wood sup-

plies and to detail accurately the type of

heating system in place, its present condi-

tion, the type and amoimt of fuel currently

used, and the cost and practicality of add-

ing a new wood-burning system or retrofitting
the existing system. Cogeneration at these

locations to provide for electrical needs, for

example, to accommodate air-conditioning in

the summer, should also be investigated, and
there is more to come.

Mr. Mancini: The speech writers must have

been busy over this last week.

Mr. Cureatz: Listen to the way the mem>-
ber opposite treats me after I supported him
on one of the first private members' bills in

this session. There he is, sitting across on
the back bench heckling.

iWliile purchased firewood is far from be-

ing competitive with oil, rural Ontario, com-

prising an estimated 700,000 households, is

experiencing an absolute boom in wood-

heating systems. Airtight stoves and fireplace
conversion units are being manufactured by
the tens of thousands. New combustion (oil

and wood or electricity and wood) furnaces

or insulated chimney systems are being de-

veloped by a dozen or more manufacturers.

Old wood cookstoves are being resurrected

in great numbers, and there are more wood
piles to be seen in riu-al Ontario than at

any time since the Second World War. Most

people have probably been motivated by a

concern for energy security. Quite a num-
ber are convinced that firewood, in spite of

its inconvenience, is a competitive fuel to-

day. This is especially so if they have access

to their own wood supply and cut it them^

selves. However, wood-heating systems create

much higher flue temperatures than oil or

gas furnaces, and there is the additional

problem of creosote to contend with. Creo-

sote is created by the hot wood tar in water

vapour combining to form a highly flammable

crystalline deposit in the chimney. Unless

adequate care is taken to clean chimneys, a

great many chimney fires can result because

of the creosote.

Wood will not likely become a competitive

fuel for urban dwellings because of trans-

portation and handling costs. Even so, a

considerable number of fireplace conversion

tmits, and even wood stoves, are being in-

stalled to provide a measure of security

against a possible future critical oil short-

age.

The greatest attraction of wood is its plen-
tiful supply. The socio-economic benefits

resulting from more intensive research in

wood as a form of fuel would include the

creation of many thousands of new jobs in

parts of rural Ontario. Decreased dei>endency
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on foreign-controlled energy supplies and
conservation of foreign exchange used for

oil purchases are two substantial additional

benefits. To ignore such sources as wood, no
matter how small their contribution, is to

ignore a major natural resource in this prov-
ince. As the member for Hastings-Peterbor-

ough (Mr. Rollins) has indicated to me, in

the rural areas wood for fuel usage is in

such demand that at present he has 60 single

cords in his backyard.

4:20 p.m.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, 1 am pleased
to rise and participate in this debate. As we
know, the resolution is calling for the full

exploitation of wood as an alternative heat

source in Ontario.

Before I address my comments to the

actual resolution, it seems almost a coinci-

dence that this past week 1 received on my
desk an orange-coloured expensive brochure
from the Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch)
with a very lovely picture on page two. The
Minister of Energy looks yoimger every day.
I don't know whether he has a person touch-

ing up these photographs, but they sure are

doing a good job.

'The booklet is titled Energy from Waste.
Lo and behold, on Thursday of this week
we are debating th?Jt very same issue: energy
from waste. I want to bring that to the

attention of the member for Carleton-Gren-
ville (Mr. Sterling), who is a member of the

procedural affairs committee along with my-
self and the member for Essex North (Mr.

Ruston). Time and again, the member for

Carleton-Grenville has told the procedural
affairs committee that the opposition uses

private members' hour to state party policy.

It is rather a coincidence that after having
received this nice-looking orange document
—land that's all it is—we are today debating
how we can possibly exploit wood as an

alternative heat source in Ontario. I want to

file that away for everyone's attention, espe-

cially that of the procedural affairs committee.

I took a lot of dielight in reading this

brochure today. This is the foreword from
the Minister of Energy—and the member for

Durham East (Mr. Cureatz) will note that I

did not have any highly paid civil servant

write my speech for me. On page two, the

Minister of Energy says: 'The production of

synthetic liquid fuels may become practical

in the longer run."

What type of hoax is this? We have a

member standing up today telling us that

we can exploit wood immediately as an alter-

native source of heat and fuel in Ontario,

and in the government's document the

Minister of Energy says "may": We may be
able to use synthetic liquid fuels; it may
become practical in the long run.

'This is another example of the Ontario

government spending money to produce nice-

looking booklets but having no intention of

doing anything about the real problem. We
in the Ontario Liberal Party have proposed
a document of how this government could
take the lead in Ontario and how we could
use methanol and other liquid fuels to dis-

place the oil we are importing, because it is

evid^ent to everyone, even to the government.
Their own booklet says, on ps-ge five:

"Energy from outside Ontario constitutes 77.4

per cent of all the energy that we use." They
go on to state in their brochiure that this out-

side energy is mainly oil. So the conclusion

is that we don't have an energy problem; we
have an oil problem. We have to displace the

use of oil. We don't need orange booklets and

brochures, printed at great expense. We need

action from a government that has had' 37

years to take action. That's what we need:

action from the govemlment.
/It is interesting that the member for

Hastings-Peterborough recently issued a press
release condemning the study of methanol.

That particular member stated some extra-

ordinary figures of how much methanol would
cost to create. Then we have the member for

Carleton-Grenville, another eastern Ontario

Conservative member, trying to take credit for

this whole thing about synthetic fuels.

Mr. Gaunt: He's the methanol champion.

Mr. Mancini: He's the methanol champion
in eastern Ontario. 1 think the member for

Hastings-Peterborough and the member for

Carleton-Grenville should get together before

they issue their own press releases.

This is another example of how lackadai-

sical the government is about this serious

energy problem. We import most of our

energy source, which is oil. There is terrible

disruption in the world today in the Persian

Gulf where most of the oil comes from. Yet

this government of the largest province in

our ooimtry, the province with the most

people, with the largest tax base and with

all types of financial and people resources,

instead of taking the lead, presents us with

another brochure. Every time there is a

problem in this province we receive a bro-

dhtue on our desks.

On page 20, there is some important in-

formation that must be read into the record.

It deals with the Ontario Energy Corporation.

I am going to quote what the government
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says on page 20 of its brochure. "In order

for the OEC to consider investing in energy
fuel wastes"—and they have come up with

snappy initials, EFW. That is one thing the

government is good at. Any time there is

something that has to be given a name, they
are good at that. Today we received a state-

ment from the Chairman of the Management
Board of Cabinet. He has something he calls

MBR, that is, management by results, what-

ever that means. Anyway, this is typical of a

tired old government. All they can do is come

up with brochures and snappy titles.

Let me continue. "In order for the OEC
to consider investing in an EFW project,

the following general conditions should be

satisfied"—this is what the Ontario Conserva-

tive government says—"a reasonable rate of

return for the OEC is expected . . ."

iWe are in the middle of a crisis. We im^

port 77 per cent of our energy resources,

and we have a government that is worried

about whether the Ontario Energy Corpora-
tion can make a profit or not. We must be
concerned about supplies; that's what we
must be concerned about.

Going on reading from the government
brochure, "The OEC will normally only offer

to take a minority jwsition in the project."
We can see just how serious the Ontario Con-
servative government is.

'Let me continue. "A sound ownership and

management structure must be available and
an experienced operator involved." How can
we expect experienced operators to be in-

volved when we are talking about new
things that are going on, new things we
want to develop? Where is the leadership
over there? They are supposed to provide
the experienced operator. They are supposed
to be assisting, not taking a minority posi-
tion. They are supposed to be creating a
secure source of energy, not worrying about

whether the OEC makes a profit.

I have more to quote if you will allow me,
Mr. Speaker. On page two, under the

photograph of the Minister of Energy, it

says, "Waste not, want not." Those words
never meant more than they do today.

4:30 p.m.

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, I rise in supi)ort
of this resolution. As the member for Carle-

ton East (Ms. Gigantes) said, with consider-

ably greater impact than any of us would
ever have, it is obviously a motherhood
resolution. I don't know how one cotild

oppose it.

Coming from eastern Ontario, I have a

specific interest in this resolution. I think

this resolution speaks to a deeper problem,
which is the question of supply and demand
in the whole energy field. In this province
we are becoming increasingly vulnerable be-

cause we import some of our major sources

of energy from other provinces or other

countries: coal from Pennsylvania and oil and

gas from Alberta and Saskatchewan. That

dependence on outside sources of energy,

and our lack of control over any of the

prices, puts our manufacturing industry in

an increasingly vulnerable position and

makes our competitive position vis-a-vis the

United States that much more difficult.

We may have the dependability of supply,

but the cost factor is making it increasingly

difficult for small and medium-sized busi-

nesses and manufacturing sources to com-

pete or to reduce their energy usage as

much as ix)ssible.

We have some indigenous sources of

energy in this province, and the nub of this

debate today is how effectively and effi-

ciently we are making use of those sources.

I believe a strong and effective conserva-

tion policy is extremely important in the

overall discussion of energy usage and alter-

native sources of energy.

The New Democratic Party proposed a

seven-point prograan last fall to improve

energy conservation in this province. This is

probably the best investment our provinces
can make in terms of energy, because the

more we can save, the less we have to

spend, whether it is in research or acqui-

sition.

That program comprised seven points

outlining where we could reduce energy

consumption. Those points were: (1) a com-

prehensive home insulation program based

on the model developed in Saskatchewan,

(2) building codes that would include

energy efficiency standards, (3) a far greater

emphasis on mass transit, (4) a system of

rate structures within Ontario Hydro that

would encourage conservation instead of

consumption, (5) far greater involvement in

and commitment to solar energy as an alter-

native source, (6) a firm determination to

stop the $5-billion Darlington nuclear pro-

ject and, (7) an expanded role for the On-

tario Energy Corporation, especially in

alternative renewable sources, methanol in

particular.

The former leader of this party made
some specific proposals in regard to metha-

nol in the 1977 election campaign. We want

to see the role of the Ontario Energy Coi^

poration expanded as a sponsor of research
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and development, as an investor in fields

like methanol and other fuels, and as a

financing vehicle for our conservation pro-

grams. Tlie government has failed to give

the OEC the leadership and funding it needs

to meet the energy needs of the province.

Methanol interests me as 1 come from

the segment of eastern Ontario directly in-

volved with the Edwardsburgh project. I

was interested in the views of professor

Morris Wayn>an of the University of

Toronto, who did a report for the Porter

commission, entitled "Wood-Fired Electri-

cal Generation in Eastern Ontario." He
identified about one million acres of margi-

nal or abandoned farm land in eastern

Ontario which could be used for an energy

forest of fast-growing xx)plar.

According to Professor Wayman, the de-

velopment of a 1,600-megawatt wood-fired

generating capacity in eastern Ontario "would
create employment for about 10,000 people

during the 15 or so years in which the

plantations and the power stations are con-

structed and, thereafter, for about 3,200 or

3,600 people continuously. The wood supply

oi>eTation alone would generate $170 million

in annual cash flow into the region."

(Perhaps the best development strategy for

eastern Ontario would involve rapid devel-

opment of the i>oplar plantation with a view
to three end-uses: electrical generation,
methanol production and pTOviding addi-

tional raw material for a pulp mill at some

point in the future.

It should be noted that a pilot methanol
plant would require about 825,000 oven-
dried tons of biomass a year, according to

Professor Wayman. Depending on the yield

achieved, this would be produced' by about

85,000 acres of energy plantation, less than
10 per cent of the available land, so wood-
fired electrical generation and methanol pro-
duction are clearly not mutually exclusive

uses. If natural gas were initially combined
with wood for the feedstock for methanol

plants, as recommended by the intergroup
study, the acreage would be even less. Simi-

larly, mixing wood with coal or residual oil

would permit more electricity to be gener-
ated at eastern Ontario plants.

I know there was a time when people
said methanol just wasn't feasible, that it

was in the far distant futiu-e. I recall read-

ing about Arthur Johnson, the executive co-

ordinator for technology for the Ministry of

Energy who was saying it was going to be
15 years or more before the growdng scarcity
of oil and natural gas made methanol an

attractive substitute. He was quoted saying,
"That day must came, however." He said

methanol would not be competitive imtil

the production price of oil at least doubled.

It is interesting to note that since 1977,
the international price of oil has gone
beyond the $32 mark, and in 1977 the

OPEC price for a barrel of oil was $12.70.

In contrast to Mr. Johnson's initial jpessi-

mism, a federally sponsored review led to

conclusions that were quite different. Iliey

enthusiastically supported the development
of a Canadian methanol industry. They
suggested that an investment of $2.5 billion

to $3 bilhon would yield production facili-

ties up to three billion gallons a year, using

forest wastes and natural gas as joint feed-

stock.

Between 14,000 and 20,000 man-years of

employment would be generated in the con-

struction, and up to 25,000 more full-time

jobs after that.

I am not suggesting methanol is any sOTt

of panacea for energy problems, but its day
of feasibility has obviously arrived. The
time has come for us to get much more

deeply involved in terms of research and

development. The preliminary overview re-

port by Donald MacKay and Russell Suther-

land was done for the Ministry of Energy
in 1978. On page 77 their conclusions are

listed: "On the basis of the presendy available

information, it appears that the use of metha-

nol as a gasoline blend is suflSciendy attrac-

tive, technically and economically, that it

merits further investigation as follows . . ."

They talked about the price factor, et

cetera. They say: "Implementation of metha-
nol as a fuel has been discussed, and it is

concluded that substantial gasoline replace-
ment could be accomplished by the mid- to

late 1980s, depending on the effort devoted

to its introdtiction. Clearly, the provincial

govemiment must play a leading role in the

introduction process. A co-ordinated federal-

provincial research program is suggested."

Their final paragraph on page 79 states:

"It thus appears that the cost of methanol

synthesized from waste is competitive with

gasoline, especially if no tax is levied on the

methanol. If, as is claimed, the methanol

has equivalent efficiency on a voltune basis,

i.e. better energy efficiency, then the process

is very attractive and is one of the most

promising initiatives that can be pursued in

Ontario."

In concluding, I want to say that we in

eastern Ontario have an obvious and vested

interest in the developtment of a n>eaningful
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methanol industry in the province. 1 want to

emphasize that the time has come to end
our dependence on oil and nuclear, to the

exclusion of other fuels. We need to diver-

sify our mix of fuels as much as possible.
Wood is an intrinsic source of energy in

this province and we must explore every
avenue available in terms of energy sources.

)I support the resolution and can only
lament that this type of action with regard
to wood has been so slow in coming. We
in eastern Ontario want to see far greater

emphasis on the development of wood
soiu"ces and methanol conversion. We want
to see the full potential of methanol, ethanol

and other alternative sources of energy de-

veloped as soon as possible by the Ontario

Energy Corporation and the private sector.

The resolution is certainly worthy of sup-

port, but the record of the government in

this regard has certainly been lamentable

and lackadaisical.

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, as the mem-
ber from the area that is deeply involved in

the methanol study, having been interested

in that subject for more than a year, and

having approached the government in the

summer of 1979 in bringing this forward, I

couldn't agree more with many of the com-

ments made by the member for Cornwall

(Mr, Samis). I think it only fair to point out,

though, that the government has not been

lax in terms of looking into this matter. If

members go back over the reix)rts that have

been paid for by the various ministries in

our government, they will find there are

many dealing with wood as a fuel and an

alternative source of energy.

4:40 p.m.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The honourable mem-
ber's time has expired.

Mr. Sterling: I would like to add my sup-

port to this very worthwhile resolution. I

think the debate on energy this afternoon

has been worthwhile, although it has been of

a moterhood nature.

iMr. Acting Speaker: The time for debating
this item has also expired.

EXPENDITURES DISCLOSURE ACT
Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, let me say how

very happy I am to—

Mr. Acting Speaker: Would you move
second reading?

Mr. Peterson moved second reading of

Bill 35, An Act respecting the Disclosure of
Tax Incentive Costs.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, my apologies
for forgetting the procedure. It has been so

long since I have had an opportunity to

introduce a bill that I completely forgot the

protocol. I apologize for that.

I must say I am happy to be here agam
to contribute my few thoughts on an issue

that I think is significant. Unfortunately, it is

not a well-understood issue, but I will try to

impress on my worthy colleagues from all

sides of the Houe that, at least in my judge-
ment, we should be taking action.

Contrary to the actions of a lot of my
oolleaeiies from all parts of the House, I

have chosen to bring in a bill rather than a

resolution. I am one of those who have be-
come somewhat disillusioned with the pro-
cess of private members* business and the

introduction of resolutions. They have be-
come all motherhood because nothing hap-
pens to them. Theoretically, they should rep-
resent the weight of opinion of this House
and they should have at least a strong moral
force in the creation of public policy. But we
have seen so manv of those resolutions be
well debated, and then die and nothing hap-
pens.

That is why I decided to bring forward a
bill that is going to force various members
and various parties to address the question

very specifically. When I say that, I say I

very much hope the worthy members op-
posite and to my Iteft will consider this of
significant enough public importance to work
with me to bring this to fruition.

One of the very serious problems we face

today is the scrutiny of the expenditures of

government. There is a myriad of people
working on this question. We do it through
the estimates procedure, which happens after

the fact and turns out to be an analysis of

expenditures that have already been made.
It has turned out, at least in the fimctioning
of this House, to be just a forum for various

members to make various policy statements
or to carp and complain in general or speci-

fically about things that disturb them. It has
not functioned and is not functioning as a

scrutiny of legisaltive expenditures. I think,
that is a reality. We also use the public
accounts committee, but that is too late. It

is a post-'audit, a year or two after the fact.

We try to call in the relevant people, but
so often the harm has been done.

One of the great frustrations for all mem-
bers—and all members from all parties are

concerned with efficiency and economy in the

go\'emment today—is the standards upon
which and against which one measiu-es effi-

ciency and economy in government. One of
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the fundamental reasons I brought forward

this bill today is to force the government to

create standards against which it can be

judged. It is only one part of the process.

Mr. Speaker, you will recall that in the

past I have introduced bills in this Legisla-

ture to force an economic impact study of

every bill and every regulation that comes

before this House. That is a big job, but at

least it would force the bureaucracy and the

politicians who introduce that legislation to

figure out the effect down the line, to have

something in mind when they produce that

legislation. If it did not turn out as expected,

we would have something against which to

judge it. That is one of the reasons for my
t)ill: to try to bring in sfome scrutiny of tax

expenditures.
Another reason is freedom of information.

1 want to be charitable, but I suspect the

government has an economic impact study
of various pieces of legislation or tax expen-
•ditures. But the opp/osition, other members
of the Legislature, the government back-

benchers and, indeed, members of the pub-
lic are rarely privy to that information.

When) we are in this time of great revenue

crisis and expenditure crisis at all levels of

the government, when we have an increas-

ingly disaffected populace that is worried

about its own taxation rights in a flat econo-

my, we must attempt far more seriously than

Ave have already to justify ourselves on the

expenditure of public funds.

It was a depressing Auditor General's re-

port from Ottawa that was published in the

press today. Mr. Macdonell talked about the

efficiency of the civil service and a number
of other problems. He addressed in a gen-
eric way some of the things I have been

trying to address through this bill. I oflFer it

not as a universal panacea but as one very
constructive way to discipline government
We can analyse government and establish

a set of standards against which all mem-
bers of the public can participate in the

debate on whether a tax expenditure is

worthwhile.
Let me explain what a tax expenditure is.

It is a benefit coriferred upon someone, a

company or an individual, by not collecting
the full amount of revenue to which we
would ordinarily be entitled. It is a tax con-

cession, which can take many forms. But it

is some kind of a benefit that is conferred

upon someone for presumably some otlier

kind of purchase.
It is very important when we are under

the expenditure restraints we are under

today to make sure we are not giving away
more by way of tax expenditure or benefit

conferred upon one group than we are cut-

ting back from another group. If there were
no tax exipenditures, we would take all that

money into public Treasury and then have

the option of giving back grants to the veiy
same people we are trying to confer a n^t

benefit upon. But one can imagine thr
- '

lie howl that would arise if people .

giving back tlie kinds of grants an-J tlie bil-

lions of dollars that tax expenditures are

worth today in this province.

One of the problems I have in bringing
this debate forward is that we have so little

information in Ontario. I have taken my
lead from the federal government, which has

published two studies on tax expenditures. I

went through these studies. The Department
of Finance published one which lists 186

ways that individuals and corporations get

preferential tax treatment, i.e., benefits con-

ferred upon them by the government for

certain types of behaviour. They are the

most bizarre, arcane, obscure kinds of things.

I certainly do not want to take up all my
time going through the list. In almost every

area, we have devised a complicated tax

sjstem that gives certain amounts away to

certain people. In the manufacturing sector

we have certain lower income tax rates on

manufacturing. We have investment tax

credits. In energy we have certain tax

credits. In the resource sector the oil and gas

drilling fund. There are multiple-unit resi-

dential buildings (MURBs), and there are

tax advantages to individuals for shoes and

for all sorts of difi"erent things.

Until recently, these things had never

been catalogued. The study by the Depart-
ment of Finance of the federal government
came up with a figure on an annualized basis

of $32 billion given away yearly by way of

tax expenditures. I am not making a judge-
ment on the worth or the relevance of those

tax expenditures, but I am saying we have

the right to know so we can make that

judgement.
That study showed something like $32

billion in tax expenditures at the same time

as there is a public outcry about the size

of the federal deficit, some $12 billion. If

we cut the tax expenditures in half, we could

at least balance the budget if that is the

primary aim.

4:50 p.m.

The problem with tax expenditures is that

they are obscure and hidden. Very few

people know what is involved. They clearly

know when a government grant is given out

to Abitibi or to some poor people for
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mortgage interest rate relief or that kind of

thing, but a tax expenditure is hidden in the

system. It is the greatest single potential
source of revenue, yet nobody knows it. In

order to have a full debate on this subject,
we must have the information.

I refer to another study, by Roger Smith
for the Canadian Tax Foundation, which
came to very diflFerent conclusions. He said

the federal tax expenditures were in the

order of $10 billion. But there were differ-

ent time periods used and there were differ-

ent criteria used, because I can assure mem-
bers that the definition of a tax expenditure
is not an easy one. I haven't attempted to

deal with that in a complicated way, other
than to siay we must apply the full force of

government weight to determine what is in-

volved.

I take you back three years, Mr. Speaker,
when you will recall an amendment to the

Retail Sales Tax Act was introduced bv
Darcy McKeous^h to provide a fast write-off

or tax exemption for production machinery.
Our friends to the left opposed that at the

time. We supported it, but we were very
concerned that there wasn't enough informa-
tion to make an intelligent judgement and so

we introduced at that time an amendment to

that bill, forcing government disclosure. It

was not exacdy the way I would have liked

it because it was government disclosure after

the fact.

The amendment which I moved to section

6 then read "Not later than January 1,

1978"—the year after the implementation of

the bill—"the minister shall cause a review
to be made respecting the impact on public

revenues, job creation, unemployment and
investment growth in the productive sector

of Ontario resulting from the operation ex-

emptions created by paragraphs 38 and
38(a)."

The point was that, through the strength
of the opposition at that time, we had the

power to force the government to analyse
its own work, and that is the way it should
have been. But where this failed is that we
should have forced the government to analyse
that ahead of time. We should have known
why that bill was introduced, whom they

expected to benefit positively and whom they

expected to be affected adversely so that we
as legislators, either in the House or in com-

mittee, could come back a year later and

say: "This is what you said would happen.
Here's what did happen. Either you were

wrong or you were right." Then we would

collectively make a social or moral judgement

about the eflBcacy and correctiveness of that

action.

Anybody who thinks financial matters are

too esoteric is wrong, because ultimately they
reflect the social, political and moral values

of a society, and numbers are just one way
of translating them. When we morally take

the position that we are going to confer a

benefit on one sector of society by giving it

a tax advantage, but at the same time we
decide not to help another sector of society,
then that ultimately is a moral or political

judgement. We have to have those numbers
and we have to have that information in

order to explain intelligently what we are

doing and in order that we, the legislators,

can understand.

I want to quote Roger Smith, the author

of the Canadian Tax Foundation study. He
said: "Very little may be gained from the

control of direct expenditures if the process
is accompanied by rapid growth and indirect

expenditures which are subject to no public

accountability." They are hidden. Almost

every group in society is asking for prefen-
tial tax treatment: a si>ecial fast write-off for

research and development or for school tui-

tion fees or whatever. Before governments
accede to that pressure, given the revenue

squeeze I said earlier they are all in, the

tremendous pressure to balance budgets and
the adverse effect that is having on our

society in the long term, then we must look

at all forgone revenue soiu-ces before we can
look at giving away and spending more
money.

It is very easy to advocate further tax in-

centives, but when one thinks about it in

terms of giving the person a grant, as op-

posed to just forgiving revenue, then that

brings a very different kind of perspective
to the question that one advances.

I have a personal example. I received a

letter today from a person in the furniture

business in Ontario. He manufactures furni-

ture for hotels and he was quite disturbed.

He told me about a motel in Morrisburg
which just received a preferential tax treat-

ment because, as members know, motel and
hotel equipment is exempt from retail sales

tax. That equipment, bought by him to the

tune of $48,000, was all imported. He tells

me, and I take it at face value, that equip-
ment could have been produced in Ontario

at competitive rates. There is another motel
in Belleville with the same thing to the tune

of $65,000. It was brought in and given

preferential tax treatment.

There are a number of competing interests

here. We are interested in hotels. We want
to treat them as favourably as we can from
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a tax point of view. But are we doing the

right thing morally when we subsidize them
to purchase furniture and accessories from
a different country?

If we had that information, we would be

far more capable of making rational judge-
ments. That is why I have introduced in this

House today a bill to force the Treasurer

(Mr. F. S. Miller), when he tables his budget,
to make a complete documentation of his tax

expenditures
—what he expects to glean

therefrom, who he expects will be positively

afiFected, who he expects will be adversely
aflFected—so we can better make not only
the moral judgement, but also the political

and economic judgement, about what is cor-

rect for this province.
I hope I have impressed upon the House

the extent of this problem. It is not a front-

page item. It is not going to get people
marching in the streets tomorrow. Unfortun-

ately, one of the failures of the legislative

process—I think we collectively share in this

problem and I take my share of the blame—
is that we are rarely able to elevate the sig-
nificant and fundamental long-term issues to

a place of public prominence on the Order

Paper.
I think this is an important issue in the

long term. I ask members of the Legislature
to assist in providing better information for

the people of Ontario for us to govern better,
to pass better laws for the benefit of all

Canadians.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I assume I have

some time left.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: There are four min-
utes remaining. Do you wish to reserve that?

Mr. Peterson: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, let me congratu-
late the honourable member for bringing in

this bill and for the way in which he handled
the introduction this afternoon. What he said

is something with which the members of this

group could agree almost totally, because
we feel that he has shown us exactly what
this problem needs.

This afternoon I am not going to outline

the various types of tax expenditvue. The
member has already told us we have a total

of $32 billion a year on these tax expendi-
tures, a rather startling sum.

I want to look at a couple of types which
are very much in the public mind, ones
which should be looked at carefully.

The first is the rapid write-oflF where, for

whatever purpose, government gives to cor-

porations, individuals or companies the privi-

lege of writing o£F the value of the new
machinery and equipment in one or two

years. In other words, the government itself

pays for it quickly instead dF by a long-term

write-off, which is customary with business.

As the member has pointed out, we don't

know what this is costing Ontario.

The Smith report—to which he has re-

ferred—jwints out that in 1975 we had a

total of $1.5 billion in rapid write-offs. If

that was the case for 1975— it has been used
much more adequately since that time from
the point of view of the companies—then this

must have cost the government billions of

dollars. But we don't know what this has cost

Ontario. It is the purpose of the bill to find

that out, and we hope that will happen.

5 pjn.

A couple of figures have been given t» us.

I quote Eric Kierans, who is hardly a Social-

ist but I understand he is a good Liberal. He
says this: "Eighty-nine per cent of the so-

called accelerated capital cost allowances
went to firms with assets in excess of $25 mil-

lion, about 400 firms. Those 400 firms con-

stituted 1.2 per cent of the total corporation

population. The other 98.8 per cent of the

firms, about 300,000 comi)anies, shared the

remaining 11 per cent of tax deferrals." That
shows us something of what is happening in

this field and I will come back to that later.

The second matter I want to bring to the

attention of the House is deferred taxes-
taxes which would normally be paid by a

company, a corporation—individual or inter-

national, whatever the case may be. Those
taxes pile up year by year as a liability on
the books of a company, with the idea that

they must be reinvested as they get them
or shortly afterward.

Deferred taxes in 1970 in Canada amoun-
ted to $3.6 billion; by 1975, $10.5 bilhon.

We don't know the exact figure for 1979,
but I have seen two or three estimates in

the range of $15 billion. That means de-

ferred taxes account for almost half the

amount hkely at the present time that the

member just quoted. The rate of increase

in these deferred taxes is going on and they

represent now up to 12 per cent of the capi-
tal ini many of our companies.
These are a couple of illustrations: In the

mining companies, nine per cent of the capi-

tal is now in deferred taxes, or at least de-

ferred tax equals nine per cent of the capi-

tal; in primary metals, it's 12.4 i)er cent; in

petroleum and coal products it is 12.8; and

the average is eight per cent in the manu-

facturing sector. But compared with those,

in the retail trade, the small businessmen,

we get 1.5 per cent which is pretty small,

and in tihe wholesale trade, 1.6 per cent. So
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there is a tremendous imbalance there in

what is happening.
Let me give a couple of examples: Bell

Canada, one of our largest and most resi>ec-
ted companies, has deferred taxes in its last

report—I have it here—of $1,066,749,000.
That has accrued over the years, and that is

what Bell Canada owes government treasur-

ies, wherever they may be. Again, one
doesn't know what part of that Ontario has,
and that's the purpose of the bill: to find
that out. Northern Telecom, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bell, or close to it, has deferred
taxes of $90.9 million; Inco, $466 million;
Algoma Steel, $44 million; CPR, $500 mil-
lion.

That's not the whole story. Bell Canada
has that money, as all the comoanies do,
interest-free. So we are not only making
capital funds available to the corporations
in Canada, but we are also making it avail-

able interest-free. At 15 per cent, and that's

low today. Bell Canada would be paying
$160 milHon to the public Treasury in in-

terest alone. That means an extra subsidy
this year to Bell Canada of $160 million. It

means an extra subsidy to Inco olf $70 mil-
lion at 15 per cent. It means a subsidy to

the CPR of $75 milhon this year. And that

goes on year after year, increasing as long
as the interest rate stays that high. If the
interest rate goes down, of course, the sub-

sidy is a bit less. What is Ontario's share of
these deferred taxes? We just don't know,
and so we are very interested to find out.

I want to mention three or four things
that are happening because of the situation
I have outlined. First, as the figures I have
quoted show, this whole matter of deferred
taxes and all the rest of the tax expenditures
on the part of government favours the con-
centration of wealth and economic power,
because the biggest ones get the most and
the little ones get little. Of course, the more
they get, the more the interest-free part adds
up.

Second, it favours largely American-owned
firms in this country, firms which produce
rubber, autos, petroleum and chemicalsi and
which are largely o\\Tied, if not almost

wholly owned, by American head offices.

That means we are assisting the expansion of

American control in Canada through this

device. We give them the money to buy us

out. That is really what is happening. To me,
that is incredible. We should know to what
extent this is happening, because we do not
know today. Again, it works against the

small business.

We talk about help for small business,
and we have set up various devices for

assisting small business in this province; so

what do we do? We hit them hard through
the taxation setup. Of course, it also mili-

tates against the new business, the littie

fellow who wants to get started. Until he
shows a profit, there is no help for him.

Do I have one minute left, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Yes.

Mr. Young: I will have to leave most of it

to the member for Nickel Belt (Mr. Laugh-
ren) to fill in, but let me say this: The thing
that disturbs me most about this whole busi-

ness of tax expenditures is that we have been

talking about restraint. The Duke of

Chatham-Kent, Darcy McKeough, instituted

a program to transfer wealth from the public
to the private sector some years ago, and
said so in so many words. Our gross national

product has not been dropping. Wliat we
have been doing is transferring from people

help, to corporate help, and to the help for

the wealthy in our community. The kind of

thing we want to know is to what extent

that transfer is taking place? We're cutting

"welfare, child care, education, medical care

and all those things'. At the same time, we
are increasing the help in the field of tax

expenditures. To me, that is wrong. That's

the wrong place to put the restraints.

Mr. Williams: Mr. Speaker, I'm pleased to

have the opportimity to speak to the bill of

the member for London Centre. (Mr.

Peterson). It is always a pleasure to con-

sider the ever-shifting sands of that amor-

phous body of i)olitical thought known as

Liberal economic policy. I think I am being
accurate when I characterize Liberal econ-

omic policy as a body of thought; however,
the bill being proposed by the honourable
member may be cast out on that descrip-
tion.

Indeed, this bill, the Tax Exi>enditures
Disclosure Act, 1980, seems to suggest that

the Liberal Party and its economic re-

searchers are totally unaware of what infor-

mation is available on the costs and conse-

quences of tax deductions, exemptions and
rebates. Perhaps this lack of awareness of

available data and the apparent inability to

analyse and imderstand the information are

the imderlying causes of the continuing lack

of consistency in Liberal economic policies.

In any event, I will be opposing the bill for

reasons which I will now expand upon.

Speaking generally, complete and detailed

information on the objectives, amounts, im-

plementation and anticipated costs of gov-
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emment fyrograms have always been pro-

vided by this government. In a few moments
I will list just some of the sources of in-

formation available to anyone who seriously

wants to examine government tax and fiscal

policy matters.

However, before doing that, I want to

consider a specific example of what this bill

is about. I refer the members of this House
to the temporary Ontario tax rebate program
which this government put in place only a

few months ago. This program was an-

nounced on January 31 by my colleague the

Minister of Treasury and Economics (Mr.

F. S. Miller).

As members will recall, its purpose was
to provide assistance to the automobile in-

dustry in Ontario specifically, to stimulate

production in the industry and to reduce the

number of employees in the industry on

layoff at that particular time.

5:10 p.m.

At the time he announced the program,
the Treasurer, in conjunction with the Min-
ister of Revenue (Mr. Maeck), provided in-

formation outlining in detail the objectives
of the program, the procedures involved and
the actu!il estimated cost of the program.

Specifically, the estimated costs were stated

to be up to $15 million, depending on the

number of 1979 cars sold in February.
I recall that the Liberal response to this

program was not very constructive. When
given the information concerning the cost to

the government of this program, about the

only thing the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
S. Smith) could think to say on the subject
was that it was a giveaway to the dealers.

That was not a very useful analysis. In fact,

about 7,000 vehicles were processed tmder
this program. Dealer inventories were re-

duced bv at least a third. The actual cost

was much less than the $15 million originally

projected. The complete financial informa-

tion provided on this program was not just

an isolated case—far from it.

I want to turn now to consider certain as-

pects of the 1979 Ontario budget. I have re-

viewed that budget for examples of tax de-

ductions, exemptions or rebates to see if

adequate supporting information was pro-
vided. I am convinced it was.

The retail sales tax exemptions on certain

candy, confections and soft drinks were

clearly stated to cost $16 million. The
exemption on ticket prices was increased, as

stated, at an annual cost of $1 million. Pur-

chases of aircraft and aircraft parts were

exempted from sales tax for certain carriers.

Costs to the province were estimated to be
$4 million. Further sales tax exemptions and
rebates were allowed on materials relating

to solar heating, smoke alarms and certain

household clothing items at a stated cost of

$6 million.

Without going into further detail, the

estimated costs were clearly set out for the

tax reductions affecting tourism, the capital
tax and the elimination of succession duties.

The budget contained a table entitled

"Revenue Impact of Tax and Other Changes,
1979-80," which outlined in detail the effects

of the various deductions, exemptions or re-

bates. In every case, the cost to the province
of these actions was clearly stated.

It appears I have embarrassed the sponsor
of the bill, Mr. Speaker, because he has left

the chamber now that I have brought these

matters to his attention. As every member
of the House knows, with the exception

perhaps of the sponsor of the bill, the budget
is tabled with a series of appendices and

budget papers at the back. Contained in the

appendices are tables, charts and detailed

information concerning any tax changes and

outlining revenue and expenditure levels over

the preceding years. One only has to look

at the budget document to show that more
than half of it contains these detailed appen-
dices and revenue information.

Even a cursory examination of the budgets
from 1976 through to 1979 would indicate

that in each and every case where a tax

reduction, exemption or rebate is contem-

plated the estimated cost to the province is

clearly stated.

Further, if the material provided in the

budget is somehow not enough for the mem-
ber for London Centre—and I question
whether he has ever read the appendices and

supporting material in the budget, based on

his presentation—I suggest he examine some
of the other financial information published

regularly by this government.
The member alluded to—I don't know

whether he has ever read them—the annual

thr^e volumes of Public Accounts of Ontario,

which I hold before you, Mr. Speaker. Has
he referred to the quarterly updates on the

performance of the budget, prepared by the

Ministry of Treasury and Economics, or has

he taken the time to look at the annual

publication, Province of Ontario Financial

Report?
These are all supporting documents that

set out in detail the pluses and minuses in

budgeting and granting of tax exemptions or

credits. All these publications are clearly de-
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tailed with tables and charts for the very
purposes for which the member is concerned
in this bill. It is my position that ample and

appropriate information is made available by
this province concerning tax and fiscal policy
matters.

Before concluding, however, I wish to give
a final example to illustrate my position.
Members will recall that in 1975 this pro-
ince took measures, including a reduction
in the retail sales tax, to reinforce consumer
purchasing power and to stimulate the auto-
mobile industry at a time when the Ontario

economy was experiencing significant eco-
nomic slowdown. The actions taken included
a reduction in the retail sales tax from seven
per cent to five per cent, removal of sales
tax from certain machinery and equipment
purchases and a rebate to consumers of the
sales tax on new car purchases. The total
cost of these actions was clearly set out in
detail as $590 million in 1975-76.

The 1976 budget analysed the eflFects of
the 1975 reduction and included figures,
tables and other information for anyone who
cared enough and was concerned enough
to assess the impact of these temporary
measures in terms of increased economic
activity created in Ontario. Charts were
presented to show how the benefits were
spread among consumers, industry and other
sectors of the economy to show the change
in the value of retail trade, to show the

changes in sales of autos in Ontario and
to show increased Canadian passenger car
production as well as tables dealing with
other matters.

I believe I have indicated that relevant
information is made available to the public
to allow for serious and informed criticism
of government policies. I further believe that
the member for London Centre is fully
capable of making very good use of the data
already available and that his time would
have been better spent oflFering constructive

criticism, valid or otherwise, or well-docu-
mented tax incentive programs, rather than
formulating this redundant piece of legisla-
tion.

Mr. Speaker, in good conscience, for the
reasons stated, I am not able to support this
bill.

Mr. Huston: Mr. Speaker, I wish to take
part in this debate and support Bill 35, An
Act respecting the Disclosure of Tax Incen-
tive Costs. I think it is important when one
sees the way the bureaucracy of govern-
ment builds up and the tax structure we are

facing today and how governments at times

bring in special incentives to do what they
think may improve the economy.

I suppose we could look at the recent re-

moval of the sales tax for all 1979 model
cars in dealers' showrooms for the month
of February. If I had been a dealer and
had 100 cars, I would have thought that was
great. But if I had been another dealer down
the road, with no 1979 models and a hun-
dred 1980 models, I would have thought
that was absolutely ridiculous. Actually what
the government was doing was encouraging
the sale of the 1979 model cars that had

already been manufactured. Some dealers

made a bad mistake by not selling them,
not putting on a little more pressure, maybe
giving a little discount on them, and they

hung on to them; then they got rid of them
with the government's assistance. Yet the

feUow who sold them, who really got out
there and peddled them, leased them, sold

them or whatever he did to get rid of them,
and brought in all his new 1980 models, did

not get any benefit.

The government was not helping the econ-

omy. If it wanted to help the economy,
it would have taken the tax off the 1980

models; then the dealers would have had to

buy the 1980s to sell them and they would
have had to peddle the 1979s some way,
perhaps by reducing the price, but at least

they would have sold them. So the govern-
ment was not helping the economy, if that

was the intent.

An interesting thing hajxpened im 1975.

They took the sales tax oflF automobiles and
came out with a $1,500 grant to home own-
ers—which was kind of a nice thing for

someone buying a home, whether new car

used, as long as he was a first-time home
owner.

5:20 p.m.

A person came to me the other day who
received a $1,500 home owner grant in 1975.

His mortgage was written up for five years.

The government encouraged him in 1975 to

buy a house, and now he is in a fix, having
to pay a higher mortgage interest rate. It

just happened, of course, that interest rates

'went up over the five years. When he renews

his mortgage, the $1,500 will not look very

good. It would do him a lot more good today
than it did in 1975. What government does

sometimes causes an efi^ect over a few years.

It may cause many problems later that were
not exipected. That is why the member for

London Centre is correct in saying we need
an assessment when we are giving benefits

by removing taxes on whatever it might be.
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If we look at the record of 36 years, eight
months and 14 days of a tired old govern-
ment—and I have been here almost 13 years
—we can see that they are getting more
tired and more tired. This session they have

been even more tired; they really are wear-

ing down. In fact, the Premier (Mr. Davis)
never answers a question any more. He
looks for interjections from somebody so he
can play with them rather than give an

answer to a question. It shows how tired he
is. I realize that does not concern this bill.

However, we are addressing a bill through
this government that should be accepted.

The member for Oriole (Mr. Williams)

gave his reasons. I can understand the gen-
eral philosophy of the member for Oriole.

I am sure he would not accept this because
he feels that the government over there is the

only one that can do anything right, and no

one else has any right to know how the

government figures it out and how it comes

to its assessment. That is the philosophy of

that party over there. I say that day is gone
and they are going to have to change their

ideas because they are going to be kicked

out.

The member for Oriole mentioned some-

thing about what the member for London
Centre read from the public accounts book.

Many of us have read it. I have been read-

ing the public accounts books for the past
12 years. It is interesting to look at the

public accounts books of 1968, 1970, 1972
and right up to 1979. I looked under Educa-
tion in the book for 1970. At that time the

individual salary limit was $15,000; in 1970,

your name had to be put in if you earned

$15,000 or more. Of course, it has been
raised because of inflation, and today it is

$25,000. But there are still as many in that

high bracket—more than 600 who are earn-

ing more than $25,000 in the Ministry of

Education headquarters here in Toronto.

When the present Premier presented the

education bill in 1968, to put all the boards
into coimty boards and centralize the school

districts, he said the local boards would be

handling all the business; they would look

after education. They are looking after edu-
cation. There are no inspectors from Toronto

going into every school every week or two
as there were when I attended school. They
used to come from Toronto and look around
see how we were doing. Nobody comes from
Toronto now. They have 600 people here

miaking more than $25,000 a year, and no-

body knows what they do. The present
Premier, when he was Minister of Education,
said that by putting in central education

boards, by taking in county boards in big

areas, we would not need all the bureaucracy
in Toronto. That never happened; we still

have them.

That is why we must have something like

the member for London Centre mentioned.

We need the approval to get in there and
control the spending of the bureaucracies

that build up. Of course, the present one
has to be the worst. After 36 years, eight

months and 14 days, what else can we
expect?

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I think most

of us are going to support the bill, not that

it is quite perfect. I think there are a couple
of minor imperfections.

Mr. Peterson: Just like you. You're not per-
fect either.

Mr. Laughren: My imperfections are not

minor, but the bill's imperfections are minor.

I am concerned about some of them because

the bill states that the costs contained in tax

expenditures in the budget should be tabled

with that budget. That is grossly inadequate,

because it doesn't deal with any of the exist-

ing tax exp>enditures at the provincial level.

It only deals with changes to the existing tax

system. We don't think that is enough. We
need a complete accounting of all the tax

expenditures. If the member for London
Centre would request that this bill be sent

to committee, since I assume it will pass as

it makes much sense, we could work out

what I suspect would be an acceptable

amendment which would broaden its impact.

If federal tax expenditures equal $30 bil-

lion, one can only guess what application

that has in Ontario. The federal government
is the past master at this. They have honed

tax expenditures to a science, more so even

than the provincial Tories have, but neither

one of them is a slouch at it. I have always

regarded a tax expenditure as a sneaky grant,

because a direct grant to Ford of $28 million

by the Ontario government creates a lot of

waves and vibrations across Ontario since it

is a lot of taxpayers' money, I am sure they
have given Ford Motor Company a lot more

than $28 million over the years in one form

of tax expenditure or another, but it doesn't

cause the vibrations out there. If this gov-

ernment resists this bill, we will know why,

namely, because it will reveal for the first

time some of the dollars.

We need to start all over again. I wonder

what happened to Ken Carter. Does anybody
remember Ken Carter back in 1966 when
he brought forward his tax reform pack-

age? When that culminated in the so-

called tax reform of 1971, I believe, it was
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a massive retreat from the bold principles
involved in what Carter was trying to do,
because Carter actually cared about equity
and would have done something about it.

The federal Liberals caved in completely
on the principles of the Carter report on tax-

ation. They caved in basically to the wealthy
and the privileged in this country. I suspect
some of the Conservative members would
agree with that. Now we have today in this

chamber the Ontario Liberals coming in with
a bill to table tax exx>enditures and to make
that a requirement.

Presumably, the reason they want tax ex-

r)enditures tabled is to know to what extent
there are inequities in the tax system. Surely
that is the underlying principle for tabling
tax expenditures. Are there any inequities in

the system, what are they and how much do
they cost? Isn't it interesting that the Ontario
Liberals would do that this year? A year ago
now, thev voted for leqrislation abolishing suc-
cession duties and gift taxes—^two separate
bills. TTie Ontario Liberals voted in favour
of the top three per cent of all estates in this

province. Then they have the chutzpah to

come in here and say they are tabling a tax

expenditure bill to detect whether there are

gross ineouities in the system. I am para-
phrasing them now. Well, that's a bit much.
I suspect they may be bringing this bill in to

see if there are some tax exoenditures they
are missing. Maybe they would like to intro-

duce some at the provincial level that they
thought of at the federal level. We find that

very difficult to take.

We will support this bill—at least I will;
I don't speak on private members' bills for the
rest of my caucus, I will support it because it

does force the government to explain when
it brines in a tax expenditure, which I think
is good. It also makes it more diflBcult to
introduce new tax expenditures, because the
government knows it will have to explain
them. Overall, if it were introduced and
especially if the government would accept an
amendment to it, I think we could make it a
useful bill.

5:30 p.m.

I have always thought that income tax
rates are progressive. Consequently, if a tax

expenditure, or tax deduction or exclusion is

measured by the taxpayer's marginal rate,
it means that the higher the marginal rate
the greater the benefit. That is one way
the tax expenditures protect the rich.

While we support the bill, I think it is

incimibent upon the member, when he re-

sponds—he has four minutes left—to be more
specific and to tell us what tax expenditures

would be done away with in the unlikely
event there is ever a Liberal government in

Ontario. Surely, in principle, they would do

away with some of them, even if they do not

know the precise dollars that are involved.

The member would not expect us to say
one thing and do another. If he is serious

about tax expenditures and inequities in the

system, surely he would carry through on
that.

Would the member do away with the

$1,000 tax deduction of interest in dividends,
whidi costs more than $2 billion a year;
with the deduction of charitable donations

with receipts, $506 million; with the standard

$100 deduction for charities with no re-

ceipts, $1 billion; with the registered home
ownership savings plan, $364 million? These
are 1975 federal figures—and they go on and
on. There are enormous numbers of tax ex-

penditures. I don't know which ones the

member would support. I wish he could tell

us.

Ontario is no slouch either. It has its share
of tax expenditures. Companies are not taxed
on i)ersonal property such as machinery,
equipment and inventory. Companies receive

an initial investment tax credit of seven per
cent ini some parts of the province and 10

per cent in others. Additional investment tax

credit is available in manufacturing and pro-

cessing, or exploration and production of oil

and mines, in the equipment of rail, water
and long-haul road transportation. Companies
pay no provincial sales tax with the purchase
of most types of machinery and equipment
used in manufacturing. Ontario firms enjoy
an employment tax credit, with the tax

credited up to $1.75 an hour for full-time

employees. The combined federal and pro-
vincial corporate income tax on manufactur-

ing and processing industries is much lower
then the equivalent combined federal and
state taxes in the United States. Ontario has
no land speculation tax. I could go on and
on as to the exemptions.
What it boils down to is a redistribution

of income. That is what tax expenditures do.

I was looking at the federal share of taxes

received from the corporate and private sec-

tors. I found that in 1952 corporations paid
52 per cent of federal income taxes and
individuals paid 48 per cent. It was almost
even in 1952. In 1958, the slide was starting
—44 per cent for corporations and 56 per
cent for individuals. In 1968, it was 37 per
cent for corporations and 63 per cent for

individuals. In 1978, it was 30 per cent for

corporations and 70 per cent for individuals.

In 1979, it was 24 per cent for corporations
and 76 per cent for individuals.
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Between 1952 and 1979-27 years-we had
the working people of this country go from

48 per cent to 76 per cent and, in the cor-

porate sector, where profits have been very

healthful, from 52 per cent to 24 per cent.

Mr. Kerrio: That means they got bigger

wages, they tripled their wages.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, indeed. Let my friend

whine for his corporate friends. It fits him

perfectly.
It is difficult to support the bill knowing

full well that if the Liberals ever had the

opportunity to introduce such legislation they
would only fatten up the expenditures for

their friends, even more than the Tories have
done. That's what the Liberals have in mind
for Ontario.

Perhaps Walter Stewart said it best, writ-

ing in the Ottawa Journal. He said that—

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member's
time has expired.

Mr. Laughren: I will not quote Walter
Stewart. I will close by saying that tax ex-

penditure budgets should be a plea for

more equity in the tax system. If we are to

believe that is what tlie member from Lon-
don Centre has in his mind, or if those are

his intentions, I hope he will tell us so when
he responds.

Mr. Havrot: Mr. Speaker, an examination
of this bill would seem to indicate that the

member for London Centre thinks he and
his party can do a better job of managing
the provincial economy than this govern-
ment does.

Mr. Kerrio: That wouldn't be hard to do.

Mr. Havrot: Let me say that he is sadly
mistaken. A Progressive Conservative govern-
ment has led this province for almost 40
years, and in that 40-year period no Liberal

Party in Ontario has been able to persuade
the people of this province they can top the

job done by the Progressive Conservative

Party. Why is this so?

Mr. Kerrio: The NDP got you through last

time.

Mr. Havrot: Yes, that's right, but they
won't the next time.

I think the people of Ontario know they
are well-served and well-governed by this

party. They always have been and they will

be for many years to come.
I am surprised that the members of the

Liberal caucus do not understand why they
fail to impress the Ontario voters. It has

nothing to do with information and statistics

the Liberals use to analyse their economic

policy. It has everything to do with their

economic policy, the policy of the Liberal

Party. The Liberal Party has never had a

coherent, consistent policy for the Ontario

economy. If they are not quoting from some

report or more frequently from some news-

paper, they draw their material from govern-
ment policy papers.
The people of Ontario are not going to

be fooled by Liberal rhetoric. Instead, the

people of this province listen to facts. These
are some of the facts. For the past 16 years,
Ontario has con istently led all other

provinces in general economic activity as

mef'sured by the gross domestic product. In

1978, Ontario's gross domestic product was

$89.9 billion, the largest in the country. This

was 220 per cent greater than Alberta's gross

domestic product. Despite the statements of

the leader of the Liberal Party, Ontario is

still the number one province in Canada and
v/ill continue to be number one.

The past year was the fifth successive year
that Ontario's unemployment rate was less

than the national average.

Mr. Laughren: In Windsor too, Ed?

Mr. Havrot: I am talking of 1979. What
is the honourable member going to do with

cars? He should tell us how to sell them. He
has all the answers; so he should tell us how
we sell the cars.

Mr. Speaker: There's nothing about cars

in this bill.

Mr. Havrot: You are right, Mr. Speaker.
In 1979, there were 161,000 new jobs

created, compared with 133,000 in 1978.

Mr. Laughren: You wouldn't even drive a

car.

Mr. Havrot: The member should ask his

leader what kind of a car he drives.

Ontario's economy grew in real terms at

an average annual rate of 3.7 per cent during
the 1970s, better than the growth rates in

such large advanced industrial cotmtries

as West Germany, the United Kingdom and

the United States. None of this sounds like

bad management to me, and obviously it

doesn't sound like bad management to the

people of Ontario either.

I say these things to convince the member
for London Centre that any difficulties or

frustrations he may be having with the

economic policy of this government stem

from the policies and statements of his own

party.
I would like to add to the remarks made

by my colleague the member for Oriole. In

my opinion, this government provides a wide

range of information on the cost and impact
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of its tax incentives. The coverage varies

from the examination of wholesale struc-

tural changes—including tax reform, the com-

petitive position of Ontario industry and so

on—to analysis of specific incentives, such as

the sales tax exemption for production ma-

chinery and equipment, tax credits and per-
sonal income tax exemptions.

I want to emphasize that in the provision
of supporting data and information, as is the

case in many other matters, Ontario leads

all the other provinces and the federal gov-
ernment. Compared with other provinces,
and indeed in comparison to the federal gov-
ernment, Ontario provides the most informa-

tive and useful analysis of its tax expendi-
ture policy.

5:40 p.m.

The federal Liberal government has never
been committed to freedom of information.

It took a Conservative administration in

Ottawa to finally get that matter moving.
In my opinion, the Ontario Ministry of

Treasury and Economics has been imagina-
tive in its development of budget concepts
and in its fiscal policy analysis. As far as tax

expenitm-es go, the Treasury has tended to

concentrate its energies and resources on

analysing current issues in depth and in the

context of its overall fiscal ipolicy. This ap-

proach is much more informative than re-

porting an historical list of tax expenditures
in a superficial and less meaningful way.

Whife I do not pretend to have the exper-
tise of the member for London Centre in

this matter, I want to say a few words on
the concept of tax expenditure.

The notion of tax expenditures as an
analytical tool has achieved real prominence
in the economists' jargon only in the last few
years. I believe there k considerable debate
about what tax expenditures actually are.

Given that the experts in the fild are unsure
about the concept, its implications and use-

fulness, I see no good reason for providing
voliunes of such information with the budget.
To do so would lend an air of authenticity
and acceptability to a concept which is not
even yet fiJly understood or accepted by
economists.

If we take as an example the reduction
or elimination of a sales tax, how does one
predict the actual cost of such a measure?
How does one estimate and value the general
stimulative eff^ects to the economy? Is it by
increased disposable income, increased con-
sinner demand, increased employment, in-

creased profits or income? I realize econom-
ists do have tools to estimate these verv

matters, but even given that the tax exi)en-

ditiu'e concept was generally accepted, which
it is not, surely enough information is made
available by this government and the very

capalble people in the Ministry of Treasury
and Economics so that everyone who is

seriously interested in the state of our econ-

omic and fiscal policies can be well informetl.

For the reasons stated, Mr. Si)eaker, I do

not support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: There are about three

minutes before the member for London
Centre uses up his time. Is there any other

member who wants to si)eak?

'Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

join in this debate in support of my col-

league's bill. I would like to read the pur-

pose of the bill, because some of the

honourable members have not addressed

themselves to the purpose of the bill.

The purpose of the bill is to require the

Treasurer of Ontario to discl<)se the actual

cost to the public of every tax incentive

program contained in the budget.

I think the government is going to have

to get used to the idea that we are going

to have to explain things to the public. The

fact that they have been there for 37 years,

and have not bothered explaining tax in-

centive programs, along with many other

programs that government participates in, is

exactly why we are trying to tell the people

of Ontario that this government is at fault.

It is about time they decided the public is

going to become more involved, even if it is

to the degree of sharing the purpose of a tax

incentive with the public.

I think it is proven that if this government

is prepared to spend millions of tax dollars

to conduct polls to see what the public is

thinking, it follows that they should be very

willing to share with the public the reasons

and the costs of tax incentive i>rograms. I

do not think that is too much to expect. I

think that, in the years to come in this new

decade ahead of us, this government had

better be prepared to give the public more

knowledge about what it proposes to do and

how it is going to effect them.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I wish to thank

the members for participating and the civil

service for writing the preposterous speeches

that have just been read by the two members

opposite.
It is interesting to observe the degree of

control that the bureaucracy now is exercis-

ing to the government back-benchers, par-

ticularly one back-bencher who deserves to

be on tihe back benches, probably even in the
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fourth row, becaiise their speeches were

absolutely nonconstructive speeches that they
did not personally understand.

The member from Sleepy Hollow was par-

ticularly vehement. I do not think he under-

stands fully the nature of this plan. It was
obvious his speech was written by some
economists who were trying to justify their

position. He stood' up at a caucus meeting
and said, "I will read the speech today," and
that is what happened. It is a completely

defensive, reactive, bureaucratic speech, and

the member should be ashamed to bring it

into this House.

As to the words of my intellectual pygmy
friend from Temiskaming (Mr. Havrot), they
had no relevance to the bill here and should

not have been brought forth.

I want to address my remarks specifically

to my friend the member for Nickel Belt

(Mr. Laughren). I want to agree with him.

I wish this bill solved all the problems, but

it does not. There are a number of ways it

could be cleaned up constructively. I cer-

tainly acquiesce to that, and I would be very

happy to take it to committee to broaden the

bill, to ask for studies and to do work on

tax expenditures that have already taken

place. We must constantly reassess our

system. It must be brought under legislative

review, and this is one way to do that. I

welcome his suggestion, it is a good one.

The honourable member mad'e the point
that ultimately I am concerned albout inequi-
ties in the tax system. Indeed, I am. Inequity
is a relative term, and everyone will have a

different judgement about what is inequitable.
We must have the information so that we can
make these collective moral judgements, as I

said when I brought this little moral conun-

drum before the House.

Under the guise of assisting motel owners,
we are subsidizing the importation of Ameri-
can equipment for those hotels. The hotel and
motel owners get a tax benefit, but at the

same time we are not including in that bene-

fit the Canadian manufacturers of comparable
equipment. Those are the kinds of very diflB-

cult judgements we have to v^estle with, but
at least that information should' be before the

House for full legislative scrutiny and review.

I want to say one more time that a tax

exjyenditure reflects an acknowledgement.
When the government decides not to tax a

certain group of individuals or businessmen,
or decides to give a preferential rate, then
it is actively participating in the social and
moral life of a province. These judgements
are moral judgements and we are all entitled

to bring our respective philosophies to bear

on them, but we cannot do that without the

relevant information.

I respectfully submit to my friend from

Sleepy Hollow that that information is not

available. This would force it in to one place
in a disciplined, orderly way that we could

compare a year later with the projected
results.

In response to my friend the member for

Timiskaming, who says one cannot calculate

the results of some of these tax expenditures,
I would say we have no right bringing laws
into this province that we do not have some
appreciation of the efi^ects of.

That is a complete admission, through the

honourable member's mouth, written by the

bureaucracy, that they do not know what

they are doing in taxing exx)enditures. But

they should know. If it does not weigh up to

their estimates, if it doesn't come close to

their approximations, they should either re-

vise their pohcy or get rid of it.

Unless we constantly review the taxing

structure, we have put before the people of

this province, we will end up getting further

into the hole. That is not something we
should be doing.

I can assure the House that the Liberal

Party will take a fresh, invigorated view of

all the taxing matters. We will bring our

judgements to bear on them and exercise our
moral and economic and business leadership
in this province.

USE OF WOOD AS HEAT SOURCE
Mr. Speaker: Mr. Belanger, on behalf of

Mr. Yakaibuski, has moved resolution 9.

Resolution concurred in.

TAX EXPENDITURES
DISCLOSURE ACT

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Peterson has moved sec-

ond reading of Bill 35.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole House.

5:50 p.m.

SPEAKER'S RULING RE
MEMBER'S PRIVILEGE

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth
(Mr. Isaacs), earlier today, referred to an
article which appeared in the Hamilton

Spectator on Wednesday, April 16, respect-

ing leghold traps and asked me to rule as to

whether his privileges as a member of this

House had been impugned.
I have read the article carefully and am

unable to find any reference to the member
which is even uncomplimentary, let alone a

breach of his privilege. I assume the mem-
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ber is referring to the quotation jFrom the

conservation oflBcer, which reads as follows-
"

'I am concerned that a wave of anti-trap-

ping sentiment may develop, where people
will think they have the right to interfere

with traps,' he said 'Ninety-nine per cent of

the traps in use are legally set, but if the

public sees that it is all right for a MLA
to show these traps, they get the idea of

removing them the next time they see one/
"

The only recognized privilege that could

be involved in a newspaper article such as

this is the privilege of the member to a
fair report by the media. I cannot see that

this has been breached in any way, partic-

ularly as the article made it abundantly clear

that the member had received the trap from
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, pursuant to

standing order 13, I would like to indicate

to the House the business for the rest of this

week and for next week.

Tonight we will be considering two re-

ports, one from the committee concerning
the Ontario Highway Transport Board, and
the second, the report from the standing
committee on public accounts.

Tomorrow the House will consider the

supplementary estimates remaining from the

1979-80 fiscal year in the following order:

Community and Social Services, Culture and

Recreation, Health, Colleges and Universi-

ties, and Education.

On Monday, April 21, the Housie will go
into committee of supply to consider the

estimates of the Ministry of Intergovern-
mental Affairs.

On Tuesday, April 22, in the afternoon we
will consider tegislation: Bill 31, Bill 34, Bill

32 and Bill 33. We will consider Bills 31 and
34 on second reading, and Bills 32 and 33 on

second reading and committee of the whole

House, if required.
In the evening, the Treasiurer will present

his budget.
On Wednesday, April 23, the standing

committees on resources development, gen-
eral government and justice may meet in the

morning.
On Thursday, April 24, in the afternoon

we will consider private members' public

business, ballot items nine and 10. In the

evening there will be debate on the second

report of the standing committee on pro-
cediural affairs, concerning agencies, boards

and commissions, which is order 15 on to-

day's Order Paper.
On Friday, April 25, we will be in com-

mittee of supply in the House on the esti-

mates of the Ministry of Intergovernmental
Affairs.

I woidd also like to announce at this time

that beginning Monday, May 5, yve will have

what is being called the Confederation de-

bate, in this House. For that week we will

set aside the regular business and debate a

motion concerning Confederation and na-

tional unity. The House has decided to pro-

ceed in this way.

During that debate all members will be in-

vited to take part. There will be a time limit

of 20 minutes on each member except those

beginning and ending for their parties. It

should be a very interesting and historic

week for this House.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, might I ask the

government House leader if he neglected to

include on Tuesday's agenda the third read-

ings of the five first bills?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, I am sorry, Mr.

Speaker. It hasn't been our usual practice to

indicate the third readings on bills, but yes,

we will call some third readings on Tuesday.

The House recessed at 5:55 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 845)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

PHYSICIANS' FEES

15. Mr. Breaugh: Will the Ministry of

Health please table with the Clerk a copy
of the agreement negotiated between the On-
tario Insurance Plan and the Ontario Medical

Association regarding increases in physicians'

fees, and would the minister also table the

report of the independent fact-finder, Mr.

Thomas Bell? (Tabled March 13, 1980)
Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Attached is a copy of

the agreement negotiated between the gov-
ernment of Ontario and the Ontario Medical

Association regarding the increase in funds

for physicians for the period January 1980 to

April 1981.

The report of the independent fact-finder,

Mr. Thomas Bell, was prepared to assist in

flie negotiations between the parties involved.

Since an agreement was reached in the nego-
tiations process, I do not think it is ap-

propriate to table his report,

January 25, 1980
The Honourable William G. Davis
Premier of Ontario

Queen's Park

Toronto, Ontario

Dr. D. Y. Caldwell
President

Ontario Medical Association

240 St. George Street

Toronto, Ontario

M5R 2P4

Gentlemen:
Re: Ontario Joint Committee on Physicians'

Compensation for Professional Services.

I am attaching the eighth report of the

committee. The recommendations of this

report have been accepted by both parties.
As in previous years, it is suggested that

publication of the report be the responsi-

bility of the OMA and the government. We
hope that any such announcement will be
eitfher joint or simultaneous.

Yours very truly,

T. J. Bell, Chairman,

Joint Committee on Physicians'

Compensation .

EIGHTH REPORT OF THE
ONTARIO JOINT COMMITTEE ON
PHYSICIANS' COMPENSATION
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

To the Honourable W. G. Davis, Premier
of Ontario and Dr. D. Y. Caldwell, Presi-

dent, Ontario Medical Association:

The committee met in 1979 under its

new terms of reference, as outlined in the

memorandimi of agreement between the gov-
ernment and the Ontario Medical Associ-

ation, dated June 21, 1979, to conduct nego-
tiations with respect to global revisions be-

fore any general amendment to the schedule

of benefits.

The committee under the chairmanship of

Mr. Thomas Bell commenced its meetings on

July 19, 1979. The chairman also met separ-

ately with each party in order to clarify

points raised during the negotiations. From
these discussions, the committee has reached

an agreement.
The committee unanimously recommends:
1. That the amounts payable under the

health insurance plan and regulations for in-

sured services rendered by physicians be in-

creased by an average of 9.0 per cent eflFec-

tive January 1, 1980, and the schedule of

benefits to remain in eflFect until March 31,

1981.

2. That the amounts payable imder the

health insurance plan and regulations for in-

sured services rendered by physicians' services

be further increased by approximately $28

million, eff^ective January 1, 1980, and the

schedule of benefits to remain in effect until

March 31, 1981. These funds are to be allo-

cated to general practice and to certain spe-

cialties in order to address existing income

anomalies and disparities.

The OMA has the responsibility for re-

vising the schedule of benefits for individual

specialties and procedures subject to the ap-

proval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

This agreement does not purport to deal

with payments for laboratory services.

The chairman wis'hes to commend all

members of the committee for their con-

structive and cooperative approach to the

important issues before them. He also wishes

to note that a number of issues were raised

during the course of negotiations which might
form a basis of worthwhile discussion before

the next period of negotiation.

For the OMA: D. Hersey, Esquire; J.

Kendall, MD; E. Myers, MD.
For the government: W. A. Backley; R. J.

Butler; B. Suttie, MD.
T. J. Bell, chairman.

OHIP CLAIMS

16. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Ministry of

Health please table with the Clerk a break-

down by countv and medical specialty the

total number of claims processed by OHIP
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and the total num'ber of claims which have
been received from opted-out doctors for the

year 1979? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: A "claim" is an ad-

ministrative volume indicator which can vary
in composition between specialties/counties

due to the types of services provided and the

submission time frame; i.e., some physicians

aggregate service data on a claim before sub-

mitting to OHIP, As a consequence, "claim"

data, as such, do not facihtate meaningful

comparative statistical analyses and iare,

therefore, not collected and maintained in

the detailed fashion requested. OHIP paid
60 million claims during the calendar year
1979-4.7 million or 7.8 per cent of which
were from opted-out doctors.

The breakdown of the 60 million claims

by OHIP district office is as follows:

Hamilton

Kingston
London

Mississauga
Oshawa
Ottawa

Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Toronto

January -

December 1979

10,363,490

2,311,751

7,840,078

9,457,269

8,622,786

5.274,342

3,171,837

1,272,502

11,681,278

59,995,333

HOSPITAL FUNDING APPEALS

25. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health inform the House how much money
has been awarded in 'appe'als since March

31, 1979 to Ontario hospitals, bv hospital
and date ttf award? (Tabled March 13,

1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: This process is still

proceeding and will not be final until year-
end settlements are completed. The ministry
will publish this list as soon 'as the informa-

tion is complete.

PHYSICL\N'S INCOMES

28. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister

of Health table the information available to

him regarding physicians* incomes, including
the 1977 tax return data which he has ob-

tained? (Tabled March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Physician average net

income data from Revenue Canada's taxation

statistics for Ontario and Canada from 1972

to 1977 are:
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through the normal intake process or directly
to the minister or to cabinet.

On January 1, 1980, formal guidelines gov-

erning single fathers came into eflFect and

these guidelines (attached) cover most of the

questions raised under question 79.

With respect to the request for compara-
tive data on the length of time required to

establish eUgibility, it would be impossit)le

to obtain such data as each case under sec-

tion 8 must be judged individually on its

own merits. As a result, it would be inap-

propriate to niake such a comparison. In

addition, the accuracy of such a comparison

may be suspect due to the relatively low

number of single fathers.

On the other hand, should there be a spe-

cific concern in respect to comparative wait-

ing periods, an explanation and/or data can

be made available.

Finally, in regard to the Social Assistance

Review Board, the board is in receipt of the

guidelines and VLses them as an infonmation

base. However, the board is not bound by
the guidelines in its decisions. In addition,

the board has no authority to determine the

eligibility of an appHcant in such cases. In

this respect, its role is the s^me as that of

the director in that the board may bring

such cases to the attention of the minister.

Ontario Ministry of Community
and Social Services

Branch: Income maintenance branch: Index

number 5(a).
Section: Policy and procedural guidelines;

Date 1/80.

Subject: Order in council—single fathers.

1.0 Authority

Section 8(1) of the Family Benefits Act

allows the Lieutenant Governor in Council

to direct piayment of a benefit, in special cir-

cumstances, to an applicant who is otherwise

ineligible.

Section 8(2) authorizes the director to

determine and vary the amount of the allow-

ance.

Section 8(3) states that every person who
is i>rovided with an allowance luider sub-

section (1) is also eligible for other benefits

normally provided.
2.0 Policy intent

It is the minister's intent to submit for

consideration by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council the cases of certain single fathers

living in si)ecial circumstances and not other-

wise eligible for family benefits.

The special circumstances to be con-

sidered are as follows:

1. Fathers who cannot make satisfactory

arrangements for the care of their child (ren)

who are under the age of full-time attend-

ance at school.

2. Fathers of child(ren) who have reached

the age of full-time attendance at school but

who are experiencing emotional or behavioral

problems or suffering from a handicap of

such a nature that the parent's presence is

required at home.
3. Fathers suffering from real and docu-

mented physical, mental, emotional or social

problems which severely affect their employ-

abihty but do not satisfy the definitions of

disabled or i)ermanently unemployable as per
sections 1(3) (b) and 1(3) (c) of the regula-

tion.

3.0 Pi-ocedure

A. Procedure common to all cases:

The legislation states clearly that the only
cases which Can be considered for an order

in council are those where the apphcant is

otherwise ineligible for family benefits. Con-

sequently, upon receipt of a request for an

application from a single fatiier, the worker

should establish if the father can quahfy as a

dependent father. If there is any possibility

that the father might be considered perma-

nently imemployable, the apphcation should

be completed in the normal way (including

Forms 4 and 11) and submitted to the Medi-

cal Advisory Board for a recommendation.

However, if it is obvious that the apphcant
cannot qualify as a dependent father or if

the Medical Advisory Board has already ex-

pressed the opinion that he cannot be con-

sidered permanently unemployable, the

worker will decide with the supervisor if the

father's sx)ecial circumstances justify a recom-

mendation for an order in coimcil. If so, the

worker will complete a submission consisting

of Form 1, Form 3 and the other usual forms.

It will also be the worker's resi)onsibihty to

describe and document the applicant's si>e-

cial circumstances.

B. Procedure specific to each group
of fathers:

(1) Fathers of pre-school children:

The key factor here is whether adequate

care for the children is available. In order to

document this, the worker must determine

what attempts the applicant has made to

arrange for care, with relatives, neighbours,

babysitters, subsidized and non-subsidized

day-care centres, et cetera. The worker must

also assess the availability of homemakers or

other resources by verifying with the welfare

administrator or social service department of

the municipality. Circumstances which might
affect the availability of care should be de-

scribed: location of the home, distance,
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children's health condition, family size,

demlands for father's employment ( shift work,
travel away from ht>me) et cetera.

The information thiis obtained and the

worker's own observations and conclusions

regarding the availability of adequate care
sihall be recorded in narrative form and at-

tached to the submission.

(2) Fathers of school age child (ren) pre-

senting special problems which require the

parent's presence at home:
The key factors here are the nature of the

child ( ren )'s problems and w'hether the

father's presence in the home is likely to

minimize the seriousness and/or conse-

quence of these problems.
In order to document this, the worker will

request information from the father himself

and also from professionals or experts who
are familiar with the child's condition and
considered qualified, because of their train-

ing, to make recommendations as to the
necessitv of the father's presence in the
home. These could be doctors, psychologists,
social workers, family counsellors, et cetera.

Their recommendations should be submitted
in writing.

As for the first group, special circumstances

afi^ecting the case should be included: recent
death or departure of the mother and its

effects on the child(ren), availability of em-
ployment not requiring frequent absences
other than during school hours, maturity of
the child, availability of child care or super-
vision between the end of the school day and
the father's arriVal home, treatment or assist-

ance available to the child, including visiting
nurse or homemaker, handicapped child (ren)
benefit, et cetera.

The information thus obtained and the
worker's own observations and conclusions

regarding the necessity of the father's pres-
ence and the lack of adequate substitute shall

be recorded in narrative form and attached
to the submission.

(3) Pathers suffering from problems which
substantially affect their employabihty but
who are not eligible as permanently unem-
plovable or disabled:

Ejfamples of suCh situations would be:
Father suffering from serious, progressive

medical problem with unceratin prognosis;
Person unaible to return to previous em-

plovment or trade for medical reasons, but
not permanently unemployable;

Person who is fimctionally illiterate or has
little employment history because of social

circumstances or low intelligence, but cannot
be considered mentally retarded.

The key factors here are: (a) the nature

and severity of the problem; (b) the rela-

tionship between the problem and the appli-
cant's employability; (c) the availability of

resources, other than "extraordinary" financial

assistance, to help the appUcant with his

problem.

(a) The nature and severity of the

problem may already have been documented
if the Form 4 and Form 11 were completed.

However, if the problem has important emo-
tional or social aspects which were not cov-

ered, the worker should describe these in

more detail and add any written reports

w'hich may be obtained from professionals or

experts, other than medical doctors, who are

familiar with the father's situation.

(b) The worker should describe in detail,

the father's education, training, employment
history, recent efforts to obtain employment,
and local employment situation. In order to

document this, the worker must dbtain in-

formation from the applicant himself, his

General Welfare Assistance field worker, if

applicable, and employment counsellors with

whom he may have been involved. This

should include any possibility of retraining

through Canada Employment or Workmen's

Compensation.
(c) In many cases, a person whose em-

ployability is affected by serious physicd/
mental/emotiorial/social problems would be

eligible for vocational rehabilitation services.

Consequently, before consideration for an

order in council is requested, the case should

be discussed with a vocational rehabilitation

services supervisor or intake worker and the

eligibility for and feasibility of vocational

rehabilitation services should be established.

If the applicant is eligible and vocational

rehabilitation is feasible, vocational rehabili-

tation services is the most appropriate form

of assistance which our ministry can offer

him and this is what should be pursued first,

rather than an order in council. The client,

assuming that he is in need, can of course

receive General Welfare Assistance during
the w'aiting period and family benefits during

assessment and training.

If the father is not eligible for vocational

rehabilitation services, if vocational rehabili-

tation is not feasible, or if a referral to voca-

tional rehabilitation cannot be accepted be-

cause of local conditions or circumstances

particular to the case, a written report to that

effect should be obtained from a vocational

rehabilitation services authorized person. The
worker should then proceed with a submis-

sion for an order in council.

It should be remembered that this pro-

cedure must be reserved for special, atypical

cases. If there is new evidence suggesting
that the client is in fact permanently unem-
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ploya'ble or disabled, it would be appropriate
to proceed with a reapplication.

C. Preparation of submission (all cases)

The worker will prepare a file including:

1. Forms 1, 3 and all other usual supple-

mentary forms;
2. A narrative outlining all key factors

relevant to the situation, as described above;
3. All reports and letters obtained from

external sources, as suggested above;
4. A recommendation as to the period of

time to be covered by the order in council.

(In most cases, the order in coimcil should

be time-limited in order to allow a complete
review of the situation.)

Once completed, this package will be sub-

mitted to the sui>ervisor who will review it,

set the rate to be recommended and forward

it to the area manager for a final recom-

mendation. It will then be sent to the income

maintenance branch for proceeding.
D. Procedures after grant
Unless "otherwise specified, regular in-

creases due to child age changes, legislative

changes, rate changes, et cetera, will apply.

Benefits sudh as drug card, OHIP, vision

care, repairs, et cetera, will also be available

and approved in the usual manner.

Recipients will be expected to report any

dhanges in circumstances and an annual

present condition report will be required as

in all other cases. The present condition

report will be done in the home and include

verification of tihe circumstances which justi-

fied the order in council in -the first place.

In cases where an order in coimcil is time-

limited, the recipient wHl be notified in

writing three months in advance o^f the im-

pending termination of his eligibility. The
letter of intent and final letter wiU be sent at

the appropriate time.

If it appears advisable to renew the order

in council, a new report, properly docu-

mented, must be submitted.

4.0 Cross reference

Handicapped child(ren)s benefits.

Special circumstances—order in council.

USE OF ASBESTOS IN SCHOOLS

89. Mr. Cassidy: Will the ministry, for

each school bdard in Ontario, list what

action, if any, taken by the ministry between

July 31, 1979, and January 25, 1980, to

follow up the July directive from the Min-

istry of Education on the iwesenoe of asbestos

in schools? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Action taken by
tfhe Ministry of Education through the

regional oflBces has been to remind school

boards of the requirements of the July

directive that visual inspection of aH schools

be carried out and a report submitted to the

ministry regarding those schools which ap-

peared to have an asbestos-like product.

Many school boards have yet to report and
the ministry is now taking steps to encourage
this siuvey to be completed as soon as pos-
sible.

The information that we have at hand to

date is that approximately 170 educational

buildings (schools, colleges and universities)

have a material that will require testing iand

analysis.

91. Mr. Cassidy: Will the ministry table

all replies to the Ministry of Education July
directive about the presence of asbestos in

Ontario schools? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The replies to the

Ministry of Education July directive indicate

the results of the visual inspection. They do
not necess'arily indicate the presence of as-

bestos. The visual inspection merely deter-

mines whether or not a school has, by visual

inspection, some material used in its con-

struction that mig'ht contain asbestos fibres.

The January 1980 guideline describes fully

how the testing and analysis can be deter-

mined and it is only after all samples have

been analysed that the ministry will be able

to determine precisely what schools have

hazardous as'bestos products in them. When
this information is available it will be tabled.

92. Mr. Cassidy: Will the ministry out-

line its policy for notifying the public about

the possibility of friable asbestos in specific

schools? Secondly, when can the House ex-

pect to be informed as to what schools in

Ontario may contain friable asbestos?

(Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: As indicated in the

reply to question 91, when all boards have

completed the visual iiLspection and labora-

tory test results are available on any sus-

pected material, the list of schools containing

hazardous iasbestos products will be tabled

in tlie Legislatiue and tliis will be done as

soon as possible.

93. Mr. Cassidy: Will the ministry table

for each school board in Ontario the dates

on which it received the reply to the direc-

tive sent by the Ministry of Education in

July 1979 regarding the presence of asbestos

in schools? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: As of April 14,

1980, the ministry has received a report on

the results of the visual inspection for pos-

sible hazardous asbestos from the following

school boards:
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Northwestern boards

Allanwater DSA
Atikokan

Atikokan RCSS
Auden DSA
Caramat DSA
Connell and Ponsford
Dent DSA
Dryden
Dryden RCSS
Ferland DSA
Fort Frances-Rainy River
Fort Frances-Rainy River RCSS
Gefaldton

Geraldton District RCSS
Kenora
Kenora District RCSS
Kilkenny DSA
Lake Superior
Lakehead
Lakehead District RCSS
Nakina DSA
Nipigon-Red Rock
North Superior RCSS
Red Lake
Red Lake Madsen RCSS
Savant Lake DSA
Slate Falls DSA
Summer Beaver DSA
Northwestern boards

Umfreville DSA
Upsala DSA
Western boards

Bruce Grey County RCSS
Elgin County
Elgin County RCSS
Essex County
Essex County RCSS
Grey County
Huron Perth Coiinty RCSS
Kent
Lambton County RCSS
London
Oxford
Perth County
Midnorthem boards

Asquith-Garvey District

Central Algoma
Chapleau
Chapleau, Panet 'and Cavefley RCSS
DubreilvOle RCSS
Espanola

Foleyet District

Foleyet RCSS
Gog*ama District

Homepayne
Homepavne RCSS
Manitoulin

Michipicoten District RCSS
Millforest DSA

Missarenda DSA
Norrti Shore
North Shore District RCSS
Oba DSA
Sault Ste. Marie
Sault Ste. Marie District RCSS
Sudbury
Sudbury District RCSS

Northeastern boards

Airy DSA
Bicknell DSA
Canfield DSA
Cochrane Iroquois Falls

East Parry Sound
Hearst District RCSS
James Bay Low'lands

Kapuskasing
Kapnskasing District RCSS
Kirkland Lake
Kirkland Lake District RCSS
Moose Factory Island

Moosonee District

Moosonee RCSS
Murchison and LyeU District A
Nipissing

Nipissing District RCSS
North Bay CFB
Pinard (hydro)

Smoky Falls DSA
Timiskaming
Timiskaming District RCSS
Timmins
Tinmiins Distirct RCSS
West Parry Sound

Central boards

Brant County
Brant Coimty RCSS
Dufferin

Dufferin Peel RCSS
Durham
Haldimand

Haldimand, Norfolk RCSS
Haliburton County
Halton RCSS
Hamilton

Hastings Cotmty RCSS
Hastings Prince Edward County
Lincoln County
Lincoln County RCSS
Niagara South
Norfolk

North York
Northumberland and Newcastle

Oiihawa District Cer. Pals.

Penetanguishene Protestant Separate

Peterboro, Victoria, North and Newcastle

Prince Edward County
Simcoe County
Simcoe County RCSS
Trenton CFB
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Victoria County
Waterloo County
Waterloo County RCSS
Waterloo North Ch. Centre

Wellington County RCSS
Wentworth Covmty
York County
York Region RCSS
Eastern boards

Carleton

Carleton RCSS
Frontenac County
Frontenac, Lennox, Addington RCSS
Kingston CFB
Lanark County
Leeds and Grenville

Lennox and Addington
Ottawa
Ottawa RCSS
Prescott and Russell

Prescott and Russell RCSS
Renfrew County
Renfrew County RCSS
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry RCSS

HERBICIDE SPRAYING PERMITS

94. Ms. Gigantes: Will the Minister of

the Environment table notice of each appli-

cation received by his ministry for spraying
of 2,4,5-T in Ontario, and will he indicate in

connection witfh each information the area

proposed for spraying, the reason for each

site selection and the conditions which would

govern the proposed spraying? (Tabled April

3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Parrott: As announced in a

statement made by the Minister of the En-
vironment in the Legislature on April 15,

1980, no permits will be issued for the spray-

ing of t3io herbicide 2,4,5-T.

INTERIM RESPONSES
81. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns^Manville, with asbestosis

and/or a disability pension from the WCB,
were ruled to have died due to a heart

attack or some other cause and whose spouse
were then denied a x>ei^ion <lue to the re-

parted cause of death? (Tabled April 3,

1980. )

82. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of the Johns-Manville plant have
died of lung or stomach cancer, of mesothe-
lioma or other asbestos related conditions

since 1966? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

83. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville have been inter-

viewed for the special rehabilitation program,
as a result of asbestos inhalation and were:

1. found not to qualify; 2. refused to accept
the program; 3. approved for rehabilitation?

(Tabled April 3, 1980.)

84. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate of those Johns-
Manville employees approved for rehabilita-

tion: 1. how many are in retraining; 2. how
many are waiting for rehabihtation, and for

what periods or time? (Tabled April 3,

1980. )

85. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville are working a

regular shift at the plant while also drawing
a disability pension, and what are the indi-

vidual i)ercentages of the i>ensions? (Tabled

April 3, 1980. )

86. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville are experiencing
asbestos-fibre dust effects but do not yet
qualify for a partial i>ension? (Tabled April

3, 1980.)
87. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville approved for a

partial pension over the last 10 years have

subsequently had that pension increased?

(Tabled April 3, 1980)
88. Mr. Mackenzie. Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many claims

have been established with the Workmen's

Compensation Board for asbestos-associated

disabihties and/or deaths in Ontario since

1960. Will the minister provide a separate
total for each type of asbestos-related disease

and a separate total for each tyx)e of disease

by company? Will the minister ialso provide
the above information for rejected claims?

(Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Additional time is re-

quired to assemble information to respond to

these questions. Responses should be tabled

by April 24, 1980, approximately.

90. Mr. Cassidy: Will the ministry fully

outline its policy for financially assisting local

school boards deal with hazardous asbestos?

Specifically "are there any additional funds

above the normal general legislative grants
available and in what circumstances will the

ministry be providing 100 i)er cent funding
for dealing with asbestos hazards? (Tabled

April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Miss Stephenson: We require addi-

tional time to prepare our response to the

above question. The answer will be ready
for tabling on or about Wednesday, April 30,

1980.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Resuming the adjourned debate on the

motion for the adoption of the report of

the standing committee on resources devel-

opment on the annual report of the Ontario

Highway Transport Board for 1977.

Mr. Cunningham: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know whether the minister was going to

make some comments initially or not.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I thought
I would speak after the other members.

Mr. Speaker: You don't want to make an

opening comment?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. Cunningham: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. I intend to keep my remarks on this topic
somewhat brief for a change.
On August 30, 1978, many of us mem-

bers of this Legislature were somewhat sur-

prised to read, on the front page of the
Toronto Globe and Mail, a story that alleged
that the then chairman of the highway trans-

port board had a lawyer who represented
three opponent trucking companies in an ap-
plication "dress up a written decision in the
United Parcel Service Canada Limited case."

In so far as this case currently is before
the highway transport board, I would re-

strict my comments so that I don't cause any
further difficulties in the administration of
that case. I see the current chairman of
the highway transport board nods his approval
from the appointed area.

TTie first UPS case was the longest and
most expensive case in the history of the

highway transport board, and I think the

issuing of the reasons for the decision was
the last so-called official act of the retiring
chairman Edward J. Shoniker.

In a Toronto Star story, dated August 31,
it was reported that the UPS president, Mr.
Glen Smith, had said that the reasons for a
decision were written entirely by Mr. J.

Zimmerman, QC, who had appeared in the

hearings on behalf of Canadian Pacific Limi-
ted, Smith Transport and Kingsway Trans-

port Limited.

Thursday, April 17, 1980

Mr. Smith advised the Toronto Star: "He
(Mr. Zimmerman) admitted he wrote every
word on his own with no outline, no text,

no nothing." According to the Globe and
Mail, Mr. Shoniker denied that Mr. Zim-
merman had written the report from scratch.

The Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (Mr. Snow) had lawyers from
his ministry immediately contact both Mr.
Shoniker and the office of the Attorney Gen-
eral of Ontario—and I believe that was the

proper thing to do. The minister told the
Globe and Mail that he expected a half

report in a week. The results of the minis-

ter's investigation were never released either

to the public or to the House.
The company, United Parcel Service,

petitioned the cabinet to order a rehearing
of their application for a public commer-
cial vehicle certfficate, which is needed be-
fore the Minister of Transportation and
Communications can issue a licence allow-

ing UPS to use trucks on the highways of

Ontario.

On October 12, 1978, the minster recom-
mended that the board rehear the UPS ap-
plication and the board, through its new
chairman, Bruce Alexander, agreed that a

new hearing was in order. The divisional

court of the Supreme Court of Ontario was

deciding whether the minister and board
had the jurisdiction to order a rehearing and
ultimately that decision was upheld.
From August 30, when the Globe and

Mail had revealed the true author of the
UPS reasons for the decision, until the end
of 1978, rumours ran rampant that all was
not well at the Ontario Highway Transport
Board in the years Mr. Shoniker had been
the chairman. In January 1979, a Maclean-
Hunter publication. Bus and Trudc Trans-

port, charged that "Ontario's system of regu-

lating for-hire trucking had been so badly
mismanaged that it is now in danger of col-

lapsing."
It was in this context and level of un-

certainty that the practices of the highway
transport board were examined by the re-

sources development committee. The com-
mittee believed that the board deserved an

opportunity to explain its procedures and
believed at the outset that interested parties
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should be afiForded an opportunity to criticize

the board's activities and make suggestions
for change. At times the committee found it

necessary to ask tough questions to avoid

any criticism of our serious intention to get

at the facts and to dispel some rumours that

ultimately were deemed to be unprovable.
While there was no shortage or limitation

of the determination on the part of members
of the committee to discover the truth, there

were indeed some other limitations. Quite

clearly, as a standing committee of the Legis-
lature with permanent orders of reference

and a scarce amount of time and research

resources, our conduct was limited and we
could only be expected to give some cursory
examination of some of these problems. We
did find, for example, that Mr. Shoniker had
violated section 18 of the Ontario Highway
Transport Board Act, which is approximately
nine pages and 28 sections long, on a num-
ber of occasions and more specifically had
violated section 18(a) and (b) of the act by
asking Mr. Zimmerman to write the reasons

for decision.

Mr. Shoniker also revealed to us that, con-

trary to what he told the Globe and Mail,

Mr. Zimmerman wrote the reasons for de-

cision in their entirety, based on nothing
more than a conversation of 45 minutes*

duration with Mr. Shoniker. This relevation

was just one of several that gave the public
a much clearer picture of how the highway

transport board conducted its affairs and had
functioned as a regulatory agency of the

government of Ontario.

After hearing the testimony of several

board members, both current and past, and

of two imsuccessful applicants to the high-

way transport board, I think, it became
evident to most members of the resources

development committee that the board's

policies and procedures were dominated to

the point of imperiousness by the former

chairman, Edward J. Shoniker, and that the

chairman's unhealthy degree of independence,
if I could say, of ministerial or legislative

oversight led to several questionable de-

cisions by the board.

One former member of the board told the

committee that he was surprised and

offended that members of the industry de-

livered gifts to his home, and he promptly

objected and told the giver to deliver the

gifts to his church. In discussions with more

senior members of the board, he expressed

his serious concern and found that, as he

said, it didn't seem to be an uncommon
matter.

On the other hand, in fairness and for the

record, we must point out that the commit-

tee was not given any evidence that proved

widespread or even isolated cases of bribery

at the board, as had been suggested in the

testimony of Mr. Thomas E. Quinn. Nor was
there information available to us that would
lead us to conclude that there was minis-

terial interference in board procedures and

decisions beyond the normal working rela-

tionship between the ministry and this im-

portant regulatory body. I want to say, as a

member and as the transportation critic for

my party, that I was indeed gratified to see

that.

Yet there were disturbing elements in the

practices at the board, many of which I

might say led to an uneven and, in some

cases, unjust administration of board powers.
There is no question that the former chair-

man's will was virtually unchallenged during

the course of his chairmanship, and probably

imchallengeable in the context of the opera-

tion of the board during the period of time

in which he was the chairman.

Mr. Wardrop, a member of the board who
sat with Mr. Shoniker on the original UPS

hearing, testified, for example, that he had

not contributed to the reasoning that went

into the UPS decision; nor did he know thpt

Mr. Shoniker had asked Mr. Zimmerman to

write the argument that denied United

Parcel a PCV certificate. Mr. Wardrop also

testified that he did not recall aweeing with

Mr. Shoniker, as the chairman had testified,

that UPS should be denied a certificate. As

Mr. Wardrop told the committee, he said:

"I remember we had a discussion. We dis-

cussed the geography."
testified that Mr. Shoniker, during a surnrise

visit to Mr. Smith's home, asked him if he

Glen Smith, president of UPS, later

would serve the north "when you get your

licence." Mr. Smith assured him he would.

Mr. Wardrop stated there were no other

discussions about UPS with Mr. Shoniker.

8:10 p.m.
Mr. Wardrop, during the course of his

testimony before our committee, went on to

indicate that normally the junior member of

the board tribunal—in this case, Mr. Wardrop
—would be asked to write the first draft of

a decision. He had been sent out of town too

frequently after the close of the UPS hearing

and heard no more about UPS until the day

he received a copy of Mr. Zimmerman's

reasons for decision. Mr. Wardrop felt at the

time that certain sentences, references and

phrases did not sound like Mr. Shoniker's.
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Even though Mr. Wardrop was prepared
to admit to the committee, "I would certainly

say that they [UPS] put in a very favourable

case," at the same time he admitted to the

committee that he suspected the authorship
of the reasons of decision, but he signed them

anyway. Which I believe is a comment in

itself.

This was not the first occasion on which
Mr. Wardrop signed a decision without dis-

cussing the merits of the case in any formal

or detailed way.
In 1975, on the Glengarry Transport ap-

plication, which was the subject of a hearing
at the board, the tribunal consisted of Mr.
Vernon Page and Mr. John Wardrop. After

hearing the evidence, Mr. Page and Mr.

Wardrop prepared an argument that denied

the Glengarry application. They submitted

those reasons to Mr. Shoniker.

After several months, Mr. Page and Mr.

Wardrop were called to Mr. Shoniker's office

and asked to reconsider the decision. Mr.

Wardrop says of the meeting: "We had to

draw the conclusion that it was a directive."

Mr. Page rewrote the decision, this time

approving the application, and he and Mr.

Wardrop signed it. Mr. Page confirmed those

events for the committee.
In the Glengarry matter, the committee

was genuinely surprised that neither Mr. Page
nor Mr. Wardrop asked Mr. Shoniker why he
felt their decision was deficient. It was
alarmed at the seeming lack of intellectual

integrity of Mr. Wardrop and Mr. Page, ap-

parently respectable and knowledgeable mem-
bers of the board.

But the former board chairman's judge-
ments over the minds, behaviour and fortunes

of others did not stop at the board. The
entire regulated trucking industry in Ontario

was subject to personal and sometimes ques-
tionable judgements by the former chairman.

It is not my intent in these brief remarks
to go much further into the conduct of an
individual who is now retired from the board.

May I say in conclusion, quoting from an
article which was prompted by this and an
Ontario Racing Commission problem, which

ultimately was the result of an Ontario Court
of Appeal decision: "The time has come for

an effective tribunal mthin the province of

Ontario to review the activities of tribunals

on a regular basis."

The Globe and Mail, in an editorial of

June 1, 1979, said: "It is not enough to be
assured that improprieties will be eliminated

when they are discovered, since many may
never be discovered. What is needed is a

standing committee of the Legislature with

the power to compel testimony which each

year would examine the method of operation
of a certain number of boards and com-
missions. We should be eliminating the possi-

l)ilities of unjust acts, not just waiting for

them to arise."

I regard the Ontario Highway Transport
Board as one of the most important regulatory

agencies in Ontario. Inherent in that is a

belief that we must maintain a form of regu-
lated transportation within the province.

If that process is to be respected, if it is

to work and if the laws of Ontario are to be

respected, I tliink the board must be respect-
ed as well. It can only be respected when
the conduct of its members and their decisions

reflect equity and justice.

This occasion was possibly the straw that

broke the camel's back and required an

investigation or a study. I think it was im-

fortunate that, to obtain the truth, members
of the Legislatiure had to petition the annual

report of the Ontario Highway Transjwrt
Board.

I would have thought there were enough
areas of suspicion and enough clouds of un-

certainty—to quote the minister—that the

Attorney General would have taken it upon
himself to investigate the matter in a more

thorough manner than he did.

I am grateful for the co-operation of my
colleague in the New Democratic Party, the

member for Etobicoke, as well as for the

understanding of all members of the commit-
tee who possibly didn't grasp the technical

aspects of what was being said and the

problem at hand. I think, however, upon the

conclusion of our findings they were aware
there were several areas that were wrong.

I must also thank Mr. Smirle Forsyth from
the Clerk's office who helped us write a

relatively impartial report that reflects some
of our concerns, which I hope the minis-

ter and, more specifically, the new chairman
of the highway transport board, will take

into consideration when they contemplate the

responsibilities that are bestowed upon them.

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, this is am im-

portant report which must be seen in the

context of the importance of the transporta-
tion industry in this province.
The transportation industry is one of On'-

tario's largest direct and indirect employers.
It may surprise some people that the industry

employs somewhere in the order of 80,000

people. If we look at the steel industry,

which seems much larger when one first con-

siders major industries, we see that even

this industry is not as large as the trucking

industry. Therefore, any report that deals
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with such an important industry has to be

of tremendous concern to this House.

My colleague the member for Wentworth
North (Mr. Cunningham), who is the trans-

portation critic for the Liberal Party, has

dealt with some of the specifics of individual

cases we inquired into as a way of trying
to imderstand the workings of the Ontario

Highway Transport Board under the pre-
vious chairman. I will not deal with those.

We have dealt with them at considerable

length. I would rather deal with some of the

principles in conclusions we have come to,

since that is all that is important.
I have been pleased with the professional

manner in which the present chairman has

conducted himself. He is highly respected
in the industry. I am not just saying that be-
cause he happens to be sitting there in the

gallery. Likewise, I think one would have to

go very far indeed to find someone of the
calibre of Brian Caldwell, who is extremely
knowledgeable in the field of transportation.

I have also been impressed by the exper-
tise of the staflF that Mr. Alexander has built

around him and by the addition of good
legal counsel to the board and to himself.
Mr. Alexander's legal background is definite-

ly an asset in the position of chairman.
At the same time, I must say that the

inquiry we went into—despite some accusa-
tions made by certain members in the House
who later repented and realized when they
saw the report what we were about—^was not
a witchhunt against tfie former chairman of
the board. On the contrary, if one sits down
and quietly discusses this with the former

chairman, he is the first to admit that what
we did was important. In his own words,
at a recent event which I attended and at
which I met him, Mr. Shoniker said to me,
**You did what you had to do, and I appre-
ciate what you did do." Even the former
chairman, while he may have been under
tremendous pressure at our inquiry, still

recognizes the merits of what we were doing.
A board, like any other body, evolves.

The board under Mr. Shoniker evolved in
the face of needs that were diflFerent from
the ones we are facing at present. The im-
portant thing, therefore, is to deal with the

recommendations, which I feel are good
recommendations and which were agreed to

by all three parties in the House, I would
like to address myself to a few of those

recommendations, recognizing that we will
want to talk to the minister and to Mr. Alex-
ander very directly in the estimates that will
be coming before us, I believe, a week from
next Thursday.
8:20 p.m.

On page seven of the report there is a

matter which will be of greater concern to

the Solicitor General (Mr. McMurtry) but,

none the less, one on which I hope the min-

ister will have consulted with his colleague

and be able to give us some indication of

where it stands. We recommended that the

Solicitor General make an interim report to

the House without delay on the investiga-

tion and that the report be made to the

House when that is concluded.

In that recommendation we were talking of

the hearings into the impartiality of the board

and the matter that was under Ontario Pro-

vincial Police investigation at the time of or

shortly after our inquiry. We would be inte-

rested in finding out whether the Solicitor Gen-

eral has informed the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications (Mr. Snow) of what

progress may have been made. There are a

lot of rumours circulating in the industry.
Documents have been taken by the police. It

would be useful for this House to find out

when we are likely to get some kind of

report.

On page 11 we stated: **Your committee

is of the opinion that the practice of seek-

ing the help of counsel participating in a

hearing in the drafting of reasons for de-

cision of the board may amount to a denial

of natural justice . . ." We went on to talk

about the need for private legal counsel to

be available to the board. We would like to

know what progress has been made in that

direction.

I must say, and I am sure the minister

may well agree with me, that the Law
Society of Upper Canada's response to a re-

quest of the committee, that it review and
comment on the possibility of a code of

ethics for practitioners before the Interstate

Commerce Commission and give us some
recommendations as how they might apply
in this jurisdiction, was not at all encour-

aging. No doubt, we will have something
to say about that in the estimates.

On page 13 we made the recommendation
that no member of the board should involve

himself in the decision-making process un-

less he was present throughout as a member
of the panel hearing a case. I think I would
be flexible enough to say there could be

exceptions to this where he had at least read

all of the testimony, or listened to it, that

had come before the board on a particular
case. We would be interested in knowing
whether that is being implemented at this

time.

On page 15 the committee recommended
"increased emphasis be placed on the out-
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reach or information role of the secretary
of the board within the new-established

oflBce of proceedings. The secretary's ofiBce

should be the collecting and distributing

facility on information on the board. The
outreach function would entail notifying,

locating and assisting consumers, small busi-

ness people and other parties not familiar

with the board's proceedings, to enable
them to make their views known in appro-
priate proceedings before the board."

The facilitator role of the board is one
that has not been defined. It is one I have
talked about in this House for five years
since I was first elected in 1975, and we
still see no progress. I think some of the

problems the board has got into over the

years occurred because the board members
in their hearts wanted to act as facilitators,

to act as counsellors to the industry when
they could not do so beyond question when
they were in that quasi-judicial role.

Until we define exactly where the judicial

role is separated from the facilitator role,

then we are going to have problems with
the board. I would certainly like to explore
this with the minister and with Mr.

Alexander in detail in the estimates. It is

one I think we have to solve, or we are

going to have at some future time a repeat
of the same kind of problem. Problems are

often caused, I think, by people who want
to be helpful, but by accident then get
themselves into this kind of cosy or close

relationship with the people they are sup-
posed to be passing decisions about.

An important recommendation of the re-

E>ort is that a registry of complaints be
established and maintained in a centralized

complaint-handling centre and be open for

inspection by the public. The problem in

defending a regulated industry, in which all

of us in this House believe and in which the

select committee believes, is that there is

always the feeling out there that the con-

sumer cannot march with his feet, so to

speak. He cannot say, "Fine, I will deal with
this gypsy" or "I will deal vrith this fellow

who has bought a truck." If we are not

going to have that marching with your feet,

so to speak, by taking your business to

someone eke very easily, then surely we
must have some other system whereby the

consumer knows that if he is being hard
done by there is a place where he can de-

posit his complaint and where it may result

in some kind of action.

Max Rapoport, a learned counsel in trans-

portation, said that if you want to run a

good regulated transportation industry you
make it easier to get into and also easier to

get out of. There should be occasionally the

removal of licences from people who are not

performing their jobs properly. The con-

sumer has to be protected, and this recom-
mendation is a way of giving the consimier—
the shipper, if you like—a voice. I suggest
that implementing this recommendation is

the greatest safeguard against the deregula-
tionists who want to throw away the baby
•with the Imth water, who want to destroy
a system that generally works quite well

when compared to systems in deregulated

provinces; in fact, it works much better. If

we want a regulated industry, if we want to

preserve the kind of industry we have devel-

oped, which I think is a good industry, then

the implementation of this consumer recom-

mendation is a strong safeguard.
There surely should be somewhere an ap-

plicant can go to find out what kinds of

complaints have been registered against the

person with whom he wants to compete.
Then it would be his job to talk to the

complainers, to find out who are the legiti-

mate oamplainers, who are the crackpots,

who are the habitual whiners and groaners

and so forth. He then could take in his case

and prove it, based on the legitimate com-

plaints against the carrier.

The committee also recommends that the

initiation of any review proceedings based

on a complaint that a licensee has violated

the act or the terms and conditions of his

licence should lie vvdth the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. We recom-

mended that "once an established number of

verified complaints have been lodged and

recorded in the register against a particular

licensee, the rele\'ant information should be

forwarded to the Minister of Transportation

and Commimications with a recommendation

indicating the necessity of a review of the

operating authority."

I was talking to someone who is fairly

prominent in the trucking industry only a

little while ago, and he was saying that some

of the things his own buddies were getting

away with in this province would ne\'er

happen with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. It would go in and say to the

particular trucking comoany, 'Xook, either

you shape up or you will lose yoiu" operating

authority." That happens in this nrovinee.

Every time you have a bad licensed carrier,

then all the accusations of riKMiopoly and

poor service to the consumer come in and

all the deregulationists get on the band-

wagon, and they are the people who want
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to destroy this system. We must move in

this direction, if for no other reason than to

protect the industry, let alone to protect ths

shipper and the consumer.

8:30 p.m.

Publications of decisions: I am glad to see

that under the new chairman there are deci-

sions that I can read, that I as a layman can
understand and that the average trucking

company president or interested shipper can
read and imderstand. I am pleased to see we
have made more of a move in that direction.

Of all the recommendations in the report,
this is the only one on which I see any great

progress. I am happy about the progress, but
I still wonder where we are going on the

other recommendations.
The disposition of case books: I can only

assume, now that the minister has read our

report, that he or Mr. Alexander has issued

a directive that all notes and dociunents re-

lated to the Ontario Highway Transport Board
are the property of the board, that they are

filed and, if some controversy arises, can be
examined by a committee, by a judge in the

case of a judicial inquiry, or by an appellant
who is unhappy with a case.

It always has been argued that if there

are written decisions they often open the

way to more appeals. The board has within
its powers the ability to allot costs to some-
one who has appealed a decision frivolously,
and that is a safeguard. We are moving in the

right direction on that.

Committee testimony indicated that the

licensing process of tihe board is far too

complicated, lengthy and costly. My under-

standing is we are moving to simplify the

procedures. I have seen some of the state-

ments by the ministry and the board, and I

look forward to further progress in that

direction. It is a tough one to deal with. I

agree that some of the things done by the
Interstate Commerce Commission in the
interest of simplicity have not always simpli-
fied but have rather complicated or lengthen-
ed the process. None the less we always have
to search for it.

In our conclusion we suggested that the
successor to our committee should conduct
a regular review of the Ontario Highway
Transport Boord and that we should invite

public participation in that review. I am sorry
the chairman of the committee isn't here
tonitrht because I would have liked him to

comment on that.

No doubt the member for Stormont-

Dundas-GIengarry (Mr. Villeneuve) as chair-
man of that committee, has moved ahead and
proposed to his committee plans for an annual

or biennial review of the transport board. I

wish he were here tonight to inform us what
his committee may have decided on that. I

trust they have dealt with that. If they have

not, I hope they will do so soon, because
it is an important recommendation.

My last comment is a question for the

minister, and I hope he will answer it toni^t.
Both the Liberal critic and myself have been
critical of the lack of a dear, understandable

policy on the part of the ministry. The intro-

dliction by the minister of legislation that will

facilitate the handing down of clear policy
from the ministry was welcome. The minister

can be complimented on it.

I am wondering if an advertisement for a

chief of motor carrier control, which first

appeared in the papers a couple of months

ago, is a move in this direction. What is that

position? It sounds to me like the setting up
of a function which at the federal level we
have the Department of Transport to handle.

If that is the case, no doubt it will be
welcomed by this side of the House.
We have noticed that under this minister

there is a move towards a more open policy-

setting and a spelling out of policy. That
was not true two or three years ago. I

wonder where this position—I understand

the competition closed today or yesterday-
fits into this policy-enunciating and policy-

clarifying situation. Will this person be

implementing the policing of the system?
Will the position be equivalent at the

provincial level to such a position in the

federal Department of Transport? What
exactly is that function? If the minister does
not want to detail it tonight, perhaps he will

do so at least in his handling of questions
in his estimates, which will be coming up
shortly. Those are some of our concerns.

Our main contribution clearly is not to

examine what one board did under one
chairman. Our main contributions should be
that we have a good and conscientious chair-

man, we have some good staff people at the

board and we want these recommendations

implemented. We would like to see the

timetable.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to respond to the comments of the honour-
able members who have spoken on the re-

port of the resources committee pertaining
to the annual report of the Ontario High-
way Transport Board.

First, I would like to say that I believe

the committee went into this matter very
thoroughly. I believe the report they
published, which I reviewed in detail, madte
some very good recommendations. Some may
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have referred to the matter as a witclihiint,

but I respect the concern of the honourable
members in trying to get to the bottom of

certain accusations that were made. I think

the committee came up with a very good
report.
The member for Wentworth North (Mr.

Cunningham) in his remarks went into some
detail going back over the matter of the

UPS hearings and the criticisms of the

former chairman of the Ontario Highway
Transport Board. I beh'eve the former chair-

man, Mr. Shoniker, served Ontario and the

trucking industry very well over a great
number of years. I regret very much the

method he used to obtain assistance in the

writing of his final decision. I did not and
do not approve of or condone that action.

If Mr. Shoniker required legal assistance

in the writing of his final report, which no
doubt was a complicated one, this assistance

would have been made available to him
either from my ministry solicitors, from the

Attorney General's office or from outside

counsel if he had only requested it.

On one occasion, another major hearing,
the Greyhound-Gray Coach rehearing, when
Mr. Shoniker dealt with that matter, I recall

he asked for outside legal assistance to assist

in the hearing and for outside accounting
assistance to assess financial reports. That
assistance was made available to him in that

case without question and could have been
made available in this.

I still do not, in any way, condemn this

man who, I have already said, served the

province and the trucking industry and was

very highly respected. I regret the circum-

stances that surrounded his final decision. I

do not believe that Mr. Shoniker meant to

do anything that was not appropriate.
As the member for Wentworth North

mentioned, the method of arriving at that

decision put such a cloud over the decision

that I and the Attorney General (Mr.

McMurtry) felt we had no alternative but to

order a rehearing of the case. I still regard
Mr. Eddie Shoniker as a very honourable,
Christian gentleman and I always will.

I would like to inform the members that

I have reviewed the report of the standing
resources development committee regarding
the annual report of the Ontario Highway
Transport Board for 1977. Therefore, Mr.

Speaker, with your permission, I would like

to outline the government's response to some
of the major recommendations contained in

that report.

To begin with, thanks to the assistance of

representatives of the Ministry of the

Attorney General, we devoted coasiderable

time and effort familiarizing board members
with .section 18(b) of the Ontario Highway
Transport Board Act and its implication for

the OHTB in the decision-making process.

Essentially, that section insists that no board
member have any prior involvement in the

matter of the hearing before them.
As to the recommendation that the Law

Society of Upper Canada, MTC and the

OHTB review the code of ethics for practi-
tioners before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission with a view to establishing a similar

code for members of the bar coming before

the board, the committee has been advised
the matter was considered by the society.

Briefly, the law society concluded that it

would be inappropriate for a separate ethical

code governing the conduct of those mem-
bers of the profession appearing before a

particular board or tribunal.

To expand on that, in its response on that

the law society did not feel it was ajypro-

priate for a separate code for that. In the

United States there is such a code. That
code not only covers the law profession, but
it also covers lay practitioners who appear
before the board; so it's somewhat diflFerent.

The standing committee also recommended
that no member of the board involve him-
self or herself in the decision-making process
unless present throughout as a member of

the panel hearing the case. That particular
recomnnendation was dealt with under section

18(b)(4) of the Ontario Highway Transport
Board Act, amendments to which were

passed in this House in the last session of

the Legislature. We passed that amendment
then. As members will recall, we discussed
in the House that if two members sit on a
decision and cannot agree, with the concur-

rence of the parties then they can bring in

a third member; but without the concurrence
of the parties there must be a rehearing.

I think we have already clarified very
much that matter in legislation dealing with
consultation between members of the board.

The limitation is both understood and fol-

lowed at the board. It should be noted, how-

ever, that section 18(b)(1)(a) of the act

permits consultation between board members

regarding the subject matter of hearings. In

our view, this consultative function is es5?en-

tial if board policy is to be applied in a

coherent and consistent manner. I might add
it is also accepted practice with most ad-

ministrative tribimals.

The committee's recommendation that a

position of general counsel be established

within the board to provide legal advice on
a continuing basis, especially after the
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boards relationship with its special cx>unsel

on the review currently under way is term-

inated, is still under consideration as one

option available. At the moment, the board

is satisfied that the bulk of the activities con-

templated by such an office can be ade-

quately discharged by existing legal resources,

either within the board itself or readily and

easily available.

The concept of a general counsel as a

participant in board hearings could be ai>-

plied in general policy hearings, similar to

those conducted last year in connection with

the dump truck industry. Such hearings do
not usually involve an adversary process. A
coimsel would be of assistance in the presen-
tation of evidence and the formation of

conclusions.

There is, however, no obvious continuing
need for such participation in the normal

bearing process in which evidence is pro-
duced by the parties themselves. This system,

although not perfect, I believe functions very

efficiently.

It should be remembered that the board

holds up to 2,500 hearings a year and may sit

in on as many as six or seven panels a day,

meaning the cost of providing a general
board cotmsel on even a portion of these

hearings would be extremely high.

^A more limited use of a general counsel,

say on an as>-required basis, is certainly worth
further consideration. But we find it diffi-

cult to justify the creation of a permanent
office.

Legal services of this type can be obtained

when requested from outside counsel on a

retainer basis, or from the Ministry of the

Attorney General. The board has used both

of these sources during the past year.
In any event, if a general counsel were to

advise the board during its deliberations or

in writing reasons for a decision, that would
have to be done in aooordance with section

18(b) (i)(b) of the Ontario Highway Trans-

port Board Act, and that section of the act

would have to be amended.
The idea of a centralized register of com-

plaints and a centralized complaints hand-

ling centre I believe is a good one, and one

fliat I intend to piu-sue further. No doubt it

would help the public to more easily direct

their complaints against carriers and at the

same time contribute to the speedy resolution

of their problems.
It should be noted, however, that the

household moving industry, which is prob-

ably the area of greatest sensitivity to shipper

complaints, already operates an ethics com-

mittee, which keeps a register designed to

assist consumers resolve their disagreements
with household good carriers. By arrange-

ment, the government becomes actively in-

volved only when this process fails or where
there is evidence of the law being broken.

Members also should not forget the courts

have a role to play, particularly in more
serious disputes.

From our point of view there are some
difficulties associated with the recommenda-
tion that the ministry direct the OHTB to

review a particular carrier's operating per-

mit on the basis of the number of com-

plaints against it. We could, for example,
select three complaints or five complaints, or

whatever mmiber, as cause for an OHTB
review. Such a review might be appropriate

for a small firm with five or six trucks. But it

hardly seems fair that the same criterion, the

numiber of complaints, would be applied

against a large carrier with a fleet of perhaps
several hundred trucks.

We intend, therefore, to continue to im-

prove the standards which could be used to

determine when a carrier's operating author-

ity should come xmder review as a result of

an established pattern of convictions.

The standing committee also recommended

that increased emphasis be placed on the

outreach or information role of the secretary

of the board within the newly establisihed

office of proceedings.
I am pleased to report to the House that

the board's review and reorganization have

both substantially improved its contact with

the public.
I am also pleased to report that the board

has undertaken a number of steps to promote

greater public awareness of its activities. For

example, it has recently published several

statements of administrative policy, a bro-

chure entitied An Introduction to the Ontario

Highway Transport Board, and recently a

report on class R regulations. Several more

publications are now planned, publications

dealing with the board policy on such mat-

ters as transfers, class H applications and

standard formats for describing the various

types of operating authority.

S:50 p.m.
The standards committee also recommended

that the board publish the reasons for all its

decisions. In our view, this would be of

limited value because many of the 5,000

decisions made each year are made on a

routine basis. As the law now stands the board

is only required to issue reasons for its

decisions when requested to do so by a

party to the hearing. Neverthdess, the board

is voluntarily increasing the number of
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decisions it issues to includle those considered

to be of general significance by the sitting

panel.

Incidentally, in response to another recom-

mendation of the committee, all OHTB
members have been advised that their case

books must be left with the board upon
retirement or departure.

I would like to comment briefly on the

procedure used when appointing members to

the OHTB. On this subject, I refer members
to the second report of the agency review

committee, a report that was tabled in the

Legislature recently. It recommended the

government adopt a policy of three-year

appointments with one renewal term. I be-

lieve that recommendation may not relate

directly to the board, because in the past we
have had members of the board and some

present members of the board who have been
there for a number of years and are serving
the board very well. I am now referring to

the one renewal term.

I would also remind members that a status

report on the review of the board will be

included and available this year in the OHTB's
1979 annual report, which will be out later

this spring. One of the main thrusts of that

review has been a reduction in the complexity,

length and cost of the hearing process itself.

While the possibility of substantially reducing
or simplifying the hearing process is limited

because of the protections afiForded parties

by the board statutes in the Statutory Powers
Procedure Act, I can say that progress is

being made.
The most significant development in tiiis

area, and the one that holds the most promise
for reducing the time and expense of hear-

ings, is the board's recently armounced policy
on the explanded use of section 8 of the

Ontario Highway Transport Board Act which
will permit a greater number of unopposed
applications to be dealt with without a hear-

ing. This policy has the greatest potential for

redticing the number of board hearings—by
approximately 25 per cent, or some 600, a

year.

In addition, MTC and the OHTB are cur-

rently taking a hard look at our existing

policy regarding the transfer and sale of PCV
licences as requested by the standing com-
mittee.

Finally, the committee recommended that

members of the staff of aU government

agencies, boards and commissions be made
aware of the provisions of section 110 of the

Criminal Code of Canada which prohibits

members of these bodies from accepting gifts

and benefits. There can be no argument with

that recommen<}ation, because we recognize
that the impartiality and integrity of any
board, including the OHTB, must be beyond
question if that board is to retain the con-

fidence of the public.

I can also tell the members of an item

that has been addressed during our ongoing
review of the board's legal and administrative

procedures which was undertaken in Sep-
tember 1978. This point has been emphasized
by our new OHTB chairman, Mr. Bruce

Alexander, QC, both in public speeches and

appearances before the standing committee.

To this end, the board chairman has circu-

lated a memo to all board members entitled

Conflicts of Interest to emphasize the limita-

tions placed on them in their dealing ^\^th

any and all participants in the regulatory

process.
I beUeve I have replied to most, if not all,

of the recommendations in the report. The
member for Etobicoke (Mr. Philip) referred

to the changes in our legislation relating to

policy directives from government to the

board. That legislation, as he said, was

changed. Since that time a number of i)olicy

directives by way of order in coimcil have

been passed and have been transmitted to

the board, under both the Public Vehicles

Act and the Public Commercial Vehicles Act.

I am sure the honourable member has re-

ceived copies of all those pohcy directives.

With regard to the matter referred to on

page seven of the report, that matter is still

with the Solicitor General (Mr. McMurty).
As a matter of fact, I must inquire of him
what its disposition will be. I have not re-

ceived any report, yet from him as to the

work being carried out by the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police on that investigation, I give a

commitment to the members that I will fol-

low this up with the Solicitor General.

The matter of an annual or semi-annual

review of the practices of the board was

mentioned by the resources committee. I

do not know whether the committee meant
a full-fledged hearing review. I think one

honourable member did refer to a public

hearing. It is my opinion that once every

year during the discussion of my estimates

the chairman of the board appears at esti-

mates committee and openly and completely

answers any questions the members have. I

am not saying that goes as far as the honour-

able member had in mind as to bringing in

outside witnesses, T^ut certainly it does give

the resources development committee as

much of the time allotted to the estimates

as it wishes to use to question the chairman

of the board, myself or members of my min-

istry with regard to the operation of the
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board. It gives a very good chance to review
current policies or changes taking place at

the board.

If the committee should decide in its wis-

dom that it wants to have the annual report
again referred to the board at any particular
time to review, that is open to the committee
and we would naturally be available for that.

Mr. Philip: That was not tiie recommen-
dation. It has nothing to do with it. It is

completely irrelevant.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't know whether it

is irrelevant, but from the recommendation
I am not sure-

Mr. Philip: The recommendation is very
clear. The minister can read the same way
I can. He knows what the recommendation
means.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am not sure I do. The
honourable member himself asked a few min^
utes ago whether it would be annual or

biennial, which is about as clear as mud.
Mr. Philip: That is what the reconunen-

dation says: Once every year or every two
years there should be a public hearing. The
shippers know there should be a public
hearing.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Sliow: I still think the annual
estimates of the ministry gives an oppor-
tunity to discuss practices of the board. The
committee has the power to bring the board
before it for a review at any time, whether
it be annually, semi-annually, every five years
or whenever it so wishes, by so passing such
a motion.

I think I have exhausted that. As the Min-
ister of the Environment (Mr, Parrott) says,
I have exhausted my notes.

Mr. T. P. Reid: And your audience.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The honourable member
for Rainy River (Mr. T. P. Reid) says I have
exhausted my audience. I am not so sure
about that, because I know he is very anx-
ious to get on the floor and exhaust them
some more.

9 p.m.

The member for Etobicoke referred to the

position open in the ministry for a chief of
motor vehicle control. The job description is

to co-ordinate enforcement and field train-

ing; to co-ordinate standards, prosecutions,

appeals and referrals to the registrar imder
section 27 of the Highway Traffic Act; and
to maintain a liaison on operational matters
v/ith the Ontario Highway Transport Board,
including the issuing of licences, filing of

dociunents, et cetera. It is a new position at

the staflF level within the ministry to assist in

improving our procedures in the enforce-

ment area. That completes my remarks.

Report adopted.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

Resuming the adjourned debate on the

motion for adoption of the final report of

the standing committee on public accounts.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I rise to

suggest that what we are embarking on to-

night is an historic occasion. It is timely,
but it is frustrating as well.

It is historic because, to my knowledge,
this is the first time in my 13 years in the

Legislature that the report of the standing
committee on public accounts has been de-
bated in the chamber. Tlie procedure
formerly was for the repyort to be tabled,

usually before the Christmas break, where it

got swallowed up in the Yultide afiFairs and
was never heard of again. It is an historic

and important time in that the responsibility

and accountability for public funds, which is

extremely important, is being debated in the

chamber.
It is a timely debate because of two

events. The first happened in Ottawa with
the tabling of the federal Auditor General's

report yesterday and the remarks emanating
from that, particularly in regard to the pro-

ductivity of the federal civil service. It is

timely also because of the remarks made by
the Chairman of Management Board of

Cabinet (Mr. McCague) today in regard to

the tabling of the Auditor General's remarks

in Ottawa.

I want to make a comment or two about
the remarks of the Chairman of Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet. They were so

ridiculous, so misleading and so mis-

representative of what is going on in this

province as almost to border on the fraudu-

lent. This is the second occasion on which
the chairman of management board has risen

in his place like the sinner or Philistine or

Pharisee in the Bible, saying, "Thank God I

am not like those other sinners. Lord." Those
remarks by the chairman of management
board were completely untrue. It is partly
for that reason—the mismanagement of

public funds and of the various ministries

of government—that this party put forward
a no-confidence motion a while ago, on

which we voted on Monday.
I said tonight was historic and timely;

it is also frustrating in two regards. One is
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that the chairman of management board, who
supposedly is responsible for ensuring that

public tax funds are properly spent and that

we have due efficiency and economy for those

funds, does not find it imperative to be in

the House for this debate tonight. I see no
indication that any senior cabinet minister

who has any responsibility for the financial

management of Ontario is here or is going
to take part in this debate.

I also say it is frustrating because I see

no one in the press gallery, and this debate
I intend to speak in regarding responsibility

and accountability to this chamber and to

the taxpayers of the province, for the funds

handed to us in trust, probably will not even

get a mention in any of the newspapers.
I take back my remarks about the chair-

man of the management board, who I see

coming in. I hope he will participate in the

debate.

Mr. Nixon: Take back the part about him
not being present.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Yes, that part only.
I read the chairman of management

board s remarks today in which he, with that

touch at which he is so deft, said: "Those
sinners in Ottawa! But v/e are so pure in

Ontario." He referred to the Ontario work
force. He said: "On March 1, 1975, our total

staff amounted to 87,109 people. As of

December 31, 1979, the work force was
down to 82,929, a reduction of 4,8 per cent."

There are almost 83,000 people on staff as

public servants in Ontario, and we still don't
know the numbers of people who are on
contracts or who do seasonal work in the

province.
I would say to you, sir, if you want some

edifying reading, you sthould look at the
volimies of the public accounts in which the
salaries and disbursements and entitlements

of the civil service are recounted. They go
on in some instances for pages, particularly
for the Ministry of the Environment and in

the case of the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications.

I received a letter from the Treasurer

(Mr. F. S. Miller) a little while ago in which
he indicated that, in the public accounts in

the following year, they would not be listing

the individual names of public servants who
received more than $25,000 in salary. They
have bumped that ceiling up to $30,000 be-

cause there were too many people receiving
more than $25,000 to list in tlie public
accounts.

I might say parenthetically, because I

know you are not a man concerned with
these matters, Mr. Speaker, that none of the

members of this assembly will be found
under that entitlement of $30,000 or over.

I have a point in making this remark,
because I wish to dwell primarily on one

aspect of the public accounts committee and
on one aspect of our report. On page 25 of

the public accounts report, it states: "The
committee debated at length the problems
of civil servants' individual responsibility and
accountability. The committee noted it was
often difficult to pinpoint who had made that

error and what, if any, action had taken

place. The committee recommends that per-
sona] accountability for errors be more care-

fully defined."

The dictionary defines accountability as

"to render an account for trust moneys; to

explain; to answer for actions taken liable to

be called to accoimt. The responsibility is

a charged trust or duty for which one is

responsible and answerable to someone."
I want to say that in my years as public

accounts committee chairman, and my view
and knowledge of other areas, the one thing
that concerns me more than anything else is

the fact that there is almost no personal

liability, no personal responsibility and no

accountability for those people who are

managing and controlling the finances of the

province.
There is a myth, something called minis"

terial responsibility, which in a nutshell

means, I supi>ose, two things: that there is a

collective responsibility of the cabinet for

decisions that are made, and that a minister

is responsible for every employee and all

the money that comes under his ministry.
That second concept is entirely out of

date, as for two reasons particidarly, in the

Ontario context. The first one is simply that,

with the great growth in the civil service,

in the provincial budget, in ministry budgets
where, for example, the Ministry of Health
has a budget of $2.5 billion, it is inconceiv-

able and ridiculous to assume that the minis-

ter can be responsible for a staff in that

ministry of more than 1,000 people and a

budget of $2 billion. Why should the minis-

ter be held accountable or responsible and

perhaps even be forced to resign if some-

thing goes wrong in his ministry?

It comes to mind that the former Treas-

urer, Darcy McKeough, resigned a few years

ago because of an action taken by one of

the staff members in his ministry. He rou-

tinely approved a land subdivision that was
under Mr. McKeough's responsibility as

minister, and I belie^'e the person who had

applied was some relative. Being the man of

honour and integrity that he was, Mr.
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McKeough resigned. But we never did hear

what, if anything, happened to the civil

servant who had done that.

I have sat in the public accounts commit-
tee for five years, and time and again we
have asked as a committee: "Who was re-

sponsible for these actions?" They were
messed up mostly througji incompetence: We
have been very fortunate, because I think

we have had very few matters of fraud in

the province. But in trying to pinpoint re-

sponsibility as to who did the thing Avrong—
so, if for no other reason, you can go to that

person and say: "Look, you messed it up.
Don't let it happen again. This is what

you have to do"—the stock answer is

simply: "I waisn't in the ministry then. That
wasn't my responsibility. I wasn't there." In

the case we were talking about in the report

of the public accounts committee, it had to

do—Mr. Speaker, would you ask those mem^-

bers if tiiey could keep it down a little?

Mr. Acting Speaker: Knowing the loudness

with which some of remarks often go in

here, I thought it was relatively quiet tonight
and the House was rather orderly.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Perhaps then I could

prevail myself on the members for Riverdale

and Lakeshore to whisi)er at a low^er level.

Their comments are always so intriguing that

I find half of me wishing to listen to their

conversation.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Did it ever occur to you
that what you have to say isn't very

important?

Mr. T. P. Reid: No doubt.

Mr. Acting Speaker: As the Speaker says
from time to time, just ignore the inter-

iections.

(Mr. T. P. Reid: Yes.

The point in this situation had to do
with the Ministry of Transportation and
Commrmications. It was a matter brought to

us by the provincial auditor in his report.

The auditor's report is a litany year after

year of the mistakes and foul-ups made by
the present government, which prides itself

on management. There were 100 in his last

edition, and there are thousands we don't

know about.

But in this case, which was brought to

our pttention by the auditor, there was an
$85,000 mistake made on a piece of property
that the crown had owned and then sold on
p. tender basis to an individual. Somebody
in the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications had made a mistake and sold

the person more land than he or she should

have. In other words, the survey was wrong.

I said to the deputy minister, who I think

is a very fine fellow, "Who did this? Who is

responsible?"

Hon. Mr. Baetz: That is the first sensible

thing you have said tonight.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I am not about to say this

about the minister. I'll get to him at the end
of my remarks.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: I'm going to get to you
too. You had better get a towel and wipe oflF

the wet from behind your ears.

Mr. T. P. Reid: That's fine. I don't know
whether to lower myself to his level or not.

I don't think I can get down that far; so

I'll continue with my remarks.

I might say to the minister that I have
been here a lot longer than he has and I

know a lot more about what goes on in this

place than he does or ever will. From the

performance he and his ministry people put
on before the public accounts committee, if

the Premier (Mr. Davis) were there, he

would be out looking for a job right now.

He probablv vvdll be anyway.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: You are just a big mouth
and you know it.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I notice how parliamentary
the Minister of Culture and Recreation (Mr.

Baetz) always is. It really adds to the tone

in this place.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Perhaps the member
for Rainy River (Mr. T. P. Reid) will just

ignore the interjections and carry on with

the important matter with which he is

dealing.

Mr. T. P. Reid: The point of this is that

the deputy minister tried to tell me it was a

computer error that had caused the loss of

$85,000 to the province and the people of

Ontario. I said to him, "Mr. Deputy Min-

ister, somebody had to put the information

in that computer so that it could come out

the other end." The deputy minister allowed

that that was right. Somebody in the civil

service had made a mistake.

Year after year the auditor's report deals

with that; yet nothing is ever done to the

civil servants. We had Mr. Waldrum, the

chairman of the Civil Service Commission,
before us recently. Before that, we had Mr.

Leal, the Denuty Attorney General. We
asked him, "What do you do with intran-

sigent employees? What do you do with

people who disobey your orders?"

The response was, "Well, we don't really

do very much because of the arbitration

procedure. If we put anything on anybody's

record, then he will dispute it and we will
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go to arbitration. It isn't worth our while
because we'll get into this long, involved

sequence of business and it winds up taking
more time."

Hon. Mr. McCague: I don't think the

member will find that is correct.

Mr. T. P. Reid: The minister can find it

in the record. I would refer him to Hansard.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I have read it.

Mr. Mancini: After that shabby statement
the chairman of management board made
this afternoon which was totally wrong.

Hon. Mr. McCague: That's a bit irrespon-
sible.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: That's par for the course.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Order. The ministers

will have an opportunity for reply.

Mr. T. P. Reid. I would suggest that the

minister go back. There was a very clear in-

dication. At one point, I believe it was Mr.
Leal who said, "It is not worth the effort

to go through that procedure."

Hon. Mr. McCague: You are referring to

Mr. Waldrum.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Leal said that. Mr.
Waldrum also indicated that it was a very

long and convoluted exercise and that there

were no marks, if I might put it that way,
against a civil servant if there was a problem.

I want to tell you something else, Mr.

Speaker, that just boggles my mind. In fact,

two things boggle my mind. One is that

Mr. Waldrum informed us that they are in

the process of setting up, if you like, truant

officers in each ministry to ensure that civil

servants come into work on time and, in

fact, on some occasions show up for work.
Who is ruiming tihe store over there?

These people generally, particularly at the

higher management level and the middle

management level, have to get truant officers

for these people to ensure that they come
to work, that they come into work on time
or that they have a doctor's slip. It's in-

credible. These are the great managers of

the Ontario economy.

9:20 p.m.

The other thing that was mind-boggling
is we learned that the civil servants in this

management group get an increase every

year of six per cent, eight per cent, nine

per cent or 10 per cent, but there is some-

thing else called merit pay.
We asked: "Mr. Waldrum, what is merit

pay?" He said: "That's for doing the job
well." I said: "I thought that's what salaries

were for," and asked "How many civil ser-

vants get the merit increase?" He replied:
"I would say between 75 per cent and 80

per cent."

I asked: "How many are fired every
year?" He replied: "Maybe 29. Maybe 40."
Out of a civil service of 80,000-plus peoplel

I believe, and I have seen, that we have
some excellent people in the civil service
in Ontario. Some of them are so good they
make some of the ministers look good on

occasion, and that's difficult to do.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: What a smart-aleck re-

mark. The member is a big shot. He ought
to be ashamed of himself. Where has he
been all his life? He should grow up a little.

What kind of a nurd is he?

Mr. T. P. Reid: Where did the minister
have dinner?—or rather, what did he have?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: No matter what I had,
I am going to throw up if I have to listen

to that crap any longer.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The member for

Rainy River will please return to his subject
matter.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I respectfully
suggest—

Hon. Mr. Baetz. Look at him. He's stand-

ing there with his hand in his pocket.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I wish the minister

would come to order as well and let the

chairman of the public accounts committee

proceed.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: I will. But I wish he
would get down to some common sense.

Mr. Gaunt: Do we have a truant officer

for this place?

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: He should get his hand
out of his pocket and stand up. Who does

he think he is, anyway?
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Will the member for

Rainy River please not inivite interjections

and return to his subject matter?

Mr. T. P. Reid: I haven't said a word for

the last three minutes; I've been letting

the minister babble on.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I'm asking you to

proceed and not give the others so much time

to interject.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: He has offended the

whole public service. He has ofi^ended every-

one here.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I think the

minister is completely disregarding your sug-

gestion.

As I was saying before I was so rudely

interrupted, we are concerned about the in-
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dividual responsibility and accountability be-

cause there is nowhere else in the legislative

system in Ontario where that responsibility

and accountability can come, except before

the public accounts committee.

I say, and I've said this before, that the

estimates are a farce in Ontario. They,

apparently, are a farce federally as well.

Hon. Mr. McCague: That's the opposition's
fault.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I agree with the honour-

able minister that part of it is the fault of

the opposition. I agree. I've been here for

years and very seldom is money ever dis-

cussed in the estimates. There are a lot of

reasons for that.

I would suggest, to be constnictive for the

minister, that the time for estimates be cut

in half at the very least, and that the time

so saved should be spent among other things
for legislation. The point is that the people
of Ontario are not being well served in the

system we have because the concept of

money, and watching that money in the

estimates, is not done well. The ministers

and the civil servants are not prepared to

talk about money when it comes to the esti-

mates partly because the opposition mem-
bers do not ask about it. But they should.

The point is that the whole system, the

end of the system starting with the budgetary
process and the estimates and continuing with

accountability and responsibility for spending
and handling of those funds comes to the

public accounts committee.
I come back to the responsibility and ac-

countability that we do not have in this

system. Year after year we have the same
ministries coming and we get the same

answers, but we never hear what action is

taken against the people who are supposed
to be managing.
Remember the Glassco report of some time

ago, Mr. Speaker. That was the great Bible

at the time: "Let the managers manage." The
other part of that was that they must be
accountable and responsible to somebody.
What bothers me is that responsibility and

accountability seem not to be existent in the

public service to any great extent. The
minister shakes his head. I respectfully sug-

gest he read Mr. Waldrum's and Mr. Leal's

comments and see how many people are

fired. Nobody is here to hang anybody, but
if we cannot pinpoint where the problem
started in the first place how do we rectify

it? How do we know that the matter has

been looked after?

iWhen I asked the Civil Service Commis-

sion, **Do you keep a record in your office

of people who have been brought to order

and disciplined or do you suggest a dis-

cipline?" they said, "No, we don't." They
do not keep such a record. That is what I was
told. Apparently it might happen in the

individual ministries except for the fact that

if a dteputy minister puts something on some-

body's record it is grieved and the whole long

procedure starts.

I draw to yoiu: attention, Mr. Speaker, and
the minister's, a gentleman by the name of

Mr. Ralph Blakeman of whom we heard a

great deal in the public accounts committee.

This particular gentieman had a salary of

$19,000 in 1972, and when he quit seven

years later in 1979 he was earning $45,000.

That is a fantastic increase that any member
would be happy with. Yet he said, I believe

to a Globe and Mail reporter, all he was

doing was sharpening pencils and he was not

happy with what he was doing.

There was also the case of Mr. Peter

Branch from the Treasury ministry.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I think the honourable

member undterstands both of those situations.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I understand them. I

understand the nuances, but at the same time

people who are not happy in the civil ser-

vice, who do not feel they are accomplishing

anything, are still getting salaries that most

of the people who are paying their taxes in

this province would believe are unreachable.

Let me tell the House what I would do.

The minister talked today about manage-
ment by results. The minister knows that

exists in very few departments of the ministry.

It is a concept, like zero-based budgeting and

all the others that sound good, that is almost

never practical to apply.

In the report, we read of management by
results in the Ontario Racing Commission.

We went into that fairly thoroughly. They
were the first ones to admit that it was far

from a perfect s>'stem, that a lot of things

were very difficult to measure or quantify,

and that we really had not arrived at it. Your

statement today indicated quite clearly that

this was being done holas-bolus across the

civil service. Because we had this great

management by results in place we did not

have any worries and we were not like those

bad fed^ up there. But I want to mention it,

because the minister in his one rational inter-

jection asked, "What would you do?"

9:30 p.m.

The Civil Service Commission, I under-

stand, has now embarked upon performance

appraisal. My problem seems to be, what

is going to happen at the end of that road?
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The employees are going to be appraised on
their performance, but then what happens?
If a report is made to a deputy minister that

so-and-so is not carrying out his or her func-

tion, that he or she has been warned re-

peatedly about absenteeism, about incom-

petence, about just straight inability to work
at the level he is being paid for, what hap-

pens then?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: What would you do?

Let's get to specifics.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Listen, one has to do

something. One is doing a disservice to these

people and doing a disservice to the tax-

payers of Ontario by keeping these people

employed rmtil in frustration they finally

quit
That was very obvious when we talked

about Mr. Branch and to some extent about

Mr. Blakeman. They were shoved in a cor-

ner; they were told to twiddle their thumbs;

they were given make-work projects, and

finally in frustration they quit. That is what

happens. It was very clear. If the honour-

£tble members will read our report I believe

that is mentioned in there. We will certainly

be talking about that.

Now that the minister has cooled down, I

will repeat what I said: I think we have an
excellent civil service in Ontario. I think our

deputy ministers are second to none any-

where, but as—

Hon. Mr. Baetz: That is not what you
implied a while ago.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Certainly, that is exactly
what I said. I said we had one of the best

civil services in the country and I still say
that. But the problem really lies, as I see it,

in the sort of middle management group. I

have talked to people in Ottawa and the

same thing obtains there. This is where the

problem is. These are where the salaries are

and the responsibility and accountability

shoidd be, but there is something not func-

tioning correctly over there.

I would draw members' attention to the

Royal Commission on Financial Management
and Accountability. Again the minister got

up and made a great spiel about how we
were doing all those things already in

Ontario. I have a word for that, and it is not

hyphenated, which I won't repeat, but that is

not the case.

One of the recommendations in chapter
nine of the Lambert report—"Responsibility
and Accountability for Departmental Man-

agement" is:

"The commission recommends that:

"1. Departmental plans and performance
goals be developed for the minister's ap-

proval by the deputy minister in his capacity
of chief administrative officer and that the

achievement of these programs and per-
formance objectives be monitored and later

reviewed by the board of management in a

manner that ^vould permit the deputy to

defend departmental performance.
"2. Deputy ministers be liable to be called

to account directly for their assigned and

delegative resi>onsibilities before the parlia-

mentary committee most directly concerned
with administrative performance, the public
accoimts committee."

We do that to some extent. We get the

deputy ministers in. I have noted quite a

change in their attitude in the last six months

—maybe it Ls because of that gentle massage
we have been giving them when they come
in—but I must say their attitude and ap-

proach in the public accounts committee, to

my mind, has improved immensely o^'er the

sort of noncommittal "yes," "no," or "I don't

know," with which most of them are very

forthcoming. I think the committee appre-
ciates that.

At the same time the Lambert report sug-

gests most strongly that the deputy minister

must be more responsible for the personnel
and the actions of those personnel than they
have tended to be in the past. Again, realiz-

ing the size of the departments and the size

of budgets, it isn't easy.

I repeat that there has to be more account-

ability and responsibility by the individual

civil servant.

One of the problems any bureaucracy has,

whether it be General Motors or the govern-

ment, is simply that there gets to be too

much empire-building. The concern for the

most efficient and economic way to run a

department sometimes gets lost. Also, the

myth is still out there that this chamber

somehow controls the expenditures of govern-

ment, which, of course, we do not do.

A recommendation I think we should make
in regard to that and the estimates, whidi

would make them more relevant and put
more interest in them, would be to allow the

estimates committee to reduce, on a vote, a

departmental estimate. I think that would

make the whole issue much more relevant.

Money would be discussed, the spending of

the money would have to be defended, and,

if reasons why that money should be exi)end-

ed were not forthcoming, then the committee

as a whole would accept the responsibility

and reduce that estimate or that part of the
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budget without bringing down the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. McCague: Without reasons, as

usual

Mr. T. P. Reid: No. There have to be
reasons. Obviously there have to be.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I asked you what you
woidd do a while ago and you had no points.
You still haven't told me what you would do.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I just told the minister
one of them that would make that part of

the system more responsible. Part of the

problem of accountability and responsibility
is that there is no accountability and responsi-

bility for the estimates at the second stage
of the game, at the estimates committee.

Hon. Mr. McCague: That is your second'

point here. Earher I asked you what you
would do and you have not said.

Mi-. Acting Speaker: The Chairman of

Management Board of Cabinet (Mr. Mc-
Cague) will have an opportunity to speak
later. Will the member for Rainy River (Mr.
T. P. Reid) please address his remarks to

the chair and continue with the pith and
substance of which he is to speak?

Mr. T. P. Reid: Thank you. I think I will

respond, if I may.
Mr. Acting Speaker: But respond to me.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Yes, I will respond to you,
Mr. Speaker. What I would suggest in that

case—and I will repeat it and underline it-
is that more performance appraisals with
incentives and disincentives must be provided
by tile government. If somebody performs
well, all right, give him a merit increase or

give him or her the boost up. But not 80
per cent.

Also, if they are not dbing the job, if they
are not competent, if they are not being re-

sponsible, if they are coming in late—truant

officers; my God, it boggles the mind-then
that goes on their reports. If they want to

grieve that, that is fine, but they do not get
any automatic merit increase and they do not
get any automatic move from step two to

step three to step four and what have you.
That is being done almost automatically in

the civil service, and that is the problem.

Hon. Mr. McCague: My staff told you we
were reviewing that and you agreed.

Mr. T. P. Reid: That is not what I was told.

The committee was left with the distinct

impression—and if I recall it was Allan Leal

particularly, and other civil servants to whom
I have talked—that the grievance procedure,
the marking of a personnel record, is hardly
done at all because of the problems related

to it. The Civil Service Commission itself

does not keep records of any grievances or

any comments. It is all within one ministry.
We know the game that is played. You

have a dunce in one ministry; you hope some-
body else will take him. The Civil Service

Commission, which presumably is dealing
with the management level, does not know
what is on these people's records because it

does not keep records itself, particularly if

the deputy or whoever in the one ministry
does not send the record to the Civil Service
Commission.

I wanted to talk about empire building
and the expenditure of money. I want to

quote, if I may, from a bulletin from the
United States House of Representatives. I

•woiJd like to read it into the record because
I think it is appropriate.

"Economy neither begins nor ends in the
halls of Congress. Under the Budget and

Accounting Act, it is the responsibility of the

executive branch of the govemmient to sub-
mit annually to the Congress the estimates of

the amounts which officials in the executive

branch feel are required to support the

necessary activities of the government. The
Congress reviews these estimates and decides

the maximum allowance which must be ap-

propriated for these various activities and
the annual appropriation bill provides a snxm

so determined by the Congress."
Here is the interesting part: "Appropria-

tion 6i a given amount for a particular activity

constitutes only a ceiling upon the lamount

which should be expended for that activity.

The administrative official responsible for ad'-

ministration of an activity for which ap-

propriation is mia.de bears final burden for

rendering all necessary service for the small-

est amount possible within the ceiling figure

fixed by the Congress."
I underline this: "Every official of the gov-

ernment who has responsibility for adminis-

tration of a program must assume a portion

of the biu"den for the deficit in the federal

treasury."

That is a concept I would like to see here.

I am sure the minister will protest that it is

already here. In this day of restraint there

has been some progress. But in the terms of

economy and efficiency xmder the Audit Act, I

'wonder—and maybe the minister can reply—
whether there is an incentive for a deputy
minister or those in charge of the financial

programe to operate frugally, economically
and efficiently. Is there some kind of disin-

centive—the carrot and stick approach if the

minister likes—if they don't operate in that
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way? I would like to hear whether that

happens.
Due to the interrupti(Mis I have gone on

longer than I intended. Since the Minister of

Culture and Recreation (Mr. Baetz) is here

and in such a good mood, I want to bring
to his attention what happened in the stand-

ing committee on public aocoimts in regard
to the Royal Ontario Museum.

At one time I thought it was a classic

comedy act, a sort of Laurel and Hardy, a

Mutt and Jeff act, with the minister and the

Royal Ontario Museum. I believe everybody
on the committee and probably everybody
in this House realizes the value of the Royal
Ontario Museum to Ontario and Toronto,

but the misunderstanding, the complete lack,

it seemed, of commtmication between the

minister and the Royal Ontario Museum was
almost without precedent.

It wasn't imtil the matter regarding the

Royal Ontario Museum was raised in this

House that the minister wrote to the chair-

man and said, in effect, "What is going on

up there?" We then had the Roval Ontario

Museum appear before the committee to find

out what was going on. They have appeared
three times, the last a month or so ago. I

want to relate for thf^ minister what hap-
pened. I hope he will clarify this, both for

the members of the public iaocounts com-

mittee and for the chamber at large, because

I believe he is giving them something like

$9 million this year.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: As usual vou are aw^iy

off in your figures. You are millions out. For

a chairman of a public accounts committee

you should at least be \vithin the ball park.

Mr. T. P. Reid: We are talking particularly

about the building program and the expan-
sion of the museum.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Even after the matter of

the expansion program and the vast sums of

money involved, originally $44.5 million,

even after two or three hearinors before the

public accounts committee and all the cor-

respondence that presumably flowed back

and forth between the chairman of the ROM
and the minister, at the last meeting of the

committee we had the chairman of the

ROM saying that the minister had given him
an umbrella understanding that he could

proceed with all phases of the expansion

program and that the minister would provide
imder this umbrella all the necessary funds

even—if I recall correctly—if Metropolitan
Toronto did not contribute.

Then we called forward the Deputy Min-

ister of Culture and Recreation, who gave
us the contrary opinion that it was not his

imderstanding that, in fact, the minister had
made this blanket assertion or given this

blanket approval and that, in fact, there had
not been an umbrella guarantee but the

same arrangement was prevailing as per a

letter that the minister, no doubt, will quote
from.

I hope tonight the minister will be able

to tell us, for our edification, just what the

arrangement was between the Royal Ontario

Museum and the Ministry of Culture and

Recreation for provision of funds for the

expansion of the museum.
I h«ave gone on ait some length and

there are others who are anxious to speak.
I would hope that now we have started to

debate the report of the public accounts

committee, this hopefully will be an event

which will happen every time the committee

report is tabled.

I have spoken somewhat philosophicallv
this time without going into many of the

particular matters raised in the report but I

would like to take this opportunity, if I may,
to thank the members of my committee who
have worked with me on this and par-

ticularly our researcher. Miss Martha

Fletcher, from the library, who has been of

great assistance to the committee.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, I am a little in-

hibited to rise to my feet after the rough ride

the Minister of Culture and Recreation (Mr.

Baetz) gave the chairman of the public

accounts committee. Being a retiring in-

dividual, I sort of back off, but despite the

fear I have of the minister, I intend to say

a few words.

The words of the public accounts chair-

man about the case he was relating to—the

Royal Ontario Museiun expansion fund—were

entirely true. The Minister of Culture and

Recreation had no idea what was going on

in the Royal Ontario Museum and we still

don't know. We still haven't foimd out the

exact status of the—

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Why doesn't the member
read the paper? What does he want me to

do? Does he want me to draw pictures?

Mr. Germa: We can't get the news out of

the paper becau.se we can't even get it from

the minister or from the chairman of the

Royal Ontario Museum. That is part of the

frustration of sitting on a public accounts

committee.

I have been there for some considerable

period of time and at one time I was chair-
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man of the public accounts committee and
I do understgnd the frustration of the chair-

man in his remarks.

As was said earlier, this is the first time

the report of the pubhc accounts committee
has been debated in the Legislature. Of

course, we really don't know what kind of

debate should pertain. Usually these are set

speeches and people know exactly what to

speak to but because this is a new event

it's wide open for discussion. I'm sure the

members of the Legislature who have not

had the privilege of sitting on the public
accounts committee are really not sure what
the public accounts committee does or what
their responsibihties are or their mandate is.

Maybe we should just take a look at a

little historical background of the public
accounts committee. I believe the first pub-
lic accounts committee in the British parlia-

mentary system was formed in 1861. That
was the only watchdog of government ex-

penditure at that time because there was not
even an auditor on the stafiF in the United

Kingdom at that time. The committee itself

was charged with the responsibility of watch-

dogging the expenditures of the government.
It wasn't until 1866 that an auditor or con-
troller was appointed and the system de-

veloped since that time.

In Canada, for instance, there are very
few hard and fast rules as to the activities

of the public accounts committees. They
vary from province to province. In fact, some
committees are appointed and never call a

meeting, so it's quite a free-wheeling opera-
tion as it relates to practice in Canada.
9:50 p.m.

In Quebec, for instance, between 1966 and
1974, the public accounts committee did not
hold one meeting, so the members can see
how ineflFective tliat committee must have
been. I do not know why they would bother

appointing a committee that never sits. Some
of the other provinces meet sporadically.
Some of the provinces appoint government

members as chairmen and the members can
readily see what will happen if the watch-
dog is a goverrunent member. In fact, one
province appointed the Minister of Finance
as chairman of the public accounts committee.

Imagine what kind of watchdog he was. It

would be like biting his own hand to in-

vestigate himself.

I hope that the members realize and ap-
preciate what a fine committee we have in

Ontario. We have had three successively fine

diairmen. It just happens that I was in the

middle, and I think that is why the public
accounts committee in Ontario has made

such progress. They are probably the most
eflFective public accounts committee in

Canada.
I am sure everyone has read this report.

It is quite interesting reading and a lot of

work went into it. I enjoy my work on the

public accounts committee because of the

nature of the people who come in front of

the committee can have a world tour just

sitting on the pubhc accounts committee
when we call in a royal commissioner and
he talks about losing typewriters in Vienna,

losing a tape recorder in Paris, paying a

bill for $900 for a lunch including about 14
other people in Zurich or some place.
We sit there and question people about all

this equipment, ineflBciency, waste and some-
times theft. Thieves sometimes come before
the public accounts committee. The auditor

finds all sorts of indiscretions when he is

examining the global budget of the province
When we are looking at in excess of $13 bil-

lion, there are people in Ontario—luckily
not many; I hope not many—who have no

regard or very little regard for the public
purse.
Once in a w'hile the auditor catches one

and makes a notation or a citation. Then it

is our responsibihty as the public accounts
committee to interrogate these people and
try to get to the bottom of the situation, who
was responsible, where was the lack of con-
trol that led to these moneys being pilfered,
wasted or whatever. The auditor, in doing
his audit, is charged with looking at the

economy and eflBciency of spent dollars.

The Audit Act should have read that value
for money should be what the auditor is

looking at, because value for money is not
the same as economy and efficiency. In the
new Audit Act in 1977 we did at least make
a little progress in that the auditor has to

consider economy and efficiency. Since the
act has been in place for only about two
years, the staflF is probably not really geared
up yet. It is going to take a little training to

evaluate the economy and efficiency of money
expended. I hope that as time goes on the

auditor's office will be able to report more
accurately on the economy and efficiency of

public dollars.

After five or six years on the public ac-

counts committee, I believe the greatest

problem as far as control of funds is con-

cerned in Ontario is the exi>enditures by
boards and commissions at arm's length to

the Ontario government. The people who are

on these boards and commissions—I think we
all know who they are—are all Tory ex-back-

benchers or Tory hacks of one sort or another
scattered all over Ontario. There are some
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300—at last count 332. EMd anybody ever
find out how many boards and conmiissions
we have?

Mr. Sterling: A lot more than that.

Mr. Cerma: A lot more than that. I

counted 332 at one time. Here we have 332
boards and commissions spending taxpayers'
dollars with certain autonomy. Some of them
don't even understand their responsibilities.

Those are public dollars. When they are aj)-

pointed as the president of the crown cor-

poration or the chairman of the board or

agency, they have a duty and a responsibility
to be accountable to the people of Ontario

through the Legislature.
You would be surprised, Mr. Speaker, how

long it sometimes takes to get that through
the person's head, the president of the crown

corporation or the chairman of the board or

agency. I recall one person we had in front

of us who wasn't used to governmental pro-
cedures. He had run a private railway and
was kept on after the railway became a

crown agency. He was still used to the old

days when he was a privateer, responsible
to hardly anyone except the guy who owned
the railway. It took two solid weeks to get
that fellow to understand he had to answer

questions because that is now a publicly
owned railway.
We have a right to know why the money

is going out the door. How come the gas

pumps are open from Moosonee to Toronto
and every employee just drives in and picks

up free gasoline? He thought he didn't have
to answer. But after two weeks in which he
whined and cried, he said, "I just want to

go home and run my railway,"
I had to remind him once again: "That is

no longer your railway. The people of

Ontario now own that railway. Will you
answer the questions for the people of

Ontario? Then you can go home and run

my railway for me and for us." It took a

long time.

One of the frustrating things is getting
answers from these people. They don't

understand they are responsible to the Legis-
lature and have to answer the questions. We
had another incident of the same attitude

with the president of Ontario Place Corpora-
tion. He was the president but he accepted
no liability for the theft that went on of

$485,000.
It was just lack of management, lack of

direction by the board of directors appointed
by this government. He accepted no liability.

There were no rules of procedvire which
would prevent the theft of that amount and
allow the theft to go on for such a long

period of time. It wasn't one grab at the

pot; it was a continual grab over a period of

years.

When we had the president of the cor-

poration in, he didn't accept any liabihty.

We made a reconwnendation that the legis-

lation should be changed to ensure these

people know and are held liable and respon-
sible for expenditures of public funds. That
is the same position the chairman of the

public accounts committee was taking as

far as civil servants are concerned. It's lack

of responsibility that causes a lot of the

problems.
There is another frustrating thing about

the public accounts committee. We are talk-

ing tonight about the report of the provincial
auditor of March 31, 1978. It's always after

the fact. We're talking about expenditures
in 1978, and this is 1980.

By the time we go through the process
and call in the person responsible for the

loss, theft or whiatever, he has been promoted
sideways or upwards, or he has retired. We
can never get the person in front of the

committee who was the actual person who
did or did not do what the auditor is criticiz-

ing. Members would be smprised how many
times they use the excuses, "That's before

my time," "I don't know where he went,"
"We can't get at him," "We forgot his

name," and everything else. We go aroimd
in circles.

10 p.m.

The minister has all wisdom. Sometimes
we call him in because the civil servants are

not capable of answering for another civil

servant who has long since gone. Almost to

a man, it is another hopeless case when ^ve

get the minister in because he's got other and

bigger things to do than to worry about this

$100,000 loss. He's out spending another $1

million, and this was all spent two years

ago. Very often it was before he 'was the

minister because there's a lot of movement
and sliding around there. I think that's part

of the political success of the Conservative

government.

Mr. T. P. Reid: I think that's their

strategy. It's hard to hit a moving target.

Mr. Germa: Yes, it might be. It's hard to

hit a moving target. These guys move pretty

fast.

Mr. Bounsall: They just want to sleaz©

about in the cabinet.

Mr. Germa: We, on the public accoimts

conrniittee, are doing good work and I think

we've made wise recommendations because

we go into the problem in depth. We do
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make recommendations which I presume the

ministers look at but then do not act on.

There are still some recommendations in

the provincial auditor's report that haven't

been acted on since 1975, and yet there is

no explanation forthcoming from the govern-
ment as to why they do not do what we have
recommended. They just sort of ignore it.

They can't criticize it because it's probably
too wise, but they don't feel like doing it,

so they don't do it and there it sits.

For instance, we suggested that when
fraud is detected in the Ontario Student
Assistance Program there should be a

penalty, or there should be some mechanism
to force recovery. There is a lot of outstand-

ing cash in the student awards program,
money which was paid out on account of

fraudulent applications, yet the government
of Ontario doesn't see fit to go after that

money. It might only be a few million dollars

and in the big picture of $13 billion it's not

very much, I'll grant you that, but to me
$1 million is a big dollar.

I would like to recover every doUar that

was fraudulently taken out of the revenues
of the province of Ontario. Despite the faict

that recommendation was made several years

ago, on two or three diflFerent occasions, there

is still today no warning when a person is

signing that application that a fraudulent

statement wo^lld lead to a criminal charge.
The situation continues.

The report of the public accounts com-
mittee, I think, should be scrutinized by the

Legislature. I think the people in the Legis-
lature will get a better insight into the

expenditures of the province. I particularly
commend the recommendations to the minis*-

ters involved. I would ask that each mim'ster

take a look at what belongs to his depart-
ment and if he can't implement what we've

recommended, why doesn't he tell us why
and show to us where we are wrong? Then
we'll know we're not just waving our
arms in the wind but that they are giving
consideration to some very serious rec-

ommendations.

Mr. Sterling: Mr. Speaker, I listened with

great interest to the two previous speakers
who were members of the public accounts
committee. I must admit that probably of all

the committees I've had the pleasure of

sitting on, it's the one I haven't really got
into. I think I would enjoy it.

I share with the member for Sudbury (Mr.
G'^rma ) some of the concerns that he express-
ed and, in particular, the one in relation to

some of the agencies, boards and commissions
"we have in our province and the control over

their financial structure. Unfortunately, when
you look at some of those agencies, boards
and commissions, what happens is the pro-
vincial appointments of those boards is very
minimal.

Take, for instance, the conservation authori-

ties we have in our province. They make up,
I think, 38 authorities which are included in

those numbers we talk about all the time.

The province provides about 60 per cent of

the financing for conservation authorities but
we have very little total control over what
the authority becomes involved in. It is

difficult because the member municipalities
make up the membership of the authority
and the executive is drawn from that member-
ship.

I look at another one, Ottawa-Carleton

Regional District Health Gouncil. Although
the Lieutenant Governor appoints those

individuals, all the recommendations come
from the health council and they are nomi-
nees of the council itself.

Moving to some of the concerns the At-

torney General (Mr. McMurtry) might have
in relation to the report, I would like to

make a few comments in relation to specific
recommendations. On April 10 the Deputy
Attorney General wrote to the clerk of the

committee in response to the particular

aspects of the report, and I refer to section

II on page nine, to section 19 on page 16,
to section 20 on page 16, and also to section

11 on page 26.

I would like to refer the Legislature to a

statement made by the Attorney General on

May 11, 1979, in response to a question
about royal commissions. The issues raised

in the report of the standing committee on

public accounts come down to one issue—
the independence of the royal commission
versus the control over the expenditures that

are made by that commission.

Once the expenditures of the commission
are controlled for the time that it sits, for

the legal stafiF it may hire, the inference is

that the commissioner is being controlled by
the government at that stage and that the

independence of the commission is lost.

Mr. T. P. Reid: He surely has a responsi-

bility for reasonable financial practices.

Mr. Sterling: Yes, that is true, the com-
missioner does have a responsibility for

reasonable financial practices and the guide-
lines for royal commissions have been

updated.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Thanks to the public
accounts committee.

Mr. Sterling: Yes, I think the pubhc
accounts committee can take some credit for
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that. I thiiik one function of the public
accounts committee is to make those recom-
mendations.

I could go on in terms of the specifics of

the report but, as I mentioned to the members
of the committee, they can obtain the detailed

response that was written to the clerk of the

committee in response to the recommenda-
tions outlined here. I would only be reading
it into the record, and I don't think that is

necessary at this stage.

The problems with both the juidicial sys-

tem and a royal commission are similar in

terms of their open-endedness in expense.
When one rims into the judicial system, one
doesn't know how many people are going to

be in court or using court facilities. When
one sets up a royal commission, it is difficult

to determine the time the commissioner is

going to need to handle a particular prob-

lem, or the scope of the problem.
With tihose comments, I conclude my

remarks.

Mr. Isaacs: Mr. Speaker, I have a few brief

comments as a new memlber of the standing
committee on public accounts who came in

at a point close to page 21 of this report,

and who therefore participated in only a

small portion of the deliberations on which
this report makes comment, but now also

back on that committee and involved in the

deliberations ttds year.

10:10 p.m.

I would like to make a couple of brief

comments that I think are appropriate in

terms of the overall functioning of the com-
mittee. First of all, I have had an oppor-

tunity to take a look at the operation of

the public accounts committee in Ottawa. I

have ailso read very briefly about the opera-
tion of public accounts committees in the

United States. This matter of accountability

keeps coming back.

I was very interested in the interjections

of the Minister of Culture and Recreation

(Mr. Baetz) earlier this evening, becaiise I

was engaged in debate with him in another

committee yesterday afternoon on a matter of

accountability of a publicly funded agency. I

thought it was la good debate—because I

thought I won it—but on leaving that debate

I thought the minister imderstood the matter

of accountability and understood how minist-

ters of the crown are responsible for activ-

ities and expenditures within their minis-

tries. I was a little concerned that his

comments this evening suggested the good

feeling I had yesterday afternoon may not

have been well-founded.

I have noted that there is in general an
absence of ministers appearing before the

public accounts committee. I imderstand it

is the responsil)ility of the committee to in-

vestigate behind the minister into the goings-
on within the ministry and to call before

the committee the staff responsible for those

expenditures to investigate why things have
been done in certain ways. I also believe

there are many areas where the committee
touches uixm iwlicy. I want to suggest

through you, Mr. Speaker, to the chairman
of the committee aini to the House, that the

ministers very often are responsible for that

policy.

On the occasions, I have been sitting on
that committee, I have only seen one minis-

ter appear before it and that was the Minis-

ter of Industry and Toiu^ism (Mr. Grossman)
on the matter of Minaki Lodge, which is

contained within this report. I commend the

minister for coming before that committee

and expressing to it his views as to the

policy directions and the problems, and for

taking responsibility for the things going

on around him in his ministry.

I for one would like to see ministers ap-

pearing more often before the public

accounts committee, because I do not want

to put the civil servants directly on the spot

for policy problems that exist within their

ministries. It is not their job to stand up and

justify the policy decisions made. It is cer-

tainly their job to explain them to the

committee, to explain the background, to

explain what is going on. I do not challenge

that, but I think the overwhelming majority

of Civil ser\'ants, as was said earlier, are

doing an excellent job. I feel awkward about

having to put them on the spot for bad or

incorrect or incomiplete policy decisions made

by their ministers. I would like to urge the

ministers of the crown to consider that and

to consider coming before the public

accoimts committee with their staff to sup-

port them on a greater number of occasions.

The second point I wish to make relates

to the operation of the committee itself. The

committee is very concerned with cost effec-

tiveness and with the way time is spent and

jobs are done. I would like to make the

comment to the chairman that I am not con-

vinced the ccMnmittee on all occasions is

working as effknently as it might be. There

is a tremendous amount of material in the

auditor's report and in the public accounts

themselves, and there is a tremendous amount

that the committee should be enquiring into

in order to ensure that the accountabilitv' of
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government expenditures to the people of

Ontario is there and is seen to be there.

I do get a Httle bit worried when occasion-

ally a discussion dealing with, for example,

expenditures in the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications or the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism extends into dealing
with whether there are washrooms on the

Queen Elizabeth Way. I have some serious

doubts about whether the public accounts

committee should be spending its time talk-

ing about washrooms on the Queen EHza-
beth Way as it did at its meeting last week.

I want to take this opportunity to raise

that point and to suggest some cost eflBciency

in terms of the time of members and the

time of the civil servants who come before

the committee. I really hope the chairman
will take that to heart and find a mechanism
for ensuring that the committee focuses more

closely on its job because there is a tremen-
dous job there to be done to ensure there is

accountability to the people of Ontario. Let
the other committees deal with the wash-
rooms. There is plenty of scope, as I am
sure members realize, for talking about how
many washrooms there should be on the

various highways around this province.
I do want to say, in summaiy. I really

have enjoyed my meetings with the public
accounts committee. I am looking forward
to serving on that committee for a long
time in the future. I commend the report of

t'he committee to the House.

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, I am
pleased to take part in this debate and in

particular, to compliment the last speaker for

the really constructive comments he has

made regarding the operation of the com-
mittee which, in my personal opinion, are

absent many times when I read and hear
about the activities of the committee, I think

the chairman is trying to do an honest job.
I think he knows what his mandate is as

chairman of that committee. But he seems
to have, if the transcripts are right, which
I presume they are, a tremendous time keep-
ing discipline in that committee.

For instance, when the member for Lon-
don Centre (Mr. Peterson) and the member
for Sudbury (Mr. Germa) enter a debate as

to who is getting the most time in the com-
mittee, or say, "You are infringing om mine"
or "I am infringing on yours," I can't for the

life of me see what that really adds to the

debate, I think the chairman of the com-

mittee, who has been there for a long time,
would agree that the government has done a

more than reasonable job at implementing
the recommendations they make that they
know make sense.

Some of them, granted, don't make sense,

but I don't deny there are politics in the

committee. I know what this House is all

about. I would say to this chairman and to

the members of that committee that where

they are good recommendations, I think

they will find they will be implemented by
this government, I must say we really wel-

come those suggestions. It is well to have

another view of the points the auditor high-

Ughts. It is valuable that those opinions be

given to us for our consideration, A lot of

good points are made,
I have noticed that when a statement has

been made that members opposite don't par-

ticularly like to hear made, such as the one I

made today about the civil service, they keep

chirping away over there. That is their way of

making sure that whatever side a member
might be on, he is not heard by the assemibled

crowd, sometimes not even by Hansard, They
didn't like what I had to say today, but it is

true and the honourable mem'bers know it is

true. If it is not politically acceptable to

them, I understand that.

This province has done an excellent job

in the control of manpower. One member
asked how many were contract people. We
have just over 82,000 on our count. That

goes up in certain seasons of the year to

slightly over 100,000. At those times, there

are 15,000 to 18,000 contract people. But

the members know it is true and they find it

very difficult to acknowledge that.

10:20 p.m.

Since I came into this House, and long

before, there has been a lot of talk about

the percentage increases that our civil ser-

vants get and the merit increases a good

percentage of them get as well.

I think the honourable members know the

merit increases are a result of moving up
one category more within the classification.

I, for one, will admit that that in the past

has been too automatic. I think that Man-

agement Board of Cabinet and the Civil Ser-

vice Commission are working on a correction

of that. We are getting into performance

appraisal.

The member for Rainy River (Mr. T. P.

Reid) mentioned incentives. I personally

think that is an idea which makes a lot of

sense in government. I don't think it has

ever been tried in government. It is a private

sector kind of thing that really is very

difficult to implement across the government.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Isn't that what your merit

system is supposed to do?

Hon. Mr. McCague: That's right. I have

acknowledged it is a move up in classifica-
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tion and that it may well be a litttle too

automatic. I think we have to get into some
form of performance appraisal, which we
have started. We will start from the top
down and hope that in two to three years it

will be implemented all across government.

Mr. Nixon: At the very top.

Hon. Mr. McCague: We're talking about

the civil service.

Mr. T. P. Reid: The voters will decide on

your performance.

Hon. Mr. McCague: Sure, and there's no
doubt about the outcome of that either, no
doubt at all.

Mr. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister vote

v/ith us on these no-confidence motions?

Hon. Mr. McCague: No, no.

Mr. Ruston: This fall, eh, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. McCague: Mr. Speaker, that

would be a good time-

Mr. Ruston: It's going to be called in the

fall, if not before.

Hon. Mr. McCague: That's yoiu: bet.

We are trying to implement, on a gradual

basis, an incentive proposal right across gov-
ernment. As I say, it will probably start from
the top down and merit will be given where
true merit exists and not where it doesn't.

One of the problems we have is that's a

very common thing in the private sector

which makes it very diflBcult for us to com-

pete with them in attracting the best

possible people. We have done well up to

this point but I think the gap will probably
widen.

It's interesting to note that Mr. Macdonell
in his report indicated the top people in

government at the federal level were not

being paid enough.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Nor are they here.

Hon. Mr. McCague: That could well be.

Mr. T. P. Reid. Nor are the members.

Hon. Mr. McCague: I thought you would

put in a word for yourself while you were
at that.

It is very popular for the committee to

take a whack at the odd problem that we
do have with discipline. The Blakeman case

comes up time and time again. I have heard
it in this House—how many times? — 25
times in reading committee reports. Those
situations are very difficult.

The opposition has every right to criticize

what appears to have happened in these

instances. At the same time, if the opposition
are criticizing us for what we db, I think

they also know that we have to honour ac-

cepted employment practices such as appeal

procedures.

People are not happy with the decisions

of arbitrators this year. Sometimes they are

not happy with the decisions of the Ontario

Municipal Board, the tribunal, but you have

to live by those kind of decisions. I think it

behooves all of us either to go along with

the system we have—which I think everybody
in this House recognizes and appreciates—or

to change the system, and that takes all of

us to do that.

Mr. Nixon: Just a majority.

Hon. Mr. McCague: We will soon have

that.

In summing up, I would just like to reite-

rate the responsible comments that were made

by the member for Wentworth (Mr. Isaacs)

that the more responsible the points made by
the public accounts committee, the more
likelihood of this government implementing
them.

I have read some of the member's accounts

of his committees. It appears, and I think

even the chairman would' have to agree, that

a lot of times somebody is in there from a

ministry, even a minister, and that's an op-

portunity to minister-bash or civil-servant-

bash, if that's the way one wants to put it.

I have noted the questions that have been

asked: people saying to an employee or a

deputy minister they don't know anything.

That's not the way to get things done. I

think we all recognize that is so. Scold them

sure, but if one wants to treat them in that

way, I suggest the committee is going to be

a lot less effective and it is just not going
to get a good job done. If the recommenda-
tions are good, we will implement them.

Mr. T. P. Reid: Mr. Speaker, it has

bothered me for some time that this chamber
has not been much of a deliberative body.
We have had' set pieces in the throne speech
debate and so on, and there hasn't been

the exchange of ideas and people listening

to each other. Tonight I think we have had

that function of deliberation among us and

I thank everyone for their contributions, in-

cluding the minister, because I think his

comments were, in most instances, very well

made. I will pass them on to certain mem-
bers of my committee.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: When the chairman speaks,
it concludes the debate. We do have three

minutes and if it won't be seen as creating
a precedent—

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Sure, let's hear him.
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Mr. Nixon: I just have one point that

concerns me from the report. I have read it

rather carefully but the matter has been with

us now for some time. That one point is the

unconscionable amounts we have to pay the

lawyers and professional consultants whom
we hire for our committees and' for our royal

commissions.

It has occurred to me that the government
might very well establish a special class of

people learned in the law who are prepared
to assist committees and royal commissioners

at what we would consider a reasonable rate

—let's say something really low like $100 a

day. Those people then could be considered

as having served in a certain special way, in

a thoughtful way, the community at large.

They might then be considered for recogni-

tion as Queen's Counsel.

I really think there is nothing the matter

witli that. To hand those QCs out simply to

warm lawyers who have been out in practice
for 11 years and who phone the right person,
is really no good. I would Hke it abolished, but

perhaps we could say—and very responsible

people have mentioned this besides myself—
that we could recognize some of these lawyers
who actually do serve the community in a

very special way and make them QCs. I think

we might save some money at the same time.

Report adopted.

CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DISABILITY

Mr. Speaker: Under standing order 28,

the member for Bellwoods (Mr. McClellan)
has expressed his dissatisfaction with the

response to a question from the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr. Norton).
I will hear the honourable member for up to

five minutes.

Mr. McClellan: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to thank the minister for joining
us for the debate this evening.
The question I have raised on two oc-

casions is a very serious question, and I am
raising it ^again this evening because there are

a number of things I simply do not under-

stand. We have asked the ministry whether
there has been a change in x>olicy with re-

spect to funding services to children v^dth

learning disabilities imder the Vocational

Rehabilitation Services Act.

iTie minister has referred to a court de-

cision. We have subsequently learned that it

was the ministry itself, through the director

of vocational rehabilitation services, who

appealed to the divisional court of Ontario

against a decision of the Social Assistance

Review Board, which overturned the denial

of assistance to a Stewart Alexander Mekler.

10:30 p.m.

One of the things I do not understand is

why the ministry is appealing against Social

Assistance Review Board decisions in the

first place. That seems to throw into question

the integrity of the board and call into ques-

tion the ministry's own attitude towards this

appeal structure that it itself has set up.

I placed a question on the Order Paper to

try to determine how many times his has hap-

pened. The thing I really do not understand

is the nature of the arguments that the min-

istry's lawyers raised in the divisional court.

The Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices talked this afternoon about a legal

nicety. What the ministry's lawyers did was

go into the coiurt and argue that the Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Services Act was re-

stricted to such narrow terms that it did not

apply to the provision of financial services

to children with learning disabilities.

I am reading from page foiu: of the decision

of Mr. Justice Osier in the Mekler case where

he summarizes the argument of the ministry's

lawyer. It was the submission of Mr. Marshall,

on behalf of the director of vocational re-

habilitation services, that the scope of the

act was restricted to the rehabilitation of

disabled persons so that they might enter the

work force or change their classification.

The ministry argued that the act was re-

stricted to those two criteria and, therefore,

by extension, the act was restricted from

providing financial assistance to peoplt who
were trying to obtain learning disability serv-

ices. That challenges the very heart of the

ministry's program of providing financial

assistance to children with learning dis-

abilities.

I do not have to remind the House of the

problem. The Ministry of Education has

been promising for years to provide funding
to school boards, so that they can provide

the services as part of the regular program.
We were given the promise in 1977 that

there would be a program in place in Sep-

tember 1977. It is now 1980, and the Min-

istry of Education still has not brought in

draft legislation. The legislation that exists

talks about a five-year phase-in.

From the time of the first promise in 1977

imtil the full implementation of the Ministry

of Education's program, we are talking about

eight years. We have been battling on this

issue for 10 years now. The Vocational Re-

habilitation Services Act is the only single

vehicle which enables the government to pro-

vide financial assistance to children who have

learning disabilities.
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We know what a hassle people have gone
tlirough to get that service. We have fought
that battle every year in estimates too. We
also know that 60 per cent of tlie appeals to

the Social Assistance Review Board have
been successful against denied applications.
Now the Mekler decision calls into questions
the board's capacity to hear appeals. The
board has been using the Mekler decision

as a justification for denying appeals.
The Minister of Community and Social

Services has created a real mess. I want to

k-now why he did it and why his lawyers

argued the -way they did. Finally, I want to

urge the minister to amend the regulations
under the Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Act so that they state clearly and imequi-

vocally that the act is going to have the

capacity to provide financial assistance to

children with learning disabilities, so that

nobody in this province is confused about it.

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member's
time has expired.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I am par-

ticularly sympathetic to the last point the

honourable member made because I am sure
there are few people in Ontario who are as

confused about the situation as he is.

I answered his question this afternoon. I

assume either he did not listen or he did not
take the opportunity to read Instant Han-
sard on the answer, because this evening he
raised some of the same issues that I an-

swered this afternoon. I think it is almost

bordering on abuse of the rules of the House
to have such a debate as this tonight.

I will reiterate, in resix)nse to his ques-
tions, there has been no change in policy on
the part of my ministry with respect to the

issue or the matter of provision of support to

learning-disabled children under the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Services Act. That is

the simple, clear answer to his first question.
The second question was why did the

ministry appeal? The ministry appealed on a

specifiic issue, not the issue the member is

waffling aroimd about.

Mr. McClellan: I am not waflBing. I am
just quoting.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Just listen, please, if

you want the answer and want to understand
it once and for all.

The issue was, does the law of this prov-
ince as it exists at present require us to ask

of a person who is applying under the

Vocational Rehabilitation Services Act
whether he has a vocational goal as part of

his plan. That was the issue that was be-

fore the court. The court said "Yes."

We weren't talking about a child in this

case. We were talking about an adult, a 20-

or 21-year old man who applied, Mr.

Mekler. The answer of the court was, "Yes.

The law says a vocational goal is a neces-

sary part of the plan." That's the answer to

the member's second question, which was
what were we appealing about.

Ms. Cigantes: Why do you appeal?

Hon. Mr. Norton: You ask why we appeal.
We have to live 'by the law of this country or

the law of this province the same as anyone
else. If there is some question about the

interpretation of the law, the appropriate

authority to turn to for a decision is the

court. That is why the appeal was taken to

the court. There may have been some ex-

traneous arguments made by counsel frotn

the Attorney General's ministry, I don't

know. I wasn't present in the coiu-troom, nor

have I read the transcript, I have read the

decision.

The court is the body to determine the

meaning of the law of this province. The
member is saying, "Why don't you avoid

that?" I have to live by the law.

Mr. McClellan: It is a regulation. You can

change the regulation.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I have to live by the

laAV that was passed by the Legislature of

this province.

Mr. McClellan: It's a regulation.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, it's still the law of

this province.

Mr. McCIeUan: It's a regulation. You oan

change it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, it's not. To elimi-

nate what the member would like to see

eliminated would require a change in the

legislation. It is not a regulation change. I

have had numerous legal opinions saying that

what would be required if it were desirable

to eliminate that goal requirement would be

a change in the legislation.

I think it is important also that the mem-

ber bear in mind there was no reference in

the decision to the board's capacity to hear

appeals. He threw that up again as another

issue. In fact, the judge in this case, after

he found that a goal objective was a neces-

sary part of a plan, didn't say that was Ae
end of it. He referred the case back to the

director and said, "Have another look at it

and decide whether there was a goal objec-

tive and whether the program that the per-

son was seeking to pursue in Philadelphia-

Ms. Cigantes: What is the vocational ob-

jective of a six-year-old?
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Hon. Mr. Norton: —was, in fact, a vocation-

ally oriented goal. The court made the de-

cision that it was necessary to have that

goal. The prtyblem arose only in this. I be-

lieve the case was narrowl>' interpreted by
the board. I told the member this afternoon
in considerable detail what I decided, what
I directed my staff to do and what I ad-
vised the board. I don't control the board.
It is an independent body. I advised them of
a policy decision with respect to children

to avoid the problem that they might deter-

mine that a child, by virtue of pursuing an
educational goal related to a learning dis-

ability, was not pursuing a vocationally ori-

ented goal.
As a matter of policy, I determined with

my staflF that for those children who have

learning disabilities, learning to read and
to write and the other appropriate goals of
that stage of their education were a pre-
vocational pursuit in order to avoid the kind

of problem the member is concerned about.

So what he is really fighting is a straw
man. The problem does not exist. He is try-

ing to create, in whose mind I don't know,
something which has already been taken care
of by a responsible ministry and a responsi-
ble StaflF in my ministry.

Mr. Speaker: The minister's time has ex-

pired.

Mr. Warner: We still have to fight the

government.

Mr. McCIellan: Methinks he doth protest
too much.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, all I'm saying is

that the member doesn't imderstand the de-
cision and doesn't understand the legisla-
tion. He should sit down and take the time
to get some advice from the member for

Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) so that he knows
what he is talking about.

The House adjourned at 10:39 p.m.
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The House met at 10 a.m.

Prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE MINISTRY

GRANT TO LONGBOAT HEIRS

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Si)eaker, I am pleased

today to introduce for first reading An Act

respecting the City of Toronto which I

believe will be supported enthusiastically by
all members of this assembly. The proposed

legislation will enable the
city

of Toronto to

make a grant of $10,000 to Thomas C. Long-
boat, Junior, Phyllis Winnie and Theodore J.

Longboat. They are the children of the late

Thomas C. Longboat, who was one of Can-
ada's greatest long-distance runners.

Tom Longboat was bom on Jime 4, 1887,

on the Six Nations Reserve near Brantford.

He emerged as a runner of championship
calibre in 1906 and won the important 15-

mile Toronto marathon in three successive

yearsi In 1907, he became recognized as the

finest long-distance nmner in North America

by winning the famous Boston marathon in

record time. It gives me pleasure to point out

that the most recent Canadian to win this

historic race was Jerome Drayton, who is a

member of the sports and fitness branch of

om- Ministry of Culture and Recreation.

Toronto city council, excited by Mr. Long-
boat's Boston victory back in 1907, at that

time decided to honour his outstanding
achievement by giving him an award of

$500. However, no payment was made at the

time, probably because of a concern that it

would jeopardize his amateur standing. The

city now would like to make up for the fact

that the money was never paid to Mr. Long-
boat by making a grant to his three children,

to be divided equally among them.

My colleagues and I in the government,
and I am sure the members of this Legis-
lature are partiailarly pleased by this gesture

by Toronto city council. We are, therefore,

presenting to the Legislature today a si)ecial

act which will give Toronto the necessary

authority to make this grant in the very near

future.

Friday, April 18, 1980

ORAL QUESTIONS

CONFEDERATION DEBATE
Mr. S. Smith: I see the Premier (Mr.

Davis) coming, Mr. Speaker, and I have a

question of him. Perhaiw I will give him a

moment to take his seat and wish him a good
morning, as it is indeed.

Given that the three parties in this House
are working together to produce a resolution

for the Confederation debate, and I have no
doubt we will easily be able to do that;

given the fact that whatever differences we
mav have regarding this subject they are

relatively minor compared to the amount of

common ground we have—we don't want
these differences to be in any way exported
to Quebec—what would the Premier think

about taking up the suggestion ofi^ered by a

Globe and Mail columnist yesterday of having
the leaders of the three parties in Ontario go
to Quebec together to make it clear to the

p?ople of Quebec that when the Premier of

Ontario speaks on this subject he speaks
with the support of all the people of Ontario

and to present a common position to the

people of Quebec so there can be no room
for misinterpretation of how Ontario i>eopIe

feel on this very sensitive and important
matter?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the

Leader of of the Ooposition (Mr. S. Smith) or

the leader of the New Democratic Party (Mr.

Cassidy) wish to become involved in their

own capacities, they have every right to do
so. It has never been mv intent to do other

than represent what I feel will be a con-

sensus in this House in terms of the resolu-

tion that I hope will be adopted with una-

nimity. That resolution will be part of what
I would endeavour to communicate.

I think it is fair to state that not only will

that point of view be expressed, but also I

will take the opportunity to restate, in a more

particular sense, some of the things that have
been said in relation to the economic situ-

ation, to the suggestions one reads about in

the press with respect to life going on as

before in terms of economic relationships.

That will be part of what I have to say.

I am always intrigued by suggestions from

journalists in whatever paper, including the
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Globe and Mail. I have not had an oppor-

tunity yet to read that column. I am siu-e

that journalist probably would like to go to

Quebec himself and probably would go sail-

ing on the St. Lawrence River while he is

there. I would not be surprised.

I certainly would not suggest that the

Leader of the Opposition or the leader of the

New Democratic Party not go. I would have
some reservations about how one would do it

in terms of the three of us going et cetera. I

think probably it would be a more under-

standable route if I were to go to Quebec. I

will not be there for a prolonged i)eriod of

time, just long enough to restate some of the

things that have been said and, I hope, to

communicate the resolution that is passed
in this House.

Mr. S. Smith: May I ask the Premier to

take a day or two to think about the idea?

It's my intention to go to Quebec anyhow. It

seems to me that the press coverage given
some items in Ontario is given almost to the

point of distortion in the sense that the good
things that happen here are frequently not

covered, our differences are frequently played
upon and our common ground is frequently
played down.

I wonder whether the Premier might not
think that either before—or preferably after—the resolution is passed, the idea of the

three of us there on a platform and on a

television channel might carry additional

weight in this matter and prevent Mr.

L^vesque from continuing to say, "Well, yes,
Mr. Davis may say this but, you know,
opinion may well be divided." It seems to me
it makes it a lot easier and a lot more impres-
sive for the largest province in Canada and
the sister province of Quebec to have the
three of us there. In any event—

Mr. I>eputy Speaker: I believe the question
has been asked.

Mr. S. Smith: The question has been asked,
Mr. Speaker. I assure the Premier I will be

going anyway, but I think it might be a good
idea for the three of us to go together. It's

a thought which I hope the Premier will

consider.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have already answ^ered
the question, but I am delighted to hear the
Leader of the Opposition acknowledge that

there are some good things happening in On-
tario. And I know there was nothing i)ersonal
in his suggestion of adding weight to the

representation.

10:10 a.m.

Mr. Cassidy: J'ai une question supplemen-
taire, M. I'Orateur. Dans I'esprit de la resolu-

tion qui sera adoptee par les trois partis de ce

parlement et en me joignant k la suggestion

que les trois chefs de parti iront a Quebec
pour participer au d^bat sur le referendum
et pour demontrer I'unanimite de la position

prise par la province d'Ontario, est-ce que
le Premier ministre est pret avant ce voyage
a resoudre personnellement la question de
I'ecole secondaire frangaise a Penetan-

guishene?
Mr. Speaker, before going to Quebec—
Hon. Mr. Davis: I understand. I can reply

to the question of the member for Ottawa
Centre (Mr. Cassidy). This is one of the con-

cerns, of course, as we enter this particular

debate on the resolution.

The honourable member is suggesting that,

prior to any visit, we resolve some internal

difficulties within this province. I would say
to the leader of the New Democratic Party
that I think it would be very questionable
to have a debate on what I hope will be a

resolution that will receive unanimity here

if we endeavour to resolve certain outstand-

ing problems in the course of that.

If the leader of the New Demrocratic Party
is saying that Penetanguishene should be re-

solved prior to, I can only say to him that

this government, through the Minister of

Education (Miss Stephenson), has been mak-

ing consistent efforts to assist the board,
the local community and the people within

that community to come to a reasonable

solution to the problem. I would hate to see

that become a precondition to anything.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: In view of the ques-
tions being asked about the Premier's travel-

ling to Quebec, I wonder if he could report

to us the results of his meeting with Mr.

Yalden yesterday, specifically to do with the

enumeration question, which is another out-

standing issue, in terms of whether he will

be able to say he is taking action or will be

able to promise action by this fall before go-

ing to Quebec?
Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr, Speaker, I am the

last one to become technical about the rules.

I would be dehghted to give the House

that information, but I would say to you, Mr.

Speaker, listening to the admonition of the

Speaker yesterday with respect to obeying
rules a little more closely, in my humble

opinion that is really not a supplementary.

During the course of the question period
if the honourable member would like to ask

me that question, I do have an answer for

him.

HYDRO EXPORTS

'Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, in the absence

of the Minister of Energy (Mr. Welch) or
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the Minister of the Environment (Mr. Par-

rott), I will have to address this question to

the Premier, I am not sure whether he has
been following this matter but, if he could

enlighten us, I would appreciate it. It has
to do with the proposed sale of hydroelectric

I>ower generated by the burning of United
States coal in our own facilities here in

Ontario and exporting firm commitments for

hydroelectric power to the United States. Is

this government policy?

Can the Premier tell us whether it is the

intention of the government to permit On-
tario Hydro to enter into firm contracts with
the United States for the export of coal-

generated power? This would mean we would
be importing American coal and to some
extent American capital, which Hydro has
borrowed from Hme to time, and we would
be exporting clean energy while creating the

pollution here in Ontario. Is this government
policy? Where does this? stand? Can the Pre-

mier explain why it would even be considered

when, if the quotation from the Hydro oflB-

cial is correct, there will not even be any
additional export profits from the deal? What
is the reasoning?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

totally familiar with the possible sale of

further power to the United States. I would

only point out to the honourable member
that the United States is in itself, the north-

em states and even some of the other states,

under the policy that has been suggested, in

the process of changing from certain fuels

to coal.

I raised this concern in a community as

far away as Dallas, as a matter of fact, where
I suggested that in terms of acid rain this

posed a significant problem, we felt, not

only for us, but also for people in the

northern United States. I was interested

to see even in the Dallas press that there is

some concern in the state of Texas with

respect to acid rain.

At this stage, I cannot give the honour-
able member information, because the studies

are not completed and nothing has been

finalized. In terms of export of power, how-

ever, a certain amoimt of power can be

wheeled, say, from Darlington through to

any interconnection. I do not think it need

necessarily be from fossil-fuel plants. If the

choice were—and I am only thinking out loud

—between having acid rain coming north

from the United States because of their elec-

trical generation system or going south from

here, I know how I would make that choice.

The answer is to minimize the impact which-

ever direction the wind happens to be blow-

ing.

It is not necessarily a question of Ameri-
can coal; it could be western coal. As I look

at some of the figures, I vwnild suggest that

a part of it could be through nuclear gen-
eration. I cannot understand the statement

by an official of Ontario Hydro that it would
not add to the moneys for Ontario Hydro
in terms of export sales. If they were to

increase their sales by X percentage, -whether
it be firm or intemiptible, quite obviously it

is going to be at a higher market price than
if they were selling internally within Ontario.

I do not understand that particular state-

ment, and the matter has not been con-

sidered by the government at this moment.
There have been studies underway for

a period of time. The suggested intercon-

nection is by some form of cable under Lake
Erie. I think that is the technology being
explored. If tlhey do not find some new form
of technology, then the capacity for inter-

connections that exists at this moment would
not accommodate much by way of increased

export to the United States.

I am sure that the Minister of Energy and
other ministers of the crown, as they pursue
this matter, would be delighted to share any
information they have with the members of

the House. It is still very much in tfie tenta-

tive discussion stage. It has not received any
consideration by the government at this point.

Mr. S. Smith: I note that it has not been
considered yet by government. I am grateful
for that informiation.

If the plan, as reported in the newspaper,
is substantially one to bum fossil fuel, name-

ly, coal, and export clean electricity, and if

the statement is accurate that exix)rt profits—
I did not say export ^es, but export profits

—-would not be increased, I would like from
the Premier some assurance that such a plan
would not be accepted by his government.
Irrespective of whether the acid rain is gen-
erated on this side and flowing south or on
their side and flowing north, it is plain that

adding to the problem does not make much
sense as far as Ontario is concerned.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I do not think it adds to

the problem. They are going to generate a

certain amount of electricity in the United

States using some form of fuel. As we read in

the information coming from the United

States, a good part of their electriail gener-
ation system obviously is going to move to

coal.

The minister has made statements on this.

We have communicated this to others because
we have a real concem about its impact. I
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can only say again to the Leader of tiie

Opposition that it would not add to the

I>roblem, It is a question of where the prob-
lem is going to be generated and where the

results will flow. With the prevailing winds

the way they are traditionally, I think the

Leader of the Opposition can make that

assessment.

.Certainly the government would not have
a great deal of interest in the exportation of

additional power, if the market were there,

if there were not some economic return.

That is part of the story—I have not read the

story in detail—that I cannot quite under-

stand. It has never been the tradition of

Hydro, as I ^recall it, to sell anything at less

than cost. I cannot see them exporting to the

United States on a firm contract basis with-

out a reasonable economic return.

10:20 a.m.

Mr. Cassidy:' Since the Minister of Energy,

during discussion of his estimates last De-

cember, made it clear that this conti^act was

proposed to be from coal-generated electri-

city and not from nuclear power, and since

the Minister of the Environment is looking
like a hero by saying he is going to oppose
the particular proposal in cabinet because of

the dangers of acid r'ain it carries, will the

Premier get the Minister of the Environment
to get serious with Ontario Hydro about its

present acid rain emissions, which make it

one of the largest sources of acid rain in the

North American continent?

Hon. Mr. Davis: With great respect, Mr.

Speaker, Ontario Hydro is not one of the

largest sources of acid rains on the continent.

Mr. Foulds: Where does it rank?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Where does it rank? In

terms of per capita amount of fossil fuel

generation, whether it is in terms of the

electrical industry or dF industry generally,
it is not.

Mr. Foulds: Give us the number.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't have a number,
but I can tell the member it is not.

Mr. Foulds: How do you know it is not

one of the largest then?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know what the largest
is.

Mr. Foulds: When are you going to do

something about that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: That particular organiza-
tion is in the process of doing something
about that. Members opposite have said they
have made some improvement. The member
for Sudbury (Mr. Germa) has made state-

ments saying they have made some improve-
ment.

Mr. Warner: They spend more money on

Carter's pension than they do on pollution.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What does this have to

do with Magna Carta?

Mr. Warner: You'll find out in a minute.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I feel intimidated. I feel

inhibited. I am going to slink into my seat.

I feel overwhelmed by the member for Scar-

borough-Ellesmere (Mr. Warner).
I can only say to the leader of the New

Democratic Party that we will assess very

carefully all of the implications, problems or

complexities in terms of any export of elec-

trical energy to our neighbor's to the south.

We will be very careful.

Mr. Kerrio: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the Premier not think it is time for us,

in concert with the federal government, to see

if we cannot reach an agreement with our

American friends to put the kind of controls

on plants using coal to produce power to

cut down on the emissions? Is it not time we
made such a commitment here in Ontario and
with our neighbours and the federal govern-
ments of both countries?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I did not see

all the news reports this morning, because I

had another meeting, but I would bring to

the attention of the honoiu-able member that

the former Minister of the Environment for

Canada, a very distinguished gentleman from

the west coast of this country, had been mak-

ing some headway and had become very
familiar with the problem. In fact, I think

he was making some progress with respect
to the whole issue of acid rain as it relates to

the United States and Canada.

That interest was interrupted. However, I

was encomraged to notice on cable television

this morning, whioh is one of my instant

accesses to news that has taken place over-

night, that this very afternoon, according
to Rogers channel 10 in Brampton—and
that's the only cable television we get; so I

am not giving a plug to any particular cable

system—Mr. John Roberts is heading to Wash-

ington, not to look at the cherry blossoms but

to discuss acid rain. I think that is what the

report says.

Mr. Kerrio: And pollution on the Niagara
River.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I just heard acid rain.

Ms. Gigantes: Mr. Si)eaker, I would like to

ask the Premier if he could give us an assur-

ance that before any contract of this nature

were undertaken by Ontario Hydro, the

government would see to it that it was tabled

in the Legislature for the consideration of the

legislators and the public of Ontario?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not as

familiar as I used to be with some of the

procedures. My giiess is that not only would
that be a possibility but, if there were to

be a firm contract for the export of firm

power, there would have to be approvals by
the National Energy Board. The member is

shaking her head. There has to be. I am
being a bit facetious, but I do know enough
about it to tell her there would have to be

hearings before the National Energy Board.

Outie obviously, the details of this would be
there for discussion.

GRANTS TO PULP AND
PAPER COMPANIES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new
question for the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Grossman). On March 12, the

Minister of Natural Resources (Mr, Auld)
gave a speech in Sault Ste. Marie in which
he mentioned six companies in the pulp and

paper industry with w^hich Ontario was nego-
tiating forest management agreements. All six

of those companies now have received Em-
ployment Development Fund grants with the

announcement today of a grant to Great
Lakes Forest Products Limited in Dryden
and in Thunder Bay. Those grants total $140
million. Does this mean that the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism and the Ministry of

Natural Resources are together using taxpay-
ers' money to buy forest management agree-
ments for regeneration?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, with re-

spect, that is one of the more foolish ques-
tions the leader of the New Democratic Party
has asked in the whole area of pulp and
paper.
One of the things the leader of the third

party wishes to forget is that what we are

buying with the pulp and paper assistance

program is, first and foremost, jobs for the

people in Iroquois Falls, Thunder Bay, Sault

Ste. Marie and Dryden. I remind the leader
of the third party that it was he who rose
in this House almost exactly a year ago, on
April 26, 1979—I will read the question he
asked me at that time: "In view of all that
the minister has said"—with regard to our
refusal to give money to Reed Paper Limited
for the Dryden mill—"and what that indi-

cates about the major industry in the town
of Dryden—a town which has 1,200 em-

ployees in the i>aper mill and which is several

hundreds of miles from any other major
centre of employment—can the minister say
what plans the government has to maintain
the economic viability of the town and its

surrounding area?"

The precise thing we had in mind, as I

indicated to him at that time, was to find a

good company to go into Dryden to buy the

mill and to present us with a comprehensive,
efficient, modernization program, one that is

always energy-efficient and one that has a
substantial amount of environmental works

going into it. That was the major way—let's

face it—that we could look after the 1,200

employees in Dryden.
If the leader of the third party suggests

there are other industries that can look after

the 1,200 employees in Dryden, I would like

to hear about them. But what this govern-
ment is doing is putting money into those

pulp and paper mills to look after the em-

ployees.
I know he wants to cast it in the sense of

us putting in funds to look after the com-
panies, but that is not the case.

May I remind the leader of the third party
that every time he talks about this govern-
ment supporting large companies and neg-
lecting to acknowledge the fact that what
we are really doing is supporting jobs through
those companies, he forgets that not only a

large number of the shares of those com-
panies are owned by people who belong to

his party and to unions throughout this prov-

ince, but also a large block of the shares of

those companies we are helping out is em-
ployees' pension funds. I wonder what his

union employees' pension fund would think

about it if we abandoned those investments
in those companies.

Mr. Cassidy: I would just point out to

the minister that every time we have talked

about these grants to large companies like

Canadian Pacific Investments Limited, which
made profits of $420 million last year, we say
the people of Ontario should get equity in

return for the taxpayers' money going to

those companies.

My supplementary is to ask the minister

to respond to that specific question: Can he

explain the coincidence that the six pulp and

paper companies which have received Em-
ployment Development Fund money are all

companies with which forest management
agreements are being negotiated? Can he

explain as well why it is that when the

government sits down to bargain with those

companies to give them money from the

Employment Development Fund, imtil this

stage they keep on putting back, a year at

a time, the date at which the first forest

management agreement will be signed?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I do not find it at

all imusual to discover that the major com-

panies, which are the ones that have the
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mills in northern Ontario, and therefore the

ones we must assist to modernize to secure

those jobs, are the same firms that are nego-
tiating forest management agreements. We
are talking about literally all the firms in

the industry. Of course, there is going to be
an overlap, that is the case. To pretend that

it is otherwise is rather foolish. Of course,
we are doing this.

10:30 a.m.

I must say that the leader of the NDP
always neglects the fact that the firms, in

addition to the $100 million we are putting
into the program, have put $1.4 billion worth
of investment into those same operations up
to date. Obviously, those firms see a future

for northern Ontario, unlike the Leader of

the Opposition, who thinks we should gamble
with northern Ontario. Just see if the com-
panies will stay without our assistance. Then
he will stand up and whine, "Why didn't the

gofvemment do something before the plant
closed instead of standing up and explaining

layoffs?"

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: The press statements sur-

rounding the Great Lakes Forest Products
Limited agreement on the Employment De-
velopment Fund states that it is to maintain

jobs in Dryden. Can the minister say whether
the maintenance of those jobs is guaranteed,
or are we getting another deal like we got
vdth the jobs that were meant to be guar-
anteed at Ford?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member now
has in his hands, and has had for some time,
a copy of the form of agreement that is used
for all of the EDF pulp and paper grants.
He knows there are firm and secure job
guarantees exactly and precisely in accord-
ance with the press release issued yesterday.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, in view of the
minister's somewhat faulty and sketchy in-

formation about the corporate investment

patterns of the companies to which he is

feeding money, could he tell us what steps
the government is taking, since it is so

ideologically hidebound that it refuses to

take equity for the taxpayers' money, to find

out the corporate investment patterns of the

companies to which it gives money, includ-

ing Canadian Pacific Investments, which now
controls not only Great Lakes Forest Prod-
ucts and, therefore, a major ix)rtion of the

forest products industry in northwestern On-
tario, but also Steep Rock Iron Mines Lim-
ited, Bending Lake, St. Joseph Lake and the

Algoma Steel Corporation, which controls

the major iron ore industry in northwestern
Ontario? Does he not think it would be kind
of nice if we, in this House, knew what
their investment plans were with regard to

all of northwestern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I want
to put the answer to the member quite di-

rectly. I suspect that if he went back to the

people of Thunder Bay and told them that

one of the key Canadian-owned firms—Cana-
dian-owned by a lot of employee pension
funds—was going to have to assess the 1,900

jdbs it provides in Thunder Bay, and that

the member's position and that of his party
was that they would not have supported

any assistance whatsoever to the 1,900 jobs
and the firm in Thimder Bay unless it opened
the Steep Rock Mines through one of its

other companies, then I suggest to him that

that would be a very tenuous position for

him to put.
I will be very interested in seeing if my

colleague the member for FV>rt William (Mr.

Hennessy) will come back here with press

ohppings indicating that the member has

gone home to Port Arthur this weekend and
said to them that he would not have given

any money to secure the 1,900 jobs in

Thunder Bay unless CPI had imdertaken to

reopen the Steep Rock mill. Will he go home
and say that this weekend?

Mr. Foulds: On 'a point of privilege, Mr.

Soeaker: The minister has just misled the

House and, therefore, the public of Ontario.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Would the member
explain how the minister has misled the

House?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, Mr. Speaker. If he would
take a look at Hansard in regard to what the

minister has just said, he stated a position

which he claims to be mine but which I do

not recollected ever having stated.

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker. Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr, Speaker, I in-

vited the member to return to his home
community tlliis weekend and state as a posi-

tion—and everyone here was listening to it—

the clear implication behind his suggestion
that we should investigate the investment

pattern of CPI, including the Steep Rock
mill.

If the honourable member wants to stand

up and suggest there is something nefarious

ahout what we are doing, then let him stand

up in his home commimity and have the

courage to make a direct accusation. He
s'hould make a direct statement that we
should not do one without the other, else
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why would he 'ask us to investigate the invest-

ment pattern of a comi>any that we are

supporting?

Interjections.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. It appears
there is a difference of point of view. How-
ever, I will look at it in Hansard.

The member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cas-

sidy) w^ith his second question.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I do regret the

kind of twisting that the minister is doing.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. That matter

was dealt with, and I said I would look at

it. Would the honoiu"able member ask his

second question?

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion to the Premier (Mr. Davis), who wfll

recall the statements he made two years ago
welcoming 'an American Motors decision to

transfer production of Jeeps to the plant at

Brampton and to take away all production of

motor cars from that plant.
In view of the slump in production of

Jeeps tiiere which has led to the elimination

of one shift and which has > had that plant
down as often as it has been operating over

the course of the last five months, and in

view of the continual problems that Ameri-
can Motors has been having which have led

it continually to seek, and get, duty remis-

sions for its obligations under the Canada-
US auto pact, will the government insist that

AMC retool its plant in Brampton to build

small, fuel-efficient cars which will have a

market during the 1980s, rather than large,
somewhat luxurious Jeeps which clearly do
not have a future in the 1980s the way
things are going right now?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Sx>eaker, I really do
not know how tiie honourable member could
describe those products in Brampton as large
or luxurious; they are Jeeps.

Hon. Mr. Crossman: How is his Honda
running?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Does the member for

Ottawa Centre run a Honda? I don't believe

it; I know the honourable member used to

drive a Datsun.

Quite obviously I have a personal interest

in American Motors, not just as Premier, but
also as the member for that constituency.
There have been difficulties in the recrea-

tional vehicle market, whether it involves a

Jeep or some other form of vehicle that is

being produced by other companies in other

places. The market share has fallen off very
substantially.

iHowever, I would remind the honourable
member that they experienced some two and
a half very good years in terms of employ-
ment and production at that very efficient

facility. I have had discussions with American
Motors fairly recently. I am concerned about

the possibility of that vehicle not being able

to maintain its position in the marketplace
in the short run, and there is some further

information I might share with the House
later on next week.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the fact that AMC
has plans to produce Renault cars in the

United States and therefore risks getting

even further into the red in terms of its

obligations imder the Canada-US auto pact

here in Canada, will the Premier undertake

to table in this House a summary of that

corporation's plans for getting back onside

as far as its obligations under the auto pact
are concerned? Will the government db the

same thing with resi>ect to the ether three

automobile corporations before we see a con-

tinuance of the pattern of layoffs now occur-

ring in the industry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are very concerned

about the so-called pattern of layoffs in the

industry but, as I mentioned yesterday, and

I think I was fairly close, the layoff figures

on a percentage basis are very comparable in

the United States.

Mr. Breaugh: Wrong again.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are right—and the

honourable member knows we are right.

10:40 p.m.

I am delighted to share any information

I am given which is available for the public

from American Motors or anyone else. I

do not happen to have, shall we say, their

five-year or 10-year projections. I am not

sure they have themselves. But I would be

delighted to share with the honourable mem-
ber any information I get that is not of a

confidential nature.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Speaker, if I could re-

direct my question to the Minister of Industry

and Tourism (Mr. Grossman), I would like to

ask the minister if he is aware that—

REDIRECTING QUESTIONS
Hon. Mr. Davis: On a point of order,

Mr. Speaker: I have just checked the rules,

and I do not care that much, but my under-

standing is—and we had some evidence of this

yesterday—that the initial question can be

directed to a minister, and the minister or the

Premier may in turn refer that question to

a minister who might have more information.
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I am not sure when the pattern developed
that we get into redirecting supplementary
questions. I just raise, as what I think is a

legitimate point, whether we allow the pat-
tern of asking an initial question of one
minister or of the Premier and then a sup-

plementary question being redirected to an-

other minister at the option of the person
asking that question.

If the member for Windsor-Riverside (Mr.

Cooke) wants to ask a supplementary ques-
tion, it has to relate to American Motors.

That was the issue. The original question was
about American Motors. I can only assume
the member for Windsor-Riverside is now go-

ing to ask the Minister of Industry and Tour-
ism (Mr. Grossman) something about Ameri-
can Motors. I am delighted. I might refer

the question to him myself, but I just raise

the principle or the practice, because I think

it does perhaps alter the question period.

Mr. S. Smith: If I might just speak to the

point of order raised by the Premier, as I

read the rules—and, of course, Mr. Speaker,
I will be guided by your interpretation—there

does not seem to be anything in the rules

actually to prevent that from happening. I

must say that, until recently, people had not
felt they had the privilege to redirect a sup-
plementary to a diflFerent minister from the

minister who was answering the original

question, but I have not seen anything in

the rules to make that imp>ossible.

In the federal House, just for the interest

of members, that is commonly done. The
Premier will appreciate, and the Sxjeaker
would want to reflect upon, the fact that a

question might be asked on a certain topic of
one minister. The minister's answer may in

one way or another raise in the mind of the

questioner something which is actually per-
tinent to the topic but more apropos another
member of cabinet. I do not think it particu-

larly hurts the question period to be able to

share the question between ministers. There
is nothing in the rules I can see to prevent
it. It is a tradition in the federal House.
From this side of the House it does make

it a little less strained, because there are fre-

quently many ministries pertaining to the
same topic, and from our point of view—and
one can only hope some day the Premier
will have a more i>ersonal knowledge of that

point of view—it certainly makes for a fairer

question period.

Mr. Breaueh: Mr. Speaker, if I might just
be succinct on the matter, the rules do pro-
vide for some form of redirection of ques-
tions. I would suggest that the precedent has
been set as late as yesterday by the Speaker

himself in allowing a redirection of ques-
tions. If there was something out of order, it

should have been brought to the attention of

the chair at that time. The chair having set

the precedent, and the rules being rather

clear in the matter, it would strike me that

it certainly is in order.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: I acknowledge the

point of order raised by the Premier. To my
knowledge, the only thing in the standing
orders regarding redirection of questions is

the redirection of a question on the advice of

the Premier to a parliamentary assistant or

a member of another board. I believe the

precedent has been set here to redirect ques-
tions. However, with the discussion that has
taken place on this point of order todav, I

will be glad to look at it and report back to

the House, or xx)ssiblv a suegestion should
be made to the procedural a£Fairs committee.

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS
Mr. Cooke: Supplementary—and I would

like to redirect my question to tiie Minister
of Industry and Tom-ism—
Hon. Mr. Davis: As long as it pertains to

American Motors.

Mr. Cooke: If the Premier wants to be
Speaker, perhaps he could resign as Premier
and take the job as Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I have a supplementary for
the Minister of Industry and Tourism in

regard to the provisions in the auto i>act
that my leader has been addressing. It con-
cerns Ford, which also is not meeting the

obligations imder the auto pact. The minis-
ter will be aware there were articles in the
Windsor Star and the Financial Post that
the Ford Motor Company now is asking for

duty remission from the federal government.
In fact. Ford Motor Company was con-

sidering moving 1,000 jobs from the United
States to Oakville to prodtice vans to meet
its obligations under the auto pact.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cooke: I would like to ask the minis-

ter if he will take a tough stand and en-

ooiu-age the federal government to take a

tough stand with Ford Motor Company-
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. The ques-

tion has been asked.

Mr. Cooke: —in terms of the auto pact?
I am in the process of asking my question.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The question has

been asked.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I

would like to redirect that.

Mr. Breaugh: I bet you would.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, I wouldn't. I

did not hear all of the question, but I think

the last part was, will I ask the federal

government to take a tough stand in terms

of auto pact provisions. The answer to that

is I not only will but I have been for several

months and I was long before the layoffs

started to occur.

HAMILTON-WENTWORTH
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Cunningham: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is to the Minister of Intergovernmen-
tal Affairs (Mr. Wells) relating to the cur-

rent deadlock that exists in the Hamilton-

Wentworth regional council as a result of

the walkout by suburban and rural coun-

cillors. In view of the serious structural

difficulties, which now are more obvious

and evident than ever, is the minister pre-

pared to meet with representatives from the

suburban and rural areas with a view to

straightening out this problem?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, although
the member represents that area, I have

probably met with all the mayors in the

past three or four months more times than

he has to talk about this particular matter.

As I indicated in this House last week, the

mayor of Stoney Creek was down talking to

me about this matter.

Mr. S. Smith: He was a Liberal before he

changed colours and became a loser.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Doesn't my friend like

and respect-

Mr. S. Smith: He never lost anything as

a Liberal, but he lost as soon as he be-

came a Tory.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The mayor of Stoney
Creek is a fine gentleman, and if you want
to learn something about—

Hon. Mr. Davis: It upset the Leader of
the Opposition when the mayor became a

Tory.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Eventually, my friend

finds that everyone sees the light. I read
in the i>aper this morning that a truce has
been declared in Hamilton-Wentworth. The
mayor of the great city of Hamilton is

going away on a 10-day holiday, and every-

body is going to ponder the events over the

next week and a half, I think that is prob-

ably a good idea for the honourable mem-
ber and myself, to think about some reason-

able solution to this problem.

Mr. Cunningham: I hope the minister

doesn't think a 10-day holiday on the part
of the mayor of Hamilton is going to be a

solution to a serious problem such as this.

Currently, there is a $69-million budget that

must be held in abeyance as a result of

these difficulties. I was wondering whether

the minister could provide us with some

insight specifically with regard to what he
would like to do to sort out this problem
so we do not have this continuing difficulty

in the region?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The answer to that

question is that we have been and will be

meeting with various people from Hamilton
to try to work matters out. We will try to

do that in a reasonable and proper manner.
I read in the Hamilton Spectator that my

friend was reported as having had a meet-

ing with me where he pounded the table

and suggested a solution. I tried very hard

to think when that meeting occurred, and

the only meeting I could think of was when
he came over in front of my desk the other

day while we were having four conversa-

tions, spoke to me and then went and held

a press conference. I do not think that helps

the situation there.

10:50 a.m.

DISPUTE AT AMR CENTRES

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Commimity and

Social Services (Mr. Norton). Is the minister

aware of the situation at the centre for the

mentally retarded in Hamilton where some
59 workers dealing with more than 300

trainees and mentally retarded people are

on strike because of a wage level averaging

$8,500? This is some 35 per cent less than

the next closest centre and considerably less

than all such other major operations in On-

tario. Can the minister tell the House whether

he has any proposed additional assistance to

see that there is some catch-up in terms of

the wage gap that exists with those dedicated

professional workers?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I am aware

of the situation to which the honourable

member refers. Through my staff I have been

in regular contact with the agency in ques-

tion. Obviously, we are looking for any way
in which we can be of assistance to them.

I am not in a position at this i>oint to be any
more specific than that.

Mr. Mackenzie: I wonder whether the

minister can tell me if it is true, as I have

been told by some of the officials of the
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Hamilton and District Association for the

Mentally Retarded, that they have been at-

tempting to present and make their case

for the aibsolute necessity of catch-up in this

situation and have not been able to get

through to the ministry for the additional

assistance needed? Obviously the gap is one
that does not exist anywhere else.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It is true that there

has been commtmication with the ministry,
if that is what the member is suggesting. I

am not aware that there has been any diffi-

culty in getting information through. Cer-

tainly I have been receiving information,
from my field staff on the situation, from
the agency on a fairly regular basis.

With respect to the oatch-uip situation the

member refers to, I think that has to be seen
in the broader context of other comparable
agencies across Ontario. There are other

agencies in similar situations, and I do not

believe any solution can be found on an
individual basis without taking into con-

sideration the broader context.

BELL CANADA PURCHASE
Mr. J. Johnson: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question to the Minister of Transportation and
Communications (Mr. Snow). On March 26
of this year the Ontario Telephone Services

Commission held a public hearing on the

application for approval of an agreement of

sale filed by the Community Telephone Com-
pany of Ontario Limited.

In view of the interest of many of my con-

stituents regarding the sale, I wonder
whether the minister could advise me when
the commission will hand down its decision?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, it just so

happens I believe the chairman has released

a decision this morning. If she has not, it

will be released very soon. A copy of the

decision was hand-delivered to my office this

morning so I assume the decision is public

by now.

The result of the hearing and the decision

of the board was for the approval of the

purchase by Bell Canada.

FOOD SUPPLEMENT DRUGS

Mr. Peterson: In order to avoid procedural
problems, Mr. Speaker, I would like to direct

a question to the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton) and to the

Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell). They can
take their choice, because they have had
discussions about the problem I am going to

ask them about.

Is either gentleman prepared to announce
a policy change whereby the food substitute

Flexical or its equivalent will be automati-

cally entitled for inclusion under the Drug
Benefit Plan? Has a policy been announced

whereby people like Peggy Ann Walpole,
Angela Barnes and many others in this

province will not have to go through the

humiliation, the terrible time and the per-
sonal cost of trying to support themselves at

the rate of $25 or $35 a day with all the

attendant problems thereto? Is there a new
policy, as opposed to the patchwork bureau-

cratic policy, for dealing with patients indi-

vidually, and how will this be handled on a

generic, province-wide basis?

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Speaker, let me
start off in response by saying the food sup-

plements are covered under the Drug Bene-
fit Plan, and those who qualify for drug bene-

fits are entitled to them on the order of a

physician and a special authorization.

Mr. Peterson: Does the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services have a program
whereby people who may not qualify exactly
for the Drug Benefit Plan will qualify for

some type of assistance for this very expen-
sive drug? The minister is familiar with the

application for welfare-

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The question has

been asked.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, at present
there is a way in which that individual might
qualify. The unfortunate thing is that in the

case the member brought to our attention the

other day, to the best of my knowledge, the

individual involved had made no applica-
tion either to a municipality or to my minis-

try for such assistance with the program.

Mr. Peterson: That is not true.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I checked, and the in-

formation I received back was that there was
no record of any request having been made.

As a consequence of that, I believe a repre-

sentative of my ministry will be in contact

today with that i)erson to review the per-
sonal or particular situation. The person may
well be eligible at present and it may not

be a problem. But we had not had the case

actually before us on the basis of an appli-
cation previously; so it is being checked into

today.

OUTBOARD MARINE

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Industry and Tourism

(Mr. Grossman) about Outboard Marine Cor-

poration of Canada Limited in Peterborough.
It is the question we asked the Premier
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yesterday and received a totally unsatisfac-

tory answer.

Since the parent company of Outboard
Marine in the United States has announced it

is closing the machine shop of Outboard
Marine in Peterborough at a cost of some
276 jobs, and since this means that no parts
for lawn mowers and outboard motors will

be made in Peterborough now—as a matter of

fact, the parts will now be imported—does
the minister not feel betrayed by this US-
based company and that we are being treated

in a very cavalier fashion by Outboard
Marine, particularly since it has already
moved its ring-gear production facilities to

Milwaukee? What action does the Minister of

Industry and Tourism plan to take to protect
those almost 300 jobs in Peterborough?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, in fair-

ness, when the member talks about being
betrayed by an American or foreign com-
pany, to put it in perspective, yesterday, the
same day on which it announced 120 em-
ployees were being laid oflF in Peterborough,
that some company parent in the United
States laid off about 2,500 employees in the
United States.

In terms of betrayal, it would' seem to me
that somewhere in a legislature in the United
States of America someone is saying, "Don't
you feel betrayed by this multinational firm
with its head offices here in this fine state

which is so disloyal to the state that it lays
o£F a lot fewer employees in Peterborou^,
Ontario, than it does here in its own coim-
try?" I think that's quite an interesting thing
for the member to think about.

Second, the layoffs yesterday, as I know
the member knows, had nothing to do with
the reorganization of equipment and produc-
tion facilities within the company. YesterdayOMC decided to strip some 3,700 or so em-

ployees off its white-collar work force, be-
cause it is losing money. Of all of those, only
120 came out of the Canadi'an facility, which
is by far a better ratio than the Americans
suflFered.

I would say to the member, it is interesting
to note two things. Long before his party or

any other party in this House brought this

issue to the fore, our ministry was in there

working with that company on a day-to-diay
basis to try to find the new fources of cus-
tomers for the excellent components that firm
makes. I have a list in front of me, which is

confidential in order to keep the negotiations
going on, but I w'ant to leave it at this: We
have given them so many leads that the

company itself is so busy chasing up those

leads and trying to turn them into new busi-

ness that it is unable to Join us at our major
auto parts mission to Geneva next mont}i to

help it get that business.

I have in front of me a list of all sorts of

piect's of equipment it is now bidding on,
thanks only to the eflForts of this ministiy in

taking that company to new sources of cus-

tomers here in Canada. I predict it will have
some success in that endeavour.

Finally, may I say that when the member
talks about whether I have been betrayed
by the company, the member will recall that

Outboard Marine Coriwration, in terms of

one of its oi>erations there, was saved in part

by the actions of this govenmient in support-

ing a group of employees in buying out what
is now the Pioneer Cliainsaw division of that

company. I might add it was on account of

the fine effort of the member for Peter-

borough (Mr. Turner) that we went into

what appeared to be a very risky endeavour.

11 a.m.

In terms of betrayal, has the member
called the members of the union w'ho sub-

sequently sold out the shares which we
helped them purchase? The members of tiie

union sold to a multinational corporation,
and now they iare in bargaining negotiations
with them. Has he felt betrayed by the

union?

Mr. Laughren: Does the minister not
understand that vAiat Outboard Marine is

doing is stripping us of our export sales to

other countries, that they are selling their

entire production from the Peterborough
plant, and that we are not talking at all

about rationalizing a continental market in

North America? They are talking about that.

Does the minister not understand this is

a result of his scheme for global product
mandating and that, as long as the market in

the United States is depressed, the American-
based compianies are going to shut down their

operations here and do their exix>rting from
the United States, and we are paying the

price?

Finally, would the nunister not agree that

it is time to shift the emphasis of this gov-
ernment from promoting exi)orts to replacing

imports so that we can get on with the job
of rebuflding and repatriating the Ontario

economy?
Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's interesting to hear

that the New Democratic Party of Ontario

does not believe we should emphasize export

promotion. That is quite a brilliant statement
to make in view of the fact that 10 minutes

ago they were complaining about our deficit

in automobile trade. The last time I looked,
the way to look after an international balance
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of payments deficit, particularly in the auto-

motive field, was to emphasize promotion of

exports.

In any case, I answered this question as

put by the leader of the third party (Mr.

Cassidy) some time ago.

Mr. Foulds: That will be a first. Try it for

once.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am picking on the

NDP today. It is their turn this week.

I answered the same question last week.

In a mature way, let me say to the member
for Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds) that he jumps
up and suggests I was misleading the House

simply because he is a little worried about

going back home later today.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Would the minister

just answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I was

trying to make the point that I answered the

question to the leader of the third party last

week. He knows very well that because one

plant, which was product-mandated many
years ago, happens not to have succeeded
because of markets, that does not mean
global product mandating is not a good
scheme. I say to the leader of the third party
and his colleagues that to suggest that, when
a firm loses employment in a product-man-
dated operation, global product mandating is

therefore wrong, makes the same amount of

sense as suggesting that, when a unionized

firm closes, unionization is wrong.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question to the Minister of Health (Mr. Tim-
brell). Is the minister aware of a news report
out of London today that doctors in at least

one department of Victoria Hospital are

using a lottery system for admitting patients
to elective surgery? If he is not aware of this,

will he investigate and rei)ort back to us? If

he is aware, could he tell us whether he

approves of such a practice?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I am not aware of it,

Mr. Speaker. As a matter of fact, I have
visited the board and the chairman of the

London Victoria Hospital twice in the last

couple of months. My deputy minister and
assistant deputy minister si)ent a day at the

London Victoria Hospital. At no time in any
of those meetings, here or in London, was
there any reference to this whatsoever. Like

many press reports it could be misleading,
but I will certainly look into it and report
back.

MOTION

COMMITTEE MEETING

iHon Mr. Wells moved that the select

committee on the Ombudsman be authorized

to sit on Wednesday, April 23, at 2 p.m.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

CITY OF TORONTO ACT

Hon Mr. Weills moved first reading of

Bill 45, An Act respecting the city of

Toronto.

Motion agreed to.

MUNICIPAL AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moved first reading of

Bill 46, An Act to amend the Municipal Act.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, this bill

proposes a number of important amendments
to the bu5dness improvement areia provisions

in section 361 of the Municipal Act. In

addition, it proposes amendments to ensure

that members of council can act as volun-

teer firefighters. It is also an amendment to

permit councils, if they v^dsh, to pay costs

and damages sustained by former coimcillors

or employees as a result of legal actions

arising out of the performance of their duties

and to allow councils to determine the size

and composition of parks, boards of manage-
ment.

CROSSROADS CHRISTIAN
COMMUNICATIONS
INCORPORATED ACT

Mr. Warner, on behalf of Mr. Lawlor,

moved first reading of Bill Pr22, An Act

respecting Crossroads Christian Communica-
tions Incorpoiiated.

Motion agreed to.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

House in conmiittee of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Chairman, I don't

have a formal statement to make, but per-

haps I could make some opening remarks

by way of a brief explanation that might be
of assistance to the honourable members in

reviewing the supplementary estimates.

11:10 a.m.
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The total amount in the supplementary
estimates is $17.5 million. I would jwint
out to the honourable members that not all

of that is new spending or new money. In

fact, some portions of it are transfers from
one program to another which were neces-

sary in the course of the year.

In the area of children's services, the

following are some of the explanations of

the need for the supplementary estimates.

For example, with the children's aid societies

each year the pattern has been that the ad-

justments to deal with their case-load in-

creases occurred at the beginning of our

fiscal year, which is April, as opposed to the

beginning of the children's aid society fiscal

year, which is January.
This year, because of the situation with

respect to interest rates and the fact that

some children's aid societies had to, or might
have had to, resort to borrowing funds to

maintain their cash flow, we made an adjust-

ment in our procedure and, in fact, flowed

funds to them on an increased basis at the

beginning of their fiscal year. That has re-

sulted in some increased expenditure during
the past fiscal year, in January, February and

March, which in other years would have
been expended by us at the beginning of our

fiscal year or, in this case, 1980-81.

With resi)ect to adult services—and this

is rather sketchy; I'm sure the honourable
members will have more detailed questions

during the course of our discussion—in the

area of income maintenance there is an addi-

tional appropriation of $6.7 million for

municipal allowances and benefits. That ap-
propriation will provide the additional fund-

ing needed to cover case-load increases

during the winter months.

As the honourable members know, there is

a significant fluctuation each winter in the

case load on the general welfare assistance

program. In the last two or three months of

this yesar there has been a somewhat more

exaggerated increase, presumably because of

the general ect)nomic situation combined with
the usual seasonal influence upon that case

load. I would point out, though, it's interest-

ing w'hen one tries to analyse those data,
that it does appeiar to vary quite dramatically
from community to community, which would
appear to be a clear indication that there is

a significant fluctuation based upon local

economic circumstances.

We also require an increased appropriation
for the Ontario Drug Benefit Plan, that por-
tion of it for which my ministry has responsi-

bility. We have experienced additional costs

as a resiJt of about a 15 per cent increase in

utilization of the plan over this past fiscal

year. Again, this is something over which we
really have no direct control.

As far as developmental services for adults

are concerned, the additional appropriatioa
there of $1.7 million is necessary to provide
for some inflationary increases in the oper-

ating costs of the residential accommodation.
As it turned out, we began the year with

actually only an allowance in that budget
item of 3.5 per cent for inflation. Needless to

say that has not been enou^ so we are

asking for the increased appropriation. That

applies particularly to the residential accom-
modation for the developmentally handi-

capped.

Mr. McClellan: You thought inflation

would be 3.5 per cent,

Hon. Mr. Norton: That was what we were
allowed. Normally what we would have done,
had it been possible with that allowance of

3.5, is that during the course of the year we
would have sought to find some savings else-

where within the program. Given the circum-

stances this year, that didn't materiahze

either.

I think that at least touches very sketchily

upon the various areas. I think in the course

of the next while, the honourable members
wall have more incisive questions they would
like to direct to me and I will try to resjwnd
as they arise.

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Chairman, the remarks
of the minister have been very sketchy. I

would like to comment on a few of the

problems that I see facing the minister this

year and in the coming years that I feel

have not been sufficiently addressed or

planned.

First, I would like to make some comments
on a recent editorial taken from the Globe
and Mail which talks about the poll that was
done by the ministry.

In this poll 160 respondents suggested that

the children's aid societies of Ontario were

"administratively incompetent, ineflBcient and

unorganized." The reaction of the ministry
was not that there was a problem that had
to be addressed, but they thought maybe they
had better have another poll. The money that

is being spent on the poll could very well

help to relieve the problems within the

children's aid societies of Ontario that make
them appear to be administratively incom-

petent, inefficient and unorganized.
When you look at the increases in appro-

priation over the last several years to the

children's aid socities and compare them with

the increases we have had in everything we
do and everything we have to buy, it is no
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wonder the operations of the children's aid

societies over the past year or more have
been a nightmare for the local societies. Not

only the usual problems of the society had
to be addressed, but there has been increased
work load because of programs such as the

child abuse program and so forth.

I am very concerned about the societies

in Ontario and I would like the minister to

give me some of his views on these matters
when he has that opportunity. I don't have
the figures here before me but I think two
thirds of the children's aid societies in Ontario

appealed their budgets to the ministry last

year. That is on one hand; on the other hand,
I believe 12 or 15 municipalities in Ontario

appealed the municipal proportion for the

children's aid societies. This must teU the
minister something. Even though the chil-

dren's aid societies themselves have been say-

ing they don't have enough money to do the

required work, out there in the municipahties
they don't see why they need as much money
as they do.

11:20 a.m.

This is a disturbing situation. The work
of the children's aid societies has been grow-
ing not only yearly, but monthly. With the

increase in marriage breakdowns and in un-
married mothers keeping their children, the

problems of the children's aid societies are

going to increase more and more. I do not
see how the minister can fail to see that

being so niggardly now with the increases to

the children's aid societies is going to make
the costs greater in the future. There is no
doubt about that.

I feel strongly about the work of the
children's aid societies. I look upon their

work not only as looking after today's imme-
diate problems but also as directing and

channelling the children in their care in such
a way that an increase in the problems will

not necessarily follow in the years to come.
I think the j>ose the ministry is taking is not
the answer. I believe we have to look at long-
term effects and long-term improvements in

the children's services delivered' by the local

children's aid societies.

I would like also to ask the minister to

make some comments on day care in On-
tario. At the time he brought out his pro-

gram to encourage women on family benefits

to enter the work place, I said the thincr

most women woidd look at is the quality and
"convenience of day oare. I believe the minis-

ter said at least 35 people have availed them-
selves of this program. I believe these

people still are concerned about day care.

Additionally, there are people not on assist-

ance where both the man and woman are

working, trying to manage their family in the

inflation in today's society. These people
have to pay for day care and it is becoming
a sizeable part of their family income.

The ministry should address the problem
on two counts: first the availability and

quality of day care for people who are on
assistance programs and, second, by looking
at all the people with two incomes in the

family who are trying their best to keep
home and family together while faced with

extremely high day-care costs.

I think these people should be encouraged
in what they are doing. Encouragement by
some form of day-care assistance would be a

tangible way of showing them we feel that

to have both father and mother out working
to keep up the home and family is a worth-

while thing. We have to keep the family

unit together. To do that we are going to

have to look at the subsidization of day care

in our commimities for people other than

those on benefits.

In talking about adult services, the minis-

ter has mentioned the additional $6.7 million

in adult services, mostly due, I presume, to

coping with inflation. We have all kinds of

reports and studies that show that the aged
population of Ontario, as well as the rest

of the country, will be increasing substan-

tially in the coming years. The minister says,

"Oh yes, we must have community services,

alternative programs and so forth to keep
these people in their homes."

That is a very laudable idea. I believe
in that too, but I am saying that people are

calling me and talking to me all the time
about how difficult it is to get the kind of

services and the quantity of services in the

commimity to keep people in their homes,
I agree with that. I think it's a great thing if

we can keep elderly men and women in

their own homes. I believe it is the cheapest

wsay and I believe it is also the most com-

passionate way to handle a situation, but

there is a. need for a new look at alternative

services in the community in order to do
this.

We read about the increases in the popula-
tion of people aged 65 and up. They are

living longer and we are not going to be
able to keep them in their homes forever.

Yet in the last five years I don't believe

there have been any new homes-for-the-aged
beds authorized and provided. It just stands

to reason that we are not going to be able

to go on like that forever. The people who
are in the business of delivering services in

the community realize these things and have
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commented on these matters. I would like

the minister to comment on those particiJar

areas.

The thirj thing I would like to mention is

the recent 10 per cent increase in the benefits

paid. While I am glad the minister has

done that, I wonder how people in receipt of

these benefits are actually getting along
When we look at inflation rates—and I know
there have been increases before, but modest

ones in my opinion—the inflation rate has

been climbing: 7.5 per cent in 1976, eight

per cent in 1977, nine per cent in 1978, and
9.1 percent in 1979.

The benefits increases that have been paid
have not kept up with inflation. After all,

those people have to live in our inflated

society just the same as all those of us who
are working and earning money, and the

plight of these recipients must be growing
worse each day because of the amount of

money that is being paid. Even with the in-

creases they have not been able to keep up
with inflation. Inflation is bad for any of

us who are going out and doing any shopping
or meeting the needs of our families an-l our

homes, but to these people it must be a

nightmare. I would like to plead with the

minister to look at the needs of these people
in that light and justify to me the increases

he has made in those benefit payments.

11:30 a.m.

I know I can't go on forever and I know
we will have every opportunity to go into

specific programs and policies in depth in

our estimates. I will cut my remarks at this

point and I will be very pleased to have

any conmients the minister has on any of

the problems I have raised.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Did you wish to

reply now or wait for the member for Bell-

wood^ (Mr. McClellan)?

Hon. Mr. Norton: The only concern I

would have, Mr. Chairman, is that with the

number of points that have been made, if I

were to wait until both speakers have

spoken I may get them thoroughly confused.

I v^dll try to deal with them as briefly as

possible and in the order in which the
honourable member raised them.

I think his reference to the children's

aid society, and in particular to that issue

that was dealt wdth in the editorial in the

Globe and Mail, was really very unfortu-

nate because there has been a very serious

misunderstanding of what that document
was for and what it indicated.

(I think it is more accurate to refer to it

as a research document as opposed to a

poll because of its purpose, although I sup-

pose the way in which it was conducted was
to seek out opinion. It was the first phase
of a two-phase efi"ort directed towards the

development of a program to address some
of our concerns about foster care in Ontario.

In that first efi^ort, 160 people were

sought out, particularly to try to find out

what negative views people had. It wasn't

a balanced study and it wasn't intended

to be. It was to give some guidance to us in

terms of where the problems were in

people's perception of foster care so that

we could then take the next step, do a

more detailed assessment of tha* and then

design a program to try to address those

misconceptions or misgivings that i>eople

had, leading to a public education effort

to interest people, who might not otherwise

have thought of it under those circiun-

stances, in becoming involved in the foster-

care program across Ontario.

It was not a poll in the sense that we
were simply out to sample public opinion

and find out what people thought. It was

clearly part of a research effort designed to

developing an improved approach to foster

care, one that would address the misgivings

that i>eople had.

On the matter of funding-and the mem-
ber has accused me of being niggardly in the

funding of the children's aid societies—I

would point out to him that although we

don't have the final audited figures at this

point, it appears that by the time the sup-

plementaries have been paid to the chil-

dren's aid societies the increase in fund-

ing to them over this past year is certainly

in the ball park I had predicted earlier in

the year.
In this case, the total increase across the

board for us in tiie program will probably

be about 15 or 16 per cent and maybe as

high as 17 per cent. I took great pains, as

the member will recall, in our estimates this

year. I said I took pains; actually some of

my staff took great pains to try to e.vplain

to him in great detail how we justified the

percentage increases we claimed were being

made.

Everyone was saying he didn't imder-

stand it or believe it. I don't think Doug
Barr understands it to this day, even though

we tried to arrange a private briefing for

him.

Mr. McClellan: Peter Barnes is the only

one who understands it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: He understands it very

weU, let me tell you. If you need a further
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briefing, just let me know. Anytime you
want it, Peter Barnes is at your disposal.

Mr. McClellan: Very soon.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, I'm sure we will be

doing it again. We will prepare another

presentation for you this year.

(I think the accusations about niggardU-
ness and so on are a little unfair. I realize

that in this august chamber sometimes we
do get a little carried away in our allega-

tions to each other-

Mr. Blundy: Why don't you ask the

people outside?

Hon. Mr. Norton: But you have access to

good information and you should know
better. Maybe some people have to rely

upon the Globe and Mail for information. I

can understand they have a misconception
about what is going on in this province. You
have direct access to me and I can keep you
well and accurately informed.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Is this a new policy?

Hon. Mr. Norton: It has always been the

policy of my ministry, you know diat.

Mr. Chairman, I know there were some

problems historically with the funding ap-

proach that had been developed. Last year
there Avas a manifestation of considerable

unhappiness on the part of the children's aid

societies. I suggest to the House that the

changes that we have introduced in our ap-

proach to funding have been very well re-

ceived by the societies across the province
this year, and—

Mr. McClellan: We will see.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Well. No system is per-
fect and I fully expect there will be difS-

culties from time to time, but we are prepared
to work with the societies and address those

problems. I am sure we will see far fewer

appeals; I would hope none this year, but
that might be excessively optimistic. I am
becoming more realistic the longer I have the

opportunity to serve in this office. It tends

to give one a daily dose of realism.

Mr. Chairman, on the question of the work
incentives program that t3ie honourable

member raised, with specific reference to

day care, we have some very early results on
that. I say very early because they only go
to mid-March. I discuss them hesitantly be-

cause I do not think, on the basis of two or

three months' experience, one can project

accurately what the situation will hs at the

end of the year. On the basis of those first

two and a half or three months* experience I

am, perhaps I should say cautiously, ecstatic—
Interjeotion.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's the way we are

over here. We are always very cautious about
the way we approach things, but the—

Mr. Cooke: Like Progressive Conserva-

tives.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That is right, tiiat is

why we are Progressive Conservatives. It is

the same thing as saying cautiously ecstatic

or ecstatically cautious.

Mr. Chairman, in the first two and a half

months, the number of persons who have

applied for and gone on to that program
have totalled about 539, That exceeds any
projections we had made in advance of the

numbers who might avail themselves of it.

It is interesting, to look at who these

people are because, as the honourable

member said with resx)ect to day care, that

has been a major concern about the program
on the part of some of its critics, both inside

and outside the House. Half of the mothers,

the majority of the people who have availed

themselves, are single mothers. About 50 per
cent of those single mothers who have availed

themselves have at least one child under the

age of six, and the other half have no chil-

dren under the age of six, so it does not

appear that it has been, up to this ixxint at

least, a major deterrent,

I am trying to determine in the course of

our next round of collection of information

what kind of arrangements those i>ersons

with children under six have made in terms

of providing for care for the children while

they are at work. I do not have that detail

at the moment but I hope by next month I

will. I would say the program has all signs
of being quite successful. It does not appear
at this stage that it is deterring those parents
with younger children who choose to go into

the work force from doing so.

11:40 a.m.

On the question of income maintenance
and the rate increase, I think—

Mr. Blundy: What about the subsidies of

people who are not on day care?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I will certainly deal with

that. I think the issue one has to keep in

mind—'and I resist and resent at times the

accusation that in any way day care is being
viewed as a welfare program—

Mr. McClellan: It is. It's funded under the

Canada Assistance Plan. It is a welfare

program.

Hon. Mr. Norton: If the member means
assistance, one has to get assistance some-
where. That doesn't mean it's welfare.

Mr. McClellan: It is.
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Hon. Mr. Norton: By the same token, then,
I suppose the member would allege that

education is welfare because i>eople need
assistance for that. It just happens to be
transacted in a different way.

Mr. McCIellan: No. It's universal, and you
don't have to pay a fee for it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: The commitment in this

province to quality day care is indisputable.
It can be demonstrated if one looks at what
we have accomplished over the last decade
in Ontario, as compared with other jurisdic-

tions.

I'm not suG^gesting there is not a demand
for service that we have not been able to

meet absolutely. There is a demand for dif-

ferent levels of subsidization that we have
not been able to achieve at this point. But
look at what we are doing.

We are spending—in fact we spent in the

fiscal year we are discussing in these supple-

mentary estimates—in excess of $42 million

in subsidies to children in day care over this

past year.

Compare that with what others are doing.

Quebec is an example. There has been great

publicity this past year about the marvellous
strides Quebec is making in the area of day
care. But after almost doubling their financial

commitment to day care, they are now
spending about half of what we are.

Even if one adjusts for diflFerences in popu-
lation size between Ontario and Quebec, it

still means that the commitment of the

people of this province is greater than any-
where else in Canada. And the number of

subsidized day-care spaces continues to grow
each year at a time when there is a dechne
across the country as a whole.

I think when the member makes his obser-

vations, especially those which are critical of

what we're doing, he should bear in mind
that we are doing a better job than anywhere
else. That's not to say there aren't areas in

which we can improve, and we will obviously
always continue to try to do that.

Mr. Grande: Why do you always use that

justification?

Hon. Mr. Norton: All I'm suggesting is that
the member keep some balance in his per-
spective on things.

One can always talk about Utopia, but that
doesn't always solve the problems of today.
One of the realities of being in government
is that you do have to deal with the reahties
of today. If the member for Oakwood (Mr.
Grande) would like to come over and sit with
us for awhile and get a little dose of reality
it might help.

Mr. Grande: Not with you, but sit there,

yes.

Hon. Mr. Norton: There he goes talking
about Utopia again. He shouldn't mislead

himself. That's not likely to happen.
On the matter of income maintenance—

and I'll try to wind up quickly on this point
because I'm sure the member for Bellwoods

(Mr. McCIellan) has lengthy remarks, to which
I will wish to respond—I'm not trying to

minimize the difiiculty of persons living on
limited incomes, particularly on public as-

sistance, the difficulties they have in coping
at a time of inflation, such as we have today
in our society. It's difficult for everyone, but

particularly for those who have less flexibility
at the low end of the income scale.

When you talk about percentages, be care-

ful that you don't fall into the trap of over-

simplifying things. For example, it's impor-
tant to look at the total family income when
you do that.

When you talk in isolation about the six

per cent increase in January of last year, you
overlook the fact that also last year, in terms
of total family income, there was the intro-

duction federally of the child tax credits

which, for those persons with children and
when combined with the increase that was
introduced by the province, on average re-

siJted in about a 12 per cent increase in

income last year, and not just six per cent,

if you look at the total from both levels of

government.
We are talking not about six per cent but

about 12 per cent plus for those who pay
their own fuel costs. That does not affect

everyone, but fuel has inflated dramatically
in price in recent years. We will meet their

actual fuel costs so there is that added pro-
tection in one of the most volatile areas of

inflation.

Drug benefits are covered. Health care,

dental care and eye gliasses for the children

are covered. They do not have to worry
about those. They still have difficult things

to cope with, but this should be seen in

perspective.

This year the increase has been substan-

tially better than last year. I do not know
what plans the federal government may have
with respect to the portions of family income

they deal with—for example, the child tax

credits. Those, I believe, are indexed—or did

they de-index them last year? The family

allowance is still indexed so there will be
some increase there as a result of it being
indexed to inflation whether any other ad-

justments are made or not.
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Without trying to minimize the difficulties

those people are living with today—as are all

people on lower incomes, and some on higher
—do not make the mistake of looking at

only one component of family income when
talking about percentages. I think that can
be misleading for all of us.

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Speaker, the minister

has caught me by surprise. I thought he was
going to go on for a few more minutes.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I wanted to be generous
with the member today.

Mr. McClellan: The minister was in such
an ugly mood last night, I should hope so.

iTo lead oflF, I would like to touch on a

couple of points relating to the items in

front of us. I do not intend to repeat the

estimates process since we went through it

thoroughly last fall. There are a couple of

follow-up items which happen to fall under
the pm-view of the votes that are before us
on which I would like to touch. I will start in

reverse order with children's services.

During the estimates last fall we focused
on the enormous problems of what the min-

istry now is calling hard-to-serve children.

We talked at length about a report that had
been put together by five children's aid

societies, a five-'agency report that detailed,
with a number of case illustrations, a state of

chaos and despair, to use the language of

the report, within the network of agencies

trying to provide service to adolescent chil-

dren who have these frightening and complex
prdblems.

I do not minimize the difficulty of estab-

lishing a treatment network, but the prob-
lem I continue to have is the refusal of the

ministry to provide adequate resources to

permit the social agencies in the community
to provide effective service.

We went through a nimiber of bases. I

want to thank the minister for responding
with respect to each of the cases that were
outlined in the five-iagency report. I gather
that, if nothing else, service has been ob-
tained for each of the children who were
referred to in the five-agency report.

11:50 a.m.

I think there is another productive result

from that report which has l^een released

recently by the ministry in a series of posi-
tion papers with respect to the fifth phase of
the four-phase system. The fifth phase is to

phase out the four-^hase system and I think

that, quite frankly, is long overdue. We have
never been very impressed with the four-

phase system since its inception. I have gone
back a little bit into past Hansards and

looked at the response when it was first

initiated.

The problems that have plagued the four-

phase system are not going to be resolved

simply by tinkering wdth the structure. I

think the staff in the ministry understand
that full well. Certainly, staff who have
laboured in frustration under the four-phase

system understood that full well too.

Tlie problem, in a nutshell, is that there

have never been enough resources for hard-

to-serve (Children. There simply aren't

enough treatment facilities for hard-to-serve

children, that is what the problem is. You
can devise the fanciest co-ordinating mech-

anisms in the cosmic universe, and you can

come up with all kinds of incomprehensible
flow charts and models and schemes and de-

signs, but when it all comes down to the

crunch, one doesn't have a place to put this

particular child.

What happens then, of course, is the tread-

mill starts and we start bouncing people
around different phases of the four-phase

system because there is no place to put the

child, or because the Queen Street adoles-

cent unit has been closed, or because beds

have been cut in this treatment facility, or

because there have been cutbacks in that

area, or because proper expansion of sendees

has not been allowed for in the budget.

The situation isn't going to change. I sup-

port the move to replace the four-phase sys-

tem with the new structures that are being

discussed wdthin the ministry, but unless the

minister changes his basic attitude towards

the funding of services for particularly

troubled children we are going to be back

here in' three years wondering what went

wrong wdth the new service delivery ap-

proach for hard-to-serve children.

I want to really stress with as much

urgency as I can convey to the minister that

he simply listen to his own staff. I have

the document that the ministry was kind

enough to send me, entitled, A Proposed

Service Delivery Approach for Hard-to-

Serve Children Within the Central Region.

It was produced by the central region work-

ing group in March 1980. The first thing that

is discussed is how many kids are we talk-

ing about? How many hard-to-serve children

is the network of social agencies trying to

contend with? It is not really that many.

I think the report identifies on page five

that the most recent data indicate the hard-

to-serve youths in the central region number

roughly 300. It seems to me that is not an

insuperable task for the government of On-
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tario to address in terms of adequacy of

treatment facilities.

The report goes on to say at page six:

"In a perfect world, to identify the problem
is to be half way to the solution. The reality
is grimmer. Even if it becomes possible to

define the hard to serve with a degree of pre-
cision to satisfy a clinician, intractable diffi-

culties remain." Bluntly put, there do not
now exist sufficient resources to meet the
current needs of the hard to serve. There is

a lack of number, of quality, of distribution.

Long-term and secure residential beds are the
most pressing need.

That is not really news. It is not a new
insicrht. I could open the pages of Hansard
at random at any point between 1965 and
1980 and find the same message being con-

veyed by Stephen Lewis, by Jan Dukszta, by
people on all sides of the House. We have
discovered again in 1980 that the province
has consistently refused to provide sufficient

resources to develop an adequate network of
services to disturbed adolescents.

I do not want to dwell on any other point.
There is a wealth of incredibly constructive
criticism within this document. I take it as

constructive criticism and I hope the minis-

try will do so. I want to focus on that one
issue, the failure to provide sufficient resources.
On page eight of the report, in the section

entitled "Guidelines for the Future," the
authors say: "The austerity now gripping the

system suggests there is no other way to go
than to increased co-operation at the local

level. The situation is of loaves and fishes

dimension and with the probability of miracles

remote, ingenuity and co-operation will have
to substitute."

I say to the minister that is not good
enough. Sta£F have to live within the confines
of government policy and budget restrictions.

The minister's responsibility is to give a little

bit more leadership so we are not talking
about providing frequent services to dis-

turbed adolescents as something analogous to
a miracle involving loaves and fishes.

Finally, on page 22 of the report, in the
section where the authors are discussing the

pros and cons of the new system in candid
terms—trying in realistic terms to anticipate
some of the difficulties that are involved in

the transition from the four-phase system to

the new structure—they say in conclusion,
"Again and again, contributors to the discus-
tion on the hard-to-serve have stressed. Tou
cannot contract for services which do not
exist.

I look forward to hearing from the minister
with respect to the additional resources to

provide for the first time in this province an

adequate network of services for profoundly
disturbed young people. We still do not have
it. It is not in the supplementary estimates. It

was not in last year's budget. The resources
for the development of an adequate treat-

ment network for hard-to-serve kids still are
not in place. All the minister does is talk

about co-ordinating mechanisms.

12 noon

The folly of that approach is that it is

based on a false assumption that the services

are all there but somehow are being under-
utilized or utilized improperly. If only we
could come up with the proper interagency
co-ordinating mechanism—I am sure this

sounds familiar to the Minkter of Culture and
Recreation (Mr. Baetz)—all our problems
would be solved and all of the children with

profound disturbances would receive treat-

ment.

Of course that's bunk because the problem
isn't simply a problem of maladministration
or poor co-ordination, although that is part
of it. The core of the problem is that the

services don't exist. They have never been
created. The ministry has never provided
funds to create them. They have never been

tough enough with the existing agencies.

They have allowed them to set their own
admission policies. They have allowed them
to turn away kids. They have allowed them
to say: "No. This child has an unacceptable
pathology. He will mess up our programs.
Somebody else can take him." Then 20
agencies later, he or she is in training school
and is a lost person.

All I can say is we wait for the budget;
we wait for the ministry's estimates in 1980;
we wait to see what kinds of new initiatives

the minister intends to bring before us to

deal with this. I think the structure he has

designed is an enormous improvement over
the foru-phase system. We are prepared to

support his initiatives in this regard, but he
will have to match it with money. It's as

simple as that. He will have to put his money
where his mouth is in terms of this problem.
He can't deal with it by tinkering with the

structm-e. He is going to have to build those

treatment facilities for kids and stop that

game.
The minister is going to have to make sure

there are enough services available. He has

to stop what appears to be an ongoing pro-
cess of squeezing the system without any co-

herent planning. He may dispute that percep-
tion, but that is the perception with which I

came out of last year's estimates after going
through the estimates process and watching
him trying to take money from one part of
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the system and put it into another part of the

system. I think that does too much damage
to the system. I don't think any of us have
the techniques to do that kind of thing with-

out doing damage.
The minister does the damage in Commu-

nity and Social Services. The Minister of

Health (Mr. Timbrell) does the damage in the

health system by trying to squeeze money out
of one nart of the health system and simul-

taneously develop new programs. The transi-

tional period is very destructive. That is the

process we are going through here. This is an
area where the minister has a responsibility
simnlv to provide the resources he needs to

do the iob and to get on with it, and we will

support him on that.

Let me not take too much time. Perhaps
it would be wiser to do this in the vote, but
I will tell the minister I intend, to ask him
during this session of the estimates for some
more information about his program of indi-

vidual assessments for retarded people in

homes for special care. That is another prob-
lem that festered in limbo between the Min-
istry of Health and the Ministry of Commu-
nity and Social Services for a number of

years.

I have to confess to a certain amount of
personal regret that I did not get on top of
that issue as fully as I should have as a critic

until fairly recently. I don't think I realized
the enormity of the problem until relatively

recently. I don't think the ministry was par-
ticularly helpful to us in our attempts to leam
what the situation was. I recall questions on
the Order Paper on the number of retarded

people in nursing homes and I recall getting
figures back that don't bear too much rela-

tionship to what the current figures are. We
finally learned there are close to 3,000 re-

tarded people in nursing homes.

Nursing homes are homes for special care.
Homes for special care are nursing homes.
You're talking about the diJTerence between
a funding mechanism and a place. The minis-
ter can call them homes for special care if he
wants but we're talking about nursing homes.

I will use the term "homes for special
care"; I don't want to hassle the minister
about it. There are about 3,000 retarded

people being neglected in terms of what the
minister should be providing to them and
what he is not providing in comparison with
retarded people who have the good luck to

end up in the right part of the program as

opposed to a home for special care.

I still don't understand where that popula-
tion came from. Quite frankly, I have to say
that I am not sure that I believe the minis-

try's assertion that no retarded people have
been discharged from the schedule one facili-

ties into homes for special care. Perhaps we
can clear this up once and for all, now that

I think I understand it a little better. I

understand the only way that a person can

get into a home for special care is on referral

from a provincial institution.

I stand to be corrected on that but I think

that's the only way you can get in. If that is

so, I don't imderstand how the population
could increase. The number of retarded peo-

ple in homes for special care has gone up
over the past few years. We still don't have
a coherent set of statistics on that despite

repeated attempts to get it.

Perhaps some time during the coming
months the minister could ask his staflF to sit

down and answer this question. How do so

many retarded people get into homes for

special care? Why are they there instead of

into Community and Social Services pro-

grams? What is the route by which a re-

tarded person can -win or lose the luck of

the draw? If he or she wins, he or she ends

up in a program run by the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services, and if he or she

loses, he or she ends up in a home for special
care. What is the process here?

I confess to some real confusion and real

apprehension because I don't understand

why that population is increasing. I have mv
suspicions which only the minister can set

to rest.

The other point on that issue is for a pro-

gress report on the program of individual

assessment of the residents in homes for

special care. Perhaps we could leave that

particular item until we get to the vote.

That's simply for purposes of time. Time is

fleeting and other people want to speak.

Perhaps the minister would agree to leave

the question of a progress report on thp in-

dividual assessment of the retarded people
in homes for special care until we get to vote

2902, item 4.

The final comment I will make is very

briefly with respect to day care. I don't

understand why the minister gets so agitated

when we describe day care as a welfare

service, because it is a welfare service.

Hon. Mr. Norton: But you use that term
so disparagingly.

Mr. McClellan: Yes, I do.

Hon. Mr. Norton: The member doesn't

believe in welfare, but I don't know what
the member beheves in.

Mr. McClellan: I don't believe in humilia-

ting people as a condition for entitlement to

service. That's what I don't believe in. I
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don't believe in degrading people through

sending somebody who wants day care down
to a welfare office to fill out what is still the

most degrading means test used in our so-

ciety. That's why I don't believe in it. What
I do believe in is that every child in this

province and every family that needs day
care should have access to day care. Is that

clear enou^ for the minister?

12:10 pan.

The minister keeps talking about his mar-
vellous accomplishments. Tliere have been
no accomplishments in this province since

the capital expansion program ended five

years ago. Nothing has been done to meet
the demand for day care except a kind of

inch-worm increase year by year Which has

no relation to day-care needs.

I don't know whether the minister is just

deluding himself. I am not worried about that

because the need for day-care centres in this

province is overwhelming. The extent to

which the minster can continue on his merry,

selE-deluded way thinking he is making an

accomplishment in the area of day care really

is his problem. What we are talking about is

no mystery to any family that is trying to

obtain day-care service for itself in this prov-
ince in 1980.

I know my colleagues from the Windsor
area want to speak on the urgent needs of

their community in view of the current eco-

nomic crisis and I don't want to take up any
more time at this point.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I don't think I have any
hope of completing this today, but it might
be well for me to reserve my remarks until

the members from Windsor have had their

say and I will then try to be brief.

Mr. Bounsall: I, too, will try to be brief,

Mr. Chairman, in view of the time con-

straints.

I would like to have the minister's answer
in definite terms as to what he can do for the

need for services in Windsor at this time

when we are approaching 24,000 unemployed
out of a total population of 200,000. This

means close to one third of the work force

is unemployed, and means the demand for

services across the entire service field is

escalating out of hand.

We brought to the minister's attention that

those United Way agencies which are funded
20 per cent/80 per cent, with 80 per cent

coming from the province, have no way in

which they can get more funds for their 20

per cent. The majority of the funds coming
into United Way come from hourly rated em-

ployees' payroll deductions and the unem-

ployment occurring affects this.

With that decrease in employment those

contributions automatically cease and they
have difficulty maintaining their present rate

of service under their 20 per cent United

Way funding. There are no more funds they
can find from any source which the province
would match on that four-to-one basis.

There's a problem with the decrease in it.

We can go through agency after agency
to inflicate the terrific increased demand

placed on them. Credit counselling was the

one which first came to our attention. They
now have over a month's backlog in return-

ing phone calls requesting credit counselling

because of the demand, and no means where-

bv they can increase their staff. There is no
means whereby they can contribute another

pennv to their 20 per cent. It goes on and
on—the familv counselling service has an

increased need as families break up over the

economic situation they are facing and the

difficulties that arise.

We say to this srovemment there has to be
some way in which each of those service

agencies in Windsor can receive funding from

this province to help them over what wdl be

a one- to three-year interim period in which

thev will desperately need services, with no

funds to increase the staff to provide those

services.

I need go into no more detail than that.

The problem is very severe. What can be

done? When one wrote to the ministry a

representative said the ministry was quite

willing to give more funding—of course, on

the four-to-one basis. There's no way that

that one can be obtained so that you can

match it with four in the Windsor circum-

stances. There are no more funds at all to

provide the one part of that four-to-one

equation. The ministry and this government
must find some way to get more funds on this

one- to three-year temxwrary basis into

Windsor and to all those service agencies for

services which are desperately needed.

I will conclude mv short remarks by say-

ing I will get in detail to the minister, very

soon, the situation that pertains in the Wind-
sor welfare situation. The way we read the

act—and I'm sure the minister would agree
with us in our interpretation of the act: I

think there's no disagreement on it—the

Windsor welfare officers have complete flexi-

bility under the act to determine which rules

they are going to apply to someone who is in

the employable category but seeking welfare.

We read it as their having total flexibility to

set those guidelines.
In a very bureaucratic way, the director

of Windsor welfare has said, "I don't feel I

have the flexibility, unless I am so informed
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in writing by the province, to drop that re-

quirement of five job searches per day." They
have as much as said, "If we get a letter from
the province saying they will continue to pay
welfare benefits for all those unemployed
workers who now need welfare, and if the

province will say five job searches per week
will be adequate to meet provincial guidelines
for giving out welfare, we will do that. But
until and unless we get it in writing from the

province, we are going to insist upon five job
searches per day."

There are 24,000 people unemployed in

Windsor, and there are now 3,000 Ford
workers off their unemployment insurance
and supplementary unemployment insurance

benefits needing welfare, and they are mak-
ing all those workers conduct five job search-
es per day for jobs which are completely
nonexistent in the community. In the months
of Januar>' and February, a lot of the great
increase in unemployment in Windsor came
in the service area. Two years ago welfare
could always say there's always a job around
washing dishes in some restaurant. Now you
go into a 30-table restaurant in Windsor at
6:30 at night and find three tables occupied.

There are no jobs left in the traditional

low-paying service area. What is going to be
required is a letter that simply says, "We
are not opposed to continuing to pay wel-
fare benefits to those in the employable cate-

gory if the job searches decrease to some-
thing hke five per week."

I would expect most employers in Wind-
sor are being absolutely hassled to death,
as thousands of people are knocking at their

doors every day saying, "Would you please
sign a piece of paper that IVe been here
tr>'ing to get a nonexistent job at your place
of employment?" This is what is happening
in Windsor.

It's a nice stimulus to the economy of
the individual employer. He has to hire
another person continually to sign chits of

paper that Joe Blow has been in trying -to

get a job, because welfare has said five job
searches per day is what they are going to
insist on, with that kind of unemployment,
which is now running at the rate of 21 per
cent, which is 24,000 people.
They finally fall back on saying, "If the

province tells us that five job searches per
week is acceptable we will apply that, but

only when we are told by them that is okay."
But in the absence of anything saying the

province will still continue to pay its share
of welfare and that five job searches per
week is acceptable, they will continue to

insist on this absolutely irrational, unreason-

able requirement of five job searches per
day.

12:20 p.m.

I would say to the minister the sooner

they get out that letter indicating an attitude

that five per week under the circumstances

may be acceptable, the sooner the hassle of

employers and unemployed workers in Wind-
sor will be alleviated. In the Windsor area,
we would find that a very helpful move to

alleviate the situation that has arisen in the

Windsor welfare ofiice, the ridiculous situa-

tion of the Windsor welfare officer hassling
both recipients and employers in the Wind-
sor area.

Mr. B. Nevmian: Mr. Chairman, I think
the minister can answer to all three Windsor
members at the one time. I do not intend to

be lengthy, because I don't want to reiterate

what my colleague from Windsor-Sandwich
(Mr. Bounsall) has made mention of. I think
the minister should have some of his officials

down to the Windsor area. Maybe he has
had them down.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I have some living there
all the time.

Mr. B. Newman: I would think some who
are a little closer to the minister than is the

Windsor area, because we are 250 miles

away. Sometimes it feels as if we are a mil-

lion miles away when it comes to trying to

point out to the ministry the problems that

have confronted the community. Never be-

fore in the history of Windsor, to the best

©f my knowledge, has unemployment been
as bad. Even during the Depression days,
I don't think it was quite as bad as it is

today. Some of the regulations and rules

that are required by the local welfare office

are not realistic at all.

I'm not going to make mention of the num-
ber of job searches and everything else, but
I say to the minister to please look into it

and provide the extra funding that is needed
in there, because he is only punishing those

who cannot aflFord to be punished.

Mr. Cooke: Mr. Chairman, I want to begin

by making one comment to the minister

about the announcement he made a week or

so ago about single employables not getting

the same welfare increases others are getting.

A week or so ago we had a meeting with

the social services in the Windsor area. One
of the things the representative—I believe

he was from the Salvation Army—^pointed

out to us was that one of the most needy
t>'pes of i)eople in our area, because of the

lack of public housing for these people and
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the lack of aflPordable private housing, is the

single employable on welfare.

With the ministry's lousy, cheap allow-

ances, they are having extreme difficulty and
are not able to live adequately in the Wind-
sor area. I'm sure that applies to other areas

in the province. For the minister to make the

statements he has made over the last couple
of weeks that these people have flexibility in

that they can move to other areas of the

province where there are very few jobs, just

doesn't wash and doesn't hold with the peo-
ple in the social service field, because every
day we hear of more and more layoffs.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Is the member saying
it is harder for a single person than for a

family?

Mr. Cooke: It's difficult for anyone M'ho is

unemployed in Ontario today, because every
day we hear about more massive layoffs, not

only those in the auto industry, but also the

layoffs that were announced in Peterborough
and other layoffs. The only thing the minis-

ter's announcement does is to continue to

stigmatize the singles who are unemployed.
It says to them: "It's your fault that you are

unemployed. Get out and get a job." That's

exactly what the minister is saying to them.
It is the same old philosophy that we've
heard from the Conservative government for

years. It is the same old stigma they put on
anyone who is on welfare, and it is a very
unfair, lousy policy.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's malarkey, and
you know it.

Mr. Cooke: I want to talk specifically about
Windsor and to go into some of the details

my colleagues from Windsor have already
talked about. There is nothing wrong with

talking alx)ut it two, three, four, five, 10 or

20 times. Then maybe we'll eventually get
some action from this government.
With resfject to the welfare department, I

must say it is my understanding that we have
not had the same problem in the county of

Essex that we have had in the city of Wind-
sor. In fact, the statistics show that the wel-
fare recipient rate in Essex county has risen

dramatically, whereas in Windsor for the first

two months there were 300 applicants a

month, according to the welfare administra-

tor, who were being rejected on the basis of

a job search.

I can give one specific case without men-
tioning the name. We eventually got the

problem resolved. An individual who had
worked for one of the auto companies was
laid off for more than a year; so he ran out
of his unemployment insurance benefits. He
was able to find a job that lasted for only six

weeks. Therefore, he didn't requalify for un-

employment insurance. That company, an
auto parts manufacturer, also laid off people.
Then the individual was forced to go to wel-

fare. He had been looking on his own and
had a list of 12 places where he had gone
and put in applications. He showed that list

to the welfare administrator, who sent him a
letter 48 hours later saying he was rejected
because he wasn't registered with Manpower.

I think that is ludicrous. There Is flexibility

within the General Welfare Assistance Act by
which he could have got his first cheque
from welfare instead of their saying to him
on a Friday afternoon: "You don't get a

cheque. You wall have to go and register
with Manpower on Monday. Then come in

and see us and we will reconsider." Of
course that takes two or three more days.

The other thing is that the welfare office

was asking right from the beginning for the
five job searches a day. Thank goodness,

they have at least dropped that. They say
one has to have an active case with Man-
power and then they will give out the first

cheque. Then one goes to look for a job.

I would suggest to the minister that what
he should be saying to the Windsor welfare

office—and they say they are looking for

direction from him—is that workmen's com-

pensation for recipients who are on rehabili-

tation no longer requires the three job
searches per day. The Unemployment In-

surance Commission no longer requires the

job search in the Windsor area. Why should

the minister's program require it? When we
have 20 per cent unemployment, 24,000 to

25,000 people unemployed and the number
growing daily, since there are obviously

very few jobs, there is absolutely no need
to force people to go to look for work.

I don't think it is unreasonable to ask

them to be registered with Manpower. I

don't think there are any recipients who
would object to that, because if there is a

job available, believe me, they want the job.

In fact, when our group was in Windsor a

couple of weeks ago, the people at the un-

employment help centre indicated to us there

had been a rumour going around that there

were a few jobs available at General Motors.

There was no formal announcement and

nothing in the paper, just a rumour going
aroimd. The next morning at nine o'clock

there were 400 men lined up in front of

the Manpower ofiice to look for those jobs

that hadn't even been confirmed. In fact,

they didn't even exist at that time. There-

fore, I can't buy the argument that some

people would use, that these people are lazy
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and would just as soon go on welfare than

go to work.That just isn't accurate.

We have had several meetings with the

mayors unemployment committee as well as

with the city manager and other people over
the course of the last 12 months or more,

talking about the problem in welfare. It

came to the point where I wrote a letter to

the mayor, asking in writing from our local

welfare oflBce exactly what the guidelines
were that the welfare oflBce was using for

recipients to qualify.
The mayor's unemployment committee got

a letter back stating they wouldn't put any-
thing in writing because it required a muni-

cipal interpretation of the General Welfare
Assistance Act which they weren't in a posi-
tion to do. I don't buy that argument. I

think they could have put down their guide-
hnes. They should give them to the MPs. the

MPPs, the aldermen and, more important
than anything, the staff at welfare. They
don't even know what is going on with the

requirements.

They should be letting people know what
they are required to do to qualify for wel-
fare. They will not do it. They will not put
it in writing. They have said, if they get
a directive or a letter from the minister,

they will then follow whatever guidelines he
sets out. I suggest that those guidelines
should be no job search at all in the Wind-
sor area until the employment problem clears

up, which I anticipate will not happen at
least for another two and a half years.
We went to visit the social agencies. I

have talked to the minister about this before,
but I want to give him one specific exam-
ple. The unemployment help centre in our
area is having to run bingos to get operating
money to run the centre. As the city is in a
crisis, they have to run bingos to get their

operating funds. I think that is also ludicrous.
If we had a federal government and a pro-
vincial government sensitive to the problems
in Windsor, then there would be grants
available from various ministries and de-

partments to operate that unemployment help
centre.

12:30 p.m.

I would ask the minister to look at that

problem and see if his ministry can provide
funding so that their staflF can continue to
meet the needs of our x)eople in Windsor.

Many other agencies are also experiencing
problems. I know the minister's field staflF

comes out to the mayor's unemployment com-
mittee, but I understand from being at those

meetings that his representative has no
authority to grant any kind of assistance to

those agencies. He did make one recommen-
dation regarding the credit counselling ser-

vice, but my understanding was that was go-

ing to be on a 60-40 cost-sharing basis, which

obviously is of no help at all to that agency.
We cannot raise the 40 per cent right now
through United Way.
What the minister should be doing—what

he should have done months ago—is going
to that city. It would be a good idea if he,
instead of his local field staflF, met with the

social agencies and heard their concerns, as

we did. I am sure the social planning depart-
ment would be glad to set up a meeting of

all the executive directors of the agencies to

go and talk to the minister. He should hear
their concerns and hear the pressures on the

agencies. Then he could make an appropriate

response. We need bucks in our community
to run the social agencies to meet the in-

creased need.

First, I hope the minister will get a letter

oflF today to the local welfare oflBce indicating
that the General Welfare Assistance Act has

enough flexibility in it to meet the needs of

a community like Windsor, and that there is

no requirement for a job search under the

General Welfare Assistance Act.

Second, I hope the minister personally
will go down to Windsor in the next week
or so to meet with the executive directors of

the various agencies and find out exactly
how serious the problem is.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Will you be out of town
if I do?

Mr. Cooke: I would be glad to go to the

meeting with him. I am sure I could set him
straight.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman—
Mr. Chairman: Order. Three members of

the committee have asked specific questions

regarding Windsor and on item two. Maybe
the minister would like to reply to those

questions.

Mr. Haggerty: This is on the Same point,
Mr, Chairman. I want to inform the minister

that the problem does not exist only in the

city of Windsor, but also in the Niagara
Peninsula, where there is high unemploy-
ment. It is changing day by day. It is get-

ting higher and higher as the automobile

industry in St. Catharines and within the

regional municipality of Niagara feeis the

pinch right now.
I attended the commimity social services

offices in Welland a week or so ago. I

talked to the administrators at that time. I

too was concerned about the guidelines that

were set down in regard to persons being
denied general welfare.
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It relates to the area of job search again.
I asked: "How do you get a piece of paper
signed—by going to a plant-gate or some-

thing like that—saying you were there to-

day applying for a job?" If the minister has

ever been out around plant gates, he will

know it is diflBcuIt to get through to many
of the o£Bces unless one goes past a guard
or a person who states you cannot go inside

tjhe gate. Signs are posted saying no jobs are

available today. How can persons go to the

welfare oflBcer and tell him they have made
job searches? They can be registered at

Manpower. All one has to do is call Man-
power and they will tell one the number of

people seeking employment in a particular
area. Jobs are available in my area, in Fort

Erie and places like that, if a person is

skilled.

They do have a program there. It is

called the Basic Job Retraining Program
(BJRP). I am sure the Minister of Educa-
tion (Miss Stephenson) is aware of it. I

consider it a Mickey Mouse program. What
it does is get people off the welfare rolls for

about six or eight weeks to learn how to fill

out appbcation forms for employment. I do
not think such a program is good enough.
What is lacking

—I am directing this

point to the Minister of Education—^is an

apprenticeship program. There are many
people today who are exceptionally handy
with their hands and who want employ-
ment. They may not have the academic

background but, with the proper training in

schools and an apprenticeship program in

industry, we can take many of the people
off the general welfare rolls and find the

jobs are there.

I think of that program they had a num-
ber of years ago at Fleet Industries. Every
time the aircraft industry seems to be in an

upswing, the federal govermnent will step in

to help fund a training program for that

industry. You are good until you've been
there about 90 days; around the day you
are going to get on the seniority list, then
out the door you go. Then another group
comes in, works for 90 days, and the company
may pick one or two out of a group of 30
or 40 who are under that program and say:

"Okay. You can become a permanent em-

ployee as long as work is here." But those

other persons who go into that training pro-

gram go back out and they are on welfare.

We have to look at the government pro-

grams we have. They can be made to work
if proper direction is given. It is difficult. I

think of a chap in my area who called me
up and said: "I will be out on the street

next week." He's a truck driver of a certain

classification. He is experienced in that ajiea,

but the trucking industry is dead in my area

and there is no way the truckers are going
to get any help. He said: "I will be out on
the street. What am I to do?" I talked to

the administrator about it, and he said, "We
feel he isn't looking for a job." If I were to

go in there, chop the axe and say, "You

go out and find a job in the industrial sec-

tor," he would have a hard time finding a

job too, because the jobs are not there in my
area.

I don't know what the guidelines are that

are sent out by the ministry which relate to

job searches, because the minute you ques-
tion them about it, they will say they have

some other things. If you ask, "Is it done by
regulations?" the answer is, "No, it is not

done by regulations." It is done by a group
that s'ays tl^ is What we will do today, and
it changes from day to day. I think that is

wrong.
There are many i)eople who need help

today. Instead of taking the stand the min-

istry is taking now in saying, "We are not

satisfied with your job searches," knowing
fidl well that the jobs are not there in the

first place, the ministry is going to have to

take a hard look at the situation and come

up with a program to train many of these

yoimg persons. It is hard on these young
persons when they are told,

" You can go
home and let yoiu" parents look after you."

Many parents are facing many diificxdties

today without also having to look after a

person of 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22 years.

I suggest the minister is going to have to

dhange her viewpoint in this particular area.

I hope the Minister of Education will

get off her good intentions and bring in an

appropriate apprenticeship program under
which we can train these people. I know the

amount of money we are receiving from the

federal government, and I have questioned
manv times whether it is being spent as it

!^ould be in a training program, I doubt
that it is, because the evidence is not there

today. I think the money perhaps has been
used for something else. I don't know for

sure, but the minister has been a complete
failure in this area.

If the minister wants to remove many of

these people from the welfare rolls. I suggest
she get them into a decent apprenticeship

program. It's there and people want to get
into it, but it's hard for them under the

existing conditions. And it has to be done in

co-operation with industry, not with the edu-

cational system and that's where it is. Some
of the ministry's programs are good. It takes

them off the welfare rolls and helps many
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students for summer employment. The min-

istry subsidizes t!he wages. If industry can
do it for six months in the siunmertime,

surely they can do it year-round. Just look

at some of these programs —»

•Mr. Deputy Chairman: These are the es-

timates of the Ministry of Community and
Social Services.

Mr. Haggerty: That's ri^t. But we are

dealing with welfare—^people unemployed.
Some of them may be on welfare and some

may not, but they are having diflBculties. I

just can't accept some of the guidelines that

some of the regional administrators of wel-

fare are handing out at the present time. I

think it is being unfair to the number of per-
sons looking for assistance.

12:40 p.m.

I hope the minister will reconsider some
of the viewpoints suggested by the previous

speakers, because I think they have raised a

valid point and I support them on it.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: If the minister

wishes to respond, we will hear him now.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I wish to respond with

regard to the particular point raised by the

member for Windsor-Sandwich (Mr. Boun-

sall) and the honourable member who just

spoke.

To be perfectly honest, there are times

when I don't know Who to believe. For ex-

ample, on the issue in Windsor, when it was
first brought to my attention—I think it was

by the member for Windsor-Sandwich, or

maybe it was the member for Windsor-

Riverside (Mr. Cooke)—the issue of adminis-

trator requiring five job searches a day, I

did respond to that. In fact, I think there is

a letter on its way back to whichever of t3ie

honourable members raised it.

The provincial director of income main-

tenance, at my request, was in touch with the

administrator in the member's community
or municipality. It's my imderstanding that

he denied they were making such requests.
I'm not going to stand here and suggest that

he is lying or that the member is lying, but
I don't know who is telling the truth. Surely,

the administrator, in a city of that size,

knows the legislation. He should. All the

rest of them received our guidelines over a

year ago now, I believe—

Mr. Bounsall: He is part of the problem
not part of the solution. That is our point.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I will, if it is necessary,
but I don't feel that I should have to be

sending out a letter to people following up
receipt of the legislation, guidelines and so

on, saving: "Look, if you don't know how

to exercise your discretion, this is how you
should be exercising it," because really it is

important.

Mr. Bounsall: That's what he is asking.

Hon. Mr. Norton: If that is what that per-
son is requesting, it seems incredible, be-

cause the whole purpose of having flexibility

is so that local municipaUties can take into

consideration local conditions such as the

extreme conditions that may exist in Wind-
sor at the present time.

Mr. Bounsall: Not only is the situation in-

credible, but he is an incredible person.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I'm not going to com-
ment on the personality, because I don't
know him personally. Even if I did, I prob-
ably shouldn't comment on him as a per-

sonality. But we ^vill see it there is anything
further we can do.

Mr. Cooke: What's the minister's position
on job searches?

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's what I'm talk-

ing about. Just listen; don't get so excited.

Let him listen carefully and he will under-
stand.

What is my position on job searches? I

believe that job searches should be part of

this program. It would api)ear to me to be
unrealistic in a community with a very high
rate of unemployment to be asking people
to do five a day. In fact, I don't know how
a i)erson could do five a day at the best of

times if you are going to try to go around
and talk to people about jobs.

Mr. McCIellan: That's right. It's a pretty

stupid policy.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It's not my policy but,

if that is the situation, we will see if we can

help to get it sorted out. It does strike me
as being unrealistic.

Mr. Cooke: Do you support job searches

with 24,000 people unemployed?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I would support jobs

seardhes if there were 500,000 people unem-

ployed, because it seems to me that one of

the things people have to keep doing is keep

trying. I'm not going to encourage people to

throw up their hands and say, "I will never

look again." But I do think one has to be

reasonable about it. If the member is sug-

gesting I should abandon the job search re-

quirement, no, I have no intention of doing
that.

The other thing the honourable member
has to remember is that not all jobs are clear-

ly structured and advertised in the news-

papers and registered at manpower. There

are other jobs available in some communi-
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ties. AH I'm saying is that sometimes it is

possible to find things that way. Even though
the unemployment rate is high, there are

ways to find some work from time to time.

I grew up in a family which was mainly

seasonally employed but they were never

unemployed, and the concept of moving
from one job to another for a few weeks or

a few months during certain seasons was not

foreign to us.

Mr. McClellan: We are getting soft,

aren't we? You think people should hitch-

hike around, right?

Hon. Mr. Norton: No, listen to me. We
have perhaps become a little more rigidly

structured—in our perception of What a job
is in today's society. I think we have to

maintain some flexibility about that. I think

it is not an unrealistic expectation that people

try to—

Interjection.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Listen, we are not get-

ting into a philosophical argument here, I

trust.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: You are supposed-

ly replying to some questions raised by
the member for Erie (Mr. Haggerty).

Hon Mr. Norton: I am trying, with great

difficulty, Mr. Chairman.

I also have responded on the situation in

the agencies in Windsor; at least I have

carried that further since it was raised by,

I believe, the member for Windsor-Sand-

wich—no, it was the member for Windsor-

Riverside; I am sorry. Every time anybody
from Windsor asks anything I can count on

at least three people standing up and en-

dorsing it.

As has been pointed out, the area director

from my ministry is serving on the mayor's

committee, as I imderstand it, and at my
request he came to Toronto to meet with

me about that and about the situation in

the agencies. There was specific reference

at that time to the credit counselling agency,
I believe, and he advised me that at that

point none of the agencies had indicated

to him a request for any special funding.

I asked him specifically to follow up with

the credit counselling agency and he

couldn't, at that point, because at that time,

as I understand it, the director of that

agency was away on two weeks' vacation.

If he is back, then that meeting may have

taken place, but I haven't had confiiTnation

of that yet from the area director.

Mr. Cooke: Other agencies will certainly

talk to us.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That's one way of ap-

proaching it, I suppose. But one of the pur-

poses for my ministry's decentralizing and

having field staff in communities across tliis

province is so people can and will communi-
cate with them and, it's hoped, bring these

things to our attention if the situation Ls as

critical as the member is portraying it in the

agencies. I will once again follow up with

our area director and see if that communica-
tion has gone any further.

I think I have toudhed on most of the

points the member raised. I haven't got
around to the member for Bellwoods (Mr.

McClellan)-

Mr. McClellan: We will be coming back.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Coming back on these?

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Chairman, I have a

couple of brief questions. They are not new
ones; I know they have been raised with the

minister by any number of people. I think

there is an injustice or an unfairness—and

it's certainly i>erceived as an unfairness by
those involved—in terms of the people who
are recipients of provincial benefits, dis-

abled, permanently unemployable, widows,
those on mothers' allowance and so on, who
find that when the cost-of-living increase goes

through in the federal portion of their Cana-
da Pension Plan funding they automatically

get a decrease in the amount of the provin-
cial benefits.

I know the argument that is usually used,

and I would like to have the minister explain

to me why he has this problem working out

something with the federal authorities on

funding. If there is a cost-of-living increase

given through the CPP, somebody who is

drawing as little as $200 or $300 a month-
we have them, and we are referring cases

to the minister all of the time—finds that upon
the receipt of the increase in the CPP pay-

ment the provincial benefits have been de-

creased. They can't understand, and we have

one hell olf a job trying to make them under-

stand, the fairness of the increase they have

just got—supposedly because of cost-of-living

increases in the benefits-'ond why the cost-

of-living increase they have received through
the CPP is reduced in the provincial benefits.

12:50 p.m.

It is impossible to rationalize on the basis

of some kind of federal agreement with

these people. For most of them, that is thrir

only income. To this day, I still m r\t! at

how long Mrs. DiMascio survived—and w'v've

raised that case with the ministry. For most

of these people, it is their total income. They
see a small increase because of the cost-of-
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Irving increase in the federal share, but then

they see the provincial share immediately to

drop by that much.

I don't care how the ministry rationalizes

it. They see the province savins; or cutting
out that amount of money. Whatever the
rationale is, the fact is that those i)eople who
may be receiving $300 a month, to take a
general figure, get an 11 i)€!r cent increase

based on the increase in- the CPP, but then
see the 11 per cent dropped from the pro-
vincial share. They don't imderstand why
they have received no benefits from that par-
ticular increase.

I Would really like to have an explanation
that I can go back to people with that justi-
fies what is happening to them. They are

people at the low end of the income scale.

That is their only income and they are being
hurt. When I say hurt, we can document
some of the examples of this very well.

We've done some of it.

I would like to have a rationale from the

minister as to why we have this situation.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Perliaps I can respond
to that at this point, as the member may
have further things he wants to raise. I

think I have explained the mechanism of why
it happens and the problems in terms of

federal-provincial agreements.

There is another important thing to con-

sider. I presume this lies behind the require-
ment that was laid down in the federal legis-

lation. I think it is important to remember
what was agreed upon vidth the provinces.
I'm not arguing about levels of support at

this point. I'm arguing about what the pur-

pose of the program is. The program is to

provide an income maintenance support to

individuals who are in need in our society.
What is agreed to is a certain level. The
member may say it is too low, but at least

it is a guaranteed level of income that those

persons may receive as a minimum.
Let's say it is $300. What are the conse-

quences if you pass through other benefits,
if the federal requirements were changed?
If you see this as assistance between neigh-
bours or taxpayers, one neighbour assisting

another, you might very well have a situa-

tion where, as a result of the pass-through,
you create great inequities. One person was

perhaps not in the labour force and, there-

fore, not a Canada Pension Plan recipient
or did not have a spouse who had been in

the work force. That person may have no
CPP benefits and would be treated differ-

ently from those who did. That person would
be receiving less in total income than those

who do receive Canada Pension Plan bene-
fits.

By having the agreement between the fed-

eral government and the provinces establish-

ing levels with each province as a standard

level for certain categories of people, up to

which they will receive assistance, at least it

does not allow for the other kind of inequity,
where your neighbour may be getting $300,
but nothing from the Canada Pension Plan,
wliile you may be getting $300, plus ad-

ditional amounts from the Canada Pension
Plan. Presumably, you would have to allow
as well for additional income from other

private pension plans or whatever. You
could have a great inequity created if you
pass everything through.
Where do you draw the line? I ask that

as a rhetorical question. I don't know. The
agreement between the federal government
and i!he provinces does specifically require
that other sources of income from the fed-
eral government be deducted until such time
as there is an agreement to a general ink-

crease in the level of benefits—^for example,
the family benefits we recently had.

What would probably solve that problem
would be if we could manage each year to

co-ordinate our increases with the Canada
Pension Plan increases. Then it would not

be a problem, even if we did not index it.

I do not think there is mudh chance of that.

But if our increases coincided vdth the fed-

eral increases, there would not be the same

perception problem and everyone would go

up whether or not they got CPP and they
still would be maintained at a constant level.

There is a degree of equity in that as well.

Just to say "Pass it through" is fraught with
diflBculties.

Mr. McClellan: What is so difficult about

implementing that kind of simultaneous ad-

justment?

Hon. Mr. Norton: As a matter of fact, in

January 1979 they did coincide. I think the

problems are sometimes technical and some-
times economic.

Mr. McClellan: There really are no tech-

nical problems, are there?

Hon. Mr. Norton: There is a technical

problem in getting one's hands on the money
sometimes.

Mr. McClellan: Or is it because you're just

too cheap?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Oh, come on now. Let's

not engage in that kind of vitriolic argument.
I'm trying to be nice to the honourable
member today.
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Mr. McCIellan: Just miserliness. All right, the

minister can do it, but the money isn't there.

Hon. Nfr. Norton: It depends when the

money becomes available to introduce it.

Mr. McCIellan: Administratively, there is

no problem, is there?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, there could be.

The member has to talk about a specific

time, a specific place and a specific set of

circumstances before I can answer that ques-
tion. As a general statement, certainly there

could be.

Mr. Foulds: Let's try January 15, 1980, for

a start.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It was not possible for

me to do it then, because the money was not

available at that point. It's as simple as that.

In fact, it happened in March.

Mr. Foulds: Make it an ongoing thing.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Every March? What he
wants is to get it to coincide with the in-

crease in the Canada Pension Plan, I agree
that would solve a lot of the confusion.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: At this point would
the minister like to move that the committee
rise and report?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I certainly would, Mr.
Chairman.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Norton, the com-
mittee of supply reported progress.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to announce a sUght change in the business

of the House for next Monday. We were

going to proceed with the 1980-81 estimates

of the Ministry of Intergovernmental Affairs

in committee of supply. Since the supple-

mentary estimates for 1979-80 are not con-

cluded, I would like to suggest that we con-

tinue with the Ministry of Community and
Social Services and then with the Ministry
of Culture and Recreation and the Ministry
of Health. If those are completed, we will

move to the Ministry of Intergovernmental
Affairs.

We would send the 1979-80 supplementary
estimates for the ministries of Colleges and
Universities and Education, by motion, to

the social development committee, which will

be meeting on Monday afternoon to begin
consideration of the 1980-81 estimates of the

ministries of Education and Colleges and
Universities. That committee can deal with

the supplementaries first, report them back
to the House, and then continue with the

1980-81 estimates.

The House adjourned at 12:59 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

NAKINA FIRE

Mr. J. A. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a

point of personal privilege to protest a com-

munique issued by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion (Mr. S. Smith) on Friday. In my view,
his accusations against responsible members
of this House have dragged him and some
members of his caucus and staff to a new and

disgraceful depth. I believe that at the very
least he should apologize to those members
of the standing committee on resources de-

velopment whom he has slandered and ac-

cused of resorting to the grossest abuse of

the elementary rules of Parliament.

He suggests he has been responsible and
restrained in the matter of the tragic fire in

northern Ontario which took the lives of
seven young people. In fact, from the very
beginning, he and certain members of his

caucus and staff have used this tragic event
for callous political purposes, and continue
to do so by issuing this statement of last

Friday. He accuses others while it is he and
his who are guilty of opportunism and in-

nuendo, the depth of which this House has

happily not experienced for a very long time.

I recognize, Mr. Speaker, the limitations on
your power to restrain the Leader of the

Opposition and that ultimately it will be the

voters who will judge his motives and his

morality, but as a member of the resources

development committee I deeply resent being
accused of connivance and refuse to fall prey
to the smear tactics of the leader of the
official opposition. I seek your redress.

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I am not sure

whether you would like to respond to the
member's point of privilege, because I have

my own point of privilege on the same mat-
ter.

In the Globe and Mail there is an article in

which the member for Prince Edward-
Lennox (Mr. J. A. Taylor) and the member
for Durham York (Mr. W. Newman) imply
that members on this side of the House have
been seeking political advantage out of the

tragic deaths of i)eople in a fire up north. I

Monday, April 21, 1980

find that to be the most despicable sltir I

have ever heard in my time in this House,
and I find this to be the lowest depth to

which this House has sunk in the four or

five years I have had the experience of being
here.

To smear somebody by suggesting that he
and his party are trying to make political

capital out of a tragic situation in which

very serious questions have arisen regarding
whether the deaths of those young people
should ever have occurred, and having
occurred, regarding how those deaths were

investigated and dealt with and how the

minister conducted himself, is the lowest and
most despicable insult and slur I have suffer-

ed in this House. I demand that it be with-

drawn by the member for Prince Edward-
Lennox and by the member for Durham-
York.

Mr. Speaker: I am not going to get in-

volved in something that took place else-

where over which the Speaker has no con-

trol, namely, what has gone on and what is

continuing in a committee of this House. The

point raised by the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox in objecting to something
that the Leader of the Opposition said and

the response here by the Leader of the Op-
position highlight the kind of diflBculty that

members get into when they use excessive

language. If language such as that were used

in the course of debate, I think it could be

taken by the Speaker to be something said

that might lead to or cause grave disorder.

For obvious reasons, I am not going to

try to mediate the obvious difference of

opinion between the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox and the Leader of the

Opposition. All I can do in my position is

to caution all members to be restrained,

particularly in such a sensitive area as that

giving rise to the exchange, to be very

responsible, to be very civil ond to treat

their colleagues, all honourable members in

this House, with civility and decorum. That
is about all I can do.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, may I ask for

guidance then? When these situations arise

in regard to statements such as I read in

the Globe and Mail on Saturday, having
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b^en in that committee on a number of

occasions when the agreement was that we
would not discharge the order of that piece
of business until after the inquest, and then
to see the statements that come forward that

it is being muzzled, I would like to know
how we handle it.

Mr. Speaker: You will deal with it in

committee. If something is referred to in

this House that can properly be dealt with

by the Speaker and it is requested by the

committee through the chairman, we will

deal with it at that time. That is all I am
going to say on it.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order: This has nothing to do with what
went on in the committee other than that it

is reflected in the statement by the member
for Prince Edward-Lennox. We have a rule

in this House that prohibits any member
from imputing motives. The honourable
member has clearly done that in the

Speaker's presence and he should be forced
to withdraw.

Mr. Speaker: The same thing could be
said to have arisen as a result of statements

by the Leader of the Opposition. All I can
do is caution members that you are respon-
sible for statements that you make whether

they be by use of excessive language or not.

I am sure you do not want me to control

what members say outside this House.

Mr. Nixon: Except that he said it just a

moment ago in here.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT HEARINGS
Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I have a point

of order which may contain some elements
of a point of privilege too. I believe the
orders of this House and perhaps the

privileges have been breached by the Pro-
vincial Secretary for Resources Development
(Mr. Brunelle). He has proceeded with the

preparation and hearings of a plan for the

Niagara Escarpment contrary to the decisions

and the orders of this House.

2:10 p.m.

The Niagara Escarpment Planning and

Development Act, 1973, section 3 as amend-
ed, provides that: "The Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development may by order
establish or amend the Niagara Escarpment
Planning Area and shall in the order direct

the commission to prepare a plan for the

planning area or any part thereof."

Subsection 3 of that section provides that

any such order must be laid before this

assembly as soon as practical but not later

than the next ensuing session. Then, and I

quote from the act, ". . . the assembly shall,

by resolution, declare the order or amend-
ing order approved, revoked or varied."

On November 18, 1974, the assembly
approved, after debate, the order contained
in regulation 118-74, which directed that a

plan be prepared to cover the designated
area of approximately 5,200 square kilometres
on the escarpment and adjacent to it. Sub-

sequent to that date, two further minor
amendments were approved.
Then on May 19, 1978, the minister re-

leased a statement that requested the com-
mission to prepare a plan for a revised area.

The requested planning area reduced the

planning boundaries by 63 per cent to 1,923

square kilometres. The Niagara Escarpment
Commission h^is now produced a plan for

that area and the hearings on that plan
commenced about one week ago.

The order with the direction for that plan
for the revised area has never been placed
before this assembly. The lawful statutory

plan is still the one approved by this assem-

bly and there is no statutory authority for the

current plan and the hearings that are no^v

taking plaice.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are being

spent by all sides on a hearing that has no

meaning. The Niagara Escarpment Commis"
sion in its proposed plan for the Niagara
Escarpment states that when the plan for

the reduced area is finally approved—the

Niagara Escarpment Plan—Ontario regula-

tion 118-74 shall be amended accordinf^lv.

The act clearly provides that this assemblv
shall determine, not after the fact, but in ad-

vance of the plan being prepared, what the

boundaries of the plan shall be.

I contend that the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development has breached the

privileges of every member and the orders

of this House by failing to obtain the ap-

proval of this assembly by resolution as re-

quired by the Niagara Escarpment Plannin-g

and Development Act, 1973.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the hon-

oiu'able member knows this is a proposed

plan. The hearing that is being conducted
now is to receive the input from municipali-

ties, various public groups and individuals.

After the hearings are terminated the hear-

ing oflBcers will prepare their report and

submit it to the government. Only after we
have had those reports will the plan be either

amended, accepted or rejected.

With reference to section 3, which the

member has quoted, everything that has been
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done so far has been perfectly in accordance

with the Niagara Escarpment Planning and

Development Act, 1973.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on this point
of order and to explain further, because there

is a little bit of history to this, it is similar

to the procedures of the parkway belt. As

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment explained, if we were to go the

route the member for Welland-Thorold (Mr.

Swart) is suggesting, it would be a resolu-

tion of this House to impose a plan without

the hearings being held in terms of the loCal

municipalities and the people aflFected.

Mr. Swart: No; the planning area, not the

plan.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, members opposite
voted on the legislation. The hearings are

held, the recommended plan comes to the

government, then it is debated here in the

House. That was the procedure used in the

parkway belt, or very close to it.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

ASBESTOS HAZARDS
Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, on April 3 in

a statement to the Legislature, I outlined

this government's activities in relation to

health and safety arising from the use of

asibestos in Ontario. I described the programs'
now under way in our educational institu-

tions, in the Toronto Transit Commission

subway system, in field inspection activities,

as well as a variety of assessment and moni-

toring activities under the overall direction

of the interministerial working group com-

posed of representatives from the ministries

of Labour, Environment, Consumer and
Commercial Relations, Education and Health.

Members will recall that in my statement
of April 3 I referred to the fact that I was

considering additional steps aimed at en-

suring, first, that ample opportunity is

afforded for full public input into our assess-

ment of this important matter and, second,
that we have the benefit of the best medical,
scientific and other expert advice, both from
within the government and from the com-

munity at large, in arriving at conclusions as

to the need for further remedial action.

The government has now reached the

conclusion that these aims can best be
achieved by means of a broad-'based inquiry

pursuant to the Public Inquiries Act. I am
pleased to aimounce that a royal commission
has been appointed to study the entire

matter. The members of the commission will

be Dr. Stefan Dupre, Dr. Eraser Mustard,
and Dr. Robert Uffin.

The commission's terms of reference are as

follows: (1) to investigate all matters related

to health and sjifety arising from the use

of asbestos in Ontario; (2) to identify the

relevant data related to asbestosis, meso-
thelioma and other diseases and health

hazards of persons working with or exposed
to asbestos in Ontario; (3) to review the

present basis for Workmen's Compensation
Board awards as they relate to occupational
health matters affecting workers exposed to

asbestos, including any special programs
dealing with the rehabilitation of such

workers; (4) to make such recommendations
in relation to (1), (2) and (3) above as are

deemed to be appropriate.
Dr. Dupre is a professor of pohtical

science at the University of Toronto and
former chairman of the department of

political economy at the University of To-
ronto. He was a member of the National

Research Council of Canada from 1969-77.

He was the full-time chairman of the On-
tario Council on University Affairs from
1974-77. His most recent public service

assignment was as a member of the Pro-

fessional Organizations Committee of the

Attorney General of Ontario. He brings to

this new assignment a wealth of public
service experience and dedication.

Dr. Eraser Mustard is the dean of the

faculty of health sciences at McMaster

University. He had a distinguished career as

a scholar, administrator, practitioner and
teacher, wdth special experience and interest

in public and occupational health. He was
a member of the Ontario Council of Health
from 1966-72, chairman of the Health

Planning Task Force for the Ministry of

Health, 1973-74, and a member of the

Ontario Council on University Affairs from
1975 to the present. In addition, he is chair-

man of mv Advisory Council on Occupa-
tional Health and Occupational Safety and
in that capacity has provided effective and
determined leadership over the last two and
a half years. Like Dr. Dupre, he is highly

qualified to undertake this challenging assign-
ment.

Dr. Robert Uffin is the dean of the faculty
of applied sciences at Queen's University, a

professor of engineering and a geophysicist.

He is a fellow of the Royal Society of

Canada and a former member of the Science

Council of Canada. He is a fellow of the

Geological Society of America and before

joining the faculty at Queen's acted as the

chief science adviser to the federal govern-
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ment. Dr. UflBn has a long history of dedi-

cated public service and has an enviable

reputation in the scientific and engineering
communities.

The order in council appointing the com-
mission ensures that it will have full co-

operation and assistance from all government
ministries, boards, agencies and commissions,
as well as the authority to engage counsel,

expert technical advisers, investigators and
other staflF as the commissioners may deem
appropriate in order that a complete and

comprehensive report may be prepared and
submitted to the government.
The commission's appointment does not

mean that our activities will be suspended
or otherwise delayed. We shall continue
with the school inspection program, with
the monitoring of the Toronto Transit Com-
mission subway system, with our inspection

program aimed at locating asbestos exposure
sites, with our analysis of submissions made
concerning the proposed occupational stand-

ards for asbestos, and generally with the
work of the interministerial task force to

which I have referred. Indeed, if further

immediate action of a remedial nature

appears to be warranted, we will not hesi-

tate to act simply because a commission has
been appointed to conduct a thorough study
of the entire subject.

I know all members will join with me in

expressing gratitude to these three dis-

tinguished commissioners for accepting this

important public service assignment.

2:20 p.m.

MINAKI LODGE
Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr, Speaker, Minald

Lodge was constructed by Canadian National

Railways in 1926 as an imposing and his-

toric resort complex built in the same tradi-

tion of major Canadian railway hotels suCh

as Banff Springs, Jasper Park and Chateau
Lake Louise.

In 1955, Minald was sold to American
interests. It became available for Canadian

ownership some 10 years later at a time

when many people in this province felt the

lodge represented an impressive and valu-

able asset to Canada if properly restored and

developed.

Mr. Eakins: The Minister of Northern

Affairs (Mr. Bemier) might have thought
that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: So did John and Pat

Reid.

Mr. Eakins: Read the record.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do you know what

John Reid said this morning? "I am relieved

and pleased that the government of Ontario

has entered into a far-reaching agreement for

Minaki Lodge."
Term loans from the Northern Ontario De-

velopment Corporation enabled a Canadian

entrepreneiu" to purchase the hotel and begin
renovations to transform Minaki Lodge from

a seasonal-use facility into a year-round
resort.

Mr. Martel: Big deal.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You could have had

your caucus meetings there then.

JBefore renovations could be completed,
the owner declared bankruptcy. In 1974 the

government of Ontario assumed ownership of

the lodge in order to protect $550,000 in

NODC loans and to ensure Minaki did not

default on a $500,000 mortgage to a US in-

dustrialist.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: I am sure all northerners

would like to hear this.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I knew you would
have some sympathy for it, Mr. Speaker,
even if the Liberal Party does not.

Hon. Mr. Snow: They don't have any in

that party.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He didn't show up
today.

To date, some $10 million has been in-

vested in Minaki Lodge. These funds were

used to acquire the property, discharge

creditors, pay suppliers, operate during the

smnmer of 1974, completely reconstruct and

refiu-bish the main lodge, and mothball,

maintain and secure the main lodge. Of that

simi, $4.8 million has been invested in

capital reconstruction.

By 1978 we were faced vdth the alterna-

tives of tearing down the lodge and realizing

a complete loss on our $10-million invest-

ment, or turning that investment into produc-
tive use by completing the lodge, while at

the same time providing an added stimulus

to the already growing tom-ism market in

northwestern Ontario.

In 1978 our government decided to con-

tinue with the redevelopment of the lodge to

make it a year-round recreational meeting

facility and family resort. To do that re-

quired both the further investment of funds

and the hiring of a first-class private sector

operator with a knowledge, appreciation and

commitment to the north.

On June 28, 1978, the cabinet directed my
ministry and the boards of directors of
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Minaki Lodge Resort Limited and Minaki

Development Company Limited to negotiate
a management agreement with a nkajor hotel/

resort chain to operate Minaki Lodge for

the government upon completion. We were
also instructed to undertake a three-year pro-

gram to complete the design and construc-

tion of Minaki Lodge, together with all the

required ancillary features, support services

and fixtures necessary to bring the lodge to

operational status.

On receipt of the cabinet minute, all

major Canadian liotel chains were invited

to discuss proposals with the Minaki board.

Our search for a potential private sector

management group was deliberately focused

on major Canadian companies. Four Cana-
dian operators expressed positive interest in

negotiating a management aigreement. Un-

fortunately, for a variety of reasons, our
discussions with these companies were not

successful.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Pat Reid is going to

hate you for saying these things.
In September of last year I invited Mr.

Rol^ert A. RubinofF, formerly executive vice-

president of Commonwealth Holiday Inns, to

lead a task force whose mandate it was to

find a suitable company to manage and
operate the hotel. Other members of this

task force included Mr. Da\'id B. Caswell,

president, Sheraton-Caswell Inns and chair-

man of Minaki Lodge Resort Limited; Mr.
Frederick J. Boyer, president and chief

executive officer of Minaki Lodge Resort

Limited, and Mr. John Maxwell, assistant

deputy minister of tourism in my ministry.

During the seven months in which the

RubinofF task force met, 18 international

hoteliers were contacted, of which seven
were major Canadian-owned-and-operated
companies. Proposals from a number of com-
panies were received and considered.

I am pleased to report to the Legislature
this afternoon that we have completed nego-
tiations and signed a management agreement
with the Radisson Hotels, a major inter-

national hotel chain, to operate and manage
Minaki Lodge, With the signing of that

agreement, operation of the 150-room, world-
class Minaki Lodge will commence in the

spring of 1982.

The Radisson Hotels operate 23 first-class,

deluxe properties with 8,000 guest rooms.
Twelve of those properties are located in

the north-central United States, of which
three are world-class wilderness resorts, in-

cluding the 170-room Radisson Arrowwood

in Alexandria, Miimesota; the lOO-room
Radisson Inn Grand Portage in Grand

Portage, Minnesota, and Minnesuing Acres,
a popular corporate meeting facility with

accommodation for 100 people in Douglas
county, Wisconsin. All these hotels are

located within 480 miles of Minaki Lodge.
RadLsson's years of experience in operat-

ing these highly successful wilderness resorts

were a primary consideration in our choice

of this company to operate and manage
Minaki Lodge. The Radisson Hotels' head
office is based in Minneapolis/St. Paul, where

they have a large marketing staflF and five

properties operating more than 2,000 rooms.

The company's concentration in the north-

central United States was also a significant

factor, as our market studies indicate the

US states of Wisconsin, Miimesota and
Illinois to be principal target markets for

Minaki Lodge. In fact, these were the tra-

ditional markets for Minaki during its long
and successful period of operation.

The Radisson Hotels is a division of Carl-

son Companies Incorporated, one of

America's largest privately held corporations,
with annual sales in excess of $1 billion. In

addition to Radisson, Carlson's travel hold-

ings include PIC Travel, a major incentive

travel company, and Trek Travel Service of

Toronto, which operates three outlets

specializing in incentive travel.

Carlson Companies have also recently ac-

quired First Travel Corporation of Van Nuys,
California. Divisions of First Travel Cor-

poration include Firstours, a major tour

operator; and the well-known chain of retail

travel agencies, Ask Mr. Foster Travel Serv-

ice, with more than 100 outlets in the United

States, as well as a Canadian operation in

Toronto. The Radisson Hotels' connection

v/ith First Travel Corporation will ensure

that Minaki Lodge has access to a sophisti-

cated and reliable system of reservations

operating throughout the United States and
Canada.

The Minaki companies have signed a man-

agement agreement with the Radisson Hotels

whereby Minaki Lodge will pay a corporate
fee to Radisson of five per cent of gross

operating income annually, or $100,000,
whichever is the greater amount. In addi-

tion, there is an incentive fee payable to

Radisson of 10 per cent of the gross operat-

ing profit annually. The percentage fees are

standard in the industry, and the minimimi

fee of $100,000 is lower than standard and

the lowest fee submitted by any company
during the RubinoflF task force negotiations.
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Radisson's proven and demonstrated ex-

pertise in supervisory services and in the

preparation of financial projections, market-

ing programs and operating manuals will be

available to the departments of Minaki Lodge
by means of a one-time technical assistance

fee of $75,000. This fee will be payable to

Radisson between the execution of the agree-
ment and the opening date of Minaki Lodge.
The agreement we have signed is for a

term of 15 years, and it can be terminated

by the government for any reason vidth 90

days' notice and the payment of a $100,000
termination fee.

The optimal operating capacity for Minaki

calls for a 150-room facility operating dining
a 140-day season. It is expected that the

government will show a positive cash flow of

$226,000, after management and incentive

fees, in the third year of operations. The
new Minaki Lodge will initially operate

during a 140-^day period from mid-May to

mid-September. Radisson intends to extend

this season and eventually run a year-roimd

operation, similar to its other northern re-

sorts.

Radisson, through a subsidiary of the Carl-

son group of companies, will be responsible
for providing services such as conceptual

planning, architectural design, interior de-

sign and construction. Our government has

required that, except in very unusual circum-

stances and where agreed by us, all pro-
fessional services, equipment, supplies and
services will be Canadian, during both con-

struction and operation.

iWith the completion of the final design,
construction to finish Minaki Lodge will

begin this year. Marketing efi^orts will get
under way immediately, and the lodge will

open its doors to the public in the spring of

1982.

2:30 p.m.

Existing facilities at Minaki include an

impressive main lodge, adjoining loimges,

dining room, restaurant, shops, ballroom and
kitchens as well as the Hoist Point fishing

lodge in the nearby town of Minaki. Recrea-

tionail facilities include a golf course, modem
indoor swinnning pool and sauna, tennis

courts, and downhill skiing with sno^v-making
equipment and a chalet.

The lodge is located adjacent to the Win-
nipeg River system and extends into the
south end of Sand Lake which, along with
other clear lakes and streams in the area,
offers excellent recreational fishing and hunt-

ing.

We estimate that an additional investment

of $10 miUion to $12 million will be required
to build 150 guest rooms, upgrade indoor

and outdoor recreational facilities-

Mr. Eakins: It will take 100 years.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If members are

against it, they can say so. Is the honourable

member for Victoria-Haliburton (Mr. Eakins)

going to say so after? He does not have to

heckle; he just has to say he is opposed to

reopening Minaki Lodge.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and complete in-

terior work required to turn Minaki Lodge
into a world-class family resort and business

mefeting complex, which I am sure the mem-
bers of the Liberal Party will support when
they go to northwestern Ontario.

An investment of this order will not only

bring Minaki Lodge to full operational status,

but it is estimated that it will also offer

additional regional benefits of more than $30
million over 15 years in today's dollars. This

investment wiH create 50 new direct and 30
new indirect jobs during the course of con-

struction. When operational for a 140-day

season, we estimate that more than 150 direct

seasonal jobs, as well as numerous indirect

spinoff emoloyment opportunities will be
created in the region, especially in the town
of Minaki.

A final word about Radisson Hotels: Radis-

son is a highly capable growth company,
with demonstrated ability in operating world-

class hotels and resorts, particularly northern

resorts similar to Minaki. The company has

an excellent reputation in the United States,

and is highly regarded in northwestern On-
tario and Manitoba, both of which will be

important markets for the lodge.
The decision to complete the construction

and development of Minaki underlines our

government's commitment to northwestern

Ontario. The response from that side of the

House indicates the commitment from over

there. I am confident that under Radisson's

management, Minaki will become once again
a successful and profitable operation, a world-

class resort of which we can be proud, and a

catiilyst for the growing tourism indlistry in

the north.

I would like at this time to express my per-
sonal appreciation to Bob Rubinoff and David
Caswell who are with us today in the

Speaker's gallery. Their efforts and commit-
ment during the past number of months have

Ibejen instrumental in the successful comple-
tion of our negotiations.

I would also like to thank the members of

the Minaki board of directors, with special
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thanks to Fred Boyer, president and chief

executive oflRcer of Minaki Lodge Resort

Limited, and John Maxwell, my assistant

deputy minister of toiu-ism, for the immense
contribution they have made in the realization

of this undtertaking to restore viability and
success to Minaki Lodge.

REDIRECTING QUESTIONS
Mr. Speaker: Before we get to oral ques-

tions, the Premier (Mr. Davis), rose on a point
of order on Friday in my absence, taking

exception to the redirection of supple-
mentaries to ministers other than the minister

to whom the original question was directed.

I would like to draw to the attention of the

Premier that I dealt with this specific ques-
tion on April 20, 1979, as a result of a

similar point of order raised by the honour-

able member for Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt).

I would remind all members that we find

in our research that in 1980 alone, 17 ques-
tions have been redirected, one of which was
redirected' back to the original answerer,

three of which were redirected by the minis-

ter, and the riest of which were redirected by
the questioner.

I take the position as presiding officer that

we should not be doing anything that would

place an imposition on a member with regard
to what he can do in this House. If it is

clearly something he does that is in conflict

with one of the standing orders, it is the

responsibility of the presiding oflBcer to call

him to order.

I take the position that the managerial

prerogative obtains—that is, that you have

the right to do anything unless you are ex-

pressly prohibited from doing so by some
kind of contractual agreement. I think it is

the responsibility of all presiding ofiicers in

this House to facilitate the orderly conduct
of business. This means the way in which

questions are asked and the way in which
answers are given.

I don't think it is the responsibility of the

cha'r to hamstring the operation of this

House. It seems to me that people should

be allowed to do anything to facilitate the

business of the House as long as it is not

in conflict with an order.

In my research I find there is nothing in

the procedure that we have accepted, cer-

tainly over the past year in this House, that

would disallow the redirection. This is at the

request of some of the ministers themselves

and it seems to be working well, so I see no
reason to change it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am the

last one who wants to inhibit any discussion

in this House. I am more than prepared to

accept your guidance, but I would point out

I think there is a modest distinction. The
rules are fairly clear, Mr. Speaker, as I read

them—and I am not nearly as familiar with

them as you are—that when a question is

asked by a member of the opposition to a

minister, the minister has the right, and I

think in some cases the obligation, to re-

direct it because the answer to it probably
could be in those cases more appropriately
given by some other minister. I think the

rules make that quite clear, and I don't think

there has ever been any dispute about it.

What I guess I rose about, Mr. Speaker—
and here is where you will have to exercise

your judgement as to whether a question is

truly a supplementary-

Mr. Breaugh: That's the problem. Bill. Put
in a grievance.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, I am the last one
to do so. I am delighted to answer anything
that is asked.

But I do suggest there is a growing ten-

dency for a member to ask an initial ques-
tion of a minister, then on what may be in

his mind a somewhat related subject but

which is probably the subject of a separate

question, redirect a supplementary to another

minister. This adds somethincr of a burden
on th? Speaker, Perhaps it will be necessary
for the Speaker to assess more carefully

whether the supplementary is, in fact, a

supplementary.
I w^.s iust rfisinrr the point. As I say, I

have no real objection to the process other

than I sensed that this v/as a gr^^wint? pro-

f^edure whereby the members opposite, quite

frankly, were asking different ministers some-

times unrelated questions as supplementaries.
I just draw it to your attention, Mr. Speaker.
I think the rules are very clear on the one

side of it, but they are not clear on the

other. I question whether or not we have

to be just a shade more careful in this

process.

Mr. Speaker: The Premier raises an en-

tirely different question. It is somewhat re-

lated, but if you are talking about the nature

of the supplementary, all presiding officers

are aware of that and we will be monitoring

it.

With regard to the redirection, it is a

precedent that was established that seems to

be working well. But you do make a good

point with regard to the nature and the

content of the supplementary, and we are

very aware of that.
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ORAL QUESTIONS

SUDBURY TEACHERS' STRIKE

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to ask a question of the Minister of Educa-
tion (Miss Stephenson) regarding the Sudbury
secondary school strike which has apparently
reached another impasse.
The minister's own conscience must surely

tell her that after 47 days—and it will be 50
instructional days this Thiursday, many of

which are for people on a semester system-
after 47 or 50 instructional days those sec-

ondary school students are being deprived
of the quality of education they deserve.

I know the rules the minister operates on
are the Premier's (Mr. Davis) rules, they are

not hers; she simply has no choice but to

work within them. But given that her re-

sponsibility as minister is to provide a good
education for every child in Ontario and

given that she can't possibly fulfil that re-

sponsibility in this instance, does she not

believe the only honourable course she can
take in the face of being unable to provide
the education for these children in Sudbury
is to resign her portfolio?

2:40 p.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I

would like to remind the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) that the mles that

were established were not the Premier's

rules; they were the rules approved by this

House and I gather in some instances they
were initiated by certain members of this

House who are not necessarily on the govern-
ment side. Those rules are in place at the

present time and since this is a jurisdiction

which functions imder the rules of order and
law, I would believe the most appropriate

thing to try to do is to follow that rule of

order and law.

No one is more acutely aware of the pre-
dicament in which the students in Sudbury
find themselves at the present time than I

am. I am rapidly running short of patience
with the parties to this neccotiation and I

have established a specific date within my
mind, beyond which I will brook no con-

tinuation of this present impasse. I have not

given the parties-

Mr. Nixon: I understand that is June 28.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: No, it is not. I

have not igiven the parties any intimation of

that date nor shall I give it to this House,
but if there is no action on the part of those

responsible for this activity by that time, then

obviously action must be taken in another

way.

The parties to this negotiation and the

parties in any set of negotiations under Bill

100 must be aware that legislation was
drafted in the light of a responsible dis-

charge of the obligations imposed by the

legisilation. It's i)erfectly obvious that in some
situations that responsibihty is not being
assumed and that obligation is not being dis-

charged.

tl would like the parties in Sudbury to

know that it is up to them to find a settle-

ment in short order because there will in

fact, inherent in that solution, be the neces-

sity to ensure the students in Sudbury make

up the time they have lost this year.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
and she is not going to resign, obviously—

Hon. Miss Stephenson: To the Leader of

the Opposition's final question, no, I will not.

Thank you.

Mr. S. Smith: I smiuised that. I am dis-

appointed but I did surmise that from h"r

answer.

Mr. Conway: Bismarck in a skirt!

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary: Given that the minister is

undoubtedly sincere in her rapid loss of

patience with the parties concerned, but

given that our concern should not be so

much for the parties as for the children who
are being deprived—children who, by the end
of this week, in the non-semester situation

will have lost 27 per cent of their total in-

stmctional days and will have only 20 per
cent of instructional days remaining so that

they will have to do better than twice the

rate of learning, and who in the semester

situation will have lost by the end of this

week 53 per cent of their instructional year
—how can she possibly sit there and tell us

th^t she is still willing to let this continue

and that she is still willing to operate under

these rules? Why doesn't she have the cour-

age to do what we suggested and change
the rules so the parties to these disputes will

have compulsory arbitration of a fair type
and the students will not be the ones to

suflFer as has happened unconscionably in

this case?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, for

any legislature to operate upon the thesis

presented by the Leader of the Opposition
would mean that if we don't like the rules,

We change the game overnight in the face

of any single circumstance. That is not the

way in which a democracy functions. It is

perfectly obvious that the Leader of the

Opposition has not looked at the number of
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ways in which it is quite possible to achieve

the goal which I mentioned just a few
moments ago, which is that indeed the edu-

cational program must in fact be concluded

successfully and appropriately for all the

students within the Sudbury system within

this calendar year.

Mr. S. Smith: The minister knows it can't

be done.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Yes, it can be done.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-
mentary in three parts. First of all, is the

minister aware of a statement by the federa-

tion which states the following: "The actions

of both the Sudbury trustees and the leader

of the Ontario Liberal Party have done more
to prolong the Sudbury strike than any other

group involved?" Is the Minister of Educa-
tion aware of that statement which came out

today?
Did she get a petition today from some

8,200 people, signed by people in Sudbury,
asking that she not get involved? Finally,
is she prepared to lengthen the school year
until the end of June and include additional

hours to make sure the young people get
their year, whenever this strike is resolved,
v.'ithout interference from them?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, the

answer to the first question is that I saw that

just a few moments ago. The answer to the

second question is that to my knowledcje at

this point I have not received that letter.

Tlie answer to the third question is there are

?. number of alternatives which I think

sliould be explored to ensure that the quality
of education of those children is not reduced
as a result of this very prolonged strike.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question: Since the matter was not raised

in the Legislature by any of the represen-
tatives from the Sudbury area, would the

minister not agree that the statute is flawed
if it leaves the responsibility with the Educa-
tion Relations Commission to decide whether
or not the students' education is in jeopardy
v/hen the strike can go on this long without
such a recommendation being forthcoming?

It seems to me their judgement is in ques-
tion and their actions in this connection a

fiasco, since there is no doubt the students'

education must be in jeopardy.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, as the

honourable member obviously knows, con-
cern about the way in which that piece of

legislation has functioned since it was
promulgated led to the appointment of the
external review committee of Bill 100. That

committee at this point in writing its report
which I gather will be provided to me by
May 1, the date on which it said it would

report. The hearings have been anything but

secret. They have been open in six areas of

the province, available to anyone who wish-

ed to present a brief or a position at a

hearing.
It would seem to be most appropriate to

await that report before taking any precipi-
tate action on the basis of a single instance.

This incident does not fill me with any great

glee, I must tell you. It is particularly pain-
ful in the light of the experience of the

young people in Sudbury, 445 of whom from

grades 12 and 13 have gone elsewhere to

complete their education, and some 90 of

whom have finished school completely. They
are apparently now employed and are not

going to continue their education.

The loss of 535 young people from the

educational program in Sudbury is one which
I view with great gravity and it is one which,
as I have said, we will attempt to resolve

fairly and honestly, but particularly on be-
half of the young people.

Mr. NLxon: Fairly honesdy?
Hon. Miss Stephenson: Fairly and honestly,

I said.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: Has the minister been ad-

vised that the Education Relations Commis-
sion does not intend to issue a report on

jeopardy until the end of this week at the

earliest? Does the minister have any informa-

tion as to when they might be issuing such
a report?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I have
not been advised that they are going to issue

a report on jeopardy at the end of this week.
I am advised that I shall be hearing from
them within the next 48 hours or so.

INCO EMISSIONS

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

direct a question to the Minister of the En-
vironment (Mr. Parrott). Is the minister aware
of the statement made today by the federal

Minister of the Environment that, according
to his information, Inco Limited could reduce
its pollutant emissions by some 50 to 60

per cent without a tremendous cost being
involved? I think he estimated the cost at

something in the neighbourhood of 20 cents

a pound on the selling price of nickel.

If the minister is familiar with those facts,

does he agree with the federal Minister of

the Environment that Inco is capable horn
a technical point of view of introdiicing a
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50 to 60 per cent improvement in its emis-
sions rapidly and without a tremendous cost

involved, and will the program he says he
wiU be bringing in shortly ask for that degree
of improvement at the very minimum?

2:50 p.nu

Hon. Mr. Parrott: M. Speaker, as the
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith)

knows, we had a meeting with the Honoiur-

able John Roberts this morning. I am familiar

with the statement the minister made and I

think he would assure the Leader of the

Opposition and the other members of the

House that he found that meeting a very
fruitful meeting, as I did. As far as ths de-

tails are concerned of what we will be say-

ing relating to a control order or how we
will deal with the Inco situation and other

emissions of sulphur and nitrous oxide, we
will be makinng that statement some time
next week.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary:
I understand the minister may wish to wait
for his statement next week before say-

ing what he is going to do, but could he

please respond to the portion of the question
which asked whether the facts he has been

given by his stafiF are in accord with the view
of the federal Minister of the Environment
that Inco is capable of a 50 per cent to 60
per cent reduction in emissions from a

technical point of view right now, very
rapidly and without an enormous price
dijfferential being involved? Is the informa-
tion from his own staff in accord vdth that

particular view?

When the minister answers that, to save
a further supplementary later on, would he
also comment on the other statement Mr.
Roberts apparently made, which was that the
United States regards an Ontario crackdown
on Inco, at least to the extent about w'hich

we are talking, as a sort of prerequisite be-
fore any kind of serious work dealing with
the add rain problem internationally can
occur?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: As a matter of fact,

with resi)ect to the first part of that ques-
tion, the oflBcials of Mr. Roberts' staff and
my staff are meeting right at this time to

finailize our mutual understanding of the posi-
tion put forward this morning. We talked

albout it at some length and the wcgency of

the situation suggested we should continue
those discussions at the level of our officials,

and we are doing so, literally right as I

answer this question here in the House. We
want to be very sure of those statistics and
the source, and we will continue to be so.

What was the second part of the ques-
tion?

Mr. S. Smith: The American demand that

Inco cut back.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: We have made two com-

mitments, ones that I think are extremely

important. One, as we aH know, is that it is

an international problem and requires inter-

national joint action, Ontario has said and
continues to say that we will act in advance
of other jurisdictions, but I am equally con-

cerned that someone shoiild say to us, "You
must act first before we will do anything." I

think Mr. Roberts knows when he negotiates
with his US coimterparts that he has a much
better climate of support from this govern-
ment and from this province than he has

found in any other jurisdiction on either side

of the border.

Mr. Martel: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of what the minister said last fall

during the debate in the House, when we
voted on the report that came in, that On-
tario was not going to lead the fight to clean

up the emissions, may I ask what has

prompted him to change his mind? Is it

something Inco advised him about how much
it could reduce the emissions? With this new
tough stante of his, is the minister going to

issue standards that are going to get us down
to the 720 tons a day promised in 1970?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I really think the mem-
ber for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) is not

quite accurate in saying we are not going to

lead the attack.

Mr. Martel: You said you were not going
to lead.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: No, I do not think that

is quite correct. If I recall the committee

hearings of last year, the committee sent me
a telegram asking me to do so. It arrived at

six o'clock in the morning. The trouble with

that particular situation was that we ha-l

already done what we were being asked to

do. I think it is very clearly on the record

at the Kelowna conference in British Colum-

bia that Ontario not only has the most ex-

pertise on this particular subject, but is

taking the most informed and, I might say,

the most aggressive position of any jurisdic-

tion in Canada or the United States.

Mr. Martel: What is the new information

you have? Are they getting down to 750

tons a day?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: We will tell you next

week.

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, is it true, as

reported by the minister's executive assistant.
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that no money has been directly funded to

the study of acid rain in Ontario in view of
its effect on the great toinrism industry of this

province?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I think that

was referring to a specific period of time.

This year it was also reported, and it cer-

tainly is true that Ontario is putting a good
deal of money—I cannot recall the exact

figure, but I think I am close when I say
$5 million—into our study program. The
United States, as part of its very large pro-

gram, is talking about spending $10 million.

A comparable figure is US$10 million versus

C$5 million. It seems to me we need not

worry about that kind of comparison. On-
tario is doing a great deal more than anyone
else is.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, I would ask the

minister if he would respond to the part of

the question that he left out. What new
information does the minister have available

which indicates we are at last going to be
able to get the emissions down? Is it based
on the technical studies done by Inco itself,

or does the minister have some other infor-

mation which indicates we can, within four

months, start to reduce the levels vastly?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I feel I

have given a lot of notice that I wish to

answer those kinds of legitimate questions
when I address the total issue next week in

this Legislature. The members will be the
first to know.

Mr. S. Smith: I have tried twice now to

find out from the minister what his under-

standing is, based on what he has been told

by his officials, of the capacity of Inco to

reduce emissions within a reasonable price

frame, and whether his imderstanding is the

same as that expressed by the federal minis-

ter, namely, 50 to 60 per cent?
I have tried twice and I still do not know

what the minister's understanding is. He
says his oflBcials are meeting with the federal
ofiicials. Surely this is not the first time that
Ontario officials have met with federal
oflBcials about Inco. I hope it is not the first

time. What is the minister's present under-

standing of the ability of Inco to meet such
an improvement of 50 to 60 per cent?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, the Leader
of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) asked me
to conunent about a statement supposedly
made to the media this morning. In our
talk with Mr. Roberts this morning, I had
some discussion on that particular question.
It certainly was not finalized in our minds.
A gentleman by the name of Mr. Robinson

met with my deputy subsequent to my meet-

ing with Mr. Roberts or our oflBcials meeting
on it ourselves. They are dealing with the

specifics of that particular question. I think

it is unreasonable to ask me to comment on
a statement I have not seen. OflBcials are

trying to determine the exact statement that

was made and what our response can be to it.

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

personal privilege: The House has spent half

an hour on two questions. I think that

under—

Mr. Speaker: That's not a point of

privilege.

Mr. Di Santo: It is a point of privilege.

Mr. Speaker: It is not a point of privilege.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

pay tribute to the member for Cambridge
(Mr. M. Davidson) and to the member for

Hamilton East (Mr, Mackenzie), of the New
Democratic Party caucus. It is because of

their work on behalf of asbestos-related

disease that we have the royal commission
the minister announced today.

I have a question for the Minister of

Labour (Mr. Elgie) arising out of his an-

nouncement today. Given the fact that this

royal commission is going to take some time

to do its work, will he say what specific steps
the government will take in the meantime
to change the present basis of awards from
the Workmen's Compensation Board to

v/orkers affected by asbestos; to ensure that

there is a program to take workers on partial

disability away from work places where

they may continue to be exi)osed to asbestos;

and to start now with the tracing required
to identify all workers in Ontario who have
become exposed to asbestos in their work

places over the last 40 years?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

as I think I recall mentioning to the House
in the past, a nominal roll of workers from
the Johns-Manville Canada Incorporated

plant has been prepared. As a matter of fact,

it has been with Statistics Canada for some-

thing in the neighbourhood of six months

awaiting time on the machine to give us the

information we wish. I am advised that we
will be obtaining that information within the

next two months. There is a nominal roll of

workers who have been exposed to asbestos

in the past, and we are endeavouring to ob-

tain information about it.

3 p.m.
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As to the other questions asked, considera-

tion in the broader sense of the Workmen's

Compensation Board and its pension plans is

under review at this moment by Professor

Paul Weiler as the member knows. Undoubt-

edly, he may have some input or relationship
with the royal commission on the matter of

rehabilitation and pensions paid to injured
workers. In the meantime, I met with the

union from Johns-Manville about two weeks

ago to discuss it. I will be having meetings
with the compensation board to see if any
of the claims made have substance that war-

rants any action prior to a more detailed con-

sideration that is under way.
Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister not

acknowledge that workers have become ex-

posed to asbestos in many plants across the

province in addition to Johns-Manville? If

it takes asbestos seriously enough to have a

royal commission, why will the government
not undertake now to start tracing the

workers in every plant across the province
who have become exposed to asbestos and
who may be sufFering from mesothelioma or

other asbestos-related diseases but who did

not work at Johns-Manville? Why is he wait-

ing for this royal commission? Why will he
not treat that matter with a sense of urgency
and begin to trace those workers now?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: The suggestion that it is

not being treated with a sense of urgency is

a little repugnant to me. As a matter of fact,

I have already asked the board if they will

review their mesotheliomas and other pos-
sible broncogenic carcinogens to see if there

is anything in the records to indicate some
claim of workers that might be reviewed.

There is no lack of willingness to pursue this

eagerly.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, is the minis-

ter aware that Dr. Selikoff, the man who was
in the forefront of unmasking asbestos as a

killer, has said there already are studies in

which animals contracted a rare form of

cancer linked to asbestos after glass fibre had
been implanted in their lungs? Would' he

expand his studies so that glass fibres would
not be neglected, and that 20 years down the

road we would find that glass fibres are caus-

ing the same type of cancer?

Mr. Speaker: That's not really a supple-

mentary.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, it was over

a year ago that I met with Fiberglas Canada
Limited and the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers' International Union to discuss the

matter of the possibility of some health

hazards from fibreglass. I will tell the mem-
ber that to date there is no evidence to sub-

stantiate that. Unpublished data from a major

study going on in the United States still indi-

cates that it is an inconclusive area.

Nevertheless, Fiberglas Canada Limited, in

conjunction with the union at its plant, agreed
that such a study was indicated. It was started

about a year ago this coming July. Dr. David
Muir of McMaster University is conducting
the study, and there is a task force in which

members of the xmion and the employer are

involved.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister s'hare my
sense of outrage that, at a time when a royal

commission on asbestos is being established

and when his own branch says that any safe

levels of exposure to asbestos are unknown.
Dr. W. J. McCracken, the executive director,

medical services, of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board, should be saying that anyone
who says the present two-fibre standard for

occupational exposure is too high is guessing

at something not based on niunbers and that

we are going to have to wait 25 years to

find out what the effect of the two-fibre limit

will be?
Does the minister share my sense of out-

rage at that statement? Does he really be-

lieve we are going to have to wait for 25

years while the bodies pile up? What repri-

mand has he issued to Dr. McCracken to

stop that irresponsible attitude of the com-

pensation board?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: As the member well

knows, I have not accepted that as the status

quo. In defence of what Dr. McCracken is

saying, he is talking purely and simply about

the threshold limit value with regard to

asbestos. He is correct. No one will know
for a long time. Nevertheless, there are other

health hazards arising from asbestos exposure,

and we have to take those into account. For

that reason, a standard with regard to asbestos

exposure is currently under review and con-

sideration.

Have I reprimanded him for saying we do

not know how long it would take before two

fibres per cubic centimetre can produce

asbestosis? I do not accept that personally,

and I am not allowing my staff to accept that

as we pursue a standard for asbestos.

GRANTS TO PULP AND
PAPER COMPANIES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question for the Minister of Industry and

Tourism (Mr. Grossman), arising out of the

review of press releases that skirt around the

jobs question with relation to pulp and paper

grants. Can the minister confirm that the

Globe and Mail's account about jobs that
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may be reduced or eliminated in those pulp
and paper situations is more accurate than his

press releases? Will he table the agreements
with the pulp and paper companies so that

people in the communities can judge for

themselves what level of employment is

guaranteed?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the

figures in our press releases have been full

and complete figures. They are, generally

speaking, not that far off from the figures

reported in the Globe and Mail this morning.
I think the discrepancy comes into the area

in which the method of reaching the ultimate

job figures is calculated. In simple terms, we
expect to find approximately 50 net fewer

jobs in that area of the province in four years
than we find today. We expect all but about

50 of them can be achieved throug'h attrition.

That is about 50 jobs spread over, I would

think, 10 to 12 communities in the northern

part of the province.

Unfortunately, the other angle, and the im-

portant one on that entire picture, is the

case of Dryden. For each and every worker
in Dryden, as I know the leader of the third

party understands, the choice is not between

1,700 workers today and 1,500 workers five

years from today. The choice is between 1,500
workers five years from today or no workers

five years from today, and that is always an

easy choice to make.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister say then,

for the communities affected by the 500 jobs
—his figure—that will be lost due to attrition,

what plans the government has to ensiure

there are other economic opportunities for

those communities and for the 500 workers

who will not be able to put bread on the

table because their jobs will have been elim-

inated through attrition?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As we indicated earlier,

there are six-month notice clauses required
in the event there are more than six jobs

being terminated in any instance. That gives

the Ministry of Labour and my ministry an

opportunity to db two things: (1) to work
with the company to see if there are other

opportunities in any way related to the com-

pany's activity in which those laid-off

workers can be absorbed, and (2) to use

that amount of lead time to see if there is

anything else that can be done in that com-

munity or adjacent communities to find em-

ploymen for those workers.

It is important to remember that as a re-

sult of a $100-million government program,
$1.4 billion will be spent in the pulp and

paper industry over the next five years. Of

that, at least about 85 per cent is going to

be spent in Canada. That means about $900
million worth of economic activity is going
to be created, most of it in this province, over

the next five years.

A good portion of that, in turn, will occur

on or near the site of the improved work in

northern Ontario. That should create a ^eat
number of new opportunities for the workers

in those communities who are laid off or for

new workers in those areas. I think that is a

part of the program that has been vastly

understated. There just aren't many instances

where single government programs can stimu-

late directly about $900 million worth of

activity over a foiu:- or five-year period, and
aU the credit for that must go to this gov-
ernment.

Mr. Peterson: Does it not disturb the

minister, Mr. Speaker, that the money for

this program is coming out of the Employ-
ment Development Fund? Would he con-

sider renaming it the Unemployment De-

velopment Fund because of what he is

doing?
What proof can the minister bring before

this Legislature that investment would not

have been done anyway, particularly given
the influence and the clout this government
has with such things as timber rights and the

awarding thereof? How can he possibly say
those capital expenditures would not have
occiured without that assistance? Is it not

time, in view of this unemployment he is

creating, in effect, seriously to review this

whole program?
Hon. Mr. Grossman: First, Mr. Speaker,

one person the member could ask that ques-
tion to would be the member for Rainy
River's brother, who was in Dryden last

week to participate fully in taking credit

for the Departmentof Regional Economic

Expansion portion of the contribution to that

municipality.

3:10 p.m.

May I also say—because I do not think it

would be helpful for us to continue to de-

bate whether our money is the key catalyst

to making that decision occur—that the

northern Ontario mayors collectively support
this program intensely. When they com-

plained to the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.

S. Smith) that he was not supporting the

program, he said, "If they threaten to pack

up and leave if they don't get enough money,
I will help them with their suitcases." That

was the response of the leader of the Liberal

Party.

Let me read to members of the Liberal

Party the response that their leader wrote to
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the mayors of the north. I will quote directly,

because it answers the member's question:
"I recognize the desire of the federal gov-
ernment to put money into projects which
will help the pulp and paper industry in

northern Ontario. Let me assure you that a

government under my direction would be
determined to supplement these federal

initiatives by an enlightened policy of DREE
grants."

I ask the member, Avhat is "an enlightened
policy of DREE grants" if thev are not

grants? What he means by "enlightened" is

that he would give the money out, and not
the i)eaple on this side of the House.
Let me continue. He would also give

them what he called "special-purpose loans,
taxation and research incentives, transporta-
tion allowances"—I can't wait to see how he

pays transportation allowances other than by
writing them a cheque—"and the like, so
there would be a wide-scale modernization
and upgrading of the pulp and paper in-

dustry in northern Ontario. In summary, I

am totally devoted to the modernization and
expansion of the mill at Espanola and the

prosperity of the town."
I say to the member, his leader presumes

in this letter, which admittedly he did not
write for purposes of this Legislature or for

the press gallery here but for the benefit of

the mayors in northern Ontario; he obviously
believes that something called "enlightened
DREE grants, transportation allowances and

special transportation concessions and
grants" are needed to anchor that industry
in northern Ontario. He obviously, therefore,
do?s not doubt the need for government
participation to ensure that those mills stay

operative and the plants stay in the north.

So just look over there and ask the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No wonder the Leader of

the Opposition left early todayl

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, having watched
another flip-flop being recorded in this

House, we in this party believe—

Mr. Speaker: Does the honourable mem-
ber have a question?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes I do. My supplementary
question to the minister is this: Will the

minister table the agreement so the public
can know just whether any jobs have been

guaranteed and what the nature of the

company guarantees are? Will the minister

undertake that in the future Ontario will take

equity in return for taxpayers' money, par-
ticularly when it is going into an industry
with profits of the order of hundreds of

millions of dollars a year?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, with the

exception of that portion of the information

which is as confidential as the information

filed, for example, by small businesses seek-

ing Ontario Development Corporation assist-

ance, with the exception of that normal com-
mercial business requirement to keep some

confidentiality around it, I think we already
have tabled the sample agreement used in

all Employment Development Fund grants.

So the member already has that.

MINAKI LODGE
Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Industry and Tourism
with respect to his statement about Minaki

Lodge today. In view of the fact that all of

the commitments in the document he pre-
sented today are from the government by
way of technical assistance fees, service fees

for planning, guarantees, profit incentives,

plus termination fees if he decides to ter-

minate, all of the incentives are from him
to them, and in view of the fact there was
no financial commitment from the Radisson

Hotels group, would he not be further ahead
to sell Minaki Lodge and be rid of it once

and for all?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, may I

s^y that the situation with Minaki Lodge is

that by way of buyers or by way of people
to manage the building for us, in simple

terms, no firms were willing to purchase the

premises from us. It is that simple.
We were then left with exactly the kind

of decision we had to make, which was to

stop it, pull it down and essentially see $10
million disappear and remove a quite visible

symbol of our commitment to—

Mr. Peterson: You are going to see $25
million disappear.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I believe this will go
a long way to establishing for Kenora and

Rainy River an important focal point for our

tourist development as well as guaranteeing
to the people of Minaki a secure future after

the uncertainty they have faced over the past
few years. Does the member agree with that,

because I am reading from John Reid's state-

ment made this afternoon.

Let me finish reading from it:

"Now that we have an arrangement with

Radisson Hotels as operators"—notice in John
Reid^s statement how it has become "we"—
"I look forward to discussing in detail with

the provincial government areas w'here the

federal government could assist in ensuring
this project goes forward as quickly and as

expeditiously as possible."
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The mem'ber for Rainv River (Mr. T. P.

Reid) should speak to his brother too. He
should see if he will help us move along with

federal assistance.

Mr. Makarchuk: Mr. Speaker, will the

minister indicate whether the agreement vnih.

Radisson also includes the cost of the roads

to the lodge and the provision of adequate
electrical services to the lodge?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, all of

that is being provided in the next few months

so the lodge can open in two years* time.

Nfr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, I agree that, if

tourism had the profile and the priority it

deserves in Ontario, lodges such as this would
be full; but the problem with this government
is in the management.

Mr. Speaker: Do you have a question?

Mr. Eakins: Yes. The question is: How
does the minister intend to operate Minaki

Lodge at a high occupany rate when his

government is already involved in the opera-
tion of Ogoki Lodge? This was a $300,000
venture which turned into $1 million and
now is operating at only 11 per cent

occupancy. How does he explain that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I know
the member for Victoria-Haliburton (Mr.

Eakins) believes he can assess the tourist

market better than I can, but I suspecl: he

would not pretend to analyse the tourism

potential of Minaki Lodge b*?tter than does

Radisson Hotels. That organization operates
three very similar resorts within 480 miles

of Minaki Lodge. If he is right in his premise
that the government does not know how to

operate lodges, then I presume he agrees with

the government's decision to have the private
sector operate this lodge for us, particularly

by competent, world-renowned leaders in this

sector.

I would like to hear a supplementary ques-
tion put by the Leader of the Opposition

perhaps, or by the member for Victoria-

Halibiurton, which indicates whether they
agree that Minaki Lodge should be reopened
under this program. That is what I am look-

ing for during this question period. Or
perhaps Jim and Haroid are outside figuring
out how to come out on both sides of this.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister explain why
Ontario maintains 100 per cent ownership in

a lodge that will give a $226,000 return in

1985 on an investment exceeding $20 million,
but why Ontario is not prepared to take a

nickel's worth of equity in return for the $140
million it is putting into the pulp and paper
industry, which has profits approaching $1
billion a year?

Mr. Speaker: You can ignore the last part
of that; it was not supplementary.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will ignore the last

part. I agree with your taste, Mr. Speaker.

May I say that the initial part of the

member's question indicated that Minaki

would show a return to the government, in

its sixth year of operation, of $200,000. His

figures are inaccurate. It is $600,000 in the

fifth year of operation of the new, revitalized

Minaki Lodge.
So that the third party is under no mis-

apprehension, if we could have sold the

hotel rather than retaining some equity in it

—and one day we may have people coming

along asking us to sell it to them—we would

have sold it to them.

3:20 p.m

FIRST-AGREEMENT DISPUTES

Mr. Mackenzie: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Elgie). Has the minister taken the trouble to

tabulate the increased number of labour dis-

putes over &st agreements in Ontario in

1979 as against 1978? Inasmuch as he has

not been willing to look at our first-agree-

ment bill, is he now prepared to bring in

other legislative measures to deal with the

difficult matter of achieving first agreements

in industry in Ontario today?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, the mere

fact there are some 3,000 contracts coming

open this year means there may well be more

problems this year.

As to resolution of the problem of first

agreements, I have to tell the honourable

member quite openly and quite honestly

that I am deeply disturbed about them. He
knows that one aspect of it, the issue of

union security, is under consideration by

this government.

Mr. Mackenzie: The minister did not an-

swer the first part of my question. Has he

taken the trouble to tabidate the increase in

strikes over first agreements in 1979 as

against 1978? And can he give us some time

frame for his concern to show some fruition

in this House?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr, Speaker, I cannot

recall if that particular has been tabulated,

but I would be pleased to do so and pro-

vide the member with that information. As

to the time frame I cannot give him any iD'

formation on that at this time.
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RELOCATION OF
GOVERNMENT FACILITIES

Mr. Conway: Mr. Speaker, in the ab-

sence of the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Maeck) and the Minister of Health (Mr.

Timbrell), my question will be to the Minis-

ter of Government Services (Mr. Wiseman).
I am mindful that it is now three years

and some days since the government of On-

tario, through the speech from the throne

and the Treasm"er of the day, offered those

of us in eastern Ontario a dynamic new Go-
East policy to create jobs and move jobs into

eastern Ontario. I would inquire of the

Minister of Government Services precisely
what is the status and the nature of the Go-
East commitment to Kingston vis-a-vis the

Ontario Health Insurance Plan move? Sec-

ond, what is the status and the nature of the

present commitment to the 750 jobs for

Oshawa, keeping in mind that in last Wed-
nesday's Kingston Whig-Standard the Minis-

ter of Government Services, very much un-
like the Minister of Health some months

earlier, said: "I don't know about that num-
ber, 900 jobs. I have heard the number, but
that is why I always think it is not wise to

be very specific," et cetera?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to assure the House that our commit-
ment to moving into Oshawa with the Rev-
enue building is well under way. We hope to

go to tenders very soon on that. We are

looking into parking for those employees
who will be commuting to or working out
of that facility.

As far as Kingston is concerned, we are

moving court facilities into the first floor and
part of the second floor of that facility. We
hope it will go out to tender within the next

year as well or by the end of this year.

Mr. Conwav: Since the Minister of Health
indicated in his statement, I believe last July,
that the promise was for, and would be lived

up to, 900 jobs in the Ministry of Health
for the Kingston move, can the Minister of

Government Services indicate whether the
courthou'se move, which has been announced
in the relatively recent p:\st, is part of, and
should be understood as part of, the 900

jobs that are going to be moved to Kingston?

Will the Minister of Government Services

at the earliest po«;sible opportunity take ad-

vantage of statements in this House to b^ing
before members an up-to-date statement as

to the exact nature of the commitment to

Oshawa and Kingston, laying out the time-

tables, the lease agreements and the man-

power situation as it relates to both those

moves?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: It is statements like

that the honourable member has just made
that puts a bit of doubt in people's minds as

to the validity of these two moves. But they

are going right ahead, as I said before. As
to the numbers, as far as Kingston is con-

cerned Management Board and cabinet \vi]\

make that decision. Whether the number is

900 or whatever will be known to everyone
in the fullness of time.

FRENCH-LANGUAGE SCHOOL
IN PENETANGUISHENE

Mr. Bounsall: I have a question of the

Premier (Mr. Davis), Mr. Speaker. Since the

Premier is meeting today after question

period with representatives of the franco-

phone community from Penetanguishene with

respect to their legitimate desire to obtain a

distinct French-language secondary school,

v/ill he be assuring them, and can he assure

this House, bearing in mind the Simcoe

County Board of Education now has turned

down virtually every proposal, that cabinet

will reach an early decision—we hope by
Wednesday of this week—to construct that

French-language secondary school in Pene-

tanguishene?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, some
students and others arrived. I had not been
rsked to speak with them until they arrived

here today, which is not unasual. They have
a letter for me that I said I would receive

after ouestion period. Certainly I will con-

sider the contents of the letter. But, in that

they have not delivered that letter to me yet,

I cannot comment until I am in receipt of

the letter which they came down to deliver.

Mr. Bounsall: Does the Premier honestly
not realize that the delays in finding a

solution to the constmction of a French-

language secondary school in Penetangui-
shene so that francophones can obtain educa-

tion in their native tongue are providing a

major propaganda point for the separatist

cause in Quebec?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think one can over-

estimate these problems. Obviously this gov-
ernment would like to see the problem re-

solved. But it is like so many problems; they
require time. They are not always simple. I

know they may be in the mind of the hon-

ourable member. We are aware of the situ-

ation in Penetanguishene. The ministry has

been working very hard to help the board

and the people there find a solution. That has
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not been accomplished yet, bust we will con-
tinue to try.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker. Would the
Premier not recognize that, if we are going
to have some kind of school

facility in place
for September 1980, a decision nas to be
made almost immediately? Is it possible, be-
cause of the time restrictions, that his cabinet

might make a decision this week?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not
familiar with the details of any time period
that might be required. I cannot assure the

honourable member there will be any deci-
sion. The honourable member knows fuU
well that this is a matter with which the
Simcoe county board has been endeavouring
to come to grips. If he does not understand
that—and he should, with his limited expyeri-
ence in that field over the years—I know
there are some members on the front bench
who are familiar with it. I also know some
of his colleagues are familiar with it. There
is no total unanimity within his caucus about
this x>articular issue either.

STEEL SUPPLIES

Mr. Bradley: I have a question for the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism (Mr.
Grossman), Mr. Speaker. Is the minister

aware that, after several months and after

this matter Was raised in the Legislature,
there still exists in Ontario a shortage of

steel products for the smaller steel fabricat-

ing companies in the province at the same
time as steel apparently is being stockpiled
for export to the United States and other
areas? If the minister is aware that this is

the case, is he going to take any action to

ensure that these smaller businesses have the
same opportunity to obtain this steel as those
abroad?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, we have
been monitoring the situation quite closely,

keeping in touch with both the people who
demand the steel and the industry itsetf, and
it is otu- understanding that the situation is

under control. We rely upon individual firms

that are experiencing problems to let us
know. There have not been many, but in

each case where they have let us know we
have been able to solve their jyroblem. If the
honourable member will let us know the spe-
cifics of this one, I am sure we will be able
to accommodate them.

PROPERTY TAX CREDIT
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Premier: Does he remember that

three years ago in May he made a commit-
ment in the charter of Ontario to reduce the

municipal tax burden on senior citizens? In
view of the fact that he also set a goal in a
letter to the mayor of North York, who had
been an unsuccessful candidate for his party,
saying that this goal would be achieved over
a period of three years using the tax credit

mechanism, would the Premier tell the House
if he has come anywhere close to that com-
mitment after three years?

Interjections.

3:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am getting
a lot of supplementaries here, a lot of obser-

vations.

That was a great statement. We have made
good on 99 per cent of it. Be patient until

tomorrow night.

Mr. Di Santo: In view of the fact that from
1975 to 1978 property taxes have increased

by 39.3 per cent while the tax credits have
increased by 2.6 -per cent, can the Premier
assure this House that tomorrow night—and
we will be waiting—that gap will be closed

and that senior citizens finally will have their

education taxes eliminated? For them, it's

becoming a very serious burden. Even in Peel,
in the Premier's ov^m county, property taxes

have been increased by 10.6 per cent this

year.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am very aware of the

increase in taxes in the great region of Peel.

It ceased being a county some years ago, but

I know what the honourable member was

referring to. I only suggest to him, in that

these are matters usually discussed' during

budget time, that he exercise a certain degree
of restraint—pardon?

Mr. S. Smith: Three years after the prdb-
lem.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, has the Leader ol

the Opposition been out to the television

cameras? While he was out, his colleague
from London Centre (Mr. Peterson) put his

leader's foot in his mouth.

CONESTOGA PARKWAY
Mr. Epp: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

for the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (Mr. Snow). Given the fact that

the Conestoga Expressway was built by the

cities of Kitchener and Waterloo back in the

early 1960s, given the fact that the ministry
took it over during 1975, immediately prior

to the 1975 election, and given the fact that

there is a controversy as to what name should

apply to that expressway, I wonder whether
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the minister would give a commitment to the

House and to the people of the Waterloo

region that he will support the name of

Conestoga Expressway since that is the name
that the residents, through their elected' repre-

sentatives, chose for that expressway?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, given all

those facts, and not being aware of any con-

troversy, I will certainly give that considera-

tion.

FRANCOPHONE ENUMERATION
Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr. Speaker, having

been ruled out of order on this one, once

by yourself and once by the Premier, I hope
the third time is lucky and I will get an
answer from the Premier this time.

Mr. Speaker: I would just warn you that

we are consistent!

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Yes. Given the fact

that the members of the French-language

advisory committees to boards of education

around the province have been waiting for

almost two years for the enactment of the

promise of the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Maeck) of enumeration for their electors, and

given the fact that the ministers of Revenue,

Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr. Wells) and
Education (Miss Stephenson) have recently

suggested three different alleged solutions to

the problem which do not include a compre-
hensive enumeration, can the Premier indicate

whether he committed his government to

undertake this enumeration for this fall when
he met with Mr. Yalden last week?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I do not
know how I would describe my conversation

with the commisioner other than to explain
to him, which I think he understood, tlie

diflSculty of getting the kind of information

during the enumeration process. My recol-

lection is that the Ministry of Revenue, on an

experimental basis or whatever way one
wishes to describe it, did' it in the Ottawa
area and it did not prove to be particularly
successful.

The problem is, during that limited time
of enumeration we are talking about, a foiu"-

or five-day period, some questions have been
raised: Is this the proper route to do it? Is

the proper question being asked? I assured
the commissioner that the intent was to do
it, and we were still sorting the best ways
to do it. That is the tenor of what I said to

him, which I think he understood and
accepted.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Would the Premier
confirm for me today that he will be willing
to have his minister—whichever one he has

put in charge of this—to speak with and
work with the French-language advisory
committees in developing the questions? He
may know that they have already passed
two unanimous suggestions of ways to go
rather than doing it on their own, as was
done last time in Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We have had those sug-

gestions. It is not so much a question of

consultation and getting as much information

as we can—and I think we have most of it—

as finding a reasonable, administratively
sound and realistic way of doing it. We are

in the process of trying to find that.

ENERGY STANDARDS IN
GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

Mr. J. Reed: I have a question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Minister of Government
Services (Mr. Wiseman). Could he tell us

what energy criteria are outlined in speci-

fications for new government buildings? Does
the ministry consult with the Ministry of

Energy? Are there any new sets of criteria

which are improvements over the kind of

energy efficiencv standards that were applied
a few years ago?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: Mr. Speaker, we are

very careful to see that an energy com-

ponent is built into every new building. The
architect sets aside a certain part of his fees

to see that is adhered to. We have not

built a building that I am aware of for some
time that has not incorporated that. We do
check with the Ministry of Energy as well.

Mr. J. Reed: How are the new standards

different?

Hon. Mr. Wiseman: I have some addi-

tional information. Perhaps I could send the

member a copy of what we ask for in new
buildings.

CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Correctional Services (Mr.

Walker). It relates to his statement on March
25 on self-sufficiency in food supply in the

correctional institutions. His goal was to put

2,200 acres of land under cultivation over a

period of five years. Is the minister not aware
that we had exactly such an institution in

Burwash, just south of Sudbury, up until

about four or five years ago? Is the minister

aware that 1,300 acres of class one farm

land are sitting there waiting to be planted?
Has he investigated this? Is there any hope
of getting Burwash back under production as

a result of his new program?
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Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, I am cer-

tainly well aware of the comments the mem-
ber makes. That facility is available, and there

are very fertile groundis up there for any kind

of self-sufficiency program should we be-

come involved in that area. There is no

present intention because, as the member well

knows, the committee concluded it would be

best for that entire facility to be sold to

the federal government for some form of

long-stay facility. It will keep us going to

make full use of the 2,200 acres we already

have in other parts of Ontario, including
northeastern and northwestern Ontario. But
I am well aware of the prospects of that par-
ticular site.

Mr. Germa: Also in keeping with the min-

ister's program is the supply of fuel wood,
as a result of activities by the people in the

institutions. Is he not aware that there are

36,000 acres of fuel wood ready and available

at this moment to supply that part of the

program as well? It is not only related to

farm production.

Hon. Mr. Walker: Oiu: problem is more
what to do with the fued wood' When it is

cut.

Mr. Martel: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member has about 30
seconds.

Mr. Martel: In view of the fact that he is

not utilizing the facilities and in view of the

fact that prisoners from the Sudbury area

now are incarcerated in Monteith and
Thunder Bay, does the minister not think it

is time he provided an institution near to

where the families are because the very
reason he closed it was that southern Ontario

people could not get to visit their loved ones?

Hon. Mr. Walker: There is a Sudbury jail

which is available for short-stay purposes.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT HEARINGS

Mr. Swart: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: May I expect a ruling from you on
the earlier point of order which I raised? If

not, would' you refer it to a committee to

obtain a ruling?

Mr. Speaker: It is not the responsibility of

the chair to interpret legislation. The honoiur-

able member obviously has some difficulty

accepting the explanation given by the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development
(Mr. Brunelle). We have differences of opinion
here all of the time. The member has made
his point by bringing it to the attention of

the honourable minister. I have no authority
to sit down and second-guess ministers in the

interpretation of any law.

3:40 p.m.
REPOHTS

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lane, on behalf of Mr. ViDeneuve

from the standing committee on resources

development, presented the following report

and moved its adoption:
At its meeting of Thursday, April 17, 1980,

during consideration of the annual report of

the Mmistry of Natural Resources for 1979

and the matter of the Nakina fire, your com-
mittee agreed as follows:

That this committee (a) engage legal

counsel; (b) the committee, throu^ a steer-

ing committee advised by counsel, develop a

detailed plan of work; (c) defer any further

consideration of the matter presently before

it until the ruling on the neutrality of the

inquest has been handed down and that

items (a) and (b) above are accomplished.
Therefore your committee recommends

that for the purposes of consideration of the

annual report (rf the Ministry of Natural

Resources for 1979 and the matter of the

Nakina fire, your committee, in addition to

tha powers already granted by the House to

send for persons, papers and things as

provided in section 35 of the Legislative As-

sembly Act, be authorized to retain the

services of legal counsel.

On motion by Mr. Lane, the debate was

adjoiuTied.

MOTIONS

REFERRAL OF BILL

Hon. Mr. Gregory moved that Bill Pr2, An
Act to revive Christian Refonn Church of

Wallaccburg, stand referred to the standing
committee on administration of justice, the

Clerk having received a favourable report
thereon from the commissioners of estate

bills.

Motion agreed to.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES
Hon. Mr. Gregory moved that the supple-

mentary estimates of the ministries of Educa-
tion and Colleges and Universities for the

fiscal year 1979-80, now before the committee
of supply, be trans^ferred to the standing
committee on social development for con-

sideration prior to the commencement of

consideration by the committee of the Edu-
cation estimates for 1980-81; that the time

used by the committee for consideration of

the supplementary estimates not be con-

sidered to be part of the 32 hours allotted,

and that notwithstanding any standing order
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of the House the standing committee on
social development and the House may meet

concurrently to consider business in the

Social Development policy field.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Martel: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: Is it not necessary for us to have
a motion to consider the estimates of the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

here this afternoon whMe at the same time
the estimates in the same policy field are

being considered downstairs at the standing
committee? I would think there should be a

motion to that effect.

Hon. Mr. Gregory: That particular request
was the second part of the motion. The
member wasn't listening.

Mr. Speaker. That is right. You were the

one who hollered "Disx)ense."

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Gregory: Mr. Speaker, before

the orders of the day I wish to table the

answers to questions 20, 38, 42, 46, 103 to

106, and 115, and the interim answer to

question 102 standing on the Notice Paper.

(See appendix, page 985)

ORDERS OF THE DAY

House in committee of supply.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

( continued )

On vote 2902, adult services; item 2, in-

come maintenance:

Mr. McCIellan: Mr. Chairman, I think at

this point it might be helpful if the minister

could reply to some of the comments from

my leadoff of Friday last. We got into kind

of a stran<;e rotation in which the Liberal

social services critic made a leadofiF address

and the minister replied in detail to that. I

then made a number of comments with

respect to the votes in front of us. We then

got into a discussion of welfare in Windsor,
which was of particular importance on that

day to the members from the Windsor area.

I would ask if the minister could now reply
to some of the concerns I had raised in my
initial comments.

Mr. Chairman: If I recall, at that time I

did ask if the minister had any comments
and he said he wished to state those com-
ments later. Does the minister wish to pro-
ceed at this moment?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I

may have forgotten some of the points the

honourable member made in his opening
remarks. I was making some notes as he

spoke, but I am sure if I should miss any of

the points he made-
Mr. McCIellan: The main concern was

homes for special care.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, and he also, as I

recall, raised some questions around the

matter of difficult-to-serve children in cen-

tral Ontario. Perhaps I could address that

first. One of the points I recall the member
raising related to his concern that the pro-
posal made by the ministry for the central

region in March of this year might be merely
a matter of tinkering with the structure but

not changing in substance the quality of the

service to difficult-to-serve children.

I want to assure the member it is our

intention to go beyond that. I don't think I

need run throufch the structure of the four-

phase system. I know he is familiar with that

and the problems that arose over the last

few years in terms of what one might de-

scribe as an erosion of the original mandate
of the four-phase system—it failing to hang
together the way it was intended to.

He did mention a concern about the

matter of the resources available for the—

pardon?

Mr. McCIellan: Funding.

Hon. Mr. Norton: All right, funding, if the

member wishes—the way the funding would
translate into human resources within the

service. I can assure him that since the

announcement a number of meetings have

taken place with the major Metro agencies
and service providers within the central

region to discuss the matter of the im-

plementation of the new approach. I would
also indicate to him that it has become

apparent to us that he plan as originally

conceived does require additional funding.
We have both identified the need and also

are identifying the source of the additional

funding.

Originallv the figure that was cited was

$500,000—that was what we were anticipat-

ing. We are now projecting that the need

in terms of financial resources will be in the

vicinity of $1.2 million. The point he has

made is well taken and I can assure him that

in the process of the implementation of the

new plan those resources will be made
available.

On the matter of the homes for special

care, we are progressing in terms of im-

plementation of the assessments. When the
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announcement was made publicly—I am not
sure whether by myself or by the Minister

of Health (Mr. Timbrell)—it was indicated

that initial priority would be given to the

assessment of the children within that

system.

3:50 p.m.

We are anticipating almost immediately
the final approval of the implementation plan
from management board and cabinet. An act-

ing project co-ordinator has been identified

and is now involved, and we will be bringing
on board shortly a new person to head' up
that specific initiative, I stand to be corrected,
but I think the interviews have taken place
and a decision will be made shortly. Provid-

ing the person accepts—and I am not sure

whether we have that confirmation yet but I

hope we will have—he or she vsoll be on

board as soon as he or she can leave existing

commitments.
It is still our projection that we will be able

to complete the assessment and the develop-
ment of individualized plans for children

within six months. I think it will be possible
for that to be done hand in hand with the

implementation as we proceed.
In terms of when the first assessment—other

than medical assessment which, of course,

exists and has been made—will be completed,
as soon as we have the final permission we
will be ready to proceed, I would hope,
within a very short time. I hesitate to put a

specific time frame on it, but within a few
weeks the assessments should be under way.

Recognizing the numbers involved and the

need for some additional stafi^ to carry out

these assessments competently—I am not

suggesting that we dty not have competent
stafiF at present, but additional demands are

being made upon our saff—it has not been

possible to do it literally overnight. I think

we are progressing very well with it, and I

will keep members advised as to progress.

Mr. McClellan: We are in vote 2902, item

2, then we will proceed to item 4. I will come
back to the issue of homes for special care

when we reach item 4, since it is related to

developmental services.

One issue I would like to pick up on from
our discussion on Friday has to do specifically

with one aspect of the ministry's income

maintenance program. That is the problem
that a number of members on this side of the

House have raised' repeatedly, and more in-

sistently over the past 12 to 18 months,

namely, every time the Canada Pension Plan

is increased social assistance recipients are

denied the benefit of the increase if they are

receiving both the CPP and family benefits.

The reason I want to return to it is I

thought we were making some progress at

least in understanding the problem. The min-

ister conceded on Friday that there is no

bureaucratic, legislative or administrative

impediment to integrating the CPP increase,

which is automatic because it is indexed, with
a general increase in the family benefits rates.

The problem is that the government has been

unwilling to make the money available to

raise social assistance rates when the Canada
Pension Plan goes up. That was the minister's

argument on Friday, if I am not mistaken.

The corollary of the minister's argimient
that the government does not have the

money to put into general increase every
time the CPP goes up is that the govern-
ment is, in e£Fect, subsidizing the Treasury
out of the moneys denied CPP recipients
who are also on family benefits. It is my
understanding there are in the order of

12,000 recipients of CPP disability who are

also receiving family benefits. This informa-

tion was given to us by Mr. Frank Fecteau

of the ministry's commimications branch.

These figures are, I believe, efiective as of

December 1979 so that, rounding off, out of

113,000 recipients of family benefits and
Gains-D in Ontario, 12,200 are also re-

ceiving CPP disability benefits.

Every timje there is an increase in the

CPP, the province takes the money directly

into the provincial Treasury, because it saves

the amount of the increase by not passing it

through. In eflFect, the government is achiev-

ing a net expenditure saving at the expense
of social assistance recipients. I am not sure

how muth money it saves every time the

CPP goes up, but that money goes to the

social assistance recipient. If it is an extra

$25, as was the most recent CPP increase

for an individual, that means the province

spends $25 less because the individual's in-

come stays the same and the government puts

the CPP money directly into the provincial

Treasury. That is hardly an equitable state

of affairs. I don't see that as a defensible

situation in any way, shape or form.

I think there is a moral obligation on the

part of the •government to end this inequity.

Since we are in a period of uncontrolled,

rampant inflation and we have seen the

piu-chasing power of the dollar shrinking,

despite the series of social assistance rate in-

creases that have taken place over the past

couple of years, the best thing to do it also

to index the social assistance rate and to

integrate the indexing with the regular in-

creases in the CPP.
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I would be anxious to have a response
from the minister. He cannot have it both

ways. Either he is raising money out of the

CPP and enriching the provincial coflFers out

of the pension benefits that citizens are en-

titled to as a matter of legal right under the

insurance program or, on the other hand, he

moves to end that inequity by making sure

that every time the CPP goes up the social

assistance rates are raised by wa equal
amount. I would be anxious to have a re-

sponse from the minister on that proposal.

Hon. Mr. NOTton: Mr. Chairman, this is

at least the third time we have discussed

this in the past week. It is not entirely clear

to me what the honourable member is

recommending with respect to indexing. If

you will bear with me, I will explain the

pro^bljem I have in understanding what he is

advocating.
I have explained previously the concept

of the social assistance program, or family

benefits, or whatever the person is in receipt

of, and the rates that are arrived at in agree-
ment with the federal government asi being
a guaranteed level—without talking about

whether the levels are adequate or not—
but intended to be a guaranteed level of

income support for the individuals who are

in receipt of the benefits.

4 p.m.

If, on the one hand, one were to pass

through, as you have suggested, the question
has to be asked: For whom is it passed

through? The implication, I suggest, of

saying "pass through" a Canada Pension

Plan increase is that it be passed through for

those in receipt of it. If that is the case, I

suggest it jeopardizes the concept of a guar-
anteed level of sui^xjrt for the persons on
that pmgram in that it would create in-

equities, for ex:ample, between neighbours,
one of whom had entitlement under CPP and
the other who did not.

Mr. McClellan: I agree with that. I am
suggesting you integrate.

Hon. Mr. Norton: When the member says
''integrate," I prestune he is suggesting, (ac-

cording to the indexing of CPP, that all

provincial income maintenance programs be
indexed accordingly to coincide so that the

levels go up automatically. Is that correct?

Mr. McaeUan: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I would suggest to him
that he think very carefully about the impli-
cations of that for the CPP increase for

12,000 i>erFons who are in receipt of provin-
cial benefits. It would result in a compar-
able percentage increase on provincial bene-

fits alone for 115,000. The implications of

that for the provincial Treasury are rather

greater than for 12,000 persons.
I think it would be desirable, if it were

possible, for us to just try to get our rate

reviews to coincide with tiie timing of CPP
increases and that would reduce the con-

fusion. On the other hand, I recognize that

my colleague the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller) has broader responsibilities in terms

of dealing with the finances of this province
than the programs of my ministry alone. In

a given period of time he may not be able

to authorize the magnitude of increase that

would be necessitated by that.

As the member knows, it has been the

policy of this government and continues to

be the policy of this government not to index

according to a predetermined formula, but

rather to review rates on a regular basis. In

fact, this year the increase in our provincial

benefits exceeded the rate of increase in CPP.
As I understand it, CPP increases were ap-

proximately nine per cent, as opposed to a

10 per cent increase in the provincial benefits.

That is not a big point. All I am suggest-

ing is that there may be times when we are

able to increase at a greater rate than CPP
because of recognized needs, and I would
not necessarily want to limit our ability to

initiate action on matters if the federal gov-
ernment, being tied to a si>ecific time (and a

specific formula, were not ready to proceed.
I think, however unfortunate the con-

fusion at the present time, that the best way
we can deal with that is to attempt, where
increases are coming up, to get them to

coincide as closdy as possible with CPP in-

creases. Last year that was possible; this

year it was not.

Mr. McClellan: I do not want to prolong

this; there is obvious intransigence. I do want
to point out that you should not try to make
the statement that your increases in the

social assistance rates are keeping up with

the cost of living. It is very nice for you to

use the measurement of one year as the basis

for your increase, but if you go back to 1977

and compare the k>ss of purchasing power
for a family benefits recipient from 1977 to

1980, I think you will find that the cost of

living has gone up something in the order of

25 per cent and that your benefit levels have

gone up something in the order of 16 per
cent.

I stand to be corrected on that. I don't

make any claims to mathematical genius, but

I think those figures are reasonably accurate.

If there is a real loss of purchasing power
taking place, it is a simple empirical observa-

tion to say that your government constraint
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program is being waged at the expense of

people at the bottom end of the economic

ladder and that you are unwilling or unable

to address it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I don't wish to prolong
this either. I do want to bring out to the

member that I did indicate it was a one-year

experience. I think also, in fairness, it de-

pends what one uses as the cutoflF point when
one is starting to add up percentage increases.

One could go back a number of years earlier

and demonstrate that the rate of increase in

provincial benefits has kept abreast of the

increase in the consumer price index.

It depends on which year you happen to

choose as the cutoflF point. In other words, it

has not been consistent on the basis of any

predetermined formula, but I think it can be

demonstrated over the longer period of time

that it has more than kept abreast or approxi-

mately kept abreast of the increase in the

consumer price index.

When one looks at the rate at which the

commitment within the provincial budget is

increasing each year, in a time of economic

difficulty, in terms of the total commitment
to social services in Ontario I don't think one
can substantiate the allegation that restraint

is being fought, if you wish, on the backs of

the poor. In fact, with respect of the rate of

increase in expenditures in the social service

sector, whether or not it is true in specific

individual cases, certainly in the overall situa-

tion it is true there has been a greater rate

of increase than probably in any other pro-

gram in the Whole of the government. So
the member's allegation is simply not sub-

stantiated.

Mr. Bradley: Mr. Chairman, I have a

couple of matters I would like to discuss with
the minister quickly under item 2. I realize

this gets bounced back and forth between the

Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell) and the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Norton), but the first is in regard to the

provision for drugs for those who do not meet
the qualifications of being old age pensioners.
I recognize that when the member for

London Centre (Mr. Peterson) asked the

question the other day he was actually asking
it of both ministers and asking that one of

them answer.

The problem as it exists is that apparently
a person who is on a disability allowance-
let's say a person about the age of 58 or 59
who might have had' three or four heart

attacks and requires drugs—must pay for

drugs and is unable to do so because the

amount of the allowance is not high enough.
These people are looking for assistance and

would like to be included, as old age pen-
sioners are, for free drugs at that time, recog-

nizing that free drugs really mean that the

money is going to come from the taxpayer

ultimately. That is one area where I feel

there Should be some movement, because

these people are in pretty dire straits when
faced with that situation.

The second item I would mention is that

of a haven for battered wives. In my specific

constituency you are aware, no doubt, of

Women's Place, which was established a

couple of years ago for this very purpose and
which has been largely funded through
private fund-raising. For instance, the pro-
ceeds from the recent testimonial dinner for

Laura Sabia went to that particular establish-

ment. They have also held tag days and had
other fund-raising services. I would ask if

the minister is prepared to get involved in a

big way in the funding of this particular

service in the years ahead.

I would like answers to those two ques-
tions. I had another one but it doesn't really
fit this vote. It was on the vocational re-

habilitation services and the family benefit

allowance situation where one side doesn't

seem to know what the other side is doing
and some people are missing out on money.
I will discuss that in another vote, because

it involves a younger person.

4:10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Chairman, on the

first point the member raises with respect to

drug benefits, in addition to the senior citi-

zens of the province who receive free drug
benefit coverage for prescribed medication,
that same provision applies to anyone who is

in receipt of family benefits or general wel-

fare assistance under one of our programs.
I assume he is referring to those people who
would not qualify for any of our programs.

There is also provision for assisting people
who do not qualify for any of our programs.
This is basically funded under the general
welfare assistance program under special
assistance which we fund through munic-

ipalities on a cost-shared basis. For a con-

stituent, when the assistance was available,

it would bear some relationship to his drug
costs and his income. The municipality
would have to review the income and the

cost they were bearing. There is an avenue
of assistance there for those who are not on

any other program.
With respect to battered wives, in a num-

ber of municipalities across Ontario we fund
homes for temporary assistance to battered

v/ives under an arrangement with the munic-

ipalities. It's up to the municipalities to de-
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termine if the need exists. Under the hostel

program we fund up to a maximum of $16.25

per day at present. Again, I don't know what

assistance has been sought through the mu-

nicipahty by the organization you referred to,

but if people are in need they might well

approach the municipality which, in turn,

would work with our staff to work out some

arrangement to assist them, such as a hostel,

as we are doing in a number of other com-

munities in Ontario.

Mr. Slong: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

address one particular item under adult serv-

ices, and that is the issue of group homes. I

am aware that the concept of group homes is

one which has a fair amount of difficulty in

being sold in certain communities. I would

urge this ministry, and this minister in par-

ticular, to take steps to educate the different

communities with respect to the value of

group homes. I can x)oint to no greater issue

to back up this demand and demonstrate the

lack of them, than the case of one Desmond

Brissett, whose trial was heard in the New-
market provincial court on January 4, 1980.

I would like to refer to some of the evidence

from that trial.

Mr. Brissett was a relatively young man,
17 years of age, who originally came from

Jamaica. His parents had moved to the

Toronto area and his stepfather did not

accept him in the house. There was family

difficulty. The boy not only had that diffi-

culty with his parents, but he also had severe

difficulties in school. All of these matters

were known to the authorities.

He became a ward of the children's aid

society in December 1977. He was in the

wardship of the children's aid society for

approximately one year. His worker was
one Mrs. Doreen Wright, who at the time

of the trial in January 1980 had three years*

experience as a social worker with the

society. She had a bachelor of social work

degree from the University of Toronto. She
obtained that in 1956 and essentially had 20

years' work in the field of social work. She
was assigned to the family and worked with

that family.

This young man got himself involved in a

conflict with the law and ended up in court

in July 1979. He was sentenced to six months'

imprisonment and was released some time in

September 1979. He went back to his par-
ents' home and they would not accept him.

There was no place for him to go; by this

time he was over 16 years of age. The parents
asked for help from his probation officer, but

there was no financial assistance available

from the probation services. He was too old

for the children's aid society and there were
no services available to help him there.

In November 1979, he became involved in

two housebreakings. The first one involved

breaking into a dwelling place and stealing

watches. The second happened at the end
of November 1979, and it resulted from him

having no place to go to seek help. The

parents had refused to allow him to remain

in the house and he broke into a dwelling
house and cooked himself a meal, as a result

of which he was apprehended and brought
to court in January 1980 and sentenced to

further incarceration.

I think it is important to note that at his

trial in January 1980, Mrs. Doreen Wright
gave evidence on behalf of this accused in-

dicating lexactly what he was up against and

what the social and family services knew
about this boy. They knew what desperate
straits he was in and that there was no place

for him to go. There were no group homes

and no overnight accommodation for him.

Had hie had a place to go, had his call for

help been answered, he wotJd presumably
not have broken into that second house to

cook himself a meal.

'Mrs. Wright, in giving evidence, indicated

this boy had been in the care of the chil-

dren's aid society under a nonward agree-

ment. He had been in there for about a

year. When he was released they were aware

of the difficulties he was having in school

and with his family, particularly vis-a-vis his

stepfather, and they were unable financially

to satisfy this boy's need.

Mrs. Wright attended the family many
times. She found the family to be hard

working and interested in education, but un-

able or unwilling to assist this boy. He

sought help from the children's aid society.

Again there were such financial restrictions

that they were unable to give him help, and

also he was past the age of 16 years.

It seems to me, had the ministry been

encouraging our local communities to estab-

lish halfway homes, group homes, overnight

accommodation for emergency situations-

had these concepts been sold—there would

not have been a difficulty such as this boy
found himself in. He was unable to find as-

sistance and as a result wound up in the

courts again. He cried out for help and help

was not available.

It seems to me we must accommodate this

tyi>e of individual, between 16 years of age

and 18 years of age particularly, and those

who find themselves in this type of a situa-

tion. I have been invdved personally with
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the establishment of group homes in the area

of the regional municipality of York and I

know how difficult it is to convince the local

municipalities and local politicians of the

need.

4:20 p.m.

There are all sorts of arguments given for

the nonestablishment of group homes, mainly
the reduction in value of the homes, the

neighbourhood becoming involved with these

young people, people being afraid of the

influence that may exist, which in all likeli-

hood does not exist because there is a

great deal of work done with these people in

the home. They are subject to severe rules,

rules of guidance and rules within the home.

There ought to be no fear of having these

homes established in residential areas that

are already built up. It seems to me the

ministry has failed in that regard, failed

these young people, the Desmond Brissetts

who have cried out for help and had no

place to go. They wind up breaking into a

dwelling, cooking a meal, being apprehended
and incarcerated.

I urge upon this ministry In the name of

people such as this that it takes It upon
Itself to go among the communities, particu-

larly those larger urban centres, not only to

educate but assist local mimicipalities and
local politicians to establish these group
homes, these halfway houses, and overnight
accommodation for cases that meet emergen-
cies such as this.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Chairman, I s'hare

the member's concern about the difficulty

that exists in some communities with regard
to the acceptance of group homes, more par-

ticularly with respect to group homes for

certain individuals. I am not sure that he is

aware of what we have been attempting to

do over the last six or seven months in co-

operation with the Provincial Secretariat for

Social Development. The Provincial Secre-

tary for Social DevelojMnent (Mrs. Birch)
has on her staff persons who are devoting
their time to this problem almost exclusively.

Mr. McCIellan: With great success 1 What
have you got?
Hon. Mr. Norton: Well, it has been. We

did initially commit ourselves to attempt to

persuade municipalities and communities
before we took the heavy-handed rute, which
I must say I find very apj)ealing at times be-

cause of the relative simplicity of it, although
it is a little less sensitive perhaps to the feel-

ings of those citizens of communities. Even

thougih I may dis'agree with it, I think we
owe it to those people to take that approach
first.

I hope the menVbers wodld recognize it has

been successful. Meetings have been held

with municipal councillors and with rate-

payers' groups in various municiixiUties

across Ontario and continue to be held. In

fact, as recently as this morning. I saw for

the first time the communications ixickage,

which consists of some written material and
also audio-visual material w^hich will be used

by the staffs of my ministry and the provincial

secretary's staff in their efforts to address

that situation across the province.
In addition, as the member said, I ought

to be out there persuading. Unfortunately, I

think the member realizes that with the

demands the House places upon me, especi-

ally In a minority government situation—and
the member does his best to try to keep me
tied down in the House on a daily basis—it

does limit the amoimt of time I can spend

travelling across the province on issues like

this, although I am available and I have met
with representatives of a nimiber of com-
munities. I think the results have been

reasonably successful, even though when
they left the meetings, people didn't feel

tihey were very successful because I did not

give in to their demands.
In one particular ctase when I met with

the leader of a ratepayers' group that was

opposing a group home in their community,
though they were very unhappy with me at

the time on the stand I had taken, I was

pleased to see that a few months later the

same Individual who had led the opposition
went publicly to the press and said he had

changed his mind entirely. He said he had
now lived in the neighbourhood and there

had been no problem after a matter of

several months. I think that kind of thing is

encouraging.
In some specific cases, we may reach a

point w'here municipalities are intransigent,

or the communities are, in which case other

action will have to be contemplated. My
personal conviction is that it really is a mat-

ter of human rights. I don't think there is

any question about it.

It is preferable to have communities re-

sponding to the citizens within them sensi-

tively and caringly without having to take a

heavy-handed Hitlerian approach that some
members opposite might advocate.

Mr. McCIellan: You are talking out of

both sides of your mouth and you know it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: No. I am taking a rea-

sonable approach, which is something the

member opposite may not recognize.

Mr. Stong: I appreciate the generality of

the concerns the minister has spoken about.
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but there are specifics happening in the

regional municipality of York, and I ask you
to direct your attention specifically to that

area.

I might just refer to this transcript, be-

cause it is very important. It gives you an
idea exactly what is happening up there.

Mrs. Doreen Wright, as I indicated before,

is a social worker and had worked for the

children's aid society for some three years at

that point in January. The crown attorney at

that trial of Desmond Brissett got the oppor-

tunity to cross-examine Mrs. Wright. I just

want you to listen to this series of questions,
and her answers. The questions were put to

her by the crown attorney, who in utter dis-

belief threw up his hands at that trial be-

cause there was nothing available to help
this young man. This young man is only

representative of all the young people in

that area who find themselves in the same
situation. The question by the crown attor-

ney was:

"When he called you, did he tell you he
was hungry and didn't have a place to

stay?
"A. Yes.

"Q. And is it your evidence that in our

society, through the children's aid' society
and through the probation and parole offices,

that when a 17-year-old comes and says he
doesn't have a place to stay and he is hun-

gry there is no way to get him one?
"A. That's right."

We are talking about the regional munic-

ipality of York and a person who is employed
by that municipality in a very responsible

position.

"Q. Is there any way to get him any
money so that he can get his own place to

stay and his own food?

""A. I imagine he can apply to the local

welfare oflSce."

That's pretty important, when a person
is starving at night, having been discharged
from his own home and has no place to stay;

it's a very comforting thought. You can

apply to the welfare ofiice. The local wel-

fare office closes at 4:30 in the afternoon.

She was asked by the crown attorney

again:

"Q. Does your office assist him in doing
that, and assist him in making a contact and

helping him if it is 10 o'clock at night and
he needs a place, instead of saying, 'Well,

next Tuesday you can get an appointment'?
"A. My help to him was to tell him I

would be in touch—and I was—with his then

parole officer, and it would be my under-

standing that he would co-ordinate any help

that Desmond might need, and' so I con-

tacted him in that regard and he told me
there was nothing he could do."

That is a pretty sad indictment of the state

of affairs for young people in the regional

municipality of York. Rather than give us

general answers of the things you would
like to do, or objectives that you would like

to accomplish, it seems to me you should

send more people into the regional munic-

ipality of York so we can get help for young
people. It is a growing area, it is an area of

great demand, and the more we have young
Desmond Brissetts having to break into

homes and cook meals the more we are going
to have problems in that area. It falls square-

ly within your lap to help these young peo-

ple. Up till now very little, if anything, has

been done and there is nothing on the

horizon.

4:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I do not mean to put
the honourable member down and I am not

questioning his sincerity. I think he under-

stands as well as anyone around here that

it is not possible for my ministry as an entity

to provide all services for all people, at all

times, in all circumstances. However, whether

it is with respect to the group home issue

or the specific case he is bringing to our

attention, I would ask what he has done
with his own municipality in terms of trying

to redress this?

I don't know enou^ of the details about

this particular young man to know whether
what he was in need of was a longer-term

setting in a group home or some hostel care,

a place where he could go and get some
assistance overnight in the circumstances in

which he found himself. If it is the latter

then, as I described earlier to the honourable

members, we do fund hostel care through

municipalities and maybe the member ought
to go after his municipality to provide that

kind of opportunity or support for persons
like this young lad.

If he was in need of a treatment setting

or a longer-term care setting in a group
home and there is a zoning problem, I will

assist in addressing that. I think the mem-
ber, as a citizen of that municipality, has

an opportunity to stand up with the clout

I am sure he carries with his regional muni-

cipality, and go before it and raise this issue.

He is a citizen of that community and has a

responsibility.

I have a responsibility as well. I am not

trying to absolve myself from that, but if

the member cares as much as I believe he

does, then I am not going to ask how many
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times he has gone before the regional munic-

ipality of York and pressed it to do some-

thing about the zoning situation, if that is

a problem. I suggest that is a question he

ought to ask himself as a prominent citizen

of that municipality.
I am sure the weight he would carry in

the formulation of opinion in that community
would be very substantial, probably much
more substantial than mine, because I would

perhaps be identified as the heavy-handed

government agent coming into the com-

munity, whereas he is a citizen of that

community. He has a strong body of sup-

port there, people whom he could persuade
to go with him and carry that through the

municipality.

Mr. Williams: And a respected citizen of

that community, too.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Yes, I am sure. I am
not sure of the child's age at the time of

the various incidents referred to but it is

possible for children's aid societies, maybe
not on the spur of the moment—was the

social worker referred to working with the

children's aid society?

Mr. Stong: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It is possible for chil-

dren's aid societies to make provision for

caring for and assisting young people past
the age of 16 by virtue of care by agree-
ment. I don't know whether this young
man's circumstances were such that that

would have been an appropiiate avenue to

have explored, but on the basis of the in-

formation I have from what the member said,

this strikes me as something which ought to

^ve been explored.
Rather than a group home, maybe he was

in need of and could have benefited itom
some type of formal or informal foster

arrangement. I don't know. I can't second-

guess the actions of all the social workers
of the province. I hope they would explore
all possible avenues before making the pro-
nouncement that nothing was available.

Maybe they have, and have run into diffi-

culties.

If the member has further information, I

ask that he provide it to me. I understand,
in terms of the note which has been handed
to me, some of the stafiF of my ministry has

been involved with this young lad—precisely
how I don't know—as well as the probation
role of the staff of the Ministry of Correc-

tional Services, since I gather he was tech-

nically an adult at the time of his last in-

volvement with the courts. If the member
knows anything about ongoing circumstances
in which we might be of assistance I would

be glad to work with my colleague, the Min-
ister of Correctional Services (Mr. Walker)
and see that the matter is resolved.

Mr. Stong: I am very flattered by the

onerous duty the minister places on my
shoulders for dealing with the regional

municipality and getting these houses

established. Would that I controlled the

purse-strings and would that they looked
to me for financial assistance and would
that I could promise it, but I cannot. I

might say this particular case has had

publicity to demonstrate the lack of assist-

ance in the region. I find that any member
who does not control the purse-strings or

who does not have an inside track to those

purse-strings has no more weight than any-
one else who is a local citizen in the area.

I am not trying to seek an answer for

this particular case, because the lad is

serving time right now, as I understand it.

I am saying this lad was in need of imme-
diate assistance, not a long-term program.
It was not a long-range situation. Two days
after his parents moved from their area and
their home and left him on his own, he
found himself breaking into a home. It was
to that point—the lack of facilities to help-
that questions were asked. It was to that

point the social worker addressed herself in

court.

Inasmuch as those facilities are not in

existence, perhaps you could assist the local

municipalities in terms of providing financial

assistance, and assure them that if they

accept the idea they are not going to be
left holding the purse-strings entirely by
themselves. I would like to be able to assure

them of that, but it is not within my juris-

diction.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I am a little confused,
because I am not sure whether the member
is sviggesting that maybe I was a little oflF

track when I was responding to him. I

thought he was following up on the point

made by the member for Bellwoods (Mr.

McClellan) with respect to zoning difficulties

and so on.

Mr. McClellan: I have not even spoken
on this.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I am sorry—whoever it

was who raised it.

Mr. Stong: Since he covered zoning, there

is no point in reiterating it.

Hon. Mr. Norton: If it is a zoning problem,
I would reiterate what I said before.

Mr. Stong: That is not all though.
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Hon. Mr. Norton: All right, but funding
is not a major problem for the municipalities.
In most cases we fund group homes at 100

per cent. In cases of group homes operated

by children's aid societies the municipalities
would be responsible for about 20 per cent

of the cost. I cannot believe in the regional

municipality of York the problem is one of

lack of fimding. It may be there has been a

lack of specific proposals for the operation
of group homes, or, if their zoning does not

permit them, then that has to be addressed

first.

Certainly my ministry would recognize
that a growing municipality with young
families and many children and teenagers
needs some services of that type. Precisely
what the requirement is I do not know, but
first of all we must address the acceptance
of the municipality.
From what I hear, you are a very

prominent citizen in that municipality and

you carry a lot of weight. I am sure you
could do a better job of going after those

regional councillors than you would lead me
to believe this afternoon. If you are sug-

gesting I move to that municipality and do

your job for you—
Mr. Stong: Can I quote you?

Hon. Mr. Norton: As long as you quote
the entire remark. I agree I need your help.
It is important that you address that issue

with the regional municipality. You are a

prominent citizen. You are an opinion-
maker. You can do something about it. Why
do you leave it to me? I will assist you. I

will even go with you, if that will be of any
help.

With respect to the emergency assistance

you mentioned in the case of this young
man at the specific time—I gather it was in

the evening—all I can say is that even if

there were group homes there they might
not have addressed his needs at that time.

4:40 p.m.

I don't know what resources were known
to the social worker in this case, but you
know, I am sure, as a lawyer and as a
member of the Legisilature particularly, that

we all get callsi from people who are in dis-

tress at 11 o'clock on Friday night when all

of the municipal services and so on are

closed for the weekend. I am sure you have
had those. I certainly have, and you know
there are agencies within the community,
whether it be the Salvation Army or other

agencies like that, or churches to whom you
and I can turn in the case of an emergency,
to get some assistance for those persons.

A hostel might have met his needs if it

had space for him, but if it didn't have space
for him it might have been necessary to turn

to the Salvation Army on an emergency
basis, until the following Monday when
something more permanent could have been
done.

I don't think we can necessarily devise

new programs on the basis of that kind of

distress. I think those of us who are engaged
in working with people who find themselves

in need, sometimes urgent need, have to be
creative. I think social workers in the prov-
ince also have to be creative. I know they

carry a great burden, but surely within the

whole of the regional municipality of York

there was sorme way that young man could

have received some assistance overnight
without having been left, as you suggest, to

go and break into a home to cook himself

a meal. I find that stretches my capacity to

alcoept that.

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Chairman, I do want
to point out that the entire discussion is out

of order.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Very much of this

discussion is not on the vote, I suppose, but
we have been allowing pretty free-ranging
discussion. If you can wind it up—

Mr. Stong: Very briefly, Mr. Chairman.

Again, I know you are not suggesting this

social worker didn't know what she was

doing or wasn't aware of the resources in

the community. However, you have men-
tioned three diflFerent resources, the hostel,

the group home and church and community
resom-ces or foster care. The fact of the

matter is that it's difficult even to estab-

lish a hostel in the area. You just have to

witness the Yellow Brick House in New-
market and the hassile it has had over the

last year and a half. It's still not sure it can

continue to operate and provide the service

for women, battered wives and young chil-

dren. Its existence is in peril.

The whole idea is asking your ministry and

your officials! to demonstrate a little leader-

ship in this particular municipality so it

would be easier to sell the idea and convince

them to change the zoning when it's needled.

If we had a release from you that the minis-

try backs this type of concept it might make
it easier for us in the community who are

fighting for these things.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I shall be very brief in

replying. I think the ministry has demon-
strated leadership, perhaps not of the specific

kind the member would like to see, but the

last thing we want to do is to usurp his
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leadership role in the community in which
he hves.

I would point out that given the changes
in the rules of House that have occurred in

the last little while, if he is suggesting what
"we ought to do is introduce a bill mandating
that residential zoning in the province be
such that group homes can be located in any
residential community, I would hail that. I

would suggest to the member that as a

private membfer he has the right or the

opportunity—or to persuade one of his col-

leagues, if he wdsihes—to introduce that bill.

I can't second it for him but I am sure the

member for Bellwoods (Mr, McCefllan)

would, and there is your opportunity. I

•would even vote for it.

Mr. McCIellan: I don't want to prolong this

discussion and I don't want to make my
zoning bylaw speech again either. The minis-

ter knows our position. You talk out of both

sides of your mouth. The minister says it's

a human rights issue, wliich it is, and then in

the same breath he says, "But we don't want
to resort to yoiu: Hitlerian tactics." You said

that a minute ago.
If you define it as a human rights issue

then let me suggest to you you're not serving
the purposes of debate by that kind of in-

vective.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I don't normally use

invective.

Mr. McCIellan: You are the one who used
the expression. I suppose it i^ inevitable that

as we approach the election the level of

debate in this House will sink lower and
lower until you are firmly entrenched in the

gutter. But I would ask you, Mr. Chairman,
to try to catch this kind of invective as it is

uttered.

The point is that voluntary approach is a

complete cop out. If you had defined the

zoning bylaw issue with respect to group
•homes as a himian rights issue then the impli-
cations are totally olear that you have to

remove the discriminatory provisions of the

Planning Act which make it jjossible for

municipalities to act in violation of human
rights. Until you do that, you're not going to

solve the problem and you are not going to

have the possfbility of developing an ade-

quate network of group homes.
We have moved resolutions in this as-

serrtbly to precisely that end. The resolution

of the member for Parkdale (Mr. Dukszta)
•called for that. We will be moving amend-
ments to the Planning Act when tfie govern-
ment brings that draft legislation before the

House. The Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Norton) will then have

la chance to vote on our amendment. Hhen
we'fl see what his commitment to human
rights really is.

Returning now to the item actually before

us, which has to do w^ith adult services, I

want to ask the minister if he could advise

us on what progress is being made in pub-
lishing the pohcy manuals for the General
Welfare Assistance Act and the Family
Benefits Act. I know it is the minister's in-

tention to release those two manuals. I am
simply asking for a timetable.

The other question I would like to ask is

whether the ministry also intends to Issue the

policy manual for the Vocational Rehabilita-

tion Services Act? Is it the intention of the

ministry to release ail three manuals or just

the two?

Hon. Mr. Norton: Without actually having
been asked to, I will retract that reference

to "Hitlerian" and substitute "heavy-handed."
I think the member knew the spirit in which
it was meant. I did not mean all of the impli-
cations that go with the expression "Hitier-

lan.

With respect to the manuals, it is very

timely that you should raise it. Was there a

leak or anything? Actually, it was my inten-

tion to release one of them in the House to-

morrow as a statement. It will be on the

Family Benefits Act manual tomorrow. I am
planning to release the General Welfare Act

manual within about another month, by
June at least.

Mr. McCIellan: What about the Vocational

Rehabilitation Services Act?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I vidll release the legal

aid one in May. I do not yet have a date for

the Vocational Rehabilitation Services Act

manual, but I will get back to the member
on that.

Mr. McCIellan: Just for clarification, yoa
are intending to release the vocational re-

habilitation manual?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I wfll get back to you
on that.

Mr. McCIellan: You don't know?

Hon. Mr. Norton: I said 111 get back to

you on that. Just accept what I say.

Mr. McCIellan. You should know ^vhether

you are going to release it or not. This is the

only opportxmity I have to deal with this

until we get to the estimates in die fall. I

will simply call to your attention the report
that was done by Larry Fox for the Com-
mission on Freedom of Information and Indi-

vidual Privacy, a research pai)er entitied.

Freedom of Information in the Administra-

tive Process, which talks about secret law
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and spgcifically deals with the jxjlicy manual
under the Vocational Rehabilitation Services

Act.

The recommendation in the research docu-
ment is quite unequivocal, that the manual

ought to be released, just as you are intend-

ing to release the other two. In many
respects I think there is more of an urgency
for you to release the vocational rehabilita-

tion manual. There are more contentious

appeals going to the social assistance review
board under the Vocational Rehabilitation

Services Act than there are under the other

two pieces of legfelation.

4:50 p.m.

I am using the adjective "contentious" in

view of the cmrent brouhaha resulting from
the Mekler case. I think it is incumbent on

you to release that policy manual as well. I

am prepared to wait until the minister muMs
this one over. I do not know what he has to

think about though, because Larry Fox has

outlined the rationale for releasing it with
absolute clarity and has refuted any possible

arguments that you could raise.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I would point out to tbe

member that I am not trying to be evasive.

I cannot report to him on that at the moment
in terms of updated status because the matter
is out of order. Vocational rehabilitation

services is not under any of these votes and
1 do not happen to have any staflF from that

branc^h here.

Mr. McClellan: I notice you took the other

member to task for being out of order, but
then proceeded to be out of order yourself.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I will take the Chair-
man to task.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Is there any otiier

member wishing to speak in order on items
2 or 4 under vote 2902? If not, shall items
2 and 4 in vote 2902 carry?
Mr. McCIellan: Just item 2. We want to

deal with item 4 separately.
Mr. Deputy Chairman: I thought you were

already asking questions concerning services

for adults. You have more questions on item

4, have you? I am not trying to set you up.
We shall vote item 2.

Item 2 agreed to.

On item 4, developmental services for

adults:

Mr. McClellan: Mr. Chairman, I do not
intend to take more than a few minutes and
I db not necessarily want the minister to take

an inordinate amount of time to try to reply
to my questions here in the House. I do
want to tell him there are some things I

want to know about homes for special care.

First, I asked a question in the House on
March 28 with respect to a request for infor-

mation on any assessments that had been
done of residents in homes for special care

prior to the joint announcement on March 3.

I have not had an answer to that question.
I just want the minister to know I am still

waiting for it. It was referenced again on
March 28, on page 245 of Hansard.

Second—and I am glad the Minister of

Health (Mr. Timbrell) is present in the cham-
ber, though I do not know if he is joying
attention—I do not know how so many peo-
ple got into homes for special care. I partic-

ularly do not understand' why there are so

many children in homes for special care.

Perhaps the minister could tell me if I am
right or wrong on just one point, that the

only way for a retarded person to get into a

home for special care is on a referral from a

provincial institution. Either I am right or

wrong on that point. I have been told by
officials in the ministry that the only way a

retarded person can gain admission to a home
for special care is on referral from a provin-
cial institution.

If I am right, then he had better be pre-

pared to explain to me how the population
of homes for special care has increased over

the past 10 years despite denials from offi-

cials in his ministry that anybody was being
discharged from a schedule one facility into

a home for special care. That is something we
are simply going to have to pursue. I think

it is probably better to pursue that on the

Ordter Paper, because I am not sure the min-
ister himself knows M'hy there are so many
retarded people in homes for special care. It

is about time we all found out why this has
been happening.

Third, I would like to raise very briefly

under this item the question of Brant Sana-

torium. I used it by way of illustration. I

had an opportunity to visit that facility in

February, together with a delegation from
the Ontario Association for the Mentally Re-

tarded, and we looked at their program for

retarded children.

We met wdth the new executive director,

a very caring, conscientious man who has

made an enormous efi^ort to upgrade the

program at the Brant Sanatorium. The
visible signs of his contribution are through-
out the place—the morale of the staflF, the

rapport between staff and children and the

new facilities that have been put into the

Brant San^ttorium over the last 12 to 18

months. He has done a super job.

The devil of it all is that the ministry
seems to be doing everything conceivable to
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hamstring the work of the stafiF. Brant Sana-
torium illustrates the absurdity of the present

arrangements for funding services for re-

tarded people in this province.

I would like the minister to listen to this

one—

Hon. Mr. Norton: Are you referring to the

sanatorium in Brantford?

Mr. McClellan: Yes. Part of the facility is

funded as a schedule two facility by the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

at a reasonably adequate per diem. Part of

the facility, under exactly the same roof, is

funded as a home for special care at a totally

inadequate per diem rate. Part is even
funded as a chronic care hospital.

There are retarded youngsters in all three

focilities. Only those who are lucky enough,
those whom fate has smiled on, who have
ended up in the schedule two facility are

eligible for an adequate program. The staff

is torn trying to provide even minimal ser-

vice to the children who happen to be

residing in the home for special care or the

chronic care hospital.

My question to the minister is: When does
he intend to provide schedule two funding
to the entire institution? How can he pos-
sibly tolerate this absurd situation? Surely
we can look forward in his 1980 budget to

a recognition of the program that has been
achieved at Brant Sanatorium and the whole
thing will be funded as a schedule two
facility, with his ministr>' assuming the

responsibility it should have assumed five

years ago.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Technically I suppose
the member is out of order, but I do wish
to respond briefly, as well as I can, to the

questioas he has raised. Although there is a

joint effort under way between my ministry
and the Ministry of Health, at the moment
the programs for the homes for special care
are still within the Ministry of Health. I

am not suggesting that this absolves me from
any response.

He raised the question of how children
have come into those—first of all how people
generate. It is my understanding that it is

true, as he suggests, that previously the way
most people went into homes for special care

was on referral from a provincial institution.

I stand to be corrected if I am wrong, but
some of the homes, principally those oper-
ated by nursing homes, also have been open
to private arrangements by parents placing
their children. That is how, as I understand

it, some children have come into the system

over the last few years- mainly by way of

private arrangement.

We have to find some way to close that

off and to make sure that if the children

are to be placed anywhere they are placed
in the most appropriate developmental
setting. My ministry and the Ministry of

Health have not been involved in a number
of those placements of children that were
handled privately by the parents, perhaps
through the family doctor making a referral.

On Brant Sanatorium, all I am prepared
to say at this time is I have discussed it.

The Minister of Health (Mr. Timbrell) has

discussed it with me. We have reached an

agreement on the resolution of that situation

and will be making an announcement before

too long.

5 p.m.

Mr. McClellan: I would like to say I am
not s'atisfied with the response on the ad-

missions business. I am going to pursue that

matter.

Hon. Mr. Norton: You are las'king me about
a program I don't have responsfbiHty for.

Mr. McClellan: That is precisely the

problem. The problem has been the budk-

passing between this ministry and the Min-

istry of Health. I will ask the Minister of

Health when we get into his supplementary
estimates in a few minutes. I may be wrong,
but it has been my information that the

homes for special care program is best de-

scribed as a funding mechanism and that the

only way a person is eligible to be funded
under the homes for special care program is

if there is a referral from a provincial insti-

tution.

I will be blunt with you. I am not sure

there haven't been referrals from your sched-

ule one facihties. I am not sure there haven't

been either children or adults who have
been entered on to the books of schedule one

facilities and then discharged into homes for

special care. That is a concern that is being

expressed. I am simply saying to you that

you are going to have to explain to us how
it is that virtually 3,000 retarded i>eople

ended up in a situation of utter neglect

within the homes for special care. You are

accountable for that. You are responsible for

the mental retardation program in this prov-

ince, and it won't wash to try to continue

the buck-passing. We are going to find out

where those folk came from with or without

your co-operation.

Item 4 agreed to.

Vote 2902 agreed to.
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On vote 2903, children's services program.
Mr. Blundy: I would like to disciiss with

tihe minister the strike of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees Local 3009

against the Hamilton and District Association
for the Mentally Retarded. In information
that has come to me and writeups in the

paper and so forth, both the association

spokesman—
Hon. Mr. Norton: On a i>oint of order,

Mr. Chairman: I would like to point out to

the member that developmental services for

children is a separate vote and item from
the children's services program outlined in

vote 2903. I point out for the information of

the chair that it is not in tbe vote before us

today, but is a separate item.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: It is a little diffi-

cult for the dhair. It may also be a little

difficult for the members. We have allow^ed

pretty wide-ranging chat before. If it is a long
discussion I am going to suggest you leave it

until we get into next year's estimates.

Mr. Blundy: It is not a lengthy discussion.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I am going to ask
the minister, if it is a short question, to let

you put it. If he has a ready answer for it,

then all is well.

Mr. Mancini: A very proper decision, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: I am not so sxu-e it

is a proper decision.

Mr. Blundy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I was saying, I want to ask a question
about the strike of CUPE Local 3009 against
the Hamilton and District Association for

the Mentally Retarded. It is very interesting
to note in several writeups what both the

association representatives and spokesmen
and the union representatives have said.

The association spokesman says: "The or-

ganization has been trying to give more pay
to the employees, but is restricted by the

austerity of the ministry which provides most
of the funds." The union spokesman says
largely the same thing, /that they are frus-

trated when they see the province paying
other public employees, some belonging to

other unions, more money for similar woA.
I would like to point out to the minister

that a counsellor working for that association

gets $9,300. As of April 1, a receptionist in

the Ontario Civil service, whose training and
education would hardly add up to that of a
counsellor with the association, gets $9,263.
The particular one to whom I am referring
has three and a half years experience with
this association. That is one item I would like

to ask the minister to comment on.

il woiJd also like to ask the minister what
his ministry is doing to get this settied to

ensin-e that those people being served by the

association in Hamilton and district will in-

deed have the services to which they are

entitled and which they need,

Mr. Mancini: I can see now why be did
not want to answer.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It was not a question of

not wanting to ansM'er. I was trying to point
out that the matters which were under dis-

cussion were not before us, as members on
the opposite side have pointed out from time

to time this afternoon. I will go along with

the fiction that they are before us.

The concern the member raises with re-

spect to Hamilton is a matter of broader
concern than just that particular community,
as I am sure he is aware. I feel very awk-
ward when I am asked to comment upon an

ongoing labour dispute. I have to be careful

not to prejudice in any way the rights of the

parties involved or to inflame a situation

where parties have outstanding matters in

dispute. If I soimd a litde circumspect in my
response, I hope you will understand my
responsibilities with respect to services across

this province and my unwillingness to ap-

pear to see a very simplistic solution w^hich

will involve in some instances taking sides.

I would point out to the member that the

matter of disparity between groups of em-

ployees across Ontario is obviously a matter

of concern for all of us. In reality it is not

possible to redress those disparities in one

wage negotiation. The issue is what is pos-

sible with available resoiu"ces.

I indicated to the House last week that

within my ministry we are taking a very
close look at the situation across the whole

of Ontario with respect to services, espe-

cially those provided through agencies that

are funded by us, to try to get the total pic-

ture of the situation. I do not believe a

response by me or by the government in one

particular case is the ansAver. We have to

recognize there is a broader concern that has

to be part of any possible solution brought
forward. I can only hope that in the mean-

time the parties involved in labour negotia-

tions or disputes will act with the greatest

possible realism in respect of the resources

available.

Surely in a time when the economy of the

province, of the country and of the western

world is performing the way it is, people
have to understand that not all inequities

can be redressed at one time. There are

disparities, but one could also say, and I do
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not mean this in a pejorative sense, that the

person -who went to work with various

agencies went under circumstances in which

there were some disparities at the time. To

press for redress and try to close the gap
within too short a period of time can really

create some very serious disruptions in

service.

5:10 p.m.

Mr. Blundy: I really wanted the minister

to make some comments on the allegations

that the problems are compounded and the

actions of the association are restricted by
the austerity of the ministry. I think that is

the point.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I do not wish to get into

details. I did not make allegations about the

association, or are you suggesting the associa-

tion was making allegations about me? I am
not sure which way the allegations were

being flung. If I understand what the hon-

ourable member asked as a question or a

statement, the association suggested the prob-
lem was that the ministry was not giving it

adequate resources. Is that what you are

saying?
Mr. Blundy: The austerity of the ministry

was responsible for its plight.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It is a question, I sup-

pose, of whether under current circum-

stances the member opposite feels that an

eight per cent increase is austere or that an

offer of a 15 per cent wage increase is a

sign of austerity. It seems to me, 15 per cent

is not bad, given the way settlements are

going at this point in this societ>' across

Ontario. What has to be taken into con-

sideration is the aspirations of some indi-

viduals to catch up more quickly than that.

If you think 15 per cent is parsimonious on

the part of my ministry, then, boy, I am glad

your party is not in control of the economy
of this province or we would be in a des-

perate situation.

By the way, perhaps this is an appro-

priate time, as I have brought to the mem^
ber's attention before, to say I wonder
whether he has cleared that position with his

leader. It was not very long ago that his

leader si)oke in eastern Ontario, in fact, very
close to my riding, in the riding of the mem-
ber for Frontenac-Addington (Mr. McEwen)
at a $100-a-plate fund-raising dinner. The
Leader of the Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) sug-

gested that the government ought to slash

spending. He may have sensed there were
some rednecks in his audience. He suggested
the are-a in which there should be no increase

in spending, contrary to what this govern-
ment is doing—

Mr. Mancini: He meant government waste.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Norton: —was social spending
until the economy of this province was in much
better shape. I suggest you clear what you
are advocating here with tlie Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Chairman, I have a non-

provocative issue to raise with the minister.

I would like to know very simply if the min-

ister received from me last Wednesday a

letter regarding the Youth Assisting Youth

program and its plight. Why I raise it, as

outlinied in the letter, is that there is only
a matter of a few days left in which to

respond. The letter talks about some $14,000,
a small amount of money for this government
to come up with, to save that program. I

believe the minister has had representations
from at least two other cabinet ministers,

both of whom represent Scarborough ridings,

in addition^ to myself.

I have been associated wdth that program
since its inception more than three years ago.
I outlined carefully in the letter how the

program helps to keep young people out of

the correctional system. The success of that

program is astounding. It is diflBcult to de-

scribe the savings in human terms. Because
of the program, there are many young peo-

ple who do not come in touch with the judi-
cial system and, as a result, their lives will

be more useful and far more pleasant.

From the cold cash side of it, the money
savings are enormous. As the minister knows,

every time we have a young person enter the

correctional system, we are looking at a cost

of around $26,000 a year; to keep three

people out of that system for one year equals
the total budget of Youth Assisting Youth,
which has a success rate of more than 80

per cent with the 80-odd young people with
whom they are working. The minister can

easily calculate the tremendous savings that

program has meant.

They come to him for a mere $14,000.
When we contrast that with today's an-

nouncement of the government being willing
to plough at least another $10 million into

the northern white elephant, then the

$14,000 is obviously a mere pittance—but it

means life or death for that program.
I wrote the honourable minister last

Tuesday and sent the letter immediately. I

was hoping that by today he would have
reached a decision that Youth Assisting
Youth could expect to find an additional

$14,000-plus being sent to the program
before the end of the month.
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Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Chairman, as the

member for Scarborough-Ellesmere (Mr.

Warner) may know, many of the programs
serving young people and others across

Ontario are substantially supported by the

province, but there is also a commitment
from the local communities to assist them
in maintaining those programs.

It is my understanding that in the past
year we have assisted the group Youth
Assisting Youth to the extent of $31,000, and
that, along with all the other agencies that

we are funding, we have committed to them
an increase of eight per cent.

I believe the problem is that some of the
local commitment to this program has fallen

away in terms of local funding assistance,
and we have been asked if we could make
up the diflFerence. If that were to be the

approach that we would take—and I am not

giving a final answer at this point to the
honourable member—it could be an extra-

ordinarily costly proposition. There may be
some communities where because of very
special circumstances they cannot continue

but, generally speaking, if communities relax

their commitment to serving young people
or needy people in their community and just

say, **You pick up the difference," we simply
cannot afford to do that.

I would suggest to the honourable mem-
ber that another alternative might be that
he volunteer to be the chairman of a fund-

raising campaign in Scarborough to stimulate
that community to maintain its commitment.
I thought it was $15,000, but it was a
substantial amount of money that the com-
munity was contributing which it is not

going to. He, as a responsible member in

the community, might well chair a fund-

raising campaign to make up that difference.

I suggest that would be a tremendously
responsible thing to do.

As I suggested to one of the other mem-
bers this afternoon, perhaps those of us in

this Legislature too often confine ourselves
to the purview of this building, our consti-

tuency oflBces and those more traditional

approaches. The honourable member might
make an admirable fund-raiser. He might be
able to stimulate within his community a

commitment that will see this organization
continue for many years to come. In the

meantime, I will give further consideration

to their request. But, if he did that, it might
even ensure his re-election.

Mr. Warner: In response to the minister,
I will be brief.

I am quite happy to take on the respon-
sibility that he is unwilling to assume, and
I would be quite happy to do that as a

minister of the crown, thank you.
The minister has a clear responsibility.

He may wish to discuss this and enter into

some wrangling over dollars with other

levels of government; I have no such in-

terest. That program has until the end of the

month to be saved. The minister can get in-

volved in all the wrangling he wants to with
some other level of government. But I know
that if that program goes down the drain

because the minister doesn't respond before

the end of the month, then there are a lot

of yoimgsters in Scarborough who will suffer

because of it.

5:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Norton: I didn't mean to incite

the honourable member opposite to such ag-

gression. I haven't seen such conviction on
his part since he was discussing the Magna
Carta.

Mr. Warner: Just be unreasonable and you
will see my anger every time.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Listen, what the hon-

ourable member is talking about, Mr. Chair-

man, is the community agencies, as I under-

stand it, who are withdrawing their support
from a particular agency.

Mr. Warner: That's not true.

Hon. Mr. Norton: It is my understanding
that United Way funding has dropped off for

them.

Mr. Warner: There wasn't any.

Hon. Mr. Norton: That was not my infor-

mation. I'll check that, but there has been
additional funding from the community that

is no longer available. If he is saying that

every time that happens—I could not pos-

sibly budget for the commitments of my
ministry—

Mr. Warner: There is no point in debating
it. All I know is you are ducking your respon-
sibility.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Norton: —if every time some
individuals within the community where
these services are required decided that they
were not going to maintain their commit-
ment. That's why I suggested to the honour-
able member that probably, in the interests

of his own community—not that he go to

the local government—^he go after a commit-
ment from that conununity to sustain this

service.

We may have some differences in philos-

ophy with respect to some of these things.
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I happen to think that a community that is

prepared to make a commitment in terms of

time, eflFort and dollars to the people within

the community is in fact a healthy commu-

nity, and that governments should not usurp
that role entirely. Maybe you ought to ap-

proach it that way and urge your community
to demonstrate that it is not losing its health.

Mr. Warner: Go and explain that to the

troubled youths who won't get your help
now. Go and explain it to them.

Hon. Mr. Norton: You perhaps ought to be

as aggressive as this with your constituents.

I haven't said no. All I'm saying is, don't

you dump all your own failure to address it

in your community on my shoulders. You
have a responsibility too.

Mr. Warner: I have one last question. Will

you give us an answer before April 30? Yes

or no.

Hon. Mr. Norton: Of course I will if that's

the deadline. I wHl give the agency an

answer, yes.

Vote 2903 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the supple-

mentary estimates for the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF CULTURE
AND RECREATION

On vote 3007, ministry capital support

program; item 1, capital support:

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Chairman, I have a

very brief opening statement.

Mr. Makarchuk: Listen, you are going to

provoke something and you will be here all

day. Why don't you dispense and deal with
the vote?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: In that case I'll be happy
to defer.

Mr. Ruston: Go ahead, we're listening.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: We're dealing here only
with the Wintario program, an additional $15
million which is in the supplementaries not
because of poor planning, but is there and
has been for the last three iiscal years be-

cause, quite frankly, at the beginning of any
fiscal year it is exceedingly difficult to know
just how many of the hundreds and thou-
sands of projects that are under way will be

going forward within the subsequent fiscal

year, and how much of the funding will be
called for.

Rather than start with an inflated figure
in the budget, we proposed in this particular
fiscal year of 1979-80 to start with a figure
of $48 million. As the projects proceed, and

as the funds are being called for, in order

not to create undue delay in flowing the

funds and creating a great deal of uimeces-

sary inconvenience to the many fine projects
that are being financed, we would like to

flow these funds as they are required.
Mr. Chairman, this is something we have

been requesting for the last three years and
I think we have had fine support from across

the House. We hope that again this year w©
could proceed without imdue delay.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to get some clarification from the minister

reading the documents concerning supple-

mentary estimates. It states this $15 million

is for oapital construction, I was under the

impression that the capital construction

grants were frozen and I wonder if the minis-

ter could verify that.

Mr. Chairman: I am wondering if these

are the leadoff comments. Are there any
other leadoff^ comments from the member for

Oakwood (Mr. Grande)?

Mr. Grande: Mr. Chairman, I don't intend

to stay on my feet for a long period of time,

given that we have already dealt with the

1980-81 estimates of the Ministry of Culture

and Recreation and these are supplementary
estimates that deal with 1979-80. What we
are doing is, having given the money to the

Ministry of Culture and Recreation for 1980-

81, we are going back to 1979-80.

Let me say a few words about the $50
million the minister is asking for. The minis-

try, back in December 1978, froze the

capital grant applications, and there was a

tremendous backlog of Wintario oapital

grants applications.
One of the things that disturbs me is that

in the new Places To Grow booklet which
deals with the first installment on the capital

grants applications, we find that as of April

1, 1979, they still have to look at 1,300

applications. This means that, in essence, the

reason the freeze on capital constructions

came about was because Wintario was so

overwhelmed with applications it was biuied

imder them.

I would like the minister to be clear, and
to say that, instead of pretending they were

doing some kind of inventory across the

province to find out where these cultural

amenities were and what types were

available.

There is another thing I would like the

minister to answer. In the estimates I guess
he considered it to be a question I was ask-

ing in jest. As a matter of fact, I was dead

serious about it and that question is: Why
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is it that New Democaratic Party ridings

across this province are not getting the

capital grants applications that either the

Liberal or Tory ridings are getting?

Mr. Mancini: Because Liberal members
fight for their constituents and make personal

representations.

Mr. Grande: I see. To answer that honour-
able member, the political protess is there-

fore obviously at work in terms of who gets

capital grants applications.
Let me say to the minister that I want to

find out exactly what is happening to those

capital applications and if political consider-

ations are part of the criteria of any group
getting grants for capital applications. If that

happens, then the people of this province
who happen to be in areas held by govern-
ment members have greater chances to get

capital grants.

If that is part of the criteria, the minister

might as well say so in his capital appilication

guidelines and let the people know that is

part of getting a capital grant. If the Liberals

pride themselves on injecting themselves into

that obietetive process, let them say so, be-
cause the kind of statement made by the

member for Essex South (Mr. Mancini) cer-

tainly does not do him or his party a

tremendous amount of good out there.

5:30 p.m.

Interjections.

Mr. Grande: Let me say to the member
that I do not consider that I have been on
my feet for a long period of time. However,
I want firm answers to those questions I

have just put to the minister. I want to find

out precisely whether at this time the decks
have been cleared of applications or whether
you are still clearing Wintario capital appli-
cations back to 1978? If you are, to what
extent are your commitments?

I suspect we have 5:een the end of capital

grants. I suspect, as I have said many times

before, that as soon as there is a provincial
election vou are going to come through with
new guidelines for capital construction, wave
carrots around and say, "Lock what we are

doing for you. We froze it at that particular
time and now we are giving them to you
once again."

I want to leave it at that. I will let the

Liberal Party deal with that kind of political

injection into the objective process of capital
construction grants.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Chairman, to answer
the first question raised by the member for

Es^ex South, the capital was frozen, as he

qtn'te correctly noted, but we have continued

to meet commitments made in the past. Par-

tially in respect to the question raised by
him and in respect to the question raised by
the member for Oakwood, I would like to

say tiiat as of March 14, 1980, we had some-

thing like $50 million in commitments to

projects. We also had $50 million in reserve.

In addition to that, in response to the direct

question, "Are the decks almost clear?" we
have only something like 200 applications to

deal with, most of them in the medium-size

fange.
There is no doubt that because of this

freeze we have been able to catch up with
what admittedly had become a substantial

backlog. I wouldn't deny that and I wouldn't

apologize for tbat. I think tihere were maybe
two good reiasons why we declared a mora-

torium, if you want to use that word. One
reason was to take a look at our priorities in

order to see what needs had been met, what
other emerging needs there were and how
best to deal with them. The other reason

was to catch up with what had become a

backlog—no doubt about it.

We are down to having to deal with about

200 more applications. I can assure members
of the House the date of the election is not

going to determine when the capital program
will reopen.

Mr. Ruston: Ho, ho, ho!

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Nobody believes that?

I guess we wiH just have to wait and see.

Mr. O'Neil: Do you know when the

election is going to be called?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: It may coincide, but it

is not mv intention to proceed in that wiv.

On this rather interesting table that did

appear, to which the member for Oakwood
has referred, which breaks down the per-

centage of Wintario capital gmnts according
to the electorial districts which are in the

hands of the Protrressive Conservatives, the

Liberals and the NDP, I should say I did not

instruct the researchers—

Mr. Grande: To make a mistake.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: —to present this kind of

information. For their own reasons, they

probably decided it would be interesting to

do so. There we have it on page 24. I was

surprised, as mavbe the member for Oak-

wood was, that it does look from this as if

the Liberals have a somewhat higher pro-

portionate percentage of the grants under

Wintario. The Progressive Conservatives are

second, and the NDP third.

I do not have the slightest idtea in the world

why that is so, but I do know it is not be-

cause of some kind of political patronage or

hanky-panky. As I have promised on previous
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occasions, I will present the raw data of the

researcher to Mr. Grande, and he can per-

haps find out why this has happened.
I should remind everyone here that the

Wintario program is a responsive thing rather

than us taking the initiative. We do not go
out to electoral districts or to anybody else

and say, "Wouldn't it be nice if you had a

Wintario grant out here." We wait until the

applications are sent in to us. It may well be

that the Liberal Party has been more aggres-
sive in this, that its members have been mov-

ing along and helping their community
groups more than the rest of us. I can cer-

tainly assure you that Wintario grants have

in no way, shape or form been influenced by
the pohtical affiliations of people associated

with the project.

I think that answers most of the questions
raised by the members of the opposition.

Mr. O'NeU: Mr. Chairman, I have a few

questions to address to the minister. You men-
tioned that there were two reasons you under-

took the study. One was concern about what
was happening in some of the areas in re-

spect to capital grants, and the other that you
wanted to catch up.

I represent a riding which has obtained a

lot of Wintario funding, because we do a lot

in the way of public relations to let our

people know what funds are available, what

they are available for and' then, once we have

got them, to make sure they are advertised.

We have had the odd little problem with

the ministry oflBce where some of these an-

nouncements were made by the minister, or

made by stafiF, prior to letting the members
know. I hope that problem has been correct-

ed so that you do let the members know.

Mr. Ashe: It is nonpolitical.

Mr. O'Neil: You say it is nonpolitical, but

sometimes it has been used as a Utile bit of

a political ploy by you people, delivering the

cheques and a few other things. I hope the

minister will see that is not done in the

future.

The minister is asking for additional funds

to cover some of these capital approvals.
When you have asked around the province
for some input as to where these capital funds
should go, I would suggest to you, Mr. Min-

ister, that you also need a study within your
own ministry to make sure that a backlog
does not develop in the future the way
it has in the past.

You have some excellent stafE who have
been overworked for the last two or three

years with bundles of applications. There is

no way, with the present level of staflF that

you have, that you can undertake to approve

these. When you do announce your new capital

setup, it would be very wise to look at the

level of staff you have in that particular de-

partment and make sure you do not fall into

the same trap again.

I was quite upset a couple of weeks ago
when we received an announcement from your
office stating that the noncapital grant an-

nouncement would be made on the Tuesday
and on the following Thursday you would be

announcing how the capital grants were to be
set up. We did not hear a word from you,
and when we asked for an explanation you
said it was going to be based on that booklet
I do not know what happened with yourself
or with your ministry staff, but there must
have been some change in a matter of two

days so that you did not make these an-

nouncements.

We will certainly vote for the additional

estimates, but there are a couple of things I

would ask you to have a look at. I would also

ask you to give us an explanation as to why
you did not bring down the capital grants
announcement on that Thm^day, when you
had announced that you would.

5:40 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Baetz: First of all, Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to say I appreciate very
much the supportive and congratulatory re-

marks the member for Quinte (Mr. O'Neil)

made about oiu: field staff. I would simply
like to say I am similarly impressed witli

the dedication and the work the staff is

carrying out, many of them working long

hours, many of them going out of their way
to help community groups put their pro-

jects together.

In this connection I would also like to

say we too have been aware there has

been a really onerous bmrden on the field

staff. It is now our plan, in fact, it has

already been implemented for the non-

capital program and will be carried for-

waTd under the capital program as well, to

streamline the staff organization somewhat

thereby relieving the staff of some of their

work and to facilitate and expedite the

handling of the projects.

Mr. O'Neil: Mr. Chairman, on a point

there, I hope I didn't leave the impression

it was only the field staff which needed

assistance, but people in the ministry oflBce

here in Toronto have also been really

burdened down with a lot of this work. I

don't feel they have sufficient staff in the

field and also here to look after those

applications.
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Hon. Mr. Baetz: That is right, Mr. Chair-

man. The streamlining will be carried for-

ward both in the field staflF and at head-

quarters. Certainly the ultimate objective
is to exi)edite these projects and move them
aihead more quickly.
On the question of why I did not an-

nounce the publication of our report. Places

to Grow, in the House, the honourable mem-
ber for Quinte is quite correct in pointing
out that at one point I had fully intended to

make this announcement and at the same
time table the report in the House, but

somebody, either in my ministry or the

Ministry of Government Services, was very
efiBcient and the report was actually circu-

lated before I had a chance to make the

statement in the House. Frankly, I felt since

the report had been delivered to all mem'-

bers of the House and to the public, it was
redundant to be making a statement in the

House on it.

Mr. Grande: You mean you didn't know
it had been released?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: I said there was great
efficiency. It was released a little more
quickly, by several hours or maybe a day,
than I had hoped it would be.

Mr. CNeil: On a -point of clarification,
I wonder if I could ask the minister a
question. Mr. Minister, on Tuesday, you
came out with the noncapital spelled out
very carefully including what fimds were
going to be given and who they were going
to be given to. Are you saying this new
capital program will be based entirely on
what has been said in that book and those
are the guidelines right to the point we
are going to be taking, or wiU you be
putting out a further announcement with-
in the next month or two to specify, as you
did with the noncapital?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Yes. I am sorry I didn't

clarify that but certainly the report on
Places to Grow was simply an interim re-

port and was to be a document to form
the basis for further discussion and consul-
tation. This, in itself, does not tell us what
the new program will be. That is going to

come after another short period of dis-

cussion and consultation. At that point I

will certainly do as I have done with the
new noncapital program. We will be an-

noimcing it here in the House in full de-
tail.

Mr. CNeil: Could I ask the minister how
soon we might expect to have that because
of the many projects being held in limbo

across the province? Many groups that

would like to apply don't know when to

apply, they don't know the guidelines. I

wonder if you could tell us a little more

specifically when that will come down and
when these people can expect to apply for

fimds?

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Someone suggested
earlier it will come out at the time of the

next election, which I can assure you is

not the case, or is certainly not the plan,

unless by coincidence. Quite seriously, Mr.

Chairman, I would exi>ect we will be

finalizing our new capital program by the

late summer. That is approximate but cer-

tainly it is not going to be years and years

and ages away.
As I indicated earlier, we have pretty

well caught up with our backlog, and the

funds from Wintario are continuing to come
in. We are as anxious as the other two par-

ties, I am sure, to start our capital program
once again.

Vote 3007 agreed to.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: This completes the

supplementary estimates of the Ministry of

Culture and Recreation.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF HEALTH

On vote 3202, institutional health services

program; item 4, ambulance services, and

item 6, institutional care services.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Has the minister

any comment to make? I am not asking for

an opening statement; just a comment.

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Chairman, I am
not sure how far we will get today—

Mr. Conway: I feel a great speech com-

ing on.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: My friend has had that

feeling before. It has not always resulted

in anything noteworthy.

Mr. Conway: A lengthy speech.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: A lengthy speet^?
Then I am equally certain I do not know
when they are going to reschedule continua-

tion.

Essentially, the supplementary estimates

for tlie ministry, totalling $65.5 million, fall

into two areas. The first has to do with

ambulance services and provides for the con-

tinuation in 1979-80 of what was at the time,
and this is not meant to be a pun, the pilot

helicopter-ambulance project, which has op-
erated so successfully out of Buttonville for

more than two years now and which now is

a permanent feature of the system. In fact,
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one might call it the forerunner of an ex-

panded ambulance system in the province,

inasmuch as in the next year a helicopter-

ambulance will be added, based in London,
to serve southeastern Ontario, and helicop-

ter-ambulances and jet-ambulances will be

added in the northeast, in Timmins, and in

the northwest, in Thunder Bay for the jet,

and in Sioux Lookout for the—

Mr. Nixoo: Wasn't the minister trying to

close that down the last time we were talk-

ing about it?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Trying to close down
what?

Mr. Nixon: The service at Buttonville,

which was short of funds.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: No, no. Mr. Chairman,
I am pleased to answer the aside from the

member for Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr. Nix-

on) by saying that at no time was any such

thing contemplated. In fact, this is a great
initiative of the Ontario Ministry of Health

which has benefited a great many people,

particularly neonatal cases of premature
babies rushed from quite an area around

Metropolitan Toronto to the Hospital for

Sick Children.

The supplementary fimding in this area is

also to provide funding for increased costs

we experienced in the year in air transfers

within the province and in out-of-province
transfers. It is also to provide for the fact

that the revenue on the co-payment side of

the ambulance service was lower than anti-

cipated, essentially because there appear to

have been more exemptions than were anti-

cipated; for instance, for interinstitutional

trips in ambulances. That is an amount that

totals $4.1 million.

The biggest portion, $61.4 million, is in

the institutional sector. This covers a variety
of things. First, it provides for an increase

in the per diem for nursing homes greater
than we had originally contemplated, at the

beginning of the fiscal year, would be re-

quired from October 1, if any interim ad-

justment were to be made. It turned out

that, given the unanticipated cost increases

in the year, particularly new settlements, we
h?.d to make an adjustment for the entire

year.

Second, it provides for an increase in the
comfort allowance, effective May 1, 1979,
from $45 to $51, which had not been bud-

geted for at the beginning of the fiscal year
or earlier than that when the budgets were
finalized. It is also to provide for the fund-

ing in the 1979-80 fiscal year of a num1:er
of new nursing-home beds.

5:50 p.ni.

The biggest amount is in the area of tJie

hospitals to cover a variety of needs, in-

cluding the conversion from acute to chronic

status in a number of communities. If my
memory serves me correctly, I believe during
the year we saw about 350 beds in total

converted to cover costs of rationalissation in

places such as Windsor-Essex, where a great

deal of progress was made in the last fiscal

year in sorting out and resolving problems of

overlap and duplication and filling some gaps
in services in that community among the

hospitals.

There is also an amount for increased life

support systems. This is one area which
members opposite who have sat on the social

development committee for any length of

time know is a difficult one to forecast.

Funds went to pacemaker implant programs
in some of the hospitals and to some of the

chemotherapy programs in some of the hos-

pitals, and to provide for unanticipated in-

creases, particularly in salaries and supplies
in that year.

That essentially is what this amomut is for.

I don't know whether the members opposite
want to call it six o'clock now. In the six or

seven minutes remaining I am at their dis-

posal, if they wish.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Is the member for

Renfrew North (Mr. Conway) ready to

proceed for a. few minutes?

Mr. Conway: Speaking to that point,

quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, I had not anti-

cipated taking a great deal of time since our

own estimates are forthcoming within not too

many days. It was my intention to be very
brief and perhaps conclude tonight, but if

it is not the intention of others, I am quite

happy to talk more than less.

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Does the minister

wish to move that the committee rise and

report? I gather that the members of the

NDP have a few questions to ask. Am I

correct in that, the member for Brantford

(Mr. Makarchuk)?

Mr. Conway: I want to make that very

clear. I just wanted to answer your point,

Mr. Chairman, as to whether or not there

was any understanding we would terminate

at six. If it is the desire to go beyond, I can

certainly and will participate at length on

some of the issues before us.

Mr. Makarchuk: Mr. Chairman, the same

situation prevails here in that we will prob-
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ably 'have more to say than in the time avkil- Mr. Breaugh: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
able now, I would suggest that perhaps we On motion by Hon. Mr. Timibrell, the
do call it six o'clock. committee of supply reported certain resolu-

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Does the member tions.

for Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) conciu:? The House adjourned at 5:54 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 964)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

PHYSICIANS REJOINING OHIP

20. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Minister of

Health inform the House how many physi-
cians have opted back into OHIP by si)e-

cialty, monthly, for the last
year?

How many
new physicians have been licensed by spe-

cialty, monthly, in the last year? (Tabled
March 13, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Between April 1979

and March 1980, 156 changes from opt-out
to opt-in to the plan were received. A
monthly breakdown is provided below.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Ontario is the licensing authority for medical

practitioners in Ontario. The figures for 1979

are not available at this time. The annual

release of the college indicates that in 1978

there were 792 newly hcensed practitioners.

The college does not publish a Hsting by
individual specialty. Nevertheless the spe-

cialty distribution requested is indicated in

the followdng extract from the Council of On-
tario Faculties of Medicine Postgraduate

Manpower Report.
General practice, 554; anaesthesia, 10;

diagnostic radiology, 12; obstetrics and

gynaecology, 4; ophthalmology, 9; oto-

laryngology, 4; paediatrics, 19; physical medi-
cine and rehabilitation, 1; psychiatry, 24;

radiation oncology, 1; general surgery, 5;

thoracic surgery, 4; neurosm-gery, 1; ortho-

paedic surgery, 3; plastic surgery, 2; urology,

12; laboratory medicine, 41; dermatology, 5;

neurology, 3; other, 65; total, 792.

Number of notifications indicating

change in status from opt-out to opt-in

received during April 1979 to March 1980

GP
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Answer to question 40: Employees (see

table in 39).
The permanent staff work in other parks

and in the adjacent water fowl management
unit as well as at Holiday Beach. About
1% man-years of permanent staff time is

spent at Holiday Beach itself.

The seasonal staff employed in the park
work an average of about four months in

eadh year.
Answer to question 41: A provincial park

user's survey covering campers and day users

was carried out in 1977. Copies of this survey
are available at Toronto, London, and
Chatham oflBces.

Answer to question 42: My ministry is at

present asking for proposals for the contract-

ing out of the operation and maintenance of

Holiday Beach.

At present there are nine other parks oper-
ated on similar arrangements in Which tihe

operation and maintenance of the park is

carried out by a contractor under strict guide-

lines, rather than hiring ministry staff

directly, I do not consider this to be a change
in policy but rather a modified form of man-

agement. The property remains as a provin-
cial park with all regulations, conditions and
the same fee structure. This modified form

of management is consistent with the gov-
ernments current policy to reduce govern-
ment expenditures and encourage the devel-

opment of the private sector.

We have been experimenting with this

concept since 1976 and will continue to ex-

periment and monitor the results before we
make any firm long-term commitments to this

type of management.

CO-PAYMENT FEES

46. Mr. Breaugh: How much money has

been collected to date from the <ihronic care

co-payment fee? How much has the Ministry
of Health received? How much has been re-

tained by hospitals? How many persons are

paying this fee? How many are over 65 years
of age? (Tabled March 24, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrel!: To the end of January
1980 the amount of $13,898,000 has been
collected from the chronic care co-payment
fee through the public hospital system. The
Mini.«vtry of Health has retained .^10,424.000

and the hospitals have retained $3,474,000.
Financial reporting for the private hos-

pitals is on an annual basis only, and there-

fore no figures are at present available. The

Ministry of Health has budgeted for their

share of the co-payment income to be ap-

proximately $240,000 and the hospitals' re-

tained share to be approximately $80,000.

The Ministry of Health does not have any

figures to indicate the number of individuals

paying, or their age.

INTERIM ANSWER
102. Mr. Nixon: What public information

and/or advertising programs have been ini-

tiated by ministries, agencies or boards

responsible to the government since January

1, 1980? What are the projected costs of the

programs and what advertising agencies are

handling the accounts? What fees are charged

by the agencies? (Tabled April 8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Additional time will

be required to answer this question because

of the number of ministries and advertising

agencies to be contacted. The answer will be

ready on or ahout May 28, 1980.

NAKINA FIRE

103. Mr. Foulds: What decisions were

taken at the meeting held at 9 p.m., August

23, 1979, in the board room of the Ministry

of Natural Resources office in Geraldton re-

garding the fire at Esnagami Lake attended

by:
H. B. Cotnam, MD, chief coroner; R. C.

Bennett, MD, deputy chief coroner; Dr. W.
W. Wigle, Regional Coroner; L. Ringham,
assistant deputy minister. Ministry of Natural

Resources, northern Ontario; R. A. Baxter,

regional director. Ministry of Natiural Re-

sources, Thunder Bay; Ron Kincaid, fire con-

trol co-ordinator. Ministry of Natural Re-

sources, Thunder Bay; J. D. Walker, district

manager. Ministry of Natural Resources,

Geraldton; R. J, Keir, supervisor information

services. Ministry of Natural Resources, To-

ronto; Doug Spry, personnel branch. Ministry

of Natural Resources, Toronto; Adrian Vos,

Ministry of Natural Resources, Kapuskasing;

Frank L. Wilson, QC, assistant deputy min-

ister. Solicitor General's department; Joop

Taylor, fire investigator, fire marshal's office,

Sault Ste, Marie; William Wolfson, Ontario

Youth Secretariat; Scott Mclvor, Ontario

Youth Secretariat; Provincial Constable J,
A,

S. Smith, Ontario Provincial Police, Nakina,

Ontario; Provincial Constable E. R, Kinke-

widh, identification unit, 16 DHQ, Ontario

Provincial Police, Thunder Bay; Sergeant J.

W. Dunn, Ontario Provincial Police, Gerald-

ton; Detective Sergeant R. A, Shaw, 16 DHQ,
Ontario Provincial Police, Thtmder Bay; De-

tective Inspector O. D. Corbett, criminal in-

vestigation branch, special services division,

Ontario Provincial Police, Kenora?

How were these decisions conveyed to the

superiors of those attending this meeting?
Would the ministry table the agenda of the
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meeting? Would the ministry table any min-
utes that were taken as a result of the meet-

ing? What decisions were taken as a result

of the on-site inspection at the fire scene at

Esnagami Lake on August 24, 1979, attended

by: Dr. H. B. Cotnam, Dr. R. C. Bennett,

Dr. W. W. Wigle, F. L. Wilson, L. Ringham,
R. A. Baxter, J. Taylor, E. R. Linkewich, J.

A. S. Smith, R. A. Shaw, R. Kinkaid, M.

Morencie, D. MacKay, I. A. Cameron, O. D.

Corbett? (Tabled April 8, 1980)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: On arrival in Gerald-

ton, Dr. Cotnam requested that a meeting
be held that evening to: ( 1 ) meet the oflB-

cials who had come to the scene; (2) obtain

a report on the progress of the investigation;

(3) make arrangements for a visit to the

fire scene t3ie following morning.
The decisions made at the meeting were

operational rather than policy matters and
tJierefore a detailed briefing of the respective

ministers was not necessary.

The meeting was held in ithe board room
of the MNR building and was cfhaired by
Dr. W. W. Wigle, regional coroner for north-

western Ontario. The names of those in at-

tendance were recorded but no actual min-

uates were taken.

Constable Smith, Detective Serg^nt Shaw
and Detective Inspjector Coi^bett gave brief

resumes of the sequence of events that had

transpired since the accident was reported to

the OPP at 1:15 p.m., August 23, 1979.

MNR officials explained the puipose of

prescribed bimis and how they were carried

out.

Dr. Cotnam informed everyone at the

meeting that Dr. Wigle was the investigating

coroner and would conduct an inquest into

the seven deaths. The tentative date set was
October 10, 1979, but this was later rejected
because of the local assizes.

A poll of those in attendance was taken to

determine how many would visit the site the

following morning. Transportation arrange-
ments were discussed, including options in

case of weather changes.
Following the general meeting Dr. Cotnam

and his staff discussed plans for identifying
the seven victims with the OPP investigators.

Arrangements were made to meet at the Na-
tural Resources Geraldton fire centre, which
was being used as a morgue, the following
afternoon. All available dental records were
to be assembled to assist Dr. A. S. Dewar, a
Geraldton dentist who had agreed to assist.

On August 24 approximately 14 persons
involved in the investigation were transported
to the base camp and shuttle^l to the fire

scene by helicopter. The purpose of the visit

was to assist those involved in the investiga-

tion to understand the circumstances imder

which the victims died. It would have been

impossible to visualize the terrain without

actually seeing it and to have appreciated the

difficulties encountered once the fire had
encircled the victims. Various points of

interest were explained carefully by the OPP
investigators, but no decisions were made at

that time.

During the afternoon five of the bodies

ware positively identified using dental records

and X-rays. The remaining two were identi-

fied the follovidng morning once their records

became available.

FOREST FIRES

104. Mr. Foulds: Will the ministry table

the written policy of the fire marshal's office

with regard to the investigation of forest

fires? (Tabled April 8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The fire marshal does

not investigate forest fires except where there

is a fatality as a result of the fire. At the

present time there is no written policy con-

cerning the investigation of forest fires. How-
ever, the matter is currently tmder review by
ministry staflF.

105. Mr. Foulds: Has the fire marshal's

office investigated any previous instances of

forest fire (either wildfire or prescribed burn)

prior to the fire at Esnagami Lake on August
22, 1979. Will the ministry list the date and

location of any such fires? What loss of life

or property (if any) was involved in any
sudh fires? (Tabled April 8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: The fire marshal's

office has no record of having investigated a

forest fire on a previous occasion.

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT FUND
106. Mr. Mancini: (a) What commit-

ments were given by Freedland Industries

Limited in Kingsville to receive forgiveness

of a $250,000 loan made in 1970? Will the

ministry table the supporting documentation

and any memoranda of agreement? Were any
jcyb guarantees given, and if so what are the

details? (b) What commitments were given

by Rustshield Plating Limited at Windsor to

receive an award of $170,000 from the Em-
ployment Development Fund? Will the min-

istry table the supporting documentation and

any memoranda of agreement? Were anv job

guarantees given, and if so what are the

details? (c) When consideration was given
to the application of Rustshield Industries for

a grant from the Employment Development
Fund, was the ministry aware that Rustshield

was bidding for a contract with the Motor
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Wheel Corporation for a contract held by
Freedknd Industries Limited? (Tabled April
8, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Grossman: (a) (i) The legal
commitments by Freedland Industries re-

lated to performance for loan forgiveness

purposes were in the form of a standard

agreement used with the equalization of

employment opportunity loans to perform to

the satisfaction of the Ontario Development
Corporation. This is understood to mean to

be within reasonable relation to the invest-

ment, employment and siales projected in sup-
port of the loan application.
The approval of a forgiva:ble loan of

$250,000 in 1970 was based on their under-

taking to establish a new electroplating plant
in an area needing jobs, leading to (a) total

investment in plant, equipment and working
capital of $2,041,000; (b) creating immedi-
ately 105 new jobs and 30 more fobs over the
next five years, to a total of 135 new jobs;

(c) exports of the major portion of their

production to the US estimated to be in

excess of $3 million annually.
Performance by the borrower at the annual

review dates for forgiveness purposes met or
exceeded projections on an overall basis.

The figures were as follows:

Year Employment
1972 135
1973 159
1974 141
1975 67*
1976 235
1977 186

*
Serious downturn in auto sales in US re-

sulted in significant temporary layoffs.

Exports by the company rose rapidly and
amounted to more than $6 million in 1976,
the last year for which we had access to spe-
cific information.

(a) (ii) Relevant extracts and figures from
the agreement and documents have been
reproduced above.

(a) (iii) There were no specific job
guarantees given or requested, forgiveness
being predicated on performance satisfactory
to the Ontario Development Corporation.
This approach allowed for a reasonable

degree of uncertainty in all business plans
over a period of five or six years.

(b) As previously announced, this com-
pany was awarded a $170,000 Employment
Development Fund grant. In return, the

company has committed to install a new
centre anode plating line and ancillary

equiiwnent at a capital cost of $1,650,000 and

to expand its Windsor premises at a capital
cost of $495,000, total capital investment

$2,145,000 over a five-year period. The com-

pany has also committed to create 60 new jobs
in Windsor and to maintain its existing em-
ployment over the next five years. The ex-

panded operation will result in export sales

of $4,261 million annually by 1984. Copies
of the standard Employment Development
Fund agreement have been previously pro-
vided to members of the opposition. This

agreement outlines ibe various legal commit-
ments of successful applicants to the Em-
ployment Development Fund.

(c) Rustshield is Ontario owned, Windsor
based and exi)orts 100 per cent of its output
to the US.

In 1978, Rustshield was approached by a

major US automotive supplier to provide dual

nickel electroplated wheels and rims. Rust-

shield began supplying in October 1978 as

one of three suppliers and by May 1979 was

supplying over 20 per cent of the require-

ments, having displaced a US-based com-

petitor. In early 1979 Rustshield and its com-

petitors were approached by the major US
automotive supplier to meet more stringent

quality control standards imposed by General

Motors. Rustshield's US customer had

provided a letter of intent committing to

purchase 50 per cent of its plating require-
ments should Rustshield proceed with the

installation of a centre anode plating line.

Concern has been expressed that the Rust-

sihield expansion caused the closure of the

Freedland plating operation in KingsviUe. At
the time of the grant consideration, the min-

istry was aware that alternative plating sup-

pliers were under review by the US auto-

motive supplier because of quality and de-

livery problems. The intention of the US
company was clearly to have two plating

sources as is the usual industry practice and

the company has recently advised the Min-

istry that they are currently seeking other

quality plating suppliers.

The ministry is maintaining an ongoing
contact with Freedland Industries.

115. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism table the following in-

formation: (1) How many grants and for

w'hat amounts has the ministry granted under

EDF? (2) What is the number of jobs

created as a result of the grants? (3) How
m'any jobs have been lost in each industrial

sector concerned, at the same time? (4)

What are the estimates of total jobs granted
as a result of the program? (Tabled April

10, 1980.)
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: As of March 31,

1980, the board of the Employment Devel-

opment Fund has approved financial assist-

ance (subject to final legal agreements) as

smnmarized below:

Total number of grants and loans ap-

proved, 62; total dollar value of grants and
loans approved, $149,183,000; total job

creation commitment (over five years),

10,261.

Since each grant or loan recipient commits

to a five-year program, and the earliest agree-
ments were signed in 1979, the information

on the net eflFect of job creation by sector as

a result of the program cannot be deter-

mined.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

COPIES OF BUDGET
Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, as a matter of

privilege on my behalf and perhaps on be-

half of the other members of the assembly
who are not privy or are not being made
privy to the contents of the budget, I won-
der if you, sir, would take up with the

Treasurer of Ontario (Mr. F. S. Miller) on
our behalf the provision to each of the mem-
bers of the assembly of a copy of the budget
at the time the Treasurer commences read-

ing so they will be able to follow closely

what is being said.

'I ask this because I am quite certain that

you, with the assistance of your staff, can
ensure the security of the document until

that time. It is most important, I believe,
when members of the press and when other
of our colleagues in the House are now privy
and will be privy to the budget that all of

us have an opportunity to read it at the

time the Treasurer is delivering it. I do not
believe this is a significant departure and
the question of security imder your guidance
is one that can be eliminated from the con-
sideration of the question.

Mr. Speaker: I did have some advance
notice that this might possibly arise and I

am having my staff try to negotiate such an

arrangement with the Treasurer. I will get
back to the members on it as soon as

possible.

DINNER FOR HAROLD ADAMSON
Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a point

of personal privilege. The media today re-

port a provincially sponsored dinner in

honour of Metropolitan Police Chief Harold
Adamson which was held at the Inn on the

Park last night. There might have been
those who wondered whether the absence
of Liberals from that dinner was an indica-

tion of something less than wholehearted

support for Chief Harold Adamson's career

or for the police in general. I can assure

you nothing could be further from the truth.

Tuesday, April 22, 1980

My colleagues and I have substantial sup-

port for Mr. Adamson's career and we feel

our privileges have been seriously negated

by the government using funds voted for

the Ministry of Intergovernmental AfiFairs to

hold a dinner at which no representation
from the opposition side of this Legislature
was allowed. Some senior municipal officials

were not allowed to be present either. It

was described by the morning press as a

family party.

I would suggest our privileges as mem-
bers have been interfered with, not in that

we were imablte to partake of the richness

of the hospitality offered from the public

purse at the Inn on the Park, but in that

it may be misunderstood by those citizens

who could never imagine the government
of the day acting in such a narrow-minded

and political way in such an important

community matter.

Mr. Speaker: The Attorney General (Mr.

McMurtry).

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, would it be

permissible for a member of this party to

speak on the matter of privilege before

the Attorney General is given the oppor-

tunity to respond?

Mr. Speaker: You need only rise to your
feet and wait to be recognized.

Mr. Renwick: I was on my feet, Mr. Speak-

er, before the Attorney General was on his

feet.

I want to join with the member who has

just spoken in emphasizing to the Attorney
General that this caucus and' this party, and

particularly the 14 members of this assembly

representing Metropolitan Toronto, consider

that their privileges were not only abused,

but that the oflBces of the Attorney General

and Solicitor General were used for political

purposes on an occasion which should have

been totally divorced from political considera-

tion.

On a matter of privilege, it makes one

wonder about the objectivity of the govern-

ment in these affairs when it did not see fit

over the weekend to have a representative at

the dinner relating to the Chinese Canadian
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community when a matter of serious public
concern was before the people.

I want to say through you, Mr. Speaker, to

the Attorney General that I and my col-

leagues in this party, and particularly those

from Metropolitan Toronto, resent and will

not henceforth participate in a co-operative

way with the minister and his government
until after the next election,

Mr. Speaker: Would the Attorney General

like to comment?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I will comment very

briefly, Mr. Speaker. I would simply like to

characterize the questions of purported privi-

lege which have been raised by the members

opposite as total nonsense.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

2:10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: I regret that the mem-
bers opposite would seek to choose this forum

to spoil an occasion for one of the most dedi-

cated public servants this province has seen in

a long time. I would like to express my own

personal sense of outrage that they would use

this forum to try to stir up needless contro-

versy about a dinner that has been held. I

seldom hear such nonsense in this House, al-

though it is not unique, given the sources of

the statements that have been made. I am
not going to dignify their comments by say-

ing anything more at this time.

Mr. S. Smith: Speaking to the same point
of privilege, Mr. Speaker, the Attorney
General has now seen fit to suggest that when

my colleague from Brant-Oxford-Norfolk (Mr.

Nixon) rose to make clear to Chief Adamson
that he has very many friends on all sides of

this House, my colleague was somehow try-

ing to cast an aspersion—or cast a pall
—over

the entire dinner, which is most unfair. I

want to remind you, Mr. Speaker, in your
consideration of this matter, that my col-

league was careful to point out that Chief

Adamson has many friends indeed for the

excellent service he has given, including

people on this side of the House, including
the leader of Her Majesty's loyal opposition.

At the dinner for His Eminence Cardinal

Carter, for instance, the fact that nongov-
ernmental members were left out in the

audience and not seated at the head table,

at least was not interpretable by His Emi-
nence as any lack of respect for himself. In

this instance, the fact that we were not there

at all might have been interpreted by the

chief as a lack of regard for him. We want
to be clear, Mr. Speaker, that our privilege

to be interpreted correctly will be upheld

by this House, and that the chief will under-

stand that had we been invited, we would

have been more than happy to join with

other Ontarians in recognizing that worthy
and fine gentleman.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I too want to

rise on the matter of privilege to say, in the

first place, that under Chief Adamson
Toronto has maintained one of the finest

police forces, not only in' Canada, but on

the North American continent. That is some-

thing of wWch we are all proud, and mem-
bers oif this party, who have made contribu-

tions in terms of suggestions about the way
in which policing could be improved in

Metropolitan Toronto, have always done so

recognizing the contribution that both Chief

Adamson and people in local government
have made to maintaining a very fine police

force.

On the other point, as far as people in

this party are concerned, we are growing
very impatient with the constant use of pub-
lic funds by the Conservative government
of this province for partisan political advan-

tage such as they showed last night by ex-

cluding the other parties. That has got to stop.

Mr. Speaker: I am sure that all members
who have spoken to the alleged point of

privilege have exipressed their views and

their consternation about being left off the

invitation list. You have made your point

quite clear. It is not within the purview of

the chair to check invitation lists of whatever

happens to be going on in Ontario. There is

nothing more you can expect me to do other

than listen to your displeasure with what
has taken place.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

FAMILY BENEFITS GUIDELINES

Hon. Mr. Norton: Mr. Speaker, I won't

make it a matter of personal privilege, but I

think you ought to know that I wasn't in-

vited either on that occasion, if it is any conso-

lation to the honourable members opposite.

On a number of occasions I have indi-

cated my intention to make available to

members of the House and to the public,

the various guidehnes, standards and man-
uals used by my ministry for the delivery of

services to our clients.

I am pleased to advise the House and the

public that I have arranged for distribution

to each honourable member a copy of the

policy and procedural guidelines for the

family benefits program administered by my
ministry. For their further information, it is

my intention to provide uixlated material
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concerning these guidelines to each honour-

able member on a continuing basis as chan-

ges occur. In this regard, I also intend to

make available the policy guidelines relating

to general welfare assistance and legal aid

assessment in the very near future.

The policy and procedural guidelines I am
releasing today apply to approximately
115,000 recipients who are currently re-

ceiving family benefits allowances. My min-

istry also receives about 3,000 applications
and reapplications per month. I believe this

reflects very clearly our continuing policy of

providing better access to the criteria used

for program decision-making to the public
at large. In keeping with this, my ministry
will be making available, on request, copies
of these guidelines to the public, concerned

agencies and advocacy groups through the

income maintenance branch of the ministry.

Yesterday afternoon during consideration

of the 1979-80 supplementary estimates of

my ministry, I was asked about the avail-

ability of similar policy guidelines for the

vocational rehabilitation program. I am pro-

viding copies of these to the opposition
leaders and critics today. Due to the volume
of paper and technical details involved, addi-

tional copies are not being distributed to all

members of the Legislature and the press
gallery today. They will be available, on re-

quest, from Peter Crichton, executive co-

ordinator, adult social services.

I would like to point out that the voca-

tional rehabilitation manuals were first pub-
lished in 1975 and revised in 1978. Copies
were provided at the time to concerned

agencies directly involved in providing voca-

tional rehabilitation services to clients. To
the best of my knowledge they had never
been requested before by any member of this

House. I would also note that these manuals
are only as useful as they are up-to-date. We
will also undertake, therefore, to provide
revisions to the vocational rehabilitation

policy manuals to members on a continuing
basis as changes occur.

The release of these guidelines is another

sign of an open and responsive government
continuing to enhance services to our clients

in this province.

FISH TESTING AND
INFORMATION PROGRAM

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, as is tra-

ditional at this time of year, I would like

to report to the members on Ontario's fish

testing and information program just prior
to the opening of the 1980 fish season this

Saturday.

Many of the members are aware that On-
tario was the first jurisdiction in North

America to undertake a comprehensive pro-

gram to test sport fish for possible contamina-

tion and to recommend safe consumption
guidelines based on our test results. We do
this for two reasons: to assure anglers that

what they catch can be eaten safely, and to

monitor water quality trends across the prov-
ince, since fish are good indicators of how
effectively our pollution control programs are

working.

Mr. Kerrio: Or not working.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The member should wait

and listen. He should be quiet and he would
hear some very good news.

For the past four years we have provided
this test information to the public in a con-

venient, easy-to-read yet comprehensive form,
and we have issued monthly bulletins as tests

were completed on new lakes and rivers.

In this regard I am pleased to report to

the members that test results completed dur-

ing the past year continue to confirm the

majority of Ontario's waters yield healthy
fish. Over 11,000 fish from 250 lakes and

rivers across the province were tested by our

laboratories.

Copies of the 1980 editions of our bi-

lingual publications, Guide to Eating Ontario

Sp>ort Fish, are being released today and will

be available to the public throughout the

province. Members have a set of these three

booklets and I will be pleased to provide
more upon request. These 1980 editions pro-

vide the results from tests completed to date

on more than 54,000 fish taken from 878

lakes, rivers and parts of the Great Lakes.

2:20 p.m.

In fact, in 94.3 per cent of the waters

tested, or 828, some or all sizes and species

of fish were found to be suitable for un-

restricted consumption^—that is, 21 meals per
week. This compares with 93.3 per cent of

the waters tested, or 583, up to last year. In

5.5 per cent of the waters tested, or 48, we
recommended restricted consumption of all

species and sizes tested. This is down from

6.6 per cent reported last year.

In only 0.2 per cent of the water bodies

tested, or two, do we recommend no con-

sumption of any fish tested. These two loca-

tions are on the Wabigoon River below Dry-
den and nearby in Clay Lake. On Clay Lake,
a federal-provincial task force is continuing
the investigation of possible remedial meas-

ures to counteract the mercury problem.

These facts are documented in our book-

lets. Guide to Eating Ontario Sport Fish,
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which are published in three editions—
northern Ontario, southern Ontario and the

Great Lakes. They are available without

charge from offices of the Ministry of the

Environment, the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources and in northern Ontario from the

Ministry of Northern Affairs. These booklets

will also be available at vacation outlets of

the Liquor Control Board of Ontario and

Brewers' Retail stores during the spring and

summer months. I would also like to report

to members that the 1979 booklets were ex-

tremely well received by the public. Over

170,000 copies were distributed during the

past year. As a result of the effectiveness of

these publications, other jurisdictions are be-

ginning to follow Ontario's lead. Quebec has

now instituted a similar program and there is

considerable interest from neighbouring US
states such as New York and Michigan.
WhUe the statement does not say it, I

wish you, Mr. Speaker, and through you the

other members of this House, good fishing.

ORAL QUESTIONS
Mr. S. Smith: Would the Premier know

whether the Minister of Industry and Toiur-

ism will be in later?

Hon. Mr. Davis: He will be coming in.

JAIL REMANDS
Mr. S. Smith: I will ask my first question

of the Minister of Correctional Services (Mr.

Walker), Mr. Speaker. The minister will re-

member his statement that thousands of

people were spending time in Ontario jails

unnecessarily. The Attorney General (Mr.

McMuTtry) has stated that this view is to-

tally unsupported from any evidence he has

seen. That is a direct quote from the At-

torney General.

The Attorney General also stated that he

has discussed the matter with the Minister

of Correctional Services. Could this minister

tell this House whether they have resolved

their differences in this matter? Can he tell

us whether it is or is not true that thou-

sands of people are needlessly and unneces-

sarily spending their time in Ontario jails?

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, let me
clarify again the essence of the report that

appeared in the Globe and Mail about a

week and a half ago. I indicated at that

time that on a study done of about 23,000
remanded people, some 17,000 did not ulti-

mately end up incarcerated even though

they spent a period of time prior to the

trial on remand.

When asked some of the reasons why, I

indicated a number of the reasons. I indi-

cated that some were acquitted; that some
were given credit for the time spent; that

some, perhaps, got probation or got sus-

pended sentences. I then went on to indi-

cate that some of the reasons related to

lawyers. In some cases lawyers were busy.

In some cases I suggested there was some

finagling of the system. I suggested that

there might be the shopping of judges, or

whatever—sometimes attempts to delay.

The newspaper chose to highlight one

aspect of that. I do not think the Attorney

General and I disagree at all with respect

to the figures. Those figures are around and

have been available for some time. I know

that he would support the fact that the fig-

ures are there. I think the difference is in

the interpretation of the figures. There is

a disagreement on, basically, the interpre-

tions of the figures among a number of

sources. We have our views on them, but

basically the Attorney General and I are

in satisfactory agreement on how they are

interpreted.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary:
The minister stated in this House on April

14, and I quote, "That has to suggest that

a large numiber are serving sentences prior

to trial, and obviously in an unnecessary

way if the numbers are that dramatic, and

we think they are."

Since the minister stated that after he

was given the opportunity to explain his

comments in the Globe and Mail, and since

the Attorney General continues to say he

has seen no evidence that many people

are in jail needlessly and that it is totally

imsupi>orted by evidence, will the minister

attempt to resolve this matter and tell us

frankly how he can say there is no dis-

agreement? It is obvious the disagreement

has not been resolved.

Will the minister also tell us whether the

study upon which the original figure of

17,000 was based, the internal study in his

ministry, will be released to this House,

and whether the Attorney General has yet

looked at that study?

Hon. Mr. Walker: I want to indicate to

the Leader of the Opposition that the

study, Prisoners Remanded in Custody, pre-

pared by Paul R. A. Stanley and Associates,

ARA Consultants Limited, in November

1977, was sent to the Liberal caucus office

in November or December 1977. The mem-
ber has the study; he might like to look

at it.
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•In addition to that, if the member would
like another study. Description of Ontario's

Jail Population, by Patrick G. Madden of the

planning and research branch of the Ministry

of Correctional Services, was published in

November 1978, and in December 1978 it too

was sent to the Liberal caucus office. The
member might like to go back to his library

and he will find the copies of the report.

There they are; the information is available.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

redirect a supplementary to the Attorney
General and ask him, because the facts are

in front of us and since he now realizes there

is a serious problem, which he didn't admit

before, instead of accepting the Minister of

Correctional Services' approach to dump all

over the lawyers, what does he intend' to do

to solve this serious problem so that we don't

end up wdth 17,000 people in just six months

needlessly spending time in jail?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Si)eaker, since I

disagree fairly fundamentally with most of

what the member for Scarborough-Ellesmere

(Mr. Warner) has said in his question, it is

pretty difficult to provide an answer.

The Minister of Correctional Services has

quite properly expressed his concern in rela-

tion to trial delays, for example, when these

matters could proceed more expeditiously, and
I understand' his concerns in that regard.

Certainly one of the highest priorities in the

Ministry of the Attorney General has been

to provide a better framework within whidh

cases will be heard more expeditiously with-

out detracting from the fairness of the process.

There are a number of elements involved

in relation to getting these matters on for

trial, as the honourable member knows. I

know he has spent some time acquainting

himself, very effectively I think, wdth the

problems of the courts and I appreciate his

concerns in this regard. We face, on a day-to-

day basis, problems in relation to scheduling
of cases, availability of lavi^ers, availability

of witnesses and a host of other factors which
I will be delighted to continue to discuss

with the member and others during the cur-

rent discussion of the ministry's estimates.

As to the bald statement that 17,000 people
are needlessly in jail, what that means, of

course, is that different people have different

interpretations. I just don't accept that state-

ment. The people who are awaiting trial in

custody are there because there has been a

judicial determination resulting in their in-

carceration pending the trial in the absence

of posting of bail, for example.

The matter is obviously a very complex
one and I will be happy to pursue the issue

with the member during the estimates.

2:30 p.m.

Mr. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
to the Attorney General: Since his colleague,

the Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr.

Walker) has indicated his report has been

widely disseminated, and he is a little belliger-

ent about that, it also must have gone to the

Attorney General. Would' the Attorney
General still say there is absolutely no statisti-

cal evidence for the statement made by his

colleague and his superior in the matter of

policy, the Provincial Secretary for Justice?

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Speaker, I

really think the members opposite, for rea-

sons that are quite obvious, are attempting to

suggest there is some great controversy or

some substantial disagreement between the

Ministry of Correctional Services and the

Ministry of the Attorney General. I can indi-

cate that just doesn't happen to be the case.

Mr. Lawlor: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-

er, to the Minister of Correctional Services:

In his opinion, is the operation of legal aid

the prime or a substantive cause of these in-

carcerations?

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, I think

there are probably many reasons for them
and there is no doubt that possibly legal aid

has some possible impact on it, I would not

consider it to be the overriding influence.

There are many reasons that go into the com-

plex consideration here.

I would say the Ministry of the Attorney
General and the Ministry of Correctional

Services have done a great deal in attempt-

ing to alleviate tlie problem as best they
can. The Attorney General has added a good
number of judges to attempt to clear up any

impact of the overloading of the courts. The
Provincial Offences Act, which came into

being on March 31, will have a dramatic

effect in changing some of that.

Indeed, the bail supervision project that our

Ministry of Correctional Services has imple-
mented has also done a great deal to attempt
to resolve the problem. To attempt to ascribe

it to any single reason is not appropriate.

MINAKI LODGE
Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask a question of the Minister of Industry
and Tourism (Mr. Grossman). If I recall

correctly, the minister said yesterday with

regard to Minaki Lodge that after the gov-
ernment puts another $12 million or so into

it, at best some five years down the road
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there will be a positive cash flow in the

neighbourhood of $600,000 which would
make it in the minister's words "a going
concern." The minister, however, failed to

point out that when he spoke of that cash

flow he left out a very small item which had

to do with the interest on the money bor-

rowed to put the $12 million in. Would the

minister care to tell the House how he cal-

culates the interest on the additional $12
million and what that does to the cash flow

figures over the next several years?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, in look-

ing at Minaki Lodge, may I say I think it is

only fair to the people of northwestern On-
tario to try to look at it on the same basis as

we would look at a convention centre pro-

posal for Metropolitan Toronto, which I

remind the honourable member he and his

party are strongly supportive of, and in the

same fashion in which we look at Ontario

Place. In all those instances we make a

major capital investment, and commit those

investments and those funds and those struc-

tures to the tourist industry of Ontario in the

particular parts of the province in which

they are located.

I remind the Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. S. Smith) that it is well known, to take

an example, that the Toronto convention

centre not only will not be able to service its

capital debt on the basis of the money flow-

ing into that centre itself, but will indeed
on an operating basis, unlike Minaki Lodge,
lose about half a million dollars a year. On-
tario Place will likely continue to lose about
half a million dollars a year at the same time

at which Minaki Lodge is bringing in revenue
of about $600,000 per year.

If the members want to compare them in

terms of the benefits they bring to the prov-
ince, I onlv say to the Leader of the Opoosi-
tion that if be wants to deal in the cost of

that money, then let him do it on all three.

If he does it on the same basis, I know his

tourism critic will then withdraw his support
for the Toronto convention centre.

For our side, we believe very strongly that

we have to build the tourism infrastructure

important to each part of the province.

Mr. Eakins: You're wiggling out of it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are not wiggling
out of it. I am telling the honoiu-able mem-
ber, clearly, honestly, and directly that in

terms of the revenue that will come into

Minaki Lodge and the cash flow we gave
yesterday of $600,000 in year five, we made
no calculation whatsoever for the cost of

carrying the capital investment on that build-

ing. We will be doiog exactly the same on
the Toronto convention centre which, in

terms of building for building, will lose us

more money than Minaki Lodge will bring
us.

Mr. S. Smith: I can hardly believe the

minister believes what he is saying. Is it the

government's intention to create a money-
losing situation only where there are conven-

tion centres which, after all, have as their

main purpose the drawing to a city of large
conventions with all the ancillary hotels,

restaurants, amusements and other spending,
or does he intend also to have the govern-
ment open a chain of hotels designed to lose

money in wilderness situations? Surely the

two are not comparable.
Will the minister admit that after he has

put the $12 million into Minaki Lodge, any-

body who would want to buy it would have
to pay interest on his money and that the

most the minister could ever hope to get for

it, even five years down the road at his most

optimistic projection, would be approximately
$4 million?

Mr. Speaker: Is there a question there?

Mr. S. Smith: Yes. Would he admit that

the most he could get out of it would be

approximately $4 million the day after he

puts the $12 million in? Does that not seem
to him a very strange way to do the business

of the province?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: May I only say to the

Leader of the Opposition that he could not

get me a customer for the Toronto conven-

tion centre who would buy that convention

centre— 

Mr. S. Smith: Of course not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Right. The same as

the Hamilton—
Mr. S. Smith: It is not a hotel.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Exactly the point. I

am glad the member has agreed. The Leader

of the Opposition finally seems to—
Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll bet no one over

there has been to Minaki. I'll bet not one of

them has been to Minaki.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They are all experts

on it even though they have not been there.

I think the Leader of the Opposition in his

uncontrollable interjections finally has

acknowledged that in terms of measuring the

value of these investments one cannot meas-

ure the cash flow in the building alone. That

is ludicrous. Anyone who looks at tourism
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investment—including the member's tourism

critic, who has been begging for the Toronto
convention centre, and the Leader of the

Opx>osition, who has been begging for sup-

port for the Hamilton convention centre,
which this government provided—and meas-
ures it in terms of that building alone, does
not make sense.

If it is measured in terms of the dollars

and social benefits it brings to the com-
munity, it is an enormous success. We are

willing to take that risk for northwestern
Ontario. The opposition leader is not willing
to take it, but then again he has never been
there.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Seeing that the minister is prepared to put
$25 million into Minaki, is he prepared to

put a couple of hundred million into Bend-

ing Lake to ensure that—
Mr. Speaker: That is not supplementary—
Mr. Martel: Certainly—
Mr. Speaker: No. That is not supple-

mentary.

Mr. Eakins: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question. Can the minister tell this House
whether a study concerning Minaki Lodge
was undertaken recently by a consulting firm
either for his ministry or for the Minaki task
force? If so, what was the mandate of the
consultants and what were their recom-
mendations?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, their

recommendations were that a lodge would
be viable. We drew these figures based upon
the recommendations of that consulting firm,
and it is upon these figures, roughly drawn
by the consulting company, that Radisson
Hotels decided to go into the project.

Mr. Wildman: Mr. Speaker, a final sup-
plementary: Since the minister insists on

comparing apples and oranges and compar-
ing Minaki to a convention centre, would
he not think it more appropriate to compare
this whole deal to a white elephant sale?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, Mr. Speaker. I

see no comparison between this deal and
the member's last leadership convention.

2:40 p.m.

HYDRO EXPORTS
Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker. I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of the Environment
(Mr. Parrott) about the proposal to burn
coal at Nanticoke in order to generate elec-

tricity and ship it under water through Lake
Erie to the United States. Has the minister
informed the Premier (Mr. Davis) that the

burning of coal at Nanticoke to export elec-

tricity will add to the acid rain problem
which is threatening Ontario's prime tourist

areas? In view of the Premier's answers to

this question last week, does he feel that the

Premier knows which way the wind is

blowing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: At this moment from
there to here.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Sx)eaker, there is

nobody in this province who understands
wind—•

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: No one in this province
understands wind and direction and all of

those things—in fact, understands any issue

—as well as the Premier does. One thing
that he does not do is shoot the breeze like

the members opposite.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the minister has eflFec-

tively said that the Premier's view on the

wind going south overrules his view on the

wind over Nanticoke which brings sulphur
dioxide and, therefore, acid rain into our

prime tourist areas, could we have an assur-

ance here and now from the Minister of the

Environment that the proposals to export
electricity from Nanticoke under Lake Erie
will be subjected to the full environmental
assessment procedure under Ontario's Envi-
ronmental Assessment Act?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: The answer to the latter

part of that question is yes. It was always
the intent of Ontario Hydro and they under-

stand it. That should be very thoroughly
understood. The best interests of this prov-
ince and the best interests of the North
American continent will be fully assessed

during those debates.

I woidd also like to draw the attention of

the members again to this particular state-

ment which seems somehow to be confused.

There is an interchange, if you will, of the

terms "acid rain" and "sulphur dioxide"

emissions. They are not necessarily one and
the same. I am not saying there is no re-

lationship. I want to make that very clear.

I think, however, when members are deal-

ing with emissions, they must make siu"e

they are doing just that and not taking the

next, and frequently logical, step that such
emissions are the same as acid rain.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the Minister of the

Environment also assure the House that in

the environmental assessment proceedings he
has promised on this proposal to export elec-

tricity there will be none of the exemptions
which Ontario Hydro was seeking before the
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Porter commission and which would eflFec-

tively remove a great deal of the power of

the Environmental Assessment Board in

carrying out its hearings?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I know of no exemptions
that would be applied. I would like to take

that question to some degree as notice, be-

cause I would not wish to misinform the

honourable member on his legitimate ques-
tion and his concern which I am sure we all

share. I certainly express the Premier's con-

cern on the issue. I need not remind the

honourable member of the Premier's state-

ment on the Issue in Dallas. I just want to

be very sure in responding to his question
that I am 100 per cent correct. If I am not,
I will certainly let the member know, but I

believe I can oflFer him those assurances to-

day.

Mr. Hagperty: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to address a supplementary to the minister.

h there any truth in the fact that the type
of coal now being burned at the Nanticoke

plant is banned in the United States because
of its high sulphur content?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I cannot answer that

yes or no, but I do know the amount of coal

we use in Ontario is relatively small, I know
the content of the sulphur portion of the

coal is relativelv <:mall and I know this—I

only learned this figure this morning—all of

Ontario Hydro emissions do not begin to

equal the emissions from what the US con-

siders one small plant in Mitchell. It is about
fotirth on their list.

Frankly, I found that hard to believe. This

morning, for the first time, I saw the total

list of US emissions. It is an interesting fact

that all of Ontario Hvdro's plants put to-

gether do not begin to equal the output
from one US plant.

Mr. Cassidy: I hope the minister will table

that document he just referred to.

ASBESTOS HAZARDS
Mr. Cassidy: I have a new question for

the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie), Mr.

Speaker, arising from his statement yesterdiay
that there is a nominal roll or a tracing list

of workers which has been prepared of the

workers at Johns-Manville Canada Incor-

porated who may have been exposed to

asbestos and that he expects to have that in

the near future.

In view of his repeated statement that

there are lists being prepared of workers who
are exposed to asbestos, can the minister ex-

plain why neither the president of the local

at Johns-Manville nor the Canadian Textile

and Chemical Union is aware of such a list

and why the United Steelworkers of America,
which has repeatedlv asked for tracing of

workers who may have been exposed to

asbestos, is also not aware of any such list

being prepared? If there is a list being pre-

pared, why is it being done in such secrecy,
or is there in fact any tracing taking place
at all?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
I might point out it is far from secret, be-

cause I quite distinctlv recall making a state-

ment in this House outlinincr that verv fact.

I think it w^s approximately a ve^r ago.

There is anvthing but a secret about it. I

am sure if the member reads Hansard it will

verify that.

As to whv the union involved ?nd other

unions would not know about it, frnnkly I

don't know, but I have no nroblem dis-

cussing it with the unions involved there or

at anv other site if they wish to speak to me
about it.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the fact that as

long ago as 1977 the United Steelworkers

made an offer to the Ministry of Labour that

they were preoared to co-operate in tracing
workers who had been exposed to asbestos,

why was that offer never taken ut> bv the

Ministrv of Labour? 'Why is it that also in

1977 the then Minister of Labour (Miss

Steohpnson) talked about developing an

asbestos register on current and former

workers at Johns-Manville but no effort was
then or has subsequently been made to con-

tact the chemical workers' union at Johns-
Manville?

How does the govenmient expect to find

out who those workers are if it rejects offers

of assistance from the unions and never con-

tacts them to get their co-operation in tracing

workers who have been exposed to asbestos

on the job?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I know of no rejection of

an offer from the union. Indeed, I recall

a^^out a month ago, when I was inquiring

about the status of the nominal roll from

Tohns-Manville, asking my staff if they had
been in touch with the particular imion in-

volved and they indicated they would be do-

ing so as soon as Statistics Canada informa-

tion came back. There is no desire to hide

anything from anybody.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: The minister is aware of the prob-
lems with Bendix Eclipse in the city of

Windsor in their two plants, and now
essentially just the one plant. Has the minis-
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ter prepared lists of workers who have been

exx)Osed
—

Nfr. Speaker: What has that got to do with

Johns-Manville?

Nfr. B. Newman: —to asbestos in the

Bendix plant in the Windsor area?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I would have

to take that question as notice and inquire
whether there are any lists being prepared of

employees at that plant.

Mr. Cassidy: A final supplementary: Can
the minister explain how his occupational
health hazard branch and the ministry gener-

ally can maintain confidence among workers

and the unions that an adequate job is be-

ing done of tracing workers who may have
been exposed to asbestos when on Decem-
ber 13, 1977, the former president of the

chemical workers' union at Johns-Manville
was told by the then Minister of Labour

(Miss Stephenson) that the government was

developing an asbestos register on current

and former workers, and yet there has been
no contact with the union and apparently
there will not be such contact until the list

has been entirely developed?

2:50 p.m.

Why are the workers not being consulted

on the way the list is being developed? Why
can they not co-operate on this? Why are

they excluded? When will the minister get
workers involved through the unions to en-

sure that every worker across the province
who may have been exposed to asbestos is

contacted and informed, and we can find out

whether their health has been damaged by
that exposure? Why can the minister not start

getting serious about this question?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: With the greatest of re-

spect, I think the member is inaccurate when
he suggests there is any desire or intent to

exclude anybody. Where else could one get
the records of the names than from the com-
pany's list of employees? We have done that.

There are some 5,000 names from that par-
ticular company.

I have clearly told the honourable member
that my instructions to staff are that as soon
as the Statistics Canada information comes
back with those names, they are to sit dtown
and discuss it with the union to see if they
have any comments on it. The member knows
very well that throughout my ministry there
are consistent endeavours to involve the trade
union movement as well as management in

activities related to occupational health and
safety.

CONFEDERATION OF
TOMORROW CONFERENCE

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is to

the Premier (Mr. Davis). Could the Premier

confirm or deny a comment in today's Globe

and Mail, in GeoflFrey Stevens' column, as

follows: "Ontario Premier William Davis and
Saskatchewan Premier Allan Blakeney have

been discussing a 1980 revival of John Robarts'

1967 Confederation of Tomorrow Con-
ference, The idea is that the provinces would
meet after the referendum, without benefit of

Mr. Trudeau's presence, to chart a common
course." Would the Premier confirm or dteny

this initiative, and would he undertake to

keep this House advised considering our com-
mitment to renewed federalism and our non-

partisan approach to this whole question?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have not

had any discussions with Premier Blakeney

along those lines.

AUTO INDUSTRY LAYOFFS

Hon. Mr. Davis: While I am on my feet,

Mr. Speaker, I would like to answer a ques-
tion asked by the member for Ottawa Centre

(Mr. Cassidy) on Friday last, when I did not

have access to the most up-tond'ate informa-

tion. He asked me if I would use my good
oflSces to see if American Motors (Canada)
Limited would change from Jeep production
to small cars. I would like to advise the hon-

ourable member—not because of his question,

although I had some insights on Friday, but

was not at liberty to disclose them—that Amer-
ican Motors has announced today that it is

converting to the production of its most popu-
lar selling vehicles, the Eagle station wagon
plus the Concord.

Retooling will cost about $6.5 milhon.

Employment figures will be comparable to

those they have at present. As has been indi-

cated, it will provide a degree of stability and

encomragement. I wanted the honourable

member to know that has happened as of

today.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I will allow a brief supple-

mentary. The Premier jumped the gun; he is

mixing two things. If the member has one in

response to a question asked earlier, I will

hear that; then we will get back to the main

question.

Mr. Roy: Mine was on the constitution and
we ended up with cars.

Mr. Cassidy: My supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er, is that in view of the fact most of the

workers involved at American Motors have
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run throu^ their supplementary unemploy-
ment benefits and many wdll have no rights

to unemployment insurance at all over the

four or five months that the retooling is going
to take place, has the Premier had assurances

from American Motors that there will be in-

come protection for the workers? Will this

government make a plea for transitional assist-

ance benefits to protect the workers of Ameri-

can Motors and other workers in the auto

industry affected by technological change?

Hon. Mr. Davis: This point has been
made relative to the automotive industry.

Certainly this further intention of American
Motors will be communicated to the federal

authorities. Some personnel will, of course,

be retained. I am only going by memory
here, but I think a number of them with

seniority are entitled to four weeks' vacation,

which also assists in the conversion process.
The latter aspect will be brought to the at-

tention of the federal government.

CONFEDERATION OF
TOMORROW CONFERENCE

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker,

getting back to the Premier on my original

question: without having discussed this mat-

ter v/ith Premier Blakeney, could the Premier

advise whether anyone within the Ministry

of Intergovernmental Affairs has taken any
initiative to set up this type of 1967 Con-

federation of Tomorrow conference? Would
the Premier agree that it might not be a

good idea, in' setting up this type of confer-

ence, to exclude federal participation, con-

sidering that the federal government re-

ceived, after all, an overwhelming mandate

just a few months ago? Is it the Premier's

plan for such a conference, to invite all the

Premiers of all the provinces, no matter

what the results of the referendmn are?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really

thought I had heeded, because I was trying

to, the members' advice of the other day to

shorten my responses, even though the ques-
tions opposite appear to be getting longer.

I said, very simply, there hasn't been any
conversation. I don't know of any conver-

sation from anyone in my office or in the

government.

EXAMINATION OF MINERS

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie).
With the present conflicting evidence of

arsenic levels in the miners at Atikokan, and
with the urgency now that the Caland Mines

pelletizing plant will be closing at the end

of this month, will the Minister of Labour
order immediately, rather than just recom-

mend, that exit medical examinations be
conducted for every worker leaving Atiko-

kan? This would enable us to track them

down, should evidence of occupational
disease mount in coming weeks and months.

After that order, would he not ensure that

every worker is provided with a copy of the

results of the examination?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr, Speaker, as the mem-
ber for Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds) suggests, it

was suggested to the company and to the

union that such examinations be carried out.

If he has any evidence that they are not

being carried out in the case of each and

every worker, I will be glad to consider his

recommendation. I agree with him that there

should be an adequate record of each worker

kept, following the closure of that plant, for

future information.

The second question had to do with the

availability of medical reports directly to

workers. As the member well knows—and I

am sure one member of his party would

know—the traditional point of view has been

that the family physician is probably in the

best position to interpret a medical report

for his patient. As the member knows, that

is a view that will come under scrutiny in

the Krever commission and in the freedom

of information commission. I will be glad to

review the results of those studies. They
have indirect reference to the principle we
are talking about. It is in that regard that I

will be interested in those studies.

With regard to the first part of the ques-

tion, I will certainly review it and see if

there is any suggestion that all workers are

not being examined.

Mr. Foulds: Has the Minister of Labour
not been made aware that in order to get an

exit medical, the workers have had to sign

a form that provides the company with the

results of that medical but does not provide

them with a copy of that medical? Not only

that, they have to sign a form that gives the

company access to their entire medical

record. Does he not find that uneven justice?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: My understanding was

that a copy of the report was to be supplied
to the individual's family physician as well.

But the member will also be interested to

know that I have already asked the occupa-
tional health and safety division to review

the whole matter of worker examihations in

that region.
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SOVIET PRODUCTS IN LCBO STORES

Mr. G. Taylor: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea).

In this morning's edition of the Toronto

Sim, I noticed an article saying that some

employees have asked for the withdrawal of

some products of the Soviet Union from the

shelves of stores of the Liquor Control Board
of Ontario. In view of the fact that this House
has put forward a resolution condemning the

activities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics with regard to Afghanistan and the

Olympics, what action will the minister be

taking on the petition from those employees
of the LCBO?
3 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, the chairman
of the Liquor Control Board of Ontario some
two months ago cancelled all dealings with
the state agency of the Soviet government
involving supplies of Russian-produced
alcohol.

I emphasize that the chairman of the

LCBO, Mr. Bosworth, did that. I think Mr.
Bosworth deserves a very great deal of credit.

There will be no further supplies of Russian-

produced alcoholic beverages in the LCBO
stores. There is still a minimum of product;
most of it is out of stock. That stock is paid
for by the LCBO at the time of acquisition
and we cannot return it; so what little bit

remains will be sold. I do not think anybody
is missing anything. It is not a very good
product anyway.

MAPLE DUMP SITE

Mr. Stong: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment
(Mr. Parrott) concerning the Maple land-
fill site. Now that the Ontario Mum'cipal
Board has given approval, with conditions,
to the establishment of a garbage dump at

Maple in the town of Vaughan, will the

minister demonstrate a little initiative and
imagination and enter into negotiations
with the jxromoters and owners of fiie dump
who, by the way, are prepared to reduce
the risk of polluting the local water supply?
Will he negotiate, or even require them
as an added condition of ministerial ap-
proval, to Construct a reclamation plant on
the site so that the risk of contamination of

the local vrater supply will be even further

reduced and some sort of useful purpose
could be made of the site? Instead of

merely burying garbage, at least a portion
of it could be converted into some form
of usable energy.

Hon. Mr. Parrott: Mr. Speaker, I am not

sure whether the member meant the OMB
or the Environmental Appeal Board, I get
the message that it is the Environmental

Appeal Board, and if my calendar or arith-

metic is correct, the possibility of an appeal
still exists. As the member perhaps knows,
that appeal would be to myself and, there-

fore, it would be absolutely wrong for me
to deal specifically with the question as it

relates to the ax>plication of any of the

conditions that may or may not be placed
on that particular pit.

Having said that, and now divorcing my-
self completely from that application and
that appeal process, in the last month I

have spoken three or four times around

this province strongly recommending as

much recycling of our waste as is humanly

possible.

Mr. Stong: Is the minister undertaking
to carry that same attitude into negotiations

or discussions on this particular site?

Hon. Mr. Parrott: I think it would be un-

wise of me to make any comments about

this site at this time.

MOOSE MANAGEMENT
Mr. Wildman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Auld) regarding conservation

and moose management. What is the re-

sponse of the minister to the position taken

by the president of the Ontario Federation

of Anglers and Hunters, that the minister's

"new plan ignores most of the meaningful
recommendations of the federation" with

regard to the moose season?

Specifically, can the minister explain why
he chose the pair licence system instead of

accepting the federation's proposal for an

optional party licence and why he did not

niiaintain a fixed Monday ojyening day and

the one-day head start for resident hunters

over nonresidents? Why did he cut the sea-

son for Ontarians more than he did for non-

residents?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, in north-

eastern Ontario there was no advance sea-

son for residents last year. In northwestern

Ontario there was a one-week advance seat-

son. We have reduced that to three days.

The reason for that, and for the pairs in

hunting, was basically to reduce the har-

vest. What we are trying to do is to control

the number of hunters, to keep the season

standard and to apply the controls to the
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hunters based on the resource in the various

zones.

I must say I am looking again at the

question of the size of the group.

Mr. Wildman: Would the minister not

agree that shortening the season for non-

residents to a lesser extent than for residents

has very little to do with actual conservation?

Can he also explain why, with regard to the

public meetings held across the province
—

which overwhelmingly favoured restrictions

on the nonresidents* hunting seasons before

restrictions on residents—^he has not made
the results available to the federation, since

the federation claims the optional party
licences actually would cut the moose Idll

more than the pair licences the minister has

gone for?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think I can best answer

that by saying I expect to be meeting with

the president and the executive director of

the OFAH in the near future, but my infor-

mation is that the results of the public meet-

ings around the province were pretty well

applied to the policy we adopted. Of course,

there were suggestions that we reduce the

nonresidents' season even more but, looking
at the economic factors involved in the north,

we decided what we were doing would be

reasonably fair to both residents and non-

residents.

Mr. Kerrio: Supplementary, Mr. Sx>eaker:

When is the minister going to take under
advisement the recommendation that he man-

age the moose herds as they do in the

Scandinavian countries, where they now have
more moose than the hunters can kill off?

When is the minister going to manage the

herds instead of the hunters and develop
moose herds in Ontario like those that used
to exist in the past?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, there is a
vast difference between the operations in this

province in the past and what has happened
in Scandinavian countries. As a matter of

fact, I think it is fair to say—Mr. Speaker, if

the person asking the question is listening, I

would like to direct my remarks to him—
their problem is that they have too many.
In fact, I understand there are areas where

they have electric eyes that will turn on a

traflRc light and tell the motorists to stop be-

cause a moose is coming across the road.

They have tied in their moose manage-
ment with their reforestation practices, which
we now are doing; we have just started that.

If the honourable member recalls the debate

on the amendment to the Crown Timber Act,

he will get the rest of the details.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT HEARINGS

Mr. McKessock: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development (Mr. Brunelle). In view

of the fact that the Niagara Escarpment

phase one hearings, now being held at An-

caster, are being labelled a farce by some of

the newspapers and by some of the partic-

ipants because the hearings are not being
transcribed and witnesses are not being sworn

in, and in view of the fact that the public
cannot attend every day, would the pro-
vincial secretary direct the Niagara Escarp-
ment Commission to have the hearing tapes

transcribed and made available to the public?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the hon-

ourable member knows the hearing oflBcer,

Mr. McCrae, is a very experienced person.
He has had more than 20 years, I believe, at

the Ontario Municipal Board, and he was in

charge of the public hearings on the park-

way belt. He has mentioned that if they want

transcripts they can have transcripts. He
made it known that if they wanted the trans-

cripts they could be made available, but they
would have to be paid for by those who
wished to have them.

As for the witnesses being under oath, this

is not an inquiry under the Public Inquiries
Act. These are public hearings for the pur-

poses of providing information; so there is

no reason the witnesses should be under
oath.

Mr. McKessock: In view of the fact that

one of the witnesses admitted at the hearing
that he would not need to worry so much
about misleading statements because he was
not giving them under oath so he could not

be held liable, does the provincial secretary
not feel for this reason the statements should

be made under oath because of the mislead-

ing statements that have been made in the

past when the first plan for the Niagara

Escarpment was out? Further to that, does

he not feel it is actually a bit much for the

public to pay for these transcripts when
usually they are provided by the hearings
themselves?

3:10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: No. Those who attend

these hearings can certainly make notes if

they want to. I understand the transcript

would cost at least $100 a day, and maybe
more. We hope those hearings will not go on
too long, but they could go on for quite some
time. I do not feel the public should be pay-
ing for the information that those who are

there can get by making their own notes.
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I do not believe that being under oath is

necessary. This is not a public inquiry. These
are hearings to provide infonnation.

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Is the minister aware that the hearing officer

will not permit or hear any submissions made
relative to enlarging the planning area even
to take in environmentally sensitive areas? In

view of the fact there has never been any
order through this House which limits those

planning boundaries, will the minister direct

the hearing officer to hear such submissions?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question: About the only people who favour

this crazy project, which involves hundreds of

millions of dollars of someone else's land, are

people who have nothing whatsoever to do
with it and do not live near it. The people
on 'the payroll spent maybe a $10-million

budget over the past three years. In view of

the fact that we are cutting back on every-

thing else, so that people cannot keep their

farms or mortgages, et cetera, why does he

not consider this as expendable and cancel

the whole project? Everyone is in favour of

that. Can the minister stand up and answer

my question? He must know what is going
on.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, is the

honourable member speaking for his party or

is he saying that his party is not in support
of this very valuable provincial asset? Is that

what the member is saying?

Mr. Sargent: I am speaking about the

people in my area. We are fed up to the

teeth with what is being done.

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

Mr. Samis: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Premier (Mr. Davis). In view of his

reputation as a devotee of opinion polls, both

public and private, in view of strong state-

ments made by the national president of

his party and in view of statements at-

tributed to the Premier in the Toronto Star

on July 26, 1979, about the need for control,
can the Premier tell the House what plans
he has in terms of legislation to either con-

trol or ban the publication of opinion polls

during the period of an election?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I undterstand

the party opposite is opposed to any such

legislation, and we are not contemplating it.

Mr. Samis: Is there any truth to the report
in the Toronto Star that the Attorney General's

office last year had instructed an official to

draw up possible legislation?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think there was some

indication, and I think one of the private

members introduced legislation on this. I am
not sure.

Mr. Brcithaupt: There was a resolution

in the House.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, there was a resolu-

tion in the House, and I think there has been

some discussion.

URANIUM CONTRACTS
Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Premier regarding the uranium

deal. He knows about that. The government,
via the Premier, has made a $339-miIlion,

interest-free loan which eventually will cost

us $372 million in interest on top of the

$7-billion' loan for 40 years. The farmers and
small businessmen in my area are suffering

very badly. If there is no relief, no interest-

free loans for farmers and businessmen to-

morrow, will the Premier give them the

same treatment—$339 million—that he gave
interest-free to Denison Mines as a pre-
cedent?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

transaction was with Rio Algom Limited,

but I do not recall all the details, I would

only say to the honourable member —

Mr. J. Reed: You should remember.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I do not have them here

at my fingertips. I could rush over and get

them from Jimmy Deeks. I know he has

them at his fingertips. Look at him chuckling
there under the gallery. I would say to the

honourable member, I understand his con-

cern about his constituents. I have some
constituents who are involved in the agricul-

tural industry, and this government is quite

concerned, quite sym/pathetic. I really do

not think I quite follow the relationship in

the question that has been asked. If the

member is asking if we are concerned about

the agricultural community, the answer is

yes.

Mr. Sargent: Would the Premier tell me
—I have asked the Minister of Energy (Mr.

Welch) repeatedly—how much of the $339
million in progress payments has been spent
to date? The minister will not tell me. Does
the Premier know?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Mr. Sargent: Will the Premier find out?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, I will endeavour to.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
LAWS IN URANIUM MINES

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie).
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In view of the fact that approximately two
weeks ago the federal authorities indicated

they were going to pass a special order in

council bringing the uranium miners from
Elliot Lake imder the provincial legislation,
has the minister's oflBce been advised that
that has occurred? If not, would he be will-

ing to contact Ottawa to find out when they
intend to pass that order in coimcil?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I was aware
of that information. I heard it on the radio
as I was driving from somewhere to the north

recently. We did contact the federal govern-
ment, and such an order in council has not
been passed yet.

AUTO DEALER BANKRUPTCIES
Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea). Is the

minister aware of reports with respect to the

bankruptcies of two Chrysler dealerships in

the Ottawa area? I believe the names are

Parkway and Orleans. Is the minister also

aware of reports that certain persons who
have made deposits for vehicles are not

having these deposits returned' them, pre-

sumably under terms of the assets in bank-

ruptc>', so that eventually they may lose these
funds or else will be unable to proceed with
the purchase of the vehicles for which they
had contracted?

Hon. Mr. Drea: I was aware that one

Chrysler dealership in the Ottawa area was in

receivership. I am not familiar with the assets

in bankruptcy or the deposit situation since
that is under the superintendent of bank-

ruptcy. However, I will pursue the matter.

But I would suggest to the member that a

deposit against a future consideration quite
often becomes a very technical point in a

-bankruptcy. It is very seldom a very dear
obligation or a very clear matter.

In any event, I will look into those two
cases and determine if there is any deposit

money involved at the present stage of the

receivership.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: My
colleague is absolutely right. There are more
than two dealers'hips, though two are Chrysler
dealers, and in particular the Parkway
Chrysler situation is much larger. Is the
minister aware of the fact that apparently,

according to the legal counsel of the firm, the

deposit is not returnable to the consumer?

Apparently, it is stated by the consumers*

association, at least in Ottawa, provincial

legislation makes no commitment or does not
fOTce or protect consumers in such situations.

Would the minister give some consideration,
if that is a fact, to amending consumer legis-

lation, because it is a provincial responsibility
to protect consumers in Ontario against such

results?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I discussed

this matter with the Hon. Allan Lawrence last

fall when he was the federal minister. For 12

years the federal government, for one reason

or another, has not brought the Bankruptcy
Act up to the latter part of the 20th century.
At the dominion-provincial conference in St.

John's, Newfoundland, there was a commit-
ment by the minister. As a matter of fact,

the person from the bankruptcy division of his

ministry left immediately to go back to draft

the statute that would remedy some of these

situations. Under the present status of the

Bankruptcy Act—and I think that is the key,
because we can pass all the statutes we want-

bankruptcy is purely and simply a federal

matter.

At the first opportunity I have to discuss

this matter with the new minister, Mr.

Ouellet—and I know Mr. Ouellet's feelings
from the past about the Bankruptcy Act—I

will suggest that one of the things that all 10

provincial consumer ministers want is that

Bankruptcy Act brought up to date.

3:20 p.m.

I suggest that the difficulties are that we
can pass all the provincial statutes we want,
but the moment it goes formally into bank-

ruptcy—and I don't want to comment on these

cases, because I don't know whether they
are still outside of formal bankruptcy—the

fedteral government has total control. Indeed,
if something is not done about the Bank-

ruptcy Act and, notwithstanding current eco-

nomic conditions or anything else, it gets

worse by the month and worse by the year.

OSHAWA TIMES STRIKE

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Si)eaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Labour (Mr. Elgie).

I would like to ask if his ministry is doing

anything to bring about a resolution of the

strike at the Oshawa Times.

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Mr. Speaker, I was ad-

vised last week in a report from the media-

tor about events at the Oshawa Times that

eflForts will be made to resume negotiations
whenever the parties indicate a desire to do
so.

Mr. Breaugh: In the light of the Thom-
son's record in negotiating with its own

employees over the last several decades in

this province, is the minister considering

making any comments or representation in
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view of the Thomson takeover of the Globe

and Mail?

Hon. Mr. Elgie: I do not intend to make

any comment about that.

CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mr. Sweeney: I have a question for the

Minister of Education (Miss Stephenson),

Mr. Speaker. Will the minister recall that

two weeks ago today she indicated in a

response to a question about learning-dis-

abled children, to use the minister's words,

"In my personal view, it is inappropriately
based at present in the Ministry of Commu-
nity and Social Services"? The minister went
on to say: "I will find out the information

for the honourable gentleman and report to

him."

Can the minister advise us today what has

been the level of negotiations between her

ministry and the Ministry of Community and
Social Services as to the timing and proce-
dure of her ministry taking over from his

ministry the facilities and the programs for

learning-disabled children?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, there

have been discussions between members of

staff of both ministries. The minister and I

have discussed it briefly on several occa-

sions, but the staffs on both sides are in the

process of developing the kind of mechanism
which will assure orderly transfer. I am not

sure when that will be completed. I am
sorry that I cannot tell the honourable mem-
ber that, but there will be some announce-
ment about it when the proposal has been
finalized.

TABLING OF BACKGROUND
INFORMATION

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I bring your
attention to standing order 26(c). It says:

"After any policy statement, the minister

shall table a compendium of background in-

fonnation." The Minister of Industry and
Tourism {Mr. Grossman) made a statement

yesterday about Minaki. He referred today
to a report which was available to him that

was operative in the decision having been
taken. I would have thought that might have
been tabled as per the requirement of this

standing order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, that

report was done for the RubinofF committee
that was seeking people for Minaki lodge.
It was part of the information supplied to

them, not a part in itself of the governmen-
tal decision which we were reflecting yester-

day, made in 1978, to find an operator for

the lodge and to complete the lodge. That

decision was made some time ago. If the

member detects a note of reservation, it is

because there were certain conditions be-

tween the firm selected to do the study and

the RubinofF committee with regard to some
of the information in that study. I am not

totally familiar with the study but, provided
that can be sorted out, I will send it to him
before Tuesday. I will be happy to get it

in his hands.

REPORT

STANDING COMMITTEE ON
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Gaunt from the standing committee
on social development reported the follow-

ing resolution:

That supply in the following supplemen-
tary amount to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of Education be granted Her
Majesty for the fiscal year ended March 31,
1980:

Education program, $67,900,000.
That supply in the following supple-

mentary amounts to defray the expenses of

the Ministry of Colleges and Universities be

granted to Her Majesty for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1980:

College and adult education support pro-

gram, $5,580,000; student aflFairs program,
$5,155,700.

MOTIONS

ESTIMATES SCHEDULE
Hon Mr. Wells moved that the estimates

of the various mimstries and offices be
deemed to have been referred to the oom-
mittees of the House as outlined in the state-

ment of the government House leader on
March 14, 1980.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I understand this

is a rather routine motion but, before the

order of the estimates is set in concrete,

mi^t I have your view as to whether the

hours assigned to the various debates are

immutable after this motion passes? There
has been some discussion, since the Minister

of Correctional Services (Mr. Walker) has

assumed a higher profile in the affairs of his

ministry and related ministries, that we might

require a bit more than five hours simply to

determine properly the course of policy and
its implementation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, it would be

my understanding that this motion we now
are putting does refer these estimates to the
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committees with the hours as outlined in the

statement of March 14; but, of com^e, as

with many orders of this House, if subse-

quent discussions lead us to want to put a
motion to change that, that would be entireHy
in order.

Mr. Martel: Could I ask the Speaker if a
motion would be necessary to change the
ninnber of hours for a particular set of esti-

mates? I am not sure why we would need a

motion to that effect.

Mr. Speaker: It is my understanding it

would require a motion.

Motion agreed to.

INTRODUCTION OF BILL

METROPOLITAN POLICE FORCE
COMPLAINTS PROJECT ACT

Hon. Mr. McMurtry moved first reading
of Bill 47, An Act for the establishment iand

conduct of a Project in the Munidpality of

MetroiX)litan Toronto to improve methods of

processing Complaints by members of the
Public against Police Officers on the Metro-

politan Police Force.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Mr. Si>eaker, this bill

was introduced as Bill 201 in tbe last session.

Since that time, my ministry has had exten-

sive consultation with interested persons (and

groups these past months and the bill now
contains certain refinements, including an
expansion of the investigation role of the

public complaints commissioner.
There would also be power to extend the

project beyond three years so that assess-

ment and evaluation might be completed,
anv necessary changes made and the smooth
transition into a revised system be accom-

plished.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON
NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

table the answers to questions 45, 81 to 88,
108 and 109 standing on the Notice Paper.
(See appendix, page 1031.)

3:30 p.m.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing on motion:

Bill 2, An Act to amend the Drainage Act,

1975;
Bill 6, An Act to amend the Durham

Municipal Hydro-Electric Service Act, 1979;

Bill 7, An Act to repeal the Welfare Units

Act.

GAME AND FISH AMENDMENT ACT
Mr. Philip moved third reading of Bill 15,

An Act to amend the Game and Fish Act.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, I wish to com-
ment briefly on the third reading of this

bill.

It is, as you know, a most unusual occa-

sion when a private member of the as-

sembly is able to have a bill go through
first and second readings, committee stage
and third reading and become part of the

laws of Ontario. It is an even more unique
oiccasion, quite frankly, for this party, for it

is the first time a member of the New
Democratic Party caucus has had a bill go
through the House and become part of the

laws of the province.

We are indeed proud, as I believe each

member of the assembly probably is, with

the amount of work and time, and the devo-

tion which the member for Etobicoke (Mr.

Philip) has given to this particular subject.

I must also comment in fairness that the

minister responsible for that particular minis-

try co-operated extensively, as far as I could

determine from the debates, in an effort to

make sure that the bill went through and

that it became law.

As a member of this assembly and I be-

lieve as representing the views of my col-

leagues, I wish to extend my sincere good
wishes to the member for Etobicoke and hope
that his efforts will be repeated on many more
occasions in this assembly.

Mr. Kerrio: Mr. Speaker, I didn't get a

chance before today to speak to this bill. I

would be remiss if I were not to make a few

comments, because I had some very respon-
sible people in my area circulate petitions.

I put before this House, on behalf of Joseph
Charlebois and those people who were genu-

inely interested in this particidar biH as it

related to the concerns that they had, some-

thing like 1,000 names in support of this

bill. As I say, I would be most remiss if I

were not to put that on the record on behalf

of those kinds of citizens who would be

interested enough in the process to make
their feelings known, in fact, to support a

bill that was supported on all sides.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I just wish

to congratulate the member for Etobicoke

(Mr. Philip) with respect to the passage of

Bill 15. As he will recall, it took 30 years

for me to get the first private member's biU

through from the opposition and only three
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months to get the second one, and I hope
things will speed up even more so that pri-

vate members will be encouraged by the

opportunity to have amendments brought be-

fore the House which are recognized as use-

ful on all sides of the House.

Mr. Philip: I wasn't planning on speaking
on the third reading of this bill. However, I

would like to thank the members of the

House for the kind words they have just ex-

pressed. I have already thanked, on second

reading, the various groups, associations and
individuals who spent a great deal of time
wirti me talking to members of this House in

support of the bill. Finally, once again, I

would Iflce to compliment the minister and
thank him and his staff for their consideration

and for the dialogue that we were able to

have on this bill.

Motion agreed to.

THIRD READINGS
(continued)

Bill 26, An Act to amend the Live Stock
and Live Stock Products Act,

CREDIT UNIONS AND CAISSES
POPULAIRES STATUTE LAW

AMENDMENT ACT
Hon. Mr. Drea moved second reading of

Bill 31, An Act to amend the Credit Unions
and Caisses Populaires Act, 1976, and to

provide additional powers in certain other

Acts with respect to Credit Unions and Cais-

ses Populaires.

Mr. Speaker: Does the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations have an

opening comment?

Hon. Mr. Drea: No, Mr. Speaker. I believe

the statement I gave in the Legislature on
March 28 covers the matter.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr, Speaker, Im pleased
to speak in favour of second reading of Bill

31. In the statement the minister made to

the Legislature on first reading of the bill, he
outlined the general changes this bill will

allow in the operations of credit unions and
caisses x>opulaires in Ontario. On this side of
the House, we certainly welcome those

amendments which the bill brings.
Credit unions and caisses populaires have

certainly matured in their operations during
recent years. They will now be able to re-

ceive trust funds and to be the recipients of

investment in term deposits. The opjxyrtunity
to make guaranteed student loans is also

welcome. AH in all, the bill gives some op-

portunity for the credit unions and caisses

populaires to develop their availability of

business oi)erations to persons who have used

them in the same way that many others deal

with banks or deal with trust companies.

The final area of amendment would enable

the Ontario Share and Dei)osit Insurance

Corporation to act as a liquidator in the event

of a credit union being wound down. We
hope this amendment would not in practice
be required too often.

There are some concerns I do have when
one sees this amendment. Those concerns are

such that the minister might wish to com-
ment upon them if this is the opportune
time. There have been concerns expressed
that certain credit unions are heavily ex-

tended into longer-term mortgages at lower
rates of interest than the current m'arket.

They are having to pay out certain higher
rates on deposits. The end result is a gap
which is said to be working against the

prospect of successful operation in a variety
of credit unions and perhaps caisses popu-
laires as well in Ontario.

If the minister is aware of those credit

unions which may be under some strain, I

would appreciate hearing from him while we
are dealing with this bill as to what he is

doing through his staff to oversee the opera-
tions to ensure there are no i>articular diflS-

culties in either of these groups.
We would hope, as IVe said, that the

amendments to this section will not be

needed, but the bringing forward of it at

this time does rather catch one's attention

as a result of some of these suggestions of

longer-term commitments which may prove
difficult to live with, possibly in areas where

unemployment or other difficulties, in the

Windsor area particularly, could cause cer-

tain strains. I would be interested to hear

about that, if the minister would choose to

comment at this time.

Other than that, the particular items have
been sought by the Ontario Credit Union

League, The amendments are certainly wel-

comed, and we're pleased to support them.

3:40 p.m.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Speaker, having

spent the weekend, as did my colleague, the

member for Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt) read-

ing the Bailiffs Act, the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities Act, 1971, the Trustee Act,

the Insurance Act, the Credit Unions and
Caisses Populaires Act, 1976, the Loan and
Trust Corporations Act and the Real Estate

and Business Brokers Act, as well as the bill

before us now, I feel qualified to speak for

a moment or two on the bill before us. This

is Bill 31, An Act to amend the Credit
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Unions and Caisses Populaires Act, 1976,
and to provide additional powers in certain

other Acts with respect to Credit Unions

and Caisses Populaires.

The New Democratic Party, in a word,

supports the minister on this bill. As a matter

of fact, the New Democratic Party would

support many more bills in the future to

expand the role that credit unions play in

Ontario. It is fine to live in a province where
more than one in four people are members
of and use the services of a credit union. It

is .somethin<? that, traditionally, my party has

found itself in a^eement with and will con-

tinue to do so. I think the minister should

be congratulated in those cases where, over

the past number of years, the government
and his ministry have encouraged the growth
and development of credit unions and caisses

populaires in the province.

I must say, though, not to be discordant

or uncharming, that I and my party are not

knov^oi as the greatest defenders in North
America of the banking system, imlike cer-

tain members of the minister's party at the

national and provincial level. I would very
much like to see the minister continue the

encouragement he has shov^ni of supporting
the credit union movement. I think it is fine

that at this point the minister has taken the

opportunity to expand the credit unions*

access to business to include such areas as

real estate, insurance companies and loan

companies.
Most especially, I like the provisions for

students of our universities and colleges. I

think that is a particularly fine piece of work
because it will, at a relatively early stage in

their life, get people used to dealing with

credit unions. It is hoped that is a tradition

they will continue through their lives.

The minister has my and my party's full

support in this endeavour. I see no reason

for the legislation to go to committee. I think

we can pass it immediately through second
and third readings.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I appreciate the

opportunity of saying a few words about this

important legislation and about the minister

being present during its discussion.

As my colleague the member for Kitch-

ener (Mr. Breithaupt) has mentioned, this

party, imder his leadership, is in full support
of the principle of the legislation. The in-

formation we have is that the minister has

v/orked closely with the credit unions and
caisses populaires and that they have asked

for this legislation. Certainly we are in full

support of it.

One factor I did want to mention when
we are talking about the principle of this

bill is a concern that my colleague for

Kitchener has raised and some of my other

colleagues may have raised as well. That
is dealing with the amendment in section

1 of the legislation. That deals with an

amendment to the original legislation that

had been i>assed in 1976 dealing with what
was called the Ontario Share and Deposit
Insurance Corporation. In French it was
called—I'm sure you will want to know
this, Mr, Speaker—La Soci6t6 Ontarienne

d'assurances des actions et de depot.

An additional function is being given to

the corporation and that function is that of

acting as liquidator of the estate and
effects of a credit union for the piupose of

winding up its affairs and distributing its

property. We think this is a function, ob-

viously, which the credit unions and the

caisses populaires have realized is a neces-

sary function for the corporation.

As my colleague the member for Kitch-

ener has mentioned, we trust this is not a

function that is being established at this

time and will not be a function, it is hoped,

which we will see being used extensively

across the province, because we have some

concerns.

I do want to put on the record of this

House, while I am on the legislation, some

of the concerns that I have—not in the leg-

islation itself—which can be remedied by
certain comments by the minister or maybe

by certain undertakings that the minister

could give.

The first concern we have, as my col-

league from Kitchener has mentioned, is

the financial bind that some of these insti-

tutions find themselves in at the present

time. The financial bind is being caused,

Mr. Speaker, as I am sure you vsdll under-

stand, by the fact they have mortgages

which are running for a i>eriod of time—in

other words, fairly long-term mortgages of

three, four and five years at a fixed rate.

The rate last fall was about 11 or 12 per

cent, and of course these mortgages have to

be supported by short-term dejyosits which

means at this time the caisses populaires

and credit unions 'have to borrow this

money. They are having to borrow money at

15 and 16 per cent. Probably I am exaggerat-

ing when I say 16 per cent but that is very

close to what they are going to have to i)ay

for the money. When one is trying to recon-

cile these two things, it is not a very good
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way to survive when one is losing three and
four per cent on one's money.

If that carries on for too long a period of

time, some of these institutions will find

themselves in very difficult circumstances

indetxl. I know of one institution in my
riding which I am advised lost a consider-

able amount of money last year and this

year. Apparently the projections for this

institution are that it will be losing close to

$1 million.

We all have a duty in this House to be

resi)onsible and not to spread panic among
certain financial institutions or among cer-

tain members who are participating in what
is basically a oo-operative eflFort every time
an institution such as a credit union or a

caisse populaire is set up, but I do want
to express the concern that if high interest

rates continue for a period of time as they

probably will, and unless inflation is grap-

pled with, it is going to be very difficult for

these institutions to be able to survive, es-

pecially the smaller ones, on a long-term
basis.

As I understand it, and I am certainly no
financial expert, it requires two or three per
cent to be able to make ends meet. That is

the percentage that is required on money
for these institutions to be able to survive.

They will certainly not be able to survive if

they are running in the red ait the rate of

two, three, four and five per cent on their

money.
I do want to express that concern and I

want to say that many institutions, caisses

populaires and credit unions have foreseen

this and have taken a responsible approach
in the sense that they have tried to keep
that balance. They have said, "Look here,
we can't overextend ourselves. We have to

keep that balance between mortgages that

are being renewed and short-term deposits,"
so they have pretty well kept that balance.

They have not overextended themselves.

We cannot say that is a problem that is

universal across all credit unions and caisses

populaires. My colleague the member for

Windsor-Walkerville (Mr. B. Newman) may
have some comments. In certain areas of the

province there may be a special problem be-

cause of the unemployment situation and be-

cause of drastic economic conditions that have
taken place. I think, unfortunately, Windsor
has been hit with something that is certainly
out of the ordinary.

In a city like Ottawa, where there is sup-

posed to be some stability because of the

civil servants, I can say that some of these

institutions have been responsible and have
checked' that balance and are protecting what
I consider to be the interests of their mem-
bers, the participants in the movements,
whereas some others have not.

I want to say to the minister that he
should consider what is involved here and
consider the co-operative aspect of these things
and consider that some of us in our riding have

many members, especially of some of these

large institutions, and consider the possible
e£Fects a long-term deficit position can have
on the institution. The result of it, of course,
is that the corporation will have to step in.

Possibly the minister, through the co-opera-
tion of some of the other caisses populaires
and credit unions, could look at some of the

institutions and at the management of some
of these institutions and consider whether

they have put themselves into a conflict of

interest situation. Is it because of these con-

flicts that these institutions are having some

problems?

3:50 p.m.

I just mention, for instance, mortgages.
There was great competition at one time in

mortgages. People would say: "If you go
through that institution, you will have to go
through that particular lawyer. He will find

a mortgage. There will be no problem." As the

minister knows, I am a defender of the legal

profession, but they are certainly not all

angels. Some of them have taken advantage
of their positions with these institutions. If

they act for the purchaser and vendor and act

for the lending institution as well, that con-

flict situation encourages the institutions to

get involved in mortgages and not to look

at other aspects and say: "We must not over-

extend ourselves. There may be a problem
with interest rates in the long run."

I say this to the minister very sincerely,

because I have some constituents who are

very concerned. One institution in particular

—and the minister possibly knows which in-

stitution I am talking about, the Caisse

Populaire Vanier Limit^e in my riding—is

really running itself into a deficit situation at

the present time. It is a serious deficit situa-

tion because there are mortgages out and de-

posits. To get that money they are having to

pay higher interest rates on their deposits. I

want the ministry to look at that particular

institution and consider whether there has

been an aberration. Why does that particular

institution have such a problem?
It is further compounded by the fact that

the institution itself—and this is why I talk

about possible confficts and about why the
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money was lent to them—has had' to take over
and foreclose a large number of properties.

Obviously the investment was not a good in-

vestment; so the institution had to foreclose

and take the money back. That costs additional

money and overheads when an institution

has made a bad investment and subsequently
has to get involved in legal fees and so on to

foreclose and get the property back. Of
course, having the property back is another
headache. Financial institutions such as cais-

ses populaires and credit unions are not orga-
nized to be sitting on 50 or 100 diflFerent

properties,
I do want to express my concern. When

we are in the process of passing legislation to

give share deposit insurance corporations the

power to act as liquidators, the ministry and
people within the ministry must look at the

operations of some of these institutions. I am
sure some of these institutions have not been
acting responsibly in the best interests of their

members. They have been acting as though
the institution did not belong to the mem-
bers but to themselves.

Would the minister undertake to have
someone look at that particular institution

and advise us on it so that my constituents

and myself at least have the satisfaction of

knowing there may be no reason for concern?
Hon. Mr. Drea : There is now.
Mr. Roy: The minister says there is now.

I am not t3ie one who created this high
deficit. Surely, if I say to the minister that

one of these institutions is operating in a

deficit situation, I am not the one who
created that problem,
Hon. Mr. Drea: It is the manner in which

the member said it.

Mr. Roy: The minister says it is the

manner in which I said it, I teU the minister

to look at that institution. Why shoidd one

particular institution have that sort of

problem? Why should it have a deficit situ-

ation as compared to other institutions in my
riding? I do not know how many caisses

I>opulaires there are in my riding, but this

is one on which I have received complaints
and one which my constituents have voiced
concerns to me.

Hon. Mr. Drea: For years.

Mr. Roy: The minister is quite right, I

have raised some of these concerns for years,
I think the minister can understand that

when an institution is facing a deficit situ-

ation it cannot continue for all tliat long. I

a«k the minister to look ^t that particular
situation. By looking at it, one would hope
we will avoid having to resort to the cor-

poration being more actively involved.

These are diflBcuit times. We know it. We
have seen people around this Legislature
because of interest rates and so on. There is

no doubt these are difficult times, but when
the members organize an institution like a
credit union or caisse populaire, when they
vote themselves executives and people to

represent them, it is important that these

people act responsibly. When they are facing
a deficit situation like that, there should be
some explanation. There should be some in-

vestigation to determine how that was flowed
to happen. That is my concern, and I trust

that this concern will be shared by the min-

istry and that this matter will be looked into.

Mr. Ruston: Mr, Speaker, I, too, would
like to say a few words with regard to Bill

31. Some of the remarks I intended to make
have been jjiartially covered.

I agree with the legislation in allowing
further expansion of the use of credit unions

and caisses populaires. They are an asset in

my commimity, in my whole riding, where
we have three caisses populaires and two

large credit unions.

There are a few problems now, but in my
area we find they are coping with the situ-

ation reasonably well. I noticed at the annual

meeting of one of the credit unions that in

1978 they had 15 loan applications that were

rejected and, in 1979, 85 'applications that

were rejected. They were looking at the

situation and probably assessing their loans

a little more closely, and probably it was
wise they did so. They are protecting them-
selves.

I have heard of one or two things they
have done. There is something personal
about a credit union that maybe a bank or

trust company does not get involved in, and
that is the advantage of a credit union. I

imderstand they had a case of some homes
where the mortgage payments were getting
behind. This was more bedause of unemploy-
ment than interest rates, with one member,
or maybe both members of the family laid

off, or with only one member of the family
working.

I understand that the manager or loan

manager of the credit union or caisse popu-
laire would go to the home and discuss the

problem with the husband and wife, assess

their liabilities and then look at their assets—

maybe stored in the garage and used for

boating or snowmobiling, or as a mobile

trailer, or whatever the case might be. If

they had problems, rather than take back the

home they would try to direct them as to

how they should dispose of one or two of

those things, or mayhe the wife would go to

work part-time. They did not want to take
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back the property and, naturally, they wanted
the people to stay where they were because

people have to have a place to live.

That was a very good attitude to take.

We are almost sure, especially in- our area,

that the present situation is temporary as

far as unemployment is concerned although
some people call "temporary" six months

and others call it two years. It depends what
one is talking about. I think that type of

attitude can save a lot of anxiety for those

involved and keep people in their homes. I

think the credit tmions have the ability to

do that because they are more personal in

nature.

4 p.m.

In the new legislation, specifically in sec-

tions 3 and 4, the minister is allowing them

to use term deposits and so forth. Would

they then have to keep a larger amount of

assets? The minister indicates he is not

changing that: I wonder if perhaps he

should. I am not an expert on how this

works, and I know he has a ver>^ good staff

in his ministry, but I wonder if there would

be any need for the credit unions to increase

the amount they have to keep on hand
which they could not lend. While sitting

here, I was wondering if that was a thought
at all, to give a httle better protection for

the credit unions and the people lending
funds. However, I think the minister shook

his head to indicate that wouldn't be

necessary.

I don't have much more to say. I am a

very strong supporter of the credit unions,

l^ecause in our area the banks kind of

abandoned some of the villages and towns

back in the 1930s during the Depression and

they have never come back in. They regret

it now, of course, because wben the credit

union get going full swing the banks found

here was no more use trying to get in,

because they couldn't compete; so they have

stayed out ever since in some of the smaller

villages. The credit unions have been a

great asset to our area, and I just want to

say I support the legislation.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I am somewhat

rusty about credit imion matters, but I

thought this might be an opportunity, on
second reading and perhaps in committee of

the whole House, to make certain we fully

understand the implications of the proposed
amendments to the various statutes to which
reference is made in Bill 31.

I had occasion, as other members in the

assembly may also have had occasion, to sit

on the select committee on company law,
which has happily been in existence for some

considerable period of time now. Chapter 21

of that report, a goodly portion of which is

the forerunner of and is incorporated in the

present Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
Act, which appears as chapter 62 of the

statutes of 1976, deals with the question of

term deposits—that is, the acceptance by
credit unions from their members of depo-
sits-^nd most of the recommendations the

committee made at that time, if not all (rf

them, were accepted and endorsed and now
appear in the Credit Unions and Caisses

Populaires Act.

When I refer to being somewhat rusty
about the act, it is this kind of question I

am concerned about. For example, in sec-

tion 7, in the explanatory note, it says, "The
proposed amendments to the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities Act, 1971, will

enable credit unions and caisses populaires
to make guaranteed student loans."

Then I find in section 84 of the Credit
Unions Act a specific provision which says,
"A credit union may make guaranteed loans
under and in accordance with the provisions
of the Canada Student Loans Act"—and there
are certain other acts referred to—"and such
other act as may be designated by the reg-
ulations." I assume that in all likelihood

there will now have to be a regulation which
will deal with the correlative part of section

84. I notice the minister shakes his head in

the negative and I am curious about the
answer. I emphasize the extent to which I

am rusty about these matters.

In the three or four sections of the bill

which deal with the question of term de-

posits, as far as I can understand it, it is the

purpose of the bill to make certain that the

credit union has the opportunity to accept
term deposits. As I read the bill, the pro-

posed amendments authorize insurance com-

panies, loan corporations and trust companies
to invest in term deposits of credit unions

and caisses populaires.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Their own lact didn't say
that. It said-

Mr. Renwick: I guess that is what I want
to understand. I want to understand, as I

think I do, that this provides for an immense
increase in potential liquidity of the credit

union movement. But then I am curious

about a provision, such as that in section

81(1), which says, subjett to certain provi-
sions of an earlier section, no credit imion
et cetera shall accept deposits from persons
other than its members. I need to have some
discussion vdth the minister about the tie-in

between the provisions of the Credit Unions
and Caisses Populaires Act and the provi-
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sions of the various acts to which reference

is made in Bill 31, the Insurance Act, the

Loan and Trust Corporations Act and the

Trustee Act, so that I will fully understand

the implications of what the bill is designed
to accomplish.

I believe, and I want to make it clear,

that the act appears to me to be a beneficial

act from the viewpoint of the credit unions.

The enlargement of the capacity of the credit

union movement is something which we in

this party have totally supported. It is

interesting to note that in 1968 and 1969,
when we were considering the credit union

movement, it was just at the point of takeofF.

The last 10 years have shown that it has.

I think the new statute in Ontario has done

something to assist that, or at least does not

hinder the development of the credit union
movement as a part of the major financial

fabric of Ontario and of the country. But it

is the correlation between the Credit Union
and Caisses Populaires Act and the various

statutes referred to in Bill 31 on which I

would like to have a clear explanation from
the minister. It may be I have missed or

overlooked some salient factor which would
answer the queries I have put, but my spe-
cific concerns are vdth respect to the provi-
sions of the Credit Union and Caisses Popu-
laires Act as they relate to sections 3, 4 and

6(1), being the provisions related to term

deposits. With that explanation, I am happy
with the bill.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I am very

glad the member for Riverdale used the

words "potential" and "capacity." It cer-

tainly doesn't bestow anything automatically

upon la credit union or a caisse populaire.
It gives them the opportunity to compete in

the financial market for a particularly attrac-

tive form of investment.

4:10 p.m.

There has been some concern raised here

a:bout the question of the overall stability of

the credit union movement at a time when
term deposit rates are having to rise in order
to attract investment, while at the same time
it is locked in for a remaining period of years
on relatively low mortgage investment.

Knowing something about the exact finan-

cial status of the credit union movement, I

will stake the credit union movement's sta-

bility at this moment against that of the

chartered banks. When one looks at all the

chartered banks—and I am not exactly privy,
becaiise only the federal Inspector General is

privy to all of the financial positions of the

chartered banks—the credit union movement

is in at least equally good shape, and prob-

ably better shape.

There is no question that a great deal of

discipline, control, monitoring and observa-

tion not only has to take place, but also for

the past year has been taking place, not

merely by the government of Ontario, but

also by the Ontario Share and Deposit In-

surance Corporation itself.

That will continue for some period to come.

When inevitably, interest rates come down,
as they will—because there is an independent
Canadian financial or monetary policy in

Ottawa—as the minister responsible in this

field I do not wish to look back and see

that, over this period during which we are

experiencing this phenomenon of the most

peculiar advances and declines and shifts in

modern times in the monetary field, there are

fewer but larger credit unions.

There is no question in my mind that the

depositors are very adequately protected, par-

ticularly with the coverage of up to $20,000
insurance on an individual dteposit. But I don't

want, if it can be avoided—and I think it can

—the end position after this period of time of

the very thing happening in the smaller com-
munities because of the extraordinary inner

resom-ces that were required of the credit

unions to survive the period, leading to what
the member for Essex North recalled about
the banks pulhng out of the little tovms.

The purpose of this bill, in part, is to ex-

pand the opportunity for the individual credit

unions to attract a new type of account, a

new type of deposit, a new guaranted' loan—
because there's no risk with a student loan.

This will enable it to be more competitive
in the community, to build up its reserves

and to have a better chance of financial suc-

cess so that there will be real competition in

the financial commimity.
Over the next year, unless there are sub-

stantial changes to the existing outlook in

Ottawa towards the new Bank Act—and that

attitude hasn't changed—it didn't change after

May 22, 1979—even though there were repre-
sentations by this government, by myself,
that it should—I can only presume that having
had now three successive governments not

changing the Bank Act-

Mr. M. N. Davison: It just goes to show
there's no difference between Tories and

Liberals when they're in power.

Hon. Mr. Drea: I would suggest to the

member that his party in Ottawa didn't do
one thing about that Bank Act. They like it

just as much as everybody else down there.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Not at all.
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Hon. Mr. Drea: Not at all? They had every

opportunity in the world.

Mr. Renwick. It's coming back.

Hon. Mr. Drea: It is back now. It is on
the order paper now. That's what I'm saying
—three governments: Before May 22, after,

and after February 18.

One of the inevitable results of that is that

there are going to be fewer, but larger,
financial institutions. Indeed, what is being

put forward on the basis of increasing com-

petition may have, as its end result a lot

more apparent competition with fewer places
to compete in. I will assure members that

I do not want that to happen in the credit

union movement, because the credit union
movement by the end of this decade, not-

withstanding all the difficulties now, will be

extremely competitive with even the largest
of the traditional financial institutions, not

only in this province, but also across the

country.
The monitoring and constant observation

as to the impact of the higher interest rates

and the rather chaotic monetary pohcy—
which is determined every Thursday after-

noon—is not being done only by the staflF of

the ministry; indeed, it is being done by the

Ontario Share and Deposit Insurance Cor-

poration itself.

One of the reasons the x>articular section

about OSDIG being the liquidator is in here

is the fact that OSDIC has acted as the

liquidator, not on the biasis of winding down
a credit union that found itself in financial

difficulty after a period of years, but where
a small emerging credit union has found,
after a certain period of operation, that it is

not going to be able to serve the needs of its

members, and that if it pursues its course in

that market it is inevitably going to be a dis-

service to its members. Tlien there is a tech-

nical wind-down and a merger with an exist-

ing organization. OSDIC has done that very
well.

Second, and I am surprised there was not

a question on this: Is there not a conflict of

interest \n\!h OSDIC, as the supplier of the

deposit insurance money, winding down or

liquidating the operation of the credit union

when, if there is a bankruptcy or it is going
into receivership, there is the question of the

federal participation? We have examined that

very closely and there is no conflict because
at the moment the federal jrurisdiction ap-

pears, in terms of a bankruptcy, then OSDIC
has the opportimity to withdraw or to put
itself forward before the trustee in bank-

ruptcy as a liquidator that can be appointed.
The member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy)

has raised substantial concerns about a par-

ticular caisse populaire. His request to look

into tile operations of that caisse populaire
puts me, as the minister, in an extremely
difficult position. When a senior member of

the Legislature of Ontario, in the course of

a debate upon a particular piece of legisla-

tion, raises substantial concerns as to the

financial viability of a community organiza-
tion and, as a generalization, in a rather sub-

dued manner calls for an invesitgation as to

whether there are apparent or real conflicts

of interest, it leaves me, as the minister, no
other choice except to investigate formally.
Therefore, we will formally investigate and
I will table the exact financial status and all

relevant details about that jjarticular caisse

populaire in the House. I don't think I have

any other alternative, in fairness, to deposi-
tors of that caisse populaire, to the board of

directors, or to the staff. I don't like to make
public, unless there is a need, what ordinarily
is a matter of record that can be looked at

but is not passed around in public.

4:20 p.m.

I must reflect, however, upon the serious-

ness of the concern reflected by the member
for Ottawa East and, since the name of the

institution is in Hansard, I have no alterna-

tive except to table a number of matters.

Mr. M. N. Davison: On a point of order,

Mr. Speaker. I do not know about that

particular institution. It is not one with

which I am familiar, but I appreciate the

minister's sensitivity on this issue and I think

his decision is probably the right one under
the circumstances. Certainly doubt was cast

upon the operation of that credit union and
it is within the minister's power to make
some investigations. Under the circumstances,
the minister has made the appropriate-

Mr. Acting Speaker: What point of order

is the member raising?

Mr. M. N. Davison: A point of reassur-

ance.

Mr. Acting Speaker: I am sure the minister

is glad to have that reassurance. I do not

think he needed it. In any event, it is not a

point of order, but you are on record.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker: I put for-

ward the position because I want it very

clearly directed as to why I am taking the

particular course of action. I think that is

only fair and in balance.

The question was also raised by the mem-
ber for Essex North (Mr. Ruston) about the

need for new financial reserves because of

this new opportunity being provided to

credit unions. Actually the reserves will be
more than protective. They will reflect this
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new money, if indeed it does come in, be-

cause they will remain at their present

quotas.

The money going out in a student loan is

a guaranteed loan in any event; so we do
not think extra precautions are needed, be-

cause this money will be coming in for

short-term deposit by fluctuation. If it does

in certain cases tend to overwhelm—although
I doubt that will happen—'and might put out

of balance the traditional lending practices
of the particular credit union, they can

always say they have a sufficient number of

trust accounts and particular term deposits
at that particular time.

The honourable member raised a very
valid point but, on the nature of the type
of money coming in, as against the only

type of new loan going out, I think the

present reserves are adequate. Section 92
of the Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
Act does require 10 per cent in cash or

negotiable security as a reserve.

There was a series of questions by the

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) par-
ticularly concerning student loans. The ques-
tion of term deposits, trust companies and
So forth can be answered by the fact that

the legislation under which those trust

documents were required specified that they
be placed in a chartered bank and/or a trust

company.
What we have done with the omnibus

section is to expand that to chartered bank,
trust company and/or credit union. Student
lo^ns at the moment, by the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities Act, are restricted

to banks. They are not available to credit

unions.

It is not a question of opening up the

Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires Act,
because the type of student loan it refers to

is not the student loan as we know it. I

want the student who is going to borrow
under a guaranteed performance by the

provincial government to have the oppor-
tunity of shopping around for the loan, the

instalment, the convenience, the office, all

of the things that go together to make one
financial institution in a community more
successful or doing a higher volume than
another. I want these to be available.

A question was raised about membership
being required for investment by section 81
of the Credit Union and Caisses Populaires
Act. That entitles the investor to annual

statements and voting. So the principle is

maintained, even though the real estate

agent or the person putting up trust funds

into term deposits is not necessarily «a mem-
ber for investment purposes.

fl want to commend the members of the

House for their support in the introduction

and, I hope, the rapid passage of this act.

I think it is probably the last time there

will be major amendments to the Credit

Union and Caisses Populaires Act. This act

provides the opportunity for expansion and
for very true competition in the financial

and commercial conranimity. In the future,

whatever legislation is brought before the

House, I think will be of a particular or

housekeeping variety.
It seems very odd to me that we are

here in 1980 to add a httle bit more. I say
this a bit wryly, having had something to

do with the passage of the major act in

1976. As a Legislature, we might have been
more aggressive in 1976. Of course, hind-

sight always wants to make one aggressive.

Mr. M. N. Davison: It is because you
weren't the minister.

Mr. Foulds: No. He would have been

cautious in 1976.

Hon. Mr. Drea: No, never cautious. What
I wanted to say and what I wanted to un-

derline at this time is the fact that, given
the opportunity, given a modem act in

1976, notwithstanding it has probably not

been the vintage time for financial institu-

tions, the credit imion movement across

this province has done better than I think

even some of die optimists would forecast

then. I want to emphasize for the sake of

the record one last time, there is no ques-
tion there are strains, no question there

are some real problems and no question

there is some real tough belt-tightening, but

I only wish the chartered banking system

and the individual chartered banks of this

country were in the shape the credit imions

and the caisses jKJpulaires are in this

province today.

iMotion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
ber for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) is availaWe,

possibly that bill oould proceed. After the

next bill, there might be an opporttmity to

deal effectively with the matter today if

that is convenient.

4:30 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Drea: The member wasn't here.

The answers I have given may have answered

him, but I will be here after the next bill—
no problem.
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Mr. Acting Speaker: It was my understand-

ing he said either here or in committee. I

thought x>erhaps you had answered him here

in your reply, but you still wish it to go to

committee, do you?

Mr. Foulds: The member for Riverdale

does. I am sure it can he done expeditiously.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Then it will be com-
mittee of the whole House when we can

get to it.

ELEVATING DEVICES ACT

Hon. Mr. Drea moved second reading of

Bill 34, the Elevating Devices Act, 1980.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Briefly, Mr. Speaker, this

bill consolidates the current Elevators and
Lifts Act and the Construction Hoists Act.

The Elevators and Lifts Act was passed in

1953 and the Construction Hoists Act seven

years later. As I pointed out in the statement

I made when introducing this legislation,

since that time there has been a significant

growth in the number of installations, con-

siderable changes in technology, as well as

diversification of design of installation. Since

the introduction of those bills in both cate-

gories, the construction field and all other,

there have not been any maior revisions.

In addition to the consolidation of the two

acts, the bill has been drafted to accommo-
date technological change and to provide the

framework for effective administration. Among
the more significant changes to be imple-
mented by the bill and the regulations to be
made under it are the following—I empha-
size "the regulations made under it" because,
like most bills dealing with technical stand-

ards, the legislation is enabling and in many
cases the fleshing out has to be done by regu-
lation.

Among those significant changes are: to

set out the role and responsibility of con-

tractors and owners in clear and understand-

able terms, as well as setting out minimum
standards of maintenance; to extend the con-

tractor registration concept to the construo-

ion hoist field, where it has never been, al-

though it has certainly been in the Elevators

and Lifts Act; to emphasize the responsibility
of the professional engineer and private in-

dustry in the certification of design submis-

sions; to provide for the flexibility needed to

deal with technological change; and to re-

quire that a mechanic working on elevating
devices has experience related to the work
assigned to him. We have never had qualifi-
cations for the mechanic. It has always been
for the contractor.

Before making this decision, we consulted
with the union involved in this field. The

union, I would say, supports the bill. We were

concerned it might think we were trying to

make inroads upon it—that was not the inten-

tion—and after substantial discussion the

International Union of Elevator Constructors

is supportive of this particular clause.

One of the things this bill is going to ac-

complish is that when one files—and one is

going to have to file maintenance contracts

and who they are with—one is going to have
to give the qualifications of the person actual-

ly supervising that maintenance. This is going
to be a significant safety and operational im-

provement. Until now one could list a con-

tractor for certain purposes and designate a

person who did general maintenance, but

there was no requirement to state how that

particular person was qualified.

This should provide additional work oppor-
tunities. It should provide opportimities for

people who want to go into this field. No
longer will they be told that anybody on the

custodial staff can operate as the maintenance
man in general terms for that particular
device.

In addition to the fact it consolidates two

bills, it brings one up to the level of the

other. I am very confident this will provide
additional safety—and safety in elevating de-

vices is always paramount. The province's
record has been outstanding, but one wants
to make it even better. In terms of the con-

struction industry, in terms of the design

industry and indeed' in terms of the elevator

industry, we want to allow them to take

advantage of new technology which will pro-
vide better scope of operation and better

service to the public.

The safety concern out there on the con-

struction hoists is one the ministry has had its

eye on for quite some time. We are very
confident that by bringing the construction

hoists up to the same quality standards as the

passenger elevators or other devices we wiB
be expanding our safety role in the work

place. This is always a vital consideration erf

the members of this House.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, following the

discussion on the last bill we come to an

area which has very little in common with

credit unions which we have been discussing

for the last hour or so.

Hon. Mr. Drea: They may have financed

the elevator.

Mr. Breithaupt: They may have financed

the elevator; I suppose that is so. But cer-

tainly the fact this piece of legislation now
follows along is just a reminder, I am sure,

to the members of the House that this minis-

try almost covers the waterfront with respect
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to various items of legislation and various

operations within the province. There are

some 70 pieces of legislation for which the

minister is responsible and I must congratu-
late him on his ability to move from one
theme to another in the manner he does.

The two statutes referred to have been
in place for 20 years or so without major

changes. The minister has referred not only
in his initial statement, but also now, to the

variety of reasons we have this legislation

before us. I comimend the minister for

bringing these two themes together so that

all the details for elevating devices appear
in one statute.

I note from the definition of elevating de-

vice that it is a nonportable device. There-

fore, I presume the question of amusement

parks and that area of supervision, review

and the safety of equipment is not going
to be included or in any way is it meant
to be in the legislation.

The one thing that does siuT)rise me
somewhat is that there are 14 exceptions to

the act in the second section. At times one

would almost appear to have more excep-
tions than areas of inclusion. I am wonder-

ing if the minister in his comments could

explain to the House the reason for the

variety of exceptions and the approach
which the ministry has taken with respect

to the safety and involvement of these

other areas.

Hon. Mr. Drea: They follow that cate-

gory with the exception of private homes.

They are goods carried.

Mr. Breithaupt: So this is a theme that

has been developed: Where goods are being
carried in a variety of ways to the mining

industry or on the farm, or however it may
be. Does the minister intend to have any

supervisory control over the safety and

mechanical operation of that kind of equip-
ment? Or will the ministry be remaining en-

tirely in the people-carrying business? I

would think that if the minister would want

to just comment on that point, it will be of

interest to the House.

4:40 p.m.

As I have said, tlie basic reasons for the

amalgamation of these two statutes into one

is a reflection of the growth of the industry,

the development of substantially increased

and complicated machinery as elevators and
escalators are travelling over greater dis-

tances and certainly at greater speeds with

respect to the operations of passenger eleva-

tors in the very large downtown buildings.

I have no further comments to make to

the statute. It is a commendable change to

have these two items brought together and

published in one form. It is also commend-
able to have the responsibilities of the in-

dustry set out clearly for public knowledge,
as well as the penalties for the abuse of

proper and safe operations. Processes of

appeal are there against a decision which

might be made. The minister has referred to

the filing of maintenance agreements and

the other responsible way in which this most

important transportation type is being
viewed by the ministry. I welcome the legis-

lation, as I say and will certainly support it.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Mr. Minister, it's

unusual to speak now. Have you got a brief

comment?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Just a very brief one if»

you could indulge me.

One of the matters I neglected to touch

upon is that, in the filing of the maintenance

agreement, we are going to develop regula-

tions after consultation with fire departments
so the maintenance agreement, including a

great niunber of details, such as home phone
numbers et cetera, will be available to the

fire department at the site in case they re-

quire it. This is a new dimension, whic^h I

suppose is not really germane to elevating

devices, that centralized maintenance infor-

mation will now be available to fire depart-
ments when they have to make certain de-

cisions within a building.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Speaker, eleva-

tors and these other devices are something
we know about in Hamilton Centre, having
a few of them in the riding. I want to tell

the minister that it is really nice to be dis-

cussing elevating legislation, as it is one of

those acts where we will be getting it at

least in the title, if not in all of the prin-

ciple and substance.

I must tell the minister that I was abso-

lutely blown away with his opening state-

ment—which was somewhat different from

the material supplied when the bill was

introduced—by the concentration of time the

minister spent on the aspect of new jobs that

were going to come about by this dual-

pronged assault of registration and quahfi-
cation. I didn't hear it in the throne speech,

but it's really nice to see a job-creating pro-

gram brought forward by the government. I

hope it will not be the only one we see this

session. Perhaps later on today we will see

some other job-creation programs that will,

it's to be hoped, create more jobs than this

particular one will.
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While we are on the topic of this, Mr.

Speaker—I don't know if you have noticed

this—I have always had difficulty when I go
into an elevator. It's not that I suflFer from

any number of phobias that cause me real

concern, except for one, and that is when I

am continually assaulted by the minister's

namie. Some days that does get to me. Have

you noticed it in all of our elevators? I

don't know if it's by one of these regulations
or not, but we have "Honourable Frank

Drea, Minister of Consiuner and Commercial
Relations" on every single-

Mr. Acting Speaker: The ones that bother

me are the ones that still have Dalton Bales's

name on them,

Mr. M. N. Davison: We have some of

those and, of course, the names of Mr.

Handleman and Mr. Grossman are kicking
about on a few. I wanted to ask the minister

about this: Couldn't we just have "the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions," rather than the minister's name? Per-

haps even more appropriately, couldn't we
have in almost equal size right under the

minister's name, the words the honourable

Jim Breithaupt, Her Majesty's official opposi-
tion critic from the Liberal Party, and under

that the reasonably or almost honourable
Mike Davison, NDP critic for Consumer and
Commercial Relations?

Mr. Cunningham: The only way you'll get

your name on is if you carve it in the wall.

Mr. M. N. Davison: I think you're prob-

ably right.

The one item of substance I support un-

reservedly in the additions to the act are the

new provisions of section 10 which permit
the inspector to shut down elevators that are

unsafe. I think that is a superb addition to

the legislation.

There are two sections of the act which
cause me some difficulty

—one because I

don't think I fully understand the intent and
the second because I object to it. Perhaps
we can deal with the first outside of com-

mittee, but I would like to send the second
to committee for a few moments so that I

could ask the minister some specific ques-
tions. The second area is the area of

regulation.

I sit on a committee that changes its name
every year—the standing committee on reg-
ulations and other statutory instruments. It

may be just a quirk of my mind, but I have

difficulty with pieces of legislation like this

that are 15 or 16 pages long and are fol-

lowed by 7,000 pounds of regulations.
There seems to be something outrageous

about that much goverrmient by delegatory

I)ower. I think some of the regulative pow-
ers that are given out in this particular biH

are excessive.

I understand when one deals with a tech-

nical bill there are going to be considerable

regulations. That is unavoidable. I want to

come back to this in committee of the whole

House, but I think some of them are regret-

table. I would like the minister to reconsider

them. At the moment, I intend to vote

against them.
The area I don't understand at all well—

and I don't mean to speak to the section— is

the fuzziness that comes through when I look

at section 6 of the bill. I imderstand the

broad power we give by way of inspection in

section 6(i)(a). It says: "Subject to subsection

3, at any time without a warrant, enter in or

upon any premises where he has reason to

believe that an elevating device is being
installed or operated and inspect an elevat-

ing device." That is a good rule and a good

principle to find, not only in this legislation,

but also in other pieces of legislation that

deal with public safety.

The qualification, which I'm not sure I

understand at all how it relates, is found
later on in the act in section (3), which says:

"An inspector shall not enter any room or

place actually being used as a dwelling
Avhere the occupier refuses entry except un-

der the authority of a search warrant . . ."I

take it that what the minister is trying to do
is somehow separate things like private

homes that have elevators from everything
else. I'm not sure I totally agree with that,

but I can understand it.

What I have some difficulty understanding
is the situation where it is a rooming house

or a boarding house, where it is fairly diffi-

cult to understand what is and what is not

being used as a dwelling or living space

or, even more specifically, the situation where

in an apartment building there are one-floor

apartments on several floors. Does fpart of

the elevator fall under the normal provisions

of the act and part of the elevator under the

exclusion from the act, which is crazy?

Which part of that act takes preference?

I hope the minister can answer that and

we can deal with that issue without having

to take it to committee. I can understand it

if it is simply to deal with pri\'ate homes.

If that is all it is supposed to deal wdth, may-
be the minister could have a word before we

go into committee with his staff to make

absolutely sure that is all this addresses it-

self to. I would hate for us to pass a piece

of legislation that created problems in a
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bviilding where there were floors of single

and sole occupancies. It may just be that I

am reading something into this that cannot

(possibly exist in it.

4:50 p.m.

Subject to that, and the real concerns I

have about the immense regulatory power,
I and my party will support the bill on
second reading.

Mr. Acting Speaker: Does any other

member of the House wish to si)eak to this

bill? If not, the honourable minister.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I think the

points that have been raised are very good.
In reply to the member for Kitchener

(Mr. Breithaupt), the fundiamental demar-
cation is people and goods, although in

some cases freight elevators or construction

hoists may be designed for both.

The oth^ types of devices exempted,
with the exception of the private dwelling
house, are all industrial, si)ecialized mater-

ial-handling devices. It has been our intent

for a long time, and has been the intent of

the Legislature to cover these under die

Occupational Health and Safety Act. Invar-

iably this loading, movement or transport of

goods is in conjuction with the work place
whether it is an agricultural woiik place or

otherwise. Of course, the Occupational
Health and Safety Act has not been with
us that long, but its predecessors dealt with
those matters. We think that becaiise they
are specialized, because tfiey do involve a

person's occupation and the safety of a

person's work place far more than the gen-
eral application of public safety, they s'hould

remain with the Minister of Laiboiu*.

Mr. Breithaupt: This is a reasonable com-

promise.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Yes. The honourable
member will recall, at one time, all of this

was under the old Department of Labour.
The demarcation was made in 1971 or 1972
that these were technical standardis—more
by design, inspection, maintenance and so

forth—where the other ones were something
that should be watched extremely closely
in the work place. So there is that addi-

tional demarcation plus, of coiu-se, now the

entire scope of the Occupational Health and

Safety Act in all of its ramifications, and
which far supersedes any of our jurisdiction

because our ultimate jurisdiction, as the

member noted, was now to put the seal on
and say that the device was imsafe et

cetera.

niie member for Hamilton Centre (Mr.

M. N. Davison) said he welcomed that, but

we have been doing it. We have been put-

ting rings on, or seals, or saying you
should not use it. Obviously, when a thing
is imsafe you should not use it. We are

putting it in there now to ensiu^e that.

Sometimes I feel those things are a little

bit redimdant—that the inspector who has

to make sure the thing is safe certainly

should have the right to say, "Don't go on

them." So we are meeting that now. He
has the right to do that in case anybody

challenges us and wants to prove that, in

the end, it is imsafe.

Mr. M. N. Davison: It is ailways best

when the minister operates within the law.

Hon. Mr. Drea: We are sometimes more
efficient before we get to the co-edification.

There are times.

Dealing with the question raised by the

critic of the New Democratic Party, one of

our concerns with the new section that has

been put in—and he will notice the opera-

tive words in ^ere are "actually a dwelling

place*'—is where there is no lobby. For in-

stance, how do we get into the place? If

there is no lobby, and it is a rooming
house—although it is hard to visualize a

rooming house with that much of an elevat-

ing device—then I guess we would have to

stand there and err on the side of privacy

and caution and have somebody go out and

get a warrant for us to do the work.

I don't think we would have that difficulty

with ant elevator that goes right into an

individual unit or penthouse, because usually

there is a little foyer. In any case I know

of, one cannot get off an elevator directlv

into somebody's Hving room. There is usuallv

a door. On that basis we could inspect the

elevator without entering through the prem-

ises actually used by the person as a dwell-

ing.

It is to protect privacy but, at the same

time, if we get to a i>oint where the insxjec-

tion has to be made notwithstanding privacy
we feel it is only fair that we obtain a search

warrant. It may be unnecessary. I suppose

everybody would say, "If you were violating

any privacy, it was in a good cause." We
feel more consistent if we say that where
it is in a public place we do not require a

warrant, but where it is used as a dwelling

place we will require that.

In terms of the regulations, the difficulty

with the technical act that is constantly

being required to cope with the exigencies oi

change is the inflexibility that comes if there
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is no regulatory authority. We have draft

regulations which have been discussed with

the industry, the unions and other interested

parties. The draft regulations could be ready

for distribution when the bill goes into the

committee of the whole House. They would

be in draft form, and I cannot guarantee
those would be the regulations word for

word.
Because this is pretty all-embracing, the

union, or the companies, or the Association

of Professional Engineers of Ontario, or any
number of people may want some changes,

but I know of no way to limit the regulatory-

making authority in this act and still do the

job we are supposed to do. Bear in mind
that one bill is 1960, another is 1953 and

here we are in 1980 with the first substan-

tial revision^ It seems to me there has been
an awesome increase compared to today in

the number of elevating devices since those

bills were passed, plus all the technological

upgrading, the computerization and so forth.

I presume the member has some detailed

concerns on the individual regulatory-making
clauses that we were—

Mr. M. N. Davison: That is the best kind

of regulatory power. It is totally unnecessary
in this case.

Hon. Mr. Drea: This is the regulator}'

authority which is exempting any person or

any class of persons: "Any elevating device

or part thereof or any class or subclass other

than in compliance with the act or the pro-
visions or any of the provisions thereof."

Obviously it is not going to be used generally.
It would be there only as a backup for a

specific case.

Unless I am informed in the next 10

seconds or so that that is absolutely neces-

sary, unless I can be told that there is a

particular and distinctive need, I am not

really enamoured of an all-purpose one.

Perhaps I can ask it fhetorically and some-

body over there would pay attention to me.
Is the general all-purpose section which

exempts "any person or any class of persons
or any elevating device or part thereof et

cetera, a general application, section P,
clause 31 iiu the regulatory authority, based

upon our prior experience that we need
such an all-embracing power, or is it based

upon the traditional concept that a backup
is necessary in any and all cases?

5 p.m.

I am afraid this bill is going to have to go
to committee of the whole House for that,
because they insist they require it.

Mr. M. N. Davison: It is the lawyers' back-

up. We can do it.

Hon. Mr. Drea: I say this in fairness to

the honourable member: Every time I ask

about an all-embracing clause like that I am
assured in the first instance that it is abso-

lutely imperative we have it. When I keep

asking why we need it we find out we really

do not. However, as the minister, if I am not

convinced, in this case it can be deleted.

I want to serve notice too, since we are

going to committee, that we are going to

delete clause 2, section (b), "elevators and
hoists within the meaning of the Mining Act."

In the drafting of this bill it was overlooked

that there had been substantial changes to

the Mining Act and this clause is not required
at all. It is not a matter of great urgency but

a matter of clarification and tidying up.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole House.

TELEPHONE AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Snow moved second reading of

Bill 32, An Act to amend the Telephone Act.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I have

nothing to add to the brief remarks I made
at the introduction of this bill. It is a very
minor but important amendment to the Tele-

phone Act, and I will be pleased to answer

any questions members may have.

Mr. Cunningham: Mr. Speaker, I do not

think the government is going to fall on Bill

32. We are most anxious to support it, in so

far as it would provide some flexibility and

promote some co-operation between our

largest utility and any other utility involved

in delivery of telephone service, more speci-

fically in our rural areas.

I think enabling legislation to promote and
foster co-operation between utilities would

ultimately lower costs and most certainly

would be to the advantage of the consumers

of Ontario. With that in mind we certainly

will support the legislation.

Mr. Philip: Mr. Speaker, we have no ob-

jections to this bill and we will be supporting
it.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Any other members

wishing to participate in this debate?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Sjjeaker, whether you
call this a debate, I thank the honourable

members for their support of this bill. I

probably should have mentioned at the be-

ginning that this has been discussed with the

Ontario Telephone Association. I met with

them at their aimual convention in Peter-

borough a couple of weeks ago and the

association representing the private telephone
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companies in the province are certainly in

support of the amendment.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for third reading.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT

AMENDMENT ACT
Hon. Mr. Snow moved second reading of

Bill 33, An Act to amend the Public Trans-

portation and Highway Improvement Act.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I made a

statement at the introduction of the legislation

explaining the main thrust of the bill. It

provides for us to enter into agreements on
transit matters with the public utilities com-
mission where a public utilities commission
is actually operating the transit system in a

municipality. There are some other more or

less housekeeping amendments and a pro-
vision regarding regulations which was the

recommendation of the statutory instruments

committee, or one of the committees of the

House, and we included it in here.

Mr. Cunningham: In keeping with the

spirit of co-operation, Mr. Speaker, we will

support Bill 33.

I would, through tliese comments, ask the

minister to clarify several matters for me.
We endorse the provisions relating to rapid
transit and anything to promote that, espe-

cially the cost and percentage aspect, and
the assumption of costs for experimental
projects. In the context of the nroject that is

going on in the cit)' of Hamilton, it would
be mv hope that the province would assume
all of the costs—and I mean all of the costs.

With regard to section 3 of the act, I have
some concerns relating to the necessity for

this provision. I know that we, I guess as a

province, would be concerned with people
who would plant things or place objects near

highways or within the controlled-access
areas of highways. My question, though,
relates to the concern of many people along
major highways and highwavs that have be-
come more heavily travelled, for noise

barriers. I know that in the course of the
estimates I have raised some concerns on
behalf of my constituents with regard to the
rather noisy situation we have at the base
of highway 6 and the junction of highway
403, where a number of residents specifically
on what we call Atkinson Boulevard have
their backyards backing right on highway 6.

In the summer when the people have their

windows open and the traflBc on a Friday
night or a holiday weekend is absolutely

unbelievable, the noise that is created causes

those people a great deal of difficulty.

I know many of them would be anxious

to plant poplars and faster-growing trees to

minimize in any way the noise that does

occur. I would think that throughout the

province there would be some interest on
the part of many people to do that.

I note with interest when I travel high-

way 400 that certain portions of that high-

v.'-ay and highway 401 have rather elaborate

noise barriers. It would be my hope that we
cculd increase our interest in developing
those types of programs to help people with

the noise provisions.
I am not aware of the technicalities of

th's program, but I have been asked by one
of my colleagues from the rural community
to ask the minister about the fencing that

goes along the highway, specifically high-

ways like 400 and 401. Who pays for that?

Is the maintenance of those particular con-

trolled-access areas the responsibility of the

property owner adjacent to them, or will it

be in the future? If that question could be

cleared up for one of my colleagues, we
most certainly would be very glad to support
the legislation.

Mr. Philio: Mr. Speaker, we are in support
of this legislation. I have discussed it with

a number of people at the municipal level,

and thev seem to have no major objection
to it. The section 2 amendment makes sense

to the people I have spoken to who are in-

volved in municipal governments, although

they do exnress a concern. They expect the

minister will consult them in any arrange-
ments they will be making with a public
utilitif'S commission.

I do have some questions, though, on
section 4. That section, as I understand it,

removes the designation from under the

Regulations Act and, therefore, the resvilt

of this would be to eliminate the need for

printing in the Gazette and for making it

perhaps more public than the amendment
would make it.

5:10 p.m.

The minister mentioned that some of the

changes he is making were done in consulta-

tion with the standing statutory instruments

committee. I would be interested in hearing
from him what changes he feels they have

suggested to him. My understanding is that

the committee is toying with the po^ssibility

of looking at the idea of negative ratification.

As I understand the concept of negative rati-

fication as it applies in countries like Britain,

it allows a certain percentage of the House
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to overrule or go against a regulation as it

applies to a particular instance.

If the statutory instruments committee is

moving in that direction, I wonder if it

makes sense at this time to remove that kind

of matter from the Regulations Act. Clearly

the actions of the minister could drastically

aflFect the value of a piece of property, and
in that kind of instance it might well be

worthwhile for that committee or some other

committee of the House to take a serious

look at it. Perhaps we can deal with the

matter in committee. The minister may be

able to tell us what dialogue he has had with

the statutory instruments committee and how
it would relate to this possible thrust the

committee may well take. As I say, -we are

in support of it.

At the same time, I wonder why he wants
to make the designation of controlled-access

highways less public, which I understand is

what this does. On the other hand, I must
admit that in talking to diflFerent people at

the municipal level not one of them could

give me an instance where a person had
launched a major appeal or successful appeal

against the actions contemplated by the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions as a result of publication in the Gazette.

On one side we have the principle of

openness, of making the public or those

concerned more aware of what the govern-
ment is doing. On the other hand we have
the very practical indication that to date it

does not seem to have been a problem. I

would like to have the minister's) views on
this. We won't oppose this section if tiie

minister can give us some concrete reasons

for removing this from the Regulations Act.

On checking section 6 with some people
who have been involved in rural mimicipal
politics they indicated to me that it made a

lot of sense to move in this direction and
therefore they are in supiport of the govern-
ment's intention to deal \vith the amend-
ment, I look forward to the minister's com-
ments. Perhaps we can discuss section 4
further in committee.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Spe<aker, I thank the

honourable members for their comments. I

am not sure if I can reply to what the

member for Wentworth North (Mr. Cunning-
ham) was talking about, but I will try.

He was referring to the provision in section

3 of the act. All it does is increase the fine,

which I believe is $10 at present for an
offence. This is related mainly to people
who build buildings too close to the high-

way or put up signs too close to the high-way
without obtaining permits for them. With a

$10 fine, someone who wants a sign very

badly will go out and put one up, illegal as

it could be, knowing it may serve his pur-

pose for a few days or a week before it is

foimd out and ordered removed. All it is

going to cost him is $10; so it is a good
investment to have a sign even for the week-

end. That is the reason for this. This will not

prevent any plantings or buildings or struc-

tures or signs being built where they are

processed in the normal way, where they
make application for the building permit and

so on.

I can clarify the matter regarding the

fencing around the 400 series highways. It

is the ministry's responsibility to construct

and maintain the fences on these highways.
We have discussed this before in estimates,

and it has been discussed with the Ontario

Federation of Agriculture on several oc-

casions. It was a decision made a number of

years ago—four or five years ago at least—

that the ministry would be responsible for

replacing and maintaining the fence on the

400 series highways one foot inside of our

actual right of way; so that the fence is on

our property and we maintain it.

With regard to the comments of the mem-
ber for Etobicoke (Mr. Philip) and with re-

gard to section 4 of the bill, I would point
out that in the report of the standing statu-

tory instruments committee, the second re-

port, dated November 1979, on page 14,

recommendation 17 was that legislation

should be enacted to exempt designations of

controlled-access highways from the Regula-

tions Act as is now the case with the King's

Highway designations, thus bringing the two

procedvires into line.

I would like to allay the honourable mem-
ber's fears that in some way we are hiding

this designation.
The desicmation will still be published in

the Ontario Gazette. It will still be crazetted.

It will still be notice registered at the regis-

try offices of the counties or regions involved

saving there is a controlled-access desicma-

tion on a particular highway. In fact, I be-

lieve the registry offices maintain what they
call a highways register or some document
or book where all our designations are li<-ted.

I do not believe the designation is registered

against a person's individual propertv, but

the designation is there and any law>'er

searching a title can check to see if there is

any designation on that property.
We are also proposing to initiate a new

system of installing signs where a new de-

signation does take place. This is so that

appropriate signing will take place to advise
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the public or land owners that this highway
has a controlled-access designation on it. In

other words we will be putting up a warning
so that, if they were thinking of buying

property or doing something with their

property, they would know to contact MTC
for the necessary permits or at least for the

information involved.

With regard to section 6, we have had
discussions with many municipalities, both

cities and counties, where there are suburban
roads commissions. There are 22 such com-
missions in the province where there are

appointees made by the county and by the

city to operate the suburban roads commis-
sions. We have contacted and polled the

cities and the counties where there are

suburban roads commissions, and there was

practically 100 per cent appro\al that the

term of office, rather than being five years,
or three years as it is in some cases, should

be the term of the elected council. Then
each new council that comes in woxild have
the opportunity to elect or appoint its mem-
bers to the suburban roads commission, and
their term of office will be the same as that

of the council. That does not prevent the

council from reappointing the same person

again-^as many times as they wish, I guess.

5:20 p.m.

We have almost total supp>ort for that from
the cities and counties involved. We have

also, at the request of the Municipal Liaison

Committee, removed the present prohibition
of a municipal councillor being on the sub-

urban roads commission. For some reason,

years ago it was thought that a mimicipal
councillor should not be on the commission.

We are removing that prohibition so it may
now appoint municipal councillors.

I would point out, this legislation does not

aflFect present appointees. If a present mem-
ber of the suburban roads commission has

been appointed for a longer term of office,

he will run out that term and then any new
appointment will be for the term of the

elected council.

I believe that answers the questions that

were raised by the honourable member.

Motion agreed to.

Ordered for committee of the whole House.

House in committee of the whole.

CREDIT UNIONS AND
CAISSES POPULAIRES STATUTE

LAW AMENDMENT ACT

Consideration of Bill 31, An Act to amend
the Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires

Act, 1976, and to provide additional powers
in certain other Acts with respect to Credit

Unions and Caisses Populaires.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Chairman, I rea-

lize this is unusual, but would it be possible
to reverse the order in committee of the

whole House and consider Bill 34 before

Bill 31?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Yes, Mr. Chairman. It's

perfectly all right if the member wants to

speak on Bill 31.

Agreed.

ELEVATING DEVICES ACT

Consideration of Bill 34, the Elevating
Devices Act, 1980.

Section 1 agreed to.

On section 2:

Mr. Chairman: Hon. Mr. Drea moves that

section 2(b) of the bill be struck out and that

the remaining clauses be relettered accord-

ingly.

Motion agreed to.

Section 2, as amended, agreed to.

Sections 3 to 5, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Chairman, I think

I understand the reasoning behind the juxta-

position of section 6(l)(a) and section 6(3).

I do not have a terribly serious problem with

it. After all, we are talking about people who
own $400,000 homes. I suspect they can look

after their own safety. I do have some con-

cern about a situation where it may involve

handicapped devices and that kind of thing.

I would accept the minister's assurances that

they would not be at all unwilling to use,

and use quickly, the powers given to them
to obtain a search warrant under those cir-

cumstances.

I have a real concern about those apart-

ment buildings where there is a single-floor

occupancy. I am not sure if those are all

buildings where you have to go up in the

elevator and out into a lobby. There may be
some—and I could be wrong—where there

is a key system in the elevator which then

allows the elevator to go to the floor. I am
sure the minister's staff is more informed
about those kinds of devices than I am.

If the ministry staffs is certain that under
no circumstances would there be difficulties

in obtaining warrants, I can understand the

concern about privacy. I do feel a bit uneasy
about it, and I suggest it is something that

the minister instruct his staff to keep an eye
on over the first year or two of operation
of the new legislation. It may well be neces-
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sary. I hope the minister will not have to

come back in a year or six months, after

having seen some problem with this, and
move an amendment. Subject to all of that,
I am not going to move an amendment or

vote against those parts of section 6.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Actually, Mr. Chairman,
in terms of the places where they have a

key, those particular people welcome the

elevator inspector. They love to have the
device inspected.
Our concern is where we might run into

a place that is actually being used as a dwell-

ing. We never had this section in the old act.

We never needed a warrant. We just put a

protection out there. I do not think it will

be a problem, but we like to be on the cau-
tious side. If it turns out to be a problem,
we will go back to the old act.

Section 6 agreed to.

Sections 7 to 30, inclusive, agreed to.

On section 31:

Mr. M. N. Davison: Did the minister want
to start oflF with a comment on section

31{l)(p)?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, for once
this all-embracing section is required, because

there is no definition of a shaft. Bear in mind
that we just removed, because of difficulties

with duplication with the Mining Act, that

particular exemption. From time to time,

therefore, we may be in a position where we
have to inspect and regulate a particular type
of shaft. My staflF advise me they caimot

give an all-embracing definition df a shaft

which would meet the requirements down
the road. For once, the all-embracing one
is needed for public safety. It is not a back-

up. We must be able to label the particular
shaft and its elevating devices as being under
control and regulation of this act and of
the branch. There is no alternative way to

do it.

I do not like this clause, but it is probably
the exception that makes the rule, and it

should be there. I will give the honourable
member a commitment that if we can come
up with a solution, based upon our experi-
ence and perhaps upon some changes in the
Mining Act or in the Occupational Health
and Safety Act where there is no problem
with the definition of a shaft, we will remove
the authority granted by clause (p), we will
take it out completely, because there would
be no other use for it.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I

could work in my comment to this particu-
lar bill on the Elevating Devices Act, 1980,
as it relates to section 31 (l)((b): "regtilating

the use, location, design, constructiwi, in-

stallation, operation ..."

5:30 p.m.

Perhaps 1 can raise a point here. I do
have some concern about a matter related

to a number of high-rise buildings being
constructed in almost every mimiciiMility
across Ontario. At diflFerent times, one may
have some difficulties in the operation and
the function of the elevators. Sometimes

they may get jammed between floors or on
floors. Often the first persons called in a

case of emergency would be from the fire

department. Under the Fire Marshals Act,
I think they have powers to go in and almost

rip the door off if they want to free persons
from in there.

Normally, there is a safety device at the

top of the door for which there has to be a

special wrench to open and close the door

manually instead of its being operated by
air or by electrical motor. It has been

brought to my attention that in the city of

Port Colbome, in answer to an emergency
call a fireman went into a l>uilding where
there were about three or four persons

trapped between the floors in the elevator.

They had a notion to use crowbars on it,

wreck and damage the door on the elevator.

They didn't do it, but they called a main-
tenance firm in Hamilton. It took them
about three hours to get there while these

people were trapped in that elevator. Some-
times people can ixanic in a confined area.

Is there any possibility through the min-

istry that when such elevators are operating
in a municipality and installed in a high-rise

building that those special keys would be

left with fire departments so that if they are

called in an emergency, they would have

the proper equipment to enter that safety

door to get the people removed from the

locked or stuck elevator? Would the min-

ister consider that?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Perhaps the member
couldn't be here when we were doing sec-

ond reading. We have discussed- this bill

and the requirements of elevator safety and
maintenance with fire chiefs across the

province. Under the new regulations, one

will have to post in a build!ing the mam-
tenance contract and who the maintenance

contractors are so that the fire dex>artment

will know the exact status of the elevator,

not only in cases where there is a fire,

where they have to make a decision when

people are trapped between floors as to

whether to shoot the elevator down or whe-
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ther it might be better to leave the people
there, but also in the case of a breakdown
the key must be made available. This

seems to meet the requests of the fire

chiefs across the province.

When they are called to the scene what
they want is to be able to have complete
data as to whom they can get a hold of to

give them an exact description of the state

of the elevator, whether people are on it,

whether it has malfunctioned or whether it

has been triggered off by fire. They are

very confidient that the obligation to i>ro-

duce the key to the fire department, which
wasn't there before, plus the maintenance

contract, plus the fact that now the main-
tenance men—the mechanics; not just the
contractor—have to be registered and quali-

fied, will more than meet that situation.

Ml". Haggerty: Where would the special

key be? If it is located, say, in Hamilton, a
firm there that does maintenance work in

elevators is three and four hours away.

Hon. Mr. Drea: We want the mainten-
ance contract kept in the building so that

when the firemen go in to do anything,
they immediately know the state of the

elevator. Right now, they have to find who
is the maintenance contractor et cetera, and
quite often they haven't got time.

The owner is going to have to be able to

produce the key. Obviously, he is going to

keep it at the very same place that the

maintenance contract is filed. The key can

only be used for that purpose. There is no
way we want a key around that one can
use for the conventional method of operat-

ing an elevator.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Mr. Chairman, my
problem is not really with that one particu-
lar subsection of this piece of legislation.
I will adlmit it is not just this one particular
bill but almost everything I see over there.

I really do get worried about the immense
power by regulation that the government
takes upon itself. I want to talk about some
of the other regulatory powers they are

granting themselves.

I think it is easy to succumb to the hang-
ups of lawyers and draftsmen in these things.
I must admit to having no legal training.
It is not one of my greater faults. It seems
to me if the difiiculty is that we have to pass
an att that says there is a power residing
with the Lieutenant Governor in Council to

make a regulation "(p) exempting any person
or any class of persons, and any elevating
device or part thereof or any class or sub-

class of them, from compliance with this act

and the regulations or any of the provisions

thereof" beoaiise we can't come up with an

all-embracing definition of the word "shaft,"

there is something wrong.
If that is the reason that broad all-encom-

passing regulatory power has to be given to

the cabinet, why is it beyond the capacity

of some clever, legalistic person or some

mystical cleric to come up with a definition?

In section 1 of the act, they could put in a

new subsection which says, "shaft," and,

after it, create some incredibly wonderful

legalistic phrase like "'shaft' means anything

so defined under section 31(l)(p) of this act."

We could then take the same clever legalistic

scribe and turn him or her loose on section

31, where they could write a new 31(l)(p)

which, after "may make regulations," reads

something like: "31(l)(p) defining the word

'shaft.'" I have had only about 20 seconds

to think about that. There must be an end-

less series of ways in which—

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Chairman, in fairness,

since the member is casting some aspersions

against staff, let me point out something.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Only lawyers.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Let me point out some-

thing to him so he can put his remarks into

perspective. First, the people who are expert
in shafts and who are responsible for safety

and protection under the Mining Act have

the responsibility of drafting this definition

of a shaft. When they do. we will put it in

and then take that out. The member, above

all, and his party don't want me or my
ministry involved in underground mining.

Until the mining people come up 'with the

proper definition and their criteria, the chief

elevator inspector of this province, who now
is beside me in this House, says he requhres

that to meet his requirements for public

safety, if before the criteria are developed by
another ministry he has to make a decision

involving the safety of an elevating device in

a shaft.

Mr. M. N. Davison: With the greatest re-

spect, I do not believe the minister is com-

pletely conversant with the power he has

taken upon himself by suggesting that this

be kept in.

If as the minister has said, and I am

going to leave this in a minute, the diflRculty

lies in the definition of the word "shaft," then

there are umpteen million waj^ in which we
ban fit in a definition that will resolve the

difficulty, such as the one I suggested. Take
another look at it.

5:40 p.m.
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Because we are unable to define the word

"shaft," at this point in time, although we
will be able to in the near furture, how do
the words "person or class of persons" get in?

This is the kind of thing every legislative

draftsperson in the world loves if he or she

is not nearly addicted to it. We write down
a list of 412 tilings we are going to be able

to make regulations about; then, just in case

we have forgotten number 413, we are going
to put in a number 413, which is for anything

else. That is exactly what this clause is.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Not this time.

Mr. M. N. Davison: It is. If that is the

problem they have told the minister about,

then he should ask them why they have to

have all the prattle about persons or classes

of persons. We can just deal with the

"devices or parts thereof* aspects of it, and

not the persons. I am not going to belabour

tliat.

I have some other reservations about sec-

tion 31. One of them that always bothered

me—and again my criticism isn't exclusively
related to this piece of legislation—is the

whole area of fees. It is like a form of taxa-

tion without representation when we give

these broad fee-levying powers to that

wonderful, charming individual, the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council, sometimes known
as the cabinet.

Over a period of the life expectancy of an

act, 30 years, by the process of regulation

we can have dramatic changes in what is in

essence a form of taxation, by taking the

power to levy fees and over a period of time

creating something totally diflFerent with

those fees. It is the same when one goes

through every one of those kinds of powers.

Again, I understand that when we have a

technical piece of legislation we are going
to have some difiBculties. But we have sat

through technical pieces of legislation, this

minister and I—things like the Residential

Tenancies Act—which are very complex.
There is another one I really like, section

31 ( l)(e), governing the conduct of persons
in or about elevating devices. What's that?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Saying that you don't fool

around in one.

Mr. M. N. Davison: If there is a whole
series of things that people are going to be

prohibited from doing in elevating devices,

put it into the legislation. There is no need
to be creating reams and reams of rules

about what people can and cannot do in

elevating devices. Let's have some public
discussion of it

I can go through this legislation and see

the same kind of thing. If we look at clause

(g), prescribing the responsibilities and

obligations of licensees or owners, it occurs

to me on occasion I would like to say some-

thing about that. There may be occasions

when the regulations aren't stringent enough
but, aside from question period in the Legis-

lature, what opportunity does a member
liave to do anything about that? In which

case they can politely ask the minister,

"Don't you think we should tighten up on

this a bit?" He can make a response, and

maybe it will happen and maybe it won't.

1 am not at all sure why the assembly isn't

charged with that responsibility. The min-

ister can go on changing regulations for the

next 20 years and there is never any debate

in substance on the regulation.

We have this incredible little committee

which the member for Oriole (Mr. Williams)

chairs and which looks at, studies and

reads every single regulation that is passed.

We could never debate the substance of it.

All we can do is say: "Does that fit within

the four comers of the act?" "Yes, it does."

Or "No, it doesn't." That is almost the kind

of thing we can pay somebody to do. These

pieces of legislation which remain unmodified

for 20 years are the kinds of acts that mpm-
bers should have some say in when they

are dealing with them.

Another similarity that I don't understand

is the regulations which follow in subsections

2 through 6 of that particular act; for

instance, number 5: "The director may allow

a variance from any code adopted under the

regulation where in his opinion the variance

would not detrimentally affect the safety of

the elevating device." That's really nice, but

I don't know what it means.

All of those other ones are again ones that

could be put into the legislation. I don't

think it is enough to wave the wand of tech-

nicality and say, "We are legislators and we
shouldn't get into anything technical, because

we are not the experts." I don't believe in

government by experts. I think we are

elected here to write laws; we are sent here

to write laws. I don't see any need to dele-

gate to some expert away oflF somewhere else

the power to co-operate with that dear,

charming person, the Lieutenant Governor in

Council, to create these laws for us. As

legislators, we have a responsibility to write

laws, and not to slough it oJBF on somebody
else so that they can go away in a comer
of a room somewhere and write all these

things, the substance of which is never

debated.
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The final argument I have with it is just a

time argument. Over a period of time by

change after change after change, in 20 years

a statute can look, and indeed does look,

nothing like the piece of legislation originally

passed by the assembly. I resent the entire

process by which we delegate responsibility

for legislation. We are the legislators. We
should be here writing laws, and we

shouldn't give that job aiway to somebody
else.

Sections 31 to 34, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 34, as amended, reported.

On motion by Hon. Mr. Gregory, the com-
mittee of the whole House reported one bill

with amendment.

Motion agreed to.

The House recessed at 5:47 p.m.
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APPENDIX
(See page 1010)

ANSWERS TO QUESTION
ON NOTICE PAPER

FEDERAL HEALTH-CARE FUNDING
45. Mr. Breaugh: Would the Ministry of

Health indicate what funds the ministry has

received for health-care services from the

federal government through the Established

Programs Financing Act and other programs
yearly since 1977? What have been the

amotints and sources of the additional

revenues used for health care in Ontario?

(Tabled March 24, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Since revenue from
the established programs financing legisla-

tion is accounted for by the Ministry of

Treasury and Economics, this question
should be addressed to them.

JOHNS-MANVILLE EMPLOYEES
81. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour (Mr. Elgie) please indicate how
many employees of Johns-Manville, wdth
asbestosis and/or a disability pension from
the WCB, were ruled to have died due to a

heart attack or some other cause and whose

spouses were then denied a pension due to

the reported cause of death? (Tabled April

3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Nine.

82. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister
of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of the Johns-Manville plant have
died of lung or stomach cancer, of mesothe-
lioma or other asbestos related conditions
since 1966? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Lung cancer, 19; meso-

thelioma, 11; gastrointestinal cancer, 3;

asbestos-related conditions, 6; total, 39.

83. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister
of Labour please indicate how many em-
ployees of Johns-Manville have been inter-

viewed for the special rehabilitation program
as a result of asbestos dust inhalation and
(1) were found not to qualify; (2) refused to

accept the program; (3) vw3re approved for

rehabilitation? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Eighty employees were
interviewed. Of these, 48 did not qualify as

tliey were not employed in a hazardous area
of the plant. In any event, 22 of those not

qualified refused the program. Of the 32 who
qualified for the special rehabilitation pro-
gram, 14 refused. Eighteen employees were

accepted into the special program.

84. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate of those Johns-
Manville employees approved for rehabilita-

tion: (1) how many are in retraining; (2) how
many are waiting for rehabilitation, and for

what periods of time? (Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr, Elgie: (1) Ten employees were
given retraining; eight were transferred to

diflFerent employment; all 18 are with new
employers. (2) No one is waiting or has had
to w^it for rehabilitation.

85. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-
ployees of Johns-Manville are working a

regular shift at the plant while also drawing
a disability pension, and what are the indi-

vidual percentages of the pensions? (Tabled

April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: (1) Nineteen. (2) Break-
down of the 19 pensions: 10 at 10 per cent

disability, seven at 20 per cent disability,

one at 30 per cent disability, one at 40 per
cent disability.

86. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville are experiencing
asbestos fibre dust eflFects but do not yet

qualifv for a partial pension? (Tabled April

3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Fourty-four employees of

Johns-Manville have been identified as show-

ing asbestos fibre dust eflFects. Asbestos fibre

dust eflFects cases do not qualify for a

pension.

87. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many em-

ployees of Johns-Manville approved for a

partial pension over the last 10 years have

subsequently had that pension increased?

(Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: Thirty-five employees of

Johns-Manville received a partial pension for

asbestosis, silico-asbestosis and/or mesothelo-

mia during the period 1970 to 1979 inclusive

and subsequently had that pension increased,

88. Mr. Mackenzie: Would the Minister

of Labour please indicate how many claims

have been established with the Workmen's

Compensation Board for asbestos-associated

disabilities and/or deaths in Ontario since

1960? Will the minister provide a separate
total for each type of asbestos related disease

and a separate total for each tyi>e of disease
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by company? Will tli© minister also provide
the above information for rejected claims.

(Tabled April 3, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Elgie: (1) Asbestosis, 216; limg
cancer, 46; mesothelomia, 35; gastrointestinal

cancer, 7; laryngeal cancer, 3. The above

figures cannot be added to indicate the total

number of claims as there are several as-

bestos claims which would also show lung
cancer or mesothelomia.

(2) See table below. The total number of
claims could well include cases noted in the
answer to ( 1 ) in which the diagnosis is lung
cancer.

(3) The above information on rejected

claims is not available.

ALLOWED CLAIMS FOR ASBESTOSIS, SILICO-ASBESTOSIS AND MESOTHEUOMA,
1960-1979
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House should be in a difFerent position with

relation to such private corporate documents
than they would be had the investigation

never taken place and these documents had
remained in the private possession of their

owners.

Only when documents have been presented
to the court as evidence are they available to

the pubhc.

Early disclosure of these documents,
which could become evidence, may prejudice

charges currently 'before the courts in

Quebec.

CABLE TV
109. Mr. Stong: (1) Does tfbe Minister

of Transportation and Commimications (Mr.

Snow) favour the delegation of control over
cable TV to the province of Ontario? (2) If

so, when does the minister plan to meet with

the federal Ministry of Communications to

arrange this delegation of power? (3) What
time frame is the minister suggesting for the

completion of the transfer of jurisdiction over
ca:ble TV to the province of Ontario?

(Tabled April 9, 1980.)

See sessional paper 67.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

COPIES OF BUDGET
Mr. Speaker: In connection with the

point raised by the member for Riverdale

(Mr. Renwick) earlier today, in consultation

with the Treasiirer (Mr. F. S. Miller) and
the Clerk, and with the openness of spirit

and the co-operation of the Treasurer, we
have made arrangements to have copies of

the budget available for honourable memr
bers in each of the two lobbies immediately
the Treasurer starts his presentation. I

would caution all members who wish to

follow along to exit very quietly and with-

out disrupting the proceedings, to get their

copies and return so as to not disrupt the

presentation of the Treasurer. If members
will do that with a minimiun of disruption,

it will be appreciated.

Hon.

BUDGET RESOLUTION

F. S. Miller moved that this House

aijprove in general the budgetary policy of

the government.

BUDCET STATEMENT

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, before in-

troducing my budget, I feel compelled to

make a very brief comment on Mr. Mac-
Eachen's statement of last evening. Every-
one now knows that the federal Minister of

Finance introduced a mini-budget. I am
sure the members share my displeasure at

the absence of the traditional advance no-

tice of such an event. This oversight could

have seriously disrupted my own budget

plans. Fortunately, Ontario's enviable record

of conservative bud'get management means
I am able to proceed as planned.

While some of the federal actions will

reduce our potential tax room, other meas-

ures in respect of small business and farm-

ers sujyport our own objectives. I will give
a more detailed response to the federal bud-

get later this week.

Mr. Renwick: I hate to interrupt. I had

understood, Mr. Speaker, you said copies

would be available in each of the lobbies.

Tuesday, April 22, 1980

I had thought you meant the west lobby
and the east lobby. Perhaps you could tell

us where they would be available.

Mr. Speaker: I did, and I issued specific

instructions that they not be made available

until the Treasurer had got into the body of

his presentation. He hasn't done that yet.

If the honourable member will just be pa-

tient, copies will be avalable in a few
moments.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I'm now
in the body, the live body.

(It is my pleasure tonight to present the

1980 budget for the province of Ontario.

The ix)licies this budget contains will help
to ensure enhanced economic prosperity and

stability for the citizens of Ontario. They
are the policies of a progressive, dynamic
and sensitive government under the leader-

ship of the Honourable William G. Davis.

Applause.

Hon. F. S. Miller: It is going to take an

hour and 10 minutes even without that.

When I rose in this chamber one year

ago to present the 1979 budget, I said the

most important challenge facing the prov-

ince was the need to create more jobs. Our

job-creation record throughoiut the 1970s

had been outstanding, but I felt then that

we should do better in order to meet the

needs of our growing labour force. I am
pleased to report that our economy per-

formed even better than most people

thought it could.

Mr. Breithaupt: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker: Are the budget documents to be

distributed so that we can have a read-

along session here in the House, or are they

to be available in the lobbies for the mem-
bers' use there?

Mr. Speaker: Instructions were issued that

they would be available in the lobbies.

Hon. F. S. Miller: In 1979, 161,000 new

jobs were created in this province. That was

a remarkable accomplishment. Moreover,

every one of those jobs was created in the

private sector.

8:10 p.m.
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Last year I also stressed the need for gov-
ermnent to ensure that it does not add to

inflationary pressures. Programs to improve

pubhc services and to stimulate the economy
must be undertaken within a framework of

responsible fiscal management S'O that gov-
ernment limits its claim on the resources of

the economy. It is with some pride as

Treasurer that I can inform the members of

our achievement of a reduction in the deficit

of $494 million below the original target for

the fiscal year just ended.

Ontario's job-creation and fiscal-manage-
ment accomplishments are important meas-
ures of the success of this government in

dealing vdth the problems of our economy.
However, there is no room for complacency.
I do not for a minute underestimate the
economic challenges which lie before us in

Ontario and Canada. We must continue to

develop and implement policies to ensure
that Ontario's economic performance im-

proves steadily throughout the 1980s. Our
programs must be designed for the needs of
tomorrow as well as today. At the same
time, we must continue to deal eflFectively
with the immediate issues of employment
growth and inflation. I believe that I have
developed a budget plan consistent with
these challenges. It is designed to meet three

objectives:

1. To maintain a favourable climate for

job growth and economic expansion in On-
tario;

2. To ensure a high standard of social

services for the people of Ontario, and in

particular to help our elderly citizens cope
with inflation; and

3. To combat inflation by controlling gov-
ernment spending and minimizing deficit

levels.

Before proceeding with my remarks, I

would like to thank all the groups I consulted
with before preparing this budget. I met with
organizations representing all walks of life,

including small businessmen, consumers, cor-

porations, unions, farmers, teachers and
bankers. All of our discussions were construc-
tive and I benefited from the advice I re-
ceived. In my opinion such open dialogue is

essential for the formulation of sound poli-
cies.

I would like to deal first with the record
of Ontario's economic performance in the

past decade and our policies for economic
development in the 1980s.

Some would have us believe that Ontario
has become a second-rate province in terms
of its economic wellbeing. That simply is not
so. The record shows that we in Ontario have
done significantly better than most other in-

dustrial economies. Moreover, we have de\el-

oped our new economic policies to make stu-e

that the people of this great province \vill

continue to prosper throughout the 1980s.

As the members will recall, during the

mid-1960s the international price of oil be-

gan to escalate quickly, setting ofi^ strong

recessionary and inflationary pressures. On-

tario, as well as every other indusitrial econ-

omy in the western world that had a net oil

import requirement, faced fundamental prob-
lems of adjustment. Nevertheless, in terms of

real output growth, Ontario outperformed
West Germany, the United States and, in

fact, the combined countries of the Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Devel-

opment. In the 1970s our economy grew by
3.7 per tent annum, compared with an

average of 3.5 per cent in the OECD
countries.

In employment terms, in human terms,

where it really counts, Ontario's performance
in job growth ran well ahead of that of

Germany, the United Kingdom or the United
States. Since 1969, we have increased our

employment by an average of three per cent

each year, compared with 2.2 per cent in the

United States and much lower levels in other

OECD countries.

In Canada, the rate of inflation has re-

cently been below that experienced in the

United States, partly as a result of a deter-

mined effort to restrain expenditure and

employment growth in the provincial public
sector. In addition, the Ontario government
has put in place incentive programs to in-

crease investment, job skills and productivity.

Our cost performance has been much im-

proved relative to the United States, and we
are more competitive in foreign markets.

We are sometimes told that dire conse-

quences flow from the fact that Ontario did

not perform quite as well as some of the re-

source-rich western provinces. We are regaled
with fables of poor comparative performance.
But is it realistic or meaningful to compare
Ontario with Alberta and draw conclusions

about economic management? I think not.

Consider, for example, comparing Japan,

the most sulccessful of the industrialized

economies over the 1970s to, say, Kuwait or

Saudi Arabia. The nations belonging to the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-

tries on any income growth or per capita

comparison would win hands down. But does

it say anything about economic management
in Japan or, for that matter, Saudi Arabia?

No.

If you are lucky enough to have oil in the

ground, you can be made to appear to be a
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genius of economic management 1^ these

standards. But it is the management and

development of the total resources—human,
natural and industrial—that really has mean-

ing for the people. When you measure

Ontario by that standard, we oomparo very

well indeed.

This government is committed to ensuring

continued strong economic growth in Ontario

by building on the solid foundation that we
have created. I would like to elalwrate on

some of the measures we are pursuing to

ensiue that the 1980s will be a decade of

growth and prosperity for Ontario.

We are committed to pursuing initiatives

in energy that lie within our own jurisdiction.

We also will continue to press the federal

government, the producing provinces and

other consuming provinces for oil pricing

policies that are aimed at achieving Canadian

self-sufficiency without exacting unnecessarily

high social and economic costs. We will con-

tinue as well to support the Polar Gas study.

Ontario's participation in the consortium now
exceeds $17 million. This investment is show-

ing increasing promise of providing our econ-

omy with a major new source of natural gas,

not to mention the many job opportimities

that will be created during the pipeline con-

struction phase.
Later in this statement, I will outline some

additional taxation and financial incentives to

augment energy conservation and supply.

Turning to the area of manpower, I have

already mentioned the exceptional job-crea-

tion record we have set in Ontario in recent

years. However, we recognize that skill train-

ing is an area to which more attention and

resources must be devoted if our young

people are going to get better and more

re\varding jobs and our businesses are to

become more productive.

Mr. Haggerty: You've been saying that for

10 years.

Hon. F. S. Miller: We've been doing some-

thing about it every year, I might add, every

year. We have the lowest unemployment rate

in the last five years.

Mr. Sweeney: There were 57,000 unem-

ployed last fall.

Hon. F. S. Miller: We didn't have to steal

a friend's budget and call it our own.

Mr. Breithaupt: Who would want to steal

this?

Hon. F. S. Miller: The members opposite
would. Wait until I am finished. If the mem-
ber says that in public, he will be sorry.

Last year, we acted to improve the opera-
tion and co-ordination of our manpower pro-

grams by creating the Ontario Manpower
Commission. The commission has undertaken

an intensive evaluation of existing manpower

programs and has moved to ensure greater

community participation in manpower train-

ing activities. This year we will be providing
a significant increase in provincial funding
for the Employer-Sponsored Training Pro-

gram. We anticipate that an additional 5,000

emnloyees will receive training as a result

of this program in 1980-81.

In my last budget I annoimced tho

establishment of thn Employment Develop-
ment Fund tn stimulate job creation and
business investment in Ontario. Financial

assistance was made available on a selective

basis to the private sector to improve the

•nrovince's competitive position and to en-

hance long-term economic development.

In its fi'-'^t year, the EDF has been an

effective catalyst in attracting significant in-

vestment capital to the province during a

period of escalatinp interest rates and uncer-

tainties in the North American economv. To
date, the Employment Development Board

ha5 approved nssi'^tance which will secure

total private sector investments of more than

$2 billion. The province has obtained strong

commitments for Canadian sourcing and job

training in these new investment projects.

8:?0 p.m.

Negotiations with the general manufac-
turin? and tourism sectors will result in

capital expansions of about $900 million.

This ^\^ll assist in the creation of more than

10,000 fobs in Ontario over the next five

years. The province has also obtained com-
mitments from the pulp and paper industry

for capital investments for productivity im-

provement and pollution control, totalling

!^L2 billion. This will dramaticallv improve
the competitive position of this vital indus-

trial sector and increase the loner-term job

security of more than 20,000 mill workers

and loggers located primarily in the smaller

communities of northern Ontario.

In the light of the success of the EDF in

its first year of operation, I intend to con-

tinue this program in the coming year. The
fund will have a budget of $125 million to

complete the programs started last year and

to finance new initiatives such as the recently

announced textile productivity program. In

addition, we have made provision for new
initiatives to finance urban transportation

development and the enriched manpower
training to which I have already referred.

I would note as well that the improved
programs of Ontario's development corpora-
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tions and the investment triggered by our

small business development corporation legis-

lation are ensuring that small business also

receives assistance in pursuing its investment

plans. Encouraging Canadian ownership of

business remains an objective of this govern-
ment. In continuing the EDF this year, we
will again place priority on the encourage-
ment of Canadian ownership and Canadian

sourcing of materials as stated in the Ontario

budget of 1979. The SBDC legislation, which

I will ask this House to improve, will con-

tinue to have Canadian control as one of the

criteria for an eligible small business. In

addition, a new provision that I will describe

shortly will provide further investment in-

centives for small Canadian-controlled pri-

vate corporations so that we may strengthen

and encourage Canadian ownership.

In our approach to economic develop-

ment we are taking special initiatives to

assist northern and eastern Ontario. As well

as giving priority to EDF expenditures in

these areas, we have taken additional steps.

For example, in December, I signed a $50-

million, five-year agreement with the Depart-
ment of Regional Economic Expansion which

will help finance further development of the

resource base of eastern Ontario and support
related small business development. Already
more than $8.5 million has been committed

under this agreement for agricultural and

forestry projects. I am optimistic that we can

conclude a similar agreement with the fed-

eral government for northern Ontario.

The government is also initiating new pro-

grams to stimulate the development of rural

Ontario. For example, forestry expenditures

on crown lands in southern Ontario will be

increased by 30 per cent in 1980-81. The

Ministry of Natural Resources will be accel-

erating its programs to improve forest man-

agement on private lands and will be under-

taking demonstration projects to test new

forestry techniques in southern Ontario.

These measures will help offset deficiencies

in local wood supplies, thus ensuring a

stable future for existing sawmills and other

forest-related industries. The Tourism Re-

development Incentive Program, which I

announced last year, is providing needed

assistance to small tourist operators so im-

portant to rural employment. We are also

taking another valuable step to assist the rural

economy. As the members will recall, the

Premier (Mr. Davis) announced that in the

fall the government will consider recommen-

dations from Ontario Hydro to reduce the

differential between the retail rates for elec-

tricity paid by rural and urban residents.

In concluding my remarks on our longer-

term economic development policies, I would

like to say I am deeply concerned about the

present state of the auto industr>' in On-

tario. In 1979, the Canadian deficit on auto-

mobile trade with the United States was

more than $3 billion. This reflected a stagger-

ing $4-billion deficit in auto parts trade. The

elimination of this deficit would create up
to 25,000 new jobs in the Canadian auto

parts industry.

Part of the auto trade deficit results from

the current weakness of sales in the United

States and the orientation of Canadian pro-

duction to that market. None the less, part

of it is clearly a chronic deficit reflecting

the fact that Canada does not have a fair

share of international auto parts production

and research and development activities.

This government has repeatedly called for

the redress of these imbalances. Once again,

I have written to the federal government

urging them to adopt the following princi-

ples in their negotiations with the auto com-

panies and the United States federal govern-

ment:
1. Particular emphasis must be placed in

the near term on a dramatic reduction of

the overall trade deficit in auto parts produc-

tion.

2. Over the longer haul, a balance on all

automotive trade, including parts, must be

the prime objective of federal policy.

3. A "fair share" approach must be taken

to the allocation of investment and research

spending in North America.

Ottawa will have our full co-operation in

pursuing these objectives.

I would like now to discuss Ontario's

economic prospects for the coming year. Our

outlook will continue to be significantly in-

fluenced by international! events and by
federal policies on oil pricing, on reinvest-

ment of petroleum revenues and on interest

rates.

In 1979, we witnessed further dramatic

increases in international oil prices. Govern-

ments around the world are struggling, as

they did in 1974, to minimize the inevitable

social and economic disruption arising from

these inflationary price hikes. In the United

States, the increases in international oil

prices, coupled with decontrol of domestic

oil prices, have caused widespread inflation

and soaring interest rates.

These developments continue to have a

profound impact on Canada and Ontario.

As I have noted, higher energy prices and

gasoline shortages in the United States have

severely reduced Ontario's exports of auto-

mobiles and parts as Americans move to
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cars smaller than those made in Ontario.

Moreover, the most recent move to tighten
credit and restrain inflation in that country

could, in 1980, produce the long-expected
US recession. Personally, I am hopeful that

such a recession would not prove to be as

severe as many predict. None the less, we
must all be concerned about the trend of

economic events to the south of us.

I have already taken a significant step to

help this major sector of our economy this

year. As the members know, the retail sales

tax on new 1979 cars and hght trucks was
eliminated for the month of February. This

positive action provided a major boost to

Ontario automobile sales when it was needed.
I have included an appendix to this state-

ment which describes the impact of this

program. It shoKvs that during the program
Ontario motor vehicle sales growth far ex-

ceeded sales performance in other Canadian

provinces and the United States, yet the cost

to the province was lower than estimated.

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: My friends over there
should talk to the car dealers. They will

find they thought it was good. They should
talk to the customers, the 17,200 ptu-chasers,
some of whom are in the gallery, who took

advantage of that.

Turning back to the economate outlook, the
US inflation rate, currently in excess of 16

per cent, has led to higher interest rates and
tighter monetary conditions in that country.
The Bank of Canada has feilt comipelled to

follow these higher US interest rates in an

attempt to protect the value of the Canadian
dollar and restrain the imported inflation.

The result, in my view, has been a steady
imdermining of the growth potential of many
key sectors of the Canadian economy. While
the export sector in Canada performed
strongly in 1979 and was in many cases

operating at close to capacity, Canadian
demand for domestically produced goods and
services was eroded by high interest rates.

I am concerned that the federal govern-
ment may have allowed itself to be
rrtanoeuvred into a position where it has lost

its ability to stabilize the Canadian economy.

Interjections.

8:30 p.m.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Laugh if you will. They
had no room last night to take even a step
to help this economy. They are wallowing in

debt and deficit.

Mr. Riddell: I haven't seen tx>o much from
you.

Mr. Brcithaupt: Your deficit is a hundred
times what it was.

Hon. F. S. Miller: The members in that

party wouldn't understand that if they saw it.

Mr. Kerrio: Yours is a tired old gov-
ernment.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I will tell my friend

from Niagara Falls (Mr. Kerrio) that I was
there over the weenkend—it is too bad he
wasn't—and I foimd a lot of i)eople there

who looked at our side pretty well. They
Hke us down there. He's a nice guy, but he
had better hold on until the fifth year. He
will need the pension.

If the United States does move into reces-

sion and our export sales fall off, the dollar

may drop in any case. Our exx>ort industries

would no longer operate close to capacity.

Meanwhile, a high-interest-rate policy to

sustain the dollar is lessening growth and

employment potential in our own markets in

1980.

The federal concern with the value of the

Canadian dollar is undoubtedly legitimate,
but the debate on monetary policy in Canada
would be improperly focused if the only
consideration were whether or not lower
interest rates woiJd force down the value
of the Canadian dollar and lead to more im-

ported inflation. Monetary policy is a crude
instrument for controlling the economy. It

has profoundly different sectoral impacts. We
all understand, for example, that home
owners, small business persons and farmers

are severely affected by high interest rates.

However, there is no current evidence of

excessive inflation being generated by these

sectors.

On the contrary, the Bank of Canada cites

the need to maintain sufficient capital in-

flows and the lack of unused capacity in the

export sector as the reasons for high interest

rates. Why then should home owners,
farmers and small businesses bear the burden
of fighting inflation? I think the federal gov-
ernment must reconsider its anti-inflation

policies.

Although 1980 may well turn out to be a

more difficult year for the Ontario economy
than last year, we still expect a year of real

economic growth. Job creation will be slower
but still healthy when one considers the
remarkable pace of job creation last year. I

am particularly gratified by a projected

strong investment performance in manufac-
turing. Investment plans for manufacturing
firms are up almost 40 per cent in Ontario
year over year. That compares to about 10

per cent for the rest of Canada. The con-
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fidence in Ontario as an investment location

shown by business augurs well for our future

economic being.

Inflation, unfortunately, may well worsen.

While it is a national problem, it is a matter
of great concern to this government. None
the less, I am confident that we can con-

tinue to make gains in our comparative cost

performance with the United States, which
is so essential to our attractiveness as an

investment location. A viable, national anti-

inflation policy i: a cornerstone of any na-

tional development strategy for the 1980s.

To this end, the Premier (Mr. Davis) has

called upon the new federal government to

give a high priorit>' to such a policy. A
national anti-inflation policy would comple-
ment Ontario's own initiatives in setting the

framework for a decade of development in

the 1980s.

Mr. Sweeney: We want you to do some-

thing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You want us to spend
more all the time, brothers. You want us to

spend more.

Hon. F. S. Miller: What he wants us to do
is impolite.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He promises the univer-

sities more. He promises the schools more.
He promises everybody more.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Before concluding my
remarks on the state of our economy in 1980,
I would like to note that this government
continues to be concerned about the level of

employment for our voung people. This year
we have increased funding for the Ontario
Youth Employment Program to provide for

an additional 10,000 summer jobs. In total,

our youth emolovment programs will provide
more than 75,000 jobs for Ontario's young
people in 1980-81.

I would like to turn back brieflly to the

subject of interest rates. We are all aware
of the suff^ering that higher interest rates

are inflicting on some people in Ontario,

particularly those home owners who must
renew their mortgaiges at the present time.

When this serious situation first became
apparent this government made two things

immediately clear.

1. The nimiber one priority for public
assistance lies in the federal Assisted Home
Ownership Program where home owners
would experience crippling increases in

their monthly payments if no further assist-

ance were offered.

2. Any efi^ective action to alleviate the

general impact of interest rates must be
undertaken primarfly as a niational initiative.

Some weeks ago the Minister of Housing
(Mr. Bennett) and I made these concerns

known to the Minister of Finance and the

federal minister responsible for the Canadia

Moragage and Housing Corporation. I am
encouraged to note that shortly after our

meeting the federal government announced
that steps would be taken to assist those in

the AHOP. We are continuing to pursue
further possibilities with the federal govern-
ment. I am hopeful by the time the federal

budget is ready, if ever, Ottawa will have

developed an eff^ective program to deal with

this national problem.

Interjections.

Mr. Speaker: Will the Minister of Indus-

try and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) stop inter^

rupting this House?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I would also like to in-

form the members that this government will

be tabling a discussion paper in May which

will outline alternatives available to deal

with this pressing situation. With the co-

operation of all members and the federal

government, I am confident we can eff^ec-

tively come to grips with this issue. The
discussion paper will review interest rate

trends and developments and their impact
on the economy. Particular attention will be

given to analysing policy alternatives avail-

able at the national level for restoring eco-

nomic stability. As well, the question of

providing short term assistance to homo

owners, small businesses and farmers will

be explored, and mechanisms for providing

relief wiH be described. The paper will also

review the roles of borrowers, lenders and

government in the process of coping with

higher interest rates over the short term.

The federal government announced in the

speech from the throne an increase in sub-

sidized lending to small businesses and

farmers. The ceilings on certain loans will

be raised to $100,000. As well, other meas-

ures of assistance are promised. While

these moves are encouraging, we are ready

to assist the federal igovernment in design-

ing eflFective programs of interest rate

relief. In preparing its disaission paper on

interest rates, the province will review its own

programs for farm siipix)rt. We are pre-

pared, if necessary, to take mdependent
action to assist fhe farming community in

Ontario.

Mr. Kerrio. Promises, promises.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I might add, Mr. Speak-

er, the only difference is that we produce.
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While the imi>ortant issue of interest rates

continues to concern us all, I am encour-

aged by the turn of events in the interna-

tional finance markets. It appears the inter-

est rates may have in fact x>eaked and now
are on a downward trend.

I would like now to propose a number of

measures which I believe will further assist

job creation and economic growth in On-
tario. In particular, I will deal with one of

the most important areas of our economy,
the small business sector. Small businesses

provide 50 per cent of all private sector

jol>s in Ontario and 60 per cent of all the

new jobs. They are the lifeblood of our

communities. A major objective of this gov-
ernment is to ensure that small business

continues to play a strong and creative role

in Ontario's future growth and prosperity.

Last year I introduced innovative legisla-

tion with the Small Business Development
Corporations Act designed to encourage in-

vestment in small business. This program has

been a remarkable success. The term "SBDC"
is fast becoming a byword for investment in

progressive small business. Amost 50 SBDCs
have been registered with investments of $8
million already made and another $12 million

plarmed.

Mr. Nixon: Eight million dollars? The gov-
ernment is spending more than that on

Minaki Lodge.

8:40 p.m.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Last year I indicated I

would be willing to consider changes as we
gained experience with the program. I have

received many constructive suggestions and
have decided to propose the following

changes in the legislation which I will in-

troduce tonight:
1. To encourage community participation

in local small business ventures, the mini-

mum capital requirement for an SBDC will

be reduced from $250,000 to $100,000. I

have adopted this proposal in response to a

number of submissions, particularly on be-

half of small businesses in northern Ontario.

2. While I intend to continue with the

100 employee test for an eligible small busi-

ness, I propose that if the nuniber of em-

ployees grows to exceed 100 but is not more
than 200, the business will continue to

qualify as an SBDC investment. When the

number of employees grows to more than

200, the investment will remain eligible for

up to five years.

3. Pension fiuids and icredit unions vnll be

eligible to receive grants when they invest in

SBDCs. This will further expand the supply

of funds for equity investment in snudl

businesses.

4. The definition of an eligible small

business will be expanded to include book

publishing, and research and development
activities.

I will be prox)osing a numl^er of other

technical amendments which are outlined in

appendix B to this statement. As members
will recall, last year I indicated that as this

program progressed, I would set an upper
limit on the grants to be paid in any one

year. In 1979-80, the cost of the SBDC in-

centives was about $4 million. Now that

individuals and businesses are actively in-

vesting in them, it is necessary for me to

establish a limit which, in 1980-81, will be

$10 million.

I would now like to propose an important
measure to ease the tax burden on small

businesses. Last year the Legislature ap-

proved a number of measures to reduce the

capital tax. This year I would like to take a

further major step. I propose to extend the

$100 flat tax to corporations with taxable

capital up to $1 million. Corporations with

taxable capital of up to $100,000 will con-

tinue to pay $50.

I am recommending one other change in

the capital tax. Currentiy, family farms pay
a flat tax of $50 whatever the size of their

capital. I propose to extend this provision

to family fishing corporations as well.

These capital tax changes wfll take effect

at midnight this day. I estimate the revenue

loss to be $20 million this year. That is $20

million which will help the small business-

men face some of their problems. As a result

of this important measure to reduce and

simplify this particular tax, some 150,000

smaJl Ontario corporations will pay $100 or

less. Only 8,000 large corporations will pay
the full amount of the capital tax.

I would now like to propose a new cor-

porate income tax incentive for small busi-

nesses. It is important to the success of every

small businessperson to be able to plough
back as much capital as x)Ossibie into the

business. Yet the high cost of borrowing dis-

courages this, as does the need to use scarce

working capital to pay taxes. I believe it is

possible to implement an effective tax in-

centive to encourage reinvestment by small

businesses.

Accordingly, I am proposing a new invest-

ment tax credit which will apply to Cana-

dian<?ontrolled private corporations that

qualify for the federal small business deduc-

tion. The credit wiU be equal to 20 per cent

of the purchase cost of depreciable assets for
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use im Ontario. The maximum credit in any
one year for any individual small business

will be $3,000. Full details of this incentive

are outlined in appendix A to this statement.

I estimate the cost of this measure to be $30
million in this fiscal year. For many entre-

preneurs this will make a real difference in

their abihty to build up their businesses and
further strengthen investment in Canadian

business.

This new tax incentive, together with

the capital tax reduction, will put $50 mil-

lion back into the hands of small business.

It will pay long-term dividends to our

economy in terms of job creation and growth.
The program will be continued for two

years until April 22, 1982. Before that time,
it's effectiveness will be reviewed.

Mr. Sargent: That's a lot of nonsense. They
will all be out of business. They can't pay
their bank interest now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Speak for yourself.

Hon. F. S. Miller: That's $50 million that

will help to pay something.
As a further action to help small business-

es, I propose to improve the compensation
to retail sales tax collectors. First, the maxi-
mum annual compensation will be increased

from $700 to $1,000. Second, compensation
paid to those remitting only small amounts
of tax will be increased. These two meas-
ures will provide additional compensation to

thousands of Ontario small businesses at an
estimated cost of $8 million in this fiscal

year.

The encouragement of mining exploration
is a high priority for this government. Min-

ing is one of the major sources of employ-
ment in northern Ontario. It provides valu-

able export income to the national economy.
While producing mining companies can take

advantage of important tax incentives, in-

dividuals or non-mining companies that wish
to invest in a mining exploration venture are

unable to benefit fully from those incentives.

This was one of the reasons why I in-

cluded mining activities as an eligible invest-

ment under the small business development
corporations program. However, experience
over the past year indicates that a separate
incentive program would be more suitable for

this particular industry. Accordingly, tonight
I will introduce a bill to establish the On-
tario mineral exploration program.

Mr. Martel: Is that a crown corporation?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I'll make the member
the mining commissioner—commissar would
be a better word—for northern Ontario.

This legislation will allow provincial assist-

ance of 25 per cent of approved mining ex-

ploration expenses incurred in Ontario.

Individual prospectors and corporations in-

volved solely in the field of mining explora-

tion, and not an associate of any person
actively engaged in mineral production, will

qualify. Corporations whose principal busi-

ness is not related to mining will qualify.
To encourage wider participation by

individual investors in Ontario exploration,
individuals who invest in a joint venture
involved in mining exploration in Ontario
will be eligible for a grant equal to 25 per
cent of their investment. This grant will be
in addition to existing personal income tax

incentives.

This new mining exploration program will

be administered by the Ministry of Natural

Resources under the direction of my col-

league, the Honourable James Auld. It will

improve and expand upon the existing min-
eral exploration assistance program which it

will gradually replace by the end of the fiscal

year. Since mineral exploration' ventures will

now be eligible for this expanded program,
they will not have to be eligible investments
for SBDCs. I have set a ceiling of $4 mil-

lion for assistance under this new program
for 1980-81. Details of this program are con-
tained in' appendix C.

I would like to outline a number of addi-

tional tax incentives to help our economy.
Currently, Ontario provides a retail sales tax

exemption for machinery and equipment
purchased by a manufacturer or producer for

his own use in the development of products
Or production processes. I propose to expand
this incentive by exempting machinery and

equipment ased by manufacturers in re-

search activities. This exemption will also

include research and development activities

performed by one firm under contract to

another. I estimate the cost of this incentive

to be $3 million in this fiscal year.

This measure will reinforce the province's

commitment to expand the amount of re-

search and development undertaken in

Ontario. There are, of course, other tax

actions that might be considered, but these

can be implemented eflFectively only by the

federal government. I intend to urge the

Minister of Finance to expand the range of

incentives he oflFers through the federal tax

structure so that Canadian research and

development can be further encouraged.

Let me now turn to energy conservation.

A central thrust of Ontario's energy policy is

to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels by

developing new conservation measures. I

would point out to the members the num-
erous retail sales tax incentives which the
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Ontario government already provides to

promote conservation. In total, these

measures already cost the province some
$25 million a year.

8:50 p.m.

Tonight I propose a number of new tax

incentives to promote energy conservation.

First, certain additional equipment and
materials used in buildings to improve heat-

ing eflBciency including chillers, weather

stripping, caulking materials will be exempt
from sales tax.

Mr. Roy: John White had more imagina-
tion than you; he talked about sweaters.

Hon. F. S. MUler: If I put in a chiller the

honourable member may need a sweater.

There's no question we need a chiller in this

room because what the member may not

understand is that a chiller removes hot air

from the stuflF going out of the room. It is

probably the only perpetual source I know
of over there.

Mr. Roy: You know about hot air.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, they are

being very rude over there.

Mr. Speaker: I denote some provocation
from over there.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I haven't heard any.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Second, as an incentive

for the development of new automobile

technology, and I stress the word "incen-

tive," I propose the elimination of the sales

tax on licensed vehicles designed to use non-

petroleum-based fuels.

Mr. J. Reed: How many are there?

Mr. Martel: All three of them.

Hon. F. S. Miller: We were having a large

argument as to which came first, the chicken
or the egg, so I started with the egg.

Mr. S. Smith: It's all a sheU game.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Oh, there is a shell

game that you play over there.

Third, to encourage further development
of alternative fuels for automobiles, I am
withdra\\'ing completely the fuel tax on all

natural and manufactured gases, including

propane, and on alcohol when used as a fuel.

I estimate that these incentives will reduce
revenues by $14 million in 1980-81.

The economic health of Ontario's farms is

always a matter of high priority for this

government. I am proposing to rebate to

farmers the full retail sales tax paid on
materials incorporated into grain storage
bins and structures used to dry grain. That's

the Wiseman amendment. This would pro-

vide $1.5 million in benefits to farmers in

1980-81.

I also propose a measure to help tourism

and the hospitality industry in this province.

Currently, liquor licensees such as restaurants

purchase most alcoholic beverages at the

same prices as retail customers. On the other

hand, licensees may purchase domestic beer

at a discount of about five per cent. In most
other jurisdictions, many of which are com-

peting with Ontario for the tourist dollar,

discounts on bulk purchases by commercial

establishments are the rule rather than the

exception. I therefore propose to authorize

the Liquor Control Board of Ontario to pro-
vide a discount of five per cent of the retail

price of spirits, wines and imported beer pur-
chased by licensed estabhshments. This

measure will reduce the cost to licensees by
about $7 million in 1980-81, a saving which
I anticipate will be fully passed on to con-

sumers.

Applause.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Applaud, Eddie.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Let me now turn to the

taxation of corporations. In 1978 the province
introduced a "carrying on business" test to

facilitate the taxation of non-resident corpo-
rations carrying on business in Ontario with-

out a permanent establisihment. The federal

government has expressed the concern that

such a provision creates difiiculties under
international tax treaties.

While Ontario is within its constitutional

rights to impose such a tax, I believe it is in

the national interest to withdraw this meas-
ure. I therefore propose that the corpora-
tions tax be amended to remove the

"carrying on bu'siness" test for nonresident

corporations having no permanent establish-

ment in Ontario.

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I never collected a cent

under it. Ever. There was a technicality.

Last year the federal government increased

the net income tax rate on professional and

personal service corporations from 15 to

23% per cent. I would like to announce that

for Ontario tax purposes these corporations
will continue to be taxed at the 10 per cent

rate applicaible to small business.

Legislation to enact this and other tax

measiu-es I have referred to will be intro-

duced later tonight by my colleague the

Minister of Revenue (Mr. Maeck).
At the beginning of this statement I indi-

cated that one of the major objectives of my
budget was to help our senior citizens cope
with inflation. I would now like to outline
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several new initiatives which will provide sub-

stantial increases in provincial assistance for

pensioners in Ontario,

As the members are aware, this province

pioneered the concept of tax credits to help
ofiFset the burden of property and sales taxes.

Our program has provided significant benefits

to pensioners. For example, 46 per cent of

property taxes paid by senior citizens' in 1979

'^^^ll be offset by tax credits.

While these benefits are substantial, prop-

erty taxes continue to weigh heavily on many
senior citizens. Recognizing this, the Premier

(Mr. Davis) made a commitment to "reducing
the municipal tax burden on senior citizens

and"—listen carefully now, they will like this

in St. Catharines—"to work towards the ulti-

mate elimination of this particular tax for the

majority of Ontario senior citizens."

I would like now to outline a new program
which is a major step toward fulfilling this

promise. Basically, Mr. Premier, because both

my sisters are now retired I had to put this

measure in. Beginning this year, the Ontario

government will pro\dde direct grants of up
to $500 to offset property taxes of pensioners
who own or rent their homes.

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I removed the income

test on this especially for the member for

Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent).

This means that the first $500 of a pen-
sioner's annual property taxes will l^e re-

funded dollar for dollar by provincial grants.

With this new program, 63 per cent of

property taxes paid by pensioners will be off-

set by the province. Moreover, about one
half of our senior-citizen home o^^'ne^s and
renters will have all of their property taxes

refunded by the province.

Pensioners will receive their grants in re-

spect of 1980 taxes in the fall of this year. I

checked with the stars and it sounded good.
Next year we plan to send two payments
(which will correspond with their interim and
final local tax bills. I will l>e introducing

legislation tonight to implement this program.

9 p.m.

Mr. Foulds: Is the cheque going to have

your picture or Davis's on it?

Hon. F. S. Miller: The only decision we
have made is that the Premier's face is on
the front and mine is on the back. Before

deciding on this matter-

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, are they

getting out of hand? Before deciding on this

matter I considered the option of simply

enriching existing tax credits for pensioners.

However, I chose the grant alternative for

two important reasons. First, the tax credit

system involves a considerable lag in l)ene-

fits and saddles many i)ensioners with the

inconvenience and worry of filhng out a

complex federal income tax return w^hich

they otherwise would not have to complete.

Second, we wished to build an element of

universality into this program in order to

recognize the lifelong contribution made by
aU pensioners to their commimities.

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Listen carefully, there

is more to come, fellows.

The government will also be replacing
the sales tax credit for elderly people with

a direct annual grant of $50 beginning this

year. This grant will be paid to all Ontario

I>ensioners who receive the old age security

pension. The new benefit will be paid in

the late autumn. Details of the sales tax

grant are contained in budget paper B.

Ontario's tax credit program will con-

tinue in its present form for people who
are under 65. However, next year pension-
ers will not be able to claim for tax credit

benefits. Of course, they are eligible for

1979 benefits for which they have recently

claimed, and which many have already

received.

In conjunction with this increased relief,

the Municipal and School Tax Credit Assist-

ance Act will be repealed at the end of this

year. However, the Municipal Elderly Resi-

dents Assistance Act will be continued, al-

lowing municipalities to provide relief to

pensioners as well.

The cost of the new property tax grants

will be $214 million in 1980-81. This rep-

resents $39 million in additional assistance.

The sales tax grant will provide $41 million

in relief, an increase of $9 million.

Let me go on to another part of the

senior citizens' program. In addition to the

new grant programs, I am enriching Gains

payments to provide additional income as-

sistance to low-income pensioners. Starting

in May 1980, the maximum payments will

be increased by $10 per month. This will

provide an additional $120 per yeafr to a

single Gains recipient and $240 more per

year to p>ensioner couples who receive

Gains. Two himdred and sixty thousand

pensioners will benefit directly from this

increase.

The additional cost of this measure will

be $27 million. This means the total addi-
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tional cost of Gains, property tax and sales

tax credits this year will be $75 million.

We are able to aflFord this because of our

efiFective management of our provincial

spending. Our restraint program has paid

dividtenos, and we are redirecting them to

the elderly citizens.

Monsieur le President, je voudrais mainte-

nant exposer en frangais, I'autre langue offi-

cielle du Canada, les points saillants de ce

budget.
Nos objectifs consistent k maintenir en

Ontario un climat favorable pour la crois-

sance 6conomique et la creation d'emplois
tout en offrant un niveau eleve de services

sociaux a tous les citoyens de la province, en

particulier aux personnes agees. Notre troi-

sieme objectif consiste a comprimer I'ampleur
du sccteur gouvememental.

Je propose ce soir un certain nombre de

reductions d'impot qui nous aideront a pro-
mouvoir la croissance et la prosp^rit^ de

rOntario. Les petites entreprises beneficieront

de mesures d'assistance d'une valeur de plus
de $50 millions, sous la forme d'un nouveau
credit d'imp6t k Tinvestissement, et I'impdt
sur le capital sera 6galement reduit et simpli-

fie. Un nouveau programme sera mis sur pied

pour encourager I'exploration miniere et le

nord de rOntario devrait en retirer des avant-

ages marqu6s. Je propose egalement certaines

reductions des taxes x>our encourager les

activit^s de reCherche et de mise au point, de

conversation de I'^nergie ainsi que I'industrie

touristique.

Au nombre des mesures importantes conte-

nues dans ce budget, il faut mentionner le

nouveau programme en faveur des retraites.

A partir de cet automne, le gouvemement
de rOntario versera aux peisonnes agees des

subventions directes pouvant atteindre $500
afin de compenser leurs d6bours6s pour les

imp6ts fonciers, Les retraites qui louent leur

logement seront Egalement admissibles k ce

programme. Les retraites toucheront Egale-
ment une nouvelle subvention pour la taxe

de vente et les prestations du Programme
de revenue annuel garanti de I'Ontario se-

ront enrichies. Au total, la valeur des mesures
d'assistance accord^es aux personnes ag^es
en Ontario augmentera de $75 millions.

Le gouvemement se soucie au plus haut

point de I'impact des taux d'int^ret ElevEs

sur les petites entreprises, les agriculteurs et

les propri^taires de residence. En mai, nous

deposerons un document de travail d6crivant

diverses solutions possibles en vue de r^gler
cette question d'importance majeure.

I would like now to discuss provincial-
local finance. Last year I announced a modest

5.4 per cent increase in transfers to local

governments. On that occasion I referred to

the obligation we all have as goverrmients to

contain the tax burden, to streamline and

restrain our spending and to accept full

responsibility for any tax increases we con-

sider necessary.
I am gratified, therefore, to advise the

members this evening that the local sector

has kept its 1979 spending growth to about

7.3 per cent even less than in 1978, in

spite of higher inflation. As a result, local

tax rates rose on average by only 6.4 per

cent, well below the rate of inflation and
the increase in average household income.

While sipending restraints at the local level

remain an important objective, the province

recognizes that current inflationary forces are

likely to cause local spending in 1980 to grow
more rapidly than in 1979. In order to mini-

mize pressures on local mill rates, the govern-
ment has decided in favour of a generous
increase in its support to the local sector.

Provincial transfers in 1980 will increase by
12.4 per cent over last year. Also, part of

this enriched package wiis transferred in

advance of the normal schedule, as part of

the province's 1979-80 spending, to reduce,
if not eliminate, the need for local govern-
ments to engage in short-tenn financing at

unusually high interest rates.

9:10 p.m.

With the large increase in transfers, I

expect local mill rates in 1980 will increase

at even less than the modest rate in 1979. On
this basis, I estimate that property taxes on

average will decline this year from 2.6 per
cent to 2.4 per cent of household income.

I urge the local sector to continue fro

exercise the discipline displayed in recent

years by keeping spending growth as low as

possible. In this way, the benefits of our

combined eff^orts will be passed on to the

taxpayers.
As the members are aware, in 1979 the

assessment equalization factors were unfrozen

for the first time in a decade. As a result, a

very large number of mimicipalities were at

risk of financial setbacks. The government
decided, therefore, to develop an interim

policy for 1980 under which the beneficial

result of these factors was modified for some

municipalities and potential losses were eflFec-

tively cushioned for all others.

Under the new regime of annually up-
dated equailization factors, a new set of

factors wall be developed by mid-1980 for

1981. I have already set in motion the neces-

sary research in order to assess the need for

further refinements or changes in the 1980
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policy for implementation next year. It is

expected that appropriate annomicements of

any such changes will be made upon publica-
tion of the new factors. If at all feasible,

these pohcy annoimcements will also contain

greater certainty as to the government's
direction for subsequent years.

Turning briefly to the area of federal-

provincial finance, I am pleased to see a

growing recognition by most other govern-
ments in Canada of the need to stabilize

public sector growth. This is vital to the

health of the nation. Looking ahead, devel-

opments in energy pricing could greatly

disrupt the economic and fiscal balance among
the regions of Canada. Budget paper A de-

monstrates that growing fiscal disparities will

occur between the oil^and-gas-producing

provinces and the other provinces imless

current revenue-sharing arrangements are

thoroughly revised. In particular, the federal-

provincial revenue equalization program
needs immediate review.

All provinces in Canada, with the excep-
tion of British Coltmibia, Alberta and On-

tario, rely on a redistribution of wealth from
other regions. Ontario taxpayers contribute

substantially to this essential fiscal redistribu-

tion. None of the recipient provinces could

opt out of this federal system without incur-

ring grave immediate financial losses. It is

Ontario's opinion that if this basic feature of

revenue sharing among the regions of

Canada is to be preserved, a major item on

the agenda of our Confederation in the 1980s

must be the renegotiation of the equalization

program.
Before summarizing my fiscal plan for

1980, I would like to review briefly the 1979
fiscal year. While we permitted spending
increases of $267 million on regular ministry

programs, this was more than offset by our

careful management of expenditiures, which

yielded savings of $293 million. For this, the

credit goes to my colleague, the Honourable

George McCague, Chairman, Management
Board of Cabinet.

There were a number of unusual and

nonrecurring expenditure items which re-

sulted in expenditures exceeding the original

budget target. We accelerated certain pay-

ments, totalling $217 million, to school

boards and mimicipalities in order to mini-

mize their interim financing needs and thus

reduce their interest costs. Expenditures were
also increased last year to allow for special

payments to Ontario Hydro for parkway belt

west lands, to provide assistance to farmers

who suffered tobacco crop losses, and to as-

sist communities that were affected by the

Woodstock tornado and spring flooding.

In sum, 1979-80 expenditures were in-

creased by $297 million, but our revenue

performance for 1979-80 was outstanding.

Total revenues were $791 million above the

amount originally estimated. The bulk of

this, about $500 million, resulted from ad-

justments to payments from the federal gov-
ernment and higher-thon-anticipated corpora-

tion tax revenues. In all, even though we
allowed expenditures to increase, the provin-
cial deficit dropped to $659 ntiillion, a rediic-

tion of $494 milHon.

Turning to the 1980 fiscal year I would
like to deal with expenditures. For the past
five years the Ontario government has led

the way in Canada in improving eflBciency

in the delivery of public services. In 1975-76

provincial spending accounted for 17.2 per
cent of the gross provincial product in

Ontario. This year it will be 15.5 per cent.

The 1.7-percentage-point reduction translates

into $1.9 billion in the hands of the private
sector. These are resources that might other-

wise have been in the grip of government
had we not had the gumption to implement
the restraint program and stick with it.

Mr. S. Smith: What about this year?

Hon. F. S. Miller: My friend should realize

that we are going down, the feds are going

up; we cut staff, they add staff. We have

actually had a reduction of almost 5.000

people in the same period as the federal

government added 22,000 people.

Mr. Martel: You are creating unemploy-
ment, second to Ford.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Despite the success of

our efforts, one thing this government can-

not control is the dogged persistence of ex-

ternal inflationary pressures which continue

to have a capricious effect on the economy.
It has become apparent that while we have

made great strides in improving the efiBcienc)'

of program delivery, some provincial pro-

grams must receive additional funds if they
are to cope with inflation. While we remain

unshaken in our determination to strive for

even more efficiency in government, we

recognize the need to accommodate th^^e

inflationary pressures by easing funding

levels somewhat. There is no way we will

allow the high quality of public services in

Ontario to deteriorate.

Last year it became evident that health

services were beginning to experience strong

cost pressures which could not all be accom-

modated by further eflBciency measures.
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Mr. Breaugh: Would you read that again?
Would you repeat that?

Mr. Martel: A lot of pressure, Frank, but
we did it.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I must have the wrong
page in here, Mr. Speaker. I know you are
on our side, but not openly, please.

Mr. Foulds: How does a crow taste, Frank?

Mr. Martel: You didn't want to, but you
did.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. F. S. Miller: In 1979-80 the budget
of the Ministry of Health was increased

during the year by $71 million of which $60
milhon was earmarked for hospitals.

Mr. Warner: We did it.

Hon. F. S. Miller: In the new fiscal year
the Ministry of Health budget will be in-

creased by 11.4 per cent, an increase of

$487 million. This will include provision for

600 additional nursing-home beds, a gener-
ous increase in compensation for family
doctors, an additional $34 million for the

construction and renovation of hospitals, and
a 40 per cent increase in expenditures on
home-care services.

I would like to highlight briefly some
additional features-

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Frank, they are opposed
to health over there.

Hon. F. S. Miller: They are opposed to

everything over there. They are opposed to

sunshine, which this budget is. It's a sun-

shine budget, every 10 years.

Interjections.

9:20 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: Order. If the honourable
members don't want to listen, I am snre

our guests would be interested in what is

in the budget.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Transfer payments for

developmental programs to help the men-
tally retarded will be increased by 27 per
cent. School boards will receive a 20 per
cent increase in funds for special education.

Also, the budget for the day-care program
will be increased by 14 per cent in order to

help working mothers.

Turning now to the overall fiscal strategy,
this year I am projecting total revenues of

$16,172,000,000, an increase of $976 mil-

lion over 1979. This includes provision for

negotiations with Ontario Hydro to settle

the Pickering nuclear agreement and an

additional $10 million from provincial fees

and licences to recognize higher costs.

I am projecting exx)enditures of $17,121,-

000,000, an increase of $1,266,000,000 or

eight per cent. The resulting net cash re-

quirements will be $949 million. This is

somewhat more than the final figures for

last year's deficit. However, in a year of

economic uncertainty I believe it is appro-
priate to allow this pause in our deficit re-

duction strategy.

Interjections.

Hon. F. S. Millen Check with your ex-

pert the fact that I am double-counting a

couple of hundred million dollars before

you jump too fast, my friends; just chedc
first.

I woiJd like to call the attention of
members to our management of non-public
borrowing. This year available funds will

exceed provincial net cash requirements, a

situation that is likely to continue for at

least the next few years. There is always a
temptation to permit ongoing programs to

gobble up these ftmds. In my view, how-
ever, pension fimds should be invested in

a way that will ensure long-term benfits to

our economy.

Accordingly, this year the province will

m^e available about $500 million from the
Canada Pension Plan fund to Ontario Hy-
dro. This will provide Hydro with long-
term financing at competitive rates of inter-

est and will reduce its need to secure capi-
tal in the Canadian and the foreign bond
markets. I have also indicated in budget
paper C that we intend to initiate discus-

sions with all interested parties concerning
the development of a more independent in-

vestment policy for the Teachers' Superan-
nuation Fund.

We are now coming to the wrap-up.
The citizens of Ontario are hardworking
people. The support they give every day
to developing the economy of their prov-
ince is reflected in both our quality of life

and our sound financial position. With con-

trolled and modest growth in spending on
the development of essential services, this

government will ensure that maximum re-

sources are left in the economy and that we
do not contribute to inflation. Stability in

our major tax rates is an essential part of

the government's fiscal strategy. The divi-

dend flowing from the sound fiscal manage-
ment of the government of William G.

Davis is that I can annotmce that there

will be no tax increases in 1980-81.
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Monsieur le President, grace aux sages

politiques de gestion fiscale du gouveme-
msnt de monsieur William G. Davis—it's the

same in both languages—je peux annoncer

ce soir que nous ne procederons a aucune

augmentation de taxe cette ann^e.

In conclusion, the budget which I place

before you, Mr. Speaker, and the meml^rs

this evening will help us to meet the eco-

nomic and social needs of this province for

today and will provide a firm foundation for

economic prosperity and social progress

throughout the new decade of the 1980s.

It creates more job opportunities for yoimg
X>eople. It provides for a needed expansion
of our health-care system. It provides new
incentives for job-creating investment and

improved skill training. It provides new in-

centives for energy conservation. It opens

up a new source of capital for Ontario Hydro
which will help to achieve our long-term

energy goals. It combats inflation by holding
down the provincial deficit. It provides new
incentives for small business. It provides a

major increase in assistance to senior citizens.

And, Mr. Speaker, there will be no tax

increases in Ontario this year.

On motion by Mr. Nixon, the debate was

adjourned.

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

ONTARIO PENSIONERS PROPERTY
TAX ACT

Hon F. S. Miller moved first reading of

Bill 48, An Act to provide Property Tax
Assistance for Pensioners in Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, before

introducing the next bill, I should note that

two of my former colleagues, Messrs. White
and Allan are in the Speaker's gallery

tonight.

I might add that in looking back through
budgets of bygone days, I found in Mr.
Allan's budgets he always had more money
than he predicted, and he gave me a bit of

inspiration this year.

ONTARIO LOAN ACT

Hon. F. S. Miller moved first reading of

Bill 49, An Act to authorize the Raising of

Money on the Credit of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund.

Motion agreed to.

ONTARIO MINERAL EXPLORATION
PROGRAM ACT

Hon. F. S. Miller moved first reading of

Bill 50, An Act to provide Incentives for the

Exploration of Mineral Resources in Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. F. S. Miller moved first reading of

Bill 51, An Act to amend the Small Business

Development Corporations Act, 1979.

Motion agreed to.

RETAIL SALES TAX
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Maeck moved first reading of

Bill 52, An Act to amend the Retail Sales

Tax Act.

Motion agreed to.

CORPORATIONS TAX
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Maeck moved first reading of

Bill 53, An Act to amend the Corporations
Tax Act, 1972.

Motions agreed to.

GASOLINE TAX AMENDMENT ACT

iHon. Mr. Maeck moved first reading of

Bill 54, An Act to amend the Gasoline Tax

Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to.

INCOME TAX AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Maeck moved first reading of

Bill 55, An Act to amend the Income Tax
Act.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 9:34 p.m.
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The House met at 2 p.m.

Prayers.

CORRECTION OF NEWS REPORT

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point
of personal privilege due to a remark made
on CBE radio in Windsor on March 11. A
commentator stated that I w*as in Florida

studying drainage ditches in February on be-

half of the government of Ontario.

I want to assure the honourable members
of this House that I never have been on any

drainage committee during my term in the

Legislature. I have always unc'erstood that

water nms doKvnhill, so I am not charging
for my services.

STATEMENTS BY THE MINISTRY

FRENCH-LANGUAGE SCHOOL IN
PENETANGUISHENE

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am pleased, Mr.

Speaker, to inform the House that an agree-
ment has been reached on the question of

the Penetanguishene school situation.

The proposal agreed to calls for a separate

French-language secondary unit to be estab-

lished at the site of the Penetanguisihene

secondary school. This arrangement provides
for both a sharing of some facilities in the

existing high school building and the preser-
vation of a culturally secure educational

environment for the French-speaking
minority as per the ministry's statement on
March 6, 1980.

The facility to be constructed is a high-

quality modular structure which is used by
many school boards across the proWnce. It

will be ready for September 1980. The
Simcoe County Board of Education will

assume the full responsibility for administer-

ing the school, which will have a separate

French-speaking staff and administration as

per the government's original proposal.
The French Language Advisory Committee

and the Simcoe board have passed resohi-

tiong agreeing in principle. The French Lan-

guage Advisory Committee will meet with

parents this evening to confirm this commit-
ment. To advance the development of the

Thursday, April 24, 1980

new facilities and subsequent arrangements,

it has been agreed that a working party con-

sisting of members appointed by the board,

the French Language Advisory Committee
and the ministry, and chaired by ministry

representatives, will be established immedi-

ately.

The Simcoe county board and the French-

speaking and English-speaking communities

of Penetanguishene have shown considerable

restraint and care tlirough what has been a

difficult i)eriod for all of us. They have

throughout shown a genuine interest in

reaching an equitable resolution of the i>re-

vious impasse. I should like to say a -word

about the Minister of Education (Miss

Stephenson). Her dedication and determina*-

tion to find a fair solution that respected

local taxpayers' rights, the integrity of our

education system and minority language edu-

cation rights is a tribute not only to this

province but, if I may say so, to Canada.

To the Simcoe county board and the people
of Penetanguishene I offer my personal grati-

tude. There has been some unpleasantness
and difficulty to be sure. There has also

been much more common sense and under-

standing, qualities still of significant import-

ance to the future of this cormtry and basic

to this government's overall approach on
matter's of this nature.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker: While it is not normal to comment
on statements by the government, I woiJd

like to welcome, on the part of our party, the

fact that the Penetanguishene school situa-

tion has now been resolved to the satisfaction

of the people involved.

Mr. Speaker: You are quite right. It really

is not a point of order or a point of provilege.

DEATH OF R. W. McPHEE

Hon. Mr. Baetz: Mr. Speaker, it is my sad

duty to inform this House that early today
Mr. Robert William McPhee passed away as

a result of injuries he suffered in a traffic

accident last week.

Bob McPhee served Her Majesty and his

follow men with deep compassion and un-

failing integrity. Since March 1976 he had

been the executive director of the citizenship
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division of the Ministry of Culture and
Recreation. In that position he was a principal
architect of government poHcies and programs
designed to help foster greater human har-

mony. He devoted his life to that mission as

a United Church minister, as a high school

teacher, as an officer of the Ontario Human
Rights Commission, as adviser on Indian

affairs to a federal cabinet minister and,

finally, as a senior provincial official.

In a letter to the Ontario Human Rights
Commission in 1966 he wrote the following,

and I quote: "As a Christian minister I have
but one creed. He has sent me to proclaim re-

lease to the captives and recovering of sight

to the blind, to set at liberty those who are

oppressed." Bob McPhee lived that creed

and I know all honourable members will

want to join me in conveying to Mrs. McPhee
and the four McPhee children the deepest

sympathy of this House.

Mr. O'Neil: Mr. Speaker, as the critic for

culture and recreation I would also like to

express, on behalf of our leader, the members
of our party and those in our research staff,

our deepest sympathy at the death of Mr.

McPhee. I have been associated with him for

the last year or so, and on the many occasions

I have met with him he has been very help-
ful. I also know of his deep interest in the

province and the people whom the minister

mentioned. We would also like to add our

words of sympathy to his wife and his chil-

dren.

Mr. Grande: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

add to the remarks made by the Minister of

Cultiu-e and Recreation (Mr. Baetz) and the

Liberal critic, and to give, on behalf of the

New Democratic Party and as a member of

this Legislature who knew Mr. McPhee well,

our deep-felt condolences to his family. Mr.

McPhee was really and truly a devoted' civil

servant in this province. I would also like to

make the comment that, knowing Mr. McPhee
well, we had our differences but always those

differences were respected by himself and our-

selves on this side of the House because we
knew that those differences came from very
strong convictions that he maintained through-
out his life.

CHARGES AGAINST
COMPANY OFFICIALS

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, investigations
conducted by the Ontario Securities Com-
mission, assisted by the Ontario Provincial

Pohce and the Niagara Regional Police, have

resulted in Criminal Code charges against

Carlo A. Montemurro and Sandra Barmstone

of Niagara Falls and John Bentz of Millgrove,

Ontario.

The charges allege that the three defrauded

or stole or conspired to defraud or s-teal ap-

proximately $3.8 milHon invested by the

public in C and M Financial Consultants

Limited, a Niagara Falls-based mortgage
broker. Charges have also been laid against

Montemurro under the Securities Act.

2:10 p.m.

Mr. Montemurro was the president of C
and M Financial Consultants Limited, Re-Mor
Investment Management Corporation and
Cana Management Corporation Limited.

Until recently he was the president and
chief executive officer of Astra Trust, a Nia-

gara Falls-based federally incorporated trust

company with branch offices in Welland, St.

Catharines, Burlington, Hamilton and Water-

loo. He resigned from that position at the

end of March 1980. Ms. Barmstone was an

executive secretary employed in some of the

Montemiunro enterprises. Mr. Bentz was for-

merly manager of Astra Trust's Burlington
branch office.

The federal regulatory authorities have

been and continue to be monitoring closely

the activities of Astra Trust for the protection
of its depositors. I am informed by the gov-
ernment of Canada that the assets of Astra

Trust are sufficient to enable it to meet its

obligations to its depositors.

Re-Mor Investment Management Corpora-
tion appears to have been dealing in mortga-

ges, which are securities, without the neces-

sity of registration within the existing

exemptions under the Securities Act. Cana

Management Corporation Limited has the

power to trade through the same exemption
in the Securities Act.

In light of the extensive evidence devel-

oped by its staff concerning the activities of

Mr. Montemurro, the Ontario Securities

Commission has deemed it in the public in-

terest to issue a temporary order removing
this exemption from registration to both Re-

Mor and Cana. In addition, a temporary
order directs that all trading in the securities

of Re-Mor and Cana shall cease. These

orders are for 15 days, within which time

hearings must be convened.

Ontario Provincial Police investigations into

these matters and related companies are

continuing.

MUNICIPAL TERM OF OFFICE

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

report to the House today on a municipal
matter of general interest—the term of office

of mimicipal councils.
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In the course of our review of municipal
election procedures and our consideration of

major local government reviews, such as the

one for Metropohtan Toronto, the municipal
term of oflBce has emerged as an issue of

widespread concern.

In the past several years many municipali-

ties and municipal associations have re-

quested an extension of the present uniform

two-year term. At the same time, other

municipalities and expressions by the public
have urged the government to retain biennial

elections.

Those who favour a longer term have

argued that the issues confronting municipal-
ities today are increasingly complex and that

councils require more time in which to de-

velop and execute long term policies. Em-
phasis has been placed on the costs of

elections—running for them and the rimning
of them.

On the other hand, those who have en-

dorsed the present term have consistently

stressed the importance of the principle of

accountability of our local government insti-

tutions. There is a general appreciation of

the fundamental diflFerence in the nature of

our provincial and federal governing bodies,

which are held accountable by the cabinet

system and the presence of a formal opposi-

tion, and of our local governments, which are

held responsible primarily through the elec-

torate's recourse at the i>olls. The frequency
with which citizens can express an evaluation

of their local representatives through the

polls is thereby of crucial importance to the

health of our municipal institutions.

The government has weighed these issues

very carefully over the past several months.

We continue to believe that the present term

is adequate for all municipal councils to

execute their responsibilities and to serve the

needs and interests of their constituents. We
have concluded further that the municipal
electorate deserves the continued right to

evaluate the responsiveness and efiFectiveness

of their local representatives at a reasonable

interval. Therefore, for the present the gov-
ernment has decided to retain the uniform

two-year term of office for all municipalities

in Ontario.

I might add that we also believe, and the

position of the government is, that two-year
terms should not be achieved by municipali-
ties through the use of private bills in this

Legislature.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a

of personal privilege.

On March 24 I tabled in the Legislature

questions 38 to 42, inclusive, to the Ministry
of Natural Resources. I had hoped to have

had this information prior to April 18, as it

was a very important matter concerning my
riding.

On April 2 I received from the Minister

of Natural Resources (Mr. Auld) a letter that

stated: "Because of the volume of the mate-

rial involved in preparation of answers to

questions 38 to 42, we will require additional

time to siibmit our response. The final

answer will be ready on or before April 18."

On April 22 I received the responses to

questions 38 to 42. However, I found it very

strange to see, under the name of the deputy

minister, J. K. Reynolds, the date of April

1, 1980. It appears to me that this informa-

tion was available and was prepared to be

tabled in the House by April 1, 1980, as this

dated document shows.

I feel my privileges have been abused be-

cause I was unable to give my constituents

this very important information before the

very important day of April 18. I would ask

you, sir, if you would have a look at these

documents to see if the dates can be verified

and to see if my privileges and the privileges

of my constituents were abused.

iMr. Speaker: I will have a look at them.

CABLE TV EXPERIMENT

Mr. Speaker: Before we go on to question

period I would like to advise all honourable

members of the House that Canadian Cable-

systems Limited are conducting an experi-

ment on our behalf. We have a lot of, I

think they call it, extra foot-candles of i)Ower,

much more than what we are used to, and

more heat. It is strictly an experiment. The

question period today and tomorrow will be

going out live. They will be videotaping the

leadoff of the official opposition and the lead-

ofiF of the Ne^w Democratic Party on the

budget debate, and the Confederation de-

bate. So we ask for your indulgence and

your perseverance while we are conducting

this experiment.

ORAL QUESTIONS

AID TO PENSIONERS

Mr. S. Smith. Mr. Speaker, could the

Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller) explain why this

government has introduced a program which

ostensibly is to help pensioners but which

penalizes people who are at the very bottom

of the income scale? I refer, for instance, to

people who might be renting a room or
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premises for $75 a month and might have

no taxable income, having only their pension

to live on. Why will they now be receiving

about $120 less than in the previous system,

whereas the honourable member for

Stormont-Ehmdas-Glengarry (Mr. Villeneuve),

for iristance, will be receiving $500 more

than under the previous system?

Hon. Mr. Norton: How about the member
for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent)?

Hon. Mr. Davis: They both need it, and

so does the member for Yorkview (Mr.

Young). They all need it.

Mr. S. Smith: How did the Treasurer come

up with the idea of a system that puts extra

money into the program but penalizes the

people at the bottom of the income ladder

who are trying to get along on a meagre

pension in rented premises and helps those

at the top of the income ladder?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, the pro-

gram is quite specific in that it is trying, as

it should, to keep senior citizens in their own
or rented premises in this province rather

than forcing them to go into institutional

care or subsidized housing of some kind or

other. Also, the program we delivered be-

fore did not quite properly target on the tax

side.

We took measures that I believe most peo-

ple in this province would support. As a matter

of fact, I am almost tempted to suggest to my
colleagues that we be absent next Thursday

night to let the members find out just how
well we are supported' by the average Ontario

citizen.

Mr. S. Smith: Since the Treasurer did not

deign to answer the question as to why he

has helped the people at the top of the in-

come ladder at the expense of people at the

bottom of the income ladder, perhaps he will

consider answering that question when he

rises to answer the supplementary, assuming
he deigns to rise to answer the supplementary.

Interjections.

2:20 p.m.

Mr. S. Smith: I am sorry, I seem to be

bothering the Premier (Mr. Davis) in this re-

gard. I did not think he was yet getting the

$500, Mr. Speaker. Let him be patient; the

Premier's time will come.

Let me ask a question on behalf of those

who are in rented premises and who want to

know why they should receive less money
now than the people who may be earning

$30,000 or $40,000 or more. Can the Treas-

urer tell us how much more it is going to

cost the people of Ontario to pay for the

administration of the program so these cheques

can be sent out from the provincial govern-

ment twice a year? What is the additional

administrative cost over the existing program?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Is the Leader of the

Opposition opposed to it? I wonder. I bet he

is not. Tuesday night he said I was going to

keep him in power. One of the advantages of

the extra foot-candles in here is perhaps it

will make the honourable members over there

look brighter than they otherwise are.

Mr. S. Smith: If we waited for the Treas-

urer to illuminate us, rt would take a lot

longer.

Hon. F. S. Miller: We broke the compon-
ents of the Ontario tax credit into three dis-

tinct separate programs. One is assistance to

renters and home owners, not just home
owners. The renters get 20 per cent of their

rental value up to a maximum of $500. It's

not just the home owners. The second is a

$50 per capita direct grant in addition to that

to help defray sales tax. Third', if they are on

low income, they get a supplement of $10 per

person per month across the year under the

guaranteed annual income system, so that we
are able to adjust the program to each kind

of need.

There are a lot of hardworking citizens who
have retired in this province, who have met

their bills all their lives, who have a tiny

pension and who feel they too are entitled to

Ontario tax credits and we are going to help

them.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, as a supple-

mentary, is the Treasurer aware that there is

a group of senior citizens in this province who
will not be entitled to the new property tax

and rental grants because they do not happen
to have been entitled to the old age security?

Is the Treasurer prepared' to ensure that the

new property tax grants will be made avail-

able to those old people who come from

countries such as Portugal, the United States,

the United Kingdom, Germany, the Scandina-

vian countries and Holland, in order that they

too may be able to get the benefits which

will be given to other senior citizens in this

province?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, it is my
understanding that one of the assumptions

that is made—I double-checked this—is that

those people would receive nothing. They
will receive the standard Ontario tax credit

but they don't get the $110 senior citizen

bonus if they are not qualified for the old

age security. I think one could argue just the

same-

Mr. Laughren: That's wrong.
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Hon. F. S. Miller: Is the honourable mem-
ber saying I am wrong?

I don't think so, Mr. Speaker. One starts

on the assumption that there are certain

qualifying requirements even for 'an old age
security pension in this province, and there

are in this country, and also that there are

certain benefits that accrue from having been
a citizen of this country for a long time. We
have allowed the federal government to set

those standards and we have followed them,
but if these people live in this province and
are entitled as owners or renters of land

and property to have any Ontario tax credit,

they remain qualified for that under our

present plan. The whole difference is they
wouldn't get the $110 age differential that

used to exist in the old package.

Mr. Peterson: A supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Stripped of all the rhetoric,

would the Treasurer not agree that in his

program, in the name of imiversality, the

low-income, poor pensioner will get nothing

more, or marginally more, or even less in a
number of circumstances? Would he agree
that what he has done in the name of getting

his gi^ant checked out twace a year, is make
an unnaturally large transfer to the wealthier

pensioners? Those are the principal bene-

ficiaries of the Treasurer's program. Is that

not what it is all about?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I am sm^e,

arithmetic being what it is, that one can

come up iwith examples w'here there is a

decline. We checked that very carefully and
that is why the Gains route was taken. How-
ever, I have to tell you, Mr. Speaker, there

are a lot of people who will be getting a lot

more, because, as the honourable member
knows, in siun total 1 am paying $75 milhon
more. He knoWs that.

Mr. S. Smith: The E. P. Taylors and Osie

Villeneuves do not make less than $20,000 a

year income.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Fine. I hax>pen to be-

lieve that the E. P. Taylors or the Eddie
Sargents of this world do pay a pretty fair

share of tax through the normal routes.

Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question, if I can have the Treas^

urer's attention: There is an obvious dis-

crimination in the property tax grant be-

tween those immigrants who come from
countries that have agreements wdth Canada,
sulch as Italy and France, who qualify im-

mediately for the old age supplement, and

immigrants who come from countries that do
not have agreements with Canada and do
not qualify for OAS except after 10 years of

residence. Since the first group will be

eligible for the tax grant and the second

group wall not be eligible, will the Treasurer

change the legislation so that all senior

citizens resident in Ontario will be treated

the same way?
Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I tried to

explain they are not being rendered ineligible

for Ontario tax credit grants but only for the

part that was related to age. I know the

memiber is not criticizing my understanding
of it. I am only saying to him that there

has been a whole series of other federally
administered and Gains grant assistance pro-

grams that also were related to those agree-
ments.

We have allowed the federal government
to make what we thought was a reasonably
fair decision as to that eligibility and have
followed it in this program, knowing full

well that the old broad Stroke approach had
left a number of i>eople with very serious

problems in the province. We ha\'e a much
enriched and much better program in general
and we are maintaining the basic tax credit

for those people currently eligible for it.

SUDBURY TEACHERS' STRIKE

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, the Minister of

Education's (Miss Stephenson) statement to

the House some time ago on the Sudbury
strike indicated she had set herself some kind

of mental deadline. In view of the frustration

in virtually every segment of the Sudbury
community, shown by the support given to

the students who occupied the civic centre

and even by comments of the United Steel-

workers of America union that their support
for the teachers is wearing paper thin, does

the minister not feel the time has finally come
to take action to end this strike by compul-

sory arbitration?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, as I

said the other day I have set a date in my
own mind. When that date arrives I shall

notify the parties. There are negotiations re-

suming this afternoon in Sudbury between
the board and the teachers. I believe there

is a real possibility of a settlement in that

strike which can be achieved by negotiation.
That is the best kind of settlement in any
labour-management dispute.

The Education Relations Commission has

expert assistance ready and available for both

parties and they wall work through the night
or day in order to achieve a settlement. How-
ever, as I said, my patience is even thinner,
I gather, than the steelworkers' union. The
date that I have set is still there.
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Mr. S. Smith: I am sure the parties are

very concerned about this imaginary date

that the minister has in her own mind but

will not tell to anybody.
I would ask another supplementary on this

matter. Is the minister familiar with section

66(1) of the School Boards and Teachers' Col-

lective Negotiations Act, which states: "The

federation shall not, and no aflBliate or branch

affiliate shall call or authorize or threaten to

call or authorize an imlawful strike"? If she

is familiar vnth that section, in which light

does she regard the resolution by the Ontario

Secondary School Teachers' Federation threat-

ening illegal study sessions in the event that

this House were to bring an end to the strike,

and certain statements by members of the

OSSTF and Ontario Teachers Federation?

Does she not see those as threats to call un-

lawful strikes? If she does, what is she going

to do about it?

2:30 p.m.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: The answer to the

first question is yes, I am. The answer to the

second question is "with grave concern." The
answer to the third question is I do believe

what the honourable leader says is so, that it

is a threat that has to be considered very

seriously, and that is precisely what I am
doing at the present time.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if

the minister would take the Leader of the

Opposition (Mr. S. Smith) aside and explain

very slowly and carefully to him that every

time the issue is raised in this chamber it

reduces the chances of a negotiated settlement

in Sudbury, which everybody wants.

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
not sure that I should answer that question.

Mr. S. Smith: By way of supplementary,
and expressing, as I must, a certain degree
of surprise that after some 50 days during
which the children are without education,

their education is being jeopardized and they

may not be able to get on to higher educa-

tion, finally we have heard from a member
from Sudbury on this matter; I certainly con-

gratulate him for learning that there is a

strike in the area-

Mr. Speaker: Do you have a question?

Mr. S. Smith: Mr. Si>eaker, my question is

what precisely—since we know what my friend

from Sudbury would have said if manage-
ment had somehow transgressed the act—does

the minister intend to do about what appears
to be a transgression of the act by the teach-

ers* federation?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: I intend to follow

the law as it is at present established.

Mr. Cunningham: A final supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker: I would like to ask

the minister how it is that we can be re-

quired to legislate a conclusion to the

Toronto strike after 38 days of missed classes

when in this instance 50 days have been
missed and nothing is being done?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, I am
sorry. I really cannot provide a logical

answer to that question since I was not

minister at the time that strike took place.

INTEREST RATES

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Treasurer (Mr. F. S. Miller)

arising out of the budget on Tuesday night.

In the section of the budget that dealt with

the problems of home owners facing mort-

gage renewals this year the Treasurer said,

and I quote, "With the co-operation of all

members and the federal government, I am
confident that we can effectively come to

grips wdth this issue." Would the Treasurer

not agree that the group of home owners to

whom mortgage assistance should be

primarily directed is those with a family in-

Come of less than $25,000 a year and, in

particular, the home owners in this group
who are having to pay more than 30 per
cent of their income in mortgage payments
as a result of renewals?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

disagree with the comments the honourable

member has made, that is that we need a

selective group of people for whom the

burden of mortgage interest is greater than

a percentage of their income. I cannot

qualify that as exactly $25,000 a year, or

necessarily 30 per cent. The 30 per cent

hiais been pretty well accepted as the miaxi-

mum a family can afford for the total

occupancy cost, so I have no quarrel with

that statistic.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question,

Mr. Speaker: In the budget section on in-

terest rates and farmers, the government
indicated it is prepared to take independent

action, if necessary, to assist the farming

commimity in Ontario to overcome its prob-

lems with the increases in interest rates. Is

the government also prepared to undertake

independent action, if necdssary, to help

home owners who are facing hardships be-

cause of mortgage renewals in Ontario?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, first, we
never said we were not; we simply said that

problem should be tackled by the federal

government, and we were getting our facts

ready.
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The reason for differentiating the farm com-

munity was that if one looks across Canada
one will see there is a whole series of pro-

grams for farm assistance at the provincial

level, which is why we needed to take a
look at the comparabiHty of Ontario's pro-

grams with others, to see if they could be
differentiated.

Mr. Sargent: The Premier (Mr. Davis) has

directed me to make sure the questions are

penetrating questions. Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question regarding the interest pay-
ments. I asked the Premier the other day if

he would grant a $339-million interest-free

loan to the home owners, the small business-

men and the farmers of Ontario on the same
terms as he gave it to Denison Mines Lim-
ited and Preston Mines Limited—a $339-
million interest-free loan over 40 years.

Would the Treasurer and Minister of Eco-

nomics tell us why in his budget he cannot

give them the same treatment?

Hon. F. S. Miller: We have never said what
we will not do. I think that is clear. It is a

little frustrating to have seen this province

go through five years of belt-tightening to

bring our whole budgetary spending side into

some kind of order and to watch the senior

level of government totally ignore the reali-

ties of the marketplace, and then not be able

to. My friend, who stood on the platform and

supported them is the first to duck for cover

and he is dtoing it now, trying to cut the um-
bilical cord that attaches him to his federal

leader. And he knows it.

Mr. Cassidy: I think the Treasurer is sug-

gesting that the leader of the Liberal Party
of Ontario should talk to his federal col-

leagues and tell them to take action on inter-

est rates.

My supplementary is directed to the Treas-

urer of Ontario. In meeting with the Ontario

Federation of Agriculture yesterday, we
understand that the federation was told that

the cabinet would' meet again with the

federation next Tuesday and that action would
be forthcoming to help farmers affected by
the increase in interest rates. Are the Treasurer

and the government prepared to act with

equal urgency with respect to the problem
faced by home owners whose mortgages are

being renewed at this time?

Hon. F. S. Miller: I think there were a

couple of extensions of fact there, not neces-

sarily—

Mr. Breithaupt: Be careful or youll lose

the support of your friends.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I wouldn't lose them.

You couldn't lose them. They are really loyal

friends.

Mr. Breithaupt: The member for Windsor-

Riverside (Mr. Cooke) isn't your friend. He'll

vote for you, but he doesn't have to like you.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have got more hawks
than doves buttons here. Who is ior what

today? I have had it on ofiBcial notice that

the member for London North (Mr. Van

Home) is a dove.

Mr. Speaker: Meanwhile, back to the ques-
tion period.

Hon. F. S. Miller: I would like to point out

that what was said yesterday—and I think it

was quoted accurately in the Globe and
Mail today—was that no promises were made
at that meeting. But we showed real concern

and a willingness to work as fast as possible,

probably in advance of the date, May 15,

because of the particular problems of spring

planting as they affect the farm community.
The meeting the member is talking about

was not with cabinet. It was at the request
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Henderson), who offered to meet with the

Ontario Federation of Agriculture at 9 a.m.

on Tuesday, and he invited me to be there

if I could. I have to tell the members opposite

we are doing our best to have more up-to-

date information. I asked several questions

of them yesterday. In their opinion, should

a program be universal? Should there be

some kind of qualification in terms of the

needs? Should it be age-weighted? Should

it be for all farmers or only those making
food? If it is for food' farmers, should it be

only for those who are not in marketing
boards? Those kinds of questions I think are

vaHd questions, and I think we can learn from

the experience.

Mr. Peterson: Mr. Speaker, in view of the

fact that interest rates probably are de-

clining, and we see some evidence of that,

is it the minister's strategy to wait until this

problem solves itself, in the meantime leaving

behind it a trail of foreclosed mortgages,

bankrupt businesses and deserted farms? Is

that his strategy: wait and let it go away of

its own accord?

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, is the mem-
ber for London North talking for the family
business when he says that? He is not doing
that to his friend's.

No, this government is not, but I think

one also has to recognize, and I am sure my
colleagues opposite are aware of, the impli-

cations of an open-ended interest support

program. It can virtually bankrupt not only a
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province, but also a country. One of the

interesting things that was said at the federal

level is "first-in, never-out." That was the

way the member's federal Liberal colleagues

defined the mortgage interest program.

2:40 p.iii.

BILINGUAL KINDERGARTEN
PROGRAMS

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Minister of Education (Miss

Stephenson). Is she in the vidngs? If so, I

will wait for a second until she comes,

Mr. Speaker: You can only ask questions

of ministers who are present.

Mr. Cassidy: I never knew the Minister of

Education could actually disappear like that.

Mr. Speaker: Do you have a question for

a minister who is present?

Mr. Cassidy: I do, Mr. Speaker. I will ask

the question of the Premier (Mr. Davis).

Now that the Premier and the cabinet

clearly have stepx>ed in and overruled the

Minister of Education and thereby ensured a

settlement—which we welcome—of the sec-

ondary school situation for the Franco-

Ontarian community at Penetanguishene,
would the Premier likewise undertake to step

in with regard to the situation of full-day

kindergarten programs which are threatened

with closure in September because of grant

regulations being enforced by the Minister of

Education?
Given the specific fact that in Ottawa-

Carleton a full-day kindergarten program in

the Ottawa Roman Catholic Separate School

Board is a vital first step towards the most

successful program of bilingual education

anywhere in Canada, would the government
ensure that full-day program will be con-

tinued and other full-day programs like it

will be continued as another of Ontario's

contributions to the cause of national unity?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, just to set

the record straight: While I am never pre-

pared to —
Mr. Swart: They got the Premier's inter-

pretation.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly, it is my inter-

pretation. I have news for the member for

Welland-Thorold (Mr. Swart). My interpreta-

tion is usually far more accurate than his in

nine cases out of 10, mainly because I am
usually there and he is not.

In answer to the rather negative and, I

say with respect, somewhat cynical preamble
to the question

—
Ms. Gigantes: Answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can understand the

growing interest of the member for Carleton

East (Ms. Gigantes) in all-day kindergartens
and day-care centres. I congratidate her. I

only wish more of her colleagues
—

Mr. Speaker: What has that got to do with

the question?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there is no

question the member for Carleton East is

going to have an interest in all-day kinder-

gartens.

Mr. Speaker: I don't think that has any-

thing to do wdth the original question.

Ms. Gigantes: On a point of personal privi-

lege, Mr. Speaker: I have always been in-

terested in full-day kindergarten programs.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, so have I—
but five times more than the honourable

member.

Mr. Peterson: When is the Premier giving

birth to his sixth? His vest is getting a little

tight.

Hon Mr. Davis: The member for London

Centre told me the other day it was getting

loose.

Mr. Speaker, I want to make this quite

clear: I know we play a few games in this

House, but the cabinet in this province did

not overrule the Minister of Education. With

respect to the discussions in Penetanguishene,

she has been responsible for a number of

suggestions. We are all very thankful for her

leadership and commitment to this. Last

evening the proposal which was put, and

incidentally accepted by the board and the

French Language Advisory Committee, will

provide a workable solution.

With respect to the question of all-day

kindergartens, I will wait until the Minister

of Education returns and refer that question

to her.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the Premier possibly

explain how it is that the government intends

to carry out a study of full-day kindergartens

to see whether it is justified to have them

when there will be no full-day kindergartens

in the Ontario environment to studv while

the study is going on, because before the

study is undertaken the government has

withdrawn the funding and therefore they

will have to be shut?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can answer that ques-

tion very easily. We have done a number of

studies on potential programs or on altera-

tions to programs in the educational field

\vhen those programs did not exist. Heavens

above, we studied the community college

program for two or three years. We were
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not studying any prototypes here in this

province.

Interjections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The Leader of the Op-
position is interrupting again, Mr. Speaker.
Am I to ignore him?

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is not bad advice.

I would say that does not appear to me
to be a technical problem. I also suspect
there will be kindergartens which will be

available for study.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, can the

Premier tell me if his government is bound

by a commitment made by a minister of the

government which was stated in these terms:

"A total immersion kindergarten program,

full-day, would be viewed differently. That

would not be viewed as part of this general

program I am talking about. We would not

impose a limitation on a person wanting to

start an all-day French immersion kinder-

garten as part of an immersion program in

French as a second language ..." That
commitment v^^as made by the then Minister

of Education (Mr. Wells) on May 3, 1978. Is

this government bound by that commitment
or is it not?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

reply to the honourable member by 'asking,

are the Liberal members bound by the

things they say? If they are, they apparently
have every right to change their minds on

just aibout every policy they enunciate. Cer-

tainly government has the right to change a

point of view in general terms. I am not

referring to that specific matter. The mem-
ber is asking me if government has the right

to change its mind or its point of view. The
answer to that is yes. We do not have nearly
as much experience at that as the Liberal

members have on every single policy issue

they enunciate.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order: The Minister of Education came in

at a time when it was not possible to redirect

to her. Is it i>ossible to redict a supple-

mentary to her now that she is here?

Mr. Speaker: No. You had an opportimity
to raise the matter with the Premier, who
was here.

ACCESS TO WATERFRONT
Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to direct a question to the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Auld). It has been
indicated in the daily newspapers that the

Ministry of Natural Resources will be intro-

ducing a new policy that will allow lakefront

cottage owners in Ontario to purchase road

allowances on open shoreline in front of

their cottages. Is the ministetr aware that

the implementation of this unjust and dis-

criminating policy would deprive every On-

tario citizen of access to lakes and rivers in

Ontario? Will the Legislature have the a^
portunity to debate the minister's policies?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I should

point out first that in about two thirds of

southern Ontario there is no such reservation

around the borders of lakes. It is only in

those areas surveyed after 1870, I believe it

was, that this allowance was kejyt.

There are t?wo matters of concern. One is

the allowances around the perimeter of the

lake, and the other is the allowances that

lead to the water. To have some sort of

equity around the province, for years the

ministry opposed the closing of those

perimeter allowances where they existed. In

those areas where they did not exist there

was no problem. The problem as set out in

the press release is that many people have

constructed on these allowances. We are pre-

pared to sell those that are on crovm land

to them for a fixed fee on the cost of survey.

Those in organized municipalities actually

are the property of those municipalities.

What we have said is that we will no longer

oppose their closing if the mimicipality in

its vwLsdom feels that they should be closed

and the property sold to the person who was

Occupying the adjacent property. The road

allowances to the lakes will still exist; so

there will be access.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, since the Can-

adian Press dispatch of the interview with

Mr. Morton was fairly well publicized across

the province and contained a lot of detailed

information that may have been somewhat

confusing in its entirety to the average reader,

would the minister make available to mem-
bers of the House a copy of whatever the

proposed framework might be so that we will

be able to respond to questions from our

constituents which I am quite sure nearly

all of us will be receiving? I have received

two in the last two days alone.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I will be happy to do that,

Mr. Speaker, and I would suggest, because I

believe it was both in the release and in the

press statement, that for detailed information

we suggest the people go to the ministry dis-

trict office that covers the area in question

where full details will be available and we
will be delighted to assist.

2:50 p.m.
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JOB CREATION PROJECTS
Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Treasurer, concerning his budget.
Since the Treasurer himself predicts that

there is only going to be 0.3 per cent real

growth and imemployment is going to go up
to more than seven per cent this year, and'

since there are more than 20,000 people out

of work in the auto industry alone, why did

the Treasurer not include in his budget any
full-time job-creation projects?

Hem. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I think we
did have some full-time job-creation projects,

in the sense that the Employment Develop-
ment Fund is doing just that.

Let us understand the difference between
a provincial role and a federal role in the

question of the job market. In the one case,

the federal government has the responsibility,

in the main, for the short-term assistance of

people who are out of work and who have

earned, through the unemployment insurance

system, the right to certain benefits. Failing

those, the province and the municipalities
have a responsibility. That dbes not in any
way lessen our concern.

Our job is to try to encourage the overall

growth of employment in the province. We
thought we did it in the budget by a lot of

assistance to small business, which in our

opinion is creating a very large percentage
of the total new jobs created in this province,

through $50 million worth of assistance to

those small industries. Secondly, we did this

by having an Employment Development Fund
to assist in the establishment of new enter-

prises or the improvement of existing ones.

Lastly, and perhaps most important of all,

we did this by having an attitude and an

environment in Ontario that make people
trust this as a place to locate.

Mr. Laughren: Did the Treasurer read

reports of the remarks of the president of

Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited,

Mr. Bennett, that full employment would not

return to the auto industry for between one
and two years? Is the Treasurer prepared to

sit there, with 20,000 people out of work in

the auto industry, to wart for those one to two

years and to do nothing but write letters to

the federal government?

Hon. F. S. Miller: No. In fact, I am satis-

fied we will see a number of areas where
there will be job opportunities as well. I think

we both accept the fact that the only solution

to the auto trade problem right now is sales.

There are other areas in which I think On-
tario has many opportunities.

For example, in the $2 billion stimulated

so far in investment in Ontario because of

the Employment Development Fund, the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism has care-

fully pursued Canadian content to make sure

that Canadian content is purchased in On-
tario. I think the success rate is in the 85 to

95 per cent range with the pulp and paper

procurement. That is a great deal. That, to

me, is a very important part of job stimula-

tion.

I would hope we will see other industries,

such as the aircraft industry, being stim-

ulated by the F-18 contract; in fact, Ontario

is going to benefit handsomely from that. I

would hope we would make siure the people
of this province are ready for that oppor-

tunity, and we would work with anyone who
wants us to establish that.

In addition, I think we are standing at the

threshhold of a whole series of new oppor-

tunities in new technology-Jfibre optics, for

example, and telecommunications—things

where in many instances this province and

people in this province lead in technology.

Those are areas we have to work on too.

Mr. Sweeney: Mr. Speaker, in the light

of the unemployment situation in this prov-

ince, how does the Treasurer reconcile the

contradiction in his budget statement, which

says on page five, "In light of the success of

the [Employment Development Fund] in its

first year of operation, I intend to continue

this program," and on page six, where he

indicates he is going to spend $5 million less

this year than he did last year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I thought they didn't

want us to spend any.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Yes. It is curious, is it

not? Mr. Speaker, the leader of the Liberal

Party has been lambasting me for weeks,

telling me I was giving aw*ay money for no

benefit. The member for Kitchener-Wilmot

(Mr. Sweeney) now is telling me I am not

spending enough money.
IThe fact remiains that when I brought out

the program last year I said it was a one-

year program. It took some time for the

industries of this province to gear up to

apply for it. Therefore, obviously, the money
could not be disbursed in the first year, even

though we made commitments and payments

of close to $170 million in the course of the

year. If I recall the figures, there are $42.5

million of commitments already made that

will be disibursed in t^e present fiscal year.

Is that correct? Does the member not get

that figure?

Mr. Sweeney: No.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Well, that is so. The

money disbiu-sed last year, $130 million,
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plus the $40 milUon carried forward, were
commitments for what was to be a one-year

program.
The economy dictates that we carry it on,

and we are doing so. Frankly, we will see

new jobs created immediately in the con-

struction phase and, in the long term, in the

manufacturing phase.

USE OF CEMETERIES

Mr. J. Johnson: Mr. Speaker, my question
is for the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. Recent press reports re-

garding the proposed changes to the Ceme-
teries Act have caused deep concern to many
of my constituents. They are very strongly

opposed to cemeteries being used for any
purpose other than that for which they were

originally planned.
In view of the concern expressed by my

constituents, would the minister please assure

me that cemeteries will not be used for

recreational purposes?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, last year
when the Ontario Association of Cemeteries
asked me to update and modernize the

Cemeteries Act, a request was put forward

by them that some of the restrictive regula-
tions governing cemeteries be eased. Tliere

was a concern that cemeteries had become
somewhat isolated from the rest of the com-

munity and were in a rather static land-use

situation.

I would impress upon the House that this

is a very sensitive area. At that time I sux)-

pose I paid the penalty for being my usual

nice self. I said, "All right." I agreed that

there would be changes in any updating of

the Cemetaries Act that would ease those

all-too-restrictive regulations. Unfortunately,
there were some whimsical iiewspaper stories

written and the imipression was given that

the fifth race at Greenwood was going to

be run across the cemeteries every afternoon.

I have vvTitten many letters. Some of the

people gigghng and so forth today are people
who asked me somewhat anxiously a couple
of months ago to write to their constituents

and to their cemetery boards that there would
be no change in the all-inclusive prohibition

against recreational uses in cemeteries in this

province.

Mr. Hodgson: Mr. Speaker, some weeks
back I had delegations in from the monument
manufacturers and dealers, and the florists,

in regard to the change they thought was

coming in the new Cemeteries Act amend-
ments. They felt it was very unfair that they
would have to pay taxes and the cemetery

boards would not have to. Is the minister

going to make those changes?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, it is my
understanding that there was some concern

in the regulatory operations that we intended

to license or restrict the operations of monu-
ment dealers, florists or others associated

with the funeral industry. That was never

the case. The prohibition in the Cemeteries

Act is that the cemetery cannot insist upon
other services—^monuments, floral decora-

tions, et cetera—as a condition prior to ob-

taining a plot. The act is very specific. When
one goes to buy a plot in a cemetery, ancil-

laries caimot be put in as prerequisites for

buying a plot.

3 p.m.

The business of cemetery oi)erators is the

provision of plots. If they provide additional

services, that is something that is within the

discretion of the customer to buy or not to

buy. The prohibition is very specific. When
one goes to buy a grave site, he cannot be

told if he wants to have a grave site he must

do the following one through 10. Either they
offer for sale a grave site or we will close up
the cemetery.

Mr. Blundy: Mr. Speaker, am I to take it

from the remarks that the Minister for Con-

sumer and Commercial Relations made ini-

tially on the first question that section 61

(l)(c) is going to be deleted or it is not going
to be deleted? Is that clause going to be

changed?

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I thought I

made that clear. The sanctions in the exist-

ing Cemeteries Act will be included in any
new Cemeteries Act. There wall be no dele-

tions, no change, nothing.

ESSEX EXPLOSION

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs. Is the minister aware that oflBcials of

the Ontario Development Corporation now
have met with business people in the town
of Essex with regard to their financial losses

from the February natmal gas explosion and

that they advised the merchants they could

only provide money at 11.5 per cent interest?

They also advised merchants that unless the

area was designated a disaster area they
could not allow them the six per cent rate.

In other words, their information is that un-

less it is designated ODC would have to

charge them the full interest rate.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am aware
of that. That was the decision I indicated to

my friends here in the House last week when
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the question was asked. The Ontario Devel-

opment Corporation was to talk to the people
who were having some diflBcuIties in Essex
and see what arrangements could be made.

They have made what are, I guess in their

view, the normal arrangements that could be
made there. I really cannot add anything
more to that.

Mr. Huston: Maybe the Minister of Indus-

try and Tourism (Mr. Grossman) might be
able to help us on this. Is the minister aware
that one quarter of the town businesses are

completely out, not operating and are blown
up, and that until these business places can
be rebuilt the whole town is suffering con-

siderably? If they could obtain money at a
lower interest rate at least to build their

buildings, they could then get back into

business.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am aware of all that, of
course. There is a lot of insurance involved
in this particular area. I would believe that

in some of these cases the insurance com-

pany, as well as reimbursing for the losses,

peAaps would include the amount of interest

that has to be x>aid for quick availability of

money.

Maybe that is a possibility. We do not

really know; so we asked the Ontario Devel-

opment Corporation people to go in and talk

to those people. They are going to make a

report to my colleague the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism. Based upon what he
decides from that report, he will make up his

mind whether that is all that can be sug-

gested for this area. At this point, that is all

we have decided upon. There are no low-
interest loans available.

TOILET TISSUE

Mr. Swart: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

put a question to the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations (Mr. Drea). I do
not see him in the wings; so I will put it to

the Premier (Mr. Davis). My question con-
cerns the continuing ripoff of the consumers
on bathroom tissue—and that is not only
when it is perforated, I might say.
Does the Premier know that his Minister

of Consmner and Commercial Relations,
under questioning by my colleague the mem-
ber for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) and myself
last October 31, said, and I quote from page
J-334 of the justice committee Hansard:
"Mr. Swart, in order to clear the air on toilet

tissue, which seems to vary from day to day,
I will have our dhief economist complete an

in-depth investigation. It will take some time
but I will send you the results of that before
the next session commences, Mr. Swart."

Then, when I asked that he consult me, he
said yes, the economist would consult me on
this matter.

Perhaps the Premier would explain why the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions has broken that commitment. He has

made no report, and he has not even con-

tacted me. Does the Premier not think that

if he did any investigation it would perhaps

justify the charge of ripoffs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will not

touch that question. I will refer it to the min-

ister, who has returned, and I am sure he

will have a very excellent answer for the

honourable member.

Mr. Swart: Perhaps by way of supple-

mentary to the minister concerned, if I can

redirect it, Mr. Speaker—I hope he did hear

the original question.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The original question
was in four parts. The Premier said he would
be happy to refer it to the appropriate min-

ister. Is the memlber interested in getting a

response to it or isn't he?

Mr. Swart: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I understood

that report had been conveyed to the mem-
ber. I will check. It is my understanding that

it had been done. I know I have read the

report. I will make sure it is in his hands.

Mr. Swart: Will the minister do an in-

vestigation to explain why this four-padc of

toilet tissue costs $1.47 here in Toronto and

elsewhere in Ontario and why this other fotu"-

pack of toilet tissue sells for 99 cents to $1.09

in the United States? Both packs of toilet

tissue are made by the E.B. Eddy Company
of Canada Limited, and both are of the same

quahty.
Witii forest product industry profits 60 i)er

cent higher than they were last year, and

profits of the supermarkets are up sharply

too, how can he justify a 13 per cent increase

in the retail price of the bathroom tissue in

Ontario in the last nine months?

Is he aware that not only has the price

risen substantially, but also the weight of

tissue in the E.B. Eddy packages is less now
than it was nine months ago?
Does he not think that all these things

combined ought to make him give some real

protection to the consumers? If he does not,

he ought to be flushed out of oflBce.

Hon. Mr. Drea: I will look into the matter,

as I did last year.
On the question of protecting the con-

sumer in the province, I realize it is Thurs-

day and the honourable member usually pulls

these stunts on Fridays to get his picture in
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the paper. But last Saturday, because of a

stunt that was pulled in here without any

adequate preparation, virtually the entire

annual conference of the Consumers' Associa-

tion of Canada-Ontario, was very badly dis-

rupted by the stance of the member for

Welland-Thorold (Mr. Swart) on the ques-
tion of enforcement of standard's, which were
under the jurisdiction of the federal govern-
ment until some court cases raised some
doubt.

3:10 p.m.

I do not mind answering the member for

Welland-Thorold—in fact, I have told him on

many occasions that I welcome any queries

about consumer products and so forth—and I

am perfectly prepared to reply to him. But

when we get into the area of consumer pro-

tection, particularly when this province has

the backing of the consumers' association, not

just of Ontario, but of Canada, which are

very gravely concerned about the stance of

the member for Welland-Thorold, at a time

when there is a grey area in this, I would

hope the questions involving consumer prod-
ucts are brought forward with the best of

intentions so the consumer market will remain
an orderly and a fair one.

TOWNSEND SITE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. G. I. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Housing (Mr.

Bennett). In view of the fact that housing is

moving very slowly in the region of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk, particularly in the city of

Nanticoke, and in view of the fact that the

Stelco Incorporated development now is al-

most on stream, would the minister consider

reviewing the pace at which the Townsend
town site mig'ht proceed? Only this morning
I had a call from a developer, indicating he
had' 425 homes at 12.5 per cent mortgages
and was only moving one or two every other

week.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the Minis-

try of Housing, through tlie Ontario Land
Corporation, has the development of Town-
send under constant review. Just a day or

two ago I responded to the former Liberal

leader's question that was put on the Order

Paper regarding the number of lots that we
will bring on stream over the next 18 months
or thereabouts. If there is an indication that

some of the things are in a downside in the
Nanticoke area, we will review it. But we
have inquiries from at least 20 or 30 indi-

vidual developers in that area in anticipation
of purchasing some of the lots that will be

brought on stream.

Mr. G. I. Miller: Would the minister give
serious consideration to making a priority of

installing the water line into Jarvis and

Hagersville, where it is very badly needed?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We indicated very

clearly to the regional council in that area the

exact time frame in which we intended to

install the water lines to the other adjacent
commimities. I see no reason to advance that

at this time because of some planning prob-
lems—as the honourable member knows, some
of them are environmental. We will bring
them on stream at the time we indicated.

Mr. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, can the minister

tell us, even though those lots in the Town-
send area apparently are subsidized how many
have been sold?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to get that information. 1 do not have
the letter with me.

Mr. Nixon: Are any sold?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Yes, some have been
sold.

xMEDICAL CONFERENCE
Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion for the Minister of Health. Will the minis-

try be participating in the Ontario Medical

Association nonparticipating physicians' sec-

tion seminar this Saturday at the Westbury
Hotel on the successful opted-out practice?

Is the minister pleased with the content of

that seminar, wliich will cover the collec-

tion of accounts, billing systems, personnel

policies, scheduhng of appointments, control

of telephone time and the prevention of

embezzlement?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, I think

the member read very well from the latest

edition of the Ontario Medical Review.

Mr. Breaugh: I appreciate the comment. I

do read reasonably well. I do not think the

question of whether or not the ministry was

participating was a particularly difficult one,

but I accept that the minister had a problem
with it.

Is the minister pleased' that the keynote

speaker is from the American Medical Asso-

ciation and that the head of the nonpartici-

pating physicians' section estimates that he

hopes to get at least 100 physicians to that

particular seminar?

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: It is a matter for the

individual physicians who participate in any
such seminar. It is no different from tiie

honourable member bringing somebody from

the British Labour Party to speak to one of

his conferences.
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FRENCH-LANGUAGE SCHOOL
IN PENETANGUISHENE

Mr. G. Taylw: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Education (Miss

Stephenson). Considering the statement made
by the Premier (Mr. Davis) today on the

Penetanguishene school question, in the pro-

posal and the agreement will there be con-

sideration of construction of a permanent
structure at a later date, if sufficient students

arrive at the French-language instructional

units to use these quality modular structures

over the next few years?

Hon. Miss Stephenson: Mr. Speaker, part of

the basis upon which the agreement was
reached last night was our commitment to

an assessment of the requirements of the

students attending at that school in two

years' time. That commitment will be carried

out.

FISH STOCKING PROGRAM
Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Auld). Is the minister still in a xx)sition

to fulfil the promise he gave at Owen Sound
a few months ago to stock Georgian Bay
and. part of Lake Huron with 100,000 brown
trout, which is certainly needed and is cen-

tral to the re-establishment of the sport-

fishing industry in that part of the province?

Hon Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, my recollec-

tion of that meeting in Owen Sound is that I

said we were going to do it but that it would
be in about two years because we were

waiting for another hatchery to get into

production.

Mr. Gaunt: Has that hatchery come on
stream? Where is the minister going to get
the disease-free stock if he does not get that

hatchery on stream in this province or, in-

deed, in this country?

Hon. Mr. Auld: My information is that the

hatchery that will be producing the brown
trout will be producing the additional

amount by, I think, 1982.

Mr. Wildman: Mr. Speaker: Does this an-

nouncement and commitment by the minister

indicate he is changing the stated position
of the ministry? Does it still intend to go
ahead with the splake program in Georgian
Bay and Lake Huron, or is he changing that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: There is no change in that

program, Mr. Speaker. I said we were hop-

ing to produce more brown trout. We have
a small production at present. When this

comes into effect, and assuming all goes well,

we will be putting additional brown trout in

Georgian Bay.

FOREST MANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS
Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I have a new

question for the Minister of Natural Resour-

ces. Does the minister recall his predecessor
in the spring of 1978 and himself, last

spring, announcing they were hoping to get
forest management agreements with private

companies by April 1 of that year? Does he
recall making statements in March of this

year saying that agreements v^th three com-

panies were being prepared to take effect

April 1? Does he recall saying one month

later, on April 18, that "there will be an-

nouncements of the first of such agreements
within weeks?" Can he tell us when his

government is finally going to be able to

announce that it has a forest management
agreement with a private company in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, assiuning
that all goes well, we will be signing the

first one at 9:30 a.m. on Monday.

NOTICE OF DISSATISFACTION

Mr. Speaker: I want to advise members
that the member for Downsview (Mr. Di

Santo) has expressed his dissatisfaction with

the answer to a question by the Treasurer

(Mr. F. S. Miller) regarding grants to pen-
sioners. This will be debated at 10:30 this

evening.

PETITION

GO TRAIN EXTENSION

Mr. Cureatz: I have a petition signed by

21,800 people from Durham East and sur-

rounding areas which states: "We, the under-

signed, beg leave to petition the parliament
of Ontario as follows: That we support the

GO train being extended to Ajax, Whitby,
Oshawa and Bowmanville.

MOTIONS

PRIVATE MEMBERS'
PUBLIC BUSINESS

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that private mem-
bers' ballot item number 22 standing in the

nime of Mr. Kennedy be debated on May
29 and such remaining ballot items standing
in the name of a member of the Progressive

Conservative caucus be similarly advanced

by one place in their turn.

Motion agreed to.

STANDING COMMITTEES

Hon. Mr. Wells moved that Mr. MacBeth
be added as a member of the standing com-

mittee on public accounts.

Motion agreed to.
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INTRODUCTION OF BILLS

TERRITORIAL DIVISION
AMENDMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Walker, on behalf of Hon. Mr.

McMurtry, moved first reading of Bill 56, An
Act to amend the Territorial Division Act.

Motion agreed to.

3:20 p.m.

Hon. Mr. Walker: Mr. Speaker, this bill

would create a new judicial district compris-

ing the regional municipality of York, sever-

ing that municipality for judicial purposes
from the municipality of Metropolitan To-
ronto.

The new judicial district would offer a

complete i^ange of legal servicees, including
its own county court, small claims court,

sheriff and crown attorney, operating out of

the new courthouse located in Newmarket
which is scheduled to open very shortly.

Because it is not feasible to realign the

boundaries of our land registry offices im-

mediately to coincide with the boundaries of

the new judicial district, the bill contains

transitional provisions to protect the interests

of judgement creditors against land in either

the new judicial district of York region or

the old judicial district of York.

The bill is a recognition oif the growth
that has taken place in the regional munic-

ipality of York in recent years and is an
effort on the part of the government to bring

legal services closer to home for the benefit

of the population of that region.

I trust we can count on the co-operation
of all members of the House in getting quick

approval of the legislation to create the new
judicial district of York region.

JOHN MADRONICH LIMITED ACT

Mr. Rowe, on behalf of Mr. Kerr, moved
first reading of Bill Pr9, An Act to revive

John Madronich Limited.

Motion agreed to.

HAMILTON FOUNDATION ACT
Mr. S. Smith moved first reading of Bill

Pr25, An Act respecting the Hamilton Foim-
dation.

Motion agreed to,

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
OTTAWA, ACT

Mr. Cassidy moved first reading of Bill

Pr23, An Act to incorporate Knox Presby-
terian Church, Ottawa.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have been in

this House for eight and a half years and
have never had a bill passed yet. I have a

chance now to get in practice for after the

election.

BOROUGH OF SCARBOROUGH ACT

Mr. Williams moved first reading 6i Bill

Pr24, An Act respecting the Borough of

Scarborough.

Motion agreed to.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr, Speaker, I would like

to table the answers to questions 111 to 114,

116 and 117 and the interim answer to ques-
tion 119 on the Notice Paper. (See appendix,

page 1099.)

Mr. Wildman: Mr, Speaker, am I to under-

stand that the questions that were tabled

were numbered 111 onward? If so, there was
a question numbered 110, which was tabled

April 10, and according to my understanding
of standing order 81, at least the interim an-

swer to that question should have been

tabled today.

Mr. Speaker: We will have the table officers

look into that.

ORDERS OF THE DAY

PRIVATE MEMBERS' PUBLIC BUSINESS

ELECTORAL SYSTEM FOR
METROPOLITAN TORONTO

Mr. R. F. Johnston moved resolution 12:

That in the opinion of this House the gov-
ernment of Ontario should introduce legisla-

tion to amend the Municipality of Metropoli-
tan Toronto Act for the purpose of implement-

ing electoral reform of the metropolitan coun-

cil and that such legislation should include the

following provisions: (1) that all councillors,

excepting the mayors, be directly elected rep-

resenting Metro constituencies; (2) that coun-

cillors be elected for three-year terms; (3)

that the chairperson be a councillor, other

than a mayor, elected by council at its in-

augural meeting; (4) that an election expenses

procedure incorporating expenditure limits,

full disclosure and a poHtical contribution tax

credit be established.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Mr, Speaker, it is

somewhat strange to be introducing a resolu-

tion and having to be on the defensive. The
minister must have wanted at least 40 minutes

to speak on this matter because on April 7,

when he first caught wind of the fact that
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this was coming forward, he managed to leak

to the press his position on direct election.

As of today, he managed to leak out his

position on the three-year terms. In both

cases, he has obviously failed to get any
movement or change in cabinet and has had
to come back with the status quo. But at

least I have been able to establish some public
debate on this matter, and I hope we will

be able to continue the debate today in the

House and try to deal with this matter, which
I think is very important.

I produced this as a resolution, and not

as a private members' bill, for a number of

reasons. I wanted to introduce a package of

electoral reforms, and not one or two simple

amendments, and therefore to open the whole
discussion in terms of electoral reform in

Metro. I did not want to try to be all-indu-

sive. I did not want to try to cut off aspects
which might have ramifications, but rather

I wanted to open up the discussion, because

we have not had a major discussion on this

matter for some time.

I also wanted to allow the government

flexibility—flexibility to work out things like

ward boundaries, the numbers of representa-
tives at Metro and that sort of thing, and I

did not want to try to limit them. Unfortu-

nately, what we have received so far on two
of the points has been a very regressive state-

ment of inaction, and that's all we have re-

ceived.

What I am talking about tod'ay is not an
isolated resolution; it is something that has

been part of a process over the last 20-odd

years. In 1950-51, the Cummings report was

brought forward which recommended the

establishment of a Metropolitan Toronto gov-
ernment. In January 1954, Metro was actually

formed with 13 municipalities. There were

very few dhanges from then imtil the mid-

1960s, when there was another major report,

the Goldenberg report, which was instituted

to reflect some of the changes that had hap-

pened to Metropolitan Toronto in that period.
As a result, the 13 municipalities were moved
down to six, althougli Goldenberg only recom-

mended four municipalities.

There have been a number of changes. A
three-year term was introduced in 1967 for

a brief period, being withdrawn in 1972.

Some budgetary changes occurred in 1973

and 1976. Metro planning was abolished and

given over to council in 1974. In 1975, there

was an increase in the number of representa-

tives on Metro council to 37. It has been an

ongoing process of change of Metro to reflect

the changing needs of Metro and its com-

ponent parts.

3:30 p.m.

It was in 1974 that the Robarts commission

was established. The commission was given a

very broad mandate on September 10, 1974.

It was not limited in any way in its scope. It

was allowed to look at the election side of

things. It was allowed to look at ward boimd-

aries. It was allowed to look at financing. It

had a very broad scope.

It was understood at that time that there

had been enormous changes over the 20 years

and that it was necessary to have a major

review.

There was recognition by the former

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs of the

importance of what they came up with at

that time. It is disappointing to see today,

some six years afterwards, that the present

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr.

Wells) does not feel the recommendations

brought forward by that group at that time

need to be instituted.

The Robarts report was also a reflection of

the mandate of this government. It was the

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs at that

time who stated that it is the provincial gov-

ernment's constitutional responsibility for the

definition of local government. The Roibarts

commission was an example of the govern-

ment taking its responsibilities seriously at

that time.

The commission accepted voluminous sub-

missions. The commission surveyed council

members in existing councils around Metro.

It even travelled' to Europe and to Winnipeg
to look at other metropolitan federalist ex-

amples. During the process it produced a

publication called Update, in which it kept

people advised of the information they were

getting and where they were going. It was

an excellent process.

It cost us as taxpayers $1 million, plus an

undefined amount at this point, and on top

of that about one quarter of the budget of

the local government branch of the then

Ministry of Treasury, Economics, and Inter-

governmental Affairs during that period. It

was, therefore, something that shoiJd have

been taken very seriously.

In coming to grips with its mandate, the

commission established four objectives in its

report. One was equality of representation

around' Metro; there is great divergency at

this point in terms of the type of representa-

tion. Greater equality in representativeness

was another of its major recommendations.

Clarity and accountability and effective gov-

ernment were the other recommendations.

In making its recommendations it tried to

speak to those four different points. I am
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hoping my resolution, with its four major
points—namely, that there be direct election

to Metro council; that the chairman must be
an elected member of that council; that there

should be three-year terms; and that there

should be the ability to have an election ex-

penses act covering municipal politics—meets
those very same objectives and that it will

be seen in a positive light.

They accepted those objectives in terms of

five major assumptions, only one of which I

think has changed at all since that time.

One a^ssumption was that federal-provin-
cial powers having to do with municipalities
would not have changed. That is the case.

The second assumption is the one that has

changed a bit. It was that there would still

be a major focus of power in central On-

tario, in terms of economic power. We have
seen some erosion of that, in favour of the

west, but Ontario is still very much the cen-

tre of economic power.
The other assumption was that the popu-

lation of central Ontario would remain mod-
erate and would not expand. That has be-

come the case; we have had some decrease
in population in Metro.

They also assumed that the external bound-
aries of Metro would not change. That has

stayed the same.

The fifth assumption was that the demand
for citizen participation in government in

Metro would continue to grow.
I believe all those assumptions still hold

and that the objectives are still the proper
objectives. The minister's lack of action on
direct election, announced last week, and
his unwillingness to move on the two-year
term in conjunction with that move to direct

election, have to be seen to be a failure of

this government to take necessary action. To
fall back On the excuse that there is not a
consensus locally on how to do this is totally

wrong. In the past we have never had to

depend on consensus.

Those other reports were picked up by
an aggressive government, which maybe had
a majority and felt it could act more posi-
tively. Who knows? But they went ahead
with it, although there was no consensus

locally.

The minister spoke about there being no

crying need at the moment. I would like to

quote the ex-Premier, John Robarts, from
his report on that matter. "The absence of

a crisis should not be taken to mean that

the metropolitan system has no problems that

require attention. The system's inadequacies
—lack of clarity, insufiicient accoimtability,
less than fair representation and obstacles

to economic and effective govenmient" are

still there, he said. "Unless rectified, these

inadequacies will inhibit the ability of the

system to cope with Metropolitan Toronto's

present and future circumstances." He is,

therefore, saying that there is an essential

need to act.

Why is direct election to Metro council

so important? I believe it is the touchstone

of the four points I have made. Without

direct election being accepted, the other

points lose some meaning. I would hate to

see any one of these things introduced with-

out its being a package.
The council, as we have it today, has

powers in the areas of social service policy,

policing, the Toronto Transit Commission
and other matters which are very expensive
and vital services to people in Metropolitan
Toronto. There are billions of dollars' worth

of expenditures, and larger than those of a

lot of provinces in those terms, and yet the

council is not directly elected and not di-

rectly accountable. Before we make any

changes in the rest of the Metropolitan
Toronto scene in terms of school boards and
local councils, we have to focus in on Metro

council in making it more accoimtable.

In his commission, Mr. Robarts reported
the following of Metro Toronto.

It has a population five times greater than

that of any other municipality in Ontario. It

has a greater population than that of seven

out of the 10 provinces in Canada. It is a

single, integrated urban area, 'and yet the

supposedly most powerful body representing
the needs of people in that integrated area

is not directly elected.

The other thing that is very important to

note here is that it need not apply elsewhere.

We do not have to look at what I am sug-

gesting here as something that ishould go
across the whole of Ontario. Mr. Robarts

and everyone else have recognized that

Metro is a very special case for the reasons

I have menttioned above.

Because no one is directly elected solely

to deal with these issues, we have a problem
of lack of credibility at Metro council and a

lack of concentration at Metro council, in my
view. I would like to quote Mr. Robarts

again, if I can. He said: "Once in ojffice,

Metro councillors must divide their time and
interests. Two out of three of them sit on
local councils, local committees and on local

executive committees as well as doing their

duty at Metro coimcil."

What is disturbing about that is that the

Metro executive in its entirety sits on all

those other bodies as well. How can they
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passibly concentrate on the issues that are

important to Metro, which I have out-

lined, if they have only that much time to

give?
When they were surveyed by the commis-

sion's staiF, it was shown that two thirds of

their time was spent on local issues in their

loical boroughs and only one third of their

time on Metro. I don't think that is appropri-
ate. If we go back to the very beginnings
of responsible government ait local levels in

Ontario, the Baldwin Act of 1849, one finds

the principle that those people should be

directly responsible to their community was
established, but it has not been fulfilled.

There is great confusion on the part of

voters when they go to the polls in terms of

whom they are electting and why they are

electing them. The Robarts report lists 189

positions to be filled at that time. The num-
ber that exist to be elected is above that

figure now in Metro. He mentions hoiw con-

fusing the ballot is and how difficult it is

for people to determine what exactly they
are buying. The solution presented by the
minister in his statement on April 8 is ludi-

crous.

He said: "Thus it is proposed also that
each municip'ality in Metro post notices in

the polling places indicating in straightfor-
ward language the way in which its Metro
council representation is determined. It is

hoped that these provisions viall heighten in-

terest and awareness of the responsible poli-
ticians on Metro council."

It will do nothing but add confusion to the

process when people go into those polls. It

is absolutely ludicrous that that is going to

help anybody to decide when they are voting
for a mayoral candidate as to whether they
are looking for the chief executive officer in

their community—and that is their major
concern—or whether they want that person to

represent them as well as Metro council.

The same applies to the city of Toronto
v/here there are two aldermen. How does one
know which one of those he is going to

vote for is actually going to represent him
on Metro council? How does a voter decide
how much of what they are going to l>e talk-

ing about is appropriate to one in making
his decision about the metropolitan side of

things and how much of what they are say-

ing is appropriate to him in terms of what
they are doing locally? It is an untenable

position.

The Toronto Star editorial of April 7, which
indicated I was introducing this resolution

and then stirred up the activity by the Min-
ister of Intergovernmental Affairs, stated the

following: "Instead of being a government,
Metro council has become a committee that

meets twice a month to look after house-

keeping details and does little else."

3:40 p.m.

This happens at a time when the economy
in Metro needs tight scrutiny from the local

political level, when police issues need to

be taken in hand and dealt with strongly
and firmly by local politicians responsible to

their local community, when energy and

pollution matters need to be confronted and
when public transportation and other trans-

portation concerns need to be looked upon
by responsible, elected and accountable

politicians. We are not getting that.

It is my contention, and that of Robarts,
and that of the past Minister of Intergovem-
/mental Affairs, Mr. McKeough, that it is vital

that direct election be followed and I say it

is only fear that is stopping the Tory govern-
ment from instituting it.

Mr. M. N. Davison: A lack of courage is

nothing unusual with the Tories.

Mr. Rotenberg: Some people have the

courage to do what is right, and not just

change for the sake of change.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Courage? The hon-

ourable member doesn't even have fear.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: I note the member
for Wilson Heights (Mr. Rotenberg) is at-

tacking the past Premier of the province
and his approach to things, and is not ac-

cepting responsibility. Let me tell you, Mr.

Speaker, what the past Minister of Inter-

provincial Affairs said in terms of this. He
said, "People should not be governed in our

local communities through remote and con-

fused realms of responsibility that would
frustrate effective assessment of responsi-

bility and action taken." That is what he

said, and he was dead right in that circum-

stance.

The present Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs (Mr. Wells) has thrown up another

red herring in terms of opposing that; that

is, the Robarts report and recommendation
on direct election was totally contingent

upon changing all the boundaries in Metro,
and we haven't been able to find a means
of changing those boundaries in Metro and,

therefore, we can't do anything with it.

If that is the case, why did the last Minis-

ter of Intergovernmental Affairs not say so?

Why did he not hold that view? He believed,

as I believe, that one can work out some-

thing temporary which will bring more equity
to representation. One can have more wards
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closer to an average size than we have at

this point without changing boundaries, and
tliat can be done at another stage, but surely
at this point it is important to have those

people directly elected.

It is a total red herring and an indication
that the minister has no commitment to real

electoral change in Metro and has moved
away from the idea that there should be
ra'.ponsible government at all levels. The
specious idea that this is not a level of gov-
ernment at this point is one that has to be
thrown out totally. This is a level of gov-
ernment, and it is indirectly elected and
totally unaccountable.

The other matter the minister raises is the
idea that 20 of these 37 people are already
double directly elected-I think that is the

way he put it, coining a new phrase—and
he is t?.lking about the mayors, the control-

lers, et cetera. Those people are elected on
several mandates and I submit people are
confused when they make their decisions about
exactlv where they are placing their priori-
ties. Those are exactly the people who have
the least time to give at Metro at this point,
and in no way can they be seen to be full-

time, directly elected representatives of that
scale.

There is another vital reason why we need
to improve the representativeness at Metro
council—and the only way to do that is by
direct election by wards—and that is that
there are whole sections of Metropolitan
Toronto and socio-economic groups in Metro-

politan Toronto that are not effectively rep-
resented by Metro council.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable
member has only three minutes left.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: Of my 20? Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Then I will continue, rather
than having any summary at the end.

What I want to come down to is the
political reality of why the Tories are not

doing anything, and that is the fact that they
are afraid of what real political representa-
tion from the Jane-Finch area, from my
area, Scarborough, and from other areas of
Metro would do to their power base in
Metro. That is what they are basically afraid
of.

The i)olitioal realities, if we had ai ward
system, would bring back to the Metro-
politan Toronto area exactly the kind of
representation we have now, which is to

say 14 in the House here; 14 members
elected by the NDP provincially, 14 mem-
bers by the Tories and one Liberal. That is

exactly the kind of representation we would

get as a reflection of the socio-economic

groups we tend to represent. We would
see that at council, and that is what they
are afraid of.

That is why the minister will continue
to allow the most powerful position in

Metropolitan Toronto, perhaps the most
powerful position outside of the Premier,
to be held by a non-elected individual—as
a buffer, a means by which the Tories here
control that council. That is totally inap-
propriate. Even Mr, Robarts mentioned that

there was a disproportionately high number
of self-employed business and professional

people elected, representing those very in-

terests—I would submit representing those

development interests at Metro council. That
would change if we changed the ix>litical

system in Metro to have direct election.

The government is effectively inserting
itself between the rights of the people in

Metropolitan Toronto to have a responsible
elected government. As a dem-ocrat, I am
offended by an insertion of what I am hear-

ing here. All that is right indicates we must
have those people elected and responsible
to the local people, even if it takes away
from the government's power and even if it

took away from our power if we were the

party in power provincially. It was dead

wrong for the government to insert itself

in that position.
The three-year term is an essential part

of opening up the representatiaon we get at

Metro. It is important because of the debt
consideration. It is a good' economic measure
because of the cost of having so many quick
elections. It also is important in managing
that entity at Metro which has such a huge
budget. It would allow a lot of lower-income

people to be represented on council, rather

than the types who are getting elected. It

would allow them time to pay off their elec-

tion debts. It would join with my idea of

having an election expenses procedure which
would allow them to run and participate
without fear of runing into too many debts.

Mr. Robarts said participation in local

government is more extensive, more direct

and a realistic possibility for more citizens

than participation in any other level of

government.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The honourable

member's time has now expired.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: In conclusion, I

would say what John Stuart Mill said: "We
do not learn to read or write, to ride or to

swim by merely being told how to do it, but

by doing it. It is only by practising popular
government on a limited scale that people
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will ever learn to exercise it on a larger

scale," and therefore help ns by being well-

informed electors.

Mr. McCIellan: Mr. Speaker, on a i)oint

of order: I realize the Liberal Party has a

very ni!arginal interest in things Metro but,

just to ensure that they may have a few
members here for a Metro debate, I am go-

ing to call for a quorum.
Mr. Deputy Speaker called for the quorum

bells.

3:50 p.m.

On resumption:

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. There is a

quorum.
'Mr. Leiuk: Mr. Speaker, I welcome the

opportunity to add my views in opposing
the revolution—the resolution which is noKv

before the House.

Mr. M. Davidson: Revolution?

Mr. LeIuk: It sounds like a revolution from
across the House.

Since the adolption of the two-tier system
in 1953, Metro council has developed an
excellent spirit of co-operation among the

six municipalities. Metropolitan Toronto has
one of the finest infrastructures in North
America and is one of the isafest and cleanest

cities in the world, thanks largely to the

efforts of Metro council.

The present two-tier system employed by
Metro Toronto has attained that fine balance

between local concerns and Metro-wide

issues. As a result, Metro Twonto has not

inherited the distressing economic and social

problems facing many cities of comparable
size throughout North America.

This government has carefully examined
the responses to the white paper submitted

by each of the six municipal councils, as well

as those from Metro, the individual mayors,
aldermen and ratepayer groups. A number of

municipal councillors and mayors reject the

allegation that Metro Toronto is suffering

because council members are only interested

in local issues.

I halppen to know that few, if any, feel

that the council tends to delay dealing with

Metro-wide issues. In addition, Metro coun-

cillors and ofiBcials of three of the boroughs
support the present system of electing the

Metro chairman.

I do not support the view advocated by the

opposition and the press that direct elec-

tions would somehoKv guarantee that Metro
council would develoip a Metro-wide view of

issues. Each member of council would bon-

tinue to be elected and supported on a local

con'stituency level, as are members of all

forms of government. As a result, Metro rep-

resentatives would continue to focus their

attention on both local and Metro-wide

issues.

At present, 30 out of the 38 Metro coun-

cillors are directly elected. A more elaborate

and costly electoral system woidd not be

warranted for the election of eight members
of council. Every politician is, and should be,

accovmtable to the voters by the very hid
of being elected to any governmental position.

The major items before Metro council

are usually circulated to the local council

for comment before a decision is made.

Interested councillors have an opportunity
for input through the local councils, and

they can appear before committees of coun-

cil to speak on issues. Accountability of

Metro councillors is there if we are willing

to admit it.

One argument supporting direct elections

is the increasing size of Metro's budget and

that a full-time council is needed to ad-

minister the funds. The present budget is

approximately $700 million. This sounds im-

pressive, but the budget size is not due to

Metro's involvement in any additional large

expenditures. The fact remains that, owing
to inflation, what once cost $400 million to

$500 million a few vears ago now costs $700
million. The bulk of the funding goes to the

ongoing support by Metro of various boards

and commissions such as the Toronto Transit

Commission, Metro police and the library

and zoo facilities. There is very little money
left for a full-time, enlarged level of gov-

ernment to administer.

The direct election of a separate Metro

council would undoubtedly lead to the de-

mand by the council for separate office space,

additional secretaries, research and support
staflF and increased salaries, which at present

are set at $7,230 per annum. There would

be a need for new facilities to accommodate
not only the new oflBces, but also the in-

crease that is bound to occur in departmental
staff.

I do not believe that die people of

Metro are prepared to pay more taxes for

the operation of Metro when there is clearly

little new for it to do. An additional full-

time level of government would not improve
the services or welfare of the taxpayers

enough to justify the increased expenditure.

The bulk of Metro Toronto's land area

now is urbanized, and most of its costly

physical infrastructure is in place. Metro
council will simply continue to maintain and

monitor the smooth operation that is already
in place. The white paper of Metropolitan
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Toronto clearly based the concept of direct

elections on the premise that a major re-

organization of the municipal boundaries and

the composition of the constituent munic-

ipalities must be carried out first. Direct

election could not provide fair and equal

representation with the present disparities

and ward sizes and the number of elected

officials from each area.

In Etobicoke, for example, the wards

range in size of population from 40,000 to

77,800. These changes would have to be

rectified prior to any type of Metro-wide

election. There is not the time available to

implement the proposed ward changes. Other

issues, such as the number of representatives

from each municipality and municipal bound-

ary changes, could not possibly be resolved

before the next municipal election in Novem-
ber. The people of Metro have totally re-

jected the white paper's proposal to alter

Metro's municipal boundaries as extremely

costly, unnecessary and undesirable.

More problems would be created than the

reorganization could possibly expect to solve.

The already low support at the local levels

would be further reduced by the increased

confusion over new boundaries wathin Metro.

I believe that direct elections would create

a climate more conducive to confrontation

between the two separate levels of govern-

ment, and they could lead to a complete
breakdown of co-operation at the Metro level.

The mayors of three municipalities support
this government in its decision not to pro-
ceed with direct elections, fearing Metro
council would become completely sepM"ate
instead of a pirt of a two-level system.

The ultimate fear of direct election is that

this is simply the first step towards the amal-

gamation of the municipalities within Metro.

The next logical step after direct elections

would be a four-city structure in Metro, wdth

York and East York joining the city of To-
ronto. Within 10 years this would lead to

total amalgamation and the creation of one

large city. The people of Metro are not pre-

pared to accept such a form of government,
which would be very remote and powerful.
It could totally ignore very important local

concerns, and lower-tier councils would be
reduced to a symbolic role.

Mr. M. N. Davison: Is Paul Godfrey a

Conservative?

Mr. Rotenberg: Is tho sky blue?

Mr. LeIuk: He wouldn't know.

This scenario is not totally unrealistic. Di-

rect elections and the amalgamation of the

staialler municipalities would eventually lead

to the introduction of jjolitical parties at

the local level. To encourage this, whidi
direct election does, would destroy a system
of government which has been very success-

ful and has worked well in Ontario.

4 p.m.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: There has been impli-

cit party politics anyhow. It's how you stay

in power here.

Mr. Leluk: The members opposite would

destroy a good system and have the tax-

(payers foot the bill for it.

I believe I have the support of my con-

stituents, the Etobicoke council, many of the

mayors and municipal officials and certainly

the people of Toronto in opposing direct

election and in oplposing the eventual de-

struction of the excellent two-tier system of

government we have in Toronto.

Mr. Epp: Mr. Speaker, at the outset I

want to remind the members that only a year

ago on June 14, 1979—1 introduced a private

member's bill which in many respects is simi-

lar to the resolution introduced today. At

that time, I introduced the three-year term

for councillors and school board officials

across the province. I also introduced in my
private member's bill tihe suggestion thiat the

chairman be elected in a ward and then go

directly to the Metro council.

I would like to say the Ontario Liberal

Party can support the last three points pro-

posed by the member for Scarborough West

in his resolution but cannot support the first

provision in favour of direct election of

Metro councillors. Members of this House

will remember it was almost six ye^s ago,

in September 1974, that the Robarts com-

mission was established to assess the political

system of Metropolitan Toronto. The com-

mission's efi^orts were extensive, involving

more than two and a half years of work,

two sets of hearings, a total of 227 briefs,

and the expenditure of about $1.5 million

tax dollars. Considering the tremendous time

and effort that was put into the Robarts

report, I believe this government's response

is a grosis insult.

The white paper was very shallow and

simplistic and did not take into account

some of the very important proposals in that

reiport, particularly recommendations that

legislation be amended with respect to Metro

and the area municipalities to provide gen-

eral power to legislate with resi)ect to local

affairs, general power to delegate responsi-

bility and authority for all specialnpurpose

bodies.
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The minister's statement on the electoral

system for Metropolitan Toronto, issued on

April 8, 1980, is equally simplistic. Is the

minister serious when he suggests that Metro

Toronto has been free of confrontation and

that the system is working well? His state-

ment that "Metro does have a form of direct

election, a kind of double-direct election" is

really absurd. The minister appears to be

hanging the credibility of his government's

approach to Metro on the obsolete and in-

appropriate board of control 'system whidi
has been almost entirely eliminated in Onta-

rio. Boards of control now exist in London,
Hamilton and Ottawa. In Hamilton they are

in the process of eliminating it, and in Otta-

wa they have eliminated it. That means it

exists only in London, outside of the four

municipalities in Toronto.

Since the government is convinced the

Metro system is working well and that 25

years' exi)erience proves it is very success-

ful, I would like to ask why it bothered with
the $1.5-million Robarts study? That com-
mission identified a number of weaknesses
of the Metro Toronto system. One was a
lack of clarity in the system, notable by the

very complicated arrangements which now
exist for selecting members of Metro council,

whereby some get to sit on Metro council

because they are mayors or controllers, some
get to sit on Metro by virtue of their elec-

tion to senior aldermanic positions in their

v/ards and still others get to sit on Metro
because they are chosen to do so by their

local council.

A second major concern, and one which
is growing in importance as the budget now
has grown to a size of more than $800
million, is a lack of accountability. Under
the current system, Metro council is directly
accountable neither to the electorate nor to

the area municipal councils. Since Metro
spends most of the money and is responsible
for such major functions as police, transit

and social services, this is a serious problem
in the view of our party.

A third concern identified by that report
was a lack of effectiveness at the Metro level,
the inability to govern. However, the report
pointed to a number of factors contributing
to this ineffectiveness, such as the reduced

scope of municipal policy discretion because
of provincial control and a lack of financial

autonomy. Another factor highlighted in the

report is that power at the local level is

fragmented among many local special-pur-

pose bodies which act like httle govern-
ments in themselves without being answer-

able to the elected councils. The work load

at the Metro level would seem to be an-

other problem that is reducing the efficiency

and effectiveness of Metro government.
The minister has seen fit to ignore all

those concerns and to assert that the system is

working so well that no changes are needed.

The Ontario Liberal Party does not agree.
We do, of coiurse, accept the continuation

of the two-tier system for Metro Toronto.

However, we have proposed and still sup-

port the following changes.

There should be only one alderman per
ward to eliminate unhealthy rivalry and ex-

pensive duplication of service. Boards of

control should be eliminated and replaced

by executive committees. The Metro chair-

man should be elected by and from the

members of Metro council. In other words,

he should be locally elected. Mayors would

continue to be elected at large.

Municipal councils should have increased

control over special-purpose bodies, such as

the Toronto Transit Commission and Metro-

politan Toronto Library Board at the Metro

level, and public health, planning, library

boards and hydroelectric commissions at the

local level.

There should be a three-year term, since

the present two-year term obviously limits

the ability of local politicians to plan and

implement programs and contributes to

apathy in local elections. We were impressed

by the fact that in 227 briefs received by
the Robarts commission, there was almost

unanimous support for reinstatement of the

three-year term.

With respect to the selection of Metro

councillors, we would agree that the prob-

lem of accountability needs to be addressed.

This House will recall that when the Robarts

commission recommended direct election of

Metro councillors it did so within the con-

text of increased municipal autonomy, and

direct election was part of a package.

The commission had proposed increasing

power at the mimicipal level at the expense

of the province and at the expense of all

special-purpose bodies, except for school

boards. However, the resolution proposed by

the member for Scarborough West (Mr. R.

F. Johnston) proposes direct election in iso-

lation. I believe that direct election of

Metro councillors, without increased powers

from both Metro and the area municipalities,

would shift the balance of power towards

Metro council and centralize pyower within

the federation. I feel that direct election in

this context will be a step towards amal-

gamation.
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tAt the same time, the accountability prob-
lem moist be dealt with. The present means
of selecting the members of Metro council

is not acceptable. Our party has proposed
that Metro councillors be elected by and
from their local councils. This approach
would satisfy the principle of accx)untability

and make the electoral system clear and
more consistent. It would also overcome
some of the concerns alxnit workload, since

local councillors presumably would not send

executive committee members to Metro to do

double and triple duty as they now do, al-

though mayors would sit on Metro council.

4:10 p.m.

To sum up, 1 believe the Minister of

Intergovernmental AflFairs (Mr. Wells) has

done a disservice to the people of Metro-

politan Toronto by his very glib dismissal

of the issues raised by the Robarts report.

I support three of the provisions of the

member for Scarborough West's resolution,

but I am unable to support it because of

the first recommendation, namely, that call-

ing for direct election.

I would urge the government to act on
those matters for which there is a clear con-

sensus, namely, the provision of a three-

year term for Metro, and, I would add, for

cities within regions as well as separated
cities within counties. I would iu*ge the

government to act for legislation to ensure
that the chairperson be a councillor elected

by and from the members of Metro council

and for the creation of an election expenses

procedure.

Ms. Bryden: Mr. Speaker, the Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs' (Mr. Wells) state-

ment today, rejecting the three-year term
for all municipalities, was most reprehen-
sible. He was obviously trying to influence

the debate on a private member's resolution

which he knew was coming up for discus-

sion today, and possibly attempting to grab
a headline without even having to partici-

pate in the debate.

The minister may argue that he was

simply indicating that government members
intend to block a vote on this resolution. If

he was so indicating, he was contributing
to the government's continued policy of

making a sham of private members' hour by
indicating in advance that the debate woidd
be futile.

Perhaps he was indicating to the House,
indirectly, his obvious discomfort at having
to admit there are many arguments on both

sides of this question. This would seem to

indicate that there is a real split in the

cabinet on the subject and that perhaps
the Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs

did not get the side adopted that he i)re-

ferred.

At any rate, we can only speculate, since

he is not here to participate in the debate.

I would like to point out that we are not

discussing today the question of whether
there should be a two-year or three-year
term for all municipal councils. We are dis-

cussing whether there should be a certain

amount of electoral reform for the munic-

ipality of Metropolitan Toronto.

The municipality of Metropolitan Toronto,
as we all know, operates under its own
legislation, and any c'hange in its system of

government would affect only the munic-

ipality of Metropolitan Toronto. Therefore,
we are discussing only whether the electoral

reforms listed in the resolution are suitable

for the municipality of Metropolitan To-

ronto.

I submit that this is quite a different

question from the topic of whether we
should have a two-year or three-year term

for all municipal councils. Therefore, the

Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs' inter-

vention by his statements in the House to-

day was completely inappropriate for this

debate.

Mr. Speaker has ruled that the resolution

is in order. Therefore, I think we should

discuss it seriously.

We all know that John Robarts was ap-

pointed a royal commissioner to review the

municipality of Metropolitan Toronto legis-

lation. He took three years on the job. He
heard a great many briefs, he did a great

amoimt of research, and he came up with

a report in 1977 that did include some very
fundamental recommendations for change in

the electoral system.

The report included three of the four

reoommendations in my colleague's resolu-

tion. It included the direct election of coun-

cillors to Metro council. They would be

elected from their own wards, which would

be about the size of three of the present

wards. It included the three-year term. It

included that the chairman should be chosen

from the other councillors and that he him-

self should be an elected councillor and not

a mayor. It included a reform which Mr.

Robarts did not deal with very specifically;

that is, the need for an election expenses act

in the municipal area similar to the pro-

vincial Election Finances Reform Act. Mr.

Robarts did recognize that elections were

costiy and that the cost did have an effect

on the people who presented themselves.
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Since my time is limited, I am going to

speak mainly about the arguments for the

three-year term in Metropohtan Toronto. We
did have a three-year term from 1966 to

1972, and the roof did not fall in. In fact,

one could argue that we had very good
government in that period. But we have had
a two-year term since 1972. Let me read

what John Robarts said about the term of

oflfice on page 53:

"A two-year term of oflBce is too short to

permit adequate planning and policy-making

by the elected representatives or informed
assessment of their performance by the

voters." On page 37 he said: "With a two-

year term oi oflBce, local politicians in this

large and complex government system are

never far from an election and have little

incentive, or indeed opportunity, to take a

longer view or to make and implement long-

range policies."

Clearly, Mr. Robarts favoured a three-year
term. He touched on the main arguments for

the longer term, namely, the complexity of

metropolitan government, involving 2.2 mil-

lion people and a very large budget, a

budget larger than some provinces in this

country. He also touched on the problems
of dealing with a large police force, the
Toronto Transit Commission, a network of

major roads and a network of social services.

He mentioned that one needs time to plan
and to implement long-range policies.
The main argument that seems to be put

up against the longer term is the question
of accountability. Are people accountable on
a two-year term at the municipal level but on
a four- or five-year term at the federal or

provincial level? It seems to me that if ac-

countability applies to us, it would also

apply to local coimcillors.

The minister mentions that there is no
cabinet system in the municipal field and
that perhaps makes a diff^erence. I would
hope if we had longer terms and adequate
electoral reform we might develop a cabinet

system at the local level. But I think it is

completely unacceptable and illogical to say
we are more accountable on a four- or five-

year term, while they are not accountable
unless they have a two-year term.
Some of the other arguments are that with

a longer term councillors would have time
to gain more knowledge, be more independ-
ent of the permanent oflBcials and be able to

rely on their own judgement, rather than hav-
ing to take as much advice from people who
obviously have had much more time to learn
the facts and situations. They would have
time to analyse the eflBciency of the delivery
of services and to institute reorganizations. It

would save mcmey on elections but, outside

of the money, there would be a great im-

provement in eflBciency. Decisions would not

be delayed because an election was imminent.

The arguments are overwhelming for a

municipality of the size of the municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto. The only reason I

can see that the government is opposing it is

that it is afraid to let the municipality out

of short pants. They are afraid that it might
challenge their power. They are afraid to

give the citizens of Metropolitan Toronto
eflBcient government. That is why they are

opposed to electoral reform. We cannot let

them get away with this.

4:20 p.m.

I as a resident of Metropolitan Toronto,
and we as legislators responsible for the

legislation under which Metropolitan Toronto

operates, must see it operates in the most
efficient way and delivers the services to

those 2.2 million people in the best way
and with members who are accountable.

I cannot see there is any need to consider

that we have to have a uniform election

date across the province for all municipali-
ties. What goes on in the municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto is completely its own
concern, and the date of the election in some
other municipality has no effect at all on
what the voters in Metropolitan Toronto
decide.

Mr. Rotenberg: Mr. Speaker, I want to

thank the member for Scarborough West

(Mr. R. F. Johnston) for the motion and to

welcome him as his party's critic on Metro-

politan Toronto matters. I welcome the mo-
tions, I welcome the point of view he and
his party have brought forward and I wel-

come the debate and the dialogue on this

very important matter. However, I am indi-

cating at the outset that I will not be sup-

porting the motion.

The strength of metropolitan council, the

strength of the Metropolitan Toronto sys-

tem of government, is that it is a federation

of a number of mimicipalities, and the

strength is that the members of metropolitan
council are members who sit on both the

metropolitan council and the local council.

Part of the job for which they were elected,

part of the job for which they ran, is to sit

on the Metro council as well as local council

—not all of them, but many of them.

It is a matter of the philosophy one has

of the metropolitan system of government.
Are the Metro and the local governments
two separate governments? Or are we to

have a two-tier system of municipal govern-
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ment which is somewhat integrated? The
member for Scarborough West was not to-

tally clear on what he was saying, but I

gathered from his remarks that he really

favours and opts for two entirely separate

governments.

Mr. R. F. Johnston: The mayor sits on

both councils.

Mr. Rotenberg: The correction is that the

mayor sits on both councils. I must disagree

with that point of view. I also disagree with

the proposals that the member for Waterloo

North (Mr. Epp) seemed to be bringing

forward.

There is no question the present system
of metropolitan government is not perfect.

No system of government anywhere is per-

fect; the system we have here certainly is

not perfect. But I would submit that the

system in MetropoUtan Toronto is working

reasonably well. The changes, particularly
those in the electoral system which have

been proposed here today, will not make
the system work better. In my opinion, the

system will not work as well under the pro-

posals as it does now.

I do not favour change simply for the

sake of change. I would submit that the

councillors at present are accountable, and

there is no evidence whatsoever that coun-

cils will be any more accountable under a

different system of election than they are

today. I think a totally separate government
with a totally separate ballot and separate
elections in the way that has been proposed
will tend more to confuse the voters than to

enlighten them as to what they are voting

for.

The question really Ls, does the present

system work? It is very easy for us to sit

uo here in Queen's Park and tell someone
else what they should do. We should ask

those who have been there and those who
are there. There are four members of this

House who have been members of the metro-

politan council: the member for Humber
(Mr. MacBeth), the member for Oriole (Mr.

Williams), the member for St. George (Mrs.

Campbell) and myself. I am sorry the mem-
ber for St. George isn't speaking here today
—and I stress I am not criticizing her; I

know she has committee duties elsewhere—

because she served many years in the metro-

politan council, and her views would be

interesting.

Those of us who have served there will

say the work load, by serving on both coun-

cils, is not too heavy. Anyone who is prop-

erly qualified to serve on a council can do

the job, can sit on those various committees,

can sit on the two councils and do the job

properly. They have done it, and most of

the members there are still doing it.

What the member for Scarborough West
is trying to get is a dhange in the function of

the members of the Metro council—but not

totally. He seems to be tending towards -what

was the Winnipeg system, which was two

totally separate councils. The members of

the Winniipeg Metro council and of the re-

gional councils were elected separately or

elected directly, and there was no liaison

between the two councils. I, for one, having
been there, say that simply will not work.

The reason the present system does work is

that it is a two-tier municipal system, not

two ^separate governments, and those who
serve on both councils are well able to inte-

grate the whole municipal government sys-

tem.

If one is talking about changes in the way
the members are chosen to sit on both coun-

cils, as they do now, that has some possibili-

tids. I stress again, it has been mentioned

that at least 20 of the 37 members are not

only elected directly, but also have indicated

that in the oflBce for which they run they

will be sitting on the Metropolitan Toronto

council. As the minister announced several

weeks ago, we will be bringing forward legis-

lation recommending that the ballot in De-

cember indicate the mayors and controllers

who are running for those offices and for

Metro council.

The 11 aldermen in the city of Toronto

who get tfhe most votes are elected for that

office and are elected to Metro council. I

ran for that office a number of timeS and

was elected. If the member doesn't think it

is an election, let me tell him it is tough not

only to be elected as alderman, but also to

come first.

I not only suggest asking those of us here

who have been there, but also it would be

interesting to see what the present Metro

coimcillors think of direct election. Tliere is

no groundswell for change by any of the

members of council. I point out to the mem-
ber for Scarborough West, who has brought

forward this motion, that the Scarborough

council has not recently brought in any mo-

tions like this. The ward two alderman, who
shares the area the member represents and

who is a member of the Ne^v Democratic

Party, from my imderstanding has not

brought forward any resolutions asking for

tihis.

People are confused as to what direct

election is. East York has passed a form
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of direct election that is undefined as they
talked about it. This may be getting to what
the member for Waterloo North suggested
about boards of control. The North York
council now has before it a resolution which
is supported by the New Democratic Party
members of that council. In effect it calls

for the abolition of the board of control and
for a system similar to that of the city of

Toronto—two aldermen per ward, with the

senior alderman going to Metropolitan To-

ronto council.

That system is available to the borough
of North York. I sat in on some of their

meetings. From a somewhat neutral posi-

tion, I advised those on both sides of the

issue how they could go about it. I pointed
out that the borough of North York can in-

stitute that system without reference to

further legislation. The borough of Scarbor-

ough can do it if it wishes, without further

legislation. That will solve the alleged prob-
lem that certain parts of the boroughs do not

have proper representation on the Metro
council.

The member for Waterloo North men-
tioned one alderman per ward. I recall that

the member for St. George, when we served

on city council together, brought forward a

motion that city council should have only
one alderman per ward. I supported that

motion. I think it has some merit. I point
out again that if the city wants to go to one
alderman per ward it is at liberty to do so

without legislation.

I would like to spend a few minutes on
the other parts of the resolution of the mem-
ber for Scarborough West. The matter of

the three-year term was adequately dealt

with by the minister earlier this afternoon.

On the matter of the chairman being elect-

ed, under our present system of government
being chairman of Metropolitan Toronto is

a full-time job. A member of a local council

sitting on Metro council also has a full-time

fob. A person cannot do both jobs. It is not

like the parallel of a Premier or cabinet

minister running his constituency, because
the m'^mber does serve on two councils.

Aside from the time element, it is my sub-

mis-^ion that, as long as we keep the present
svstem, the chairman of Metro council should
be somewhat neutral as between municipali-
ties and should not serve on a local council.

I also po<nt out that two of the four Metro
chairmen have been Liberals and not Tories.

It isn't just a Tory situation.

The Metro chairman is really a city man-

ager with only a casting vote. He does not
vote regularly on the council, but only when

there is a tied vote. Talking about account-

ability, it would be difficult for a Metro
chairman to go back and run in a ward, or

to nm for a board of control, and be elected

again—he cannot fulfil his function and can-

not be accountable.

The last part of the motion, as far as

election expenses are concerned, is really a

three-part motion. The motion is asking for

permission for an election expenses pro-
cedure incorporating full disclosure. I would

point out to the members of the House that

already in the Municipal Elections Act, sec-

tion 121, "The council of a municipality

may by bylaw provide for limitations on
election expenditures by or on behalf of a

candidate and require the disclosure by a

candidate of all election contributions to his

campaign in excess of $100 in the form of

money and goods and services." If a munic-

ipality now wishes to pass a disclosure situ-

ation, it can do it.

4:30 p.m.

As far as limitations on expenses are con-

cerned, I do not favour limitations on ex-

penses any more than I would favour limi-

tations on the number of signs, the number
of election workers or the number of phone
calls. A person who runs for office should

be able to marshal whatever resources he

wishes to in order to go forward and get

elected.

As for establishing a tax credit, the fed-

eral government has a system of tax credits.

If one contributes to a federal party or a

federal candidate of one's choice, that is

deducted only from the federal income tax,

not the total tax. If one contributes to a

provincial candidate or a provincial party,

that is deducted from the provincial tax.

It would seem to be logical, if the munic-

ipalities wish to have some sort of system
to aid themselves or others in running for

office, it should be deducted from the munic-

ipal tax. There is no reason why, in my
opinion, the provincial government or the

provincial Treasury—I do not favour this

altogether, personally; it is bad enough they

are subsidizing all the provincial candidates

—should, in effect, subsidize all the munic-

ipal candidates for municipal elections in 850

districts.

I welcome the debate, but cannot support
the motion.

Mr. Ruston: I will be very brief, Mr.

Speaker. The problem I have with the

resolution in regard to the election of Metro

council is that I would have great reserva-

tions that it might lead eventually to single-
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tier government. If that is what we are

heading for and what the motion intends to

bring on at some time, that is a new hght
on it, but that is the way I would look at it.

In our own area we have two-tier govern-
ment which is, in efiFect, the same as Metro
council. We have a number of different

councils in county council, and the council-

lors serve on both. This is the same thing,

only it covers a m-uch larger area, of course,
with much heavier population. I have a

feeling if that were instigated it could very
well disrupt the present system considerably.

'As far as a three-year term is concerned,
I have no objection to that. I feel that

should be the prerogative of mainicipalities

in Ontario. I know some of the smaller munic-

ipalities are quite happy with a two-year
term, but it should be allowed if the munic-

ipality so desires. I would have no objec-
tion to that part. As for the chairman being

ajypointed—other than the mayor elected by
council—I would have no objejction to that

either.

The previous speaker said the municipali-
ties could put through an election expenses
procedure but, since the mimicipalities are
the creatures of the province, I think that
is getting a little far out. I am pretty sure
the member for Wilson Heights (Mr. Roten-

berg) is a little off there when he says they
can claim on their property taxes. That is

getting a little ridiculous. I would say this

matter should be allowed at the instigation
of the province since the mimicipalities are

the creatures of the province.

Mr. Warner: Mr. Speaker, I am extremely
disappointed with the contribution from the

Conservative Party when I think back

throu^ the entire process, with the very
thorough Robarts investigation and the tabling
of an excellent document which many mem-
bers of this House, myself included, went
through with a fine-tooth comb; it was taken

seriously, not only by this party, but also by
elected members throughout the boroughs.

I held meetings in every borough and the

city of Toronto at the time the report came
out. We had an overwhelming response from
the elected i>eople. It seemed quite clear to

me that there was a resiwnsibility for this

government to bring in some electoral re-

form—that is what that report screamed for,

electoral reform—but we have nothing, ab-

solutely nothing. We had nothing but a
bill for $1 million—$1 million spent on that

study and no reform.

The very least the government could have
done was to ensure that there would be full

discliosure of political contributions. Surely

there isn't a member in this House who
would disagree that people who receive

money to run a campaign should disclose

the source of that donation, but there is

not even that. Surely there isn't a member
of this House who believes that a position

of influence and re.sponsibi!ity to the people
should not be elected. In the second most

powerful jXKition in Ontario we have a non-

elected person. I think that's a disgrace.

The meml^er for Wilson Heights (Mr.

Rotenberg) talked around the issue of the

Metro chairman because he knows full well

that, while his responsibility is to chair a

meeting, he is a political creature and he

uses his position and his power to line up
the votes on the issues. He does that ex-

tremely well on behalf of the Conservative

Party. It's no wonder he doesn't want him

accountable to the people of Toronto. He
would be tossed out of office, and he knows

it.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The member's time

has expired.

Mr. Warner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Acting Speaker: The time for de-

bating this item has also expired. It will be

voted on later.

INTERIM COMPENSATION
FOR WCB CLAIMANTS

Mr. Turner moved resolution 10:

That in the opinion of this House, the gov-

ernment of Ontario consider the need for

procedures under the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act whereby, in cases of demonstrated

real need, provision is made for interim com-

pensation for necessary living exipenditures

incurred by claimants while the Workmen's

Compensation Board determines whether

compensation is payable under the act and

that, if compensation is determined to be

payable, such interim payments l>e con-

sidered part of the compensation and if

compensation is determined not to be pay-

able such payments be recoverable by the

board.

Mr. Turner: Mr. Speaker, in presenting

this resolution, I am addressing a problem
w'hich I believe is shared by all members

of this House. In each of our ridings we wiH

find families and individuals who, for various

reasons, may not share the economic security

that is enjoyed by a majority of the resi-

dents of this province.
I have introduced this resolution to deal

with one situation in which individuals are

unnecessarily forced to face severe financial

hardship. In my ofiBces, both at Queen's
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Park and in Peterborough, I have notices

from many of my constituents who have

thought to advise me that their claim of

injury to the Workmen's Comipensation Board

for various reasons has not been settled.

These letters come from individuals with a

variety of employment backgrounds and

physical complaints. All have been examined

as required by a physician and have sub-

mitted the required proof of such examina-

tions to the board. For reasons that are not

clear, action on their claims has not been
taken.

As all members are aware, until the claims

are settled the Workmen's Compensation
Board does not pay any compensation. One
of my constituents, and I use this as an

example, has been unable to work since

last October and has heard nothing about

the adjudication of her claim. Her sources

of support are extremely limited and she, and

many like her, have no income during this

waiting period. We are dealing in many
cases with cases of families who, for reason

of physical injury, are unable to work and
are left with no way of meeting their neces-

sary living expenses. We provide no bridge
mechanism until their claim is settled.

4:40 p.m.

This resolution is addressing the plight of

individuals who are in real need of income
to pay their rent and their mortgages and
to put food on the table. I might point out

it is not the intention of this resolution to

ensure that injured workers not be without
a steady income. It is my intention today to

call to the attention of all members that

there is a need for economic reform in' this

area.

I would hke to reflect on the kinds of

choices or options open to an injured worker
in financial distress whose claim is not ex-

pediently settled. The first choice is to go
out and borrow money at the best deal he
can make. Interest rates today are prohibitive.
Another choice is to apply for unemployment
insurance benefits. These moneys may be
obtained, to be repaid after the claim has
been settled. I feel it imperative to bring
to your attention, Mr. Speaker, that this

bridge mechanism from a federal program is

tacitly accepted as a solution to a problem
that is defined within provincial jurisdiction.
I find the solution unacceptable. As elected

representatives to this government we would
seem to condone this option by otu" silence.

It is imperative to look beyond the context

and arrray of options olpen to the individual

facing this dilemma and to appraise the re-

sponse of the Workmen's Compensation

Board. It is interesting to note that last year
the board accepted almost 461,000 clauns for

compensation for injuries incurred while on
the job. Of these claims 60 per cent re-

quired medical aid only. The remaining 40

per cent involved payment for loss of time

on the job as well as compensation for medi-

cal expenses.

The record of the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board is generally good regarding the

haste with which the board dispatches the

payment of the claim. Last year, 92 per cent

of compensation claims were paid within

three days.

Mr. Lupusella: Why are you presenting
this resolution, then?

Mr. Turner: I'll come to that.

Expanding the time frame to five days,

96 per cent of the claimants received pay-
ment. The cases of the remaining four per
cent are somewhat more complicated, but

75 per cent of these are settled within 30

working days. It is clear from these figures

tihat the problem we debate today specifically

relates to sipecial cases that are relatively few
in munber.

I would like to make very clear that I am not

introducing this resolution, this concern, to

the members of this Legislature in criticism

of the activities and effectiveness of the

Workmen's Compensation Board, but quite

the opposite. As the above mentioned figures

reflect, its record appears to be impressive

indeed. I am also aware the board has intro-

duced initiatives and programs specifically to

enhance its effectiveness with regard to claim

adjudication. I will mention a few of these

now. The quality of staff .performance has

been enhanced through quarterly reviews of

the case load of each member and work

inspection programs introduced to help staff

make decisions about new claims as well as

to ensure the proper management of i)ro-

longed disability claims.

The recent appointment of Lincoln Alexan-

der, a former federal colleague, will also un-

doubtedly bring progressive results. I would

like to extend my personal best wishes to

him in the task ahead of him. Despite the

quality of the board's workmanship, we do

need a bridge mechanism to ensure that the

welfare of each and every person in this

province is taken into consideration. Despite

the impressive record of claim adjudication

by the board, there remain individuals and

families awaiting their claims who are fi-

nancially and economically very vulnerable.

I am sure this kind of stress does little to aid

the necessary physical and emotional pro-
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cesses of convalescence and the return to

health and the "work place.

The quaility of our working life is poor in-

deed if we refuse to admit and take some

responsibility for this action. More field ovork-

ers and adjudicating staflF have been hired to

reduce the case load and to provide better

and prompter service to injured workers. A
continuing training program has been offered

to enable adjudicators to gain invaluable ex-

perience and to deal with the more complex
cases. In effect, a major ongoing objective
of the Workmen's Compensation Board has

been to enhance the quality of their work.

Recent announcements by our Minister of

Labour ^Mr. Elgie) reflect the promise of

progressive change. Next summer a compre-
hensive study of possible advancements in

the calculation and implementation of bene-
fits will be heard. This examination is being
conducted by Mr. Paul Weiler, whose broad-

based knowledge and ability are well known
and well respected.

The quality of working life has long been
an important consideration for this govern-
ment. The Workmen's Compensation Act
was passed in 1914. It contained measures
which assured workmen the right to com-

pensation for an injury, for the term of dis-

ability, and assured that compensation would
be paid whether or not negligence contribu-

ted to the accident. For employers the option
to finance the compensation scheme under
the collective liability principle ensured that

they would not be individually liable for each
accident on the job site. The adversary sys-
tem of the courts was replaced by the crea-

tion of an independent commission or board
to administrate the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act and all claims to compensation.

Ontario's reform was used, as I have no
doubt members are aware, as a model for

similar legislation in all the other provinces
of this great country. We are all aware of

the extensive range of problems; the pro-

grams the Workmen's Corrtpensation Board
of Ontario has created and of the manv ways
the board has contributed to the wellbeing
of the residents of Ontario.

Ontario workers disabled by work-related

accidents or diseases are compensated for

the disability, and in severe cases the work-
ers and their families are provided with

pensions. An extensive range of medical
services is offered, including assessment

treatment, research services and all-important

prevention programs. Through vocational re-

habilitation services, an injured worker is

given emotional support and guidance as

well as the retraining so necessary to his

emotional and financial re-establishment.

The task of the Workmen's Compensation
Board of Ontario is to provide members of

the work force in Ontario with the assur-

ance and the action that their health and

wellbeing will not be hampered by their

participation in the work force without due
compensation for any injuries that arise. It

is the mandate of the board and this gov-
ernment to provide the people of Ontario
with the services and legislation which as-

sure our rights to fully participate in the

process of the work force.

Recently the board increased the ceiling
on 75 per cent earnings from $16,000 to

$18,500.

Mr. Lupusella: We all know the story.

Come to the point.

Mr. Turner: I am getting there. That be-

came effective in July of last year. This

action and other actions, such as the recip-
rocal agreement with Italy regarding com-

pensation for injuries to workers incurred

in other lands, are statements of the Ministry
of Labour's and the board's intention to pro-
vide workers the necessary means to answer
their immediate needs and promote their

rehabilitation. This objective cannot be ob-

tained without a commitment by this gov-
ernment and all of us in this assembly to

adapt to changing situations and institute

reform where reform is necessary. The his-

tory of the Workmen's Compensation Board
and the programs created by this govern-
ment provide the people of Ontario with an
illustration of this objective.

We are here today to debate the resolu-

tion of a problem that I have seen fit to

bring to the attention of this assembly. It

is the assigned task of all of us, no matter

where we sit, to examine the problems ex-

perienced by the people of this province
and to work together towards a solution.

This hour gives all of us the opportunity to

work together, to collaborate our talents

and to debate in good spirit the solution to

this problem. Today we are looking at a

situation that threatens a number of indi-

viduals and families in Ontario with severe

economic hardship.

My resolution does not provide us with
a perfect solution, but that is not the inten-

tion. The crux of this issue is to answer a

real need of the iniured worker before the

adjudication of his claim. We will need to

construct a guideline or mechanism to assess

this need. I firmly believe this is a problem
that will demand the talents and expertise
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of my colleague the Minister of Labour and
his staff. It also demands the input of all

members present. It is indeed necessary for

any resident of Ontario to be in a position
where he is able to meet necessary living

expenditures for food and rent.

I am confident that each one of us in this

assembly today recognizes this fact. I am
also confident that we can establish a pro-
cess whereby expenses such as allowances

can be recoverable by the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board in the event that compen-
sation payments are found to be out of

order.

4:50 p.m.

It is not only our task to present legislation
to this House to foster the social and eco-

nomic growth and development of opportu-
nities for the people of Ontario; we must also

raise the difficulties that each of us sees ham-
pering the wellbeing of any of the residents

of this great province.
While we may sometimes feel that solv-

ing these problems might be very difficult,

this in no way should deter us from con-

sidering the solution.

Each of us has a mandate to represent
the needs and the interests of the people of

Ontario, and I am confident that today we
can discuss the manner of making interim

payments to the injured worker whose finan-

cial situation is desperate, before the adjudi-
cation of his claim is settled.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Does the honourable
member wish to reserve any of his remain-

ing seven minutes?

Mr. Turner: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Van Home: Mr. Speaker, it is a

pleasure for me to join in this debate con-

cerning a topic with which we are all very
familiar. I am rather surprised to note that

the resolution comes from a member of the

government party. He indicated in his re-

marks that he was bringing something to

our attention. That comment is almost a little

redundant, because we are all very much
aware of this. To the best of my recollec-

tion, this theme has been discussed on more
than one occasion in relation to the Work-
men's Compensation Board and the estimates
of the Ministrv of Labour.

I would ask my colleague the member for

Peterborough (Mr. Turner) if this matter is

being taken very seriously by the govern-
ment, given that this is private members'
hour. To my way of thinking, when a topic
of import comes on stream for us to debate
one would think that the minister responsi-
ble would take the opportunity to make him-

self present to listen to the debate. For all

of us, as far as I am concerned, this is a

very important topic.

I do not think one has to look very long
or deeply into other areas to find other indi-

cations of the seriousness of matters related

to the Workmen's Compensation Board. One
only has to dwell for a moment on the recent

appointment of Mr. Alexander, as my col-

league from Peterborough mentioned a few
moments ago—an appointment that has

pleased some but upset many others. Beyond
that, reference was made to the appointment
of Professor Paul Weiler, again an indication

of the concern of matters related to the

Workmen's Compensation Board.

It would be reasonable to assume, given

all this concern, that the minister would be

able to find time from his busy schedule to

attend a brief debate on a topic that touches

every single member of this House. I am

very disappointed that he is not here.

The member for Peterborough indicated,

regarding the people who would be aflPected

if this resolution came to pass, that there

were very few claimants in the province
whose claim is not satisfied or determined

within a matter of three days. I think he

mentioned 92 per cent. That may be true in

his area, but I am not sure it is a universal

figure. In the last three hours I contacted

the regional office in London to doublecheck

the percentages to date. The percentage

given to me from London is slightly dif-

ferent.

I would submit, from the figures I have,

that 26 per cent of those who applv have to

wait longer than 10 days. That is a far differ-

ent number from what was given to us

earlier. That is a very significant number.

That is one out of four. When I asked about

the delay, the reason I was given for the

delay for such a large number was twofold:

either the report was wrong or the claim

was a very complicated one. In either case,

let me submit that, if 26 per cent of claim-

ants have to wait longer than 10 days, it is

far too long. That point alone would make

this resolution acceptable to each and every

one of us.

The honourable member also mentioned

alternatives to people who are less well off

financially than are the rest of us. What
alternatives are open to them? Reference was

made to borrowing. Precious few would have

the ability to borrow significant funds to

keep them going to pay mortgage or car pay-

ments, buy food and do the other things

that workers have to do. That alternative
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is really not too satisfactory, if not almost

unrealistic.

Other alternatives that would seem to be

open are welfare, with the assignment in-

volved that in the event funds are forth-

coming the money has to be put back to the

people in the welfare ofiBce. Aside from not

being very satisfactory, for many people that

too is very humiliating, if not degrading. One
oould argue that if the compensation board

has a way of providing funds, as suggested
in this resolution, then that would be much
the better way than having an injured worker

go through the further humiliation of apply-

ing for welfare.

I do not think there is any doubt in the

minds of any member that the lion's share

of our constituency work seems to be directly

or indirectly through our assistants in the

office. When one takes a look at the relative

amounts of money paid through workmen's

compensation to individual injured workers,

compared to other amounts that might be
available from such things as unemployment
insurance or sickness and accident funds or

any other supplementary unemployment in-

surance, the one observation that comes

through time and time again is that work-
men's compensation generally has been not

quite enough. It is always a little bit wanting.
I grant that the minister or board, or a

combination of the two, has attempted re-

cently to increase the benefits. We have all

received copies of these brochures within

the last little while indicating amendments
to the Workmen's Compensation Act and the

change in benefits payable. Even with that,

I would submit what the injured workers
are getting is not quite adequate. If the gov-
ernment was going to go to the trouble to

make changes within this past year, as it has

done, would it not seem reasonable that it

could have slipped in one more little clause,
one more little change, that change which
has just been suggested by the member for

Peterborough?
In conclusion, I submit that this resolution

is acceptable and is overdue. I am pleased
to support it.

5 p.m.

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, I want
to make it very clear right at the beginning
that, although I believe the intent of the
resolution has some merit, I and, I am sure,

my colleagues will not be supporting it for

one very simple reason: The last part says
"if comx>ensation is determined not to be

payable such payments be recoverable by
the board." I don't know whether the mem-
ber for Peterborough has given that much

consideration in terms of what that could

mean to an injured worker who has received

interim payments over the time he has

waited for the board to adjudicate his claim.

For years on this side of the House, at

least within the New Democratic Party, both

through the critics we now have and the

previous critics, the member for Downsview

(Mr. Di Santo), the member for Dover-

court (Mr. Lupusella), the member for Bell-

woods (Mr. McClellan), the member for Sud-

bury East (Mr. Martel) and the member for

Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren), we have con-

stantly raised this and many similar issues

regarding the injured workers in Ontario.

I can agree with the member for London

North (Mr. Van Home). I am a little sus-

picious as to the kind of support this reso-

lution will get from the government benches,

given that this has been a problem that has

existed in this province for many years. It

has been brought to the attention of this

government time after time for many years,

and today we have it in front of us, not as

a government bill, but as a private member's

bill. I would like to give some idea of the

difficulties I can see the passage of this

resolution creating for some of the injured

workers. I went into my own files and

dragged out two cases. I won't name the

names of the constituents involved, but I

will give some idea as to what would happen
in a case where a person received interim

payment and the board eventually came

to the conclusion that he was not ehgible

to receive compensation from the board.

We had a case where the commencement
of the claim was September 27, 1978. The

decision of the claims review branch was

handed down on May 11, 1979. It was a

case we appealed. The appeal date was set

for February 5, 1980, and the decision of

the adjudicator was handed down on Febru-

ary 25, 1980. We won that case, fortimately,

and we were able to get some $17,000 for

the claimant. What kind of a position would

we have put this person in had he received

that $17,000 while he was waiting for the

claim to be adjudicated and then the board

had turned around and said, "No, we don't

believe you are entitled to any claim"?

Mr. Turner: That is not what the resolu-

tion says either.

Mr. M. Davidson: The resolution does say

that. It says, "in cases of demonstrated real

need." I don't know many workers who live

in Peterborough who, if they are out of

work, don't have a demonstrated real need.

The majority of people in this province who
work for a hving do not have large bank
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accxjunts they can go to. I would suggest

that, if a worker is oflF work for even one

pay period, he or she could automatically

demonstrate real need.

What the honourable member is saying,

in effect, is that almost every injured worker

who has cause to wait for the board to

adjudicate or bring down a decision on his

case within a matter of weeks would be able

to demonstrate real need.

We had another case, involving a young
lady. The commencement of her claim was

January 1979. Her first appeal was held in

August 1979, and her second appeal was
handed down in December 1979. The de-

cision on that case was received in January
1980. We weren't able to convince the board

that lady was entitled to benefits, and the

case now is before the Ombudsman. I ask

again what kind of a situation would the

member's resolution have put this person in

had she collected interim benefits for a pe-
riod of a year, only to find that the board

ruled against her? She would then be sitting

^with somewhere in the neighlx)urhood of

$10,000 or $11,000 repayable to the board,

according to his resolution.

I know the system as it exists regarding

payment to claimants is not what we on this

side of the House would hke to see. I think

the member for Nickel Belt has advocated
time and time again that this government
implement the kind of imiversal plan we
on this side of the House in the New Demo-
cratic Party would introduce if and when we
become the government.

Under that plan, there would be no prob-
lem such as we have here before us today.
I am sure when the member for Peter-

borough introduced this resolution he did

so because he felt there was a need for

something to be done. I am a little con-

cerned that during his presentation he spent
more time apologizing on behalf of the

Workmen's Compensation Board than he did

outlining the real need of the people, which
is what we are discussing today.

It is not unusual. He mentioned some

figures, as did the member for London
Nortih (Mr. Van Home). If we follow the

board, as he did, if we take the board's

figures in 1979, there were 460,972 inci-

dents reported to the board as being work-
related injuries. Of those, 35,562 were re-

jected immediately, which left 425,410 cases

that were actually processed by the board.

Using the board's own figiu^e, that 95 per
cent of the cases are processed in an ex-

pedient fashion, but taking the five per cent

of claimants that have to go out and fight

to get some justice from the board, we are

talking of more than 21,000 people in this

(province who find it necessary to take action

against the board to get justice.

If we are talking in terms of putting for-

ward a position of making sure these people
are paid, I can understand that. But from

the manner in which this resolution is word-

ed, by passing it—and perhaps it may get

passed through the government introducing

such a provisional am concerned that we
are going to be leaving large numbers of

people out there with a very large amount
of debt hanging over their heads. The mem-
ber shakes his head to indicate no.

I am not talking in terms of just 20,000.

If we have even 1,000 people hung up for

$17,000 who are injured workers in this prov-

ince, then to me that is 1,000 people too

many. It may not be 1,000; it may be only

500. Even that is too many to harness with

this great burden of debt we are going to

hang around their neck if the board decides

they are not entitled to compensation.

I don't k-noAA' whether the msmber in-

tended that in his resolution as such or

whether he had given that matter considera-

tion. I certainly hope he has done. I myself

and I am sure other members in tihe New
Democratic Party, don't want to put work-

ing people in this province in that kind of a

position. If the man had no money to begin

with and we are going to give him interim

payments, as the member suggests, to put a

roof over his head and feed his family, where

in God's earth does he get $17,000, as

would have been the case in this one case

I had? Where does he find the money to pay

that back? What happens to him if he can't

pay it back?

There is no provision there *o say it will

be written off if he is not able to repay it

It just says it shall be recoverable by the

board. Knowing the board with all of the

justice it provides, we would probably be

starting a debtors' prison all over again, and

we don't want to see that in this province.

Certainly we do not want to see the board

taking legal action against claimants because

they are not able to repay the interim funds

that were handed to them.

5:10 p.m.

These are the concerns that I and some

of my colleagues have about the type of pro-

vision that the member is advocating here.

I, for one, will not be supporting this reso-

lution, for the reasons that have been out-

lined.
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Mr. Hennessy: Mr. Speaker, I am strongly

in favour of anything this government can

do to help our workers. They are the back-

bone of this province. Without them, where
would we be?

I think we took a big step forward when
we started a quality of working life centre a

couple of years ago. I am sure it will help
a lot of our workers.

In particular, its work will lead to im-

provements in the atmosphere in a lot of

our factories and other places of work.

Also, I think the Occupational Health and

Safety Act this government passed last year
is one of the best. We care about our work-

ers. This has been demonstrated in many
ways. That must be one of the reasons why
we have a far better record of man-days
lost in strikes than most other places.

Mr. McClellan: Has the member read this

before?

Mr. Hennessy: I'll leave it up to the mem-
ber. He is smarter than I am. He has a big-

ger mouth, anyway.
I think the relations between labour and

management and government are in pretty

good shape, but as time passes more and

more things come to light, there is always

something more we can do to help our citi-

zens. That is the spirit behind the good news
our senior citizens got the other night in the

budget presented by the Treasurer (Mr. F. S.

Miller). I believe this government is doing a

good job of balancing these needs with the

available resources. We cannot go on expect-

ing people to pay more and more in taxes

and other ways. At some point there has to

be a balance, and tfiis government has a

good record of finding and keeping that bal-

ance.

Naturally, _ many of the tasks our workers

perform involve an element of risk. Some-
times it is necessary to perform dangerous
activities. Take the police, for example. Con-
stable Michael Sweet died a noble death in

serving his community. He fell in the line

of duty. In other ways, workers in construc-

tion, in mines and on farms all face hazards.

This is why the province developed the

Workmen's Compensation Board in the first

place. It was truly one of the first, and it

remains one of the finest services of its type
anywhere.

I could not count the number of families

I have personally tried to help, people w'ho

depend on some form of help to tide them
over a rough period when the breadwinner

gets injured on the job. I fully support the

resolution presented by my colleague from

Peterborough (Mr. Turner). I have seen many

families go through a very tough time im-

mediately following this type of injury or

setback. Many times I have sat in homes
where the family was pretty worried about

meeting the next mortgage payment, or even

about where the next dollar or two would

come from to put some food on the table.

While they wait for workmen's compensation
to be settled, many families go through a

very long and tense period.

Often the churches can step in and help,

as can the family benefits agency an'l rela-

tives. I am always amazed at the way people
can jump in and help those in need, but

there are cases where people do not have

these resources. In the mining towns and

those sorts of places, and even in the big

cities, there are many families who have

moved around a lot and left their relati\'es

behind in other areas, maybe in other coun-

tries. There are people who for one reason

or another cannot claim other sources oi

benefits. Maybe they do not know who to

contact. Maybe their English is not very

good, or they are French in those areas of

this province where French is the language
of work. So there is fear and insecurity in-

stead of moral support for the person suffer-

ing the injury.

If we permitted the WCB to make interim

payments in such cases of hardship, the per-

sonnel officer of the plant could help. He or

she would know what resources were avail-

able and could probably talk to the family
and help them get organized. I know we
have to be very careful about how we dole

out money, particularly in a time of restraint,

but let us not be too afraid to reach out

and help. This government has an excellent

record of concern about the workers; it

should not be afraid to think about going
one more step.

The previous speaker mentioned the ques-
tion of interim payments, and it's a good point
to some extent. But for every five people who
apply, four may suffer because one wants to

beat the system. Are we going to deprive fotu:

people who really need help just because

somebody is trying to beat the system? We
have to look at that aspect too.

My support was stated in the caucus as

well as here. I said the same thing in caucus

I am saying here, that I fully support helping
the injured workers. If the gentlemen and

lady of the New Democratic Party would
check my record in Thunder Bay vvrith the in-

jured workers, they would find it's an excel-

lent record. They know themselves. To be

honest, they did approach me to run for their

party at one time; so they shouldn't be too

smart about it. I know as much about the
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working man as they will ever know, because
I am a working man myself. I wasn't born a

millionaire. I have worked for a hving all my
life. They should not think they have cor-

nered the market on the motherhood issue

of taking care of the workers, because I

take care of the workers in my area as well

as any NDP member ever did.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak
on resolution 10 put forward by the member
for Peterborough (Mr. Turner) as it relates

to proxx>sed amendments to the Workmen's

Compensation Act. I was interested in the

part of the resolution wliich says> starting
in the third line, "whereby, in cases of

demonstrated real need, provision is made
for interim comi)ensation for necessary liv-

ing exi)enditm-es incurred by claimants , . ."

In almost every case I have dealt with at

the Workmen's Compensation Board, tliere

is a demonstrated need for financial assist-

ance. In a number of cases it takes a rather

lengthy time—up to six months—to establish

a claim.

There are reasons why there should be
some changes madte. The intent of the Work-
men's Compensation Act is to deal with "dis-

ablement arising in the course of employ-
ment". Often I use that paragraph when
making appeals to the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board. If I understand it cor-

rectly, a person who is injured should be
entitled to compensation. Someone at the

board may misinterpret the act. Maybe we
should change that section of the act to a

broader wording that is more clearly under-

stood. I understand it very well, but some-
times I question whether the members of

the board follow that principle.

I find some dlifiiculty where a person has

been injured in industry but has received

medical treatment and has remained at work
with that injury. He could have received

treatment in the first-aid facility of some
industries, or he could have received medical
treatment from his faimily doctor. He returns

to work for a x>eriod of three to four days, or

even longer, with some degree of difficulty

in trying to accomplish his work chores, and

eventually it is necessary for him to leave

work for a period of two to four weeks or

longer, still continuing with medical treat-

ment.

When a claim finally is filed with the

Workmen's Compensation Board, there is

some question as to whether the injury

happened in the place of employment. I

think that's a problem. I suggest there

should be a diflFerent method of reporting
an injm-y. I think the worker who is injured

should receive a copy of that accident re-

port so that he has it with him all the time.

Sometimes a i)erson can have a serious fall

and injure his back and his shoulder; there

may be abrasions that indicate the injuries

to his back, but he can still have shouJder

difficulties. Later on, when he is off work
with shoulder difficulties, they say the shoul-

der injury is not related to the accident of

such and such a date.

I find difficulty with another area which
I think should be improved'. It is where a

person has recurrence of an accident. This

is causing me some difficulties, because a

field worker from the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board will visit the person who has

been injured. What they are trying to db is

to relate it back to the first injury. It takes

three or foiu: months to settle that dispute.

5:20 p.m.

If one has to initiate an appeal today to

the Workmen's Compensation Board, one is

looking at almost six months before getting

to the final appeal stage. There has to be

some way to speed that up. The question of

where the injury happened has merit, but

it doesn't go far enough; nor is it strong

enough for the board, because I don't think

it is listening half the time to what particular

legislation goes on.

In the short time I have, I can say I sup-

port the bill in principle, but it is not strong

enough for me. I spend much of my time

at the board. My constituency office people
and my secretary here spend all their time

talking to the Workmen's Compensation
Board. There is something odd about the

way they respond. If an inquiry comes from

a member, he gets action. Rehabilitation

officers are out in the area, but sometimes

I question that because at times they are

more of a hindrance than they are any good.
I have cases I could go into in detail

where a particular person has been injured

and has gone on company sickness and acci-

dent insurance; three or four years later,

whpn the person is really disabled with a

back injury, how does he establish a claim

then? What is lacking in the province is a

comprehensive compensation act where,

regardless of where the accident happened,
a person would be covered. I have home
liability, and I am covered for sickness and
accident there.

Mr. Turner: You are not covered here.

Mr. Haggerty: No, I am not covered here.

There is automobile insurance with a certain

amount of coverage. There are all kinds of

insurance coverage. There are about eight
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or nine diflFerent ones. Isn't it about time

we started to look again at a comprehensive
plan of compensation that would include

spouses? It is difficult for the average per-
son today to be paying into so many schemes
and then to have so many problems in trying
to establish a claim in any of them. I sug-

gest it is time this government looked at a

new compensation act to include spouses.
It is time to move in that direction.

Another difficulty is that when one makes
an appeal to the Workmen's Compensation
Board, a rehabilitation officer comes along
and in a slight whisper says "How about

the Canada Pension Act? Maybe that will

get you oflF the hook for a while."

Mr. Ruston: That's another way—that and

sending the person to welfare.

Mr. Haggerty: Yes. One can go down to

the board room and argue this point with

them. Under the Canada Pension Act, a

person has to be considered totally disabled,

but the same rules don't apply as vdth work-

men's compensation. If the member for

Peterborough's colleagues can't bring some-

thing forward, I suggest this party will be

bringing in such a program. One is needed.

The working man can't be paying into all

these schemes and end up wdth peanuts.
That's about the size of it.

Sometimes I feel rather bitter about this

and I had better watch my tongue. There
has to be a change of heart down at that

board. Maybe there will be with a new
chairman. I don't know. I had great hopes
for Michael Starr. One just sits back and
looks at the appointments made by the gov-
ernment. As the member for Riverdale (Mr.
Renwick) said the other day in committee:

"The provincial Tories do have a senate here.

They look after their people." That is about

the size of it.

Let us hope this new chairman will sit

down and revamp the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board, because it needs it. If not, I sug-

gest that as soon as we can get the board
before a committee of this Legislature, the

better off all the members will be, because

we will have ample time to get dowm to the

nuts and bolts of the problems affecting in-

jured workers in Ontario.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, there are two

very serious flaws in the resolution presented

by the member for Peterborough (Mr. Turn-

er) which would certainly ensure that my
colleagues and I on this side of the House
cannot support it. There are the two phrases
in it which refer to "in cases of demonstra-
ted real need" and "if compensation is de-

termined not to be payable such payments
will be recoverable." We certainly appreciate
and understand—we have run into it time

and time again—this one particular problem
among many problems which the WCB has,

which the member has isolated and brought
before us in this resolution.

I recall—I think it v/as in 1972; it might
have been 1973—there were three cases, two
in late August and one in early September.
In each of those three cases, about the second

week in October, these injured workers came
to me and said, "Why haven't we been

paid?" I started working on it, and finally in

each and every case it turned out there had
been no reason at all for the delay. All

the medical reports had gone in right from
the very day of the accident in each case.

\Finally, I phoned the board on the Monday
prior to Christmas and said, "I will be down
tomorrow to pick up handwritten cheques for

those three workers." All of them had been

off work, since the first week in September
in one case and the last week in August in

the other two cases, and not one of those

cheques was for less than $3,000; they were

all for more than $3,000. We are all very

familiar vdth the problem of delays at the

board in turning out those cheques. In those

three cases there was no excuse whatsoever.

I know of no cases at all in my riding in

which, when a pay cheque is missed, there is

not demonstrated need.

When a claim is entered to the board and

goes beyond the waiting period for normal

compensation, those cheques should flow

automatically. The determination of whether

they receive compensation should be done as

soon as possible. If it is determined that

compensation is not payable, then it should

not be recovered in any way.
I would like to make reference very briefly

to a Windsor person who has recently been
informed that he had an overpayment of

$13,022. With a total income of $492.50 a

month, virtually all from compensation, he is

expected to pay back $13,022. There is no

way this person can pay that money back.

The ironical thing is, when he got the lump
sum payments for the loss of a left arm at

the elbow and paralysis of three fingers on
his right hand, he queried the amount and
said he thought it was too much. Two peo-

ple at the WCB assured him that was the

correct figure. They now come back after he
has spent virtually all of it and say, "We
want $13,022 of that $22,225 back from you,"
He just does not have it. If the board makes
mistakes like that, it is going to have to live

with them.
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Mr. Turner: In fact, they excused that.

They did not collect and are not going to.

Mr. Bounsall: They say they are not going
to. Why is the member placing in legisla-

tion the very thing that would encourage
the board to do exactly that, namely when
compensation is determined not to be pay-

able, it is going to be recoverable by the

board? If the members of the House are con-

cerned about that, as the mover is, there are

Rodng to be many instances of compensation
determined not to be payable and, as the

mover says, collectable. Thiat will encourage
the board to make their decisions quickly to

save money on behalf of the employers of

this province. It seems to be their determined
oour^ of action to do so in virtually every
case.

Also, it will cause certain companies not

to delay proceedings. There is a personnel
officer charged with dealing with compensa-
tion in one large company in the city of

Windsor who state's to anybody who wants
to listen, "I might not be able finally to

prevent somebody from getting compensa-
tion, but I see my role as delaying it as long
as possible." That kind of action would cease

if the company were going to be assessed

anyway until the compensation due in that

case was determined to he legitimate. Those

workers who have always waited for months
over the years would automatically get from
that company compensation and would have
their decisions much sooner.

5:.30 p.m.

Unfortunately, the member in this resolu-

tion is simply tinkering with only one of the

many problems that exist in regard to the

WCB. As critic responsible for the Workmen's

Compensation Board for the New Demo-
cratic Party for five out of the almost nine

years I have been in this House, I have con-

cluded, as other critics have concluded and
as the members of our caucus have con-

cluded, that when we come to power there

is no way we can patch up the Workmen's

Compensation Board. We would have to start

from scratch and completely revamp the sys-

tem of compensation in this province. We
cannot do it by a series of private members'
bills or a series of moves or adjustments. We
have seen how the WCB far too often oper-
ates. The system of attitudes and methods
of operation are far too entrenched. We
would have to start over.

We have long proposed and would put in

force the New Zealand type of accident in-

surance. When a person is not on the job
because of an accident, irrespective of how
that accident occurred—at work or otherwise—

that person would receive income mainte-
nance to replace the loss of earnings in the

work place, with three sources of income for

the fund in order to make it operable.

One source would be the employers. We
would have to retain in this province the

employer assessment group, or one similar

to it that already exists in the board, so that

those work-related accidents are collectible

from the companies.
I could go on about the problems of the

board which cannot be redressed by one
isolated resolution. We have determined that

we would have to change the board com-

pletely.

I would like to say a word or two about
the chairman of the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board. The reason given for the ap-

pointment of the new chairman, Lincoln

Alexander, is that it needed a "name person."
The Workmen's Compensation Board in no

way needs a "name person." A performer,
not a name, is needed at the Workmen's
Compensation Board—someone who speaks
for and has concern for the injured workers
in this province. This province does not need
another former Minister of Labour from the

federal jurisdiction who did not distinguish
himself as a Minister of Labour, let alone
know anything about the WCB in Ontario—
which this new chairman at least had the

grace to admit.

We need someone who will initiate legisla-
tive changes. We did not get them from the

last chairman, and I doubt we will get them
from this one. We need someone w^ho will

involve himself directly in the day-to-day ad-

ministration of the board and see that deci-

sions are expedited.

On the many changes required to have
the board operate properly, one almost

doesn't know where to begin. Certainly, com-

pensation benefits in this province should be

geared totally to the employability of the

person, not to counting the number of joints

that have been lost or disabled as a result

of a work injury.

We have argued for years in this House
that the compensation and benefits should

be 100 per cent nontaxable. Pensions should
be fully adjusted, not to the cost of living,

but to the percentage increase in salaries and

wages in this province, a factor which is for

most years somewhat higher. Claimants
should be able to change doctors—a hassle

which most claimants run into. The story

goes on and on about the very necessary

changes which must be made in the board.

One would think it was its own money it

was protecting.
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I get the odd call from employers who
want to appeal the assessment the board is

making on them. I ask them how much it is,

go into the story with them, and say: "How
many injured workers have you had over the

last year?" They give a certain real number,
not just one or two. Then I put the question
to them: "Would you rather pay that much
assessment to the Workmen's Compensation
Board or go back to the old system of being
sued by the injured worker?"
When I finally bring them back to why

the board was established, they say: "We
would sooner have this system so we can

understand the assessment."

In conclusion, I cannot support the resolu-

tion, and I doubt if anyone in my caucus

could.

Mr. Havrot: Mr. Speaker, I am very happy
to speak in this debate today. At the outset,

I would like to express my support for the

resolution put forward by my colleague from

Peterborough.
This is a resolution which asks the gov-

ernment to consider possible solutions to a

problem which I am sure Is recognized by
every member of this House. The problem
in question is one that affects a very small

portion of our workers. I think it is im-

portant that we keep this fact in mind dur-

ing out debate today.
On average, 60 per cent of all Workmen's

Compensation Board claims require medical
aid only and as such do not result in any
time loss at work. The remaining 40 per
cent do result in time loss. Furthermore, of

all claims submitted to the WCB in 1979-
and the total, by the way, was 460,972-92
per cent were paid within three working
days. Within five working days 96 per cent

of all claims were paid. The remaining four

per cent were complicated claims requiring
intensive investigation by the board. Of
these, 75 per cent were paid within 30 work-

ing days. At best then, we are talking about
25 per cent of four per cent of the total

submitted claims which may require interim

financial assistance.

It must also be kept in mind that the

resolution does not ask that living expenses
be covered by interim payments, but that

advanced compensation be available to meet
necessary expenses in cases of demonstrated
real need. This would apply to such things
as food, rent or mortgage payments.

There is some diflBculty as to what mech-
anism would be appropriate to ensure the

recovery of such interim payments in the

event that the claimant is later found not to

be eligible for any compensation award. This

is an inevitable problem in any financial bene-

fit scheme and one which is dealt with regu-

larly by the Unemployment Insurance Com-
mission and by the Ministry of Community
and Social Services.

I have every confidence that a mechanism
could be adopted to deal with the extremely
small number of people who would fall into

this bracket.

Last December, the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Elgie) announced an increase in the

WCB ceiling from $16,200 annually to

$18,500 annually, making the maximum
weekly rate $266.83. At that time, he in-

formed this House that major changes are

necessary in the operation of workmen's

compensation.
In February 1980, the minister appointed

Paul Weiler to head a committee which will

consider and make recommendations on

changes to the Workmen's Compensation
Board. The committee's mandate is as

follows:

"To study and make recommendations on
the decision-making procedure of the WCB;
the review of board decisions by external

tribunals, courts or the Ombudsman; the

scheme of compensating injured workmen
and their dependants; the method of peri-

odic revision of compensation; the appropri-
ate method of financing compensation and

funding in a way which will promote occu-

pational health and safety by employers; the

relationship between WCB and the occupa-
tional health and safety division of the min-

istry; and the role of work advisers."

The target date for completion of this

report is the summer of 1981. I am confi-

dent that, within their mandate, the com-

mittee will see fit to study the issue addressed

by this resolution.

In any program as immensely complex and
detailed as workmen's compensation, con-

tinuous revision and streamlining is impera-
tive. This is the record of the workmen's

compensation in Ontario. There exists the

continuous need to balance the needs of

working people to those of the industry. At

present, I would suggest that benefit levels

are not a concern. They are, in fact, double
the level for UIC and amount to 75 per cent

of a worker's average gross pay.
WCB benefits are not taxable. If benefit

levels are permitted to become too high,
two problems surface. First, benefits would
exceed regular take-home pay, thereby pro-

viding a disincentive to return to work.

Secondly, increased overhead costs to the

industry which ore passed onto the con-

sumer would have an impact on the cost of
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Ontario goods and services and, in turn, the

relative coonpetitiveness of Ontario goods.

5:40 p.m.

Legislation governing the Workmen's

Compensation Board is complex and detailed

and requires that the board, in adjudicating

every claim, balance the need for certain

equitable compensation with promptness,
while ensuring that all provisions of the act

are met.

As I mentioned earlier, the majority of

cases are processed very quickly. There are

a number of provisions designed to encour-

age this efficiency. First, legislation re-

quires that employers notify the board' with-

in three days of any accident, and those

who are late in submitting reports incur

penalties.

In addition to incentives to encourage

prompt reporting, the WCB has taken a

number of internal initiatives with the goal
of efficiency. The number of field investiga-
tions has increased by some 27 per cent,

bringing the total to more than 10,000.

Eighteen additional adjudicators have been
hired in the last year to reduce the case

load of each, and training programs are on-

going to help adjudicators gain the experi-

ence necessary to deal with complicated cases

more quickly.
The Ministry of Labour and the Work-

men's Compensation Board have long acted

on the premise that accidtent prevention is

the first and best line of defence. The WCB
safety education division works in co-opera-
tion with nine safety associations which com-

prise the WCB-supported council of safety

associations, which works to encourage all

major industries to provide a safe work

place. Of course, we also have outstanding
benchmark legislation in the Occupational
Health and Safety Act, which covers the

majority of workers in this province.
There is not one member in this House

who does not recognize the immeasurable
benefits incurred by improving the safety
and quality of the work place. To mention
but a few, such initiatives contribute to in-

creasing productivity, reduced labour-man-

agement disputes and reduced absenteeism^

Mr. Speaker: I don't like to interrupt the

member for Timiskaming, but the member
for Peterborough (Mr. Turner) has reserved

seven minutes and, if he is going to use it

all, we should turn the floor over to him.

Mr. Havrot: I just have half a paragraph

here, Mr. Speaker, thank you.

I urge all members to support this resolu-

tion, and in doing so to help foster a work-

ing environment that will ensure Ontario's

continued economic expansion in the 1980s.

Mr. Turner: Mr. Speaker, it was interest-

ing to hear the comments and some objec-
tions of the various members, and I would
like to deal with some of them, if I may.

First of all, I would like to thank the

member for London North (Mr. Van Home)
and the member for Erie (Mr. Haggerty) for

their rather tacit support.

I would also like to draw your attention,

Mr. Speaker, to something I may be con-

fused about. All the members opposite,

expressed surprise that a government party

member was presenting this resolution.

I was under the impression that this

period, this very afternoon, was devoted to

private members and, as private members,
I think we have the right to bring our con-

cerns and the concerns of our constituents

before this assembly to focus attention on

those areas of concern which may be re-

dressed through the assembly. I want to

make that point, because I think it is a

valid point.

I am also very surprised, frankly, that

both the member for Cambridge (Mr. M.

Davidson) and the member for Windsor-

Sandwich (Mr. Bounsall) have seen fit not to

support the resolution. I think they used rather

flimsy reasons or excuses. Perhaps they ob-

ject to the terminology. Frankly, I had some
serious thoughts about the last sentence in

the resolution, but it is there for a purpose.

It is there because I wanted to build in

a safeguard and not to open the door of the

treasury, so to speak, so the program could

be abused in the manner in which some other

programs are. I give the unemployment in-

surance plan as an example.

It doeisn't present any great problem to me.

There are means and methods open to appeal
and get redress if a hardship does exist.

It was also rather interesting to see that

the member for Cambridge used rather

exaggerated examples to make his point. I

would ask both those members and all the

members opposite to rethink their positions

and support this resolution because I tell

them, and I say so very frankly, it is an

area of concern to me and to my constituents.

I bring it forward to this assembly at the

request of many of my constituents in order

to redress a problem which many of them

are faced with.

Mr. O'Neil: Mr. Sipeaker, I would like to

congratulate the member for bringing in this

resolution. I don't think there is a member
in this Legislature who hasn't had a prob-
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lem at one time or another 'witih the Work-
men's Compensation Board. I know 1 have

cases similar to those the member for Erie

mentioned.

Mr. Grande: Eleven in the past three years.

Mr. O'Neil: The member didn't let me
finish. He is always opening his mouth be-

fore people are finished. He should learn to

wait. I have seen him in committee too. Once
he opens his mouth, he is in trouble. Give
me a minute, and I will try to finish what
I was saying.
What I was going to say before I was

so rudely interrupted was that there isn't one
of us who doesn't have a case every week.
I have 10 or 15 cases on my desk. If we
looked around here this afternoon when the

member brought in this resolution there

wasn't one person from the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board here to hear this resolution

and some of the comments that have been
made. I think that is a real shame. In the

cases that come across my desk, some of

these people are kept waiting for weeks and
months before their cases are dealt with.

They are having some of the hardships the

member and other members of this Legisla-
ture have related.

I intend to support this resolution, and I

would ask the member to see that the Han-
sard report of this debate goes over to the

Workmen's Compensation Board so that it

is aware of some of the comments made here
this afternoon by all the members.

Mr. Speaker: There is one minute left

for any member who wants to contribute

something.

Mr. McCIellan: Let me list my four objec-

tions, Mr. Speaker. There are four pieces to

this resolution. The member wants to turn

the workmen's compensation program^ from
an insurance program into a we^lfare pro-
gram. No, thank you. He wants to have
some beaureaucrats determining whether

anybody is in need. Is he going to administer
a means test? Isn't it humiliating enough
for injured workers without turning it into a
welfare program?

Then there are the catch-22 proposals. If

they get an interim payment, how are they
supposed to live on their pension if they
have already received an interim payment?
How are they supposed to pay back the

compensation board if it finally turns down
their claim? It is absolutely nuts.

The problem is that the compensiation
board is a mess. The government refuses to

clean it up, but brings in this kind of non-
sense as a sop to cover its own inadequacies

in the administration of the Workmen's

Compensation Board. They couldn't find any-

*body decent in the entire country to come in

and clean up the Workmen's Compensation

Board, even though they looked for more
than a year. They had to go to another

Tory hack. Nobody else would take the job.

Mr. Speaker: The honourable member's

time has expired.

5:50 p.m.

ELECTORAL SYSTEM FOR
METROPOLITAN TORONTO

The House divided on Mr. R. F. Johnston's

motion of resolution 12, which was negatived
on the following vote:

Ayes

Bounsall, Breaugh, Bryden, Cassidy, Charl-

ton, Cooke, Davidson M., Davison, M. N.,

Di Santo, Dukszta, Germa, Gigantes, Grande,

Hodgson, Isaacs, Johnston, R. F.

Laughren, Lawlor, Lupusella, MacDonald,

Mackenzie, Makarchuk, Martel, McCellan,

Philip, Reid, T. P., Renwick, Swart, Warner,

Wildman, Young, Ziemba.

Nays

Auld, Baetz, Belanger, Bemier, Blundy,

Bradley, Brunelle, Conway, Drea, Edighofi^er,

Epp, Gaunt, Gregory, Haggerty, Hall, Havrot,

Hennessy, Johnson, J., Kerr, Kerrio.

Lane, Leluk, MacBeth, Maeck, Mancini,

McCaffrey, McCague, McKessock, Miller, G.

I., Nevraian, B., Newman, W., Nixon, Nor-

ton, O'Neil, Peterson, Ramsay, Reed, J.

Riddell, Rollins, Rotenberg, Rowe, Roy,

Ruston, Smith, G. E., Sweeney, Taylor, G.,

Timbrell, Turner, Van Home, Villeneuve,

Walker, Watson, Welch, Wells, Williams,

Worton,

Ayes 32; nays 56.

INTERIM COMPENSATION
FOR WCB CLAIMANTS

The House divided on Mr. Turner's mo-
tion of resolution 10, which was agreed to on

the following vote:

Ayes

Auld, Baetz, Belanger, Bemier, Blundy,

Brunelle, Drea, Edighoffer, Epp, Gaunt, Hag-
gerty, Hall, Havrot, Hennessy, Hodgson,

Johnson, J., Kerr, Kerrio, Lane.

Leluk, MacBeth, McCaffrey, McCague,
McKessock, Miller, G. I., Newman B., New-
man, W., NLxon, O'Neil, Peterson, Ramsay,
Reed, J., Reid, T. P., Riddell.
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Rollins, Rowe, Roy, Smith, G. E., Sweeney,
Taylor, G., Timbrell, Turner, Van Home,
Villeneuve, Walker, Watson, Welch, Wells.

Nays

Bounsall, Bradley, Breaugh, Bryden, Cas-

sidy, Charlton, Conway, Cooke, Davidson, M.,

Davison, M. N., Di Santo, Dukszta, Germa,
Gigantes, Grande, Gregory, Isaacs, Johnston,
R. F.

Laughren, Lawlor, Lupusella, MacDonald,
Mackenzie, Maeck, Makarchuk, Mancini,

Martel, McClellan, Norton, Philip, Renwick,
Rotcnberg, Ruston, Swart, Warner, Wildman,
Wilhams, Worton, Young, Ziemba.

Ayes 48; nays 40.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to indicate to the House the business for

the rest of this week and next week.

Tonight we will be dealing with the

second report of the standing committee on

procedural afiFairs which concerns agencies,

boards and commissions.

Tomorrow we will deal with the supple-

mentary estimates for 1979-80, those remain-

ing for the Ministry of Health, followed by
a supply bill to cover supplementary esti-

mates that have been passed by the House,
if we finish the Ministry of Health supple-

mentary estimates.

On Monday, April 28, the Leader of the

Opposition {Mr. S. Smith) will reply to the

budget. Following his address, as time per-

mits, we will deal with Bill 32, Bill 33 and
Bill 34, the second reading of Bill 38, and
the committee stage of Bill 31.

On Tuesday, April 29, in the afternoon

the leader of the New Democratic Party (Mr.

Cassidy) will reply to the budget. When his

address is completed, we will continue with

budget debate. We will also continue with

budget debate in the evening of Tuesday,
April 29.

Mr. Cassidy: I am going to entrust our

reply to our critic.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm sorry; the critic. Ex-
cuse me; the critic, the member for Nickel
Belt (Mr. Laughren).
On Wednesday, April 30, the resources

development, general government and justice

committees may meet in the morning.
On Thursday, May 1, in the afternoon we

will have private members' public business

ballot items 11 and 12. In the evening, this

House will consider the no-confidence mo-
tion standing in tlie name of the member
for Hamilton West (Mr. S. Smith). I should

point out to the House that, as provided in

the standing orders, there is a five-minute

bell for debates of this nature and the bells

will start ringing at 10:20 p.m.
On May 2, this government continuing to

have the confidence of the House, as I as-

sume it will, we will continue the budget
debate.

On Monday, May 5, and for the next

week, we will have the Confederation debate.

The House adjourned at 6:07 p.m.

ERRATUM

No. Page Col. Line Should read:

27 1013 2 47 Populaire Laurier Limits© in my riding—is
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APPENDIX
(See page 1073;

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON NOTICE PAPER

VACANT LAND CONDOMINIUMS
111. Mr. Wildman: Would the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations table

all studies and ministerial working papers
that his ministry has prepared in the develop-
ment of legislative proposals designed to

fulfil the commitment to introduce amend-
ments to the Condominium Act to provide
for vacant-land condominiums and condo-

minimn ownership of mobile-'home parks
which was made to the standing committee
on the administration of justice by him in

October, 1978? (Tabled April 10, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Drea: During discussion of the

Condominium Act, 1978, by tihe standing
committee on the administration of justice,

my predecessor suggested he would be look-

ing into the subject of vacant-land condo-

miniums in the hope of introducing legisla-

tion.

My ministry has found that the concept,
while attractive at first sight, may not be as

satisfactory as first anticipated. In fact the

possibility of severe problems seems a real

one.

Some of the areas of concern are com-

pletion of amenities, disparities in use and

need for services among imit owners, dis-

parity of place of develojwnent and equitable
distribution of voting rights where the v'alues

of units built differ substantially.
Because of our concern that the vacant-

land concept may be unsatisfactory, my min-

istry has been carefidly considering the impli-
cations. While no working papers have yet
been produced, discussions are continuing.
The ministry is very sympathetic to the

concept of Vacant-land condominiums. How-
ever, the vacant-land concept can only 'be

introduced to Ontario when we are satisfied

that it can be done in a manner which will

not create problems for the imit owners of

the future.

FOSTER CARE PROCRAM
112. Mr. Blundy: Will the Minister of

Community and Social Services table the

moit recent statistics on Ontario's foster-dare

program including the number of children in

foster care; the incidence of two or more
transfers per year from one home to another

comparing this incidence rate to the previous
five years? Which age groux>s are most prone
to miiltiple transfers? Is there a ministry

policy detailing procedures for case review

of a child in care who undergoes more than

two transfers per year? What is the average
number of transfers per child during ward-

ship by the crown, however long that might
be, from one type of residential care to any
other care service? How many homes are

eligible or approved to be foster homes and
how many of these homes actually received

foster children? (Tabled April 10, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Norton: The number of children

in fojter care at t!he end of calendar year
1978 was 7,565, and 1979, 7,576.

In 1979 there was a total of 6,639 foster

homes available of which 4,460 were occu-

pied and 2,179 were unoccupied.
The total number of regular foster-dare

days in 1979 was 2,149,118. The total

niunber of special foster-care davs was

660,300.

Regarding transfers—number, age group
and incidence-^:he ministry does not have the

mechanism to record such information at this

time. We are developing a trac'king system
which should be in full operation by July
1980.

The goal of the tracking system is to

provide data capable of monitoring each

child's progress through the children's serv-

ices network. This will include statistics on
transfers and age groups prone to multiple
transfers.

At the present time, each children's aid

society keeps its o'ati records regarding indi-

vidual placements and transfers.

EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT FUND
113. Mr. Laughren: Will the Minister of

Industry and Tourism table all documents or

portions of dociunents which deal w^ith guar-
antees made by the recipients of funds from

the Employment Development Fund? (Tabled

April 10, 1980.)

See sessional paper 74.

MARIJUANA PROSECUTIONS

114. Mr. Renwick: Will the Attorney
General table in the assembly: (a) statistical

particulars for each judicial district of charges
laid last year for possession of marijuana

( when that was the only offence charged ) and
the disposition of each charge, i.e., with-

drawn, convicted on guilty plea, convicted

after trial; and when convicted the further

disposition, i.e., absolute discharge, discharge

on condition with particulars of the conoi-
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tion(s), sentence, suspended with and with-

out condition with particulars of condi-

tion(s), fine and amount, imprisonment and

term; (b) statistical particulars for each

judicial district of charges laid last year for

possession of marijuana (when the cnarge of

possession was charged along with a

charge(s) of trafficking in marijuana or other

drugs) and the disposition of each charge of

traflBcking and of each charge of possession

and when convicted the further disposition of

each such charge; (c) statistical particulars

for each judicial district of charges laid last

year for xK>ssession of marijuana (when the

charge of possession was charged along with

a charge(s) other than a drug-related

charge(s)) and the disposition of each such

other charge and of each charge of possession

and when convicted the further disposition of

eadh such charge? (Tabled April 10, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McMurtry: Prosecutions for

ofiFences under the Narcotic Control Act con-

cerning marijuana are conducted by the fed-

eral Department of Justice, through its own
counsel or through agents specially designated
for this task by the Minister of Justice. Ac-

cordingly, statistical information concerning
such prosecutions is kept only by the Depart-
ment of Justice. The Attorney General has

written to the Minister of Justice alerting him
to the information requested in question 114.

The Honourable Jean Chretien

Minister of Justice and Attorney
General of Canada

Department of Justice
West Memorial Building
344 Wellington Street

Ottawa, Onario

KIA 0H8
Dear Mr. Chretien:

On April 10, 1980, Mr. James A. Renwick,

QC, member of the Legislature for Toronto-

Riverdale, tabled the following question in

the Legislative Assembly:

Inquiry of the ministry—Will the Attorney
General table in the assembly: (a) statistical

particulars for each judicial district of charges
laid last ye^ar for possession of marijuana

(when that was the only offence charged)
and the disposition of each charge i.e., vdth-

drawn, convicted on guilty plea, convicted

after trial; and when convicted the further

disposition, i.e., absolute discharge, discharge
on condition with particulars of the condi-

tion(s), sentenc3, susx)ended with and with-

out condition with particulars of condi-

tion(s), fine and amoimt, imprisonment and

term; (b) statistical particulars for each judi-

cial district of charges laid last year for pos-

session cti nVarijuana (when the charge of

XX>ssession was Charged along with a

charge(s) of traflBcking in marijuana or other

drugs) and the disposition of each charge of

trafficking and of each charge of possession
and when convicted the further disposition
of each such charge; (c) statistical particulars

for each judicial district of charges laid last

year for possession of marijuana (when the

charge of possession was charged along with

a charge(s) other than a drug-related

charge(s)) and the disposition of each such

other charge and of each charge of posses-
sion and when convicted the further disposi-

tion of each such charge? (Tabled April 10,

1980. )

I have indicated to Mr. Renwick in my
response to his question that the information

concerning the enquiry is held by your min-

istry. I would be grateifid if you could be of

assistance in providing a response to Mr.

Renwick's question.
Yours very truly,

R. Roy McMurtry
Attorney General

CC: J. Renwick, Esq., QC, MPP

METRO DAY-CARE CENTRES

116. Mr. Di Santo: Will the Ministry of

Community and Social Services table the

following information: 1. How many day-
care centres are in Metropolitan Toronto? 2.

What is the breakdown in each municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto? 3. How many
private day-care centres are in operation in

Metroxx>litan Toronto? 4. How many are

illegal? 5. What is the demand for new day-
care centres year by year since 1975? 6.

How many day-care centres have been

opened in the same period of time? 7. What
is the total need and demand for new day-
care centres in Metropolitan Toronto?

(Tabled April 10, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Norton: 1. Day-care centres in

Metropolitan Toronto: 287.

2. Breakdown in ©ach municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto: Scarborough, 71;

Et6bicoke, 35; York, 15; East York, 11; city

of North York, 59; city of Toronto, 96.

3. Private day-care centres in operation in

Metropolitan Toronto: 254.

4. There are no illegal day-care centres in

Metropolitan Toronto to the knowledge of the

ministry.
5. Demand for provincial funding for new

day-dare centres year by year since 1975:

1975—7 centres requested, 2 built

( municii>al )

1976—5 centres requested, 2 built,

1 expansion
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1977—4 centres requested, 1 built

1978—4 centres requested, 1 built

1979—3 centres requested, 1 initiated

1980—3 centres requested

6. Day-care centres opened in the same

period of time: 1975, 35; 1976, 29; 1977, 24;

1978, 24; 1979, 29; 1980, 6 (as of April 16,

1980).

7. Total need and demand for new day-
care centres in Metropolitan Toronto: The

department of social services, municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto has formed a day-care
planning task force to gather this information

and present it to the social services and

housing conmiittee in September 1980. Their

•current estimates for pre-school day-care
centres would involve sufficient subsidized

spaces for a minimiun of 500 children.

TOWNSEND NEW COMMUNITY

117. Mr. Nixon: What are the develop-
ment costs to date for the new town of

Townsend? How many lots are involved

with the development to this stage? How
many lots have been sold and how many are

<X)mmitted for sale? What are the advertising
costs promoting the development? (Tabled

April 11, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The member for

Brant's question covers several aspects of

the Townsend new community and the On-
tario Land Corporation would like to reply
to them in the order they were put.

1. Development costs: The total develop-
ment expenditure for the period June 1,

1978, to March 31, 1980, is $2,611,793. This

total expenditure consists of the following:

(a) Construction of Townsend and Nanti-

<?oke Creek Parkways (formerly regional road

'69). As major access roads from highways 3

and 6, they serve the long-term needs of the

whole community, having a projected popula-
tion of 40,000: $1,157,911;

(b) Construction of interim sewage lagoon
and pumping station to serve the entire first

stage development of Townsend which is to

T>e built in five phases over the next six to

seven years, and accommodating a total

population of 5,000 in 1,600 housing units:

:$227,440;

(c) Subdivision services required for the

first phase of Townsend comprising 334 lot/

units with installation of services at this time

for 219 lot/units including services for two
school sites, two church sites, commercial

village centre and park area: $522,281;

(d) Costs incurred for, town, o£Bcial plan
amendment and subdivision planning, archi-

tectural and landscaping design services, land

surveys, soil tests, legal expenses, et cetera,

including construction of ski and hiking
trail: $704,161;
Total: $2,611,793.

2. Advertising costs: The total advertising

expenditures for the period June 1, 1978, to

March 31, 1980, are as described below:

production and supply of Townsend film;

e'ight-page tabloid including production,

printing, newspaper circulation of 240,000
and distribution costs; Ski Hiking Trail bro-

chure printing and signage; Townsend
entrance sign at highways 3 and 6, $117,042.

3. Marketing of first phase: The first stage
of Townsend encompasses 1,606 lot/imits,

which will be developed in five phases and
inc^ludes two school and two church sites,

village commercial centre, recreation and

pai'k areas now under construction.

The Townsend marketing activities at the

present time are a preservicing sales program
because building permits and servicing will

not be available until June 1980. The follow-

ing preservicing selling activities are listed

below: (a) Agreements have been executed

by two builders for 14 units; (b) Active

negotiations are at present under way with

six builders encompassing 20 model homes,
158 units; Total preservicing sales activity,

172 units.

INTERIM ANSWER
119. Mr. T. P. Reid: Would the min-

istry advise how many communications

officers each ministry has? What are the

salaries paid to each communication officer

or information oflScer for the fiscal year 1979-

80? (Tabled April 14, 1980.)

Hon. Mr. McCague: The ministry will re-

quire additional time to obtain the informa-

tion to answer certain parts of this question.
The answer should be available May 30,

1980, approximately.
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The House resumed at 8 p.m.

REPORT OF THE
STANDING COMMITTEE

ON PROCEDURAL AFFAIRS

Resuming the adjourned debate on the

motion for adoption of the second report of

the standing committee on procedural affairs

re agencies, boards and commissions.

Mr. Huston: Mr. Speaker, in this report we
dealt with six different boards and commis-
sions: the Ontario Research Foundation, the

Ontario Telephone Service Commission, the

Ontario Housing Corporation, the Ontario
Food Terminal Board, the Ontario Council
of Health and the Ontario Municipal Board.
That is the variety of boards and com-

missions that we dealt with. When we talk

to the Ontario Telephone Service Commis-
sion and then with the Ontario Municipal
Board, there is quite a comparison, because of

the broad spectrum of government policies
the Ontario Municipal Board has to arbitrate

on.

iThe first one on our list is the Ontario Re-
search Foundation. I was never too familiar

with this organization imtil it came before
the committee. Maybe that is one of the good
things about the committee—we do at least

get a better insight into some of these boards
and commissions we have in the province.
I found the Ontario Research Foundation one
of the better organizations. It has been in

effect for a number of years.
I will read a paragraph from our report

that I think is pertinent to our investigation
of the ORF. Reading from page six: "The
committee believes that government ministries

should be making greater use of the ORF
services. It is indicative of the limited use

being made of the foundation that only three

per cent of its contract revenue comes from
the Ontario government, while 12 per cent
is derived from the federal government. Not
only would more government contracts give
the Ontario Research Foundation the proper
supix)rt it deserves as an agency of the On-
tario government, but it would help elimin-
ate overlapping and paralleling. Though the

present overlapping between ministry re-

search programs and the ORF is limited.

Thursday, April 24, 1980

it does not seem logical or cost-effective that

ministries develop facilities and expertise if

they already exist at the foundation."

We are not saying government ministries

and their own officials and employees should
rush down to the Ontario Research Founda-
tion every time someone gets an idea of

something they should be making or experi-

menting with. I would imagine one could

get carried away with that. What we are

suggesting is closer co-ordination. We are
even recommending that the Deputy Minis-
ter of Industry and Tourism and the Deputy
Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment be on the board of directoiis of the

Ontario Research Foundation.

We feel this organization has a great deal
to offer, and does, in fact, offer a great deal

to many industries. I think it has a role to

play in Ontario, maybe more so in the future.

We are looking at research and development
in many industries. Many of us in this gov-
ernment and in the federal government are

realizing that in Ontario and in Canada we
have not got into research and development
in the way that we should have over the

yeai^s.

I supipose that goes back to die old saying
about hewers of wood annd drawers of

water.

It is like the fellow at the cottage who
was asked if he had running water. He said:

"Yes, you run to the lake and get a pail
and run back with it." Of course, that is

what we sometimes had to do many yearS

ago, but now we are in a different era and I

think the Ontario Research Foundation can

certainly add something to help out in some
of the new developments we are looking
forward to in the coming years.

The Ontario Telephone Service Com-
mission, as I said earlier, is a very small

organization. It served quite a purpose a
nvunber of years ago when there were hun-
dreds of small community telephones. Many
of them were privately owned. Many were

municipally owned. There was a lot of co-

ordination in approvals, rates and so forth

of telephone systems operated within the

province. Having been the chairman of our

own telephone commission for six years in
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one of the townships of my riding, I got to

know quite a bit about the Ontario Tele-

phone Service Commission in the 1960s. I

found them quite a help to us.

I suppose hindsight is always 20-20 vision,

but if we had expertise in the telephone
service commission and methods of financ-

ing which were always a problem in a

municipally owned service, I suppose many
of the smaller telephone systems would still

be operating in Chitario. One of the prob-
lems I found in the telephone business was
the high cost of putting in new and modem
equipment. You certainly got your money
back within a few years. There is no doubt
it was an excellent investment but the prob-
lem was finding that money to acquire the

new equipment to be installed.

Hie Ontario Telephone Service Commis-
sion does require some updating. The legis-
lation is quite old and has not been revised

over the past number of years. I suppose one

could look at some of the potential uses that

could be made of the Ontario Telephone
Service Commission. Maybe with cable tele-

vision coming around, and some thought
that the province will have more control

over that in the coming years, it could be an

area where it could take part in the overall

supervision of cable television or something
similar to that. In many areas, in co-opera-
tion with the telephone companies, they do
use their own cables and lines.

'Another organization we dealt with is the

Ontario Housing Corporation. Actually, we
had some reservation about the operations
of the Ontario Housing Corporation. One of

the things that concerned a number of the

members of the committee was the right of

people living in Ontario Housing Corpora-
tion units to have access to their files, to

know what was put on their records.

It is a similar concern to what we dealt

with a number of years ago here in the

House and in oommittee with regard to

credit organizations. At that time, changing
some of the legislation gave people with
credit ratings the opportunity to go in and
check their credit rating with a certain

company if it had a credit bm"eau. They
could find out if something was on their

record that they were not aware of or if

it might contain misinformation. I think

that should be the right of a person living

in an Ontario Housing Corporation unit be-

cause sometimes these records can get mis-

construed. I think it is a good recommenda-
tion.

I visited the Ontario Food Terminal or-

ganization a few years ago with the regula-

tions committee. I was chairman of tliat

committee. It was not very active, but that

was one of the things we did do that year.

We went to the Ontario Food Terminal and
looked over their operations. We had them
before our committee this year. There were
some recommendations we felt could improve
the operation. We had some concerns with

regard to the leasing of the stands there.

Some people had acquired these leases over

the years and would transfer them to some-

one else and so forth.

8:10 p.m.

We have in our report, on pages 22 and

23, some of the recommendations with regard
to food terminal operations and whether we
should be looking at operating in other areas

of Ontario. If I remember correctly, the mem-
ber for Cochrane South (Mr. Pope) a few

years ago brought in a private member's bill

or a resolution with regard to opening a

food terminal in northern Ontario. We say

in our report that was something govern-
ment should be looking at and that maybe
it should be expanding that type of opera-

tion.

With regard to the Ontario Council of

Health, we found in their coming before

the committee that they are doing a very

good job in the work assigned to them by
the ministry on certain occasions. The only

problem we found is they are not actually re-

quired to make a report to the Legislature.

That is something we have recommended
here—that they should submit an annual re-

port to the Legislature which would assist

us in understanding just what their work is.

I am sure many members of the Legislature

like myself were not aware of their opera-

tions until they appeared before our com-

mittee.

Everyone is pretty well aware of the On-

tario Municipal Board and its operations.

There were many reports and recommenda-

tions from a select committee of this Legis-

lature a few years ago on the operations of

the Ontario Municipal Board and there have

been piecemeal changes once in a while.

There are many people throughotit Ontario

who feel it does serve a purpose to allow

I)eople to make objections to certain zoning

plans and so forth in municipalities and give

people the right to go before this board. It

is a pretty imbiased board, out of the political

stream with independent opinions, and I

think on the whole it does carry out its func-

tions reasonably well.

We are concerned, though, that in making

applications to the Ontario Municipal Board,

the time required to get a hearing sometimes
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has been a major concern to many people
with regard to pbnning and zoning changes
and so forth. Sometimes it takes four or five

months to get a date set and it may be

almost a year before they would have a hear-

ing. Some of their hearings are over what

we call minor severances and I suppose with

the work load they have had, that is part

of the cause.

We are saying, and we had quite a dis-

cussion in the committee on this, it is hard

to get just the direct route of how one speeds

up hearings and yet have people have the

rights they should have to protect their

property and so forth. We are trying to

figure out ways of getting around the per-

haps frivolous applications that are made.

I have noticed on some occasions when only

one objection comes in that the board has

considered sometimes that it was frivolous

after investigating and did not require a

hearing. That is something we discussed at

some length in the committee and quite

frankly we really couldn't come up with a

complete answer to ft. Some sugge^ed we
have what I would call a cursory examina-

tion of an appeal to see if it really required
a full board hearing.

We do have our general recommendations,
but they are very limited in this case be-

cause it serves such an important purpose
to many municipalities. If the government
isn't sure how it should handle something,

quite often the matter is turned over to the

Ontario Municipal Board to have hearings

on it.

In efi^ect that is a report of the six boards

and commissions that we had before our

committee this year. With regard to the latter

part of the report, responding to the 1978

report, I wasn't on the committee at that

time. I will leave that to other members who
were on the committee at that time to report

to the House.

Mr. Breaugh: Mr. Speaker, I want to speak
this evening about the report itself, the pro-
cess and the committee. I am chairman of the

standing committee on procedural affairs and
I want to offer to the members some con-

sideration as the committee members have

managed to do something that is unique in

this House. The procedural affairs committee

manages quite nicely to change roles from

time to time, from being a committee that

deals essentially with procedural matters to

one undertaking once a year this matter of

reviewing agencies. It is no mean feat to

change that substantive a role but the House,
in setting up the committee, initially decided

that this should be part and parcel of its

work—the prime consideration would be that

all these agencies would be reviewed by a

committee of the Legislature itself.

Over the past few years there have been
a number of attempts to get some control of

agencies, to have some understanding of

what they are for, to get them to clarify in

their own minds and in the minds of the

ministries they work with, precisely what it

is tliey are supposed to do. There have been

attempts to clarify their function and, in

particular, their relationships with this

Legislature.

Part of our deliberations has been to try

to firm up that relationship. In our first re-

port last year we spent considerable time

and effort to try to go as much into the

process as into the agencies that came be-

fore the committee for review.

In this year's report we have attempted
to define a smaller number of agencies more

carefully, agencies which tended to be larger

in scope, ones which seemed to have more

staff, more budget, more responsibility,

agencies which the people of Ontario might
be more aware of than were some of the

ones we looked at last year.

In our first year of operation we attempted

to bring before the committee a cross-section

of the agencies in this province. In the com-

mittee report the heavy emphasis was on

clarifying the status of the agencies, in at-

tempting to clarify the function and role

they performed and in providing the House

with an opportunity to read what some of

these agencies were up to.

In this year's hearings we brought before

the committee some six substantive agencies.

In this year's report we were attempting a

more detailed look. We are inhibited some-

what. No committee of this Legislature has

the staff resources one might find at con-

gressional hearings in the United States. No
committee has the resources on a regular

basis to do investigative work or to compile
research such as we might find with our

select committees.

We do have, though, the beginnings of a

standing committee of the Legislature in-

vestigating what agencies do and asking them

to come before the committee to participate

in a dialogue about their roles. If we could

generalize, I think we would say the com-

mittee has been impressed in its two years

of review with the quality of the people

who serve on those agencies. Each one seems

to have many good intentions to provide

some form of service to the people of Ontario.
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On the negative side—something we ought
to think about a good deal—we found that

with almost all of them there was not ex-

actly a crystal clear concept of why they
were in business, or what mey were to do.

We attempted last year, and will again in

this year's report, to clarify that, to get it in

writing, to provide that they table an annual

report in the Legislature so the members and
the public can be aware of them, to make
them accountable for the things they do.

I don't think many members will find the

report of the committee to be extremely con-
troversial in nature. I think members will

find its tone to be supportive of the work
that is done by agencies. I want to go
through them briefly.

8:20 p.m.

One major agency brought before the
committee was the Ontario Research Foun-
dation. The committee was impressed with
the quality of the people there.

The committee does make some recom-
mendations in here which attempt to clarify
the role. We were impressed that that kind
of research was done here in this province.
We are happy to see something which many
of us in other roles, other than sitting on the

committee, had talked about, namely, that to

meet the need for research and development
of new projects, of new products and of new
product lines and of satisfying the needs of
both the ministries involved here at Queen's
Park and the private sector at large in On-
tario, there was at least in place an agency
which could do precisely that kind of work.
If one looks at the recommendations which
the committee put forward in this year's re-

port, I think one will see they are positive in

nature.

We were somewhat concerned that there
was not a total, combined carefully thought-
out use of the Ontario Research Foundation.
We are making some recommendations here
that there be a concerted effort by the gov-
ernment itself to make greater use of the
services that are offered by the research
foundation.

In the second recommendation we found
what seems to be rather common, that a num-
ber of these agencies have been studied by
other people and that certain recommenda-
tions are from time to time made about these

agencies. If we find something that is con-
sistent here, it is that somehow these recom-
mendations get lost in the process. In part,

perhaps that is because there has not been a

great deal of activity on the part of legisla-
tive committees here at Queen's Park to deal
with reports once they are tabled somewhere.

One of the things we noticed initially in

looking at agencies is that there has been
a tendtency to have examinations made,

very often by very prominent people and
sometimes at rather substantial expense to

the public of Ontario. The report is then

tabled and forgotten about. One of the

things we are doing as we go throus^ these

agencies is picking those up.
Iln our second reoommendlation, we are

reiterating a recommendation put forward

a few years ago by the Lapp study, that

an internal government of Ontario research

foundation advisory committee be estab-

lished and that the Deputy Minister of

Industry and Toturism and the Deputy Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment be appointed to the Ontario Research

Foundation board.

The next recommendation is somewhat
unusual. We foimd that this agency of the

government had been paying retail sales

tax since its inception. Upon further ex-

amination, we could find no reason why
it was paying that. It turned out to be a

substantial amount of money, I believe in

the order of $200,000 annually in its budget.
That is money which it could well have

used to do research. We make the recommen-
dation here that they cease payment of a

tax that, in our view at any rate, and in

the view of our staff, they do not have to

pay.

There is a recommendation which mem-
bers will find rather commonly repeated

throughout the report, that the act itself be

reviewed and clarified, because there are

certain sections of the act which seemed to

be no longer applicable to the foundation

itself.

(The other thing we found is common
strains that go through the work of all of

these agencies. We found that the research

foundation, which essentially we thought,

and after listening to its staff we had that

thought clarified, was a body which was

in business to make the industrial sector of

Ontario work and to devise new products

and product lines, did not in itself have a

buy-Canadian policy. That, in part, relates

to the kind of slipi>age that is involved be-

cause these agencies are not a direct part of

the ministries of the government.

The government of Ontario can have a

buy-Canadian policy, but its agencies do

not necessarily have to have it. We thought
it would be appropriate if the igovemment
of Ontario thought its own ministries ought
to buy Canadian, then surely agencies that

were created by the Legislatm-e or by the
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ministry involved ought to follow along with

similar recommendations and adopt similar

policies.

The second agency we looked at was the

Ontario Telephone Service Commission. I

believe many members who come from urban

areas may not be too familiar with this par-

ticular agency and the work that it does.

Those of us who have parts of our ridings

that are rural in nature will be aware that

tiiis particular agency has substantive control

over the provision of telephone services

throughout the province and makes recom-

mendations about the kinds of services that

are provided and the rates that are charged.
Once again, we are recommending that

the Telephone Act itseK be revised so as to

permit the Ontario Telephone Service Com-
mission to keep pace wit'h changes in the tele-

phone industry and to simplify the regulatory

process. I think that is a simple admission

on the part of the committee that we h^ve an

agency in place that in a technological sense

has seen dramatic changes since its inception,
but the legislation which governs that agency
has not kept pace with it. We recommended
that change should be brought into place.
This government will now move, we would

hope, to provide us with that.

The next agency exists in almost all parts
of the province now. The members will be
aware of the Ontario Housing Corporation
and its functions. Like many of the other

agencies, it has changed in nature since its

inception and has a different role in different

places. In many of the urban settings we will

have a local housing authority which will, by
and large, be carrying on roles previously

performed by the OHC. Certain policy

changes announced by the Minister of Hous-

ing (Mr. Bennett) have certainly had a dra-

matic effect on that changing of roles.

The first recommendation we made on this

particular agency is that OHC's policy de-

livery and administrative functions should be
transferred to the Ministry of Housing and
that the corporation's board of directors be
reconstituted as an advisory agency. In part
we feel that is a reflection of actual practice
now as opposed to what it might have been a
few years ago.

To some people that might seem a rather

dramatic shift, but in the testimony of the

OHC before the committee they were well

aware there had been a substantive change in

the role they were exi>ected to play by both
the government and the people in Ontario

and that this would not be a dramatic change
as far as the OHC itself was concerned.

Another matter brought before the com-
mittee during our hearings was that of the

OHC holding files on people, t^e kind of in-

formation in those files, how it got there, and
whether people had a right to see it. We did

find that there were some discrepancies from

one part of the province to the other. We
felt it was only reasonable that applicants
would have access to their own files and
that there should be some formal and public-

ly stated procedure, outlining what informa-

tion may be placed in an applicant's file.

It was most dramatically jwinted out to us

that there was an inference of some kind of

psychological assessment on an application
someone had put in for an OHC unit. It

was not clear exactly who did that kind of

assessment nor whether it was a medical

opinion or simply a notation. We did feel

that whole field certainly ought to be clari-

fied.

In a strange way the next agency, the

Ontario Food Terminal Board, reflects the

province because it is seen by many to be

basically one which deals with the produc-
tion of agricultural goods in Ontario. This

agency is located here in Toronto and is

actually an urban facility. Again it points out

that there is a need for certain sections of

the Ontario Food Terminal Act to be re-

pealed because they are no longer appHcable.
Practices concerning leases at the terminal

itself seemed to cause some diflBculties to

people who were using the terminal and per-

haps did not serve the best interests of the

people of Ontario. Leases should be altered

to eliminate the effective granting of per-

petuity and to place restrictions on subleasing
and the assigmnent of leases. Also a limit

should be placed on the number of units any
one wholesale interest can control. The com-
mittee also recommended that the Minister

of Agriculture and Food (Mr, Henderson) re-

view the Ontario Stock Yards Board for prob-
lems which this committee has identified in

the operation of the Ontario Food Terminal
Board.

The final recommendation is that the Minis-

try of Agriculture and Food consider expand-
ing the Ontario Food Terminal Board to other

areas of the province, as other members have
mentioned from time to time. This kind of

proposal has been put before the House, for

example, so that the northern part of the

province would have a food terminal of its

own.

The next agency was the Ontario Council

of Health and once again we felt that this one

dealt, for the most part, in an advisory capa-

city to the minister. We did recognize, in

reviewing the material that has been generated

by the Ontario Council of Health, that it
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serves a rather useful function in terms of

gathering opinion, of doing research and of

disseminating that information to health prac-

titioners in the province and to the population

as a whole.

The only flaw that we found in this entire

operation is that once again the fine work
w'hich is done by the Ontario Council of

Health and by a great many of oiu: citizens ia

Ontario is not a matter which is put before

the House. So we reiterate a request or a

recommendation we made last year that they

ought to table a report in here. This annual

report to the Legislature would provide -the

mechanism whereby members of my com-

mittee and other committees may have access

to that kind of information.

8:30 p.m.

The Ontario Municipal Board is an agency
which has been reviewed almost to death

inside and outside of this House. It has been
covered in the report of a selected committee

and in a rather substantive report referred to

in our references as the white paper on the

Planning Act. This is perhaps one of the

prime examples of an agency in operation.
It is one which has great power and' influence

and is used by the municipalities, those that

are looking for zoning applications, those that

have objections to ofiicial plans or those that

are preparing official plans. It is one which
has been studied a great deal and one about

which very few of those recommendations

have ever been implemented.

Again, the committee was caught by the

fact tliat the government was in the process
of having issued a white paper and several

ministerial statements which clearly indicated

some review of the process of the OMB, the

way it does its business and perhaps even of

the scope or the natiure of those matters which
come before the Ontario Municipal Board.

All of that was now under review and some

changes in a legislative sense or in govern-
ment policy were imminent.

We did not feel we would make substantive

recommendations in that regard, but we did

note that in a number of parts of the prov-
ince some of the functions, in particular that

matter where the OMB itself provides an over-

sight of capital expenditures and decisions on

municipal boundary adjustments, are essen-

tially administrative matters which could be

handled efi^ectively by the Ministry of Inter-

governmental Affairs: On occasion, though,

issues raised in these mattesrs are such that

they are more appropriately decided' by an

independent tribunal like the OMB, rather

than by the ministry.

I think we have pointed out once again
that we have an agency which is rather a

powerful one, one which is expensive to

operate and one which is having some oper-

ational problems. Those problems have been

examined. It appears tliat no resolution to the

problems has been possible so far, but once

again that appears imminent. Perhaps the

government and members of this Legislature

should be looking on a regular basis at the

performance of the agency and whether our

expectations as members of the Legislature

or members of the governing party are realis-

tically being met by the agency that is in-

volved.

Those six agencies were brought before the

committee in a relatively short time period.

In part of our deliberations we simply had to

recognize that with an entire staff of one, we
were not going to get an Encyclopaedia
Britannica on each particular agency. Whereas
our reviews took the better part of a day
and sometimes a bit longer for some of the

agencies, that hardly constitutes a thorough
review of everything that they have ever

d'one.

One of the problems we are struggling with

is whether a particularly accurate perception

is presented before the conmiittee. To date

we have rather contended ourselves with the

notion that we will call before us those people
who are part of the functioning agency itself.

We are rather grappling with the notion of

how we could get before the committee, with-

out really unleashing the floodgates, other per-

spectives on the work of an agency.

We included in this report a kind of box

score of what occmred last year and what

we found has occurred since we last reported

to the House. I think the members of the

committee are relatively pleased in general

terms that a variety of people, including this

legislative committee, the government's own

agencies review committee and other function-

aries of the government, are attempting finally

to get a grasp on how many agencies are in

place, what they are dbing and whether they

are serving a useful purpose.

By and large we felt the recommendations

which this House voted upon last year had at

least been matters which were clearly put
before the government and that the govern-

ment had taken action on several of the mat-

ters we had asked it to look at. We include

in here for the members' information a kind

of running total of the recommendations we
made in our last report and that the House

approved and their current status from state-

ments by the ministers who are involved'.

The problem is working its way through
the system, as they say, and some changes
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have occurred, sometimes of a substantive

nature and sometimes of a small and admin-
istrative nature. Not all of the recommenda-
tions which were voted on by the members
on last year's report have been totally imple-

mented, but by and large we are relatively

pleased that we see some progress.

I want to include in my remarks this

evening a couple of references to the agencies
review committee, which is the government's
own committee reviewing agencies. As I said

in last year's session, we attempt to work
with this committee so the efiForts of the

legislative committee and of the government's
own in-House committee do not conflict and
that they work towards the same objective
of providing us with agencies at work in this

province that in tfhe first instance we know
about, and in the second instance, that we
have some control over, and I guess most

importantly, that perform some useful func-

tion for the people of Ontario.

We are relatively pleased that if there is

any conflict, the conflict is marginal between
the work of the two committees. For example,
the chairman of the government's committee

appeared before the procedm^al afi^airs com-
mittee within the last month. We attempted
to once again clarify what the agencies were

up to, and their status.

I think the problem is of such a size that

it is going to take more than the work of one

committee, wdth a staff of one, to resolve. If

there is another agency carrying on this

review function within tiie government, that

can only serve to narrow down the problem.
It appears to me that we are making some

headway.
Unfortunately, the members will not get

the opportunity of debating in this House the

second report of t!he agencies review com-
mittee—which is the government's committee.

I do find that report interesting. I do not

totally agree with it but I do certainly agree
with the thrust of it that there has been a

major problem with agencies in Ontario and
that with the work of the Management Board
of Cabinet and the agencies re\'iew committee
and the procedural affairs committee we
might in the foreseeable future get a handle

on ths problem and begin to rectify the

process.

We're not really looking for conformity in

the agencies, but we are looking to see there

is a rationale being followed and that the

members of this Legislature are aware of

what is going on and can have some influence

on what is going on and on the work they do.

In conclusion, the final part of the report
deals with the review process. It goes back to

a problem I spoke to initially. That is, a pro-

cedural affairs committee may not be the

world's greatest vehicle for reviewing

agencies. The facts in this House are that

the procedural affairs committee is the only

legishitive review possible, and the House

decided that.

We once again wrestled with that problem
of should we set up an additional legislative

committee. That was rejected more from a

practical point of view tiian any other. We
felt there were sufficient c^ommittees at work
now and that unless one was prepared to

accept a major reorganization of the commit-

tee structure here, we had the capacity to

deal with the problem at hand.

We looked at the possibility of putting
this review of agencies off all together or

sending it off to the public accounts com-

mittee or several variations of that. We felt

the prime thing to be considered is there

ought to be a committee of this Legislature

duly charged with reviewing agencies.

Though we might see some conflict in a pro-

cedural committee doing this review, we felt

it was i)Ossible to do so and we were pre-

pared to continue with that particukr func-

tion.

I want to say in conclusion that the

exercise is an interesting one, but I do not

feel by any stretch of the imagination that

we have come to the absolute best way to

deal with reviewing agencies, to provide a

balanced argument on the good side. A legis-

lative committee provides for an open and

public review of agencies. I think that is

essential. Secondly, it provides the members
of the Legislature, at least in theory and I

feel to some degree in practice, with a work-

ing knowledge of what these agencies are

doing, how many there are and what kind

of influence they have on the working of the

government of Ontario.

I feel we have been relatively successful at

that. We have not, as I said previously, arrived

at a perfect formula as to whether or not we
should go on for more than a day and a half

or on into three months of investigative work

into the work of any given agency. We are

not about to recommend to this House that

we spend $1 million investigating a $100,000

problem. We are relatively content that we
are free to do a bit of experimentation, and

we will again this year in our review of

agencies, change our ways. We will attempt

to provide some variation to see if there are

other things we can do.

8:40 p.m.

The one outstanding problem to which I

do not have a good answer, and to which I

think the committee does not have a good
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answer, is this matter of getting other points
of view.

We have in this province some rather un-

usual ways of going about our business. Some-
times we open up the floodgates and anybody,
absolutely anybody who has got a beef about
what is going on, whether that is a city

council, or this Legislature, or Ontario Hous-

ing Corporation or anything else has the op-

portunity to say whatever they want to say.

It does not, as many of us who have par-

ticipated in that kind of a review know,
necessarily mean that they change what they
are doing at all, it simply means you get a

chance to vent your anger.
We are groping for ways in which we can

get other perspectives. In this year's review
of agencies, we are considering inviting on
a selective basis those people who work with
the agencies under review on a regular basis.

We will do this mostly on the theory that if

we have before us the people who are making
the agency function, and also those i)eople
who have to deal with that agency, we will

get a better perspective on whedier the agency
does good work or has a few flaws in it.

I think in last year's debate a number of

the members said it is not very realistic to

call before a committee of the Legislature a

group of people who are appointed, some of

whom are civil servants many of whom are

civil servants and expect them to come before

a committee of the Legisbture and say: "Here

we are. We were appointed in 1939 but no

one quite knows why. The act that provides
for a review of this agency has not been re-

viewed in hiuidreds of years. No one knows
who we are. No one knows what we do. We
are not too sure ourselves what we do." That

is the nub of the problem.
We are not very happy with the notion

that a review of these agencies will be totally

done behind dosed' doors. We are concerned

that the members of the Legislature have, at

least, the opportunity to be aware of what is

going on, to participate in the process and to

make some changes.
I urge the members of the House to sup-

port this report, but not on the basis that it

is the definitive word. If you want the defini-

tive word, it will probably cost you an extra

$4.5 million and we will manage to abscond

with 50 or 60 extremely talented researchers.

We feel we have made a beginning and that

we are fulfilling the mandate which was given
to the committee by the House from its in-

ception. We feel the report, though not per-

fect in nature, is a reasonable and rational

attempt to look at agencies, their functions,

and their relationships to this Legislatture and

to the various ministries under whicfh they

operate. I guess, ultimately the most im-

portant thing is whether or not they serve a
useful function to anybody anywhere.

Hon. Mr. Pope: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to be able to participate in the discussion on
the second report on agencies, boards and
commissions prepared by the standing com-
mittee on procedmral affairs of this House.

As members of this House are aware, the

government has taken a number of significant
and positive steps since the first report of

the procedural affairs committee was pub-
lished in November 1978. The Latent of each
of the 11 general recommendations of the first

report was dealt with in whole or in part

by this government and appropriate imple-
mentation measures have been taken. It was
indeed pleasing to note that the committee's

second report expressed some satisfaction with

those measures.

However, the government has gone be-

yond the 11 general recommendations of

the procedural affairs committee. A month
ago, in my capacity as chairman, I tabled

the second reiK)rt of the agencies' review
committee in order to make it available to

the House. Copies were made available to

all members so it was brought before a

public forum. That report outlined an inte-

grated formal process for the establishment

of administration and the review of agen-
cies. I

One particular element of the process is,

of course, the introduction of sunset review

for all of the province's advisory agencies.
Other important measures included guide-
lines for agency legislation, term appoint-
ments for members and conflict of interest

•guidelines for government appointees.

As I indicated in my statement to the

House on March 25, 1980, the new mea'-

sures, coupled with existing policies, demon-
strate the government's r3solve to ensure

that agencies are used in the most effective

and efficient manner possible.

1 also indicated at that time in my state-

ment that the necessary policies, procedures
and guidelines to implement the initiatives

with respect to the establishment of agencies,

the administration of agencies and the re-

newal of agencies were being developed in

co-ordination with the Management Board

of Cabinet also with the agencies review

committee. I indicated they would be pub-
lished in the government's manual of admin-

istrtation within the next few weeks.

I had the honour to attend before the

standing committee on procedural affairs on

Thursday, April 3, of this year to discuss

with the committee the second rejwrt of
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the agencies review committee. At that

time it was indicated those guidelines, ex-

cept for the sunset guidehnes, would be

available before the end of April. I may be

24 hours out, but I would still like to have

those guidelines because of that promise I

made to the committee.

The bulk of the second report of the pro-

cedural affairs committee deals specifically

with the six agencies and the ministers re-

sponsible for those aigencies will be resi)ond-

ing, those who are here, as necessary to the

recommendations. The Attorney General (Mr.

McMurtry) has expressed his apologies to

t5ie members of the procedural affairs com-

mittee and to the House for not being

present here this evening, but this morning
his response to the report was delivered

to my office. I would like to read it into the

record in its entirety:

"Your letter of February 7 refers to the

review of the Ontario Municipal Board by
the standing procedural affairs committee in

its second report on agencies, boards and

commissions.

"When referring to its review of the

operations of the Ontario Municipal Board,

the committee expressed the twin concern

that while the board is overbiudened with

unnecessary appeals, the right of appeal is of

fundamental importance and must be treated

with extreme care. These twin concerns have

been fundamental to the ongoing delibera-

tions that have been taking place both at the

board and in the ministry in an attempt to

resolve the tim© factor on appeals.

"Frivolous appeals are a real concern

in this regard, but it is imperative that the

board retain the vddest latitude of what
it may or may not hear and not be pre-

cluded by statute in determining on an

individual basis what is frivolous and what
is not. This determination in many instances

ij one of preconception and a determination

in some instances can only be made after a

hearing has commenced.
"The pros and cons of various suggested

solutions to the aspect of the overall time

factor, suc/h as instituting a leave-to-appeal

system, are presently, as I have stated,

under examination.

"Another avenue being actively con-

sidered is that of attempting to further

streamline the system, a measure that is

complicated because, to be effective, it

must involve other ministries and of course

all the municipalities. It will take time for

the effects of these measures to become

apparent.

"The effects of decreasing the responsi-

bilities of the board are also under examina-

tion. For example, what would be the end

results on the board's work load if its respon-

sibilities under the Assessment Act were trans-

ferred to another tribunal? Finally, none of us

actually knows the effects the new Planning
Act will have upon' the work load of the

board. It might well be that the new act

will have a positive effect on decreasing the

length of time the Ontario Municipal Board

proceedings consumed."

It is signed on behalf of the Attorney Gen-
eral by his deputy minister.

There were a couple of other points raised

by the previous speakers that I would like

to address myself to. To bring the members

up to date, the issue of a northern Ontario

food terminal has been held up by a com-
mittee of citizens from northern Ontario who
were appointed last fall from the Cochrane

area, the Tri-towni area, Timmins, Sudbury,
Thunder Bay, Kenora, Sault St. Marie and a

number of other communities. They have

been given money by the Ministry of North-

em Affairs to hire consultants with resi>ect

to feasibility and management studies which

have been deemed to be prerequisite in mak-

ing a decision over this matter.

In addition there has been a management
and accounting study under the auspices of

the Agrimat program of the federal govern-
ment in Prince Edward county for the estab-

lishment of a food terminal in that area, and

there has been a study in the Sudbiuy basin

area done by the Agricultural Economics
Research Council of Canada, if I have the

name correctly. I think that is the correct

name. So there has been some progress in

that area.

The other point that was raised by the

member for Oshawa (Mr. Breaugh) related to

access to the files of the Ontario Housing
Corporation by individual applicants for ac-

commodation. That issue falls within the

terms of reference of the Commission on
Freedom of Information and Individual Pri-

vacy headed by Dr. Carlton Williams. It is

of concern to the government. We believe

it is one of the issues that commission will

be addressing in its report which we expect
this spring.

The government will be responding to

those issues when the report is issued and

following the issuance of that report. I would

hope by the time the next session rolls around
we would have before the House some indi-

cation of government response to the kinds of

problems that the honourable member is rais-

ing, because they involve not only the On-
tario Housing Corporation but many other
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agencies of the government and many other

departments and ministries of the govern-
ment.

As I mentioned earlier, I did appear be-

fore the standing committee on April 3. I

do think there is a good degree of mutual

understanding of the functions that are being

performed by the agencies review committee

and a realization by the members of the

standing committee on procedural affairs of

the willingness of the agencies review com-
mittee and the government to make public
not only the reports of the agencies review

committee but the administrative guidelines
for the estabhshment, the administration and
the determination of these agencies. These

details will be filed with the House, with the

criteria for the sunset review of advisory
boards as well as specific details on individual

reviews of individual agencies as they take

place.
I would like to emphasize that we do not

consider this review process to be a paper
exercise. We will try to restrict the volumes
of paper that might be generated by this

review process. Bear in mind that our pre-

disposition is towards the termination of

some agencies which no longer perform a

useful function.

I would conclude by saying that we do

agree with the recommendation contained on

page 48 of the second report, tiiat the stand-

ing committee on procedural affairs continue

to review agencies, boards and commissions

from time to time. As I expressed on April
3 to the standing committee on proced'ural

affairs, I think it is appropriate for a com-
mittee of the Legislature to perform a func-

tional review of selected operational and

regulatory agencies as it sees fit, from time

to time.

I am hopeful the kind of co-operation that

the member for Oshawa has alluded to and
his satisfaction in general with the response
of the government to their suggestions will

continue, and that together we can make a

real effort at the needed examination of the

entire structure and function of agencies,
boards and commissions of the government of

Ontario.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. My
colleagues who are here tonight will reply in

detail to some of the other specific matters

raised in the second report.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, I too wish to

participate in the discussion this evening con-

cerning the second report tabled by the

committee on procedural affairs concerning
the boards, agencies and commissions that we
had called before our committee this past

year.

I wish first of all to state that the process

of caUing these boards, agencies and com-

missions before the committee is one process

I as a member of this House certainly am glad

to participate in, to find out in more detail

and depth exactly what some of these com-

missions are all about, how much money
they spend, what they do, and how they have

been carrying out their functions of respons-

ibility over these past few years.

I can honestly say that the standing com-

mittee on procediu-al affairs of this House

probably works as well as or better than any
other committee. We do not seem to have

the high political tone that permeates the

other committees and the members of the

committee seem to work very well. I think

the report substantiates that.

I know the government has given the Minis-

ter without Portfolio (Mr. Pope) the respons-

ibihty to investigate boards, agencies and

commissions on his own and to report to his

government as to which agencies we should

keep, which we should ask be disbanded and

which others should possibly have some

changes.
I want to say to the Minister without

Portfolio and to the government that al-

though I have a lot of respect for the minister

and although I am sure he would do an ade-

quate job—I have no qualms about that—

I do not think he should be doing the job.

I think tlie procedmral affairs committee

should be doing that job. The all-party com-

mittee of the Legislature should have the

responsibility of reviewing these agencies,

boards and commissions.

Over the past two years, and with the

second report, it has now been proved that

we are the proper committee to have this

done. We are capable of doing it. We have

adequate staff. We have members Who are

interested and who are capable of putting out

reports which are nonpolitical, impartial and

to the benefit of the people of Ontario. I won-

der if the minister, as he further deliberates

these new responsibilities given him by the

government, would consider possibly turning

those responsibilities over to this committee.

We are the proper body to investigate this,

and we are the only body which can send

reports to the Legislature for full debate.

If the Minister without Portfolio, the mem-
ber for Cochrane South, does an extensive

review of all the agencies, boards and com-

missions, we are not sure if all the informa-

tion will be tabled in the House. We would

not be sure he had adequate staff to review

all these agencies. We would not be sure

who he called upon for assistance so he
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could write a report or have these agencies

questioned. When it is done by the pro-
cedural a£Fairs committee, those aspects of my
concerns and the concerns of other members
on this side of the House can be dealt with

properly.
The member for Essex North (Mr. Ruston)

gave a good recap of what the committee
did for this particular report. We called be-

fore us the Ontario Research Foundation,
the Ontario Municipal Board, the Ontario

Council of Health, the Ontario Food Ter-

minal, the Ontario Housing Corporation and
the Ontario Telephone Service Commission.
We did not have as much time to spend
with them as we would have liked but I

believe the members of the committee got
a good idea of what these commissions

were doing and how they were carrying
out their responsibilities.

lAs an individual member of the com-

mittee, I am not sure if the Ontario Tele-

phone Service Commission is any longer
relevant. I notice, with joy, that the Minis-

ter of Transportation and Communications

(Mr. Snow) is here this evening. I am told

he is going to participate in this debate. I

would like to know his views on the On-
tario Telephone Service Commission, as it

comes within the jurisdiction of his ministry.

The work that commission does could prob-

ably be better done within the ministry
itself.

9 p.m.

I wasn't impressed with the presentation
made to the committee or with the action

that commission took on many complaints
that were brought to its attention. I know
the member for Wentworth North (Mr.

Cunningham) has on many occasions brought
complaints to the awareness of the commis-
sion. The action we received from the

commission, in my view and in the view
of the member for Wentworth North, has
been less than adequate. I cannot under-
stand why an official within the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications,
with proper staff, cannot look after the

responsibilities this commission looks after

at the present time.

The member for Essex North pointed
out very well that, probably 20 years ago
or better, this commission did need to exist

because of the many different telephone
companies we had in Toronto. There was a

need for this type of commission to over-

see these different telephone companies and
to ensure to the best of its ability that the

people of Ontario were being serviced

properly. But now, with the gigantic mo-

nopoly that Bell Canada has in Ontario, I

think the purpose the Ontario Telephone
Service Commission once served is not as

great as it used to be. We would be Ijetter

served if the Minister of Transportation
and Communications would see fit to take

this responsibility within his own ministry.

I would also like to take a moment to

make some comments concerning the Ontario

Research Foundation. This, to me, is a jewel
in the Ontario government. I have had per-
sonal experience with the ORF stenmiing

directly from my involvement as a member
of the procedural affairs committee. When
the ORF came before the procedural affairs

committee, I questioned them as to their

involvement over the Bruce AgriPark, where
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food and
the Ministry of Energy wish to create a

new greenhouse industry in the Bruce Pen-

insula using waste hot water from the

Bruce nuclear plant. I asked them if they
were involved in that work because I felt

that, as an independent foundation, they
should not have been involved.

They informed me they were not, but

they were interested in the problems of the

greenhouse growers. They would be willing
to take any work that was sent to them and

they would be willing to make this informa-

tion available to the greenhouse growers
after they were finished. It was only through
their co-operation, I want to say in this

House—not because of any co-operation that

we got from the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food or the Minister of Agriculture and

Food (Mr. Henderson) or that we got from
the Ministry of Energy or the Minister of

Energy (Mr. Welch)—that we were able to

get a research feasibility study done on

greenhouses in Essex county.
We were able to get that done because

the ORF, along with the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism, saw a void, and they
were willing to fill that void as long as

someone was there to ask them to do the

job. I think the ORF should be congratu-
lated. As a matter of fact, they also informed

me that over the past year—I see the Minister

of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Grossman)

coming into the House.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I always punch in

for overtime.

Mr. Mancini: I was just mentioning the

$50,000 that we received from his minisby
although he did not have anything to do with

it. It was through the very able Assistant

Deputy Minister of Industry and Tourism,
Duncan Allan, through his aggressiveness and

foresight, that we were able to get this
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money. It was not because of the minister,

because I am sure he is not the least bit

interested in greenhouses.

Hon. Mr. Maeck: Who does the member
think okayed it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, I am responsible
for the mistakes there, my ofiBcials are respons-
ible for the successes.

Mr. Mancini: I believe I corrected the

minister's press release.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member spent
more time on the press release than on the

project.

Mr. Mancini: Mr. Speaker, the minister said

I spent more time issuing a press release than

on the project. If the minister had attended

the meeting with me, with Duncan Allan,

and with other representatives from the

Greenhouse Vegetable Producers' Marketing
Board, he would know I spent the whole
afternoon in that meeting. The minister might
want to know I went to London, Ontario, a^t

my own expense. I do not have a minister's

chauffered limousine to take me to London,
charged to the people of Ontario, and I did

not have funds available to me so I could

charge the room that I had to use at the

Holiday Inn in London to the Ontario gov-
ernment. I paid for those expenses out of my
own pocket and I spent the time. So before

the minister says I didn't spend any time on
the project, he should get his information

straight.

The government has a fleet of limousines

to take its members wherever they want to

go—to fancy restaurants and lounges and all

over this beautiful city of Toronto.

.
But anyway we are dealing with the On-

tario Research Foundation at the present time

and I don't want to get into a long discussion

of whether the Minister of Industry and
Tourism deserves a chauffered limousine or

not. I think we should stick with this report.
I just want to emphasize the point that we

have the Ontario Research Foundation. It is

there to be used by the citizens of Ontario,

although the support given to this foundation

has been less than adequate since 1975 due
to this government's freezing of the funds
that it appropriates for the foundation.

But here is a typical example that I want
to point out to the Minister without Portfolio

(Mr. Pope). Here is a typical example of why
these agencies, boards and commissions
should go before an all-party committee of

the House. I, as the member for Essex South,
have a problem in my own riding which I

could not get appropriate ministries to act

upon. Therefore, being a member of this

committee and having the right as part of

the committee to call this agency before us,

we were able to use them, we were able to

find out they would assist us in our problem
—that they did have the resources, that they
were interested.

As long as the Minister without Portfolio

and some members of his executive staff are

the only ones who can meet with these com-

missions, that is one less opportunity the

members of the House and the citizens of

Ontario have to make an appeal to different

commissions and agencies which are set up
to solve some of their problems and some of

their needs.

The committee is making plans now to call

more agencies, boards and commissions be-

fore it, I hope some time this summer. I also

hope we can go into more detail than we
have in the past two years and we can bring
more information to light as to what they do.

I strongly urge the government to give the

procedural affairs committee the total respon-

sibility for reviewing these agencies. We can

do the job; we have demonstrated that an

all-party committee can do the job, that we
can look at these agencies and that we can

report to the House properly.
I would just like to close by making that

final statement that the procedural affairs

committee has done a good job and we can

handle the rest of the responsibility if it was

only given to us.

Mr. Charlton: Mr. Speaker, as a couple of

other members of the committee have men-

tioned, I was a new member on the com-
mittee last year so I was not involved in the

review that was done the first year the pro-

cedural affairs committee reviewed agencies.

However, I found the process of that review,

which is laid out in our second report, to be

a particularly useful review, I think for this

Legislature, for the people of this province
and even more important probably for myself
as a member of this House.

I think the report lays it out fairly well in

terms of what has been said about each of

the agencies, boards and commissions that

we reviewed, but I would like to take a

moment to try to put some of that togetiher

in my own words in the way that I viewed

the kinds of things we found.

9:10 p.m.

One of the things that became very ap-

parent to me very quickly, which I think

was substantiated right through the process
of the review, was that although most of the

agencies, boards and commissions we reviewed

were very clear in their own minds about

what they felt their mandate was and what

they wanted to accomplish, in almost every
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instance there was a big discrepancy between
those feeUngs and what the original mandates
of those agencies, boards and commissions

were, either in legislation in one case we had
or by memorandum of agreement in a num-
ber of other situations.

There were very big differences between
the intent of the original legislation which set

up the agency, board or commission and
what we foimd they were doing. That is not

to say that what we found they were doing
was not useful or beneficial to this province.
What it reflects is the problem that has been

expressed a number of times in this House,
which I wasn't fully aware of myself, not

having been here when the whole process

started, of how many agencies, boards and
commissions there are, what they are doing
and whether they are really useful.

It speaks directly to the point that the

government in most cases is no longer sure

of what some of the biggest agencies with

the largest public profiles are doing on the

whole. The ministries probably have some
idea of some of the things done by the Ontario

Municipal Board or the Ontario Housing
Corporation or the Ontario Research Founda-
tion or any of the other agencies, boards and
commissions we studied. But in at least three

of the agencies, boards and commissions we
studied, the very first recommendation we
made was that the act that governs the agency
be changed and updated to reflect the changes
that have occiured since its creation in order

to reflect w'hat it is doing at present, which
is substantially diff^erent from the legislation

governing it.

That speaks fairly clearly to the need for

the process that the procedural affairs com-
mittee has been involved in. It speaks fairly

clearly to the need for some restraint on the

part of the government in terms of the crea-

tion of more of these kinds of things before it

knows what it already has on the books and
which existing agencies may be able to take

up some of the new things the government
feels have to be done or looked it.

Mr. Bradley: Did I hear a New Democrat
use the word "restraint"?

Mr. Charlton: They call it a muzzle over

there.

One of the things, for example, about the

Ontario Research Foundation that we found

fairly disturbing, although we were extremely

pleased with the function of the research

foundation—and I would have to agree with

the member for Essex South on that point-
was that one of the original intents of the

Ontario Research Foundation was to perform
a research function for this government. As

it turns out, this government happens to he

the smallest user of the Ontario Research

Foundation.

That disturbed the members of the com-

mittee, not because we found great gobs of

duplication, though we did find some, but

because the dupUcation one finds when look-

ing at any year becomes a lot of duplication

over the long run if the ministries that were

intended to make use of this agency when
it was originally set up to serve the minis-

tries, to serve the government and to serve

the people of Ontario are spending money
elsewhere, though perhaps not even inten-

tionally.

I would think, from what we learned for

the most part, the duplication we found in

terms of research and research facilities was
based on ignorance. It was ignorance on the

part of the government, the ministries and
the people in the ministries charged with

having this research accomplished of the

fact that they had some place to go that

had the facilities and the expertise. Because

they did not understand and realize it, it was
not done. This is one of the major reasons

why this kind of review of agencies, boards

and commissions has to go on.

The committee made a number of other

recommendations on the Ontario Research

Foundation, which others have already gone
over—for example, the buy-Canadian policy
which would probably be a very logical thing

to apply to all agencies, boards and commis-

sions in the particular times we are in. How-

ever, the major one for me was the fact that

the ORF was set up to serve the govern-

ment, this House and the people of Ontario,

and has not been effectively used in that

way.
In a different vein, but to the same bottom

line, with regard to the Ontario Telephone
Service Commission, the main recommenda-
tion we made on that commission was that

its act be revised to permit the commission

to keep pace with the changes in the tele-

phone industry. We found the commission

was operating under a piece of legislation so

outdated that if they had stuck to the letter

of the legislation the independent telephone

companies in this province would have been

selling crank phones to their subscribers. In

some instances, they may have been.

A number of people have already been
over the committee's recommendations on the

Ontario Housing Corporation. Of the issues

on the OHC, the one that disturbed me most
is the recommendation on the right of appli-
cants to OHC or to one of OHC's operating

housing authorities to see their files, to know
what is in their files and to understand the
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process by which they are evaluated when

they make apphcation, and by which things

go on once they become tenants of OHC.
Most of the people out there in the

province who are now t>enants of OHC, who
have apphed to OHC and never become ten-

ants, or who may in the future at some point,

due to some economic hardship or change in

their circumstances, have to become apph-
cants to OHC do not understand, for ex-

ample, the system by which OHC specifically

here in Metro, and OHC's oi)erating housing
authorities out there in most of the rest of

the province, rate an applicant when he or

she applies for accommodation with OHC.

They do not understand the point-rating

process used for applicants. They have no

right to dispute the rating they are given after

an interview. They have no right to show that

rating may be wrong because they do not

necessarily understand what the questions

they are asked mean when they are inter-

viewed. I have seen a niunber of those rating

forms used, for example, by the Hamilton-

Wentworth housing authority, and the way
in which the questions are asked by the

people who do the interviews can very easily

mislead or misinform the applicants as to

what the housing authority is actually trying
to glean from them.

9:20 p.m.

I think it is important in terms of things
that have already been said tonight in rela-

tion to freedom of information and in relation

to a person's ri^t to know what is being said

about him or her. We are not suggesting
files should not remain confidential in terms

of the rest of the world, but it is their right

to see their own files.

I think it is extremely important, not only
with Ontario Housing Corporation, but prob-

ably with a lot of other agencies, boards and
commissions and even some ministries, that

we soon establish the right of access by indi-

viduals to information on themselves and on
the way in which that infonnation was deter-

mined. We have talked a lot in this House
about the Workmen's Compensation Board,

Ontario. I have spent a lot of time in my con-

stituency office and in the Hamilton-Went-
worth housing authority offices dealing with

complaints from constituents who feel they
were unfairly turned down for accommoda-

tion, or unfairly asked to leave accommoda-

tion, or whatever the case happened to be.

They were comparing themselves with some-

one they knew who had got accommodation.

They could not understand why the housing

authority had chosen another person as op-

posed to them. They could not tell, in some
cases even having talked to that person, what

the basic differences were between their ap-

plications and the other person's application.

It always will be important for the x>^ople

in this province, who put us here, who created

the democratic society and process in which

we operate and in which these agencies,

boards, commissions and ministries are set up,
to know and understand what is going on. It

is important they know what this government
is all about and they understand that, in

relation to others, they are being treated

fairly. It does not seem to me that the

secrecy that goes on in relation to these files

makes that clear to them.

I will be brief in wrapping up. The bot-

tom line is that this process of reviewing the

agencies is important. We have learned

things that not only opposition mentbers did

not know, but members of the government
did not know. We have learned that min-

isters did not know what agencies structured

under their own ministries were doing. It is

important we learn w'hat we have, not just in

terms of numbers, but also in terms of what

functions there are, how useful they are,

whether some functions can be combined,
whether some new functions that come out

of government policy can be fitted into

existing agencies, boards and commissions.

None of those things can happen without the

review we have been involved in and with-

out the ongoing review that has to hapi>en in

this province.

Mr. Bradley: They were working on the

Skyway again today.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'm glad. Mr. Speaker, I

would like to speak for a few moments on

the recommendations of the committee re-

garding the Ontario Telephone Service Com-
mission. I beheve the recommendations are

accurate, positive and realistic.

The report recognizes that since the last

revisions of the Telephone Act in 1954, the

independent industry has changed' significantly

in terms of the number of companies operat-

ing in the province, the technology employed
and the nature of the business. Although the

industry has changed significantly, the com-

mittee recognizes that the independent tele-

phone companies are natural monopolies pro-

viding essential services. This being the case,

the committee states that there is a continu-

ing need for regulations. This is a realistic

assessment and frankly the only conclusion I

believe the committee could have reached.

The committee notes that the last time the

Ontario Telephone Act was revised was in

1954. In view of the major changes that have

taken place, the committee recommends that

the act be brought into line with these
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changes. This is a recommendation that I not

only agree with but I am akeady acting

on at the present time. In fact, well over a

year ago my ministry began an extensive

review of the state of the industry, of the

government policy with respect to the in-

dustry and of the regulatory process and the

existing legislation. I made pubhc the first

phase of this review jiist a couple of weeks

ago on April 9, at the annual convention of

the Ontario Telephone Association in Peter-

borough.
This first-phase report outlines the policy

issues facing the industry and the govern-
ment and requests industry and consumer in-

put. On the basis of this input, and our on-

going analysis, we will set out a new policy

framework for the sector and will bring

forward revised legislation. We are well on

the way towards achieving this recommenda-
tion of the committee.

In this revision of the act, the committee

expresses a view that considerable scope exists

for improvement and simplification of the

regulatory process without adversely affecting

the commission's mandate of ensuring that the

independent telephone companies provide

adequate economical service to the public.

There are many provisions of the act which

have become outdated or unnecessary. In

short, I agree with the committee's observa-

tion and have built this trust into our review.

At the same time I want to emphasize the

importance of ensuring that efforts to im-

prove the regulatory process not reduce the

capabilities of the commission below the level

necessary for effective control over rates and
the quality of service provided to the public.

The committee raises specific questions
about the regulation-making power granted
to the commission by the current act. In our

review we will be looking at this power to

determine the degree to which it may be more

precisely defined and put within a framework

providing for greater policy guidance by
elected officials.

In conclusion, I woxild like to indicate my
general agreement with the thrust of the re-

port and its recommendations. As I have

noted, we are acting on the recommendations
in the context of our policy review at this

time.

Mr. M. Davidson: Mr. Speaker, I will be
brief. Most of what has been said regarding
the report of the standing committee on pro-
cedural affairs has already pretty well summed
up what this report discusses. There are two
areas I would like to touch on briefly.

It was interesting during the course of

the hearings before the committee, particu-

larly with the Ontario Research Foundation

—and I believe the chairman of the com-
mittee pointed this out when he was speak-

ing to the assembly—that it would appear
that the Ontario Research Foundation is

operating in a manner that one could actu-

ally say is contrary to the act under which

it was developed.
The Research Foundation Act, when it

was first established in 1944, set out as the

objectives of the Ontario Research Founda-

tion the following: "(a) the conservation, de-

velopment and utilization of the natural

resources of the province; (b) the develop-
ment and utilization of the byproducts of

any processes involving the treating or using
of the mineral, timber or other resources of

the province; (c) the development and im-

provement of methods in the agricultural

industry and the betterment, welfare and

progress of farm life; (d) the mitigation and
abolition of disease in animal or vegetable
life and the control and destruction of in-

sects or parasitic pests, and (e) the im-

provement and development of industrial

materials, products and techniques."

9:30 p.m.

So the basic thrust at the time the re-

search foundation was established was pri-

marily in the natural resources field and
in the development of the natural resources

area and the byproducts that may come
from there and the agricultural industry.

What we have today, however, is the

same research foundation operating undter

the very same act dating back to 1944, It

now lists its objectives—in one of its own
papers called The Ontario Research Foun-

dation, What It Is, Role Markets Futiu-e

1979—as: "(1) performing scientific and en-

gineering research of an applied nature in

fields judged most likely to lead to the

economic and social development of the

province; (2) performing applied research,

development and other scientific, engineer-

ing or technological services for industry

and government, under contract or for fees;

(3) assessing and bringing to the attention of

the industry and government new scientific

and technological concepts that have po-
tential economic or social benefit for the

province."
So over the years the objective of the

research foundation has developed into

something other than what the act itself

calls for. Members will note in the report

that we are suggesting, as a committee,
that the act relating to the research foun-

dation be revised so that it lays out more

specifically the role of the research foun-
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dation as it is today and not what it was
back in 1944 When it was first established.

In our discussions with the people from

the research foundation, they were of the

opinion that should someone want to make
an issue of the manner in which they are

operating these days, we could probably
take them to Court for not living up to their

mandate in the act. It's not that anyone
would do that, but we feel that in order for

the people of this province and in order for

the research foundation to act in a manner
that is within the realm of the act, the act

should be revised in that direction,

I would also like to speak just briefly on
the Ontario Food Terminal, but before doing
that, I would like to add to some of the

comments that were made by the member
for Essex South (Mr. Mancini). I have had
the opportunity of sitting on the procedural
affairs committee both during the intial re-

view that took place and during this past
review of agencies, boards and commissions.

I think the member for Essex South

pointed out that it is a committee made up
of members from all parties—either by design
or by accident; I am not sure which. The
people sitting on that committee, particularly
in dealings with the agencies, boards and
commissions review, the members from all

sides of the House, treat tl^t in a very
serious manner. We are concerned as to how
t3iese agencies, boards and commissions are

operating, but we do not get into the XK)litical

conflict that one might suggest could develop.
We are interested in establishing exactly

what it is that the boards and commissions
are doing, what their role is within the Legis-
lature, within the operations of the province,
and whether or not they are carrying out
their role in a manner that perhaps is bene-
ficial to everyone concerned, and perhaps on
occasion we are offering them some advice
where we see or we feel that they could do
a better job. I think as a result of that, the
manner in which that committee functions

during the hearings on agencies, boards and
commissions does bring out, as I believe the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Snow) just said, the type of recom-
mendations that are sound recommendations,
tiiat do make sense and, as the 1978 report
indicated, much of which the government is

able to accept and implement. I think that is

a result of the makeup of that committee.
It has been a pleasure for me to have been

there with the people who sit on that com-
mittee during the course of these hearings.
I know I have learned a great deal out of

them, and I am sure that all members of the

committee have, as to what the roles of the

agencies, boards and commissions are.

Another area where we had some con-
cern with was the Ontario Food Terminal
Board. We feel there is some need for re-

vision or deletion of certain sections of the
Ontario Food Terminal Act; for example,
section 12 should be repealed. What bothered
some of us on that committee was the
manner in which the food terminal itself

operates, the maimer in which they rent out
the stalls in the food terminal. There are
some 60 units or stalls, consisting of loading
platforms, selling areas, basements, and so on.

The committee was surprised to learn that

these stalls are leased almost in i)erpetuity
for somewhere between $250 to $350 a
month. They are all well-occupied. There is

no question about that. Occupancy is, and has
been for quite some time, running at 100 per
cent. The thing that bothered us was that,

although there are 28 lessees for these 60
stalls, almost half of them are leased by three

companies. We looked upon the purpose of

the foodi terminal as being to provide an
area where people were able to sell their

produce and that would give them the oppor-
tunity of doing so in an organized and much
better manner. When we found almost half
the stalls were leased by three comx)anies, we
looked upon that as perhaps giving some of
the larger operators a greater advantage over
some of the other people who may be inter-

ested in getting units at the food terminal.

We have taken a look at some of the
recommendations as to how that could be
accomplished and the leases altered to elimi-

nate the effective granting of perpetuity and
to place restrictions on subleasing and the

assignment of leases. I, and I am sure the
other members of the committee, feel that is

a good recommendation, and that the food
terminal does serve a very useful purpose.
We feel, however, that because half the stalls

are taken up by three companies, it does
restrict others from having die opportunity
to sell out of that terminal. The transfer of
leases and so on should be looked at. Also,
we do not believe that once someone has a
stall at the food terminal, it should be his or
hers forever. If someone else wants to move
in there, we feel there should be a means
whereby he can do that. We certainly hope
the government will take a look at some of

the recommendations we have put down.
Some people probably wonder why it is

tile role of the standing committee on pro-
cedural affairs to review the agencies, boards
and commissions. I, unlike the member for

Essex South ( Mr. Mancini ) . have no disagree-
ment with the Minister without Portfolio, tiie
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member for Cochrane South (Mr. Pope), in

the role that he is carrying out. I think the

more we can do this, the better oflF we will

be as the Legislature of Ontario. There is no

question that we do have to have agencies,
boards and commission. We do, on occasion,

have to question whether some of those now
in existence should perhaps not have been

put direcdy in the hands of, or taken over

completely, by the ministry. Maybe their

use is no longer valid. The ministry itself

could probably carry out some of the commit-
ments assigned to them. But there are so many
of them within the province that I do not

believe the procedural a£Fairs committee itself

could probably review the entire number of

them. Even with those we are doing, we
would like to have more time to get a fully

knowledgeable understanding of what the

commissions and boards are. But we have to

take them as we can get them and more or

less rush them through and, based on the

knowledge we are able to extract from the

persons who are representing them, try to

come up with a committee report.

9:40 p.m.

I know the Minister without Portfolio is

d'oing a similar kind of work. It may very well

be that some people may look upon that as

being a government committee that may have
a tendency to cover up certain things it may
find. I do not think that is the case. I am
quite sure the intent and purpose of the

committee set up by the government and
headed up by the member for Cochrane
South are basically the same as, or similar to,

those of the procedinral affairs committee.

We have been able to exchange informa-

tion on certain occasions. By carrying out the

review in that manner, I think we will even-

tually get some kind of a handle on some
of these agencies, boards and commissions

and give both ourselves and the people of

this province a better understanding of the

purpose they serve in the governing of this

province.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, it is a

pleasure to have an opportunity to participate
in this debate this evening, because it flows

from an important and' interesting review of

the Ontario Research Foundation. As some
of the members have mentioned earlier this

evening, one of the benefits of having the

standing committee on procedural affairs look

into the agencies, boards and commissions is

that it gives some of the members of the

House, as well as their constituents, an op-

portunity to learn a little bit more about the

day-to-day operations of some of the quite

good and important ABCs that are in business.

I must say the Ontario Research Founda-
tion surprised me a bit after I took over these

responsibilities, because it was truly, and I

suppose to an extent it stiU is today, a largely
underestimated institution which is perform-
ing very good and important works for the

people of the province. One of the challenges
we have been trying to moimt is getting it

better known to members of the public.

I think that is important from two stand-

points: first, from the standpoint of letting

potential clients out there know of the ORF's
existence and, second, from the standpoint of

building a base of support amongst the public
at large for the kinds of work the Ontario

Research Foundation is doing.
I know members, both on the committee

and here this evening, have reflected on the

degree of government support for the ORF.
I want to assure the members of the com-
mittee and the members of the House that

we too are concerned. One of the first things
we did when we reviewed' our fiscal plans for

1979-80 was to increase our grant to the ORF.
In 1978-79, it was $3,069,000. We increased

that by $400,000 for 1979-80; so that it is

now $3,469,000. 1 think that indicates a con-

tinuing awareness by our ministry of the im-

portance of the works of the ORF.
I should also indicate to the House at this

time that in accordance with some comments
made in the throne speech we are looking at

substantially more assistance to the ORF to

make sure its facilities continue to be up-
dated and are large enough to accommodate
its ever-growing clientele.

When one looks at the profile of the clien-

tele of the Ontario Research Foimdation, it

is interesting to note that in almost any
calendar year the ORF serves about 1,500 or

more Canadian industrial firms, which is a

fair number of firms considering the size of

the institution. Approximately
30 per cent of

the manufacturing firms in this province with

more than 100 employees had some interface

with the ORF in 1978. That is a pretty fair

cross-section and a pretty fair penetration in

terms of the numbers of fiims that are having
access to ORF.
As the world changes, however, we too

are trying to work more closely with the

ORF to make sure it is keeping up with

things such as computer applications, in both

hardware and software, changes in terms of

how to handle the environment and the vari-

ous mechanisms and challenges we face in ail

the matters we hear discussed in this House

day after day, and in the energy field as well,

where the Ontario Research Foundation is

now more active than ever before as a result
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of very many projects ibeing brought to it

and in some cases instigated by ORF in that

area.

In the energy area, for example, I was

thinking of work that has just been com-

pleted or is still going on at ORF in areas

such as conservation, storage systems, solar

collectors technology, energy-efficient build-

ing materials, systems and controls, fuel re-

placement and substitutions such as methanol
and ethanol in vehicle fuels—just to name a

few. All those works are going on at the

present time at ORF, or are just concluded.

On a day-to-day basis, but not in a high-

profile way, we do see Instances in which the

day-to-day contracts being carried out by
ORF are applied in the small- and mediiun-

sized manufacturing firms throughout this

province. We are trying to work to get ORF
more profile so that more of its potential
clients will access the ORF.

It is important to note that one of the

new programs announced by us a couple of

weeks ago in the area of small business was
one designed specifically to bring the small

businesses of this province in more day-to-

day contact with the Ontario Research Foun-
dation. To this end, as members will recall,

we as a ministry are prepared for the first

time to pay 90 per cent of the cost of re-

search done at ORF, or other research institu-

tions in this province, for small businesses

that need some particular work done by that

institution. As well, our field staif is for the

first time actively out in the field suggesting
to firms that those firms that should have a

potential new product or an application of an

existing product should take advantage of the

new program we have developed and get in

to see our i)eople at ORF.
One of the reasons that sort of develop-

ment has occurred h that our ministry has

responded to the Lapp report, which is re-

ferred to in the report of the procedm-al
affairs committee. That recommendation in

the Lapp report, reflected in the report of the

committee, suggested that the foundation—
and I will quote directly from the report of

the committee—"be brought more closely into

contact with the government, namely, the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism and the

Policy Secretariat for Resources Develop-
ment."

By way of doing that, the president of the

Ontario R&search Foundation, Bill Stadelman,
who I think appeared before the committee,
now is a fuUtime member of the ministry's

policy committee. Our policy committee
meets every Monday morning for several

hours. That's the committee in which all the

major policy decisions by our ministry are

made. Having ORF there on a day-to-day
basis puts them in a position to know what
the ministry's priorities are in terms of indus-

trial development and puts us in a position
to have access to information they are learn-

ing on a day-to-day basis. All in all, that has
been an important new interface between our

ministry and ORF on a day-to-day basis.

An example of that is that our field staflF

has had a chance, for the first time, to spend
some time with some of the people at ORF,
and Bill Stadelman in particular, and has

begun for the first time to have an apprecia-
tion of what goes on behind the four walls

of that fine institution.

As of today, a fair number of our field staff,

working with small business throughout the

province on a day-to-day basis, have spent
time at ORF and have a good feel for the

abilities and strengths of that institution, and
therefore are able to bring those strengths to

their clientele throughout the province.

Again, I remind members of the House that

the program we developed, where we will pay
90 per cent of the cost of accessing the ORF,
will be an important supplement to the activi-

ties we now have instituted.

In the report of the committee it is also

pointed out that an unfreezing of the perform-
ance grant be undertaken by our ministry.

As I said earlier, last year we increased the

grant by $400,000. This year we are looking

at perhaps an even larger increase, provided
the current discussions going on between the

government and ORF can satisfy us that the

current demand requires that sort of further

infusion of capital.

9:50 p.m.

We are not at all s'hy about putting more

money into ORF. In fact, if we had the op-

portunity there and saw good potential for

further research activities, and ORF could

present that case, and had presented that case

to us, then we would make those moneys
available. To date, the Ontario Research

Foundation is running at pretty close to full

capacity. It is spending a lot of its time work-

ing with our field staflF to increase its clientele.

I think the results, although they are not

terribly visible to the public as being attribut-

able to ORF, are seen on a day-to-day basis

by the small and medium-sized businesses

throughout the province.

I want to conclude by saying I share the

concern, in a sense, of some of the members
who spoke earlier that they only developed
an understanding of the ORF and its activities

because of the existence of that committee. I,

for one, was in exactly the same position.

Had I not held the responsibilities I currently
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hold, then I, too, would not have been in the

position to be even decently aware of the

activities of the ORF.
When I think of the number of business

people with whom the average member of

this assembly comes in contact on a day-to-

day basis, I get quite concerned. If we all

had a full understanding of what goes on at

the ORF, then we could be adjutants, as it

were, to the efiForts of ORF and my own field

sta£F in letting the world know that there is a

tremendous research capability in this prov-
ince specifically available to our manufacturers

throughout the province. That concern is one
that I continue to have. I would appreciate
the input of the members, both those who sat

on the committee and those who have not

had the opportunity to sit on the committee.

I would appreciate the input from them with

regard to how we might continue to get the

message out there.

I have looked at some opportunities where-

by, by way of some very visible examples of

the successes of ORF, we might bring to the

attention of the public some of the new
designs, new inventions and new applications
that ORF has succeeded in developing. There
is one in particular in the field of waste dis-

posal that we may be able to put together
in a reasonable display something the public

might more easily understand and appreciate.
If we are successful in d'oing that, we will

succeed in bringing an awareness of the works
of ORF one level higher and one level closer

to both the members of this assembly and the

constituents we all seek to serve.

In any case, as a result of the efiForts of

the procedural afiFairs committee and the

people who served on it, and the access they
had to some of our very good people at ORF,
I hope the members of the House will do
some more thinking on the matters that have
been raised. The ORF clearly has tremendous

potential. We are working in our ministry on
a very close basis with ORF to maximize its

potential. We encourage the members of this

assembly to give us some ideas and sug-

gestions as to how those efiForts might be in-

creased and show some more visible results,

and even non-visible but real results, over the

years to come.
I want to thank the members of the com-

mittee for the time they took to study the

ORF. I do not know what the exi>erience
has been of some of my colleagues and some
of those who are responsible and sit on the

agencies, boards and commissions of the

province, but I, for one, have found the

experience quite useful and helpful. Some of

the playback information the ORF people
had from their exi)erience at the committee

has proven most helpful to them. All in all,

I think it has been a healthy and important

exercise, and I welcome further input
Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I want to say

a few words about a couple of portions of the

report. I must say there is a certain concise

excellence about the reports of the standing

procedural affairs committee which reflects a

great deal of credit upon the chairman, the

other members of the committee and the

staff of the committee for the way in which
the reports come before us.

I certainly endorse the final recommenda-
tion of the committee that the standing pro-
cedural affairs committee continue to review

agencies, boards and commissions from time

to time. I think the conmiittee very carefully

outlined the options available to this assembly
in deciding how these agencies, boards and
commissions should be made more account-

able to this assembly in a very real sense.

Of the options considered for this review

process, I believe the committee has come
to the right conclusion.

Certainly had there been any suggestion
that we would have returned to a standing
committee dealing only with boards and com-

missions, which was the case some time ago,

I would have been strongly in opposition to

it. That committee, as it turned out, whatever

it may have been before my time, by the

time I arrived here and sat on that standing

committee, was a useless way of trying to

achieve some form of accountability to the

assembly.
The problem as I see it is the problem to

which the procedural affairs committee has

not specifically directed its attention, but

certainly indirectly it stated its concern,

namely, how to go about in any given parlia-

ment selecting those particular agencies,

boards and commissions which, within the

limited time of the bm-den of all of its work,

it would be able to deal with. I hope the

committee will establish a procedure and a

method which will make certain that during

the course of a given parliament, or at least

in some measurable period of time, every

agency, board and commission would have

occasion to be reviewed by this committee.

It is a large task, but presumably in the

course of time the selection process can be

carried out in such a way as to make certain

the members of the agencies, boards and com-
missions do understand there is an assembly
to which they are accountable and where
there is an obligation intelligently and ade-

quately to make an accounting so that we,
as members of the assembly, can have some
sense of assurance that these multitudinous

boards, agencies and commissions, which in
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a sense carry on the delegated work of the

assembly, are not some spinoflFs into outer

space, which only on very remote occasions

touch back to the base of the assembly

through one of its committees.

I, ^erefore, endorse fully that final recom-

mendation of the committee and look for-

ward to the w^y in which it tadcles the very
difficult problem of selection and assurance

that in a measurable period of time all of

the agencies, boards and commissions have

some tangible sense of their obligation of

accountability to this House.

I am glad the Minister of Housing (Mr.

Bennett) is here. I was not here earlier, and

I do not know whether he has spoken to that

matter of the assessment and evaluation of

the Ontario Housing Corporation. If he has

not spoken, perhaps he would care to com-

ment some time after the conclusion of my
remarks and before the debate is finished.

We were faced with a very traumatic ex-

perience in the Metropohtan Toronto area

which was precipitated by a staff report of

the Metropolitan Toronto social services and

housing committee a:bout the negotiations

that were being carried on between the On-

tario Housing Corporation and the Metro-

politan Toronto corporation about certain

financial matters. While it was not dealt with

entirely as a financial matter, nevertheless the

staff report brought out considerations with

respect to a total reorganization of public

housing ini Metropolitan Toronto. Fortun-

ately, the rep)ort was made available and

was made public and concerns could be ex-

pressed before the process had taken such a

deep-rooted course that there was no way
to stop it.

10 p.m.

Having said that, the staff report per-

formed tiie one excellent function of bring-

ing to the surface the sense of ambiguity and

the difficulty we in Metropolitan Toronto

have in dealing with the Ontario Housing

Corporation. Those who have perused either

the staff report of the committee of metro-

politan council or this report will see very

clearly that there is a unique situation in

Metropolitan Toronto. The management and
administration of the public housing of OHC
is done directly by OHC. There is no hous-

ing authority in the sense that there is a

housing authority in all the other municipali-
ties across the province which have a direct

municipal relationship with the administra-

tion of the public housing stock.

The result is that we have had, as I have
said on other occasions and in other places,
an absentee landlord who administered the

affairs of this vast stock of public housing

through agencies and private corporations
which carry out the managerial functions

for a goodly portion of the public housing
stock. We do not know the answers with

respect to that stock of housing in Metro-

pohtan Toronto. Many of us feel very

strongly that the sooner OHC in its present
form disappears from the scene, the better.

Whatever purpose it may have served in the

past, its present usefulness is long since

spent in its capacity to deal with and man-

age the housing stock in Metropolitan
Toronto.

Having said that, there has as yet been
no clear focus about how that housing stock

will be administered and what is the best

way to make it an estimable landlord of

many people in the Metropolitan Toronto
area who must perforce, for various reasons

of economic necessity, live within a social

housing framework.

We in this party are committed to the

concept of social housing—the concept of a

public role in the provision of the kind of

housing which must be made available for

low-income people in the province. I, there-

fore, agree with the substance, as I under-
stand it, of the recommendation of the

committee that the OHC as structured at

present, certainly in the one aspect to which
I have made reference, must be reorganized.
Its affairs must be dealt with in a different

way.
I caution the government not to carry out

in any expeditious way the recommen<Jation
if it only involves some kind of formal dis-

solution and reorganization of affairs. There
must be consultation with respect to the pub-
lic housing stock in Metropolitan Toronto,
not only with the municipal authorities, but

also with the tenants of the OHC buildings
in Metropolitan Toronto about the best way
in which that public housing stock can be
administered from now on. I need not repeat

any of the deep feelings I have about the Idnd

of management to which many people in my
riding who live in the Blake Street develop-
ment are subjected because of the inade-

quacies of the OHC. I have great difficulty

sharing the rather kindly way in which the

standing committee on procedural affairs has

dealt with the board of directors of the On-
tario Housing Corporation. If OHC is going
to be disbanded over time, one of the first

steps would be to disband the board of

directors of OHC and let them go about their

other businesses on their lawful occasions

but not to have any further role with respect

to public housing in the metropolitan area.
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I make the usual caveat that I am speaking
about the board as a collectivity which ap-
pears to have an attitude towards people from
which attitude I want to see this government
separate and dissociate itself. They are estim-

able people on the board of directors in their

individual capacities, but the organizational
form with which they carry on their collective

irresponsibility has become a hallmark of an
absentee landlord which would not be toler-

ated if the corporation were a private body
operating within the municipal area. I do
not take kindly to that portion of recom-
mendation seven which says that the corpora-
tion's board of directors be reconstituted as

an advisory agency. I do not support that

recommendation in any way.
il want to say very succinctly to the Minis-

try of Housing that it is only by consultation

and communication and a very positive effort

made by the Minister of Housing, as the

minister responsible for this corporation, that

the mass of proibJems related to the function-

ing of OHC in the metropolitan area can be
dealt with.

If the minister were to ask those members
of the assembly from Metropolitan Toronto
who have Ontario Housing Corporation build-

ings in their ridings to assist him, along with
the municipal representatives representing the

same areas, together with a mechanism—to
use the colloquial jargon of oiu: time—to be

developed to represent those people who live

in OHC housing; and if he convened a group
to discuss openly and cleariy the best course
to be followed which would not only imple-
ment over time the recommendations of the

standing committee on procedural afiFairs, but
would also deal with the kind of vexed
problems which surfaced in the course of

the consideration at public meetings and
elsewhere of the staff report of the com-
mittee of Metropolitan Toronto; then I think

he would be doing a service to everyone if he
took it upon himself to consult, communicate
and listen to the ideas and concerns that have
been expressed and the proposals that can
be made as to how best that can be carried
out.

Those members in each party who had
occasion to sit through lengthy sessions deal-

ing with the Residential Tenancies Act will,
I think, join with me in saying that one of
the most frustrating periods of the extensive

heiarings on that bill was when we tried to

find out, from the oflBcials of Ontario Hous-
ing Corporation called Isefore that committee,
What their policies were as landlords in rela-

tion to their tenants. We were unable to get

any of the answers we asked for. The infor-

mation could not he extracted. There was no

way in which one could get through the stone
wall that was raised in front of that com-
mittee, and whatever residual respect I may
have had for the collectivity of the board erf

directors of OHC certainly vanished in the

course of those hearings.

10:10 p.m.

These are not matters upon which there
is any point in dividing the House with

respect to recommendations. I don't think

that's the point and purpose of the report. I

was going to say to the minister—using the

word gently, but I hope rather more forciblv

than that—that this matter has to be dealt

with because it is of immense importance. It

is certainly of immense importance in the

riding of Riverdale, and therefore I assume
it is of equal importance to each of my col-

leagues in the Metropolitan Toronto area who
have in their midst the Ontario Housing
Corx)oration as land owners.

I therefore express those very serious reser-

vations about the way in which, the period
of time over which, and the manner in which
the Ministry of Housing involves itself in

carrying out these recommendations. I would
ask that they not be dealt with simply as

organizational restructuring and eflBcient

rationalization of the Ministry of Housing
and a concertinaing of the role of Ontario

Housing into the ministry itself.

There are profound human and social

problems involved. I, for one, woidd welcome

any indication from the minister that he
would accept some version of my suggestions
with respect to consultation, communication
and resolution of this very significant prob-
lem in my area.

Hod. Mr. Bemiett: Mr. Speaker, first of

all. I compliment the committee on its review
of the Ontario Housing Corporation. I think

the committee recognized that the corporation
over a great nmnber of years has tried to

serve this province, in responding to govem-
mpnt xK)licy in a very effective way that is no
difFerent from the member for Riverdale's, in

rriaking sure that there is adequate public

housing. The social conscience of this party
is just as sincere in seeing to that position as

that of any party in this House.

We have in this province about 95,000
units. That's a rather substantial number in

direct ownership. We have ia great number of

others imder the rent supplement program
and, as the committee reported, we used to

have ths responsibility for the tenant resi-

dences which have now been turned over to

the individual universities where they are

located.
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So that there is no misunderstanding, the

report that was submitted or made public, as

the member for Riverdale has indicated, was
a report singularly of Metropolitan Toronto's

social services and housing committee. It was
not, I emphasize, a rajwrt that was made in

conjunction with the Ministry of Housing or

the province. It was a view expressed by the
commissioner of social services for Metropoli-
tan Toronto on how he sees public housing
being delivered in the future. We have had
some discussions with the committee since

that time because of the uncertainties that

report brought to the minds of many of the

public housing tenants, not only in Metro-

politan Toronto but also, I would have to

say, right across Ontario.

We will continue to meet with the social

services and housing committee. I am meet-

ing with its chairman and one or two of
its representatives next week to further re-

view some of the proposals that happened to

be in that report and the directions in which
we would like to see the delivery of the pub-
lic housing program being carried out in the
future in Metropolitan Toronto.

As the committee reported, there are al-

ready 59 housing authorities across Ontario,
and the member for Riverdale is absolutely
right: I have referred to the Ontario Housing
Corporation in its responsibility in delivering
services in Metropolitan Toronto in basically
the same terms as he has made them; that is

as an absentee landlord. They are not prin-

cipally r>eople from the Metropolitan Toronto
area but are from all across the province.
Some of the housing authorities we have in

place at present are under review for some
possible amalgamation with some of the areas.

We think it is important to look towards a

housing authority to serve this metropolitan
market. The board should be made up of

representatives from this community who
have a better and more direct appreciation of

the problems in Metropolitan Toronto than,
let me say, somebody from my city, from
Sault Ste. Marie or from wherever else. We
are moving in that direction.

One of the reasons we are able to move
with perhaps a little more certainty at this

time is as a result of the remark in the

speech from the throne whereby the province
now accepts the original 7.5 per cent of the
cost of public housing that used to be borne

by the municipalities. That is now being
taken up by the province where the province
and the federal government are on a 50-50
basis in picking up the shortfall that exists

financially in the public housing sector all

across Ontario.

We have a new chairman of the Ontario

Housing Corporation who is specifically look-

ing at some of the areas the report has high-

lighted. He is not one who has said that

because there is an Ontario Housing Corpora-
tion we must retain that particular body
forever and a day. They are doing an assess-

ment of the situation. My ministry is looking
further at the overall problem. We want to

try to make sure that housing delivered

through the public sector in Metropohtan
Toronto is adequately handled.

The member for Riverdale made the re-

mark that some of our housing in this particu-
lar portfolio, being in the metropolitan area,

is handled on a private management contract

basis. That is absolutely correct. But it is a

very small portion of the portfolio that hap-
pens to be in that sector. It is operated to

give the ministry and Ontario Housing Cor-

poration some way of comparing the cost of

delivering services by a direct input from
the ministry or from OHC as against what
the private sector has been able to do. I

would be wrong to say it has worked abso-

lutely perfectly, just as I would be wrong to

say the services delivered directly by OHC
could be considered absolutely perfect.
There have been some shortcomings, and

I have no doubt there will be others in the

future. There will be difPerences of opinion,
whether that difference of opinion happens
to be with the municipality or with the

tenants' association, or w'hether it happens
to be a direct difference of opinion even by
members on the Ontario Housing Corporation.

Overall, it is oin: intention to move very

rapidly into establishing housing authorities

in the various parts of the province to make
sure that the 59 will grow to something in

the range, I would guess this evening, of

about 64 housing authorities. I emphasize
again that those housing authorities are

doing an excellent job in the areas where we
have them established, because individual

citizens, some of whom are public housing

tenants, are on those authorities giving some
views and ideas on how we can deliver that

service in a much more practical way and, I

would hope, with a reduced cost to the gen-
eral taxpayers of Ontario.

So that there is no misunderstanding, the

members of the housing authorities are not

10 per cent provincial nominees. While all

of them are appointed by order in council

on the recommendation of the Minister of

Housing, a third of them come from the local

municipality or municipalities, a third of diem
from nominations from the federal govern-
ment and a third, including the chairmen,
from provincial recommendations.
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I do appreciate what is in recommendation
seven. Even though the member for Riverdale

doesn't agree, I would say there is a good
justification for looking eventually, at some
time in the future, at the situation where
there would not be an Ontario Housing
Corporation. I would not want to say to this

House tonight we intend to disband the

housing corporation at this time. The con-

fusion that has been put in the minds of the

public through the Metropohtan Toronto

housing report would be very diflBcult to deal

with and would cause a great deal of further

disturbance in the minds of those in public

housing if at this time we were to recommend
or suggest that OHC no longer be a function-

ing body in this province.

Down the road as we look at the situation,

with the present housing authorities and the

various new ones that are being put in place
across the province, there very well could be

justification for the corporation going into

limbo and having an advisory group to the

Minister of Housing to recommend on policies,

terms of reference and so on. I think the

members of this House would agree that on

policies being formulated by government,
there should be constantly not only political

input, but also input from others in the out-

side community, the business community,
those in public housing and so on.

10:20 p.m.

I do thank the committee for its recom-

mendation, and I offer it the assurance that

we are moving to make some changes in the

way we are delivering the service in Metro-

politan Toronto. When that is completed—and
I hope there will be some general agreement
by the Metro members that it is the right

direction to be going—we will be announcing,
I hope in a not too distant time, some of the

members who will be on that particular hous-

ing authority.

Regarding the other remarks made by the

member for Riverdale about reviewing some
of the things in the report, I have already
said we are in that position at the moment.
I am not about to call further public meetings,

although my staff has been meeting with

various other groups that have had a part
to play in some of the discussions. I might

say those groups are not isolated singularly in

the Metropolitan Toronto area. We have been

dicussing this matter with people who are

involved with public housing tenant associa-

tions in communities farther afield than this

particular community.
I thank the procedural affairs committee,

and we will look very seriously at some

changes.

Hon. Mr. Timbrell: I would like to speek

very briefly, Mr. Speaker, because I know

my friend the member for Elgin (Mr. Mc-

Neil) wants to take part in the debate before

we conclude.

The committee met with the chairman and
I believe some other members of the Ontario

Council of Health, and generally speaking
had some very positive things to say about

the role they have played for the last 14

years, since the council was formed to act in

an advisory capacity to the Minister of

Health.

I think Dr. Dymond was very wise, when
he was the minister, to establish this council

as an independent sounding board for infor-

mation and advice to him and his successors.

Since the committee dehberations were

completed with respect to the Ontario Coun-
cil of Health, we have announced that the

chairmanship of the council is changing. Mr.

Martin, who served with distinction for many
years as chairman of the council of health,

before that as Deputy Minister of Health for

the province, before that at the Ontario Hos-

pital Services Commission, before that at the

Ontario Hospital Association, and even before

that at Toronto East General Hospital, has

retired. Sister Margaret Smith, the adminis-

trator of St. Joseph's Hospital in North Bay,
is the interim chairman in her capacity as

vice-chairman.

Beginning January 1, 1981, the chairman-

ship of the Ontario Council of Health will

pass to Dr. Brian Holmes, who is just com-

pleting a remarkably successful seven years
as dean of medicine at the University of

Toronto.

Dean Holmes is taking six months between

leaving the university and assuming his re-

sponsibilities at the council to do a number
of things. First of all, to use the term that

he has used with me several times, he will

use the time to have himself retread as a

radiologist, to refresh himself in his specialty.

Also, on my behalf, and on the government's

behalf, he will investigate several other health

planning and health advisory bodies around

the world; so when he assumes his responsi-

bilities in January, his first task will be to

come up with some recommendations on how
to restructure the council for the future to

make it as relevant and viable and contribu-

tory in the 1980s as it was in the 19e0s and

the 1970s. In particular, he has been spend-
in f; time in, and corresponding with o£Bcials

of, the National Institute of Medicine in

Washington, D.C. This is a similar, but even

broader, body which advises the government
of the United States.
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As well, he will be spending time at Kings-
fund College, in London, England, starting

in the next few months. This is a body set

up 83 years ago to commemorate the Dia-

mond Jubilee of the late Queen which acts

in an advisory capacity to the government of

the United Kingdom. But it is even broader

than that, in that its activities are spread
worldwide.

The i)oint of it all is that we will be chang-

ing the makeup of the council in ways yet to

be determined. We are very pleased that a

man of the stature and ability of Dr. Holmes
would have agreed to become the chairman,
and the deliberations and recommendations of

the committee will be helpful in that regard.

Mr. McNeil: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

place on the record the position of the Minis-

try of Agriculture and Food with respect to

the report of the standing committee on pro-
cedural affairs on the Ontario Food Terminal.

The ministry agrees with the procedural
affairs committee that the operation of the

Ontario Food Terminal has unquestionably

brought a desirable order into the wholesale

fruit and vegetable market. We would go
further and suggest that it is most important
that this terminal continue to provide order

to the eflScient distribution of fresh produce
and the pricing of local and imported com-
modities on a proper supply and demand
basis.

The procedural affairs committee's report

recommends that section 12 of the Ontario

Food Terminal Act be repealed. The Ontario

Food Terminal board has recently sold the

property in Vaughan township. This decision

was made reluctantly but was necessitated

by lack of sufficient support from long-term
warehouse tenants. It will now be nec^sSary
for the board to develop and institute a

renovation plan for the present terminal to

(1) increase its efficiency, (2) increase cold

and dry storage facilities and (3) provide
additional wholesale units for any new legiti-

mate wholesalers who might wi<>h to com-
mence operation in the greater Toronto area

in the future.

In view of these decisions, we feel there

are still advantages in maintaining section 12.

It is important to keep the wholesalers to-

gether to effect a successful renovation pro-

gram and to provide an efficient integrated
wholesale market for the future.

For some time, there have been no appli-
cations for new wholesalers to locate at the

present terminal or in the area covered by
section 12 of the act. The wholesale pro-
duce business, for a variety of reasons, is

not expanding. The chain stores have set up
their own warehouses and handle their own

distribution. It is estimated that more than

65 per cent of the retail produce business in

Ontario has been controlled by the chains.

The remaining market, although substantial

in volume, is relatively limited to modest

growth potential and currently appears to 1)€

adequately served by the terminal whole-

salers and the farmers* market. Potential

wholesalers are not clamouring to get into

this business.

Section 12 also allows an appeal to the

minister by an applicant from a terminal

board refusal. The ministry has never had to

settle suc'h an appeal, and there does not

seem to be a serious problem in this area at

present. Nevertheless, the renovations will

include additional wholesale unit avEiilability

if required at any time in the future.

A viable farmers' market at the Ontario

Food Terminal is of prime importance. A
successful central food terminal brings to-

gether the farmers' market and the whole-

salers on one location. Without this, a central

food terminal would be ineffective.

I would therefore agree with the present
stance of the Ontario Food Terminal Board.

It is advantageous to keep section 12 in

place, and the minister is not prepared to

recommend that this section of the act be

repealed at this time.

Present leases terminate in 1985 and are

renewable for a further term of 30 years in

10-year intervals. Ministers are reluctant to

alter these leases until such time as the

board can determine (1)) the percentage of

operating costs whic'h should be charged

against the A and B type of wholesale units

following the renovation program, (2) the

estimated capital expenditures required for

proper renovations and (3) how these reno-

vations should be financed and charged as

capital costs against the tenants over an

extended period of time.

Report adopted.

10:30 p.m.

Mr. Speaker: A motion for adjournment
is deemed to have been made under standing

order 28. The member for Downsview (Mr.

Di Santo) has indicated his dissatisfaction

with the answer to a question. I will listen to

the honourable member for up to five

minutes.

ANSWER TO QUESTION ON
NOTICE PAPER

Mr. Wildman: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker: If you will recall, earlier today I

raised wdth you a point of privilege regarding
the answer to a written question, and you
indicated at that time that the table officers
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would investigate. I wonder whether it is

possible for us to find out if that wiU be
tabled

Mr. Speaker. They are investigating, I

can assure you. As soon as I have the report
I will transmit it to you.

AID TO PENSIONERS
Mr. Di Santo: Mr. Speaker, I filed my

dissatisfaction with the answer of the Treas-
urer (Mr. F. S. Miller) because I think it is

very important to clarify the aspect of the

question I asked.

I am satisfied with the introduction of the

property tax and rental grants, because I have
been fighting for many years not only to give
senior citizens relief from paying property
taxes for education, but also for a more equi-
table and progressive tax system. I noticed
v^ith pleasure that the Treasurer himself, on
November 17, 1977, voted in favour of a
resolution that I had the pleasure to introduce
in this House.
The matter I raise today is that the grants

given to senior citizens are based on a re-

quirement that they are recipients of old' age
security benefits. It happens that Canada has

agreements with some coimtries on the basis
of which immigrants from those countries,
as soon as they come to Canada, inunediately
become eligible to receive old age security

benefits, which means they qualify im-

mediately to receive the property tax or
rental grants.

At the same time, we have immigrants
coming from other countries that have no
agreement with Canada. As the minister

knows, there are many coimtries which are

discussing agreements with Canada at this

point. Those immigrants vdU be in a totally
diflFerent situation. They will not benefit from
the $50 grant that the Treasurer introduced
in the budget.

I do not think it would cost the Treasury
of Ontario much to amend Bill 48 and to

give the grants to all inunigrants who come
to Canada who are pensioners older than 65,
even if they come from countries that have
no agreement with Canada. I realize fully that
is a federal agreement, but it would be a
measure that would bring justice to and treat
in the same way all the residents of this

country.

Hon. F. S. Miller: Mr. Speaker, I should
start out by saying that the objectives of my

honourable friend and my own are not dif-

ferent. Cost is not the issue; let us imder-
stand that. We estimate that, at most, the
number of people who could be involved is

one half of one per cent of the total popula-
tion over 65 in the province. That is not

necessarily accurate, but rt is the best estimate
we could get from the federal government.

There is no desire to politicize the problem,
and I share that with my friend, but
there is a big difference between a desirable

goal and one that is administratively possible.
That is where the problem may hinge, be-
cause currently we in the province are pro-
vided with complete lists of those people who
receive old age security benefits who could
have easily fitted in to the system we were
going to use of eliminating the income tax

form and locating and identifying the re-

cipients. That was the key thing we were
looking at as we drafted this bill. That we
left the benefit open, although not quite as

rich for people who weren't entitled to OAS,
I hope was an indication that we weren't

trying to take the benefit away from people
who were not eligible, or not of full Canadian
status, or whatever it may be that dif-

ferentiates those who have OAS from tliose

who have not.

The member referred to the diflFerence

between people who come to Canada from
countries that have reciprocal agreements
with Canada and those that do not. I accept
the point he makes, except to say that reci-

procal agreements usually are arrived at be-

tween countries both of which are seeking a
benefit for a class of people. It is possible
that in striking a reciprocal benefit with Italy
—I understand we have one—and with France,
I believe, we have obtained a benefit for

some Canadian citizens, or people living in

that country who have been Canadian citi-

zens, that has been given as part of the

trading process. I would hoi)e that would be
understood as a natural part of the federal

government's negotiations on behalf of citi-

zens who are elsewhere.

I am not rejecting the suggestion the

honourable member has made. I have in-

structed my staff to work at means that

could be incorporated in the bill that would
achieve his objective and at the same time

give us a system of administration that would

give us a reasonably easy benefit.

The House adjourned at 10:37 p.m.
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